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SUMMARY
S.1

Overview

S.1.1

This appendix provides a summary of responses received during statutory
consultation on the Scheme under section 42, section 47 and section 48 of
the Act which contained comments which TfL coded according to the 'User
Charging' theme. This appendix set outs the consultees who commented on
each of these issues, and provides TfL's response to each of the issues
raised on this theme. Where the consultee has not provided a name or
organisation, an anonymous response ID has been included.

S.1.2

The summary of responses has been grouped under the relevant
consultation strands.
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Appendix J1 User Charging
J1.1

Section 42 (1) (a)
Change to the
Scheme?

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

The scheme is not
financially viable

National Grid and SGN

TfL is proposing to deliver the Silvertown
N
Scheme through a Public Private
Partnership (PPP). Under these
arrangements, the Project Co (private
sector) will be required to design, finance,
construct and maintain the Silvertown
Tunnel for a period of 25 to 30 years and, in
return, receive payments from TfL linked to
the availability of the tunnel for safe use by
the traffic. TfL will retain the revenue risk
and be responsible for setting and collecting
the user charge at both Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels. The payments to the
Project Co will be made from TfL’s general
income base, with the revenue from user
charging offsetting the majority of these
payments.
This will enable TfL to spread the costs of
design and construction over a long period
of 25 to 30 years in line with the receipt of
the user charge revenue and therefore
minimise the net impact on the budgets.
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TfL has already committed significant
financial and non financial resources to the
development of the Scheme. TfL Board
has approved a budget provision of c. £107
million for the Scheme’s direct development
costs including all costs associated with the
acquisition of the necessary land and rights
required for its construction, operation and
maintenance, and the costs of obtaining all
necessary consents.
For these reasons , TfL does not expect the
availability of funding to affect the Scheme
viability

J1.2

Section 42 (1) (b)

Issue

Consultee

Charging levels need to be London Borough of Tower
carefully considered
Hamlets
London Borough of Lewisham
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Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

TfL agree that the charge levels must be
N
carefully considered, and the Charging
Policy (Document Reference 7.11) sets out
the process for doing this. The
effectiveness of the charge depends to a
large extent on the level it is set at and the
structure of the charging regime. This is
why TfL propose to confirm the charges
closer to the date that the Silvertown Tunnel
opens to traffic. This would ensure that the
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charging regime reflects the conditions that
exist at the time and the charges are set at
a level that would manage demand for the
tunnels most effectively. Once the Scheme
is in operation, TfL would keep the charges
under review.
Clarification required on
how charging would be
implemented at adjacent
crossings if monitoring
indicated it was required

Royal Borough of Greenwich

There are no proposals to impose user
charges at the other crossings (e.g., the
Rotherhithe Tunnel or Tower Bridge), as
part of this Scheme. The Mayor and TfL
already have the powers to apply road user
charging in London using the GLA Act
1999, which could only be imposed
following statutory processes including a
public consultation. However, charging is
only one mitigation measure available and should monitoring indicate that there are
impacts at adjacent crossings - variations to
the charges at Blackwall and Silvertown
Tunnel may suffice.

N

Comment noting that peak
charging period should be
the same northbound as
southbound

London Borough of Newham

In developing the user charges in the
Assessed Case TfL has considered the
current patterns of demand for the
Blackwall Tunnel, and the forecast demand
for it and the Silvertown Tunnel in the
future. The peaks in demand vary by
direction of travel and it is therefore
appropriate to set differential rates. The
Charging Statement (Document Reference

N
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7.5) explains this in more detail.
Comments requesting
resident discount in
particular geographic
areas
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London Borough of Newham

It is important that the number of potentially
discounted or exempted vehicles or users
does not undermine the objectives of the
user charge to manage demand and help to
pay for the Scheme. No specific resident
discount -for residents of Host Boroughs or
anywhere else - is proposed.
The Charging Statement (Document
Reference 7.5) sets out the rationale for
this. In summary these are:
- Undermines the Scheme objectives:
residents of local boroughs form a
substantial proportion of tunnel users and
any specific discount would undermine the
traffic demand management objectives of
user charging. Setting a charge means that
drivers (and potential drivers) must decide if
they are willing to pay to make this journey
and if not, respond by switching to another
mode, changing the time or route of their
journey or not making the journey at all.
Having a discount undermines the effect of
the user charge because the potential cost
to the driver is lessened or removed
altogether, meaning that there is no
incentive not to make the journey.
Discounts also serve to reduce the revenue
from the Scheme, meaning that it becomes

N
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more difficult to pay for the Scheme. This is
in contrast to the Dartford Crossing, for
example, where residents form a relatively
small proportion of users.
- Alternatives to driving through the tunnel
will continue to exist. Residents living in the
Congestion Charging zone are eligible for a
discount because if they need to move their
car at all they have no choice but to drive in
the zone. For the Blackwall and Silvertown
tunnels this is not the case as there are free
alternative highway crossings, as well as
numerous alternative routes to cross the
river using public transport (which will be
enhanced by the Scheme)
-No fair basis for deciding who qualifies for
the discount: a local resident discount
would have to distinguish between groups
of people by whether or not they live within
a specified area. There is no proper basis
on which to determine the boundary of such
an area and it would also be extremely
difficult to take into account other relevant
criteria such as hardship caused by the
charge.
Concern that charge levels London Borough of Waltham
could be vulnerable to
Forest
political pressures

The user charge would continue beyond the
period of paying for the construction of the
Silvertown Tunnel. This is so that TfL can
continue to manage demand for the tunnel

N
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and the consequent environmental effects.
The Charging Policy (Document Reference
7.11) requires TfL to set and vary the
Statement of Charges guided by a
consistent set of principles and objectives.
The Charging Policy also sets out the
governance and process for setting and
varying the charge.
Extend the proposed
Community Fund beyond
the host Boroughs

Royal Borough of Greenwich
London Borough of Tower
Hamlets
London Borough of Bexley

In the statutory consultation preceding the
submission of the DCO application, TfL
proposed that a Community Fund would be
available to local boroughs for projects that
would enhance the environment or benefit
people in areas most directly affected by
the Scheme. It was intended as a means of
mitigating potential adverse impacts of the
Scheme. Subsequently, TfL has continued
to engage with the local boroughs and has
undertaken further assessments of Scheme
impacts. This further work has not
demonstrated that a Community Fund
would be a necessary or appropriate
mitigation. Where a specific adverse impact
has been identified an appropriate
mitigation has been proposed.

N

Questions in regards how
TfL would ensure that the
user charge does not
become susceptible to

London Borough of Lewisham

The power in the DCO to charge users
must be exercised in accordance with the
Charging Policy (Document Reference
7.11) The Charging Policy sets out the

N
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political interference

principles that must be applied when setting
and varying the user charges and the
objectives which the charges must be used
to achieve.

Questions in regards what
analysis TfL has
undertaken of the potential
to introduce user charging
at the Blackwall and
Rotherhithe Tunnels in
advance of opening the
Silvertown Tunnel

Royal Borough of Greenwich

There is no proposal to charge either the
Blackwall or Rotherhithe Tunnels in
advance of the Scheme opening. This
approach would not meet the Scheme
objectives – for example adding resilience
to the Blackwall Tunnel – and so is not
considered an appropriate measure.

N

Requests for further
information in regards how
the charge would be set
and reviewed

London Borough of Lewisham

The Charging Policy (Document Reference N
7.11) sets out that TfL will have regard to
the achievement of the Project Objectives in
setting the user charge. In setting the initial
charge, TfL will re-run the traffic model
using updated data and can only set
charges which do not lead to significant
environmental effects which are materially
worse than those reported in the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1). In varying the charge in
future, TfL must have regard to traffic and
environmental effects. The Silvertown
Tunnel Implementation Group (STIG) has a
role in reviewing and making
recommendations for charge-setting.
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Support for the user
charge in general terms

London Borough of Bexley

Support for user charging is noted. The
user charge provides an effective means of
controlling demand for the tunnels and
thereby managing the environmental effects
locally.

TfL is discriminating
between west and east
London by introducing
user charging to crossings
in the east

London Borough of Lewisham

TfL considers it reasonable and appropriate N
for the users and direct beneficiaries of the
improvements to road crossings in east
London to contribute to the costs. Charging
is proposed as a means to manage demand
and to pay for the new tunnel.
Although users will pay to use the Scheme,
the total economic benefits will outweigh
any additional costs from the user-charge.
The Outline Business Case identifies that
net user benefits from the Scheme will total
£1.3bn, the majority of which will accrue to
residents of east London.

TfL should bear in mind
London Borough of Newham
the potential administrative
burdens on London’s
Boroughs of the proposed
Community Fund
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In the statutory consultation preceding the
submission of the DCO application, TfL
proposed that a Community Fund would be
available to local boroughs for projects that
would enhance the environment or benefit
people in areas most directly affected by
the Scheme. It was intended as a means of
mitigating potential adverse impacts of the
Scheme. Subsequently, TfL has continued
to engage with the local boroughs and has

N
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undertaken further assessments of Scheme
impacts. This further work has not
demonstrated that a Community Fund
would be a necessary or appropriate
mitigation. Where a specific adverse impact
has been identified an appropriate
mitigation has been proposed.
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TfL should consider the
impact of the user charge
on local residents and
businesses in general
terms

London Borough of Tower
Hamlets
London Borough of Newham
London Borough of Lewisham

The current situation at the Blackwall
Tunnel has a huge cost to businesses, both
in terms of delays and the additional time
required to allow for unreliability at the
crossing. The current peak delays of up to
20 minutes result in significant costs for
businesses with staff stuck in traffic, with
additional secondary effects such as being
late for meetings and staff arriving late for
work due to unreliable commutes.
The Scheme is designed to allow quicker
and more reliable journeys across the river.
The Economic Assessment Report
(Document Reference 7.8) identifies that
there will be over £500m of benefits to
businesses from time savings, once the
costs of the user charge have been
deducted. Without the charge in place to
manage and regulate demand, the
congestion and reliability relief would not be
obtainable. Local residents would see net
benefits of over £800m, once the costs of
the user charge have been deducted, both
from quicker highway journeys and the
introduction of new bus routes, saving
public transport users time and money.
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TfL should consider the
impact of user charging on
low income residents

London Borough of Tower
Hamlets

TfL should undertake
further modelling to
understand the impacts
that user charging might
have

London Borough of Lewisham

The Distributional Impact Assessment
(PINS Document Reference 7.8) identifies
that there will be a net benefit for lower
income residents as a result of the Scheme.
This is because the Scheme enables the
introduction of new frequent bus services,
which will increase the number of jobs
accessible on the opposite site of the River.
Lower income residents are less likely to
have access to a car and therefore benefit
more from the Scheme. The Regeneration
and Development Impact Assessment
(Document Reference 7.8) identifies that
the Scheme will result in an increase in the
number of jobs taken up by local residents
as a result in improvements in accessibility
from the bus network.
The extensive modelling that TfL has
undertaken for the development of the
Assessed Case – which includes modelling
of the user charge-, is described in Chapter
1 of the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). TfL has also undertaken
sensitivity testing to check that the user
charge could still be effective in a range a
different scenarios (Traffic Forecasting
Report - Sensitivity Testing- Document
Reference 7.9).

N

N
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be re-run as part of the procedure for
setting the initial user charge, as set out in
the Charging Policy (Document Reference
7.11).
The boroughs must be
involved in setting charges

Royal Borough of Greenwich
London Borough of Tower
Hamlets
London Borough of Newham
London Borough of Lewisham
London Borough of Bexley

The charge might increase Royal Borough of Greenwich
congestion at free crossing London Borough of
points
Southwark
London Borough of Newham
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As set out in the Charging Policy
(Document Reference 7.11) and the
Monitoring Strategy (Document Reference
7.6), a Silvertown Tunnel Implementation
Group (STIG) would be established in
advance of the Scheme opening to have
oversight of setting the initial charge and
making subsequent variations to the user
charge. STIG would contain representatives
from local boroughs.

Y

Appendix E of the Transport Assessment
(TA) (Document Reference 6.5) assesses
the expected impact of the Scheme on
adjacent river crossings such as the
Rotherhithe Tunnel and the Woolwich
Ferry. It concludes that there are likely to be
minimal effects in terms of displacement.
However, as set out in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6), TfL will
monitor the impacts of the Scheme on
adjacent crossings and would mitigate for
these as appropriate, for example by
varying the user charge at the Blackwall
and Silvertown Tunnels.

N
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The charge rate should be
set now and assurances
should be made in relation
to fixing the rate.

Royal Borough of Greenwich

In order for the user charge to be most
effective, it must be calibrated in response
to prevailing conditions; therefore it would
be inappropriate to fix the charge in 2016,
some six years ahead of Scheme opening.
The Charging Policy (Document Reference
7.11) sets out the process and
considerations which will govern the setting
of the charge for the opening year and in
subsequent years, including that data on
traffic and the environment from the
Monitoring Strategy (Document Reference
7.6) will be used to inform the decisionmaking with regard to the charges for the
opening year.

N

The Silvertown Tunnel Implementation
Group (STIG) would convene during this
pre-implementation period to consider what
the charges for the opening year should be.
It will then make recommendations for the
user charge. The decision to confirm these
charges would lie with the TfL Board. This
procedure is set out in the Charging Policy
(Document Reference 7.11).
The proposed Community
Fund should be used to
fund a residents discount

London Borough of Newham

In the statutory consultation preceding the
submission of the DCO application, TfL
proposed that a Community Fund would be
available to local boroughs for projects that
would enhance the environment or benefit

N
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people in areas most directly affected by
the Scheme. It was intended as a means of
mitigating potential adverse impacts of the
Scheme. Subsequently, TfL has continued
to engage with the local boroughs and has
undertaken further assessments of Scheme
impacts. This further work has not
demonstrated that a Community Fund
would be a necessary or appropriate
mitigation. Where a specific adverse impact
has been identified an appropriate
mitigation has been proposed.
A significant proportion of Blackwall Tunnel
users are from the local area - the different
data sources available suggest 25-30% of
peak trips in both directions are from local
boroughs. This suggests that a resident
discount could significantly undermine the
demand management objective of the
Scheme and also reduce the revenue to
pay for it.
This figure also needs to be understood in
the broader context of both overall travel
patterns for local people and the strategic
objectives of the Scheme. For travel to work
in the three host boroughs only one in five
workers (21%) crosses the river and only
14% of these trips are made by car. This
means that just less than three per cent of
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all travel to work from these three boroughs
is a cross-river car driver trip.
The user charge must be
higher than the cost of
using Emirates Air Line

London Borough of Waltham
Forest

The Draft DCO (Document Reference 3.1)
N
provides that TfL’s power to set and vary
the charges must be exercised in
accordance with the Charging Policy
(Document Reference 7.11). This Policy
governs all aspects of user charging
including setting the charge level,
identifying the vehicles to be charged and
the discounts and exemptions available. TfL
is seeking the power to be flexible in
applying user charges so that the charging
regime can most effectively manage
demand in a variety of future scenarios. The
EAL is just one of the alternative transport
connections available and it is not
appropriate to fix the charge relative to this
factor alone. The approach to user charging
at the Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels has
been guided by modelling of impacts and
not by comparisons to other modes such as
EAL. The lowest EAL fare available is £1.70

The user charge should
vary based on traffic levels

Royal Borough of Greenwich

The DCO gives TfL a general power to set
the user charges prior to the Scheme
opening and to make subsequent variations
to the charges where this is necessary to
manage traffic and its associated impacts.
In principle this could include a charge

N
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determined by prevailing traffic levels (i.e. a
form of dynamic charging). In broad terms,
this approach has been demonstrated in the
Assessed Case and has the potential to be
implemented in a more sophisticated way
as conditions change and road user
charging technology develops.
The user charge will
London Borough of Tower
disincentive local people to Hamlets
travel

There are inconsistencies
in the approach to
charging crossings in West
and East London

London Borough of Tower
Hamlets
London Borough of Barking
and Dagenham

Although a relatively large proportion of
N
users of the Blackwall Tunnel are from the
local area, overall most local people use
public transport to cross the river (and many
do not make cross-river journeys at all). The
Scheme will enable a significant
enhancement of cross-river bus and coach
services which will benefit local people,
meaning that crossing the river becomes
more accessible as a result.
Without a user charge, the additional
N
capacity and improved journey times
brought about by the Scheme would attract
substantial levels of traffic demand to the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels. This
could include highway trips not currently on
the network.
While imposing a user charge at other or all
of London's road river crossings might in
principle raise enough revenue to pay for
the Scheme, it would fail to meet the Project
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Objectives of increasing resilience and
reducing congestion and delay at the
Blackwall Tunnel. This requires the
provision of extra capacity as well as a user
charge which is at a level that ensures the
benefits of this added capacity are locked in
for the long-term.
New road crossings to the west are not
currently proposed, but it is likely that if TfL
did build a new road crossing to the west, it
would also be charged in order to manage
demand and pay for the project.
TfL consider it reasonable and appropriate
for the users and direct beneficiaries of the
improvements to contribute to the costs.
Charging is proposed as a means to
manage demand and to pay for the new
tunnel.
There should be a
discount to the user for
residents and local
businesses

Royal Borough of Greenwich
London Borough of Tower
Hamlets
London Borough of Newham
London Borough of Lewisham
London Borough of Barking
and Dagenham

In the Assessed Case, no resident discount
is assumed. The Charging Statement
(Document Reference 2.5) sets out the
rationale for this. In summary these are:
- Undermines the Scheme objectives:
residents of local boroughs form a
substantial proportion of tunnel users and
any specific discount would undermine the
traffic demand management objectives of
user charging, and the means to pay for the

N
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Scheme. This is in contrast to the Dartford
Crossing, for example, where residents
form a relatively small proportion of users.
- Alternatives to driving through the tunnel
will continue to exist. Residents living in the
Congestion Charging zone are eligible for a
discount because if they need to move their
car at all they have no choice but to drive in
the zone. For the Blackwall and Silvertown
tunnels this is not the case as there are free
alternative highway crossings, as well as
numerous alternative routes to cross the
river using public transport (which will be
enhanced by the Scheme).
-No fair basis for deciding who qualifies for
the discount: a local resident discount
would have to distinguish between groups
of people by whether or not they live within
a specified area. There is no proper basis
on which to determine the boundary of such
an area and any such area could not take
into account other relevant criteria such as
hardship caused by the charge.

J1.3

Section 42 (1) (d)

Issue

Consultee
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Change to the
Scheme?
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Against the tolls because
they already pay council
tax

BHLF-33SX-SN5S-T
ANON-33SX-SNWF-F
ANON-33SX-SFQ2-D
ANON-33SX-S7Z2-7
ANON-33SX-S7QJ-P

There are two main reasons for the user
charge: to manage demand for the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels; and to
help to pay for the new tunnel. Without a
user charge, the additional capacity and
improved journey times brought about by
the Scheme would attract substantial levels
of traffic demand to the Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels, including highway trips
not currently on the network.

N

Council tax is levied by local authorities to
pay for local services (supported by central
Government grant). TfL does not have
direct access to council tax (although the
GLA could in principle levy a precept), so
this source is not readily available. Even if
this source of funding were available, a user
charge would still be required in order to
manage demand.

Any user charge needs to
be set at a reasonable
amount

London City Airport

TfL consider it reasonable and appropriate
for the users and direct beneficiaries of the
improvements to contribute to the costs.
Charging is proposed as a means to
manage demand and to pay for the new
tunnel.
The Charging Policy (Document Reference
7.11) sets out the policies and procedures
that will be used for setting the initial charge

N
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and for subsequent variations. In particular
TfL must have regard to the traffic and
environmental (including socio-economic)
factors.
It is important to set the charge at level
which meets the Scheme’s objectives. This
means ensuring that there is enough
demand for the crossing to realise the
economic and social benefits of the
Scheme while not inducing traffic which
could have detrimental environmental and
other effects.
Charging the Blackwall
Tunnel is unfair
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The Trustees of Morden
College

As these tunnels lie close together, if only
the new tunnel was charged, the benefit of
paying to use the charged crossing would
be low because there would be little scope
to save time, and it would be expected that
fewer users would choose to do so.
TfL has modelled a scenario where only the
Silvertown Tunnel is charged. This work
indicates that the volume of traffic likely to
use the charged Silvertown Tunnel if the
Blackwall Tunnel remained uncharged
would be approximately halved compared
to a situation in which both tunnels are
charged.
At the same time, the volume of traffic
seeking to use the uncharged Blackwall

N
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Comments opposing a
charge at Silvertown and
Blackwall tunnel

BHLF-33SX-SN5S-T

Tunnel in that scenario would be far greater
than in the Assessed Case, and indeed the
overall level of demand for the two
crossings would be significantly greater,
thereby undermining the Scheme benefits.
There are two main reasons for the user
charge: to manage demand for the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels; and to
help to pay for the new tunnel. Without a
user charge, the additional capacity and
improved journey times brought about by
the Scheme would attract substantial levels
of traffic demand to the Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels. This could include
highway trips not currently on the network.

N

The user charge would ensure that the
Scheme delivers its objectives. While TfL
acknowledges that there is considerable
opposition to the user charge, this needs to
be weighed against the transport and wider
benefits of the Scheme. As set out in
Chapter 6 of the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference 7.1), the Scheme
brings a number of benefits in line with the
Project Objectives, by addressing the
severe and ongoing lack of resilience in the
cross-river network in east London and
improving the performance of the road
network in terms of reduced journey time,
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enhanced journey time reliability and
reductions in delay and congestion.
Additionally the benefits would be spread to
public transport users (who would not pay
the user charge) because the Scheme
would enable significantly enhanced crossriver bus services, a potential five-fold
increase in trips.
Without a user charge, the Scheme cannot
be delivered and these benefits would not
be realised.
Alternative ways of paying for the Scheme,
even if these were sufficient and available,
would not be effective in managing demand
in the way a user charge can. Vehicle
Excise Duty (VED), sometimes referred to
as 'road tax' is levied by central
Government on vehicles used in the UK.
The money from VED is used as part of
general taxation and is not ring-fenced for
road or transport projects. Council tax is
levied by local authorities to pay for local
services (supported by central Government
grant). Given the cost of the Scheme and
the need to deploy a user charge in order to
manage demand, these sources of funding
are not suitable, even if the funds were
available.
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Comments requesting
resident discount in
particular geographic
areas

Knight Dragon Developments
Limited
ANON-33SX-STBG-1
ANON-33SX-S784-7
ANON-33SX-S72P-W
ANON-33SX-S26K-Q
Dilara Begum

It is important that the number of potentially
discounted or exempted vehicles or users
does not undermine the objectives of the
user charge to manage demand and help to
pay for the Scheme. No specific resident
discount -for residents of Host Boroughs or
anywhere else - is proposed.
The Charging Statement (Document
Reference 7.5) sets out the rationale for
this. In summary these are:
- Undermines the Scheme objectives:
residents of local boroughs form a
substantial proportion of tunnel users and
any specific discount would undermine the
traffic demand management objectives of
user charging. Setting a charge means that
drivers (and potential drivers) must decide if
they are willing to pay to make this journey
and if not, respond by switching to another
mode, changing the time or route of their
journey or not making the journey at all.
Having a discount undermines the effect of
the user charge because the potential cost
to the driver is lessened or removed
altogether, meaning that there is no
incentive not to make the journey.
Discounts also serve to reduce the revenue
from the Scheme, meaning that it becomes
more difficult to pay for the Scheme. This is

N
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in contrast to the Dartford Crossing, for
example, where residents form a relatively
small proportion of users.
- Alternatives to driving through the tunnel
will continue to exist. Residents living in the
Congestion Charging zone are eligible for a
discount because if they need to move their
car at all they have no choice but to drive in
the zone. For the Blackwall and Silvertown
tunnels this is not the case as there are free
alternative highway crossings, as well as
numerous alternative routes to cross the
river using public transport (which will be
enhanced by the Scheme)
-No fair basis for deciding who qualifies for
the discount: a local resident discount
would have to distinguish between groups
of people by whether or not they live within
a specified area. There is no proper basis
on which to determine the boundary of such
an area and it would also be extremely
difficult to take into account other relevant
criteria such as hardship caused by the
charge.
Concerns about tolling
outside peak periods
negatively affecting
residents and businesses
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Knight Dragon Developments
Limited

The Assessed Case assumes a user
charge for off-peak periods (including all
weekend), which for account-holders would
be set at a lower charge level than the peak
periods. This is in recognition that there is

N
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continued high demand for the crossing in
this off-peak period. Off-peak users will
benefit from the added resilience brought by
the Silvertown Tunnel. A user charge is
necessary to manage demand for the
tunnel and the environmental effects of
traffic as well as provide a means to pay for
the Scheme.
TfL propose to set the initial level of the
user charge closer to the date that the
Silvertown Tunnel opens to traffic. This
would ensure that the charge reflects the
conditions that exist at the time and the
charges are set at a level that would
manage demand for the tunnel most
effectively. This process is set out in the
Charging Policy (Document Reference
7.11).
Extend the proposed
Community Fund beyond
the host Boroughs

Millennium Primary School

In the statutory consultation preceding the
submission of the DCO application, TfL
proposed that a Community Fund would be
available to local boroughs for projects that
would enhance the environment or benefit
people in areas most directly affected by
the Scheme. It was intended as a means of
mitigating potential adverse impacts of the
Scheme. Subsequently, TfL has continued
to engage with the local boroughs and has
undertaken further assessments of Scheme

N
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impacts. This further work has not
demonstrated that a Community Fund
would be a necessary or appropriate
mitigation. Where a specific adverse impact
has been identified an appropriate
mitigation has been proposed.
Other east London
crossings should be
charged

London City Airport

In addition to the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme, TfL have plans for a further two
new multi-modal river crossings in east
London - between Thamesmead and
Beckton and between Belvedere and
Rainham. It is proposed that user charges
would apply to these new crossings as well
in order to help pay for the crossings and to
manage demand for them. There are
however, no proposals to impose user
charges at the two existing crossings, the
Rotherhithe Tunnel or the Woolwich Ferry,
as part of this Scheme. It is not expected
that a significant number of drivers would
divert to either of these to avoid the charges
at the Blackwall and Silvertown tunnels.

Public Transport is not
suitable for some trips

ANON-33SX-STAM-6
ANON-33SX-ST7M-V
ANON-33SX-SFJ8-C
ANON-33SX-S2D9-K

TfL acknowledge that there are some
N
journeys for which private highway transport
is significantly more practical owing to the
complexity of the route, the need to carry
goods or other factors. Public transport
crossings in east London have multiplied in
recent years: seven new rail crossings, with
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a further crossing to come in the form of
Crossrail from 2018. This means that by
2020, there will be as many rail crossings to
the east of Tower Bridge as to the west of
Vauxhall Bridge. Most cross-river travel is
undertaken by public transport and this is
expected to continue with the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme. While most areas are welllinked to employment by rail, the Scheme
presents an opportunity to fill in some gaps.
It will enable TfL to significantly increase
bus services across the river and TfL will
seek to optimise this connectivity by linking
to other transport, for example at North
Greenwich interchange. The Scheme
results in an uplift in Public Transport
Accessibility Levels (PTALs) in RB
Greenwich and around the Royal Docks.
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Some respondents oppose Trinity Buoy Wharf
user charges and suggest BHLF-33SX-SN5S-T
car tax covers the Scheme ANON-33SX-SNUZ-1
ANON-33SX-SFU1-G
ANON-33SX-SFJ8-C
ANON-33SX-SF1T-F
ANON-33SX-S7QJ-P
ANON-33SX-S7MC-B
ANON-33SX-S2D9-K
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There are two main reasons for the user
charge: to manage demand for the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels and keep
traffic levels within appropriate limits; and to
help to pay for the new tunnel. Without a
user charge, the additional capacity and
improved journey times brought about by
the Scheme would attract substantial levels
of traffic demand to the Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels. This could include
highway trips not currently on the network
The user charge would ensure that the
Scheme delivers its objectives. While TfL
acknowledges that there is considerable
opposition to the user charge, this needs to
be weighed against the transport and wider
benefits of the Scheme. As set out in
Chapter 6 of the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference 7.1), the Scheme
brings a number of benefits in line with the
Project Objectives, by addressing the
severe and ongoing lack of resilience in the
cross-river network in east London and
improving the performance of the road
network in terms of reduced journey time,
enhanced journey time reliability and
reductions in delay and congestion.
Additionally the benefits would be spread to
public transport users (who would not pay
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the user charge) because the Scheme
would enable significantly enhanced crossriver bus services, a potential five-fold
increase in trips.
Without a user charge, the Scheme cannot
be delivered and these benefits would not
be realised.
Alternative ways of paying for the Scheme,
even if these were sufficient and available,
would not be effective in managing demand
in the way a user charge can. Vehicle
Excise Duty (VED), sometimes referred to
as 'road tax' is levied by central
Government on vehicles used in the UK.
The money from VED is used as part of
general taxation and is not ring-fenced for
road or transport projects. Council tax is
levied by local authorities to pay for local
services (supported by central Government
grant). Given the cost of the Scheme and
the need to deploy a user charge in order to
manage demand, these sources of funding
are not suitable, even if the funds were
available.
Support for the user
charge in general terms

ANON-33SX-STU9-6
ANON-33SX-SN7D-D
ANON-33SX-SFYR-N

The user charge will encourage potential
drivers to consider whether their journey
can be made another way, or at an off-peak
or uncharged time and for some, this may
result in a switch to public transport for

N
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some journeys. The enhanced bus and
coach services enabled by the Scheme will
help to enable this shift. In the Assessed
Case, the share of person trips made
through the Blackwall and Silvertown
Tunnels by bus or coach is expected to
increase from just over ten per cent to
almost a quarter when the Scheme opens.
TfL should be funding the
Scheme by diverting the
money allocated for the
Garden bridge to east
London
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BHLF-33SX-SN5S-T
ANON-33SX-S7QJ-P

Here are two main reasons for the user
N
charge: to manage demand for the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels and keep
traffic levels within appropriate limits; and to
help to pay for the new tunnel. Without a
user charge, the additional capacity and
improved journey times brought about by
the Scheme would attract substantial levels
of traffic demand to the Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels. This could include
highway trips not currently on the network
Charging users generates a relatively stable
long-term source of revenue that can
support both the servicing and repayment of
construction finance and ongoing operation
and maintenance costs for the life of the
Scheme. The cost of the Scheme is such
that reallocating funds from other projects
such as the Garden Bridge (as suggested
by several respondents) would not cover
the costs of the Scheme and doing so
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would mean that other TfL projects could
not be taken forward. It should be noted
here that the costs of the Garden Bridge will
primarily be borne by the Garden Bridge
Trust, although TfL secured the initial
design work and planning permission and is
making a contribution to the project. Not
having a user charge would mean that the
Scheme objectives would not be met, so
even if funds were reallocated from other
projects, a user charge would still be
necessary.
Not having a user charge would mean that
the Scheme objectives would not be met,
so even if funds were reallocated from other
projects, a user charge would still be
necessary.
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TfL should consider the
impact of the user charge
on local residents and
businesses in general
terms
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The Trustees of Morden
College
Tarmac
Railway Pension Nominees
Ltd (‘Railway Pension
Nominees’)
ANON-33SX-SNWF-F
ANON-33SX-SNUZ-1
ANON-33SX-SFQ2-D
ANON-33SX-SFJ8-C
ANON-33SX-SF1E-Z
ANON-33SX-S26K-Q

The current situation at the Blackwall
Tunnel has a huge cost to businesses, both
in terms of delays and the additional time
required to allow for unreliability at the
crossing. The current peak delays of up to
20 minutes result in significant costs for
businesses with staff stuck in traffic, with
additional secondary effects such as being
late for meetings and staff arriving late for
work due to unreliable commutes.
The Scheme is designed to allow quicker
and more reliable journeys across the river.
The Economic Assessment Report
(Document Reference 7.8) identifies that
there will be over £500m of benefits to
businesses from time savings, once the
costs of the user charge have been
deducted. Without the charge in place to
manage and regulate demand, the
congestion and reliability relief would not be
obtainable. Local residents would see net
benefits of over £800m, once the costs of
the user charge have been deducted, both
from quicker highway journeys and the
introduction of new bus routes, saving
public transport users time and money.
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TfL should undertake
further modelling to
understand the impacts
that user charging might
have

The Blackwall Tunnel
should remain free to use

Knight Dragon Developments
Limited

The Trustees of Morden
College
ANON-33SX-SFU1-G
ANON-33SX-S7P2-W
ANON-33SX-S72P-W
ANON-33SX-S2D9-K
ANON-33SX-S2C5-E

The extensive modelling that TfL has
undertaken for the development of the
Assessed Case – which includes modelling
of the user charge-, is described in Chapter
1 of the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). TfL has also undertaken
sensitivity testing to check that the user
charge could still be effective in a range a
different scenarios (Traffic Forecasting
Report - Sensitivity Testing- Document
Reference 7.9).
It should be noted that the traffic model will
be re-run as part of the procedure for
setting the initial user charge, as set out in
the Charging Policy (Document Reference
7.11).
As these tunnels are lie close together, if
only the new tunnel was charged, the
benefit of paying to use the charged
crossing would be low because there would
be little scope to save time, and it would be
expected that fewer users would choose to
do so.

N

N

TfL has modelled a scenario where only the
Silvertown Tunnel is charged. This work
indicates that the volume of traffic likely to
use the charged Silvertown Tunnel if the
Blackwall Tunnel remained uncharged
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would be approximately halved in the AM
peak and interpeak compared to a situation
in which both tunnels are charged.
At the same time, the volume of traffic
seeking to use the uncharged Blackwall
Tunnel in that scenario would be far greater
than in the Assessed Case, and indeed the
overall level of demand for the two
crossings would be significantly greater.
The charge might increase European Metal Recycling
congestion at free crossing Limited ("EMR")
points
ANON-33SX-STTE-H
ANON-33SX-SNMV-N
ANON-33SX-S7YP-4
ANON-33SX-S2D9-K

The charges for HGVs are
too high
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Tarmac

Appendix E of the Transport Assessment
(TA) (Document Reference 6.5) assesses
the expected impact of the Scheme on
adjacent river crossings such as the
Rotherhithe Tunnel and the Woolwich
Ferry. It concludes that there are likely to be
minimal effects in terms of displacement.
However, as set out in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6), TfL will
monitor the impacts of the Scheme on
adjacent crossings and would mitigate for
these as appropriate, for example by
varying the user charge at the Blackwall
and Silvertown Tunnels.
The charges presented for lorries are a
reflection of a number of factors including
the environmental impact of these vehicles,
the wear and tear on the road and the value
of time for different road users. The

N
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Scheme (including charge effects) has been
assessed overall as having a positive
economic impact for businesses owing to
reduced journey times and better journey
time reliability (please see the Outline
Business Case- Document Reference 7.8).
The scenarios assessed throughout the
technical documents that were part of the
statutory consultation were based on a set
of assumed indicative charging levels and
assumptions around future traffic
conditions. The charge levels presented in
this "Assessed Case" were used to assess
the likely significant effects of the Scheme
for the purposes of the statutory
consultation on the proposed DCO
application. The Assessed Case represents
TfL's best estimate of the prevailing
conditions at the time of Scheme opening
and the user charges that would apply. TfL
propose to confirm the initial level of the
user charge closer to the date that the
Silvertown Tunnel opens to traffic. This
would ensure that the user charge reflects
the conditions that exist at the time and the
charges are set at a level that would
manage demand for the tunnel most
effectively.
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The cost of the user
charge should be set
higher than the cost of
public transport, walking
and cycling, to discourage
driving

ANON-33SX-SNBK-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3M-J

An important benefit of the user charge is
the opportunity it provides to help to
encourage people to consider switching
modes from private to public transport,
walking or cycling. This opportunity is
enhanced by the additional bus and coach
services which can be accommodated by
the Scheme. The process for setting user
charges is set out in the Charging Policy
(Document Reference 7.11).

N

With or without the Scheme, the modal
share for public transport will continue to
increase in the east sub-region, from just
around 56% in 2012 to around 59% in
2021. The Charging Policy sets out the
factors which can be taken into
consideration in developing the initial user
charge and in potential variations.
The Dartford Tunnel
charge was not removed
once that crossing had
been funded
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BHLF-33SX-SN5S-T
ANON-33SX-S2DH-2

There are two main reasons for the user
charge: to manage demand for the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels and keep
traffic levels within appropriate limits; and to
help to pay for the new tunnel.
Without a user charge, the additional
capacity and improved journey times
brought about by the Scheme would attract
substantial levels of traffic demand to the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels. This

N
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could include highway trips not currently on
the network and trips currently made by
public transport being switched to use
private vehicles. Not only would this mean
that the benefits of the Scheme would be
eroded, it would also lead to negative
secondary impacts on the environment, for
example on air quality. The benefits of the
Scheme in terms of reduced journey time
and better reliability would be reduced if
there were no user charge, and the
opportunity to provide better public
transport services across the river would
also be diminished.
TfL has always been clear that the charge
would be expected to apply for the life of
the Scheme in order to maintain the
demand management effect. Since it first
began operation, a toll has been levied at
the Dartford Crossing. When the costs of
construction had been repaid, this was
replaced in 2003 by a user charge, to
manage demand and to help to pay for
additional crossing capacity in the Lower
Thames area. For the Silvertown and
Blackwall Tunnels, no toll would apply but a
user charge would apply from Scheme
opening in order to manage demand and
help to pay for the Scheme.
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The proposed user charge
could give rise to
increased ‘rat-running’ as
traffic diverts to free
crossings

ANON-33SX-STAM-6

There is no evidence of significant ratrunning from the strategic model. TfL will
monitor the impacts of the Scheme on the
local road network and any impacts that
arise during Scheme operation would be
dealt with through the Traffic Impacts
Mitigation Strategy (Document Reference
7.7)

N

The proposed user charge
is too high

ANON-33SX-STBG-1

The scenarios assessed throughout the
technical documents that were part of the
statutory consultation were based on a set
of assumed indicative charging levels and
assumptions around future traffic
conditions. The charge levels presented in
this "Assessed Case" were used to assess
the likely significant effects of the Scheme
for the purposes of the statutory
consultation on the proposed DCO
application. The Assessed Case represents
TfL's best estimate of the prevailing
conditions at the time of Scheme opening
and the user charges that would apply. The
user charges presented in the consultation
originate from the Assessed Case and
reflect the optimal charges for achieving the
Project Objectives given the conditions
expected to prevail at Scheme opening.
Higher or lower charges would not achieve
the objectives in the same way and could

N
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have adverse impacts.
TfL propose to confirm the initial level of the
user charge closer to the date that the
Silvertown Tunnel opens to traffic. This
would ensure that the user charge reflects
the conditions that exist at the time and the
charges are set at a level that would
manage demand for the tunnel most
effectively.
The user charge
represents conflicting
priorities between raising
revenue and managing
demand

ANON-33SX-SFDF-M
ANON-33SX-S7MC-B

The principal reason for the user charge is
to manage demand for the Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels and keep traffic levels
within appropriate limits. A secondary
reason for user charging is to help to pay
for the new tunnel. The Charging Policy
(Document Reference 7.11) sets out the
factors for consideration in setting the initial
charge and making subsequent variations
and this makes clear that the demand
management function takes priority.
TfL does not make a profit on its current
operations and any surplus revenue will be
reinvested in London's transport and roads
network. See the Funding Statement
(Document Reference 4.2).
The Charging Policy sets out that the user
charge will increase from time to time in line
with inflation. Other changes to the charge,

N
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including price increases, must satisfy the
environmental criteria set out in the
Charging Policy.

The user charge should be ANON-33SX-STTE-H
integrated into the Oyster
Card system

Oyster is a smartcard which can be used to
store travel cards and PAYG credit for
journeys on public transport in London. It
requires the user to swipe the card at a
reader which is located on the vehicle (for
buses and trams) or at the gate line (for
trains). It is not feasible to offer Oyster
payment for the Scheme because there
would be no physical barriers or card
readers in place: all charge collection would
be automatic. Similarly it would not be
possible to offer contactless card payment
facilities.

N

The user charge should
cease once the
construction of the
Scheme is paid for

TfL anticipate that it will be necessary for
the user charge to continue beyond the
date at which the cost of Scheme
construction has been recouped in order to
maintain its demand management effect.
Additionally, maintenance and operational
costs of the Scheme are ongoing and the
charge revenue will help to pay for these.

N
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The user charge will
discourage economic
development

Tarmac
ANON-33SX-SNB5-9

TfL believes that the Scheme is likely to
support higher levels of economic activity
and increase the number of jobs in east
London. The Regeneration and
Development Impact Assessment
(Document Reference 7.8) identifies that
the Scheme could support the creation of
several thousand additional jobs in east
London by reducing congestion, improving
the resilience and reliability of the road
network, and improving access to suppliers,
customers and the labour market. The
Economic Assessment Report ( Document
Reference 7.8) identifies that economic
benefits, net of user charges, will total
£1.3bn for residents and businesses over
the appraisal period.

N

The user charge will serve
to divide the City

ANON-33SX-S26K-Q

By reducing congestion and improving
reliability, the Scheme will enable car users
to access a greater range of potential retail
facilities on the opposite site of the River
within a specific time budget. The
Regeneration and Development Impact
Assessment (Document Reference 7.8)
identifies that the Scheme will result in an
increase in cross river movement, some of
which will be an increase in retail trips. This
is partly a result of the introduction of new
frequent bus services, which the Scheme

N
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will facilitate, and which will provide the
opportunity to access a much wider range
of jobs and services, particularly for the
significant proportion of residents that do
not have access to car.
There are inconsistencies BHLF-33SX-S7V2-3
in the approach to
ANON-33SX-SNWF-F
charging crossings in West ANON-33SX-SNUZ-1
and East London
ANON-33SX-S2D9-K
ANON-33SX-S26K-Q
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Without a user charge, the additional
N
capacity and improved journey times
brought about by the Scheme would attract
substantial levels of traffic demand to the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels. This
could include highway trips not currently on
the network.
While imposing a user charge at other or all
of London's road river crossings might in
principle raise enough revenue to pay for
the Scheme, it would fail to meet the Project
Objectives of increasing resilience and
reducing congestion and delay at the
Blackwall Tunnel, which requires the
provision of extra capacity as well as a user
charge which is at a level that ensures the
benefits of this added capacity are locked in
for the long-term.
New road crossings to the west are not
currently proposed, but it is likely that if TfL
did build a new road crossing to the west, it
would also be charged in order to manage
demand and pay for the project.
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TfL consider it reasonable and appropriate
for the users and direct beneficiaries of the
improvements to contribute to the costs.
Charging is proposed as a means to
manage demand and to pay for the new
tunnel.
There should be a
discount to the user
charge for businesses

Railway Pension Nominees
Ltd (‘Railway Pension
Nominees’)

No business discount is currently proposed.
Any such discount would be likely to
significantly undermine the demand
management effects of the Scheme and
mean that the project's objectives were not
met. In addition it would be very difficult to
determine a basis on which such a discount
could be made available and also might
also breach State Aid rules.

N

There should be a
discount to the user for
residents and local
businesses

Hanson Quarry Products
Europe Limited, trading as
Hanson Concrete
ANON-33SX-STZ5-7
ANON-33SX-STAM-6
ANON-33SX-ST7M-V
ANON-33SX-SNUZ-1
ANON-33SX-SFU6-N
ANON-33SX-S7SN-V
ANON-33SX-S2D9-K

In the Assessed Case, no resident discount
is assumed. The Charging Statement
(Document Reference 2.5) sets out the
rationale for this. In summary these are:
- Undermines the Scheme objectives:
residents of local boroughs form a
substantial proportion of tunnel users and
any specific discount would undermine the
traffic demand management objectives of
user charging, and the means to pay for the
Scheme. This is in contrast to the Dartford
Crossing, for example, where residents

N
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form a relatively small proportion of users.
- Alternatives to driving through the tunnel
will continue to exist. Residents living in the
Congestion Charging zone are eligible for a
discount because if they need to move their
car at all they have no choice but to drive in
the zone. For the Blackwall and Silvertown
tunnels this is not the case as there are free
alternative highway crossings, as well as
numerous alternative routes to cross the
river using public transport (which will be
enhanced by the Scheme).
-No fair basis for deciding who qualifies for
the discount: a local resident discount
would have to distinguish between groups
of people by whether or not they live within
a specified area. There is no proper basis
on which to determine the boundary of such
an area and any such area could not take
into account other relevant criteria such as
hardship caused by the charge.
There should be further
consultation on the
proposed user charge
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London City Airport

The principle of a user charge as part of the N
Scheme has been extensively consulted on:
in the second non-statutory consultation on
river crossings (Oct 2012-Mar 2013) and
the non-statutory consultation on the
Silvertown Tunnel (Oct-Dec 2014).
Indicative user charges from the Assessed
Case were presented in the statutory
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consultation (Oct - Nov 2015) preceding the
DCO application.
This charging approach
will not work

ANON-33SX-SNWF-F
ANON-33SX-SN1N-H
ANON-33SX-S7MC-B

TfL has undertaken extensive modelling in
order to develop the Assessed Case, and
this includes the likely response of drivers
to the user charges put forward within it. TfL
has also undertaken sensitivity testing to
check that the user charge can still be
effective in different future scenarios (for
example, higher and lower growth). This
demonstrates that the user charge will
effectively manage demand for the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels. Charging
is a proven means of demand management
and has been deployed in many road
schemes across Europe. Although its
objectives differ, the central London
Congestion Charge has, since its
introduction in 2003, led to falling levels of
traffic in central London (although the
congestion benefits have decreased due to
reduced road space capacity, the reduction
in traffic has been consistent). The fact that
the charge can be varied in future means
that it can be responsive to changing
conditions.

N

Toll should be in place
until the cost of the
Scheme has been

BHLF-33SX-SN5S-T

There are two main reasons for the user
charge: to manage demand for the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels and keep

N
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recouped

Use money from the
Dartford Toll to fund the
Scheme
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traffic levels within appropriate limits; and to
help to pay for the new tunnel.
It is envisaged that user charging would
continue beyond the date at which the costs
of construction are recouped and remain in
place for the lifetime of the Scheme. The
main reason for this is the need to retain the
demand management effect of the user
charge in the long-term. A secondary
reason is the ongoing maintenance and
operational costs of the Silvertown Tunnel,
which revenue would help to cover. In this
respect, user charges differ from tolls
(which are set in order to pay for
infrastructure and so have a fixed end
date).
ANON-33SX-SF1E-Z
ANON-33SX-S7Z2-7

It could in principle be possible to use other
sources of funding to cover some of the
Scheme cost, however in the instance of
the Dartford Crossings, these are managed
by Highways England and TfL has no
responsibility for them. Additionally, neither
this money nor any of the other funding
options would manage demand and since
this is the most important function of the
user charge, these alternatives would still
require a user charge to apply in addition to
any other funding.

N
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The charge must be set at
a high level in order to
provide compensation to
local residents

Dilara Begum

The principal reason for the user charge is
to manage demand for the Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels; and the secondary
reason is to help to pay for the new tunnel.

N

Revenue from the user charges will be used
to pay for the construction and ongoing
operational costs of the Silvertown Tunnel.
Measures to mitigate the impacts locally are
set out in the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1).

J1.4

Section 47 and 48

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

A belief that the tax boost
from an increase in jobs
renders the tolls
unnecessary

ANON-33SX-SNEQ-8

A charge should apply
only for one tunnel

ANON-33SX-S7X1-4
ANON-33SX-S7RA-E
ANON-33SX-S79C-Q

TfL anticipates that the Scheme will have
economic benefits in the east sub-region of
London, but there is no direct means of
recouping these benefits in order to pay for
the Scheme. In this respect the Scheme
differs from a Community Infrastructure
Levy, for example, where developers
contribute to a scheme from which adds
value to their business.
A user charge is necessary to manage
demand at both tunnels. It is important to
apply a charge to both tunnels in order to
prevent drivers favouring the non-charged

Change to the
scheme?
N

N
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ANON-33SX-S2HW-N
BHLF-33SX-S7KF-C
ANON-33SX-STSW-2

tunnel. If for example, only the new tunnel
were to be charged, drivers would be likely
to favour the existing tunnel despite its
constraints and would therefore not be
making optimum use of the new
infrastructure. This is especially important
given the proximity of the two tunnels on the
south side. If the Blackwall Tunnel was not
subject to a charge then queues would build
up broadly as they do now, inhibiting
access to the Silvertown Tunnel. As well as
diminishing the Scheme's benefits in terms
of reducing congestion, other benefits such
as the opportunity for enhanced cross-river
bus provision would be eroded.
TfL has modelled a scenario where only the
Silvertown Tunnel is charged. This work
indicates that the volume of traffic likely to
use the charged Silvertown Tunnel if the
Blackwall Tunnel remained uncharged
would be approximately halved compared
to a situation in which both tunnels are
charged.
At the same time, the volume of traffic
seeking to use the uncharged Blackwall
Tunnel in that scenario would be far greater
than in the Assessed Case (the scenario
used in TfL’s assessments where both
tunnel are charged), and indeed the overall
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level of demand for the two crossings would
be significantly greater meaning the
congestion relief benefits would be
significantly diminished.
A cheap payment option
should be implemented
(such as monthly passes,
up-front bulk-buys)

ANON-33SX-SFM7-E
ANON-33SX-SF1Q-C
ANON-33SX-S2NP-M
ANON-33SX-S2CM-6
Federation of Small
Businesses
BHLF-33SX-S7MH-G

Against the tolls because
they already pay council
tax

ANON-33SX-STCG-2
ANON-33SX-STCD-Y
ANON-33SX-STBR-C

Discounted travel cards and PAYG rates
that can be stored on the Oyster card are
an effective way of incentivising the use of
public transport and helping users to
manage the costs of travel. In this way they
help to encourage sustainable travel. TfL
consider that there is currently no clear
justification for discounts for multiple
journeys on a road crossing (such as a
carnet or monthly or annual pass) and that
it would undermine the Scheme objectives.
It is important to note that frequent users
would receive significant benefits from the
reduction in congestion and delays which
the Scheme would bring about. Registering
for an account offers a saving on the
headline charge at all times. However, TfL
will keep the Scheme under review and, as
set out in the Charging Policy (Document
Reference 7.11), the charge can be varied
in future.
There are two main reasons for the user
charge: to manage demand for the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels and keep
traffic levels within appropriate limits; and to

N

N
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ANON-33SX-STBQ-B
ANON-33SX-STBD-X
ANON-33SX-STAY-J
ANON-33SX-STAT-D
ANON-33SX-STAK-4
ANON-33SX-STAG-Z
ANON-33SX-ST9Z-B
ANON-33SX-ST9A-J
ANON-33SX-ST96-7
ANON-33SX-ST8N-X
ANON-33SX-ST8K-U
ANON-33SX-ST8E-N
ANON-33SX-ST7U-4
ANON-33SX-ST7D-K
ANON-33SX-ST7A-G
ANON-33SX-ST76-5
ANON-33SX-ST68-6
ANON-33SX-ST5S-Z
ANON-33SX-ST4S-Y
ANON-33SX-ST43-Y
ANON-33SX-ST2Y-3
ANON-33SX-ST2G-H
ANON-33SX-ST28-2
ANON-33SX-ST26-Z
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help to pay for the new tunnel. Without a
user charge, the additional capacity and
improved journey times brought about by
the Scheme would attract substantial levels
of traffic demand to the Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels, including highway trips
not currently on the network
Council tax is levied by local authorities to
pay for local services (supported by central
Government grant). TfL does not have
direct access to council tax (although the
GLA could in principle levy a precept), so
this source is not readily available. Even if
this source of funding were available, a user
charge would still be required in order to
manage demand.
TfL consider it reasonable and appropriate
for the users and direct beneficiaries of the
improvements to contribute to the costs.
Charging is proposed as a means to
manage demand and to pay for the new
tunnel.
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ANON-33SX-ST1Q-T
ANON-33SX-ST13-V
ANON-33SX-SNW6-Y
ANON-33SX-SNUT-U
ANON-33SX-SNUF-D
ANON-33SX-SNSB-7
ANON-33SX-SNRS-Q
ANON-33SX-SNMA-Z
ANON-33SX-SNKJ-7
ANON-33SX-SNFX-G
ANON-33SX-SNF8-G
ANON-33SX-SNEQ-8
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y
ANON-33SX-SNC8-D
ANON-33SX-SNC5-A
ANON-33SX-SNC3-8
ANON-33SX-SN7E-E
ANON-33SX-SN6D-C
ANON-33SX-SN63-U
ANON-33SX-SFZY-W
ANON-33SX-SFZU-S
ANON-33SX-SFZH-C
ANON-33SX-SFZG-B
ANON-33SX-SFYU-R
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ANON-33SX-SFYN-H
ANON-33SX-SFY8-U
ANON-33SX-SFY6-S
ANON-33SX-SFXM-F
ANON-33SX-SFXE-7
ANON-33SX-SFX1-K
ANON-33SX-SFWC-4
ANON-33SX-SFW3-M
ANON-33SX-SFW2-K
ANON-33SX-SFW1-J
ANON-33SX-SFVW-Q
ANON-33SX-SFVH-8
ANON-33SX-SFUY-R
ANON-33SX-SFTZ-R
ANON-33SX-SFTK-9
ANON-33SX-SFTA-Y
ANON-33SX-SFT8-P
ANON-33SX-SFT4-J
ANON-33SX-SFSX-N
ANON-33SX-SFSU-J
ANON-33SX-SFSG-4
ANON-33SX-SFSB-Y
ANON-33SX-SFRX-M
ANON-33SX-SFRS-F
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ANON-33SX-SFR9-N
ANON-33SX-SFQV-H
ANON-33SX-SFQT-F
ANON-33SX-SFQH-3
ANON-33SX-SFQE-Z
ANON-33SX-SFPJ-4
ANON-33SX-SFPG-1
ANON-33SX-SFNS-B
ANON-33SX-SFMQ-8
ANON-33SX-SFKZ-F
ANON-33SX-SFKY-E
ANON-33SX-SFKW-C
ANON-33SX-SFJR-6
ANON-33SX-SFHG-S
ANON-33SX-SFHF-R
ANON-33SX-SFG8-9
ANON-33SX-SFG6-7
ANON-33SX-SFFY-9
ANON-33SX-SFF9-9
ANON-33SX-SFF6-6
ANON-33SX-SFEW-6
ANON-33SX-SFEF-N
ANON-33SX-SFE9-8
ANON-33SX-SFDS-1
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ANON-33SX-SFDR-Z
ANON-33SX-SFDG-N
ANON-33SX-SFCM-T
ANON-33SX-SFC1-X
ANON-33SX-SFBU-1
ANON-33SX-SFBT-Z
ANON-33SX-SFBG-K
ANON-33SX-SFB7-3
ANON-33SX-SFB4-Z
ANON-33SX-SFAF-H
ANON-33SX-SFA4-Y
ANON-33SX-SFA3-X
ANON-33SX-SF9R-N
ANON-33SX-SF92-N
ANON-33SX-SF8S-N
ANON-33SX-SF7Y-T
ANON-33SX-SF7V-Q
ANON-33SX-SF7U-P
ANON-33SX-SF7P-H
ANON-33SX-SF7G-8
ANON-33SX-SF6Z-T
ANON-33SX-SF6Y-S
ANON-33SX-SF6F-6
ANON-33SX-SF6B-2
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ANON-33SX-SF5X-Q
ANON-33SX-SF5U-M
ANON-33SX-SF5T-K
ANON-33SX-SF5S-J
ANON-33SX-SF3X-N
ANON-33SX-SF3G-4
ANON-33SX-SF38-N
ANON-33SX-SF35-J
ANON-33SX-SF2Q-D
ANON-33SX-SF2J-6
ANON-33SX-SF22-E
ANON-33SX-SF1P-B
ANON-33SX-SF1A-V
ANON-33SX-S7ZX-D
ANON-33SX-S7ZJ-Y
ANON-33SX-S7ZG-V
ANON-33SX-S7Z1-6
ANON-33SX-S7YF-T
ANON-33SX-S7Y6-A
ANON-33SX-S7XZ-D
ANON-33SX-S7XY-C
ANON-33SX-S7VZ-B
ANON-33SX-S7VR-3
ANON-33SX-S7VC-M
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ANON-33SX-S7UX-8
ANON-33SX-S7UF-P
ANON-33SX-S7U6-6
ANON-33SX-S7TE-M
ANON-33SX-S7SX-6
ANON-33SX-S7SU-3
ANON-33SX-S7SK-S
ANON-33SX-S7SH-P
ANON-33SX-S7S6-4
ANON-33SX-S7QM-S
ANON-33SX-S7QA-D
ANON-33SX-S7Q8-4
ANON-33SX-S7Q7-3
ANON-33SX-S7PR-W
ANON-33SX-S7P7-2
ANON-33SX-S7N6-Y
ANON-33SX-S7N2-U
ANON-33SX-S7MR-T
ANON-33SX-S7MN-P
ANON-33SX-S7MA-9
ANON-33SX-S7M3-U
ANON-33SX-S7JS-R
ANON-33SX-S7J3-R
ANON-33SX-S7HV-S
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ANON-33SX-S7HU-R
ANON-33SX-S7GP-J
ANON-33SX-S7GE-7
ANON-33SX-S7G3-N
ANON-33SX-S7EY-S
ANON-33SX-S7EQ-H
ANON-33SX-S7EP-G
ANON-33SX-S7EN-E
ANON-33SX-S7EJ-A
ANON-33SX-S7DT-K
ANON-33SX-S7DC-2
ANON-33SX-S7D9-R
ANON-33SX-S7C6-M
ANON-33SX-S7BV-K
ANON-33SX-S7BM-A
ANON-33SX-S7B1-E
ANON-33SX-S7A4-G
ANON-33SX-S79U-9
ANON-33SX-S79P-4
ANON-33SX-S796-A
ANON-33SX-S795-9
ANON-33SX-S78N-1
ANON-33SX-S78E-R
ANON-33SX-S78B-N
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ANON-33SX-S789-C
ANON-33SX-S785-8
ANON-33SX-S783-6
ANON-33SX-S771-3
ANON-33SX-S76S-4
ANON-33SX-S76Q-2
ANON-33SX-S76M-X
ANON-33SX-S76D-N
ANON-33SX-S764-5
ANON-33SX-S75U-5
ANON-33SX-S754-4
ANON-33SX-S748-7
ANON-33SX-S73W-5
ANON-33SX-S73E-K
ANON-33SX-S72Z-7
ANON-33SX-S72H-N
ANON-33SX-S727-4
ANON-33SX-S724-1
ANON-33SX-S71J-P
ANON-33SX-S71G-K
ANON-33SX-S716-2
ANON-33SX-S2ZW-7
ANON-33SX-S2ZR-2
ANON-33SX-S2ZM-W
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ANON-33SX-S2YY-8
ANON-33SX-S2YS-2
ANON-33SX-S2YQ-Z
ANON-33SX-S2YJ-S
ANON-33SX-S2YC-J
ANON-33SX-S2YA-G
ANON-33SX-S2Y7-6
ANON-33SX-S2XV-4
ANON-33SX-S2XD-J
ANON-33SX-S2X9-7
ANON-33SX-S2X6-4
ANON-33SX-S2W6-3
ANON-33SX-S2VY-5
ANON-33SX-S2VN-T
ANON-33SX-S2VE-H
ANON-33SX-S2VC-F
ANON-33SX-S2VA-D
ANON-33SX-S2V9-5
ANON-33SX-S2UV-1
ANON-33SX-S2UM-R
ANON-33SX-S2U1-V
ANON-33SX-S2TB-C
ANON-33SX-S2RY-1
ANON-33SX-S2RG-F
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ANON-33SX-S2RE-D
ANON-33SX-S2RB-A
ANON-33SX-S2R7-Y
ANON-33SX-S2QJ-H
ANON-33SX-S2QD-B
ANON-33SX-S2Q9-Z
ANON-33SX-S2Q2-S
ANON-33SX-S2PW-W
ANON-33SX-S2NK-F
ANON-33SX-S2NC-7
ANON-33SX-S2MX-U
ANON-33SX-S2MS-P
ANON-33SX-S2ME-8
ANON-33SX-S2M8-U
ANON-33SX-S2KU-P
ANON-33SX-S2JX-R
ANON-33SX-S2JD-4
ANON-33SX-S2J5-N
ANON-33SX-S2J4-M
ANON-33SX-S2HJ-8
ANON-33SX-S2H9-Q
ANON-33SX-S2H7-N
ANON-33SX-S2GV-K
ANON-33SX-S2GS-G
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ANON-33SX-S2GR-F
ANON-33SX-S2FT-G
ANON-33SX-S2FH-4
ANON-33SX-S2EZ-N
ANON-33SX-S2EP-B
ANON-33SX-S2EE-Z
ANON-33SX-S2E7-J
ANON-33SX-S2DY-K
ANON-33SX-S2DV-G
ANON-33SX-S2DQ-B
ANON-33SX-S2DB-V
ANON-33SX-S2D8-J
ANON-33SX-S2CZ-K
ANON-33SX-S2CG-Z
ANON-33SX-S2CC-V
ANON-33SX-S2CB-U
ANON-33SX-S2BP-8
ANON-33SX-S2B9-H
ANON-33SX-S2A5-C
ANON-33SX-S29R-1
ANON-33SX-S29A-G
ANON-33SX-S296-5
ANON-33SX-S295-4
ANON-33SX-S293-2
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ANON-33SX-S28P-X
ANON-33SX-S28N-V
ANON-33SX-S27X-5
ANON-33SX-S27G-M
ANON-33SX-S27D-H
ANON-33SX-S27B-F
ANON-33SX-S279-6
ANON-33SX-S26Q-W
ANON-33SX-S26N-T
ANON-33SX-S26H-M
ANON-33SX-S25Y-4
ANON-33SX-S25H-K
ANON-33SX-S24S-W
ANON-33SX-S24P-T
ANON-33SX-S24F-G
ANON-33SX-S24B-C
ANON-33SX-S245-Y
ANON-33SX-S242-V
ANON-33SX-S238-1
ANON-33SX-S22X-Z
ANON-33SX-S22A-9
ANON-33SX-S21W-X
ANON-33SX-S21A-8
Wellindian
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South East London Chamber
of Commerce
Jewish Care
IMMS Nutrition
BHLF-33SX-SNJ8-M
BHLF-33SX-SN9F-H
BHLF-33SX-SN97-2
BHLF-33SX-SN5X-Y
BHLF-33SX-SN4C-9
BHLF-33SX-SN47-W
BHLF-33SX-S7UH-R
BHLF-33SX-S7U7-7
BHLF-33SX-S7RZ-7
BHLF-33SX-S7Q3-Y
BHLF-33SX-S7Q2-X
BHLF-33SX-S7KK-H
BHLF-33SX-S7KH-E
BHLF-33SX-S7K1-Q
BHLF-33SX-S7H5-R
BHLF-33SX-S7FZ-U
BHLF-33SX-S7FF-7
BHLF-33SX-S7F8-S
BHLF-33SX-S7CZ-R
BHLF-33SX-S7BN-B
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BHLF-33SX-S7BB-Y
BHLF-33SX-S77T-6
BHLF-33SX-S77Q-3
BHLF-33SX-S77N-Z
BHLF-33SX-S77F-R
BHLF-33SX-S77E-Q
BHLF-33SX-S77B-M
BHLF-33SX-S775-7
BHLF-33SX-S75R-2
BHLF-33SX-S73F-M
BHLF-33SX-S71V-2
BHLF-33SX-S713-Y
BHLF-33SX-S711-W
Bates Alarms Ltd
ANON-33SX-STZT-6
ANON-33SX-STZM-Y
ANON-33SX-STZF-R
ANON-33SX-STYQ-2
ANON-33SX-STXX-8
ANON-33SX-STXU-5
ANON-33SX-STWU-4
ANON-33SX-STWF-N
ANON-33SX-STWD-K
ANON-33SX-STWC-J
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ANON-33SX-STWA-G
ANON-33SX-STW4-3
ANON-33SX-STVX-6
ANON-33SX-STVW-5
ANON-33SX-STV9-7
ANON-33SX-STUN-U
ANON-33SX-STUC-G
ANON-33SX-STTV-2
ANON-33SX-STTQ-W
ANON-33SX-STT8-4
ANON-33SX-STSC-E
ANON-33SX-STSA-C
ANON-33SX-STS7-2
ANON-33SX-STS5-Z
ANON-33SX-STS2-W
ANON-33SX-STR9-3
ANON-33SX-STR5-Y
ANON-33SX-STQX-1
ANON-33SX-STQU-X
ANON-33SX-STQK-M
ANON-33SX-STQD-D
ANON-33SX-STQC-C
ANON-33SX-STQB-B
ANON-33SX-STQA-A
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ANON-33SX-STQ1-T
ANON-33SX-STPY-1
ANON-33SX-STPA-9
ANON-33SX-STP9-1
ANON-33SX-STP5-W
ANON-33SX-STNR-R
ANON-33SX-STN9-Y
ANON-33SX-STMY-X
ANON-33SX-STMW-V
ANON-33SX-STMN-K
ANON-33SX-STMF-B
ANON-33SX-STM5-T
ANON-33SX-STKY-V
ANON-33SX-STKX-U
ANON-33SX-STJ7-S
ANON-33SX-STJ1-K
ANON-33SX-STHC-3
ANON-33SX-STH2-J
ANON-33SX-STGS-J
ANON-33SX-STGR-H
ANON-33SX-STGJ-9
ANON-33SX-STFR-G
ANON-33SX-STFG-5
ANON-33SX-STFF-4
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ANON-33SX-STFB-Z
ANON-33SX-STF8-P
ANON-33SX-STF7-N
ANON-33SX-STF4-J
ANON-33SX-STF2-G
ANON-33SX-STE7-M
ANON-33SX-STDF-2
ANON-33SX-STDB-X
ANON-33SX-STD4-G
ANON-33SX-STCT-F
Mr Chamberlain-Barrett
All river crossings in
London should be free to
use

ANON-33SX-SNQQ-M
ANON-33SX-SNCB-Q
ANON-33SX-SFWE-6
ANON-33SX-SFDD-J
ANON-33SX-SFBR-X
ANON-33SX-S2MR-N
ANON-33SX-S2J1-H
ANON-33SX-S2FD-Z
ANON-33SX-S242-V

Currently, all road river crossings in London
are free to use (although some central
London bridges are within the Congestion
Charging zone). However there is no policy
requirement for all London crossings to be
free. The MTS sets out in Proposal 130 that
a user charge can be used to pay for new
infrastructure such as river crossings. The
Scheme relies on user charges as a means
of managing demand and paying for the
Scheme: without a user charge it is not
viable.

N

It should be noted that under the Scheme,
user charges will only apply at the Blackwall
and Silvertown Tunnels.
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Any user charge needs to
be set at a reasonable
amount
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ANON-33SX-ST8P-Z
ANON-33SX-ST6U-3
ANON-33SX-ST6D-J
ANON-33SX-ST4Z-6
ANON-33SX-ST4R-X
ANON-33SX-ST3U-Z
ANON-33SX-ST39-4
ANON-33SX-ST2F-G
ANON-33SX-SNRC-7
ANON-33SX-SNR4-R
ANON-33SX-SNQ3-P
ANON-33SX-SNFX-G
ANON-33SX-SNCU-A
ANON-33SX-SNCF-U
ANON-33SX-SFVH-8
ANON-33SX-SFV4-M
ANON-33SX-SFUN-D
ANON-33SX-SFTY-Q
ANON-33SX-SFSR-F
ANON-33SX-SFRK-7

There is no proposal to charge either the
Rotherhithe Tunnel or the Woolwich Ferry.
This means that there are still ways for
vehicles to cross the river in east London
without paying a charge.
The Charging Policy (Document Reference
7.11) sets out the policies and procedures
that will be used for setting the initial charge
and for subsequent variations. In particular
TfL must have regard to the traffic and
environmental (including socio-economic)
factors.
It is important to set the charge at level
which meets the Scheme’s objectives. This
means ensuring that there is enough
demand for the crossing to realise the
economic and social benefits of the
Scheme while not inducing traffic which
could have detrimental environmental and
other effects.

N
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ANON-33SX-SFR8-M
ANON-33SX-SFR3-F
ANON-33SX-SFQW-J
ANON-33SX-SFNB-T
ANON-33SX-SFKA-P
ANON-33SX-SFHN-Z
ANON-33SX-SFGQ-2
ANON-33SX-SFFK-U
ANON-33SX-SFD5-3
ANON-33SX-SFBW-3
ANON-33SX-SFAD-F
ANON-33SX-SF4C-1
ANON-33SX-SF3Q-E
ANON-33SX-SF3E-2
ANON-33SX-SF35-J
ANON-33SX-SF2M-9
ANON-33SX-S7V6-7
ANON-33SX-S7UY-9
ANON-33SX-S7PT-Y
ANON-33SX-S7MB-A
ANON-33SX-S7DG-6
ANON-33SX-S7D8-Q
ANON-33SX-S7CG-5
ANON-33SX-S79X-C
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ANON-33SX-S72G-M
ANON-33SX-S2R2-T
ANON-33SX-S2PY-Y
ANON-33SX-S2MG-A
ANON-33SX-S2MF-9
ANON-33SX-S2M2-N
ANON-33SX-S2KR-K
ANON-33SX-S2FA-W
ANON-33SX-S2CE-X
ANON-33SX-S2BT-C
ANON-33SX-S2AB-S
ANON-33SX-S29F-N
ANON-33SX-S28X-6
ANON-33SX-S28T-2
ANON-33SX-S27W-4
ANON-33SX-S25R-W
ANON-33SX-S25E-G
ANON-33SX-S24Q-U
St George's Square
Management Company
London Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
Cleaner products
BHLF-33SX-S7WD-P
BHLF-33SX-S7R7-4
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BHLF-33SX-S752-2
ANON-33SX-STXS-3
ANON-33SX-STXP-Z
ANON-33SX-STW4-3
ANON-33SX-STVY-7
ANON-33SX-STVN-V
ANON-33SX-STRY-3
ANON-33SX-STMJ-F
ANON-33SX-STM9-X
ANON-33SX-STJW-S
ANON-33SX-STHR-J
ANON-33SX-STGW-P
ANON-33SX-STEK-8
ANON-33SX-STDX-M
ANON-33SX-STDB-X
Assumption that the
charge will start on
Blackwall Lane and the
A102

ANON-33SX-ST83-3

Buses and bus companies
should contribute toward
the cost of the Scheme

ANON-33SX-S7CV-M

The user charge will apply from the point
the vehicle has passed the last opportunity
to divert away from the Blackwall or
Silvertown Tunnel on the approach roads
either side. This will be clearly signed.
No user charge would apply to buses or
coaches because they are a sustainable
mode of transport and it is important to
encourage their use.

N

N

Modal shift away from motor vehicles may
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Charge only one tunnel –
one tunnel should be free
to use
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ANON-33SX-ST51-X
ANON-33SX-ST2V-Z
ANON-33SX-SFYY-V
ANON-33SX-SFRK-7
ANON-33SX-SFNR-A
ANON-33SX-SFE4-3
ANON-33SX-SFAJ-N
ANON-33SX-SF4C-1
ANON-33SX-SF45-K
ANON-33SX-S7YM-1
ANON-33SX-S7X4-7
ANON-33SX-S7UN-X
ANON-33SX-S7SP-X
ANON-33SX-S7RA-E

be a beneficial side effect of the Scheme as
some drivers decide to switch to an
uncharged mode such as the bus as a
result of the user charge. With or without
the Scheme, the modal share for public
transport will continue to increase in the
east sub-region, from just around 56% in
2012 to around 59% in 2021. The Charging
Policy (Document Reference 7.11) sets out
the factors which can be taken into
consideration in developing the initial user
charge and in potential variations.
A user charge is necessary to manage
N
demand at both tunnels. It is important to
apply a charge to both tunnels in order to
prevent drivers favouring the non-charged
tunnel. If for example, only the new tunnel
were to be charged, drivers would be likely
to favour the existing tunnel despite its
constraints and would therefore not be
making optimum use of the new
infrastructure. This is especially important
given the proximity of the two tunnels on the
south side. If the Blackwall Tunnel was not
subject to a charge then queues would build
up broadly as they do now, inhibiting
access to the Silvertown Tunnel. As well as
diminishing the Scheme's benefits in terms
of reducing congestion, other benefits such
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ANON-33SX-S7MB-A
ANON-33SX-S7GA-3
ANON-33SX-S78G-T
ANON-33SX-S788-B
ANON-33SX-S2YP-Y
ANON-33SX-S2QR-S
ANON-33SX-S2N3-Q
ANON-33SX-S2KY-T
ANON-33SX-S2FM-9
ANON-33SX-S2DQ-B
ANON-33SX-S2C3-C
ANON-33SX-S2BZ-J
ANON-33SX-STR3-W

as the opportunity for enhanced cross-river
bus provision would be eroded.

Charges should be
implemented on the
Woolwich Ferry and
Rotherhithe Tunnel

ANON-33SX-SFKP-5
ANON-33SX-SFEE-M
ANON-33SX-SF6P-G
ANON-33SX-S2F2-E
ANON-33SX-S297-6

There are no proposals to impose user
N
charges at the two adjacent crossings, the
Rotherhithe Tunnel or the Woolwich Ferry,
as part of this Scheme. As set out in the
Monitoring Strategy (Document Reference
7.6), TfL will monitor the impacts of the
Scheme on other crossings and will mitigate
these if necessary.

Charging at the Dartford
Crossing was
unsuccessful

ANON-33SX-S2X3-1

Data from Highways England indicates that
there has been an average of 5 minute
reduction in journey time northbound and 7
minutes southbound compared to the

TfL has modelled a scenario where only the
Silvertown Tunnel is charged. This work
indicates that the volume of traffic likely to
use the charged Silvertown Tunnel if the
Blackwall Tunnel remained uncharged
would be approximately halved compared
to a situation in which both tunnels are
charged.
At the same time, the volume of traffic
seeking to use the uncharged Blackwall
Tunnel in that scenario would be far greater
than in the Assessed Case, and indeed the
overall level of demand for the two
crossings would be significantly greater.

N
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period prior to the introduction of the DART
charge. However from November 2015
there has been a reduction in this
improvement owing to roadworks at junction
30 - these are unrelated to the DART
charge itself but have an impact on traffic
flow.
Charging hours should be
extended

ANON-33SX-SNHU-F
ANON-33SX-S7MG-F
ANON-33SX-S29D-K
ANON-33SX-S24G-H
Greenwich Conservatives

Charging levels need to be ANON-33SX-SNBH-V
carefully considered
ANON-33SX-SN79-2
ANON-33SX-SN6F-E
ANON-33SX-SN3T-S
ANON-33SX-SN3P-N
ANON-33SX-SFN4-C
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In the Assessed Case, the charging
scheme is proposed to apply during the day
between 6am and 10pm. Night travel
between 10pm and 6am is proposed to be
uncharged for all users as there is relatively
low demand during these times. However,
to ensure that the user charge remains
responsive to changing conditions, TfL
would also have the ability to vary the
charge, which includes the time it applies.
This flexibility would ensure the
responsiveness of the charge to meet the
Scheme objectives, which is essential if it is
to remain effective in the future.

N

TfL agree that the charge levels must be
carefully considered, and the Charging
Policy (Document Reference 7.11) sets out
the process for doing this. The
effectiveness of the charge depends to a
large extent on the level it is set at and the
structure of the charging regime. This is
why TfL propose to confirm the charges

N
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Charging the Blackwall
Tunnel is unfair

ANON-33SX-S7YK-Y
ANON-33SX-S7A1-D
Westcombe Society
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
London TravelWatch
London Assembly, Lambeth &
Southwark
BHLF-33SX-SN9X-3

closer to the date that the Silvertown Tunnel
opens to traffic. This would ensure that the
charging regime reflects the conditions that
exist at the time and the charges are set at
a level that would manage demand for the
tunnels most effectively. Once the Scheme
is in operation, TfL would keep the charges
under review.

Federation of Small
Businesses

As these tunnels lie close together, if only
the new tunnel was charged, the benefit of
paying to use the charged crossing would
be low because there would be little scope
to save time, and it would be expected that
fewer users would choose to do so.

N

TfL has modelled a scenario where only the
Silvertown Tunnel is charged. This work
indicates that the volume of traffic likely to
use the charged Silvertown Tunnel if the
Blackwall Tunnel remained uncharged
would be approximately halved compared
to a situation in which both tunnels are
charged.
At the same time, the volume of traffic
seeking to use the uncharged Blackwall
Tunnel in that scenario would be far greater
than in the Assessed Case, and indeed the
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overall level of demand for the two
crossings would be significantly greater,
thereby undermining the Scheme benefits.
Comment noting that it is
unfair to charge
retrospectively

ANON-33SX-ST68-6
ANON-33SX-ST4H-M
ANON-33SX-SNQV-S
ANON-33SX-SFWC-4
ANON-33SX-SFB4-Z
ANON-33SX-S7RN-U
ANON-33SX-S7N2-U
ANON-33SX-S7HN-H
ANON-33SX-S78E-R
ANON-33SX-S726-3
ANON-33SX-S2HR-G
ANON-33SX-S2DU-F
ANON-33SX-STX2-2
ANON-33SX-STCT-F

Comment noting that TfL
should ensure sufficient
users pay the user charge
to allow payment of the
PFI contract

No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
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Users of the Blackwall Tunnel will benefit
from the Scheme in terms of reduced
journey time, better resilience (an
alternative tunnel will be available very
nearby when there is delay or closure at
one or other tunnel). Without a charge at
the Blackwall Tunnel, these benefits would
not be realised as drivers would be less
likely to use the Silvertown Tunnel; leading
to continued queuing at the Blackwall
Tunnel. Current users will have had almost
a decade's notice of the proposed charges
by the time the Scheme opens and may
have found other ways to travel, for
example, through the significant
enhancements to cross-river bus services
that the Scheme enables.
TfL is proposing to deliver the Silvertown
Scheme through Public Private Partnership
(PPP), often referred also as PFI method of
funding.
The PPP arrangement will provide
significant confidence of achieving on-time
and on-budget delivery as the Project Co
will bear the cost of construction over runs

N

N
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Comments opposing a
charge at Silvertown and
Blackwall tunnel

ANON-33SX-ST9Q-2
ANON-33SX-ST6T-2
ANON-33SX-ST13-V
ANON-33SX-SNW7-Z
ANON-33SX-SNRR-P
ANON-33SX-SNQ5-R
ANON-33SX-SNC8-D
ANON-33SX-SN81-U
ANON-33SX-SN7Y-2
ANON-33SX-SN63-U
ANON-33SX-SFXX-T
ANON-33SX-SFX6-R
ANON-33SX-SFW2-K
ANON-33SX-SFTA-Y
ANON-33SX-SFQV-H
ANON-33SX-SFP2-C

and be subject to penalties for late opening.
This will provide strong incentive to deliver
the tunnel on time. It will also incentivise a
more holistic approach to design,
construction, asset management and
maintenance strategy by transferring risk
around all of these areas to Project Co
through the availability and performance
basis of payment and stringent asset handback criteria.
There are two main reasons for the user
charge: to manage demand for the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels; and to
help to pay for the new tunnel. Without a
user charge, the additional capacity and
improved journey times brought about by
the Scheme would attract substantial levels
of traffic demand to the Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels. This could include
highway trips not currently on the network.

N

The user charge would ensure that the
Scheme delivers its objectives. While TfL
acknowledges that there is considerable
opposition to the user charge, this needs to
be weighed against the transport and wider
benefits of the Scheme. As set out in
Chapter 6 of the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference 7.1), the Scheme
brings a number of benefits in line with the
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ANON-33SX-SFMY-G
ANON-33SX-SFMW-E
ANON-33SX-SFKY-E
ANON-33SX-SFJJ-X
ANON-33SX-SFH9-B
ANON-33SX-SFGV-7
ANON-33SX-SFGJ-U
ANON-33SX-SFDS-1
ANON-33SX-SFDA-F
ANON-33SX-SF6R-J
ANON-33SX-SF6F-6
ANON-33SX-SF62-J
ANON-33SX-SF5U-M
ANON-33SX-SF4K-9
ANON-33SX-S7ZR-7
ANON-33SX-S7Y1-5
ANON-33SX-S7W8-A
ANON-33SX-S7VN-Y
ANON-33SX-S7N5-X
ANON-33SX-S7MA-9
ANON-33SX-S7EH-8
ANON-33SX-S796-A
ANON-33SX-S74B-H
ANON-33SX-S72H-N
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Project Objectives, by addressing the
severe and ongoing lack of resilience in the
cross-river network in east London and
improving the performance of the road
network in terms of reduced journey time,
enhanced journey time reliability and
reductions in delay and congestion.
Additionally the benefits would be spread to
public transport users (who would not pay
the user charge) because the Scheme
would enable significantly enhanced crossriver bus services, a potential five-fold
increase in trips.
Without a user charge, the Scheme cannot
be delivered and these benefits would not
be realised.
Alternative ways of paying for the Scheme,
even if these were sufficient and available,
would not be effective in managing demand
in the way a user charge can. Vehicle
Excise Duty (VED), sometimes referred to
as 'road tax' is levied by central
Government on vehicles used in the UK.
The money from VED is used as part of
general taxation and is not ring-fenced for
road or transport projects. Council tax is
levied by local authorities to pay for local
services (supported by central Government
grant). Given the cost of the Scheme and
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ANON-33SX-S726-3
ANON-33SX-S2VC-F
ANON-33SX-S2U9-4
ANON-33SX-S2SW-Z
ANON-33SX-S2Q2-S
ANON-33SX-S2NV-T
ANON-33SX-S2N7-U
ANON-33SX-S2KY-T
ANON-33SX-S2HA-Y
ANON-33SX-S2EX-K
ANON-33SX-S2DV-G
ANON-33SX-S2DQ-B
ANON-33SX-S2C3-C
ANON-33SX-S25F-H
ANON-33SX-S22B-A
Starkey Financial Planning
ANON-33SX-STZA-K
ANON-33SX-STX1-1
ANON-33SX-STTA-D
ANON-33SX-STST-Y
ANON-33SX-STPT-V
ANON-33SX-STPF-E
ANON-33SX-STMP-N
ANON-33SX-STJQ-K

the need to deploy a user charge in order to
manage demand, these sources of funding
are not suitable, even if the funds were
available.
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ANON-33SX-STHV-P
ANON-33SX-STHS-K
ANON-33SX-STFY-Q
ANON-33SX-STEZ-Q
ANON-33SX-STCP-B
Comments requesting
resident discount in
particular geographic
areas
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ANON-33SX-STC8-K
ANON-33SX-STC7-J
ANON-33SX-ST9D-N
ANON-33SX-ST9C-M
ANON-33SX-ST8V-6
ANON-33SX-ST7T-3
ANON-33SX-ST4P-V
ANON-33SX-ST3U-Z
ANON-33SX-ST17-Z
ANON-33SX-SNWN-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRC-7
ANON-33SX-SNQ3-P
ANON-33SX-SFZ7-U
ANON-33SX-SFY7-T
ANON-33SX-SFX6-R
ANON-33SX-SFWQ-J
ANON-33SX-SFVC-3
ANON-33SX-SFUK-A
ANON-33SX-SFUD-3

It is important that the number of potentially
discounted or exempted vehicles or users
does not undermine the objectives of the
user charge to manage demand and help to
pay for the Scheme. No specific resident
discount -for residents of Host Boroughs or
anywhere else - is proposed.
The Charging Statement (Document
Reference 7.5) sets out the rationale for
this. In summary these are:
- Undermines the Scheme objectives:
residents of local boroughs form a
substantial proportion of tunnel users and
any specific discount would undermine the
traffic demand management objectives of
user charging. Setting a charge means that
drivers (and potential drivers) must decide if
they are willing to pay to make this journey
and if not, respond by switching to another
mode, changing the time or route of their
journey or not making the journey at all.
Having a discount undermines the effect of
the user charge because the potential cost

N
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ANON-33SX-SFTT-J
ANON-33SX-SFT1-F
ANON-33SX-SFSD-1
ANON-33SX-SFRN-A
ANON-33SX-SFP8-J
ANON-33SX-SFP5-F
ANON-33SX-SFNU-D
ANON-33SX-SFKD-S
ANON-33SX-SFGS-4
ANON-33SX-SFGJ-U
ANON-33SX-SFDX-6
ANON-33SX-SFCA-E
ANON-33SX-SFBS-Y
ANON-33SX-SFAT-Y
ANON-33SX-SF7Z-U
ANON-33SX-SF71-J
ANON-33SX-SF61-H
ANON-33SX-SF4E-3
ANON-33SX-SF2B-X
ANON-33SX-SF1U-G
ANON-33SX-SF19-M
ANON-33SX-S7RC-G
ANON-33SX-S7QT-Z
ANON-33SX-S7PP-U

to the driver is lessened or removed
altogether, meaning that there is no
incentive not to make the journey.
Discounts also serve to reduce the revenue
from the Scheme, meaning that it becomes
more difficult to pay for the Scheme. This is
in contrast to the Dartford Crossing, for
example, where residents form a relatively
small proportion of users.
- Alternatives to driving through the tunnel
will continue to exist. Residents living in the
Congestion Charging zone are eligible for a
discount because if they need to move their
car at all they have no choice but to drive in
the zone. For the Blackwall and Silvertown
tunnels this is not the case as there are free
alternative highway crossings, as well as
numerous alternative routes to cross the
river using public transport (which will be
enhanced by the Scheme)
-No fair basis for deciding who qualifies for
the discount: a local resident discount
would have to distinguish between groups
of people by whether or not they live within
a specified area. There is no proper basis
on which to determine the boundary of such
an area and it would also be extremely
difficult to take into account other relevant
criteria such as hardship caused by the
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ANON-33SX-S7PB-D
ANON-33SX-S7NR-U
ANON-33SX-S7NP-S
ANON-33SX-S7N8-1
ANON-33SX-S7M5-W
ANON-33SX-S7FW-R
ANON-33SX-S7EV-P
ANON-33SX-S7EU-N
ANON-33SX-S7EH-8
ANON-33SX-S7BT-H
ANON-33SX-S765-6
ANON-33SX-S75H-R
ANON-33SX-S71P-V
ANON-33SX-S2Y5-4
ANON-33SX-S2XY-7
ANON-33SX-S2VX-4
ANON-33SX-S2VG-K
ANON-33SX-S2R2-T
ANON-33SX-S2PG-D
ANON-33SX-S2H1-F
ANON-33SX-S2F6-J
ANON-33SX-S2EG-2
ANON-33SX-S2AQ-8
ANON-33SX-S28X-6
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ANON-33SX-S28S-1
ANON-33SX-S28J-R
ANON-33SX-S27V-3
ANON-33SX-S263-Y
ANON-33SX-S261-W
ANON-33SX-S24U-Y
ANON-33SX-S244-X
ANON-33SX-S23B-B
ANON-33SX-S21M-M
Ambient Computer Services
Limited
London Borough of Havering
Greenwich Society Planning
Committee
Greenwich Conservatives
Charlton Central Residents'
Association
BHLF-33SX-SNGG-Z
BHLF-33SX-S7R7-4
ANON-33SX-STZX-A
ANON-33SX-STZE-Q
ANON-33SX-STYA-J
ANON-33SX-STW4-3
ANON-33SX-STT7-3
ANON-33SX-STPZ-2
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ANON-33SX-STPC-B
ANON-33SX-STNJ-G
ANON-33SX-STM1-P
ANON-33SX-STJZ-V
ANON-33SX-STJM-F
ANON-33SX-STJK-D
ANON-33SX-STJF-8
ANON-33SX-STJB-4
ANON-33SX-STFX-P
Comments suggesting that ANON-33SX-ST28-2
cyclists and foreign
ANON-33SX-SNWX-1
vehicles be charged to use ANON-33SX-SNFZ-J
the Tunnel
ANON-33SX-SNBS-7
ANON-33SX-SFY4-Q
ANON-33SX-SFPJ-4
ANON-33SX-SF39-P
ANON-33SX-S76U-6
ANON-33SX-S74N-W
ANON-33SX-S72X-5
ANON-33SX-S2XB-G
ANON-33SX-S2WQ-X
ANON-33SX-S2W6-3
ANON-33SX-S2TB-C
ANON-33SX-S2S6-Y
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For safety reasons, cyclists will not be
permitted to use the Silvertown Tunnel (and
they are not permitted to use the Blackwall
Tunnel). It is therefore not necessary to
define charges for cyclists. There are a
number of reasons that TfL does not charge
cyclists for the construction or use of Cycle
Superhighways (or the roads generally).
There is no policy support for such an
approach at either a national or London
level. Indeed the MTS has an explicit
objective of increasing cycling in London
which could be undermined if a cycling
charge were introduced. Vehicle Excise
Duty (VED), sometimes referred to as 'road
tax' is levied by central Government on
vehicles used in the UK. The money from
VED is used as part of general taxation and
is not ring-fenced for road or transport

N
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Commercial vehicles or
those which produce high
levels of emissions should
be charged a greater
amount

ANON-33SX-S2RG-F
ANON-33SX-S2MG-A
ANON-33SX-S2JY-S
ANON-33SX-S25H-K
ANON-33SX-S24Z-4
GREEN WASTE CARE
LIMITED
Federation of Small
Businesses
BHLF-33SX-SNDW-D
BHLF-33SX-SN5X-Y
ANON-33SX-STT4-Z
ANON-33SX-STPH-G
ANON-33SX-STH2-J
ANON-33SX-STF5-K

projects and so it is not correct to link
motorists' payment of this duty to their use
of the road.

ANON-33SX-STBX-J
ANON-33SX-ST8R-2
ANON-33SX-ST6A-F
ANON-33SX-SFV5-N
ANON-33SX-SFKP-5
ANON-33SX-SFK5-A
ANON-33SX-SFK2-7
ANON-33SX-SFFS-3

In the Assessed Case, differential charging
is applied to vehicle classifications (HGVs
are charged more than LGVs which are
charged more than cars), which is in
recognition of their different emissions
levels and the wear and tear impacts of
these vehicles on the road.

The charges would apply to non-UK
registered vehicles as well as those
registered in the UK. TfL has extensive
experience of working with foreign
operators to operate London road user
charges from the LEZ, which has been in
effect since 2008.
As set out in the Charging Statement
(Document Reference 7.5), differential
charges may be applied according to
vehicle emissions. In the Assessed Case, a
discount for ultra low emission vehicles is
assumed. The exact discounts and charge
levels will be specified closer to Scheme
opening.
N
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ANON-33SX-S2MU-R
ANON-33SX-S2EG-2
ANON-33SX-S2EB-W
ANON-33SX-S27K-R
ANON-33SX-S23P-S
ANON-33SX-STYB-K
ANON-33SX-STXB-J
ANON-33SX-STSD-F
ANON-33SX-STG6-N
ANON-33SX-STFK-9
Concern over risk of
displacement of traffic to
other crossings as a result
of the charge and the
implications of this on the
Low Emission Zone

ANON-33SX-S2HS-H

Concern that charge levels Westcombe Society
could be vulnerable to
Living Streets
political pressures
Living Streets, Hackney
Branch
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The LEZ applies to almost all roads in
Greater London, including all road river
crossings such as the Blackwall and
Rotherhithe Tunnels. It is not therefore
likely that traffic queues at the Blackwall
Tunnel are a consequence of the LEZ.

N

The user charge would continue beyond the
period of paying for the construction of the
Silvertown Tunnel. This is so that TfL can
continue to manage demand for the tunnel
and the consequent environmental effects.
The Charging Policy (Document Reference
7.11) requires TfL to set and vary the
Statement of Charges guided by a
consistent set of principles and objectives.
The Charging Policy also sets out the
governance and process for setting and

N
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Concerns about tolling
outside peak periods
negatively affecting
residents and businesses

ANON-33SX-STB5-F
ANON-33SX-STAX-H
ANON-33SX-STAE-X
ANON-33SX-ST9S-4
ANON-33SX-ST9D-N
ANON-33SX-ST7T-3
ANON-33SX-ST7G-P
ANON-33SX-ST3J-N
ANON-33SX-ST11-T
ANON-33SX-SNH2-C
ANON-33SX-SNF8-G
ANON-33SX-SNE2-9
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SN1Q-M
ANON-33SX-SN14-Q
ANON-33SX-SFZY-W
ANON-33SX-SFXY-U
ANON-33SX-SFXG-9
ANON-33SX-SFXA-3
ANON-33SX-SFX6-R
ANON-33SX-SFUM-C
ANON-33SX-SFPP-A
ANON-33SX-SFEP-Y

varying the charge.
The Assessed Case assumes a user
N
charge for off-peak periods (including all
weekend), which for account-holders would
be set at a lower charge level than the peak
periods. This is in recognition that there is
continued high demand for the crossing in
this off-peak period. Off-peak users will
benefit from the added resilience brought by
the Silvertown Tunnel. A user charge is
necessary to manage demand for the
tunnel and the environmental effects of
traffic as well as provide a means to pay for
the Scheme.
TfL propose to set the initial level of the
user charge closer to the date that the
Silvertown Tunnel opens to traffic. This
would ensure that the charge reflects the
conditions that exist at the time and the
charges are set at a level that would
manage demand for the tunnel most
effectively. This process is set out in the
Charging Policy (Document Reference
7.11).
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ANON-33SX-SF79-T
ANON-33SX-SF3Q-E
ANON-33SX-S7W8-A
ANON-33SX-S7M5-W
ANON-33SX-S76F-Q
ANON-33SX-S2ZD-M
ANON-33SX-S2V9-5
ANON-33SX-S2UQ-V
ANON-33SX-S2Q9-Z
ANON-33SX-S2PQ-Q
ANON-33SX-S2PJ-G
ANON-33SX-S2KV-Q
ANON-33SX-S2HD-2
ANON-33SX-S2CG-Z
ANON-33SX-S285-3
ANON-33SX-S272-Y
BHLF-33SX-SN54-U
ANON-33SX-STRF-G
ANON-33SX-STQ5-X
ANON-33SX-STPN-P
ANON-33SX-STKY-V
ANON-33SX-STJS-N
ANON-33SX-STDY-N
Concerns that the new
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ANON-33SX-STAG-Z

The Silvertown Tunnel will play a vital role

N
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tunnel will be sold once it
has been built

ANON-33SX-SFXN-G
ANON-33SX-SFUD-3
ANON-33SX-S7GP-J
ANON-33SX-S742-1
ANON-33SX-S73D-J
ANON-33SX-S2Z4-4
ANON-33SX-S2XX-6
ANON-33SX-S21H-F
ANON-33SX-STQK-M

in addressing the severe congestion,
resilience and reliability issues at Blackwall
Tunnel and therefore it is highly unlikely that
TfL will sell the tunnel after construction or
have limited involvement on how the tunnel
operates as part of the network. TfL will
effectively operate both tunnels as an
integrated road crossing and as part of the
wider strategic road network of London. It
will use the charge as a tool to manage the
demand at the both tunnels.

Consider closing Woolwich ANON-33SX-S7HJ-D
Ferry to generate income
ANON-33SX-S29S-2
instead of charging users

The Woolwich Ferry is operated as a free
service by an Act of Parliament and TfL
could not discontinue the service without a
change to primary legislation. Even if this
were a desirable and feasible option, the
cost savings would not cover the cost of the
construction of the Silvertown Tunnel and
could not provide an ongoing funding
stream to pay for its operation and
maintenance. Crucially, the user charge is
proposed as a means of managing demand
for the Scheme (not only providing a source
of income) and so would be required even if
sufficient revenue could be raised from the
closure of the Woolwich Ferry.

N

Consider reduced charges
similar to the Dart Charge

There will be an opportunity to make cost
savings by registering for an account with
TfL. In the Assessed Case, account-holders

N

ANON-33SX-S73P-X
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Consider sponsorship,
advertising or explore
selling the naming rights
for the tunnel to fund the
Scheme

ANON-33SX-SFGZ-B
ANON-33SX-S7GQ-K
ANON-33SX-STRG-H
ANON-33SX-STJ7-S
ANON-33SX-STCZ-N

are subject to lower peak and off-peak
charges than non account-holders.
It could in principle be possible to use other
sources of funding to cover some of the
Scheme cost. However, using other
funding options to pay for the Scheme
would not manage demand and, since this
is the most important function of the user
charge, these alternatives would still require
a user charge to apply.

N

Without a user charge, the additional
capacity and improved journey times
brought about by the Scheme would attract
substantial levels of traffic demand to the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels. This
could include highway trips not currently on
the network.
Consider using crowd
funding to pay for the
Scheme

BHLF-33SX-S7WD-P

Consideration needs to be
given to those who don’t

ANON-33SX-SNQX-U
ANON-33SX-SNBS-7
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Paying for the Scheme is only one of the
reasons for imposing user charges. The
primary reason is to manage demand.
Accordingly even if alternative sources of
funding such as crowd funding could be
used, it would still be necessary for the user
charges to be imposed. It is highly unlikely
that crowdfunding would generate enough
money to cover the full cost of the Scheme.
TfL anticipate that the majority of users
would be account holders who would have

N

N
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know how to use modern
technology to pay the user
charge

ANON-33SX-SN6F-E
ANON-33SX-SN11-M
ANON-33SX-SFXD-6
ANON-33SX-SFJY-D
ANON-33SX-SF6M-D
ANON-33SX-SF3W-M
ANON-33SX-SF1Y-M
ANON-33SX-S7PX-3
ANON-33SX-S7P3-X
ANON-33SX-S7AJ-6
ANON-33SX-S2CZ-K
Road Haulage Association
ANON-33SX-STTX-4

registered with TfL for an automated
payment arrangement whereby the relevant
charge would be paid for via direct debit or
a registered debit/credit card. However, for
those not wishing to register, the charge
could be paid through other payment
channels either in advance or within a
limited time after the journey is complete.
The Charging Statement (Document
Reference 7.5) sets out that these are likely
to include TfL's website, phone payment
and via a mobile app.

Dartford charges should
be significantly lower to
incentivise traffic crossing
the Thames out of London

ANON-33SX-S76U-6

The Dartford Crossing (and the DART
charge) is managed by Highways England
and TfL has no responsibility for them.

N

Don’t use the automatic
charging model

ANON-33SX-S7SU-3

TfL anticipate that the majority of users
would be account holders who would have
registered with TfL for an automated
payment arrangement whereby the relevant

N

Given that the Scheme opening is set for
some seven years' time, it is not appropriate
to confirm at this stage exactly what
payment channels would be available. A
decision on payment channels would be
taken based on the technology available at
the time, a consideration of the costs to TfL
and the convenience to users.
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charge would be paid for via direct debit or
a registered debit/credit card. However, for
those not wishing to register, the charge
could be paid through other payment
channels either in advance or within a
limited time after the journey is complete.
The Charging Statement (Document
Reference 7.5) sets out that these are likely
to include TfL's website, phone payment
and via a mobile app.
Given that the Scheme opening is set for
some seven years' time, it is not appropriate
to confirm at this stage exactly what
payment channels would be available. A
decision on payment channels would be
taken based on the technology available at
the time, a consideration of the costs to TfL
and the convenience to users.
Having to stop and pay
tolls will slow down traffic
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ANON-33SX-ST7U-4
ANON-33SX-ST4J-P
ANON-33SX-SFPE-Y
ANON-33SX-SFGX-9
ANON-33SX-SFGA-J
ANON-33SX-SFG6-7
ANON-33SX-SFB6-2
ANON-33SX-SF71-J
ANON-33SX-SF58-Q

There would be no need for a vehicle to
stop as there would be no toll plazas,
booths or barriers at the tunnel entrances or
elsewhere to pay for the charges; instead
the charge would be payable after a trip is
recorded based on automatic detection of a
vehicle's use of either tunnel.

N
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ANON-33SX-S7TH-Q
ANON-33SX-S7A5-H
ANON-33SX-S2WW-4
ANON-33SX-S2WD-H
ANON-33SX-STYN-Y
ANON-33SX-STTX-4
ANON-33SX-STSA-C
ANON-33SX-STPC-B
ANON-33SX-STNJ-G
ANON-33SX-STGQ-G
How would future charging
structures or levels be
decided

ANON-33SX-SFZ6-T
ANON-33SX-S2U1-V

The Draft DCO (Document Reference 3.1)
N
gives TfL a general power to set the user
charges prior to the Silvertown Tunnel
opening and to make subsequent variations
to the charges where this is appropriate in
response to the prevailing traffic conditions
at any point in the future. The Silvertown
Implementation Group (STIG) would review
monitoring data and make
recommendations for user charge variations
in line with the Policy and the decision on
whether to implement these would lie with
TfL Board. More information is given in the
Charging Policy (Document Reference
7.11).

It is expensive to travel by

ANON-33SX-S7S6-4

TfL does not make a profit from fares - all
revenue is invested in delivering and

N
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public transport

It is unfair to introduce
user charging because
existing river crossings in
west London (for example
Chiswick Bridge) are free
to use

It is unfair to introduce
user charging because
existing river crossings in
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ANON-33SX-S2SG-G

ANON-33SX-SNQV-S
ANON-33SX-SNKT-H
ANON-33SX-SNBP-4

improving transport. The current fares
package will ensure that the unprecedented
investment in London's transport network
will continue. It is the third year in a row that
the Mayor and TfL have been able to
provide a real terms fares freeze while
balancing the need to modernise the
network. In addition there are a number of
concessions offered to young people
(apprentice and education schemes), older
people through the Freedom Pass as well
as those in receipt of certain benefits.
New road crossings to the west are not
N
currently proposed, but it is likely that if TfL
did build a new road crossing to the west, it
would also be charged in order to manage
demand and pay for the project. No charges
are proposed at Chiswick Bridge as part of
this Scheme.
TfL consider it reasonable and appropriate
for the users and direct beneficiaries of the
improvements to contribute to the costs.
Charging is proposed as a means to
manage demand and to pay for the new
tunnel.
New road crossings to the west are not
currently proposed, but it is likely that if TfL
did build a new road crossing to the west, it
would also be charged in order to manage

N
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west London are free to
use and much of east
London is deprived

ANON-33SX-SFRK-7
ANON-33SX-SFP7-H
ANON-33SX-SFKU-A
ANON-33SX-SFB9-5
ANON-33SX-S7Z1-6
ANON-33SX-S7U2-2
ANON-33SX-S7E2-J
ANON-33SX-S72Z-7
ANON-33SX-S71U-1
ANON-33SX-S2T6-Z
ANON-33SX-S2QG-E
ANON-33SX-S2MR-N
ANON-33SX-S2H1-F
ANON-33SX-S2EG-2
ANON-33SX-S295-4
ANON-33SX-S28X-6
ANON-33SX-S28S-1
ANON-33SX-S27D-H
ANON-33SX-S24F-G
BHLF-33SX-S7WW-9
BHLF-33SX-S7V9-A
BHLF-33SX-S7FM-E
BHLF-33SX-S7CZ-R
BHLF-33SX-S7CM-B

demand and pay for the project
TfL consider it reasonable and appropriate
for the users and direct beneficiaries of the
improvements to contribute to the costs.
Charging is proposed as a means to
manage demand and to pay for the new
tunnel.
TfL believes that the introduction of user
charging would not restrict cross-river
movement, particular for residents of
deprived areas. The introduction of new bus
services enabled by the scheme would
result in an increase in cross-river trips, and
would benefit the significant proportion of
the population that do not have access to a
car.
TfL believes that the improvements in
economic performance supported by the
Scheme are likely to directly address
deprivation issues in east London. The
Regeneration and Development Impact
Assessment (Document Reference 7.8)
identifies that the Scheme could result in
3,700 additional jobs in LB Newham, RB
Greenwich and LB Tower Hamlets.
Improvements in public transport would
allow more local residents to access jobs.
The assessment of Wider Economic
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BHLF-33SX-S71E-H
ANON-33SX-STZT-6
ANON-33SX-STQV-Y
ANON-33SX-STHA-1

Impacts also forecasts a significant boost to
the local economy through agglomeration
and improvements in competitiveness of
over £100m over the Scheme’s assessed
period.

It will be expensive to
collect the tolls

ANON-33SX-S7QA-D
ANON-33SX-S2X6-4
ANON-33SX-S2JB-2

The Funding Statement (Document
Reference 4.2) sets out the forecast
operational costs for the Scheme. One of
the main reasons for the user charge is to
pay for the construction, maintenance and
ongoing operation of the Silvertown Tunnel,
which includes the cost of charge collection
and enforcement. TfL will seek
opportunities to reduce the costs of
collection, for example by incentivising the
uptake of user accounts.

N

It would be unfair to
introduce user charging at
the Blackwall Tunnel while
the Silvertown Tunnel
were being built

ANON-33SX-S7HU-R

User charges will apply only once the
construction of the Silvertown Tunnel is
complete and the Scheme is operational.

N

Licence plate recognition
needs to be implemented
for all chargeable
crossings

ANON-33SX-SFPA-U
ANON-33SX-S2UC-E
BHLF-33SX-SNJV-J

Automatic Number Plate Recognition
(ANPR) technology is currently being used
for the Congestion Charge and London LEZ
Schemes and it is possible that this system
would be adopted for the Blackwall and
Silvertown tunnels. The type of technology
to be used for vehicle detection would be

N
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determined at a later date to enable
flexibility and the adoption of the most
efficient and reliable system available in the
market at the time.
Motorbikes should pay the
user charge

ANON-33SX-SFYN-H

TfL propose that motorcycles should pay a
N
charge for using the Tunnels. The principal
objectives of the user charge are to manage
demand for the tunnels and to pay for the
construction and operation of the Scheme.
It also helps to meet the Scheme objectives
including mitigating the adverse impacts of
traffic on the environment. Without a
charge, the extra capacity provided by the
new tunnel would quickly be used up and
the problems of the Blackwall Tunnel would
not be adequately addressed

Need to publish monthly
updates on how much
money is being collected
set against the total cost,
with an estimated
timescale to complete the
payoff

ANON-33SX-S29V-5

Data on the revenue collected from the
Scheme would be reported in TfL's Annual
Statement and Accounts. In addition a
range of data relevant to the Scheme (as
set out in the Monitoring StrategyDocument Reference 7.6) would be
published in an Annual Monitoring Report.

N

Off-peak times of the user
charge are too restrictive

ANON-33SX-SNMA-Z
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SF6X-R
ANON-33SX-SF6M-D

The DCO gives TfL a general power to set
the user charges prior to the Scheme
opening and to make subsequent variations
to the charges where this is necessary to
manage traffic and its associated impacts.

N
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Other east London
crossings should be
charged
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ANON-33SX-SF3Z-Q
ANON-33SX-SF3Y-P
ANON-33SX-S7YH-V
ANON-33SX-S7W9-B
ANON-33SX-S2KS-M
ANON-33SX-S2EG-2
ANON-33SX-S28E-K
ANON-33SX-S25Z-5
ANON-33SX-S25P-U
ANON-33SX-STM5-T

One of the elements of this general power
is to specify the days and times for which
charges apply. This could include
weekends, and the Assessed Case charges
set out in Appendix A of the Charging
Statement (Document Reference 7.5)
include a weekend charge. This is because
demand is lower than on weekdays, but still
high enough that a user charge is needed.
An off-peak charge has therefore been
applied at the weekend, in the assessed
case.

ANON-33SX-SN14-Q
ANON-33SX-SFFH-R
ANON-33SX-S72X-5
ANON-33SX-S721-X
ANON-33SX-S2UQ-V
ANON-33SX-S2PN-M
ANON-33SX-S2PJ-G
ANON-33SX-S2NR-P
ANON-33SX-S2F2-E
ANON-33SX-S297-6
ANON-33SX-S21T-U
ANON-33SX-S21B-9
Bermondsey and Rotherhithe
Community Council

In addition to the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme, TfL have plans for a further two
new multi-modal river crossings in east
London - between Thamesmead and
Beckton and between Belvedere and
Rainham. It is proposed that user charges
would apply to these new crossings as well
in order to help pay for the crossings and to
manage demand for them. There are
however, no proposals to impose user
charges at the two existing crossings, the
Rotherhithe Tunnel or the Woolwich Ferry,
as part of this Scheme. It is not expected
that a significant number of drivers would
divert to either of these to avoid the charges
at the Blackwall and Silvertown tunnels.

N
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Public Transport is not
suitable for some trips

ANON-33SX-STCB-W
ANON-33SX-STCA-V
ANON-33SX-STAY-J
ANON-33SX-STAQ-A
ANON-33SX-ST9U-6
ANON-33SX-ST9D-N
ANON-33SX-ST8U-5
ANON-33SX-ST7Y-8
ANON-33SX-ST6B-G
ANON-33SX-ST61-Y
ANON-33SX-ST5Y-6
ANON-33SX-ST4H-M
ANON-33SX-ST4A-D
ANON-33SX-ST3J-N
ANON-33SX-ST2V-Z
ANON-33SX-ST2S-W
ANON-33SX-ST18-1
ANON-33SX-SNWR-U
ANON-33SX-SNSA-6
ANON-33SX-SNRR-P
ANON-33SX-SNQ1-M
ANON-33SX-SNKV-K
ANON-33SX-SNKT-H
ANON-33SX-SNHM-7

TfL acknowledge that there are some
N
journeys for which private highway transport
is significantly more practical owing to the
complexity of the route, the need to carry
goods or other factors. Public transport
crossings in east London have multiplied in
recent years: seven new rail crossings, with
a further crossing to come in the form of
Crossrail from 2018. This means that by
2020, there will be as many rail crossings to
the east of Tower Bridge as to the west of
Vauxhall Bridge. Most cross-river travel is
undertaken by public transport and this is
expected to continue with the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme. While most areas are welllinked to employment by rail, the Scheme
presents an opportunity to fill in some gaps.
It will enable TfL to significantly increase
bus services across the river and TfL will
seek to optimise this connectivity by linking
to other transport, for example at North
Greenwich interchange. The Scheme
results in an uplift in Public Transport
Accessibility Levels (PTALs) in RB
Greenwich and around the Royal Docks.
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ANON-33SX-SNFA-S
ANON-33SX-SNCJ-Y
ANON-33SX-SNBJ-X
ANON-33SX-SN8S-W
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SN81-U
ANON-33SX-SN7C-C
ANON-33SX-SN71-T
ANON-33SX-SN63-U
ANON-33SX-SN3F-B
ANON-33SX-SFZZ-X
ANON-33SX-SFYV-S
ANON-33SX-SFYJ-D
ANON-33SX-SFW7-R
ANON-33SX-SFVK-B
ANON-33SX-SFVH-8
ANON-33SX-SFV9-S
ANON-33SX-SFV1-H
ANON-33SX-SFUZ-S
ANON-33SX-SFUX-Q
ANON-33SX-SFUK-A
ANON-33SX-SFTZ-R
ANON-33SX-SFRF-2
ANON-33SX-SFR9-N
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ANON-33SX-SFQH-3
ANON-33SX-SFPM-7
ANON-33SX-SFP7-H
ANON-33SX-SFP2-C
ANON-33SX-SFNR-A
ANON-33SX-SFMD-U
ANON-33SX-SFKR-7
ANON-33SX-SFK5-A
ANON-33SX-SFJV-A
ANON-33SX-SFJM-1
ANON-33SX-SFJD-R
ANON-33SX-SFJ5-9
ANON-33SX-SFHA-K
ANON-33SX-SFGH-S
ANON-33SX-SFGB-K
ANON-33SX-SFFT-4
ANON-33SX-SFDX-6
ANON-33SX-SFDD-J
ANON-33SX-SFDA-F
ANON-33SX-SFD9-7
ANON-33SX-SFBZ-6
ANON-33SX-SFBX-4
ANON-33SX-SFB9-5
ANON-33SX-SFAG-J
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ANON-33SX-SFAF-H
ANON-33SX-SFAD-F
ANON-33SX-SF9U-R
ANON-33SX-SF9T-Q
ANON-33SX-SF9E-8
ANON-33SX-SF8R-M
ANON-33SX-SF71-J
ANON-33SX-SF6P-G
ANON-33SX-SF6M-D
ANON-33SX-SF5C-2
ANON-33SX-SF55-M
ANON-33SX-SF3Q-E
ANON-33SX-SF3J-7
ANON-33SX-SF28-M
ANON-33SX-S7ZV-B
ANON-33SX-S7YU-9
ANON-33SX-S7YR-6
ANON-33SX-S7Y4-8
ANON-33SX-S7WS-5
ANON-33SX-S7WQ-3
ANON-33SX-S7WE-Q
ANON-33SX-S7W9-B
ANON-33SX-S7W8-A
ANON-33SX-S7VW-8
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ANON-33SX-S7UR-2
ANON-33SX-S7UK-U
ANON-33SX-S7S6-4
ANON-33SX-S7RD-H
ANON-33SX-S7QE-H
ANON-33SX-S7PY-4
ANON-33SX-S7NJ-K
ANON-33SX-S7NG-G
ANON-33SX-S7N7-Z
ANON-33SX-S7N5-X
ANON-33SX-S7N2-U
ANON-33SX-S7MX-Z
ANON-33SX-S7JX-W
ANON-33SX-S7JB-7
ANON-33SX-S7GA-3
ANON-33SX-S7EH-8
ANON-33SX-S7DC-2
ANON-33SX-S7CR-G
ANON-33SX-S7C5-K
ANON-33SX-S7C2-G
ANON-33SX-S7C1-F
ANON-33SX-S7AE-1
ANON-33SX-S79Y-D
ANON-33SX-S79V-A
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ANON-33SX-S79T-8
ANON-33SX-S78U-8
ANON-33SX-S78G-T
ANON-33SX-S78E-R
ANON-33SX-S76Y-A
ANON-33SX-S76X-9
ANON-33SX-S76D-N
ANON-33SX-S76C-M
ANON-33SX-S761-2
ANON-33SX-S74N-W
ANON-33SX-S72W-4
ANON-33SX-S72T-1
ANON-33SX-S72H-N
ANON-33SX-S72A-E
ANON-33SX-S727-4
ANON-33SX-S2Z9-9
ANON-33SX-S2Z8-8
ANON-33SX-S2YP-Y
ANON-33SX-S2Y6-5
ANON-33SX-S2WR-Y
ANON-33SX-S2V6-2
ANON-33SX-S2T4-X
ANON-33SX-S2R7-Y
ANON-33SX-S2R4-V
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ANON-33SX-S2Q9-Z
ANON-33SX-S2PY-Y
ANON-33SX-S2NV-T
ANON-33SX-S2N7-U
ANON-33SX-S2MR-N
ANON-33SX-S2KY-T
ANON-33SX-S2J4-M
ANON-33SX-S2J1-H
ANON-33SX-S2EG-2
ANON-33SX-S2DP-A
ANON-33SX-S2C2-B
ANON-33SX-S2C1-A
ANON-33SX-S2BU-D
ANON-33SX-S2B3-B
ANON-33SX-S2AU-C
ANON-33SX-S2A6-D
ANON-33SX-S28X-6
ANON-33SX-S28T-2
ANON-33SX-S287-5
ANON-33SX-S27T-1
ANON-33SX-S266-2
ANON-33SX-S25F-H
ANON-33SX-S25B-D
ANON-33SX-S242-V
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ANON-33SX-S23H-H
ANON-33SX-S23B-B
ANON-33SX-S22Y-1
ANON-33SX-S22P-R
ANON-33SX-S22B-A
ANON-33SX-S21R-S
corecog
BHLF-33SX-SN5Z-1
BHLF-33SX-S7V4-5
BHLF-33SX-S7UJ-T
BHLF-33SX-S7UA-H
BHLF-33SX-S7U9-9
BHLF-33SX-S7Q3-Y
BHLF-33SX-S7MS-U
BHLF-33SX-S7KJ-G
BHLF-33SX-S7FP-H
BHLF-33SX-S7CZ-R
BHLF-33SX-S77W-9
BHLF-33SX-S77P-2
BHLF-33SX-S77M-Y
BHLF-33SX-S77A-K
BHLF-33SX-S777-9
BHLF-33SX-S775-7
BHLF-33SX-S75F-P
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BHLF-33SX-S752-2
BHLF-33SX-S751-1
ANON-33SX-STX2-2
ANON-33SX-STWM-V
ANON-33SX-STTX-4
ANON-33SX-STTH-M
ANON-33SX-STTA-D
ANON-33SX-STR4-X
ANON-33SX-STR2-V
ANON-33SX-STPZ-2
ANON-33SX-STPN-P
ANON-33SX-STN3-S
ANON-33SX-STKG-A
ANON-33SX-STGW-P
ANON-33SX-STGS-J
ANON-33SX-STGJ-9
ANON-33SX-STGD-3
ANON-33SX-STFU-K
ANON-33SX-STFD-2
ANON-33SX-STEZ-Q
ANON-33SX-STEE-2
ANON-33SX-STDH-4
ANON-33SX-STDB-X
ANON-33SX-STD7-K
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ANON-33SX-STD2-E
Query over whether
Rotherhithe Tunnel or
Tower Bridge would be
tolled as well

ANON-33SX-STAS-C
ANON-33SX-SF3U-J
ANON-33SX-SF2N-A
ANON-33SX-S2TB-C

There are no proposals to impose user
N
charges at the existing crossings (e.g., the
Rotherhithe Tunnel or Tower Bridge), as
part of this Scheme. It is not expected that a
significant number of drivers would divert to
these to avoid the charges at the Blackwall
and Silvertown tunnels.

Questions around how TfL
would use future revenue
from the user charge

ANON-33SX-ST8A-H
ANON-33SX-SNZ9-5
ANON-33SX-SNHV-G
ANON-33SX-SNCX-D
ANON-33SX-SNBC-Q
ANON-33SX-SN6F-E
ANON-33SX-SFXA-3
ANON-33SX-SFMS-A
ANON-33SX-SFFP-Z
ANON-33SX-SFFN-X
ANON-33SX-SFFG-Q
ANON-33SX-S7VC-M
ANON-33SX-S7JE-A
ANON-33SX-S2NF-A
ANON-33SX-S2D5-F
ANON-33SX-S22S-U
Westcombe Society

Revenue from the user charge will in the
first instance be used to pay for the costs of
construction of the Silvertown Tunnel and
for its ongoing maintenance and operation.
As charging is anticipated to be a long term
measure which is required to manage traffic
demand at the tunnels for the foreseeable
future, the revenue from user charging may
also play a part in funding other future
transport investments in London once the
Scheme costs have been met.
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London Borough of Havering
Institution of Civil Engineers
Greenwich Pensioners Forum
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-S7MH-G
ANON-33SX-STY9-A
Questions regarding how
penalty charges relating to
unpaid user charges might
be used

ANON-33SX-SF2G-3

Revenue from penalty charges would be
used in the same way as revenue from the
user charge.

N

Request for further
evidence to support the
need for charging to apply

ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SNHJ-4
ANON-33SX-SNHE-Y
ANON-33SX-SNHC-W
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN6Z-2
ANON-33SX-SFSG-4

The principal reason for the user charge is
N
to manage demand for the Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels. A secondary reason for
user charging is to help to pay for the new
tunnel. These reasons are discussed in
detail in the Charging Statement (Document
Reference: 7.5) The Indicative user charges
(using the Assessed Case) were set out in
the statutory consultation in the winter of
2015. TfL will set the initial level of the user
charge closer to the date that the Silvertown
Tunnel opens to traffic. These will be set
out in a Statement of Charges. This would
ensure that the user charge reflects the
conditions that exist at the time and the
charges are set at a level that would
manage demand for the tunnel most
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effectively. More information is given in the
Charging Statement (Document Reference
7.5) and Charging Policy (Document
Reference 7.11).
Requests for further
information in regards how
future user charging
revenue might be used

BHLF-33SX-S7CZ-R

Revenue from the user charge will in the
first instance be used to pay for the costs of
construction of the Silvertown Tunnel and
for its ongoing maintenance and operation.
Any surplus revenue once construction
costs have been met would be reinvested in
transport in London.

Requests for further
information in regards how
the charge would be set
and reviewed

No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign

Requests for further

BHLF-33SX-S7QX-4

The Charging Policy (Document Reference N
7.11) sets out that TfL will have regard to
the achievement of the Project Objectives in
setting the user charge. In setting the initial
charge, TfL will re-run the traffic model
using updated data and can only set
charges which do not lead to significant
environmental effects which are materially
worse than those reported in the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1). In varying the charge in
future, TfL must have regard to traffic and
environmental effects. The Silvertown
Tunnel Implementation Group (STIG) has a
role in reviewing and making
recommendations for charge-setting.
TfL will use the revenue generated from the N
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information in regards how
the Scheme would be
financed

user charge to help pay for the Scheme.
It is proposing to deliver the new tunnel
through a Public Private Partnership (PPP).
Under these arrangements, the PPP Project
Company (private sector) will be
responsible for raising the finance for the
design, construction and maintenance of
the Silvertown Tunnel and once the tunnel
is open will, in return, receive payments
from TfL for a period of 25 years. The
payments will be linked to the availability of
the tunnel for safe use by traffic.
TfL will be responsible for setting and
collecting the user charge at both the
Blackwall and Silvertown tunnels and will
use the revenue from user charge to offset
the payments made to the PPP Project
Company.
TfL therefore expects that the revenues
from user charging at both the Blackwall
and Silvertown Tunnels will, over time,
cover the cost of the Scheme. As charging
is anticipated to be a long term measure
which is required to manage traffic demand
at the tunnels for the foreseeable future, the
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revenue from user charging may also play a
part in funding other future transport
investments in London once the Scheme
costs have been met.
Requests for further
information in regards the
projected use of the
Blackwall and Silvertown
Tunnels in future

BHLF-33SX-S7CZ-R

The Scheme impacts must be considered in
the context of significant population and
employment growth in the east sub-region
between now and 2021. This has been
taken into account in TfL’s modelling. The
overall impact of the Scheme is a reduction
in daily demand on the road network in the
study area, and in particular a reduction in
cross-river highway demand (owing to the
user charge and the public transport
services enabled by the Scheme). Detailed
figures on trips and mode share can be
found in Chapter 7 of the TA (Document
Reference 6.5). Details of the baseline and
future population growth used in the
modelling are in Chapter 5 of the TA
(Document Reference 6.5).

N

Requests for further
information in regards
what revenue might be
raised for other crossing
options, including bridges

ANON-33SX-S2PK-H
BHLF-33SX-S7CZ-R

Chapter 3 and Appendix A of The Case for
the Scheme (Document Reference 7.1)
summarises the various options considered
by TfL in developing the Scheme, including
different road and public transport crossing
options. Only schemes which had the

N
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potential to address the three problems of
the Blackwall Tunnel (congestion, closures
and resilience) were taken forward into
further development, including an initial
appraisal of costs, For this reason, costs for
various tunnel options were developed and
therefore it is not possible to supply details
on costs and revenue for bridge or other
options.
Requests for further
information in regards
when the charge might
increase in future years

BHLF-33SX-S7CZ-R

There is no set timetable for future
variations of the user charge (beyond an
occasional variation for inflation). Changes
to the user charges must be made in line
with the Charging Policy, and will be
informed by data from the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6). More
information is given in the Charging
Statement (Document Reference 7.5) and
Charging Policy (Document Reference
7.11).

N

Requests for information in ANON-33SX-S7YY-D
regards when charging at
ANON-33SX-S2SQ-T
the Blackwall Tunnel
would be introduced

The user charge for the Blackwall Tunnel
will be applied when the Silvertown Tunnel
opens.

N

Respondents who would
rather the new tunnel were
not introduced than to pay
to cross the river

Continuing with the current situation, an
uncharged Blackwall Tunnel which is
subject to increasing congestion and delay
will result in even greater environmental

N

ANON-33SX-STC8-K
ANON-33SX-SFMG-X
ANON-33SX-S2AQ-8
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Some respondents oppose ANON-33SX-STCN-9
user charges and suggest ANON-33SX-STCG-2
car tax covers the Scheme ANON-33SX-STCD-Y
ANON-33SX-STCA-V
ANON-33SX-STC2-D
ANON-33SX-STBK-5
ANON-33SX-STBE-Y
ANON-33SX-STBB-V
ANON-33SX-STBA-U
ANON-33SX-STB6-G
ANON-33SX-STB5-F
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and economic problems than already exist.
This is especially the case given the scale
of growth forecast for east and south east
London in the coming years, and failing to
act on the problems of the Blackwall Tunnel
could impede the successful development
of the area. TfL has assessed the options
for addressing the problems of the
Blackwall Tunnel, including a 'do nothing'
scenario, and these are presented in the
Case for the Scheme (Document Reference
7.1). The proposed Silvertown Tunnel with
a user charge is the only solution which can
effectively tackle the problems in the longterm.
There are two main reasons for the user
charge: to manage demand for the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels; and to
help to pay for the new tunnel. Without a
user charge, the additional capacity and
improved journey times brought about by
the Scheme would attract substantial levels
of traffic demand to the Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels. This could include
highway trips not currently on the network.
The user charge would ensure that the
Scheme delivers its objectives. While TfL
acknowledges that there is considerable
opposition to the user charge, this needs to

N
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ANON-33SX-STB2-C
ANON-33SX-STAY-J
ANON-33SX-STAT-D
ANON-33SX-STAQ-A
ANON-33SX-STAG-Z
ANON-33SX-STAE-X
ANON-33SX-STAC-V
ANON-33SX-STA8-H
ANON-33SX-STA6-F
ANON-33SX-ST9Z-B
ANON-33SX-ST9Y-A
ANON-33SX-ST9P-1
ANON-33SX-ST9M-X
ANON-33SX-ST9A-J
ANON-33SX-ST99-A
ANON-33SX-ST96-7
ANON-33SX-ST91-2
ANON-33SX-ST8X-8
ANON-33SX-ST8N-X
ANON-33SX-ST8E-N
ANON-33SX-ST8C-K
ANON-33SX-ST87-7
ANON-33SX-ST83-3
ANON-33SX-ST7Z-9

be weighed against the transport and wider
benefits of the Scheme. As set out in
Chapter 6 of the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference 7.1), the Scheme
brings a number of benefits in line with the
Project Objectives, by addressing the
severe and ongoing lack of resilience in the
cross-river network in east London and
improving the performance of the road
network in terms of reduced journey time,
enhanced journey time reliability and
reductions in delay and congestion.
Additionally the benefits would be spread to
public transport users (who would not pay
the user charge) because the Scheme
would enable significantly enhanced crossriver bus services, a potential five-fold
increase in trips.
Without a user charge, the Scheme cannot
be delivered and these benefits would not
be realised.
Alternative ways of paying for the Scheme,
even if these were sufficient and available,
would not be effective in managing demand
in the way a user charge can. Vehicle
Excise Duty (VED), sometimes referred to
as 'road tax' is levied by central
Government on vehicles used in the UK.
The money from VED is used as part of
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ANON-33SX-ST76-5
ANON-33SX-ST71-Z
ANON-33SX-ST6Z-8
ANON-33SX-ST6M-U
ANON-33SX-ST6G-N
ANON-33SX-ST6E-K
ANON-33SX-ST5Q-X
ANON-33SX-ST5C-G
ANON-33SX-ST53-Z
ANON-33SX-ST52-Y
ANON-33SX-ST4X-4
ANON-33SX-ST4W-3
ANON-33SX-ST46-2
ANON-33SX-ST3S-X
ANON-33SX-ST3G-J
ANON-33SX-ST38-3
ANON-33SX-ST35-Z
ANON-33SX-ST2Y-3
ANON-33SX-ST2S-W
ANON-33SX-ST2G-H
ANON-33SX-ST1Q-T
ANON-33SX-ST1K-M
ANON-33SX-SNZW-3
ANON-33SX-SNZK-Q
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general taxation and is not ring-fenced for
road or transport projects. Council tax is
levied by local authorities to pay for local
services (supported by central Government
grant). Given the cost of the Scheme and
the need to deploy a user charge in order to
manage demand, these sources of funding
are not suitable, even if the funds were
available.
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ANON-33SX-SNZ6-2
ANON-33SX-SNWT-W
ANON-33SX-SNWP-S
ANON-33SX-SNW3-V
ANON-33SX-SNVA-9
ANON-33SX-SNV9-1
ANON-33SX-SNV5-W
ANON-33SX-SNUV-W
ANON-33SX-SNUT-U
ANON-33SX-SNSZ-Y
ANON-33SX-SNSH-D
ANON-33SX-SNSG-C
ANON-33SX-SNRX-V
ANON-33SX-SNRU-S
ANON-33SX-SNRR-P
ANON-33SX-SNR9-W
ANON-33SX-SNQV-S
ANON-33SX-SNQR-N
ANON-33SX-SNQF-9
ANON-33SX-SNQ5-R
ANON-33SX-SNMY-R
ANON-33SX-SNMA-Z
ANON-33SX-SNKW-M
ANON-33SX-SNKT-H
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ANON-33SX-SNKN-B
ANON-33SX-SNHQ-B
ANON-33SX-SNFX-G
ANON-33SX-SNFM-5
ANON-33SX-SNF7-F
ANON-33SX-SNET-B
ANON-33SX-SNEQ-8
ANON-33SX-SNEE-V
ANON-33SX-SNE2-9
ANON-33SX-SNCU-A
ANON-33SX-SNCS-8
ANON-33SX-SNC4-9
ANON-33SX-SNC2-7
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNBS-7
ANON-33SX-SNBJ-X
ANON-33SX-SNB7-B
ANON-33SX-SNB6-A
ANON-33SX-SNB2-6
ANON-33SX-SN8N-R
ANON-33SX-SN7Z-3
ANON-33SX-SN7A-A
ANON-33SX-SN6R-T
ANON-33SX-SN64-V
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ANON-33SX-SN3D-9
ANON-33SX-SN31-P
ANON-33SX-SN1T-Q
ANON-33SX-SN1R-N
ANON-33SX-SN1G-A
ANON-33SX-SN11-M
ANON-33SX-SFZV-T
ANON-33SX-SFZU-S
ANON-33SX-SFZR-P
ANON-33SX-SFZP-M
ANON-33SX-SFZN-J
ANON-33SX-SFZH-C
ANON-33SX-SFZG-B
ANON-33SX-SFZC-7
ANON-33SX-SFZ6-T
ANON-33SX-SFZ3-Q
ANON-33SX-SFYX-U
ANON-33SX-SFYU-R
ANON-33SX-SFYN-H
ANON-33SX-SFY8-U
ANON-33SX-SFXT-P
ANON-33SX-SFXN-G
ANON-33SX-SFXK-D
ANON-33SX-SFX7-S
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ANON-33SX-SFX3-N
ANON-33SX-SFX1-K
ANON-33SX-SFWW-R
ANON-33SX-SFWU-P
ANON-33SX-SFWT-N
ANON-33SX-SFWP-H
ANON-33SX-SFWG-8
ANON-33SX-SFW8-S
ANON-33SX-SFW7-R
ANON-33SX-SFW5-P
ANON-33SX-SFW4-N
ANON-33SX-SFW3-M
ANON-33SX-SFVS-K
ANON-33SX-SFVF-6
ANON-33SX-SFV1-H
ANON-33SX-SFUY-R
ANON-33SX-SFUK-A
ANON-33SX-SFUH-7
ANON-33SX-SFUA-Z
ANON-33SX-SFTZ-R
ANON-33SX-SFTU-K
ANON-33SX-SFTT-J
ANON-33SX-SFTS-H
ANON-33SX-SFTK-9
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ANON-33SX-SFT4-J
ANON-33SX-SFT2-G
ANON-33SX-SFSZ-Q
ANON-33SX-SFSU-J
ANON-33SX-SFSJ-7
ANON-33SX-SFSE-2
ANON-33SX-SFSB-Y
ANON-33SX-SFS8-N
ANON-33SX-SFRW-K
ANON-33SX-SFRU-H
ANON-33SX-SFRS-F
ANON-33SX-SFRK-7
ANON-33SX-SFRF-2
ANON-33SX-SFRD-Z
ANON-33SX-SFQK-6
ANON-33SX-SFQ1-C
ANON-33SX-SFPG-1
ANON-33SX-SFPF-Z
ANON-33SX-SFP7-H
ANON-33SX-SFNZ-J
ANON-33SX-SFNY-H
ANON-33SX-SFNU-D
ANON-33SX-SFNS-B
ANON-33SX-SFNP-8
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ANON-33SX-SFNH-Z
ANON-33SX-SFN4-C
ANON-33SX-SFN1-9
ANON-33SX-SFMT-B
ANON-33SX-SFMG-X
ANON-33SX-SFM5-C
ANON-33SX-SFKZ-F
ANON-33SX-SFKW-C
ANON-33SX-SFKR-7
ANON-33SX-SFKN-3
ANON-33SX-SFKC-R
ANON-33SX-SFK5-A
ANON-33SX-SFJU-9
ANON-33SX-SFJN-2
ANON-33SX-SFJG-U
ANON-33SX-SFJB-P
ANON-33SX-SFHF-R
ANON-33SX-SFHD-P
ANON-33SX-SFHA-K
ANON-33SX-SFH1-3
ANON-33SX-SFGX-9
ANON-33SX-SFGV-7
ANON-33SX-SFGR-3
ANON-33SX-SFGQ-2
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ANON-33SX-SFGN-Y
ANON-33SX-SFGK-V
ANON-33SX-SFGH-S
ANON-33SX-SFGB-K
ANON-33SX-SFG6-7
ANON-33SX-SFG3-4
ANON-33SX-SFFX-8
ANON-33SX-SFFA-H
ANON-33SX-SFF6-6
ANON-33SX-SFF5-5
ANON-33SX-SFEY-8
ANON-33SX-SFDW-5
ANON-33SX-SFDS-1
ANON-33SX-SFD8-6
ANON-33SX-SFD5-3
ANON-33SX-SFCQ-X
ANON-33SX-SFCM-T
ANON-33SX-SFC2-Y
ANON-33SX-SFBZ-6
ANON-33SX-SFBY-5
ANON-33SX-SFBV-2
ANON-33SX-SFBK-Q
ANON-33SX-SFBB-E
ANON-33SX-SFBA-D
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ANON-33SX-SFB6-2
ANON-33SX-SFAZ-5
ANON-33SX-SFAV-1
ANON-33SX-SFAF-H
ANON-33SX-SFAA-C
ANON-33SX-SFA9-4
ANON-33SX-SFA4-Y
ANON-33SX-SFA3-X
ANON-33SX-SF9W-T
ANON-33SX-SF9T-Q
ANON-33SX-SF9H-B
ANON-33SX-SF98-U
ANON-33SX-SF93-P
ANON-33SX-SF91-M
ANON-33SX-SF8A-3
ANON-33SX-SF83-N
ANON-33SX-SF82-M
ANON-33SX-SF7U-P
ANON-33SX-SF7P-H
ANON-33SX-SF7G-8
ANON-33SX-SF7E-6
ANON-33SX-SF71-J
ANON-33SX-SF6Y-S
ANON-33SX-SF6N-E
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ANON-33SX-SF6M-D
ANON-33SX-SF6H-8
ANON-33SX-SF6B-2
ANON-33SX-SF5S-J
ANON-33SX-SF5Q-G
ANON-33SX-SF5M-C
ANON-33SX-SF5E-4
ANON-33SX-SF55-M
ANON-33SX-SF4T-J
ANON-33SX-SF4M-B
ANON-33SX-SF4G-5
ANON-33SX-SF49-Q
ANON-33SX-SF3W-M
ANON-33SX-SF38-N
ANON-33SX-SF2Q-D
ANON-33SX-SF2K-7
ANON-33SX-SF2J-6
ANON-33SX-SF2E-1
ANON-33SX-SF29-N
ANON-33SX-SF28-M
ANON-33SX-SF21-D
ANON-33SX-SF1Z-N
ANON-33SX-SF1X-K
ANON-33SX-SF1W-J
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ANON-33SX-SF1N-9
ANON-33SX-SF1K-6
ANON-33SX-SF1C-X
ANON-33SX-SF1A-V
ANON-33SX-SF14-F
ANON-33SX-S7ZG-V
ANON-33SX-S7ZD-S
ANON-33SX-S7ZC-R
ANON-33SX-S7YF-T
ANON-33SX-S7Y6-A
ANON-33SX-S7XZ-D
ANON-33SX-S7XY-C
ANON-33SX-S7XN-1
ANON-33SX-S7X1-4
ANON-33SX-S7WS-5
ANON-33SX-S7W4-6
ANON-33SX-S7VU-6
ANON-33SX-S7V7-8
ANON-33SX-S7UY-9
ANON-33SX-S7UW-7
ANON-33SX-S7UN-X
ANON-33SX-S7UF-P
ANON-33SX-S7U6-6
ANON-33SX-S7TF-N
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ANON-33SX-S7SU-3
ANON-33SX-S7SS-1
ANON-33SX-S7SH-P
ANON-33SX-S7S3-1
ANON-33SX-S7RX-5
ANON-33SX-S7R3-Z
ANON-33SX-S7QP-V
ANON-33SX-S7QM-S
ANON-33SX-S7QA-D
ANON-33SX-S7Q8-4
ANON-33SX-S7Q7-3
ANON-33SX-S7Q4-Z
ANON-33SX-S7PY-4
ANON-33SX-S7PP-U
ANON-33SX-S7PN-S
ANON-33SX-S7PK-P
ANON-33SX-S7PG-J
ANON-33SX-S7P7-2
ANON-33SX-S7NZ-3
ANON-33SX-S7NW-Z
ANON-33SX-S7NU-X
ANON-33SX-S7NM-P
ANON-33SX-S7NH-H
ANON-33SX-S7NG-G
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ANON-33SX-S7N7-Z
ANON-33SX-S7N6-Y
ANON-33SX-S7N5-X
ANON-33SX-S7MN-P
ANON-33SX-S7MB-A
ANON-33SX-S7MA-9
ANON-33SX-S7M3-U
ANON-33SX-S7M2-T
ANON-33SX-S7JG-C
ANON-33SX-S7J9-X
ANON-33SX-S7J8-W
ANON-33SX-S7HN-H
ANON-33SX-S7H6-S
ANON-33SX-S7H4-Q
ANON-33SX-S7GX-T
ANON-33SX-S7GP-J
ANON-33SX-S7GG-9
ANON-33SX-S7GE-7
ANON-33SX-S7G7-S
ANON-33SX-S7G3-N
ANON-33SX-S7G1-K
ANON-33SX-S7EB-2
ANON-33SX-S7E8-R
ANON-33SX-S7E3-K
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ANON-33SX-S7D9-R
ANON-33SX-S7CF-4
ANON-33SX-S7CE-3
ANON-33SX-S7C1-F
ANON-33SX-S7BQ-E
ANON-33SX-S7A4-G
ANON-33SX-S79Y-D
ANON-33SX-S79U-9
ANON-33SX-S79T-8
ANON-33SX-S79C-Q
ANON-33SX-S79A-N
ANON-33SX-S796-A
ANON-33SX-S794-8
ANON-33SX-S78T-7
ANON-33SX-S788-B
ANON-33SX-S76X-9
ANON-33SX-S76S-4
ANON-33SX-S76H-S
ANON-33SX-S76D-N
ANON-33SX-S76C-M
ANON-33SX-S769-A
ANON-33SX-S768-9
ANON-33SX-S764-5
ANON-33SX-S75P-Z
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ANON-33SX-S74Y-8
ANON-33SX-S74K-T
ANON-33SX-S74F-N
ANON-33SX-S74B-H
ANON-33SX-S748-7
ANON-33SX-S73Q-Y
ANON-33SX-S73P-X
ANON-33SX-S72Z-7
ANON-33SX-S72N-U
ANON-33SX-S72M-T
ANON-33SX-S72E-J
ANON-33SX-S71J-P
ANON-33SX-S71G-K
ANON-33SX-S71B-E
ANON-33SX-S2ZV-6
ANON-33SX-S2Z5-5
ANON-33SX-S2Z4-4
ANON-33SX-S2Z1-1
ANON-33SX-S2YY-8
ANON-33SX-S2YV-5
ANON-33SX-S2YT-3
ANON-33SX-S2YN-W
ANON-33SX-S2YJ-S
ANON-33SX-S2XW-5
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ANON-33SX-S2XV-4
ANON-33SX-S2XR-Z
ANON-33SX-S2XJ-R
ANON-33SX-S2XE-K
ANON-33SX-S2XC-H
ANON-33SX-S2X3-1
ANON-33SX-S2X1-Y
ANON-33SX-S2WY-6
ANON-33SX-S2WX-5
ANON-33SX-S2WV-3
ANON-33SX-S2WM-T
ANON-33SX-S2WJ-Q
ANON-33SX-S2VN-T
ANON-33SX-S2VK-Q
ANON-33SX-S2VF-J
ANON-33SX-S2VA-D
ANON-33SX-S2V7-3
ANON-33SX-S2UR-W
ANON-33SX-S2UQ-V
ANON-33SX-S2UM-R
ANON-33SX-S2UJ-N
ANON-33SX-S2UF-H
ANON-33SX-S2U9-4
ANON-33SX-S2TP-T
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ANON-33SX-S2TG-H
ANON-33SX-S2TE-F
ANON-33SX-S2T6-Z
ANON-33SX-S2SV-Y
ANON-33SX-S2ST-W
ANON-33SX-S2SS-V
ANON-33SX-S2SG-G
ANON-33SX-S2SD-D
ANON-33SX-S2S9-2
ANON-33SX-S2S4-W
ANON-33SX-S2RY-1
ANON-33SX-S2RU-W
ANON-33SX-S2RP-R
ANON-33SX-S2RG-F
ANON-33SX-S2RB-A
ANON-33SX-S2R5-W
ANON-33SX-S2R3-U
ANON-33SX-S2R1-S
ANON-33SX-S2QJ-H
ANON-33SX-S2QF-D
ANON-33SX-S2QD-B
ANON-33SX-S2Q9-Z
ANON-33SX-S2Q5-V
ANON-33SX-S2Q3-T
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ANON-33SX-S2PY-Y
ANON-33SX-S2PV-V
ANON-33SX-S2P6-V
ANON-33SX-S2NS-Q
ANON-33SX-S2NE-9
ANON-33SX-S2N9-W
ANON-33SX-S2N5-S
ANON-33SX-S2MX-U
ANON-33SX-S2ME-8
ANON-33SX-S2MB-5
ANON-33SX-S2M8-U
ANON-33SX-S2KZ-U
ANON-33SX-S2KX-S
ANON-33SX-S2KW-R
ANON-33SX-S2KE-6
ANON-33SX-S2K7-R
ANON-33SX-S2JJ-A
ANON-33SX-S2JF-6
ANON-33SX-S2JB-2
ANON-33SX-S2J9-S
ANON-33SX-S2J8-R
ANON-33SX-S2J4-M
ANON-33SX-S2J1-H
ANON-33SX-S2HX-P
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ANON-33SX-S2HW-N
ANON-33SX-S2HR-G
ANON-33SX-S2H7-N
ANON-33SX-S2H6-M
ANON-33SX-S2H5-K
ANON-33SX-S2H3-H
ANON-33SX-S2H2-G
ANON-33SX-S2H1-F
ANON-33SX-S2GX-N
ANON-33SX-S2GR-F
ANON-33SX-S2FW-K
ANON-33SX-S2FT-G
ANON-33SX-S2FH-4
ANON-33SX-S2FC-Y
ANON-33SX-S2F9-N
ANON-33SX-S2F5-H
ANON-33SX-S2EX-K
ANON-33SX-S2EV-H
ANON-33SX-S2E7-J
ANON-33SX-S2DY-K
ANON-33SX-S2DS-D
ANON-33SX-S2DP-A
ANON-33SX-S2DB-V
ANON-33SX-S2CZ-K
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ANON-33SX-S2CW-G
ANON-33SX-S2CV-F
ANON-33SX-S2CR-B
ANON-33SX-S2CH-1
ANON-33SX-S2CF-Y
ANON-33SX-S2C9-J
ANON-33SX-S2C7-G
ANON-33SX-S2C2-B
ANON-33SX-S2BZ-J
ANON-33SX-S2B3-B
ANON-33SX-S2B1-9
ANON-33SX-S2AU-C
ANON-33SX-S2AP-7
ANON-33SX-S2AG-X
ANON-33SX-S2AE-V
ANON-33SX-S2AD-U
ANON-33SX-S29S-2
ANON-33SX-S29K-T
ANON-33SX-S29B-H
ANON-33SX-S295-4
ANON-33SX-S28X-6
ANON-33SX-S28V-4
ANON-33SX-S28P-X
ANON-33SX-S28M-U
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ANON-33SX-S289-7
ANON-33SX-S285-3
ANON-33SX-S27X-5
ANON-33SX-S27V-3
ANON-33SX-S27U-2
ANON-33SX-S27Q-X
ANON-33SX-S27N-U
ANON-33SX-S27K-R
ANON-33SX-S27G-M
ANON-33SX-S276-3
ANON-33SX-S271-X
ANON-33SX-S26Z-6
ANON-33SX-S26Q-W
ANON-33SX-S26C-F
ANON-33SX-S267-3
ANON-33SX-S25Z-5
ANON-33SX-S25W-2
ANON-33SX-S25T-Y
ANON-33SX-S25S-X
ANON-33SX-S25R-W
ANON-33SX-S25H-K
ANON-33SX-S25F-H
ANON-33SX-S257-2
ANON-33SX-S254-Y
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ANON-33SX-S24X-2
ANON-33SX-S24W-1
ANON-33SX-S24U-Y
ANON-33SX-S24S-W
ANON-33SX-S24F-G
ANON-33SX-S24D-E
ANON-33SX-S24C-D
ANON-33SX-S24B-C
ANON-33SX-S243-W
ANON-33SX-S23R-U
ANON-33SX-S23Q-T
ANON-33SX-S23D-D
ANON-33SX-S23B-B
ANON-33SX-S238-1
ANON-33SX-S231-T
ANON-33SX-S22Z-2
ANON-33SX-S22Y-1
ANON-33SX-S22X-Z
ANON-33SX-S22W-Y
ANON-33SX-S22U-W
ANON-33SX-S22P-R
ANON-33SX-S22K-K
ANON-33SX-S22A-9
ANON-33SX-S224-V
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ANON-33SX-S21B-9
ANON-33SX-S21A-8
ANON-33SX-S216-W
Alliance of British Drivers
Allbike Engineering Ltd
Training for Professionals
Jewish Care
GREEN WASTE CARE
LIMITED
Go Green Mechanics
Cleaner products
BHLF-33SX-SNJZ-P
BHLF-33SX-SNJY-N
BHLF-33SX-SNJV-J
BHLF-33SX-SNJT-G
BHLF-33SX-SNJR-E
BHLF-33SX-SNJQ-D
BHLF-33SX-SNJE-1
BHLF-33SX-SNJ6-J
BHLF-33SX-SNJ3-F
BHLF-33SX-SNJ1-D
BHLF-33SX-SNGS-C
BHLF-33SX-SNGP-9
BHLF-33SX-SNDW-D
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BHLF-33SX-SNDD-T
BHLF-33SX-SN4C-9
BHLF-33SX-S7WW-9
BHLF-33SX-S7VG-R
BHLF-33SX-S7VD-N
BHLF-33SX-S7V4-5
BHLF-33SX-S7V3-4
BHLF-33SX-S7UV-6
BHLF-33SX-S7UU-5
BHLF-33SX-S7UM-W
BHLF-33SX-S7UJ-T
BHLF-33SX-S7UA-H
BHLF-33SX-S7U1-1
BHLF-33SX-S7R8-5
BHLF-33SX-S7QW-3
BHLF-33SX-S7Q3-Y
BHLF-33SX-S7Q2-X
BHLF-33SX-S7MZ-2
BHLF-33SX-S7MU-W
BHLF-33SX-S7MT-V
BHLF-33SX-S7MS-U
BHLF-33SX-S7MP-R
BHLF-33SX-S7KV-V
BHLF-33SX-S7K8-X
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BHLF-33SX-S7HW-T
BHLF-33SX-S7HR-N
BHLF-33SX-S7HG-A
BHLF-33SX-S7HC-6
BHLF-33SX-S7H2-N
BHLF-33SX-S7DZ-S
BHLF-33SX-S7D4-K
BHLF-33SX-S7C7-N
BHLF-33SX-S7BD-1
BHLF-33SX-S77Z-C
BHLF-33SX-S77Y-B
BHLF-33SX-S77W-9
BHLF-33SX-S77R-4
BHLF-33SX-S77M-Y
BHLF-33SX-S77D-P
BHLF-33SX-S77C-N
BHLF-33SX-S777-9
BHLF-33SX-S775-7
BHLF-33SX-S75Y-9
BHLF-33SX-S75M-W
BHLF-33SX-S75D-M
BHLF-33SX-S755-5
BHLF-33SX-S753-3
BHLF-33SX-S752-2
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BHLF-33SX-S73Y-7
BHLF-33SX-S71Z-6
BHLF-33SX-S71E-H
ANON-33SX-STZW-9
ANON-33SX-STZT-6
ANON-33SX-STZQ-3
ANON-33SX-STZM-Y
ANON-33SX-STZF-R
ANON-33SX-STZ9-B
ANON-33SX-STZ8-A
ANON-33SX-STYV-7
ANON-33SX-STYR-3
ANON-33SX-STYQ-2
ANON-33SX-STYK-V
ANON-33SX-STYF-Q
ANON-33SX-STYE-P
ANON-33SX-STY5-6
ANON-33SX-STY3-4
ANON-33SX-STY2-3
ANON-33SX-STXX-8
ANON-33SX-STXK-U
ANON-33SX-STXE-N
ANON-33SX-STWZ-9
ANON-33SX-STWU-4
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ANON-33SX-STWF-N
ANON-33SX-STWE-M
ANON-33SX-STWC-J
ANON-33SX-STWA-G
ANON-33SX-STW8-7
ANON-33SX-STW7-6
ANON-33SX-STVW-5
ANON-33SX-STVQ-Y
ANON-33SX-STVC-H
ANON-33SX-STV9-7
ANON-33SX-STV2-Z
ANON-33SX-STV1-Y
ANON-33SX-STUT-1
ANON-33SX-STUN-U
ANON-33SX-STUC-G
ANON-33SX-STUB-F
ANON-33SX-STU5-2
ANON-33SX-STTV-2
ANON-33SX-STTH-M
ANON-33SX-STTB-E
ANON-33SX-STT9-5
ANON-33SX-STT4-Z
ANON-33SX-STT2-X
ANON-33SX-STT1-W
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ANON-33SX-STSW-2
ANON-33SX-STSR-W
ANON-33SX-STSQ-V
ANON-33SX-STSG-J
ANON-33SX-STSB-D
ANON-33SX-STS7-2
ANON-33SX-STRW-1
ANON-33SX-STRM-Q
ANON-33SX-STRC-D
ANON-33SX-STR9-3
ANON-33SX-STR2-V
ANON-33SX-STQX-1
ANON-33SX-STQV-Y
ANON-33SX-STQT-W
ANON-33SX-STQK-M
ANON-33SX-STQC-C
ANON-33SX-STQB-B
ANON-33SX-STPY-1
ANON-33SX-STPC-B
ANON-33SX-STPA-9
ANON-33SX-STP9-1
ANON-33SX-STP8-Z
ANON-33SX-STP4-V
ANON-33SX-STP2-T
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ANON-33SX-STNR-R
ANON-33SX-STNJ-G
ANON-33SX-STNG-D
ANON-33SX-STN9-Y
ANON-33SX-STMN-K
ANON-33SX-STMG-C
ANON-33SX-STME-A
ANON-33SX-STKG-A
ANON-33SX-STK7-T
ANON-33SX-STK4-Q
ANON-33SX-STJY-U
ANON-33SX-STJV-R
ANON-33SX-STJP-J
ANON-33SX-STJ8-T
ANON-33SX-STJ7-S
ANON-33SX-STHT-M
ANON-33SX-STHS-K
ANON-33SX-STHK-B
ANON-33SX-STHH-8
ANON-33SX-STHA-1
ANON-33SX-STH7-Q
ANON-33SX-STH6-P
ANON-33SX-STGS-J
ANON-33SX-STGQ-G
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ANON-33SX-STGG-6
ANON-33SX-STGF-5
ANON-33SX-STG6-N
ANON-33SX-STFY-Q
ANON-33SX-STFT-J
ANON-33SX-STFR-G
ANON-33SX-STFF-4
ANON-33SX-STFD-2
ANON-33SX-STFB-Z
ANON-33SX-STF7-N
ANON-33SX-STF5-K
ANON-33SX-STEZ-Q
ANON-33SX-STEM-A
ANON-33SX-STEK-8
ANON-33SX-STEE-2
ANON-33SX-STED-1
ANON-33SX-STE7-M
ANON-33SX-STE2-F
ANON-33SX-STE1-E
ANON-33SX-STDT-G
ANON-33SX-STDS-F
ANON-33SX-STDQ-D
ANON-33SX-STDF-2
ANON-33SX-STDE-1
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ANON-33SX-STDB-X
ANON-33SX-STD4-G
ANON-33SX-STCP-B
Suggestion to only charge
crossings in west London

ANON-33SX-ST2W-1
ANON-33SX-SFPF-Z
ANON-33SX-SFCX-5
ANON-33SX-SFC1-X
ANON-33SX-SF36-K
ANON-33SX-S7Z7-C
ANON-33SX-S7RX-5
ANON-33SX-S2XU-3
ANON-33SX-S2UM-R
ANON-33SX-S2A6-D
BHLF-33SX-S7U9-9

Without a user charge, the additional
capacity and improved journey times
brought about by the Scheme would attract
substantial levels of traffic demand to the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels. This
could include highway trips not currently on
the network.
While imposing a user charge at other
London road river crossings might in
principle raise enough revenue to pay for
the Scheme, it would fail to meet the Project
Objectives of increasing resilience and
reducing congestion and delay at the
Blackwall Tunnel. This requires the
provision of extra capacity as well as a user
charge which is at a level that ensures the
benefits of this added capacity are locked in
for the long-term.
New road crossings to the west are not
currently proposed, but it is likely that if TfL
did build a new road crossing to the west, it
would also be charged in order to manage
demand and pay for the project.
TfL consider it reasonable and appropriate
for the users and direct beneficiaries of the
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improvements to contribute to the costs.
Charging is proposed as a means to
manage demand and to pay for the new
tunnel.
Suggestions of various
other sources / methods to
pay for the Scheme, such
as road tax, general tax,
the Congestion Charge,
TfL funding or the Dartford
toll

ANON-33SX-STBB-V
ANON-33SX-ST9M-X
ANON-33SX-ST5Q-X
ANON-33SX-ST52-Y
ANON-33SX-ST3W-2
ANON-33SX-SNF3-B
ANON-33SX-SFZH-C
ANON-33SX-SFXE-7
ANON-33SX-SFWN-F
ANON-33SX-SFWE-6
ANON-33SX-SFW8-S
ANON-33SX-SFVH-8
ANON-33SX-SFSN-B
ANON-33SX-SFS4-H
ANON-33SX-SFPA-U
ANON-33SX-SFMQ-8
ANON-33SX-SFGZ-B
ANON-33SX-SFGD-N
ANON-33SX-SFFV-6
ANON-33SX-SFEP-Y

Even if other sources of funding were
available for the Scheme (and it is doubtful
that these would be sufficient), the user
charge would still be necessary in order to
manage demand for the tunnels. Without
this demand management effect, the
benefits of additional capacity would not be
secured for the long–term and the
environmental effects could not be
managed.

N
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ANON-33SX-SFCQ-X
ANON-33SX-SFBB-E
ANON-33SX-SF7U-P
ANON-33SX-SF7P-H
ANON-33SX-SF6P-G
ANON-33SX-SF6N-E
ANON-33SX-SF66-P
ANON-33SX-SF5X-Q
ANON-33SX-SF49-Q
ANON-33SX-SF1G-2
ANON-33SX-SF1F-1
ANON-33SX-S7VR-3
ANON-33SX-S7HU-R
ANON-33SX-S75H-R
ANON-33SX-S73T-2
ANON-33SX-S2YC-J
ANON-33SX-S2Y3-2
ANON-33SX-S2WJ-Q
ANON-33SX-S2TB-C
ANON-33SX-S2S9-2
ANON-33SX-S2RP-R
ANON-33SX-S2NC-7
ANON-33SX-S2J9-S
ANON-33SX-S2G9-P
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ANON-33SX-S2C7-G
ANON-33SX-S2BE-W
ANON-33SX-S2B1-9
ANON-33SX-S27B-F
ANON-33SX-S228-Z
BHLF-33SX-SNJV-J
BHLF-33SX-S7DP-F
ANON-33SX-STZQ-3
ANON-33SX-STXE-N
ANON-33SX-STW8-7
ANON-33SX-STVQ-Y
ANON-33SX-STV1-Y
ANON-33SX-STUF-K
ANON-33SX-STTQ-W
ANON-33SX-STTB-E
ANON-33SX-STS5-Z
ANON-33SX-STRW-1
ANON-33SX-STPF-E
ANON-33SX-STP2-T
ANON-33SX-STMF-B
ANON-33SX-STJ8-T
ANON-33SX-STHK-B
ANON-33SX-STF8-P
ANON-33SX-STDQ-D
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Support for £1 off-peak
charge

ANON-33SX-SFF6-6
ANON-33SX-S2KJ-B

The support for the £1 off-peak charge is
N
noted. The user charges presented
throughout the technical documents that
were part of the statutory consultation were
based on a set of assumed indicative
charging levels and assumptions around
future traffic conditions. The charge levels
presented in this "Assessed Case" were
used to assess the likely significant effects
of the Scheme for the purposes of the
statutory consultation on the proposed DCO
application. TfL propose to set the charges
closer to the date that the Silvertown Tunnel
opens to traffic. This would ensure that the
Statement of Charges reflects the
conditions that exist at the time and the
charges are set at a level that would
manage demand for the tunnel most
effectively. This process is set out in the
Charging Policy (Document Reference
7.11).

Support for the proposed
peak and off-peak user
charge pricing

ANON-33SX-SFK7-C
Empress Litho

The support for peak and off-peak charging
is noted. The user charges presented
throughout the technical documents that
were part of the statutory consultation were
based on a set of assumed indicative
charging levels and assumptions around
future traffic conditions. The charge levels
presented in this "Assessed Case" were
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used to assess the likely significant effects
of the Scheme for the purposes of the
statutory consultation on the proposed DCO
application. TfL propose to set the
Statement of Charges closer to the date
that the Silvertown Tunnel opens to traffic.
This would ensure that it reflects the
conditions that exist at the time and the
charges are set at a level that would
manage demand for the tunnel most
effectively. This process is set out in the
Charging Policy (Document Reference
7.11).
Support for the user
charge and suggestions
that it should be used
more often in London

ANON-33SX-SNQM-G
ANON-33SX-S7RM-T

The GLA Act gives TfL the power to create
road user charging schemes in Greater
London. The Congestion Charge Scheme is
operated under these powers.
Implementing road user charges at other
locations than the Blackwall and Silvertown
Tunnel is not part of the proposed Scheme.
Any future London-wide road user charging
scheme would be subject to statutory
processes including a public consultation.

N

Support for the user
charge in general terms

ANON-33SX-STCC-X
ANON-33SX-STBV-G
ANON-33SX-STBH-2
ANON-33SX-STAJ-3

Support for user charging is noted. The
user charge provides an effective means of
controlling demand for the tunnels and
thereby managing the environmental effects
locally.

N
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ANON-33SX-STA4-D
ANON-33SX-ST9W-8
ANON-33SX-ST8W-7
ANON-33SX-ST7Q-Z
ANON-33SX-ST7N-W
ANON-33SX-ST6W-5
ANON-33SX-ST6J-R
ANON-33SX-ST69-7
ANON-33SX-ST4M-S
ANON-33SX-ST3V-1
ANON-33SX-ST3Q-V
ANON-33SX-ST3K-P
ANON-33SX-ST3D-F
ANON-33SX-ST33-X
ANON-33SX-ST2N-R
ANON-33SX-ST2J-M
ANON-33SX-ST1N-Q
ANON-33SX-SNZS-Y
ANON-33SX-SNZG-K
ANON-33SX-SNZB-E
ANON-33SX-SNZ2-X
ANON-33SX-SNW6-Y
ANON-33SX-SNVR-T
ANON-33SX-SNVF-E
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ANON-33SX-SNUK-J
ANON-33SX-SNUD-B
ANON-33SX-SNSY-X
ANON-33SX-SNS5-T
ANON-33SX-SNQZ-W
ANON-33SX-SNQT-Q
ANON-33SX-SNQC-6
ANON-33SX-SNMT-K
ANON-33SX-SNMB-1
ANON-33SX-SNK2-F
ANON-33SX-SNHY-K
ANON-33SX-SNHU-F
ANON-33SX-SNHA-U
ANON-33SX-SNFZ-J
ANON-33SX-SNFW-F
ANON-33SX-SNFN-6
ANON-33SX-SNFG-Y
ANON-33SX-SNFB-T
ANON-33SX-SNEY-G
ANON-33SX-SNEN-5
ANON-33SX-SNEJ-1
ANON-33SX-SNE9-G
ANON-33SX-SNCZ-F
ANON-33SX-SN8U-Y
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ANON-33SX-SN7G-G
ANON-33SX-SN6Z-2
ANON-33SX-SN3T-S
ANON-33SX-SN37-V
ANON-33SX-SN36-U
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
ANON-33SX-SN1U-R
ANON-33SX-SN1F-9
ANON-33SX-SFYT-Q
ANON-33SX-SFXQ-K
ANON-33SX-SFWZ-U
ANON-33SX-SFVY-S
ANON-33SX-SFV4-M
ANON-33SX-SFUF-5
ANON-33SX-SFTP-E
ANON-33SX-SFTC-1
ANON-33SX-SFT5-K
ANON-33SX-SFT3-H
ANON-33SX-SFS6-K
ANON-33SX-SFS3-G
ANON-33SX-SFRQ-D
ANON-33SX-SFRP-C
ANON-33SX-SFQZ-N
ANON-33SX-SFQN-9
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ANON-33SX-SFPN-8
ANON-33SX-SFN6-E
ANON-33SX-SFN3-B
ANON-33SX-SFMU-C
ANON-33SX-SFM8-F
ANON-33SX-SFKH-W
ANON-33SX-SFKF-U
ANON-33SX-SFK7-C
ANON-33SX-SFJZ-E
ANON-33SX-SFJH-V
ANON-33SX-SFJ9-D
ANON-33SX-SFHP-2
ANON-33SX-SFG2-3
ANON-33SX-SFFE-N
ANON-33SX-SFF1-1
ANON-33SX-SFET-3
ANON-33SX-SFEQ-Z
ANON-33SX-SFD7-5
ANON-33SX-SFCW-4
ANON-33SX-SFCR-Y
ANON-33SX-SFBW-3
ANON-33SX-SFBS-Y
ANON-33SX-SFAK-P
ANON-33SX-SFAH-K
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ANON-33SX-SF9Q-M
ANON-33SX-SF99-V
ANON-33SX-SF8Z-V
ANON-33SX-SF8V-R
ANON-33SX-SF8P-J
ANON-33SX-SF8H-A
ANON-33SX-SF7F-7
ANON-33SX-SF76-Q
ANON-33SX-SF72-K
ANON-33SX-SF6Q-H
ANON-33SX-SF5A-Z
ANON-33SX-SF58-Q
ANON-33SX-SF4V-M
ANON-33SX-SF41-F
ANON-33SX-SF3S-G
ANON-33SX-SF37-M
ANON-33SX-SF1M-8
ANON-33SX-SF13-E
ANON-33SX-S7YZ-E
ANON-33SX-S7YW-B
ANON-33SX-S7XU-8
ANON-33SX-S7XF-S
ANON-33SX-S7XD-Q
ANON-33SX-S7X7-A
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ANON-33SX-S7TD-K
ANON-33SX-S7TB-H
ANON-33SX-S7T2-1
ANON-33SX-S7SQ-Y
ANON-33SX-S7SF-M
ANON-33SX-S7RE-J
ANON-33SX-S7PT-Y
ANON-33SX-S7PF-H
ANON-33SX-S7NC-C
ANON-33SX-S7JZ-Y
ANON-33SX-S7JQ-P
ANON-33SX-S7HZ-W
ANON-33SX-S7HQ-M
ANON-33SX-S7H3-P
ANON-33SX-S7GU-Q
ANON-33SX-S7BW-M
ANON-33SX-S7BP-D
ANON-33SX-S7BC-Z
ANON-33SX-S7AX-M
ANON-33SX-S79D-R
ANON-33SX-S73E-K
ANON-33SX-S72F-K
ANON-33SX-S72D-H
ANON-33SX-S71P-V
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ANON-33SX-S2ZQ-1
ANON-33SX-S2ZH-R
ANON-33SX-S2YS-2
ANON-33SX-S2Y3-2
ANON-33SX-S2WB-F
ANON-33SX-S2W5-2
ANON-33SX-S2W3-Z
ANON-33SX-S2VX-4
ANON-33SX-S2VG-K
ANON-33SX-S2UZ-5
ANON-33SX-S2UK-P
ANON-33SX-S2UA-C
ANON-33SX-S2TV-Z
ANON-33SX-S2TS-W
ANON-33SX-S2R8-Z
ANON-33SX-S2NG-B
ANON-33SX-S2N5-S
ANON-33SX-S2N1-N
ANON-33SX-S2MY-V
ANON-33SX-S2MH-B
ANON-33SX-S2MA-4
ANON-33SX-S2KT-N
ANON-33SX-S2KR-K
ANON-33SX-S2KK-C
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ANON-33SX-S2KG-8
ANON-33SX-S2K5-P
ANON-33SX-S2J3-K
ANON-33SX-S2HH-6
ANON-33SX-S2HD-2
ANON-33SX-S2GN-B
ANON-33SX-S2FR-E
ANON-33SX-S2ED-Y
ANON-33SX-S2EC-X
ANON-33SX-S2D5-F
ANON-33SX-S2CX-H
ANON-33SX-S2CU-E
ANON-33SX-S2CM-6
ANON-33SX-S2CJ-3
ANON-33SX-S2CE-X
ANON-33SX-S2AH-Y
ANON-33SX-S2A7-E
ANON-33SX-S29J-S
ANON-33SX-S28R-Z
ANON-33SX-S27E-J
ANON-33SX-S274-1
ANON-33SX-S24H-J
ANON-33SX-S24G-H
ANON-33SX-S23M-P
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ANON-33SX-S236-Y
ANON-33SX-S22F-E
ANON-33SX-S21K-J
ANON-33SX-S21H-F
ANON-33SX-S21F-D
ANON-33SX-S212-S
Westcombe Society
Planning and Transport
Committee London Forum of
Amenity and Civic Societies
London First
London Assembly Green
Party Group
Greenwich Pensioners Forum
Freight Transport Association
ExCel London Limited
Evelyn Road residents
association
Davido Ltd
DAVDEB LTD
BHLF-33SX-S7WX-A
BHLF-33SX-S7U4-4
BHLF-33SX-S7HC-6
BHLF-33SX-S7F6-Q
BHLF-33SX-S7C8-P
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BHLF-33SX-S77V-8
BHLF-33SX-S77N-Z
ANON-33SX-STYU-6
ANON-33SX-STYJ-U
ANON-33SX-STYH-S
ANON-33SX-STYD-N
ANON-33SX-STYB-K
ANON-33SX-STXT-4
ANON-33SX-STX8-8
ANON-33SX-STWT-3
ANON-33SX-STW7-6
ANON-33SX-STV7-5
ANON-33SX-STUH-N
ANON-33SX-STRA-B
ANON-33SX-STR8-2
ANON-33SX-STQQ-T
ANON-33SX-STQE-E
ANON-33SX-STPM-N
ANON-33SX-STP6-X
ANON-33SX-STP1-S
ANON-33SX-STNX-X
ANON-33SX-STNE-B
ANON-33SX-STMZ-Y
ANON-33SX-STMX-W
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ANON-33SX-STMV-U
ANON-33SX-STMU-T
ANON-33SX-STMC-8
ANON-33SX-STKZ-W
ANON-33SX-STJU-Q
ANON-33SX-STJ6-R
ANON-33SX-STHQ-H
ANON-33SX-STHM-D
ANON-33SX-STHD-4
ANON-33SX-STGP-F
ANON-33SX-STFK-9
ANON-33SX-STEV-K
Support for the user
charge in the context that
it will increase use of
public transport

ANON-33SX-S2UJ-N

The user charge will encourage potential
drivers to consider whether their journey
can be made another way, or at an off-peak
or uncharged time and for some, this may
result in a switch to public transport for
some journeys. The enhanced bus and
coach services enabled by the Scheme will
help to enable this shift. In the Assessed
Case, the share of person trips made
through the Blackwall and Silvertown
Tunnels by bus or coach is expected to
increase from just over ten per cent to
almost a quarter when the Scheme opens.

N

Surplus or future revenue

ANON-33SX-ST9D-N

Revenue from the Scheme will in the first

N
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from the charge should be
used to fund projects in
east London only

ANON-33SX-S7JE-A
ANON-33SX-S786-9
ANON-33SX-S2TZ-4
London Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
ANON-33SX-STGR-H

instance be used to pay for the construction
and ongoing operational costs of the
Silvertown Tunnel. Once surplus revenue
from the Scheme is available, TfL is
required by law to use this money for
transport in London. Given the scale of
growth in east and southeast London which
is forecast and the consequent demand for
transport, it is likely that a significant
proportion of this revenue will be used for
transport projects in the area.

TfL has not properly
considered the potential
for the user charge to
displace traffic to free
crossing points

No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign

Appendix E of the Transport Assessment
(TA) (Document Reference 6.5) assesses
the expected impact of the Scheme on
adjacent river crossings such as the
Rotherhithe Tunnel and the Woolwich
Ferry. It concludes that there are likely to be
minimal effects in terms of displacement.
However, as set out in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6), TfL will
monitor the impacts of the Scheme on
adjacent crossings and would mitigate for
these as appropriate, for example by
varying the user charge at the Blackwall
and Silvertown Tunnels.

N

TfL is discriminating
between west and east
London by introducing
user charging to crossings

ANON-33SX-ST5V-3
ANON-33SX-SNSD-9
ANON-33SX-SNQG-A

TfL considers it reasonable and appropriate
for the users and direct beneficiaries of the
improvements to road crossings in east
London to contribute to the costs. Charging

N
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in the east
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ANON-33SX-SN7Y-2
ANON-33SX-SFYV-S
ANON-33SX-SFUS-J
ANON-33SX-SFNY-H
ANON-33SX-SFK5-A
ANON-33SX-SFH1-3
ANON-33SX-SFGB-K
ANON-33SX-SFFV-6
ANON-33SX-SFEP-Y
ANON-33SX-SFBR-X
ANON-33SX-SF3V-K
ANON-33SX-SF33-G
ANON-33SX-SF28-M
ANON-33SX-SF23-F
ANON-33SX-S7RX-5
ANON-33SX-S7JX-W
ANON-33SX-S7JB-7
ANON-33SX-S7CH-6
ANON-33SX-S79N-2
ANON-33SX-S78G-T
ANON-33SX-S2Y5-4
ANON-33SX-S2WR-Y
ANON-33SX-S2P1-Q
ANON-33SX-S2NS-Q

is proposed as a means to manage demand
and to pay for the new tunnel.
Although users will pay to use the Scheme,
the total economic benefits will outweigh
any additional costs from the user-charge.
The Outline Business Case identifies that
net user benefits from the Scheme will total
£1.3bn, the majority of which will accrue to
residents of east London.
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ANON-33SX-S2KY-T
ANON-33SX-S2JF-6
ANON-33SX-S2FD-Z
ANON-33SX-S2F6-J
ANON-33SX-S2DF-Z
ANON-33SX-S2CF-Y
ANON-33SX-S2AU-C
ANON-33SX-S28V-4
ANON-33SX-S25V-1
ANON-33SX-S24U-Y
ANON-33SX-S238-1
Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham
BHLF-33SX-S7UA-H
BHLF-33SX-S7FZ-U
ANON-33SX-STQ6-Y
ANON-33SX-STGS-J
TfL should be funding the
Scheme by diverting the
money allocated for the
Garden bridge to east
London

ANON-33SX-ST48-4
ANON-33SX-ST1F-F
ANON-33SX-SNCS-8
ANON-33SX-SNC8-D
ANON-33SX-SN7C-C
ANON-33SX-SN78-1

There are two main reasons for the user
charge: to manage demand for the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels; and to
help to pay for the new tunnel. Without a
user charge, the additional capacity and
improved journey times brought about by
the Scheme would attract substantial levels
of traffic demand to the Blackwall and

N
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ANON-33SX-SFWN-F
ANON-33SX-SFVU-N
ANON-33SX-SFV1-H
ANON-33SX-SFTD-2
ANON-33SX-SFRF-2
ANON-33SX-SFQH-3
ANON-33SX-SFQE-Z
ANON-33SX-SFPF-Z
ANON-33SX-SFPD-X
ANON-33SX-SFMD-U
ANON-33SX-SFKU-A
ANON-33SX-SFK5-A
ANON-33SX-SFGZ-B
ANON-33SX-SFGK-V
ANON-33SX-SFGD-N
ANON-33SX-SFDA-F
ANON-33SX-SF93-P
ANON-33SX-SF6C-3
ANON-33SX-SF36-K
ANON-33SX-S7Z7-C
ANON-33SX-S7YX-C
ANON-33SX-S7RX-5
ANON-33SX-S7NH-H
ANON-33SX-S7J6-U
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Silvertown Tunnels. This could include
highway trips not currently on the network.
Charging users generates a relatively stable
long-term source of revenue that can
support both the servicing and repayment of
construction finance and ongoing operation
and maintenance costs for the life of the
Scheme. The cost of the Scheme is such
that reallocating funds from other projects
such as the Garden Bridge (as suggested
by several respondents) would not cover
the costs of the Scheme and doing so
would mean that other TfL projects could
not be taken forward. It should be noted
here that the costs of the Garden Bridge will
primarily be borne by the Garden Bridge
Trust, although TfL secured the initial
design work and planning permission and is
making a contribution to the project. Not
having a user charge would mean that the
Scheme objectives would not be met, so
even if funds were reallocated from other
projects, a user charge would still be
necessary.
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ANON-33SX-S7J3-R
ANON-33SX-S7GQ-K
ANON-33SX-S7CJ-8
ANON-33SX-S7CA-Y
ANON-33SX-S7BQ-E
ANON-33SX-S7B1-E
ANON-33SX-S78G-T
ANON-33SX-S76V-7
ANON-33SX-S73P-X
ANON-33SX-S72T-1
ANON-33SX-S2WS-Z
ANON-33SX-S2V6-2
ANON-33SX-S2TD-E
ANON-33SX-S2S9-2
ANON-33SX-S2RY-1
ANON-33SX-S2PK-H
ANON-33SX-S2KU-P
ANON-33SX-S2J4-M
ANON-33SX-S2GR-F
ANON-33SX-S2C2-B
ANON-33SX-S2B1-9
ANON-33SX-S29R-1
ANON-33SX-S295-4
ANON-33SX-S28V-4
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ANON-33SX-S282-Z
ANON-33SX-S25J-N
ANON-33SX-S217-X
BHLF-33SX-SND5-B
BHLF-33SX-S7U8-8
BHLF-33SX-S7QD-G
BHLF-33SX-S7MU-W
BHLF-33SX-S7MT-V
BHLF-33SX-S7F8-S
BHLF-33SX-S7C7-N
BHLF-33SX-S75R-2
ANON-33SX-STZT-6
ANON-33SX-STYQ-2
ANON-33SX-STTH-M
ANON-33SX-STRM-Q
ANON-33SX-STQ7-Z
ANON-33SX-STNU-U
TfL should charge diesel
vehicles more to use the
tunnels
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ANON-33SX-ST8U-5
ANON-33SX-SFK2-7

The powers in the DCO will enable TfL to
set variable user charges according to a
wide range of factors, potentially including
emissions levels. The Assessed Case does
not contain a particular user charge for
diesel vehicles. The actual charges to apply
on Scheme opening will be set out in a
Statement of Charges nearer to Scheme

N
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opening.
TfL should consider
Federation of Small
changes to the Congestion Businesses
Charge system

There is no proposal to make changes to
the Congestion Charge as part of this
Scheme. However TfL keeps the
Congestion Charge Scheme under
continual review and makes changes following statutory public consultation - from
time to time. TfL has the power to
implement other road user charging
schemes in London subject to following the
processes set out in the GLA Act 1999.

N

TfL should consider the
economic impact of the
user charge

The economic impact of the user charge is
considered in the Economic Assessment
Report and the Distributional Impact
Assessment (Document Reference 7.8).
The Economic Assessment Report
identifies that there will be over £500m of
benefits to businesses from time savings,
once the costs of the user charge have
been deducted. Without the charge in place
to manage and regulate demand, the
congestion and reliability relief would not be
obtainable. Local residents would see net
benefits of over £800m, once the costs of
the user charge have been deducted, both
from quicker highway journeys and the
introduction of new bus routes, saving
public transport users time and money.

N

GREEN WASTE CARE
LIMITED
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TfL should consider the
impact of the charge on
the sick

TfL should consider the
impact of the user charge
on local residents and
businesses in general
terms
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BHLF-33SX-S7KH-E

ANON-33SX-STCG-2
ANON-33SX-STCB-W
ANON-33SX-STBM-7
ANON-33SX-STAQ-A
ANON-33SX-STA8-H
ANON-33SX-STA6-F
ANON-33SX-ST9S-4
ANON-33SX-ST99-A
ANON-33SX-ST91-2

The Distributional Impact Assessment
identifies that the user charge will be
affordable for the vast majority of users.
Overall, the Scheme will increase the
number of cross-river trips, supporting
higher levels of economic activity.
TfL has assessed the potential effects of
the Scheme (in construction and
operational phases) in the HEqIA
(Document Reference 6.8). This includes
an assessment of the impact on disabled
people.
This notes that impacts will be mitigated by
the discounts assumed in the Assessed
Case: for Blue Badge holders, for vehicles
in the disabled vehicle tax class and the
NHS patient discount.
The current situation at the Blackwall
Tunnel has a huge cost to businesses, both
in terms of delays and the additional time
required to allow for unreliability at the
crossing. The current peak delays of up to
20 minutes result in significant costs for
businesses with staff stuck in traffic, with
additional secondary effects such as being
late for meetings and staff arriving late for
work due to unreliable commutes.

N

N
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ANON-33SX-ST8X-8
ANON-33SX-ST8E-N
ANON-33SX-ST7X-7
ANON-33SX-ST76-5
ANON-33SX-ST75-4
ANON-33SX-ST6T-2
ANON-33SX-ST5Y-6
ANON-33SX-ST5V-3
ANON-33SX-ST58-5
ANON-33SX-ST52-Y
ANON-33SX-ST4T-Z
ANON-33SX-ST4J-P
ANON-33SX-ST4B-E
ANON-33SX-ST46-2
ANON-33SX-ST3T-Y
ANON-33SX-ST35-Z
ANON-33SX-ST2V-Z
ANON-33SX-ST1T-W
ANON-33SX-ST1F-F
ANON-33SX-SNWW-Z
ANON-33SX-SNWP-S
ANON-33SX-SNU9-Z
ANON-33SX-SNQY-V
ANON-33SX-SNQV-S

The Scheme is designed to allow quicker
and more reliable journeys across the river.
The Economic Assessment Report
(Document Reference 7.8) identifies that
there will be over £500m of benefits to
businesses from time savings, once the
costs of the user charge have been
deducted. Without the charge in place to
manage and regulate demand, the
congestion and reliability relief would not be
obtainable. Local residents would see net
benefits of over £800m, once the costs of
the user charge have been deducted, both
from quicker highway journeys and the
introduction of new bus routes, saving
public transport users time and money.
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ANON-33SX-SNQS-P
ANON-33SX-SNQ1-M
ANON-33SX-SNMA-Z
ANON-33SX-SNKT-H
ANON-33SX-SNHM-7
ANON-33SX-SNH8-J
ANON-33SX-SNH7-H
ANON-33SX-SNFT-C
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNFA-S
ANON-33SX-SNF8-G
ANON-33SX-SNE1-8
ANON-33SX-SNC8-D
ANON-33SX-SNC4-9
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNBS-7
ANON-33SX-SNBP-4
ANON-33SX-SNBJ-X
ANON-33SX-SNBC-Q
ANON-33SX-SN8V-Z
ANON-33SX-SN85-Y
ANON-33SX-SN74-W
ANON-33SX-SN66-X
ANON-33SX-SN63-U
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ANON-33SX-SN3V-U
ANON-33SX-SN3F-B
ANON-33SX-SN39-X
ANON-33SX-SN1G-A
ANON-33SX-SFZY-W
ANON-33SX-SFZN-J
ANON-33SX-SFZ4-R
ANON-33SX-SFYW-T
ANON-33SX-SFYV-S
ANON-33SX-SFXZ-V
ANON-33SX-SFXM-F
ANON-33SX-SFX6-R
ANON-33SX-SFVW-Q
ANON-33SX-SFVU-N
ANON-33SX-SFV3-K
ANON-33SX-SFUX-Q
ANON-33SX-SFUM-C
ANON-33SX-SFUK-A
ANON-33SX-SFTY-Q
ANON-33SX-SFTK-9
ANON-33SX-SFTB-Z
ANON-33SX-SFTA-Y
ANON-33SX-SFT2-G
ANON-33SX-SFT1-F
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ANON-33SX-SFS8-N
ANON-33SX-SFS4-H
ANON-33SX-SFRU-H
ANON-33SX-SFRE-1
ANON-33SX-SFR8-M
ANON-33SX-SFR6-J
ANON-33SX-SFQT-F
ANON-33SX-SFQH-3
ANON-33SX-SFQE-Z
ANON-33SX-SFNY-H
ANON-33SX-SFNV-E
ANON-33SX-SFNU-D
ANON-33SX-SFMD-U
ANON-33SX-SFKW-C
ANON-33SX-SFKU-A
ANON-33SX-SFHG-S
ANON-33SX-SFH4-6
ANON-33SX-SFH1-3
ANON-33SX-SFGP-1
ANON-33SX-SFGN-Y
ANON-33SX-SFGJ-U
ANON-33SX-SFG3-4
ANON-33SX-SFFV-6
ANON-33SX-SFF9-9
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ANON-33SX-SFF2-2
ANON-33SX-SFEY-8
ANON-33SX-SFDX-6
ANON-33SX-SFD8-6
ANON-33SX-SFCX-5
ANON-33SX-SFCQ-X
ANON-33SX-SFC1-X
ANON-33SX-SFBH-M
ANON-33SX-SFB9-5
ANON-33SX-SFAP-U
ANON-33SX-SFA9-4
ANON-33SX-SF9F-9
ANON-33SX-SF92-N
ANON-33SX-SF7V-Q
ANON-33SX-SF7T-N
ANON-33SX-SF6S-K
ANON-33SX-SF6K-B
ANON-33SX-SF63-K
ANON-33SX-SF5S-J
ANON-33SX-SF5N-D
ANON-33SX-SF5E-4
ANON-33SX-SF4M-B
ANON-33SX-SF4C-1
ANON-33SX-SF49-Q
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ANON-33SX-SF3X-N
ANON-33SX-SF3V-K
ANON-33SX-SF3P-D
ANON-33SX-SF3M-A
ANON-33SX-SF3F-3
ANON-33SX-SF2Q-D
ANON-33SX-SF29-N
ANON-33SX-SF1V-H
ANON-33SX-SF1N-9
ANON-33SX-SF1A-V
ANON-33SX-S7Z1-6
ANON-33SX-S7Y6-A
ANON-33SX-S7WQ-3
ANON-33SX-S7WE-Q
ANON-33SX-S7UF-P
ANON-33SX-S7SU-3
ANON-33SX-S7S6-4
ANON-33SX-S7S3-1
ANON-33SX-S7RX-5
ANON-33SX-S7RF-K
ANON-33SX-S7QZ-6
ANON-33SX-S7Q8-4
ANON-33SX-S7PY-4
ANON-33SX-S7P7-2
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ANON-33SX-S7NM-P
ANON-33SX-S7MK-K
ANON-33SX-S7MB-A
ANON-33SX-S7JX-W
ANON-33SX-S7HN-H
ANON-33SX-S7EQ-H
ANON-33SX-S7EM-D
ANON-33SX-S7E9-S
ANON-33SX-S7E2-J
ANON-33SX-S7CY-Q
ANON-33SX-S7C3-H
ANON-33SX-S7BV-K
ANON-33SX-S7BM-A
ANON-33SX-S79Y-D
ANON-33SX-S79U-9
ANON-33SX-S79N-2
ANON-33SX-S79C-Q
ANON-33SX-S798-C
ANON-33SX-S78B-N
ANON-33SX-S76E-P
ANON-33SX-S75P-Z
ANON-33SX-S74N-W
ANON-33SX-S73X-6
ANON-33SX-S73P-X
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ANON-33SX-S73E-K
ANON-33SX-S72Z-7
ANON-33SX-S72W-4
ANON-33SX-S72H-N
ANON-33SX-S72A-E
ANON-33SX-S726-3
ANON-33SX-S724-1
ANON-33SX-S71U-1
ANON-33SX-S2ZU-5
ANON-33SX-S2ZE-N
ANON-33SX-S2Z5-5
ANON-33SX-S2Z4-4
ANON-33SX-S2YY-8
ANON-33SX-S2YN-W
ANON-33SX-S2YJ-S
ANON-33SX-S2WR-Y
ANON-33SX-S2WH-N
ANON-33SX-S2VX-4
ANON-33SX-S2VK-Q
ANON-33SX-S2VA-D
ANON-33SX-S2TB-C
ANON-33SX-S2T6-Z
ANON-33SX-S2ST-W
ANON-33SX-S2SQ-T
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ANON-33SX-S2SM-P
ANON-33SX-S2SG-G
ANON-33SX-S2S9-2
ANON-33SX-S2S6-Y
ANON-33SX-S2RE-D
ANON-33SX-S2R2-T
ANON-33SX-S2QR-S
ANON-33SX-S2QK-J
ANON-33SX-S2QD-B
ANON-33SX-S2P6-V
ANON-33SX-S2NV-T
ANON-33SX-S2NK-F
ANON-33SX-S2N5-S
ANON-33SX-S2MT-Q
ANON-33SX-S2MR-N
ANON-33SX-S2KH-9
ANON-33SX-S2K7-R
ANON-33SX-S2JC-3
ANON-33SX-S2J8-R
ANON-33SX-S2J5-N
ANON-33SX-S2HX-P
ANON-33SX-S2DV-G
ANON-33SX-S2DS-D
ANON-33SX-S2DP-A
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ANON-33SX-S2DC-W
ANON-33SX-S2CV-F
ANON-33SX-S2CR-B
ANON-33SX-S2CQ-A
ANON-33SX-S2CK-4
ANON-33SX-S2CG-Z
ANON-33SX-S2C3-C
ANON-33SX-S2C2-B
ANON-33SX-S2BU-D
ANON-33SX-S2B3-B
ANON-33SX-S2AW-E
ANON-33SX-S2AG-X
ANON-33SX-S295-4
ANON-33SX-S28X-6
ANON-33SX-S28P-X
ANON-33SX-S27S-Z
ANON-33SX-S27Q-X
ANON-33SX-S27K-R
ANON-33SX-S27J-Q
ANON-33SX-S272-Y
ANON-33SX-S26Q-W
ANON-33SX-S26H-M
ANON-33SX-S25W-2
ANON-33SX-S25E-G
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ANON-33SX-S24U-Y
ANON-33SX-S248-2
ANON-33SX-S23H-H
ANON-33SX-S23B-B
ANON-33SX-S231-T
ANON-33SX-S22U-W
ANON-33SX-S22T-V
ANON-33SX-S22P-R
ANON-33SX-S221-S
ANON-33SX-S21W-X
ANON-33SX-S21G-E
ANON-33SX-S217-X
ANON-33SX-S216-W
South East London Chamber
of Commerce
SEGRO
Road Haulage Association
London Assembly Green
Party Group
Friends of the Earth
Federation of Small
Businesses
Cleaner products
Charlton Rail Users' Group
Blue Flame Gas Services
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BHLF-33SX-SN9U-Z
BHLF-33SX-SN9A-C
BHLF-33SX-SN5M-M
BHLF-33SX-SN5K-J
BHLF-33SX-SN5H-F
BHLF-33SX-SN47-W
BHLF-33SX-S7V9-A
BHLF-33SX-S7Q1-W
BHLF-33SX-S7FT-N
BHLF-33SX-S7DV-N
BHLF-33SX-S71E-H
Bates Alarms Ltd
ANON-33SX-STZX-A
ANON-33SX-STZQ-3
ANON-33SX-STZM-Y
ANON-33SX-STZA-K
ANON-33SX-STYE-P
ANON-33SX-STWU-4
ANON-33SX-STWQ-Z
ANON-33SX-STVF-M
ANON-33SX-STUB-F
ANON-33SX-STTS-Y
ANON-33SX-STTP-V
ANON-33SX-STT8-4
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ANON-33SX-STT2-X
ANON-33SX-STSW-2
ANON-33SX-STST-Y
ANON-33SX-STRX-2
ANON-33SX-STQU-X
ANON-33SX-STQT-W
ANON-33SX-STQD-D
ANON-33SX-STQ1-T
ANON-33SX-STNJ-G
ANON-33SX-STN9-Y
ANON-33SX-STN3-S
ANON-33SX-STMY-X
ANON-33SX-STMH-D
ANON-33SX-STM5-T
ANON-33SX-STKY-V
ANON-33SX-STJT-P
ANON-33SX-STJB-4
ANON-33SX-STHW-Q
ANON-33SX-STHS-K
ANON-33SX-STGD-3
ANON-33SX-STFU-K
ANON-33SX-STFR-G
ANON-33SX-STFD-2
ANON-33SX-STEZ-Q
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ANON-33SX-STES-G
ANON-33SX-STEM-A
ANON-33SX-STEK-8
TfL should consider the
impact of user charging on
low income residents

BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H

The Distributional Impact Assessment
(PINS Document Reference 7.8) identifies
that there will be a net benefit for lower
income residents as a result of the Scheme.
This is because the Scheme enables the
introduction of new frequent bus services,
which will increase the number of jobs
accessible on the opposite site of the River.
Lower income residents are less likely to
have access to a car and therefore benefit
more from the Scheme. The Regeneration
and Development Impact Assessment
(Document Reference 7.8) identifies that
the Scheme will result in an increase in the
number of jobs taken up by local residents
as a result in improvements in accessibility
from the bus network.

N

TfL should consider the
social impacts of the user
charge

ANON-33SX-SNW3-V
ANON-33SX-S7JB-7

At present, the lack of river crossings
already acts as a significant barrier to
movement. The Regeneration and
Development Impact Assessment
(Document Reference 7.8) identifies that
the Scheme will result in an increase in
cross river movement from all Boroughs,
both from in work and out of work trips,

N
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TfL should ensure the user ANON-33SX-SNRB-6
charge also applies to
ANON-33SX-SNC2-7
foreign registered vehicles ANON-33SX-S7EM-D
ANON-33SX-S75U-5
ANON-33SX-S754-4
ANON-33SX-S2TD-E
ANON-33SX-S2S6-Y
ANON-33SX-S2N5-S
ANON-33SX-S2BX-G
Road Haulage Association
BHLF-33SX-S7WD-P
BHLF-33SX-S75W-7
ANON-33SX-STQ6-Y
ANON-33SX-STN3-S

which will result in greater interaction
between residents and businesses on either
side of the River. This is partly a result of
the introduction of new frequent bus
services, which the Scheme will facilitate,
and which will provide the opportunity to
access a much wider range of jobs and
services, particularly for the significant
proportion of residents that do not have
access to car.
As set out in Chapter 6, paragraph 6.7.1 of
N
the Charging Statement (Document
Reference 7.5), the charges apply to nonUK registered vehicles as well as those
registered in the UK. TfL has extensive
experience of working with foreign
operators to operate London road user
charges from the LEZ, which has been in
effect since 2008.
However it would not be feasible or
desirable to charge only foreign vehicles as
this would dilute the demand management
effect of the user charge and could
therefore undermine the benefits of the
Scheme. Additionally, this would reduce the
income from charging available to pay for
the Scheme’s construction and operation.
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TfL should provide a
residents discount to the
user charge because
residents are the main
users of the crossings

ANON-33SX-SFP5-F

A significant proportion of Blackwall Tunnel
users are from the local area - the different
data sources available suggest 25-30% of
peak trips in both directions are from local
boroughs. This suggests that a resident
discount could significantly undermine the
demand management objective of the
Scheme and also reduce the revenue to
pay for it.

N

This figure also needs to be understood in
the broader context of both overall travel
patterns for local people and the strategic
objectives of the Scheme. For travel to work
in the three host boroughs only one in five
workers (21%) crosses the river and only
14% of these trips are made by car. This
means that just less than three per cent of
all travel to work from these three boroughs
is a cross-river car driver trip.
TfL should provide
incentives for car sharing
schemes
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ANON-33SX-SNCT-9
ANON-33SX-SN3S-R
ANON-33SX-SFKE-T
ANON-33SX-SF89-U
ANON-33SX-S79S-7
ANON-33SX-S74M-V

Road user charging technology is not yet
able to reliably record the number of people
in the vehicle, so from a technical
perspective, it is not feasible to incentivise
car sharing via a discounted user charge.
The DCO gives TfL the power to vary the
charge in future so in theory it is possible
that the charge could be used to incentivise

N
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The Blackwall Tunnel
should remain free to use

ANON-33SX-S2TS-W
ANON-33SX-STS6-1

car sharing, if this were considered
desirable and in line with the Charging
Policy (Document Reference 7.11).

ANON-33SX-STC6-H
ANON-33SX-STBQ-B
ANON-33SX-STBP-A
ANON-33SX-STAS-C
ANON-33SX-STAD-W
ANON-33SX-STA6-F
ANON-33SX-ST9V-7
ANON-33SX-ST9U-6
ANON-33SX-ST99-A
ANON-33SX-ST97-8
ANON-33SX-ST8S-3
ANON-33SX-ST74-3
ANON-33SX-ST6B-G
ANON-33SX-ST68-6
ANON-33SX-ST5P-W
ANON-33SX-ST51-X
ANON-33SX-ST4S-Y
ANON-33SX-ST48-4
ANON-33SX-ST43-Y
ANON-33SX-ST3T-Y

As these tunnels are lie close together, if
only the new tunnel was charged, the
benefit of paying to use the charged
crossing would be low because there would
be little scope to save time, and it would be
expected that fewer users would choose to
do so.

N

TfL has modelled a scenario where only the
Silvertown Tunnel is charged. This work
indicates that the volume of traffic likely to
use the charged Silvertown Tunnel if the
Blackwall Tunnel remained uncharged
would be approximately halved in the AM
peak and interpeak compared to a situation
in which both tunnels are charged.
At the same time, the volume of traffic
seeking to use the uncharged Blackwall
Tunnel in that scenario would be far greater
than in the Assessed Case, and indeed the
overall level of demand for the two
crossings would be significantly greater.
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ANON-33SX-ST38-3
ANON-33SX-ST2S-W
ANON-33SX-ST2Q-U
ANON-33SX-SNWP-S
ANON-33SX-SNWG-G
ANON-33SX-SNV5-W
ANON-33SX-SNST-S
ANON-33SX-SNQ1-M
ANON-33SX-SNFU-D
ANON-33SX-SNFG-Y
ANON-33SX-SNFD-V
ANON-33SX-SNFA-S
ANON-33SX-SNF3-B
ANON-33SX-SNET-B
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y
ANON-33SX-SNC4-9
ANON-33SX-SNBW-B
ANON-33SX-SN85-Y
ANON-33SX-SN7X-1
ANON-33SX-SN7K-M
ANON-33SX-SN37-V
ANON-33SX-SN35-T
ANON-33SX-SN1T-Q
ANON-33SX-SN14-Q
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ANON-33SX-SFZZ-X
ANON-33SX-SFZY-W
ANON-33SX-SFZX-V
ANON-33SX-SFY3-P
ANON-33SX-SFXN-G
ANON-33SX-SFXA-3
ANON-33SX-SFX6-R
ANON-33SX-SFWD-5
ANON-33SX-SFUN-D
ANON-33SX-SFUE-4
ANON-33SX-SFU4-K
ANON-33SX-SFTZ-R
ANON-33SX-SFTB-Z
ANON-33SX-SFT1-F
ANON-33SX-SFSN-B
ANON-33SX-SFSD-1
ANON-33SX-SFS7-M
ANON-33SX-SFS5-J
ANON-33SX-SFQH-3
ANON-33SX-SFP3-D
ANON-33SX-SFNV-E
ANON-33SX-SFNS-B
ANON-33SX-SFNQ-9
ANON-33SX-SFNP-8
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ANON-33SX-SFNC-U
ANON-33SX-SFMV-D
ANON-33SX-SFMB-S
ANON-33SX-SFKJ-Y
ANON-33SX-SFJU-9
ANON-33SX-SFJJ-X
ANON-33SX-SFJB-P
ANON-33SX-SFH9-B
ANON-33SX-SFGW-8
ANON-33SX-SFFD-M
ANON-33SX-SFEY-8
ANON-33SX-SFEW-6
ANON-33SX-SFEF-N
ANON-33SX-SFE4-3
ANON-33SX-SFDW-5
ANON-33SX-SFDR-Z
ANON-33SX-SFD8-6
ANON-33SX-SFCP-W
ANON-33SX-SFCF-K
ANON-33SX-SFC1-X
ANON-33SX-SFBG-K
ANON-33SX-SFB4-Z
ANON-33SX-SFAM-R
ANON-33SX-SFA4-Y
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ANON-33SX-SF9U-R
ANON-33SX-SF9R-N
ANON-33SX-SF9H-B
ANON-33SX-SF8M-F
ANON-33SX-SF88-T
ANON-33SX-SF7D-5
ANON-33SX-SF6S-K
ANON-33SX-SF63-K
ANON-33SX-SF5N-D
ANON-33SX-SF5E-4
ANON-33SX-SF5C-2
ANON-33SX-SF59-R
ANON-33SX-SF55-M
ANON-33SX-SF4T-J
ANON-33SX-SF4M-B
ANON-33SX-SF4D-2
ANON-33SX-SF4A-Y
ANON-33SX-SF47-N
ANON-33SX-SF44-J
ANON-33SX-SF43-H
ANON-33SX-SF3P-D
ANON-33SX-SF3F-3
ANON-33SX-SF33-G
ANON-33SX-SF1H-3
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ANON-33SX-S7ZH-W
ANON-33SX-S7ZB-Q
ANON-33SX-S7YY-D
ANON-33SX-S7YR-6
ANON-33SX-S7YK-Y
ANON-33SX-S7Y4-8
ANON-33SX-S7X4-7
ANON-33SX-S7WP-2
ANON-33SX-S7WE-Q
ANON-33SX-S7UK-U
ANON-33SX-S7T3-2
ANON-33SX-S7SY-7
ANON-33SX-S7SG-N
ANON-33SX-S7SB-G
ANON-33SX-S7S4-2
ANON-33SX-S7R3-Z
ANON-33SX-S7QZ-6
ANON-33SX-S7Q8-4
ANON-33SX-S7NZ-3
ANON-33SX-S7NJ-K
ANON-33SX-S7N2-U
ANON-33SX-S7JV-U
ANON-33SX-S7JM-J
ANON-33SX-S7HV-S
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ANON-33SX-S7GW-S
ANON-33SX-S7EQ-H
ANON-33SX-S7EG-7
ANON-33SX-S7E1-H
ANON-33SX-S7CD-2
ANON-33SX-S7C5-K
ANON-33SX-S7BA-X
ANON-33SX-S7B9-P
ANON-33SX-S7AM-9
ANON-33SX-S798-C
ANON-33SX-S78Z-D
ANON-33SX-S78U-8
ANON-33SX-S78P-3
ANON-33SX-S78G-T
ANON-33SX-S788-B
ANON-33SX-S76X-9
ANON-33SX-S76P-1
ANON-33SX-S76G-R
ANON-33SX-S76E-P
ANON-33SX-S768-9
ANON-33SX-S761-2
ANON-33SX-S75V-6
ANON-33SX-S754-4
ANON-33SX-S742-1
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ANON-33SX-S73X-6
ANON-33SX-S72A-E
ANON-33SX-S727-4
ANON-33SX-S723-Z
ANON-33SX-S716-2
ANON-33SX-S2ZZ-A
ANON-33SX-S2ZV-6
ANON-33SX-S2YV-5
ANON-33SX-S2YJ-S
ANON-33SX-S2XY-7
ANON-33SX-S2XU-3
ANON-33SX-S2XR-Z
ANON-33SX-S2WW-4
ANON-33SX-S2WS-Z
ANON-33SX-S2WD-H
ANON-33SX-S2VE-H
ANON-33SX-S2VA-D
ANON-33SX-S2V9-5
ANON-33SX-S2UX-3
ANON-33SX-S2UQ-V
ANON-33SX-S2UD-F
ANON-33SX-S2TU-Y
ANON-33SX-S2TQ-U
ANON-33SX-S2TN-R
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ANON-33SX-S2T4-X
ANON-33SX-S2SQ-T
ANON-33SX-S2SM-P
ANON-33SX-S2SA-A
ANON-33SX-S2QR-S
ANON-33SX-S2QG-E
ANON-33SX-S2PY-Y
ANON-33SX-S2PS-S
ANON-33SX-S2P6-V
ANON-33SX-S2NP-M
ANON-33SX-S2N9-W
ANON-33SX-S2N3-Q
ANON-33SX-S2K3-M
ANON-33SX-S2JX-R
ANON-33SX-S2JT-M
ANON-33SX-S2JS-K
ANON-33SX-S2JR-J
ANON-33SX-S2JQ-H
ANON-33SX-S2J9-S
ANON-33SX-S2J1-H
ANON-33SX-S2HX-P
ANON-33SX-S2HW-N
ANON-33SX-S2HC-1
ANON-33SX-S2H4-J
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ANON-33SX-S2GZ-Q
ANON-33SX-S2G3-G
ANON-33SX-S2E1-C
ANON-33SX-S2CB-U
ANON-33SX-S2BN-6
ANON-33SX-S2BG-Y
ANON-33SX-S2AX-F
ANON-33SX-S2AS-A
ANON-33SX-S29R-1
ANON-33SX-S29F-N
ANON-33SX-S294-3
ANON-33SX-S28Y-7
ANON-33SX-S28T-2
ANON-33SX-S281-Y
ANON-33SX-S27S-Z
ANON-33SX-S27N-U
ANON-33SX-S279-6
ANON-33SX-S276-3
ANON-33SX-S26X-4
ANON-33SX-S266-2
ANON-33SX-S25Y-4
ANON-33SX-S25T-Y
ANON-33SX-S25R-W
ANON-33SX-S25N-S
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ANON-33SX-S25H-K
ANON-33SX-S25D-F
ANON-33SX-S24N-R
ANON-33SX-S234-W
ANON-33SX-S221-S
ANON-33SX-S21X-Y
ANON-33SX-S21W-X
ANON-33SX-S21P-Q
ANON-33SX-S21J-H
Spitalfields Market
Napier Jones Ltd
Greenwich Cyclists
GREEN WASTE CARE
LIMITED
Federation of Small
Businesses
East Greenwich Residents
Association
corecog
BHLF-33SX-SNJK-7
BHLF-33SX-SNDB-R
BHLF-33SX-SN5Z-1
BHLF-33SX-SN5N-N
BHLF-33SX-SN4C-9
BHLF-33SX-S7UZ-A
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BHLF-33SX-S7U8-8
BHLF-33SX-S7U7-7
BHLF-33SX-S7Q2-X
BHLF-33SX-S7MT-V
BHLF-33SX-S7KY-Y
BHLF-33SX-S7KU-U
BHLF-33SX-S7KK-H
BHLF-33SX-S7KF-C
BHLF-33SX-S7FV-Q
BHLF-33SX-S7FQ-J
BHLF-33SX-S7FK-C
BHLF-33SX-S7F5-P
BHLF-33SX-S7DP-F
BHLF-33SX-S7D4-K
BHLF-33SX-S7CZ-R
BHLF-33SX-S7CQ-F
BHLF-33SX-S7CP-E
BHLF-33SX-S7C4-J
BHLF-33SX-S77X-A
BHLF-33SX-S77P-2
BHLF-33SX-S77M-Y
BHLF-33SX-S77F-R
BHLF-33SX-S77B-M
BHLF-33SX-S773-5
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BHLF-33SX-S75F-P
BHLF-33SX-S759-9
BHLF-33SX-S752-2
BHLF-33SX-S71X-4
BHLF-33SX-S71V-2
BHLF-33SX-S719-5
BHLF-33SX-S713-Y
BHLF-33SX-S711-W
Bates Alarms Ltd
ANON-33SX-STZY-B
ANON-33SX-STZQ-3
ANON-33SX-STZ4-6
ANON-33SX-STYP-1
ANON-33SX-STXM-W
ANON-33SX-STXC-K
ANON-33SX-STX1-1
ANON-33SX-STWM-V
ANON-33SX-STWK-T
ANON-33SX-STWG-P
ANON-33SX-STWC-J
ANON-33SX-STWA-G
ANON-33SX-STW4-3
ANON-33SX-STVS-1
ANON-33SX-STVE-K
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ANON-33SX-STV4-2
ANON-33SX-STUK-R
ANON-33SX-STUB-F
ANON-33SX-STU3-Z
ANON-33SX-STU2-Y
ANON-33SX-STTX-4
ANON-33SX-STSQ-V
ANON-33SX-STRF-G
ANON-33SX-STRC-D
ANON-33SX-STR9-3
ANON-33SX-STQN-Q
ANON-33SX-STQA-A
ANON-33SX-STQ7-Z
ANON-33SX-STQ1-T
ANON-33SX-STPZ-2
ANON-33SX-STPF-E
ANON-33SX-STNU-U
ANON-33SX-STNQ-Q
ANON-33SX-STMY-X
ANON-33SX-STMR-Q
ANON-33SX-STK4-Q
ANON-33SX-STJY-U
ANON-33SX-STHX-R
ANON-33SX-STHK-B
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ANON-33SX-STHF-6
ANON-33SX-STGV-N
ANON-33SX-STGS-J
ANON-33SX-STFR-G
ANON-33SX-STFF-4
ANON-33SX-STFA-Y
ANON-33SX-STEZ-Q
ANON-33SX-STEQ-E
ANON-33SX-STEA-X
ANON-33SX-STE3-G
ANON-33SX-STDT-G
ANON-33SX-STDB-X
ANON-33SX-STD7-K
The Blackwall Tunnel
should remain free to use
as it is unfair to charge
retrospectively

ANON-33SX-ST78-7
ANON-33SX-SNS7-V
ANON-33SX-SNQB-5
ANON-33SX-SNF8-G
ANON-33SX-SNCQ-6
ANON-33SX-SNBW-B
ANON-33SX-SN8B-C
ANON-33SX-SN6B-A
ANON-33SX-SFZV-T
ANON-33SX-SFYC-6
ANON-33SX-SFV9-S

It is necessary to charge both tunnels in
order to manage demand effectively. Given
the close proximity of the tunnels, drivers
would be very likely to opt for an uncharged
tunnel if one was available. This would
mean that the additional capacity and
resilience added by the new tunnel would
not be fully realised. In this scenario, a
situation similar to the existing problems of
the Blackwall Tunnel - congestion, delay
and unreliable journey times - would persist
and the Scheme’s objectives would not be
realised.

N
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ANON-33SX-SFTQ-F
ANON-33SX-SFT4-J
ANON-33SX-SFSD-1
ANON-33SX-SFRU-H
ANON-33SX-SFNP-8
ANON-33SX-SFJU-9
ANON-33SX-SFJB-P
ANON-33SX-SFGR-3
ANON-33SX-SFG8-9
ANON-33SX-SFFK-U
ANON-33SX-SFBD-G
ANON-33SX-SF7J-B
ANON-33SX-SF5W-P
ANON-33SX-SF3U-J
ANON-33SX-S7HV-S
ANON-33SX-S7GQ-K
ANON-33SX-S7EW-Q
ANON-33SX-S7EJ-A
ANON-33SX-S7EG-7
ANON-33SX-S79C-Q
ANON-33SX-S78Y-C
ANON-33SX-S78X-B
ANON-33SX-S2YZ-9
ANON-33SX-S2YT-3
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ANON-33SX-S2W9-6
ANON-33SX-S2VZ-6
ANON-33SX-S2V6-2
ANON-33SX-S2TB-C
ANON-33SX-S2SZ-3
ANON-33SX-S2FP-C
ANON-33SX-S2CR-B
ANON-33SX-S2CC-V
ANON-33SX-S276-3
ANON-33SX-S21J-H
MME Motorcycles
Jewish Care
Cleaner products
BHLF-33SX-SN5P-Q
BHLF-33SX-SN5A-8
BHLF-33SX-SN57-X
BHLF-33SX-S7S9-7
ANON-33SX-STTY-5
ANON-33SX-STSB-D
ANON-33SX-STKQ-M
ANON-33SX-STJ6-R
The charge at the Dartford
Crossing has been
ineffective in reducing

ANON-33SX-ST9V-7
ANON-33SX-ST7S-2
ANON-33SX-ST4T-Z

Data from Highways England indicates that
there has been an average of 5 minute
reduction in journey time northbound and 7
minutes southbound compared to the

N
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delays

ANON-33SX-ST3U-Z
ANON-33SX-SNZW-3
ANON-33SX-SNUW-X
ANON-33SX-SNB3-7
ANON-33SX-SN32-Q
ANON-33SX-SN1T-Q
ANON-33SX-SN11-M
ANON-33SX-SFWG-8
ANON-33SX-SFU2-H
ANON-33SX-SFMV-D
ANON-33SX-SFEP-Y
ANON-33SX-SF73-M
ANON-33SX-SF6Z-T
ANON-33SX-SF68-R
ANON-33SX-SF3X-N
ANON-33SX-SF36-K
ANON-33SX-S7J3-R
ANON-33SX-S78E-R
ANON-33SX-S2ZQ-1
ANON-33SX-S2Y9-8
ANON-33SX-S2WJ-Q
ANON-33SX-S2VC-F
ANON-33SX-S2UY-4
ANON-33SX-S2UD-F
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period prior to the introduction of the DART
charge. However from November 2015
there has been a reduction in this
improvement owing to roadworks at junction
30 - these are unrelated to the DART
charge itself but have an impact on traffic
flow.
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ANON-33SX-S2PE-B
ANON-33SX-S2JS-K
ANON-33SX-S2EW-J
ANON-33SX-S29T-3
ANON-33SX-S27N-U
ANON-33SX-S22Y-1
ANON-33SX-S21N-N
Cleaner products
BHLF-33SX-SN5U-V
ANON-33SX-STXM-W
ANON-33SX-STTV-2
ANON-33SX-STNJ-G
ANON-33SX-STJ7-S
The charge for motorbikes
should be lowered

ANON-33SX-ST61-Y
ANON-33SX-SF8Q-K

While it is the case that motorcycles are
currently not subject to a charge at the
Dartford Crossing (administered by
Highways England), this would not be
appropriate for the proposed Scheme. This
is because it is necessary to charge all
motorised vehicles (with some discounts
and exemptions) in order to optimise the
benefits of the additional capacity over the
long term and provide a long-term source of
revenue to pay for its construction and
operation. Motorcycles do not contribute the
same level of congestion as other

N
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The charge levels /
charging approach should
be related to those at the
Dartford –either less, the
same, or higher
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ANON-33SX-STBY-K
ANON-33SX-SNWY-2
ANON-33SX-SNHR-C
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SN3K-G
ANON-33SX-SFV6-P
ANON-33SX-SFT5-K
ANON-33SX-SFQU-G
ANON-33SX-SFN4-C
ANON-33SX-SFKA-P
ANON-33SX-SFJ1-5
ANON-33SX-SFCS-Z
ANON-33SX-SF6Q-H
ANON-33SX-S7QZ-6
ANON-33SX-S7CV-M
ANON-33SX-S72G-M
ANON-33SX-S2XG-N
ANON-33SX-S2W8-5
ANON-33SX-S2S7-Z

motorised vehicles and this is
acknowledged in the differential charging
rates. Within London, motorcycles are not
included in the Congestion Charge but will
be included within the ULEZ, which
commences in September 2020.
The Dartford Crossing is just one of the
N
alternative transport connections available
and it is not appropriate to fix the charge
relative to this factor alone. The approach to
user charging at the Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels has been guided by
modelling of impacts and not by
comparisons to other crossings such as
Dartford.
TfL agree that the charge levels must be
carefully considered. The effectiveness of
the charge depends to a large extent on the
level it is set at and the structure of the
charging regime. This is why TfL propose to
set the initial level of the user charge closer
to the date that the Silvertown Tunnel
opens to traffic (as set out in the Charging
Policy- Document Reference 7.11). This
would ensure that the charging regime
reflects the conditions that exist at the time
and the charges are set at a level that
would manage demand for the tunnel most
effectively.
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ANON-33SX-S2N8-V
ANON-33SX-S24Z-4
ANON-33SX-S23T-W
Road Haulage Association
Empress Litho
C.W.E Dairies Ltd
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
ANON-33SX-STTZ-6
ANON-33SX-STN4-T
The charge might increase ANON-33SX-STCD-Y
congestion at free crossing ANON-33SX-STBA-U
points
ANON-33SX-STAE-X
ANON-33SX-ST8P-Z
ANON-33SX-ST6B-G
ANON-33SX-ST5R-Y
ANON-33SX-ST4T-Z
ANON-33SX-SNZZ-6
ANON-33SX-SNZQ-W
ANON-33SX-SNZ9-5
ANON-33SX-SNZ7-3
ANON-33SX-SNZ4-Z
ANON-33SX-SNWW-Z
ANON-33SX-SNWG-G
ANON-33SX-SNW7-Z

Appendix E of the Transport Assessment
(TA) (Document Reference 6.5) assesses
the expected impact of the Scheme on
adjacent river crossings such as the
Rotherhithe Tunnel and the Woolwich
Ferry. It concludes that there are likely to be
minimal effects in terms of displacement.
However, as set out in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6), TfL will
monitor the impacts of the Scheme on
adjacent crossings and would mitigate for
these as appropriate, for example by
varying the user charge at the Blackwall
and Silvertown Tunnels.

N
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ANON-33SX-SNVS-U
ANON-33SX-SNVM-N
ANON-33SX-SNV6-X
ANON-33SX-SNV1-S
ANON-33SX-SNUU-V
ANON-33SX-SNSQ-P
ANON-33SX-SNSA-6
ANON-33SX-SNS9-X
ANON-33SX-SNRC-7
ANON-33SX-SNRA-5
ANON-33SX-SNR8-V
ANON-33SX-SNR6-T
ANON-33SX-SNQY-V
ANON-33SX-SNQS-P
ANON-33SX-SNQP-K
ANON-33SX-SNQN-H
ANON-33SX-SNM9-R
ANON-33SX-SNKT-H
ANON-33SX-SNK9-P
ANON-33SX-SNHU-F
ANON-33SX-SNHM-7
ANON-33SX-SNHF-Z
ANON-33SX-SNFU-D
ANON-33SX-SNFQ-9
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ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SNF2-A
ANON-33SX-SNEQ-8
ANON-33SX-SNEN-5
ANON-33SX-SNEF-W
ANON-33SX-SNEA-R
ANON-33SX-SNCR-7
ANON-33SX-SNCF-U
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNBW-B
ANON-33SX-SNBS-7
ANON-33SX-SNBP-4
ANON-33SX-SNB9-D
ANON-33SX-SNB2-6
ANON-33SX-SN8U-Y
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SN7X-1
ANON-33SX-SN7J-K
ANON-33SX-SN7E-E
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN65-W
ANON-33SX-SN64-V
ANON-33SX-SN37-V
ANON-33SX-SN31-P
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ANON-33SX-SN1R-N
ANON-33SX-SN1E-8
ANON-33SX-SN1B-5
ANON-33SX-SN14-Q
ANON-33SX-SN12-N
ANON-33SX-SFZF-A
ANON-33SX-SFZA-5
ANON-33SX-SFXZ-V
ANON-33SX-SFX3-N
ANON-33SX-SFV3-K
ANON-33SX-SFRW-K
ANON-33SX-SFRS-F
ANON-33SX-SFQY-M
ANON-33SX-SFPM-7
ANON-33SX-SFNZ-J
ANON-33SX-SFM5-C
ANON-33SX-SFJP-4
ANON-33SX-SFJD-R
ANON-33SX-SFJ9-D
ANON-33SX-SFGN-Y
ANON-33SX-SFFK-U
ANON-33SX-SFFF-P
ANON-33SX-SFEG-P
ANON-33SX-SFE7-6
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ANON-33SX-SFD9-7
ANON-33SX-SFCP-W
ANON-33SX-SFCM-T
ANON-33SX-SFC9-6
ANON-33SX-SFBR-X
ANON-33SX-SFBG-K
ANON-33SX-SF71-J
ANON-33SX-SF6P-G
ANON-33SX-SF6M-D
ANON-33SX-SF66-P
ANON-33SX-SF5A-Z
ANON-33SX-SF49-Q
ANON-33SX-SF3X-N
ANON-33SX-SF3U-J
ANON-33SX-SF23-F
ANON-33SX-SF1N-9
ANON-33SX-SF1K-6
ANON-33SX-S7ZV-B
ANON-33SX-S7ZN-3
ANON-33SX-S7XH-U
ANON-33SX-S7X2-5
ANON-33SX-S7WJ-V
ANON-33SX-S7UW-7
ANON-33SX-S7UR-2
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ANON-33SX-S7TJ-S
ANON-33SX-S7SC-H
ANON-33SX-S7S4-2
ANON-33SX-S7S3-1
ANON-33SX-S7S2-Z
ANON-33SX-S7RX-5
ANON-33SX-S7R9-6
ANON-33SX-S7QP-V
ANON-33SX-S7PF-H
ANON-33SX-S7NU-X
ANON-33SX-S7NJ-K
ANON-33SX-S7N5-X
ANON-33SX-S7M2-T
ANON-33SX-S7K7-W
ANON-33SX-S7JT-S
ANON-33SX-S7JM-J
ANON-33SX-S7J7-V
ANON-33SX-S7HH-B
ANON-33SX-S7GW-S
ANON-33SX-S7GV-R
ANON-33SX-S7GH-A
ANON-33SX-S7EY-S
ANON-33SX-S7EW-Q
ANON-33SX-S7EP-G
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ANON-33SX-S7EK-B
ANON-33SX-S7DC-2
ANON-33SX-S7DB-1
ANON-33SX-S7CJ-8
ANON-33SX-S7C2-G
ANON-33SX-S7BM-A
ANON-33SX-S7BE-2
ANON-33SX-S7B4-H
ANON-33SX-S7A7-K
ANON-33SX-S7A4-G
ANON-33SX-S79W-B
ANON-33SX-S78X-B
ANON-33SX-S78F-S
ANON-33SX-S76X-9
ANON-33SX-S76K-V
ANON-33SX-S75V-6
ANON-33SX-S743-2
ANON-33SX-S73X-6
ANON-33SX-S73W-5
ANON-33SX-S73K-S
ANON-33SX-S739-7
ANON-33SX-S738-6
ANON-33SX-S72W-4
ANON-33SX-S72A-E
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ANON-33SX-S727-4
ANON-33SX-S71B-E
ANON-33SX-S2ZZ-A
ANON-33SX-S2XW-5
ANON-33SX-S2XH-P
ANON-33SX-S2X4-2
ANON-33SX-S2WX-5
ANON-33SX-S2UX-3
ANON-33SX-S2UQ-V
ANON-33SX-S2UD-F
ANON-33SX-S2TB-C
ANON-33SX-S2T8-2
ANON-33SX-S2T6-Z
ANON-33SX-S2SM-P
ANON-33SX-S2R4-V
ANON-33SX-S2PY-Y
ANON-33SX-S2PJ-G
ANON-33SX-S2PA-7
ANON-33SX-S2P4-T
ANON-33SX-S2NV-T
ANON-33SX-S2NS-Q
ANON-33SX-S2N7-U
ANON-33SX-S2KD-5
ANON-33SX-S2K7-R
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ANON-33SX-S2JY-S
ANON-33SX-S2JR-J
ANON-33SX-S2JD-4
ANON-33SX-S2HQ-F
ANON-33SX-S2DW-H
ANON-33SX-S2DV-G
ANON-33SX-S2DS-D
ANON-33SX-S2DN-8
ANON-33SX-S2D8-J
ANON-33SX-S2D5-F
ANON-33SX-S2CR-B
ANON-33SX-S2CG-Z
ANON-33SX-S2CB-U
ANON-33SX-S2C8-H
ANON-33SX-S2AT-B
ANON-33SX-S2AH-Y
ANON-33SX-S29T-3
ANON-33SX-S296-5
ANON-33SX-S295-4
ANON-33SX-S28K-S
ANON-33SX-S28E-K
ANON-33SX-S26X-4
ANON-33SX-S25Z-5
ANON-33SX-S25V-1
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ANON-33SX-S25R-W
ANON-33SX-S25E-G
ANON-33SX-S257-2
ANON-33SX-S24X-2
ANON-33SX-S24S-W
ANON-33SX-S24N-R
ANON-33SX-S24D-E
ANON-33SX-S23D-D
ANON-33SX-S234-W
ANON-33SX-S22T-V
ANON-33SX-S22P-R
ANON-33SX-S22B-A
ANON-33SX-S222-T
ANON-33SX-S21M-M
ANON-33SX-S21B-9
St George's Square
Management Company
Spitalfields Market
SEGRO
Richard Harrision Hills
Prospects
Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham
Jewish Care
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Greenwich Conservatives
Cleaner products
City of London
BHLF-33SX-SNGN-7
BHLF-33SX-SNDB-R
BHLF-33SX-SN9A-C
BHLF-33SX-SN5P-Q
BHLF-33SX-SN52-S
BHLF-33SX-S7WX-A
BHLF-33SX-S7WF-R
BHLF-33SX-S7US-3
BHLF-33SX-S7U9-9
BHLF-33SX-S7RZ-7
BHLF-33SX-S7QY-5
BHLF-33SX-S7QX-4
BHLF-33SX-S7Q1-W
BHLF-33SX-S7MT-V
BHLF-33SX-S7KS-S
BHLF-33SX-S7KJ-G
BHLF-33SX-S7FZ-U
BHLF-33SX-S7FT-N
BHLF-33SX-S7FE-6
BHLF-33SX-S7F6-Q
BHLF-33SX-S77C-N
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BHLF-33SX-S75G-Q
BHLF-33SX-S73N-V
ANON-33SX-STZ8-A
ANON-33SX-STYT-5
ANON-33SX-STYF-Q
ANON-33SX-STX2-2
ANON-33SX-STX1-1
ANON-33SX-STVD-J
ANON-33SX-STU3-Z
ANON-33SX-STRX-2
ANON-33SX-STRJ-M
ANON-33SX-STR9-3
ANON-33SX-STP4-V
ANON-33SX-STM9-X
ANON-33SX-STJP-J
ANON-33SX-STGQ-G
ANON-33SX-STEZ-Q
ANON-33SX-STE7-M
The charge must be set at
a high level in order to
provide compensation to
local residents

ANON-33SX-SNSQ-P

The principal reason for the user charge is
to manage demand for the Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels; and the secondary
reason is to help to pay for the new tunnel.
Revenue from the user charges will be used
to pay for the construction and ongoing
operational costs of the Silvertown Tunnel.
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The charge rate should be
set now and assurances
should be made in relation
to fixing the rate.

The charge should be

ANON-33SX-STAE-X
ANON-33SX-S7CY-Q
ANON-33SX-S7C3-H
ANON-33SX-S76C-M
ANON-33SX-S2SQ-T
London Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
ANON-33SX-STVY-7

ANON-33SX-S7JT-S

Measures to mitigate the impacts locally are
set out in the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1).
In order for the user charge to be most
effective, it must be calibrated in response
to prevailing conditions, therefore it would
be inappropriate to fix the charge in 2016,
some six years ahead of Scheme opening.
The Charging Policy (Document Reference
7.11) sets out the process and
considerations which will govern the setting
of the charge for the opening year and in
subsequent years, including that data on
traffic and the environment from the
Monitoring Strategy (Document Reference
7.6) will be used to inform the decisionmaking with regard to the charges for the
opening year.
The Silvertown Tunnel Implementation
Group (STIG) would convene during this
pre-implementation period to consider what
the charges for the opening year should be.
It will then make recommendations for the
user charge. The decision to confirm these
charges would lie with the TfL Board. This
procedure is set out in the Charging Policy
(Document Reference 7.11).
The user charge will apply from the point
the vehicle has passed the last opportunity

N

N
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collected at the approach
roads to the Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels to
avoid the risk of traffic
diverting to free crossings

The charge should be the
same level as a public
transport fare using the
Oyster Card system

to divert away from the Blackwall or
Silvertown Tunnel on the approach roads
either side. This will be clearly signed. The
user charge is for a river crossing and for
that reason it is not appropriate to apply it
from the approach roads: not all of the
traffic on these roads will go on to use the
Blackwall or Silvertown Tunnel.
ANON-33SX-S7RM-T

The approach to user charging at the
N
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels has been
guided by modelling of impacts and not by
comparisons to other modes. Public
transport is only one of the ways to cross
the river (and a number of different fares
apply) and it is not appropriate to fix the
charge relative to this factor alone. However
because fares are a factor in travel
behaviour, they indirectly influence demand
for the Scheme, and the user charge will
respond to this.
The scenarios assessed throughout the
technical documents that were part of the
statutory consultation were based on a set
of assumed indicative charging levels and
assumptions around future traffic
conditions. The charge levels presented in
this "Assessed Case" were used to assess
the likely significant effects of the Scheme
for the purposes of the statutory
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consultation on the proposed DCO
application. The Assessed Case represents
TfL's best estimate of the prevailing
conditions at the time of Scheme opening
and the user charges that would apply. TfL
propose to confirm the initial level of the
user charge closer to the date that the
Silvertown Tunnel opens to traffic. This
would ensure that the user charge reflects
the conditions that exist at the time and the
charges are set at a level that would
manage demand for the tunnel most
effectively.
The charge will cause
Lights Goods Vehicles to
divert to free crossings
through residential areas

Richard Harrision Hills
Prospects

The charges for HGVs are
too high

ANON-33SX-S24S-W

Chapter 7 of The Transport Assessment
N
(Document Reference 6.5) assesses the
effects of the Scheme on trip distribution
and vehicle routeing in the east sub-region,
including the highway river crossings. There
is not expected to be any significant
diversion through residential areas as a
result of the Scheme.
The charges presented for lorries are a
N
reflection of a number of factors including
the environmental impact of these vehicles,
the wear and tear on the road and the value
of time for different road users. The
Scheme (including charge effects) has been
assessed overall as having a positive
economic impact for businesses owing to
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reduced journey times and better journey
time reliability (please see the Outline
Business Case- Document Reference 7.8).
The scenarios assessed throughout the
technical documents that were part of the
statutory consultation were based on a set
of assumed indicative charging levels and
assumptions around future traffic
conditions. The charge levels presented in
this "Assessed Case" were used to assess
the likely significant effects of the Scheme
for the purposes of the statutory
consultation on the proposed DCO
application. The Assessed Case represents
TfL's best estimate of the prevailing
conditions at the time of Scheme opening
and the user charges that would apply. TfL
propose to confirm the initial level of the
user charge closer to the date that the
Silvertown Tunnel opens to traffic. This
would ensure that the user charge reflects
the conditions that exist at the time and the
charges are set at a level that would
manage demand for the tunnel most
effectively.
The charging regime
should have the same
discounts and exemptions
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ANON-33SX-SFUJ-9
ANON-33SX-SFTT-J
ANON-33SX-SFTF-4

The rationale for the discounts and
exemptions which are assumed in the
Assessed Case (and were presented in the
statutory consultation) is given in the

N
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as the Dartford Crossing

ANON-33SX-SFSD-1
ANON-33SX-SFQU-G
ANON-33SX-SFEE-M
ANON-33SX-SFCA-E
ANON-33SX-SF77-R
ANON-33SX-S2W2-Y
ANON-33SX-S2EG-2
W MacCarthy & Sons Ltd

Charging Statement (Document Reference
7.5). The specific discounts and exemptions
for the Scheme at opening will be set out in
a Statement of Charges closer to Scheme
opening, and it is not intended to commit to
these at this stage. The Charging Policy
(Document Reference 7.11) governs how
the Statement of Charges can be specified.
The discounts and exemptions which are
appropriate for the Dartford Crossing
(based on, for example, its user profile, the
use of revenue and its location) will not
necessarily be right for this Scheme.

The charging system
needs to be set up such
that unpaid fines must be
collected

ANON-33SX-S2ND-8

The Draft DCO (Document Reference 3.1)
sets out the powers TfL will use in order to
collect and enforce the user charges. The
details of how this will be implemented will
be decided closer to Scheme opening;
currently it is assumed to be a civil process
similar to that used for the Congestion
Charge. Fines for non-payment of user
charges would be used in the same way as
the user charges, i.e. to pay for the
Scheme.

N

The charging system
should be electronic /
contactless and easy for
users to pay

ANON-33SX-ST83-3
ANON-33SX-ST5B-F
ANON-33SX-SNUK-J
ANON-33SX-SNS4-S

The payment system for the use of the
tunnels would be automated as far as
possible. There are a number of
technological solutions available for the
implementation of free-flow vehicle

N
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ANON-33SX-SNRS-Q
ANON-33SX-SNQ1-M
ANON-33SX-SNFX-G
ANON-33SX-SN8T-X
ANON-33SX-SFXJ-C
ANON-33SX-SFXD-6
ANON-33SX-SFS1-E
ANON-33SX-SFR2-E
ANON-33SX-SFPZ-M
ANON-33SX-SFPA-U
ANON-33SX-SFN6-E
ANON-33SX-SFJY-D
ANON-33SX-SFHX-A
ANON-33SX-SFGU-6
ANON-33SX-SFFK-U
ANON-33SX-SFES-2
ANON-33SX-SFD7-5
ANON-33SX-SFBW-3
ANON-33SX-SFBK-Q
ANON-33SX-SF94-Q
ANON-33SX-SF2Z-P
ANON-33SX-SF1Y-M
ANON-33SX-S7SA-F
ANON-33SX-S7MW-Y
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charging, with more options likely to
become available in coming years. TfL will
therefore adopt the best option closer to
Scheme opening. Whatever option is used,
it will be a ‘free-flow’ method and there will
not be any booths or barriers that would
require drivers to stop at the tunnel
entrances.
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ANON-33SX-S7H3-P
ANON-33SX-S79X-C
ANON-33SX-S2X5-3
ANON-33SX-S2W5-2
ANON-33SX-S2SH-H
ANON-33SX-S2NC-7
ANON-33SX-S2ED-Y
ANON-33SX-S2DM-7
ANON-33SX-S2CM-6
ANON-33SX-S28T-2
ANON-33SX-S28R-Z
ANON-33SX-S23W-Z
ANON-33SX-S21U-V
ANON-33SX-S21S-T
ANON-33SX-S21F-D
London Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
Federation of Small
Businesses
BHLF-33SX-S7WD-P
BHLF-33SX-S7FQ-J
ANON-33SX-STYH-S
ANON-33SX-STY7-8
ANON-33SX-STW1-Z
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ANON-33SX-STTR-X
ANON-33SX-STNY-Y
ANON-33SX-STMW-V
ANON-33SX-STM2-Q
The cost of the user
charge should be set
higher than the cost of
public transport, walking
and cycling, to discourage
driving
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ANON-33SX-SNWW-Z
ANON-33SX-SNV8-Z
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRQ-N
ANON-33SX-SNQY-V
ANON-33SX-SNMP-F
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNHY-K
ANON-33SX-SNHJ-4
ANON-33SX-SNHC-W
ANON-33SX-SNH8-J
ANON-33SX-SNH7-H
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SNEN-5
ANON-33SX-SNCT-9

An important benefit of the user charge is
the opportunity it provides to help to
encourage people to consider switching
modes from private to public transport,
walking or cycling. This opportunity is
enhanced by the additional bus and coach
services which can be accommodated by
the Scheme. The process for setting user
charges is set out in the Charging Policy
(Document Reference 7.11).
With or without the Scheme, the modal
share for public transport will continue to
increase in the east sub-region, from just
around 56% in 2012 to around 59% in
2021. The Charging Policy sets out the
factors which can be taken into
consideration in developing the initial user
charge and in potential variations.
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ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNBH-V
ANON-33SX-SN84-X
ANON-33SX-SN82-V
ANON-33SX-SN79-2
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN3U-T
ANON-33SX-SN3P-N
ANON-33SX-SN13-P
ANON-33SX-SFVV-P
ANON-33SX-SFSV-K
ANON-33SX-SFMA-R
ANON-33SX-SFHE-Q
ANON-33SX-SFF8-8
ANON-33SX-SFE8-7
ANON-33SX-S7S2-Z
ANON-33SX-S7PZ-5
ANON-33SX-S74E-M
ANON-33SX-S72D-H
ANON-33SX-S721-X
ANON-33SX-S2MU-R
ANON-33SX-S2CA-T
London Assembly Green
Party Group
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Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham
BHLF-33SX-S75E-N
ANON-33SX-STPH-G
ANON-33SX-STNV-V
The cost to construct the
Scheme will be greater
than that estimated by TfL

ANON-33SX-SN8D-E

TfL is proposing to deliver the Silvertown
Scheme through Public Private Partnership
(PPP).

N

Under these arrangements, the Project Co
(private sector) will be required to design,
finance, construct and maintain the
Silvertown Tunnel for a period of 25 to 30
years and, in return, receive payments from
TfL linked to the availability of the tunnel for
safe use by the traffic.

The Dartford Tunnel
charge was not removed
once that crossing had
been funded
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ANON-33SX-STC8-K
ANON-33SX-STC6-H
ANON-33SX-STBM-7

The PPP arrangement will provide
significant confidence of achieving on-time
and on-budget delivery as the Project Co
will bear the cost of construction over runs
and suffer severe penalties for late opening.
This will provide strong incentive to deliver
the tunnel on time.
There are two main reasons for the user
charge: to manage demand for the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels and keep
traffic levels within appropriate limits; and to

N
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ANON-33SX-STB9-K
ANON-33SX-STAG-Z
ANON-33SX-ST91-2
ANON-33SX-ST8M-W
ANON-33SX-ST83-3
ANON-33SX-ST7X-7
ANON-33SX-ST7S-2
ANON-33SX-ST77-6
ANON-33SX-ST5P-W
ANON-33SX-ST5F-K
ANON-33SX-ST3T-Y
ANON-33SX-ST3S-X
ANON-33SX-ST26-Z
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SNWW-Z
ANON-33SX-SNUV-W
ANON-33SX-SNST-S
ANON-33SX-SNQB-5
ANON-33SX-SNF2-A
ANON-33SX-SNET-B
ANON-33SX-SNC5-A
ANON-33SX-SNBP-4
ANON-33SX-SNB9-D
ANON-33SX-SN8B-C

help to pay for the new tunnel.
Without a user charge, the additional
capacity and improved journey times
brought about by the Scheme would attract
substantial levels of traffic demand to the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels. This
could include highway trips not currently on
the network and trips currently made by
public transport being switched to use
private vehicles. Not only would this mean
that the benefits of the Scheme would be
eroded, it would also lead to negative
secondary impacts on the environment, for
example on air quality. The benefits of the
Scheme in terms of reduced journey time
and better reliability would be reduced if
there were no user charge, and the
opportunity to provide better public
transport services across the river would
also be diminished.
TfL has always been clear that the charge
would be expected to apply for the life of
the Scheme in order to maintain the
demand management effect. Since it first
began operation, a toll has been levied at
the Dartford Crossing. When the costs of
construction had been repaid, this was
replaced in 2003 by a user charge, to
manage demand and to help to pay for
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ANON-33SX-SN77-Z
ANON-33SX-SN39-X
ANON-33SX-SN1R-N
ANON-33SX-SFZN-J
ANON-33SX-SFYN-H
ANON-33SX-SFYC-6
ANON-33SX-SFXA-3
ANON-33SX-SFWU-P
ANON-33SX-SFWP-H
ANON-33SX-SFWN-F
ANON-33SX-SFVW-Q
ANON-33SX-SFVU-N
ANON-33SX-SFUY-R
ANON-33SX-SFUE-4
ANON-33SX-SFTS-H
ANON-33SX-SFT4-J
ANON-33SX-SFSR-F
ANON-33SX-SFS4-H
ANON-33SX-SFRY-N
ANON-33SX-SFRW-K
ANON-33SX-SFRG-3
ANON-33SX-SFRE-1
ANON-33SX-SFR9-N
ANON-33SX-SFQ4-F
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additional crossing capacity in the Lower
Thames area. For the Silvertown and
Blackwall Tunnels, no toll would apply but a
user charge would apply from Scheme
opening in order to manage demand and
help to pay for the Scheme.
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ANON-33SX-SFPJ-4
ANON-33SX-SFN9-H
ANON-33SX-SFMK-2
ANON-33SX-SFMF-W
ANON-33SX-SFM9-G
ANON-33SX-SFM5-C
ANON-33SX-SFKZ-F
ANON-33SX-SFK6-B
ANON-33SX-SFJR-6
ANON-33SX-SFH6-8
ANON-33SX-SFGB-K
ANON-33SX-SFFJ-T
ANON-33SX-SFDS-1
ANON-33SX-SFDP-X
ANON-33SX-SFDA-F
ANON-33SX-SFBG-K
ANON-33SX-SFBB-E
ANON-33SX-SFB9-5
ANON-33SX-SFAV-1
ANON-33SX-SFAT-Y
ANON-33SX-SFAE-G
ANON-33SX-SFA9-4
ANON-33SX-SF9R-N
ANON-33SX-SF83-N
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ANON-33SX-SF73-M
ANON-33SX-SF62-J
ANON-33SX-SF5X-Q
ANON-33SX-SF4U-K
ANON-33SX-SF3W-M
ANON-33SX-SF3U-J
ANON-33SX-SF3Q-E
ANON-33SX-SF3K-8
ANON-33SX-SF3J-7
ANON-33SX-SF3F-3
ANON-33SX-SF1X-K
ANON-33SX-SF1H-3
ANON-33SX-SF1G-2
ANON-33SX-S7ZJ-Y
ANON-33SX-S7YX-C
ANON-33SX-S7Y6-A
ANON-33SX-S7XN-1
ANON-33SX-S7XF-S
ANON-33SX-S7X8-B
ANON-33SX-S7WQ-3
ANON-33SX-S7W8-A
ANON-33SX-S7VC-M
ANON-33SX-S7UW-7
ANON-33SX-S7SJ-R
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ANON-33SX-S7SH-P
ANON-33SX-S7S6-4
ANON-33SX-S7RX-5
ANON-33SX-S7QP-V
ANON-33SX-S7PN-S
ANON-33SX-S7NW-Z
ANON-33SX-S7NM-P
ANON-33SX-S7M3-U
ANON-33SX-S7K7-W
ANON-33SX-S7HS-P
ANON-33SX-S7GM-F
ANON-33SX-S7G3-N
ANON-33SX-S7C6-M
ANON-33SX-S7C1-F
ANON-33SX-S7BW-M
ANON-33SX-S7BA-X
ANON-33SX-S79Y-D
ANON-33SX-S79N-2
ANON-33SX-S79C-Q
ANON-33SX-S78V-9
ANON-33SX-S78U-8
ANON-33SX-S78P-3
ANON-33SX-S78B-N
ANON-33SX-S788-B
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ANON-33SX-S785-8
ANON-33SX-S74X-7
ANON-33SX-S74M-V
ANON-33SX-S748-7
ANON-33SX-S744-3
ANON-33SX-S742-1
ANON-33SX-S73X-6
ANON-33SX-S73P-X
ANON-33SX-S2ZQ-1
ANON-33SX-S2YC-J
ANON-33SX-S2XV-4
ANON-33SX-S2XJ-R
ANON-33SX-S2XD-J
ANON-33SX-S2XB-G
ANON-33SX-S2X9-7
ANON-33SX-S2WY-6
ANON-33SX-S2W6-3
ANON-33SX-S2VY-5
ANON-33SX-S2VC-F
ANON-33SX-S2VA-D
ANON-33SX-S2UY-4
ANON-33SX-S2UF-H
ANON-33SX-S2U2-W
ANON-33SX-S2U1-V
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ANON-33SX-S2TN-R
ANON-33SX-S2TD-E
ANON-33SX-S2SD-D
ANON-33SX-S2RA-9
ANON-33SX-S2P6-V
ANON-33SX-S2NV-T
ANON-33SX-S2N3-Q
ANON-33SX-S2JS-K
ANON-33SX-S2JR-J
ANON-33SX-S2J1-H
ANON-33SX-S2H3-H
ANON-33SX-S2G5-J
ANON-33SX-S2FX-M
ANON-33SX-S2FP-C
ANON-33SX-S2FD-Z
ANON-33SX-S2F9-N
ANON-33SX-S2EP-B
ANON-33SX-S2DY-K
ANON-33SX-S2DX-J
ANON-33SX-S2CY-J
ANON-33SX-S2CF-Y
ANON-33SX-S2C2-B
ANON-33SX-S2AX-F
ANON-33SX-S2AT-B
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ANON-33SX-S2AS-A
ANON-33SX-S2AD-U
ANON-33SX-S29V-5
ANON-33SX-S29R-1
ANON-33SX-S293-2
ANON-33SX-S28P-X
ANON-33SX-S27X-5
ANON-33SX-S27B-F
ANON-33SX-S276-3
ANON-33SX-S26T-Z
ANON-33SX-S26H-M
ANON-33SX-S25Y-4
ANON-33SX-S25W-2
ANON-33SX-S25N-S
ANON-33SX-S25J-N
ANON-33SX-S25H-K
ANON-33SX-S25E-G
ANON-33SX-S25C-E
ANON-33SX-S24Z-4
ANON-33SX-S24S-W
ANON-33SX-S24N-R
ANON-33SX-S22S-U
ANON-33SX-S221-S
ANON-33SX-S21N-N
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ANON-33SX-S21J-H
Jewish Care
Cleaner products
Blue Flame Gas Services
BHLF-33SX-SNJ3-F
BHLF-33SX-SN5J-H
BHLF-33SX-SN5A-8
BHLF-33SX-S7V3-4
BHLF-33SX-S7UJ-T
BHLF-33SX-S7UA-H
BHLF-33SX-S7U7-7
BHLF-33SX-S7RZ-7
BHLF-33SX-S7Q2-X
BHLF-33SX-S7MZ-2
BHLF-33SX-S7MT-V
BHLF-33SX-S7K8-X
BHLF-33SX-S7H5-R
BHLF-33SX-S7FT-N
BHLF-33SX-S7FF-7
BHLF-33SX-S7F8-S
BHLF-33SX-S7F5-P
BHLF-33SX-S7CM-B
BHLF-33SX-S7BN-B
BHLF-33SX-S77T-6
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BHLF-33SX-S77R-4
BHLF-33SX-S77Q-3
BHLF-33SX-S77M-Y
BHLF-33SX-S77A-K
BHLF-33SX-S777-9
BHLF-33SX-S775-7
BHLF-33SX-S73Y-7
BHLF-33SX-S715-1
ANON-33SX-STWY-8
ANON-33SX-STW1-Z
ANON-33SX-STVV-4
ANON-33SX-STTH-M
ANON-33SX-STT2-X
ANON-33SX-STSQ-V
ANON-33SX-STSK-P
ANON-33SX-STS2-W
ANON-33SX-STRW-1
ANON-33SX-STR9-3
ANON-33SX-STQT-W
ANON-33SX-STQB-B
ANON-33SX-STMG-C
ANON-33SX-STH2-J
ANON-33SX-STGR-H
ANON-33SX-STGJ-9
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ANON-33SX-STFU-K
ANON-33SX-STE7-M
ANON-33SX-STD4-G
The Emirates Air Line
should be properly
integrated into the Oyster
Card system

ANON-33SX-SNEB-S
ANON-33SX-SFET-3
London Assembly Liberal
Democrat Group
Greenwich Borough Liberal
Democrats

TfL is proposing to produce a future
N
Emirates Air Line fares strategy document
in consultation with local Boroughs, which
would be published ahead of the opening of
the Silvertown Tunnel. The objective of this
strategy will be to set out fare options for
the EAL. There are a number of possible
options including discounts on existing fares
or annual passes for regular users. This will
be supported by further analysis of the
needs of EAL users and potential EAL
users, with a view to bringing forward
additional measures where appropriate to
ensure the EAL is fulfilling its role as a local
crossing. As the setting of fares for the
Emirates Air Line is a Mayoral decision, the
final decision will be made by the future
Mayor. However, the EAL fares strategy will
be used to inform that decision.
This is in addition to TfL’s proposals for the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme, which include
improvements to pedestrian and cycle
access across Tidal Basin roundabout at
the northern portal, designed to improve
access to the EAL from the west, and
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The introduction of the
user charge would mean
there are no free crossing
points in east London

The off-peak charge for
LGVs & HGVs should be
higher than at Dartford to
stop vehicles moving from
Dartford to Silvertown
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ANON-33SX-SFYJ-D
ANON-33SX-SFBX-4
ANON-33SX-SF8R-M
ANON-33SX-SF3Q-E
ANON-33SX-S78U-8
ANON-33SX-S2PY-Y
BHLF-33SX-S7V4-5

ANON-33SX-SFJQ-5
ANON-33SX-S7P3-X
ANON-33SX-S72X-5
Institution of Civil Engineers

enhance the role of the EAL as a local
crossing.
Under the current Scheme, there is no
proposal to charge either the Rotherhithe
Tunnel or the Woolwich Ferry. This means
that there are still ways for vehicles to cross
the river in east London without paying a
charge. Pedestrians and cyclists can
continue to use the Greenwich and
Woolwich Foot Tunnels for free.
Most cross-river trips are made by public
transport and this will continue to be the
case with the Scheme in place.
The Dartford Crossing is just one of the
alternative transport connections available
and it is not appropriate to fix the charge
relative to this factor alone.
The scenarios assessed throughout the
technical documents that were part of the
statutory consultation were based on a set
of assumed indicative charging levels and
assumptions around future traffic
conditions. The charge levels presented in
this "Assessed Case" were used to assess
the likely significant effects of the Scheme
for the purposes of the statutory
consultation on the proposed DCO
application. The Assessed Case represents

N

N
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TfL's best estimate of the prevailing
conditions at the time of Scheme opening
and the user charges that would apply. TfL
propose to confirm the initial level of the
user charge closer to the date that the
Silvertown Tunnel opens to traffic. This
would ensure that the user charge reflects
the conditions that exist at the time and the
charges are set at a level that would
manage demand for the tunnel most
effectively.
In the Assessed Case charges, the off-peak
charges for LGVs and HGVs are lower than
the current DART charge for these vehicles
(the DART charge does not currently have
differential peak and off-peak charging).
The only user charge that
would be acceptable is
one that encourages the
use of environmentally
friendly vehicles

ANON-33SX-SFK5-A

TfL agree that it is important to encourage
the use of low emission vehicles as well as
encouraging a shift to sustainable modes.
The Assessed Case assumes a 100%
discount for low emission vehicles and the
Charging Policy (Document Reference
7.11) sets out that this type of discount can
be used in setting and varying the charge in
future as appropriate.

N

The peak hours in which a
higher user charge would
apply should be extended

ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4

The principal purpose of the user charge is
to manage demand effectively. Therefore in
developing the user charges in the

N
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The proposed user charge
could give rise to
increased ‘rat-running’ as
traffic diverts to free
crossings
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ANON-33SX-SNUW-X
ANON-33SX-SNQB-5
ANON-33SX-SNHE-Y
ANON-33SX-SNH8-J
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNBH-V
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN8B-C
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN6G-F
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3P-N
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A
ANON-33SX-SN17-T
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4

Assessed Case it has been important to
consider the current patterns of demand for
the Blackwall Tunnel, and the forecast
demand for it and the Silvertown Tunnel in
the future. The Assessed Case applies
differential charges, peak and off-peak, to
reflect factors including demand. Apart from
during the night-time, there is consistently
high demand for the Blackwall Tunnel
throughout the day on both weekdays and
weekends, and within those periods there
are times of particularly high demand. It is
appropriate to respond to these periods of
high demand with a peak charge, and use
an off-peak charge for periods of less
marked (but still high) demand. TfL propose
to confirm the initial level of the user charge
closer to the date that the Silvertown Tunnel
opens to traffic. This would ensure that the
user charge reflects the conditions that exist
at the time and the charges are set at a
level that would manage demand for the
tunnel most effectively.

ANON-33SX-ST6B-G
ANON-33SX-ST5R-Y
ANON-33SX-SN14-Q
ANON-33SX-SFZH-C
ANON-33SX-SFZA-5

There is no evidence of significant ratrunning from the strategic model. TfL will
monitor the impacts of the Scheme on the
local road network and any impacts that
arise during Scheme operation would be
dealt with through the Traffic Impacts

N
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The proposed user charge
is too high

ANON-33SX-SFKW-C
ANON-33SX-SFK5-A
ANON-33SX-SFK1-6
ANON-33SX-SFFV-6
ANON-33SX-SFFK-U
ANON-33SX-SFEY-8
ANON-33SX-SF8T-P
ANON-33SX-SF71-J
ANON-33SX-SF6M-D
ANON-33SX-S2PD-A
ANON-33SX-S2CU-E
ANON-33SX-S27T-1
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
Jewish Care
City of London
BHLF-33SX-S7FT-N
ANON-33SX-STW5-4
ANON-33SX-STTV-2
ANON-33SX-STSM-R
ANON-33SX-STPK-K

Mitigation Strategy (Document Reference
7.7)

ANON-33SX-ST8D-M
ANON-33SX-ST87-7
ANON-33SX-ST7T-3

The scenarios assessed throughout the
technical documents that were part of the
statutory consultation were based on a set
of assumed indicative charging levels and

N
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The proposed user charge
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ANON-33SX-ST4W-3
ANON-33SX-ST3U-Z
ANON-33SX-SNVK-K
ANON-33SX-SNFT-C
ANON-33SX-SN3F-B
ANON-33SX-SFWN-F
ANON-33SX-SFTY-Q
ANON-33SX-SFRM-9
ANON-33SX-SFRK-7
ANON-33SX-SFRF-2
ANON-33SX-SFRE-1
ANON-33SX-SFR6-J
ANON-33SX-SFEE-M
ANON-33SX-S7XR-5
ANON-33SX-S74J-S
ANON-33SX-S2PY-Y
ANON-33SX-S2C8-H
ANON-33SX-S2AR-9
ANON-33SX-S25M-R
ANON-33SX-S254-Y
Road Haulage Association
ANON-33SX-STPB-A
ANON-33SX-STMD-9

assumptions around future traffic
conditions. The charge levels presented in
this "Assessed Case" were used to assess
the likely significant effects of the Scheme
for the purposes of the statutory
consultation on the proposed DCO
application. The Assessed Case represents
TfL's best estimate of the prevailing
conditions at the time of Scheme opening
and the user charges that would apply. The
user charges presented in the consultation
originate from the Assessed Case and
reflect the optimal charges for achieving the
Project Objectives given the conditions
expected to prevail at Scheme opening.
Higher or lower charges would not achieve
the objectives in the same way and could
have adverse impacts.

ANON-33SX-SF66-P

A significant proportion of Blackwall Tunnel
users are from the local area - the different

TfL propose to confirm the initial level of the
user charge closer to the date that the
Silvertown Tunnel opens to traffic. This
would ensure that the user charge reflects
the conditions that exist at the time and the
charges are set at a level that would
manage demand for the tunnel most
effectively.
N
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is unfair to residents: as it
is a key piece of
infrastructure for London it
should be paid for by
Government

data sources available suggest 25-30% of
peak trips in both directions are from local
boroughs.

The proposed user charge ANON-33SX-STB6-G
should fund improvements ANON-33SX-ST7Y-8
to public transport services ANON-33SX-ST4J-P
ANON-33SX-SNVF-E
ANON-33SX-SNU9-Z
ANON-33SX-SNR2-P
ANON-33SX-SNQV-S
ANON-33SX-SNQB-5

The Scheme will enable a significant
N
enhancement to public transport in the form
of cross-river bus services. Considerable
investment in public transport in east and
southeast London has been made over the
last 20 years including extensions of the
Jubilee line, London Overground and the
DLR. Crossrail will also serve the local area
in 2018 with connections to Abbey Wood.

However, this figure also needs to be
understood in the broader context of both
overall travel patterns for local people and
the strategic objectives of the Scheme. For
travel to work in the three host boroughs
(for example) only one in five workers
(21%) crosses the river and only 14% of
these trips are made by car. This means
that just under three per cent of all travel to
work from these three boroughs is a crossriver car driver trip. So while there may be
cost impacts from the user charge on
individual residents who use the tunnels,
the Scheme does not uniformly affect all
local residents, most of whom do not drive
across the river on a regular basis.
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ANON-33SX-SNHM-7
ANON-33SX-SNFZ-J
ANON-33SX-SNFA-S
ANON-33SX-SNEY-G
ANON-33SX-SNBS-7
ANON-33SX-SFZ3-Q
ANON-33SX-SFQ5-G
ANON-33SX-SFMX-F
ANON-33SX-SFHA-K
ANON-33SX-SFDW-5
ANON-33SX-SFA9-4
ANON-33SX-SF2J-6
ANON-33SX-S7N7-Z
ANON-33SX-S7MA-9
ANON-33SX-S7J8-W
ANON-33SX-S7J6-U
ANON-33SX-S7E2-J
ANON-33SX-S7C2-G
ANON-33SX-S75V-6
ANON-33SX-S2ZW-7
ANON-33SX-S2V8-4
ANON-33SX-S2QJ-H
ANON-33SX-S2N3-Q
ANON-33SX-S2KH-9
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ANON-33SX-S2GS-G
ANON-33SX-S2F5-H
ANON-33SX-S2CV-F
ANON-33SX-S24W-1
ANON-33SX-S22Y-1
Sustrans
BHLF-33SX-S7CM-B
BHLF-33SX-S7C7-N
ANON-33SX-STY2-3
ANON-33SX-STXK-U
ANON-33SX-STW7-6
ANON-33SX-STUF-K
ANON-33SX-STPN-P
ANON-33SX-STPH-G
ANON-33SX-STMD-9
ANON-33SX-STHU-N
The removal of toll booths
at the Dartford Crossing
has not been effective

ANON-33SX-S2VC-F
ANON-33SX-S2EW-J
ANON-33SX-S2CZ-K
ANON-33SX-STSB-D

Until November 2014 payments for the
Dartford Crossing were made at toll booths
at the entrances to the crossing. Drivers
had long been accustomed to this payment
method and when the toll booths were
removed and the only option was to pay
automatically (the DART charge), there
were reports of drivers not realising they
had to pay, not knowing how to pay and
being incorrectly billed or receiving penalty

N
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charges from Highways England. Unlike the
Dartford Crossing, automatic payments
would be 'designed in' to the Scheme from
the start and drivers would have no
experience of having paid for the Blackwall
or Silvertown Tunnels in any other way. TfL
would use its extensive knowledge and
experience of operating and publicising a
similar automatic payment scheme - the
Congestion Charge - as a means of
ensuring the payments operate smoothly.
Data from Highways England indicates that
there has been an average of 5 minute
reduction in journey time northbound and 7
minutes southbound compared to the
period prior to the introduction of the DART
charge. However from November 2015
there has been a reduction in this
improvement owing to roadworks at junction
30 - these are unrelated to the DART
charge itself but have an impact on traffic
flow.
The responsibility for
managing traffic levels
should be at a National
level – tolls are therefore
not required
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ANON-33SX-S7WE-Q

Although central and local government have N
a role in the management of the road
network, the new Silvertown Tunnel, like the
existing Blackwall Tunnel, will be on the TfL
Road Network (TLRN), where TfL has
responsibility for managing traffic generally,
including traffic levels. This is recognised in
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the MTS in Proposal 130, for example,
which sets out that TfL can use a road user
charge to manage demand. Because the
Scheme has been designated a Nationally
Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP), it
must meet the policy tests set within the
National Policy Statement for National
Networks (NNPS) which have been
specified by the Government for this type of
infrastructure. These tests include national
policies with regard to managing roads and
traffic.
The revenue collected
from the user charge
should only be used to
fund construction and
operation of the Scheme

ANON-33SX-SF7X-S

Revenue from the user charge will in the
first instance be used to pay for the costs of
construction of the Silvertown Tunnel and
for its ongoing maintenance and operation.
As charging is anticipated to be a long term
measure which is required to manage traffic
demand at the tunnels for the foreseeable
future, the revenue from user charging may
also play a part in funding other future
transport investments in London once the
Scheme costs have been met.

N

The revenue from the user
charge should be used to
fund construction of more
river crossings

ANON-33SX-SN6Z-2

Revenue from the Scheme will in the first
instance be used to pay for the construction
and ongoing operational costs of the
Silvertown Tunnel. Once surplus revenue
from the Scheme is available, TfL is
required by law to use this money for

N
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transport in London and this could include
future river crossings.
In the Assessed Case the same charge has
been applied at both tunnels as this is
considered to be most effective for the
forecast conditions in the opening year. It is
likely that this will continue to be the case.

The same charge should
be applied to both
Blackwall and Silvertown
Tunnels

ANON-33SX-S2NT-R

The Scheme should be
funded by widening the
Congestion Charge zone,
to cover Silvertown and
Blackwall Tunnels, or
London more widely

ANON-33SX-SNWB-B
ANON-33SX-SNQV-S
ANON-33SX-SNBT-8
ANON-33SX-SNBH-V
ANON-33SX-SFY2-N
ANON-33SX-S7RM-T
ANON-33SX-S7ER-J
ANON-33SX-S73K-S
ANON-33SX-S2XY-7
ANON-33SX-S2SJ-K
ANON-33SX-S236-Y
Planning and Transport
Committee London Forum of
Amenity and Civic Societies
ANON-33SX-STJR-M

The aims of this Scheme and the Central
N
London Congestion Charging Scheme differ
and there is a need to maintain independent
operations so that the user charges for
each can be implemented in the most
appropriate way for each scheme.

The Silvertown Tunnel is
only for the wealthy

ANON-33SX-SNBS-7
ANON-33SX-SN3T-S

The Distributional Impact Assessment
identifies that there will be a net benefit for
lower income public transport users as a
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ANON-33SX-S2X7-5
ANON-33SX-S2HM-B
ANON-33SX-S28Y-7
ANON-33SX-S28K-S
ANON-33SX-S263-Y
ANON-33SX-S24U-Y
ANON-33SX-S21X-Y
BHLF-33SX-S75N-X

The Silvertown Tunnel
should be free to use

ANON-33SX-SNCA-P
ANON-33SX-S79V-A
ANON-33SX-S2BE-W

result of the Scheme. This is because of the
introduction of new frequent bus services,
which the Scheme will facilitate, and which
will provide the opportunity to access a
much wider area on the opposite site of the
River, particularly for the significant
proportion of residents that do not have
access to car. The Regeneration and
Development Impact Assessment
(Document Reference 7.8) identifies that
the Scheme will result in an increase in
cross river movement from all Boroughs,
both from in work and out of work trips,
many of which will be from lower income
groups facilitated by the expansion of the
bus network.
There is no requirement that essential
infrastructure must be provided free of
charge to users. The Scheme requires user
charges in order to manage demand and to
pay for it.

N

The NSIP designation made by the
Secretary of State in June 2012 recognises
the importance of the Scheme for the
London and UK economy. By virtue of this
NSIP designation, the application for the
Scheme will be considered under the
National Networks National Policy
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Statement (NNNPS).

The user charge is a
means to raise revenue
and it will increase in
future to raise greater
funding for TfL
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ANON-33SX-SFA9-4

Without a user charge, the additional
capacity and improved journey times
brought about by the Scheme would attract
substantial levels of traffic demand to the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels. This
could include highway trips not currently on
the network and trips currently made by
public transport being switched to use
private vehicles. Not only would this mean
that the benefits of the Scheme would be
eroded, it would also lead to negative
secondary impacts on the environment, for
example on air quality. The benefits of the
Scheme in terms of reduced journey time
and better reliability would be reduced if
there were no user charge, and the
opportunity to provide better public
transport services across the river would
also be diminished.
The scenarios assessed throughout the
technical documents that were part of the
statutory consultation were based on a set
of assumed indicative charging levels and
assumptions around future traffic
conditions. The charge levels presented in
this "Assessed Case" were used to assess
the likely significant effects of the Scheme
for the purposes of the statutory

N
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consultation on the proposed DCO
application. The Assessed Case represents
TfL's best estimate of the prevailing
conditions at the time of Scheme opening
and the user charges that would apply. TfL
will set the initial level of the user charge
closer to the date that the Silvertown Tunnel
opens to traffic. This will ensure that the
user charge reflects the conditions that exist
at the time and the charges are set at a
level that will manage demand for the
tunnel most effectively. TfL will keep the
charges under review and in future charge
levels could be increased or decreased, in
line with the Charging Policy (Document
Reference 7.11).
The Charging Policy also sets out that the
user charge will increase occasionally in
line with inflation. Other changes to the
charge, including price increases, must
comply with the Charging Policy.
The user charge is a tax
on those people who own
multiple vehicles

ANON-33SX-S7TF-N

Taxation is the responsibility of central and
local government and TfL has no power to
levy taxes. The user charge is applied per
use of the Silvertown or Blackwall Tunnels.
There is no direct relationship between the
charge and the number of vehicles owned
by a household.

N
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The user charge is biased
to people living north of
the river
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ANON-33SX-ST6T-2
ANON-33SX-ST61-Y
ANON-33SX-SNV3-U
ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F
ANON-33SX-SNH8-J
ANON-33SX-SNH7-H
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNEN-5
ANON-33SX-SN8V-Z
ANON-33SX-SN8N-R
ANON-33SX-SN8K-N
ANON-33SX-SN71-T
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN13-P
ANON-33SX-SFYY-V
ANON-33SX-SFW5-P
ANON-33SX-SFHN-Z
ANON-33SX-SFA9-4
ANON-33SX-SF6D-4
ANON-33SX-SF23-F
ANON-33SX-S75V-6
ANON-33SX-S72W-4
ANON-33SX-S2Y6-5

The user charges presented throughout the
technical documents that were part of the
statutory consultation were based on a set
of assumed indicative charging levels and
forecasts of future traffic conditions (the
'Assessed Case'). A higher 'peak' rate has
been applied at times when demand for the
crossings is highest in each direction: going
northbound in the morning and southbound
in the evening. The DCO gives TfL the
power to vary the charge in future in
response to changing conditions and a
Statement of Charges will be issued closer
to Scheme opening.

N
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ANON-33SX-S2SP-S
ANON-33SX-S2R2-T
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
East Greenwich Residents
Association
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
ANON-33SX-STWK-T
ANON-33SX-STM1-P
The user charge is set too
low

ANON-33SX-STB3-D
ANON-33SX-STA1-A
ANON-33SX-ST83-3
ANON-33SX-ST2N-R
ANON-33SX-SNZQ-W
ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SNZ2-X
ANON-33SX-SNWM-P
ANON-33SX-SNVM-N
ANON-33SX-SNV8-Z
ANON-33SX-SNUW-X
ANON-33SX-SNUU-V
ANON-33SX-SNUP-Q
ANON-33SX-SNSS-R

TfL agree that it is important to set the
charge at the right level. If it is too high
there will be insufficient demand and the
potential benefits of the Scheme to the
London economy (for example) will not be
realised. If it is too low, demand for the
Scheme could rise to a level which causes
adverse environmental effects. For this
reason it has been proposed that the user
charge is flexible and can be varied over
time.

N

The assessments presented throughout the
technical documents, that were part of the
statutory consultation, were based on a set
of assumed indicative charging levels and
assumptions around future traffic
conditions. The charge levels presented in
this "Assessed Case" were used to assess
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ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F
ANON-33SX-SNRP-M
ANON-33SX-SNHE-Y
ANON-33SX-SNCV-B
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN75-X
ANON-33SX-SN74-W
ANON-33SX-SN6Z-2
ANON-33SX-SN1H-B
ANON-33SX-SFZE-9
ANON-33SX-SFQY-M
ANON-33SX-SFM2-9
ANON-33SX-SFFP-Z
ANON-33SX-SFCK-R
ANON-33SX-SFB3-Y
ANON-33SX-SF56-N
ANON-33SX-S7YN-2
ANON-33SX-S7W1-3
ANON-33SX-S7TK-T
ANON-33SX-S7AY-N
ANON-33SX-S7AA-W
ANON-33SX-S79S-7
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the likely significant effects of the Scheme
for the purposes of the statutory
consultation on the proposed Development
Consent Order (DCO) application. TfL will
set the initial level of the user charge and
the structure of the charging regime closer
to the date that the Silvertown Tunnel
opens to traffic. These will be set out in a
Statement of Charges. This will ensure that
the user charge reflects the conditions that
exist at the time and the charges are set at
a level that will manage demand for the
tunnel most effectively. The Charging Policy
(Document Reference 7.11) sets out the
principles for preparing the Statement of
Charges, the considerations relevant to its
operation and the process for setting the
initial charge and for varying the charge in
the future. Having this policy in place
ensures that there is a robust and
consistent approach to setting and varying
the charge over time.
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ANON-33SX-S74E-M
ANON-33SX-S2PW-W
ANON-33SX-S2NR-P
ANON-33SX-S2MU-R
ANON-33SX-S25X-3
ANON-33SX-S23G-G
ANON-33SX-S21Y-Z
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
BHLF-33SX-SN47-W
The user charge is unfair

ANON-33SX-ST8E-N
ANON-33SX-ST3W-2
ANON-33SX-ST38-3
ANON-33SX-SNWR-U
ANON-33SX-SNKJ-7
ANON-33SX-SN3V-U
ANON-33SX-SFVR-J
ANON-33SX-SFU3-J
ANON-33SX-SFBN-T
ANON-33SX-SF4U-K
ANON-33SX-SF3X-N
ANON-33SX-SF38-N
ANON-33SX-SF22-E
ANON-33SX-S7ZS-8

The principal reason for the user charge is
to manage demand for the Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels and keep traffic levels
within appropriate limits; and the secondary
reason is to help to pay for the new tunnel.

N

Everyone driving through one of these
tunnels benefits from reduced congestion /
improved reliability so it is fair to apply a
user charge to everyone in the same way.
Without a user charge, the additional
capacity and improved journey times
brought about by the Scheme would attract
substantial levels of traffic demand to the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels. This
could include highway trips not currently on
the network and trips currently made by
public transport being switched to use
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ANON-33SX-S7YU-9
ANON-33SX-S7PR-W
ANON-33SX-S7PH-K
ANON-33SX-S7E2-J
ANON-33SX-S7CH-6
ANON-33SX-S7BW-M
ANON-33SX-S73X-6
ANON-33SX-S71B-E
ANON-33SX-S2MD-7
ANON-33SX-S2K2-K
ANON-33SX-S2JN-E
ANON-33SX-S2J8-R
ANON-33SX-S2HX-P
ANON-33SX-S2HJ-8
ANON-33SX-S2GS-G
ANON-33SX-S29R-1
ANON-33SX-S293-2
ANON-33SX-S283-1
ANON-33SX-S27B-F
IMMS Nutrition
ANON-33SX-STZF-R
ANON-33SX-STZA-K
ANON-33SX-STSW-2
ANON-33SX-STS2-W
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private vehicles. Not only would this mean
that the benefits of the Scheme would be
eroded, it would also lead to negative
secondary impacts on the environment, for
example on air quality.
The benefits of the Scheme in terms of
reduced journey time and better reliability
would be reduced if there were no user
charge, and the opportunity to provide
better public transport services across the
river would also be diminished.
It is important to apply a charge to both
tunnels in order to prevent drivers favouring
the non-charged tunnel. If both Blackwall
and Silvertown Tunnel were not subject to a
charge then queues would build up broadly
as they do now, inhibiting access to the
Silvertown Tunnel. As well as diminishing
the Scheme's benefits in terms of reducing
congestion, other benefits such as the
opportunity for enhanced cross-river bus
provision, which would provide important
benefits to local residents, would be eroded.
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ANON-33SX-STMR-Q
ANON-33SX-STF8-P
The user charge must be
higher than the cost of
using Emirates Air Line
(EAL)

ANON-33SX-SFR5-H
ANON-33SX-SF2C-Y
ANON-33SX-S25K-P
ANON-33SX-S21K-J
Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham

The user charge
represents conflicting
priorities between raising
revenue and managing

ANON-33SX-STC8-K
ANON-33SX-STBQ-B
ANON-33SX-ST9D-N

The Draft DCO (Document Reference 3.1)
N
provides that TfL’s power to set and vary
the charges must be exercised in
accordance with the Charging Policy
(Document Reference 7.11). This Policy
governs all aspects of user charging
including setting the charge level,
identifying the vehicles to be charged and
the discounts and exemptions available. TfL
is seeking the power to be flexible in
applying user charges so that the charging
regime can most effectively manage
demand in a variety of future scenarios. The
EAL is just one of the alternative transport
connections available and it is not
appropriate to fix the charge relative to this
factor alone. The approach to user charging
at the Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels has
been guided by modelling of impacts and
not by comparisons to other modes such as
EAL. The lowest EAL fare available is
£1.70.
The principal reason for the user charge is
N
to manage demand for the Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels. A secondary reason for
user charging is to help to pay for the new
tunnel. The Charging Policy (Document
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demand
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ANON-33SX-ST4W-3
ANON-33SX-ST4R-X
ANON-33SX-SNZP-V
ANON-33SX-SNVX-Z
ANON-33SX-SNV5-W
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNST-S
ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRU-S
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNHE-Y
ANON-33SX-SNH8-J
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y
ANON-33SX-SNC5-A
ANON-33SX-SN8V-Z
ANON-33SX-SN8T-X
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D

Reference 7.11) sets out the factors for
consideration in setting the initial charge
and making subsequent variations and this
makes clear that the demand management
function takes priority.
TfL does not make a profit on its current
operations and any surplus revenue will be
reinvested in London's transport and roads
network. See the Funding Statement
(Document Reference 4.2).
The Charging Policy sets out that the user
charge will increase from time to time in line
with inflation. Other changes to the charge,
including price increases, must satisfy the
environmental criteria set out in the
Charging Policy.
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ANON-33SX-SN82-V
ANON-33SX-SN71-T
ANON-33SX-SN6G-F
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
ANON-33SX-SN17-T
ANON-33SX-SFZG-B
ANON-33SX-SFW8-S
ANON-33SX-SFVW-Q
ANON-33SX-SFUE-4
ANON-33SX-SFU3-J
ANON-33SX-SFTS-H
ANON-33SX-SFRG-3
ANON-33SX-SFRD-Z
ANON-33SX-SFR9-N
ANON-33SX-SFQ4-F
ANON-33SX-SFNW-F
ANON-33SX-SFMV-D
ANON-33SX-SFKZ-F
ANON-33SX-SFJB-P
ANON-33SX-SFFD-M
ANON-33SX-SFEP-Y
ANON-33SX-SFBB-E
ANON-33SX-SF75-P
ANON-33SX-SF6N-E
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ANON-33SX-SF3W-M
ANON-33SX-SF3K-8
ANON-33SX-SF36-K
ANON-33SX-SF35-J
ANON-33SX-SF1Z-N
ANON-33SX-SF1G-2
ANON-33SX-S7ZJ-Y
ANON-33SX-S7Y6-A
ANON-33SX-S7W8-A
ANON-33SX-S7TF-N
ANON-33SX-S7SJ-R
ANON-33SX-S7RX-5
ANON-33SX-S7RN-U
ANON-33SX-S7P7-2
ANON-33SX-S7MB-A
ANON-33SX-S7M3-U
ANON-33SX-S7K5-U
ANON-33SX-S7GQ-K
ANON-33SX-S7GF-8
ANON-33SX-S7EJ-A
ANON-33SX-S7DC-2
ANON-33SX-S7CY-Q
ANON-33SX-S7CJ-8
ANON-33SX-S7C3-H
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ANON-33SX-S7C1-F
ANON-33SX-S79A-N
ANON-33SX-S795-9
ANON-33SX-S788-B
ANON-33SX-S76S-4
ANON-33SX-S76C-M
ANON-33SX-S764-5
ANON-33SX-S75Q-1
ANON-33SX-S738-6
ANON-33SX-S72W-4
ANON-33SX-S72R-Y
ANON-33SX-S72A-E
ANON-33SX-S727-4
ANON-33SX-S2X9-7
ANON-33SX-S2WQ-X
ANON-33SX-S2WM-T
ANON-33SX-S2WJ-Q
ANON-33SX-S2WC-G
ANON-33SX-S2VC-F
ANON-33SX-S2VA-D
ANON-33SX-S2UR-W
ANON-33SX-S2TF-G
ANON-33SX-S2TE-F
ANON-33SX-S2SF-F
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ANON-33SX-S2S4-W
ANON-33SX-S2P6-V
ANON-33SX-S2NE-9
ANON-33SX-S2N7-U
ANON-33SX-S2MD-7
ANON-33SX-S2JF-6
ANON-33SX-S2HA-Y
ANON-33SX-S2H4-J
ANON-33SX-S2H2-G
ANON-33SX-S2GS-G
ANON-33SX-S2G5-J
ANON-33SX-S2FP-C
ANON-33SX-S2FJ-6
ANON-33SX-S2DY-K
ANON-33SX-S2DX-J
ANON-33SX-S2DG-1
ANON-33SX-S2CY-J
ANON-33SX-S2AX-F
ANON-33SX-S29T-3
ANON-33SX-S28V-4
ANON-33SX-S28P-X
ANON-33SX-S27B-F
ANON-33SX-S276-3
ANON-33SX-S26H-M
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ANON-33SX-S261-W
ANON-33SX-S25W-2
ANON-33SX-S25S-X
ANON-33SX-S24P-T
Richard Harrision Hills
Prospects
Jewish Care
GREEN WASTE CARE
LIMITED
Blue Flame Gas Services
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4
BHLF-33SX-SN9A-C
BHLF-33SX-SN5U-V
BHLF-33SX-S7UA-H
BHLF-33SX-S7SR-Z
BHLF-33SX-S7Q2-X
BHLF-33SX-S7MZ-2
BHLF-33SX-S7MT-V
BHLF-33SX-S7KS-S
BHLF-33SX-S7K8-X
BHLF-33SX-S7K1-Q
BHLF-33SX-S7H5-R
BHLF-33SX-S7DZ-S
BHLF-33SX-S77R-4
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BHLF-33SX-S77F-R
BHLF-33SX-S77A-K
BHLF-33SX-S75W-7
BHLF-33SX-S75R-2
BHLF-33SX-S759-9
BHLF-33SX-S752-2
BHLF-33SX-S73F-M
ANON-33SX-STW4-3
ANON-33SX-STSB-D
ANON-33SX-STRJ-M
ANON-33SX-STQN-Q
ANON-33SX-STQK-M
ANON-33SX-STQC-C
ANON-33SX-STPU-W
ANON-33SX-STJ8-T
ANON-33SX-STF8-P
ANON-33SX-STE7-M
ANON-33SX-STE1-E
ANON-33SX-STDH-4
The user charge should
also apply to coaches,
taxis and blue badge
holders
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ANON-33SX-S7EW-Q
BHLF-33SX-S7VK-V

The user charge provides for discounts and
exemptions to be determined by TfL. In the
Assessed Case, discounts for these
categories have been assumed. As set out
in the Charging Policy (Document
Reference 7.11), TfL will set the initial user

N
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charges (including any discounts and
exemptions) prior to Scheme opening.
Any discounts and exemptions must have a
robust policy justification and must not
undermine the Project Objectives.
Coaches (like buses) are a sustainable form
of transport and it is appropriate to
encourage their use. Taxis are part of the
transport network, and as they are all
wheelchair-accessible, can perform an
important social function. Blue Badge
holders are eligible for a 100% discount in
the Assessed Case in recognition that some
disabled people need a vehicle in order to
have access to transport.
The user charge should
apply at weekends

ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-SNBH-V
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SN17-T

The DCO gives TfL a general power to set
the user charges prior to the Scheme
opening and to make subsequent variations
to the charges where this is necessary to
manage traffic and its associated impacts.
One of the elements of this general power
is to specify the days and times for which
charges apply. This could include
weekends, and the Assessed Case charges
set out in Appendix A of the Charging
Statement (Document Reference 7.5)
include a weekend charge. This is because
demand is lower than on weekdays, but still

N
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The user charge should
apply only to goods
vehicles

ANON-33SX-ST9S-4
ANON-33SX-ST92-3
ANON-33SX-SN1F-9
ANON-33SX-SFX6-R
ANON-33SX-SFKE-T
ANON-33SX-SF23-F
ANON-33SX-S7NU-X
ANON-33SX-S76M-X
ANON-33SX-S2SS-V
ANON-33SX-S2DX-J
ANON-33SX-S285-3
BHLF-33SX-S7CP-E
ANON-33SX-STMW-V
ANON-33SX-STMP-N
ANON-33SX-STHC-3

The user charge should
apply only to people who
do not live in London

ANON-33SX-S26U-1
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high enough that a user charge is needed.
An off-peak charge has therefore been
applied at the weekend, in the assessed
case.
Charging only goods vehicles (HGVs and
LGVs) would not serve to manage demand
from other vehicles and so would
undermine the Scheme's ability to meet its
objectives and manage the environmental
impacts. It would also reduce revenue
available to pay for the Scheme, potentially
threatening its viability. All drivers will
benefit from the Scheme in terms of better
journey times, resilience and reduced
congestion, and all vehicles lead to wear
and tear on the road. For this reason all
vehicles would be charged, albeit with
differential charging by type of vehicle to
recognise the different impacts.

The user charge is intended to manage
demand for the crossings and pay for the
construction and operation of the Silvertown
Tunnel. Everyone driving through one of
these tunnels benefits from reduced
congestion / improved reliability so it is fair
to apply a user charge to everyone in the

N

N
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same way. Charging only non-Londoners is
unlikely to be legally permissible, even if a
basis could be developed for such a
criterion. Those living in London make up a
substantial proportion of users of the
Blackwall Tunnel, so excluding them from
charging would greatly reduce its demand
management effect and decrease the
revenue generated.
The user charge should be ANON-33SX-S2DB-V
integrated into the Oyster
ANON-33SX-S293-2
Card system
BHLF-33SX-S751-1
ANON-33SX-STW4-3
ANON-33SX-STSK-P

Oyster is a smartcard which can be used to
store travel cards and PAYG credit for
journeys on public transport in London. It
requires the user to swipe the card at a
reader which is located on the vehicle (for
buses and trams) or at the gate line (for
trains). It is not feasible to offer Oyster
payment for the Scheme because there
would be no physical barriers or card
readers in place: all charge collection would
be automatic. Similarly it would not be
possible to offer contactless card payment
facilities.

N

The user charge should
cease once the
construction of the
Scheme is paid for

TfL anticipate that it will be necessary for
the user charge to continue beyond the
date at which the cost of Scheme
construction has been recouped in order to
maintain its demand management effect.
Additionally, maintenance and operational
costs of the Scheme are ongoing and the

N

ANON-33SX-SNRS-Q
ANON-33SX-S7HS-P
ANON-33SX-S7CH-6
ANON-33SX-S72X-5
ANON-33SX-S29V-5
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Jim Coles Ltd
BHLF-33SX-S7VP-1

charge revenue will help to pay for these.

The user charge should
not apply at weekends or
bank holidays

ANON-33SX-ST7G-P
ANON-33SX-SNBF-T
ANON-33SX-SF8S-N
ANON-33SX-S2JR-J
ANON-33SX-S28E-K
ANON-33SX-S25J-N
BHLF-33SX-SNDX-E

The DCO gives TfL a general power to set
N
the user charges prior to the Scheme
opening and to make subsequent variations
to the charges where this is necessary to
manage traffic and its associated impacts.
One of the elements of this general power
is to specify the days and times for which
charges apply. This could include
weekends, and the Assessed Case charges
set out in Appendix A of the Charging
Statement (Document Reference 7.5)
include a weekend charge as the data
indicates that the traffic conditions warrant a
charge at this time. However the decision
on when and how to apply charges will be
taken nearer to Scheme opening, and is
subject to future variation as set out in the
Charging Policy (Document Reference
7.11).

The user charge should
vary according to the
make and type of vehicles
using the tunnels

ANON-33SX-SFDQ-Y
ANON-33SX-S71B-E
ANON-33SX-S23W-Z
ANON-33SX-STPK-K
ANON-33SX-STJ5-Q

The Charging Policy (Document Reference
7.11) notes that there are different elements
of the user charge that TfL could use in
setting and varying the charge including for
example vehicle classification ('type' of
vehicle). It does not include a variation by
car manufacturer, as there would be no
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justification for such an approach.
The user charge should
vary based on traffic levels

ANON-33SX-SFCV-3
ANON-33SX-S7SK-S
London TravelWatch

The DCO gives TfL a general power to set
N
the user charges prior to the Scheme
opening and to make subsequent variations
to the charges where this is necessary to
manage traffic and its associated impacts.
In principle this could include a charge
determined by prevailing traffic levels (i.e. a
form of dynamic charging). In broad terms,
this approach has been demonstrated in the
Assessed Case and has the potential to be
implemented in a more sophisticated way
as conditions change and road user
charging technology develops.

The user charge should
vary between the
Blackwall and Silvertown
Tunnels

ANON-33SX-S2KJ-B

The Charging Policy (Document Reference N
7.11) allows for differential pricing although
the Assessed Case has not used this
approach. Given the proximity of the two
tunnels, especially on the northbound
approach, it is considered important that
price is not a factor in drivers' choice of
tunnel. Queuing traffic for the lower-charged
tunnel could block the approach to the
higher-charged tunnel.

The user charge will
discourage economic
development

ANON-33SX-ST8X-8
ANON-33SX-ST43-Y
ANON-33SX-SNQB-5

TfL believes that the Scheme is likely to
support higher levels of economic activity
and increase the number of jobs in east
London. The Regeneration and

N
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ANON-33SX-SNQ5-R
ANON-33SX-SN8X-2
ANON-33SX-SN3T-S
ANON-33SX-SFR8-M
ANON-33SX-SFNU-D
ANON-33SX-SF3W-M
ANON-33SX-S7TZ-9
ANON-33SX-S7RX-5
ANON-33SX-S7R3-Z
ANON-33SX-S7NU-X
ANON-33SX-S7MB-A
ANON-33SX-S7B4-H
ANON-33SX-S76X-9
ANON-33SX-S74N-W
ANON-33SX-S72A-E
ANON-33SX-S2ZZ-A
ANON-33SX-S2KU-P
ANON-33SX-S2KS-M
ANON-33SX-S2G2-F
ANON-33SX-S2AW-E
ANON-33SX-S295-4
ANON-33SX-S25Y-4
ANON-33SX-S242-V
Spitalfields Market
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Development Impact Assessment
(Document Reference 7.8) identifies that
the Scheme could support the creation of
several thousand additional jobs in east
London by reducing congestion, improving
the resilience and reliability of the road
network, and improving access to suppliers,
customers and the labour market. The
Economic Assessment Report ( Document
Reference 7.8) identifies that economic
benefits, net of user charges, will total
£1.3bn for residents and businesses over
the appraisal period.
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No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
London Assembly Green
Party Group
Greenwich Borough Liberal
Democrats
Friends of the Earth
Cleaner products
Campaign for Better
Transport
BHLF-33SX-SNJ9-N
BHLF-33SX-SN95-Z
BHLF-33SX-S7V9-A
BHLF-33SX-S7KS-S
BHLF-33SX-S7BG-4
Bates Alarms Ltd
ANON-33SX-STGR-H
ANON-33SX-STCR-D
The user charge will
discourage economic
development in Hackney

ANON-33SX-S7TB-H

The Economic Assessment Report
(Document Reference: 7.8) identifies that
economic benefits, net of user charges, will
total £1.3bn for residents and businesses
over the appraisal period. It is estimated
that journeys with a destination in LB
Hackney will accrue 3% of this benefit.
The Regeneration and Development Impact

N
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Assessment identifies that there is likely to
be little change in economic development in
LB Hackney as a result of the Scheme. The
number of cross-river journeys to the
borough is not expected to change.
However, there could be a small increase in
the number of LB Hackney residents
employed, as they will be able to access
additional jobs facilitated by the Scheme in
LB Newham and LB Tower Hamlets.
The user charge will
discourage economic
development in the area
surrounding the Blackwall
and Silvertown Tunnels so
TfL should introduce a
public transport only
crossing instead

ANON-33SX-S2ZS-3

Access to jobs by public transport is
particularly important for regeneration, and
as set out in the previous section, the
Scheme will enable TfL to run more and
better bus services across the river. The
charging policy at the tunnels would support
public transport: buses and coaches would
not be charged at any time and would also
benefit from the dedicated lane for heavy
vehicles.

N

The user charge will
encourage more traffic at
night

ANON-33SX-SFBF-J
ANON-33SX-S2T8-2
Greenwich Conservatives

In the Assessed Case, no charge has been
assumed from 10pm to 6am and this could
have the effect of encouraging some
journeys to be made at night. It is helpful to
encourage drivers to travel at less busy
times. However this effect is likely to be
small as journey times at night will not

N
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The user charge will serve
to divide the City

ANON-33SX-SN81-U
ANON-33SX-S7U2-2
ANON-33SX-S7RY-6
ANON-33SX-S7M2-T
ANON-33SX-S7H6-S
ANON-33SX-S7EQ-H
ANON-33SX-S7CY-Q
ANON-33SX-S7C3-H
ANON-33SX-S76F-Q
ANON-33SX-S2ZE-N
ANON-33SX-S2YV-5
ANON-33SX-S2TB-C
ANON-33SX-S2PA-7
ANON-33SX-S2JF-6
ANON-33SX-S2GZ-Q
ANON-33SX-S298-7
ANON-33SX-S28X-6
ANON-33SX-S25D-F
BHLF-33SX-SN5K-J
BHLF-33SX-S77X-A

improve significantly and other controls on
night-time movements for certain vehicles,
such as the London Lorry Control Scheme,
would continue to apply.
By reducing congestion and improving
reliability, the Scheme will enable car users
to access a greater range of potential retail
facilities on the opposite site of the River
within a specific time budget. The
Regeneration and Development Impact
Assessment (Document Reference 7.8)
identifies that the Scheme will result in an
increase in cross river movement, some of
which will be an increase in retail trips. This
is partly a result of the introduction of new
frequent bus services, which the Scheme
will facilitate, and which will provide the
opportunity to access a much wider range
of jobs and services, particularly for the
significant proportion of residents that do
not have access to car.

N
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BHLF-33SX-S755-5
Bates Alarms Ltd
ANON-33SX-STZY-B
The user charge will serve
to restrict the leisure
activities of local people

ANON-33SX-SNR6-T
ANON-33SX-SNC8-D
ANON-33SX-SFZ7-U
ANON-33SX-S7JM-J
ANON-33SX-S76C-M
ANON-33SX-S2S7-Z
ANON-33SX-S2K7-R
ANON-33SX-S2JF-6
ANON-33SX-STTX-4

The user charge will serve
to restrict travel
opportunities

ANON-33SX-ST3T-Y
ANON-33SX-S7E2-J
BHLF-33SX-S77X-A
ANON-33SX-STMH-D
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The level of charge has not yet been set
and will not be until just before the Scheme
opens, as set out in the Charging Policy
(Document Reference 7.11). However, the
Assessed Case user charge has been
designed to be affordable to the vast
majority of East London residents. The
majority of car trips for leisure purposes will
be subject to the off-peak charge, which is
less than half of that of the Dartford
Crossing. The introduction of bus services
facilitated by the Scheme also means that
residents have access to alternative travel
options, with the result being an increase in
cross river movement from all Boroughs,
both from in work and out of work trips,
many of which will be from lower income
groups.
By reducing congestion and improving
reliability, the Scheme will enable car users
to access a greater range of potential retail
facilities on the opposite site of the River
within a specific time budget. The
Regeneration and Development Impact
Assessment (Document Reference 7.8)

N

N
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identifies that the Scheme will result in an
increase in cross river movement, some of
which will be an increase in retail trips. This
is partly a result of the introduction of new
frequent bus services, which the Scheme
will facilitate, and which will provide the
opportunity to access a much wider range
of jobs and services, particularly for the
significant proportion of residents that do
not have access to car.
This will increase the number of potential
customers and support local shops and
businesses.
The charge will have a
negative impact on
businesses

ANON-33SX-SFX6-R
ANON-33SX-SF82-M
ANON-33SX-S279-6

Although there is no appraisal of the effects
of the Scheme on specific businesses, the
Regeneration and Development Impact
Assessment (Document Reference 7.8)
identifies that the Scheme will result in an
increase in cross river movement from all
Boroughs, both from in work and out of
work trips, which will result in greater
interaction between residents and
businesses on either side of the River. This
is partly a result of the introduction of new
frequent bus services, which the Scheme
will facilitate, and which will provide the
opportunity to access a much wider range
of jobs and services, particularly for the
significant proportion of residents that do

N
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There are inconsistencies ANON-33SX-STCK-6
in the approach to
ANON-33SX-STCC-X
charging crossings in West ANON-33SX-STCB-W
and East London
ANON-33SX-STBU-F
ANON-33SX-STBK-5
ANON-33SX-STB9-K
ANON-33SX-STB7-H
ANON-33SX-STAU-E
ANON-33SX-STA6-F
ANON-33SX-ST9U-6
ANON-33SX-ST9M-X
ANON-33SX-ST9D-N
ANON-33SX-ST91-2
ANON-33SX-ST8U-5
ANON-33SX-ST8R-2
ANON-33SX-ST8C-K
ANON-33SX-ST7Y-8
ANON-33SX-ST7T-3
ANON-33SX-ST7F-N
ANON-33SX-ST6K-S
ANON-33SX-ST61-Y
ANON-33SX-ST5V-3
ANON-33SX-ST5Q-X
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not have access to car.
Without a user charge, the additional
capacity and improved journey times
brought about by the Scheme would attract
substantial levels of traffic demand to the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels. This
could include highway trips not currently on
the network.
While imposing a user charge at other or all
of London's road river crossings might in
principle raise enough revenue to pay for
the Scheme, it would fail to meet the Project
Objectives of increasing resilience and
reducing congestion and delay at the
Blackwall Tunnel, which requires the
provision of extra capacity as well as a user
charge which is at a level that ensures the
benefits of this added capacity are locked in
for the long-term.
New road crossings to the west are not
currently proposed, but it is likely that if TfL
did build a new road crossing to the west, it
would also be charged in order to manage
demand and pay for the project.
TfL consider it reasonable and appropriate
for the users and direct beneficiaries of the
improvements to contribute to the costs.
Charging is proposed as a means to
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ANON-33SX-ST5A-E
ANON-33SX-ST55-2
ANON-33SX-ST4W-3
ANON-33SX-ST4K-Q
ANON-33SX-ST4B-E
ANON-33SX-ST4A-D
ANON-33SX-ST48-4
ANON-33SX-ST46-2
ANON-33SX-ST42-X
ANON-33SX-ST2W-1
ANON-33SX-ST23-W
ANON-33SX-ST1M-P
ANON-33SX-ST18-1
ANON-33SX-ST13-V
ANON-33SX-SNZU-1
ANON-33SX-SNWT-W
ANON-33SX-SNVQ-S
ANON-33SX-SNVA-9
ANON-33SX-SNV9-1
ANON-33SX-SNUJ-H
ANON-33SX-SNSA-6
ANON-33SX-SNRX-V
ANON-33SX-SNRR-P
ANON-33SX-SNRC-7

manage demand and to pay for the new
tunnel.
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ANON-33SX-SNQY-V
ANON-33SX-SNQV-S
ANON-33SX-SNQP-K
ANON-33SX-SNQF-9
ANON-33SX-SNMY-R
ANON-33SX-SNM9-R
ANON-33SX-SNM6-N
ANON-33SX-SNM1-G
ANON-33SX-SNKV-K
ANON-33SX-SNKT-H
ANON-33SX-SNK9-P
ANON-33SX-SNHU-F
ANON-33SX-SNHM-7
ANON-33SX-SNHF-Z
ANON-33SX-SNFA-S
ANON-33SX-SNEY-G
ANON-33SX-SNEE-V
ANON-33SX-SNEB-S
ANON-33SX-SNE8-F
ANON-33SX-SNCS-8
ANON-33SX-SNCB-Q
ANON-33SX-SNBS-7
ANON-33SX-SNBH-V
ANON-33SX-SNBF-T
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ANON-33SX-SN8S-W
ANON-33SX-SN8M-Q
ANON-33SX-SN8K-N
ANON-33SX-SN85-Y
ANON-33SX-SN81-U
ANON-33SX-SN7J-K
ANON-33SX-SN7C-C
ANON-33SX-SN6R-T
ANON-33SX-SN64-V
ANON-33SX-SN63-U
ANON-33SX-SN3Q-P
ANON-33SX-SN3J-F
ANON-33SX-SFZZ-X
ANON-33SX-SFZU-S
ANON-33SX-SFY1-M
ANON-33SX-SFXP-J
ANON-33SX-SFXN-G
ANON-33SX-SFXD-6
ANON-33SX-SFX6-R
ANON-33SX-SFX3-N
ANON-33SX-SFWR-K
ANON-33SX-SFWQ-J
ANON-33SX-SFWP-H
ANON-33SX-SFWN-F
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ANON-33SX-SFWC-4
ANON-33SX-SFW6-Q
ANON-33SX-SFVX-R
ANON-33SX-SFVW-Q
ANON-33SX-SFVU-N
ANON-33SX-SFVR-J
ANON-33SX-SFVC-3
ANON-33SX-SFV9-S
ANON-33SX-SFV1-H
ANON-33SX-SFUY-R
ANON-33SX-SFUS-J
ANON-33SX-SFU3-J
ANON-33SX-SFU2-H
ANON-33SX-SFTJ-8
ANON-33SX-SFTA-Y
ANON-33SX-SFSX-N
ANON-33SX-SFSH-5
ANON-33SX-SFSD-1
ANON-33SX-SFRY-N
ANON-33SX-SFRW-K
ANON-33SX-SFRV-J
ANON-33SX-SFRJ-6
ANON-33SX-SFR6-J
ANON-33SX-SFR2-E
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ANON-33SX-SFQT-F
ANON-33SX-SFQ9-M
ANON-33SX-SFPH-2
ANON-33SX-SFPF-Z
ANON-33SX-SFPD-X
ANON-33SX-SFP3-D
ANON-33SX-SFNV-E
ANON-33SX-SFNU-D
ANON-33SX-SFNQ-9
ANON-33SX-SFNF-X
ANON-33SX-SFNC-U
ANON-33SX-SFN9-H
ANON-33SX-SFMX-F
ANON-33SX-SFMT-B
ANON-33SX-SFMQ-8
ANON-33SX-SFMD-U
ANON-33SX-SFKY-E
ANON-33SX-SFKU-A
ANON-33SX-SFKK-Z
ANON-33SX-SFK5-A
ANON-33SX-SFJV-A
ANON-33SX-SFJR-6
ANON-33SX-SFJN-2
ANON-33SX-SFJJ-X
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ANON-33SX-SFJC-Q
ANON-33SX-SFJ5-9
ANON-33SX-SFHD-P
ANON-33SX-SFHC-N
ANON-33SX-SFHB-M
ANON-33SX-SFH4-6
ANON-33SX-SFGD-N
ANON-33SX-SFFW-7
ANON-33SX-SFEW-6
ANON-33SX-SFEA-G
ANON-33SX-SFDX-6
ANON-33SX-SFDP-X
ANON-33SX-SFDG-N
ANON-33SX-SFDA-F
ANON-33SX-SFD9-7
ANON-33SX-SFCY-6
ANON-33SX-SFCX-5
ANON-33SX-SFCQ-X
ANON-33SX-SFC1-X
ANON-33SX-SFBY-5
ANON-33SX-SFBW-3
ANON-33SX-SFBC-F
ANON-33SX-SFBB-E
ANON-33SX-SFB9-5
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ANON-33SX-SFAT-Y
ANON-33SX-SFAF-H
ANON-33SX-SFAE-G
ANON-33SX-SFA9-4
ANON-33SX-SFA8-3
ANON-33SX-SFA1-V
ANON-33SX-SF9X-U
ANON-33SX-SF9H-B
ANON-33SX-SF7U-P
ANON-33SX-SF7P-H
ANON-33SX-SF7N-F
ANON-33SX-SF7M-E
ANON-33SX-SF73-M
ANON-33SX-SF71-J
ANON-33SX-SF6R-J
ANON-33SX-SF6C-3
ANON-33SX-SF5S-J
ANON-33SX-SF59-R
ANON-33SX-SF4U-K
ANON-33SX-SF3W-M
ANON-33SX-SF3V-K
ANON-33SX-SF3U-J
ANON-33SX-SF3B-Y
ANON-33SX-SF38-N
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ANON-33SX-SF28-M
ANON-33SX-SF23-F
ANON-33SX-SF1Z-N
ANON-33SX-SF1X-K
ANON-33SX-SF1W-J
ANON-33SX-SF1H-3
ANON-33SX-S7ZZ-F
ANON-33SX-S7ZR-7
ANON-33SX-S7Z1-6
ANON-33SX-S7YX-C
ANON-33SX-S7YU-9
ANON-33SX-S7YK-Y
ANON-33SX-S7XX-B
ANON-33SX-S7XT-7
ANON-33SX-S7X8-B
ANON-33SX-S7X2-5
ANON-33SX-S7X1-4
ANON-33SX-S7WV-8
ANON-33SX-S7WQ-3
ANON-33SX-S7WE-Q
ANON-33SX-S7UR-2
ANON-33SX-S7UN-X
ANON-33SX-S7U6-6
ANON-33SX-S7ST-2
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ANON-33SX-S7SS-1
ANON-33SX-S7SE-K
ANON-33SX-S7RY-6
ANON-33SX-S7RX-5
ANON-33SX-S7RN-U
ANON-33SX-S7RD-H
ANON-33SX-S7R3-Z
ANON-33SX-S7R1-X
ANON-33SX-S7QT-Z
ANON-33SX-S7QA-D
ANON-33SX-S7PY-4
ANON-33SX-S7PN-S
ANON-33SX-S7PH-K
ANON-33SX-S7PB-D
ANON-33SX-S7NH-H
ANON-33SX-S7NG-G
ANON-33SX-S7N7-Z
ANON-33SX-S7MR-T
ANON-33SX-S7MK-K
ANON-33SX-S7MA-9
ANON-33SX-S7M9-1
ANON-33SX-S7JV-U
ANON-33SX-S7J8-W
ANON-33SX-S7J6-U
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ANON-33SX-S7HN-H
ANON-33SX-S7GR-M
ANON-33SX-S7GQ-K
ANON-33SX-S7GG-9
ANON-33SX-S7GA-3
ANON-33SX-S7G1-K
ANON-33SX-S7EV-P
ANON-33SX-S7EQ-H
ANON-33SX-S7DC-2
ANON-33SX-S7CY-Q
ANON-33SX-S7CR-G
ANON-33SX-S7C9-Q
ANON-33SX-S7C3-H
ANON-33SX-S7C1-F
ANON-33SX-S7BV-K
ANON-33SX-S7BQ-E
ANON-33SX-S7BM-A
ANON-33SX-S7BK-8
ANON-33SX-S7BE-2
ANON-33SX-S7BA-X
ANON-33SX-S7B1-E
ANON-33SX-S7AM-9
ANON-33SX-S7AE-1
ANON-33SX-S79V-A
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ANON-33SX-S79T-8
ANON-33SX-S78V-9
ANON-33SX-S78U-8
ANON-33SX-S78E-R
ANON-33SX-S76P-1
ANON-33SX-S76C-M
ANON-33SX-S76B-K
ANON-33SX-S75V-6
ANON-33SX-S74D-K
ANON-33SX-S743-2
ANON-33SX-S73Z-8
ANON-33SX-S73P-X
ANON-33SX-S72X-5
ANON-33SX-S72T-1
ANON-33SX-S72S-Z
ANON-33SX-S2ZR-2
ANON-33SX-S2ZJ-T
ANON-33SX-S2Z9-9
ANON-33SX-S2YM-V
ANON-33SX-S2YJ-S
ANON-33SX-S2YC-J
ANON-33SX-S2Y6-5
ANON-33SX-S2Y5-4
ANON-33SX-S2WJ-Q
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ANON-33SX-S2WH-N
ANON-33SX-S2WF-K
ANON-33SX-S2VY-5
ANON-33SX-S2VE-H
ANON-33SX-S2UM-R
ANON-33SX-S2UJ-N
ANON-33SX-S2UC-E
ANON-33SX-S2U9-4
ANON-33SX-S2U2-W
ANON-33SX-S2U1-V
ANON-33SX-S2TU-Y
ANON-33SX-S2TP-T
ANON-33SX-S2TG-H
ANON-33SX-S2T6-Z
ANON-33SX-S2T4-X
ANON-33SX-S2SS-V
ANON-33SX-S2S9-2
ANON-33SX-S2S7-Z
ANON-33SX-S2RW-Y
ANON-33SX-S2RU-W
ANON-33SX-S2RP-R
ANON-33SX-S2RE-D
ANON-33SX-S2R7-Y
ANON-33SX-S2PV-V
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ANON-33SX-S2PP-P
ANON-33SX-S2PJ-G
ANON-33SX-S2P9-Y
ANON-33SX-S2P6-V
ANON-33SX-S2P1-Q
ANON-33SX-S2NV-T
ANON-33SX-S2N3-Q
ANON-33SX-S2KV-Q
ANON-33SX-S2KU-P
ANON-33SX-S2KS-M
ANON-33SX-S2KJ-B
ANON-33SX-S2KH-9
ANON-33SX-S2JR-J
ANON-33SX-S2JC-3
ANON-33SX-S2J4-M
ANON-33SX-S2HW-N
ANON-33SX-S2H2-G
ANON-33SX-S2H1-F
ANON-33SX-S2G9-P
ANON-33SX-S2FW-K
ANON-33SX-S2FS-F
ANON-33SX-S2FD-Z
ANON-33SX-S2F9-N
ANON-33SX-S2ET-F
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ANON-33SX-S2E1-C
ANON-33SX-S2DX-J
ANON-33SX-S2DQ-B
ANON-33SX-S2CY-J
ANON-33SX-S2CV-F
ANON-33SX-S2CK-4
ANON-33SX-S2CG-Z
ANON-33SX-S2CF-Y
ANON-33SX-S2CC-V
ANON-33SX-S2C2-B
ANON-33SX-S2BX-G
ANON-33SX-S2B1-9
ANON-33SX-S2AU-C
ANON-33SX-S2AQ-8
ANON-33SX-S2AP-7
ANON-33SX-S2AG-X
ANON-33SX-S2AF-W
ANON-33SX-S297-6
ANON-33SX-S295-4
ANON-33SX-S28X-6
ANON-33SX-S28V-4
ANON-33SX-S287-5
ANON-33SX-S285-3
ANON-33SX-S283-1
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ANON-33SX-S27V-3
ANON-33SX-S27S-Z
ANON-33SX-S27Q-X
ANON-33SX-S27K-R
ANON-33SX-S27D-H
ANON-33SX-S26Q-W
ANON-33SX-S26G-K
ANON-33SX-S25Z-5
ANON-33SX-S25R-W
ANON-33SX-S25Q-V
ANON-33SX-S251-V
ANON-33SX-S24F-G
ANON-33SX-S23D-D
ANON-33SX-S23B-B
ANON-33SX-S23A-A
ANON-33SX-S238-1
ANON-33SX-S236-Y
ANON-33SX-S22E-D
ANON-33SX-S22D-C
ANON-33SX-S221-S
ANON-33SX-S21Z-1
ANON-33SX-S21X-Y
ANON-33SX-S21T-U
ANON-33SX-S21N-N
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ANON-33SX-S217-X
ANON-33SX-S216-W
St George's Square
Management Company
South East London Chamber
of Commerce
Charlton Rail Users' Group
BHLF-33SX-SNJV-J
BHLF-33SX-SNJJ-6
BHLF-33SX-SNJF-2
BHLF-33SX-SNJ9-N
BHLF-33SX-SNGM-6
BHLF-33SX-SN95-Z
BHLF-33SX-SN5Z-1
BHLF-33SX-SN5X-Y
BHLF-33SX-SN53-T
BHLF-33SX-SN52-S
BHLF-33SX-SN4Z-Z
BHLF-33SX-SN42-R
BHLF-33SX-S7WW-9
BHLF-33SX-S7VD-N
BHLF-33SX-S7V9-A
BHLF-33SX-S7UU-5
BHLF-33SX-S7U9-9
BHLF-33SX-S7U7-7
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BHLF-33SX-S7RZ-7
BHLF-33SX-S7QX-4
BHLF-33SX-S7Q3-Y
BHLF-33SX-S7MT-V
BHLF-33SX-S7MS-U
BHLF-33SX-S7MP-R
BHLF-33SX-S7KS-S
BHLF-33SX-S7KF-C
BHLF-33SX-S7HD-7
BHLF-33SX-S7HB-5
BHLF-33SX-S7H5-R
BHLF-33SX-S7FZ-U
BHLF-33SX-S7FP-H
BHLF-33SX-S7FM-E
BHLF-33SX-S7FE-6
BHLF-33SX-S7F9-T
BHLF-33SX-S7DP-F
BHLF-33SX-S7C7-N
BHLF-33SX-S7BD-1
BHLF-33SX-S77W-9
BHLF-33SX-S77M-Y
BHLF-33SX-S777-9
BHLF-33SX-S775-7
BHLF-33SX-S75W-7
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BHLF-33SX-S75R-2
BHLF-33SX-S75F-P
BHLF-33SX-S73Y-7
BHLF-33SX-S73G-N
BHLF-33SX-S733-1
ANON-33SX-STZY-B
ANON-33SX-STZR-4
ANON-33SX-STZQ-3
ANON-33SX-STYK-V
ANON-33SX-STYE-P
ANON-33SX-STXF-P
ANON-33SX-STX6-6
ANON-33SX-STX1-1
ANON-33SX-STVF-M
ANON-33SX-STV6-4
ANON-33SX-STV2-Z
ANON-33SX-STUP-W
ANON-33SX-STTT-Z
ANON-33SX-STTS-Y
ANON-33SX-STTP-V
ANON-33SX-STTB-E
ANON-33SX-STTA-D
ANON-33SX-STT4-Z
ANON-33SX-STSW-2
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ANON-33SX-STSR-W
ANON-33SX-STSM-R
ANON-33SX-STSK-P
ANON-33SX-STSB-D
ANON-33SX-STRT-X
ANON-33SX-STQX-1
ANON-33SX-STQV-Y
ANON-33SX-STQT-W
ANON-33SX-STQ6-Y
ANON-33SX-STPU-W
ANON-33SX-STPN-P
ANON-33SX-STP7-Y
ANON-33SX-STP4-V
ANON-33SX-STNU-U
ANON-33SX-STNJ-G
ANON-33SX-STN3-S
ANON-33SX-STM5-T
ANON-33SX-STKY-V
ANON-33SX-STJK-D
ANON-33SX-STJB-4
ANON-33SX-STHW-Q
ANON-33SX-STHU-N
ANON-33SX-STHN-E
ANON-33SX-STHA-1
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ANON-33SX-STGV-N
ANON-33SX-STGJ-9
ANON-33SX-STEZ-Q
ANON-33SX-STEM-A
ANON-33SX-STE1-E
ANON-33SX-STDQ-D
ANON-33SX-STD2-E
There is disbelief that the
charge will prevent
pollution

ANON-33SX-S716-2

There are two main reasons for the user
charge: to manage demand for the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels; and to
help to pay for the new tunnel. Although
reducing pollution is not an objective of the
user charge, controlling the environmental
effects is a Project Objective (PO5) and the
user charge is intrinsic to achieving this.
There are several ways in which the user
charge will control environmental impacts
such as air pollution. Firstly by having a
flexible user charge TfL can effectively
manage demand for the Scheme and this
control over the number of vehicles will help
to control impacts, and it is not expected
that the number of vehicles using the
crossing will increase as a result of the
Scheme. In general, free-flowing traffic
produces fewer emissions than traffic
standing in congestion, so the Scheme will
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also have a positive effect in this regard.
The Assessed Case also assumes a higher
charge for larger and more polluting
vehicles. The Assessed Case assumes
that there would be a discount to incentivise
the use of lower-emission vehicles.
There is no incentive for
TfL to reduce demand for
the tunnel since these
users would pay for the
new tunnel to be built

ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNC6-B
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3U-T
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A

The positive impacts of the Scheme depend N
on the appropriate use of the user charge
and, as set out in the Charging Policy
(Document Reference 7.11). TfL must
ensure that the effects of the user charge
on the environment and traffic are
considered in setting the charge. For
example, TfL must take account of the
potential displacement effects of the user
charge – if it is too high it may lead to
adverse impacts on the road network, which
TfL has a duty to manage. TfL is committed
to ensuring that the charge continues to
have a demand management effect in the
long term, as this is the principal reason for
having the user charge.

There should be a charge
to use all roads nationally

ANON-33SX-SFBW-3
ANON-33SX-S2J1-H

A UK-wide road user charge could only be
implemented by central Government and no
such proposal currently exists.

N

There should be a
consistent mechanism for

BHLF-33SX-SNDX-E

TfL intends to integrate its road payment
systems (this Scheme, the Congestion
Charge, the LEZ) which will have benefits

N
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paying road user charges

There should be a
discount for low emissions
vehicles
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for users in terms of ease of use and could
also make it more cost-effective to
administer. However the charge for the
Dartford Crossing cannot be integrated as
this is a scheme outside London and is the
responsibility of Highways England and not
TfL.
ANON-33SX-SNQN-H
ANON-33SX-SNQ6-S
ANON-33SX-SNQ1-M
ANON-33SX-SN7G-G
ANON-33SX-SFK5-A
ANON-33SX-SFJQ-5
ANON-33SX-SF8Q-K
ANON-33SX-SF7Q-J
ANON-33SX-SF77-R
ANON-33SX-SF76-Q
ANON-33SX-SF39-P
ANON-33SX-SF23-F
ANON-33SX-S7YK-Y
ANON-33SX-S7TE-M
ANON-33SX-S79X-C
ANON-33SX-S74Y-8
ANON-33SX-S72X-5
ANON-33SX-S72G-M

TfL are committed to promoting, through
offering discounts and other incentives, the
use of low emission vehicles to reduce
transport related impacts on the
environment. The low emission vehicles
that would qualify for the discount would be
decided nearer the time of opening and
would align with other schemes such as the
Ultra Low Emission Discount arrangements
within the central London Congestion
Charge Scheme.
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ANON-33SX-S2Y3-2
ANON-33SX-S2SH-H
ANON-33SX-S2RY-1
ANON-33SX-S2RD-C
ANON-33SX-S2MH-B
ANON-33SX-S2M2-N
ANON-33SX-S26E-H
ANON-33SX-S23P-S
ANON-33SX-S23N-Q
ANON-33SX-S22S-U
ANON-33SX-S21Z-1
Road Haulage Association
Freight Transport Association
BHLF-33SX-SNJE-1
ANON-33SX-STPY-1
ANON-33SX-STJS-N
There should be a
discount or exemption to
the user charge for taxis

ANON-33SX-SNW2-U
ANON-33SX-S7PJ-N
London Suburban Taxi
Drivers Coalition

The user charge provides for discounts and
exemptions to be determined by TfL. In the
Assessed Case, it is assumed that taxis are
not subject to the user charge. As set out in
the Charging Policy (Document Reference
7.11), TfL will set the initial user charges
(including any discounts and exemptions)
prior to Scheme opening.

N

Any discounts and exemptions must have a
robust policy justification and must not
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undermine the Project Objectives.
There should be a
discount to the user
charge for businesses

ANON-33SX-SFEP-Y
London Chamber of
Commerce and Industry

No business discount is currently proposed.
Any such discount would be likely to
significantly undermine the demand
management effects of the Scheme and
mean that the project's objectives were not
met. In addition it would be very difficult to
determine a basis on which such a discount
could be made available and also might
also breach State Aid rules.

N

There should be a
discount to the user
charge for essential
services

Freight Transport Association

N

There should be a
discount to the user
charge for key workers

ANON-33SX-S7G7-S

The Assessed Case charges provide
exemptions for NHS and other emergency
services vehicles, which are considered
essential services and already have taxexempt status in recognition of this. It would
be very hard to robustly define other
essential services. For this reason, and to
optimise the effect of the user charge, no
lower charge is proposed for essential
services.
The user charge provides for discounts and
exemptions to be determined by TfL. TfL
will set the initial user charges (including
any discounts and exemptions) prior to
Scheme opening.
Any discounts and exemptions must have a
robust policy justification and must not
undermine the achievement of the Project
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Objectives.

There should be a
discount to the user
charge for NHS

BHLF-33SX-S7KF-C

It is not proposed to have a key worker
discount. It is important to limit the numbers
of discounts and exemptions in order to
optimise the demand management effect of
the Scheme and to generate revenue to pay
for it. Even if it were desirable to have a key
worker discount, this would be very difficult
to define and would be likely to give rise to
challenge from other users who also feel
they 'need' a discount.
The user charge provides for discounts and N
exemptions to be determined by TfL. In the
Assessed Case, an NHS discount for
certain patients has been assumed, as has
an exemption for NHS emergency vehicles
and for Blue Badge holders. As set out in
the Charging Policy (Document Reference
7.11), TfL will set the initial user charges
(including any discounts and exemptions)
prior to Scheme opening,
Any discounts and exemptions must have a
robust policy justification and must not
undermine the Project Objectives.

There should be a
ANON-33SX-SFR6-J
discount to the user
charge for smaller vehicles

It is not currently proposed to have a
discount for smaller vehicles as there are
no grounds to justify this approach: these
vehicles do not necessarily have lower

N
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There should be a
discount to the user
charge for those who use
the tunnels everyday

ANON-33SX-STBJ-4
ANON-33SX-SN3S-R
ANON-33SX-SFHW-9
ANON-33SX-SFGE-P
ANON-33SX-SF8Z-V
ANON-33SX-SF6D-4
ANON-33SX-S7EW-Q
ANON-33SX-S2Q9-Z
ANON-33SX-S24Z-4
ANON-33SX-S23W-Z
Ambient Computer Services
Limited
Supreme Potato Supplies

emissions, for example. A list of discounts
for the Assessed Case is given in the
Charging Statement (Document Reference
7.5).
Exemptions and discounts can be a helpful
way of mitigating potentially adverse
impacts of charges on specific user groups.
However, they could also undermine the
benefits and possibly the viability of the
Scheme by prejudicing both the demand
management effects of the charge and the
level of revenue generated. This is
because, if the discounts and exemptions
were to result in large numbers of vehicles
not paying part or all of the charge, the
Scheme's main objectives would be unlikely
to be met. Furthermore, there may be
adverse impacts on the environment as a
result of consequential increased traffic
levels and congestion. Therefore, TfL
propose to provide discounts and
exemptions only to limited categories of
users and classes of vehicles where these
are clearly justified.
No concession for frequent users is
proposed. This would undermine the ability
of the user charge to meet its objective of
managing traffic demand and helping to pay
for the Scheme.
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There should be a
discount to the user for
residents and local
businesses

ANON-33SX-STC2-D
ANON-33SX-STBS-D
ANON-33SX-STAK-4
ANON-33SX-STA6-F
ANON-33SX-ST9U-6
ANON-33SX-ST9D-N
ANON-33SX-ST91-2
ANON-33SX-ST8R-2
ANON-33SX-ST8P-Z
ANON-33SX-ST8E-N
ANON-33SX-ST7Y-8
ANON-33SX-ST7F-N
ANON-33SX-ST6T-2
ANON-33SX-ST61-Y
ANON-33SX-ST5Y-6
ANON-33SX-ST55-2
ANON-33SX-ST4T-Z
ANON-33SX-ST4G-K
ANON-33SX-ST4B-E
ANON-33SX-ST4A-D
ANON-33SX-ST49-5
ANON-33SX-ST48-4
ANON-33SX-ST2S-W
ANON-33SX-ST1T-W

In the Assessed Case, no resident discount
is assumed. The Charging Statement
(Document Reference 2.5) sets out the
rationale for this. In summary these are:

N

- Undermines the Scheme objectives:
residents of local boroughs form a
substantial proportion of tunnel users and
any specific discount would undermine the
traffic demand management objectives of
user charging, and the means to pay for the
Scheme. This is in contrast to the Dartford
Crossing, for example, where residents
form a relatively small proportion of users.
- Alternatives to driving through the tunnel
will continue to exist. Residents living in the
Congestion Charging zone are eligible for a
discount because if they need to move their
car at all they have no choice but to drive in
the zone. For the Blackwall and Silvertown
tunnels this is not the case as there are free
alternative highway crossings, as well as
numerous alternative routes to cross the
river using public transport (which will be
enhanced by the Scheme).
-No fair basis for deciding who qualifies for
the discount: a local resident discount
would have to distinguish between groups
of people by whether or not they live within
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ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SNZ6-2
ANON-33SX-SNWW-Z
ANON-33SX-SNWP-S
ANON-33SX-SNV9-1
ANON-33SX-SNV6-X
ANON-33SX-SNV4-V
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNSD-9
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRQ-N
ANON-33SX-SNRE-9
ANON-33SX-SNRC-7
ANON-33SX-SNRB-6
ANON-33SX-SNQ6-S
ANON-33SX-SNQ1-M
ANON-33SX-SNMY-R
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNK5-J
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an area and any such area could not take
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hardship caused by the charge.
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ANON-33SX-SNHP-A
ANON-33SX-SNHJ-4
ANON-33SX-SNHE-Y
ANON-33SX-SNFA-S
ANON-33SX-SNC8-D
ANON-33SX-SNBS-7
ANON-33SX-SNBJ-X
ANON-33SX-SNBF-T
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SNB6-A
ANON-33SX-SN8M-Q
ANON-33SX-SN8E-F
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN85-Y
ANON-33SX-SN7J-K
ANON-33SX-SN71-T
ANON-33SX-SN6Z-2
ANON-33SX-SN6P-R
ANON-33SX-SN6F-E
ANON-33SX-SN3P-N
ANON-33SX-SN35-T
ANON-33SX-SN17-T
ANON-33SX-SN14-Q
ANON-33SX-SFZP-M
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ANON-33SX-SFZ8-V
ANON-33SX-SFZ6-T
ANON-33SX-SFY6-S
ANON-33SX-SFY1-M
ANON-33SX-SFXZ-V
ANON-33SX-SFXY-U
ANON-33SX-SFXT-P
ANON-33SX-SFXD-6
ANON-33SX-SFXA-3
ANON-33SX-SFX3-N
ANON-33SX-SFWF-7
ANON-33SX-SFWC-4
ANON-33SX-SFW7-R
ANON-33SX-SFVK-B
ANON-33SX-SFVC-3
ANON-33SX-SFUZ-S
ANON-33SX-SFUX-Q
ANON-33SX-SFUM-C
ANON-33SX-SFUJ-9
ANON-33SX-SFUD-3
ANON-33SX-SFT4-J
ANON-33SX-SFSX-N
ANON-33SX-SFSG-4
ANON-33SX-SFSD-1
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ANON-33SX-SFSA-X
ANON-33SX-SFS8-N
ANON-33SX-SFS4-H
ANON-33SX-SFRZ-P
ANON-33SX-SFRY-N
ANON-33SX-SFRV-J
ANON-33SX-SFR6-J
ANON-33SX-SFQQ-C
ANON-33SX-SFPF-Z
ANON-33SX-SFP7-H
ANON-33SX-SFP3-D
ANON-33SX-SFNX-G
ANON-33SX-SFN2-A
ANON-33SX-SFMD-U
ANON-33SX-SFKJ-Y
ANON-33SX-SFKE-T
ANON-33SX-SFJT-8
ANON-33SX-SFJR-6
ANON-33SX-SFJN-2
ANON-33SX-SFJJ-X
ANON-33SX-SFJ5-9
ANON-33SX-SFHG-S
ANON-33SX-SFH1-3
ANON-33SX-SFGR-3
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ANON-33SX-SFGN-Y
ANON-33SX-SFGD-N
ANON-33SX-SFFW-7
ANON-33SX-SFFV-6
ANON-33SX-SFFS-3
ANON-33SX-SFFD-M
ANON-33SX-SFF9-9
ANON-33SX-SFF2-2
ANON-33SX-SFEP-Y
ANON-33SX-SFEF-N
ANON-33SX-SFEE-M
ANON-33SX-SFE5-4
ANON-33SX-SFDV-4
ANON-33SX-SFDP-X
ANON-33SX-SFDK-S
ANON-33SX-SFCX-5
ANON-33SX-SFCQ-X
ANON-33SX-SFBU-1
ANON-33SX-SFBG-K
ANON-33SX-SFBE-H
ANON-33SX-SFAP-U
ANON-33SX-SFAG-J
ANON-33SX-SFA6-1
ANON-33SX-SFA1-V
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ANON-33SX-SF9T-Q
ANON-33SX-SF9S-P
ANON-33SX-SF7Z-U
ANON-33SX-SF7P-H
ANON-33SX-SF79-T
ANON-33SX-SF71-J
ANON-33SX-SF6C-3
ANON-33SX-SF6B-2
ANON-33SX-SF6A-1
ANON-33SX-SF66-P
ANON-33SX-SF5Y-R
ANON-33SX-SF5N-D
ANON-33SX-SF5M-C
ANON-33SX-SF4B-Z
ANON-33SX-SF49-Q
ANON-33SX-SF3U-J
ANON-33SX-SF3M-A
ANON-33SX-SF3G-4
ANON-33SX-SF35-J
ANON-33SX-SF2P-C
ANON-33SX-SF2E-1
ANON-33SX-SF28-M
ANON-33SX-SF23-F
ANON-33SX-SF1Z-N
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ANON-33SX-SF1F-1
ANON-33SX-S7Z1-6
ANON-33SX-S7YX-C
ANON-33SX-S7YV-A
ANON-33SX-S7WE-Q
ANON-33SX-S7W9-B
ANON-33SX-S7UR-2
ANON-33SX-S7TZ-9
ANON-33SX-S7T2-1
ANON-33SX-S7SX-6
ANON-33SX-S7ST-2
ANON-33SX-S7RN-U
ANON-33SX-S7RF-K
ANON-33SX-S7RD-H
ANON-33SX-S7RC-G
ANON-33SX-S7QT-Z
ANON-33SX-S7QE-H
ANON-33SX-S7PP-U
ANON-33SX-S7NZ-3
ANON-33SX-S7NU-X
ANON-33SX-S7NM-P
ANON-33SX-S7MX-Z
ANON-33SX-S7MR-T
ANON-33SX-S7MK-K
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ANON-33SX-S7MA-9
ANON-33SX-S7M5-W
ANON-33SX-S7JM-J
ANON-33SX-S7J6-U
ANON-33SX-S7G6-R
ANON-33SX-S7EH-8
ANON-33SX-S7E2-J
ANON-33SX-S7DC-2
ANON-33SX-S7DB-1
ANON-33SX-S7BQ-E
ANON-33SX-S79V-A
ANON-33SX-S79U-9
ANON-33SX-S79T-8
ANON-33SX-S76R-3
ANON-33SX-S74Y-8
ANON-33SX-S74N-W
ANON-33SX-S74D-K
ANON-33SX-S72S-Z
ANON-33SX-S72N-U
ANON-33SX-S726-3
ANON-33SX-S2ZM-W
ANON-33SX-S2ZJ-T
ANON-33SX-S2ZE-N
ANON-33SX-S2Z9-9
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ANON-33SX-S2Z7-7
ANON-33SX-S2YU-4
ANON-33SX-S2WJ-Q
ANON-33SX-S2WH-N
ANON-33SX-S2VZ-6
ANON-33SX-S2VX-4
ANON-33SX-S2UT-Y
ANON-33SX-S2UQ-V
ANON-33SX-S2UM-R
ANON-33SX-S2UH-K
ANON-33SX-S2UC-E
ANON-33SX-S2TB-C
ANON-33SX-S2ST-W
ANON-33SX-S2SS-V
ANON-33SX-S2S9-2
ANON-33SX-S2S7-Z
ANON-33SX-S2RT-V
ANON-33SX-S2RP-R
ANON-33SX-S2QW-X
ANON-33SX-S2QR-S
ANON-33SX-S2QN-N
ANON-33SX-S2QM-M
ANON-33SX-S2QK-J
ANON-33SX-S2Q9-Z
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ANON-33SX-S2PP-P
ANON-33SX-S2P6-V
ANON-33SX-S2NU-S
ANON-33SX-S2N1-N
ANON-33SX-S2MF-9
ANON-33SX-S2MD-7
ANON-33SX-S2M9-V
ANON-33SX-S2KQ-J
ANON-33SX-S2KH-9
ANON-33SX-S2K7-R
ANON-33SX-S2JR-J
ANON-33SX-S2H1-F
ANON-33SX-S2FS-F
ANON-33SX-S2FH-4
ANON-33SX-S2ET-F
ANON-33SX-S2EJ-5
ANON-33SX-S2DV-G
ANON-33SX-S2DS-D
ANON-33SX-S2DR-C
ANON-33SX-S2DP-A
ANON-33SX-S2CF-Y
ANON-33SX-S2C9-J
ANON-33SX-S2C2-B
ANON-33SX-S2C1-A
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ANON-33SX-S2BF-X
ANON-33SX-S2B1-9
ANON-33SX-S2A5-C
ANON-33SX-S28X-6
ANON-33SX-S28W-5
ANON-33SX-S28V-4
ANON-33SX-S28G-N
ANON-33SX-S287-5
ANON-33SX-S285-3
ANON-33SX-S27V-3
ANON-33SX-S27T-1
ANON-33SX-S261-W
ANON-33SX-S25S-X
ANON-33SX-S251-V
ANON-33SX-S249-3
ANON-33SX-S248-2
ANON-33SX-S245-Y
ANON-33SX-S23D-D
ANON-33SX-S23B-B
ANON-33SX-S231-T
ANON-33SX-S22U-W
ANON-33SX-S22M-N
ANON-33SX-S21Z-1
ANON-33SX-S21M-M
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ANON-33SX-S217-X
Ambient Computer Services
Limited
Wellindian
The Eltham Society
St George's Square
Management Company
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
Member of Parliament for
Eltham and Plumstead
London Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
London Borough of Havering
Greenwich Conservatives
Greenwich Borough Liberal
Democrats
Empress Litho
Cleaner products
Charlton Rail Users' Group
C.W.E Dairies Ltd
BHLF-33SX-SNG8-H
BHLF-33SX-SNG3-C
BHLF-33SX-SN9X-3
BHLF-33SX-SN9U-Z
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BHLF-33SX-SN9R-W
BHLF-33SX-SN5M-M
BHLF-33SX-SN5J-H
BHLF-33SX-SN54-U
BHLF-33SX-SN52-S
BHLF-33SX-SN47-W
BHLF-33SX-S7V9-A
BHLF-33SX-S7US-3
BHLF-33SX-S7RZ-7
BHLF-33SX-S7R8-5
BHLF-33SX-S7Q3-Y
BHLF-33SX-S7KJ-G
BHLF-33SX-S7FE-6
BHLF-33SX-S7F9-T
BHLF-33SX-S7DS-J
BHLF-33SX-S7D4-K
BHLF-33SX-S77P-2
BHLF-33SX-S77D-P
BHLF-33SX-S77C-N
BHLF-33SX-S75W-7
BHLF-33SX-S75N-X
BHLF-33SX-S756-6
BHLF-33SX-S752-2
ANON-33SX-STZY-B
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ANON-33SX-STZT-6
ANON-33SX-STZS-5
ANON-33SX-STZR-4
ANON-33SX-STZQ-3
ANON-33SX-STZM-Y
ANON-33SX-STZA-K
ANON-33SX-STYS-4
ANON-33SX-STYM-X
ANON-33SX-STYE-P
ANON-33SX-STY2-3
ANON-33SX-STXF-P
ANON-33SX-STWV-5
ANON-33SX-STWQ-Z
ANON-33SX-STWK-T
ANON-33SX-STW4-3
ANON-33SX-STV2-Z
ANON-33SX-STUF-K
ANON-33SX-STU3-Z
ANON-33SX-STTZ-6
ANON-33SX-STTS-Y
ANON-33SX-STTQ-W
ANON-33SX-STTA-D
ANON-33SX-STT7-3
ANON-33SX-STT3-Y
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ANON-33SX-STRC-D
ANON-33SX-STR6-Z
ANON-33SX-STR4-X
ANON-33SX-STQV-Y
ANON-33SX-STQT-W
ANON-33SX-STQD-D
ANON-33SX-STQA-A
ANON-33SX-STPU-W
ANON-33SX-STPN-P
ANON-33SX-STP4-V
ANON-33SX-STNU-U
ANON-33SX-STM5-T
ANON-33SX-STJZ-V
ANON-33SX-STJT-P
ANON-33SX-STJM-F
ANON-33SX-STJK-D
ANON-33SX-STJE-7
ANON-33SX-STJB-4
ANON-33SX-STJA-3
ANON-33SX-STJ6-R
ANON-33SX-STHX-R
ANON-33SX-STHW-Q
ANON-33SX-STHS-K
ANON-33SX-STHP-G
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ANON-33SX-STGV-N
ANON-33SX-STGC-2
ANON-33SX-STFA-Y
ANON-33SX-STEZ-Q
ANON-33SX-STET-H
ANON-33SX-STES-G
ANON-33SX-STEM-A
ANON-33SX-STEJ-7
ANON-33SX-STDB-X
ANON-33SX-STD7-K
ANON-33SX-STD2-E
ANON-33SX-STCZ-N
Dilara Begum
There should be a flat fee
to use the tunnels at all
times

ANON-33SX-SNZQ-W
ANON-33SX-SNHU-F
ANON-33SX-SNBH-V
ANON-33SX-SFM7-E
ANON-33SX-SF35-J
ANON-33SX-S7NU-X
ANON-33SX-S7MB-A
ANON-33SX-S2SH-H
ANON-33SX-S27K-R
ANON-33SX-S21Z-1
ANON-33SX-STW4-3

In the Assessed Case, different charges
apply for account-holders at peak and offpeak times. This is in recognition of the
varying level of demand and the different
types of journey purpose at these times. A
lower off-peak charge may also incentivise
drivers to switch their journeys to these
periods where possible. TfL is seeking a
general power to charge which includes
potential variations to these periods and the
charges applied. In the future this may
mean that a flat fee is appropriate but
forecast conditions in 2021 mean that this is

N
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not part of the Assessed Case.
There should be an
automatic refund of the
charge if there is a delay
to cross

ANON-33SX-S7ZJ-Y

TfL do not propose to offer any refund for
delayed crossings at the Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels. Although the Scheme
is forecast to reduce delay at the tunnels,
and this would be monitored by TfL, there is
no 'scheduled' journey time for a crossing
(unlike, for example, train services),
meaning that it is not possible to discern
when a delay has occurred. While in theory
it might be possible to define a delay,
refunding user charges would not help to
achieve the project objectives because it
would undermine the demand management
effect of the charge.

N

There should be an
exemption to the user
charge for motorbikes

ANON-33SX-STCB-W
ANON-33SX-SNVX-Z
ANON-33SX-SNVW-Y
ANON-33SX-SNVV-X
ANON-33SX-SNUF-D
ANON-33SX-SNSH-D
ANON-33SX-SNKP-D
ANON-33SX-SNFM-5
ANON-33SX-SNCE-T
ANON-33SX-SN7Z-3
ANON-33SX-SN7K-M

While it is the case that motorcycles are
currently not subject to a charge at the
Dartford Crossing (administered by
Highways England), this would not be
appropriate for the proposed Scheme. This
is because it is necessary to charge all
motorised vehicles (with some discounts
and exemptions) in order to optimise the
benefits of the additional capacity over the
long term and provide a long-term source of
revenue to pay for its construction and
operation. Motorcycles do not contribute the
same level of congestion as other
motorised vehicles and this is

N
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ANON-33SX-SFVN-E
ANON-33SX-SFU3-J
ANON-33SX-SFT6-M
ANON-33SX-SFQM-8
ANON-33SX-SFJ9-D
ANON-33SX-SFF6-6
ANON-33SX-SFEW-6
ANON-33SX-SF89-U
ANON-33SX-SF65-N
ANON-33SX-SF3Y-P
ANON-33SX-S7ZV-B
ANON-33SX-S7ZU-A
ANON-33SX-S7ZT-9
ANON-33SX-S7ZR-7
ANON-33SX-S7ZN-3
ANON-33SX-S7ZM-2
ANON-33SX-S7ZE-T
ANON-33SX-S7ZB-Q
ANON-33SX-S7Z6-B
ANON-33SX-S7YD-R
ANON-33SX-S7X4-7
ANON-33SX-S7W9-B
ANON-33SX-S7UD-M
ANON-33SX-S7U5-5

acknowledged in the differential charging
rates. Within London, motorcycles are not
included in the Congestion Charge but will
be included within the ULEZ, which
commences in September 2020.
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ANON-33SX-S7QV-2
ANON-33SX-S7QS-Y
ANON-33SX-S7QQ-W
ANON-33SX-S7QN-T
ANON-33SX-S7QH-M
ANON-33SX-S7Q9-5
ANON-33SX-S7Q7-3
ANON-33SX-S7Q5-1
ANON-33SX-S7Q4-Z
ANON-33SX-S7NJ-K
ANON-33SX-S7NF-F
ANON-33SX-S7K5-U
ANON-33SX-S7J3-R
ANON-33SX-S7HJ-D
ANON-33SX-S7H1-M
ANON-33SX-S7GX-T
ANON-33SX-S7GW-S
ANON-33SX-S7GS-N
ANON-33SX-S7GB-4
ANON-33SX-S7FS-M
ANON-33SX-S7FR-K
ANON-33SX-S79R-6
ANON-33SX-S79Q-5
ANON-33SX-S79M-1
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ANON-33SX-S78W-A
ANON-33SX-S78S-6
ANON-33SX-S78B-N
ANON-33SX-S76C-M
ANON-33SX-S762-3
ANON-33SX-S74P-Y
ANON-33SX-S74M-V
ANON-33SX-S744-3
ANON-33SX-S73W-5
ANON-33SX-S73V-4
ANON-33SX-S73S-1
ANON-33SX-S73M-U
ANON-33SX-S73H-P
ANON-33SX-S738-6
ANON-33SX-S737-5
ANON-33SX-S735-3
ANON-33SX-S2T3-W
ANON-33SX-S2SF-F
ANON-33SX-S2S3-V
ANON-33SX-S2RD-C
ANON-33SX-S2QE-C
ANON-33SX-S2P3-S
ANON-33SX-S2J6-P
ANON-33SX-S2GV-K
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ANON-33SX-S2GP-D
ANON-33SX-S2DE-Y
ANON-33SX-S2D1-B
ANON-33SX-S29Q-Z
ANON-33SX-S29B-H
ANON-33SX-S299-8
ANON-33SX-S26B-E
ANON-33SX-S25P-U
ANON-33SX-S25E-G
Allbike Engineering Ltd
The Motorcycle Action Group
Jim Coles Ltd
BHLF-33SX-SNDX-E
BHLF-33SX-SNDB-R
BHLF-33SX-SN5P-Q
BHLF-33SX-SN53-T
BHLF-33SX-S7VE-P
BHLF-33SX-S7VD-N
BHLF-33SX-S7QR-X
BHLF-33SX-S7Q3-Y
BHLF-33SX-S7K9-Y
BHLF-33SX-S7HF-9
BHLF-33SX-S75C-K
ANON-33SX-STWZ-9
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ANON-33SX-STN4-T
There should be an
exemption to the user
charge for motorbikes as
Dartford does not charge
motorbike users

ANON-33SX-SNF9-H
ANON-33SX-SNF8-G
ANON-33SX-SFRA-W
ANON-33SX-SF69-S
ANON-33SX-SF65-N
ANON-33SX-SF15-G
ANON-33SX-S7ZG-V
ANON-33SX-S7UE-N
ANON-33SX-S787-A
ANON-33SX-S2W2-Y
ANON-33SX-S2TU-Y
ANON-33SX-S2GG-4
ANON-33SX-S2GF-3
ANON-33SX-S21V-W
ANON-33SX-STWW-6
ANON-33SX-STKC-6
ANON-33SX-STJ8-T

While it is the case that motorcycles are
currently not subject to a charge at the
Dartford Crossing (administered by
Highways England), this would not be
appropriate for the proposed Scheme. This
is because it is necessary to charge all
motorised vehicles (with some discounts
and exemptions) in order to optimise the
benefits of the additional capacity over the
long term and provide a long-term source of
revenue to pay for its construction and
operation. Motorcycles do not contribute the
same level of congestion as other
motorised vehicles and this is
acknowledged in the differential charging
rates. Within London, motorcycles are not
included in the Congestion Charge but will
be included within the ULEZ, which
commences in September 2020.

N

There should be discounts
to the user charge for the
elderly, people in receipt of
benefits, students or Blue
Badge holders

ANON-33SX-SFUB-1
ANON-33SX-SFPZ-M
ANON-33SX-SFFK-U
Charlton Rail Users' Group
BHLF-33SX-SN5M-M
BHLF-33SX-SN5K-J

The user charge provides for discounts and
exemptions to be determined by TfL. TfL
will set the initial user charges (including
any discounts and exemptions) prior to
Scheme opening, TfL has assessed the
potential effects of the Scheme (in
construction and operational phases) in the

N
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Health and Equalities Impact Assessment
(HEqIA) (Document Reference 6.8).
Any discounts and exemptions must have a
robust policy justification and must not
undermine the achievement of the Project
Objectives.
In the Assessed Case, it is assumed that
Blue Badge holders are eligible for a 100%
discount in recognition that some disabled
people need a vehicle in order to have
access to transport.
No discount is assumed for students, the
elderly, or people in receipt of benefits. In
the HEqIA (Document Reference 6.8), there
was assessed to be a benefit to low-income
groups (which may include the elderly and
students) owing to the opportunity for
increased public transport brought about by
the Scheme. A relatively small proportion
would be negatively affected by the user
charge, given that car ownership is lower in
this group.
Exemptions and discounts can be a helpful
way of mitigating potentially adverse
impacts of charges on specific user groups.
However, they could also undermine the
benefits and possibly the viability of the
Scheme by prejudicing both the demand
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management effects of the charge and the
level of revenue generated. This is
because, if the discounts and exemptions
were to result in large numbers of vehicles
not paying part or all of the charge, the
Scheme's main objectives are unlikely to be
met. Furthermore, there may be adverse
impacts on the environment as a result of
consequential increased traffic levels and
congestion. Therefore, TfL propose to
provide discounts and exemptions only to
limited categories of users and classes of
vehicles where these are clearly justified.
There should be further
consultation on the
proposed user charge

ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-S7MN-P
Greenwich Conservatives

There should be no charge ANON-33SX-ST9T-5
for public transport users
ANON-33SX-SNRB-6
ANON-33SX-SF39-P
ANON-33SX-S75P-Z

The principle of a user charge as part of the N
Scheme has been extensively consulted on:
in the second non-statutory consultation on
river crossings (Oct 2012-Mar 2013) and
the non-statutory consultation on the
Silvertown Tunnel (Oct-Dec 2014).
Indicative user charges from the Assessed
Case were presented in the statutory
consultation (Oct - Nov 2015) preceding the
DCO application.
In the Assessed Case, it is assumed that
buses, coaches and minibuses will be
eligible for a 100 per cent discount owing to
the important role they play in sustainable
transport and helping to reduce the need for
car use. In addition these forms of transport

N
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ANON-33SX-S2VE-H
ANON-33SX-S22R-T
Confederation of Passenger
Transport

have an important social function in
providing a generally cheaper form of
transport than rail or private car use.
Minibuses and coaches are also important
for supporting community, education and
charity trips.

There should be no
concessions or
exemptions to the user
charge except for
emergency vehicles

ANON-33SX-S7EW-Q
ANON-33SX-S2VD-G
ANON-33SX-S2F3-F
ANON-33SX-S29D-K
ANON-33SX-STQ8-1

TfL agree that it is important to limit the
number of discounts and exemptions in
order to optimise the benefits of the
Scheme in terms of its demand
management effects and the level of
revenue generated. Therefore, TfL propose
to offer discounts and exemptions only to
limited categories of users and classes of
vehicles where these are clearly justified,
for example to users who are performing
critical services such as ambulances.

N

There should be no
concessions to the user
charge for diesel lorries

ANON-33SX-S2GS-G

No such concession is proposed in the
Assessed Case.

N

As set out in the Charging Statement
(Document Reference 7.5), it is important to
set the criteria for this discount at the right
level so that the number of eligible vehicles
is controlled and other project objectives,
such as reducing congestion and emissions
on the wider road network, are not
undermined. It is also helpful to retain

N

There should be no
ANON-33SX-S29D-K
discounts or exemptions to
the user charge to ensure
the environmental benefits
of the Scheme are not lost
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consistency with the Ultra Low Emission
Discount (ULED) which is available for the
Congestion Charge. For this reason the
criteria for this discount - like the user
charge more generally - will be defined
closer to Scheme opening.
There should be one
ANON-33SX-ST5V-3
simple payment system for ANON-33SX-ST5G-M
use on all crossings
ANON-33SX-SFVS-K
ANON-33SX-SFSM-A
ANON-33SX-SFR2-E
ANON-33SX-SFJH-V
ANON-33SX-SFES-2
ANON-33SX-SF4S-H
ANON-33SX-S7PX-3
ANON-33SX-S7MK-K
ANON-33SX-S7DQ-G
ANON-33SX-S72G-M
ANON-33SX-S2UC-E
ANON-33SX-S2U3-X
ANON-33SX-S2JK-B
ANON-33SX-S2EZ-N
ANON-33SX-S2CG-Z
ANON-33SX-S279-6
Road Haulage Association

Where possible, TfL would seek to make
any account system and payment channels
inter-operable with other TfL schemes such
as the Congestion Charge or London Low
Emission Zone (LEZ). This would offer both
users and TfL a number of benefits such as
a single point for customer interface and
reduced collection costs.

N
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BHLF-33SX-SNDC-S
BHLF-33SX-S7HC-6
ANON-33SX-STYM-X
ANON-33SX-STY7-8
ANON-33SX-STXP-Z
ANON-33SX-STS8-3
ANON-33SX-STQF-F
ANON-33SX-STCV-H
There should not be a
charge for motorbikes as
they emit fewer emissions
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ANON-33SX-S7ZE-T
ANON-33SX-S7ZB-Q
ANON-33SX-S736-4
ANON-33SX-S735-3
ANON-33SX-S734-2
ANON-33SX-S716-2
ANON-33SX-S2GQ-E
ANON-33SX-S2B7-F
ANON-33SX-S266-2
BHLF-33SX-S7KV-V
BHLF-33SX-S75B-J
ANON-33SX-STXB-J

While it is the case that motorcycles are
currently not subject to a charge at the
Dartford Crossing (administered by
Highways England), this would not be
appropriate for the proposed Scheme. This
is because it is necessary to charge all
motorised vehicles (with some discounts
and exemptions) in order to optimise the
benefits of the additional capacity over the
long term and provide a long-term source of
revenue to pay for its construction and
operation. Motorcycles do not contribute the
same level of congestion as other
motorised vehicles and this is
acknowledged in the differential charging
rates. Within London, motorcycles are not
included in the Congestion Charge but will
be included within the ULEZ, which
commences in September 2020.

N
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There should not be a
discount for low emission
vehicles

ANON-33SX-SFVU-N
ANON-33SX-SFKJ-Y

Providing an incentive for the user of low
emission vehicles in the form of a discount
on the user charge could help to reduce air
pollutant emissions. The Assessed Case
user charges presented in the application
assume there is such a discount. The low
emission vehicles that would qualify for a
discount would be decided nearer the time
of opening and would align with other
relevant policies and schemes such as the
Ultra Low Emission Discount arrangements
within the Congestion Charge.

N

This charging approach
will not work

ANON-33SX-STBJ-4
ANON-33SX-STAC-V
ANON-33SX-ST56-3
ANON-33SX-ST3J-N
ANON-33SX-SNZY-5
ANON-33SX-SNZW-3
ANON-33SX-SNZ5-1
ANON-33SX-SNW5-X
ANON-33SX-SNV3-U
ANON-33SX-SNUW-X
ANON-33SX-SNU9-Z
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B

TfL has undertaken extensive modelling in
order to develop the Assessed Case, and
this includes the likely response of drivers
to the user charges put forward within it. TfL
has also undertaken sensitivity testing to
check that the user charge can still be
effective in different future scenarios (for
example, higher and lower growth). This
demonstrates that the user charge will
effectively manage demand for the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels. Charging
is a proven means of demand management
and has been deployed in many road
schemes across Europe. Although its
objectives differ, the central London
Congestion Charge has, since its
introduction in 2003, led to falling levels of

N
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ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRX-V
ANON-33SX-SNQY-V
ANON-33SX-SNQ3-P
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNME-4
ANON-33SX-SNMD-3
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNHP-A
ANON-33SX-SNH8-J
ANON-33SX-SNH7-H
ANON-33SX-SNFQ-9
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNF3-B
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y
ANON-33SX-SNE1-8
ANON-33SX-SNCV-B
ANON-33SX-SNCJ-Y
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNB1-5
ANON-33SX-SN8V-Z
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traffic in central London (although the
congestion benefits have decreased due to
reduced roadspace capacity, the reduction
in traffic has been consistent). The fact that
the charge can be varied in future means
that it can be responsive to changing
conditions.
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ANON-33SX-SN8M-Q
ANON-33SX-SN8B-C
ANON-33SX-SN82-V
ANON-33SX-SN81-U
ANON-33SX-SN79-2
ANON-33SX-SN71-T
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN66-X
ANON-33SX-SN3Z-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3V-U
ANON-33SX-SN3U-T
ANON-33SX-SN3H-D
ANON-33SX-SN32-Q
ANON-33SX-SN1Q-M
ANON-33SX-SN1H-B
ANON-33SX-SFTS-H
ANON-33SX-SFNW-F
ANON-33SX-SFH2-4
ANON-33SX-SFFD-M
ANON-33SX-SFEG-P
ANON-33SX-SFDN-V
ANON-33SX-SF92-N
ANON-33SX-SF8P-J
ANON-33SX-SF71-J
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ANON-33SX-SF6Z-T
ANON-33SX-SF6Y-S
ANON-33SX-SF6G-7
ANON-33SX-SF5E-4
ANON-33SX-SF14-F
ANON-33SX-S7XZ-D
ANON-33SX-S7W9-B
ANON-33SX-S7U6-6
ANON-33SX-S7SU-3
ANON-33SX-S7SS-1
ANON-33SX-S7SH-P
ANON-33SX-S7NU-X
ANON-33SX-S7M2-T
ANON-33SX-S7HQ-M
ANON-33SX-S7HN-H
ANON-33SX-S7HH-B
ANON-33SX-S7H4-Q
ANON-33SX-S7GS-N
ANON-33SX-S7GK-D
ANON-33SX-S7ER-J
ANON-33SX-S7CY-Q
ANON-33SX-S7C3-H
ANON-33SX-S7BM-A
ANON-33SX-S79Y-D
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ANON-33SX-S78E-R
ANON-33SX-S78B-N
ANON-33SX-S788-B
ANON-33SX-S76Y-A
ANON-33SX-S743-2
ANON-33SX-S73T-2
ANON-33SX-S72A-E
ANON-33SX-S716-2
ANON-33SX-S2ZU-5
ANON-33SX-S2Z4-4
ANON-33SX-S2YW-6
ANON-33SX-S2YJ-S
ANON-33SX-S2XW-5
ANON-33SX-S2X6-4
ANON-33SX-S2WQ-X
ANON-33SX-S2VY-5
ANON-33SX-S2VC-F
ANON-33SX-S2VA-D
ANON-33SX-S2UY-4
ANON-33SX-S2UD-F
ANON-33SX-S2U1-V
ANON-33SX-S2TQ-U
ANON-33SX-S2TB-C
ANON-33SX-S2ST-W
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ANON-33SX-S2NW-U
ANON-33SX-S2JS-K
ANON-33SX-S2GS-G
ANON-33SX-S2GM-A
ANON-33SX-S2G5-J
ANON-33SX-S2FP-C
ANON-33SX-S2CC-V
ANON-33SX-S2AB-S
ANON-33SX-S29T-3
ANON-33SX-S298-7
ANON-33SX-S27Q-X
ANON-33SX-S26Q-W
ANON-33SX-S26E-H
ANON-33SX-S25R-W
ANON-33SX-S22Y-1
ANON-33SX-S22Q-S
ANON-33SX-S22N-P
ANON-33SX-S22K-K
ANON-33SX-S224-V
W MacCarthy & Sons Ltd
Sustrans
LA21(Bexley)
Traffic/Transport Forum
GREEN WASTE CARE
LIMITED
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Friends of the Earth
East Greenwich Residents
Association
Blue Flame Gas Services
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SN9X-3
BHLF-33SX-SN57-X
BHLF-33SX-S7V9-A
BHLF-33SX-S7UH-R
BHLF-33SX-S75D-M
ANON-33SX-STYT-5
ANON-33SX-STWV-5
ANON-33SX-STW5-4
ANON-33SX-STT3-Y
ANON-33SX-STRX-2
ANON-33SX-STRJ-M
ANON-33SX-STJJ-C
ANON-33SX-STH7-Q
ANON-33SX-STGQ-G
ANON-33SX-STFT-J
ANON-33SX-STFD-2
ANON-33SX-STEJ-7
Toll should be in place
until the cost of the
Scheme has been

ANON-33SX-STC6-H
ANON-33SX-STBM-7

There are two main reasons for the user
charge: to manage demand for the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels and keep

N
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recouped
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ANON-33SX-ST8K-U
ANON-33SX-ST7X-7
ANON-33SX-ST77-6
ANON-33SX-ST5P-W
ANON-33SX-ST1P-S
ANON-33SX-SNWA-A
ANON-33SX-SNVE-D
ANON-33SX-SNQ1-M
ANON-33SX-SNCZ-F
ANON-33SX-SN77-Z
ANON-33SX-SFVS-K
ANON-33SX-SFS5-J
ANON-33SX-SFK6-B
ANON-33SX-SFH6-8
ANON-33SX-SFFJ-T
ANON-33SX-SFAV-1
ANON-33SX-SFAE-G
ANON-33SX-SF7J-B
ANON-33SX-SF74-N
ANON-33SX-SF3Q-E
ANON-33SX-S7W9-B
ANON-33SX-S7VC-M
ANON-33SX-S7T6-5
ANON-33SX-S7RX-5

traffic levels within appropriate limits; and to
help to pay for the new tunnel.
It is envisaged that user charging would
continue beyond the date at which the costs
of construction are recouped and remain in
place for the lifetime of the Scheme. The
main reason for this is the need to retain the
demand management effect of the user
charge in the long-term. A secondary
reason is the ongoing maintenance and
operational costs of the Silvertown Tunnel,
which revenue would help to cover. In this
respect, user charges differ from tolls
(which are set in order to pay for
infrastructure and so have a fixed end
date).
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ANON-33SX-S7NG-G
ANON-33SX-S7HU-R
ANON-33SX-S79X-C
ANON-33SX-S79N-2
ANON-33SX-S79J-X
ANON-33SX-S797-B
ANON-33SX-S764-5
ANON-33SX-S761-2
ANON-33SX-S73A-F
ANON-33SX-S72S-Z
ANON-33SX-S2Z8-8
ANON-33SX-S2VK-Q
ANON-33SX-S2RA-9
ANON-33SX-S2R2-T
ANON-33SX-S2P4-T
ANON-33SX-S2KE-6
ANON-33SX-S2HR-G
ANON-33SX-S2FM-9
ANON-33SX-S25C-E
ANON-33SX-S21J-H
Blue Flame Gas Services
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SNGG-Z
BHLF-33SX-SNDX-E
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BHLF-33SX-SN44-T
BHLF-33SX-S7RH-N
BHLF-33SX-S77X-A
BHLF-33SX-S719-5
ANON-33SX-STVX-6
ANON-33SX-STRY-3
ANON-33SX-STQK-M
ANON-33SX-STQ8-1
ANON-33SX-STQ6-Y
ANON-33SX-STN5-U
ANON-33SX-STGR-H
ANON-33SX-STG5-M
Tolls should be removed
from the Dartford
Crossing, including
because doing so may
relieve congestion at the
Blackwall Tunnel
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ANON-33SX-SNEN-5
ANON-33SX-SNBS-7
ANON-33SX-SN8M-Q
ANON-33SX-SFXU-Q
ANON-33SX-SFUY-R
ANON-33SX-SFAV-1
ANON-33SX-SFAE-G
ANON-33SX-S7UF-P
ANON-33SX-S7JG-C
ANON-33SX-S7A8-M
ANON-33SX-S76U-6
ANON-33SX-S72H-N

The Dartford Crossing (and the DART
charge) is managed by Highways England
and TfL has no responsibility for them.
The DART charge is the responsibility of
Highways England, not TfL. Some drivers
use the Blackwall Tunnel in order to avoid
the charge at the Dartford Crossing,
although the two crossings are some 25km
apart and are therefore unlikely to be
suitable alternatives for many journeys.
Simply removing the DART charge would
be unlikely to lead to a significant reduction
in demand for the Blackwall Tunnel, and
with no user charge in place, demand for

N
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Use money from the
Dartford Toll to fund the
Scheme

ANON-33SX-S71G-K
ANON-33SX-S2XA-F
ANON-33SX-S2X3-1
ANON-33SX-S29T-3
BHLF-33SX-S7MS-U
BHLF-33SX-S7BN-B
BHLF-33SX-S777-9
ANON-33SX-STYS-4
ANON-33SX-STYF-Q
ANON-33SX-STVV-4
ANON-33SX-STV9-7

the Dartford Crossing would itself be likely
to increase.

ANON-33SX-ST6G-N
ANON-33SX-SNW7-Z
ANON-33SX-SNSB-7
ANON-33SX-SFJR-6
ANON-33SX-SFAQ-V
ANON-33SX-SF7Y-T
ANON-33SX-S7ZZ-F
ANON-33SX-S7ZR-7
ANON-33SX-S7NM-P
ANON-33SX-S788-B
ANON-33SX-S72N-U
ANON-33SX-S2W6-3
ANON-33SX-S2R1-S

It could in principle be possible to use other
sources of funding to cover some of the
Scheme cost, however in the instance of
the Dartford Crossings, these are managed
by Highways England and TfL has no
responsibility for them. Additionally, neither
this money nor any of the other funding
options would manage demand and since
this is the most important function of the
user charge, these alternatives would still
require a user charge to apply in addition to
any other funding.

N
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ANON-33SX-S282-Z
ANON-33SX-S21W-X
London Borough of Havering
BHLF-33SX-S7WR-4
BHLF-33SX-S77T-6
ANON-33SX-STMN-K
User charging should not
begin until the Silvertown
Tunnel is open
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ANON-33SX-STAD-W
Napier Jones Ltd
ANON-33SX-STRF-G

There is no proposal to charge at the
Blackwall Tunnel in advance of the
Silvertown Tunnel opening as part of this
Scheme.
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SUMMARY
S.1

Overview

S.1.1

This appendix provides a summary of responses received during statutory
consultation on the Scheme under section 42, section 47 and section 48 of
the Act which contained comments which TfL coded according to the Traffic
and Highways Issues’ theme. This appendix set outs the consultees who
commented on each of these issues, and provides TfL's response to each of
the issues raised on this theme. Where the consultee has not provided a
name or organisation, an anonymous response ID has been included.

S.1.2

The summary of responses has been grouped under the relevant
consultation strands.
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Appendix K1 Traffic and Highways Issues
K1.1

Section 42 (1) (a)
Change to the
scheme?

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

No evidence the tunnel is
needed/ the tunnel is not
needed

National Grid and SGN

TfL has developed the Silvertown Tunnel
N
Scheme over a number of years and after
giving consideration to a very wide range of
issues including the underlying need for the
Scheme and whether there are any
alternative ways of addressing the problems
it is intended to address. TfL’s work has led
to the conclusion that the severe and
persistent issues of congestion, closures
and lack of resilience at the Blackwall
Tunnel have significant impacts and ought
to be addressed, and the Scheme TfL is
now proposing represents the best means
of effectively doing this. A summary of the
need for the Scheme and the option
assessment process can be found in
Chapter 2 and 3 of the Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference 7.1)
(Document Reference 7.1)
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K1.2

Section 42 (1) (b)

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Concern that the new
tunnel will make
congestion worse and/or
will not reduce it

London Borough of Waltham
Forest

TfL’s assessment of the traffic effects of the
Scheme are set out in Chapter 7 of
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). TfL considers that the user
charge is likely to be effective in managing
demand and that the scheme would greatly
reduce congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement.
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scheme?
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Concern that the new
tunnel will attract more
traffic in general and/or
more traffic from the
outside area

London Borough of Waltham
Forest
London Borough of Tower
Hamlets

TfL does not expect the Scheme to result in
an overall increase in traffic. The Scheme’s
air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant legislation
and guidance. It concludes that the Scheme
will not result in a significant effect on air
quality. With regards to changes in NO2,
the assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area experience
a change that is classified as imperceptible
by the guidance. Where changes are
classified as perceptible, more receptors
will experience an improvement than will
experience a perceptible deterioration. TfL’s
assessment of the noise and air quality
effects of changes in traffic resulting from
the Scheme is set out in Chapter 6 of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference number 6.1)

N

Concern that the local
roads will not support the
extra traffic

London Borough of Lewisham

TfL’s assessment of the traffic effects of the
Scheme are set out in Chapter 7 of
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). TfL considers that the user
charge is likely to be effective in managing
demand and that the scheme would greatly
reduce congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by

N
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The local area already has
high levels of congestion

London Borough of
Southwark

assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement.
The current levels of demand to use the
Blackwall Tunnel greatly exceed the
capacity of the tunnel, and there is regularly
very significant congestion in and around
the area. This congestion is exacerbated
when over height vehicles attempt to use
the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL’s assessment is that with the user
charge, the Scheme would effectively
eliminate the severe congestion which is
currently experienced at the Blackwall
Tunnel.
To ensure the Scheme remains effective
over time, TfL would keep the level of the
charge under review. TfL also proposes to
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Both tunnels connecting
Southside will cause
congestion

London Borough of Lewisham

commit to future monitoring and
implementation of mitigation under existing
powers where appropriate by assessing the
traffic impacts closer to Scheme opening,
and monitoring actual impacts thereafter to
accurately identify the scale and location of
adverse impacts to enable implementation
of effective mitigation where required. This
approach is explained in detail in the
Monitoring Strategy (Document Reference
7.6) and the Traffic Impacts Mitigation
Strategy (TIMS). Both strategies will be
DCO certified documents and will be
subject to a DCO requirement.
We anticipate that the Scheme would lead
N
to a significant overall reduction in delay
across the east and south east London road
network and in particular for cross-river
journeys currently using the Blackwall
Tunnel as it would alleviate the significant
congestion which routinely affects that
crossing. Principally as a result of the
demand management effect of the user
charge, TfL does not expect any significant
overall increase in traffic on this corridor
and hence TfL does not expect any
significant increases in delay on the shared
northbound approach to the two tunnels.
TfL’s assessment of the Scheme’s likely
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New tunnel will attract
more traffic / attract traffic
from outside area Environmental impacts

London Borough of Lewisham

effects on traffic is set out in Chapter 7 of
the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5).
TfL acknowledges the findings of the
SACTRA report on Trunk Roads and the
Generation of Traffic (1994) which
concluded that the provision of additional
road capacity can generate additional
traffic, known as “induced demand”.
However, it should also be noted that
additional capacity forms only one
component of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. The other key component is the
user charge, which will be applied not only
to the new capacity but also the existing
Blackwall Tunnel. This user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
highway demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
TfL does not expect the Scheme to result in
an overall increase in traffic. The Scheme’s
air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant legislation
and guidance. It concludes that the Scheme
will not result in a significant effect on air
quality. With regards to changes in NO2,
the assessment shows that the majority of
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Concern about increased
congestion on the A13

London Borough of Barking
and Dagenham

Concern that the road
network on the North of
the river will not be
sufficient

London Borough of Waltham
Forest
London Borough of Barking
and Dagenham

receptors across the study area experience
a change that is classified as imperceptible
by the guidance. Where changes are
classified as perceptible, more receptors
will experience an improvement than will
experience a perceptible deterioration. TfL’s
assessment of the noise and air quality
effects of changes in traffic resulting from
the Scheme is set out in Chapter 6 of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference number 6.1)
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in congestion on the
A13. The proposed user charge would act
as an effective tool for managing demand,
and could be adjusted if necessary if the
Scheme was having adverse impacts on
parts of the road network.
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the north
and south of the Thames (although roads in
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Silvertown connecting to the portals of the
new tunnel on the north side would be likely
to see some increase as the tunnel would
provide a better connection to these
locations). The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.

Query over the traffic
projections
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Royal Borough of Greenwich

TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement.
The Assessed Case scenario presented in
the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5) represents the most-likely
scenario that TfL expects will occur in the

N
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Concern about rat running

London Borough of Tower
Hamlets

future, based on the best available
projections of London's future population
and employment, and car ownership.
However, TfL also recognises that these
projections are subject to uncertainty so in
addition to the Assessed Case, TfL have
also modelled the impacts of the Scheme
across a range of other future year
scenarios. These additional scenarios are
each based on different levels of population
growth, job creation, or car ownership
trends and hence, different rates of traffic
growth over time. In each case, TfL does
not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic. This is
because the proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
a significant increase in traffic on the A102
and A2 and surrounding roads, including
the A200/A206 (Trafalgar Road/Woolwich
Road) route through Greenwich nor on
other surrounding roads that are residential
in nature. As a result the Scheme will not
lead to additional rat running on unsuitable

N
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local roads. The proposed user charge
would act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
Consider the air quality
and health as the Scheme
will attract more traffic
from the outside area

London Borough of Barking
and Dagenham

TfL acknowledges the findings of the
SACTRA report on Trunk Roads and the
Generation of Traffic (1994) which
concluded that the provision of additional
road capacity can generate additional
traffic, known as “induced demand”.
However, it should also be noted that
additional capacity forms only one
component of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. The other key component is the
user charge, which will be applied not only
to the new capacity but also the existing
Blackwall Tunnel. This user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
highway demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
TfL does not expect the Scheme to result in
an overall increase in traffic. The Scheme’s
air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant legislation
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General queries regarding
the figures used for
modelling

London Borough of Tower
Hamlets
London Borough of Lewisham

and guidance. It concludes that the Scheme
will not result in a significant effect on air
quality. With regards to changes in NO2,
the assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area experience
a change that is classified as imperceptible
by the guidance. Where changes are
classified as perceptible, more receptors
will experience an improvement than will
experience a perceptible deterioration. TfL’s
assessment of the noise and air quality
effects of changes in traffic resulting from
the Scheme is set out in Chapter 6 of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference number 6.1)
The suite of models that TfL has used to
N
forecast the transport impacts of the
scheme is summarised in Chapter 1 of the
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). The assumptions that have
been used concerning future population and
employment growth can be found in
Chapter 5 of the Transport Assessment.
The modelling has been in accordance with
Webtag guidance and best practice, and
subject to independent audit.
TfL has modelled the impacts of the
Scheme across a broad range of plausible
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The performance of the
traffic modelling is
unknown/unverified

London Borough of Tower
Hamlets
London Borough of Newham
London Borough of Lewisham

future year scenarios. These are each
based on different levels of population
growth, job creation, or car ownership
trends and hence, different rates of traffic
growth over time. In each case, TfL does
not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic. This is
because the proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
The RXHAM traffic model that underpins
TfL’s current traffic forecasts is one variant
of TfL’s suite of traffic models covering East
London, each of which has been adapted
and refined for evaluating different
schemes.
Previous refinements of these models have
been successfully applied to a number of
studies since 2010, including the work
undertaken for the 2012 London Olympics
and post-Olympics legacy. On each
occasion third party consultants have
thoroughly reviewed and enhanced the
models, making further recommendations
that TfL has taken on board across model
variants – including RXHAM - as
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appropriate, as part of TfL’s continuous
programme of model development and
enhancement. During this continuous
development of the models TfL has sought
and taken on board independent advice
from the Department for Transport (DfT)
and leading external experts.
The RXHAM model is the variant of the east
London traffic model which has been
specifically adapted and refined for the
purposes of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme.
In addition to the above, the RXHAM model
has been subject to further external
scrutiny, including an audit undertaken by
Steer Davies Gleave in 2014, which
concluded that the model was fit for
purpose i.e. suitable for use for the
purposes of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme.
As part of that audit SDG recommended a
small number of changes which TfL took on
board, alongside other refinements, to
produce the updated version of the RXHAM
model which has been used to prepare the
traffic forecasts for the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme presented in the consultation. It
should be noted that these forecasts
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undergo rigorous assessment within TfL in
order to establish confidence in the
performance of the model prior to
publication.
Having reached this stage in the middle of
2015 TfL offered to support the Silvertown
Host Boroughs in undertaking a further
audit of the model, and Steer Davies
Gleave were again commissioned to
provide this additional layer of scrutiny. This
audit remained in progress at the time of
the consultation and represents a repeat of
the previous auditing exercise, based now
on the enhanced version of the model. As
noted above, the audit is additional to an
already significant amount of thorough
scrutiny of the model that had been
undertaken prior to the consultation.
General comments in
London Borough of Redbridge A number of changes have been made to
relation to the Monitoring & London Borough of Lewisham TfL’s proposed approach to monitoring and
mitigation as part of the Scheme to take
Mitigation strategy
account of stakeholder views. Further
details can be found in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impact Mitigation Strategy
(Document Reference 7.7)
Query regarding the
London Borough of
The effect of the Scheme on adjacent
figures used for modelling Southwark
crossings is considered at length in the
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and the effect at
Rotherhithe
A range of sensitivity tests
should be considered in
assessment documents
(e.g. untolled scenarios,
incidents, additional
crossings to the east,
different values of time,
different user groups
including local and long
distance)

London Borough of Tower
Hamlets
London Borough of Newham

Current traffic pressures
will be exacerbated rather
than dispersed.

London Borough of Lewisham

Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5), both in Chapter 7 and in
Appendix E.
Within the submission documents the focus N
of TfL’s assessment of the Scheme’s
impact is based on the ‘Assessed Case’,
that is, the scenario which TfL considers is
most likely to reflect actual conditions.
However a range of alternative scenarios
and sensitivity tests have been considered,
including for instance the impact of other as
yet uncommitted transport schemes,
demand response to charging, higher and
lower levels of economic growth, and
alternative user charges. Further
information can be found in the Traffic
Forecast Report (Document Reference 7.9).
This range of testing gives assurance that a
wide variety of potential changes (including
for instance changes to GDP which could
lead to a greater ‘willingness to pay’, or the
possibility that local residents’ may have
lower values of time) can be managed by
the charge.
As set out in the Transport Assessment
N
(Document Reference 6.5), TfL’s analysis of
the traffic effects of the Scheme has
covered the entirety of the east and
southeast sub-region of London (and
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Modelling should be
undertaken on the
package of river crossings

London Borough of Lewisham

More research needs to be London Borough of Tower
done into trip origination
Hamlets
and destination
London Borough of Lewisham

Clarity needed on base
year of 2012 for modelling
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London Borough of Lewisham

beyond).
TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
a significant increase in traffic on the A102
and A2 and other key surrounding roads
both nearby and beyond - including the key
routes serving the London Borough of
Lewisham e.g. A205, A20. The proposed
user charge would act as an effective tool
for managing demand, and could be
adjusted if necessary if the Scheme was
having adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
TfL has undertaken analysis by way of a
N
sensitivity test of the effects of the
Silvertown Tunnel scheme in conjunction
with other proposed crossings at Gallions
Reach and Belvedere, which indicates that
the schemes would be complementary. This
assessment is set out in Chapter 7 of the
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5)
Further information on existing and forecast N
trip origins and destinations for vehicles
using the Blackwall/Silvertown Tunnels can
be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5).
The model is currently based on 2012 data. Y
To update the model to a new base year, it
would be necessary to allow at least two

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
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years to carry out the required data
collection, analysis, recalibration, and
revalidation against the new data.
Furthermore, this exercise would be
expected to produce little material change
in the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme forecasts.
For these reasons, the Department for
Transport’s WebTAG guidance allows for
models to be based on data that is up to six
years old - the submission of the DCO and
its consideration by the Secretary of State
will fit within that timeframe.
Once the new base model is complete, it
would then be necessary to produce
updated forecast year models and to repeat
the Assessed Case forecasting and
accompanying sensitivity tests.

Query about whether TfL’s
strategic highway model
predicts potential car
based trip growth

London Borough of Lewisham

It should also be noted that the 2012 base
year model has recently been
independently audited by consultants Steer
Davies Gleave, and been signed off as ""fit
for purpose"".
TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
a significant increase car based trips; in fact
the number of car based trips in the local
area and beyond is expected to remain
broadly the same despite the additional

N
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Concern over degree of
subjectivity of the
Monitoring & Mitigation
strategy

London Borough of Lewisham

cross-river capacity provided by the
Silvertown Tunnel and traffic is expected to
flow more freely and result in fewer
emissions. This is because the proposed
user charge would act as an effective tool
for managing highway demand, and could
be adjusted if necessary if the Scheme was
having adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
Since the statutory consultation significant
further work has been completed on TfL’s
proposed approach to monitoring and
mitigating the potential impacts of the
Scheme, in consultation with the host
boroughs. This has resulted in the
development of the following three
documents, which set out TfL’s approach in
detail:
• Monitoring Strategy (Document Reference
7.6) – this sets out the scope of monitoring
that TfL proposes to undertake in respect of
traffic, air quality and carbon, noise and
socio-economic impacts of the operation of
the Scheme
• Traffic Impact Mitigation Strategy
(Document Reference 7.7) – this sets out
the process for determining and
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implementing appropriate mitigation for any
localised traffic and traffic-related impacts
which arise as a result of the Scheme
• Charging Policy (Document Reference
7.11) – this sets out the principles according
to which TfL must set and vary the user
charges and the procedures that apply
when doing so
All three documents are included within the
DCO application. It is proposed that a
governance process will also be established
to inform the implementation of these
elements, and this provides for the
establishment of a group to discuss and
advise on monitoring and mitigation issues.
This group – the Silvertown Tunnel
Implementation Group – would include
representatives from local boroughs, other
stakeholders and TfL.
Concern about potential
for deterioration in the
collision record

London Borough of Lewisham

An assessment of current accident rates in
the vicinity of the Blackwall Tunnel and an
assessment of the potential impact of the
scheme on accident levels have been
completed, and further information on these
assessments can be found in Chapters 3
and 7 of the Transport Assessment

N
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(Document Reference 6.5) respectively.
Overall the scheme is expected to have a
negligible impact on accident levels across
the study area.

There doesn’t seem to be
any sensitivity testing
should the effect of the
charging or other factors
vary from those assumed
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London Borough of Lewisham

Since the statutory consultation significant
further work has been completed on our
proposed approach to monitoring and
mitigating the potential impacts of the
scheme, and the Monitoring Strategy
(Document Reference 7.6) sets out a range
of traffic metrics that it is proposed will be
monitored as part of the scheme. It is
proposed that collision data is one of the
metrics for which information will be
collected as part of the Monitoring Strategy
(Document Reference 7.6).
A range of alternative scenarios and
sensitivity tests have also been considered,
including for instance the impact of other as
yet uncommitted transport schemes,
demand response to charging, higher and
lower levels of economic growth, and
alternative user charges. Information on
these tests can be found in the Traffic
Forecasting Report (Document Reference
7.9). This range of testing gives assurance
that a wide variety of potential changes
(including for instance changes to GDP
which could lead to a greater ‘willingness to

N
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The A13 should be
tunnelled before the
Silvertown Tunnel opens

London Borough of Barking
and Dagenham

Request for further
information on projections
of traffic impacts resulting
from the proposed new
Silvertown Tunnel

London Borough of
Southwark

pay’, or the possibility that local residents’
may have lower values of time) can be
managed by the charge.
TfL does not consider that such tunnelling
N
on the A13 is required in advance of or as
part of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme,
however as part of its wider management of
the London’s strategic road network, TfL will
continue to work with the London Borough
of Barking & Dagenham and the GLA to
understand the case for rebuilding a stretch
of the A13 underground. Based on work
completed to date the earliest this could be
delivered is expected to be 2026. The Steel
Approach link scheme is now undergoing
design development with a possible
completion date of 2020, in line with the
London Overground extension programme.
Initial feasibility work is also underway
looking at potential route options for a new
crossing of the River Roding. TfL will
continue to work closely with stakeholders
as both of these schemes are progressed.
Significant assessment has been completed N
into the impacts of the Silvertown Tunnel
scheme on the transport network, and
overall we believe that the scheme would
improve the performance of the road
network particularly in the vicinity of the
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Query regarding the
figures used for modelling
and the effect at Tower
Bridge

London Borough of
Southwark

TfL should have done the
model audit before
consulting - outputs can
only be considered as
preliminary until that has
been completed)

Royal Borough of Greenwich
London Borough of Tower
Hamlets
London Borough of Newham

Blackwall Tunnel. Detailed information on
the expected impacts of the scheme on the
transport network, including the impacts on
road traffic, can be found in the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5).
The effect of the Scheme on adjacent
crossings, including Tower Bridge, is
considered in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5).
The RXHAM traffic model that underpins
TfL’s current traffic forecasts is one variant
of TfL’s suite of traffic models covering East
London, each of which has been adapted
and refined for evaluating different
schemes.
Previous refinements of these models have
been successfully applied to a number of
studies since 2010, including the work
undertaken for the 2012 London Olympics
and post-Olympics legacy. On each
occasion third party consultants have
thoroughly reviewed and enhanced the
models, making further recommendations
that TfL has taken on board across model
variants – including RXHAM - as
appropriate, as part of TfL’s continuous
programme of model development and
enhancement. During this continuous
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development of the models TfL has sought
and taken on board independent advice
from the Department for Transport (DfT)
and leading external experts.
The RXHAM model is the variant of the east
London traffic model which has been
specifically adapted and refined for the
purposes of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme.
In addition to the above, the RXHAM model
has been subject to further external
scrutiny, including an audit undertaken by
Steer Davies Gleave in 2014, which
concluded that the model was fit for
purpose i.e. suitable for use for the
purposes of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme.
As part of that audit SDG recommended a
small number of changes which TfL took on
board, alongside other refinements, to
produce the updated version of the RXHAM
model which has been used to prepare the
traffic forecasts for the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme presented in the consultation. It
should be noted that these forecasts
undergo rigorous assessment within TfL in
order to establish confidence in the
performance of the model prior to
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publication.

The traffic studies don’t
take account of the traffic
impacts in Bexley
Borough, particularly by
HGVs
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London Borough of Bexley

Having reached this stage in the middle of
2015 TfL offered to support the Silvertown
Host Boroughs in undertaking a further
audit of the model, and Steer Davies
Gleave were again commissioned to
provide this additional layer of scrutiny. This
audit remained in progress at the time of
the consultation and represents a repeat of
the previous auditing exercise, based now
on the enhanced version of the model. As
noted above, the audit is additional to an
already significant amount of thorough
scrutiny of the model that had been
undertaken prior to the consultation.
As set out in the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5). TfL does not
expect the Scheme to lead to a significant
increase in traffic on the A102 and A2 and
other key surrounding roads nearby and
beyond - including the key routes serving
the London Borough of Borough of Bexley
e.g. A2 towards Kent, and the A206 serving
Erith. The proposed user charge would act
as an effective tool for managing demand,
and could be adjusted if necessary if the
Scheme was having adverse impacts on
parts of the road network. XXXHGVS
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Microsimulation modelling
required on local junctions
/ adjacent crossings

Royal Borough of Greenwich

Since the consultation, TfL has carried out a N
detailed ‘example’ assessment of localised
traffic impacts based on the Assessed Case
defined for the consultation and DCO
application, including on local junctions.
Based on this, TfL would anticipate that the
Scheme would lead to some localised
impacts on junction delays in the 2021
modelled year that could be mitigated
against through measures that can be
delivered within the existing highway
boundary.
Since London’s road network and the
pressures on it are going to evolve between
the time of application and Scheme
implementation, committing to junction
specific mitigations is not appropriate at this
stage and may in fact conflict with the
objectives of later projects and
programmes.
Therefore, instead of committing to
mitigation proposals at this stage, TfL
proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
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impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement.

The Transport
Assessment is incorrect
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London Borough of Bexley

TfL does not propose to undertake
microsimulation modelling of adjacent
crossings as the strategic modelling of
highway effects indicates only modest
changes in traffic at these crossings.
Further information on the microsimulation
modelling that has been undertaken as part
of the Scheme can be found in Appendix C
of the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5).
TfL has developed the Transport
N
Assessment for the Scheme in accordance
with best practice, and adapted the
assessment in response to many comments
received through consultation as well as
ongoing discussions with stakeholders. The
Assessed Case scenario presented in the
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5) represents the most-likely
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Areas of influence in
Appendix C of the
Transport Assessment
should be reviewed

London Borough of Bexley

Publish a strategic Traffic
Management Plan

London Borough of Bexley

Concern about traffic
disruption/road closures,
with focus on Traffic
Management Plan

London Borough of Bexley

scenario that TfL expects will occur in the
future, based on the best available
projections of London's future population
and employment, and car ownership.
A number of changes have been made to
TfL’s proposed approach to monitoring and
mitigation as part of the Scheme to take
account of stakeholder views. Further
details can be found in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impact Mitigation Strategy
(Document Reference 7.7).
As set out in the Code of Construction
Practice (Document Reference 6.10), it is
planned that a Construction Traffic
Management Plan would be produced for
each of the main works sites by the
appointed contractor in due course, once
the construction methodology has been
determined.
TfL has set out the expected impacts of the
scheme’s construction on the transport
network in Chapter 6 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5),
based on the indicative construction
methodology outlined in the Construction
Method Statement (Document Reference
6.3). This includes information on the
potential number of construction lorries, the

N

N

N
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Request for further liaison
in identifying traffic
monitoring sites and an
indication of timing for this
engagement

London Borough of Bexley

Must consider incident
management and
scenarios

London Borough of Newham
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routes these lorries would take, temporary
road closures and diversions, and staff
travel to the proposed works sites. As set
out in the Code of Construction Practice, it
is planned that a Construction Traffic
Management Plan would be produced for
each of the main works sites by the
appointed contractor in due course, once
the construction methodology has been
determined. This would include details of
the arrangements for engaging affected
parties and stakeholders (Document
Reference 6.10).
TfL has identified the area which would be
covered by the Scheme impacts monitoring.
A list of proposed monitoring locations
based on the Assessed Case is presented
in Appendix A of the Monitoring Strategy
(Document Reference 7.6). Proposals for
changes in the monitoring locations can be
made by any member of the Silvertown
Tunnel Implementation Group in the
interests of enabling likely future impacts to
be fully captured. Further information can
be found in the Monitoring Strategy
(Document Reference 7.6).
The availability of a second high capacity
route across the river adjacent to one of
London's most unreliable crossings would
transform TfL’s ability to manage incidents

N

N
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More work is needed to
refine the junction layout
for pedestrian and cycle
permeability

London Borough of Newham

and closures, which today frequently bring
thousands of vehicles to a standstill. In the
event of an incident at one tunnel, traffic
could be readily re-routed via the other in
order to minimise disruption from such out
of course events. In such situations, TfL
might temporarily bring the Bus/HGV lane
into general use in order to clear or prevent
a backlog of traffic. TfL has considered a
variety of potential incident management
scenarios, and will continue to develop
these as part of ongoing operational
network management prior to and following
the implementation of the Scheme.
The Design and Access Statement
(Document Reference 7.3) sets out a
number of design principles that relate to
improving conditions for pedestrians and
cyclists, which includes adherence to TfL
Streetscape Guidance and London Cycle
Design Standards and seeking to improve
conditions for pedestrians and cyclists as
part of the detailed design.

N

Improvements to Tidal Basin Roundabout,
as set out in the Design and Access
Statement, include the provision of
dedicated pedestrian and cycling crossings
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Concern over potential
diversion of traffic through
Royal Docks and Canning
Town, particularly when
there are incidents on the
network

London Borough of Newham

Further assessment of
Newham tie-in and
Gallions roundabout
required

London Borough of Newham

Further consideration
needed on how the traffic
impacts of scheme impact
on the EZ.

London Borough of Newham
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facilities and off-road cycle lanes.
In normal operational conditions TfL’s
assessment indicates that there would be
little if any diversion of traffic through the
Royal Docks to or from locations outside
the Royal Docks area itself. This is set out
in Chapter 7 of Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5). In the event of
incidents at the Blackwall Tunnel, the
availability of the Silvertown Tunnel
adjacent to the older tunnel would greatly
improve network resilience.
Further information on the forecast traffic
impacts within the Royal Docks area
including at Gallions roundabout can be
found in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). In
summary, TfL does not expect any
significant impact at Gallions Roundabout
as a result of the Scheme as there is little
evidence to suggest that the Royal Docks
would be an attractive 'through route' for
trips starting or ending north or east of the
Royal Docks.
Further information on the forecast traffic
impacts within the Royal Docks Enterprise
Zone area can be found in Chapter 7 of the
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). In summary, under normal

N

N

N
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Reserving judgement on
the proposals until the
model audit and review
has been completed

London Borough of Newham

conditions TfL does not expect there to be
any significant increase in 'through traffic'
resulting from the Scheme as the A13 and
Blackwall Tunnel would remain the
preferable route for traffic starting or ending
north or east of the Royal Docks, although
the Scheme would provide an improvement
in access for trips starting or ending in the
Royal Docks.
The RXHAM traffic model that underpins
TfL’s current traffic forecasts is one variant
of TfL’s suite of traffic models covering East
London, each of which has been adapted
and refined for evaluating different
schemes.

Y

Previous refinements of these models have
been successfully applied to a number of
studies since 2010, including the work
undertaken for the 2012 London Olympics
and post-Olympics legacy. On each
occasion third party consultants have
thoroughly reviewed and enhanced the
models, making further recommendations
that TfL has taken on board across model
variants – including RXHAM - as
appropriate, as part of TfL’s continuous
programme of model development and
enhancement. During this continuous
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development of the models TfL has sought
and taken on board independent advice
from the Department for Transport (DfT)
and leading external experts including Dr
Denvil Coombe.
The RXHAM model is the variant of the east
London traffic model which has been
specifically adapted and refined for the
purposes of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme.
In addition to the above, the RXHAM model
has been subject to further external
scrutiny, including an audit undertaken by
Steer Davies Gleave (SDG) in 2014, which
concluded that the model was fit for
purpose i.e. suitable for use for the
purposes of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme.
As part of that audit SDG recommended a
small number of changes which TfL took on
board, alongside other refinements, to
produce the updated version of the RXHAM
model which has been used to prepare the
traffic forecasts for the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme presented in the consultation. It
should be noted that these forecasts
undergo rigorous assessment within TfL in
order to establish confidence in the
performance of the model prior to
Page 36 of 459
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publication.

TfL should be clear about
plans for highway
designation / reclassification of borough
roads to TLRN

London Borough of Newham

Request for the locations
of future monitoring sites

Royal Borough of Greenwich

Having reached this stage in the middle of
2015 TfL offered to support the Silvertown
Host Boroughs in undertaking a further
audit of the model, and Steer Davies
Gleave were again commissioned to
provide this additional layer of scrutiny. This
audit remained in progress at the time of
the consultation and represents a repeat of
the previous auditing exercise, based now
on the enhanced version of the model. As
noted above, the audit is additional to an
already significant amount of thorough
scrutiny of the model that had been
undertaken prior to the consultation.
TfL proposes to transfer Tidal Basin
Roundabout and Lower Lea Crossing to
within the TLRN in order to link the TLRN
network from A102, through the Silvertown
Tunnel through to Leamouth Circus and
A13. TfL are making this proposal to the
current highway authorities.
TfL has identified the area which would be
covered by the Scheme impacts monitoring.
A list of proposed monitoring locations
based on the Assessed Case is presented
in Appendix A of the Monitoring Strategy
(Document Reference 7.6). Proposals for

N

N
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Query about how capacity
improvement of the
Woolwich Ferry might be
delivered

Royal Borough of Greenwich

Confirmation required that
CS2 and CS3 schemes
have been taken into
account in the traffic
modelling

London Borough of Tower
Hamlets

Set up organisational

London Borough of Tower
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changes in the monitoring locations can be
made by any member of the Silvertown
Tunnel Implementation Group in the
interests of enabling likely future impacts to
be fully captured. Further information can
be found in the Monitoring Strategy
(Document Reference 7.6).
TfL is not proposing to change the
N
operation of the Woolwich Ferry as part of
the Scheme, as TfL’s strategic modelling
does not indicate a significant change in
demand at these crossings. More
information can be found on this
assessment in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
would monitor conditions at adjacent
crossings following the implementation of
the Scheme which would enable mitigations
to be brought forward in consultation with
the Silvertown Tunnel Implementation
Group if any unexpected negative impacts
arose.
Both the Cycle Superhighway 2 and Cycle
N
Superhighway 3 schemes, including their
planned upgrades which are under
construction, have been taken into account
within TfL’s modelling for the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme.
Since the statutory consultation significant
Y
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structure for development
Hamlets
of the Monitoring &
Mitigation strategy as soon
as a decision is made on
the DCO

further work has been completed on TfL’s
proposed approach to monitoring and
mitigating the potential impacts of the
Scheme, in consultation with the host
boroughs. This has resulted in the
development of the following three
documents, which set out TfL’s approach in
detail:
• Monitoring Strategy (Document Reference
7.6) – this sets out the scope of monitoring
that TfL proposes to undertake in respect of
traffic, air quality and carbon, noise and
socio-economic impacts of the operation of
the Scheme
• Traffic Impact Mitigation Strategy
(Document Reference 7.7) – this sets out
the process for determining and
implementing appropriate mitigation for any
localised traffic and traffic-related impacts
which arise as a result of the Scheme
• Charging Policy (Document Reference
7.11) – this sets out the principles according
to which TfL must set and vary the user
charges and the procedures that apply
when doing so
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All three documents are included within the
DCO application. It is proposed that a
governance process will also be established
to inform the implementation of these
elements, and this provides for the
establishment of a group to discuss and
advise on monitoring and mitigation issues.
This group – the Silvertown Tunnel
Implementation Group – would include
representatives from local boroughs, other
stakeholders and TfL.
An assessment of
changes in collision
occurrence should be
undertaken as part of the
monitoring programme

London Borough of Tower
Hamlets

An assessment of current accident rates in
the vicinity of the Blackwall Tunnel and an
assessment of the potential impact of the
scheme on accident levels have been
completed, and further information on these
assessments can be found in Chapters 3
and 7 of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5) respectively.
Overall the scheme is expected to have a
negligible impact on accident levels across
the study area.
Since the statutory consultation significant
further work has been completed on our
proposed approach to monitoring and
mitigating the potential impacts of the
scheme, and the Monitoring Strategy
(Document Reference 7.6) sets out a range
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The Royal Borough of
Royal Borough of Greenwich
Greenwich would like
improvements to a number
of local junctions,
predominantly on the A206

of traffic metrics that it is proposed will be
monitored as part of the scheme. It is
proposed that collision data is one of the
metrics for which information will be
collected as part of the Monitoring Strategy
(Document Reference 7.6).
TfL’s current assessment indicates that no
N
specific improvement works are required to
junctions on the A206 as a result of the
Scheme. This will be kept under review,
and at the request of stakeholders these
junctions have been included in the
proposed Monitoring Strategy (Document
Reference 7.6). If this identifies ahead of
opening that the Scheme is likely to have
an adverse impact on the operation of these
junctions, or is having an adverse impact
post-opening, appropriate mitigation will be
identified and implemented. Further details
can be found in the Chapter 3 & Appendix A
of the Monitoring Strategy (Document
Reference 7.6). TfL proposes to commit to
future monitoring and implementation of
mitigation under existing powers where
appropriate by assessing the traffic impacts
closer to Scheme opening, and monitoring
actual impacts thereafter to accurately
identify the scale and location of adverse
impacts to enable implementation of
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Concern over the potential
impacts on the Royal
Docks Enterprise Zone

London Borough of Newham

The reference case makes
the modelling outputs
misleading

London Borough of Waltham
Forest
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effective mitigation where required. This
approach is explained in detail in the
Monitoring Strategy (Document Reference
7.6) and the Traffic Impacts Mitigation
Strategy (TIMS). Both strategies will be
DCO certified documents and will be
subject to a DCO requirement.
The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme would
improve access to the Royal Docks. In
normal operational conditions TfL’s
assessment indicates that there would be
little if any diversion of traffic through the
Royal Docks to or from locations outside
the Royal Docks area itself. This is set out
in Chapter 7 of Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5). In the event of
incidents at the Blackwall Tunnel, the
availability of the Silvertown Tunnel
adjacent to the older tunnel would greatly
improve network resilience.
Within the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5) the impacts of
the scheme (the Assessed Case) are
compared against a future year (Reference
Case) because demand for the transport
network is expected to change from current
conditions given the forecast increases in
population and employment in the period to
the point the Scheme would open. This is in
accordance with best practice and Webtag

N

N
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guidance. In addition to the traffic growth
assumed in the Reference Case, TfL has
also considered the effects of the scheme
against the backdrop of both a higher and a
lower level of projected traffic growth over
time. In each case, TfL does not expect the
Scheme to lead to a significant increase in
traffic. This is because the proposed user
charge would act as an effective tool for
managing demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
The do nothing scenario
within the figures used for
modelling is unrealistic

London Borough of Waltham
Forest

The "do nothing" scenario represents the
most-likely scenario that TfL expects will
occur in the future, based on the best
available projections of London's future
population and employment, and car
ownership. However, TfL also recognises
that these projections are subject to
uncertainty so in addition to the Assessed
Case, TfL has also modelled the impacts of
the Scheme across a range of other future
year scenarios. These additional scenarios
are each based on different levels of
population growth, job creation, or car
ownership trends and hence, different rates
of traffic growth over time. In each case, TfL

N
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More work is needed to
refine the junction layout
for pedestrian and cycle
permeability
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London Borough of Newham

does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic. This is
because the proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
The Design and Access Statement
(Document Reference 7.3) sets out a
number of design principles that relate to
improving conditions for pedestrians and
cyclists, which includes adherence to TfL
Streetscape Guidance and London Cycle
Design Standards and seeking to improve
conditions for pedestrians and cyclists as
part of the detailed design.
Improvements to Tidal Basin Roundabout,
as set out in the Design and Access
Statement, include the provision of
dedicated pedestrian and cycling crossings
facilities and off-road cycle lanes.
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K1.3

Section 42 (1) (d)

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Monitoring effects after
completion is too late

European Metal Recycling
Limited ("EMR")
ANON-33SX-SNWF-F
ANON-33SX-S7SD-J

Concern that the new
tunnel will make
congestion worse and/or
will not reduce it

Millennium Primary School
BHLF-33SX-S7V2-3
ANON-33SX-SNWF-F
ANON-33SX-SNUZ-1
ANON-33SX-SNBK-Y
ANON-33SX-SN7D-D
ANON-33SX-SN3M-J
ANON-33SX-SN3C-8
ANON-33SX-S7SN-V
ANON-33SX-S7SD-J
Dilara Begum

TfL is proposing to start monitoring baseline
conditions including traffic three years in
advance of the scheme opening. Further
information can be found in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6)
TfL’s assessment of the traffic effects of the
Scheme are set out in Chapter 7 of
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). TfL considers that the user
charge is likely to be effective in managing
demand and that the scheme would greatly
reduce congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective

Change to the
scheme?
N

N
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Concern that the new
tunnel will attract more
traffic in general and/or
more traffic from the
outside area

ANON-33SX-STRR-V
ANON-33SX-SNBK-Y
ANON-33SX-S7Z2-7
ANON-33SX-S784-7
ANON-33SX-S72U-2
ANON-33SX-S2C5-E

Don’t think will have an
effect on congestion/ will
not reduce congestion N/A

BHLF-33SX-S7V2-3
ANON-33SX-S7Z2-7
ANON-33SX-S7SD-J

Concern that the creation
of new roads will only lead
to increased traffic

Millennium Primary School
ANON-33SX-S7SD-J
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mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement.

N

TfL acknowledges the findings of the
SACTRA report on Trunk Roads and the
Generation of Traffic (1994) which
concluded that the provision of additional
road capacity can generate additional
traffic, known as “induced demand”.
However, it should also be noted that
additional capacity forms only one
component of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. The other key component is the
user charge, which will be applied not only
to the new capacity but also the existing
Blackwall Tunnel. This user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
highway demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having

N
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adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.

Concern that the Scheme
Millennium Primary School
will increase congestion on
A102
Concern that the Scheme
will congestion on A2

ANON-33SX-SNWF-F

TfL does not expect the Scheme to result in
an overall increase in traffic. The Scheme’s
air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant legislation
and guidance. It concludes that the Scheme
will not result in a significant effect on air
quality. With regards to changes in NO2,
the assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area experience
a change that is classified as imperceptible
by the guidance. Where changes are
classified as perceptible, more receptors
will experience an improvement than will
experience a perceptible deterioration. TfL’s
assessment of the noise and air quality
effects of changes in traffic resulting from
the Scheme is set out in Chapter 6 of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference number 6.1)
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the north
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and south of the Thames (although roads in
Silvertown connecting to the portals of the
new tunnel on the north side would be likely
to see some increase as the tunnel would
provide a better connection to these
locations). The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
Since the statutory consultation TfL has
carried out additional local modelling work
of the A102/A2 corridor. This has indicated
the potential for a modest increase in
journey time southbound from the Blackwall
and Silvertown tunnels in the evening peak,
though far outweighed by the significant
savings on the southbound approach to the
Blackwall Tunnel. TfL has tested a range of
mitigation measures along this corridor
between Sun-in-the-Sands and Eltham
Tunnel which could be delivered within the
existing highway boundary. These act to
smooth traffic flow through the corridor and
could serve as suitable mitigation to the
forecast traffic flow changes resulting from
the Scheme.
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TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement. TfL is working in collaboration
with the Department for Transport,
Highways England and Kent County
Council on a wireless ‘connected corridor’
on the A2 (details published by the
Department for Transport in Sep 2015). TfL
is also considering ways to improve
performance on the A2/A102 corridor,
including by utilising new technologies and
innovative measures to create a more
efficient ‘smart road’. This is expected to
address some of the existing problems
seen on the A2. These measures are
expected to be in place in advance of
Silvertown Tunnel opening; hence future
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Concern that the local
roads will not support the
extra traffic
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ANON-33SX-STZ5-7
ANON-33SX-STTE-H
ANON-33SX-SNWF-F
ANON-33SX-SNBK-Y
ANON-33SX-SN1N-H
ANON-33SX-S7Z2-7
ANON-33SX-S7SN-V

monitoring will be able to take these
measures into account to establish whether
additional mitigation, such as that tested
would be required. All the mitigation
measures tested are within the existing
highway boundary and can therefore be
delivered using TfL’s existing powers. More
detail on these is included in the Chapter 7
and Appendix C of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5)
TfL’s assessment of the traffic effects of the
Scheme are set out in Chapter 7 of
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). TfL considers that the user
charge is likely to be effective in managing
demand and that the scheme would greatly
reduce congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified

N
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documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement.

The local area already has
high levels of congestion

European Metal Recycling
Limited ("EMR")
ANON-33SX-SNWF-F
ANON-33SX-S7SD-J
ANON-33SX-S72U-2
ANON-33SX-S72P-W

The current levels of demand to use the
Blackwall Tunnel greatly exceed the
capacity of the tunnel, and there is regularly
very significant congestion in and around
the area. This congestion is exacerbated
when over height vehicles attempt to use
the Blackwall Tunnel.

N

TfL’s assessment is that with the user
charge, the Scheme would effectively
eliminate the severe congestion which is
currently experienced at the Blackwall
Tunnel.
To ensure the Scheme remains effective
over time, TfL would keep the level of the
charge under review. TfL also proposes to
commit to future monitoring and
implementation of mitigation under existing
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There are many housing
developments planned
which will add to
congestion; consider a
residential discount

Trinity Buoy Wharf
ANON-33SX-SNWF-F
ANON-33SX-SNMV-N
ANON-33SX-SN3M-J
ANON-33SX-SF1E-Z
ANON-33SX-S7SD-J
ANON-33SX-S72P-W

Concern about the impacts ANON-33SX-SNWF-F
of increased traffic on the
A13
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powers where appropriate by assessing the
traffic impacts closer to Scheme opening,
and monitoring actual impacts thereafter to
accurately identify the scale and location of
adverse impacts to enable implementation
of effective mitigation where required. This
approach is explained in detail in the
Monitoring Strategy (Document Reference
7.6) and the Traffic Impacts Mitigation
Strategy (TIMS). Both strategies will be
DCO certified documents and will be
subject to a DCO requirement.
TfL’s assessments of scheme impacts take N
into account the significant growth in both
housing and employment which is
anticipated in this area in the coming years.
The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme would
enable better road network performance in
the context of this growth.
TfL does not consider that it would be
appropriate to offer a residents’ discount,
which could undermine the demand
management effects of the user charge and
does not appear to be needed as mitigation.
For more information see the Charging
Statement (Document Reference 7.5).
TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
N
a significant increase in traffic on the A13.
The proposed user charge would act as an
effective tool for managing demand, and
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Both tunnels connecting
Southside will cause
congestion

BHLF-33SX-S7V2-3
ANON-33SX-SNMV-N
ANON-33SX-S7SN-V

could be adjusted if necessary if the
Scheme was having adverse impacts on
parts of the road network.
We anticipate that the Scheme would lead
N
to a significant overall reduction in delay
across the east and south east London road
network and in particular for cross-river
journeys currently using the Blackwall
Tunnel as it would alleviate the significant
congestion which routinely affects that
crossing. Principally as a result of the
demand management effect of the user
charge, TfL does not expect any significant
overall increase in traffic on this corridor
and hence TfL does not expect any
significant increases in delay on the shared
northbound approach to the two tunnels.
TfL’s assessment of the Scheme’s likely
effects on traffic is set out in Chapter 7 of
the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5).
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New tunnel will attract
more traffic / attract traffic
from outside area Environmental impacts

BHLF-33SX-SNDZ-G
BHLF-33SX-SNDY-F
BHLF-33SX-SNDS-9
BHLF-33SX-SNDN-4
BHLF-33SX-SNDM-3
BHLF-33SX-SNDK-1
BHLF-33SX-SNDH-X
BHLF-33SX-SNDF-V
BHLF-33SX-SNDE-U
BHLF-33SX-SND9-F
BHLF-33SX-SND8-E
BHLF-33SX-SND6-C
BHLF-33SX-SND2-8
BHLF-33SX-SND1-7
BHLF-33SX-SN5W-X
BHLF-33SX-SN5R-S
BHLF-33SX-SN5C-A
ANON-33SX-SNMV-N
ANON-33SX-SN7D-D

TfL acknowledges the findings of the SACTRA
report on Trunk Roads and the Generation of
Traffic (1994) which concluded that the provision
of additional road capacity can generate additional
traffic, known as “induced demand”. However, it
should also be noted that additional capacity
forms only one component of the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme. The other key component is the
user charge, which will be applied not only to the
new capacity but also the existing Blackwall
Tunnel. This user charge would act as an effective
tool for managing highway demand, and could be
adjusted if necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road network. TfL
does not expect the Scheme to result in an overall
increase in traffic. The Scheme’s air quality
assessment has been undertaken following the
relevant legislation and guidance. It concludes
that the Scheme will not result in a significant
effect on air quality. With regards to changes in
NO2, the assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area experience a
change that is classified as imperceptible by the
guidance. Where changes are classified as
perceptible, more receptors will experience an
improvement than will experience a perceptible
deterioration. TfL’s assessment of the noise and
air quality effects of changes in traffic resulting
from the Scheme is set out in Chapter 6 of the
Environmental Statement (Document Reference
number 6.1)

N

Concern that the road

ANON-33SX-SNUZ-1

TfL’s assessment of the effects of the

N
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network on the South of
the river/ Silvertown will
not be sufficient

Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the north
and south of the Thames (although roads in
Silvertown connecting to the portals of the
new tunnel on the north side would be likely
to see some increase as the tunnel would
provide a better connection to these
locations). The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
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Concern about increased
congestion on the A13

ANON-33SX-S7Z2-7
ANON-33SX-S784-7

Access routes south side
on the approach to both
tunnels will be congested

ANON-33SX-SNUZ-1
ANON-33SX-SNMV-N
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Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement.
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in congestion on the
A13. The proposed user charge would act
as an effective tool for managing demand,
and could be adjusted if necessary if the
Scheme was having adverse impacts on
parts of the road network.
We anticipate that the Scheme would lead
N
to a significant overall reduction in delay
across the east and south east London road
network and in particular for cross-river
journeys currently using the Blackwall
Tunnel as it would alleviate the significant
congestion which routinely affects that
crossing. Principally as a result of the
demand management effect of the user
charge, TfL does not expect any significant
overall increase in traffic on this corridor
and hence TfL does not expect any
significant increases in delay on the shared
northbound approach to the two tunnels.
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TfL’s assessment of the Scheme’s likely
effects on traffic is set out in Chapter 7 of
the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5).
Concern over congestion
at roundabout/traffic lights
on approach to tunnel

Trinity Buoy Wharf

The modified Tidal Basin Roundabout has
been carefully modelled using standard
industry software, which indicates that it
would perform without significant
congestion including at peak times.
Southbound traffic approaching the
Silvertown Tunnel would use the modified
Tidal Basin Roundabout, which would be
elongated to facilitate a ‘hamburger’ link for
traffic approaching from A1020 Lower Lea
Crossing to pass directly across the
roundabout. This would improve capacity
and journey time.

N

Under the Scheme proposals the modified
Tidal Basin Roundabout would be
signalised. The traffic signals would be
designed to enable safe use of the junction
for all road users and to maximise capacity
at the junction. Signalisation would enable
the roundabout to operate as a ‘hamburger’
arrangement by which traffic travelling
southbound towards the tunnel could pass
directly through the roundabout, increasing
operational capacity.
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Consider making
connections numerous
and easy

ANON-33SX-STVB-G

Concern that the road
network on the North of
the river will not be
sufficient

ANON-33SX-SNUZ-1
ANON-33SX-SNU8-Y
ANON-33SX-S72P-W
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Junction and crossing controllers would be
controlled via TfL’s Urban Traffic Control
(UTC) system. In the event of a tunnel
incident the UTC system could utilise the
signals at the roundabout to implement the
‘Greenwave’ to rapidly clear vehicles from
the tunnel.
The Silvertown Tunnel would connect with
N
the existing road network at the Tidal Basin
Roundabout in Newham and the A102
Blackwall Tunnel Approach in Greenwich.
These connections will be designed in
accordance with relevant standards to
ensure they are safe and fit for purpose. A
detailed signage strategy would be
developed to ensure access to the tunnels
is clear and easy to follow.
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the north
and south of the Thames (although roads in
Silvertown connecting to the portals of the
new tunnel on the north side would be likely
to see some increase as the tunnel would
provide a better connection to these
locations). The proposed user charge would
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act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.

The Lower Lea Crossing
and Silvertown Way need
to have extra lanes to
cope with the extra traffic

ANON-33SX-SF67-Q

Access to the tunnel looks

ANON-33SX-ST7M-V

TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement.
TfL has assessed the likely traffic impacts
of the Silvertown Tunnel as set out in
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5). This does not
indicate a likelihood of capacity problems
on the Lower Lea Crossing or Silvertown
Way as a result of the Scheme.
The Silvertown Tunnel is not intended to

N

N
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complicated

Better synchronisation and
phasing of traffic lights is
needed
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ANON-33SX-S7YP-4

duplicate or replace the strong connections
to the strategic road network that the
Blackwall Tunnel has via the A12 and A13.
Rather, it is designed to free-up capacity on
the Blackwall Tunnel and address a local
bottleneck by creating a convenient route
for a proportion of the trips currently using
the Blackwall Tunnel (principally those
which start or end in the Isle of Dogs or the
Royal Docks). The Blackwall Tunnel is
expected to remain the preferable route for
traffic seeking to access the strategic road
network, and its performance would
improve as a result of the Scheme.
Signage would provide clear directions to
the new tunnel for those travelling to and
from the locations best served by it.
Traffic lights and Junction and crossing
controllers would be controlled via TfL’s
Urban Traffic Control (UTC) system which
synchronises the lights with other traffic
light junctions in the area. TfL is increasing
the area of signals covered by the ‘Split
Cycle Offset Optimisation Technique’
(SCOOT) to optimise traffic light timings. By
2018, more than three-quarters of London’s
6,000 junctions will be upgraded with
SCOOT, helping to manage and reduce
congestion.

N
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Consider effectiveness of
the connections to existing
road network north of the
Thames

ANON-33SX-STTE-H
ANON-33SX-SFJ8-C

In developing the Silvertown proposals
careful consideration was given the
integration into the existing road network.
TfL does not expect any overall increase in
traffic as a result of the scheme, hence TfL
does not expect there to be significant
adverse traffic impacts in residential areas
or on the road network to the north of the
Thames. Whilst for most users travelling to
or from the A12 or the A13 the Blackwall
Tunnel would continue to represent the
most direct route, the Silvertown Tunnel
would provide a more direct route for users
travelling to or from the Royal Docks and
the Isle of Dogs.

N

At a local level, at the points that the new
approach roads for the Silvertown Tunnel
tie-in with the existing road network, the
Scheme is not expected to have a
significant adverse impact on local junctions
and highway links. The tie-ins have been
designed to current design standards taking
into account the expected level of demand.
This includes the tie-in to the Tidal Basin
Roundabout. In order to facilitate
satisfactory operation to meet standards the
Tidal Basin Roundabout would be
significantly modified to create a new
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signal-controlled roundabout which is able
to accommodate flows from all connecting
links (Silvertown Way, Dock Road and
Lower Lea Crossing).

Query as to whether parts
of the A102 approaching
the Blackwall and
Silvertown tunnels can be
buried underground

ANON-33SX-SF1E-Z

Emergency bays/facilities
for breakdowns must be
incorporated

BHLF-33SX-S7V2-3
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Southbound traffic approaching the
Silvertown Tunnel would use the modified
Tidal Basin Roundabout, which would be
elongated to facilitate a ‘hamburger’ link for
traffic approaching from A1020 Lower Lea
Crossing to pass directly across the
roundabout. This would improve capacity
and journey time.
There would be considerable problems to
overcome that would not make the option
viable. Such problems would include
engineering a tunnel in poor ground
conditions and the logistics of construction
while keeping the A102 running at an
acceptable level. Although buried
underground air pollution would not be
improved as the vehicle fumes would still
need to be ventilated.
The reference design of the layout of the
tunnel and the safety systems has been
undertaken in accordance with international
best practice. Consideration has been given
to potential risks when making design
decisions.

N

N
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It is widely considered not best practice to
have emergency bays in a tunnel. The
reason for this is that it is highly undesirable
for any vehicles to stop within a tunnel, and
also very dangerous for any vehicle
occupants to leave a vehicle within the
tunnel if other traffic is still ‘live’. Installing a
lay-by in a tunnel is likely to encourage
other motorists which haven’t broken down
to illegally stop and, when re-joining the
traffic, incidents are increasingly likely due
to the reduced visibility that a tunnel affords.
It is also unlikely that an emergency bay
would be positioned in the correct location
for a vehicle which breaks down. It is
considered that if a motorist is able to
continue until an emergency lay-by located
inside the tunnel, then it is also likely that
they would also be able to continue until the
end of the tunnel.
The Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) provides a description of the
tunnel safety systems which will be
adopted, such as emergency ventilation,
Variable Message Signs, firefighting
facilities, full CCTV coverage and a Public
Address Voice Alarm (PAVA) system.
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General concern that the
Silvertown Tunnel will lead
to an increase of HGVs

ANON-33SX-SFQ2-D

There needs to be better
ANON-33SX-SFJ8-C
access to the A12 and A13
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TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme on network
performance is set out in Chapter 7 of the
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). In summary, the strategic
model provides an indication of the overall
effect of the Scheme on HGV traffic, and
suggests that the net effect would be a
small reduction in HGV traffic on this
corridor (largely as a result of the user
charge), and a significant overall reduction
in congestion.
The Silvertown Tunnel is not intended to
duplicate or replace the strong connections
to the strategic road network that the
Blackwall Tunnel has via the A12 and A13.
Rather, it is designed to free-up capacity on
the Blackwall Tunnel and address a local
bottleneck by creating a convenient route
for a proportion of the trips currently using
the Blackwall Tunnel (principally those
which start or end in the Isle of Dogs or the
Royal Docks). The Blackwall Tunnel is
expected to remain the preferable route for
traffic seeking to access the strategic road
network, and its performance would
improve as a result of the Scheme.
Additionally, adapting the Scheme to
provide direct connections between the

N

N
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Structural concerns with
the two A102 flyovers at
Woolwich Road and
Blackwall Lane

ANON-33SX-SNUZ-1

Belief the Monitoring &
Mitigation strategies will
not work

ANON-33SX-SNMV-N
ANON-33SX-SN7D-D

Need more traffic calming
measures

Knight Dragon Developments
Limited

Silvertown Tunnel and these routes would
not improve access to the Royal Docks and
the Isle of Dogs, and would require an
alternative tunnel alignment which would be
likely to have a higher cost and lower net
benefit. On the south side of the river the
tunnel connects with the A102 via new slip
road links, thereby sharing the same
connection as the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL does not anticipate any significant
N
increase in traffic levels on the Woolwich
flyover so TfL does not anticipate any
adverse impact on the highway structures
including the flyovers at Woolwich Road
and Blackwall Lane.
The scheme contains ‘embedded mitigation’ N
for potential traffic increases in the form of
the user charge, which has been widely
demonstrated as an effective means of
managing demand. TfL is proposing to start
monitoring baseline conditions including
traffic three years in advance of the
Scheme opening. Further information can
be found in the Monitoring Strategy
(Document Reference 7.6).
The entire Scheme has been designed to
N
30mph. Once operational, speed limits will
be enforced in a way that is consistent with
the rest of the TfL network. TfL does not
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Concerns about the
ANON-33SX-SFDF-M
environmental impacts that
the traffic will cause

Consider the impact on
ANON-33SX-SF1E-Z
new developments in
Silvertown due to the
increased traffic caused by
the Scheme
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consider that further ‘traffic calming’
measures would be appropriate.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement.
TfL has carefully modelled the traffic
impacts of the scheme and do not
anticipate that implementing the Silvertown
Tunnel scheme would lead to any
significant overall increase in traffic levels.
Forecast increases in population and
employment resulting partly from new
development have been taken into account
in TfL’s modelling, and further information
on this can be found in Chapter 5 of the
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5).

N

N
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General queries regarding
the figures used for
modelling

Concern over increase in
HGV traffic

U&I Group
ANON-33SX-SNWF-F

Millennium Primary School

The suite of models that TfL has used to
N
forecast the transport impacts of the
scheme is summarised in Chapter 1 of the
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). The assumptions that have
been used concerning future population and
employment growth can be found in
Chapter 5 of the Transport Assessment.
The modelling has been in accordance with
Webtag guidance and best practice, and
subject to independent audit.
TfL has modelled the impacts of the
Scheme across a broad range of plausible
future year scenarios. These are each
based on different levels of population
growth, job creation, or car ownership
trends and hence, different rates of traffic
growth over time. In each case, TfL does
not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic. This is
because the proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
Scheme on traffic, including HGV traffic, is

N
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The performance of the
traffic modelling is
unknown/unverified

ANON-33SX-SNWF-F
ANON-33SX-SNUZ-1

set out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). In
summary, the strategic model provides an
indication of the overall effect of the
Scheme on HGV numbers overall, and
suggests that the net effect would be a
small reduction in HGV traffic on this
corridor, largely as a result of the user
charge.
The RXHAM traffic model that underpins
TfL’s current traffic forecasts is one variant
of TfL’s suite of traffic models covering East
London, each of which has been adapted
and refined for evaluating different
schemes.
Previous refinements of these models have
been successfully applied to a number of
studies since 2010, including the work
undertaken for the 2012 London Olympics
and post-Olympics legacy. On each
occasion third party consultants have
thoroughly reviewed and enhanced the
models, making further recommendations
that TfL has taken on board across model
variants – including RXHAM - as
appropriate, as part of TfL’s continuous
programme of model development and
enhancement. During this continuous
development of the models TfL has sought
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and taken on board independent advice
from the Department for Transport (DfT)
and leading external experts.
The RXHAM model is the variant of the east
London traffic model which has been
specifically adapted and refined for the
purposes of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme.
In addition to the above, the RXHAM model
has been subject to further external
scrutiny, including an audit undertaken by
Steer Davies Gleave in 2014, which
concluded that the model was fit for
purpose i.e. suitable for use for the
purposes of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme.
As part of that audit SDG recommended a
small number of changes which TfL took on
board, alongside other refinements, to
produce the updated version of the RXHAM
model which has been used to prepare the
traffic forecasts for the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme presented in the consultation. It
should be noted that these forecasts
undergo rigorous assessment within TfL in
order to establish confidence in the
performance of the model prior to
publication.
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General comments in
Quintain
relation to the Monitoring &
Mitigation strategy

The Silvertown Tunnel will ANON-33SX-S784-7
encourage more HGVs
which will create noise and
air quality issues
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Having reached this stage in the middle of
2015 TfL offered to support the Silvertown
Host Boroughs in undertaking a further
audit of the model, and Steer Davies
Gleave were again commissioned to
provide this additional layer of scrutiny. This
audit remained in progress at the time of
the consultation and represents a repeat of
the previous auditing exercise, based now
on the enhanced version of the model. As
noted above, the audit is additional to an
already significant amount of thorough
scrutiny of the model that had been
undertaken prior to the consultation.
A number of changes have been made to
TfL’s proposed approach to monitoring and
mitigation as part of the Scheme to take
account of stakeholder views. Further
details can be found in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impact Mitigation Strategy
(Document Reference 7.7)
TfL acknowledges negative externalities
associated with HGV use and TfL is
addressing these through a variety of
localised and strategic measures (such as
the London Low Emission Zone). HGV
impacts tend to be closely associated with
HGV traffic. Our assessment of the effects

N

N
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of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme on traffic,
including HGV traffic, is set out in Chapter 7
of the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). In summary, the strategic
model provides an indication of the overall
effect of the Scheme on HGV traffic, and
suggests that the net effect would be a
small reduction in HGV traffic on this
corridor, largely as a result of the user
charge. The Scheme’s air quality
assessment has been undertaken following
the relevant legislation and guidance. It
concludes that the Scheme will not result in
a significant effect on air quality. With
regards to changes in NO2, the assessment
shows that the majority of receptors across
the study area experience a change that is
classified as imperceptible by the guidance.
Where changes are classified as
perceptible, more receptors will experience
an improvement than will experience a
perceptible deterioration. TfL’s assessment
of the noise and air quality effects of
changes in traffic resulting from the Scheme
is set out in Chapter 6 of the Environmental
Statement (Document Reference number
6.1)
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Concern about the impact
of HGVs on residential
areas

ANON-33SX-S7SD-J
ANON-33SX-S784-7

Further research needed
into local traffic impacts

ASD Limited (Klöckner & Co)
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The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme would
N
enable HGV trips to be made efficiently by
ensuring a resilient route across the river at
a key intersection on the strategic route
network of east and south east London. At
present, there is an incentive for HGV
operators to use the Blackwall Tunnel to
avoid paying the Dart Charge at Dartford.
The user charge proposed as part of the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme would reduce
this incentive, and encourage HGV
operators to consider whether travelling into
this relatively densely populated part of
London is the most appropriate way to carry
out their journey. Our assessment of the
effects of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme on
traffic, including HGV traffic, is set out in
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5). In summary, the
strategic model provides an indication of the
overall effect of the Scheme on HGV traffic,
and suggests that the net effect would be a
small reduction in HGV traffic on this
corridor, largely as a result of the user
charge.
Since the consultation, TfL has carried out a N
detailed ‘example’ assessment of localised
traffic impacts based on the Assessed Case
defined for the consultation and DCO
application. Based on this, TfL would
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anticipate that the Scheme would lead to
some localised impacts on junction delays
in the 2021 modelled year that could be
mitigated against through measures that
can be delivered within the existing highway
boundary.
Since London’s road network and the
pressures on it are going to evolve between
the time of application and Scheme
implementation, committing to junction
specific mitigations is not appropriate at this
stage and may in fact conflict with the
objectives of later projects and
programmes.
Therefore, instead of committing to
mitigation proposals at this stage, TfL
proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
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Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement.

The Greenwich Peninsula
will be cut off

The Trustees of Morden
College

Consider that Traffic
Impact studies do not
reach far enough

Railway Pension Nominees
Ltd (‘Railway Pension
Nominees’)

Need to give further
consideration to the HGV
routeing strategy

BHLF-33SX-S7V2-3
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For more information on local traffic impacts
please see Appendix C of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5).
By reducing congestion on the approaches
to the Blackwall Tunnel, TfL expects that
the Scheme will improve access to and
from the Greenwich Peninsula for all users,
including bus services, when compared to a
future scenario without the Silvertown
Tunnel in place.

N

As set out in the Transport Assessment
N
(Document Reference 6.5), TfL’s analysis of
the traffic effects of the Scheme has
covered the entirety of the east and
southeast sub-region of London (and
beyond).
To ensure maximum flexibility of the
N
scheme and network efficiency through
allowing traffic to travel via its preferred
route, it is not proposed at this stage to
impose restrictions on the type of vehicle
which are able to use either tunnel (with the
exception of the existing height restrictions
on the Blackwall Tunnel). However, these
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Request for a list of all the
input assumptions

ANON-33SX-SNWF-F

Traffic is already heavy
and congestion will get
worse with the tunnel

ANON-33SX-S7YP-4

options will be considered in further detail.
A TfL operational working group has been
established to (amongst other things)
develop the operational strategy to ensure
that all over-height vehicles are
appropriately directed towards the
Silvertown Tunnel bore on the A102
northbound approach, as well as planning
the necessary signage and vehicle
monitoring / detection systems.
Further information on the input
assumptions for the transport model can be
found in Chapter 5 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5).
The current levels of demand to use the
Blackwall Tunnel greatly exceed the
capacity of the tunnel, and there is regularly
very significant congestion in and around
the area. This congestion is exacerbated
when over height vehicles attempt to use
the Blackwall Tunnel.

N

N

TfL’s assessment is that with the user
charge, the Scheme would effectively
eliminate the severe congestion which is
currently experienced at the Blackwall
Tunnel.
To ensure the Scheme remains effective
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Links to the A12 and A13
are narrow and complex
and likely to become
congested
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ANON-33SX-SNUZ-1

over time, TfL would keep the level of the
charge under review. TfL also proposes to
commit to future monitoring and
implementation of mitigation under existing
powers where appropriate by assessing the
traffic impacts closer to Scheme opening,
and monitoring actual impacts thereafter to
accurately identify the scale and location of
adverse impacts to enable implementation
of effective mitigation where required. This
approach is explained in detail in the
Monitoring Strategy (Document Reference
7.6) and the Traffic Impacts Mitigation
Strategy (TIMS). Both strategies will be
DCO certified documents and will be
subject to a DCO requirement.
The Silvertown Tunnel is not intended to
duplicate or replace the strong connections
to the strategic road network that the
Blackwall Tunnel has via the A12 and A13.
Rather, it is designed to free-up capacity on
the Blackwall Tunnel and address a local
bottleneck by creating a convenient route
for a proportion of the trips currently using
the Blackwall Tunnel (principally those
which start or end in the Isle of Dogs or the
Royal Docks). The Blackwall Tunnel is
expected to remain the preferable route for
traffic seeking to access the strategic road
network, and its performance would

N
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Links to the A12 and A13
are currently narrow and
complex and likely to
become congested

ANON-33SX-SNUZ-1

What degree of stress
ANON-33SX-SNWF-F
testing has been applied to
the model

The model should be done
on the wider proposals as
the traffic impact studies

Quintain

improve as a result of the Scheme
The Silvertown Tunnel is not intended to
duplicate or replace the strong connections
to the strategic road network that the
Blackwall Tunnel has via the A12 and A13.
Rather, it is designed to free-up capacity on
the Blackwall Tunnel and address a local
bottleneck by creating a convenient route
for a proportion of the trips currently using
the Blackwall Tunnel (principally those
which start or end in the Isle of Dogs or the
Royal Docks). The Blackwall Tunnel is
expected to remain the preferable route for
traffic seeking to access the strategic road
network, and its performance would
improve as a result of the Scheme.
A range of alternative scenarios and
sensitivity tests have also been considered,
including for instance the impact of other as
yet uncommitted transport schemes, higher
and lower levels of economic growth, and
alternative user charges. Information on
these tests can be found in the Traffic
forecasting Report (Document Reference
7.9).
The assessment of impacts in the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5)
covers a broad area around the site of the
new tunnel, covering the entirety of the

N

N

N
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don’t reach far enough

Concern about added
congestion due to
construction traffic

London City Airport

boroughs of Newham, Tower Hamlets and
Greenwich and a significant area beyond.
Impacts assessed across this area are
reported. Information on the study area
considered can be found in Chapter 1 of the
Transport Assessment.
In developing the Scheme proposals TfL
has given particular consideration to
construction, maintenance and operation of
the crossing. It is recognised that there will
be some disruption during construction with
planned traffic diversions being required to
accommodate construction phases.
The envisaged construction
methodology/programme is set out in
Construction Method Statement (CMS)
(Document Reference 6.3). The Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5)
sets out the estimated number of
construction movements and the expected
impacts on the transport network. The DCO
secures compliance with the CoCP. This
contains certain mitigation measures in
respect of construction traffic. Whilst TfL
has committed to transport at least 50% by
weight of all materials associated with the
Scheme by river (as further described in the
Code of Construction Practice, Document
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Request for the traffic
impacts on the wider
network (Connaught
Bridge / Connaught Rd /
Connaught Roundabout)

London City Airport

Further information is
required on the traffic
impact and mitigation
measures at key junctions
in the vicinity of the
London City Airport

London City Airport

Reference: 6.10), it would be necessary to
move some construction and other
materials by road. In addition, once a
contractor has been appointed and prior to
the commencement of construction a
Construction Traffic Management Plan will
be produced for each of the main works
sites in consultation with the affected
boroughs.
As set out in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference 7.1), TfL does not
anticipate that the Scheme would result in a
need for improvements to roads or
roundabouts around London City Airport
(such as Connaught Road, Connaught
Bridge or Connaught Roundabout) as
changes in traffic volumes here do not
appear likely to lead to significant capacity
problems..
As set out in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference 7.1), TfL does not
anticipate that the Scheme would result in a
need for improvements to roundabouts
around London City Airport as changes in
traffic volumes here do not appear likely to
lead to significant capacity problems. TfL is
also committing to bring forward further
measures where these are needed to
ensure that any potential negative impacts

N

N
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Request for further
information regarding any
interdependencies and
sensitivities that may have
been modelled

ANON-33SX-SNB5-9

Direct access to both
tunnels should be at the
earliest opportunity, to
reduce congestion and
travel times

Knight Dragon Developments
Limited

Concern about the impacts Trinity Buoy Wharf
of the amount of traffic
through the Silvertown
tunnel to the west (onto
the Lower Lea Crossing)
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from the Scheme on surrounding roads are
mitigated.
A range of alternative scenarios and
sensitivity tests have also been considered,
including for instance the impact of other as
yet uncommitted transport schemes, higher
and lower levels of economic growth, and
alternative user charges. Information on
these tests can be found in the Traffic
forecasting Report (Document Reference
7.9).
The indicative programme for the
implementation of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme (including the point at which it
would be open for traffic) is set out in the
Construction Method Statement (Document
Reference 6.3). In summary, based on the
current programme and subject to powers,
construction is due to start in 2018/19 and
the earliest the new tunnel would open is
2022/23. This programme is intended to
deliver the benefits of the Scheme as soon
as possible.
TfL has assessed the likely traffic impacts
of the Silvertown Tunnel as set out in
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5). This does not
indicate a likelihood of capacity problems
on the Lower Lea Crossing as a result of

N

N

N
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Local roads will be used
more to avoid charges

Railway Pension Nominees
Ltd (‘Railway Pension
Nominees’)

Need more information on
the changes to traffic flows
on Tunnel Avenue

U&I Group

the Scheme.
As set out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5) the
Scheme is not expected to lead to
significant increases in traffic overall, nor on
local roads, although roads connecting the
portals of the new tunnel on the north side
to the Royal Docks and Isle of Dogs in
particular would be likely to see some
increase as the tunnel would provide a
better connection to these locations. It is
proposed that the impacts of the Scheme
would be closely monitored and TfL would
bring forward mitigations (in consultation
with the Silvertown Tunnel Implementation
Group) if problematic local traffic impacts
were identified.
As part of the Scheme it is proposed that
Tunnel Avenue would be re-opened to twoway traffic, in order to improve connectivity
in this area. An assessment of the potential
changes in traffic flow on Tunnel Avenue as
a result of the Scheme can be found in
Appendix C of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5). It is planned
that the effects of reopening Tunnel Avenue
to two-way traffic will be monitored as part
of the Monitoring Strategy (Document
Reference 7.6).

N

N
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Concern about increase in
HGV traffic on Tunnel
Avenue
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U&I Group

As part of the proposed scheme TfL is
planning to realign Tunnel Avenue and
reinstate two-way operation, thereby
providing a north-south connection between
Millennium Way and Blackwall Lane. TfL
has assessed the potential for traffic
redistribution as a result of this change, and
estimate that two-way traffic flows on
Tunnel Avenue could potentially increase to
around 400-425 vehicles per hour during
peak periods, which is within the capacity of
the road, and far less at other times of the
day. Whilst some HGVs could chose to
access Tunnel Avenue from Blackwall Lane
as opposed to Millennium Way (and vice
versa), the numbers are expected to be
limited and the overall numbers of HGVs on
Tunnel Avenue is not expected to change
significantly over the course of the day. TfL
will keep the impacts on Tunnel Avenue
under review as part of the proposed
Monitoring Strategy (Document Reference
7.6), and if necessary implement mitigation
measures if adverse impacts are identified
as a result of the Scheme. During
construction of the Scheme it is not planned
that Tunnel Avenue would be used as a
route for construction lorries. Further
information can be found in Appendix C of
the Transport Assessment (Document

N
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Concern about
vulnerability / resilience of
the road network

K1.4

ASD Limited (Klöckner & Co)

Reference 6.5)
The Silvertown Tunnel would significantly
N
improve the reliability and resilience of the
cross-river road network in east London by
providing a new highway crossing adjacent
to the Blackwall Tunnel. Further information
about the current reliability and resilience
issues at the Blackwall Tunnel, and how the
Silvertown Tunnel scheme would address
these issues, can be found in Appendix D of
the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5).

Section 47 and 48

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Monitoring effects after
completion is too late

ANON-33SX-ST7Y-8
ANON-33SX-ST26-Z
ANON-33SX-SNZE-H
ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-SNZA-D
ANON-33SX-SNZ9-5
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SNZ4-Z
ANON-33SX-SNV6-X

TfL is proposing to start monitoring baseline
conditions including traffic three years in
advance of the scheme opening. Further
information can be found in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6)

Change to the
scheme?
N
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ANON-33SX-SNV1-S
ANON-33SX-SNU7-X
ANON-33SX-SNSZ-Y
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNQM-G
ANON-33SX-SNKQ-E
ANON-33SX-SNHY-K
ANON-33SX-SNHU-F
ANON-33SX-SNHE-Y
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNFR-A
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SNF2-A
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y
ANON-33SX-SNEF-W
ANON-33SX-SNC6-B
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNBS-7
ANON-33SX-SNBH-V
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN8B-C
ANON-33SX-SN82-V
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ANON-33SX-SN78-1
ANON-33SX-SN77-Z
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3V-U
ANON-33SX-SN3H-D
ANON-33SX-SN3F-B
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A
ANON-33SX-SN39-X
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
ANON-33SX-SN17-T
ANON-33SX-SFW9-T
ANON-33SX-SFRZ-P
ANON-33SX-SFQ5-G
ANON-33SX-SFQ4-F
ANON-33SX-SF6K-B
ANON-33SX-SF4E-3
ANON-33SX-SF1H-3
ANON-33SX-SF1G-2
ANON-33SX-S7U2-2
ANON-33SX-S7SE-K
ANON-33SX-S7P4-Y
ANON-33SX-S7NW-Z
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ANON-33SX-S7NH-H
ANON-33SX-S7M9-1
ANON-33SX-S7HY-V
ANON-33SX-S7AE-1
ANON-33SX-S2U2-W
ANON-33SX-S2AE-V
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
Freight Transport Association
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4
BHLF-33SX-SN9X-3
BHLF-33SX-SN57-X
ANON-33SX-STHP-G
Concern that the new
tunnel will make
congestion worse and/or
will not reduce it
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ANON-33SX-STC8-K
ANON-33SX-ST8A-H
ANON-33SX-ST87-7
ANON-33SX-ST79-8
ANON-33SX-ST6T-2
ANON-33SX-ST6E-K
ANON-33SX-ST5Y-6
ANON-33SX-ST4S-Y
ANON-33SX-ST2N-R
ANON-33SX-ST2K-N

TfL’s assessment of the traffic effects of the
Scheme are set out in Chapter 7 of
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). TfL considers that the user
charge is likely to be effective in managing
demand and that the scheme would greatly
reduce congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the

N
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ANON-33SX-ST1M-P
ANON-33SX-SNZY-5
ANON-33SX-SNZQ-W
ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SNZ7-3
ANON-33SX-SNWY-2
ANON-33SX-SNWQ-T
ANON-33SX-SNWB-B
ANON-33SX-SNW8-1
ANON-33SX-SNVU-W
ANON-33SX-SNVA-9
ANON-33SX-SNV5-W
ANON-33SX-SNV1-S
ANON-33SX-SNUW-X
ANON-33SX-SNUJ-H
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNSS-R
ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F
ANON-33SX-SNSG-C
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNSE-A
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRQ-N

scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement.
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ANON-33SX-SNRP-M
ANON-33SX-SNRB-6
ANON-33SX-SNR9-W
ANON-33SX-SNR5-S
ANON-33SX-SNR3-Q
ANON-33SX-SNQX-U
ANON-33SX-SNQB-5
ANON-33SX-SNMX-Q
ANON-33SX-SNMW-P
ANON-33SX-SNMR-H
ANON-33SX-SNMP-F
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMG-6
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNME-4
ANON-33SX-SNMB-1
ANON-33SX-SNM9-R
ANON-33SX-SNM7-P
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNK2-F
ANON-33SX-SNHZ-M
ANON-33SX-SNHV-G
ANON-33SX-SNHU-F
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ANON-33SX-SNHT-E
ANON-33SX-SNHM-7
ANON-33SX-SNHF-Z
ANON-33SX-SNHE-Y
ANON-33SX-SNHB-V
ANON-33SX-SNH8-J
ANON-33SX-SNH6-G
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNH1-B
ANON-33SX-SNFW-F
ANON-33SX-SNFR-A
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNFD-V
ANON-33SX-SNFA-S
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y
ANON-33SX-SNCX-D
ANON-33SX-SNCJ-Y
ANON-33SX-SNC6-B
ANON-33SX-SNC2-7
ANON-33SX-SNBH-V
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SNBC-Q
ANON-33SX-SNB6-A
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ANON-33SX-SN8Z-4
ANON-33SX-SN8V-Z
ANON-33SX-SN8S-W
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SN8M-Q
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN7S-V
ANON-33SX-SN7Q-T
ANON-33SX-SN7N-Q
ANON-33SX-SN7J-K
ANON-33SX-SN7F-F
ANON-33SX-SN79-2
ANON-33SX-SN78-1
ANON-33SX-SN76-Y
ANON-33SX-SN71-T
ANON-33SX-SN6U-W
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN6K-K
ANON-33SX-SN6G-F
ANON-33SX-SN6C-B
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SN65-W
ANON-33SX-SN63-U
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ANON-33SX-SN3Z-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3V-U
ANON-33SX-SN3U-T
ANON-33SX-SN3S-R
ANON-33SX-SN3P-N
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A
ANON-33SX-SN1H-B
ANON-33SX-SN1G-A
ANON-33SX-SN17-T
ANON-33SX-SN14-Q
ANON-33SX-SN13-P
ANON-33SX-SN11-M
ANON-33SX-SFZF-A
ANON-33SX-SFZ5-S
ANON-33SX-SFZ1-N
ANON-33SX-SFYA-4
ANON-33SX-SFXN-G
ANON-33SX-SFVV-P
ANON-33SX-SFVM-D
ANON-33SX-SFVD-4
ANON-33SX-SFUP-F
ANON-33SX-SFUH-7
ANON-33SX-SFU3-J
ANON-33SX-SFU2-H
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ANON-33SX-SFSV-K
ANON-33SX-SFSR-F
ANON-33SX-SFS8-N
ANON-33SX-SFRR-E
ANON-33SX-SFPF-Z
ANON-33SX-SFPA-U
ANON-33SX-SFNP-8
ANON-33SX-SFNC-U
ANON-33SX-SFMV-D
ANON-33SX-SFK3-8
ANON-33SX-SFJ6-A
ANON-33SX-SFHF-R
ANON-33SX-SFH4-6
ANON-33SX-SFGR-3
ANON-33SX-SFE7-6
ANON-33SX-SFE6-5
ANON-33SX-SFDN-V
ANON-33SX-SFDD-J
ANON-33SX-SFCK-R
ANON-33SX-SFC3-Z
ANON-33SX-SFBV-2
ANON-33SX-SF9Q-M
ANON-33SX-SF8S-N
ANON-33SX-SF88-T
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ANON-33SX-SF7U-P
ANON-33SX-SF7Q-J
ANON-33SX-SF7P-H
ANON-33SX-SF7F-7
ANON-33SX-SF6G-7
ANON-33SX-SF5E-4
ANON-33SX-SF5D-3
ANON-33SX-SF4Q-F
ANON-33SX-SF49-Q
ANON-33SX-SF3Y-P
ANON-33SX-SF3J-7
ANON-33SX-SF39-P
ANON-33SX-SF36-K
ANON-33SX-SF2N-A
ANON-33SX-SF1Z-N
ANON-33SX-SF1N-9
ANON-33SX-SF1H-3
ANON-33SX-SF1G-2
ANON-33SX-SF1D-Y
ANON-33SX-SF14-F
ANON-33SX-S7Z1-6
ANON-33SX-S7YR-6
ANON-33SX-S7YQ-5
ANON-33SX-S7YN-2
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ANON-33SX-S7YA-N
ANON-33SX-S7XW-A
ANON-33SX-S7XV-9
ANON-33SX-S7X8-B
ANON-33SX-S7WS-5
ANON-33SX-S7VB-K
ANON-33SX-S7U5-5
ANON-33SX-S7TS-2
ANON-33SX-S7TQ-Z
ANON-33SX-S7TP-Y
ANON-33SX-S7TB-H
ANON-33SX-S7SE-K
ANON-33SX-S7S2-Z
ANON-33SX-S7RN-U
ANON-33SX-S7RF-K
ANON-33SX-S7QZ-6
ANON-33SX-S7QM-S
ANON-33SX-S7PT-Y
ANON-33SX-S7PB-D
ANON-33SX-S7P5-Z
ANON-33SX-S7P4-Y
ANON-33SX-S7NW-Z
ANON-33SX-S7NU-X
ANON-33SX-S7JA-6
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ANON-33SX-S7J2-Q
ANON-33SX-S7HV-S
ANON-33SX-S7HU-R
ANON-33SX-S7HN-H
ANON-33SX-S7HH-B
ANON-33SX-S7H4-Q
ANON-33SX-S7GY-U
ANON-33SX-S7GX-T
ANON-33SX-S7GM-F
ANON-33SX-S7EV-P
ANON-33SX-S7ER-J
ANON-33SX-S7EK-B
ANON-33SX-S7E8-R
ANON-33SX-S7DX-Q
ANON-33SX-S7DC-2
ANON-33SX-S7DB-1
ANON-33SX-S7CR-G
ANON-33SX-S7BW-M
ANON-33SX-S7BC-Z
ANON-33SX-S7B4-H
ANON-33SX-S7AZ-P
ANON-33SX-S7AY-N
ANON-33SX-S7AN-A
ANON-33SX-S7AK-7
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ANON-33SX-S7AF-2
ANON-33SX-S7AE-1
ANON-33SX-S7AC-Y
ANON-33SX-S7AA-W
ANON-33SX-S7A9-N
ANON-33SX-S7A5-H
ANON-33SX-S7A1-D
ANON-33SX-S79N-2
ANON-33SX-S79A-N
ANON-33SX-S78X-B
ANON-33SX-S785-8
ANON-33SX-S76X-9
ANON-33SX-S76U-6
ANON-33SX-S76C-M
ANON-33SX-S74Y-8
ANON-33SX-S74W-6
ANON-33SX-S74J-S
ANON-33SX-S74E-M
ANON-33SX-S73J-R
ANON-33SX-S735-3
ANON-33SX-S72Q-X
ANON-33SX-S2ZV-6
ANON-33SX-S2ZS-3
ANON-33SX-S2ZE-N
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ANON-33SX-S2YV-5
ANON-33SX-S2YQ-Z
ANON-33SX-S2YA-G
ANON-33SX-S2XG-N
ANON-33SX-S2WQ-X
ANON-33SX-S2W7-4
ANON-33SX-S2W6-3
ANON-33SX-S2VU-1
ANON-33SX-S2US-X
ANON-33SX-S2UF-H
ANON-33SX-S2UD-F
ANON-33SX-S2U4-Y
ANON-33SX-S2TB-C
ANON-33SX-S2T8-2
ANON-33SX-S2RY-1
ANON-33SX-S2RA-9
ANON-33SX-S2NF-A
ANON-33SX-S2MU-R
ANON-33SX-S2MT-Q
ANON-33SX-S2MS-P
ANON-33SX-S2MA-4
ANON-33SX-S2HQ-F
ANON-33SX-S2HF-4
ANON-33SX-S2H3-H
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ANON-33SX-S2GH-5
ANON-33SX-S2G2-F
ANON-33SX-S2EW-J
ANON-33SX-S2E3-E
ANON-33SX-S2CB-U
ANON-33SX-S2BA-S
ANON-33SX-S2B7-F
ANON-33SX-S2AS-A
ANON-33SX-S2AP-7
ANON-33SX-S2AE-V
ANON-33SX-S2A7-E
ANON-33SX-S2A4-B
ANON-33SX-S2A2-9
ANON-33SX-S28M-U
ANON-33SX-S28K-S
ANON-33SX-S287-5
ANON-33SX-S27V-3
ANON-33SX-S27T-1
ANON-33SX-S27R-Y
ANON-33SX-S27C-G
ANON-33SX-S25K-P
ANON-33SX-S24G-H
ANON-33SX-S242-V
ANON-33SX-S23G-G
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ANON-33SX-S23B-B
ANON-33SX-S22N-P
ANON-33SX-S22M-N
ANON-33SX-S22K-K
ANON-33SX-S22D-C
ANON-33SX-S21R-S
ANON-33SX-S21N-N
ANON-33SX-S21K-J
Westcombe Society
Sustrans
Studio Ben Allen
London Cycling Campaign
Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham
Greenwich Friends of The
Earth
Greenwich Borough Liberal
Democrats
Friends of the Earth
Evelyn Road residents
association
Day Aggregates
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4
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BHLF-33SX-SN9X-3
BHLF-33SX-SN9U-Z
BHLF-33SX-SN96-1
BHLF-33SX-SN5U-V
BHLF-33SX-SN5Q-R
BHLF-33SX-S7VK-V
BHLF-33SX-S7UU-5
BHLF-33SX-S7U4-4
BHLF-33SX-S7RP-W
BHLF-33SX-S7Q6-2
BHLF-33SX-S7KV-V
BHLF-33SX-S7KS-S
BHLF-33SX-S7K4-T
BHLF-33SX-S77Q-3
BHLF-33SX-S75E-N
BHLF-33SX-S73Y-7
ANON-33SX-STZM-Y
ANON-33SX-STYV-7
ANON-33SX-STYT-5
ANON-33SX-STY9-A
ANON-33SX-STXX-8
ANON-33SX-STX8-8
ANON-33SX-STWZ-9
ANON-33SX-STWD-K
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ANON-33SX-STW8-7
ANON-33SX-STW7-6
ANON-33SX-STTU-1
ANON-33SX-STTS-Y
ANON-33SX-STTM-S
ANON-33SX-STSQ-V
ANON-33SX-STRX-2
ANON-33SX-STRT-X
ANON-33SX-STRJ-M
ANON-33SX-STQA-A
ANON-33SX-STN4-T
ANON-33SX-STMB-7
ANON-33SX-STJW-S
ANON-33SX-STJJ-C
ANON-33SX-STJC-5
ANON-33SX-STHA-1
ANON-33SX-STFW-N
ANON-33SX-STFT-J
ANON-33SX-STES-G
The tunnel should not be
built so close to the
Blackwall Tunnel

ANON-33SX-SF71-J
ANON-33SX-SF5E-4

A major benefit of the two tunnels sharing a
southern approach is that users travelling
northbound would be able to easily divert to
the other tunnel in the event of an incident
or closure affecting one of the tunnels. In
such a scenario users would be directed to

N
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use the neighbouring tunnel, which is a
substantial improvement over the current
situation of a lengthy diversion to adjacent
crossings further afield. Information on the
benefits of the Silvertown Tunnel in the
event of an unplanned closure at the
Blackwall Tunnel can be found in Appendix
D of the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). A crossing located
elsewhere, accessed by a different
approach road, would not provide the same
resilience benefits as vehicles already enroute travelling along the A2 would have to
find routes to remote crossings with their
own capacity constraints.
Concern that the new
tunnel will attract more
traffic in general and/or
more traffic from the
outside area
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ANON-33SX-STC8-K
ANON-33SX-STA1-A
ANON-33SX-ST95-6
ANON-33SX-ST8A-H
ANON-33SX-ST7G-P
ANON-33SX-ST5M-T
ANON-33SX-ST54-1
ANON-33SX-ST2N-R
ANON-33SX-ST2K-N
ANON-33SX-ST1R-U
ANON-33SX-SNZW-3

TfL acknowledges the findings of the
SACTRA report on Trunk Roads and the
Generation of Traffic (1994) which
concluded that the provision of additional
road capacity can generate additional
traffic, known as “induced demand”.
However, it should also be noted that
additional capacity forms only one
component of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. The other key component is the
user charge, which will be applied not only
to the new capacity but also the existing
Blackwall Tunnel. This user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing

N
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ANON-33SX-SNZF-J
ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-SNZB-E
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SNZ6-2
ANON-33SX-SNZ5-1
ANON-33SX-SNWB-B
ANON-33SX-SNVE-D
ANON-33SX-SNV7-Y
ANON-33SX-SNUW-X
ANON-33SX-SNUB-9
ANON-33SX-SNU9-Z
ANON-33SX-SNSM-J
ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F
ANON-33SX-SNQX-U
ANON-33SX-SNQV-S
ANON-33SX-SNQN-H
ANON-33SX-SNQM-G
ANON-33SX-SNQE-8
ANON-33SX-SNQ7-T
ANON-33SX-SNQ3-P
ANON-33SX-SNME-4
ANON-33SX-SNMD-3
ANON-33SX-SNMA-Z

highway demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
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ANON-33SX-SNM9-R
ANON-33SX-SNK9-P
ANON-33SX-SNHX-J
ANON-33SX-SNHU-F
ANON-33SX-SNHQ-B
ANON-33SX-SNHP-A
ANON-33SX-SNHE-Y
ANON-33SX-SNH9-K
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNH2-C
ANON-33SX-SNFR-A
ANON-33SX-SNFN-6
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNFG-Y
ANON-33SX-SNFD-V
ANON-33SX-SNFB-T
ANON-33SX-SNFA-S
ANON-33SX-SNF7-F
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y
ANON-33SX-SNEA-R
ANON-33SX-SNCZ-F
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNBP-4
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
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ANON-33SX-SN8Z-4
ANON-33SX-SN8T-X
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SN8K-N
ANON-33SX-SN8E-F
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN82-V
ANON-33SX-SN7S-V
ANON-33SX-SN78-1
ANON-33SX-SN71-T
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN6K-K
ANON-33SX-SN6G-F
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3U-T
ANON-33SX-SN3T-S
ANON-33SX-SN3K-G
ANON-33SX-SN3G-C
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A
ANON-33SX-SN32-Q
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
ANON-33SX-SN1Q-M
ANON-33SX-SN1H-B
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ANON-33SX-SN1E-8
ANON-33SX-SN1D-7
ANON-33SX-SN17-T
ANON-33SX-SN11-M
ANON-33SX-SFZE-9
ANON-33SX-SFZ5-S
ANON-33SX-SFZ3-Q
ANON-33SX-SFWG-8
ANON-33SX-SFVM-D
ANON-33SX-SFV5-N
ANON-33SX-SFUH-7
ANON-33SX-SFUC-2
ANON-33SX-SFRZ-P
ANON-33SX-SFRU-H
ANON-33SX-SFQ5-G
ANON-33SX-SFNS-B
ANON-33SX-SFN7-F
ANON-33SX-SFGN-Y
ANON-33SX-SFFS-3
ANON-33SX-SFFQ-1
ANON-33SX-SFFM-W
ANON-33SX-SFFG-Q
ANON-33SX-SFE8-7
ANON-33SX-SFE7-6
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ANON-33SX-SFD9-7
ANON-33SX-SFBV-2
ANON-33SX-SFAK-P
ANON-33SX-SF8R-M
ANON-33SX-SF88-T
ANON-33SX-SF7Q-J
ANON-33SX-SF7E-6
ANON-33SX-SF6Y-S
ANON-33SX-SF53-J
ANON-33SX-SF3R-F
ANON-33SX-SF36-K
ANON-33SX-SF34-H
ANON-33SX-SF23-F
ANON-33SX-S7ZV-B
ANON-33SX-S7Y8-C
ANON-33SX-S7Y1-5
ANON-33SX-S7XV-9
ANON-33SX-S7TH-Q
ANON-33SX-S7SU-3
ANON-33SX-S7QT-Z
ANON-33SX-S7QK-Q
ANON-33SX-S7PQ-V
ANON-33SX-S7P5-Z
ANON-33SX-S7P4-Y
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ANON-33SX-S7NA-A
ANON-33SX-S7M9-1
ANON-33SX-S7JE-A
ANON-33SX-S7J2-Q
ANON-33SX-S7HY-V
ANON-33SX-S7HN-H
ANON-33SX-S7GR-M
ANON-33SX-S7G9-U
ANON-33SX-S7ER-J
ANON-33SX-S7EP-G
ANON-33SX-S7DM-C
ANON-33SX-S7D6-N
ANON-33SX-S7C9-Q
ANON-33SX-S7BW-M
ANON-33SX-S7BU-J
ANON-33SX-S7B9-P
ANON-33SX-S7B4-H
ANON-33SX-S7AX-M
ANON-33SX-S7AU-H
ANON-33SX-S7AM-9
ANON-33SX-S7AK-7
ANON-33SX-S79P-4
ANON-33SX-S79H-V
ANON-33SX-S79A-N
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ANON-33SX-S794-8
ANON-33SX-S791-5
ANON-33SX-S78X-B
ANON-33SX-S74X-7
ANON-33SX-S72F-K
ANON-33SX-S72A-E
ANON-33SX-S721-X
ANON-33SX-S2ZS-3
ANON-33SX-S2ZE-N
ANON-33SX-S2Y5-4
ANON-33SX-S2X6-4
ANON-33SX-S2WD-H
ANON-33SX-S2W7-4
ANON-33SX-S2VV-2
ANON-33SX-S2VG-K
ANON-33SX-S2UE-G
ANON-33SX-S2UD-F
ANON-33SX-S2U1-V
ANON-33SX-S2TS-W
ANON-33SX-S2QC-A
ANON-33SX-S2PE-B
ANON-33SX-S2NF-A
ANON-33SX-S2JS-K
ANON-33SX-S2JN-E
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ANON-33SX-S2J4-M
ANON-33SX-S2J1-H
ANON-33SX-S2HQ-F
ANON-33SX-S2GX-N
ANON-33SX-S2FY-N
ANON-33SX-S2FJ-6
ANON-33SX-S2DT-E
ANON-33SX-S2D5-F
ANON-33SX-S2BX-G
ANON-33SX-S2BR-A
ANON-33SX-S2BA-S
ANON-33SX-S2B8-G
ANON-33SX-S2A4-B
ANON-33SX-S29Z-9
ANON-33SX-S29D-K
ANON-33SX-S298-7
ANON-33SX-S294-3
ANON-33SX-S27V-3
ANON-33SX-S27E-J
ANON-33SX-S26V-2
ANON-33SX-S26M-S
ANON-33SX-S26D-G
ANON-33SX-S25V-1
ANON-33SX-S25R-W
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ANON-33SX-S25A-C
ANON-33SX-S23X-1
Planning and Transport
Committee London Forum of
Amenity and Civic Societies
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
Member of Parliament for
Eltham and Plumstead
London Borough of Hackney
London Assembly Green
Party Group
Greenwich Pensioners Forum
Greenwich Cyclists
DP World
Chair Road Danger Reduction
Forum
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SNGT-D
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4
BHLF-33SX-SNG8-H
BHLF-33SX-SNDD-T
BHLF-33SX-SN9X-3
BHLF-33SX-SN5U-V
BHLF-33SX-SN5M-M
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BHLF-33SX-SN5K-J
BHLF-33SX-SN5J-H
BHLF-33SX-SN57-X
BHLF-33SX-SN54-U
BHLF-33SX-SN47-W
BHLF-33SX-S7VQ-2
BHLF-33SX-S7RU-2
BHLF-33SX-S7Q1-W
BHLF-33SX-S7FG-8
BHLF-33SX-S733-1
BHLF-33SX-S715-1
ANON-33SX-STZY-B
ANON-33SX-STYT-5
ANON-33SX-STYD-N
ANON-33SX-STXT-4
ANON-33SX-STXF-P
ANON-33SX-STW7-6
ANON-33SX-STW6-5
ANON-33SX-STUM-T
ANON-33SX-STUH-N
ANON-33SX-STTM-S
ANON-33SX-STQF-F
ANON-33SX-STPY-1
ANON-33SX-STPK-K
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ANON-33SX-STN3-S
ANON-33SX-STJJ-C
ANON-33SX-STJC-5
ANON-33SX-STJ3-N
ANON-33SX-STG4-K
ANON-33SX-STFW-N
ANON-33SX-STF2-G
Don’t think will have an
effect on congestion/ will
not reduce congestion

ANON-33SX-ST8R-2
ANON-33SX-ST3T-Y
ANON-33SX-ST2Y-3
ANON-33SX-SNZ5-1
ANON-33SX-SNZ4-Z
ANON-33SX-SNVM-N
ANON-33SX-SNV5-W
ANON-33SX-SNUU-V
ANON-33SX-SNQY-V
ANON-33SX-SNQX-U
ANON-33SX-SNQS-P
ANON-33SX-SNQE-8
ANON-33SX-SNME-4
ANON-33SX-SNHP-A
ANON-33SX-SNHF-Z
ANON-33SX-SNH8-J
ANON-33SX-SNFZ-J

TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the north
and south of the Thames (although roads in
Silvertown connecting to the portals of the
new tunnel on the north side would be likely
to see some increase as the tunnel would
provide a better connection to these
locations). The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
TfL expects these improved conditions will
attract users who currently use the
Rotherhithe Tunnel or another adjacent
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ANON-33SX-SNFR-A
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SNF2-A
ANON-33SX-SNET-B
ANON-33SX-SNER-9
ANON-33SX-SNEN-5
ANON-33SX-SNE1-8
ANON-33SX-SNCX-D
ANON-33SX-SNCR-7
ANON-33SX-SNCQ-6
ANON-33SX-SNCJ-Y
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNBS-7
ANON-33SX-SNBP-4
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SNB2-6
ANON-33SX-SNB1-5
ANON-33SX-SN8T-X
ANON-33SX-SN8S-W
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SN76-Y
ANON-33SX-SN74-W
ANON-33SX-SN71-T
ANON-33SX-SN64-V
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crossing to avoid the present-day
congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel; this
effect will offset the small number of users
who may wish to avoid the charges at the
Blackwall and Silvertown tunnels. This is
because the proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand at the Blackwall and Silvertown
tunnels, and could be adjusted if necessary
if the Scheme was having adverse impacts
on parts of the road network, including
adjacent crossings.
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ANON-33SX-SN4W-W
ANON-33SX-SN3Z-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3V-U
ANON-33SX-SN3N-K
ANON-33SX-SN3J-F
ANON-33SX-SN3G-C
ANON-33SX-SN3A-6
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
ANON-33SX-SN1H-B
ANON-33SX-SN1G-A
ANON-33SX-SFW9-T
ANON-33SX-SFVT-M
ANON-33SX-SFQJ-5
ANON-33SX-SFK3-8
ANON-33SX-SFHF-R
ANON-33SX-SFFV-6
ANON-33SX-SFFG-Q
ANON-33SX-SFET-3
ANON-33SX-SFD9-7
ANON-33SX-SFBK-Q
ANON-33SX-SF7U-P
ANON-33SX-SF7P-H
ANON-33SX-SF3J-7
ANON-33SX-SF35-J
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ANON-33SX-SF14-F
ANON-33SX-S7YV-A
ANON-33SX-S7YN-2
ANON-33SX-S7XW-A
ANON-33SX-S7SQ-Y
ANON-33SX-S7QZ-6
ANON-33SX-S7QT-Z
ANON-33SX-S7QE-H
ANON-33SX-S7KT-T
ANON-33SX-S7HY-V
ANON-33SX-S7HH-B
ANON-33SX-S7EV-P
ANON-33SX-S7D1-G
ANON-33SX-S7AE-1
ANON-33SX-S7AA-W
ANON-33SX-S78P-3
ANON-33SX-S785-8
ANON-33SX-S76C-M
ANON-33SX-S765-6
ANON-33SX-S72E-J
ANON-33SX-S2ZV-6
ANON-33SX-S2ZS-3
ANON-33SX-S2XA-F
ANON-33SX-S2U4-Y
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ANON-33SX-S2TZ-4
ANON-33SX-S2TS-W
ANON-33SX-S2TF-G
ANON-33SX-S2TD-E
ANON-33SX-S2T6-Z
ANON-33SX-S2RY-1
ANON-33SX-S2R7-Y
ANON-33SX-S2MU-R
ANON-33SX-S2K3-M
ANON-33SX-S2JN-E
ANON-33SX-S2GX-N
ANON-33SX-S2EW-J
ANON-33SX-S2DT-E
ANON-33SX-S2C8-H
ANON-33SX-S2B8-G
ANON-33SX-S29J-S
ANON-33SX-S28M-U
ANON-33SX-S286-4
ANON-33SX-S27T-1
ANON-33SX-S27Q-X
ANON-33SX-S26M-S
ANON-33SX-S22K-K
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
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London Cycling Campaign
Greenwich Cyclists
Evelyn Road residents
association
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SNGB-U
BHLF-33SX-SN53-T
BHLF-33SX-S7V9-A
ANON-33SX-STVM-U
ANON-33SX-STUN-U
ANON-33SX-STRX-2
ANON-33SX-STQN-Q
ANON-33SX-STJJ-C
Concern that the creation
of new of new roads will
only lead to increased
traffic
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ANON-33SX-STBU-F
ANON-33SX-STA4-D
ANON-33SX-ST95-6
ANON-33SX-ST7G-P
ANON-33SX-ST69-7
ANON-33SX-ST54-1
ANON-33SX-ST3T-Y
ANON-33SX-SNZZ-6
ANON-33SX-SNZW-3
ANON-33SX-SNZU-1
ANON-33SX-SNZQ-W

TfL acknowledges the findings of the
SACTRA report on Trunk Roads and the
Generation of Traffic (1994) which
concluded that the provision of additional
road capacity can generate additional
traffic, known as “induced demand”.
However, it should also be noted that
additional capacity forms only one
component of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. The other key component is the
user charge, which will be applied not only
to the new capacity but also the existing
Blackwall Tunnel. This user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing

N
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ANON-33SX-SNZA-D
ANON-33SX-SNZ9-5
ANON-33SX-SNZ6-2
ANON-33SX-SNWW-Z
ANON-33SX-SNWQ-T
ANON-33SX-SNW5-X
ANON-33SX-SNVM-N
ANON-33SX-SNV7-Y
ANON-33SX-SNV6-X
ANON-33SX-SNV3-U
ANON-33SX-SNUP-Q
ANON-33SX-SNUG-E
ANON-33SX-SNSY-X
ANON-33SX-SNSS-R
ANON-33SX-SNSQ-P
ANON-33SX-SNRW-U
ANON-33SX-SNR7-U
ANON-33SX-SNR5-S
ANON-33SX-SNR1-N
ANON-33SX-SNQX-U
ANON-33SX-SNQF-9
ANON-33SX-SNMM-C
ANON-33SX-SNMB-1
ANON-33SX-SNK9-P

highway demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.

TfL does not expect the Scheme to result in
an overall increase in traffic. The Scheme’s
air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant legislation
and guidance. It concludes that the Scheme
will not result in a significant effect on air
quality. With regards to changes in NO2,
the assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area experience
a change that is classified as imperceptible
by the guidance. Where changes are
classified as perceptible, more receptors
will experience an improvement than will
experience a perceptible deterioration. TfL’s
assessment of the noise and air quality
effects of changes in traffic resulting from
the Scheme is set out in Chapter 6 of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference number 6.1)
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ANON-33SX-SNHY-K
ANON-33SX-SNHQ-B
ANON-33SX-SNHM-7
ANON-33SX-SNHK-5
ANON-33SX-SNHJ-4
ANON-33SX-SNHF-Z
ANON-33SX-SNH6-G
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SNF7-F
ANON-33SX-SNF2-A
ANON-33SX-SNEN-5
ANON-33SX-SNEF-W
ANON-33SX-SNE1-8
ANON-33SX-SNCX-D
ANON-33SX-SNC6-B
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNB3-7
ANON-33SX-SNB1-5
ANON-33SX-SN8Z-4
ANON-33SX-SN8X-2
ANON-33SX-SN8V-Z
ANON-33SX-SN8T-X
ANON-33SX-SN8S-W
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
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ANON-33SX-SN8K-N
ANON-33SX-SN8B-C
ANON-33SX-SN7W-Z
ANON-33SX-SN73-V
ANON-33SX-SN6U-W
ANON-33SX-SN6J-J
ANON-33SX-SN6F-E
ANON-33SX-SN65-W
ANON-33SX-SN4W-W
ANON-33SX-SN3P-N
ANON-33SX-SN3G-C
ANON-33SX-SN39-X
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
ANON-33SX-SN1B-5
ANON-33SX-SN13-P
ANON-33SX-SFZF-A
ANON-33SX-SFZ8-V
ANON-33SX-SFZ5-S
ANON-33SX-SFZ1-N
ANON-33SX-SFX2-M
ANON-33SX-SFWZ-U
ANON-33SX-SFW9-T
ANON-33SX-SFVV-P
ANON-33SX-SFVT-M
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ANON-33SX-SFUW-P
ANON-33SX-SFUH-7
ANON-33SX-SFUE-4
ANON-33SX-SFSV-K
ANON-33SX-SFRZ-P
ANON-33SX-SFR5-H
ANON-33SX-SFQR-D
ANON-33SX-SFQ5-G
ANON-33SX-SFNC-U
ANON-33SX-SFM4-B
ANON-33SX-SFK3-8
ANON-33SX-SFJQ-5
ANON-33SX-SFHE-Q
ANON-33SX-SFFQ-1
ANON-33SX-SFFP-Z
ANON-33SX-SFFM-W
ANON-33SX-SFFE-N
ANON-33SX-SFF8-8
ANON-33SX-SFE3-2
ANON-33SX-SFCF-K
ANON-33SX-SFBF-J
ANON-33SX-SF8P-J
ANON-33SX-SF7Q-J
ANON-33SX-SF6U-N
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ANON-33SX-SF56-N
ANON-33SX-SF3K-8
ANON-33SX-SF3A-X
ANON-33SX-SF1D-Y
ANON-33SX-S7YQ-5
ANON-33SX-S7Y8-C
ANON-33SX-S7U6-6
ANON-33SX-S7U5-5
ANON-33SX-S7TU-4
ANON-33SX-S7TB-H
ANON-33SX-S7RC-G
ANON-33SX-S7PZ-5
ANON-33SX-S7PF-H
ANON-33SX-S7PB-D
ANON-33SX-S7MM-N
ANON-33SX-S7JZ-Y
ANON-33SX-S7JE-A
ANON-33SX-S7JA-6
ANON-33SX-S7H3-P
ANON-33SX-S7GR-M
ANON-33SX-S7GM-F
ANON-33SX-S7GK-D
ANON-33SX-S7EP-G
ANON-33SX-S7EK-B
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ANON-33SX-S7DX-Q
ANON-33SX-S7DR-H
ANON-33SX-S7DG-6
ANON-33SX-S7D6-N
ANON-33SX-S7D3-J
ANON-33SX-S7C9-Q
ANON-33SX-S7BU-J
ANON-33SX-S7AW-K
ANON-33SX-S7AV-J
ANON-33SX-S7AG-3
ANON-33SX-S79D-R
ANON-33SX-S78V-9
ANON-33SX-S78F-S
ANON-33SX-S76G-R
ANON-33SX-S73D-J
ANON-33SX-S72F-K
ANON-33SX-S72E-J
ANON-33SX-S722-Y
ANON-33SX-S2Y7-6
ANON-33SX-S2XY-7
ANON-33SX-S2XG-N
ANON-33SX-S2WQ-X
ANON-33SX-S2WC-G
ANON-33SX-S2W7-4
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ANON-33SX-S2UF-H
ANON-33SX-S2UD-F
ANON-33SX-S2U4-Y
ANON-33SX-S2MU-R
ANON-33SX-S2K3-M
ANON-33SX-S2JG-7
ANON-33SX-S2J5-N
ANON-33SX-S2HS-H
ANON-33SX-S2GX-N
ANON-33SX-S2FY-N
ANON-33SX-S2FV-J
ANON-33SX-S2EA-V
ANON-33SX-S2BJ-2
ANON-33SX-S2AY-G
ANON-33SX-S2AF-W
ANON-33SX-S2AE-V
ANON-33SX-S2A7-E
ANON-33SX-S298-7
ANON-33SX-S28M-U
ANON-33SX-S27R-Y
ANON-33SX-S27E-J
ANON-33SX-S25X-3
ANON-33SX-S251-V
ANON-33SX-S23A-A
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ANON-33SX-S22D-C
ANON-33SX-S223-U
Sustrans
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
Newcycling.org (Newcastle's
cycling campaign)
Lewisham Green Party
Lewisham Cyclists
LA21(Bexley)
Traffic/Transport Forum
Greenwich Green Party
Greenwich Borough Liberal
Democrats
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SNGS-C
BHLF-33SX-SN96-1
BHLF-33SX-SN5Y-Z
BHLF-33SX-SN5G-E
BHLF-33SX-SN59-Z
BHLF-33SX-SN4Z-Z
BHLF-33SX-SN47-W
BHLF-33SX-S7QF-J
BHLF-33SX-S7Q2-X
BHLF-33SX-S7F3-M
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BHLF-33SX-S7BG-4
BHLF-33SX-S733-1
ANON-33SX-STVV-4
ANON-33SX-STRT-X
ANON-33SX-STPH-G
ANON-33SX-STP6-X
ANON-33SX-STMB-7
ANON-33SX-STM5-T
ANON-33SX-STF2-G
Living Streets
Living Streets, Hackney
Branch
The shared approach of
the Blackwall and
Silvertown tunnels will
create congestion

ANON-33SX-SFPA-U

We anticipate that the Scheme would lead
N
to a significant overall reduction in delay
across the east and south east London road
network and in particular for cross-river
journeys currently using the Blackwall
Tunnel as it would alleviate the significant
congestion which routinely affects that
crossing. Principally as a result of the
demand management effect of the user
charge, TfL does not expect any significant
overall increase in traffic on this corridor
and hence TfL does not expect any
significant increases in delay on the shared
northbound approach to the two tunnels.
TfL’s assessment of the Scheme’s likely
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Concern that the Scheme
ANON-33SX-STCM-8
will increase congestion on ANON-33SX-STB3-D
A102
ANON-33SX-STAX-H
ANON-33SX-ST9X-9
ANON-33SX-ST8U-5
ANON-33SX-ST8K-U
ANON-33SX-ST77-6
ANON-33SX-ST5Y-6
ANON-33SX-ST5F-K
ANON-33SX-SNZ5-1
ANON-33SX-SNW5-X
ANON-33SX-SNVM-N
ANON-33SX-SNUU-V
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRQ-N
ANON-33SX-SNRC-7
ANON-33SX-SNQA-4
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
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effects on traffic is set out in Chapter 7 of
the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5).
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the north
and south of the Thames (although roads in
Silvertown connecting to the portals of the
new tunnel on the north side would be likely
to see some increase as the tunnel would
provide a better connection to these
locations). The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
Since the statutory consultation TfL has
carried out additional local modelling work
of the A102/A2 corridor. This has indicated
the potential for a modest increase in
journey time southbound from the Blackwall
and Silvertown tunnels in the evening peak,
though far outweighed by the significant
savings on the southbound approach to the
Blackwall Tunnel. TfL has tested a range of
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ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNHP-A
ANON-33SX-SNH8-J
ANON-33SX-SNFR-A
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SNCJ-Y
ANON-33SX-SNC6-B
ANON-33SX-SNBS-7
ANON-33SX-SNBP-4
ANON-33SX-SN8Z-4
ANON-33SX-SN79-2
ANON-33SX-SN6U-W
ANON-33SX-SFZP-M
ANON-33SX-SFYT-Q
ANON-33SX-SFYN-H
ANON-33SX-SFWG-8
ANON-33SX-SFWF-7
ANON-33SX-SFWA-2
ANON-33SX-SFW7-R
ANON-33SX-SFVF-6
ANON-33SX-SFTM-B
ANON-33SX-SFTA-Y
ANON-33SX-SFSX-N

mitigation measures along this corridor
between Sun-in-the-Sands and Eltham
Tunnel which could be delivered within the
existing highway boundary. These act to
smooth traffic flow through the corridor and
could serve as suitable mitigation to the
forecast traffic flow changes resulting from
the Scheme.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement. TfL is working in collaboration
with the Department for Transport,
Highways England and Kent County
Council on a wireless ‘connected corridor’
on the A2 (details published by the
Department for Transport in Sep 2015). TfL
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ANON-33SX-SFSV-K
ANON-33SX-SFSJ-7
ANON-33SX-SFPA-U
ANON-33SX-SFNP-8
ANON-33SX-SFMV-D
ANON-33SX-SFKJ-Y
ANON-33SX-SFJZ-E
ANON-33SX-SFJ1-5
ANON-33SX-SFHN-Z
ANON-33SX-SFF2-2
ANON-33SX-SFB3-Y
ANON-33SX-SF8N-G
ANON-33SX-SF6G-7
ANON-33SX-SF5E-4
ANON-33SX-SF4E-3
ANON-33SX-SF3J-7
ANON-33SX-SF14-F
ANON-33SX-S7XZ-D
ANON-33SX-S7WE-Q
ANON-33SX-S7U6-6
ANON-33SX-S7U2-2
ANON-33SX-S7TJ-S
ANON-33SX-S7S6-4
ANON-33SX-S7RF-K
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is also considering ways to improve
performance on the A2/A102 corridor,
including by utilising new technologies and
innovative measures to create a more
efficient ‘smart road’. This is expected to
address some of the existing problems
seen on the A2. These measures are
expected to be in place in advance of
Silvertown Tunnel opening; hence future
monitoring will be able to take these
measures into account to establish whether
additional mitigation, such as that tested
would be required. All the mitigation
measures tested are within the existing
highway boundary and can therefore be
delivered using TfL’s existing powers. More
detail on these is included in the Chapter 7
and Appendix C of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5)
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ANON-33SX-S7RD-H
ANON-33SX-S7PQ-V
ANON-33SX-S7NU-X
ANON-33SX-S7M9-1
ANON-33SX-S7JA-6
ANON-33SX-S7HV-S
ANON-33SX-S7HN-H
ANON-33SX-S7HH-B
ANON-33SX-S7A8-M
ANON-33SX-S79T-8
ANON-33SX-S79N-2
ANON-33SX-S794-8
ANON-33SX-S72J-Q
ANON-33SX-S2ZS-3
ANON-33SX-S2XY-7
ANON-33SX-S2XH-P
ANON-33SX-S2WU-2
ANON-33SX-S2TR-V
ANON-33SX-S2SS-V
ANON-33SX-S2RP-R
ANON-33SX-S2R7-Y
ANON-33SX-S2NU-S
ANON-33SX-S2J5-N
ANON-33SX-S2GW-M
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ANON-33SX-S2CE-X
ANON-33SX-S2B5-D
ANON-33SX-S25W-2
ANON-33SX-S25U-Z
ANON-33SX-S242-V
ANON-33SX-S23K-M
ANON-33SX-S22N-P
ANON-33SX-S21N-N
St George's Square
Management Company
Day Aggregates
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-S75G-Q
ANON-33SX-STXT-4
ANON-33SX-STVX-6
ANON-33SX-STUM-T
ANON-33SX-STTP-V
ANON-33SX-STP4-V
ANON-33SX-STP1-S
ANON-33SX-STJP-J
ANON-33SX-STFT-J
ANON-33SX-STDD-Z
Concern that the Scheme
will congestion on A2
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ANON-33SX-ST8K-U
ANON-33SX-ST6A-F

TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport

N
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ANON-33SX-ST3T-Y
ANON-33SX-SNVE-D
ANON-33SX-SNUU-V
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNSQ-P
ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRC-7
ANON-33SX-SNRA-5
ANON-33SX-SNQB-5
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNHP-A
ANON-33SX-SNH8-J
ANON-33SX-SNH7-H
ANON-33SX-SNH6-G
ANON-33SX-SNFR-A
ANON-33SX-SNFN-6
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SNC6-B
ANON-33SX-SN8Z-4

Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the north
and south of the Thames (although roads in
Silvertown connecting to the portals of the
new tunnel on the north side would be likely
to see some increase as the tunnel would
provide a better connection to these
locations). The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
Since the statutory consultation TfL has
carried out additional local modelling work
of the A102/A2 corridor. This has indicated
the potential for a modest increase in
journey time southbound from the Blackwall
and Silvertown tunnels in the evening peak,
though far outweighed by the significant
savings on the southbound approach to the
Blackwall Tunnel. TfL has tested a range of
mitigation measures along this corridor
between Sun-in-the-Sands and Eltham
Tunnel which could be delivered within the
existing highway boundary. These act to
smooth traffic flow through the corridor and
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ANON-33SX-SN79-2
ANON-33SX-SN71-T
ANON-33SX-SN32-Q
ANON-33SX-SFVD-4
ANON-33SX-SFU2-H
ANON-33SX-SFRU-H
ANON-33SX-SFQ5-G
ANON-33SX-SFJM-1
ANON-33SX-SFJC-Q
ANON-33SX-SFJ1-5
ANON-33SX-SFHN-Z
ANON-33SX-SFE7-6
ANON-33SX-SFDN-V
ANON-33SX-SFCY-6
ANON-33SX-SFCV-3
ANON-33SX-SF2N-A
ANON-33SX-S7XN-1
ANON-33SX-S7U2-2
ANON-33SX-S7TJ-S
ANON-33SX-S7PT-Y
ANON-33SX-S7P4-Y
ANON-33SX-S7N8-1
ANON-33SX-S7HU-R
ANON-33SX-S7G9-U
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could serve as suitable mitigation to the
forecast traffic flow changes resulting from
the Scheme.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement. TfL is working in collaboration
with the Department for Transport,
Highways England and Kent County
Council on a wireless ‘connected corridor’
on the A2 (details published by the
Department for Transport in Sep 2015). TfL
is also considering ways to improve
performance on the A2/A102 corridor,
including by utilising new technologies and
innovative measures to create a more
efficient ‘smart road’. This is expected to
address some of the existing problems
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Concern that the local
roads will not support the
extra traffic

ANON-33SX-S7G1-K
ANON-33SX-S7BM-A
ANON-33SX-S76C-M
ANON-33SX-S74N-W
ANON-33SX-S72J-Q
ANON-33SX-S72F-K
ANON-33SX-S2ZJ-T
ANON-33SX-S2WQ-X
ANON-33SX-S2NF-A
ANON-33SX-S2AG-X
ANON-33SX-S29D-K
ANON-33SX-S28G-N
ANON-33SX-S252-W
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
ANON-33SX-STVV-4
ANON-33SX-STVM-U
ANON-33SX-STP6-X

seen on the A2. These measures are
expected to be in place in advance of
Silvertown Tunnel opening; hence future
monitoring will be able to take these
measures into account to establish whether
additional mitigation, such as that tested
would be required. All the mitigation
measures tested are within the existing
highway boundary and can therefore be
delivered using TfL’s existing powers. More
detail on these is included in the Chapter 7
and Appendix C of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5)

ANON-33SX-STA1-A
ANON-33SX-ST8A-H
ANON-33SX-ST7Y-8
ANON-33SX-ST4Z-6
ANON-33SX-ST4S-Y
ANON-33SX-ST42-X
ANON-33SX-ST3T-Y

TfL’s assessment of the traffic effects of the
Scheme are set out in Chapter 7 of
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). TfL considers that the user
charge is likely to be effective in managing
demand and that the scheme would greatly
reduce congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under

N
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ANON-33SX-ST2K-N
ANON-33SX-SNZW-3
ANON-33SX-SNZS-Y
ANON-33SX-SNZQ-W
ANON-33SX-SNZK-Q
ANON-33SX-SNZF-J
ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SNZ7-3
ANON-33SX-SNWK-M
ANON-33SX-SNW5-X
ANON-33SX-SNUP-Q
ANON-33SX-SNU9-Z
ANON-33SX-SNU7-X
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNSR-Q
ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F
ANON-33SX-SNSG-C
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRX-V
ANON-33SX-SNRG-B
ANON-33SX-SNRD-8
ANON-33SX-SNR6-T
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existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement.
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ANON-33SX-SNR5-S
ANON-33SX-SNQV-S
ANON-33SX-SNQS-P
ANON-33SX-SNQG-A
ANON-33SX-SNMX-Q
ANON-33SX-SNMW-P
ANON-33SX-SNMR-H
ANON-33SX-SNMJ-9
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMG-6
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNKE-2
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNK7-M
ANON-33SX-SNHM-7
ANON-33SX-SNHK-5
ANON-33SX-SNHJ-4
ANON-33SX-SNHF-Z
ANON-33SX-SNHB-V
ANON-33SX-SNH8-J
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNFW-F
ANON-33SX-SNFR-A
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ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNEW-E
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y
ANON-33SX-SNEB-S
ANON-33SX-SNE6-D
ANON-33SX-SNE1-8
ANON-33SX-SNCR-7
ANON-33SX-SNCE-T
ANON-33SX-SNC5-A
ANON-33SX-SNBP-4
ANON-33SX-SNBH-V
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SNBC-Q
ANON-33SX-SNB9-D
ANON-33SX-SNB2-6
ANON-33SX-SNB1-5
ANON-33SX-SN8Z-4
ANON-33SX-SN8X-2
ANON-33SX-SN8T-X
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SN8F-G
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN84-X
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ANON-33SX-SN7S-V
ANON-33SX-SN7Q-T
ANON-33SX-SN7G-G
ANON-33SX-SN7F-F
ANON-33SX-SN79-2
ANON-33SX-SN77-Z
ANON-33SX-SN76-Y
ANON-33SX-SN71-T
ANON-33SX-SN6R-T
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN6G-F
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SN63-U
ANON-33SX-SN3Y-X
ANON-33SX-SN3U-T
ANON-33SX-SN3P-N
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
ANON-33SX-SN1T-Q
ANON-33SX-SN1R-N
ANON-33SX-SN1Q-M
ANON-33SX-SN1H-B
ANON-33SX-SN1E-8
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ANON-33SX-SN1D-7
ANON-33SX-SN17-T
ANON-33SX-SN16-S
ANON-33SX-SFZE-9
ANON-33SX-SFWA-2
ANON-33SX-SFVU-N
ANON-33SX-SFV6-P
ANON-33SX-SFRU-H
ANON-33SX-SFPT-E
ANON-33SX-SFPE-Y
ANON-33SX-SFNP-8
ANON-33SX-SFK3-8
ANON-33SX-SFJQ-5
ANON-33SX-SFH4-6
ANON-33SX-SFFM-W
ANON-33SX-SFET-3
ANON-33SX-SFE8-7
ANON-33SX-SFD9-7
ANON-33SX-SF92-N
ANON-33SX-SF7E-6
ANON-33SX-SF6K-B
ANON-33SX-SF6G-7
ANON-33SX-SF3T-H
ANON-33SX-SF2Z-P
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ANON-33SX-SF2P-C
ANON-33SX-SF2N-A
ANON-33SX-SF2F-2
ANON-33SX-S7YR-6
ANON-33SX-S7Y8-C
ANON-33SX-S7WS-5
ANON-33SX-S7TS-2
ANON-33SX-S7TQ-Z
ANON-33SX-S7TP-Y
ANON-33SX-S7SC-H
ANON-33SX-S7S6-4
ANON-33SX-S7RF-K
ANON-33SX-S7PZ-5
ANON-33SX-S7NW-Z
ANON-33SX-S7M9-1
ANON-33SX-S7JA-6
ANON-33SX-S7GK-D
ANON-33SX-S7EC-3
ANON-33SX-S7E8-R
ANON-33SX-S7AZ-P
ANON-33SX-S7AN-A
ANON-33SX-S7AM-9
ANON-33SX-S7AK-7
ANON-33SX-S7AC-Y
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ANON-33SX-S7A9-N
ANON-33SX-S7A1-D
ANON-33SX-S79K-Y
ANON-33SX-S79H-V
ANON-33SX-S76X-9
ANON-33SX-S72J-Q
ANON-33SX-S2YU-4
ANON-33SX-S2YQ-Z
ANON-33SX-S2YH-Q
ANON-33SX-S2XY-7
ANON-33SX-S2WQ-X
ANON-33SX-S2VV-2
ANON-33SX-S2U1-V
ANON-33SX-S2TS-W
ANON-33SX-S2P5-U
ANON-33SX-S2NS-Q
ANON-33SX-S2J4-M
ANON-33SX-S2HE-3
ANON-33SX-S2H5-K
ANON-33SX-S2GW-M
ANON-33SX-S2GH-5
ANON-33SX-S2EW-J
ANON-33SX-S2D5-F
ANON-33SX-S2A4-B
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ANON-33SX-S29J-S
ANON-33SX-S28Y-7
ANON-33SX-S27J-Q
ANON-33SX-S26A-D
ANON-33SX-S25R-W
ANON-33SX-S24D-E
ANON-33SX-S23G-G
ANON-33SX-S22Q-S
ANON-33SX-S222-T
Westcombe Society
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
London Cycling Campaign
Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham
Greenwich Pensioners Forum
Greenwich Cyclists
Greenwich Conservatives
Charlton Central Residents'
Association
BHLF-33SX-SNGS-C
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4
BHLF-33SX-SN97-2
BHLF-33SX-SN95-Z
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BHLF-33SX-SN53-T
BHLF-33SX-S715-1
ANON-33SX-STSK-P
ANON-33SX-STP6-X
ANON-33SX-STKP-K
ANON-33SX-STJX-T
The Scheme provides
poor access to the A12
and A13
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ANON-33SX-SFUX-Q

The Silvertown Tunnel is not intended to
duplicate or replace the strong connections
to the strategic road network that the
Blackwall Tunnel has via the A12 and A13.
Rather, it is designed to free-up capacity on
the Blackwall Tunnel and address a local
bottleneck by creating a convenient route
for a proportion of the trips currently using
the Blackwall Tunnel (principally those
which start or end in the Isle of Dogs or the
Royal Docks). The Blackwall Tunnel is
expected to remain the preferable route for
traffic seeking to access the strategic road
network, and its performance would
improve as a result of the Scheme.
Additionally, adapting the Scheme to
provide direct connections between the
Silvertown Tunnel and these routes would
not improve access to the Royal Docks and
the Isle of Dogs, and would require an
alternative tunnel alignment which would be
likely to have a higher cost and lower net

N
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An increase in the amount
of HGVs in the area will
lead to poorer air quality

ANON-33SX-SFZ1-N
ANON-33SX-SFUX-Q
ANON-33SX-SF68-R

benefit. On the south side of the river the
tunnel connects with the A102 via new slip
road links, thereby sharing the same
connection as the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL acknowledges negative air quality
N
externalities associated with HGV use and
TfL is addressing these through a variety of
localised and strategic measures (such as
the London Low Emission Zone). HGV
impacts tend to be closely associated with
HGV traffic. Our assessment of the effects
of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme on traffic,
including HGV traffic, is set out in Chapter 7
of the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). In summary, the strategic
model provides an indication of the overall
effect of the Scheme on HGV traffic, and
suggests that the net effect would be a
small reduction in HGV traffic on this
corridor, largely as a result of the user
charge. The Scheme’s air quality
assessment has been undertaken following
the relevant legislation and guidance. It
concludes that the Scheme will not result in
a significant effect on air quality. With
regards to changes in NO2, the assessment
shows that the majority of receptors across
the study area experience a change that is
classified as imperceptible by the guidance.
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The local area already has
high levels of congestion
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ANON-33SX-STA1-A
ANON-33SX-ST91-2
ANON-33SX-ST8C-K
ANON-33SX-ST7Y-8
ANON-33SX-ST7F-N
ANON-33SX-ST79-8
ANON-33SX-ST5Y-6
ANON-33SX-ST3T-Y
ANON-33SX-ST2U-Y
ANON-33SX-ST2F-G
ANON-33SX-SNZQ-W
ANON-33SX-SNZK-Q
ANON-33SX-SNZG-K
ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SNZ7-3
ANON-33SX-SNZ5-1

Where changes are classified as
perceptible, more receptors will experience
an improvement than will experience a
perceptible deterioration. TfL’s assessment
of the air quality effects of changes in traffic
resulting from the Scheme is set out in
Chapter 6 of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference number 6.1)
The current levels of demand to use the
Blackwall Tunnel greatly exceed the
capacity of the tunnel, and there is regularly
very significant congestion in and around
the area. This congestion is exacerbated
when over height vehicles attempt to use
the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL’s assessment is that with the user
charge, the Scheme would effectively
eliminate the severe congestion which is
currently experienced at the Blackwall
Tunnel.
To ensure the Scheme remains effective
over time, TfL would keep the level of the
charge under review. TfL also proposes to
commit to future monitoring and
implementation of mitigation under existing
powers where appropriate by assessing the
traffic impacts closer to Scheme opening,
and monitoring actual impacts thereafter to

N
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ANON-33SX-SNWW-Z
ANON-33SX-SNWQ-T
ANON-33SX-SNWK-M
ANON-33SX-SNVM-N
ANON-33SX-SNV5-W
ANON-33SX-SNV4-V
ANON-33SX-SNV1-S
ANON-33SX-SNUP-Q
ANON-33SX-SNUH-F
ANON-33SX-SNU9-Z
ANON-33SX-SNSY-X
ANON-33SX-SNSW-V
ANON-33SX-SNSR-Q
ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F
ANON-33SX-SNSE-A
ANON-33SX-SNRX-V
ANON-33SX-SNRG-B
ANON-33SX-SNRD-8
ANON-33SX-SNRC-7
ANON-33SX-SNQV-S
ANON-33SX-SNMX-Q
ANON-33SX-SNMW-P
ANON-33SX-SNMR-H
ANON-33SX-SNMJ-9

accurately identify the scale and location of
adverse impacts to enable implementation
of effective mitigation where required. This
approach is explained in detail in the
Monitoring Strategy (Document Reference
7.6) and the Traffic Impacts Mitigation
Strategy (TIMS). Both strategies will be
DCO certified documents and will be
subject to a DCO requirement.
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ANON-33SX-SNMG-6
ANON-33SX-SNM9-R
ANON-33SX-SNM1-G
ANON-33SX-SNKQ-E
ANON-33SX-SNKE-2
ANON-33SX-SNK9-P
ANON-33SX-SNK7-M
ANON-33SX-SNHY-K
ANON-33SX-SNHU-F
ANON-33SX-SNHQ-B
ANON-33SX-SNHM-7
ANON-33SX-SNHE-Y
ANON-33SX-SNHB-V
ANON-33SX-SNH9-K
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNFD-V
ANON-33SX-SNF2-A
ANON-33SX-SNEW-E
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y
ANON-33SX-SNEF-W
ANON-33SX-SNE6-D
ANON-33SX-SNE3-A
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ANON-33SX-SNC6-B
ANON-33SX-SNC3-8
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SNB9-D
ANON-33SX-SNB3-7
ANON-33SX-SN8Z-4
ANON-33SX-SN8X-2
ANON-33SX-SN8T-X
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SN8K-N
ANON-33SX-SN8F-G
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN7S-V
ANON-33SX-SN7Q-T
ANON-33SX-SN7F-F
ANON-33SX-SN79-2
ANON-33SX-SN76-Y
ANON-33SX-SN6R-T
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN6G-F
ANON-33SX-SN6C-B
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
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ANON-33SX-SN61-S
ANON-33SX-SN3Z-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3X-W
ANON-33SX-SN3V-U
ANON-33SX-SN3U-T
ANON-33SX-SN3T-S
ANON-33SX-SN3J-F
ANON-33SX-SN3H-D
ANON-33SX-SN3G-C
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A
ANON-33SX-SN31-P
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
ANON-33SX-SN1T-Q
ANON-33SX-SN1Q-M
ANON-33SX-SN1D-7
ANON-33SX-SN1B-5
ANON-33SX-SN18-U
ANON-33SX-SN17-T
ANON-33SX-SN16-S
ANON-33SX-SN11-M
ANON-33SX-SFZS-Q
ANON-33SX-SFZE-9
ANON-33SX-SFZA-5
ANON-33SX-SFYT-Q
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ANON-33SX-SFXJ-C
ANON-33SX-SFVM-D
ANON-33SX-SFVD-4
ANON-33SX-SFUX-Q
ANON-33SX-SFUM-C
ANON-33SX-SFUK-A
ANON-33SX-SFS8-N
ANON-33SX-SFPE-Y
ANON-33SX-SFNP-8
ANON-33SX-SFMH-Y
ANON-33SX-SFKH-W
ANON-33SX-SFFS-3
ANON-33SX-SFFQ-1
ANON-33SX-SFE8-7
ANON-33SX-SFE7-6
ANON-33SX-SFD9-7
ANON-33SX-SFC5-2
ANON-33SX-SFAK-P
ANON-33SX-SF8T-P
ANON-33SX-SF8R-M
ANON-33SX-SF7E-6
ANON-33SX-SF6U-N
ANON-33SX-SF5E-4
ANON-33SX-SF4Q-F
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ANON-33SX-SF3W-M
ANON-33SX-SF14-F
ANON-33SX-S7YA-N
ANON-33SX-S7Y8-C
ANON-33SX-S7XV-9
ANON-33SX-S7XT-7
ANON-33SX-S7WE-Q
ANON-33SX-S7U6-6
ANON-33SX-S7TS-2
ANON-33SX-S7TQ-Z
ANON-33SX-S7TP-Y
ANON-33SX-S7TH-Q
ANON-33SX-S7TB-H
ANON-33SX-S7SU-3
ANON-33SX-S7SE-K
ANON-33SX-S7RN-U
ANON-33SX-S7PT-Y
ANON-33SX-S7MK-K
ANON-33SX-S7M9-1
ANON-33SX-S7GM-F
ANON-33SX-S7GF-8
ANON-33SX-S7G6-R
ANON-33SX-S7ER-J
ANON-33SX-S7EC-3
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ANON-33SX-S7E2-J
ANON-33SX-S7D6-N
ANON-33SX-S7CH-6
ANON-33SX-S7CA-Y
ANON-33SX-S7BK-8
ANON-33SX-S7AZ-P
ANON-33SX-S7AN-A
ANON-33SX-S7AK-7
ANON-33SX-S7AC-Y
ANON-33SX-S7A9-N
ANON-33SX-S7A1-D
ANON-33SX-S79N-2
ANON-33SX-S79A-N
ANON-33SX-S799-D
ANON-33SX-S77S-5
ANON-33SX-S74N-W
ANON-33SX-S74F-N
ANON-33SX-S74E-M
ANON-33SX-S72J-Q
ANON-33SX-S72E-J
ANON-33SX-S2Y5-4
ANON-33SX-S2XY-7
ANON-33SX-S2WS-Z
ANON-33SX-S2VY-5
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ANON-33SX-S2UE-G
ANON-33SX-S2T6-Z
ANON-33SX-S2T1-U
ANON-33SX-S2S7-Z
ANON-33SX-S2RT-V
ANON-33SX-S2PP-P
ANON-33SX-S2NV-T
ANON-33SX-S2K2-K
ANON-33SX-S2JN-E
ANON-33SX-S2J1-H
ANON-33SX-S2FX-M
ANON-33SX-S2EW-J
ANON-33SX-S2D5-F
ANON-33SX-S2BX-G
ANON-33SX-S2AH-Y
ANON-33SX-S2A7-E
ANON-33SX-S29J-S
ANON-33SX-S27J-Q
ANON-33SX-S263-Y
ANON-33SX-S25W-2
ANON-33SX-S25U-Z
ANON-33SX-S24Z-4
ANON-33SX-S24Q-U
ANON-33SX-S245-Y
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ANON-33SX-S23G-G
ANON-33SX-S236-Y
ANON-33SX-S22N-P
Member of Parliament for
Eltham and Plumstead
London Cycling Campaign
London Borough of Havering
London Borough of Hackney
Lewisham Cyclists
Greenwich Society Planning
Committee
Greenwich Borough Liberal
Democrats
Freight Transport Association
Essex County Council
East Greenwich Residents
Association
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4
BHLF-33SX-SN5M-M
BHLF-33SX-SN59-Z
BHLF-33SX-SN47-W
BHLF-33SX-S7UU-5
BHLF-33SX-S7SR-Z
BHLF-33SX-S7RU-2
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BHLF-33SX-S7Q6-2
BHLF-33SX-S7MU-W
BHLF-33SX-S7K9-Y
BHLF-33SX-S7FF-7
BHLF-33SX-S7F6-Q
BHLF-33SX-S7F4-N
BHLF-33SX-S7BG-4
BHLF-33SX-S77Z-C
BHLF-33SX-S77G-S
BHLF-33SX-S75W-7
BHLF-33SX-S71Z-6
BHLF-33SX-S71S-Y
ANON-33SX-STZY-B
ANON-33SX-STYD-N
ANON-33SX-STW7-6
ANON-33SX-STW6-5
ANON-33SX-STVY-7
ANON-33SX-STVV-4
ANON-33SX-STV1-Y
ANON-33SX-STUM-T
ANON-33SX-STUH-N
ANON-33SX-STSC-E
ANON-33SX-STRQ-U
ANON-33SX-STRJ-M
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ANON-33SX-STQE-E
ANON-33SX-STQD-D
ANON-33SX-STP6-X
ANON-33SX-STP4-V
ANON-33SX-STJJ-C
ANON-33SX-STJ8-T
ANON-33SX-STFT-J
Living Streets
Living Streets, Hackney
Branch
Consider that creation of
new roads will lead to
increased traffic and this is
unfair to residents

ANON-33SX-STPH-G

TfL acknowledges the findings of the
SACTRA report on Trunk Roads and the
Generation of Traffic (1994) which
concluded that the provision of additional
road capacity can generate additional
traffic, known as “induced demand”.
However, it should also be noted that
additional capacity forms only one
component of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. The other key component is the
user charge, which will be applied not only
to the new capacity but also the existing
Blackwall Tunnel. This user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
highway demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road

N
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network.

Future proof the tunnel
ANON-33SX-ST55-2
and make it wider than two ANON-33SX-ST41-W
lanes
ANON-33SX-SNSZ-Y
ANON-33SX-SNE8-F
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
ANON-33SX-SFZU-S
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TfL does not expect the Scheme to result in
an overall increase in traffic. The Scheme’s
air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant legislation
and guidance. It concludes that the Scheme
will not result in a significant effect on air
quality. With regards to changes in NO2,
the assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area experience
a change that is classified as imperceptible
by the guidance. Where changes are
classified as perceptible, more receptors
will experience an improvement than will
experience a perceptible deterioration. TfL’s
assessment of the noise and air quality
effects of changes in traffic resulting from
the Scheme is set out in Chapter 6 of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference number 6.1)
A range of modelling tools have been used
to assess the future demand for the
Scheme and the forecast traffic impacts, as
outlined in Chapter 1 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5).
TfL’s assessment is that a twin-bore two
lane Silvertown Tunnel is sufficient to
accommodate future levels of traffic. One of

N
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ANON-33SX-SFZR-P
ANON-33SX-SFY4-Q
ANON-33SX-SFV1-H
ANON-33SX-SFUM-C
ANON-33SX-SFT2-G
ANON-33SX-SFM7-E
ANON-33SX-SFJN-2
ANON-33SX-SFJH-V
ANON-33SX-SFCS-Z
ANON-33SX-SFBK-Q
ANON-33SX-SFB3-Y
ANON-33SX-SF5E-4
ANON-33SX-SF4S-H
ANON-33SX-SF24-G
ANON-33SX-S7XR-5
ANON-33SX-S7ES-K
ANON-33SX-S7CW-N
ANON-33SX-S7CH-6
ANON-33SX-S7C6-M
ANON-33SX-S7B9-P
ANON-33SX-S79X-C
ANON-33SX-S748-7
ANON-33SX-S2W5-2
ANON-33SX-S2U7-2

the two lanes in each direction will be
reserved for buses, coaches, taxis and
HGVs. The proposed user charge is
important to ensure that demand is
managed over time,
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ANON-33SX-S2NP-M
ANON-33SX-S2NK-F
ANON-33SX-S2H2-G
ANON-33SX-S2EZ-N
ANON-33SX-S2C8-H
ANON-33SX-S22J-J
ANON-33SX-S21Z-1
BHLF-33SX-S7WG-S
BHLF-33SX-S7MP-R
BHLF-33SX-S7FX-S
BHLF-33SX-S7FD-5
BHLF-33SX-S7FB-3
BHLF-33SX-S75M-W
ANON-33SX-STYG-R
ANON-33SX-STW1-Z
ANON-33SX-STV7-5
ANON-33SX-STTQ-W
ANON-33SX-STSK-P
ANON-33SX-STQ6-Y
ANON-33SX-STNY-Y
ANON-33SX-STEH-5
ANON-33SX-STCZ-N
ANON-33SX-STCQ-C
There are many housing
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ANON-33SX-STBQ-B

TfL’s assessments of scheme impacts take
into account the significant growth in both

N
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developments planned
which will add to
congestion; consider a
residential discount

ANON-33SX-STA4-D
ANON-33SX-ST58-5
ANON-33SX-SNUP-Q
ANON-33SX-SNK2-F
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SFXJ-C
ANON-33SX-SFVM-D
ANON-33SX-SFJ9-D
ANON-33SX-SFCS-Z
ANON-33SX-SFAK-P
ANON-33SX-SF6K-B
ANON-33SX-SF3W-M
ANON-33SX-SF3R-F
ANON-33SX-S7Z5-A
ANON-33SX-S7WE-Q
ANON-33SX-S7SU-3
ANON-33SX-S799-D
ANON-33SX-S75H-R
ANON-33SX-S72F-K
ANON-33SX-S721-X
ANON-33SX-S2XA-F
ANON-33SX-S2WD-H
Spitalfields Market
Member of Parliament for

housing and employment which is
anticipated in this area in the coming years.
The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme would
enable better road network performance in
the context of this growth.
TfL does not consider that it would be
appropriate to offer a residents’ discount,
which could undermine the demand
management effects of the user charge and
does not appear to be needed as mitigation.
For more information see the Charging
Statement (Document Reference 7.5).
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Eltham and Plumstead
C.W.E Dairies Ltd
BHLF-33SX-SN9X-3
ANON-33SX-STXY-9
ANON-33SX-STSC-E
Concern about increased
congestion on A206

ANON-33SX-SN8U-Y
ANON-33SX-SFG4-5
ANON-33SX-STW5-4

There will be congestion
on the shared southern
approach of both tunnels

ANON-33SX-STW5-4
ANON-33SX-STVM-U
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As set out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
N
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5) the
Scheme is not expected to lead to
significant increases in traffic overall,
including on the A206 (Trafalgar Road,
Greenwich Town Centre). It is proposed
that the impacts of the Scheme would be
closely monitored as part of the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6), and in
the event that it was identified that the
Scheme was having an adverse impact on
Trafalgar Road or central Greenwich a
number of potential mitigation measures
could be implemented. This could include,
for instance, the re-phasing of traffic signals
if deemed necessary.
TfL anticipate that the Scheme would lead
N
to a significant overall reduction in delay
across the east and south east London road
network and in particular for cross-river
journeys currently using the Blackwall
Tunnel as it would alleviate the significant
congestion which routinely affects that
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Congestion on the A206
and in Charlton and
Greenwich would increase

ANON-33SX-STW5-4

Concern about the impacts ANON-33SX-SN1Q-M
of increased traffic on the
ANON-33SX-SFRP-C

crossing. Principally as a result of the
demand management effect of the user
charge, TfL does not expect any significant
overall increase in traffic on this corridor
and hence TfL does not expect any
significant increases in delay on the shared
northbound approach to the two tunnels.
TfL’s assessment of the Scheme’s likely
effects on traffic is set out in Chapter 7 of
the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5).
As set out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5) the
Scheme is not expected to lead to
significant increases in traffic overall,
including on the A206 (Trafalgar Road,
Greenwich Town Centre). It is proposed
that the impacts of the Scheme would be
closely monitored as part of the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6), and in
the event that it was identified that the
Scheme was having an adverse impact on
Trafalgar Road or central Greenwich a
number of potential mitigation measures
could be implemented. This could include,
for instance, the re-phasing of traffic signals
if deemed necessary.
TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
a significant increase in traffic on the A13.

N

N
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A13

ANON-33SX-SFJU-9
ANON-33SX-SFDN-V
ANON-33SX-S2RT-V
ANON-33SX-S297-6
Newham Cyclists – London
Borough of Newham London
Cycling Campaign (LCC) local
group
ANON-33SX-STJC-5

The proposed user charge would act as an
effective tool for managing demand, and
could be adjusted if necessary if the
Scheme was having adverse impacts on
parts of the road network.

The tunnel needs to be
located elsewhere to
distribute the traffic across
more of the road network

ANON-33SX-ST91-2
ANON-33SX-S2VU-1

A major benefit of the two tunnels sharing a
southern approach is that users travelling
northbound would be able to easily divert to
the other tunnel in the event of an incident
or closure affecting one of the tunnels. In
such a scenario users would be directed to
use the neighbouring tunnel, which is a
substantial improvement over the current
situation of a lengthy diversion to adjacent
crossings further afield. Information on the
benefits of the Silvertown Tunnel in the
event of an unplanned closure at the
Blackwall Tunnel can be found in Appendix
D of the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). A crossing located
elsewhere, accessed by a different
approach road, would not provide the same
resilience benefits as vehicles already enroute travelling along the A2 would have to
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find routes to remote crossings with their
own capacity constraints.
Having both tunnels
connecting Southside will
create a single point of
failure

ANON-33SX-SFRG-3
ANON-33SX-STVM-U

The Silvertown Tunnel will
cause potential congestion
at North Greenwich

ANON-33SX-S2Q5-V

The Scheme would bring significant
N
benefits for the majority of incidents that
occur on this corridor (which occur north of
the point at which the two tunnels diverge)
and would not increase the impact of
incidents further south, which make up a far
smaller proportion of incidents on this
corridor (relatively few incidents occur on
the A102 in a location that would in future
have the potential to obstruct access to
both tunnels). TfL has examined the
location of incidents that result in an
unplanned closure of the Blackwall Tunnel,
and this shows that the vast majority of all
incidents occur north of the point the new
slip road links would be created to the
Silvertown Tunnel. Only very few incidents
which result in a closure occur south of this
point, therefore TfL does not expect this
would be a particular issue for the Scheme.
Further information can be found in the
Appendix D of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5).
TfL anticipate that the Scheme would lead
N
to a significant overall reduction in delay
across the east and south east London road
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Both tunnels connecting
Southside will cause
congestion
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ANON-33SX-STCM-8
ANON-33SX-STAX-H
ANON-33SX-STAT-D
ANON-33SX-ST9X-9
ANON-33SX-ST9M-X
ANON-33SX-ST7Y-8
ANON-33SX-ST7F-N
ANON-33SX-ST79-8
ANON-33SX-ST6G-N
ANON-33SX-ST4H-M
ANON-33SX-ST23-W
ANON-33SX-ST1R-U

network and in particular for cross-river
journeys currently using the Blackwall
Tunnel as it would alleviate the significant
congestion which routinely affects that
crossing. Principally as a result of the
demand management effect of the user
charge, TfL does not expect any significant
overall increase in traffic on this corridor
and hence TfL does not expect any
significant increases in delay at North
Greenwich. TfL’s assessment of the
Scheme’s likely effects on traffic is set out
in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5).
TfL anticipate that the Scheme would lead
N
to a significant overall reduction in delay
across the east and south east London road
network and in particular for cross-river
journeys currently using the Blackwall
Tunnel as it would alleviate the significant
congestion which routinely affects that
crossing. Principally as a result of the
demand management effect of the user
charge, TfL does not expect any significant
overall increase in traffic on this corridor
and hence TfL does not expect any
significant increases in delay on the shared
northbound approach to the two tunnels.
TfL’s assessment of the Scheme’s likely
effects on traffic is set out in Chapter 7 of
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ANON-33SX-SNZP-V
ANON-33SX-SNWR-U
ANON-33SX-SNVE-D
ANON-33SX-SNUP-Q
ANON-33SX-SNUG-E
ANON-33SX-SNU9-Z
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNRK-F
ANON-33SX-SNQV-S
ANON-33SX-SNQS-P
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNHY-K
ANON-33SX-SNFT-C
ANON-33SX-SNEQ-8
ANON-33SX-SNEF-W
ANON-33SX-SNCT-9
ANON-33SX-SNC8-D
ANON-33SX-SNB2-6
ANON-33SX-SN8U-Y
ANON-33SX-SN81-U
ANON-33SX-SN71-T
ANON-33SX-SN6R-T

the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5).
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ANON-33SX-SN3V-U
ANON-33SX-SN3H-D
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
ANON-33SX-SFZV-T
ANON-33SX-SFZP-M
ANON-33SX-SFZF-A
ANON-33SX-SFZ8-V
ANON-33SX-SFYN-H
ANON-33SX-SFW7-R
ANON-33SX-SFV5-N
ANON-33SX-SFU2-H
ANON-33SX-SFTP-E
ANON-33SX-SFTA-Y
ANON-33SX-SFSD-1
ANON-33SX-SFRR-E
ANON-33SX-SFRQ-D
ANON-33SX-SFR8-M
ANON-33SX-SFQU-G
ANON-33SX-SFQJ-5
ANON-33SX-SFNB-T
ANON-33SX-SFM7-E
ANON-33SX-SFKA-P
ANON-33SX-SFK1-6
ANON-33SX-SFJQ-5
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ANON-33SX-SFJM-1
ANON-33SX-SFJC-Q
ANON-33SX-SFJ1-5
ANON-33SX-SFHN-Z
ANON-33SX-SFEA-G
ANON-33SX-SFE8-7
ANON-33SX-SFE6-5
ANON-33SX-SFDD-J
ANON-33SX-SFCY-6
ANON-33SX-SFCM-T
ANON-33SX-SF94-Q
ANON-33SX-SF8R-M
ANON-33SX-SF7R-K
ANON-33SX-SF7Q-J
ANON-33SX-SF7F-7
ANON-33SX-SF6K-B
ANON-33SX-SF62-J
ANON-33SX-SF5D-3
ANON-33SX-SF4Q-F
ANON-33SX-SF4E-3
ANON-33SX-SF3V-K
ANON-33SX-SF36-K
ANON-33SX-SF23-F
ANON-33SX-SF1H-3
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ANON-33SX-SF1G-2
ANON-33SX-SF14-F
ANON-33SX-S7XZ-D
ANON-33SX-S7XN-1
ANON-33SX-S7WV-8
ANON-33SX-S7U6-6
ANON-33SX-S7SE-K
ANON-33SX-S7RN-U
ANON-33SX-S7RD-H
ANON-33SX-S7QZ-6
ANON-33SX-S7QT-Z
ANON-33SX-S7QH-M
ANON-33SX-S7PT-Y
ANON-33SX-S7PB-D
ANON-33SX-S7M9-1
ANON-33SX-S7KT-T
ANON-33SX-S7J2-Q
ANON-33SX-S7HU-R
ANON-33SX-S7HN-H
ANON-33SX-S7EV-P
ANON-33SX-S7EP-G
ANON-33SX-S7EJ-A
ANON-33SX-S7E2-J
ANON-33SX-S7DC-2
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ANON-33SX-S7C1-F
ANON-33SX-S7BM-A
ANON-33SX-S7A5-H
ANON-33SX-S785-8
ANON-33SX-S76C-M
ANON-33SX-S72R-Y
ANON-33SX-S72E-J
ANON-33SX-S2ZR-2
ANON-33SX-S2ZF-P
ANON-33SX-S2ZE-N
ANON-33SX-S2YV-5
ANON-33SX-S2YU-4
ANON-33SX-S2Y9-8
ANON-33SX-S2X6-4
ANON-33SX-S2WW-4
ANON-33SX-S2VY-5
ANON-33SX-S2VA-D
ANON-33SX-S2U9-4
ANON-33SX-S2U2-W
ANON-33SX-S2T6-Z
ANON-33SX-S2SS-V
ANON-33SX-S2RY-1
ANON-33SX-S2RP-R
ANON-33SX-S2PE-B
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ANON-33SX-S2K2-K
ANON-33SX-S2JT-M
ANON-33SX-S2JN-E
ANON-33SX-S2H3-H
ANON-33SX-S2FW-K
ANON-33SX-S2EG-2
ANON-33SX-S2CE-X
ANON-33SX-S2BX-G
ANON-33SX-S2AY-G
ANON-33SX-S2A7-E
ANON-33SX-S28M-U
ANON-33SX-S27V-3
ANON-33SX-S27T-1
ANON-33SX-S25W-2
ANON-33SX-S25J-N
ANON-33SX-S25B-D
ANON-33SX-S24Z-4
ANON-33SX-S23A-A
ANON-33SX-S22Q-S
ANON-33SX-S21U-V
ANON-33SX-S21P-Q
ANON-33SX-S216-W
Charlton Rail Users' Group
BHLF-33SX-SNDB-R
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BHLF-33SX-SN5M-M
BHLF-33SX-SN5K-J
BHLF-33SX-S7WR-4
BHLF-33SX-S7WC-N
BHLF-33SX-S7UU-5
BHLF-33SX-S7R4-1
BHLF-33SX-S7Q1-W
BHLF-33SX-S7FF-7
BHLF-33SX-S7CM-B
BHLF-33SX-S77Q-3
BHLF-33SX-S77M-Y
BHLF-33SX-S77H-T
BHLF-33SX-S73Y-7
ANON-33SX-STZC-N
ANON-33SX-STZ4-6
ANON-33SX-STVM-U
ANON-33SX-STSQ-V
ANON-33SX-STSK-P
ANON-33SX-STSD-F
ANON-33SX-STQB-B
ANON-33SX-STN3-S
ANON-33SX-STMJ-F
ANON-33SX-STMG-C
ANON-33SX-STJP-J
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ANON-33SX-STJJ-C
ANON-33SX-STH7-Q
ANON-33SX-STG4-K
ANON-33SX-STDH-4
ANON-33SX-STDG-3
New tunnel will attract
more traffic / attract traffic
from outside area Environmental impacts
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ANON-33SX-STA4-D
ANON-33SX-ST95-6
ANON-33SX-ST7S-2
ANON-33SX-ST7G-P
ANON-33SX-ST5M-T
ANON-33SX-ST3T-Y
ANON-33SX-SNZY-5
ANON-33SX-SNZQ-W
ANON-33SX-SNZK-Q
ANON-33SX-SNZF-J
ANON-33SX-SNZA-D
ANON-33SX-SNZ6-2
ANON-33SX-SNZ5-1
ANON-33SX-SNZ4-Z
ANON-33SX-SNWY-2
ANON-33SX-SNWB-B
ANON-33SX-SNW5-X
ANON-33SX-SNV1-S
ANON-33SX-SNSY-X

TfL acknowledges the findings of the
SACTRA report on Trunk Roads and the
Generation of Traffic (1994) which
concluded that the provision of additional
road capacity can generate additional
traffic, known as “induced demand”.
However, it should also be noted that
additional capacity forms only one
component of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. The other key component is the
user charge, which will be applied not only
to the new capacity but also the existing
Blackwall Tunnel. This user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
highway demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.

TfL does not expect the Scheme to result in
an overall increase in traffic. The Scheme’s
air quality assessment has been
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ANON-33SX-SNQS-P
ANON-33SX-SNQ9-V
ANON-33SX-SNMD-3
ANON-33SX-SNK9-P
ANON-33SX-SNH5-F
ANON-33SX-SNFG-Y
ANON-33SX-SNEW-E
ANON-33SX-SNEF-W
ANON-33SX-SNE6-D
ANON-33SX-SNE3-A
ANON-33SX-SNCV-B
ANON-33SX-SNCG-V
ANON-33SX-SN8F-G
ANON-33SX-SN8E-F
ANON-33SX-SN8A-B
ANON-33SX-SN86-Z
ANON-33SX-SN7C-C
ANON-33SX-SN77-Z
ANON-33SX-SN6V-X
ANON-33SX-SN6R-T
ANON-33SX-SN3N-K
ANON-33SX-SN39-X
ANON-33SX-SN1T-Q
ANON-33SX-SN1H-B

undertaken following the relevant legislation
and guidance. It concludes that the Scheme
will not result in a significant effect on air
quality. With regards to changes in NO2,
the assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area experience
a change that is classified as imperceptible
by the guidance. Where changes are
classified as perceptible, more receptors
will experience an improvement than will
experience a perceptible deterioration. TfL’s
assessment of the noise and air quality
effects of changes in traffic resulting from
the Scheme is set out in Chapter 6 of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference number 6.1)
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ANON-33SX-SN1B-5
ANON-33SX-SN16-S
ANON-33SX-SN11-M
ANON-33SX-SFZF-A
ANON-33SX-SFZA-5
ANON-33SX-SFWG-8
ANON-33SX-SFU3-J
ANON-33SX-SFTP-E
ANON-33SX-SFQY-M
ANON-33SX-SFPE-Y
ANON-33SX-SFM2-9
ANON-33SX-SFK3-8
ANON-33SX-SFGR-3
ANON-33SX-SFET-3
ANON-33SX-SFBV-2
ANON-33SX-SF9Q-M
ANON-33SX-SF8N-G
ANON-33SX-SF62-J
ANON-33SX-SF4Q-F
ANON-33SX-SF3R-F
ANON-33SX-SF3K-8
ANON-33SX-SF3J-7
ANON-33SX-SF36-K
ANON-33SX-SF1A-V
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ANON-33SX-S7ZY-E
ANON-33SX-S7ZP-5
ANON-33SX-S7YV-A
ANON-33SX-S7XT-7
ANON-33SX-S7X8-B
ANON-33SX-S7TJ-S
ANON-33SX-S7TH-Q
ANON-33SX-S7TC-J
ANON-33SX-S7TB-H
ANON-33SX-S7SC-H
ANON-33SX-S7PZ-5
ANON-33SX-S7PW-2
ANON-33SX-S7PV-1
ANON-33SX-S7PF-H
ANON-33SX-S7P9-4
ANON-33SX-S7P4-Y
ANON-33SX-S7MM-N
ANON-33SX-S7JD-9
ANON-33SX-S7GV-R
ANON-33SX-S7GH-A
ANON-33SX-S7EP-G
ANON-33SX-S7AN-A
ANON-33SX-S7AF-2
ANON-33SX-S7AE-1
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ANON-33SX-S7A9-N
ANON-33SX-S7A1-D
ANON-33SX-S79W-B
ANON-33SX-S76G-R
ANON-33SX-S74Y-8
ANON-33SX-S74N-W
ANON-33SX-S74E-M
ANON-33SX-S73X-6
ANON-33SX-S2ZS-3
ANON-33SX-S2ZJ-T
ANON-33SX-S2YU-4
ANON-33SX-S2WD-H
ANON-33SX-S2UE-G
ANON-33SX-S2UD-F
ANON-33SX-S2PW-W
ANON-33SX-S2P5-U
ANON-33SX-S2MU-R
ANON-33SX-S2JX-R
ANON-33SX-S2J3-K
ANON-33SX-S2J1-H
ANON-33SX-S2HD-2
ANON-33SX-S2GX-N
ANON-33SX-S2GH-5
ANON-33SX-S2GF-3
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ANON-33SX-S2EA-V
ANON-33SX-S2D5-F
ANON-33SX-S2AF-W
ANON-33SX-S2A4-B
ANON-33SX-S298-7
ANON-33SX-S25A-C
ANON-33SX-S251-V
ANON-33SX-S23A-A
Newham Friends of the Earth
Lewisham Green Party
Friends of Mountsfield Park
East Greenwich Residents
Association
BHLF-33SX-SN5P-Q
BHLF-33SX-SN5K-J
BHLF-33SX-S7SR-Z
ANON-33SX-STJ3-N
ANON-33SX-STG4-K
Improve connection to
Blackwall Lane

ANON-33SX-S2MA-4

TfL has considered the operation of
junctions on Blackwall Lane with the
scheme in place, as set out in Appendix C
of the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). TfL’s assessment is that
the scheme would not result in additional
delay for any users, and TfL is not therefore
planning to make any changes to Blackwall

N
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Concern that the road
network on the South of
the river/ Silvertown will
not be sufficient
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ANON-33SX-STA1-A
ANON-33SX-ST9X-9
ANON-33SX-ST7S-2
ANON-33SX-ST1M-P
ANON-33SX-SNZS-Y
ANON-33SX-SNZB-E
ANON-33SX-SNW5-X
ANON-33SX-SNVM-N
ANON-33SX-SNUP-Q
ANON-33SX-SNUB-9
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRC-7
ANON-33SX-SNMP-F

Lane as part of the scheme. Nonetheless
the impacts of the scheme on the Blackwall
Lane/Trafalgar Road junction will be
monitored closer to the scheme opening,
and if this reveals adverse impacts as a
result of the scheme then appropriate
mitigation measures will be identified.
Further information can be found in the
Monitoring Strategy (Document Reference
7.6) and the Traffic Impact Mitigation
Strategy (Document Reference 7.7).
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the north
and south of the Thames (although roads in
Silvertown connecting to the portals of the
new tunnel on the north side would be likely
to see some increase as the tunnel would
provide a better connection to these
locations). The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
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ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNMA-Z
ANON-33SX-SNHU-F
ANON-33SX-SNHB-V
ANON-33SX-SNFN-6
ANON-33SX-SNFA-S
ANON-33SX-SNEN-5
ANON-33SX-SNC5-A
ANON-33SX-SNBD-R
ANON-33SX-SN8U-Y
ANON-33SX-SN8T-X
ANON-33SX-SN8E-F
ANON-33SX-SN82-V
ANON-33SX-SN79-2
ANON-33SX-SN64-V
ANON-33SX-SN3V-U
ANON-33SX-SN3T-S
ANON-33SX-SN1Q-M
ANON-33SX-SFZS-Q
ANON-33SX-SFZ8-V
ANON-33SX-SFYS-P
ANON-33SX-SFXN-G
ANON-33SX-SFVX-R

and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement.
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ANON-33SX-SFUK-A
ANON-33SX-SFFS-3
ANON-33SX-SFFN-X
ANON-33SX-SFD9-7
ANON-33SX-SF7F-7
ANON-33SX-SF6G-7
ANON-33SX-SF61-H
ANON-33SX-SF4E-3
ANON-33SX-SF1W-J
ANON-33SX-S7XZ-D
ANON-33SX-S7XT-7
ANON-33SX-S7RC-G
ANON-33SX-S7P7-2
ANON-33SX-S7P4-Y
ANON-33SX-S7NU-X
ANON-33SX-S7GK-D
ANON-33SX-S7E8-R
ANON-33SX-S721-X
ANON-33SX-S2NF-A
ANON-33SX-S2MA-4
ANON-33SX-S2HE-3
ANON-33SX-S2D5-F
ANON-33SX-S2B9-H
ANON-33SX-S26V-2
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ANON-33SX-S222-T
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham
Greenwich Borough Liberal
Democrats
East Greenwich Residents
Association
BHLF-33SX-SNJV-J
BHLF-33SX-SN9R-W
ANON-33SX-STZY-B
ANON-33SX-STJJ-C
ANON-33SX-STES-G
Concern about increased
congestion on A206

ANON-33SX-S7YX-C
ANON-33SX-S2MA-4

As set out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5) the
Scheme is not expected to lead to
significant increases in traffic overall,
including on the A206 (Trafalgar Road,
Greenwich Town Centre). It is proposed
that the impacts of the Scheme would be
closely monitored as part of the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6), and in
the event that it was identified that the
Scheme was having an adverse impact on
Trafalgar Road or central Greenwich a

N
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Concern about increased
congestion on the A12

ANON-33SX-STCM-8
ANON-33SX-SN8M-Q
ANON-33SX-SF3A-X
ANON-33SX-S74E-M
ANON-33SX-S2J5-N
ANON-33SX-S2HE-3
London Borough of Hackney
ANON-33SX-STVV-4
ANON-33SX-STRX-2

Consider the
ANON-33SX-SNZZ-6
environmental impacts due ANON-33SX-SNZS-Y
to the increased traffic
ANON-33SX-SNZ9-5
ANON-33SX-SNZ4-Z
ANON-33SX-SNZ2-X
ANON-33SX-SNWQ-T
ANON-33SX-SNUH-F
ANON-33SX-SNSS-R
ANON-33SX-SNSQ-P
ANON-33SX-SNRY-W
ANON-33SX-SNR3-Q
ANON-33SX-SNMC-2
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number of potential mitigation measures
could be implemented. This could include,
for instance, the re-phasing of traffic signals
if deemed necessary.
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5).
This does not indicate a likelihood of
significant increases in congestion on the
A12. Those travelling across the river at the
Blackwall Tunnel (at the southern end of the
A12) would benefit from greatly reduced
journey times as a result of the reduction of
congestion there.
TfL acknowledges the findings of the
N
SACTRA report on Trunk Roads and the
Generation of Traffic (1994) which
concluded that the provision of additional
road capacity can generate additional
traffic, known as “induced demand”.
However, it should also be noted that
additional capacity forms only one
component of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. The other key component is the
user charge, which will be applied not only
to the new capacity but also the existing
Blackwall Tunnel. This user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
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ANON-33SX-SNM5-M
ANON-33SX-SNHU-F
ANON-33SX-SNHC-W
ANON-33SX-SNEB-S
ANON-33SX-SNCZ-F
ANON-33SX-SNCV-B
ANON-33SX-SN7P-S
ANON-33SX-SN7N-Q
ANON-33SX-SN7J-K
ANON-33SX-SN7H-H
ANON-33SX-SN78-1
ANON-33SX-SN73-V
ANON-33SX-SN3Z-Y
ANON-33SX-SFZ5-S
ANON-33SX-SFWH-9
ANON-33SX-SFMA-R
ANON-33SX-SFK3-8
ANON-33SX-SFFP-Z
ANON-33SX-SF6M-D
ANON-33SX-SF6K-B
ANON-33SX-S7ZY-E
ANON-33SX-S7ZS-8
ANON-33SX-S7YQ-5
ANON-33SX-S7TH-Q

highway demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.

TfL does not expect the Scheme to result in
an overall increase in traffic. The Scheme’s
air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant legislation
and guidance. It concludes that the Scheme
will not result in a significant effect on air
quality. With regards to changes in NO2,
the assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area experience
a change that is classified as imperceptible
by the guidance. Where changes are
classified as perceptible, more receptors
will experience an improvement than will
experience a perceptible deterioration. TfL’s
assessment of the noise and air quality
effects of changes in traffic resulting from
the Scheme is set out in Chapter 6 of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference number 6.1)
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ANON-33SX-S7PV-1
ANON-33SX-S7MN-P
ANON-33SX-S7JP-N
ANON-33SX-S7JD-9
ANON-33SX-S7GK-D
ANON-33SX-S7DA-Z
ANON-33SX-S7C9-Q
ANON-33SX-S7BC-Z
ANON-33SX-S7AY-N
ANON-33SX-S7AG-3
ANON-33SX-S7AA-W
ANON-33SX-S7A5-H
ANON-33SX-S786-9
ANON-33SX-S721-X
ANON-33SX-S2YX-7
ANON-33SX-S2Y5-4
ANON-33SX-S2SJ-K
ANON-33SX-S2JS-K
ANON-33SX-S2HS-H
ANON-33SX-S2HP-E
ANON-33SX-S2HD-2
ANON-33SX-S28A-F
ANON-33SX-S23X-1
ANON-33SX-S22Y-1
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London Cycling Campaign
Greenwich Green Party
Campaign for Better
Transport
BHLF-33SX-SN5K-J
BHLF-33SX-S73G-N
ANON-33SX-STMB-7
ANON-33SX-STJJ-C
ANON-33SX-STF2-G
New tunnel will attract
more traffic / attract traffic
from outside area Impacts on Rotherhithe
Tunnel

St George's Square
Management Company

TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the north
and south of the Thames (although roads in
Silvertown connecting to the portals of the
new tunnel on the north side would be likely
to see some increase as the tunnel would
provide a better connection to these
locations). The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
TfL expects these improved conditions will
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Close the side lane
leading to the Blackwall
Tunnel approach and the
O2 to ease traffic flow

ANON-33SX-STWK-T

Local roads won't support
the extra traffic, especially

ANON-33SX-SFD9-7
ANON-33SX-S2YH-Q
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attract users who currently use the
Rotherhithe Tunnel or another adjacent
crossing to avoid the present-day
congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel; this
effect will offset the small number of users
who may wish to avoid the charges at the
Blackwall and Silvertown tunnels. This is
because the proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand at the Blackwall and Silvertown
tunnels, and could be adjusted if necessary
if the Scheme was having adverse impacts
on parts of the road network, including
adjacent crossings.
As part of the Scheme the highways layout
N
of the A102 on the approach to the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels would be
simplified in order to help traffic flow more
efficiently and with fewer incidents. The
existing slip road which is adjacent to the
A102 Northbound would be segregated
from the mainline carriageway, and
therefore traffic will not be able to use it to
try and pass any traffic on the tunnel
approach. This will contribute to the
improvement of safety on residential roads
and the tunnel approach.
Since the consultation, TfL has carried out a N
detailed assessment of localised traffic
impacts based on the Assessed Case
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with additional retail
coming to the area such
as IKEA

defined for the consultation and DCO
application, including on local junctions.
Based on this, TfL would anticipate that the
Scheme would lead to some localised
impacts on junction delays in the 2021
modelled year that could be mitigated
through measures that can be delivered
within the existing highway boundary.
Since London’s road network and the
pressures on it are going to evolve between
the time of application and Scheme
implementation, committing to junction
specific mitigations is not appropriate at this
stage and may in fact conflict with the
objectives of later projects and
programmes.
Therefore, instead of committing to
mitigation proposals at this stage, TfL
proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
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explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement.
At the time of the preparation of the future
year traffic forecasts, the proposed new
IKEA store had not been given planning
consent. Therefore, in accordance with the
guidelines set out in DfT WebTAG
guidance, it was not included in the
modelling. However, given that the store
has since received planning permission we
have carried out an additional test where
we include the additional traffic demand that
the store is expected to generate. Our
analysis has found that the additional
demand will not impose any additional
delays on the road network with the
Silvertown Tunnel scheme in place,
primarily because the demand expected to
be generated by the proposed IKEA store is
only marginally greater than the demand
previously arising from the Sainsbury’s and
Comet stores that IKEA will replace.
More information on local traffic effects can
be found in Appendix C of the Transport
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Better road layouts
needed in general

ANON-33SX-S2ZP-Z
ANON-33SX-STVS-1

Assessment.
As part of the Scheme the highways layout
of the A102 on the approach to the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels would be
simplified in order to help traffic flow more
efficiently and with fewer incidents.

N

On the approach to the tunnels the
northbound carriageway would widen from
three lanes to four, with the two offside
lanes diverging to the new Silvertown
Tunnel. The two nearside lanes would
continue through the Blackwall Tunnel.
In developing the Silvertown proposals
careful consideration was given the
integration into the existing road network. At
a local level, at the points that the new
approach roads for the Silvertown Tunnel
tie-in with the existing road network, the
Scheme is not expected to have a
significant adverse impact on local junctions
and highway links. The tie-ins have been
designed to current design standards taking
into account the expected level of demand.
This includes the tie-in to the A102
southbound and the exit slip road at
Blackwall Lane.
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The highways have been designed in such
a way to discourage the use of residential
roads for ‘rat running’. For example, the
existing slip road which is adjacent to the
A102 Northbound would be segregated
from the mainline carriageway, and
therefore traffic will not be able to use it to
try and pass any traffic on the tunnel
approach. This will contribute to the
improvement of safety on residential roads
and the tunnel approach.

The route around the
tunnel should be a red
route to support
surrounding traffic flows

ANON-33SX-SFWT-N

The northern side of the
tunnel, exit, entrance is
confusing/ needs
redesigning

ANON-33SX-SNFQ-9
ANON-33SX-SN63-U
ANON-33SX-SFRW-K
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The road signing strategy for the Scheme
would be developed to offer clear guidance
to the road users enabling early decisions
on direction to be made thus promoting
good lane discipline.
TfL is planning that, like the Blackwall
N
Tunnel, the immediate approaches to the
Silvertown Tunnel and the tunnel itself will
be designated red routes as part of the
Transport for London Road Network (TLRN)
and subject to restrictions on stopping and
waiting to help keep traffic moving and
reduce delays.
In developing the Silvertown proposals
N
careful consideration was given the
integration into the existing road network. At
a local level, at the points that the new
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ANON-33SX-S7AY-N
ANON-33SX-S794-8
ANON-33SX-S2SS-V
ANON-33SX-S267-3
BHLF-33SX-S7WW-9
ANON-33SX-STW7-6
ANON-33SX-STTP-V
ANON-33SX-STT4-Z

approach roads for the Silvertown Tunnel
tie-in with the existing road network, the
Scheme is not expected to have a
significant adverse impact on local junctions
and highway links. The tie-ins have been
designed to current design standards taking
into account the expected level of demand.
This includes the tie-in to the Tidal Basin
Roundabout. In order to facilitate
satisfactory operation to meet standards the
Tidal Basin Roundabout would be
significantly modified to create a new
signal-controlled roundabout which is able
to accommodate flows from all connecting
links (Silvertown Way, Dock Road and
Lower Lea Crossing). The modified Tidal
Basin Roundabout would be elongated to
facilitate a ‘hamburger’ link for traffic
approaching from A1020 Lower Lea
Crossing to pass directly across the
roundabout. This would improve capacity
and journey time.
The proposed tunnel and new highway
would necessitate the need for substantial
new signing in the area. Much of this
signing would need to be supported on sign
gantries, to provide the greatest visibility to
road users as well as making optimum use
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of the available space. The road signing
strategy for the Scheme would be
developed to offer clear guidance to the
road users enabling early decisions on
direction to be made thus promoting good
lane discipline. The signing strategy would
take into consideration five main elements:
Directional Signing (including diversion
signing); Dimensional and other restrictions;
Dangerous goods; Restricted lane access
(HGV’s and buses); and Road User
Charging (RUC). Local signing north of the
river would be revised to direct local
southbound traffic through Silvertown
Tunnel. Strategic traffic would be directed
through Blackwall Tunnel as per the
existing situation.
The design of the highways has been
undertaken in accordance with current
standards and to accommodate the
expected levels of traffic in the future. The
junctions have been carefully modelled
using standard industry software to ensure
an acceptable level of service for road
users.
Industry standard software packages
VISSIM and LinSig have been used to
model the operation of Tidal Basin
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The Dartford crossing
didn’t work at reducing
congestion

ANON-33SX-S7UK-U
ANON-33SX-S79N-2
ANON-33SX-S72Q-X
ANON-33SX-S2X3-1
ANON-33SX-S2T8-2
ANON-33SX-S2PY-Y
ANON-33SX-S2J5-N
ANON-33SX-S21J-H
BHLF-33SX-SN44-T
BHLF-33SX-S7UH-R
BHLF-33SX-S7FT-N
BHLF-33SX-S7FF-7
BHLF-33SX-S71S-Y
ANON-33SX-STK7-T
ANON-33SX-STGF-5

Concern about increased

ANON-33SX-SNZY-5

Roundabout, and have shown that it would
operate within capacity (all approaches at
or below the TfL target Degree of Saturation
figure of 85%, which is the demand in
relation to the total capacity). The junction
will operate for the forecast flows without
exceeding certain parameters (e.g. queue
lengths, Degree of Saturation etc.).
Comparisons with the Dartford Crossing are N
made complicated by the many differences
in the context. The Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme is intended specifically to address
the problems at the Blackwall Tunnel, and
TfL’s assessment is that through a
combination of new capacity and the
demand management effect of the user
charge it would successfully do this into the
long term. The Dartford crossing is located
on the motorway network and is the busiest
of all Thames crossings. TfL notes that the
free-flowing charging system – as is
proposed for the Blackwall and Silvertown
Tunnels – introduced at the Dartford
Crossing in November 2014, has resulted in
considerable journey time improvements for
users of the crossing of up to around 50%
in the southbound direction of the morning
peak period.
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
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congestion on the A13

ANON-33SX-SFJU-9
ANON-33SX-SFD7-5
ANON-33SX-SFB4-Z
ANON-33SX-SF8S-N
ANON-33SX-SF4S-H
ANON-33SX-S2ZV-6
ANON-33SX-S2YY-8
ANON-33SX-S2YB-H
ANON-33SX-S2PE-B
ANON-33SX-S2N3-Q
ANON-33SX-S2K2-K
ANON-33SX-S2GN-B
ANON-33SX-S294-3

Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in congestion on the
A13. The proposed user charge would act
as an effective tool for managing demand,
and could be adjusted if necessary if the
Scheme was having adverse impacts on
parts of the road network.

Consider widening the A2 / ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
A102
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRC-7
ANON-33SX-S7ZR-7
ANON-33SX-S2RY-1
ANON-33SX-S28G-N
ANON-33SX-S26A-D
ANON-33SX-STQX-1

The Scheme entails limited localised
widening of the A102 at the point where the
new tunnel connects in order to provide
access to the Silvertown Tunnel. TfL has no
further plans to widen the A102 as part of
this Scheme and does not consider that this
would be necessary. The Scheme would
not result in any significant overall increase
in traffic. The Transport Assessment
(Appendix C) sets out the potential
mitigation measures TfL has tested as part
of the Assessed Case which does include a
re-allocation of road space to improve the
efficiency of the A2.
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Consider that the scheme ANON-33SX-STCM-8
will increase congestion on
A12/A102/A2

TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the north
and south of the Thames (although roads in
Silvertown connecting to the portals of the
new tunnel on the north side would be likely
to see some increase as the tunnel would
provide a better connection to these
locations). The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
Since the statutory consultation TfL has
carried out additional local modelling work
of the A102/A2 corridor. This has indicated
the potential for a modest increase in
journey time southbound from the Blackwall
and Silvertown tunnels in the evening peak,
though far outweighed by the significant
savings on the southbound approach to the
Blackwall Tunnel. TfL has tested a range of
mitigation measures along this corridor
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between Sun-in-the-Sands and Eltham
Tunnel which could be delivered within the
existing highway boundary. These act to
smooth traffic flow through the corridor and
could serve as suitable mitigation to the
forecast traffic flow changes resulting from
the Scheme.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement. TfL is working in collaboration
with the Department for Transport,
Highways England and Kent County
Council on a wireless ‘connected corridor’
on the A2 (details published by the
Department for Transport in Sep 2015). TfL
is also considering ways to improve
performance on the A2/A102 corridor,
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Increase capacity on the
existing road network by
adding more lanes

ANON-33SX-ST8R-2
ANON-33SX-SNZQ-W
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNHU-F
ANON-33SX-SN8V-Z
ANON-33SX-SN84-X
ANON-33SX-SF2P-C
ANON-33SX-S2WU-2

including by utilising new technologies and
innovative measures to create a more
efficient ‘smart road’. This is expected to
address some of the existing problems
seen on the A2. These measures are
expected to be in place in advance of
Silvertown Tunnel opening; hence future
monitoring will be able to take these
measures into account to establish whether
additional mitigation, such as that tested
would be required. All the mitigation
measures tested are within the existing
highway boundary and can therefore be
delivered using TfL’s existing powers. More
detail on these is included in the Chapter 7
and Appendix C of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5)
The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme would
N
provide additional cross-river capacity and a
means of managing demand for this
capacity through the proposed user charge
at the Blackwall and Silvertown tunnels. As
part of the Scheme TfL is proposing that the
A102 would be widened at the point where
the northbound carriageway narrows to two
lanes prior to reaching the Blackwall Tunnel
portal, to create new slip road links to the
Silvertown Tunnel, thereby easing an
existing ‘pinch point’.
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Due to the user charge, the Scheme is not
forecast to increase traffic at the crossings.
Hence TfL does not consider it necessary to
carry out any other road widening as part of
the Scheme.
The Transport Assessment (Appendix C)
sets out the potential mitigation measures
TfL has tested as part of the Assessed
Case which does include a re-allocation of
road space to improve the efficiency of the
A2.

Improve access to North
Greenwich tube station

ANON-33SX-SNQY-V
ANON-33SX-SFTA-Y
ANON-33SX-SF2N-A

The pedestrian crossing

ANON-33SX-ST3D-F
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As set out in the Case for the Scheme
N
(Document Reference 7.1), the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme is intended to address the
severe issues of congestion, closures and a
lack of network resilience at the Blackwall
Tunnel, one of London's most strategically
important highway river crossings. Access
to North Greenwich station is being
addressed through the ongoing
development of the Greenwich Peninsula.
New bus routes using the Silvertown Tunnel
would be likely to call at North Greenwich
station, improving access to this location.
TfL’s assessments during the junction
N
design process considered the needs of all
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on the north side will
impede traffic flow;
consider whether this
should not be at street
level

ANON-33SX-S2TZ-4
ANON-33SX-STSK-P

transport modes. This included
consideration of pedestrian crossing
facilities on the north side, notably around
the Tidal Basin Roundabout. With this
information the junction operation/capacity
was modelled using standard industry
software (TRANSYT and LINSIG) which
demonstrated that acceptable operational
standards would be achieved. As this was
the result there was no requirement to
grade separate pedestrians and motorists
and avoided a less economical solution.

Planners failed to allow for
future developments
resulting in increase in
traffic

ANON-33SX-SFB3-Y

Access routes south side
on the approach to both
tunnels will be congested

ANON-33SX-SNVM-N
ANON-33SX-SNUD-B
ANON-33SX-SNR8-V

TfL has carefully modelled the traffic
N
impacts of the scheme and do not
anticipate that implementing the Silvertown
Tunnel scheme would lead to any
significant overall increase in traffic levels.
Forecast increases in population and
employment resulting partly from new
development have been taken into account
in TfL’s modelling, and further information
on this can be found in Chapter 5 of the
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5).
TfL anticipate that the Scheme would lead
N
to a significant overall reduction in delay
across the east and south east London road
network and in particular for cross-river
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ANON-33SX-SNQV-S
ANON-33SX-SNK2-F
ANON-33SX-SNFG-Y
ANON-33SX-SNEQ-8
ANON-33SX-SNEB-S
ANON-33SX-SNBC-Q
ANON-33SX-SN37-V
ANON-33SX-SFZS-Q
ANON-33SX-SFNB-T
ANON-33SX-SFM7-E
ANON-33SX-SF4P-E
ANON-33SX-S7YU-9
ANON-33SX-S7R1-X
ANON-33SX-S7PX-3
ANON-33SX-S7K7-W
ANON-33SX-S79J-X
ANON-33SX-S76K-V
ANON-33SX-S764-5
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham
Charlton Rail Users' Group
BHLF-33SX-SNGN-7
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journeys currently using the Blackwall
Tunnel as it would alleviate the significant
congestion which routinely affects that
crossing. Principally as a result of the
demand management effect of the user
charge, TfL does not expect any significant
overall increase in traffic on this corridor
and hence TfL does not expect any
significant increases in delay on the shared
northbound approach to the two tunnels.
TfL’s assessment of the Scheme’s likely
effects on traffic is set out in Chapter 7 of
the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5).
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ANON-33SX-STV1-Y
Road network south of
river/ Silvertown won’t
cope/ isn’t sufficient Local junctions in
Greenwich

ANON-33SX-SN37-V
ANON-33SX-SFUD-3

The southern approach to the proposed
Silvertown Tunnel would connect with the
A102, meaning that both the Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels would share the same
approach on the south side. Currently in the
northbound direction the A102 narrows to
two lanes prior to reaching the Blackwall
Tunnel portal; as part of the Scheme TfL is
proposing that the A102 would be widened
at this point to create new slip road links to
the Silvertown Tunnel, thereby easing an
existing ‘pinch point’.

N

The northbound bore of the Blackwall
Tunnel is particularly prone to incidents and
closures due to its restricted geometry. A
major benefit of the two tunnels sharing a
southern approach along the A102 and A2
is that users travelling northbound would be
able to easily divert to the other tunnel in
the event of an incident or closure affecting
one of the tunnels. In such a scenario users
would be directed to use the nearby
alternative tunnel, which compares
favourably with the current situation of a
lengthy diversion to adjacent crossings
further afield. A crossing located some
distance from the proposed Silvertown
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Tunnel, accessed by a different approach
road, would not provide the same resilience
benefits.

Concern that the Scheme
will increase the
congestion when travelling
east/west

ANON-33SX-S7Y6-A
ANON-33SX-S297-6
Planning and Transport
Committee London Forum of
Amenity and Civic Societies
BHLF-33SX-S7VT-5
ANON-33SX-STGV-N

The proposals are not
effective enough in terms

ANON-33SX-STGV-N
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TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
a significant increase in traffic on the A102
and A2 and surrounding roads, including
the A200/A206 (Trafalgar Road/Woolwich
Road) route and surrounding roads through
Greenwich as well as the key roads in the
Royal Docks/Canning Town area. The
proposed user charge would act as an
effective tool for managing demand, and
could be adjusted if necessary if the
Scheme was having adverse impacts on
parts of the road network.
The Scheme would result in a significant
improvement in cross-river journey times
and reliability at the Blackwall Tunnel
corridor. Overall road network performance
within the east London sub-region will also
improve as part of the Scheme, as set out
in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5), and any
adverse impacts on traffic on east-west
routes will be marginal and significantly
outweighed by the benefits overall.
The Scheme would result in a significant
improvement in cross-river journey times
and reliability at the Blackwall Tunnel

N

N
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of east - west traffic

The link to the North
Circular Road needs to be
improved

ANON-33SX-SNS4-S
ANON-33SX-SNB6-A
ANON-33SX-SN1H-B
ANON-33SX-SFJZ-E
ANON-33SX-SFFW-7
ANON-33SX-S78G-T
ANON-33SX-S2ZE-N
ANON-33SX-S2KV-Q

corridor. Overall road network performance
within the east London sub-region will also
improve as part of the Scheme, as set out
in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5), and any
adverse impacts on traffic on east-west
routes will be marginal and significantly
outweighed by the benefits overall.
The Silvertown Tunnel is not intended to
duplicate or replace the strong connections
to the strategic road network that the
Blackwall Tunnel has via the A12 and A13.
Rather, it is designed to free-up capacity on
the Blackwall Tunnel and address a local
bottleneck by creating a convenient route
for a proportion of the trips currently using
the Blackwall Tunnel (principally those
which start or end in the Isle of Dogs or the
Royal Docks). The Blackwall Tunnel is
expected to remain the preferable route for
traffic seeking to access the strategic road
network, and its performance would
improve as a result of the Scheme.
Additionally, adapting the Scheme to
provide direct connections between the
Silvertown Tunnel and these routes would
not improve access to the Royal Docks and
the Isle of Dogs, and would require an
alternative tunnel alignment which would be

N
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Concern about increasing
the congestion around the
O2 and/or North
Greenwich and or the
peninsula

ANON-33SX-ST97-8
ANON-33SX-ST2Y-3
ANON-33SX-SNF8-G
ANON-33SX-SF8R-M
ANON-33SX-SF7U-P
ANON-33SX-SF7P-H
ANON-33SX-S2Y9-8
ANON-33SX-S2XC-H
ANON-33SX-STPM-N

There needs to be a
strong link to the A13

ANON-33SX-SNV4-V
ANON-33SX-SFTA-Y
ANON-33SX-SFRQ-D
ANON-33SX-SFJU-9
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likely to have a higher cost and lower net
benefit. On the south side of the river the
tunnel connects with the A102 via new slip
road links, thereby sharing the same
connection as the Blackwall Tunnel.
The Scheme would reduce congestion
around the Greenwich Peninsula where the
O2 and North Greenwich Station are
located. Given that the Scheme would
enable traffic to flow more freely, and given
the proposed improvements to the local
access roads surrounding the O2, TfL
expects that on the occasions when an
event takes place at the O2 Arena, it would
be possible to manage the additional traffic
arising from the event more efficiently if the
Silvertown Tunnel is built compared to the
current situation. This will be of particular
benefit on occasions when the Blackwall
Tunnel is closed due to an incident, as
traffic travelling to an O2 event from the
north side of the river will have the option of
using the Silvertown Tunnel, when no such
alternative exists at present.
The Silvertown Tunnel is not intended to
duplicate or replace the strong connections
to the strategic road network that the
Blackwall Tunnel has via the A12 and A13.
Rather, it is designed to free-up capacity on
the Blackwall Tunnel and address a local

N

N
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ANON-33SX-SF6A-1
ANON-33SX-SF1P-B
ANON-33SX-S7XX-B
ANON-33SX-S72G-M
ANON-33SX-S2S7-Z
ANON-33SX-S2B3-B
ANON-33SX-STR8-2
ANON-33SX-STJ8-T

This Scheme will only
have a positive impact on
traffic if traffic is split
equally between the
Blackwall and Silvertown
tunnels

ANON-33SX-S2S7-Z

bottleneck by creating a convenient route
for a proportion of the trips currently using
the Blackwall Tunnel (principally those
which start or end in the Isle of Dogs or the
Royal Docks). The Blackwall Tunnel is
expected to remain the preferable route for
traffic seeking to access the strategic road
network, and its performance would
improve as a result of the Scheme.
Additionally, adapting the Scheme to
provide direct connections between the
Silvertown Tunnel and these routes would
not improve access to the Royal Docks and
the Isle of Dogs, and would require an
alternative tunnel alignment which would be
likely to have a higher cost and lower net
benefit. On the south side of the river the
tunnel connects with the A102 via new slip
road links, thereby sharing the same
connection as the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL expects that the Silvertown Tunnel itself
would accommodate approximately 20-30%
of the total traffic using Blackwall/Silvertown
combined, reflecting the specific routes and
trips that each crossing would best
facilitate.

N

In conjunction with the proposed user
charge which would ensure no significant
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Poor connections south
side to local roads

ANON-33SX-SN64-V
ANON-33SX-S7H3-P
ANON-33SX-S2S7-Z
ANON-33SX-S2PN-M
BHLF-33SX-SN9X-3

Improve links to the
Woolwich Ferry

ANON-33SX-SFJA-N
BHLF-33SX-SN9U-Z
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overall increase in traffic, the natural
division of the total flow in this way would in
itself create much more free-flowing
conditions at both crossings. Traffic using
the A12 is expected to continue using the
Blackwall Tunnel, as is the majority of traffic
travelling on the A13. Traffic travelling
to/from the Royal Docks and the Isle of
Dogs would be expected to use the
Silvertown Tunnel in future. Further
information on the expected split of traffic
between the two tunnels can be found in
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5).
South of the River Thames the Blackwall
and Silvertown Tunnels would share a
common approach road, the A102.
Connections to and from the A102 south to
the local area would remain possible by the
junctions at Blackwall Lane and Woolwich
Road, which enable good access to
surrounding areas.
As set out in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference 7.1), the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme is intended to address the
severe issues of congestion, closures and a
lack of network resilience at the Blackwall
Tunnel, one of London's most strategically
important highway river crossings. TfL does

N

N
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Improve the connection to
the A13 further east of
Silvertown

ANON-33SX-SFJZ-E

not anticipate that the scheme would result
in any significant change to access to the
Woolwich Ferry and hence no change is
proposed there.
The Silvertown Tunnel is not intended to
duplicate or replace the strong connections
to the strategic road network that the
Blackwall Tunnel has via the A12 and A13.
Rather, it is designed to free-up capacity on
the Blackwall Tunnel and address a local
bottleneck by creating a convenient route
for a proportion of the trips currently using
the Blackwall Tunnel (principally those
which start or end in the Isle of Dogs or the
Royal Docks). The Blackwall Tunnel is
expected to remain the preferable route for
traffic seeking to access the strategic road
network, and its performance would
improve as a result of the Scheme.
Additionally, adapting the Scheme to
provide direct connections between the
Silvertown Tunnel and these routes would
not improve access to the Royal Docks and
the Isle of Dogs, and would require an
alternative tunnel alignment which would be
likely to have a higher cost and lower net
benefit. On the south side of the river the
tunnel connects with the A102 via new slip
road links, thereby sharing the same

N
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connection as the Blackwall Tunnel.
Query regarding other
traffic improvements east
of the Silvertown Tunnel

ANON-33SX-SFJZ-E

Concern over congestion

ANON-33SX-ST8N-X
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The Silvertown Tunnel is not intended to
duplicate or replace the strong connections
to the strategic road network that the
Blackwall Tunnel has via the A12 and A13.
Rather, it is designed to free-up capacity on
the Blackwall Tunnel and address a local
bottleneck by creating a convenient route
for a proportion of the trips currently using
the Blackwall Tunnel (principally those
which start or end in the Isle of Dogs or the
Royal Docks). The Blackwall Tunnel is
expected to remain the preferable route for
traffic seeking to access the strategic road
network, and its performance would
improve as a result of the Scheme.
Additionally, adapting the Scheme to
provide direct connections between the
Silvertown Tunnel and these routes would
not improve access to the Royal Docks and
the Isle of Dogs, and would require an
alternative tunnel alignment which would be
likely to have a higher cost and lower net
benefit. On the south side of the river the
tunnel connects with the A102 via new slip
road links, thereby sharing the same
connection as the Blackwall Tunnel.
The modified Tidal Basin Roundabout has
been carefully modelled using standard

N

N
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at roundabout/traffic lights
on approach to tunnel

ANON-33SX-ST7A-G
ANON-33SX-SNWW-Z
ANON-33SX-SNVA-9
ANON-33SX-SNS9-X
ANON-33SX-SNRS-Q
ANON-33SX-SNF1-9
ANON-33SX-SNCU-A
ANON-33SX-SN63-U
ANON-33SX-SN1U-R
ANON-33SX-SFZN-J
ANON-33SX-SFZF-A
ANON-33SX-SFYU-R
ANON-33SX-SFW7-R
ANON-33SX-SFVH-8
ANON-33SX-SFTP-E
ANON-33SX-SFTM-B
ANON-33SX-SFKR-7
ANON-33SX-SFKA-P
ANON-33SX-SFK5-A
ANON-33SX-SFF6-6
ANON-33SX-SFEA-G
ANON-33SX-SFCV-3
ANON-33SX-SFBR-X
ANON-33SX-SFBN-T

industry software, which indicates that it
would perform without significant
congestion including at peak times.
Southbound traffic approaching the
Silvertown Tunnel would use the modified
Tidal Basin Roundabout, which would be
elongated to facilitate a ‘hamburger’ link for
traffic approaching from A1020 Lower Lea
Crossing to pass directly across the
roundabout. This would improve capacity
and journey time.
Under the Scheme proposals the modified
Tidal Basin Roundabout would be
signalised. The traffic signals would be
designed to enable safe use of the junction
for all road users and to maximise capacity
at the junction. Signalisation would enable
the roundabout to operate as a ‘hamburger’
arrangement by which traffic travelling
southbound towards the tunnel could pass
directly through the roundabout, increasing
operational capacity.
Junction and crossing controllers would be
controlled via TfL’s Urban Traffic Control
(UTC) system. In the event of a tunnel
incident the UTC system could utilise the
signals at the roundabout to implement the
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ANON-33SX-SFBB-E
ANON-33SX-SF89-U
ANON-33SX-SF4P-E
ANON-33SX-SF3J-7
ANON-33SX-SF1U-G
ANON-33SX-SF1H-3
ANON-33SX-S7ZJ-Y
ANON-33SX-S7X4-7
ANON-33SX-S7WE-Q
ANON-33SX-S7W9-B
ANON-33SX-S7SC-H
ANON-33SX-S7H3-P
ANON-33SX-S7EY-S
ANON-33SX-S765-6
ANON-33SX-S746-5
ANON-33SX-S2X6-4
ANON-33SX-S2WQ-X
ANON-33SX-S2W7-4
ANON-33SX-S2V7-3
ANON-33SX-S2U2-W
ANON-33SX-S2TU-Y
ANON-33SX-S2TS-W
ANON-33SX-S2RA-9
ANON-33SX-S2P5-U
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‘Greenwave’ to rapidly clear vehicles from
the tunnel.
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ANON-33SX-S2KK-C
ANON-33SX-S2HD-2
ANON-33SX-S294-3
ANON-33SX-S25B-D
ANON-33SX-S24S-W
ANON-33SX-S24G-H
ANON-33SX-S23G-G
ANON-33SX-S22C-B
ANON-33SX-S21F-D
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
Freight Transport Association
BHLF-33SX-S7HG-A
ANON-33SX-STYN-Y
ANON-33SX-STYA-J
ANON-33SX-STXT-4
ANON-33SX-STV1-Y
ANON-33SX-STQX-1
ANON-33SX-STG6-N
ANON-33SX-STED-1
ANON-33SX-STDS-F
Bermondsey and Rotherhithe
Community Council
Consider making
connections numerous

ANON-33SX-STBB-V

The Silvertown Tunnel would connect with
the existing road network at the Tidal Basin

N
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and easy

ANON-33SX-SFUF-5
ANON-33SX-SFHW-9
ANON-33SX-S26Q-W
ANON-33SX-STET-H

The A12 and A13 are
extremely busy roads

ANON-33SX-STBB-V
ANON-33SX-S27K-R

Ensure users can get to
the A12, A 13 and M25

ANON-33SX-STBB-V
ANON-33SX-S27K-R
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Roundabout in Newham and the A102
Blackwall Tunnel Approach in Greenwich.
These connections will be designed in
accordance with relevant standards to
ensure they are safe and fit for purpose. A
detailed signage strategy would be
developed to ensure access to the tunnels
is clear and easy to follow.
Principally as a result of the demand
management effect of the user charge, TfL
does not expect any significant overall
increase in traffic on the A2/A102/A12
corridor or the A13. TfL’s assessment of the
Scheme’s likely effects on traffic is set out
in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5).
The Silvertown Tunnel is not intended to
duplicate or replace the strong connections
to the strategic road network that the
Blackwall Tunnel has via the A12 and A13.
Rather, it is designed to free-up capacity on
the Blackwall Tunnel and address a local
bottleneck by creating a convenient route
for a proportion of the trips currently using
the Blackwall Tunnel (principally those
which start or end in the Isle of Dogs or the
Royal Docks). The Blackwall Tunnel is
expected to remain the preferable route for
traffic seeking to access the strategic road

N

N
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Make the connections
easy and able to get to the
A12, A13 and M25

ANON-33SX-STBB-V

network, and its performance would
improve as a result of the Scheme.
Additionally, adapting the Scheme to
provide direct connections between the
Silvertown Tunnel and these routes would
not improve access to the Royal Docks and
the Isle of Dogs, and would require an
alternative tunnel alignment which would be
likely to have a higher cost and lower net
benefit. On the south side of the river the
tunnel connects with the A102 via new slip
road links, thereby sharing the same
connection as the Blackwall Tunnel.
The Silvertown Tunnel is not intended to
duplicate or replace the strong connections
to the strategic road network that the
Blackwall Tunnel has via the A12 and A13.
Rather, it is designed to free-up capacity on
the Blackwall Tunnel and address a local
bottleneck by creating a convenient route
for a proportion of the trips currently using
the Blackwall Tunnel (principally those
which start or end in the Isle of Dogs or the
Royal Docks). The Blackwall Tunnel is
expected to remain the preferable route for
traffic seeking to access the strategic road
network, and its performance would
improve as a result of the Scheme.
Additionally, adapting the Scheme to

N
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Try to avoid stopping and
starting with fewer traffic
lights and no charging
system

ANON-33SX-SF71-J

Need improved traffic

ANON-33SX-STBA-U
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provide direct connections between the
Silvertown Tunnel and these routes would
not improve access to the Royal Docks and
the Isle of Dogs, and would require an
alternative tunnel alignment which would be
likely to have a higher cost and lower net
benefit. On the south side of the river the
tunnel connects with the A102 via new slip
road links, thereby sharing the same
connection as the Blackwall Tunnel.
Traffic signals are a key tool in helping to
manage London’s complex road network
and keep traffic moving efficiently, and have
a particular role to play in enabling effective
control of the modified Tidal Basin
Roundabout where the Silvertown Tunnel
ties in on the north side. As set out in the
Charging Statement (Document Reference
7.5) and the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference 7.1), the proposed
user charge is fundamental to the Scheme
in securing the achievement of its
objectives by managing demand for the
crossings and raising revenue to pay for the
Scheme. Without charging, the new tunnel
would lead to increased traffic and would
not resolve the congestion at the Blackwall
Tunnel.
TfL has carefully modelled the traffic
impacts of the Scheme and do not

N

N
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management across
extended network
accessing the tunnel

ANON-33SX-ST48-4
ANON-33SX-ST3J-N
ANON-33SX-SNUT-U
ANON-33SX-SNE8-F
ANON-33SX-SNB2-6
ANON-33SX-SN3K-G
ANON-33SX-SFZ8-V
ANON-33SX-SFY4-Q
ANON-33SX-SFKA-P
ANON-33SX-SFGU-6
ANON-33SX-SFF9-9
ANON-33SX-SF7D-5
ANON-33SX-SF4V-M
ANON-33SX-SF23-F
ANON-33SX-S7YX-C
ANON-33SX-S7XX-B
ANON-33SX-S7Q7-3
ANON-33SX-S7M9-1
ANON-33SX-S72F-K
ANON-33SX-S2YQ-Z
ANON-33SX-S2PS-S
ANON-33SX-S2NR-P
ANON-33SX-S29A-G
ANON-33SX-S28R-Z

anticipate that implementing the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme would lead to any
significant overall increase in traffic levels.
The Scheme would improve the
performance of the road network and
enable vehicles to travel far more efficiently.
Traffic to and from the strategic road
network north of the River Thames would
be directed through Blackwall Tunnel as per
the existing situation, with traffic to and from
the Royal Docks and Isle of Dogs being
signed towards the Silvertown Tunnel.
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No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
London Borough of Havering
Cleaner products
Charlton Rail Users' Group
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SN5J-H
ANON-33SX-STYA-J
ANON-33SX-STWK-T
Concern that the road
network on the North of
the river will not be
sufficient
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ANON-33SX-ST42-X
ANON-33SX-SNWW-Z
ANON-33SX-SNRB-6
ANON-33SX-SNQX-U
ANON-33SX-SNQF-9
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNFQ-9
ANON-33SX-SNC5-A
ANON-33SX-SFK6-B
ANON-33SX-SFK2-7
ANON-33SX-SF1N-9
ANON-33SX-S7PX-3
ANON-33SX-S7ER-J
ANON-33SX-S78U-8
ANON-33SX-S2C8-H

TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the north
and south of the Thames (although roads in
Silvertown connecting to the portals of the
new tunnel on the north side would be likely
to see some increase as the tunnel would
provide a better connection to these
locations). The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
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There should be a grade
separated connection to
the existing road network

ANON-33SX-S25B-D
ANON-33SX-S23P-S
ANON-33SX-S23B-B
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
Greenwich Borough Liberal
Democrats
Evelyn Road residents
association
ANON-33SX-STR8-2
ANON-33SX-STJX-T
ANON-33SX-STJ8-T
ANON-33SX-STGW-P
ANON-33SX-STGD-3

and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement.

ANON-33SX-SFZF-A
BHLF-33SX-S7C8-P
ANON-33SX-STYN-Y

In developing the Silvertown proposals
careful consideration was given the
integration into the existing road network.

N

TfL’s assessments during the junction
design process considered the needs of all
transport modes. This included
consideration of pedestrian crossing
facilities on the north side, notably around
the Tidal Basin Roundabout. With this
information the junction operation/capacity
was modelled using standard industry
software (TRANSYT and LINSIG) which
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demonstrated that acceptable operational
standards would be achieved. As this was
the result there was no requirement to
grade separate the junction to attain
acceptable operational standards.
Furthermore, the gradient of the ramps in
and out of the Silvertown Tunnel would
have been too steep to make a grade
separated junction at the Tidal Basin
Roundabout feasible.

Concerns that a shared
southern approach will
cause congestion for both
Silvertown and Blackwall
tunnel
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ANON-33SX-SFUX-Q
ANON-33SX-SF3V-K

There are no other obvious opportunities to
implement flyovers or underpasses as part
of the Scheme.
TfL anticipate that the Scheme would lead
N
to a significant overall reduction in delay
across the east and south east London road
network and in particular for cross-river
journeys currently using the Blackwall
Tunnel as it would alleviate the significant
congestion which routinely affects that
crossing. Principally as a result of the
demand management effect of the user
charge, TfL does not expect any significant
overall increase in traffic on this corridor
and hence TfL does not expect any
significant increases in delay on the shared
northbound approach to the two tunnels.
TfL’s assessment of the Scheme’s likely
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The tunnel might put
additional stress on the
busy Canning Town
roundabout

ANON-33SX-S27K-R

effects on traffic is set out in Chapter 7 of
the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5).
Detailed junction modelling has indicated
that delays along the Silvertown Way
approach to the Canning Town gyratory
could increase as a result of the Scheme by
approximately 1 minute. TfL is therefore
proposing to assess the impacts of the
Scheme on this gyratory closer to the time
of scheme opening and to implement
appropriate mitigation if the assessment
shows this to be necessary. The mitigation,
likely to be signal timing changes, would be
expected to offset any increase in delay.
Further information can be found in
Appendix C of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5). TfL proposes
to commit to future monitoring and
implementation of mitigation under existing
powers where appropriate by assessing the
traffic impacts closer to Scheme opening,
and monitoring actual impacts thereafter to
accurately identify the scale and location of
adverse impacts to enable implementation
of effective mitigation where required. This
approach is explained in detail in the
Monitoring Strategy (Document Reference
7.6) and the Traffic Impacts Mitigation

N
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The A2 should have
‘average’ speed cameras
back to M25; and the
tunnels should allow cars
and bikes only before 9am

Improve roundabouts near
City Airport
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ANON-33SX-SFM9-G

ANON-33SX-STT4-Z

Strategy (TIMS). Both strategies will be
DCO certified documents and will be
subject to a DCO requirement.
Whilst TfL is not proposing to implement
N
additional speed cameras as part of the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme, as it does not
appear to give rise to a particular need for
them, TfL will keep the need for average
speed cameras on the Transport for London
Road Network under review as part of its
network management duty.
The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme will provide
additional cross-river capacity and a means
to manage demand to use the Blackwall
and Silvertown Tunnels through the user
charge. TfL therefore does not consider that
it would be necessary to restrict certain
vehicle classes at certain times of the day.
As set out in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference 7.1), the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme is intended to address the
severe issues of congestion, closures and a
lack of network resilience at the Blackwall
Tunnel, one of London's most strategically
important highway river crossings. As part
of the Road Modernisation Plan TfL is
investing more than £4bn to improve
London's roads, the biggest investment in a
generation. The plan is made up of

N
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Ensure the new tunnel
connects to the A12

ANON-33SX-STT4-Z
ANON-33SX-ST6U-3
ANON-33SX-SN8M-Q
ANON-33SX-SFPN-8
ANON-33SX-S7BE-2
ANON-33SX-S2NJ-E

hundreds of projects to transform junctions,
bridges, tunnels and public spaces. For
more information see
https://tfl.gov.uk/travelinformation/improvements-andprojects/road-modernisation-plan.
As set out in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference 7.1), TfL does not
anticipate that the Scheme would result in a
need for improvements to roundabouts
around London City Airport as changes in
traffic volumes here do not appear likely to
lead to significant capacity problems. TfL is
also committing to bring forward further
measures where these are needed to
ensure that any potential negative impacts
from the Scheme on surrounding roads are
mitigated
The Silvertown Tunnel is not intended to
duplicate or replace the strong connections
to the strategic road network that the
Blackwall Tunnel has via the A12 and A13.
Rather, it is designed to free-up capacity on
the Blackwall Tunnel and address a local
bottleneck by creating a convenient route
for a proportion of the trips currently using
the Blackwall Tunnel (principally those
which start or end in the Isle of Dogs or the
Royal Docks). The Blackwall Tunnel is

N
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Request for variable speed ANON-33SX-STEJ-7
cameras from the
Kidbrooke Interchange to
the crossing
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expected to remain the preferable route for
traffic seeking to access the strategic road
network, and its performance would
improve as a result of the Scheme.
Additionally, adapting the Scheme to
provide direct connections between the
Silvertown Tunnel and these routes would
not improve access to the Royal Docks and
the Isle of Dogs, and would require an
alternative tunnel alignment which would be
likely to have a higher cost and lower net
benefit. On the south side of the river the
tunnel connects with the A102 via new slip
road links, thereby sharing the same
connection as the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL is considering ways to improve
performance on the A2/A102 corridor,
including by utilising new technologies and
innovative measures to create a more
efficient ‘smart road’. This is expected to
address some of the existing problems
seen on the A2. These measures are
expected to be in place in advance of
Silvertown Tunnel opening; hence future
monitoring will be able to take these
measures into account to establish whether
additional mitigation, such as that tested
would be required. All the mitigation
measures tested are within the existing
highway boundary and can therefore be

N
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The southbound approach
of the Tidal Basin
Roundabout should be
grade separated; and
there should be at least
two lanes for regular
vehicles

ANON-33SX-SFZU-S
ANON-33SX-SF6D-4

Request for further
information regarding
provision for separated
cycling on the redesigned
roads

ANON-33SX-SFR5-H

delivered using TfL’s existing powers. More
detail on these is included in Chapter 7 and
Appendix C of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5).
The gradient of the ramps in and out of the
N
Silvertown Tunnel would have been too
steep to make a grade separated junction at
the Tidal Basin Roundabout feasible. TfL’s
modelling (using standard industry software
and considering all modes) indicates that
acceptable operational standards would be
achieved without grade separation. .
TfL’s assessment indicates that the
provision of one lane for general traffic in
each direction within the Silvertown Tunnel
will be sufficient for accommodating
demand into the future, including at peak
times, and TfL does not expect that
providing a designated lane for buses and
HGVs would lead to disruption or delay to
other road users.
There is no provision within the Silvertown
Tunnel for pedestrians or cyclists. Given the
length of the tunnel and the inevitably poor
ambience of an enclosed space in close
proximity to traffic (including goods
vehicles) TfL does not believe these users
could be accommodated in a suitable

N
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Consider motorbikes when
designing the roads

ANON-33SX-SNUF-D
ANON-33SX-SF89-U

Consider the impacts of
maintenance postconstruction

ANON-33SX-ST7F-N
ANON-33SX-S74M-V

Delayed access from
Canary Wharf to areas
south of the river during
evening peak

ANON-33SX-ST5G-M
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manner. The Emirates Air Line serves a
similar alignment and can be used by
cyclists, and TfL proposes to bring forward
local improvements to better connect the
EAL to the local walk and cycle networks.
The needs of all road users will be taken
into consideration in the design of the
Silvertown Tunnel and connecting
highways, including motorcyclists, in
accordance with relevant standards.

N

The Scheme will be designed in such a way N
as to ensure efficient maintenance of the
new asset is possible. The provision of a
new tunnel adjacent to the Blackwall Tunnel
means that there would be much greater
operational flexibility in future, allowing for
planned maintenance of either tunnel to be
completed at regular intervals and
potentially in a quicker and/or more cost
effective manner than currently.
As set out in Chapter 7 and of the Transport N
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5), TfL
expects cross-river journey times to and
from the Isle of Dogs to improve as a result
of the Scheme. Additionally TfL does not
expect there to be a significant impact in
delay or journey times for non-cross-river
traffic to or from the Isle of Dogs.
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It should be ensured that
the local traffic, which will
not use the tunnels, will be
able to move freely

ANON-33SX-ST3Q-V
ANON-33SX-SFJ9-D
ANON-33SX-STSB-D

Reduce the number of
traffic lights/ roundabouts

ANON-33SX-SFVU-N
ANON-33SX-SFR8-M
ANON-33SX-SFP8-J
ANON-33SX-S23N-Q
BHLF-33SX-S75W-7

The Scheme would directly address one of
the biggest causes of local traffic problems
by addressing the congestion and
unreliability of the Blackwall Tunnel. As set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5) the
Scheme is not expected to lead to
significant increases in traffic overall, nor on
local roads, although roads connecting the
portals of the new tunnel on the north side
to the Royal Docks and Isle of Dogs in
particular would be likely to see some
increase as the tunnel would provide a
better connection to these locations. It is
proposed that the impacts of the Scheme
would be closely monitored and TfL would
bring forward mitigations (in consultation
with the Silvertown Tunnel Implementation
Group) if problematic local traffic impacts
were identified.
Traffic signals and roundabouts provide a
means of managing competing flows in
complex urban highway networks. In the
Silvertown Scheme, traffic lights are used to
enable safe use of the junction for all road
users and to maximise capacity at the
junction. Signalisation would also enable
the roundabout to operate as a ‘hamburger’
arrangement by which traffic travelling

N

N
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southbound towards the tunnel could pass
directly through the roundabout, increasing
operational capacity. The key features of
the signalisation provision would include the
provision of Toucan crossings at all
signalised arms to provide shared facilities
for both pedestrian and cyclists. With the
Dock Road arm not being signalised, a
separate Toucan crossing would be located
further south along Dock Road.
Query as to how traffic
lights at the Tidal Basin
Roundabout will improve
traffic flow
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ANON-33SX-SFR8-M

Signals enable the effective
accommodation of flows from all connecting
links (Silvertown Way, Dock Road and
Lower Lea Crossing). The traffic signals
would be designed to enable safe use of
the junction for all road users and to
maximise capacity at the junction.
Signalisation would also enable the
roundabout to operate as a ‘hamburger’
arrangement by which traffic travelling
southbound towards the tunnel could pass
directly through the roundabout, increasing
operational capacity. The key features of
the signalisation provision would include the
provision of Toucan crossings at all
signalised arms to provide shared facilities
for both pedestrian and cyclists. With the
Dock Road arm not being signalised, a
separate Toucan crossing would be located

N
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Access to the tunnel looks
complicated

ANON-33SX-S21A-8
ANON-33SX-STQT-W

Complicated access to
Silvertown Tunnel made
worse by pedestrian
crossings and only one
lane for cars in tunnel

ANON-33SX-ST8P-Z
ANON-33SX-SFQ3-E

further south along Dock Road.
The Silvertown Tunnel is not intended to
N
duplicate or replace the strong connections
to the strategic road network that the
Blackwall Tunnel has via the A12 and A13.
Rather, it is designed to free-up capacity on
the Blackwall Tunnel and address a local
bottleneck by creating a convenient route
for a proportion of the trips currently using
the Blackwall Tunnel (principally those
which start or end in the Isle of Dogs or the
Royal Docks). The Blackwall Tunnel is
expected to remain the preferable route for
traffic seeking to access the strategic road
network, and its performance would
improve as a result of the Scheme.
Signage would provide clear directions to
the new tunnel for those travelling to and
from the locations best served by it.
The modified Tidal Basin Roundabout has
N
been carefully modelled using standard
industry software to ensure an acceptable
level of service. Junction and crossing
controllers would be controlled via TfL’s
Urban Traffic Control (UTC) system. In the
event of a tunnel incident the UTC system
could utilise the signals at the roundabout to
implement the ‘Greenwave’ to rapidly clear
vehicles from the tunnel.
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In modelling the traffic behaviour upon
completion of the Scheme and in the future
all forms of transport and non-motorised
users were considered. This modelling
included consideration of pedestrian
crossing facilities on the north side, notably
around the Tidal Basin Roundabout. With
this information the junction
operation/capacity was modelled using
standard industry software (TRANSYT and
LINSIG) which demonstrated that
acceptable operational standards would be
achieved. As this was the result there was
no requirement to grade separate the
junction to attain acceptable operational
standards.

Concern that the Tidal
Basin traffic lights may
cause additional delays
and query about the ease
of access to Silvertown
tunnel from the A102
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ANON-33SX-STGW-P

TfL would introduce substantial new signing
to ensure the efficient flow of traffic in the
context of the proposed tunnel.
Tidal Basin traffic lights would be controlled
via TfL’s Urban Traffic Control (UTC)
system which synchronises the lights with
other traffic lights in the area, helping to
minimise delays. Signals enable the
effective accommodation of flows from all
connecting links (Silvertown Way, Dock
Road and Lower Lea Crossing).
The traffic signals would be designed to
enable safe use of the junction for all road

N
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Concern that merging of
traffic will increase the
congestion on A102

ANON-33SX-S2NS-Q
ANON-33SX-S2JS-K
ANON-33SX-S23A-A
ANON-33SX-STP9-1

users and to maximise capacity at the
junction. Signalisation would also enable
the roundabout to operate as a ‘hamburger’
arrangement by which traffic travelling
southbound towards the tunnel could pass
directly through the roundabout, increasing
operational capacity. The key features of
the signalisation provision would include the
provision of Toucan crossings at all
signalised arms to provide shared facilities
for both pedestrian and cyclists. With the
Dock Road arm not being signalised, a
separate Toucan crossing would be located
further south along Dock Road.
Most vehicles travelling southbound on the
A102 would be likely to use the Blackwall
Tunnel to cross the river as this would be
considerably more direct than using the
Silvertown Tunnel.
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the north
and south of the Thames (although roads in
Silvertown connecting to the portals of the
new tunnel on the north side would be likely
to see some increase as the tunnel would
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provide a better connection to these
locations). The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
Since the statutory consultation TfL has
carried out additional local modelling work
of the A102/A2 corridor. This has indicated
the potential for a modest increase in
journey time southbound from the Blackwall
and Silvertown tunnels in the evening peak,
though far outweighed by the significant
savings on the southbound approach to the
Blackwall Tunnel. TfL has tested a range of
mitigation measures along this corridor
between Sun-in-the-Sands and Eltham
Tunnel which could be delivered within the
existing highway boundary. These act to
smooth traffic flow through the corridor and
could serve as suitable mitigation to the
forecast traffic flow changes resulting from
the Scheme.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
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Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement. TfL is working in collaboration
with the Department for Transport,
Highways England and Kent County
Council on a wireless ‘connected corridor’
on the A2 (details published by the
Department for Transport in Sep 2015). TfL
is also considering ways to improve
performance on the A2/A102 corridor,
including by utilising new technologies and
innovative measures to create a more
efficient ‘smart road’. This is expected to
address some of the existing problems
seen on the A2. These measures are
expected to be in place in advance of
Silvertown Tunnel opening; hence future
monitoring will be able to take these
measures into account to establish whether
additional mitigation, such as that tested
would be required. All the mitigation
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Have a double slip road
coming off or on slip from
Silvertown road/way

ANON-33SX-ST8N-X

measures tested are within the existing
highway boundary and can therefore be
delivered using TfL’s existing powers. More
detail on these is included in the Chapter 7
and Appendix C of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5)
In developing the Silvertown proposals
careful consideration was given the
integration into the existing road network.
Presently, there is a two lane slip road
which joins the Silvertown Road (A1011)
south/eastbound and a two lane slip road
which exits the Silvertown Road (A1011)
north/westbound. Access to the
north/westbound of Silvertown Way, and
egress from the south/eastbound is not
provided.
Given the close proximity of the Docklands
Light Railway to the north of Tidal Basin
Roundabout, and the number of arms that
are already entering and exiting the
roundabout, there is no space to be able to
construct the slip roads for a
south/eastbound egress and a
north/westbound access.
It is considered that the proposed highways
layout at Tidal Basin Roundabout will,
however, improve the existing situation
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More traffic lanes are
needed in tunnel for future
proofing

ANON-33SX-S7XZ-D
W MacCarthy & Sons Ltd

The Silvertown Tunnel
needs to link to the A2

ANON-33SX-STNY-Y

Better synchronisation and
phasing of traffic lights is
needed

ANON-33SX-SNEF-W
ANON-33SX-SFZ5-S
ANON-33SX-SFTM-B

whilst also providing the tie in for the new
Silvertown Tunnel. In order to facilitate
satisfactory operation to meet standards the
Tidal Basin Roundabout would be
significantly modified to create a new
signal-controlled roundabout which is able
to accommodate flows from all connecting
links (Silvertown Way, Dock Road and
Lower Lea Crossing).
A range of modelling tools have been used
to assess the future demand for the
Scheme and the forecast traffic impacts, as
outlined in Chapter 1 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5).
TfL’s assessment is that a twin-bore two
lane Silvertown Tunnel is sufficient to
accommodate future levels of traffic. One of
the two lanes in each direction will be
reserved for buses, coaches, taxis and
HGVs. The proposed user charge would
ensure that demand is managed over time.
The Silvertown Tunnel is connected to the
A2 as a continuation of the A102 which it
joins on the Greenwich Peninsula.
Traffic lights and Junction and crossing
controllers would be controlled via TfL’s
Urban Traffic Control (UTC) system which
synchronises the lights with other traffic

N

N

N
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Will increase congestion
on A102 - Sun-in-theSands / Ikea

ANON-33SX-SF89-U
ANON-33SX-S7X4-7
ANON-33SX-S764-5
ANON-33SX-S2YJ-S
ANON-33SX-S2Y5-4
ANON-33SX-S2V7-3
ANON-33SX-S2T6-Z
ANON-33SX-S2J5-N
ANON-33SX-S293-2

light junctions in the area. TfL is increasing
the area of signals covered by the ‘Split
Cycle Offset Optimisation Technique’
(SCOOT) to optimise traffic light timings. By
2018, more than three-quarters of London’s
6,000 junctions will be upgraded with
SCOOT, helping to manage and reduce
congestion.

ANON-33SX-SFSX-N

Since the statutory consultation TfL has
carried out additional local modelling work
of the A102/A2 corridor. This has indicated
the potential for a modest increase in
journey time southbound from the Blackwall
and Silvertown tunnels in the evening peak,
though far outweighed by the significant
savings on the southbound approach to the
Blackwall Tunnel. TfL has tested a range of
mitigation measures along this corridor
between Sun-in-the-Sands and Eltham
Tunnel which could be delivered within the
existing highway boundary. These act to
smooth traffic flow through the corridor and
could serve as suitable mitigation to the
forecast traffic flow changes resulting from
the Scheme.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
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and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement. TfL is working in collaboration
with the Department for Transport,
Highways England and Kent County
Council on a wireless ‘connected corridor’
on the A2 (details published by the
Department for Transport in Sep 2015). TfL
is also considering ways to improve
performance on the A2/A102 corridor,
including by utilising new technologies and
innovative measures to create a more
efficient ‘smart road’. This is expected to
address some of the existing problems
seen on the A2. These measures are
expected to be in place in advance of
Silvertown Tunnel opening; hence future
monitoring will be able to take these
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measures into account to establish whether
additional mitigation, such as that tested
would be required. All the mitigation
measures tested are within the existing
highway boundary and can therefore be
delivered using TfL’s existing powers. More
detail on these is included in the Chapter 7
and Appendix C of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5)
Since London’s road network and the
pressures on it are going to evolve between
the time of application and Scheme
implementation, committing to junction
specific mitigations is not appropriate at this
stage and may in fact conflict with the
objectives of later projects and
programmes.
Therefore, instead of committing to
mitigation proposals at this stage, TfL
proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
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explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement.
At the time of the preparation of the future
year traffic forecasts, the proposed new
IKEA store had not been given planning
consent. Therefore, in accordance with the
guidelines set out in DfT WebTAG
guidance, it was not included in the
modelling. However, given that the store
has since received planning permission we
have carried out an additional test where
we include the additional traffic demand that
the store is expected to generate. Our
analysis has found that the additional
demand will not impose any additional
delays on the road network with the
Silvertown Tunnel scheme in place,
primarily because the demand expected to
be generated by the proposed IKEA store is
only marginally greater than the demand
previously arising from the Sainsbury’s and
Comet stores that IKEA will replace.
More information on local traffic effects can
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Consider effectiveness of
the connections to existing
road network north of the
Thames
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ANON-33SX-ST8U-5
ANON-33SX-ST7A-G
ANON-33SX-SNZU-1
ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRQ-N
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNH9-K
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNF1-9
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y
ANON-33SX-SNCR-7
ANON-33SX-SNC8-D
ANON-33SX-SNC2-7
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SNBC-Q
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U

be found in Appendix C of the Transport
Assessment.
In developing the Silvertown proposals
careful consideration was given the
integration into the existing road network.
TfL does not expect any overall increase in
traffic as a result of the scheme, hence TfL
does not expect there to be significant
adverse traffic impacts in residential areas
or on the road network to the north of the
Thames. Whilst for most users travelling to
or from the A12 or the A13 the Blackwall
Tunnel would continue to represent the
most direct route, the Silvertown Tunnel
would provide a more direct route for users
travelling to or from the Royal Docks and
the Isle of Dogs.
At a local level, at the points that the new
approach roads for the Silvertown Tunnel
tie-in with the existing road network, the
Scheme is not expected to have a
significant adverse impact on local junctions
and highway links. The tie-ins have been
designed to current design standards taking
into account the expected level of demand.
This includes the tie-in to the Tidal Basin
Roundabout. In order to facilitate
satisfactory operation to meet standards the
Tidal Basin Roundabout would be
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ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN79-2
ANON-33SX-SN71-T
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN6G-F
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
ANON-33SX-SN17-T
ANON-33SX-SFWZ-U
ANON-33SX-SFUX-Q
ANON-33SX-SFCS-Z
ANON-33SX-S7ZV-B
ANON-33SX-S7ZH-W
ANON-33SX-S76C-M
ANON-33SX-S2K2-K
ANON-33SX-S23P-S
ANON-33SX-S238-1
ANON-33SX-S22C-B
ANON-33SX-S21F-D
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4
ANON-33SX-STTP-V

significantly modified to create a new
signal-controlled roundabout which is able
to accommodate flows from all connecting
links (Silvertown Way, Dock Road and
Lower Lea Crossing).
Southbound traffic approaching the
Silvertown Tunnel would use the modified
Tidal Basin Roundabout, which would be
elongated to facilitate a ‘hamburger’ link for
traffic approaching from A1020 Lower Lea
Crossing to pass directly across the
roundabout. This would improve capacity
and journey time.
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ANON-33SX-STFB-Z
Smooth connections
should be made between
the A2/A102 and A13

ANON-33SX-SF1P-B

Efficient connections
between the A2/A102 and

ANON-33SX-SF1P-B
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The Silvertown Tunnel is not intended to
duplicate or replace the strong connections
to the strategic road network that the
Blackwall Tunnel has via the A12 and A13.
Rather, it is designed to free-up capacity on
the Blackwall Tunnel and address a local
bottleneck by creating a convenient route
for a proportion of the trips currently using
the Blackwall Tunnel (principally those
which start or end in the Isle of Dogs or the
Royal Docks). The Blackwall Tunnel is
expected to remain the preferable route for
traffic seeking to access the strategic road
network, and its performance would
improve as a result of the Scheme.
Additionally, adapting the Scheme to
provide direct connections between the
Silvertown Tunnel and these routes would
not improve access to the Royal Docks and
the Isle of Dogs, and would require an
alternative tunnel alignment which would be
likely to have a higher cost and lower net
benefit. On the south side of the river the
tunnel connects with the A102 via new slip
road links, thereby sharing the same
connection as the Blackwall Tunnel.
The Silvertown Tunnel is not intended to
duplicate or replace the strong connections
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the A13 should be made

Query as to whether parts
of the A102 approaching
the Blackwall and
Silvertown tunnels can be
buried underground

ANON-33SX-SFXJ-C
ANON-33SX-S2MF-9
ANON-33SX-S2KS-M
BHLF-33SX-SN47-W

to the strategic road network that the
Blackwall Tunnel has via the A12 and A13.
Rather, it is designed to free-up capacity on
the Blackwall Tunnel and address a local
bottleneck by creating a convenient route
for a proportion of the trips currently using
the Blackwall Tunnel (principally those
which start or end in the Isle of Dogs or the
Royal Docks). The Blackwall Tunnel is
expected to remain the preferable route for
traffic seeking to access the strategic road
network, and its performance would
improve as a result of the Scheme.
Additionally, adapting the Scheme to
provide direct connections between the
Silvertown Tunnel and these routes would
not improve access to the Royal Docks and
the Isle of Dogs, and would require an
alternative tunnel alignment which would be
likely to have a higher cost and lower net
benefit. On the south side of the river the
tunnel connects with the A102 via new slip
road links, thereby sharing the same
connection as the Blackwall Tunnel.
There would be considerable problems to
overcome that would not make the option
viable. Such problems would include
engineering a tunnel in poor ground
conditions and the logistics of construction

N
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BHLF-33SX-S7K4-T
ANON-33SX-STJK-D

Emergency bays/facilities
for breakdowns must be
incorporated

ANON-33SX-SFWT-N
ANON-33SX-S2HS-H
ANON-33SX-STQ8-1

while keeping the A102 running at an
acceptable level. Although buried
underground air pollution would not be
improved as the vehicle fumes would still
need to be ventilated.
The reference design of the layout of the
tunnel and the safety systems has been
undertaken in accordance with international
best practice. Consideration has been given
to potential risks when making design
decisions.
It is widely considered not best practice to
have emergency bays in a tunnel. The
reason for this is that it is highly undesirable
for any vehicles to stop within a tunnel, and
also very dangerous for any vehicle
occupants to leave a vehicle within the
tunnel if other traffic is still ‘live’. Installing a
lay-by in a tunnel is likely to encourage
other motorists which haven’t broken down
to illegally stop and, when re-joining the
traffic, incidents are increasingly likely due
to the reduced visibility that a tunnel affords.
It is also unlikely that an emergency bay
would be positioned in the correct location
for a vehicle which breaks down. It is
considered that if a motorist is able to
continue until an emergency lay-by located
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inside the tunnel, then it is also likely that
they would also be able to continue until the
end of the tunnel.

Concern over the impact
of surrounding
infrastructure
developments / planned
growth

ANON-33SX-ST7Y-8
ANON-33SX-ST58-5
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SF16-H
ANON-33SX-S7RK-R
ANON-33SX-S2TQ-U

Consider access to the O2
during construction

ANON-33SX-SF2N-A

Query over the traffic
projections

ANON-33SX-ST7Y-8
ANON-33SX-S2S7-Z
London Assembly Green
Party Group

The Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) provides a description of the
tunnel safety systems which will be
adopted, such as emergency ventilation,
Variable Message Signs, firefighting
facilities, full CCTV coverage and a Public
Address Voice Alarm (PAVA) system.
TfL’s modelling accounts for the substantial
growth expected in this part of London, and
scheme effects are assessed in this
context. Assessment of construction phase
impacts also takes account of cumulative
impacts with other developments in the
area. More information on local traffic
effects can be found in Appendix C of the
Transport Assessment.
Access to the O2 will be maintained
throughout construction.
The Assessed Case scenario presented in
the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5) represents the most-likely
scenario that TfL expects will occur in the
future, based on the best available

N

N

N
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BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H

Increased traffic in
Canning Town and
Silvertown areas
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ANON-33SX-SFH2-4
ANON-33SX-SFET-3

projections of London's future population
and employment, and car ownership.
However, TfL also recognises that these
projections are subject to uncertainty so in
addition to the Assessed Case, TfL have
also modelled the impacts of the Scheme
across a range of other future year
scenarios. These additional scenarios are
each based on different levels of population
growth, job creation, or car ownership
trends and hence, different rates of traffic
growth over time. In each case, TfL does
not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic. This is
because the proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
As set out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5) the
Scheme is not expected to lead to
significant increases in traffic overall,
including in the Canning Town area,
although roads in Silvertown connecting to
the portals of the new tunnel on the north
side would be likely to see some increase
as the tunnel would provide a better
connection to these locations. It is proposed
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Concern about rat running

ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SFZE-9
ANON-33SX-SF16-H

Concern that congestion
on A12 will not reduce

ANON-33SX-STBA-U

that the impacts of the Scheme would be
closely monitored and TfL would bring
forward mitigations (in consultation with the
Silvertown Tunnel Implementation Group) if
problematic local traffic impacts were
identified.
TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
a significant increase in traffic on the A102
and A2 and surrounding roads, including
the A200/A206 (Trafalgar Road/Woolwich
Road) route through Greenwich nor on
other surrounding roads that are residential
in nature. As a result the Scheme will not
lead to additional rat running on unsuitable
local roads. The proposed user charge
would act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
a significant increase in traffic on the A12,
and the assessment in Chapter 7 of
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5) indicates that the A12 would
experience a very significant reduction in
congestion as a result of the Scheme.

N

N
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There are no free
alternatives to the
Blackwall or Silvertown
tunnels

ANON-33SX-ST6V-4

Disagree with proposed
mitigation
strategy (altering traffic
light sequencing)

ANON-33SX-ST5R-Y
ANON-33SX-SNSG-C
ANON-33SX-SNQA-4
ANON-33SX-SNCR-7
ANON-33SX-SN37-V
ANON-33SX-SN1G-A
ANON-33SX-SFZ3-Q
ANON-33SX-SFBF-J
ANON-33SX-SF34-H
ANON-33SX-S7EU-N
ANON-33SX-S2TR-V
ANON-33SX-S2T6-Z
ANON-33SX-S2EW-J
ANON-33SX-S28K-S
ANON-33SX-S245-Y
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
Member of Parliament for
Eltham and Plumstead
ANON-33SX-STRX-2
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The Woolwich Ferry and the Rotherhithe
Tunnel would remain uncharged.
Additionally, it is planned the charges would
not apply at the Blackwall and Silvertown
Tunnels overnight.
Further work has been completed on the
proposed strategy for mitigating any
adverse impacts of the Scheme, and this
has taken into account comments received
from previous consultations and inputs from
local boroughs. TfL’s revised proposals can
be found in the Monitoring Strategy
(Document Reference 7.6) and Traffic
Impact Mitigation Strategy (Document
Reference 7.7). The use and adaptation of
traffic signal timings is a key means of
managing minor changes in traffic with
minimal disruption.
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Concern over the impact
on the environment
caused by increasing the
road capacity and building
more roads

ANON-33SX-SNR5-S
ANON-33SX-SN73-V
ANON-33SX-SN3Y-X
ANON-33SX-SFW9-T
ANON-33SX-SFCF-K
ANON-33SX-S7S2-Z
ANON-33SX-S7C9-Q
ANON-33SX-S2FY-N
ANON-33SX-STMB-7

TfL acknowledges the findings of the
SACTRA report on Trunk Roads and the
Generation of Traffic (1994) which
concluded that the provision of additional
road capacity can generate additional
traffic, known as “induced demand”.
However, it should also be noted that
additional capacity forms only one
component of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. The other key component is the
user charge, which will be applied not only
to the new capacity but also the existing
Blackwall Tunnel. This user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
highway demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.

N

TfL does not expect the Scheme to result in
an overall increase in traffic. The Scheme’s
air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant legislation
and guidance. It concludes that the Scheme
will not result in a significant effect on air
quality. With regards to changes in NO2,
the assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area experience
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Monitoring effects after
completion is too late
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ANON-33SX-ST7S-2
ANON-33SX-SNZ4-Z
ANON-33SX-SNCR-7
ANON-33SX-SNBS-7
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SN8N-R
ANON-33SX-SFWZ-U
ANON-33SX-SFUH-7
ANON-33SX-SFQJ-5
ANON-33SX-SFK1-6
ANON-33SX-SFGN-Y
ANON-33SX-SF34-H
ANON-33SX-SF2P-C
ANON-33SX-SF1G-2
ANON-33SX-S7Y1-5
ANON-33SX-S2ZJ-T

a change that is classified as imperceptible
by the guidance. Where changes are
classified as perceptible, more receptors
will experience an improvement than will
experience a perceptible deterioration. TfL’s
assessment of the noise and air quality
effects of changes in traffic resulting from
the Scheme is set out in Chapter 6 of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference number 6.1)
TfL is proposing to start monitoring baseline
conditions including traffic three years in
advance of the scheme opening. Further
information can be found in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6)
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ANON-33SX-S2K2-K
BHLF-33SX-SN5M-M
BHLF-33SX-SN57-X
ANON-33SX-STW6-5
ANON-33SX-STFT-J
Consider the air quality
and health as the Scheme
will attract more traffic
from the outside area

ANON-33SX-ST7G-P
ANON-33SX-SNRQ-N
ANON-33SX-SNQE-8
ANON-33SX-SNKR-F
ANON-33SX-SNK2-F
ANON-33SX-SN3T-S
ANON-33SX-SN3G-C
ANON-33SX-SFZW-U
ANON-33SX-SFZS-Q
ANON-33SX-SFZ5-S
ANON-33SX-SFUW-P
ANON-33SX-SFMD-U
ANON-33SX-SFK3-8
ANON-33SX-SFF8-8
ANON-33SX-SF68-R
ANON-33SX-SF34-H
ANON-33SX-S7YZ-E
ANON-33SX-S7TS-2
ANON-33SX-S7TQ-Z

TfL acknowledges the findings of the
SACTRA report on Trunk Roads and the
Generation of Traffic (1994) which
concluded that the provision of additional
road capacity can generate additional
traffic, known as “induced demand”.
However, it should also be noted that
additional capacity forms only one
component of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. The other key component is the
user charge, which will be applied not only
to the new capacity but also the existing
Blackwall Tunnel. This user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
highway demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.

N

TfL does not expect the Scheme to result in
an overall increase in traffic. The Scheme’s
air quality assessment has been
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ANON-33SX-S7TP-Y
ANON-33SX-S7JD-9
ANON-33SX-S7HY-V
ANON-33SX-S7AW-K
ANON-33SX-S7AC-Y
ANON-33SX-S27J-Q
ANON-33SX-S236-Y

General concern that the
Silvertown Tunnel will lead
to an increase of HGVs
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ANON-33SX-SNW5-X
ANON-33SX-SNV1-S
ANON-33SX-SNUP-Q
ANON-33SX-SNSS-R
ANON-33SX-SNMA-Z
ANON-33SX-SNBT-8
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SNB2-6
ANON-33SX-SN1E-8
ANON-33SX-SN1B-5
ANON-33SX-SFUX-Q

undertaken following the relevant legislation
and guidance. It concludes that the Scheme
will not result in a significant effect on air
quality. With regards to changes in NO2,
the assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area experience
a change that is classified as imperceptible
by the guidance. Where changes are
classified as perceptible, more receptors
will experience an improvement than will
experience a perceptible deterioration. TfL’s
assessment of the noise and air quality
effects of changes in traffic resulting from
the Scheme is set out in Chapter 6 of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference number 6.1)
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme on network
performance is set out in Chapter 7 of the
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). In summary, the strategic
model provides an indication of the overall
effect of the Scheme on HGV traffic, and
suggests that the net effect would be a
small reduction in HGV traffic on this
corridor (largely as a result of the user
charge), and a significant overall reduction
in congestion.
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ANON-33SX-SF1W-J
ANON-33SX-S7PB-D
ANON-33SX-S72J-Q
ANON-33SX-S2HS-H
ANON-33SX-S298-7
London Assembly Liberal
Democrat Group
BHLF-33SX-SNDB-R
BHLF-33SX-SN5P-Q
BHLF-33SX-SN47-W
There needs to be better
ANON-33SX-SNWW-Z
access to the A12 and A13 ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y
ANON-33SX-SFUX-Q
ANON-33SX-STYG-R

The Silvertown Tunnel is not intended to
duplicate or replace the strong connections
to the strategic road network that the
Blackwall Tunnel has via the A12 and A13.
Rather, it is designed to free-up capacity on
the Blackwall Tunnel and address a local
bottleneck by creating a convenient route
for a proportion of the trips currently using
the Blackwall Tunnel (principally those
which start or end in the Isle of Dogs or the
Royal Docks). The Blackwall Tunnel is
expected to remain the preferable route for
traffic seeking to access the strategic road
network, and its performance would
improve as a result of the Scheme.
Additionally, adapting the Scheme to
provide direct connections between the

N
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Structural concerns with
the two A102 flyovers at
Woolwich Road and
Blackwall Lane
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ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SNZ5-1
ANON-33SX-SNVM-N
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRQ-N
ANON-33SX-SNRC-7
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNHV-G
ANON-33SX-SNH9-K
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNFR-A
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y

Silvertown Tunnel and these routes would
not improve access to the Royal Docks and
the Isle of Dogs, and would require an
alternative tunnel alignment which would be
likely to have a higher cost and lower net
benefit. On the south side of the river the
tunnel connects with the A102 via new slip
road links, thereby sharing the same
connection as the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL does not anticipate any significant
increase in traffic levels on the Woolwich
flyover so TfL does not anticipate any
adverse impact on the highway structures
including the flyovers at Woolwich Road
and Blackwall Lane.
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ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNBH-V
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN71-T
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN6G-F
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
ANON-33SX-SN17-T
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4
BHLF-33SX-SN5Q-R
ANON-33SX-STPH-G
Improve the Blackwall
Lane, Trafalgar Road and
Woolwich Road crossing

ANON-33SX-S2S7-Z

The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme is intended
to address the problems of the Blackwall
Tunnel. As set out in Chapter 7 of the
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5) the Scheme is not expected

N
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There will be a negative
impact on local roads

ANON-33SX-SFJZ-E

to lead to significant increases in traffic
overall, including on the A206 (at Trafalgar
Road, Woolwich Road or in the Blackwall
Lane area). Improvements in these
locations alone would not address the
problems of the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL has carefully modelled the traffic
impacts of the scheme and does not
anticipate that implementing the Silvertown
Tunnel scheme would lead to any
significant overall increase in traffic levels.
Our scheme would improve the
performance of the road network and
enable vehicles to travel more efficiently.
In order that we can manage demand and
ensure that the local road network and
adjacent river crossings can accommodate
future traffic levels we propose to introduce
a charge to use the Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels. To ensure the scheme
does not give rise to adverse impacts on
the wider road network we would monitor
traffic levels before and after the opening of
the new tunnel, taking into account any
relevant new developments. We would take
appropriate measures to manage and
mitigate any negative effects that might
occur as a result of the scheme, working
closely with the relevant local authorities.
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Monitor the traffic impacts
at Trafalgar Road and
central Greenwich as this
and other infrastructure
developments take place

ANON-33SX-STS6-1

Connect the new tunnel
further to the south side of
the A102/A2

ANON-33SX-ST7X-7
ANON-33SX-ST5F-K
ANON-33SX-SNWY-2
ANON-33SX-SNCJ-Y
ANON-33SX-SFS3-G
ANON-33SX-S2SS-V
ANON-33SX-S2NU-S

Further information can be found in the
Monitoring Strategy (Document Reference
7.6) and the Traffic Impact Mitigation
Strategy (Document Reference 7.7).
As set out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
N
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5) the
Scheme is not expected to lead to
significant increases in traffic overall,
including on the A206 (Trafalgar Road,
Greenwich Town Centre). It is proposed
that the impacts of the Scheme would be
closely monitored as part of the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6), and in
the event that it was identified that the
Scheme was having an adverse impact on
Trafalgar Road or central Greenwich a
number of potential mitigation measures
could be implemented. This could include,
for instance, the re-phasing of traffic signals
if deemed necessary.
Two of the principal objectives of the
N
scheme are to reduce congestion at
Blackwall tunnel and to provide resilience in
case an incident or closures occurs at either
of the Blackwall or Silvertown tunnels. By
locating the tunnel as proposed we would
provide a solution to both these challenges
– vehicles needing to cross the river would
have a choice of two crossings, meaning
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ANON-33SX-S2N3-Q
ANON-33SX-S24S-W
ANON-33SX-STKJ-D

Belief the Monitoring &
Mitigation strategies will
not work
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ANON-33SX-SNZ7-3
ANON-33SX-SNV6-X
ANON-33SX-SNRQ-N
ANON-33SX-SNRH-C
ANON-33SX-SNRC-7
ANON-33SX-SNQS-P
ANON-33SX-SNQF-9
ANON-33SX-SNFU-D

traffic would flow more freely, and if there
should be a problem at the Blackwall
Tunnel, vehicles could readily use
Silvertown Tunnel instead. Likewise, if there
is an incident which occurs in Silvertown
Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel will be available
as an alternative. A connection further
south would reduce these benefits. A more
southerly connection solution would also
likely be unfeasible due to the difficulties of
constructing the works in the urban
environment.
TfL is also investigating several other
crossings to follow this and form a full
package of new crossings in east London,
including at Gallions Reach and Belvedere.
Highways England is also developing plans
for a new lower Thames crossing to relieve
the Dartford Crossing.
The scheme contains ‘embedded mitigation’ N
for potential traffic increases in the form of
the user charge, which has been widely
demonstrated as an effective means of
managing demand. TfL is proposing to start
monitoring baseline conditions including
traffic three years in advance of the
Scheme opening. Further information can
be found in the Monitoring Strategy
(Document Reference 7.6).
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ANON-33SX-SNCQ-6
ANON-33SX-SN8V-Z
ANON-33SX-SN8E-F
ANON-33SX-SN82-V
ANON-33SX-SN3V-U
ANON-33SX-SFZF-A
ANON-33SX-S7RF-K
ANON-33SX-S7PB-D
ANON-33SX-S7JQ-P
ANON-33SX-S7HH-B
ANON-33SX-S7E9-S
ANON-33SX-S7A7-K
ANON-33SX-S79P-4
ANON-33SX-S794-8
ANON-33SX-S78F-S
ANON-33SX-S74N-W
ANON-33SX-S2Y5-4
ANON-33SX-S2DQ-B
ANON-33SX-S298-7
ANON-33SX-S28K-S
ANON-33SX-S22M-N
Greenwich Pensioners Forum
Monitor traffic now

ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4

TfL is proposing to start monitoring baseline
conditions including traffic three years in

N
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ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNQS-P
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNFW-F
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y
ANON-33SX-SNBH-V
ANON-33SX-SN8N-R
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN8B-C
ANON-33SX-SN82-V
ANON-33SX-SN79-2
ANON-33SX-SN71-T
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN6G-F
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3P-N
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A
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advance of the Scheme opening. Further
information can be found in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6).
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ANON-33SX-SN17-T
ANON-33SX-S22M-N
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
Greenwich Borough Liberal
Democrats
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4
ANON-33SX-STRX-2
Need more traffic calming
measures

ANON-33SX-SN7H-H
ANON-33SX-SFM9-G
ANON-33SX-S7K7-W
BHLF-33SX-S7K4-T

Traffic light phasing must
take into consideration
pedestrians and cyclists
and should prioritise locals

ANON-33SX-SFZ5-S
ANON-33SX-S25K-P

The entire Scheme has been designed to
N
30mph. Once operational, speed limits will
be enforced in a way that is consistent with
the rest of the TfL network. TfL does not
consider that further ‘traffic calming’
measures would be appropriate.
The Transport Assessment (Document
N
Reference 6.5) takes into account baseline
conditions for and the impacts of the
Scheme on all road users including
pedestrians and cyclists. Where new traffic
signals are planned and should adjustments
to traffic signals be required as part of the
Scheme the needs of all road users would
be taken into consideration when changes
are made, in accordance with Department
for Transport and TfL design standards. TfL
guidance is that wherever possible cycle
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Concern that the Scheme
will not have an effect on
congestion and/or will not
reduce congestion in
Kidbrooke Interchange

ANON-33SX-SF7D-5

times for signals with pedestrian crossing
facilities should be limited to a maximum of
90 seconds.
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the north
and south of the Thames (although roads in
Silvertown connecting to the portals of the
new tunnel on the north side would be likely
to see some increase as the tunnel would
provide a better connection to these
locations). The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
Since the statutory consultation TfL has
carried out additional local modelling work
of the A102/A2 corridor. This has indicated
the potential for a modest increase in
journey time southbound from the Blackwall
and Silvertown tunnels in the evening peak,
though far outweighed by the significant
savings on the southbound approach to the
Blackwall Tunnel. TfL has tested a range of
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mitigation measures along this corridor
between Sun-in-the-Sands and Eltham
Tunnel which could be delivered within the
existing highway boundary. These act to
smooth traffic flow through the corridor and
could serve as suitable mitigation to the
forecast traffic flow changes resulting from
the Scheme.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement. TfL is working in collaboration
with the Department for Transport,
Highways England and Kent County
Council on a wireless ‘connected corridor’
on the A2 (details published by the
Department for Transport in Sep 2015). TfL
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There will be congestion
issues along Woolwich
Road and the roundabout
when there are events on
at the O2 and on
weekends
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ANON-33SX-SFD9-7

is also considering ways to improve
performance on the A2/A102 corridor,
including by utilising new technologies and
innovative measures to create a more
efficient ‘smart road’. This is expected to
address some of the existing problems
seen on the A2. These measures are
expected to be in place in advance of
Silvertown Tunnel opening; hence future
monitoring will be able to take these
measures into account to establish whether
additional mitigation, such as that tested
would be required. All the mitigation
measures tested are within the existing
highway boundary and can therefore be
delivered using TfL’s existing powers. More
detail on these is included in the Chapter 7
and Appendix C of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5)
As set out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5) the
Scheme is not expected to lead to
significant increases in traffic overall,
including on the A206 (Woolwich Road). It
is proposed that the impacts of the Scheme
would be closely monitored as part of the
Monitoring Strategy (Document Reference
7.6), and in the event that it was identified
that the Scheme was having an adverse
impact on the network performance of the

N
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Needs to link into the A13

ANON-33SX-SF5A-Z

Woolwich Road or roundabout (including at
weekends) a number of potential mitigation
measures could be implemented. This
could include, for instance, the re-phasing
of traffic signals if deemed necessary.
Given that the Scheme would enable traffic
to flow more freely, and given the proposed
improvements to the local access roads
surrounding the O2, TfL expects that on the
occasions when an event takes place at the
O2 Arena, it would be possible to manage
the additional traffic arising from the event
more efficiently if the Silvertown Tunnel is
built compared to the current situation. This
will be of particular benefit on occasions
when the Blackwall Tunnel is closed due to
an incident, as traffic travelling to an O2
event from the north side of the river will
have the option of using the Silvertown
Tunnel, when no such alternative exists at
present.
The Silvertown Tunnel is not intended to
duplicate or replace the strong connections
to the strategic road network that the
Blackwall Tunnel has via the A12 and A13.
Rather, it is designed to free-up capacity on
the Blackwall Tunnel and address a local
bottleneck by creating a convenient route
for a proportion of the trips currently using

N
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Need to consider areas
beyond the immediate
vicinity of the tunnel

ANON-33SX-SFUM-C
ANON-33SX-S2H8-P

Improve Rotherhithe

ANON-33SX-SFPM-7
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the Blackwall Tunnel (principally those
which start or end in the Isle of Dogs or the
Royal Docks). The Blackwall Tunnel is
expected to remain the preferable route for
traffic seeking to access the strategic road
network, and its performance would
improve as a result of the Scheme.
Additionally, adapting the Scheme to
provide direct connections between the
Silvertown Tunnel and these routes would
not improve access to the Royal Docks and
the Isle of Dogs, and would require an
alternative tunnel alignment which would be
likely to have a higher cost and lower net
benefit. On the south side of the river the
tunnel connects with the A102 via new slip
road links, thereby sharing the same
connection as the Blackwall Tunnel.
The assessment of impacts in the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5)
covers a broad area around the site of the
new tunnel, covering the entirety of the
boroughs of Newham, Tower Hamlets and
Greenwich and a significant area beyond.
Impacts assessed across this area are
reported. Information on the study area
considered can be found in Chapter 1 of the
Transport Assessment.
As set out in the Case for the Scheme

N

N
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tunnel access

Concerned about
increased congestion on
the A20

ANON-33SX-ST69-7
ANON-33SX-S2PE-B
ANON-33SX-S2AG-X

Considering Experience at
Dartford, the Scheme will
not have an effect on
congestion

ANON-33SX-S2CB-U

(Document Reference 7.1), the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme is intended to address the
severe issues of congestion, closures and a
lack of network resilience at the Blackwall
Tunnel, one of London's most strategically
important highway river crossings. TfL does
not anticipate that the scheme would result
in any significant change to access to the
Rotherhithe Tunnel and hence no change is
proposed there.
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on strategic or
local roads. The proposed user charge
would act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
TfL does not consider that the example of
N
the Dartford Crossing suggests that the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme would be
ineffective in reducing congestion.
The assessment of likely traffic impacts is
set out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
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Assessment (Document Reference 6.5) –
this highlights the very significant reduction
in delay that the scheme is likely to deliver
through the combination of new capacity at
a key pinch point on the network and the
application of user charging to ensure that
demand does not increase to a level that
erodes this saving.

There shouldn’t be a
dedicated lane for
buses/HGVs as it will
cause congestion
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ANON-33SX-ST4H-M
ANON-33SX-SNB7-B
ANON-33SX-SFUM-C
ANON-33SX-SFH1-3
ANON-33SX-SFF6-6
ANON-33SX-SF5E-4
ANON-33SX-SF1W-J
ANON-33SX-S7UY-9
ANON-33SX-S7T3-2
ANON-33SX-S7HV-S
ANON-33SX-S73Z-8
ANON-33SX-S2ZF-P

The proposed user charge would act as an
effective tool for managing demand, and
could be adjusted if necessary if the
Scheme was having adverse impacts on
parts of the road network.
TfL is proposing that one lane in each
direction within the Silvertown Tunnel would
be designated for use by buses, coaches,
taxis and HGVs only, with the remaining
lanes being available to all vehicles. These
lanes are proposed for the purposes of
increasing safety for all users and journey
time reliability for certain vehicles, and
would support the provision of a number of
new cross-river bus routes.
TfL’s assessment indicates that the
provision of one lane for general traffic in
each direction within the Silvertown Tunnel
will be sufficient for accommodating
demand into the future, including at peak
times, and TfL does not expect that

N
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ANON-33SX-S2YA-G
ANON-33SX-S2N3-Q
ANON-33SX-S2DQ-B
ANON-33SX-S23R-U
ANON-33SX-S22C-B
ANON-33SX-STRG-H
ANON-33SX-STQT-W
ANON-33SX-STHN-E

Do not want dedicated/
separate bus lane in the
tunnel

ANON-33SX-SFVU-N
ANON-33SX-SF3Y-P
ANON-33SX-S7XZ-D
ANON-33SX-S7UY-9
ANON-33SX-S2TV-Z
Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham
BHLF-33SX-SN54-U

providing a designated lane for buses and
HGVs would lead to disruption or delay to
other road users.
Whilst it is envisaged that the bus and HGV
lane would be in operation on a 24 hour per
day basis, in the event of an incident within
the Blackwall or Silvertown Tunnel or on its
approaches it would be possible to
deactivate the bus/HGV lane so that it could
be used by general traffic, to rapidly clear
any delays.
TfL is proposing that one lane in each
direction within the Silvertown Tunnel would
be designated for use by buses, coaches,
taxis and HGVs only, with the remaining
lanes being available to all vehicles. These
lanes are proposed for the purposes of
increasing safety for all users and journey
time reliability for certain vehicles, and
would support the provision of a number of
new cross-river bus routes.
TfL’s assessment indicates that the
provision of one lane for general traffic in
each direction within the Silvertown Tunnel
will be sufficient for accommodating
demand into the future, including at peak
times, and TfL does not expect that
providing a designated lane for buses and

N
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HGVs would lead to disruption or delay to
other road users.

The project benefits long
distance drivers not locals
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ANON-33SX-SFZE-9
ANON-33SX-S22M-N

Whilst it is envisaged that the bus and HGV
lane would be in operation on a 24 hour per
day basis, in the event of an incident within
the Blackwall or Silvertown Tunnel or on its
approaches it would be possible to
deactivate the bus/HGV lane so that it could
be used by general traffic, to rapidly clear
any delays.
The Silvertown Tunnel would provide good
N
access to the Royal Docks area and the Isle
of Dogs; hence TfL considers it will be of
benefit to all users with origins or
destinations in those areas (regardless of
overall trip distance). The significant
benefits to the Blackwall Tunnel would also
benefit all users, regardless of trip length.
The analysis of journey time savings set out
in in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5)
shows that a trips beginning in the
boroughs of Greenwich, Newham and
Tower Hamlets are likely to see substantial
gains. Chapter 7 of Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5) also shows that
a significant proportion of trips are expected
to be less than 15km in length, and there is
not expected to be a material change in the
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The bus lane should only
be in force during peak
times only

ANON-33SX-SF5X-Q

length of cross-river trips made with the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme in place.
TfL is proposing that one lane in each
direction within the Silvertown Tunnel would
be designated for use by buses, coaches,
taxis and HGVs only, with the remaining
lanes being available to all vehicles. These
lanes are proposed for the purposes of
increasing safety for all users and journey
time reliability for certain vehicles, and
would support the provision of a number of
new cross-river bus routes.

N

TfL’s assessment indicates that the
provision of one lane for general traffic in
each direction within the Silvertown Tunnel
will be sufficient for accommodating
demand into the future, including at peak
times, and TfL does not expect that
providing a designated lane for buses and
HGVs would lead to disruption or delay to
other road users.
Whilst it is envisaged that the bus and HGV
lane would be in operation on a 24 hour per
day basis. In the event of an incident within
the Blackwall or Silvertown Tunnel or on its
approaches it would be possible to
deactivate the bus/HGV lane so that it could
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Consider changing traffic
behaviours such as
autonomous cars

ANON-33SX-S26Q-W
ANON-33SX-S23K-M

Crossing should be built
as a bridge so it can be
widened in the future

ANON-33SX-SFHB-M

Consider providing more
information on the
mitigation of impacts

ANON-33SX-SFZA-5
BHLF-33SX-S7QY-5
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be used by general traffic, to rapidly clear
any delays.
A number of trials of automated and
driverless vehicles are underway in the UK,
although the area is not yet sufficiently
advanced to consider impacts in detail. This
is an area that TfL will monitor.
TfL’s approach to the assessment of
options and development of the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme is set out in the Case for
the Scheme (Document Reference 7.1),
including the reasons why a tunnel was
selected over a bridge. A range of
modelling tools have been used to assess
the future demand for the Scheme and the
forecast traffic impacts, as outlined in
Chapter 1 of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5). TfL’s
assessment is that a twin-bore two lane
Silvertown Tunnel is sufficient to
accommodate future levels of traffic. One of
the two lanes in each direction will be
reserved for buses, coaches, taxis and
HGVs. The proposed user charge would
ensure that demand is managed over time.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by

N

N

N
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caused by the increased
traffic

Improve access to the
A13/A406

ANON-33SX-SFKR-7

assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. The
commitments in this regard are contained in
the Monitoring Strategy (Document
Reference 7.6) and the Traffic Impacts
Mitigation Strategy (TIMS). Both strategies
will be secured in the DCO.
The Silvertown Tunnel is not intended to
duplicate or replace the strong connections
to the strategic road network that the
Blackwall Tunnel has via the A12 and A13.
Rather, it is designed to free-up capacity on
the Blackwall Tunnel and address a local
bottleneck by creating a convenient route
for a proportion of the trips currently using
the Blackwall Tunnel (principally those
which start or end in the Isle of Dogs or the
Royal Docks). The Blackwall Tunnel is
expected to remain the preferable route for
traffic seeking to access the strategic road
network, and its performance would
improve as a result of the Scheme.
Additionally, adapting the Scheme to
provide direct connections between the
Silvertown Tunnel and these routes would

N
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A spur should take traffic
east towards the
A13/A406
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ANON-33SX-SN74-W
ANON-33SX-SFKR-7

not improve access to the Royal Docks and
the Isle of Dogs, and would require an
alternative tunnel alignment which would be
likely to have a higher cost and lower net
benefit. On the south side of the river the
tunnel connects with the A102 via new slip
road links, thereby sharing the same
connection as the Blackwall Tunnel.
The Silvertown Tunnel is not intended to
duplicate or replace the strong connections
to the strategic road network that the
Blackwall Tunnel has via the A12 and A13.
Rather, it is designed to free-up capacity on
the Blackwall Tunnel and address a local
bottleneck by creating a convenient route
for a proportion of the trips currently using
the Blackwall Tunnel (principally those
which start or end in the Isle of Dogs or the
Royal Docks). The Blackwall Tunnel is
expected to remain the preferable route for
traffic seeking to access the strategic road
network, and its performance would
improve as a result of the Scheme.
Additionally, adapting the Scheme to
provide direct connections between the
Silvertown Tunnel and these routes would
not improve access to the Royal Docks and
the Isle of Dogs, and would require an
alternative tunnel alignment which would be
likely to have a higher cost and lower net

N
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Consider the air quality
and health as the creation
of new roads leads to
increased traffic

ANON-33SX-SNV1-S
ANON-33SX-SNUA-8
ANON-33SX-SNRQ-N
ANON-33SX-SNFZ-J
ANON-33SX-SFE8-7
ANON-33SX-SF3J-7
ANON-33SX-S7AW-K
BHLF-33SX-SNJR-E

benefit. On the south side of the river the
tunnel connects with the A102 via new slip
road links, thereby sharing the same
connection as the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL acknowledges the findings of the
SACTRA report on Trunk Roads and the
Generation of Traffic (1994) which
concluded that the provision of additional
road capacity can generate additional
traffic, known as “induced demand”.
However, it should also be noted that
additional capacity forms only one
component of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. The other key component is the
user charge, which will be applied not only
to the new capacity but also the existing
Blackwall Tunnel. This user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
highway demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.

N

TfL does not expect the Scheme to result in
an overall increase in traffic. The Scheme’s
air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant legislation
and guidance. It concludes that the Scheme
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Consider the air quality
and health as the Scheme
will not reduce the
congestion
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ANON-33SX-S2CB-U
ANON-33SX-STYV-7

will not result in a significant effect on air
quality. With regards to changes in NO2,
the assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area experience
a change that is classified as imperceptible
by the guidance. Where changes are
classified as perceptible, more receptors
will experience an improvement than will
experience a perceptible deterioration. TfL’s
assessment of the noise and air quality
effects of changes in traffic resulting from
the Scheme is set out in Chapter 6 of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference number 6.1)
TfL acknowledges the findings of the
SACTRA report on Trunk Roads and the
Generation of Traffic (1994) which
concluded that the provision of additional
road capacity can generate additional
traffic, known as “induced demand”.
However, it should also be noted that
additional capacity forms only one
component of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. The other key component is the
user charge, which will be applied not only
to the new capacity but also the existing
Blackwall Tunnel. This user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
highway demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having

N
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adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.

Erith doesn’t feature in the
traffic impact studies

ANON-33SX-S2FX-M

TfL does not expect the Scheme to result in
an overall increase in traffic. The Scheme’s
air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant legislation
and guidance. It concludes that the Scheme
will not result in a significant effect on air
quality. With regards to changes in NO2,
the assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area experience
a change that is classified as imperceptible
by the guidance. Where changes are
classified as perceptible, more receptors
will experience an improvement than will
experience a perceptible deterioration. TfL’s
assessment of the noise and air quality
effects of changes in traffic resulting from
the Scheme is set out in Chapter 6 of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference number 6.1)
As set out in the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5). TfL does not
expect the Scheme to lead to a significant
increase in traffic on the A102 and A2 and
other key surrounding roads nearby and
beyond - including the A206 serving Erith.

N
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Shouldn’t have a
ANON-33SX-S2VA-D
dedicated bus lane as it
leaves only one lane open,
which will cause
congestion

The proposed user charge would act as an
effective tool for managing demand, and
could be adjusted if necessary if the
Scheme was having adverse impacts on
parts of the road network.
TfL is proposing that one lane in each
direction within the Silvertown Tunnel would
be designated for use by buses, coaches,
taxis and HGVs only, with the remaining
lanes being available to all vehicles. These
lanes are proposed for the purposes of
increasing safety for all users and journey
time reliability for certain vehicles, and
would support the provision of a number of
new cross-river bus routes.
TfL’s assessment indicates that the
provision of one lane for general traffic in
each direction within the Silvertown Tunnel
will be sufficient for accommodating
demand into the future, including at peak
times, and TfL does not expect that
providing a designated lane for buses and
HGVs would lead to disruption or delay to
other road users.
Whilst it is envisaged that the bus and HGV
lane would be in operation on a 24 hour per
day basis, in the event of an incident within
the Blackwall or Silvertown Tunnel or on its
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Local roads won't support
the extra traffic and will
bring about poor- air
quality and health
outcomes

ANON-33SX-SFE8-7
ANON-33SX-SF7S-M
ANON-33SX-SF2R-E

The new tunnel will create
further congestion

ANON-33SX-SFXU-Q
ANON-33SX-STYV-7

approaches it would be possible to
deactivate the bus/HGV lane so that it could
be used by general traffic, to rapidly clear
any delays.
TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
a significant increase in traffic. The
proposed user charge would act as an
effective tool for managing demand, and
could be adjusted if necessary if the
Scheme was having adverse impacts on
parts of the road network.

N

TfL anticipate that the Scheme would lead
N
to a significant overall reduction in delay
across the east and south east London road
network and in particular for cross-river
journeys currently using the Blackwall
Tunnel as it would alleviate the significant
congestion which routinely affects that
crossing. Principally as a result of the
demand management effect of the user
charge, TfL does not expect any significant
overall increase in traffic and hence TfL
does not expect the scheme to result in
increased congestion overall. TfL’s
assessment of the Scheme’s likely effects
on traffic is set out in Chapter 7 of the
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5).
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There has been too much
space given to buses

Consider creating an app
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ANON-33SX-STTC-F

ANON-33SX-SF8Z-V

TfL is proposing that one lane in each
direction within the Silvertown Tunnel would
be designated for use by buses, coaches,
taxis and HGVs only, with the remaining
lanes being available to all vehicles. These
lanes are proposed for the purposes of
increasing safety for all users and journey
time reliability for certain vehicles, and
would support the provision of a number of
new cross-river bus routes.
TfL’s assessment indicates that the
provision of one lane for general traffic in
each direction within the Silvertown Tunnel
will be sufficient for accommodating
demand into the future, including at peak
times, and TfL does not expect that
providing a designated lane for buses and
HGVs would lead to disruption or delay to
other road users.
Whilst it is envisaged that the bus and HGV
lane would be in operation on a 24 hour per
day basis, in the event of an incident within
the Blackwall or Silvertown Tunnel or on its
approaches it would be possible to
deactivate the bus/HGV lane so that it could
be used by general traffic, to rapidly clear
any delays.
Information on congestion and the status of

N

N
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for viewing congestion
hotspots
There will be gridlock of
traffic south of river and
crossing separated from
A102 corridor is needed

ANON-33SX-S28F-M
ANON-33SX-S27W-4
ANON-33SX-S27V-3

key roads in London is available at
www.tfl.gov.uk/traffic/status
Many factors have been considered in
developing the Silvertown proposals
including the existing road network,
Blackwall Tunnel, future traffic demands,
environmental impact, future planned
developments and financial benefits and
costs, resulting in a dual 2 lane crossing
being taken forward as being the optimum
solution.

N

The current levels of demand to use the
Blackwall Tunnel greatly exceed the
capacity of the tunnel, and there is regularly
very significant congestion in and around
the area. In order that TfL can manage
demand and ensure that the local road
network can accommodate future traffic
levels TfL proposes to introduce a charge to
use the Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels.
TfL has assessed the likely traffic and
environmental impacts of the Silvertown
Tunnel based on the charging levels TfL
identified. These effects would differ if the
charge were set at a higher or lower level. If
the charge were set at a higher rate, it
would have a greater effect on reducing
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demand for the Blackwall and Silvertown
Tunnels. It could however lead to increased
demand at other crossing points, as
motorists seek alternative routes. If the
charge were set at a lower rate, it could be
less effective in managing demand for the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels. This
could mean that the local road network
becomes congested in future. To ensure
the Scheme remains effective over time,
TfL will keep the level of the charge under
review.
As part of TfL’s wider river crossings
programme TfL is considering additional
river crossings at Gallions Reach and
Belvedere. These crossings would help to
improve connectivity and support growth
further to the east of the Silvertown Tunnel,
and if taken forward would be delivered as
separate projects.

Use extra
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ANON-33SX-SFVU-N

A consultation on TfL’s plans for these
crossings ran from 2 December to 12
February 2016. This consultation will help to
progress the project and ensure decisions
take account of the views of the public and
stakeholders.
In developing the Silvertown proposals
N
careful consideration was given the
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flyovers/underpasses
wherever possible.

ANON-33SX-SFJH-V
ANON-33SX-SF8M-F
ANON-33SX-S7CJ-8
ANON-33SX-S746-5
ANON-33SX-S2UW-2
ANON-33SX-S2P5-U
BHLF-33SX-SNDX-E

integration into the existing road network.
TfL’s assessments during the junction
design process considered the needs of all
transport modes. This included
consideration of pedestrian crossing
facilities on the north side, notably around
the Tidal Basin Roundabout. With this
information the junction operation/capacity
was modelled using standard industry
software (TRANSYT and LINSIG) which
demonstrated that acceptable operational
standards would be achieved. As this was
the result there was no requirement to
grade separate the junction to attain
acceptable operational standards.
Furthermore, the gradient of the ramps in
and out of the Silvertown Tunnel would
have been too steep to make a grade
separated junction at the Tidal Basin
Roundabout feasible.

Need to look at A13/A406
interchange and whether
this should continue to be

ANON-33SX-SF99-V
ANON-33SX-S2JK-B

There are no other obvious opportunities to
implement flyovers or underpasses as part
of the Scheme.
As set out in Chapter 7 and Appendix C of
the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5), TfL does not expect the

N
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a roundabout

More traffic lanes are
needed in the tunnel

The A106 and A102
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ANON-33SX-STSK-P

ANON-33SX-STJB-4

scheme to have a significant impact on the
A13/A406 interchange and accordingly no
changes are proposed to the existing
roundabout. TfL will keep the impacts in this
location under review as part of the
proposed Monitoring Strategy (Document
Reference 7.6), and would if necessary
implement mitigation measures if adverse
impacts were identified as a result of the
Scheme.
TfL’s assessment indicates that the
provision of one lane for general traffic in
each direction within the Silvertown Tunnel
will be sufficient for accommodating
demand into the future, including at peak
times, and TfL does not expect that
providing a designated lane for buses and
HGVs would lead to disruption or delay to
other road users.
Whilst it is envisaged that the bus and HGV
lane would be in operation on a 24 hour per
day basis, in the event of an incident within
the Blackwall or Silvertown Tunnel or on its
approaches it would be possible to
deactivate the bus/HGV lane so that it could
be used by general traffic, to rapidly clear
any delays.
TfL does not expect that any major works
will be required at the junction of the A102

N

N
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interchange needs to be
redesigned and
redeveloped

with the A206 as part of the Scheme, and
the analysis of local junction impacts
reported in Appendix C of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5)
indicates at this stage that the
implementation of mitigation measures here
is not likely to be necessary.
However as with all aspects of the Scheme,
this will be kept under review.
Since the statutory consultation significant
further work has been completed on TfL’s
proposed approach to monitoring and
mitigating the potential impacts of the
Scheme, in consultation with the host
boroughs. This has resulted in the
development of the following three
documents, which set out TfL’s approach in
detail:
• Monitoring Strategy (Document Reference
7.6) – this sets out the scope of monitoring
that TfL proposes to undertake in respect of
traffic, air quality and carbon, noise and
socio-economic impacts of the operation of
the Scheme
• Traffic Impact Mitigation Strategy
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(Document Reference 7.7) – this sets out
the process for determining and
implementing appropriate mitigation for any
localised traffic and traffic-related impacts
which arise as a result of the Scheme
• Charging Policy (Document Reference
7.11) – this sets out the principles according
to which TfL must set and vary the user
charges and the procedures that apply
when doing so
All three documents are included within the
DCO application. It is proposed that a
governance process will also be established
to inform the implementation of these
elements, and this provides for the
establishment of a group to discuss and
advise on monitoring and mitigation issues.
This group – the Silvertown Tunnel
Implementation Group – would include
representatives from local boroughs, other
stakeholders and TfL.
Elevated section on A106
not supportable with
increase weight and
volume of traffic
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ANON-33SX-STJK-D
ANON-33SX-STJB-4

TfL does not anticipate any significant
increase in traffic levels on the A106 so TfL
does not anticipate any adverse impact on
the highway structures, including the
elevated sections’.
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Ensure there are good
links to the M11 on the
northern side

ANON-33SX-SFZ7-U

Need to look at junction of
Trafalgar/ Woolwich Road

ANON-33SX-SNQX-U
ANON-33SX-SFZ7-U
ANON-33SX-S72D-H

The Silvertown Tunnel is not intended to
duplicate or replace the strong connections
to the strategic road network that the
Blackwall Tunnel has via the A12 and A13.
Rather, it is designed to free-up capacity on
the Blackwall Tunnel and address a local
bottleneck by creating a convenient route
for a proportion of the trips currently using
the Blackwall Tunnel (principally those
which start or end in the Isle of Dogs or the
Royal Docks). The Blackwall Tunnel is
expected to remain the preferable route for
traffic seeking to access the strategic road
network, and its performance would
improve as a result of the Scheme.
Additionally, adapting the Scheme to
provide direct connections between the
Silvertown Tunnel and these routes would
not improve access to the Royal Docks and
the Isle of Dogs, and would require an
alternative tunnel alignment which would be
likely to have a higher cost and lower net
benefit. On the south side of the river the
tunnel connects with the A102 via new slip
road links, thereby sharing the same
connection as the Blackwall Tunnel.
Based on TfL’s current assessments TfL
does not expect the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme to adversely impact the A102 /

N

N
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ANON-33SX-S2HE-3
BHLF-33SX-S7K4-T

Concern over incidents on
the shared southern
approach of the Silvertown
and Blackwall tunnels
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ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRQ-N
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SFV5-N
ANON-33SX-S78V-9
ANON-33SX-S25J-N

A206 Woolwich Road junction. Nonetheless
it is planned that this will be kept under
review as part of the Monitoring Strategy
(Document Reference 7.6) and if it is found
that the Scheme was having a negative
effect on this junction appropriate mitigation
could be implemented. Further information
can be found in the Traffic Impact Mitigation
Strategy (Document Reference 7.7).
The Scheme would bring significant
benefits for the majority of incidents that
occur on this corridor (which occur north of
the point at which the two tunnels diverge)
and would not increase the impact of
incidents further south, which make up a far
smaller proportion of incidents on this
corridor (relatively few incidents occur on
the A102 in a location that would in future
have the potential to obstruct access to
both tunnels). TfL has examined the
location of incidents that result in an
unplanned closure of the Blackwall Tunnel,
and this shows that the vast majority of all
incidents occur north of the point the new
slip road links would be created to the
Silvertown Tunnel. Only very few incidents
which result in a closure occur south of this
point, therefore TfL does not expect this
would be a particular issue for the Scheme.
Further information can be found in the

N
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There has been too much
space given to cyclists/
pedestrians

ANON-33SX-SFVU-N
ANON-33SX-S7GQ-K
ANON-33SX-S78Z-D

Future proof by increasing
the number of lanes and
grade separating junctions

ANON-33SX-SFQ3-E

Appendix D of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5).
TfL is responsible for delivering the Mayor's
Transport Strategy, which encompasses a
very wide range of transport modes and
users in London. Promoting cycling has
been a Mayoral priority and there has been
significant growth in the number of trips
made by bike as well as the number of
people cycling. The provision of appropriate
space on the roads for cycling – for
example the Cycle Superhighways (which
will total 60km of new infrastructure by
summer 2016) has been critical to
achieving this growth. For pedestrians,
improvements to public realm and
wayfinding as well as population growth
have meant a continued increase in walk
trips, and this is forecast to continue. Both
walking and cycling are active and
sustainable modes with health and
environmental benefits, and as affordable
modes, help to increase access to travel.
A range of modelling tools have been used
to assess the future demand for the
Scheme and the forecast traffic impacts, as
outlined in Chapter 1 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5).
TfL’s assessment is that a twin-bore two

N

N
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Replace traffic lights and
Tidal Basin roundabout
with grade separated
junction
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ANON-33SX-SFQ3-E
corecog

lane Silvertown Tunnel is sufficient to
accommodate future levels of traffic. One of
the two lanes in each direction will be
reserved for buses, coaches, taxis and
HGVs. The proposed user charge would
ensure that demand is managed over time.
TfL’s modelling (using standard industry
software and considering all modes)
indicates that acceptable operational
standards would be achieved at junctions
without grade separation.
TfL’s assessments during the junction
design process considered the needs of all
transport modes. This included
consideration of pedestrian crossing
facilities on the north side, notably around
the Tidal Basin Roundabout. With this
information the junction operation/capacity
was modelled using standard industry
software (TRANSYT and LINSIG) which
demonstrated that acceptable operational
standards would be achieved. As this was
the result there was no requirement to
grade separate the junction to attain
acceptable operational standards. It is also
considered that a grade separated junction
at this point would have additional land-take
requirements and could have an adverse
impact on the wider development plans for
the Royal Docks.

N
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Remove third lane
approaching the tunnel
from the southside as this
will cause delay

ANON-33SX-SF3T-H

The A102 northbound approach to the
Blackwall Tunnel would be remodelled as
part of the proposals.

N

The A102 Blackwall Tunnel Approach
Northbound alignment would widen from
three lanes to four, north of the entry-slip
from Blackwall Lane junction. The two lefthand lanes would lead to the Blackwall
Tunnel. The two right-hand lanes would
form the new approach to the Silvertown
Tunnel. They would diverge away from
A102 Blackwall Tunnel Approach
Northbound, pass underneath the realigned
A102 Blackwall Tunnel Approach
Southbound carriageway before entering
the Silvertown Tunnel southern portal.
Under the Scheme proposals the existing
entry-slip at (located just south of the tunnel
entrance) onto the A102 Blackwall Tunnel
Approach Northbound will only be
accessible by buses. This will improve the
flow of traffic on the approach to the
Blackwall Tunnel.

Concern that the bus lane ANON-33SX-ST4H-M
will increase congestion on
A102

TfL is proposing that one lane in each
direction within the Silvertown Tunnel would
be designated for use by buses, coaches,

N
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taxis and HGVs only, with the remaining
lanes being available to all vehicles. These
lanes are proposed for the purposes of
increasing safety for all users and journey
time reliability for certain vehicles, and
would support the provision of a number of
new cross-river bus routes.
TfL’s assessment indicates that the
provision of one lane for general traffic in
each direction within the Silvertown Tunnel
will be sufficient for accommodating
demand into the future, including at peak
times, and TfL does not expect that
providing a designated lane for buses and
HGVs would lead to disruption or delay to
other road users.
The pedestrian crossing at
the exit and entrance at
Silvertown will result in
traffic congestion
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ANON-33SX-ST4K-Q

The modified Tidal Basin Roundabout has
been carefully modelled using standard
industry software to ensure an acceptable
level of service.
Southbound traffic approaching the
Silvertown Tunnel would use the modified
Tidal Basin Roundabout, which would be
elongated to facilitate a ‘hamburger’ link for
traffic approaching from A1020 Lower Lea
Crossing to pass directly across the
roundabout. This would improve capacity
and journey time.

N
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Under the Scheme proposals the modified
Tidal Basin Roundabout would be
signalised. The traffic signals would be
designed to enable safe use of the junction
for all road users and to maximise capacity
at the junction. Signalisation would enable
the roundabout to operate as a ‘hamburger’
arrangement by which traffic travelling
southbound towards the tunnel could pass
directly through the roundabout, increasing
operational capacity.
Junction and crossing controllers would be
controlled via TfL’s Urban Traffic Control
(UTC) system. In the event of a tunnel
incident the UTC system could utilise the
signals at the roundabout to implement the
‘Greenwave’ to rapidly clear vehicles from
the tunnel.
TfL’s assessments during the junction
design process considered the needs of all
transport modes. This included
consideration of pedestrian crossing
facilities on the north side, notably around
the Tidal Basin Roundabout. With this
information the junction operation/capacity
was modelled using standard industry
software (TRANSYT and LINSIG) which
demonstrated that acceptable operational
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Increase the capacity of
approach roads

ANON-33SX-STWM-V

standards would be achieved. Based on the
above TfL do not consider that the provision
of pedestrian and cycling crossing facilities
at the Tidal Basin Roundabout will have an
adverse impact on the operation of the
Silvertown Tunnel.
The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme would
N
provide additional cross-river capacity and a
means of managing demand for this
capacity through the proposed user charge
at the Blackwall and Silvertown tunnels. As
part of the Scheme TfL is proposing that the
A102 would be widened at the point where
the northbound carriageway narrows to two
lanes prior to reaching the Blackwall Tunnel
portal, to create new slip road links to the
Silvertown Tunnel, thereby easing an
existing ‘pinch point’.
Due to the user charge, the Scheme is not
forecast to increase traffic at the crossings.
Hence TfL does not consider it necessary to
carry out any further road widening of the
approach roads.

Road network south of
river/ Silvertown won’t
cope/ isn’t sufficient
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TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
a significant increase in traffic. This is
because the proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing

N
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demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network. TfL’s modelling takes into account
the anticipated future growth in population
and jobs and population expected in
London.
At the time of the preparation of the future
year traffic forecasts, the proposed new
IKEA store had not been given planning
consent. Therefore, in accordance with the
guidelines set out in DfT WebTAG
guidance, it was not included in the
modelling. However, given that the store
has since received planning permission we
have carried out an additional test where
we include the additional traffic demand that
the store is expected to generate. Our
analysis has found that the additional
demand will not impose any additional
delays on the road network with the
Silvertown Tunnel scheme in place,
primarily because the demand expected to
be generated by the proposed IKEA store is
only marginally greater than the demand
previously arising from the Sainsbury’s and
Comet stores that IKEA will replace.
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Link the A406 and A205 to
reduce congestion at the
Blackwall tunnel entrance

ANON-33SX-SF36-K

General queries regarding
the figures used for
modelling

ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SNV3-U
ANON-33SX-SNUU-V
ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F
ANON-33SX-SNM7-P
ANON-33SX-SNHZ-M
ANON-33SX-SNHE-Y
ANON-33SX-SNH8-J
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNFR-A
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNEN-5
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More information on local traffic effects can
be found in Appendix C of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5).
TfL’s assessment of options for addressing N
the problems of the Blackwall Tunnel is set
out in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference 7.1). We do not consider that
providing a direct connection between the
A406 and A205 would effectively address
these problems. (As part of TfL’s River
Crossings Programme a new fixed link
crossing is being planned between Gallions
Reach and Thamesmead which could help
to improve connectivity between these
routes.)
The suite of models that TfL has used to
N
forecast the transport impacts of the
scheme is summarised in Chapter 1 of the
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). The assumptions that have
been used concerning future population and
employment growth can be found in
Chapter 5 of the Transport Assessment.
The modelling has been in accordance with
Webtag guidance and best practice, and
subject to independent audit.
TfL has modelled the impacts of the
Scheme across a broad range of plausible
future year scenarios. These are each
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ANON-33SX-SNEG-X
ANON-33SX-SNBH-V
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SN8M-Q
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN8B-C
ANON-33SX-SN7M-P
ANON-33SX-SN7J-K
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN6G-F
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SFR9-N
ANON-33SX-S7ZJ-Y
ANON-33SX-S7YV-A
ANON-33SX-S7SU-3
ANON-33SX-S7N8-1
ANON-33SX-S7BM-A
ANON-33SX-S72W-4
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
London Cycling Campaign
London Assembly Green
Party Group
Greenwich Society Planning

based on different levels of population
growth, job creation, or car ownership
trends and hence, different rates of traffic
growth over time. In each case, TfL does
not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic. This is
because the proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
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Committee
Friends of the Earth
ExCel London Limited
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SNG1-A
BHLF-33SX-SN9R-W
BHLF-33SX-S7Q1-W
Improve access to
Canning Town by linking
Silvertown Way into the
new roundabout

ANON-33SX-SF1M-8

Improve the A206 as this
is already a major
bottleneck

ANON-33SX-STBY-K
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Traffic using the Silvertown Tunnel can
access Silvertown Way via Tidal Basin
Road. Destinations north of Canning Town
are likely to remain better served by the
Blackwall Tunnel.
The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme is intended
to address the problems of the Blackwall
Tunnel. As set out in Chapter 7 of the
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5) the Scheme is not expected
to lead to significant increases in traffic
overall, especially on the A206, therefore
improvements to it do not form part of the
Scheme. Improvements to the A206 alone
would not address the problems of the
Blackwall Tunnel. Under the Roads
Modernisation Plan TfL is investing £600m
on highway improvements and £270m on
measures specifically targeting safety to
ensure London has the highway network it
needs to support growth and economic

N

N
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Improvement at A13
Junction is required

ANON-33SX-SFQU-G
ANON-33SX-SFJH-V
ANON-33SX-S7ZV-B

Concern over increase in
HGV traffic

ANON-33SX-SNV1-S
ANON-33SX-SNKQ-E
ANON-33SX-SNFD-V
ANON-33SX-SFFE-N
ANON-33SX-S7P3-X
London Assembly Green
Party Group
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H

The tunnel needs to be
built big enough to cater
for future growth. The
environmental effects are
a concern related to
exhaust fumes poured out
whilst cars are stationary.

ANON-33SX-ST17-Z

activity into the future.
TfL does not consider there is a need to
make changes to the junctions of the A13
with the A12 or the A406 as part of the
Scheme; however this will be kept under
review. Further information can be found in
the Monitoring Strategy (Document
Reference 7.6) and the Traffic Impact
Mitigation Strategy (Document Reference
7.7).
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
Scheme on traffic, including HGV traffic, is
set out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). In
summary, the strategic model provides an
indication of the overall effect of the
Scheme on HGV numbers overall, and
suggests that the net effect would be a
small reduction in HGV traffic on this
corridor, largely as a result of the user
charge.
A range of modelling tools have been used
to assess the future demand for the
Scheme and the forecast traffic impacts, as
outlined in Chapter 1 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5).
TfL’s assessment is that a twin-bore two
lane Silvertown Tunnel is sufficient to

N

N

N
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The performance of the
traffic modelling is
unknown/unverified

ANON-33SX-SNH9-K
ANON-33SX-SN8K-N
ANON-33SX-SF3R-F
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign

accommodate future levels of traffic. One of
the two lanes in each direction will be
reserved for buses, coaches, taxis and
HGVs. The proposed user charge would
ensure that demand is managed over time.
The Scheme’s air quality assessment has
been undertaken following the relevant
legislation and guidance. It concludes that
the Scheme will not result in a significant
effect on air quality. With regards to
changes in NO2, the assessment shows
that the majority of receptors across the
study area experience a change that is
classified as imperceptible by the guidance.
Where changes are classified as
perceptible, more receptors will experience
an improvement than will experience a
perceptible deterioration.
The RXHAM traffic model that underpins
TfL’s current traffic forecasts is one variant
of TfL’s suite of traffic models covering East
London, each of which has been adapted
and refined for evaluating different
schemes.
Previous refinements of these models have
been successfully applied to a number of
studies since 2010, including the work
undertaken for the 2012 London Olympics
and post-Olympics legacy. On each
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occasion third party consultants have
thoroughly reviewed and enhanced the
models, making further recommendations
that TfL has taken on board across model
variants – including RXHAM - as
appropriate, as part of TfL’s continuous
programme of model development and
enhancement. During this continuous
development of the models TfL has sought
and taken on board independent advice
from the Department for Transport (DfT)
and leading external experts.
The RXHAM model is the variant of the east
London traffic model which has been
specifically adapted and refined for the
purposes of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme.
In addition to the above, the RXHAM model
has been subject to further external
scrutiny, including an audit undertaken by
Steer Davies Gleave in 2014, which
concluded that the model was fit for
purpose i.e. suitable for use for the
purposes of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme.
As part of that audit SDG recommended a
small number of changes which TfL took on
board, alongside other refinements, to
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produce the updated version of the RXHAM
model which has been used to prepare the
traffic forecasts for the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme presented in the consultation. It
should be noted that these forecasts
undergo rigorous assessment within TfL in
order to establish confidence in the
performance of the model prior to
publication.

Ban HGVs during the day
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ANON-33SX-S2VA-D

Having reached this stage in the middle of
2015 TfL offered to support the Silvertown
Host Boroughs in undertaking a further
audit of the model, and Steer Davies
Gleave were again commissioned to
provide this additional layer of scrutiny. This
audit remained in progress at the time of
the consultation and represents a repeat of
the previous auditing exercise, based now
on the enhanced version of the model. As
noted above, the audit is additional to an
already significant amount of thorough
scrutiny of the model that had been
undertaken prior to the consultation.
TfL does not intend to prohibit HGV traffic at N
any specific time of the day as part of the
Scheme. Banning HGVs during the daytime
would be likely to decrease economic
efficiency of operations and would also
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Concern over the impact
ANON-33SX-S2ZS-3
on the air quality and
health caused by
increasing the road
capacity and building more
roads

entail other negative externalities such as
noise which are more acute at night. It is
more appropriate to ensure efficient
movement of HGVs to limit their external
impacts.
TfL acknowledges the findings of the
SACTRA report on Trunk Roads and the
Generation of Traffic (1994) which
concluded that the provision of additional
road capacity can generate additional
traffic, known as “induced demand”.
However, it should also be noted that
additional capacity forms only one
component of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. The other key component is the
user charge, which will be applied not only
to the new capacity but also the existing
Blackwall Tunnel. This user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
highway demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.

N

TfL does not expect the Scheme to result in
an overall increase in traffic. The Scheme’s
air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant legislation
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HGVs should be
encouraged to cross the
river further away from
heavily-populated parts of
London
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ANON-33SX-S2MU-R

and guidance. It concludes that the Scheme
will not result in a significant effect on air
quality. With regards to changes in NO2,
the assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area experience
a change that is classified as imperceptible
by the guidance. Where changes are
classified as perceptible, more receptors
will experience an improvement than will
experience a perceptible deterioration. TfL’s
assessment of the noise and air quality
effects of changes in traffic resulting from
the Scheme is set out in Chapter 6 of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference number 6.1)
The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme would
enable HGV trips to be made efficiently by
ensuring a resilient route across the river at
a key intersection on the strategic route
network of east and south east London. At
present, there is an incentive for HGV
operators to use the Blackwall Tunnel to
avoid paying the Dart Charge at Dartford.
The user charge proposed as part of the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme would reduce
this incentive, and encourage HGV
operators to consider whether travelling into
this relatively densely populated part of
London is the most appropriate way to carry
out their journey. Our assessment of the

N
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Will increase congestion
Concerns about the
backlog of traffic through
Tunnel Avenue and
Woolwich Road

ANON-33SX-S27V-3

It is important that there is
a filter lane for the
northbound Silvertown
Tunnel

ANON-33SX-SNWW-Z
ANON-33SX-SFRA-W

effects of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme on
traffic, including HGV traffic, is set out in
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment. In
summary, the strategic model provides an
indication of the overall effect of the
Scheme on HGV traffic, and suggests that
the net effect would be a small reduction in
HGV traffic on this corridor, largely as a
result of the user charge.
TfL has assessed the potential for traffic
redistribution as a result of the Scheme,
and estimates that two-way traffic flows on
Tunnel Avenue could potentially increase to
around 400-425 vehicles per hour during
peak periods, which is within the capacity of
the road, and far less at other times of the
day. TfL will keep the impacts on Tunnel
Avenue under review as part of the
proposed Monitoring Strategy (Document
Reference 7.6), and if necessary implement
mitigation measures if adverse impacts are
identified as a result of the Scheme. Further
information can be found in Appendix C of
the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5)
As part of the Scheme the highways layout
of the A102 on the approach to the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels would be
simplified in order to help traffic flow more

N

N
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efficiently and with fewer incidents.
On the approach to the tunnels the
northbound carriageway would widen from
three lanes to four, with the two offside
lanes diverging to the new Silvertown
Tunnel. The two nearside lanes would
continue through the Blackwall Tunnel.

Bore a bypass tunnel for
the A206 to go under the
Greenwich world heritage
site to resolve congestion

ANON-33SX-ST8U-5

General comments in
ANON-33SX-SNQS-P
relation to the Monitoring & British Land
Mitigation strategy
ANON-33SX-STJ7-S
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The existing slip road which is adjacent to
the A102 Northbound would be segregated
from the mainline carriageway. This would
prevent conflicting traffic movements and
consequently reduce the likelihood of
incidents.
The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme is intended
to address the problems of the Blackwall
Tunnel. As set out in Chapter 7 of the
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5) the Scheme is not expected
to lead to significant increases in traffic
overall, including on the A206. Boring a
bypass under the Greenwich Town Centre
world heritage site would not address the
problems of the Blackwall Tunnel.
A number of changes have been made to
TfL’s proposed approach to monitoring and
mitigation as part of the Scheme to take
account of stakeholder views. Further
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Concern about increased
traffic in Canning Town

ANON-33SX-SFV6-P

The crossing should not
be restricted to buses only

ANON-33SX-SFWP-H

The tunnel should be large
enough to allow for
increase in traffic and
closures of other tunnels
for maintenance

ANON-33SX-SFUB-1

details can be found in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impact Mitigation Strategy
(Document Reference 7.7)
TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
a significant increase in traffic on the A102
and A2 and surrounding roads, including in
the Canning Town area. The proposed user
charge would act as an effective tool for
managing demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
TfL is proposing that one lane in each
direction within the Silvertown Tunnel would
be designated for use by buses, coaches,
taxis and HGVs only, with the remaining
lanes being available to all vehicles.
A range of modelling tools have been used
to assess the future demand for the
Scheme and the forecast traffic impacts, as
outlined in Chapter 1 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5).
TfL’s assessment is that a twin-bore two
lane Silvertown Tunnel is sufficient to
accommodate future levels of traffic. One of
the two lanes in each direction will be
reserved for buses, coaches, taxis and
HGVs. The proposed user charge would

N

N

N
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ensure that demand is managed over time.

The tunnel should
accommodate a minimum
of two traffic lanes and an
additional bus/freight lane

ANON-33SX-SF1M-8
ANON-33SX-S2P5-U

The other Blackwall
Tunnel should remain
available for emergency
use if there is an
obstruction in the new
tunnel

ANON-33SX-S2H2-G

Road network south of

ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
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The availability of a second tunnel adjacent
to the Blackwall Tunnel would provide
greater flexibility in the event of
maintenance.
TfL’s approach to the assessment of
options and development of the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme is set out in the Case for
the Scheme (Document Reference 7.1). A
range of modelling tools have been used to
assess the future demand for the Scheme
and the forecast traffic impacts, as outlined
in Chapter 1 of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5). TfL’s
assessment is that a twin-bore two lane
Silvertown Tunnel is sufficient to
accommodate future levels of traffic. One of
the two lanes in each direction will be
reserved for buses, coaches, taxis and
HGVs. The proposed user charge would
ensure that demand is managed over time.
Upon completion of the Scheme both the
Silvertown and Blackwall tunnels would be
operational. Therefore, the Blackwall
Tunnel would be available for emergency
use if there is an obstruction in the new
tunnel.
TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to

N
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river/ Silvertown won’t
cope/ isn’t sufficient - Ikea

ANON-33SX-SN1D-7
ANON-33SX-S2TQ-U
ANON-33SX-S2HS-H

a significant increase in traffic. This is
because the proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network. TfL’s modelling takes into account
the anticipated future growth in population
and jobs and population expected in
London.
At the time of the preparation of the future
year traffic forecasts, the proposed new
IKEA store had not been given planning
consent. Therefore, in accordance with the
guidelines set out in DfT WebTAG
guidance, it was not included in the
modelling. However, given that the store
has since received planning permission we
have carried out an additional test where
we include the additional traffic demand that
the store is expected to generate. Our
analysis has found that the additional
demand will not impose any additional
delays on the road network with the
Silvertown Tunnel scheme in place,
primarily because the demand expected to
be generated by the proposed IKEA store is
only marginally greater than the demand
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previously arising from the Sainsbury’s and
Comet stores that IKEA will replace.

Use flyovers not
roundabouts to alleviate
congestion

ANON-33SX-SN1U-R
ANON-33SX-S746-5
ANON-33SX-S2P5-U

Concern about increased
congestion and/or
disruption

ANON-33SX-S2AS-A
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More information on local traffic effects can
be found in Appendix C of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5).
As part of the planning of the scheme the
proposed amendments to the Tidal Basin
Roundabout have been subject to detailed
modelling using standard industry software
(TRANSYT and LINSIG). This
demonstrated that acceptable operational
standards would be achieved. As this was
the result there was no requirement to
grade separate the junction to attain
acceptable operational standards.
Furthermore, the gradient of the ramps in
and out of the Silvertown Tunnel would
have been too steep to make a grade
separated junction at the Tidal Basin
Roundabout feasible.
TfL’s assessment of the traffic effects of the
Scheme are set out in Chapter 7 of
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). TfL considers that the user
charge is likely to be effective in managing
demand and that the scheme would greatly
reduce congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
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The Silvertown Tunnel will ANON-33SX-SN7N-Q
encourage more HGVs
ANON-33SX-S7GQ-K
which will create noise and ANON-33SX-S79K-Y
air quality issues
ANON-33SX-S76G-R
ANON-33SX-S74N-W
Greenwich Borough Liberal
Democrats

existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement.
TfL acknowledges negative externalities
associated with HGV use and TfL is
addressing these through a variety of
localised and strategic measures (such as
the London Low Emission Zone). HGV
impacts tend to be closely associated with
HGV traffic. Our assessment of the effects
of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme on traffic,
including HGV traffic, is set out in Chapter 7
of the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). In summary, the strategic
model provides an indication of the overall
effect of the Scheme on HGV traffic, and
suggests that the net effect would be a
small reduction in HGV traffic on this
corridor, largely as a result of the user

N
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General comment
criticising the Blackwall
Tunnel
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ANON-33SX-S7U6-6
ANON-33SX-S7ES-K
ANON-33SX-S76S-4
ANON-33SX-S72R-Y
BHLF-33SX-S77G-S

charge. The Scheme’s air quality
assessment has been undertaken following
the relevant legislation and guidance. It
concludes that the Scheme will not result in
a significant effect on air quality. With
regards to changes in NO2, the assessment
shows that the majority of receptors across
the study area experience a change that is
classified as imperceptible by the guidance.
Where changes are classified as
perceptible, more receptors will experience
an improvement than will experience a
perceptible deterioration. TfL’s assessment
of the noise and air quality effects of
changes in traffic resulting from the Scheme
is set out in Chapter 6 of the Environmental
Statement (Document Reference number
6.1)
The Blackwall Tunnel is at the heart of east N
London’s strategic highway network and is
the busiest highway crossing of the Thames
in London. There are a number of existing
problems at the Blackwall Tunnel, partly
due to the demand for the tunnel greatly
exceeding its capacity and partly due to it
not being designed to accommodate
modern freight vehicles. The Silvertown
Tunnel is being designed to address these
problems by providing a new full height
clearance tunnel adjacent to the Blackwall
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Reduce the amount of onslips leading to the tunnels

ANON-33SX-S2U1-V

Consider over estimating
the width of access roads
to the tunnel

ANON-33SX-S28R-Z

Tunnel, and a user charging strategy which
will help to manage future demand for both
crossings.
TfL does not consider that restricting
N
access to the approach to the Silvertown
and Blackwall tunnels should be adopted to
smooth the flow of traffic. TfL has carefully
modelled the traffic impacts of the Scheme
and does not anticipate that implementing
the Scheme would lead to any significant
overall increase in traffic levels. The
Scheme would improve the performance of
the road network and enable vehicles to
travel far more efficiently.
The road signing strategy for the Scheme
would be developed to offer clear guidance
to the road users enabling early decisions
on direction to be made thus promoting
good lane discipline. The proposals would
see a significant improvement in the flow of
traffic on the approaches to the Silvertown
and Blackwall tunnels.
In developing the Silvertown proposals all
N
relevant current design standards were
adopted, alongside taking into account the
expected level of demand. This includes at
junctions such as the re-modelled Tidal
Basin Roundabout. In adopting these
standards due consideration would be given
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Full traffic assessment
required at Tidal Basin
roundabout

Consideration needs to be
given to the traffic impacts
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ANON-33SX-S297-6

ANON-33SX-S7K7-W
ANON-33SX-S2JK-B

to vehicle manoeuvres and dimensions.
Detailed local junction modelling has been
undertaken of the Tidal Basin Roundabout,
and this indicates that the proposed
changes to the roundabout can readily
accommodate the forecast level of traffic at
this location generated by the Scheme.
Further more detailed assessment of the
proposed changes, including a Road Safety
Audit, will be completed as part of the
detailed design for the Scheme.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement.
As set out in Chapter 7 and Appendix C of
the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5), TfL does not expect the
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on the A13/A406
interchange

It is unclear whether the
ANON-33SX-S2N8-V
Silvertown Tunnel would
improve connections to the
M11

Ensure it is easy to
connect to the A13 and
A406 at the northern end
of the tunnel

ANON-33SX-SNC2-7
ANON-33SX-S2Y6-5
ANON-33SX-S2PP-P

scheme to have a significant impact on the
A13/A406 interchange and accordingly no
changes are proposed to the existing
roundabout. TfL will keep the impacts in this
location under review as part of the
proposed Monitoring Strategy (Document
Reference 7.6), and would if necessary
implement mitigation measures if adverse
impacts were identified as a result of the
Scheme.
The Silvertown Tunnel is not intended as a
main route for traffic to and from the M11,
which is already well connected to the
Blackwall Tunnel via the A12. However, the
Scheme would reduce cross-river journey
times for users of the Blackwall Tunnel by
addressing congestion there, thereby
improving access to strategic roads
including the M11.
The Silvertown Tunnel is not intended to
duplicate or replace the strong connections
to the strategic road network that the
Blackwall Tunnel has via the A12 and A13.
Rather, it is designed to free-up capacity on
the Blackwall Tunnel and address a local
bottleneck by creating a convenient route
for a proportion of the trips currently using
the Blackwall Tunnel (principally those
which start or end in the Isle of Dogs or the

N

N
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Concern about increasing
congestion on A102
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ANON-33SX-SNBS-7
ANON-33SX-S2PE-B
Greenwich Pensioners Forum

Royal Docks). The Blackwall Tunnel is
expected to remain the preferable route for
traffic seeking to access the strategic road
network, and its performance would
improve as a result of the Scheme.
Additionally, adapting the Scheme to
provide direct connections between the
Silvertown Tunnel and these routes would
not improve access to the Royal Docks and
the Isle of Dogs, and would require an
alternative tunnel alignment which would be
likely to have a higher cost and lower net
benefit. On the south side of the river the
tunnel connects with the A102 via new slip
road links, thereby sharing the same
connection as the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the north
and south of the Thames (although roads in
Silvertown connecting to the portals of the
new tunnel on the north side would be likely
to see some increase as the tunnel would
provide a better connection to these
locations). The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
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necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
Since the statutory consultation TfL has
carried out additional local modelling work
of the A102/A2 corridor. This has indicated
the potential for a modest increase in
journey time southbound from the Blackwall
and Silvertown tunnels in the evening peak,
though far outweighed by the significant
savings on the southbound approach to the
Blackwall Tunnel. TfL has tested a range of
mitigation measures along this corridor
between Sun-in-the-Sands and Eltham
Tunnel which could be delivered within the
existing highway boundary. These act to
smooth traffic flow through the corridor and
could serve as suitable mitigation to the
forecast traffic flow changes resulting from
the Scheme.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
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enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement. TfL is working in collaboration
with the Department for Transport,
Highways England and Kent County
Council on a wireless ‘connected corridor’
on the A2 (details published by the
Department for Transport in Sep 2015). TfL
is also considering ways to improve
performance on the A2/A102 corridor,
including by utilising new technologies and
innovative measures to create a more
efficient ‘smart road’. This is expected to
address some of the existing problems
seen on the A2. These measures are
expected to be in place in advance of
Silvertown Tunnel opening; hence future
monitoring will be able to take these
measures into account to establish whether
additional mitigation, such as that tested
would be required. All the mitigation
measures tested are within the existing
highway boundary and can therefore be
delivered using TfL’s existing powers. More
detail on these is included in the Chapter 7
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Concern about increasing
the congestion on A2/A12

ANON-33SX-S2PP-P

and Appendix C of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5)
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the north
and south of the Thames (although roads in
Silvertown connecting to the portals of the
new tunnel on the north side would be likely
to see some increase as the tunnel would
provide a better connection to these
locations). The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
Since the statutory consultation TfL has
carried out additional local modelling work
of the A102/A2 corridor. This has indicated
the potential for a modest increase in
journey time southbound from the Blackwall
and Silvertown tunnels in the evening peak,
though far outweighed by the significant
savings on the southbound approach to the
Blackwall Tunnel. TfL has tested a range of
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mitigation measures along this corridor
between Sun-in-the-Sands and Eltham
Tunnel which could be delivered within the
existing highway boundary. These act to
smooth traffic flow through the corridor and
could serve as suitable mitigation to the
forecast traffic flow changes resulting from
the Scheme.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement. TfL is working in collaboration
with the Department for Transport,
Highways England and Kent County
Council on a wireless ‘connected corridor’
on the A2 (details published by the
Department for Transport in Sep 2015). TfL
is also considering ways to improve
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The journey to get to North ANON-33SX-S2T6-Z
Greenwich will be less
pleasant

performance on the A2/A102 corridor,
including by utilising new technologies and
innovative measures to create a more
efficient ‘smart road’. This is expected to
address some of the existing problems
seen on the A2. These measures are
expected to be in place in advance of
Silvertown Tunnel opening; hence future
monitoring will be able to take these
measures into account to establish whether
additional mitigation, such as that tested
would be required. All the mitigation
measures tested are within the existing
highway boundary and can therefore be
delivered using TfL’s existing powers. More
detail on these is included in the Chapter 7
and Appendix C of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5)
Two of the key causes of stress and
dissatisfaction among those travelling on
the highway (including bus users) are slow
journey times resulting from congestion,
and unpredictable journey times resulting
from congestion or out of course incidents.
The Blackwall Tunnel is consistently among
the most congested and unreliable routes in
London, and thousands of people each day
suffer slower and less reliable journeys –
including towards North Greenwich – as a

N
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Increase capacity on the
existing road network by
adding more lanes

ANON-33SX-S7Z1-6
ANON-33SX-S2TP-T

result. The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme
would greatly reduce both congestion and
unreliability for journeys crossing the river in
this location, and would in this way enhance
rather than reducing the experience of
many journeys.
The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme would
N
provide additional cross-river capacity and a
means of managing demand for this
capacity through the proposed user charge
at the Blackwall and Silvertown tunnels. As
part of the Scheme TfL is proposing that the
A102 would be widened at the point where
the northbound carriageway narrows to two
lanes prior to reaching the Blackwall Tunnel
portal, to create new slip road links to the
Silvertown Tunnel, thereby easing an
existing ‘pinch point’.
Due to the user charge, the Scheme is not
forecast to increase traffic at the crossings.
Hence TfL does not consider it necessary to
carry out any other road widening as part of
the Scheme.
The Transport Assessment (Appendix C)
sets out the potential mitigation measures
TfL has tested as part of the Assessed
Case which does include a re-allocation of
road space to improve the efficiency of the
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A2.

Request for detailed
ANON-33SX-S2TV-Z
mapping of the tidal basin
area and how it would feed
into existing road
infrastructure

TfL has set out detailed drawings of the
redesigned Tidal Basin roundabout in the
General Arrangement Plans (Document
Reference: 2.2)

N

Ensure the design caters
for future growth of traffic
or an additional
Tube/DLR/National Rail
line

TfL has considered a wide range of
potential solutions to the challenges at the
Blackwall Tunnel, including those
suggested by respondents to previous
consultations. These have included new rail
crossings, new links for pedestrians and
cyclists and new road crossings elsewhere.

N

ANON-33SX-S7MA-9

TfL’s approach to the assessment of
options and development of the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme is set out in the Case for
the Scheme (Document Reference 7.1). A
range of modelling tools have been used to
assess the future demand for the Scheme
and the forecast traffic impacts, as outlined
in Chapter 1 of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5). TfL’s
assessment is that a twin-bore two lane
Silvertown Tunnel is sufficient to
accommodate future levels of traffic. One of
the two lanes in each direction will be
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reserved for buses, coaches, taxis and
HGVs. The proposed user charge would
ensure that demand is managed over time.
The Mayor’s Transport Strategy includes
proposals for a package of new river
crossings and additional public transport
links. The Silvertown Tunnel is one element
of this package. TfL is also developing
plans for new multi-modal crossings at
Gallions Reach and Belvedere.

Parked cars reduce road
capacity

ANON-33SX-S7WE-Q

How will the wider road
network need modifying to
handle the potential
increase in traffic volume?

ANON-33SX-S7RC-G
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The construction of the Silvertown Tunnel
does not preclude the construction of
parallel tunnels in the future, if required, to
facilitate such infrastructure.
No parking is allowed on the A102 or will be N
allowed on the route through the Silvertown
Tunnel, and as such the mainline road
capacity will not be affected by the Scheme.
TfL does not expect any overall increase in N
traffic as a result of the Scheme. Since the
statutory consultation, TfL has carried out a
detailed example assessment of localised
traffic impacts and identified a small number
of locations where mitigation might be
required in future. All the mitigation
measures tested are within the existing
highway boundary and can therefore be
delivered using TfL’s existing powers. More
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detail on these is included in the Chapter 7
and Appendix C of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5).
Since London’s road network and the
pressures on it are going to evolve between
the time of application and Scheme
implementation, committing to junction
specific mitigations is not appropriate at this
stage and may in fact conflict with the
objectives of later projects and
programmes.
Therefore, instead of committing to
mitigation proposals at this stage, TfL
proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
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There is a lot of severance
in the area because of
existing surface-level
roads.

ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F
ANON-33SX-S7RM-T

New roads should be built
to service the crossing

ANON-33SX-S7SH-P

The spur on the
Greenwich Peninsula

ANON-33SX-S7CH-6
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requirement.
As part of the Scheme, TfL proposes to
N
bring forward an enhanced foot and cycle
bridge across the A102 at Boord Street and
improvements for pedestrians and cyclists
at Tidal Basin Roundabout north of the
river, which would directly address
pedestrian and cyclist severance. By
reducing congestion on the approaches to
the Blackwall Tunnel, TfL expects that the
Scheme will also improve access to and
from the Greenwich Peninsula for all users,
including bus services, when compared to a
future scenario without the Silvertown
Tunnel in place.
The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme would
N
provide additional cross-river capacity and a
means of managing demand for this
capacity through the proposed user charge
at the Blackwall and Silvertown tunnels.
Whilst limited changes to the approach
roads are proposed, future demand would
be managed by the user charge and split
between the two Tunnels hence TfL does
not consider it would be necessary to build
new roads to service the crossings.
The geometric alignments of all links and
junctions would be designed in accordance

N
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should have a much
smoother curve to enable
traffic to flow faster and
avoid excessive
congestion

with the appropriate design standards. This
includes the northbound Silvertown Tunnel
link road which is designed in accordance
with all relevant standards and prepares
traffic for the speed limit in the tunnel.

Request for the results of
the technical road flow
analysis

ANON-33SX-S7ZJ-Y

Consider the width of
vehicles when creating
these roads

ANON-33SX-S73W-5

There should be far fewer
local junctions

ANON-33SX-S76U-6

Information on the forecast traffic flows on
N
the highway network within the study area
both without the Scheme in place
(Reference Case) and with the Scheme in
place (Assessed Case) can be found in
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5).
In developing the Silvertown proposals all
N
relevant current design standards were
adopted, alongside taking into account the
expected level of demand. This includes at
junctions such as the re-modelled Tidal
Basin Roundabout. In adopting these
standards due consideration would be given
to vehicle manoeuvres and dimensions.
TfL does not consider that restricting
access to the approach to the Silvertown
and Blackwall tunnels should be adopted to
smooth the flow of traffic. TfL has carefully
modelled the traffic impacts of the Scheme
and does not anticipate that implementing
the Scheme would lead to any significant

N
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Need a removable central
reservation to allow traffic
to safely turn around
should the tunnel be
closed

ANON-33SX-S78G-T

The Blackwall Tunnel will
become disused and
ineffective

ANON-33SX-S24X-2
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overall increase in traffic levels. The
Scheme would improve the performance of
the road network and enable vehicles to
travel far more efficiently.
The road signing strategy for the Scheme
would be developed to offer clear guidance
to the road users enabling early decisions
on direction to be made thus promoting
good lane discipline. The proposals would
see a significant improvement in the flow of
traffic on the approaches to the Silvertown
and Blackwall tunnels.
It is proposed to install two removable
central reservation sections, one either end
of the tunnel which could be used under the
direction of the Police to turn traffic around
in an extreme emergency. It will also
provide significant increased flexibility in
terms of the operation of both Silvertown
and Blackwall tunnels in the event of any
longer-term closures.
More information on the usage of the two
tunnels has been incorporated in Chapter 7
the updated Transport Assessment
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). The Blackwall Tunnel will
continue to be well used following the
implementation of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. The existing tunnel connects to
the strategic road network and will therefore

N

N
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There are limited other
options if you don't want to
use Silvertown/ Blackwall
Tunnel

ANON-33SX-S2JS-K

Concern about the
increase in congestion on
the A206 and other local
roads including the A2,
A206 and Greenwich
Town Centre

ANON-33SX-S2Y6-5

remain the best route for many journeys.
The Silvertown Tunnel would provide
improved access to specific locations such
as the Royal Docks and the Isle of Dogs,
and would relieve sufficient traffic from the
Blackwall Tunnel to ensure that both
crossings function effectively.
The Woolwich Ferry and the Rotherhithe
N
Tunnel will remain uncharged as part of the
scheme. There are also a range of public
transport options for crossing the River
Thames in east London, which as well as
the new bus links that would be created as
part of the Silvertown Tunnel include the
DLR, Jubilee line, London Overground,
Crossrail (from 2018) and Emirates Air Line.
A number of other highway crossings are
also being planned to be brought forward
following the opening of the Silvertown
Tunnel, including new fixed-link crossings at
Gallions Reach and Belvedere and a new
crossing of the Lower Thames.
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the A206 or
other local roads including the A2, A206
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and Greenwich Town Centre. The proposed
user charge would act as an effective tool
for managing demand, and could be
adjusted if necessary if the Scheme was
having adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
Since the statutory consultation TfL has
carried out additional local modelling work
of the A102/A2 corridor. This has indicated
the potential for a modest increase in
journey time southbound from the Blackwall
and Silvertown tunnels in the evening peak,
though far outweighed by the significant
savings on the southbound approach to the
Blackwall Tunnel. TfL has tested a range of
mitigation measures along this corridor
between Sun-in-the-Sands and Eltham
Tunnel which could be delivered within the
existing highway boundary. These act to
smooth traffic flow through the corridor and
could serve as suitable mitigation to the
forecast traffic flow changes resulting from
the Scheme.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
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impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement. TfL is working in collaboration
with the Department for Transport,
Highways England and Kent County
Council on a wireless ‘connected corridor’
on the A2 (details published by the
Department for Transport in Sep 2015). TfL
is also considering ways to improve
performance on the A2/A102 corridor,
including by utilising new technologies and
innovative measures to create a more
efficient ‘smart road’. This is expected to
address some of the existing problems
seen on the A2. These measures are
expected to be in place in advance of
Silvertown Tunnel opening; hence future
monitoring will be able to take these
measures into account to establish whether
additional mitigation, such as that tested
would be required. All the mitigation
measures tested are within the existing
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Consider that the Scheme ANON-33SX-S2Y6-5
will increase congestion on
A206 / A200

Further research needed
into local traffic impacts
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ANON-33SX-SN8K-N
ANON-33SX-S7ZS-8

highway boundary and can therefore be
delivered using TfL’s existing powers. More
detail on these is included in the Chapter 7
and Appendix C of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5)
TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
a significant increase in traffic on the A102
and A2 and other key surrounding roads
nearby and beyond - including the A12,
A13, A1261 Aspen Way, A1020 Silvertown
Way, A406, A205, A206/A200, A20, M11,
and M25. The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
TfL acknowledges the findings of the
SACTRA report on Trunk Roads and the
Generation of Traffic (1994) which
concluded that the provision of additional
road capacity can generate additional
traffic, known as “induced demand”.
However, it should also be noted that
additional capacity forms only one
component of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. The other key component is the
user charge, which will be applied not only
to the new capacity but also the existing
Blackwall Tunnel. This user charge would

N

N
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act as an effective tool for managing
highway demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.

Ensure that the road
design is effective

ANON-33SX-S76X-9
ANON-33SX-S2GS-G

TfL does not expect the Scheme to result in
an overall increase in traffic. The Scheme’s
air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant legislation
and guidance. It concludes that the Scheme
will not result in a significant effect on air
quality. With regards to changes in NO2,
the assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area experience
a change that is classified as imperceptible
by the guidance. Where changes are
classified as perceptible, more receptors
will experience an improvement than will
experience a perceptible deterioration. TfL’s
assessment of the noise and air quality
effects of changes in traffic resulting from
the Scheme is set out in Chapter 6 of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference number 6.1)
The Silvertown Tunnel has been designed
in accordance with relevant standards.

N
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Ensure cable cars are not
impacted by a tunnel
underneath them

ANON-33SX-S7UK-U

Concern that the mitigation ANON-33SX-S2UJ-N
measures will not have an
effect on congestion
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TfL can confirm that the Emirates Airline
N
(EAL) would not be impacted during or after
construction. Planning for Silvertown Tunnel
pre-dates the development of the EAL.
Accordingly, the land around the EAL has
been safeguarded for the construction of
the tunnel, and the EAL towers have been
designed not to be impacted by the
construction and operation of the new
tunnel.
TfL’s assessment of the traffic effects of the N
Scheme are set out in Chapter 7 of
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). TfL considers that the user
charge is likely to be effective in managing
demand and that the scheme would greatly
reduce congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
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Query as to what
ANON-33SX-S2G5-J
happened to the extra lane
northbound in the morning
rush hour

New tunnel will attract
more traffic / attract traffic
from outside area Diversion to other

ANON-33SX-S25R-W

Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement.
A northbound contraflow lane was
implemented within the Blackwall Tunnel
between 1978-2007, providing three lanes
of northbound traffic (and one lane of
southbound traffic) during the AM peak
period. Just prior to the cessation of the
contraflow lane, volume data indicates that
the tidal nature of traffic had begun to
diminish, with counts showing that since
around the year 2000, the proportion of
north and southbound volumes have
gradually been reaching the same level
during both AM and PM peak periods. This
reflects the fact that while demand in the
peak direction has long been at or above
available capacity; demand in the counterpeak direction has grown in line with a
general increase in traffic in the east
London area.

N

Material on the above has now been
incorporated in the TA, Chapter 4.
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
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crossings

does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the north
and south of the Thames (although roads in
Silvertown connecting to the portals of the
new tunnel on the north side would be likely
to see some increase as the tunnel would
provide a better connection to these
locations). The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
TfL expects these improved conditions will
attract users who currently use the
Rotherhithe Tunnel or another adjacent
crossing to avoid the present-day
congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel; this
effect will offset the small number of users
who may wish to avoid the charges at the
Blackwall and Silvertown tunnels. This is
because the proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand at the Blackwall and Silvertown
tunnels, and could be adjusted if necessary
if the Scheme was having adverse impacts
on parts of the road network, including
adjacent crossings.
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HGVs should be limited
and/or charged

ANON-33SX-S7E2-J

Query about the PIER and
air quality

ANON-33SX-S7Z4-9

The proposed Silvertown Tunnel Scheme
includes a user charge for HGVs which
would provide TfL with a means of
influencing the routing behaviour of these
vehicles.
TfL acknowledges the findings of the
SACTRA report on Trunk Roads and the
Generation of Traffic (1994) which
concluded that the provision of additional
road capacity can generate additional
traffic, known as “induced demand”.
However, it should also be noted that
additional capacity forms only one
component of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. The other key component is the
user charge, which will be applied not only
to the new capacity but also the existing
Blackwall Tunnel. This user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
highway demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.

N

N

TfL does not expect the Scheme to result in
an overall increase in traffic. The Scheme’s
air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant legislation
and guidance. It concludes that the Scheme
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Local roads won't support
the extra traffic - Closures
at other crossings
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ANON-33SX-S26X-4

will not result in a significant effect on air
quality. With regards to changes in NO2,
the assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area experience
a change that is classified as imperceptible
by the guidance. Where changes are
classified as perceptible, more receptors
will experience an improvement than will
experience a perceptible deterioration. TfL’s
assessment of the noise and air quality
effects of changes in traffic resulting from
the Scheme is set out in Chapter 6 of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference number 6.1)
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the north
and south of the Thames (although roads in
Silvertown connecting to the portals of the
new tunnel on the north side would be likely
to see some increase as the tunnel would
provide a better connection to these
locations). The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
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network.

Focus on safe flow of
traffic

ANON-33SX-S29A-G

TfL expects these improved conditions will
attract users who currently use the
Rotherhithe Tunnel or another adjacent
crossing to avoid the present-day
congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel; this
effect will offset the small number of users
who may wish to avoid the charges at the
Blackwall and Silvertown tunnels. This is
because the proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand at the Blackwall and Silvertown
tunnels, and could be adjusted if necessary
if the Scheme was having adverse impacts
on parts of the road network, including
adjacent crossings.
As set out in detail in the Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference 7.1), the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme is designed to
address specific problems associated with
the Blackwall Tunnel relating to congestion,
closures and a lack of network resilience.
The Scheme would be delivered in a way
that supports TfL’s efforts to improve the
safety of travel in London, which entails
investing £260m to make roads safer and
reduce deaths and serious injuries,
including by:

N
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Concern that the mitigation ANON-33SX-S2DQ-B
measures will not reduce
the congestion
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Upgrading TfL’s network of safety cameras
Improving the safety of road infrastructure,
in particular the design of junctions,
roundabouts, signals, pedestrian crossings
and cycle lanes
Working with the police to tackle unsafe
behaviour, including speeding, jumping red
lights, drink driving, mobile phone use, and
uninsured and unlicensed drivers
Improving crossings with pedestrian
countdown systems and other facilities to
make them more accessible.
TfL’s assessment of the traffic effects of the
Scheme are set out in Chapter 7 of
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). TfL considers that the user
charge is likely to be effective in managing
demand and that the scheme would greatly
reduce congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the

N
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Concerns about the
environmental monitoring

ANON-33SX-S2DQ-B

Adjust traffic signals on
the A200 Trafalgar Road
to allow for smoother flow
of traffic

ANON-33SX-S2Y6-5

Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement.
The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme is intended
to address the problems of the Blackwall
Tunnel. As set out in Chapter 7 of the
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5) the Scheme is not expected
to lead to significant increases in traffic
overall, including on the A200. Adjusting
signal timings on the A200 alone would not
address the problems of the Blackwall
Tunnel.

N

N
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Widen the flyover at
Dagenham too to stop a
massive jam every rush
hour

ANON-33SX-S2YJ-S

The Greenwich Peninsula
will be cut off

ANON-33SX-S2PE-B

Need to ensure
pedestrians and cyclists
are included in traffic
assessments

ANON-33SX-S7RC-G
ANON-33SX-S74E-M

A full package of road

ANON-33SX-S7RF-K
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The Silvertown Crossing is part of TfL’s
strategy for the improvement of the road
network in the East London area. However,
any direct issues related to the flyover at
Dagenham are outside the scope of the
Scheme.
By reducing congestion on the approaches
to the Blackwall Tunnel, TfL expects that
the Scheme will improve access to and
from the Greenwich Peninsula for all users,
including bus services, when compared to a
future scenario without the Silvertown
Tunnel in place.
The Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5) takes into account baseline
conditions for and the impacts of the
Scheme on all road users including
pedestrians and cyclists. Where new traffic
signals are planned and should adjustments
to traffic signals be required as part of the
Scheme the needs of all road users would
be taken into consideration when changes
are made, in accordance with Department
for Transport and TfL design standards. TfL
guidance is that wherever possible cycle
times for signals with pedestrian crossing
facilities should be limited to a maximum of
90 seconds.
The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme is intended

N

N

N

N
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improvement along A102
is needed

Consider –routing users
from Silvertown Tunnel to
A12

ANON-33SX-S7SU-3

to address the problems specifically at the
Blackwall Tunnel. More broadly, TfL is also
considering ways to improve performance
on the A2/A102 corridor, including by
utilising new technologies and innovative
measures to create a more efficient ‘smart
road’. This is expected to address some of
the existing problems seen on the A2.
These measures are expected to be in
place in advance of Silvertown Tunnel
opening; hence future monitoring will be
able to take these measures into account to
establish whether additional mitigation,
such as that tested would be required. More
detail on these is included in Chapter 7 and
Appendix C of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5).
TfL expects that users of Blackwall and
Silvertown tunnels would generally use the
tunnel that is most convenient to them. For
users travelling to or from the A12 and the
A13 the Blackwall Tunnel would represent
the most direct route, whist the Silvertown
Tunnel would provide a more direct route
for users travelling to or from the Royal
Docks and the Isle of Dogs. The Scheme
would result in a significant reduction in
demand for the Blackwall Tunnel and TfL
does not believe it would be beneficial to

N
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The roundabout near
Silvertown should have
filter lanes / slip roads for
traffic heading to Canary
Wharf and Canning Town

ANON-33SX-S7ZS-8

encourage those wishing to access the A13
to use the Silvertown Tunnel and route via
the Royal Docks to the Beckton
Roundabout as this would entail longer
journeys.
TfL is proposing to alter the Tidal Basin
roundabout to create a new signalcontrolled roundabout linking the Silvertown
Tunnel with Silvertown Way, Dock Road
and Lower Lea Crossing. This will provide
good access to the Royal Docks area, and
to the Isle of Dogs via Lower Lea Crossing
and Aspen Way. TfL has previously
considered the possibility of providing a
new link from the Tidal Basin Roundabout
to the Silvertown Way flyover, in order to
provide more direct access to Canning
Town, however there is insufficient space
for such a link to be constructed given the
height difference between the tunnel portal
and the flyover….
In addition, creating a direct link to the
Canning Town interchange could have an
adverse effect on the operation of this
junction given existing constraints. Access
between the Silvertown Tunnel and
Canning Town would be possible via Lower
Lea Crossing, Leamouth Road and Dock
Road.
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Consider having assisted
traffic management,
contraflows etc. during
busy periods

ANON-33SX-SNFX-G
ANON-33SX-SNF8-G
ANON-33SX-S7FW-R

The Silvertown Tunnel will operate in
parallel with the Blackwall Tunnel and the
design is considered appropriate to manage
traffic without the need for additional traffic
management, beyond the user charge, at
either the Blackwall or Silvertown tunnels.
Traffic using the tunnels would be closely
monitored so that any issues arising within
the tunnels or on their approaches could be
dealt with promptly and safely.

N

A contra-flow system was previously in
place at the Blackwall Tunnel until 2007,
which enabled northbound traffic to use one
of the two southbound traffic lanes in the
morning peak period to reduce congestion.
The system was discontinued on safety
grounds. Furthermore the increase in flows
in the southbound direction in the morning
peaks in the years since the contra-flow
system was first introduced is such that the
tunnels are now carrying more traffic in the
counter-peaks than when contra-flow was in
place. Therefore the reintroduction of the
system, as well as being considered
unsafe, would be likely to result in an
increase in congestion at the crossing
overall and would not provide the same
benefits as the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme.
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Consider improving local
ANON-33SX-SN37-V
junctions predominantly on ANON-33SX-S7ZH-W
A206
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TfL’s current assessment indicates that no
N
specific improvement works are required to
junctions on the A206 as a result of the
Scheme. This will be kept under review,
and at the request of stakeholders these
junctions have been included in the
proposed Monitoring Strategy (Document
Reference 7.6). If this identifies ahead of
opening that the Scheme is likely to have
an adverse impact on the operation of these
junctions, or is having an adverse impact
post-opening, appropriate mitigation will be
identified and implemented. Further details
can be found in the Chapter 3 & Appendix A
of the Monitoring Strategy (Document
Reference 7.6). TfL proposes to commit to
future monitoring and implementation of
mitigation under existing powers where
appropriate by assessing the traffic impacts
closer to Scheme opening, and monitoring
actual impacts thereafter to accurately
identify the scale and location of adverse
impacts to enable implementation of
effective mitigation where required. This
approach is explained in detail in the
Monitoring Strategy (Document Reference
7.6) and the Traffic Impacts Mitigation
Strategy (TIMS). Both strategies will be
DCO certified documents and will be
subject to a DCO requirement.
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Having a dedicated bus
lane for two routes only is
not efficient

ANON-33SX-S2TV-Z

TfL is proposing that one lane in each
direction within the Silvertown Tunnel would
be designated for use by buses, coaches,
taxis and HGVs only, with the remaining
lanes being available to all vehicles. These
lanes are proposed for the purposes of
increasing safety for all users and journey
time reliability for certain vehicles, and
would support the provision of a number of
new cross-river bus routes. The Assessed
Case

N

Concern about the
increased traffic in longer
distance journeys

ANON-33SX-S22S-U

N

Construct a three bore
tunnel to cover
maintenance closures,
special events and
diversions

ANON-33SX-S2N5-S

TfL’s analysis indicates that the number of
longer distance trips using the Blackwall
and Silvertown Tunnels would not change
significantly compared to the current
situation. These issues are discussed in
more detail in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5).
TfL’s approach to the assessment of
options and development of the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme is set out in the Case for
the Scheme (Document Reference 7.1). A
range of modelling tools have been used to
assess the future demand for the Scheme
and the forecast traffic impacts, as outlined
in Chapter 1 of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5). TfL’s
assessment is that a twin-bore two lane

N
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Silvertown Tunnel is sufficient to
accommodate future levels of traffic. One of
the two lanes in each direction will be
reserved for buses, coaches, taxis and
HGVs. The proposed user charge would
ensure that demand is managed over time.

Impact of the cruise
terminal at Enderby Wharf
should be taken into
account

ANON-33SX-SN1E-8
ANON-33SX-S2TR-V

Current traffic levels do not BHLF-33SX-S7WW-9
warrant the Silvertown
Tunnel proposals
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The availability of a second tunnel adjacent
to the Blackwall Tunnel would provide
greater flexibility in the event of
maintenance and event and incident
management.
TfL has taken take the impact of other
N
committed developments into account in the
planning and assessment of the Scheme, in
accordance with guidance.
The Blackwall Tunnel is one of London's
busiest roads, with tens of thousands of
journeys relying on it every day. It is also
one of the most congested and unreliable
links on the road network, routinely
exposing drivers to delays and disruption.
The case for intervention is clear now and
will only grow as London's population and
economy continue to grow in future. The
case for intervention has been set out, as
has TfL’s assessment of potential options in
the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference 7.1).

N
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Query regarding the
figures used for modelling
and the effect at
Rotherhithe

ANON-33SX-SN14-Q
BHLF-33SX-S7WF-R

Make provision for rail,
vehicles, and pedestrians,
and consider a segregated
high volume cycling link

ANON-33SX-SNKX-N
ANON-33SX-S7W1-3

The effect of the Scheme on adjacent
crossings is considered at length in the
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5), both in Chapter 7 and in
Appendix E.
TfL has considered a wide range of
potential solutions to the challenges at the
Blackwall Tunnel, including those
suggested by respondents to previous
consultations. These have included new rail
crossings, new links for pedestrians and
cyclists and new road crossings elsewhere.

N

N

TfL’s approach to the assessment of
options and development of the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme is set out in the Case for
the Scheme (Document Reference 7.1).
A range of modelling tools have been used
to assess the future demand for the
Scheme and the forecast traffic impacts, as
outlined in Chapter 1 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5).
TfL’s assessment is that a twin-bore two
lane Silvertown Tunnel is sufficient to
accommodate future levels of traffic. One of
the two lanes in each direction will be
reserved for buses, coaches, taxis and
HGVs. The proposed user charge would
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ensure that demand is managed over time.
The Mayor’s Transport Strategy includes
proposals for a package of new river
crossings and additional public transport
links. The Silvertown Tunnel is one element
of this package. TfL is also developing
plans for new multi-modal crossings at
Gallions Reach and Belvedere.

Concern that the A102/A2 BHLF-33SX-S7K4-T
roundabout will not be able
to support the traffic,
especially during daytime

The construction of the Silvertown Tunnel
does not preclude the construction of
parallel tunnels in the future, if required, to
facilitate such infrastructure.
TfL does not expect that any major works
N
will be required at this junction as part of the
Scheme, and the analysis of local junction
impacts reported in Appendix C of the
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5) indicates at this stage that
the implementation of mitigation measures
here is not likely to be necessary.
However as with all aspects of the Scheme,
this will be kept under review.

Force long distance traffic
to use Silvertown
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BHLF-33SX-S7K4-T

TfL does not consider that it would be
practical or desirable to mandate that all
vehicles making long-distance trips use the
Silvertown Tunnel. The Silvertown Tunnel

N
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and the Blackwall Tunnel serve different
locations and TfL anticipates that drivers
would choose the most appropriate tunnel
based on the specific origin and destination
of their trip.
New tunnel will make
congestion worse and
threaten to add more eastwest traffic

BHLF-33SX-S7FY-T

The tunnel should be
designed with the bigger
picture in mind; and there
should be no charge

ANON-33SX-S764-5

The Scheme would result in a significant
improvement in cross-river journey times
and reliability at the Blackwall Tunnel
corridor. Overall road network performance
within the east London sub-region will also
improve as part of the Scheme, as set out
in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5), and any
adverse impacts on traffic on east-west
routes will be marginal and significantly
outweighed by the benefits overall.
TfL’s approach to the assessment of
options and development of the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme is set out in the Case for
the Scheme (Document Reference 7.1). A
range of modelling tools have been used to
assess the future demand for the Scheme
and the forecast traffic impacts, as outlined
in Chapter 1 of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5). TfL’s
assessment is that a twin-bore two lane
Silvertown Tunnel is sufficient to
accommodate future levels of traffic. One of
the two lanes in each direction will be

N

N
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reserved for buses, coaches, taxis and
HGVs. The proposed user charge is
important to ensure that demand is
managed over time, which has benefits for
capacity and operating efficiency and also
in helping to manage and mitigate the
potential adverse environmental impacts of
traffic. The user charge would also raise
essential revenue to support the
implementation of the scheme.
Consider that Traffic
Impact studies do not
reach far enough
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ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SNVU-W
ANON-33SX-SNV3-U
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNSS-R
ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRQ-N
ANON-33SX-SNMP-F
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNHE-Y

As set out in the Transport Assessment
N
(Document Reference 6.5), TfL’s analysis of
the traffic effects of the Scheme has
covered the entirety of the east and
southeast sub-region of London (and
beyond).
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ANON-33SX-SNH9-K
ANON-33SX-SNH8-J
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SNBD-R
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN89-3
ANON-33SX-SN77-Z
ANON-33SX-SN71-T
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN6G-F
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3U-T
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A
ANON-33SX-SN1B-5
ANON-33SX-SN17-T
ANON-33SX-S2HE-3
Friends of the Earth
ExCel London Limited
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East Greenwich Residents
Association
DP World
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4
Need to give further
consideration to the HGV
routeing strategy

ANON-33SX-SNRB-6
ANON-33SX-S7XF-S
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
BHLF-33SX-SN9X-3
BHLF-33SX-S75W-7

Concern that the new
tunnel will induce more
traffic

ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
BHLF-33SX-SNG1-A
BHLF-33SX-S7VQ-2
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To ensure maximum flexibility of the
scheme and network efficiency through
allowing traffic to travel via its preferred
route, it is not proposed at this stage to
impose restrictions on the type of vehicle
which are able to use either tunnel (with the
exception of the existing height restrictions
on the Blackwall Tunnel). However, these
options will be considered in further detail.
A TfL operational working group has been
established to (amongst other things)
develop the operational strategy to ensure
that all over-height vehicles are
appropriately directed towards the
Silvertown Tunnel bore on the A102
northbound approach, as well as planning
the necessary signage and vehicle
monitoring / detection systems.
TfL acknowledges the findings of the
SACTRA report on Trunk Roads and the
Generation of Traffic (1994) which
concluded that the provision of additional
road capacity can generate additional
traffic, known as “induced demand”.

N

N
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A range of sensitivity tests
should be considered in
assessment documents
(e.g. untolled scenarios,
incidents, additional
crossings to the east,
different values of time,
different user groups
including local and long
distance)

Essex County Council
DP World

However, it should also be noted that
additional capacity forms only one
component of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. The other key component is the
user charge, which will be applied not only
to the new capacity but also the existing
Blackwall Tunnel. This user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
highway demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
Within the submission documents the focus
of TfL’s assessment of the Scheme’s
impact is based on the ‘Assessed Case’,
that is, the scenario which TfL considers is
most likely to reflect actual conditions.
However a range of alternative scenarios
and sensitivity tests have been considered,
including for instance the impact of other as
yet uncommitted transport schemes,
demand response to charging, higher and
lower levels of economic growth, and
alternative user charges. Further
information can be found in the Traffic
Forecast Report (XXX). This range of
testing gives assurance that a wide variety
of potential changes (including for instance
changes to GDP which could lead to a

N
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Query about the Thames
Gateway Bridge

ANON-33SX-S7AM-9

Consider the
environmental impacts and
the impacts on pedestrians
and cyclists due to the
increased traffic caused by
the Scheme

ANON-33SX-SNWK-M
ANON-33SX-SNSR-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRG-B
ANON-33SX-SNRD-8
ANON-33SX-SNMX-Q
ANON-33SX-SNMW-P
ANON-33SX-SNMR-H
ANON-33SX-SNMJ-9
ANON-33SX-SNMG-6
ANON-33SX-SNKE-2
ANON-33SX-SNK7-M
ANON-33SX-SNBR-6
ANON-33SX-SN7S-V
ANON-33SX-SN7Q-T
ANON-33SX-SN7F-F
ANON-33SX-SN76-Y
ANON-33SX-S7AZ-P
ANON-33SX-S7AK-7
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greater ‘willingness to pay’, or the possibility
that local residents’ may have lower values
of time) can be managed by the charge.
TfL is no longer progressing the Thames
N
Gateway Bridge scheme. More information
on TfL’s proposals for River Crossings is set
out in the Case for the Scheme.
TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
a significant increase in traffic. This is
because the proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network. TfL does not anticipate any
problematic impacts on cyclists or
pedestrians, who would benefit from
improvements at the Boord Street foot and
cycle bridge and at the redesigned Tidal
Basin Roundabout.

N
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London Cycling Campaign
Will increase congestion
on the A102 as well as
various roads north and
south of the tunnel

ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRQ-N
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SN79-2

Will increase congestion
on the A2 as well as
various roads north and
south of the tunnel

ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRQ-N
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SN79-2

TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the north
and south of the Thames (although roads in
Silvertown connecting to the portals of the
new tunnel on the north side would be likely
to see some increase as the tunnel would
provide a better connection to these
locations). The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
Since the statutory consultation TfL has
carried out additional local modelling work
of the A102/A2 corridor. This has indicated
the potential for a modest increase in
journey time southbound from the Blackwall
and Silvertown tunnels in the evening peak,
though far outweighed by the significant
savings on the southbound approach to the
Blackwall Tunnel. TfL has tested a range of
mitigation measures along this corridor
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between Sun-in-the-Sands and Eltham
Tunnel which could be delivered within the
existing highway boundary. These act to
smooth traffic flow through the corridor and
could serve as suitable mitigation to the
forecast traffic flow changes resulting from
the Scheme.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement. TfL is working in collaboration
with the Department for Transport,
Highways England and Kent County
Council on a wireless ‘connected corridor’
on the A2 (details published by the
Department for Transport in Sep 2015). TfL
is also considering ways to improve
performance on the A2/A102 corridor,
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The tunnel will increase
congestion on roads north
of the river

ANON-33SX-SNM1-G
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z

including by utilising new technologies and
innovative measures to create a more
efficient ‘smart road’. This is expected to
address some of the existing problems
seen on the A2. These measures are
expected to be in place in advance of
Silvertown Tunnel opening; hence future
monitoring will be able to take these
measures into account to establish whether
additional mitigation, such as that tested
would be required. All the mitigation
measures tested are within the existing
highway boundary and can therefore be
delivered using TfL’s existing powers. More
detail on these is included in the Chapter 7
and Appendix C of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5)
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on roads north
of the river as a result of the Scheme. The
proposed user charge would act as an
effective tool for managing demand, and
could be adjusted if necessary if the
Scheme was having adverse impacts on
parts of the road network.
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Creation of new of new
roads only leads to
increased traffic Environmental impacts,
and impacts on
pedestrians and cyclists

ANON-33SX-SNR2-P

Consider that the
increased traffic will
increase the long distance
trips

ANON-33SX-SNRH-C

Will increase southbound
congestion on the A102
and A2

ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
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TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
a significant increase in traffic. This is
because the proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network. TfL does not anticipate any
problematic impacts on cyclists or
pedestrians, who would benefit from
improvements at the Boord Street foot and
cycle bridge and at the redesigned Tidal
Basin Roundabout.
TfL’s analysis indicates that the number of
longer distance trips using the Blackwall
and Silvertown Tunnels would not change
significantly compared to the current
situation. These issues are discussed in
more detail in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5).
Since the statutory consultation we have
carried out additional local modelling work
of the A102/A2 corridor. This has indicated
the potential for a modest increase in
journey time southbound from the Blackwall
and Silvertown tunnels in the evening peak,
though far outweighed by the significant
savings on the southbound approach to the
Blackwall Tunnel. We have tested a range
of mitigation measures along this corridor

N

N

N
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between Sun-in-the-Sands and Eltham
Tunnel which could be delivered within the
existing highway boundary. These act to
smooth traffic flow through the corridor and
could serve as suitable mitigation to the
forecast traffic flow changes resulting from
the Scheme.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement. TfL is working in collaboration
with the Department for Transport,
Highways England and Kent County
Council on a wireless ‘connected corridor’
on the A2 (details published by the
Department for Transport in Sep 2015). TfL
is also considering ways to improve
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Concern over the impact
on the pedestrians caused
by the creation of new of
new roads and the
increased traffic
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ANON-33SX-SNSM-J
London Cycling Campaign

performance on the A2/A102 corridor,
including by utilising new technologies and
innovative measures to create a more
efficient ‘smart road’. This is expected to
address some of the existing problems
seen on the A2. These measures are
expected to be in place in advance of
Silvertown Tunnel opening; hence future
monitoring will be able to take these
measures into account to establish whether
additional mitigation, such as that tested
would be required. All the mitigation
measures tested are within the existing
highway boundary and can therefore be
delivered using TfL’s existing powers. More
detail on these is included in the Chapter 7
and Appendix C of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5)
TfL acknowledges the findings of the
SACTRA report on Trunk Roads and the
Generation of Traffic (1994) which
concluded that the provision of additional
road capacity can generate additional
traffic, known as “induced demand”.
However, it should also be noted that
additional capacity forms only one
component of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. The other key component is the
user charge, which will be applied not only
to the new capacity but also the existing

N
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Blackwall Tunnel. This user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
highway demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.

Creation of new of new
roads only leads to

ANON-33SX-SNVR-T

TfL does not expect the Scheme to result in
an overall increase in traffic. The Scheme’s
air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant legislation
and guidance. It concludes that the Scheme
will not result in a significant effect on air
quality. With regards to changes in NO2,
the assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area experience
a change that is classified as imperceptible
by the guidance. Where changes are
classified as perceptible, more receptors
will experience an improvement than will
experience a perceptible deterioration. TfL’s
assessment of the noise and air quality
effects of changes in traffic resulting from
the Scheme is set out in Chapter 6 of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference number 6.1)
TfL acknowledges the findings of the
SACTRA report on Trunk Roads and the

N
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increased traffic SACTRA report 1994

There are a lack of north
south rail connections
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Generation of Traffic (1994) which
concluded that the provision of additional
road capacity can generate additional
traffic, known as “induced demand”.
However, it should also be noted that
additional capacity forms only one
component of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. The other key component is the
user charge, which will be applied not only
to the new capacity but also the existing
Blackwall Tunnel. This user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
highway demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.

ANON-33SX-SNV8-Z

TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
a significant increase in traffic.
As set out in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference 7.1), the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme is intended to address the
severe issues of congestion, closures and a
lack of network resilience at the Blackwall
Tunnel, one of London's most strategically
important highway river crossings. This
would significantly improve north/south
connections across the river in this part of
London. More broadly, TfL is investing
heavily in improving London's Roads. TfL is

N
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Concerned about
ANON-33SX-SNV8-Z
Increased congestion on
the A20 – The user charge
needs to be set such that it
doesn’t encourage more
long distance traffic

New tunnel will attract
more traffic / attract traffic
from outside area Diversion to adjacent
crossings

ANON-33SX-SNVS-U
ANON-33SX-SN14-Q

separately considering the needs of public
transport users in accordance with the
Mayor’s Transport Strategy.
TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
a significant increase in traffic or congestion
on the A20.

N

TfL’s analysis indicates that the number of
longer distance trips using the Blackwall
and Silvertown Tunnels would not change
significantly compared to the current
situation. These issues are discussed in
more detail in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5).
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the north
and south of the Thames (although roads in
Silvertown connecting to the portals of the
new tunnel on the north side would be likely
to see some increase as the tunnel would
provide a better connection to these
locations). The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
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adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.

Don’t use erratic traffic
light phasing to control
traffic

ANON-33SX-S7GP-J

Use roundabouts rather

ANON-33SX-S79X-C
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TfL expects these improved conditions will
attract users who currently use the
Rotherhithe Tunnel or another adjacent
crossing to avoid the present-day
congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel; this
effect will offset the small number of users
who may wish to avoid the charges at the
Blackwall and Silvertown tunnels. This is
because the proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand at the Blackwall and Silvertown
tunnels, and could be adjusted if necessary
if the Scheme was having adverse impacts
on parts of the road network, including
adjacent crossings.
The Silvertown Tunnel would connect with
the existing road network at the Tidal Basin
Roundabout in Newham and the A102
Blackwall Tunnel Approach in Greenwich.
These connections will be designed in
accordance with relevant standards to
ensure they are safe and fit for purpose. A
detailed signage strategy would be
developed to ensure access to the tunnels
is clear and easy to follow.
The modified Tidal Basin Roundabout,
which would be elongated to facilitate a

N

N
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‘hamburger’ link, would improve capacity
and journey time. Tidal Basin traffic lights
would be controlled via TfL’s Urban Traffic
Control (UTC) system which synchronises
the lights with other traffic lights in the area,
helping to minimise delays. This junction
has been modelled using standard industry
software which indicates that it would
perform effectively.

than traffic lights

Junctions take up too
much space

ANON-33SX-S7DR-H

The traffic signals would be designed to
enable safe use of the junction for all road
users and to maximise capacity at the
junction. Signalisation would enable the
roundabout to operate as a ‘hamburger’
arrangement by which traffic travelling
southbound towards the tunnel could pass
directly through the roundabout, increasing
operational capacity. The key features of
signalisation would include the provision of
Toucan crossings at all signalised arms to
provide shared facilities for both pedestrian
and cyclists. With the Dock Road arm not
being signalised, a separate Toucan
crossing would be located further south
along Dock Road.
The junctions designed as part of the
scheme have been developed to minimise
land-take while ensuring effective operation

N
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and conforming with relevant standards.
The modified Tidal Basin Roundabout has
been carefully modelled using standard
industry software to ensure an acceptable
level of service and at the same time
ensuring that land take is kept to a
minimum. The delivery of the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme will enable land currently
safeguarded for the crossing and therefore
not available for residential development to
be released. The land in the immediate
area around the portals and covered by this
safeguarding is currently designated for
specific land uses by local authorities. For
example in the London Borough of
Newham’s Local Plan the area known as
Thames Wharf is designated as industrial
land and can therefore not be used for
residential development. However during
the life of the Scheme TfL believes that this
designation may change and TfL has
therefore been working closely with
surrounding land owners and the local
authority to ensure that TfL designs a
scheme that maximises the potential for the
surrounding areas to be developed for a
range of different uses, including residential
developments.
These discussions have led to a number of
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Diverted traffic from QEII
Bridge causing congestion

ANON-33SX-S7P7-2

changes to the design of the Scheme
throughout the process including changes
since the statutory consultation to improve
the potential for development. This has
involved:
•working with architects and urban
designers to ensure that adjacent sites are
of an appropriate dimension and shape for
development,
•that the public realm is appropriate for
pedestrians and cyclists
•and the landscape creates a character that
enhances the development potential.
As such TfL believe that the Silvertown
Tunnel is helping to unlock land which could
be used for housing in the future.
At present, there is an incentive for drivers
N
to use the A102/Blackwall Tunnel to avoid
paying the Dart Charge at Dartford. The
user charge proposed as part of the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme would reduce
this incentive, and encourage drivers to
consider whether travelling into this
relatively densely populated part of London
is the most appropriate way to carry out
their journey. Over the course of a typical
day TfL does not expect there to be a
significant diversion of traffic either from the
Dartford Crossing to the
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There are currently too
many junctions before
either end of the Blackwall
Tunnel which disrupt the
flow of traffic – this needs
to be considered for the
new tunnel

ANON-33SX-S7T2-1

Blackwall/Silvertown Tunnels or vice versa
as a result of the Scheme. Further
information can be found in Chapter 7 of the
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5).
TfL has fully considered the capacity and
N
layout of the surrounding network in
developing the Silvertown Tunnel including
a comprehensive programme of strategic
and local modelling. TfL’s assessment is
that with the user charge, the Scheme
would effectively eliminate the severe
congestion which is currently experienced
at the Blackwall Tunnel.
To ensure the Scheme remains effective
over time, TfL would keep the level of the
charge under review. TfL also proposes to
commit to future monitoring and
implementation of mitigation under existing
powers where appropriate by assessing the
traffic impacts closer to Scheme opening,
and monitoring actual impacts thereafter to
accurately identify the scale and location of
adverse impacts to enable implementation
of effective mitigation where required. This
approach is explained in detail in the
Monitoring Strategy (Document Reference
7.6) and the Traffic Impacts Mitigation
Strategy (TIMS). Both strategies will be
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Concern that the road
network on the South of
river and/or Silvertown will
not be able to support the
traffic

ANON-33SX-SNVM-N
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRQ-N
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNM9-R
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SN79-2
ANON-33SX-SN71-T
London Assembly Green
Party Group
Greenwich Conservatives

DCO certified documents and will be
subject to a DCO requirement.
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the north
and south of the Thames (although roads in
Silvertown connecting to the portals of the
new tunnel on the north side would be likely
to see some increase as the tunnel would
provide a better connection to these
locations). The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
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explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement. TfL is working in collaboration
with the Department for Transport,
Highways England and Kent County
Council on a wireless ‘connected corridor’
on the A2 (details published by the
Department for Transport in Sep 2015). TfL
is also considering ways to improve
performance on the A2/A102 corridor,
including by utilising new technologies and
innovative measures to create a more
efficient ‘smart road’. This is expected to
address some of the existing problems
seen on the A2. These measures are
expected to be in place in advance of
Silvertown Tunnel opening; hence future
monitoring will be able to take these
measures into account to establish whether
additional mitigation, such as that tested
would be required. All the mitigation
measures tested are within the existing
highway boundary and can therefore be
delivered using TfL’s existing powers. More
detail on these is included in the Chapter 7
and Appendix C of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5)
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Links to the A12 and A13
are narrow and complex
and likely to become
congested

ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign

Structural concerns with
the flyover at Woolwich
Road

ANON-33SX-SNMP-F

Links to the A12 and A13
are currently narrow and
complex and likely to
become congested

ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign

The Silvertown Tunnel is not intended to
duplicate or replace the strong connections
to the strategic road network that the
Blackwall Tunnel has via the A12 and A13.
Rather, it is designed to free-up capacity on
the Blackwall Tunnel and address a local
bottleneck by creating a convenient route
for a proportion of the trips currently using
the Blackwall Tunnel (principally those
which start or end in the Isle of Dogs or the
Royal Docks). The Blackwall Tunnel is
expected to remain the preferable route for
traffic seeking to access the strategic road
network, and its performance would
improve as a result of the Scheme
TfL does not anticipate any significant
increase in traffic levels on the Woolwich
flyover so TfL does not anticipate any
adverse impact on the highway structures
including the flyovers at Woolwich Road.
The Silvertown Tunnel is not intended to
duplicate or replace the strong connections
to the strategic road network that the
Blackwall Tunnel has via the A12 and A13.
Rather, it is designed to free-up capacity on
the Blackwall Tunnel and address a local
bottleneck by creating a convenient route
for a proportion of the trips currently using
the Blackwall Tunnel (principally those

N

N

N
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Consider the impacts on
Lower Lea Crossing / A12
/ A13 due to the increased
traffic caused by the
Scheme

ANON-33SX-SNWW-Z

Design of the junctions is
largely immaterial

ANON-33SX-SNZQ-W
ANON-33SX-SNV1-S
ANON-33SX-SNUW-X
ANON-33SX-SNRH-C
ANON-33SX-SNQS-P
ANON-33SX-SNKQ-E
ANON-33SX-SNF2-A
ANON-33SX-SNEN-5
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which start or end in the Isle of Dogs or the
Royal Docks). The Blackwall Tunnel is
expected to remain the preferable route for
traffic seeking to access the strategic road
network, and its performance would
improve as a result of the Scheme.
TfL has assessed the likely traffic impacts
of the Silvertown Tunnel as set out in
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5). This does not
indicate a likelihood of capacity problems
on the Lower Lea Crossing or Silvertown
Way as a result of the Scheme.
TfL has carefully modelled the traffic
impacts of the Scheme and do not
anticipate that implementing the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme would lead to any
significant overall increase in traffic levels.
The scheme would improve the
performance of the road network and
enable vehicles to travel far more efficiently.
Since London’s road network and the
pressures on it are going to evolve between
the time of application and Scheme
implementation, committing to junction
specific mitigations is not appropriate at this
stage and may in fact conflict with the
objectives of later projects and
programmes.

N

N
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Concern that the number
of lanes in the road
network on the south of
the river and/or Silvertown
is not sufficient

ANON-33SX-SNV6-X
ANON-33SX-SN32-Q

Therefore, instead of committing to
mitigation proposals at this stage, TfL
proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement.
The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme would
N
provide additional cross-river capacity and a
means of managing demand for this
capacity through the proposed user charge
at the Blackwall and Silvertown tunnels. As
part of the Scheme TfL is proposing that the
A102 would be widened at the point where
the northbound carriageway narrows to two
lanes prior to reaching the Blackwall Tunnel
portal, to create new slip road links to the
Silvertown Tunnel, thereby easing an
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existing ‘pinch point’.
Due to the user charge, the Scheme is not
forecast to increase traffic at the crossings.
Hence TfL does not consider it necessary to
carry out any other road widening as part of
the Scheme.
The Transport Assessment (Appendix C)
sets out the potential mitigation measures
TfL has tested as part of the Assessed
Case which does include a re-allocation of
road space to improve the efficiency of the
A2.

Increase the capacity of
the tunnel to prevent
accidents and enable
faster clear up

ANON-33SX-SNSZ-Y

The reference design of the layout of the
tunnel and the safety systems has been
undertaken in accordance with international
best practice. This approach includes
design speeds and alignment which make it
safe and efficient to operate at 30mph.
The Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) provides a description of the
tunnel safety systems which will be
adopted, such as emergency ventilation,
Variable Message Signs, firefighting
facilities, full CCTV coverage and a Public
Address Voice Alarm (PAVA) system.
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Increased traffic from the
ANON-33SX-S7XP-3
tunnel will negatively
impact air quality and pose
a danger to cyclists and
pedestrians at Tower
Hamlets

Crossover points will be provided at each
end of the tunnel in order to allow vehicles
to be diverted onto the opposing
carriageway. This feature also has the dual
purpose of being able to assist in the event
of an incident and also during tunnel
maintenance works.
As set out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
N
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5), TfL
does not expect any significant overall
increase in traffic as a result of the Scheme.
The Scheme’s air quality assessment has
been undertaken following the relevant
legislation and guidance. It concludes that
the Scheme will not result in a significant
effect on air quality. With regards to
changes in NO2, the assessment shows
that the majority of receptors across the
study area experience a change that is
classified as imperceptible by the guidance.
Where changes are classified as
perceptible, more receptors will experience
an improvement than will experience a
perceptible deterioration. Please see
Volume 1 chapter 11 - Effects on All
Travellers of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1), The Transport
Assessment and the Design and Access
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Increased numbers of
HGVs will increase
congestion and pollution
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ANON-33SX-SNRB-6
ANON-33SX-SNHM-7

Statement for more information about
improvements to pedestrian/cycle facilities
and the public realm.
TfL acknowledges negative environmental
N
externalities associated with HGV use and
TfL is addressing these through a variety of
localised and strategic measures (such as
the London Low Emission Zone). HGV
impacts tend to be closely associated with
HGV traffic. Our assessment of the effects
of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme on
network performance is set out in Chapter 7
of the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). In summary, the strategic
model provides an indication of the overall
effect of the Scheme on HGV traffic, and
suggests that the net effect would be a
small reduction in HGV traffic on this
corridor (largely as a result of the user
charge), and a significant overall reduction
in congestion. The Scheme’s air quality
assessment has been undertaken following
the relevant legislation and guidance. It
concludes that the Scheme will not result in
a significant effect on air quality. With
regards to changes in NO2, the assessment
shows that the majority of receptors across
the study area experience a change that is
classified as imperceptible by the guidance.
Where changes are classified as
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New tunnel will attract
ANON-33SX-SNK2-F
more traffic / attract traffic
from outside area - Don't
Consider the impact on the
environment when
increasing thee road
capacity and/or build more
roads: impact on
environment

perceptible, more receptors will experience
an improvement than will experience a
perceptible deterioration. TfL’s assessment
of the air quality effects of changes in traffic
resulting from the Scheme is set out in
Chapter 6 of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference number 6.1)
TfL acknowledges the findings of the
SACTRA report on Trunk Roads and the
Generation of Traffic (1994) which
concluded that the provision of additional
road capacity can generate additional
traffic, known as “induced demand”.
However, it should also be noted that
additional capacity forms only one
component of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. The other key component is the
user charge, which will be applied not only
to the new capacity but also the existing
Blackwall Tunnel. This user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
highway demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.

N

TfL does not expect the Scheme to result in
an overall increase in traffic. The Scheme’s
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Concerned about an
increase in traffic on
Trafalgar Road and the
Blackwall Approach
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ANON-33SX-SNEE-V
ANON-33SX-SN1B-5
ANON-33SX-S72D-H

air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant legislation
and guidance. It concludes that the Scheme
will not result in a significant effect on air
quality. With regards to changes in NO2,
the assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area experience
a change that is classified as imperceptible
by the guidance. Where changes are
classified as perceptible, more receptors
will experience an improvement than will
experience a perceptible deterioration. TfL’s
assessment of the noise and air quality
effects of changes in traffic resulting from
the Scheme is set out in Chapter 6 of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference number 6.1)
As set out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5) the
Scheme is not expected to lead to
significant increases in traffic overall,
including on the A206 (Trafalgar Road) and
the Blackwall Tunnel Approach – the latter
is likely to see substantial reductions in
congestion as a result of the Scheme. It is
proposed that the impacts of the Scheme
would be closely monitored as part of the
Monitoring Strategy (Document Reference
7.6), and in the event that it was identified
that the Scheme was having an adverse
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Creation of new of new
roads only leads to
increased traffic SACTRA report

There should be a peak
charge southbound in the

ANON-33SX-SN82-V
ANON-33SX-S7A1-D
Sustrans
London Assembly Green
Party Group

ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B

impact on Trafalgar Road or the Blackwall
Tunnel Approach a number of potential
mitigation measures could be implemented.
This could include, for instance, the rephasing of traffic signals if deemed
necessary.
TfL acknowledges the findings of the
SACTRA report on Trunk Roads and the
Generation of Traffic (1994) which
concluded that the provision of additional
road capacity can generate additional
traffic, known as “induced demand”.
However, it should also be noted that
additional capacity forms only one
component of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. The other key component is the
user charge, which will be applied not only
to the new capacity but also the existing
Blackwall Tunnel. This user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
highway demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
a significant increase in traffic.
The Assessed Case charges reflect
prevailing and predicted traffic conditions at

N

N
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morning

ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SN79-2
ANON-33SX-SN71-T

Concerns about the
environmental impacts
which will be caused by
the increased congestion

ANON-33SX-SNWQ-T
ANON-33SX-SNCZ-F
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the time of scheme implementation. In
keeping with the analysis of traffic patterns
set out in Chapter 4 3 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5), TfL
considers that an off-peak charge is most
appropriate to avoid a significant
displacement of southbound traffic in the
morning peak period. As with all aspects of
the user charge, this will be kept under
review in line with the Charging Policy
(Document Reference 7.11).
TfL acknowledges the findings of the
N
SACTRA report on Trunk Roads and the
Generation of Traffic (1994) which
concluded that the provision of additional
road capacity can generate additional
traffic, known as “induced demand”.
However, it should also be noted that
additional capacity forms only one
component of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. The other key component is the
user charge, which will be applied not only
to the new capacity but also the existing
Blackwall Tunnel. This user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
highway demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
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Southbound traffic should
be charged at peak rates
to decrease the pressure
on the shared approach
roads south of the river

ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F

TfL does not expect the Scheme to result in
an overall increase in traffic. The Scheme’s
air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant legislation
and guidance. It concludes that the Scheme
will not result in a significant effect on air
quality. With regards to changes in NO2,
the assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area experience
a change that is classified as imperceptible
by the guidance. Where changes are
classified as perceptible, more receptors
will experience an improvement than will
experience a perceptible deterioration. TfL’s
assessment of the noise and air quality
effects of changes in traffic resulting from
the Scheme is set out in Chapter 6 of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference number 6.1)
In the morning peak period, the Blackwall
Tunnel carries significant levels of traffic in
both directions. However, queuing and
delays are significantly lower in the
southbound direction compared to
northbound. As a consequence, TfL’s work
has shown that implementing a charge at
off-peak levels, alongside the additional
capacity provided by the Silvertown Tunnel,

N
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HGVs can already use the
Dartford Bridge, they
should not be routed
through residential London
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ANON-33SX-S74N-W

would be sufficient to manage southbound
demand. Since the journey time savings for
southbound users will be more modest, it
follows that if a peak charge is implemented
in the southbound direction, a significant
number of users would divert to other
crossings causing undesirable congestion
and air quality impacts on those crossings
and also the routes leading to them.
The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme would
N
enable HGV trips to be made efficiently by
ensuring a resilient route across the river at
a key intersection on the strategic route
network of east and south east London. At
present, there is an incentive for HGV
operators to use the A102/Blackwall Tunnel
to avoid paying the Dart Charge at Dartford.
The user charge proposed as part of the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme would reduce
this incentive, and encourage HGV
operators to consider whether travelling into
this relatively densely populated part of
London is the most appropriate way to carry
out their journey. Our assessment of the
effects of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme on
traffic, including HGV traffic, is set out in
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5). In summary, the
strategic model provides an indication of the
overall effect of the Scheme on HGV traffic,
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There shouldn’t be bus
lanes, and there should be
a safer alternative for
cyclists and pedestrians

Safety concerns as a
result of an increase in
HGVs

ANON-33SX-SNQ5-R
BHLF-33SX-S75R-2

ANON-33SX-SNVM-N
ANON-33SX-SNUW-X
ANON-33SX-SNMP-F
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign

and suggests that the net effect would be a
small reduction in HGV traffic on this
corridor, largely as a result of the user
charge.
TfL is proposing that one lane in each
direction within the Silvertown Tunnel would
be designated for use by buses, coaches,
taxis and HGVs only, with the remaining
lanes being available to all vehicles. These
lanes are proposed for the purposes of
increasing safety for all users and journey
time reliability for certain vehicles, and
would support the provision of a number of
new cross-river bus routes.
Pedestrians and cyclists would be able to
use the neighbouring Emirates Air Line
cable car, the Greenwich and Woolwich
Foot Tunnels, and the existing public
transport links (noting the restriction on the
carriage of non-folding bicycles on public
transport).
TfL acknowledges negative safety
externalities associated with HGV use and
TfL is addressing these through a variety of
localised and strategic measures (such as
the Safer Lorry Scheme). HGV impacts
tend to be closely associated with HGV
traffic. Our assessment of the effects of the

N

N
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Make the Silvertown
Tunnel much bigger (and
perhaps only car / bus /
lorry) and convert the
Blackwall Tunnel into a
cycle / pedestrian tunnel.
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Silvertown Tunnel Scheme on traffic,
including HGV traffic, is set out in Chapter 7
of the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). In summary, the strategic
model provides an indication of the overall
effect of the Scheme on HGV traffic, and
suggests that the net effect would be a
small reduction in HGV traffic on this
corridor, largely as a result of the user
charge. Our assessment of the effects of
the Scheme on safety is also set out in the
Health and Equalities Impact Assessment
Report.
A range of modelling tools have been used
to assess the future demand for the
Scheme and the forecast traffic impacts, as
outlined in Chapter 1 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5).
TfL’s assessment is that a twin-bore two
lane Silvertown Tunnel is sufficient to
accommodate future levels of traffic. One of
the two lanes in each direction will be
reserved for buses, coaches, taxis and
HGVs. The proposed user charge is
important to ensure that demand is
managed over time,
The Blackwall Tunnel will remain a vital link
between the strategic highway network
north and south of the river Thames, and
converting it for use as a pedestrian / cycle

N
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only link would be likely to cause significant
disruption and lead to longer and more
congested journeys. As part of TfL’s River
Crossings Programme, the Emirates Air
Line has been constructed to improve the
opportunities for pedestrians and cyclists to
cross the Thames on the same corridor as
the Scheme, and the Scheme would
facilitate the provision of new bus services.
Concern that the long
distance trips will increase

ANON-33SX-SNRH-C

Concern about congestion
on strategic roads such as
the M25, A127, A12 and
junctions between these
routes

Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham
Essex County Council

TfL’s analysis indicates that the number of
N
longer distance trips using the Blackwall
and Silvertown Tunnels would not change
significantly compared to the current
situation. These issues are discussed in
more detail in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5).
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the M25,
A127, A12. The proposed user charge
would act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
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Improve the efficiency of
the bus network

London TravelWatch

The model should be done
on the wider proposals as
the traffic impact studies
don’t reach far enough

Greenwich Borough Liberal
Democrats

Concern about congestion
on strategic roads such as
the A12

London TravelWatch
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The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme would
reduce queuing considerably at Blackwall
tunnel and open important local
connections by bus. It would also address a
key source of unreliability for local buses by
reducing the frequency and impact of
closures of the Blackwall Tunnel (especially
the 108 which uses the Blackwall Tunnel). It
is currently proposed that one lane in each
direction would be reserved for buses and
HGVs in the Silvertown Tunnel, which
would further enhance the reliability and
reduce bus journey times. New and
improved routes will be consulted upon and
determined closer to the tunnel opening.
The assessment of impacts in the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5)
covers a broad area around the site of the
new tunnel, covering the entirety of the
boroughs of Newham, Tower Hamlets and
Greenwich and a significant area beyond.
Impacts assessed across this area are
reported. Information on the study area
considered can be found in Chapter 1 of the
Transport Assessment.
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5).

N

N
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Modelling should be
undertaken on the
package of river crossings

SEGRO

Sensitivity tests are
required between the TfL
estimates of traffic
increase and a 100%
increase to manage the
worst-case scenario

Greenwich Cyclists

This does not indicate a likelihood of
significant increases in congestion on the
A12. Those travelling across the river at the
Blackwall Tunnel (at the southern end of the
A12) would benefit from greatly reduced
journey times as a result of the reduction of
congestion there.
TfL has undertaken analysis by way of a
N
sensitivity test of the effects of the
Silvertown Tunnel scheme in conjunction
with other proposed crossings at Gallions
Reach and Belvedere, which indicates that
the schemes would be complementary. This
assessment is set out in Chapter 7 of the
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5)
Within the submission documents the focus N
of TfL’s assessment of the Scheme’s
impact is based on the ‘Assessed Case’,
that is, the scenario which TfL considers is
most likely to reflect actual conditions.
However a range of alternative scenarios
and sensitivity tests have been considered,
including for instance the impact of other as
yet uncommitted transport schemes,
demand response to charging, higher and
lower levels of economic growth, and
alternative user charges. Further
information can be found in the Traffic
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of the impact of the tunnel
on strategic roads for
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Local roads won't support
the extra traffic - Local
roads will see some
increase in traffic

No to Silvertown Tunnel
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Forecast Report (Document Reference:
7.9). This range of testing gives assurance
that a wide variety of potential changes
(including for instance changes to GDP
which could lead to a greater ‘willingness to
pay’, or the possibility that local residents’
may have lower values of time) can be
managed by the charge.
Overall the Scheme is expected to have a
significant positive impact on journey times
for those making cross-river journeys
through the Blackwall and Silvertown
Tunnels, and these savings are not
expected to be at the expense of longer
east-west journeys that do not cross the
river. The Scheme is also expected to have
a neutral impact on the operation of the
Dartford Crossing by reducing the number
and impact of incidents at the Blackwall
Tunnel and no significant impacts on the
A13. Further information on journey times
and reliability can be found in Chapter 7 of
the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5).
The southern approach to the proposed
Silvertown Tunnel would connect with the
A102, meaning that both the Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels would share the same
approach on the south side. Currently in the
northbound direction the A102 narrows to

N

N
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two lanes prior to reaching the Blackwall
Tunnel portal; as part of the Scheme TfL is
proposing that the A102 would be widened
at this point to create new slip road links to
the Silvertown Tunnel, thereby easing an
existing ‘pinch point’. The northbound bore
of the Blackwall Tunnel is particularly prone
to incidents and closures due to its
restricted geometry.
A major benefit of the two tunnels sharing a
southern approach is that users travelling
northbound would be able to easily divert to
the other tunnel in the event of an incident
or closure affecting one of the tunnels. In
such a scenario users would be directed to
use the neighbouring tunnel, which is a
substantial improvement over the current
situation of a lengthy diversion to adjacent
crossings further afield. Information on the
benefits of the Silvertown Tunnel in the
event of an unplanned closure at the
Blackwall Tunnel can be found in Appendix
D of the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). A crossing located some
distance from the proposed Silvertown
Tunnel, accessed by a different approach
road, would not provide the same resilience
benefits as vehicles already en-route
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travelling along the A2 would have to find
routes to remote crossings with their own
capacity constraints.

There is a lack of
acknowledgement of the
expected delays on the
A206
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TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
a significant increase in traffic on the A102
and A2 and other key surrounding roads
both nearby and beyond - including the
A12, A13, A1261 Aspen Way, A1020
Silvertown Way, A406, A205, A206/A200,
A20, M11, and M25, as well as surrounding
local roads. The proposed user charge
would act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
As set out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5) the
Scheme is not expected to lead to
significant increases in traffic overall,
including on the A206 (Trafalgar Road). It is
proposed that the impacts of the Scheme
would be closely monitored as part of the
Monitoring Strategy (Document Reference
7.6), and in the event that it was identified
that the Scheme was having an adverse
impact on Trafalgar Road a number of
potential mitigation measures could be
implemented. This could include, for
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Query as to why there is
No to Silvertown Tunnel
an increase in journey time Campaign
from Canary Wharf to
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
Lewisham

Concern about the
resilience of the A102

ANON-33SX-SFZF-A
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign

instance, the re-phasing of traffic signals if
deemed necessary.
TfL has provided more information on
journey times between key locations in the
updated Transport Assessment. Chapter 7
of the revised Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5) now sets out the
journey time outputs of the RXHAM
strategic model for a wide variety of origins
and destinations. These indicate that
journeys from Canary Wharf to Lewisham
would not increase with the implementation
of the Scheme. Meanwhile, journeys from
Lewisham to Canary Wharf would be likely
to reduce following the implementation of
the Scheme.
The Scheme would bring significant
benefits for the majority of incidents that
occur on this corridor (which occur north of
the point at which the two tunnels diverge)
and would not increase the impact of
incidents further south, which make up a far
smaller proportion of incidents on this
corridor (relatively few incidents occur on
the A102 in a location that would in future
have the potential to obstruct access to
both tunnels). TfL has examined the
location of incidents that result in an
unplanned closure of the Blackwall Tunnel,

N

N
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Concern about congestion
on strategic roads such as
the A12

Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham

More research needs to be ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
done into trip origination
ANON-33SX-SN8M-Q
and destination
Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham
The model needs to be
tested against real world
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and this shows that the vast majority of all
incidents occur north of the point the new
slip road links would be created to the
Silvertown Tunnel. Only very few incidents
which result in a closure occur south of this
point, therefore TfL does not expect this
would be a particular issue for the Scheme.
Further information can be found in the
Appendix D of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5).
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5).
This does not indicate a likelihood of
significant increases in congestion on the
A12. Those travelling across the river at the
Blackwall Tunnel (at the southern end of the
A12) would benefit from greatly reduced
journey times as a result of the reduction of
congestion there.
Further information on existing and forecast N
trip origins and destinations for vehicles
using the Blackwall/Silvertown Tunnels can
be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5).
In addition to the modelling undertaken for
the three forecast years, the model was
also used to prepare a scenario reflecting

Y
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outcomes

Creation of new of new
London Assembly, Labour
roads only leads to
Group
increased traffic - Request
for more information
including modelling

the present day so that the model can be
assessed against real world data. The
traffic flows and journey times from this
current-day model run were compared
against real data i.e. traffic counts taken
across the road network, as well as journey
time surveys in the process of validation.
Both the current year and future year
reference case models were recently
independently audited by consultants Steer
Davies Gleave, and been signed off as "fit
for purpose".
TfL acknowledges the findings of the
SACTRA report on Trunk Roads and the
Generation of Traffic (1994) which
concluded that the provision of additional
road capacity can generate additional
traffic, known as “induced demand”.
However, it should also be noted that
additional capacity forms only one
component of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. The other key component is the
user charge, which will be applied not only
to the new capacity but also the existing
Blackwall Tunnel. This user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
highway demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road

N
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network.
As a consequence, TfL does not expect the
Scheme to lead to a significant increase in
traffic.
Since London’s road network and the
pressures on it are going to evolve between
the time of application and Scheme
implementation, committing to junction
specific mitigations is not appropriate at this
stage and may in fact conflict with the
objectives of later projects and
programmes.
Therefore, instead of committing to
mitigation proposals at this stage, TfL
proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
Page 396 of 459
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Request for further
information on the
predicted effect of a tolled
tunnel on demand as well
as the proposed borough
traffic management plan

London Assembly, Labour
Group

documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement.
Information on the forecast demand with the N
scheme in place can be found in Chapter 7
of the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5).
Instead of committing to specific mitigation
proposals at this stage, TfL proposes to
commit to future monitoring and
implementation of mitigation under existing
powers where appropriate by assessing the
traffic impacts closer to Scheme opening,
and monitoring actual impacts thereafter to
accurately identify the scale and location of
adverse impacts to enable implementation
of effective mitigation where required. This
approach is explained in detail in the
Monitoring Strategy (Document Reference
7.6) and the Traffic Impacts Mitigation
Strategy (TIMS). Both strategies will be
DCO certified documents and will be
subject to a DCO requirement.
Notwithstanding this proposed approach,
TfL has carried out an ‘example’
assessment based on the Assessed Case
defined for the consultation and DCO
application. Based on this, the
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implementation of the Scheme is expected
to have some local impacts on junction
delays in the 2021 modelled year that could
be mitigated against through measures that
can be delivered within the existing highway
boundary.

Design a tunnel which
would permit the
movement of hazardous
goods, to remove this from
the streets of central
London.

Freight Transport Association
City of London

Seeking to reverse the
negative impacts of the
existing one-way systems

London Borough of Hackney
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This assessment is presented in Appendix
C of the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5).
The existing Blackwall Tunnel is designated N
as Category E under the Carriage of
Dangerous Goods by Road Regulations.
The categorisation of the Silvertown Tunnel
would adopt the same designation.
Permitting the carriage through the new
tunnel of hazardous materials that cannot
be carried through the Blackwall Tunnel
would add to the costs of the Scheme, and
could increase the risk of potential
contraventions of the regulations at the
Blackwall Tunnel. Area-wide signage would
reflect the consistent categorisation of the
two tunnels. This would maintain
consistency with current information for
vehicles carrying dangerous goods.
The Transport Assessment (Document
N
Reference 6.5) considers the potential
impacts of the Scheme across the east and
south-east sub-region. TfL expects the main
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feeding into the A12

Concern about the impact
on proposals to replace
the Lower Road gyratory

British Land

changes from the Scheme to be
concentrated within the area around the
Blackwall and Silvertown tunnels. The most
prominent effect of the Scheme on the A12
is anticipated to be a very significant
reduction in queueing southbound towards
the Blackwall Tunnel itself, particularly
during the evening peak, which would not
affect the potential to alter existing one way
systems. North of the A13, traffic volume
changes on roads to the east and west of
the A12 are expected to be minimal. See
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5) for more
information on changes in traffic volumes
and congestion on the A12.
TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
a significant increase in traffic on the A102
and A2 and other key surrounding roads
both nearby and beyond. This includes the
A200/A206 route passing through Lower
Road, and so should not impact on any
proposals to replace the Lower Road
gyratory. The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.

N
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The Scheme must not lead Member of Parliament for
to widening of the A102 to Eltham and Plumstead
accommodate traffic from
outside of the adjacent
areas to the tunnel
approaches

The Scheme entails limited localised
widening of the A102 at the point where the
new tunnel connects in order to provide
access to the Silvertown Tunnel. TfL has no
further plans to widen the A102 as part of
this Scheme and does not consider that this
would be necessary. The Scheme would
not result in any significant overall increase
in traffic. The Transport Assessment
(Appendix C) sets out the potential
mitigation measures TfL has tested as part
of the Assessed Case which does include a
re-allocation of road space to improve the
efficiency of the A2.

N

Tunnel will attract more
traffic / attract traffic from
outside area -–Consider
the air quality and noise
due to the increased traffic
caused by the Scheme

TfL acknowledges the findings of the
SACTRA report on Trunk Roads and the
Generation of Traffic (1994) which
concluded that the provision of additional
road capacity can generate additional
traffic, known as “induced demand”.
However, it should also be noted that
additional capacity forms only one
component of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. The other key component is the
user charge, which will be applied not only
to the new capacity but also the existing
Blackwall Tunnel. This user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
highway demand, and could be adjusted if

N
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necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.

Request for further
information regarding
origin and destination of
vehicles using the tunnel

ANON-33SX-SNB6-A
BHLF-33SX-SNJV-J

Concern that the Scheme

ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E

TfL does not expect the Scheme to result in
an overall increase in traffic. The Scheme’s
air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant legislation
and guidance. It concludes that the Scheme
will not result in a significant effect on air
quality. With regards to changes in NO2,
the assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area experience
a change that is classified as imperceptible
by the guidance. Where changes are
classified as perceptible, more receptors
will experience an improvement than will
experience a perceptible deterioration. TfL’s
assessment of the noise and air quality
effects of changes in traffic resulting from
the Scheme is set out in Chapter 6 of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference number 6.1)
Further information on the trip origins and
destinations can be found in Chapter 7 of
the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5).
TfL’s assessment of the traffic effects of the

N

N
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will increase congestion on
strategic roads

Concern about the
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
congestion caused by the
Scheme on strategic roads
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Scheme are set out in Chapter 7 of
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). TfL considers that the user
charge is likely to be effective in managing
demand and that the scheme would greatly
reduce congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement.
TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
a significant increase in traffic on the A102
and A2 and other key surrounding roads
nearby and beyond - including the A12,
A13, A1261 Aspen Way, A1020 Silvertown
Way, A406, A205, A206/A200, A20, M11,
and M25. The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if

N

Silvertown Tunnel
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TfL should have done the
model audit before
consulting - outputs can
only be considered as
preliminary until that has
been completed)

ANON-33SX-SNZH-M
ANON-33SX-SN82-V
East Greenwich Residents
Association

necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
The RXHAM traffic model that underpins
TfL’s current traffic forecasts is one variant
of TfL’s suite of traffic models covering East
London, each of which has been adapted
and refined for evaluating different
schemes.

N

Previous refinements of these models have
been successfully applied to a number of
studies since 2010, including the work
undertaken for the 2012 London Olympics
and post-Olympics legacy. On each
occasion third party consultants have
thoroughly reviewed and enhanced the
models, making further recommendations
that TfL has taken on board across model
variants – including RXHAM - as
appropriate, as part of TfL’s continuous
programme of model development and
enhancement. During this continuous
development of the models TfL has sought
and taken on board independent advice
from the Department for Transport (DfT)
and leading external experts.
The RXHAM model is the variant of the east
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London traffic model which has been
specifically adapted and refined for the
purposes of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme.
In addition to the above, the RXHAM model
has been subject to further external
scrutiny, including an audit undertaken by
Steer Davies Gleave in 2014, which
concluded that the model was fit for
purpose i.e. suitable for use for the
purposes of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme.
As part of that audit SDG recommended a
small number of changes which TfL took on
board, alongside other refinements, to
produce the updated version of the RXHAM
model which has been used to prepare the
traffic forecasts for the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme presented in the consultation. It
should be noted that these forecasts
undergo rigorous assessment within TfL in
order to establish confidence in the
performance of the model prior to
publication.
Having reached this stage in the middle of
2015 TfL offered to support the Silvertown
Host Boroughs in undertaking a further
audit of the model, and Steer Davies
Gleave were again commissioned to
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Overheight Vehicles
already ignore the signage
for the Blackwall Tunnel,
why would this change
when Silvertown is built

ANON-33SX-SNFG-Y

provide this additional layer of scrutiny. This
audit remained in progress at the time of
the consultation and represents a repeat of
the previous auditing exercise, based now
on the enhanced version of the model. As
noted above, the audit is additional to an
already significant amount of thorough
scrutiny of the model that had been
undertaken prior to the consultation.
TfL’s assessment is that the Scheme would
lead to a substantial reduction in the
frequency and impact of closures of the
Blackwall Tunnel due to overheight HGVs
which would be provided with a fullclearance tunnel immediately adjacent to
the Blackwall Tunnel, significantly reducing
the incentive to attempt to use the Blackwall
Tunnel and improving TfL’s ability to
manage overheight traffic. A TfL operational
working group has been established to
(amongst other things) develop the
operational strategy to ensure that all overheight vehicles are appropriately directed
towards the Silvertown Tunnel bore on the
A102 northbound approach, as well as
planning the necessary signage and vehicle
monitoring / detection systems. This could
include the use of variable messaging signs
and high visibility visual deterrents,

N
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Need to ensure the current ANON-33SX-SNQF-9
congestion on the A2 and
A13 as a result of the
Blackwall Tunnel aren’t
shifted elsewhere

amongst other things.
.
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on strategic or
local roads. The proposed user charge
would act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
TfL does not expect any significant increase
on the A13. Since the statutory consultation
we have carried out additional local
modelling work of the A102/A2 corridor.
This has indicated the potential for a
modest increase in journey time
southbound from the Blackwall and
Silvertown tunnels in the evening peak,
though far outweighed by the significant
savings on the southbound approach to the
Blackwall Tunnel. We have tested a range
of mitigation measures along this corridor
between Sun-in-the-Sands and Eltham
Tunnel which could be delivered within the
existing highway boundary. These act to
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smooth traffic flow through the corridor and
could serve as suitable mitigation to the
forecast traffic flow changes resulting from
the Scheme.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. The
commitments in this regard are contained in
the Monitoring Strategy (Document
Reference 7.6) and the Traffic Impacts
Mitigation Strategy (TIMS). Both strategies
will be secured in the DCO.

Concern about general

ANON-33SX-SNZA-D

TfL has tested a number of mitigation
measures that could be employed within the
existing highway boundary and can
therefore be delivered using TfL’s existing
powers. More detail on these is included in
the Chapter 7 and Appendix C of the
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5)
TfL acknowledges negative environmental
N
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environmental impacts as
ANON-33SX-SNUU-V
a result of increased HGVs ANON-33SX-SNHM-7
ANON-33SX-SNHB-V
ANON-33SX-SN8X-2
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
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externalities associated with HGV use and
TfL is addressing these through a variety of
localised and strategic measures (such as
the London Low Emission Zone). HGV
impacts tend to be closely associated with
HGV traffic. Our assessment of the effects
of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme on traffic,
including HGV traffic, is set out in Chapter 7
of the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). In summary, the strategic
model provides an indication of the overall
effect of the Scheme on HGV traffic, and
suggests that the net effect would be a
small reduction in HGV traffic on this
corridor, largely as a result of the user
charge. The Scheme’s air quality
assessment has been undertaken following
the relevant legislation and guidance. It
concludes that the Scheme will not result in
a significant effect on air quality. With
regards to changes in NO2, the assessment
shows that the majority of receptors across
the study area experience a change that is
classified as imperceptible by the guidance.
Where changes are classified as
perceptible, more receptors will experience
an improvement than will experience a
perceptible deterioration. TfL’s assessment
of the air quality effects of changes in traffic
resulting from the Scheme is set out in
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Detailed analysis of the
impacts on the Dartford
Crossing is required

ANON-33SX-SNHR-C

The traffic studies don’t
take account of the traffic
impacts in Bexley
Borough, particularly by
HGVs

ANON-33SX-SN8X-2

Will increase congestion
the A102 as well as
various roads north and
south of the river

ANON-33SX-SN8V-Z

Chapter 6 of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference number 6.1)
TfL does not expect the Scheme to have a
N
significant impact on the day-to-day
operation of Dartford Crossing, as set out in
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5). The number of
incidents at the Blackwall Tunnel, which can
currently have an adverse impact on
Dartford, is expected to reduce.
As set out in the Transport Assessment
N
(Document Reference 6.5). TfL does not
expect the Scheme to lead to a significant
increase in traffic on the A102 and A2 and
other key surrounding roads nearby and
beyond - including the key routes serving
the London Borough of Borough of Bexley
e.g. A2 towards Kent, and the A206 serving
Erith. The proposed user charge would act
as an effective tool for managing demand,
and could be adjusted if necessary if the
Scheme was having adverse impacts on
parts of the road network.
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the north
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and south of the Thames (although roads in
Silvertown connecting to the portals of the
new tunnel on the north side would be likely
to see some increase as the tunnel would
provide a better connection to these
locations). The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
Since the statutory consultation TfL has
carried out additional local modelling work
of the A102/A2 corridor. This has indicated
the potential for a modest increase in
journey time southbound from the Blackwall
and Silvertown tunnels in the evening peak,
though far outweighed by the significant
savings on the southbound approach to the
Blackwall Tunnel. TfL has tested a range of
mitigation measures along this corridor
between Sun-in-the-Sands and Eltham
Tunnel which could be delivered within the
existing highway boundary. These act to
smooth traffic flow through the corridor and
could serve as suitable mitigation to the
forecast traffic flow changes resulting from
the Scheme.
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TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement. TfL is working in collaboration
with the Department for Transport,
Highways England and Kent County
Council on a wireless ‘connected corridor’
on the A2 (details published by the
Department for Transport in Sep 2015). TfL
is also considering ways to improve
performance on the A2/A102 corridor,
including by utilising new technologies and
innovative measures to create a more
efficient ‘smart road’. This is expected to
address some of the existing problems
seen on the A2. These measures are
expected to be in place in advance of
Silvertown Tunnel opening; hence future
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Will increase congestion
on A2 as well as various
roads north and south

ANON-33SX-SN8V-Z

monitoring will be able to take these
measures into account to establish whether
additional mitigation, such as that tested
would be required. All the mitigation
measures tested are within the existing
highway boundary and can therefore be
delivered using TfL’s existing powers. More
detail on these is included in the Chapter 7
and Appendix C of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5)
Since the statutory consultation TfL has
carried out additional local modelling work
of the A102/A2 corridor. This has indicated
the potential for a modest increase in
journey time southbound from the Blackwall
and Silvertown tunnels in the evening peak,
though far outweighed by the significant
savings on the southbound approach to the
Blackwall Tunnel. TfL has tested a range of
mitigation measures along this corridor
between Sun-in-the-Sands and Eltham
Tunnel which could be delivered within the
existing highway boundary. These act to
smooth traffic flow through the corridor and
could serve as suitable mitigation to the
forecast traffic flow changes resulting from
the Scheme.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
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existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement. TfL is working in collaboration
with the Department for Transport,
Highways England and Kent County
Council on a wireless ‘connected corridor’
on the A2 (details published by the
Department for Transport in Sep 2015). TfL
is also considering ways to improve
performance on the A2/A102 corridor,
including by utilising new technologies and
innovative measures to create a more
efficient ‘smart road’. This is expected to
address some of the existing problems
seen on the A2. These measures are
expected to be in place in advance of
Silvertown Tunnel opening; hence future
monitoring will be able to take these
measures into account to establish whether
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additional mitigation, such as that tested
would be required. All the mitigation
measures tested are within the existing
highway boundary and can therefore be
delivered using TfL’s existing powers. More
detail on these is included in the Chapter 7
and Appendix C of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5)
Concern that the local
roads will not be able to
support the extra traffic

ANON-33SX-SNEN-5

Concern about an
increase in HGVs and
buses in residential areas
and maintenance of A102

ANON-33SX-SNVM-N
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As set out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5) the
Scheme is not expected to lead to
significant increases in traffic overall, nor on
local roads, although roads connecting the
portals of the new tunnel on the north side
to the Royal Docks and Isle of Dogs in
particular would be likely to see some
increase as the tunnel would provide a
better connection to these locations. It is
proposed that the impacts of the Scheme
would be closely monitored and TfL would
bring forward mitigations (in consultation
with the Silvertown Tunnel Implementation
Group) if problematic local traffic impacts
were identified.
TfL does not expect an overall increase in
HGV traffic as a result of the Scheme nor
specifically in residential areas. TfL
considers that the opportunity to facilitate

N

N
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flyovers

increased bus provision across the river is a
positive benefit of the scheme and negative
impacts from this on residential roads are
minimal. More information on traffic impacts
can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5).

Maintain links to Blackwall
Tunnel

ANON-33SX-SNEY-G

New tunnel will attract
more traffic / attract traffic
from outside area - Query
re wider mitigation

ANON-33SX-SN1G-A

The Scheme would greatly improve the
performance of the Blackwall Tunnel. Links
to and through the Blackwall Tunnel are
proposed to be maintained as part of the
Scheme.
TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
a significant increase in traffic on the A102
and A2 and other key surrounding roads
nearby and beyond - including the A12,
A13, A1261 Aspen Way, A1020 Silvertown
Way, A406, A205, A206/A200, A20, M11,
and M25. The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.

N

N

In addition to the Silvertown Tunnel, TfL is
also proposing more river crossings further
east, including a crossing at Gallions Reach
- close to the site where the Thames
Gateway Bridge would have been situated.
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The consequences of the
Scheme further north and
south have been ignored.

Concern about increased
congestion on roads north
of the river
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ANON-33SX-SNH9-K
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN6G-F
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3U-T
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A
ANON-33SX-SN17-T
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4

ANON-33SX-SNBP-4

More information can be found in:
https://tfl.gov.uk/corporate/publications-andreports/new-river-crossings-for-london
The study area considered in the Transport N
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5)
equates with the simulation area from the
RXHAM traffic model, and covers the
entirety of the road network in all three of
the host boroughs (Tower Hamlets,
Greenwich and Newham) and the
remaining boroughs in the sub-region
(Lewisham, Bexley, Hackney, Redbridge,
Barking & Dagenham, and Havering). It
also covers extensive areas of the road
network beyond, including the M25 between
junction 4 (with the A21) and junction 25
(with the A10), and the A282 Dartford
Crossing. Further information can be found
in Chapter 1 of the Transport Assessment.
Consideration has been given to potential
impacts at a range of junctions within the
study area, including some which are some
distance from the Silvertown Tunnel, and
this can be found in Appendix C of the
Transport Assessment.
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport

N
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Concern about increased
congestion on the A102 /
A2

ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SN6Z-2
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H

Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on roads north
of the river as a result of the Scheme. The
proposed user charge would act as an
effective tool for managing demand, and
could be adjusted if necessary if the
Scheme was having adverse impacts on
parts of the road network.
Since the statutory consultation TfL has
N
carried out additional local modelling work
of the A102/A2 corridor. This has indicated
the potential for a modest increase in
journey time southbound from the Blackwall
and Silvertown tunnels in the evening peak,
though far outweighed by the significant
savings on the southbound approach to the
Blackwall Tunnel. TfL has tested a range of
mitigation measures along this corridor
between Sun-in-the-Sands and Eltham
Tunnel which could be delivered within the
existing highway boundary. These act to
smooth traffic flow through the corridor and
could serve as suitable mitigation to the
forecast traffic flow changes resulting from
the Scheme.
The mitigation that has been tested will not
form part of the Scheme for the purpose of
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the DCO application. TfL proposes to
commit to future monitoring and
implementation of mitigation under existing
powers where appropriate by assessing the
traffic impacts closer to Scheme opening,
and monitoring actual impacts thereafter to
accurately identify the scale and location of
adverse impacts to enable implementation
of effective mitigation where required. This
approach is explained in detail in the
Monitoring Strategy (Document Reference
7.6) and the Traffic Impacts Mitigation
Strategy (TIMS). Both strategies will be
DCO certified documents and will be
subject to a DCO requirement. TfL is
working in collaboration with the
Department for Transport (DfT), Highways
England and Kent County Council on a
wireless ‘connected corridor’ on the A2
(details published by the DfT in Sep 2015).
TfL is also considering ways to improve
performance on the A2/A102 corridor,
including by utilising new technologies and
innovative measures to create a more
efficient ‘smart road’. This is expected to
address some of the existing problems
seen on the A2. These measures are
expected to be in place in advance of
Silvertown Tunnel opening; hence future
monitoring will be able to take these
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Creation of new of new
roads only leads to
increased traffic - Impacts
of other infrastructure
developments

ANON-33SX-SN3Z-Y

measures into account to establish whether
additional mitigation, such as that tested
would be required. All the mitigation
measures tested are within the existing
highway boundary and can therefore be
delivered using TfL’s existing powers. More
detail on these is included in Chapter 7 and
Appendix C of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5).
TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
a significant increase in traffic. This is
because the proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network. TfL’s modelling takes into account
the anticipated future growth in population
and jobs and population expected in
London.

N

At the time of the preparation of the future
year traffic forecasts, the proposed new
IKEA store had not been given planning
consent. Therefore, in accordance with the
guidelines set out in DfT WebTAG
guidance, it was not included in the
modelling. However, given that the store
has since received planning permission we
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have carried out an additional test where
we include the additional traffic demand that
the store is expected to generate. Our
analysis has found that the additional
demand will not impose any additional
delays on the road network with the
Silvertown Tunnel scheme in place,
primarily because the demand expected to
be generated by the proposed IKEA store is
only marginally greater than the demand
previously arising from the Sainsbury’s and
Comet stores that IKEA will replace.

Roundabouts only work if
there is approximately
equal traffic approaching
on each arm

ANON-33SX-SNQF-9

More information on local traffic effects can
be found in Appendix C of the Transport
Assessment.
The modified Tidal Basin Roundabout has
been carefully modelled using standard
industry software to ensure an acceptable
level of service.
The acceptable operation of the junction
would rely on the installation of traffic
signals which would be designed to enable
safe use of the junction for all road users
and to maximise capacity at the junction,
and helping to balance competing demand
from different arms of the roundabout.
Signalisation would enable the roundabout
to operate as a ‘hamburger’ arrangement by
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which traffic travelling southbound towards
the tunnel could pass directly through the
roundabout, increasing operational
capacity.

Concern about increased
congestion on Lower Lea
Crossing

ANON-33SX-SNZY-5

Concern about an
increase in pinch points
due to increased
congestion

ANON-33SX-SN3V-U

Concern over impact on
the Dartford Crossing

ANON-33SX-SNHR-C

Junction and crossing controllers would be
controlled via TfL’s Urban Traffic Control
(UTC) system. In the event of a tunnel
incident the UTC system could utilise the
signals at the roundabout to implement the
‘Greenwave’ to rapidly clear vehicles from
the tunnel.
TfL has assessed the likely traffic impacts
of the Silvertown Tunnel as set out in
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5). This does not
indicate a likelihood of capacity problems
on the Lower Lea Crossing as a result of
the Scheme.
TfL does not expect there to be an increase
in the number of 'pinch points' as a result of
the Scheme, and expects that the most
problematic of existing pinch points (namely
at the Blackwall Tunnel) will be significantly
relieved.
TfL does not expect the Scheme to have a
significant impact on the day-to-day
operation of Dartford Crossing, as set out in
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment

N

N

N
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Creation of new of new
roads only leads to
increased traffic SACTRA report - other

Improvements at Tidal
Basin roundabout will be
negated in future
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ANON-33SX-SN37-V

ANON-33SX-SNEN-5

(Document Reference 6.5). The number of
incidents at the Blackwall Tunnel, which can
currently have an adverse impact on
Dartford, is expected to reduce.
TfL acknowledges the findings of the
N
SACTRA report on Trunk Roads and the
Generation of Traffic (1994) which
concluded that the provision of additional
road capacity can generate additional
traffic, known as “induced demand”.
However, it should also be noted that
additional capacity forms only one
component of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. The other key component is the
user charge, which will be applied not only
to the new capacity but also the existing
Blackwall Tunnel. This user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
highway demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
a significant increase in traffic.
The proposed changes to the Tidal Basin
Roundabout take into account forecast
future demand for the Silvertown Tunnel
and planned development for the Royal
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Doubt that the Silvertown
Tunnel will reduce
Overheight Vehicles at the
Blackwall Tunnel

ANON-33SX-SNEN-5
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H

Concern about increasing
the congestion on

ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4

Docks and surrounding area. The proposed
user charge will provide an effective tool for
managing the future demand for the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels and
therefore the impacts on the road network
including the Tidal Basin Roundabout.
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
Scheme on traffic, including HGV traffic, is
set out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). In
summary, the strategic model provides an
indication of the effect of the Scheme on
HGV numbers overall, and suggests that
the net effect would be a small reduction in
HGV traffic on this corridor, largely as a
result of the user charge. TfL’s assessment
is that the Scheme would lead to a
substantial reduction in both the frequency
and impact of closures of the Blackwall
Tunnel due to overheight HGVs which
would be provided with a full-clearance
tunnel, in the form of the new Silvertown
Tunnel, adjacent to the Blackwall Tunnel,
significantly reducing the incentive to
attempt to use the Blackwall Tunnel and
improving TfL’s ability to manage
overheight traffic.
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set

N

N
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A102/A2
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ANON-33SX-SNQB-5
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNFW-F
ANON-33SX-SNFR-A
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNFD-V
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y
ANON-33SX-SNBH-V
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN6G-F
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3U-T
ANON-33SX-SN3P-N
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A
ANON-33SX-SN32-Q
ANON-33SX-SN17-T
Planning and Transport
Committee London Forum of
Amenity and Civic Societies
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4
BHLF-33SX-SN9X-3
BHLF-33SX-SN93-X

out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the north
and south of the Thames (although roads in
Silvertown connecting to the portals of the
new tunnel on the north side would be likely
to see some increase as the tunnel would
provide a better connection to these
locations). The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
Since the statutory consultation TfL has
carried out additional local modelling work
of the A102/A2 corridor. This has indicated
the potential for a modest increase in
journey time southbound from the Blackwall
and Silvertown tunnels in the evening peak,
though far outweighed by the significant
savings on the southbound approach to the
Blackwall Tunnel. TfL has tested a range of
mitigation measures along this corridor
between Sun-in-the-Sands and Eltham
Tunnel which could be delivered within the
existing highway boundary. These act to
smooth traffic flow through the corridor and
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could serve as suitable mitigation to the
forecast traffic flow changes resulting from
the Scheme.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement. TfL is working in collaboration
with the Department for Transport,
Highways England and Kent County
Council on a wireless ‘connected corridor’
on the A2 (details published by the
Department for Transport in Sep 2015). TfL
is also considering ways to improve
performance on the A2/A102 corridor,
including by utilising new technologies and
innovative measures to create a more
efficient ‘smart road’. This is expected to
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Creation of new of new
roads only leads to
increased traffic Modelling of future years

ANON-33SX-SN1F-9

Concern that new tunnel
will make congestion
worse as the years go by

ANON-33SX-SN1F-9
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address some of the existing problems
seen on the A2. These measures are
expected to be in place in advance of
Silvertown Tunnel opening; hence future
monitoring will be able to take these
measures into account to establish whether
additional mitigation, such as that tested
would be required. All the mitigation
measures tested are within the existing
highway boundary and can therefore be
delivered using TfL’s existing powers. More
detail on these is included in the Chapter 7
and Appendix C of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5)
TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
a significant increase in traffic. This is
because the proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network. TfL’s modelling suggests that this
will be the case not only on Scheme
opening but into 2031 and beyond, even
with the future growth in population and
jobs and population expected on London.
TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
a significant increase in traffic. This is
because the proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing

N

N
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Concern about increasing
congestion on A102 and
A2

ANON-33SX-SNFD-V
ANON-33SX-SN13-P

demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network. TfL’s modelling suggests that this
will be the case not only on Scheme
opening but into 2031 and beyond, even
with the future growth in population and
jobs and population expected on London.
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the north
and south of the Thames (although roads in
Silvertown connecting to the portals of the
new tunnel on the north side would be likely
to see some increase as the tunnel would
provide a better connection to these
locations). The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
Since the statutory consultation TfL has
carried out additional local modelling work
of the A102/A2 corridor. This has indicated
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the potential for a modest increase in
journey time southbound from the Blackwall
and Silvertown tunnels in the evening peak,
though far outweighed by the significant
savings on the southbound approach to the
Blackwall Tunnel. TfL has tested a range of
mitigation measures along this corridor
between Sun-in-the-Sands and Eltham
Tunnel which could be delivered within the
existing highway boundary. These act to
smooth traffic flow through the corridor and
could serve as suitable mitigation to the
forecast traffic flow changes resulting from
the Scheme.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement. TfL is working in collaboration
Page 428 of 459
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Road network south of
river/ Silvertown won’t
cope/ isn’t sufficient Diversion to adjacent
crossings

ANON-33SX-SNBW-B

with the Department for Transport,
Highways England and Kent County
Council on a wireless ‘connected corridor’
on the A2 (details published by the
Department for Transport in Sep 2015). TfL
is also considering ways to improve
performance on the A2/A102 corridor,
including by utilising new technologies and
innovative measures to create a more
efficient ‘smart road’. This is expected to
address some of the existing problems
seen on the A2. These measures are
expected to be in place in advance of
Silvertown Tunnel opening; hence future
monitoring will be able to take these
measures into account to establish whether
additional mitigation, such as that tested
would be required. All the mitigation
measures tested are within the existing
highway boundary and can therefore be
delivered using TfL’s existing powers. More
detail on these is included in the Chapter 7
and Appendix C of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5)
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
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significant increase in traffic on the north
and south of the Thames (although roads in
Silvertown connecting to the portals of the
new tunnel on the north side would be likely
to see some increase as the tunnel would
provide a better connection to these
locations). The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.

Concern that the proposal
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ANON-33SX-SNZS-Y

TfL expects these improved conditions will
attract users who currently use the
Rotherhithe Tunnel or another adjacent
crossing to avoid the present-day
congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel; this
effect will offset the small number of users
who may wish to avoid the charges at the
Blackwall and Silvertown tunnels. This is
because the proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand at the Blackwall and Silvertown
tunnels, and could be adjusted if necessary
if the Scheme was having adverse impacts
on parts of the road network, including
adjacent crossings.
TfL’s assessment of the traffic effects of the
Scheme are set out in Chapter 7 of

N
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will not work causing traffic
impacts

Don’t think will have an
effect on congestion/ will
not reduce congestion Diversion to adjacent
crossings

ANON-33SX-SN31-P

Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). TfL considers that the user
charge is likely to be effective in managing
demand and that the scheme would greatly
reduce congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement.
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the north
and south of the Thames (although roads in
Silvertown connecting to the portals of the
new tunnel on the north side would be likely
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to see some increase as the tunnel would
provide a better connection to these
locations). The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.

Microsimulation modelling
required on local junctions
/ adjacent crossings
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ANON-33SX-SN37-V

TfL expects these improved conditions will
attract users who currently use the
Rotherhithe Tunnel or another adjacent
crossing to avoid the present-day
congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel; this
effect will offset the small number of users
who may wish to avoid the charges at the
Blackwall and Silvertown tunnels. This is
because the proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand at the Blackwall and Silvertown
tunnels, and could be adjusted if necessary
if the Scheme was having adverse impacts
on parts of the road network, including
adjacent crossings.
Since the consultation, TfL has carried out a N
detailed ‘example’ assessment of localised
traffic impacts based on the Assessed Case
defined for the consultation and DCO
application, including on local junctions.
Based on this, TfL would anticipate that the
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Scheme would lead to some localised
impacts on junction delays in the 2021
modelled year that could be mitigated
against through measures that can be
delivered within the existing highway
boundary.
Since London’s road network and the
pressures on it are going to evolve between
the time of application and Scheme
implementation, committing to junction
specific mitigations is not appropriate at this
stage and may in fact conflict with the
objectives of later projects and
programmes.
Therefore, instead of committing to
mitigation proposals at this stage, TfL
proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
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Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement.

The A102/A206 junction
should be closed as it is
dangerous

Charlton Rail Users' Group

TfL does not propose to undertake
microsimulation modelling of adjacent
crossings as the strategic modelling of
highway effects indicates only modest
changes in traffic at these crossings.
Further information on the microsimulation
modelling that has been undertaken as part
of the Scheme can be found in Appendix C
of the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5).
TfL does not expect that any major works
will be required at the junction of the A102
with the A206 as part of the Scheme, and
the analysis of local junction impacts
reported in Appendix C of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5)
indicates at this stage that the
implementation of mitigation measures here
is not likely to be necessary.
However as with all aspects of the Scheme,
this will be kept under review.
Since the statutory consultation significant
further work has been completed on TfL’s
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proposed approach to monitoring and
mitigating the potential impacts of the
Scheme, in consultation with the host
boroughs. This has resulted in the
development of the following three
documents, which set out TfL’s approach in
detail:
• Monitoring Strategy (Document Reference
7.6) – this sets out the scope of monitoring
that TfL proposes to undertake in respect of
traffic, air quality and carbon, noise and
socio-economic impacts of the operation of
the Scheme
• Traffic Impact Mitigation Strategy
(Document Reference 7.7) – this sets out
the process for determining and
implementing appropriate mitigation for any
localised traffic and traffic-related impacts
which arise as a result of the Scheme
• Charging Policy (Document Reference
7.11) – this sets out the principles according
to which TfL must set and vary the user
charges and the procedures that apply
when doing so
All three documents are included within the
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DCO application. It is proposed that a
governance process will also be established
to inform the implementation of these
elements, and this provides for the
establishment of a group to discuss and
advise on monitoring and mitigation issues.
This group – the Silvertown Tunnel
Implementation Group – would include
representatives from local boroughs, other
stakeholders and TfL.
Will TfL adjust the traffic
light timings to increase
congestion for the
Silvertown Tunnel traffic
modelling (as was done
prior to introducing the
congestion charge)

ANON-33SX-SNQY-V

Bring back tidal flow
arrangements at the
Blackwall Tunnel

ANON-33SX-SNQY-V
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TfL considers that there is a very strong
case for intervention to address the severe
and ongoing problems of the Blackwall
Tunnel, and the Scheme would deliver
substantial benefits in journey times,
journey time reliability and the potential to
transform cross-river transport provision
and there is no intention to alter signal
timings to artificially enhance this case. The
case for intervention is set out in detail in
the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference 7.1).
The Silvertown Tunnel will operate in
parallel with the Blackwall Tunnel and the
design is considered appropriate to manage
traffic without the need for additional traffic
management, beyond the user charge, at
either the Blackwall or Silvertown tunnels.
Traffic using the tunnels would be closely

N

N
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monitored so that any issues arising within
the tunnels or on their approaches could be
dealt with promptly and safely.

Concerns about
congestion on strategic
routes

ANON-33SX-SN8U-Y
Westcombe Society

A contra-flow system was previously in
place at the Blackwall Tunnel until 2007,
which enabled northbound traffic to use one
of the two southbound traffic lanes in the
morning peak period to reduce congestion.
The system was discontinued on safety
grounds. Furthermore the increase in flows
in the southbound direction in the morning
peaks in the years since the contra-flow
system was first introduced is such that the
tunnels are now carrying more traffic in the
counter-peaks than when contra-flow was in
place. Therefore the reintroduction of the
system, as well as being considered
unsafe, would be likely to result in an
increase in congestion at the crossing
overall and would not provide the same
benefits as the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme.
TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
N
a significant increase in traffic on the A102
and A2 and other key surrounding roads
nearby and beyond - including the A12,
A13, A1261 Aspen Way, A1020 Silvertown
Way, A406, A205, A206/A200, A20, M11,
and M25. The proposed user charge would
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Concerns about the
congestion caused by the
Scheme on strategic
routes

ANON-33SX-SN8U-Y
Westcombe Society

Will increase congestion
travelling east/west - Eastwest movements will be
affected

ANON-33SX-SN6Z-2
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act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
N
a significant increase in traffic on the A102
and A2 and other key surrounding roads
nearby and beyond - including the A12,
A13, A1261 Aspen Way, A1020 Silvertown
Way, A406, A205, A206/A200, A20, M11,
and M25. The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the north
and south of the Thames (although roads in
Silvertown connecting to the portals of the
new tunnel on the north side would be likely
to see some increase as the tunnel would
provide a better connection to these
locations). The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
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demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.

Local roads may need to
be widened in the future to
take account of the
increased traffic through
local areas

ANON-33SX-SNUB-9

TfL expects these improved conditions will
attract users who currently use the
Rotherhithe Tunnel or another adjacent
crossing to avoid the present-day
congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel; this
effect will offset the small number of users
who may wish to avoid the charges at the
Blackwall and Silvertown tunnels. This is
because the proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand at the Blackwall and Silvertown
tunnels, and could be adjusted if necessary
if the Scheme was having adverse impacts
on parts of the road network, including
adjacent crossings.
The assessment of the Assessed Case
N
traffic impacts shows that impacts on the
local road network surrounding the
Blackwall and Silvertown tunnels is minimal.
This assessment is set out in the Transport
Assessment (Appendix C). Rather than
specifying mitigation measures on local
roads in the DCO application, TfL is
committing to monitoring the actual impacts
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of the Scheme and to the implementation of
appropriate mitigation measures which can
be delivered under TfL's existing powers
where these are shown to be necessary.
This is because the local and wider road
network will change between now and the
Scheme opening year. These changes will
come about as a result of as yet
uncommitted land use developments and
local highway schemes. An example of
such a change is Cycle Superhighway 4
which is proposed to run along the A206
corridor and is in development by TfL,
together with the relevant boroughs and
other stakeholders.
Therefore, rather than specifying such
localised mitigation measures in the DCO
application, TfL is committing to monitoring
the actual impacts of the Scheme and to the
implementation of appropriate mitigation
measures which can be delivered under
TfL's existing powers where these are
shown to be necessary. Details of this
process are set out in the Monitoring
Strategy and the Traffic Impacts Mitigations
Strategy.
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Concern about increasing
the congestion on A2

ANON-33SX-SNU9-Z
ANON-33SX-SNHU-F
ANON-33SX-SN8M-Q
ANON-33SX-SN8E-F
ANON-33SX-SN68-Z
BHLF-33SX-SN9X-3
BHLF-33SX-SN5K-J

TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the north
and south of the Thames (although roads in
Silvertown connecting to the portals of the
new tunnel on the north side would be likely
to see some increase as the tunnel would
provide a better connection to these
locations). The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
Since the statutory consultation TfL has
carried out additional local modelling work
of the A102/A2 corridor. This has indicated
the potential for a modest increase in
journey time southbound from the Blackwall
and Silvertown tunnels in the evening peak,
though far outweighed by the significant
savings on the southbound approach to the
Blackwall Tunnel. TfL has tested a range of
mitigation measures along this corridor
between Sun-in-the-Sands and Eltham
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Tunnel which could be delivered within the
existing highway boundary. These act to
smooth traffic flow through the corridor and
could serve as suitable mitigation to the
forecast traffic flow changes resulting from
the Scheme.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement. TfL is working in collaboration
with the Department for Transport,
Highways England and Kent County
Council on a wireless ‘connected corridor’
on the A2 (details published by the
Department for Transport in Sep 2015). TfL
is also considering ways to improve
performance on the A2/A102 corridor,
including by utilising new technologies and
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Trafalgar Road is already
too congested due to the
Blackwall Tunnel and
more traffic would worsen
this

ANON-33SX-SN84-X

innovative measures to create a more
efficient ‘smart road’. This is expected to
address some of the existing problems
seen on the A2. These measures are
expected to be in place in advance of
Silvertown Tunnel opening; hence future
monitoring will be able to take these
measures into account to establish whether
additional mitigation, such as that tested
would be required. All the mitigation
measures tested are within the existing
highway boundary and can therefore be
delivered using TfL’s existing powers. More
detail on these is included in the Chapter 7
and Appendix C of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5)
As set out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5) the
Scheme is not expected to lead to
significant increases in traffic overall,
including on the A206 (Trafalgar Road). It is
proposed that the impacts of the Scheme
would be closely monitored as part of the
Monitoring Strategy (Document Reference
7.6), and in the event that it was identified
that the Scheme was having an adverse
impact on Trafalgar Road a number of
potential mitigation measures could be
implemented. This could include, for

N
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Too little work has been
done on the impacts on
the Rotherhithe tunnel

BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H

Queries about the borough BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
level data used for
modelling

Queries about the
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
reduction in the Passenger
Car Units (PCU)

Concern that traffic lights
around the A12/A13 will
make diversions difficult
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BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H

instance, the re-phasing of traffic signals if
deemed necessary.
As set out in the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5).TfL does not
expect the Scheme to lead to a significant
increase in traffic at the Rotherhithe Tunnel.
Since the consultation TfL has updated the
information presented in the TA in various
ways to better reflect both the input data
and Scheme effects. Chapter 5 now more
clearly sets out the data on population and
employment growth used in the modelling,
while Chapter 7 provides an account of the
effects of the Scheme for trips starting
within a given borough.
The assumed opening year for the
Silvertown Tunnel is to 2022/23. The use of
2021 as the opening year for the Assessed
Case (with the Scheme in place) conforms
with DfT guidance, which states that if
scheme opening is only 1 or 2 years after
the first modelled year then the modelled
year data can be used to represent the
scheme opening year.
Currently when there are incidents at the
Blackwall Tunnel, the diversion routes are
very lengthy and in some cases of low
capacity - this leads to significant increases
in journey times for those crossing the river

N

N

N

N
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Query as to whether the
exit road on the north side
will have direct access
onto Silvertown Way

ANON-33SX-SNCU-A

Request for further
information - Tidal flow

ANON-33SX-SNF8-G

and other traffic which simply shares these
routes. The implementation of the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme would greatly
reduce the disruption arising from incidents
at the Blackwall Tunnel. The Silvertown
Tunnel itself is being designed to modern
standards and we anticipate that closures
and incidents of that tunnel would be very
infrequent events, such that it is a suitable
route for planning scheduled bus services.
It is planned that a range of operational
scenarios will be developed as part of the
detailed design for the scheme, and this will
include consideration of options for
managing the impacts of incidents and
unplanned tunnel closures. These could in
principle involve temporary changes to
traffic signalling schemes.
It would be possible to access Silvertown
N
Way from the Silvertown Tunnel northbound
via the Tidal Basin roundabout and Tidal
Basin Road.
The Silvertown Tunnel will operate in
N
parallel with the Blackwall Tunnel and the
design is considered appropriate to manage
traffic without the need for additional traffic
management, beyond the user charge, at
either the Blackwall or Silvertown tunnels.
Traffic using the tunnels would be closely
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monitored so that any issues arising within
the tunnels or on their approaches could be
dealt with promptly and safely.

Consider rest areas travelling to, into and out
of a tunnel needs to be a
pleasant experience not
an ordeal.
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A contra-flow system was previously in
place at the Blackwall Tunnel until 2007,
which enabled northbound traffic to use one
of the two southbound traffic lanes in the
morning peak period to reduce congestion.
The system was discontinued on safety
grounds. Furthermore the increase in flows
in the southbound direction in the morning
peaks in the years since the contra-flow
system was first introduced is such that the
tunnels are now carrying more traffic in the
counter-peaks than when contra-flow was in
place. Therefore the reintroduction of the
system, as well as being considered
unsafe, would be likely to result in an
increase in congestion at the crossing
overall and would not provide the same
benefits as the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme.
Given the fact that there are plenty of
N
facilities in close proximity to the Silvertown
Tunnel, including the O2, ExCeL and
numerous local shops and businesses,
there is not a strong case for provision of
rest areas, and TfL does not propose to
seek the acquisition of land for this purpose,
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Concern about increased
traffic in East Greenwich
and Canning Town

BHLF-33SX-SNJJ-6
BHLF-33SX-SN42-R

Concern that the number
of the lanes in the local
roads will not support the
extra traffic

BHLF-33SX-SNG1-A

TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
N
a significant increase in traffic on the A102
and A2 and surrounding roads, including in
the East Greenwich Canning Town area.
The proposed user charge would act as an
effective tool for managing demand, and
could be adjusted if necessary if the
Scheme was having adverse impacts on
parts of the road network.
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the north
and south of the Thames (although roads in
Silvertown connecting to the portals of the
new tunnel on the north side would be likely
to see some increase as the tunnel would
provide a better connection to these
locations). The proposed user charge would
act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
TfL proposes to commit to future monitoring
and implementation of mitigation under
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existing powers where appropriate by
assessing the traffic impacts closer to
Scheme opening, and monitoring actual
impacts thereafter to accurately identify the
scale and location of adverse impacts to
enable implementation of effective
mitigation where required. This approach is
explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS).
Both strategies will be DCO certified
documents and will be subject to a DCO
requirement. TfL is working in collaboration
with the Department for Transport,
Highways England and Kent County
Council on a wireless ‘connected corridor’
on the A2 (details published by the
Department for Transport in Sep 2015). TfL
is also considering ways to improve
performance on the A2/A102 corridor,
including by utilising new technologies and
innovative measures to create a more
efficient ‘smart road’. This is expected to
address some of the existing problems
seen on the A2. These measures are
expected to be in place in advance of
Silvertown Tunnel opening; hence future
monitoring will be able to take these
measures into account to establish whether
additional mitigation, such as that tested
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Consider that Traffic
Impact studies do not
reach far enough
Lewisham & Greenwich

London Assembly Liberal
Democrat Group

Local roads won't support
the extra traffic

BHLF-33SX-SNG4-D
Bermondsey and Rotherhithe
Community Council

would be required. All the mitigation
measures tested are within the existing
highway boundary and can therefore be
delivered using TfL’s existing powers. More
detail on these is included in the Chapter 7
and Appendix C of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5)
As set out in the Transport Assessment
N
(Document Reference 6.5), TfL’s analysis of
the traffic effects of the Scheme has
covered the entirety of the east and
southeast sub-region of London (and
beyond).
TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
a significant increase in traffic on the A102
and A2 and other key surrounding roads
both nearby and beyond - including the key
routes serving the London Borough of
Lewisham e.g. A205, A20. The proposed
user charge would act as an effective tool
for managing demand, and could be
adjusted if necessary if the Scheme was
having adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
The southern approach to the proposed
N
Silvertown Tunnel would connect with the
A102, meaning that both the Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels would share the same
approach on the south side. Currently in the
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northbound direction the A102 narrows to
two lanes prior to reaching the Blackwall
Tunnel portal; as part of the Scheme TfL is
proposing that the A102 would be widened
at this point to create new slip road links to
the Silvertown Tunnel, thereby easing an
existing ‘pinch point’. The northbound bore
of the Blackwall Tunnel is particularly prone
to incidents and closures due to its
restricted geometry.
A major benefit of the two tunnels sharing a
southern approach is that users travelling
northbound would be able to easily divert to
the other tunnel in the event of an incident
or closure affecting one of the tunnels. In
such a scenario users would be directed to
use the neighbouring tunnel, which is a
substantial improvement over the current
situation of a lengthy diversion to adjacent
crossings further afield. Information on the
benefits of the Silvertown Tunnel in the
event of an unplanned closure at the
Blackwall Tunnel can be found in Appendix
D of the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). A crossing located some
distance from the proposed Silvertown
Tunnel, accessed by a different approach
road, would not provide the same resilience
benefits as vehicles already en-route
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travelling along the A2 would have to find
routes to remote crossings with their own
capacity constraints.

Request for further
information on the local
volumes of traffic

BHLF-33SX-SNG4-D

The already excessively
busy A406 and A13 would

BHLF-33SX-SN96-1

TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
a significant increase in traffic on the A102
and A2 and other key surrounding roads
both nearby and beyond - including the
A12, A13, A1261 Aspen Way, A1020
Silvertown Way, A406, A205, A206/A200,
A20, M11, and M25, as well as surrounding
local roads. The proposed user charge
would act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network.
TfL does not expect the Scheme to lead to
a significant changes in traffic volumes.
This is because the proposed user charge
would act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if
necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road
network. See the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference 6.5) for full
information on expected changes in traffic.
TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set

N

N
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get even more overused

Must consider incident
management and
scenarios

ANON-33SX-SNFD-V
ANON-33SX-SNFA-S
BHLF-33SX-SNDX-E

Further details requested
on individual mitigation

Greenwich Conservatives
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out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5). TfL
does not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in traffic on the A406 or
A13. The proposed user charge would act
as an effective tool for managing demand,
and could be adjusted if necessary if the
Scheme was having adverse impacts on
parts of the road network.
The availability of a second high capacity
N
route across the river adjacent to one of
London's most unreliable crossings would
transform TfL’s ability to manage incidents
and closures, which today frequently bring
thousands of vehicles to a standstill. In the
event of an incident at one tunnel, traffic
could be readily re-routed via the other in
order to minimise disruption from such out
of course events. In such situations, TfL
might temporarily bring the Bus/HGV lane
into general use in order to clear or prevent
a backlog of traffic. TfL has considered a
variety of potential incident management
scenarios, and will continue to develop
these as part of ongoing operational
network management prior to and following
the implementation of the Scheme.
Since the statutory consultation significant
N
further work has been completed on our
proposed approach to monitoring and
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strategies for any adverse
traffic impacts that do arise
as they are developed

Concerns about the traffic
impact at key junctions
further south such as the
Sun In The Sands
roundabout and Kidbrooke
Elbow

Greenwich Conservatives

mitigating the potential impacts of the
scheme. The Traffic Impact Mitigation
Strategy (Document Reference 7.7) (TIMS)
sets out a range of indicative mitigation
measures that could be implement should
monitoring indicate that they are required as
a result of the scheme, as well as
information on their potential effects and
how they could be delivered. The TIMS is
included as part of the DCO application,
which is publicly accessible.
Since the consultation, TfL has carried out a N
detailed ‘example’ assessment of localised
traffic impacts based on the Assessed Case
defined for the consultation and DCO
application, including on local junctions.
Based on this, TfL would anticipate that the
Scheme would lead to some localised
impacts on junction delays in the 2021
including the potential for a modest
increase in journey time southbound from
the Blackwall and Silvertown tunnels in the
evening peak, though far outweighed by the
significant savings on the southbound
approach to the Blackwall Tunnel. TfL has
tested a range of mitigation measures along
this corridor between Sun-in-the-Sands and
Eltham Tunnel which could be delivered
within the existing highway boundary.
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These act to smooth traffic flow through the
corridor and could serve as suitable
mitigation to the forecast traffic flow
changes resulting from the Scheme.
The mitigation TfL has tested will not form
part of the scheme for the purpose of the
DCO application. TfL proposes to commit to
future monitoring and implementation of
mitigation under existing powers where
appropriate by assessing the traffic impacts
closer to Scheme opening, and monitoring
actual impacts thereafter to accurately
identify the scale and location of adverse
impacts to enable implementation of
effective mitigation where required. This
approach is explained in detail in the
Monitoring Strategy (Document Reference
7.6) and the Traffic Impacts Mitigation
Strategy (TIMS). Both strategies will be
DCO certified documents and will be
subject to a DCO requirement. TfL is
working in collaboration with the
Department for Transport, Highways
England and Kent County Council on a
wireless ‘connected corridor’ on the A2
(details published by the Department for
Transport in Sep 2015). TfL is also
considering ways to improve performance
on the A2/A102 corridor, including by
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An adequate resource is
needed for smart traffic
management

Greenwich Conservatives

Concern over diversion of
traffic when incidents
occur on the network

BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H

utilising new technologies and innovative
measures to create a more efficient ‘smart
road’. This is expected to address some of
the existing problems seen on the A2.
These measures are expected to be in
place in advance of Silvertown Tunnel
opening; hence future monitoring will be
able to take these measures into account to
establish whether additional mitigation,
such as that tested would be required. All
the mitigation measures tested are within
the existing highway boundary and can
therefore be delivered using TfL’s existing
powers. More detail on these is included in
the Chapter 7 and Appendix C of the
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5)
TfL confirms that adequate resource will be N
invested to ensure the publicised traffic
management benefits are met.
The Silvertown Tunnel would significantly
N
improve the reliability and resilience of the
cross-river road network in east London by
providing a new highway crossing adjacent
to the Blackwall Tunnel. The location of the
Silvertown Tunnel means that in the event
of an incident or closure at the Blackwall
Tunnel, traffic can quickly be diverted to use
the nearby Silvertown Tunnel (and vice
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Concern about
vulnerability / resilience of
the road network

BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H

Indirect access to A12 and
A13 will dissuade people
from Silvertown Tunnel

ANON-33SX-SFZF-A

Should not enable /
encourage the movement
of taller (than double

ANON-33SX-SNQX-U
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versa) which compares favourably with the
current situation whereby in the event of an
incident at the Blackwall Tunnel traffic often
diverts to river crossings some distance
away which can lead to significant rerouting
of traffic on the wider network.
The Silvertown Tunnel would significantly
N
improve the reliability and resilience of the
cross-river road network in east London by
providing a new highway crossing adjacent
to the Blackwall Tunnel. Further information
about the current reliability and resilience
issues at the Blackwall Tunnel, and how the
Silvertown Tunnel scheme would address
these issues, can be found in Appendix D of
the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5).
The Silvertown Tunnel would provide good
N
access to the Royal Docks area and the Isle
of Dogs. TfL expects that the Blackwall
Tunnel will continue to provide the best
means of access to/from the A12 and A13
because the route would be more direct,
and hence TfL expects a majority of traffic
to use the existing tunnel.
TfL does not consider that the Scheme
N
would be likely to significantly increase the
overall use of taller vehicles, as freight
operators' choices of vehicles are likely to
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decker) vehicles

More investment/
development in
surrounding roads is
needed

ANON-33SX-SFB3-Y
ANON-33SX-S27K-R
ANON-33SX-STP6-X

be influenced by a very wide range of
considerations, including the kind of goods
they need to carry and the locations they
wish to serve, among many others. Unusual
and localised constraints on the use of taller
vehicles (such as exist at the Blackwall
Tunnel) are highly unlikely to deter the
purchase of such vehicles.
As set out in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference 7.1), the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme is intended to address the
severe issues of congestion, closures and a
lack of network resilience at the Blackwall
Tunnel, one of London's most strategically
important highway river crossings. As part
of the Scheme TfL is proposing to adapt
and enhance the Tidal Basin Roundabout
which would act as the connection point on
the north side of the River. TfL is also
committing to bring forward further
measures where these are needed to
ensure that any potential negative impacts
from the Scheme on surrounding roads are
mitigated. More broadly, TfL is investing
heavily in improving London's Roads. As
part of the Road Modernisation Plan TfL is
investing more than £4bn to improve
London's roads, the biggest investment in a
generation. The plan is made up of

N
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hundreds of projects to transform junctions,
bridges, tunnels and public spaces. For
more information see
https://tfl.gov.uk/travelinformation/improvements-andprojects/road-modernisation-plan.
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SUMMARY
S.1

Overview

S.1.1

This appendix provides a summary of responses received during statutory
consultation on the Scheme under section 42, section 47 and section 48 of
the Act which contained comments which TfL coded according to the
'Environment' theme. This appendix set outs the consultees who
commented on each of these issues, and provides TfL's response to each of
the issues raised on this theme. Where the consultee has not provided a
name or organisation, an anonymous response ID has been included.

S.1.2

The summary of responses has been grouped under the relevant
consultation strands.
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Appendix L1 Environment
L1.1

Section 42 (1) (a)
Change to
the Scheme?

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

A respondent commented
that a species of beetle
had been incorrectly
named in email
correspondence relating to
the statutory consultation

Natural England

The correct name has been noted. This
N
species is discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 9 Terrestrial Ecology of the Environmental
Statement (Document Reference 6.1).

The Marine Management
Organisation commented
that information regarding
the quantity, methodology
and timings of TfL’s
dredging of the River
Thames must be finalised
through TfL’s
environmental
assessments of the
Scheme

Marine Management
Organisation

Details about the proposed dredging required N
for the temporary jetty, including dredging
methodology, timings, dredge depth and
volume are included in the Volume 1,
Chapter 4 - Project Description of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) and in the Construction
Method Statement (Document Reference
6.3). Where exact details about dredging are
not available, a realistic worst case scenario
has been considered in the assessments.
Surveys have been carried out to test the
sediment size and contamination levels within
the dredge pocket. The nature and type of
the dredge material, sediment contaminate
analysis, particle size analysis and potential

Environment Agency
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implications on water quality are included in
Chapter 16 - Water Quality and Flood Risk.
Impacts on fish are included within Chapter
10 - Marine Ecology of the Environmental
Statement. The dredge material will be
disposed of to land and the assessment of
the potential impact is included in Chapter 13
- Materials and Waste of the Environmental
Statement.
Natural England
commented that Open
Mosaic Habitat in the
vicinity of the Scheme had
been incorrectly identified
in TfL’s PEIR

Natural England

A respondent commented Public Health England
that they expected that a
Construction Environment
Management Plan (CEMP)
document would be
available for inspection as
part of TfL’s submission of
DCO application
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Reference to Open Mosaic Habitat on site
has been made within Volume 1, Chapter 9 Terrestrial Ecology - of the Environmental
Statement (Document Reference 6.1), which
outlines its value and requirement for like for
like replacement. The extended Phase 1
Habitat Survey confirmed that there were
areas of suitable habitat for notable
invertebrates such as open mosaic habitats,
predominantly located on the Silvertown side
of the Scheme.

N

A preliminary Code of Construction Practice
N
(CoCP) (Document Reference 6.10) was
presented within the statutory consultation.
The submission version of the Code of
Construction Practice (CoCP). (Document
Reference 6.10) sets the framework to
control possible impacts arising from the
construction of the Scheme. The CoCP sets
out the requirement to prepare a Construction
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documents

Environmental Management Plan (CEMP)
and to implement other measures to mitigate
impacts arising during construction. The
Construction Environmental Management
Plan will be prepared by the contractor(s) in
liaison with local authorities and relevant
statutory stakeholders during the detailed
design stage when there will be sufficient
level of detail to determine the environmental
controls to be implemented.

A respondent queried what Natural England
TfL’s approach to
replacing lost wildlife
habitat might be

The requirement for at least like for like
replacement of habitat has been reflected in
Volume 1, Chapter 9 - Terrestrial Ecology of
the Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1). The Biodiversity Action Plan
and Design Principles (Document Reference
7.4) have been created alongside one
another to ensure that landscaping within the
Scheme is designed to provide like for like
habitat replacement.

N

Public Health England
requested further
discussions around
baseline monitoring, to
ensure that the effects of
constructing the new
tunnel were fully captured

The construction impacts have been
assessed as part of the Environmental
Statement (Document Reference 6.1) and
this assessment has determined whether
there will be a need for air quality monitoring
(for particulates) during the pre and
construction phases. The construction
assessment has been undertaken in
accordance with the Institute of Air Quality

N

Public Health England
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Management (IAQM) "Guidance on the
assessment of dust from demolition and
construction" as directed in the Mayors
supplementary planning guidance. This
determines whether baseline monitoring will
be required as part of any mitigation strategy,
which may include setting up baseline
monitoring prior to the construction activities.
For further information please see Volume 1,
Chapter 6 - Air Quality of the Environmental
Statement (Document Reference 6.1).
A respondent requested
that TfL plant only low or
slow growing species in
landscaped areas

National Grid

Landscaping for the Scheme will be in line
with the highways and utilities design
requirements.

Historic England noted
content with approach to
archaeological
assessment

Historic England

Volume 1, Chapter 8 (Historic Environment)
of the Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) outlines the assessment of
impacts to both above ground heritage assets
and buried archaeological remains. The
chapter presents an assessment of the
potential impacts to the Grade II listed
Blackwall Tunnel entrance based on
predicted degree of settlement and describes
the necessary mitigation. If necessary,
engineering solutions to mitigate potential
settlement impacts would be progressed
during detailed design.
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Furthermore, the chapter identifies areas of
archaeological potential (particularly where
evidence of prehistoric cultural activity may
be subject to impacts from the Scheme) and
areas where further investigation in respect of
buried archaeological remains may be
required. Further archaeological surveys
would be undertaken in accordance with the
Code of Construction Practice (Document
Reference 6.10) The geoarchaeological
modelling will be further refined during the
detailed design phase.
The Environment Agency
Environment Agency
suggested assessing the
features of the
recommended Marine
Conservation Zone (rMCZ)

The assessment considers potential impacts
on the features incorporated within the
recommended Thames Estuary Marine
Conservation Zone. Further details are
outline within Chapter 10 - Marine Ecology of
the Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1).

N

Consider the cumulative
effects of the Thames
Tideway scheme

Environment Agency

Thames Tideway Tunnel is considered in the
following chapters of the Environmental
Statement (Document Reference 6.1):
Chapter 7 - Community and Private Assets
(Chapter 17 Cumulative Impacts and Chapter
10 - Marine Ecology and surface water
quality.

N

The DCO application
should be clear as to

Port of London Authority

The DCO will disapply the requirements for a
River works Licence and Dredging Licence

N
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whether sections 66-75 of
the Port of London Act
1968 (as amended) are
proposed to be disapplied

The Environment Agency
noted that risks associated
with dewatering will need
further assessment
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under the 1968 Act. These requirements will
be replaced with protective provisions for the
protection of the Port of London Authority
(PLA), and a draft of these provisions has
been shared with the Port of London
Authority (PLA) prior to submission.
Environment Agency

The risks associated with dewatering have
N
been assessed qualitatively in the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) Volume 1, Chapter 12 Geology and Soils, based on the envisaged
construction methodology. It has been
agreed with the Environment Agency that
further assessment would be required as the
project design progresses. Therefore a
quantitative assessment will be undertaken
during detailed design when more detailed
information will be available. This will also
include quantitative assessment of the
potential impacts on aquifers and local
abstractions. In addition, the Code of
Construction Practice requires that a
Groundwater Monitoring and Verification Plan
be prepared prior to construction and
approved by the Environment Agency. This
will contain measures for the monitoring of
baseline, construction and post construction
effects on groundwater.
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Requests for further
information on the
drainage proposals and
surface water run off

Port of London Authority
Marine Management
Organisation

Details about mitigation measures to
N
minimise run-off and flooding during both
construction and operation of the Scheme are
outlined in Volume 1, Chapter 16 - Surface
Water Quality and Flood Risk Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1). Operationally, the Scheme's
drainage design will avoid run-off and
localised flooding through the provision of
attenuation facilities provided to
accommodate the 1 in 100 year plus 30%
allowance for climate change storm event.
Cut-off drainage would be provided at tunnel
portals to prevent ingress of rainfall runoff
and a drainage sump would be located at the
tunnel portals to provide an intercept and
storage facility for collected surface water
run-off. Surface water run-off from within the
tunnel would be collected via gullies or a
combined drainage kerb system and
collected in the sump. Sustainable Urban
Drainage Systems (SuDS) principles have
been incorporated into the design as far as
practically possible to reduce the rate of
surface water runoff and improve surface
water quality.
Information on flow rates and scour is
included in the hydrodynamic modelling
report (Volume 1, Appendix 16.B of the
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Environmental Statement) (Document
Reference 6.3). This modelling found that
construction of the Scheme would have a
neutral effect on hydrodynamics and
sediment transport (including flow rates and
scour) in the Thames.
Note that sediments to be
dredged will need to be
chemically assessed

Environment Agency

Dredged materials will not be disposed of in
marine environment. The dredge material will
be disposed of to land and potential receptor
site have been considered in the
Environmental Statement, Volume 1, Chapter
13 - Material Resources and Waste of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1).

N

Sediment sampling of the dredged area has
been progressed and findings are presented
in the Environmental Statement, Volume 1,
Chapter 16 - Water Quality and Flood Risk of
the Environmental Statement (ES)
(Document Reference 6.1). These findings
have also been considered in relation to
water quality and potential impacts on the
marine environment in the Environmental
Statement, Volume 1, Chapter 10 - Marine
Ecology (Document Reference 6.1).
The Environment Agency
noted that the effects of
relocating existing
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moorings need to be
considered

Ensure all River licences
are in place in line with
Port of London Authority
(PLA) and Marine
Management Organisation
(MMO) requirements

(capital and maintenance), scour, removal of
moorings and any associated changes to the
hydrodynamic and sedimentary transport
regimes. However, the temporary nature of
the works and the scale of potential change
are assessed to be of a low magnitude of
change. Given that the sensitivity,
vulnerability and importance of the subtidal
habitat and associated benthic communities
affected are considered to be low, the
significance of effect is negligible. The effects
of this (even if temporary) have been
described in Volume 1, Chapter 10- Marine
Ecology of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1) as are the existing
moorings or structures that are required to be
moved to accommodate the jetty. This is also
covered in Section 4 of the Navigational
Issues and Preliminary Risk Assessment
appended to Volume 1, Chapter 10- Marine
Ecology Chapter of the Environmental
Statement.
Marine Management
Organisation
Environment Agency

TfL recognises that aspects of the Scheme
such as construction of the temporary jetty
and dredging are licensable activities for the
purposes of the Marine and Coastal Access
Act 2009. A Deemed Marine Licence will be
included within the DCO. This incorporates
licence conditions which the MMO outlined

N
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within their consultation response. As advised
by the MMO, the tunnel boring activities are
exempt from requiring a Marine Licence.
Intention to carry out the activity will be given
through Marine Consents Management
System (“MCMS”) prior to construction. The
normal requirements for a river works licence
from the Port of London Authority (PLA) are
disapplied by the DCO and are replaced by
protective provisions for the benefit of the
PLA.
The Environment Agency
noted a range of matters
which the Flood Risk
Assessment should
include

Environment Agency

TfL was mindful of the comments from the
Environment Agency in finalising its Flood
Risk Assessment, and incorporated a 30%
climate change allowance in the drainage
design for the new tunnel in response.
Breach modelling outputs and conclusions
have been included in the Flood Risk
Assessment (FRA), Volume 3, Appendix 16A
of the Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.3). The Flood Risk Assessment
(FRA) also summarises the surface water
drainage strategy and references the
commitment to carry out the intrusive river
wall survey. TfL has sought agreement with
the Environment Agency to undertake this
survey following the submission of the DCO.
Sketches to demonstrate the feasibility of
raising the defences to TE2100 levels are
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included in Volume 3, Appendix 16 - River
Wall Condition Survey of the Environmental
Statement. Details of construction phase
monitoring of flood defence integrity has been
added and information to demonstrate the
feasibility of raising defences in the future is
included in Appendix 16.D - River Wall
Structural Condition Survey- of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1).
The Marine Management
Organisation noted that
further details of river
surveys should be
provided

Marine Management
Organisation

Additional detail on whether the fish in the
N
area are juvenile or adults has been added to
the baseline description of Volume 1, Chapter
10 - Marine Ecology -of the Environmental
Statement (Document Reference 6.1

Historic England noted
Historic England
agreement with the ground
heritage assessment

Volume 1, Chapter 8 - Historic Environment
N
of the Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) refines the assessment of the
impacts to both above ground heritage assets
and buried archaeological remains and notes
Historic England’s agreement with the
assessment.

Historic England noted a
potential impact on Grade
ll Blackwall Tunnel
Entrance

Volume 1, Chapter 8 - Historic Environment
of the Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) presents an assessment of
potential impacts to the Blackwall Tunnel
entrance based on predicted settlement
degree. Further detailed settlement modelling

Historic England

N
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will be undertaken at the detailed design
stage and appropriate mitigation will be
formulated as required. These may include
ground engineering solutions including
injection grouting and remedial repairs.
The Marine Management
Organisation provided
suggestions for injury
criterion to be assessed

Marine Management
Organisation

A full underwater noise assessment has been N
undertaken. This has considered the potential
impacts during dredging, piling and vessel
movements. References have been checked
through this process. Further information can
be found in Volume 1, Chapter 10 - Marine
Ecology- of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1).

The Marine Management
Organisation noted that
both intertidal and subtidal
surveys are required

Marine Management
Organisation

A site specific phase 1 intertidal habitat
survey has been undertaken in the vicinity of
the proposed works on the 15 and 16
December 2015. Invertebrate samples were
collected from nine intertidal and two subtidal
locations to characterise the benthic
assemblage in this area. Survey
specifications for the benthic intertidal and
subtidal ecology were agreed with the Marine
Management Organisation (MMO) prior to
being undertaken in December 2015. Further
information can be found in Volume 1,
Chapter 10 - Marine Ecology of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1).
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Intertidal and Subtidal surveys were
undertaken in January 2016 to inform Volume
1, Chapter 10 - Marine Ecology of the
Environmental Statement. Details about
survey method and findings are included in
Appendix 10.B of the Environmental
Statement (Document Reference 6.3).
Concern over light
disturbance on fish and
marine mammals

Environment Agency

The proposed jetty will be lit for safety and
N
operational purposes. The proposed lighting
would have a brightness of 50 lux during
loading of river vessels and ships. Lighting
would comprise fixtures on 20 m tall masts on
the jetty bridge and 25 m long masts on the
jetty head. The lighting on the jetty head
would have the lamps facing out to the
watercourse, to facilitate unimpeded loading
and unloading operations. Cowling and
reflectors will be used that avoid excessive
light pollution to surrounding areas.
For most fish species the lighting will
potentially only cause minor changes in
behaviour such as increased shoaling in the
vicinity of the light source. Such responses
could increase the risk of predation but could
also have positive effects such as enhancing
feeding efficiency. The area of river that will
be lit up as a result of the jetty will only
constitute a small fraction of the total width of
the river. Therefore, migrating fish will be able
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to avoid the lighting zone and therefore no
disruption or blocking of migratory routes is
anticipated. The assessment has concluded
that the significance of effect is considered to
be negligible.
There is no evidence to suggest that artificial
lighting has any adverse impacts on marine
mammals, therefore, lighting impact on
marine mammals has been scoped out of the
assessment.
The lighting of the jetty is described in
Volume 1, Chapter 4 - Project Description- of
the Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) and assessed in Volume 1,
Chapter 10 - Marine Ecology- of the
Environmental Statement.
The Marine management
Organisation provided a
range of suggestions for
consideration in the
assessment of marine
impacts
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Marine Management
Organisation

The Scheme proposes to reinstate Thames
Wharf and construct a temporary jetty to
facilitate transportation of construction
materials and waste. Dredging would be
required to operate ship/river vessel
movements out of Thames Wharf and the
proposed jetty. The proposed dredge would
have a maximum depth of 3m and a
maximum volume of 52,500m3. Sediment
sampling was undertaken in January 2016 to
analyse particle size and contamination
levels.
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A full underwater noise assessment has been
undertaken and has considered potential
impacts during dredging, pilling and vessel
movements. References suggested by the
Marine Management Organisation (MMO)
have been used through this process. The
assessment concludes that with mitigation,
for example slow start pilling, there would be
negligible impact on marine receptors.
The baseline description has been updated to
reflect the Thames Eel Management Plan.
Further information on the proposed marine
works can be found in Volume 1, Chapter 10
- Marine Ecology and Chapter 16 - Water
Environment of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1).
A draft Deemed Marine Licence has been
circulated to the Marine Management
Organisation (MMO) for comment prior to the
DCO submission.
The Marine Management
Organisation noted marine
species receptors to be
considered in the
assessment

Marine Management
Organisation

Consideration of the impacts on the short
snouted seahorse and European Eel have
been included within the assessment of the
construction and operation of the marine
elements of the Scheme. The assessment
has concluded that impact on the species
would be negligible. The baseline description
of the fish species within the Thames Estuary

N
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has been updated to reflect the observation
that eels would be present at all times.
Further information can be found within
Volume 1, Chapter 10 - Marine Ecology - of
the Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1).
The Marine Management
Organisation noted marine
species sensitivity to
underwater noise to be
considered

Marine Management
Organisation

The potential suitability of the area for Herring N
has reviewed in the baseline description. A
full underwater noise assessment has been
undertaken. This has considered the potential
impacts during dredging, piling, tunnel boring
and vessel movement phases. The
assessment concludes that impacts on
marine species from underwater noise at
various phases would be negligible to minor
adverse. Further information can be found in
Chapter 10 - Marine Ecology - of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) and Appendix 10.C
'Underwater Noise Assessment' of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.3).

Natural England noted
agreement with the
findings of the Habitat
Regulations Assessment
(HRA)

Natural England

Natural England’s comments in relation to the N
draft Habitat Regulations Assessment (HRA)
have been acknowledged and taken into
account in the final HRA/No Significant
Effects Report.
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Queries over the noise
and vibration assumptions

Marine Management
Organisation

The assumptions used in the construction
N
vibration model are included in Volume 1,
Appendix 14 of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.3). It outlines that an
earth pressure balance machine was
assumed for tunnel boring, outlines the layers
of geology and soil properties assumed, and
in the absence of information about the
structural form of each receptor a brick-built
house on a slab foundation was assumed.
The assumptions used are considered
conservative.
Predicted noise and vibration from
construction sources have also been taken
into account within Chapter 10 - Marine
Ecology of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1) to inform impacts
on fish, shellfish and marine mammals.
Operational impacts have been based upon
the most likely traffic flows as a result of the
tolling. Calculations have been undertaken in
accordance with Calculation of Road Traffic
Noise (CRTN) with noise propagation over
hard ground and all sensitive receptors
assumed to be downwind.

Concern over the potential
impact of above ground
structures on the
landscape character of the

National Grid

The future baseline has been taken into
account in Volume 1, Chapter 15 Townscape and Visual assessment in the
Environmental Statement (Document

N
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area and in relation to
statutory clearance
distances for overhead
power lines

Reference 6.1) by considering other
developments which are in the process of
being implemented and have the potential to
alter the existing townscape character, visual
receptors and/or visual amenity. The above
ground structures and landscaping comprised
within the Scheme will be designed and
implemented in accordance with the Design
Principles (Document Reference 7.4), With
regards to statutory safety clearances of
overhead power lines a design principle for
the Scheme states that trees should be
located to consider underground and
overhead utilities.

Concern that river related
National Grid
uses on the safeguarded
Thames Wharf and both
Euromix and General
Marine would be adversely
affected during the
construction phase as no
proposals have been
advanced to relocate
these river related
operations.

The safeguarded wharf at Silvertown
(Thames Wharf) will only be used on a
temporary basis for construction of the
Scheme (up to four years) and will utilise
Thames Wharf and a temporary jetty for the
transportation of construction materials and
waste by river. Following completion of
construction, the site will be returned to the
relevant landowners. The Scheme does not
propose to change the designated
safeguarding of the wharves. Reference has
been made to the appropriate policy in
Volume 1, Chapter 7 - Community and
Private Assets of the Environmental
Statement (Document Reference 6.1).
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Natural England provided
information and relevant
contacts

Natural England

The provision of contacts regarding further
information has been received. TfL is grateful
for the 'Buglife' contact in association with
University of East London (UEL) which has
provided TfL with information on
enhancements for invertebrates and the
Olympic park roof monitoring project. TfL has
also accepted Natural England's
Discretionary advice service to discuss the
next steps regarding ecological offsetting and
future mitigation.

N

Concern over the
adequacy of the
quantitative and
cumulative assessments

Public Health England

Volume 1, Chapter 17 of the Environmental
N
Statement (Document Reference 6.1)
discusses cumulative effects of the Scheme.
The air quality and noise assessment is
inherently cumulative as all committed
developments are included in the traffic
model. The air quality and noise
assessments therefore provide the predicted
cumulative impact of the proposed Scheme in
combination with other committed
developments in the area.
The Material Resources and Waste
assessment also assesses cumulative
impacts quantitatively.
The construction dust assessment has been
undertaken qualitatively and concludes that
each development site in the vicinity of the
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Silvertown Tunnel worksite will adhere to the
requirements of the Greater London
Authority’s Supplementary Planning
Guidance (SPG) on The Control of Dust and
Emissions During Construction and
Demolition (GLA, 2014) and thus, with
suitable mitigation measures in place, it is
expected that any cumulative impacts will be
‘not significant’. Furthermore, it is likely that a
number of these developments will be
required to undertake PM10 monitoring as
part of their own Codes of Construction
Practice.
The Marine Management
Organisation provided
details on the quantitative
thresholds for recoverable
injury, mortality and mortal
injury in fish

Marine Management
Organisation

A full underwater noise assessment has been N
undertaken. This has considered the potential
impacts during dredging, piling and vessel
movements. References have been checked
through this process. Further information can
be found in Volume 1, Chapter 10 - Marine
Ecology- of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1).

Historic England noted
that the geoarchaeological
modelling should be
refined as the project
proceeds

Historic England

Volume 1, Chapter 8 - Historic Environment
of the Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) has, using the
geoarchaeological model and the results of
other archaeological investigations, identified
areas of archaeological potential, especially
where evidence of prehistoric cultural activity
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may be subject to impacts from the Scheme.
The Port of London
Authority (PLA) queried
whether river works at
Greenwich included scour
protection around piles

Port of London Authority

The potential for scour associated with
N
construction and operation of the temporary
jetty is considered in Volume 1, Chapter 16 Surface Water Quality and Flood Risk- of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1). Hydrodynamic modelling
(Volume 1, Appendix 16.B of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.3)) was undertaken and found
that scour at the jetty piles would have a
neutral significance of effect on
hydrodynamics and sediment transport in the
River Thames. This information is also
considered in Volume 1, Chapter 10 - Marine
Ecology - of the Environmental Statement
which assesses the potential impacts of
scour on the marine environment. As there is
a neutral effect on hydrodynamics and
sediment transport in the River Thames, no
scour protection for jetty piles has been
proposed. The location of the jetty and Not
Always Afloat But Safe Aground (NAABSA)
at Silvertown has been included in in Volume
1, Chapter 4 - Project Description- of the
Environmental Statement. No works beyond
the potential for strengthening to the river wall
above the tunnel boring alignment are
proposed in the river on the Greenwich
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Peninsula side of the Scheme.
The Marine Management
Marine Management
Organisation suggested an Organisation
assessment of sediment
type as part of the
sediment contaminant
survey

Particle Size Analysis (PSA) and sediment
contamination analysis has been undertaken
on the samples collected during the Phase 1
intertidal habitat survey and core sampling.

The Marine Management
Organisation queried the
survey of smelt

Marine Management
Organisation

The baseline description has been updated to N
include smelt as a diadromous fish species
and clarifies that sand smelt has been
identified in the Environmental Agency survey
data. Further detail can be found in Volume
1, Chapter 10 - Marine Ecology of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1).

The Thames Eel
Management Plan (EMP)
should be included in the
assessment in
Conservation Status and
Importance

Marine Management
Organisation

The baseline description has been updated to N
reflect that European Eel hold the
conservation status 'Thames Eel
Management Plan' (EMP). Further detail can
be found in Volume 1, Chapter 10 - Marine
Ecology of the Environmental Statement
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The data is included within Volume 1,
Chapter 10 - Marine Ecology – of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) to inform any impacts on
marine species. Chapter 16 - Water quality
and flood risk of the Environmental Statement
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impacts on water quality.
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(Document Reference 6.1).
Transport of Waste
through sustainable
means

Public Health England

TfL has reviewed the feasibility of using the
river for construction logistics movements
and used this to recommend the following
commitments with regard to maximising the
use of the river where possible:

N

• 100% of suitable excavated material to be
transported by river; and
• 50% by weight of all material associated
with the construction of the Scheme to be
transported to or from the sites by river.
These commitments are based on key
assumptions about degree of contamination,
jetty/wharf loading facilities, use of water and
polymers during tunnelling, the availability of
suitable receptor sites, lessons learned from
Crossrail and availability of Greenwich
wharves.
The commitments are set out in the Code of
Construction Practice (Document Reference
6.10) which is secured by a DCO
Requirement.
Health England expect
further detail on the
transportation of
excavated waste materials

Public Health England

At least 50% by weight of all material
associated with the Scheme will be
transported to and from the site by river; this
includes 100% of suitable excavated
material. The Code of Construction Practice

N
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(Document Reference 6.10) sets the
framework to control possible impacts arising
from the construction of the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme.
Concern over the
management of waste
materials

Environment Agency

The predicted quantities of waste which can
N
be reduced, reused and recycled are
recorded and tracked in the Preliminary Site
Waste Management Plan (SWMP). On award
of the contract, the appointed Contractor
would be responsible for developing this plan
further and updating it every six months.
Under the existing Preliminary Site Waste
Management Plan (SWMP) the contractors,
design teams and suppliers are encouraged
to minimise the amount of waste via reuse on
site, reuse off site and recycling off-site.

The Environment Agency
provided guidance on the
detailed Water Framework
Directive (WFD)
assessment to be
undertaken

Environment Agency

The full Water Framework Directive (WFD)
assessment and final results are presented
within the Environmental Statement,
appended to Volume 1, Chapter 10 - Marine
Ecology (Document Reference 6.3). The
latest guidance has been used in the Water
Framework Directive assessment. The Water
Framework Directive considers groundwater
water bodies that have direct or indirect
connectivity with the Scheme.
Mitigation measures, such as impermeable
surfaces, fuel storage bunding and best
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practice handling of materials, have been
embedded into the Scheme design to ensure
no deterioration of groundwater. Overall the
Scheme is not anticipated to have a
permanent effect on the status of the Water
Framework Directive parameters, including
those for the relevant groundwater water
bodies.
Public Health England
expect further detail on the
transportation of
excavated waste materials

Public Health England

TfL has committed to transport at least 50%
by weight of all materials associated with the
Scheme by River, as further described in the
Code of Construction Practice (Document
Reference: 6.10).

Y
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L1.2

Section 42 (1) (b)
Change to the
Scheme?

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Consideration that air
quality assessment should
have been based on
several tolling scenarios
(tolled and non-tolled)

London Borough of
Southwark

The DCO would give TfL the power to set
charges at Blackwall Tunnel and Silvertown
Tunnel. TfL may only set initial charges
applicable from Scheme opening where the
proposed charges are not likely to give rise
to environmental effects which are
materially worse than the environmental
effects of the charges assessed in the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1). For subsequent future
variations to charges, TfL must have regard
to the traffic, environmental and socioeconomic effects of the potential change.
Revisions to the charges must also comply
with applicable legislation and policies and
with TfL’s network management duty.

N

Concern over the air
quality assessment in
relation to the compliance
test for the London Air
Quality Zone

London Borough of Tower
Hamlets

The air quality assessment has been
undertaken in accordance with the current
Highways England Advice Notes. In relation
to compliance with the EU Directive, Interim
Advice Note 175/13 has been utilised to
determine whether there is a risk the
Scheme will impact on the ability of the
zone to comply with the dates that Defra
have reported to the commission as being

N
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compliant.
When overlaid with Defra Pollution Climate
Mapping (PCM) links the proposed Scheme
would not result in:
a) a compliant zone becoming noncompliant
b) would not delay Defra’s date for
achieving compliance and
c) would not increase the road length in
exceedance by more than 1%.
The assessment results have been
evaluated in the context of Highways
England Interim Advice Note 175/13 which
demonstrates that the risk that the Scheme
will not delay compliance with EU Directive
on Ambient Air Quality (2008/50/EC) is low.
The London Borough of
Newham queried aspects
of the construction noise
assessment, including
queries over:


Lowest Observed
Adverse Effect
Level (LOAEL) and
Significant
Observed Adverse

London Borough of Newham

The construction noise Lowest Observed
Adverse Effect Level (LOAEL) and
Significant Observed Adverse Effect Level
(SOAEL) for residential properties are set
out in Chapter 14 of the Environmental
Statement (ES) (Document Reference 6.1).
Where the existing ambient noise level
already exceed the SOAEL, then on the
basis that construction noise should not
increase the ambient noise level by more
than 3dB, the SOAEL is then taken to be

N
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Effect Level
(SOAEL)


Daytime and nighttime noise levels



Receptors
identified



Loading /
unloading of ships
at the jetty

equivalent to the ambient noise level.
Daytime noise assessments have been
referred to within chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1). Night time construction
levels have been outlined and assessed
including 24 hour activities such as loading
of river vessels.
The representative ambient levels and
noise monitoring location in relation to
sensitive receptors have been clarified in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.
The full results are set out in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1).

The London Borough of
Newham noted concern
that the noise impacts
have not sufficiently
examined traffic flows and
construction movements
and diurnal variation

London Borough of Newham

The National Networks National Policy
Statement (NNNPS) requires a description
of the diurnal pattern not an assessment. It
is unlikely that the Scheme will alter the
diurnal pattern due to its location in
proximity to existing major roads. A
description of likely noise sources has been
provided in the construction noise
assessment and ventilation noise
assessment in Chapter 14 – Noise and
Vibration of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1)
In addition, the modelling suggests that
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traffic patterns will not change in any
significant way due to the estimated impact
of charging and provision of an enhanced
bus network.
The method used in the prediction
Calculation of Road Traffic Noise (CRTN) is
the method recommended in NNNPS
paragraph 5.191.
In addition to the daily traffic counts, some
hourly traffic counts from 2012 for a few
sites in the vicinity of the Scheme have
been considered. The noise specialists
have undertaken a sensitivity calculation to
show how much difference there typically is
between the two methods, and make an
estimate of the uncertainty.
Further information about the method and
assumptions within the noise modelling can
be found within Chapter 14 - Noise and
Vibration, of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1).
Environmental monitoring
is required post
construction

Royal Borough of Greenwich
London Borough of Tower
Hamlets
London Borough of Newham

Once the Scheme opens a monitoring
regime will be put in place for a minimum of
3 years to ensure that the environmental
impacts of the Scheme are properly
understood. The scope of the monitoring is
set out in the Monitoring Strategy
(Document Reference 7.6) which is

N
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submitted with the application. The DCO
contains a requirement for the Monitoring
Strategy to be implemented.
The findings of the annual monitoring of the
Scheme shall be taken into account by TfL
in determining whether local traffic and
associated mitigation measures are
required (this process is set out in the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS)
(Document Reference 7.7)) and will be
used to inform decisions regarding the
setting and adjustment or variation of the
user charges in accordance with the
Charging Policy (Document Reference
7.11).
The London Borough of
Newham noted the noise
assessment has not
adequately dealt with
issues raised in
consultation
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Details of consultation concerning noise
with local authorities are included within
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1) (Noise and
Vibration) Comments received during the
consultation process have been taken on
board in the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1). Since the
statutory consultation a commitment has
been made in relation to river transport
during the construction period and the
Environmental Statement presents one set
of construction movements to gives
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certainty over the impacts presented.
Comments noting the
proposed mitigation of air
quality impacts are
inadequate

London Borough of Tower
Hamlets
London Borough of
Southwark
London Borough of Lewisham

Our assessments have shown that the
Scheme will have an overall positive impact
on congestion, and is not expected to lead
to a significant material increase in delay on
any part of the road network. The
introduction of a user charge at both the
existing Blackwall Tunnel and the new
Silvertown Tunnel is critical in this respect.
The user charge will manage demand for
the crossings and will be used to ensure
that any additional users attracted by the
improved crossing will be countered by a
decrease in demand arising from the
introduction of the charge. The combination
of providing additional capacity alongside
the user charge will, in turn, manage traffic
impacts on the wider road network including
secondary environmental effects.

N

Mitigation also includes discounts for low
emission vehicles to encourage the uptake
of cleaner vehicles and all new bus routes
through the tunnel will be Euro 6
(equivalent).
Traffic flows and air quality would be
monitored prior to the scheme opening to
ensure the most robust information is used
when setting the initial charge to meet the
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scheme objectives. Air quality will continue
to be monitored once the scheme opens.
Please see the Monitoring Strategy for
further detail.
The air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant legislation
and guidance. It concludes that the Scheme
will not result in a significant effect on air
quality. With regards to changes in nitrogen
dioxide (NO2), the assessment shows that
the majority of receptors across the study
area experience a change that is classified
as imperceptible by the guidance. Where
changes are classified as perceptible, more
receptors will experience an improvement
than will experience a perceptible
deterioration. The initial results were
presented during the statutory consultation
within the Preliminary Environmental
Information Report and the full results of the
assessment are reported in Chapter 6 - Air
Quality of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1) that
accompanies the DCO application.
Comments noting that the
proposed mitigation of
noise and air quality
impacts are inadequate
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London Borough of Newham
London Borough of Barking
and Dagenham

The air quality assessment in Volume 1,
Chapter 6 of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1) is based on
traffic modelling that considers the change
in traffic as a result of the Scheme. The

N
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traffic modelling is undertaken in
accordance with the current guidance and
is considered robust when identifying the
changes in traffic flows as a result of the
Scheme. Mitigation to manage traffic flows
is inherent within the Scheme, this in turn
manages the air quality and noise impacts
of the Scheme. Noise mitigation will be
provided in the form of noise barriers
around the tunnel portal and low noise
surfacing on all roads constructed within the
order limits.
Once the Scheme is operational, an intense
period of monitoring will take place for a
minimum of 3 years to ensure that effects of
traffic, air quality, and noise are understood.
The findings of the annual monitoring of the
Scheme effects will be taken into account
by TfL in determining whether local traffic
and associated mitigation measures are
required (this process is set out in the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS)
(Document Reference 7.7)) and will be
used to inform decisions regarding the
around setting and variation of the user
charges in accordance with the Charging
Policy (Document Reference 7.11).
Comments noting that the

London Borough of Tower

A noise assessment has been undertaken

N
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proposed mitigation of
noise impacts are
inadequate

Hamlets

to look at impacts of the proposed Scheme
on noise, please see Volume 1, Chapter 14
- Noise and Vibration- of the Environmental
Statement (Document Reference 6.1).
Construction noise impacts will be
controlled by the measures set out in the
Code of Construction Practice. This
includes a requirement to prepare a noise
and vibration management plan for
approval by the relevant planning authority.
In relation to operational noise the
assessment has shown that perceptible
changes in noise as a result of the Scheme
would be very localised around the new
tunnel portals.
There would be a perceptible decrease in
noise to the west of the new tunnel portal
entrance on the Greenwich Peninsula, this
is due to the realignment of the A102
Blackwall Tunnel Approach Road. In the
Assessed Case there would be an increase
in buses along the Pilot Busway on the
Greenwich Peninsula (as a result of the
additional buses assumed in the Assessed
Case) which contributes towards an
increase in noise along this link.
There would be a perceptible increase in
noise in Silvertown, particularly around the
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Tidal Basin Rd due to increases in vehicles
and HGVs, the increased noise would travel
eastwards towards the Royal Docks area as
part of Tidal Basin Rd is elevated and the
wind is predominantly from a south westerly
direction. There would be a perceptible
decrease in noise around the A12/A13
junction and the A13/A1020 junction due to
a reduction in traffic along these links.
Mitigation measures have been
incorporated in the design to avoid noise
pollution. These measures include noise
barriers along the top of the cuts at the
tunnel portals and low noise surfacing on
roads constructed within the Order Limits.
A user charge would be introduced to the
existing Blackwall Tunnel and the new
Silvertown Tunnel to manage traffic related
impacts. The charge will be used to ensure
that traffic and related impacts on noise and
air quality are managed appropriately and
therefore significant adverse impacts on
health and quality of life will be avoided.
Request to include the
Pumphouse development
in the Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA)

London Borough of Newham

The Pumphouse development has been
included within the base case list of sites as
it is currently under development. Please
see chapter 17 - Cumulative Effects
Assessment – of the Environmental

N
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Statement (Document Reference 6.1) for
further information.
Comments noting that
increased road traffic
congestion equates to
more pollution

London Borough of Lewisham
London Borough of Barking
and Dagenham

By addressing the congestion issues at the
Blackwall Tunnel, the scheme is expected
to have an overall positive impact on
congestion, and is not expected to lead to a
significant material increase in delay on any
part of the road network. A user charge at
both the existing Blackwall Tunnel as well
as for the new Silvertown Tunnel would
manage demand to the extent that any
additional users attracted by the improved
crossing will be countered by a
corresponding decrease in demand arising
from the introduction of the charge. The
combination of providing additional capacity
alongside the user charge will, in turn,
manage the effects on the wider road
network including secondary environmental
effects.
The air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant legislation
and guidance. It concludes that the Scheme
will not result in a significant effect on air
quality. With regards to changes in nitrogen
dioxide (NO2), the assessment shows that
the majority of receptors across the study
area experience a change that is classified
as imperceptible by the guidance. Where
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changes are classified as perceptible, more
receptors will experience an improvement
than will experience a perceptible
deterioration.
Please see Volume 1, Chapter 6 - Air
Quality of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1) and the
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5).
Comments noting that
insufficient detail has been
provided in the Preliminary
Environmental Information
Report (PEIR)

London Borough of Newham

The Planning Inspectorate Advice Note 7 Environmental Impact Assessment:
Preliminary Environmental Information,
Screening and Scoping (March 2015)
outlines that Preliminary Environmental
Information is not intended to be a draft
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1), but rather is 'preliminary'
environmental information to inform
consultees of the likely environmental
effects. The environmental assessments
undertaken for the Preliminary
Environmental Information Report (PEIR)
have been developed further as more
detailed design information has become
available. These detailed assessments are
presented in Volume 1 of the Environmental
Statement (Document Reference 6.1). TfL
considers that the PEIR provided sufficient
environmental information to enable

N
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consultees to develop an informed view of
the project based on the data collected by
TfL at the time of the consultation.
Justification requested on
the use of Method 2 of
TRL report

London Borough of Newham

The justification for the use of Method 2 is
covered in more detail in Chapter 14 Noise of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1). Design Manual
for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) specifies
the use of the methods contained within
‘Converting the UK traffic noise index LA10,
18h to EU noise indices’ for the assessment
of night time traffic noise. The method used
is largely driven by the available traffic data,
for this Scheme only night time 8 hours
flows are available. The use of this method
is recognised within TRL report as
achieving a high degree of prediction
accuracy over a wide range of noise levels
for each of the EU indices. A sensitivity test
has been undertaken to check the
difference between the two different
methods.

N

The London Borough of
Newham noted that noise
monitoring should be an
ongoing process

London Borough of Newham

Following consultation with the London
Borough of Newham, further baseline noise
monitoring points were agreed for long term
monitoring. Six locations across the noise
study area (in both Silvertown and
Greenwich Peninsula) were monitored for
24 hours and a further two 'worst case'

N
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locations were monitored for a duration of
six days.
Once the Scheme opens a monitoring
regime will be put in place for a minimum of
three years to ensure that the
environmental impacts of the Scheme are
properly understood. The scope of the
monitoring is set out in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) which
is submitted with the application.
Concern over mitigation of
impacts on current and
future developments in the
area

London Borough of Newham

Proposed operational noise mitigation is
included in the Environmental Statement,
Volume 1, Chapter 14 - Noise (Document
Reference 6.1) and includes 1.8m high
visual/acoustic barriers around the northern
and southern tunnel portals and a low noise
surfacing system to be laid on roads
constructed within the Order Limits. The
proposed noise barriers would offer
mitigation to potential future development
sites from road noise from the Scheme. The
consideration of additional noise barriers
has been discounted due to road safety and
visual considerations.

N

Concern over noise and
air quality impacts on
Silvertown

London Borough of Waltham
Forest

As a result of the Scheme, receptors
N
located in the Silvertown area, south of the
A13 and around the Royal Docks are
predicted to experience a deterioration in air
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quality. The receptors in this location are
near to the northern portals and feeder
roads of the proposed Silvertown Tunnel.
The Tunnel itself is predicted to carry
approximately 10,000-11,000 vehicles per
day in each direction and therefore
increases in traffic on nearby roads around
Silvertown and the Royal Docks contribute
to a localised worsening in air quality.
The air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant legislation
and guidance. It concludes that the Scheme
will not result in a significant effect on air
quality. With regards to changes in nitrogen
dioxide (NO2), the assessment shows that
the majority of receptors across the study
area experience a change that is classified
as imperceptible by the guidance. Where
changes are classified as perceptible, more
receptors will experience an improvement
than will experience a perceptible
deterioration.
There would be a perceptible increase in
noise in Silvertown, particularly around the
Tidal Basin Rd due to increases in vehicles
and HGV's, the increased noise would
travel eastwards towards the Royal Docks
area as part of Tidal Basin Rd is elevated
and the wind is predominantly from a south
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westerly direction. There would be a
perceptible decrease in noise around the
A12/A13 junction and the A13/A1020
junction due to a reduction in traffic along
these links.
Mitigation measures have been
incorporated in the design to avoid noise
pollution. These measures include noise
barriers along the top of the cuts at the
tunnel portals and low noise surfacing on
roads within the Order Limits.
A user charge would be introduced to the
existing Blackwall Tunnel and the new
Silvertown Tunnel to manage traffic related
impacts. The charge will be set at a level
that ensures traffic is managed
appropriately and therefore significant
adverse impacts on health and quality of life
will be avoided.
The full results of the noise and air quality
assessments are set out in the
Environmental Statement (Document
reference 6.1)
Queries over the noise
and vibration assumptions

London Borough of Newham

The assumptions used in the construction
vibration model are included in Volume 1,
Appendix 14 of the Environmental
Statement (Document Reference 6.3). It
outlines that an earth pressure balance

N
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machine was assumed for tunnel boring,
outlines the layers of geology and soil
properties assumed, and in the absence of
information about the structural form of
each receptor a brick-built house on a slab
foundation was assumed. The assumptions
used are considered conservative.
Predicted noise and vibration from
construction sources have also been taken
into account within Chapter 10 - Marine
Ecology of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1) to inform
impacts on fish, shellfish and marine
mammals. Operational impacts have been
based upon the most likely traffic flows as a
result of the tolling. Calculations have been
undertaken in accordance with Calculation
of Road Traffic Noise (CRTN) with noise
propagation over hard ground and all
sensitive receptors assumed to be
downwind.
Noise mitigation along
A102 and Siebert road
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Royal Borough of Greenwich

TfL is providing measures to reduce traffic
noise at Siebert Road and Westcombe Hill
adjacent to the existing A102 as a
complimentary measure to the Silvertown
Tunnel project. The Noise chapter of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) demonstrates a negligible
decrease in noise of between -0.1 to -3.0
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dB LA10 for the area around the A102
immediately to the north of Siebert Road
and Westcombe Hill as a result of the
Silvertown Scheme. A similar outcome can
therefore reasonably be expected to apply
for the Siebert Road and Westcombe Hill
area once the tunnel is operational and
therefore, mitigation is not required as a
direct result of the Scheme.
Notwithstanding this fact, TfL is working
with the Royal Borough of Greenwich to
develop measures to attenuate the existing
traffic noise impacts arising from the A102.
TfL installed low noise surfacing on the
A102 in the vicinity of Siebert Road and
Westcombe Hill, which will has helped
reduce traffic noise levels. A study has also
recently been completed which reviews
existing noise levels and the feasibility of
implementing further noise mitigation
measures in the form of an Environmental
Barrier (EB). The study concludes that, in
most locations, a 3m high barrier could
attenuate the noise from the A102 so that
the noise levels at the façade of the
properties on Siebert Road and Westcombe
Hill would not exceed 68 dB LA10.
Subject to TfL obtaining a DCO authorising
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the Silvertown Tunnel, TfL has committed to
contributing towards the installation of an
EB to provide noise attenuation to the
properties on Siebert Road and Westcombe
Hill. The installation of the barriers would be
dependent on TfL obtaining any planning or
other necessary consents, as well as
practical considerations concerning the
existing retaining wall and land availability.
The London Borough of
Newham requested more
in-depth monitoring be
undertaken prior to
Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA)
submission

London Borough of Newham

Long-term baseline monitoring is being
N
undertaken to present a better
understanding of the ambient noise climate
of the area, and to ensure that a robust
noise assessment is presented for the
Scheme. 24-hour monitoring is to be
undertaken at six locations and further
noise measurements will be undertaken
over a longer period at two locations that
potentially will experience the worst adverse
effects as a result of the Scheme. In
accordance with BS4142:2014 typical
background noise levels will be used and
not the lowest background noise level.

Positive comments about
the potential
environmental effects of
the Scheme

London Borough of Tower
Hamlets

Noted. The full assessment and final results
are presented within the Environmental
Statement (Document Reference 6.1).

N

Concern over the potential

London Borough of Lewisham

The Health and Equality Impact

N
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impact of air quality on
general health

The London Borough of
Newham requested
improved presentation of
data results

Assessment (Document Reference 6.8)
assesses the potential effects of the
Scheme on health. In response to
stakeholder comments, a quantitative
assessment of how changes in air quality
may affect the health of local populations
has been carried out, including the potential
effects of the Scheme on general health.
London Borough of Newham

Questioning whether the
London Borough of
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme Southwark
would worsen air quality
and therefore negatively
affect children’s health

The Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) has been revised to include
less cross referencing and more information
in data tables.

N

Local schools are identified as sensitive
receptors in the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1). The potential
impact on these receptors is assessed in
Air Quality (Chapter 6) and Noise (Chapter
14). The Health and Equalities Impact
Assessment (Document Reference 6.8)
considers the potential health effects of the
Scheme on all vulnerable populations, of
which children are one such group. The
location of schools has been identified in
the Health and Equalities Impact
Assessment, which, in addition to the effect
on health as a result of changes in noise
and air quality, considers changes to active
travel (walking and cycling) as a result of
the Scheme, issues relating to severance,

N
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and also to accessibility (by car and bus).
Concern that change in
PM10 levels have not
been fully considered
(given that it is a nonthreshold pollutant)

London Borough of Newham

The air quality assessment has been
undertaken in accordance with Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB), the
significance of the Scheme’s impacts is
based on the advice in Interim Advice Note
174/13. Therefore the changes in PM10 are
considered in the air quality assessment.

N

The maximum concentration in either of the
reference case or assessed case scenarios
for PM10 is 25.6 µg/m3, this is well below
the annual mean Air Quality Standard
(AQS) objective of 40 µg/m3. The largest,
and only perceptible increase in PM10 is
0.6 µg/m3 at Tidal Basin Rd. Seven of the
total modelled receptors are predicted to
have a perceptible decrease (> -0.4 µg/m3).
Given the very small magnitude of change
in the assessed case, any exceedance of
the 24 hour Air Quality Standard (AQS)
objective for PM10 can be ruled out.
Some respondents
commented that air quality
levels in the area
surrounding the proposed
Scheme is poor
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London Borough of Tower
Hamlets
London Borough of
Southwark

TfL has built a baseline of current air quality
levels to characterise the current
environment. Data has been gathered on
existing air quality levels through
organisations such as Defra, local
authorities and London Air Quality Network.
Gaps were identified in the data available

N
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and a monitoring campaign was
commissioned in January 2014. Nitrogen
dioxide (NO2) diffusion tubes were installed
at 75 sites across several eastern London
Boroughs which continued over a 12 month
period to gather a robust set of
measurements. Full details of existing air
quality and future baseline is presented
within Volume 1, Chapter 6 of the
Environmental Statement.
The impact of the proposed Silvertown
Tunnel on future levels of nitrogen dioxide
(NO2), and particulate matters (PM10 and
PM2.5) for the opening year has been
assessed using an air quality model. The air
quality assessment has been undertaken
following the relevant legislation and
guidance. It concludes that the Scheme will
not result in a significant effect on air
quality. With regards to changes in nitrogen
dioxide (NO2), the assessment shows that
the majority of receptors across the study
area experience a change that is classified
as imperceptible by the guidance. Where
changes are classified as perceptible, more
receptors will experience an improvement
than will experience a perceptible
deterioration.
It is correct that pollutant concentrations are
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not solely due to traffic emissions, although
at roadside locations in areas of high
concentrations it is likely to be a substantial
part of the overall pollutant concentration.
The total concentration of a pollutant
comprises of explicit local emission sources
(such as roads and chimney-stacks) and
those that are transported into an area by
the wind from further away. The
background concentration can often be a
large proportion of the overall concentration
monitored. The air quality modelling carried
out for the Silvertown Tunnel Air Quality
assessment specifically models the road
component and then adds the background
(which include other source contributions)
to the modelled component to predict the
total concentrations.
Some respondents
encouraged TfL to provide
new planted areas nearby
the new tunnel to mitigate
any adverse
environmental effects
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Since the statutory consultation TfL has
identified additional opportunities to provide
planting around the portals and associated
buildings on both the north and south of the
river. This will provide additional visual
screening as well as benefits to ecology.
TfL has also included a design principle to
investigate the inclusion of brown roofs on
the portal buildings at the detailed design
stage. These will provide further habitat for
wildlife. For more information please see

Y
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the Design and Access Statement
(Document Reference 7.3) and Chapter 9 Terrestrial Ecology - of the Environmental
Statement (Document Reference 6.1).
Some comments related to landscaping as
mitigation for air quality; whilst green walls
can provide some benefits with regard to
biodiversity and visual amenity, there is
limited evidence that these can be used as
mitigation for air pollution/noise. There is
emerging evidence that vegetation may
reduce levels of ambient particulate matter,
although there is not considered to be
robust evidence that vegetation materially
reduces nitrogen dioxide concentrations. In
relation to the Silvertown Tunnel, the impact
of the Scheme is mostly related to changes
in nitrogen dioxide (NO2), hence it is
considered that vegetation will have little
benefit as a mitigation measure.
Consider making the
Silvertown Tunnel area an
ultra Low Emission Zone
(uLEZ), or to take more
general steps to
encourage the use of low
emission vehicles. Other
respondents commented
about what assessments

Royal Borough of Greenwich

The user charging power provides scope for N
a number of exemptions and discounts and
this will be used to encourage the use of
cleaner vehicles. For the purpose of the
assessments, it has been assumed that
electric vehicles will travel for free through
both the Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels
to encourage the uptake of cleaner vehicles
in line with London Plan policy. TfL will be
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TfL had undertaken of the
effect of the existing uLEZ

required to set and vary user charges,
including any discounts and exemptions, in
accordance with the Charging Policy
(Document Reference 7.11) and the
environmental objectives set out in that
document. The Silvertown Tunnel is located
within the existing London Low Emission
Zone (LEZ) and therefore vehicles that do
not meet the London wide LEZ emission
standards would be charged in line with this
Scheme.
TfL’s air quality assessment uses the most
up to date tools for emissions calculations
as provided by Defra which currently do not
reflect the introduction of ultra Low
Emission Zone (uLEZ). The impact
assessment for uLEZ undertaken by TfL
shows that uLEZ would reduce emissions of
road transport-related NOx in the Boroughs
of Greenwich, Newham and Tower Hamlets
by around 10-17 per cent due to changes in
the overall fleet compositions of vehicles in
outer London. The impacts of the
Silvertown Tunnel would not be significantly
affected by inclusion of the uLEZ fleet
compositions as the main impacts are
related to changes in traffic flows and
patterns across the area.
The Silvertown Tunnel has a dedicated bus
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lane to better serve East London with public
transport links and encourage bus use. The
bus fleet on these routes will be at least
Euro XI equivalent to ensure emissions are
minimised.
Some respondents urged
TfL to consider the impact
of vent stacks on
emissions of airborne
pollutants from the tunnel

London Borough of Tower
Hamlets

Since the Statutory Consultation, TfL has
analysed the results of the air quality
modelling and considers that the tunnel
portal emissions would not give rise to a
significant air quality impact on receptors
local to the tunnel portals; therefore the
ventilation stack has been removed from
the design. Emissions from the tunnel
portals have been considered within the air
quality assessment. Please refer to Volume
1, Chapter 6 (Air Quality) of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) for further information on
assumptions within the air quality
assessment.

Y

TfL’s Preliminary
Environmental Information
Report (PEIR) does not
meet national planning
guidance with regard to
noise impact.

London Borough of Newham

The preliminary environmental assessment
set out the information relating to the
Scheme known at the time of the statutory
consultation. The full assessment has been
completed in accordance with the most up
to date guidance and advice notes. Full
methodology including the assumptions
used within the scenarios modelled and
results are reported in Volume 1, Chapter

N
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14 - Noise and Vibration - of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1).
Both The Pumphouse Tower development
and Siemens Crystal have been included as
receptors within the noise assessment
The air quality
London Borough of Newham
assumptions are unreliable
and more robust modelling
is needed

The traffic data used in the air quality
N
assessment process complies with the
appropriate guidance and is considered
robust. The air quality assessment has
been undertaken in accordance with Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and
associated interim advice notes. Further
baseline surveys using long term monitors
have been carried out in March 2016 to
ensure a more robust baseline around
areas receiving the largest changes in air
quality. All assumptions within the air quality
model are outlined within Volume 1 Chapter
6 Air Quality of the Environmental
Statement (Document Reference 6.1).

Concern over air quality
impacts in Newham

TfL have built a baseline of current air
quality levels to characterise the current
environment. Data has been gathered on
existing air quality levels through
organisations such as Defra, local
authorities and London Air Quality Network.
Gaps were identified in the data available
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and a monitoring campaign was
commissioned in January 2014. Nitrogen
dioxide (NO2) diffusion tubes were installed
at 75 sites across several eastern London
Boroughs which continued over a 12 month
period to gather a robust set of
measurements.
The monitoring data gathered as part of the
assessment provides information on the
existing baseline nitrogen dioxide
(NO2)concentrations and is also used to
validate the air quality modelling undertaken
as part of the Silvertown Tunnel Air Quality
assessment. The data collected shows that
there were widespread exceedances of the
annual mean nitrogen dioxide (NO2) Air
Quality Standard (AQS) Objective
(40ug/m3) across the study area, and in
some cases, exceedances of the 1 hour
mean AQS objective. The conditions are
typical of a heavily urbanised environment
in inner London.
The Scheme would result in a perceptible
improvement in air quality along the
Blackwall Tunnel Approach Roads, A12 and
A13 in Poplar. The improvements at these
receptors are as a result of the reduction in
traffic flows along the A12 Blackwall Tunnel
Northern Approach and the A13 East India
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Dock Road. As a result of the Scheme,
receptors located in the Silvertown area,
south of the A13 and around the Royal
Docks are predicted to experience
deterioration in air quality. The receptors in
this location are near to the northern portals
and feeder roads of the proposed
Silvertown Tunnel. The Tunnel itself is
predicted to carry approximately 10,00011,000 vehicles per day in each direction
and therefore increases in traffic on nearby
roads around Silvertown and the Royal
Docks contribute to a localised worsening in
air quality.
Chapter 6 - Air Quality of the ES outlines
that a judgement on operational
significance of effects for air quality, in
accordance with Highways England IAN
174/13, concludes that the Scheme does
not have a significant impact on air quality.
The assessment results have been
evaluated in the context of Highways
England IAN 175/13 which demonstrates
that the risk that the Scheme will delay
compliance with Chapter 6 - Air Quality of
the Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) outlines that a judgement on
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operational significance of effects for air
quality, in accordance with Highways
England Interim Advice Note 174/13,
concludes that the Scheme does not have a
significant impact on air quality.
The assessment results have been
evaluated in the context of Highways
England Interim Advice Note 175/13 which
demonstrates that the risk that the Scheme
will delay compliance with EU Directive on
Ambient Air Quality (2008/50/EC) is low.
The effect of the
London Borough of Newham
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme
on noise at the Siemens
Crystal Building should
assessed

The Siemens Crystal building has been
included as a sensitive receptor in the noise
assessment, please see Chapter 14 - Noise
and Vibration - of the Environment
Statement (Document Reference 6.1).

N

Query over the traffic flows London Borough of Newham
used to predict road noise

The noise assessment has been based
upon the traffic flows within the Assessed
Case which includes a mix of light vehicles
and HGVs along each link.

N

Full text descriptions of how traffic flow
impacts noise is provided in Volume 1,
Chapter 14 - Noise and Vibration of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1). Full details of traffic as a
result of the Scheme are presented in the
Transport Assessment (Document
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Reference 6.5).
London Borough of Tower
Hamlets noted a lack of
clarity on where traffic
might be displaced as a
result of the Scheme

London Borough of Tower
Hamlets

Full text descriptions of how traffic flow
impacts noise is provided in Volume 1,
Chapter 14 - Noise and Vibration of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1). Full details of traffic as a
result of the Scheme are presented in the
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5).

N

Consider the transport of
waste through sustainable
means

London Borough of Newham

TfL has committed to transport at least 50%
by weight of all materials associated with
the Scheme by River, as further described
in the Code of Construction Practice
(Document Reference: 6.10).

Y

These commitments are based on key
assumptions about degree of
contamination, jetty/wharf loading facilities,
use of water and polymers during
tunnelling, the availability of suitable
receptor sites, lessons learned from
Crossrail and availability of Greenwich
wharves.
The commitments are set out in the Code of
Construction Practice (Document
Reference 6.10) which is secured by a DCO
Requirement.
Request for an
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independent review of the
environmental impacts of
the Scheme

London Borough of Newham
London Borough of Lewisham

carried out in accordance with the relevant
legislation and guidance.
The air quality and noise assessments have
been subject to independent expert peer
reviews and the traffic model has
undergone an independent model audit
process.
The results of the assessment are
presented in the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1) which will be
considered through the examination
process.

Concern over the
management of waste
materials

London Borough of Tower
Hamlets

The predicted quantities of waste which can
be reduced, reused and recycled are
recorded and tracked in the Preliminary Site
Waste Management Plan (SWMP). On
award of the contract, the appointed
Contractor would be responsible for
developing this plan further and updating it
every six months. Under the existing
Preliminary Site Waste Management Plan
(SWMP) the contractors, design teams and
suppliers are encouraged to minimise the
amount of waste via reuse on site, reuse off
site and recycling off-site.

N
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L1.3

Section 42 (1) (d)

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Concern that the
proposed development at
Morden Wharf (and other
proposed has not been
considered within the
PEIR and request that
this is fully considered in
the final Environmental
Statement

The Trustees of Morden
College

Consideration of future developments
within the assessment is outlined within
Chapter 17 - Cumulative Effects - of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1). The list of base case and
cumulative sites was subject to a further
round of consultation with the Host
boroughs of Greenwich, Newham and
Tower Hamlets prior to February 2016.
Morden Wharf is included in the
assessment as part of the strategic
industrial location within the Greenwich
Peninsula West Masterplan. The
cumulative assessment in the
Environmental Statement will take into
consideration the proposed land uses for
the strategic industrial location:
entertainment/sports, residential,
education, public open space and wharf
uses. In accordance with PINS Advice
Note 17, Morden Wharf has been classified
as a ‘Tier 3’ development (i.e. development
which has been identified in the relevant
Development Plan and other plans and
programmes which set the framework for
future development consents) and will
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therefore be considered qualitatively within
the assessment for all topics due to the
lack of detail about the proposal and the
high level of uncertainty at this stage about
the deliverability of the development.
Concern over the air
quality assessment in
relation to the compliance
test for the London Air
Quality Zone

ANON-33SX-SNUZ-1
ANON-33SX-S7SN-V

The air quality assessment has been
undertaken in accordance with the current
Highways England Advice Notes. In
relation to compliance with the EU
Directive, Interim Advice Note 175/13 has
been utilised to determine whether there is
a risk the Scheme will impact on the ability
of the zone to comply with the dates that
Defra have reported to the commission as
being compliant.

N

When overlaid with Defra Pollution Climate
Mapping (PCM) links the proposed
Scheme would not result in:
a) a compliant zone becoming noncompliant
b) would not delay Defra’s date for
achieving compliance and
c) would not increase the road length in
exceedance by more than 1%.
The assessment results have been
evaluated in the context of Highways
England Interim Advice Note 175/13 which
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demonstrates that the risk that the Scheme
will not delay compliance with EU Directive
on Ambient Air Quality (2008/50/EC) is low.
Consider carefully the
architectural design of the
tunnel

Quintain

Concern over the air
quality impacts of
additional buses

Concern over the visual
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The architectural design of the portals and
associated building is not set at the DCO
submission stage and will be developed
once a decision on whether to approve the
application is reached. However since the
statutory public consultation TfL has
developed an illustrative design that shows
one way in which the form of the buildings
could take this can be found in the Design
and Access Statement (Document
Reference 7.3) along with a rationale for
the design approach. To provide further
design assurance TfL has developed a set
of design principles that will guide the
detailed design and Urban Design London
has appointed an independent design
review panel who will review the design of
all above ground elements as they
develop.

N

ANON-33SX-S7SD-J

TfL has made a commitment that all new
bus routes that use the Silvertown Tunnel
will be of Euro VI emission class or
equivalent to ensure that bus emissions
are minimised.

N

Chris Hodge commercial Ltd

As a result of the consultation TfL has

Y

Dilara Begum
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impact of the tunnel sign
gantry

made revisions to the plans, the signage
gantry outside of the affected property has
been removed it from the Scheme.

Comments noting
disbelief in the overall
environmental impacts as
laid out in Preliminary
Environmental
Information Report

ANON-33SX-SNWD-D

Environmental monitoring
required post construction

European Metal Recycling
Limited ("EMR")

ANON-33SX-SNUZ-1
ANON-33SX-SN1N-H

The assessments within the Environmental
Statement (Document Reference 6.1) (the
preliminary results of which were
previously reported in the Preliminary
Environmental Information Report) have
been carried out by an independent
environmental consultancy in line with
current guidance and has been subject to
specialist peer review to ensure that the
assumptions and assessment undertaken
is robust.

N

Once the Scheme opens a monitoring
N
regime will be put in place for a minimum of
3 years to ensure that the environmental
impacts of the Scheme are properly
understood. The scope of the monitoring is
set out in the Monitoring Strategy
(Document Reference 7.6) which is
submitted with the application. The DCO
contains a requirement for the Monitoring
Strategy to be implemented.
The findings of the annual monitoring of the
Scheme shall be taken into account by TfL
in determining whether local traffic and
associated mitigation measures are
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required (this process is set out in the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS)
(Document Reference 7.7)) and will be
used to inform decisions regarding the
setting and adjustment or variation of the
user charges in accordance with the
Charging Policy (Document Reference
7.11).
Quintain noted the need
to explore whether
exclusion of the
ventilation stacks from the
proposals is feasible on
an ongoing basis

Quintain

Since the statutory consultation, TfL has
N
analysed the results of the air quality
modelling and consider that the tunnel
portal emissions would not give rise to a
significant air quality impact on receptors
local to the tunnel portals; therefore the
ventilation stack has been removed from
the design. Emissions from the tunnel
portals have been considered within the air
quality assessment. Please refer to Volume
1, Chapter 6 (Air Quality) of the
Environmental Assessment for further
information on assumptions within the air
quality assessment.

Concern over impacts of
traffic congestion on air
quality

ANON-33SX-SNWF-F

The air quality assessment in Volume 1,
Chapter 6 of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1) is based on
traffic modelling that considers the change
in traffic as a result of the Scheme. The
traffic modelling is undertaken in
accordance with the current guidance. An

ANON-33SX-SN1N-H
Dilara Begum
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independent audit of the model has been
carried out and TfL considers the model is
robust when identifying the changes in
traffic flows as a result of the Scheme.
The changes in traffic have shown that the
Scheme will have an overall positive
impact on congestion, and is not expected
to lead to a significant material increase in
delay on any part of the road network. The
introduction of a user charge at both the
existing Blackwall Tunnel and the new
Silvertown Tunnel is critical in this respect.
The user charge will manage demand for
the crossings and will be used to ensure
that any additional users attracted by the
improved crossing will be countered by a
decrease in demand arising from the
introduction of the charge. The combination
of providing additional capacity alongside
the user charge will, in turn, manage traffic
impacts on the wider road network
including secondary environmental effects.
The air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant
legislation and guidance. It concludes that
the Scheme will not result in a significant
effect on air quality. With regards to
changes in nitrogen dioxide (NO2), the
assessment shows that the majority of
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receptors across the study area experience
a change that is classified as imperceptible
by the guidance. Where changes are
classified as perceptible, more receptors
will experience an improvement than will
experience a perceptible deterioration.
Concern over the impact
of increased pollution on
pedestrians and cyclists
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U&I Group

Sections 4.4.5 and 4.4.7 of the Preliminary N
Transport Assessment prepared for
consultation in October 2015 present the
existing baseline rather than effects that
will occur as a result of the Scheme. Where
significant impacts on pedestrians/cyclists
are identified during construction or
operation of the Scheme, mitigation
measures have been proposed, as outlined
in the CoCP and Volume 1 Chapter 11 Effects on All Travellers- of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1). .Construction mitigation
includes preparation of a Construction
Traffic Management Plan, implementation
of temporary traffic demand management
and operational mitigation is embedded in
the Scheme design, which will improve
existing pedestrian and cycle facilities in
the vicinity of the tunnel. Please also refer
to The Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5) and the Design and Access
Statement (Document Reference 7.3) for
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more information about improvements to
pedestrian/cycle facilities and the public
realm.
Comments noting the
proposed mitigation of air
quality impacts are
inadequate

ANON-33SX-STBG-1
ANON-33SX-SN3M-J
Millennium Primary School

Our assessments have shown that the
N
Scheme will have an overall positive
impact on congestion, and is not expected
to lead to a significant material increase in
delay on any part of the road network. The
introduction of a user charge at both the
existing Blackwall Tunnel and the new
Silvertown Tunnel is critical in this respect.
The user charge will manage demand for
the crossings and will be used to ensure
that any additional users attracted by the
improved crossing will be countered by a
decrease in demand arising from the
introduction of the charge. The combination
of providing additional capacity alongside
the user charge will, in turn, manage traffic
impacts on the wider road network
including secondary environmental effects.
Mitigation also includes discounts for low
emission vehicles to encourage the uptake
of cleaner vehicles and all new bus routes
through the tunnel will be Euro 6
(equivalent).
Traffic flows and air quality would be
monitored prior to the scheme opening to
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ensure the most robust information is used
when setting the initial charge to meet the
scheme objectives. Air quality will continue
to be monitored once the scheme opens.
Please see the Monitoring Strategy for
further detail.
The air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant
legislation and guidance. It concludes that
the Scheme will not result in a significant
effect on air quality. With regards to
changes in nitrogen dioxide (NO2), the
assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area experience
a change that is classified as imperceptible
by the guidance. Where changes are
classified as perceptible, more receptors
will experience an improvement than will
experience a perceptible deterioration. The
initial results were presented during the
statutory consultation within the Preliminary
Environmental Information Report and the
full results of the assessment are reported
in Chapter 6 - Air Quality of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) that accompanies the DCO
application.
Comments noting that the
proposed mitigation of
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The air quality assessment in Volume 1,
Chapter 6 of the Environmental Statement

N
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noise and air quality
impacts are inadequate

ANON-33SX-SNWF-F
ANON-33SX-SNWD-D
ANON-33SX-SNUZ-1
ANON-33SX-SNMV-N
ANON-33SX-SNEC-T
ANON-33SX-SNBK-Y
ANON-33SX-SFDF-M
ANON-33SX-S7SD-J
ANON-33SX-S7MC-B
ANON-33SX-S72U-2
ANON-33SX-S72P-W
ANON-33SX-S2DH-2
ANON-33SX-STU9-6

(Document Reference 6.1) is based on
traffic modelling that considers the change
in traffic as a result of the Scheme. The
traffic modelling is undertaken in
accordance with the current guidance and
is considered robust when identifying the
changes in traffic flows as a result of the
Scheme. Mitigation to manage traffic flows
is inherent within the Scheme, this in turn
manages the air quality and noise impacts
of the Scheme. Noise mitigation will be
provided in the form of noise barriers
around the tunnel portal and low noise
surfacing on all roads constructed within
the order limits.
Once the Scheme is operational, an
intense period of monitoring will take place
for a minimum of 3 years to ensure that
effects of traffic, air quality, and noise are
understood.
The findings of the annual monitoring of the
Scheme effects will be taken into account
by TfL in determining whether local traffic
and associated mitigation measures are
required (this process is set out in the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS)
(Document Reference 7.7)) and will be
used to inform decisions regarding the
around setting and variation of the user
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charges in accordance with the Charging
Policy (Document Reference 7.11).
Concern that increased
numbers of HGVs will
reduce air quality

ANON-33SX-SNUZ-1
Dilara Begum

The proposed Silvertown Tunnel would
have two separate tunnels, each carrying
two traffic lanes. It is planned that one lane
in each direction would be reserved for
buses, coaches and HGVs, and the
connections to the existing highways are
being designed to ensure they can safely
accommodate all vehicles. The principal
routes to and from the Silvertown Tunnel
are also capable of accommodating all
standard vehicles.
The new tunnel would be accessible to tall
HGVs (i.e. those over 4.0m in height) and
double deck buses which are unable to use
the northbound bore of the Blackwall
Tunnel due to the height restriction that is
in place. It is proposed that only those
HGVs above 4.0m in height would be
required to use the Silvertown Tunnel in
the northbound direction, and we expect
that the majority of HGVs would continue to
use the Blackwall Tunnel as this provides
the most convenient connection for northsouth trips beyond the local area and vice
versa. Requiring that all HGVs use the
Silvertown Tunnel is not considered to be
necessary or appropriate at this time,
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although this is something that could be
reviewed in future should circumstances
change.
The provision of a full height clearance
tunnel for tall HGVs is expected to result in
a significant reduction in the number of
unplanned closures of the Blackwall
Tunnel, and in particular those that are
caused by vehicles which are too tall for
the tunnel. Whilst the availability of an
accessible northbound connection in this
location could increase the number of tall
HGVs seeking to cross the river at this
point in the northbound direction, relative to
the total number of HGVs using the
crossing the increase is expected to limited
as the majority of HGVs are below 4.0m in
height. We do not expect a significant
increase in HGVs southbound.
The Mayor’s Roads Task Force estimated
that around 90% of freight trips in London
are made by road, and as London grows
the overall proportion of trips made by
goods vehicles is expected to increase in
future. The Blackwall Tunnel is an
important route for goods vehicles, and the
Silvertown Tunnel represents a means of
ensuring that it remains capable of fulfilling
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its function effectively.
In common with many other charged
schemes, TfL is proposing that larger
vehicles would pay more to use the
tunnels, reflecting the greater impact they
have on maintenance costs, traffic and the
environment. The Assessed Case
assumes charges for HGVs around twice
that of the charge for a car. The level of the
charge would be kept under review, so the
charges for HGVs could be adjusted in
future to manage HGV demand if a
significant adverse impact were observed.
The indicative construction programme for
the scheme is around four years, and TfL
recognises that the impacts of construction
need to be managed and minimised as far
as possible. Since the statutory
consultation further work has been
completed into the construction
methodology, and TfL is now proposing to
make greater use of the river for
transporting construction materials which
has resulted in a lower forecast number of
lorry movements.
The routes to be used by construction
lorries would be confirmed in advance of
construction starting in consultation with
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the relevant boroughs and take into
account the location of sensitive sites such
as schools and hospitals. As a general
rule, routes to the construction sites will be
on the major road network as these routes
are best suited to accommodating high
volumes of traffic, with vehicles only using
local roads to directly access the works
sites. The impact of construction lorries on
total traffic on key links such as the A12,
A13, A102 and A2 would be negligible
during the construction period.
TfL has committed to transport at least
50% by weight of all materials associated
with the Scheme by River, as further
described in the Code of Construction
Practice (Document Reference: 6.10). This
would significantly reduce the number of
lorries to be used in the construction
period. The Code of Construction Practice
also outlines a number of other measures
to ensure air quality impacts from dust and
vehicle emissions are reduced during
construction.
Mitigation measures to reduce the
operational impact of the Scheme on air
quality are embedded in the Scheme
design. A user charge will be introduced to
the existing Blackwall Tunnel and the
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Silvertown Tunnel to manage traffic and in
turn the impacts on air quality. The user
charge in the assessed case sees the most
expensive charge allocated to HGV's to
ensure HGV's take the most appropriate
river crossing relevant to their journey.
Additionally the charging regime within the
assessed case includes a discount for low
emissions vehicles, thereby promoting the
use of cleanest vehicles.
The Silvertown Tunnel proposes a
dedicated lane for HGV's and buses; there
are no proposals to ban HGVs from other
lanes.
The air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant
legislation and guidance. It concludes that
the Scheme will not result in a significant
effect on air quality. With regards to
changes in nitrogen dioxide (NO2), the
assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area experience
a change that is classified as imperceptible
by the guidance. Where changes are
classified as perceptible, more receptors
will experience an improvement than will
experience a perceptible deterioration.
Should there ever be a requirement to
change the user charge in the future, an air
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quality and traffic monitoring strategy
monitoring strategy has been devised and
is described in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6).
Comments noting that
increased road traffic
congestion equates to
more pollution

ANON-33SX-SNWD-D
ANON-33SX-SNUZ-1
ANON-33SX-SNMV-N
ANON-33SX-SN7D-D
ANON-33SX-SN1N-H
ANON-33SX-SFDF-M
ANON-33SX-SF1E-Z
ANON-33SX-S7SD-J
ANON-33SX-S784-7
ANON-33SX-S72U-2
ANON-33SX-S72P-W
ANON-33SX-S26K-Q
BHLF-33SX-SNDZ-G
BHLF-33SX-SNDY-F
BHLF-33SX-SNDS-9
BHLF-33SX-SNDN-4
BHLF-33SX-SNDM-3

By addressing the congestion issues at the N
Blackwall Tunnel, the scheme is expected
to have an overall positive impact on
congestion, and is not expected to lead to
a significant material increase in delay on
any part of the road network. A user charge
at both the existing Blackwall Tunnel as
well as for the new Silvertown Tunnel
would manage demand to the extent that
any additional users attracted by the
improved crossing will be countered by a
corresponding decrease in demand arising
from the introduction of the charge. The
combination of providing additional
capacity alongside the user charge will, in
turn, manage the effects on the wider road
network including secondary environmental
effects.
The air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant
legislation and guidance. It concludes that
the Scheme will not result in a significant
effect on air quality. With regards to
changes in nitrogen dioxide (NO2), the
assessment shows that the majority of
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BHLF-33SX-SNDK-1
BHLF-33SX-SNDH-X
BHLF-33SX-SNDF-V
BHLF-33SX-SNDE-U
BHLF-33SX-SND9-F
BHLF-33SX-SND8-E
BHLF-33SX-SND6-C
BHLF-33SX-SND2-8

receptors across the study area experience
a change that is classified as imperceptible
by the guidance. Where changes are
classified as perceptible, more receptors
will experience an improvement than will
experience a perceptible deterioration.
Please see Volume 1, Chapter 6 - Air
Quality of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1) and the
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5).

BHLF-33SX-SND1-7
BHLF-33SX-SN5W-X
BHLF-33SX-SN5R-S
BHLF-33SX-SN5C-A
BHLF-33SX-SN55-V
ANON-33SX-STVB-G
ANON-33SX-STTE-H
Comments noting that
insufficient detail has
been provided in the
Preliminary
Environmental
Information Report (PEIR)
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ANON-33SX-SNUZ-1

The Planning Inspectorate Advice Note 7 Environmental Impact Assessment:
Preliminary Environmental Information,
Screening and Scoping (March 2015)
outlines that Preliminary Environmental
Information is not intended to be a draft
Environmental Statement (Document

N
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Reference 6.1), but rather is 'preliminary'
environmental information to inform
consultees of the likely environmental
effects. The environmental assessments
undertaken for the Preliminary
Environmental Information Report (PEIR)
have been developed further as more
detailed design information has become
available. These detailed assessments are
presented in Volume 1 of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1). TfL considers that the
PEIR provided sufficient environmental
information to enable consultees to
develop an informed view of the project
based on the data collected by TfL at the
time of the consultation.
Concern over loss of jobs
as a result of the scheme

Hanson Quarry Products
Europe Limited, trading as
Hanson Concrete

The issue of employment change for
individual businesses (loss and/or gain) as
a result of the Scheme are considered in
Volume 1, Chapter 7 - Community and
Private Assets - of the Environmental
Statement (Document Reference 6.1).

N

Overall the Scheme aims to support
economic development through improved
access to jobs and services, improved
journey time reliability, and increased
cross-river connectivity. The Scheme will
also result in improved public transport
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provision, which will deliver social benefits
and opportunities.
Concern over noise and
air quality impacts on
Silvertown

ANON-33SX-STBG-1
ANON-33SX-SNWF-F
ANON-33SX-SNUZ-1
ANON-33SX-SNEC-T
ANON-33SX-SNBK-Y
ANON-33SX-SF1E-Z
ANON-33SX-S7Z2-7
ANON-33SX-S7MC-B
ANON-33SX-S72U-2
ANON-33SX-S72P-W
ANON-33SX-S26K-Q
Quintain
Millennium Primary School
ANON-33SX-STTE-H
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As a result of the Scheme, receptors
located in the Silvertown area, south of the
A13 and around the Royal Docks are
predicted to experience a deterioration in
air quality. The receptors in this location
are near to the northern portals and feeder
roads of the proposed Silvertown Tunnel.
The Tunnel itself is predicted to carry
approximately 10,000-11,000 vehicles per
day in each direction and therefore
increases in traffic on nearby roads around
Silvertown and the Royal Docks contribute
to a localised worsening in air quality.
The air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant
legislation and guidance. It concludes that
the Scheme will not result in a significant
effect on air quality. With regards to
changes in nitrogen dioxide (NO2), the
assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area experience
a change that is classified as imperceptible
by the guidance. Where changes are
classified as perceptible, more receptors
will experience an improvement than will
experience a perceptible deterioration.

N
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There would be a perceptible increase in
noise in Silvertown, particularly around the
Tidal Basin Rd due to increases in vehicles
and HGV's, the increased noise would
travel eastwards towards the Royal Docks
area as part of Tidal Basin Rd is elevated
and the wind is predominantly from a south
westerly direction. There would be a
perceptible decrease in noise around the
A12/A13 junction and the A13/A1020
junction due to a reduction in traffic along
these links.
Mitigation measures have been
incorporated in the design to avoid noise
pollution. These measures include noise
barriers along the top of the cuts at the
tunnel portals and low noise surfacing on
roads within the Order Limits.
A user charge would be introduced to the
existing Blackwall Tunnel and the new
Silvertown Tunnel to manage traffic related
impacts. The charge will be set at a level
that ensures traffic is managed
appropriately and therefore significant
adverse impacts on health and quality of
life will be avoided.
The full results of the noise and air quality
assessments are set out in the
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Environmental Statement (Document
reference 6.1)
Concern over the
potential impact of above
ground structures on the
landscape character of
the area and in relation to
statutory clearance
distances for overhead
power lines

Quintain

The future baseline has been taken into
account in Volume 1, Chapter 15 Townscape and Visual assessment in the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) by considering other
developments which are in the process of
being implemented and have the potential
to alter the existing townscape character,
visual receptors and/or visual amenity. The
above ground structures and landscaping
comprised within the Scheme will be
designed and implemented in accordance
with the Design Principles (Document
Reference 7.4), With regards to statutory
safety clearances of overhead power lines
a design principle for the Scheme states
that trees should be located to consider
underground and overhead utilities.

N

Concern over the
potential impact of air
quality on general health

ANON-33SX-STBG-1

The Health and Equality Impact
Assessment (Document Reference 6.8)
assesses the potential effects of the
Scheme on health. In response to
stakeholder comments, a quantitative
assessment of how changes in air quality
may affect the health of local populations
has been carried out, including the
potential effects of the Scheme on general

N

ANON-33SX-SNWD-D
ANON-33SX-SNMV-N
ANON-33SX-S2DH-2
Millennium Primary School
Dilara Begum
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health.
Concern over potential
impact on health and
wellbeing during
operation

ANON-33SX-SNWD-D

The Health and Equality Impact
N
Assessment (Document Reference 6.8)
looks at the potential effects of the Scheme
on health and wellbeing during Scheme
operation. Chapter 5 of the Assessment
summarises local community networks and
identifies vulnerable populations in local
study areas around the northern and
southern tunnel portals. Chapters 6 – 13 of
the Assessment consider the impact of the
Scheme in relation to various determinants
considered to have an effect on the health
and wellbeing of the local population
(including for example effects relating to
active travel (walking and cycling), road
safety, as well as changes in noise levels
and air quality). Chapter 12 of the
Assessment considers the effect of the
Scheme in relation to ‘social capital’,
summarising how the Scheme may affect
local communities including severance,
safety and security, amenity (for example
how satisfied local residents are with where
they live including changes that may result
from changes in noise levels, air quality
and visual amenity) and affordability.

Concern over the
adequacy of the

U&I Group

Volume 1, Chapter 17 of the Environmental
Statement (Document Reference 6.1)

N
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quantitative and
cumulative assessments

discusses cumulative effects of the
Scheme. The air quality and noise
assessment is inherently cumulative as all
committed developments are included in
the traffic model. The air quality and noise
assessments therefore provide the
predicted cumulative impact of the
proposed Scheme in combination with
other committed developments in the area.
The Material Resources and Waste
assessment also assesses cumulative
impacts quantitatively.
The construction dust assessment has
been undertaken qualitatively and
concludes that each development site in
the vicinity of the Silvertown Tunnel
worksite will adhere to the requirements of
the Greater London Authority’s
Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG)
on The Control of Dust and Emissions
During Construction and Demolition (GLA,
2014) and thus, with suitable mitigation
measures in place, it is expected that any
cumulative impacts will be ‘not significant’.
Furthermore, it is likely that a number of
these developments will be required to
undertake PM10 monitoring as part of their
own Codes of Construction Practice.
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Some respondents
commented that air
quality levels in the area
surrounding the proposed
Scheme is poor

ANON-33SX-SNWD-D
ANON-33SX-SNUZ-1
ANON-33SX-SNBK-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3M-J
ANON-33SX-S7Z2-7
ANON-33SX-S7SN-V
ANON-33SX-S7SD-J
ANON-33SX-S72U-2
ANON-33SX-STVB-G

TfL has built a baseline of current air
quality levels to characterise the current
environment. Data has been gathered on
existing air quality levels through
organisations such as Defra, local
authorities and London Air Quality
Network. Gaps were identified in the data
available and a monitoring campaign was
commissioned in January 2014. Nitrogen
dioxide (NO2) diffusion tubes were
installed at 75 sites across several eastern
London Boroughs which continued over a
12 month period to gather a robust set of
measurements. Full details of existing air
quality and future baseline is presented
within Volume 1, Chapter 6 of the
Environmental Statement.

N

The impact of the proposed Silvertown
Tunnel on future levels of nitrogen dioxide
(NO2), and particulate matters (PM10 and
PM2.5) for the opening year has been
assessed using an air quality model. The
air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant
legislation and guidance. It concludes that
the Scheme will not result in a significant
effect on air quality. With regards to
changes in nitrogen dioxide (NO2), the
assessment shows that the majority of
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receptors across the study area experience
a change that is classified as imperceptible
by the guidance. Where changes are
classified as perceptible, more receptors
will experience an improvement than will
experience a perceptible deterioration.
It is correct that pollutant concentrations
are not solely due to traffic emissions,
although at roadside locations in areas of
high concentrations it is likely to be a
substantial part of the overall pollutant
concentration. The total concentration of a
pollutant comprises of explicit local
emission sources (such as roads and
chimney-stacks) and those that are
transported into an area by the wind from
further away. The background
concentration can often be a large
proportion of the overall concentration
monitored. The air quality modelling
carried out for the Silvertown Tunnel Air
Quality assessment specifically models the
road component and then adds the
background (which include other source
contributions) to the modelled component
to predict the total concentrations.
Some respondents
emphasised that TfL
should consider the effect
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Ltd (‘Railway Pension

The air quality assessment in Volume 1,
Chapter 6 - Air Quality of the
Environmental Statement (Document

N
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of the Scheme on air
quality once it had fully
opened

Nominees’)
ASD Limited (Klöckner & Co)

Reference 6.1) includes an assessment of
the Scheme's impacts on committed
developments that are likely to be
impacted. Where the locations of building
footprints are available on committed
developments, these will be taken into
account and modelled to determine the
impact of the Scheme on the particular
parcel of land.
Operational air quality will be monitored
after the opening of the Scheme via the
Monitoring Strategy (Document Reference
7.6) and TfL will have the ability to change
the user charge in response to this
monitoring.

Some respondents
encouraged TfL to
provide new planted
areas nearby the new
tunnel to mitigate any
adverse environmental
effects

ANON-33SX-S72P-W

Since the statutory consultation TfL has
Y
identified additional opportunities to provide
planting around the portals and associated
buildings on both the north and south of the
river. This will provide additional visual
screening as well as benefits to ecology.
TfL has also included a design principle to
investigate the inclusion of brown roofs on
the portal buildings at the detailed design
stage. These will provide further habitat for
wildlife. For more information please see
the Design and Access Statement
(Document Reference 7.3) and Chapter 9 Terrestrial Ecology - of the Environmental
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Statement (Document Reference 6.1).
Some comments related to landscaping as
mitigation for air quality; whilst green walls
can provide some benefits with regard to
biodiversity and visual amenity, there is
limited evidence that these can be used as
mitigation for air pollution/noise. There is
emerging evidence that vegetation may
reduce levels of ambient particulate matter,
although there is not considered to be
robust evidence that vegetation materially
reduces nitrogen dioxide concentrations. In
relation to the Silvertown Tunnel, the
impact of the Scheme is mostly related to
changes in nitrogen dioxide (NO2), hence it
is considered that vegetation will have little
benefit as a mitigation measure.
Some respondents
suggested that TfL’s
assessment of the air
quality impacts of the
Scheme may be flawed,
citing press stories
regarding emissions
testing of Volkswagen
vehicles
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It has long been acknowledged that
emissions from vehicles do not perform to
their Euro standards in the real world
versus the prescribed European Emission
Standards, particularly in relation to NOx
emissions from diesel vehicles. In
undertaking the air quality assessment for
the Scheme, allowances are made for this
in the guidance followed in undertaking the
assessment (the Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges (DMRB) and associated

N
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interim advice notes (IANs)).
There are two technical approaches used
within the assessment methodology which
address these discrepancies. Firstly,
measurement data have been collected
across the air quality study area, both by
local authorities and additional Scheme
specific data collection commissioned by
TfL. This data is used within the air quality
assessment to ensure the modelling is
predicting pollution concentrations
reasonably across the study area.
Concentrations of nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
are predicted at the monitoring locations for
the Baseline Year (2012) and compared
against the concentrations measured in
those locations. Where the modelling
under-predicts pollutant concentrations, an
adjustment factor is derived which was
then applied to the future modelling
predictions to correct for any systematic
under-predictions. This approach is
intended to address any gap between realworld conditions, and assumptions
included in the modelling variables, for
example emission factors which would
include relevant Volkswagen and other
vehicles emissions that are not performing
to their emission standard.
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Secondly, the projection of modelled
concentrations of nitrogen dioxide
(NO2)into the future is based upon the
advice in Interim Advice Note 170/12 v3
(‘Updated air quality advice on the
assessment of future NOx and nitrogen
dioxide (NO2) projections for users of
Design Manual for Roads and Bridges
(DMRB) Volume 11, Section 3, Part 1 ‘Air
Quality’). This makes allowance for
vehicles performing differently between the
laboratory testing and the real world, for
vehicles with the Euro 5 engines, affected
by the Volkswagen scandal. Whilst there is
an expectation that there will be a
substantial improvement in real world
emissions from Euro 6/VI vehicles
compared to previous Euro Standards, the
Interim Advice Note does makes allowance
for potential under-estimates in emissions
from the latest Euro 6/VI vehicles currently
entering the UK fleet.
In addition, the user charge will manage
demand for the crossings and will be used
to ensure that any additional users
attracted by the improved crossing will be
countered by a decrease in demand arising
from the introduction of the charge. The
combination of providing additional
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capacity alongside the user charge will, in
turn, manage traffic impacts on the wider
road network including secondary
environmental effects.
Some respondents urged
TfL to consider the impact
of vent stacks on
emissions of airborne
pollutants from the tunnel

Quintain

TfL’s Preliminary
Railway Pension Nominees
Environmental
Ltd (‘Railway Pension
Information Report (PEIR) Nominees’)
does not meet national
planning guidance with
regard to noise impact

Since the Statutory Consultation, TfL has
Y
analysed the results of the air quality
modelling and considers that the tunnel
portal emissions would not give rise to a
significant air quality impact on receptors
local to the tunnel portals; therefore the
ventilation stack has been removed from
the design. Emissions from the tunnel
portals have been considered within the air
quality assessment. Please refer to Volume
1, Chapter 6 (Air Quality) of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) for further information on
assumptions within the air quality
assessment.
The preliminary environmental assessment
set out the information relating to the
Scheme known at the time of the statutory
consultation. The full assessment has been
completed in accordance with the most up
to date guidance and advice notes. Full
methodology including the assumptions
used within the scenarios modelled and
results are reported in Volume 1, Chapter
14 - Noise and Vibration - of the

N
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Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1).
Both The Pumphouse Tower development
and Siemens Crystal have been included
as receptors within the noise assessment
Concern over air quality
and other environmental
impacts that might be
caused by constructing
the tunnel unless properly
mitigated

ANON-33SX-SN1N-H
U&I Group
The Trustees of Morden
College
London City Airport

The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) N
(PINS Document Reference 6.10) outlines
mitigation that will be applied during
construction to keep impacts to a minimum.
This includes measures in relation to air
quality, noise, traffic and other impacts that
may occur during construction. Since the
statutory consultation, TfL has committed
to transport at least 50% by weight of all
materials associated with the Scheme by
River, as further described in the Code of
Construction Practice (Document
Reference: 6.10) Materials could be moved
using the existing wharf facilities at the
main construction site at Silvertown. A
number of wharves are also located on the
Greenwich Peninsula which could be used
for removal and delivery of materials. This
would greatly reduce the numbers of lorries
on the road and therefore minimise the
impacts of construction vehicles.
Any road closures would be subject to
clearly signed diversion routes. Dust
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mitigation measures will be employed such
as wheel washing, covering lorries would
ensure dust pollution is avoided. For more
information about mitigation measures
during construction please see the CoCP.
The air quality
assumptions are
unreliable and more
robust modelling is
needed

ANON-33SX-SNWF-F

The traffic data used in the air quality
assessment process complies with the
appropriate guidance and is considered
robust. The air quality assessment has
been undertaken in accordance with
Design Manual for Roads and Bridges
(DMRB) and associated interim advice
notes. Further baseline surveys using long
term monitors have been carried out in
March 2016 to ensure a more robust
baseline around areas receiving the largest
changes in air quality. All assumptions
within the air quality model are outlined
within Volume 1 Chapter 6 Air Quality of
the Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1).

N

Concern over air quality
impacts in Greenwich

ANON-33SX-SNUZ-1

TfL have built a baseline of current air
quality levels to characterise the current
environment. Data has been gathered on
existing air quality levels through
organisations such as Defra, local
authorities and London Air Quality
Network. Gaps were identified in the data
available and a monitoring campaign was

N
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commissioned in January 2014. Nitrogen
dioxide (NO2) diffusion tubes were
installed at 75 sites across several eastern
London Boroughs which continued over a
12 month period to gather a robust set of
measurements.
The monitoring data gathered as part of the
assessment provides information on the
existing baseline nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
concentrations and is also used to validate
the air quality modelling undertaken as part
of the Silvertown Tunnel air quality
assessment. The data collected shows that
there were widespread exceedances of the
annual mean nitrogen dioxide (NO2) Air
Quality Standard (AQS) Objective
(40ug/m3) across the study area, and in
some cases, exceedances of the 1 hour
mean AQS objective. The conditions are
typical of a heavily urbanised environment
in inner London.
Air quality modelling has been carried out
on the likely effects of the Scheme and the
results show that the majority of changes in
nitrogen dioxide (NO2) as a result of the
Scheme would be negligible (I.e. changes
at receptors would be below 0.4ug/m3.)
Some receptors around the tunnel portal
on the Greenwich Peninsula would receive
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a small improvement in nitrogen dioxide
(NO2) as a result of the Scheme which
would see increases in peak period speeds
around the approach to the Blackwall
Tunnel. In the Assessed Case there would
be a small area of worsening beside the
Pilot Busway and Trafalgar Road near the
junction with the A102 on the Greenwich
Peninsula due to the increase in buses
assumed along this route in the Assessed
Case, TfL has committed to ensuring Euro
6 equivalent buses would operate along
new bus routes introduced by the Scheme.
The air quality assessment considered
changes to traffic on all links including in
and around the Greenwich Maritime World
Heritage site, no changes in air quality are
predicted at this location as a result of the
Scheme.
Chapter 6 - Air Quality of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) outlines that a judgement
on operational significance of effects for air
quality (Highways England Interim Advice
Note 174/13) concludes that the Scheme
does not have a significant impact on air
quality.
The assessment results have been
evaluated in the context of Highways
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England Interim Advice Note 175/13 which
demonstrates that the risk that the Scheme
will delay compliance with EU Directive on
Ambient Air Quality (2008/50/EC) is low.
Concern over air quality
impacts in Newham

ANON-33SX-S7SN-V
ANON-33SX-S7SD-J

TfL have built a baseline of current air
quality levels to characterise the current
environment. Data has been gathered on
existing air quality levels through
organisations such as Defra, local
authorities and London Air Quality
Network. Gaps were identified in the data
available and a monitoring campaign was
commissioned in January 2014. Nitrogen
dioxide (NO2) diffusion tubes were
installed at 75 sites across several eastern
London Boroughs which continued over a
12 month period to gather a robust set of
measurements.
The monitoring data gathered as part of the
assessment provides information on the
existing baseline nitrogen dioxide
(NO2)concentrations and is also used to
validate the air quality modelling
undertaken as part of the Silvertown
Tunnel Air Quality assessment. The data
collected shows that there were
widespread exceedances of the annual
mean nitrogen dioxide (NO2) Air Quality
Standard (AQS) Objective (40ug/m3)
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across the study area, and in some cases,
exceedances of the 1 hour mean AQS
objective. The conditions are typical of a
heavily urbanised environment in inner
London.
The Scheme would result in a perceptible
improvement in air quality along the
Blackwall Tunnel Approach Roads, A12
and A13 in Poplar. The improvements at
these receptors are as a result of the
reduction in traffic flows along the A12
Blackwall Tunnel Northern Approach and
the A13 East India Dock Road.As a result
of the Scheme, receptors located in the
Silvertown area, south of the A13 and
around the Royal Docks are predicted to
experience deterioration in air quality. The
receptors in this location are near to the
northern portals and feeder roads of the
proposed Silvertown Tunnel. The Tunnel
itself is predicted to carry approximately
10,000-11,000 vehicles per day in each
direction and therefore increases in traffic
on nearby roads around Silvertown and the
Royal Docks contribute to a localised
worsening in air quality.
Chapter 6 - Air Quality of the ES outlines
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that a judgement on operational
significance of effects for air quality, in
accordance with Highways England IAN
174/13, concludes that the Scheme does
not have a significant impact on air quality.
The assessment results have been
evaluated in the context of Highways
England IAN 175/13 which demonstrates
that the risk that the Scheme will delay
compliance with Chapter 6 - Air Quality of
the Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) outlines that a judgement
on operational significance of effects for air
quality, in accordance with Highways
England Interim Advice Note 174/13,
concludes that the Scheme does not have
a significant impact on air quality.
The assessment results have been
evaluated in the context of Highways
England Interim Advice Note 175/13 which
demonstrates that the risk that the Scheme
will delay compliance with EU Directive on
Ambient Air Quality (2008/50/EC) is low.
Lidoka Estates Ltd (LEL)
await the conclusions of
the tree survey to be
undertaken at the
southwestern boundary of
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The arboricultural survey, located in
Volume 3, Appendix 9E of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.3), assessed these trees as
Grade B - they should be retained as part
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the Lidoka Estates Ltd
site

of the development wherever possible. In
line with the precautionary principle, the
environmental assessment in Volume 1,
Chapter 9 - Terrestrial Ecology- of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) - has made a worst case
assumption that all trees within the
construction compound would need to be
removed during construction, however the
Code of Construction Practice requires a
pre-construction survey to be carried out
prior to the start of the works and all habitat
to be protected where possible. Any
vegetation or habitat removed during the
works would be replaced as far as possible
within the permanent landscaping areas,
the design of which will consider the
principles of the Biodiversity Mitigation
Strategy (Volume 3, appendix 9H of the
Environmental Statement).
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L1.4

Section 47 and 48
Change to
the scheme?

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Comments noting that
increased road traffic
congestion equates to more
pollution

Dilara Begum

By addressing the congestion issues at
N
the Blackwall Tunnel, the scheme is
expected to have an overall positive
impact on congestion, and is not expected
to lead to a significant material increase in
delay on any part of the road network. A
user charge at both the existing Blackwall
Tunnel as well as for the new Silvertown
Tunnel would manage demand to the
extent that any additional users attracted
by the improved crossing will be countered
by a corresponding decrease in demand
arising from the introduction of the charge.
The combination of providing additional
capacity alongside the user charge will, in
turn, manage the effects on the wider road
network including secondary
environmental effects.
The air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant
legislation and guidance. It concludes that
the Scheme will not result in a significant
effect on air quality. With regards to
changes in nitrogen dioxide (NO2), the
assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area
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experience a change that is classified as
imperceptible by the guidance. Where
changes are classified as perceptible,
more receptors will experience an
improvement than will experience a
perceptible deterioration.
Please see Volume 1, Chapter 6 - Air
Quality of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1) and the
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5).
A respondent commented that
the introduction of the Scheme
could result in financial
penalties being imposed on
the Mayor of London or
supportive Councils for
breaching EU Air Quality
directives

London Assembly Green
Party Group
Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham
ANON-33SX-SNRB-6
ANON-33SX-SN32-Q

The Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) indicates that the Scheme
would not impact on the ability of the
Greater London Urban Area to achieve
compliance with the dates specified by
Defra to the European Commission. The
Scheme has therefore been assessed as
being a low risk in relation to the
compliance risk assessment in
accordance with Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges (DMRB) and Interim Advice
Note 175/13. The compliance risk
assessment is outlined in Volume 1,
Chapter 6 - Air Quality of the
Environmental Statement.

N
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A respondent commented that
the Scheme may be in
contravention of the London
Plan in regards its impacts on
air quality

London Assembly Green
Party Group

The Air Quality Neutral Planning Support
Update GAL 80371 (Air Quality
Consultants Ltd, 2013) states that:
"Major transport infrastructure
development, such as that proposed by
TfL, is assessed using the Transport
Advisory Guidance (TAG) methodology,
which estimates changes to NOx and
Particulate Matter (PM) emissions, and
then applies an economic valuation. It is
therefore suggested that it would be
inappropriate to apply the air quality
neutral policy to these types of
development."
The assessment is undertaken in
accordance with Transport Advisory
Guidance (TAG) therefore the air quality
neutral policy does not apply for this type
of development. Nevertheless, the air
quality assessment has concluded that the
proposed Scheme will not result in a
significant effect on air quality; please see
Volume 1, Chapter 6 - Air Quality of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) for a full set of results.
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A respondent queried what
TfL’s approach to replacing
lost wildlife habitat might be

ANON-33SX-STP2-T
ANON-33SX-ST7N-W
ANON-33SX-ST3T-Y

Consideration that air quality
assessment should have been
based on several tolling
scenarios (tolled and nontolled)

London Assembly Green
Party Group

The requirement for at least like for like
replacement of habitat has been reflected
in Volume 1, Chapter 9 - Terrestrial
Ecology of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1). The
Biodiversity Action Plan and Design
Principles (Document Reference 7.4) have
been created alongside one another to
ensure that landscaping within the
Scheme is designed to provide like for like
habitat replacement.

N

The DCO would give TfL the power to set
charges at Blackwall Tunnel and
Silvertown Tunnel. TfL may only set initial
charges applicable from Scheme opening
where the proposed charges are not likely
to give rise to environmental effects which
are materially worse than the
environmental effects of the charges
assessed in the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1). For
subsequent future variations to charges,
TfL must have regard to the traffic,
environmental and socio-economic effects
of the potential change. Revisions to the
charges must also comply with applicable
legislation and policies and with TfL’s
network management duty.

N
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Concern that the air quality
assessment assumptions are
dependent on the
effectiveness of tolling

No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign

The air quality assessment is based on
traffic modelling that considers the change
in traffic as a result of the Scheme. The
traffic modelling is undertaken in
accordance with current guidance, has
been audited and is considered robust
when identifying the changes in traffic
flows as a result of the Scheme.
TfL has undertaken extensive modelling in
order to develop the Assessed Case, and
this includes the likely response of drivers
to the user charges put forward within it.
This demonstrates that the user charge
will effectively manage demand for the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels.
Charging is a proven means of demand
management and has been deployed in
many road schemes across Europe.
Although its objectives differ, the central
London Congestion Charge has since its
introduction in 2003 led to falling levels of
traffic in central London (although the
congestion benefits have decreased, the
reduction in traffic has been consistent).
The fact that the charge can be varied in
future means that it can always be
responsive to changing conditions.
TfL may only set initial charges applicable
from Scheme opening where the proposed
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charges are not likely to give rise to
environmental effects which are materially
worse than the environmental effects of
the charges assessed in the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1). For subsequent future
variations to charges, TfL must have
regard to the traffic, environmental and
socio-economic effects of the potential
change.
Concern over the air quality
assessment in relation to the
compliance test for the London
Air Quality Zone

Planning and Transport
Committee London Forum of
Amenity and Civic Societies
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
Newham Cyclists – London
Borough of Newham London
Cycling Campaign (LCC)
local group
Member of Parliament for
Eltham and Plumstead
Lewisham Cyclists
Greenwich Green Party
Greenwich Friends of The
Earth
Friends of the Earth

The air quality assessment has been
undertaken in accordance with the current
Highways England Advice Notes. In
relation to compliance with the EU
Directive, Interim Advice Note 175/13 has
been utilised to determine whether there is
a risk the Scheme will impact on the ability
of the zone to comply with the dates that
Defra have reported to the commission as
being compliant.

N

When overlaid with Defra Pollution Climate
Mapping (PCM) links the proposed
Scheme would not result in:
a) a compliant zone becoming noncompliant
b) would not delay Defra’s date for
achieving compliance and
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Campaign for Better
Transport

c) would not increase the road length in
exceedance by more than 1%.

BHLF-33SX-SN5U-V

The assessment results have been
evaluated in the context of Highways
England Interim Advice Note 175/13 which
demonstrates that the risk that the
Scheme will not delay compliance with EU
Directive on Ambient Air Quality
(2008/50/EC) is low.

BHLF-33SX-SN5K-J
BHLF-33SX-S7KH-E
BHLF-33SX-S75E-N
ANON-33SX-STPY-1
ANON-33SX-STJJ-C
ANON-33SX-STB3-D
ANON-33SX-ST8U-5
ANON-33SX-SNZW-3
ANON-33SX-SNZS-Y
ANON-33SX-SNZQ-W
ANON-33SX-SNZP-V
ANON-33SX-SNZM-S
ANON-33SX-SNZK-Q
ANON-33SX-SNZH-M
ANON-33SX-SNZ9-5
ANON-33SX-SNZ7-3
ANON-33SX-SNZ4-Z
ANON-33SX-SNVU-W
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ANON-33SX-SNVS-U
ANON-33SX-SNVE-D
ANON-33SX-SNV1-S
ANON-33SX-SNUY-Z
ANON-33SX-SNUV-W
ANON-33SX-SNUU-V
ANON-33SX-SNUA-8
ANON-33SX-SNSY-X
ANON-33SX-SNSS-R
ANON-33SX-SNRY-W
ANON-33SX-SNRB-6
ANON-33SX-SNQ9-V
ANON-33SX-SNMP-F
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNKR-F
ANON-33SX-SNKQ-E
ANON-33SX-SNK9-P
ANON-33SX-SNHU-F
ANON-33SX-SNHM-7
ANON-33SX-SNHF-Z
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ANON-33SX-SNHA-U
ANON-33SX-SNH9-K
ANON-33SX-SNH6-G
ANON-33SX-SNH5-F
ANON-33SX-SNH2-C
ANON-33SX-SNFU-D
ANON-33SX-SNFA-S
ANON-33SX-SNF7-F
ANON-33SX-SNEW-E
ANON-33SX-SNEN-5
ANON-33SX-SNEF-W
ANON-33SX-SNEB-S
ANON-33SX-SNEA-R
ANON-33SX-SNE6-D
ANON-33SX-SNE3-A
ANON-33SX-SNE1-8
ANON-33SX-SNCZ-F
ANON-33SX-SNCV-B
ANON-33SX-SNCT-9
ANON-33SX-SNCQ-6
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ANON-33SX-SNC6-B
ANON-33SX-SNC3-8
ANON-33SX-SNBR-6
ANON-33SX-SNBD-R
ANON-33SX-SNB9-D
ANON-33SX-SNB3-7
ANON-33SX-SN8Z-4
ANON-33SX-SN8V-Z
ANON-33SX-SN8P-T
ANON-33SX-SN8M-Q
ANON-33SX-SN8F-G
ANON-33SX-SN8E-F
ANON-33SX-SN8A-B
ANON-33SX-SN86-Z
ANON-33SX-SN82-V
ANON-33SX-SN6V-X
ANON-33SX-SN6C-B
ANON-33SX-SN65-W
ANON-33SX-SN3Z-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3T-S
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ANON-33SX-SN3N-K
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
ANON-33SX-SN1T-Q
ANON-33SX-SN1H-B
ANON-33SX-SN1G-A
ANON-33SX-SN1D-7
ANON-33SX-SN16-S
ANON-33SX-SN11-M
ANON-33SX-SFZ5-S
ANON-33SX-SFWG-8
ANON-33SX-SFVT-M
ANON-33SX-SFH4-6
ANON-33SX-SFFM-W
ANON-33SX-SFF8-8
ANON-33SX-SF8R-M
ANON-33SX-SF2Z-P
ANON-33SX-S7Z4-9
ANON-33SX-S7YV-A
ANON-33SX-S7YR-6
ANON-33SX-S7YN-2
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ANON-33SX-S7Y1-5
ANON-33SX-S7U6-6
ANON-33SX-S7TU-4
ANON-33SX-S7SC-H
ANON-33SX-S7PW-2
ANON-33SX-S7NE-E
ANON-33SX-S7N8-1
ANON-33SX-S7MN-P
ANON-33SX-S7B4-H
ANON-33SX-S7AF-2
ANON-33SX-S7A1-D
ANON-33SX-S74Y-8
ANON-33SX-S72E-J
ANON-33SX-S2W7-4
ANON-33SX-S2U2-W
ANON-33SX-S2TS-W
ANON-33SX-S2NF-A
ANON-33SX-S2GH-5
ANON-33SX-S2FX-M
ANON-33SX-S2DT-E
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ANON-33SX-S26M-S

A reduction in speed limit
would help to reduce pollution
at the secondary school at
Twelvetrees Crescent.

BHLF-33SX-SNGB-U

The speed limit within the Blackwall
Tunnel and the proposed Silvertown
Tunnel would be set at 30mph. With
regards to the A12, the proposed Scheme
generally brings about an improvement in
air quality along this link. Twelvetrees
Crescent does not fall within the air quality
assessment study area as the traffic levels
along this link do not change as a result of
the Scheme.

N

Consider carefully the
architectural design of the
tunnel

ANON-33SX-SN3V-U

The architectural design of the portals and
associated building is not set at the DCO
submission stage and will be developed
once a decision on whether to approve the
application is reached. However since the
statutory public consultation TfL has
developed an illustrative design that
shows one way in which the form of the
buildings could take this can be found in
the Design and Access Statement
(Document Reference 7.3) along with a
rationale for the design approach. To
provide further design assurance TfL has
developed a set of design principles that
will guide the detailed design and Urban

N

ANON-33SX-SFS6-K
ANON-33SX-SF15-G
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Design London has appointed an
independent design review panel who will
review the design of all above ground
elements as they develop.
Suggestion that TfL consider
the beneficial re-use of waste

Greenwich Conservatives

TfL has prepared Construction, Demolition N
and Excavated (CD&E) Materials
Commitments (refer to Appendix B of the
Code of Construction Practice (Document
Reference 6.10) to define the objectives
for the management of CD&E materials for
the Scheme. This includes a commitment
to achieve 80% (by weight) of CD&E
materials to be re-used on site or removed
from site for beneficial use, with an
aspiration to reach 95% (by weight).The
Contractor will comply with these CD&E
materials commitments as per the CoCP.

Concern over the air quality
impacts of additional buses

BHLF-33SX-SN5J-H

TfL has made a commitment that all new
bus routes that use the Silvertown Tunnel
will be of Euro VI emission class or
equivalent to ensure that bus emissions
are minimised.

ANON-33SX-ST2Y-3
ANON-33SX-SNWY-2
ANON-33SX-SNUB-9

N

ANON-33SX-SFZ3-Q
ANON-33SX-SFY9-V
ANON-33SX-SFUD-3
ANON-33SX-SFE8-7
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ANON-33SX-SF8X-T
ANON-33SX-SF36-K
ANON-33SX-SF16-H
ANON-33SX-S7TE-M
ANON-33SX-S7SU-3
ANON-33SX-S7JE-A
ANON-33SX-S7GE-7
ANON-33SX-S7AF-2
ANON-33SX-S799-D
ANON-33SX-S2M8-U
ANON-33SX-S2KS-M
ANON-33SX-S2D5-F
ANON-33SX-S276-3
ANON-33SX-S236-Y
Concern over shoreline
erosion
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ANON-33SX-S2Y5-4

It is not envisaged that there would be any
erosion of the shoreline due to wash from
vessels, a very small amount of the
shoreline is exposed for a short time
during low tide. Using worst case
assumptions, the scour depth due to
propeller wash has been calculated to be
0.8m. It should be noted that this scour
would be very localised to the immediate

N
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area under the moored vessel’s propeller.
This section of the Thames is also subject
to regular vessel movement for example
from the Thames clipper which docks just
opposite the proposed Silvertown jetty.
More information can be found in Volume
3, appendix 16 B Hydrodynamic
Modelling, of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.3).
Concerns about contamination
at the Greenwich Peninsula

No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign

A Ground Investigation Report (GIR) was
prepared in October 2015 (including
contamination assessment) and the
findings have been incorporated into
Volume1, Chapter 12 - Geology and Soils
of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1). The GIR
identified contaminant sources for both the
Silvertown and Greenwich sites and
mitigation measures have been identified
in the chapter to minimise the impacts of
contamination on the surrounding
environment. These measures are
outlined in the Code of Construction
Practice (Document Reference 6.10) and
will be incorporated into the detailed
design of the Scheme to avoid and limit
potential adverse contamination impacts.
These include (but are not limited to)
adherence to good practice guidance;

N
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preparation of site specific contaminated
land risk assessment (to be refined based
on any new findings); adherence to the
Greenwich Peninsula Environmental
Method Statement; best practice
construction mitigation measures (e.g.
provision of wheel washing facilities); and
preparation of a Materials Management
Plan. The Contractor will be required to
produce health and safety risk
assessments that specify appropriate
precautionary measures for the health and
safety of construction workers and
members of the public.
TfL should further consider
new research on health
impacts and air quality

London Assembly Green
Party Group

A Health and Equalities Impact
Assessment has been undertaken as part
of the Environmental Impact Assessment.
This includes the effect of potential
changes in air quality on health as a result
of the Scheme (Please see chapter 18 of
the Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) and the Health and
Equalities Impact Assessment (Document
Reference 6.8) for further information)

N

Concern over the
considerations made with
regards to Euro 6 diesel cars
in the air quality assessment

Greenwich Friends of The
Earth

It has long been acknowledged that
emissions from vehicles do not perform to
their Euro standards in the real world
versus the prescribed European Emission
Standards, particularly in relation to NOx

N
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emissions from diesel vehicles. In
undertaking the air quality assessment for
the Silvertown tunnel Scheme allowances
for this are made in the guidance followed
when undertaking the assessment (the
Design Manual for Roads and Bridges
(DMRB) and associated interim advice
notes (IANs)).
There are two technical approaches used
within the assessment methodology which
address these discrepancies;
Firstly, measurement data have been
collected across the air quality study area,
both by local authorities and additional
Scheme specific data collection
commissioned by TfL. This data is used
within the air quality assessment to ensure
the modelling is predicting pollution
concentrations reasonably across the
study area. Concentrations of nitrogen
dioxide (NO2)) are predicted at the
monitoring locations for the Baseline Year
(2012) and compared against the
concentrations measured in those
locations. Where the modelling under predicts pollutant concentrations, an
adjustment factor is derived which was
then applied to the future modelling
predictions to correct for any systematic
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under-predictions. This approach is
intended to address any gap between realworld conditions, and assumptions
included in the modelling variables, for
example emission factors which would
include relevant Volkswagen and other
vehicles emissions that are not performing
to their emission standard.
Secondly, the projection of modelled
concentrations of nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
into the future is based upon the advice in
Interim Advice Note 170/12 v3 (‘Updated
air quality advice on the assessment of
future NOx and nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
projections for users of Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB) Volume 11,
Section 3, Part 1 ‘Air Quality’). This makes
allowance for vehicles performing
differently between the laboratory testing
and the real world, for vehicles with the
Euro 5 engines, affected by the
Volkswagen scandal. Whilst there is an
expectation that there will be a substantial
improvement in real world emissions from
Euro 6/VI vehicles compared to previous
Euro Standards, the Interim Advice Note
does makes allowance for potential underestimates in emissions from the latest
Euro 6/VI vehicles currently entering the
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UK fleet.
For more information please see Chapter
6 of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1).
Comments noting disbelief in
the overall environmental
impacts as laid out in
Preliminary Environmental
Information Report (PEIR)

Greenwich Cyclists
Greenwich Borough Liberal
Democrats
BHLF-33SX-S7Q1-W
ANON-33SX-STWF-N
ANON-33SX-STJB-4
ANON-33SX-STA4-D
ANON-33SX-SNVM-N

The assessments within the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) (the preliminary results of
which were previously reported in the
Preliminary Environmental Information
Report) have been carried out by an
independent environmental consultancy in
line with current guidance and has been
subject to specialist peer review to ensure
that the assumptions and assessment
undertaken is robust.

N

ANON-33SX-SNVA-9
ANON-33SX-SNV6-X
ANON-33SX-SNV3-U
ANON-33SX-SNUW-X
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRQ-N
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ANON-33SX-SNR5-S
ANON-33SX-SNR2-P
ANON-33SX-SNQY-V
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNME-4
ANON-33SX-SNM7-P
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNKQ-E
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNHC-W
ANON-33SX-SNH9-K
ANON-33SX-SN84-X
ANON-33SX-SN82-V
ANON-33SX-SN79-2
ANON-33SX-SFZ7-U
ANON-33SX-SFZ4-R
ANON-33SX-SFVD-4
ANON-33SX-SFV5-N
ANON-33SX-SFCK-R
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ANON-33SX-SF7X-S
ANON-33SX-SF75-P
ANON-33SX-S7ZY-E
ANON-33SX-S7YV-A
ANON-33SX-S7XW-A
ANON-33SX-S7TJ-S
ANON-33SX-S7TB-H
ANON-33SX-S7SU-3
ANON-33SX-S7N8-1
ANON-33SX-S7GQ-K
ANON-33SX-S7GM-F
ANON-33SX-S7G7-S
ANON-33SX-S7G3-N
ANON-33SX-S7AY-N
ANON-33SX-S79H-V
ANON-33SX-S79A-N
ANON-33SX-S72X-5
ANON-33SX-S72A-E
ANON-33SX-S2UF-H
ANON-33SX-S2UE-G
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ANON-33SX-S2U2-W
ANON-33SX-S2MP-K
ANON-33SX-S2EW-J
ANON-33SX-S28K-S
ANON-33SX-S26Z-6
ANON-33SX-S23G-G
ANON-33SX-S236-Y
ANON-33SX-S22Q-S
ANON-33SX-S21K-J
Requests for further
information on the drainage
proposals and surface water
run off
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ANON-33SX-STP2-T

Details about mitigation measures to
minimise run-off and flooding during both
construction and operation of the Scheme
are outlined in Volume 1, Chapter 16 Surface Water Quality and Flood Risk Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1). Operationally, the
Scheme's drainage design will avoid runoff and localised flooding through the
provision of attenuation facilities provided
to accommodate the 1 in 100 year plus
30% allowance for climate change storm
event. Cut-off drainage would be provided
at tunnel portals to prevent ingress of
rainfall runoff and a drainage sump would
be located at the tunnel portals to provide
an intercept and storage facility for

N
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collected surface water run-off. Surface
water run-off from within the tunnel would
be collected via gullies or a combined
drainage kerb system and collected in the
sump. Sustainable Urban Drainage
Systems (SuDS) principles have been
incorporated into the design as far as
practically possible to reduce the rate of
surface water runoff and improve surface
water quality.
Information on flow rates and scour is
included in the hydrodynamic modelling
report (Volume 1, Appendix 16.B of the
Environmental Statement) (Document
Reference 6.3). This modelling found that
construction of the Scheme would have a
neutral effect on hydrodynamics and
sediment transport (including flow rates
and scour) in the Thames.
Comment that the air quality
monitoring does not consider
the impacts of Enderby Wharf
terminal

ANON-33SX-SNUH-F

The air quality assessment for the
Enderby Wharf Scheme has been
reviewed as part of TfL’s assessment of
the Scheme. The Enderby Wharf
assessment concluded that the impact of
the cruise terminal on air quality is
negligible. As a result it is not anticipated
that there will be a significant impact on
background concentrations due to that
development. More generally, the impact

N
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of future growth in east London is
inherently included in the traffic modelling
and will therefore be included in the
assessment of the future traffic baseline
(refer to Chapter 6 – Air Quality and
Chapter 17 – Cumulative Effects of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1).
Ensure plants do not obscure
signage

ANON-33SX-S2CM-6

All planting and signage will be aligned
with TfL Streetscape Guidance and
standard TfL maintenance regimes which
ensure that signage is not obscured by
trees

Environmental monitoring is
required post construction

Friends of Mountsfield Park

Once the Scheme opens a monitoring
N
regime will be put in place for a minimum
of 3 years to ensure that the
environmental impacts of the Scheme are
properly understood. The scope of the
monitoring is set out in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6) which
is submitted with the application. The DCO
contains a requirement for the Monitoring
Strategy to be implemented.

BHLF-33SX-SNJC-Y
BHLF-33SX-S7Q1-W
ANON-33SX-SNV3-U
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRQ-N
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
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The findings of the annual monitoring of
the Scheme shall be taken into account by
TfL in determining whether local traffic and
associated mitigation measures are
required (this process is set out in the

N
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ANON-33SX-SNM9-R
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNFG-Y
ANON-33SX-SNBH-V

Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (TIMS)
(Document Reference 7.7)) and will be
used to inform decisions regarding the
setting and adjustment or variation of the
user charges in accordance with the
Charging Policy (Document Reference
7.11).

ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SN71-T
ANON-33SX-SN37-V
ANON-33SX-SFVM-D
ANON-33SX-SF4C-1
Concern over health / air
quality impacts of the Scheme
on all equalities groups

GREEN WASTE CARE
LIMITED
BHLF-33SX-SNG4-D
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U

The Health and Equalities Impact
Assessment (Document Reference 6.8)
looks at the potential effects of the
Scheme on all equalities groups during
construction and operation. Equalities
groups include age (both older and
younger people), disability, gender
reassignment (such as transgender
individuals), marriage and civil
partnerships; pregnancy and maternity,
race, religion or belief, gender; and sexual
orientation (such as heterosexual, gay,
lesbian) in line with the Equalities Act
2010. Low income groups have also been
included because they too are considered

N
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to be vulnerable in society. The Health and
Equalities Impact Assessment
summarises the effect of the Scheme on
equalities groups and identifies instances
where the effect may be either
disproportionate or differential.
Consider green spacing to
reduce air quality and noise
impacts

Greenwich Conservatives
ANON-33SX-S7EY-S
ANON-33SX-S2VG-K
ANON-33SX-S2MH-B
ANON-33SX-S2B8-G
ANON-33SX-S25K-P
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Whilst green walls can provide some
Y
benefits with regard to biodiversity and
visual amenity, there is limited evidence
that these can be used as mitigation for air
or noise pollution. There is emerging
evidence that vegetation may reduce
levels of ambient particulate matter,
although there is not considered to be
robust evidence that vegetation materially
reduces nitrogen dioxide concentrations.
In relation to Silvertown the impact of the
Scheme are mostly related to changes in
nitrogen dioxide, hence it is considered
that vegetation will have little benefit as a
mitigation measure. Noise mitigation is
provided in the form of low noise road
surfacing within the Order Limits and noise
barriers along the top of the cut sections
close to the tunnel portals. Landscaping
has been included around the tunnel
portals and on islands and roundabouts
adjacent to the Scheme for aesthetic
reasons, and TfL has made changes to its

Silvertown Tunnel
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landscaping proposals in response to the
issues raised during the consultation.

Concern that the
consequences of the Scheme
on greenhouse gases has not
been considered

Newham Friends of the
Earth
London Cycling Campaign

The impact of the changes in traffic as a
result of the Scheme on CO2 has been
considered and reported in Volume 1,
Chapter 6 - Air Quality of the ES, Chapter
13 - Material Resources and Waste of the
ES and within the Energy and Carbon
Statement.

N

When compared to the reference case in
the opening year (2021) calculations show
that CO2 emissions from vehicles across
the entire study area would decrease by
3,000 tonnes per year.
In the design year (2036) emissions of
CO2 from vehicles would increase by
23,000 tonnes with the proposal. This is
equivalent to approximately 0.4% of the
projected road transport emissions in the
greater London Area.
A user charge would be introduced at the
existing Blackwall Tunnel and proposed
Silvertown Tunnel to manage the demand
for the crossings. Following the opening of
the Scheme, traffic, air quality, noise and
carbon will be monitored to ensure the
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user charge is set at an appropriate level.
Should impacts on any of these aspects
as a result of the Scheme be
unacceptable, mitigation will be
undertaken. Please see the Monitoring
Strategy and Traffic Impact Mitigation
Strategy for more information.
The Energy and Carbon Statement
(document reference 6.7) assesses the
amount of embodied carbon within the key
materials, transport, waste and energy
used to construct the tunnel using
Highways England’s Carbon Calculation
for Major Projects (CCMP). The Scheme
will, where possible, maximise the reuse of
site-won materials and procure materials
where specification allow with recycled
content. The total embodied carbon used
during the construction of the Scheme
would be 153,279 CO2e. This figure would
equate to a contribution of approximately
0.000081% to the Governments 2023 2027 Carbon budgets.
The increase in carbon emissions resulting
from the Scheme would not have a
material impact on the ability of the
Government to meet its carbon reduction
targets.
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TfL have undertaken a baseline energy
demand assessment to understand the
likely energy uses of the Scheme (please
see the Energy and Carbon Statement).
The assessment includes the likely energy
demand and carbon emissions of the
Scheme as designed to comply with
current building regulations. A wide range
of energy saving measures has been
considered for construction and operation.
Those measures identified as both
relevant and with potential to achieve
significant savings will be taken forward to
the detailed design stages of the project to
achieve the maximum construction and
operational CO2 emissions savings.
Concern over impacts of traffic
congestion on air quality

No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
London Cycling Campaign
BHLF-33SX-SN95-Z
BHLF-33SX-S7Q1-W
BHLF-33SX-S7KV-V
ANON-33SX-SNZ5-1
ANON-33SX-SNVU-W
ANON-33SX-SNV8-Z

The air quality assessment in Volume 1,
Chapter 6 of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1) is based on
traffic modelling that considers the change
in traffic as a result of the Scheme. The
traffic modelling is undertaken in
accordance with the current guidance. An
independent audit of the model has been
carried out and TfL considers the model is
robust when identifying the changes in
traffic flows as a result of the Scheme.

N

The changes in traffic have shown that the
Scheme will have an overall positive
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ANON-33SX-SNV1-S
ANON-33SX-SNSW-V
ANON-33SX-SNH8-J
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
ANON-33SX-S7YV-A
ANON-33SX-S7JM-J
ANON-33SX-S7GR-M
ANON-33SX-S76U-6

impact on congestion, and is not expected
to lead to a significant material increase in
delay on any part of the road network. The
introduction of a user charge at both the
existing Blackwall Tunnel and the new
Silvertown Tunnel is critical in this respect.
The user charge will manage demand for
the crossings and will be used to ensure
that any additional users attracted by the
improved crossing will be countered by a
decrease in demand arising from the
introduction of the charge. The
combination of providing additional
capacity alongside the user charge will, in
turn, manage traffic impacts on the wider
road network including secondary
environmental effects.
The air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant
legislation and guidance. It concludes that
the Scheme will not result in a significant
effect on air quality. With regards to
changes in nitrogen dioxide (NO2), the
assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area
experience a change that is classified as
imperceptible by the guidance. Where
changes are classified as perceptible,
more receptors will experience an
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improvement than will experience a
perceptible deterioration.

Concern over potential
impacts on marine ecology
due to construction of the jetty

No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign

Concern over the impact of
increased pollution on
pedestrians and cyclists

ANON-33SX-SN1H-B

ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E

The potential effects from piling, dredging,
and disposal of dredged material on
marine species has been assessed in
Volume 1, Chapter 10 - Marine Ecology of
the Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1). Hydrodynamic modelling
has also looked at the impact of the
temporary structures on the flow regime of
the river. It concludes that the significance
of effect on hydrodynamics and sediment
transport in the River Thames would be
neutral. Full results can be found in
Chapter 16 - Surface Water Quality and
Flood Risk of the Environmental
Statement. Construction of the temporary
jetty would be subject to the protective
provisions for the protection of the
Environment Agency and the Port of
London Authority that are included in the
draft DCO.

N

Sections 4.4.5 and 4.4.7 of the Preliminary
Transport Assessment prepared for
consultation in October 2015 present the
existing baseline rather than effects that
will occur as a result of the Scheme.

N
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Where significant impacts on
pedestrians/cyclists are identified during
construction or operation of the Scheme,
mitigation measures have been proposed,
as outlined in the CoCP and Volume 1
Chapter 11 - Effects on All Travellers- of
the Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1). .Construction mitigation
includes preparation of a Construction
Traffic Management Plan, implementation
of temporary traffic demand management
and operational mitigation is embedded in
the Scheme design, which will improve
existing pedestrian and cycle facilities in
the vicinity of the tunnel. Please also refer
to The Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5) and the Design and
Access Statement (Document Reference
7.3) for more information about
improvements to pedestrian/cycle facilities
and the public realm.
Comments noting the
proposed mitigation of air
quality impacts are inadequate

Westcombe Society
Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham
Friends of the Earth
BHLF-33SX-S7DV-N
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Our assessments have shown that the
Scheme will have an overall positive
impact on congestion, and is not expected
to lead to a significant material increase in
delay on any part of the road network. The
introduction of a user charge at both the
existing Blackwall Tunnel and the new
Silvertown Tunnel is critical in this respect.
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ANON-33SX-STA8-H
ANON-33SX-ST8A-H
ANON-33SX-ST6A-F
ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-SNWW-Z
ANON-33SX-SNVU-W
ANON-33SX-SNUU-V
ANON-33SX-SNUP-Q
ANON-33SX-SNSC-8
ANON-33SX-SNR6-T
ANON-33SX-SNKQ-E
ANON-33SX-SNHP-A
ANON-33SX-SNH2-C
ANON-33SX-SNFU-D
ANON-33SX-SNFQ-9
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SNFD-V
ANON-33SX-SNEF-W
ANON-33SX-SNCT-9
ANON-33SX-SNB3-7

The user charge will manage demand for
the crossings and will be used to ensure
that any additional users attracted by the
improved crossing will be countered by a
decrease in demand arising from the
introduction of the charge. The
combination of providing additional
capacity alongside the user charge will, in
turn, manage traffic impacts on the wider
road network including secondary
environmental effects.
Mitigation also includes discounts for low
emission vehicles to encourage the uptake
of cleaner vehicles and all new bus routes
through the tunnel will be Euro 6
(equivalent).
Traffic flows and air quality would be
monitored prior to the scheme opening to
ensure the most robust information is used
when setting the initial charge to meet the
scheme objectives. Air quality will continue
to be monitored once the scheme opens.
Please see the Monitoring Strategy for
further detail.
The air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant
legislation and guidance. It concludes that
the Scheme will not result in a significant
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ANON-33SX-SN8Z-4
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SN1F-9
ANON-33SX-SFZ1-N
ANON-33SX-SFX2-M
ANON-33SX-SFU3-J
ANON-33SX-SF8R-M
ANON-33SX-SF6K-B
ANON-33SX-SF5P-F
ANON-33SX-SF16-H
ANON-33SX-S7Z4-9
ANON-33SX-S7XV-9
ANON-33SX-S7RN-U
ANON-33SX-S7PB-D
ANON-33SX-S7P9-4
ANON-33SX-S7NW-Z
ANON-33SX-S7NV-Y
ANON-33SX-S7GX-T
ANON-33SX-S7G9-U
ANON-33SX-S7EK-B
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effect on air quality. With regards to
changes in nitrogen dioxide (NO2), the
assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area
experience a change that is classified as
imperceptible by the guidance. Where
changes are classified as perceptible,
more receptors will experience an
improvement than will experience a
perceptible deterioration. The initial results
were presented during the statutory
consultation within the Preliminary
Environmental Information Report and the
full results of the assessment are reported
in Chapter 6 - Air Quality of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) that accompanies the DCO
application.
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ANON-33SX-S7AM-9
ANON-33SX-S7A5-H
ANON-33SX-S79A-N
ANON-33SX-S76U-6
ANON-33SX-S76C-M
ANON-33SX-S72K-R
ANON-33SX-S2JS-K
ANON-33SX-S2J3-K
ANON-33SX-S2EW-J
ANON-33SX-S2D5-F
ANON-33SX-S29T-3
ANON-33SX-S25W-2
ANON-33SX-S23B-B
ANON-33SX-S222-T
Comments noting that the
proposed mitigation of noise
and air quality impacts are
inadequate

London Assembly, Lambeth
& Southwark
BHLF-33SX-SNGS-C
ANON-33SX-STXJ-T
ANON-33SX-STVS-1
ANON-33SX-STQN-Q
ANON-33SX-STQD-D

The air quality assessment in Volume 1,
Chapter 6 of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1) is based on
traffic modelling that considers the change
in traffic as a result of the Scheme. The
traffic modelling is undertaken in
accordance with the current guidance and
is considered robust when identifying the
changes in traffic flows as a result of the

N
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ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SNUY-Z
ANON-33SX-SNQ6-S
ANON-33SX-SNHE-Y
ANON-33SX-SNFR-A
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SN3Z-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3H-D
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A
ANON-33SX-SFPF-Z
ANON-33SX-SF4Q-F
ANON-33SX-SF4E-3
ANON-33SX-S2BA-S
ANON-33SX-S21K-J
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Scheme. Mitigation to manage traffic flows
is inherent within the Scheme, this in turn
manages the air quality and noise impacts
of the Scheme. Noise mitigation will be
provided in the form of noise barriers
around the tunnel portal and low noise
surfacing on all roads constructed within
the order limits.
Once the Scheme is operational, an
intense period of monitoring will take place
for a minimum of 3 years to ensure that
effects of traffic, air quality, and noise are
understood.
The findings of the annual monitoring of
the Scheme effects will be taken into
account by TfL in determining whether
local traffic and associated mitigation
measures are required (this process is set
out in the Traffic Impacts Mitigation
Strategy (TIMS) (Document Reference
7.7)) and will be used to inform decisions
regarding the around setting and variation
of the user charges in accordance with the
Charging Policy (Document Reference
7.11).
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Comments noting that the
proposed mitigation of noise
impacts are inadequate

No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
London Cycling Campaign
Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham
Lewisham Cyclists
Greenwich Conservatives
Evelyn Road residents
association
Campaign for Better
Transport
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SNGN-7
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4
BHLF-33SX-SNG8-H
BHLF-33SX-SN96-1
BHLF-33SX-S7VT-5
ANON-33SX-STYT-5
ANON-33SX-STXY-9
ANON-33SX-STXJ-T
ANON-33SX-STTX-4

A noise assessment has been undertaken N
to look at impacts of the proposed Scheme
on noise, please see Volume 1, Chapter
14 - Noise and Vibration- of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1). Construction noise
impacts will be controlled by the measures
set out in the Code of Construction
Practice. This includes a requirement to
prepare a noise and vibration
management plan for approval by the
relevant planning authority.
In relation to operational noise the
assessment has shown that perceptible
changes in noise as a result of the
Scheme would be very localised around
the new tunnel portals.
There would be a perceptible decrease in
noise to the west of the new tunnel portal
entrance on the Greenwich Peninsula, this
is due to the realignment of the A102
Blackwall Tunnel Approach Road. In the
Assessed Case there would be an
increase in buses along the Pilot Busway
on the Greenwich Peninsula (as a result of
the additional buses assumed in the
Assessed Case) which contributes
towards an increase in noise along this
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ANON-33SX-STMB-7

link.

ANON-33SX-STJ3-N

There would be a perceptible increase in
noise in Silvertown, particularly around the
Tidal Basin Rd due to increases in
vehicles and HGVs, the increased noise
would travel eastwards towards the Royal
Docks area as part of Tidal Basin Rd is
elevated and the wind is predominantly
from a south westerly direction. There
would be a perceptible decrease in noise
around the A12/A13 junction and the
A13/A1020 junction due to a reduction in
traffic along these links.

ANON-33SX-ST8U-5
ANON-33SX-ST79-8
ANON-33SX-ST6U-3
ANON-33SX-ST5R-Y
ANON-33SX-SNZM-S
ANON-33SX-SNZK-Q
ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-SNZ5-1
ANON-33SX-SNWW-Z
ANON-33SX-SNWK-M
ANON-33SX-SNWB-B
ANON-33SX-SNVM-N
ANON-33SX-SNV5-W
ANON-33SX-SNU9-Z
ANON-33SX-SNSY-X
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNSR-Q
ANON-33SX-SNSM-J
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Mitigation measures have been
incorporated in the design to avoid noise
pollution. These measures include noise
barriers along the top of the cuts at the
tunnel portals and low noise surfacing on
roads constructed within the Order Limits.
A user charge would be introduced to the
existing Blackwall Tunnel and the new
Silvertown Tunnel to manage traffic
related impacts. The charge will be used
to ensure that traffic and related impacts
on noise and air quality are managed
appropriately and therefore significant
adverse impacts on health and quality of
life will be avoided.
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ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNSE-A
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRQ-N
ANON-33SX-SNRG-B
ANON-33SX-SNRD-8
ANON-33SX-SNRC-7
ANON-33SX-SNR9-W
ANON-33SX-SNQF-9
ANON-33SX-SNQB-5
ANON-33SX-SNMX-Q
ANON-33SX-SNMW-P
ANON-33SX-SNMR-H
ANON-33SX-SNMP-F
ANON-33SX-SNMJ-9
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMG-6
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNMD-3
ANON-33SX-SNM7-P
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ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNKQ-E
ANON-33SX-SNKE-2
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNK7-M
ANON-33SX-SNHV-G
ANON-33SX-SNHJ-4
ANON-33SX-SNHE-Y
ANON-33SX-SNHB-V
ANON-33SX-SNHA-U
ANON-33SX-SNH9-K
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNFG-Y
ANON-33SX-SNEW-E
ANON-33SX-SNEN-5
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y
ANON-33SX-SNE6-D
ANON-33SX-SNE1-8
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ANON-33SX-SNCQ-6
ANON-33SX-SNC3-8
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SNBC-Q
ANON-33SX-SN8T-X
ANON-33SX-SN8S-W
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SN8F-G
ANON-33SX-SN8E-F
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN7S-V
ANON-33SX-SN7Q-T
ANON-33SX-SN7F-F
ANON-33SX-SN79-2
ANON-33SX-SN76-Y
ANON-33SX-SN71-T
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN6G-F
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
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ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3Y-X
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A
ANON-33SX-SN32-Q
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
ANON-33SX-SN1T-Q
ANON-33SX-SN17-T
ANON-33SX-SN16-S
ANON-33SX-SFZU-S
ANON-33SX-SFVZ-T
ANON-33SX-SFVT-M
ANON-33SX-SFV7-Q
ANON-33SX-SFS9-P
ANON-33SX-SFNR-A
ANON-33SX-SFKJ-Y
ANON-33SX-SFK3-8
ANON-33SX-SFCK-R
ANON-33SX-SF6G-7
ANON-33SX-SF4Q-F
ANON-33SX-SF4E-3
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ANON-33SX-SF3W-M
ANON-33SX-SF1C-X
ANON-33SX-S7ZP-5
ANON-33SX-S7YZ-E
ANON-33SX-S7YN-2
ANON-33SX-S7XX-B
ANON-33SX-S7TS-2
ANON-33SX-S7TQ-Z
ANON-33SX-S7TP-Y
ANON-33SX-S7TH-Q
ANON-33SX-S7SK-S
ANON-33SX-S7S7-5
ANON-33SX-S7PQ-V
ANON-33SX-S7K7-W
ANON-33SX-S7GV-R
ANON-33SX-S7GK-D
ANON-33SX-S7GH-A
ANON-33SX-S7EY-S
ANON-33SX-S7E9-S
ANON-33SX-S7BU-J
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ANON-33SX-S7AZ-P
ANON-33SX-S7AN-A
ANON-33SX-S7AK-7
ANON-33SX-S7AC-Y
ANON-33SX-S7AA-W
ANON-33SX-S7A9-N
ANON-33SX-S7A1-D
ANON-33SX-S79W-B
ANON-33SX-S2ZE-N
ANON-33SX-S2Z7-7
ANON-33SX-S2VG-K
ANON-33SX-S2RT-V
ANON-33SX-S2Q3-T
ANON-33SX-S2MH-B
ANON-33SX-S2HP-E
ANON-33SX-S2HD-2
ANON-33SX-S298-7
ANON-33SX-S26X-4
ANON-33SX-S25R-W
ANON-33SX-S25N-S
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ANON-33SX-S25K-P
ANON-33SX-S222-T
ANON-33SX-S21K-J
Concern that an increase in
accidents/breakdowns will
cause more
congestion/pollution

ANON-33SX-SFZF-A
ANON-33SX-S2BA-S

The southern approach to the proposed
N
Silvertown Tunnel would connect with the
A102, meaning that both the Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels would share the same
approach on the south side of the River.
Currently in the northbound direction the
A102 narrows to two lanes prior to
reaching the Blackwall Tunnel portal; as
part of the Scheme we are proposing that
the A102 would be widened at this point to
create new slip road links to the Silvertown
Tunnel, thereby easing the key existing
‘pinch point’. The northbound bore of the
Blackwall Tunnel is particularly prone to
incidents and closures due to its restricted
geometry.
A major benefit of the two tunnels sharing
a southern approach is that users
travelling northbound would be able to
easily divert to the other tunnel in the
event of an incident or closure affecting
one of the tunnels. In such a scenario
users would be directed to use the
neighbouring tunnel, which is a substantial
improvement over the current situation of
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a lengthy diversion to adjacent crossings
further afield. Information on the benefits
of the Silvertown Tunnel in the event of an
unplanned closure at the Blackwall Tunnel
can be found in Appendix D of the
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5). A crossing located some
distance from the proposed Silvertown
Tunnel, accessed by a different approach
road, would not provide the same
resilience benefits as vehicles already enroute travelling along the A2 would have to
find routes to remote crossings with their
own capacity constraints.
Since the statutory consultation TfL has
carried out additional local modelling work
of the A102/A2 corridor. Whilst the
increase in journey time seen here is
modest, TfL has nonetheless tested a
range of mitigation measures along this
corridor between Sun-in-the-Sands and
Eltham Tunnel which can be delivered
within the existing highway boundary.
These act to smooth traffic flow through
the corridor and could serve as suitable
mitigation to the forecast traffic flow
changes resulting from the Scheme.
The mitigation TfL has tested will not form
part of the Scheme for the purpose of the
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DCO application. TfL is working in
collaboration with the Department for
Transport, Highways England and Kent
County Council on a wireless connected
corridor on the A2 (details published by
the DfT in Sep 2015). TfL is also
considering ways to improve performance
on the A2/A102 corridor by utilising new
technologies and innovative measures to
create a more efficient ‘smart road’. This is
expected to address some of the existing
problems seen on the A2. These
measures are expected to be in place in
advance of Silvertown opening; hence
future monitoring will be able to take these
measures into account to establish
whether additional mitigation, such as that
tested would be required. All the mitigation
measures tested are within the existing
highway boundary and can therefore be
delivered using our existing powers. More
detail on these is includes in the Transport
Assessment (Chapter 7 and Appendix C).
TfL does not expect the scheme to lead to
a significant increase in congestion on the
A102 and A2 and surrounding roads,
including the A200/A206 (Trafalgar
Road/Woolwich Road) route through
Greenwich as well as the key roads in the
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Royal Docks/Canning Town area. In fact
the number of vehicles using the A102 and
A2 and the surrounding road network is
expected to remain broadly the same
despite the additional cross-river capacity
provided by the Silvertown Tunnel and
traffic is expected to flow more freely and
result in fewer emissions. This is because
the proposed user charge would act as an
effective tool for managing demand, and
could be adjusted if necessary if the
scheme was having adverse impacts on
parts of the road network.
Overall TfL expects the scheme to lead to
a significant reduction in congestion on the
southern approach to the tunnels, as a
result of the additional crossing capacity
provided by the Silvertown Tunnel. Traffic
is expected to flow more freely and result
in fewer emissions. This is because the
proposed user charge would act as an
effective tool for managing demand, and
could be adjusted if necessary if the
scheme was having adverse impacts on
parts of the road network.
Several respondents raised concerns
about incidents occurring on the shared
approach blocking access to or from both
tunnels, or the shared approach
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representing a ‘single point of failure’. TfL
has examined the location of incidents that
result in an unplanned closure of the
Blackwall Tunnel, and this shows that the
vast majority of all incidents occur north of
the point the new slip road links would be
created to the Silvertown Tunnel. Only
very few incidents which result in a closure
occur south of this point, therefore we
don’t expect this would be a particular
issue for the scheme. Further information
can be found in the Transport Assessment
(Appendix D).
Concern that increased
numbers of HGVs will reduce
air quality

No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham
Greenwich Borough Liberal
Democrats
BHLF-33SX-SN9X-3
ANON-33SX-SNZ9-5
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B

The proposed Silvertown Tunnel would
N
have two separate tunnels, each carrying
two traffic lanes. It is planned that one lane
in each direction would be reserved for
buses, coaches and HGVs, and the
connections to the existing highways are
being designed to ensure they can safely
accommodate all vehicles. The principal
routes to and from the Silvertown Tunnel
are also capable of accommodating all
standard vehicles.
The new tunnel would be accessible to tall
HGVs (i.e. those over 4.0m in height) and
double deck buses which are unable to
use the northbound bore of the Blackwall
Tunnel due to the height restriction that is
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ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNHM-7
ANON-33SX-SNEB-S
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SN8K-N
ANON-33SX-SN79-2
ANON-33SX-SN71-T
ANON-33SX-SFKJ-Y
ANON-33SX-SF68-R
ANON-33SX-S7D6-N
ANON-33SX-S79K-Y
ANON-33SX-S74N-W
ANON-33SX-S2RT-V
ANON-33SX-S266-2
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in place. It is proposed that only those
HGVs above 4.0m in height would be
required to use the Silvertown Tunnel in
the northbound direction, and we expect
that the majority of HGVs would continue
to use the Blackwall Tunnel as this
provides the most convenient connection
for north-south trips beyond the local area
and vice versa. Requiring that all HGVs
use the Silvertown Tunnel is not
considered to be necessary or appropriate
at this time, although this is something that
could be reviewed in future should
circumstances change.
The provision of a full height clearance
tunnel for tall HGVs is expected to result in
a significant reduction in the number of
unplanned closures of the Blackwall
Tunnel, and in particular those that are
caused by vehicles which are too tall for
the tunnel. Whilst the availability of an
accessible northbound connection in this
location could increase the number of tall
HGVs seeking to cross the river at this
point in the northbound direction, relative
to the total number of HGVs using the
crossing the increase is expected to
limited as the majority of HGVs are below
4.0m in height. We do not expect a

Silvertown Tunnel
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significant increase in HGVs southbound.
The Mayor’s Roads Task Force estimated
that around 90% of freight trips in London
are made by road, and as London grows
the overall proportion of trips made by
goods vehicles is expected to increase in
future. The Blackwall Tunnel is an
important route for goods vehicles, and the
Silvertown Tunnel represents a means of
ensuring that it remains capable of fulfilling
its function effectively.
In common with many other charged
schemes, TfL is proposing that larger
vehicles would pay more to use the
tunnels, reflecting the greater impact they
have on maintenance costs, traffic and the
environment. The Assessed Case
assumes charges for HGVs around twice
that of the charge for a car. The level of
the charge would be kept under review, so
the charges for HGVs could be adjusted in
future to manage HGV demand if a
significant adverse impact were observed.
The indicative construction programme for
the scheme is around four years, and TfL
recognises that the impacts of construction
need to be managed and minimised as far
as possible. Since the statutory
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consultation further work has been
completed into the construction
methodology, and TfL is now proposing to
make greater use of the river for
transporting construction materials which
has resulted in a lower forecast number of
lorry movements.
The routes to be used by construction
lorries would be confirmed in advance of
construction starting in consultation with
the relevant boroughs and take into
account the location of sensitive sites such
as schools and hospitals. As a general
rule, routes to the construction sites will be
on the major road network as these routes
are best suited to accommodating high
volumes of traffic, with vehicles only using
local roads to directly access the works
sites. The impact of construction lorries on
total traffic on key links such as the A12,
A13, A102 and A2 would be negligible
during the construction period.
As outlined within the Code of
Construction Practice (Document
Reference 6.10), during construction of the
Silvertown Tunnel the Scheme has
committed to utilising the river to transport
at least 50% (by weight) of all materials.
This has significantly reduced the number
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of lorries to be used in the construction
period. The Code of Construction Practice
also outlines a number of other measures
to ensure air quality impacts from dust and
vehicle emissions are reduced during
construction.
Mitigation measures to reduce the
operational impact of the Scheme on air
quality are embedded in the Scheme
design. A user charge will be introduced to
the existing Blackwall Tunnel and the
Silvertown Tunnel to manage traffic and in
turn the impacts on air quality. The user
charge in the assessed case sees the
most expensive charge allocated to HGV's
to ensure HGV's take the most appropriate
river crossing relevant to their journey.
Additionally the charging regime within the
assessed case includes a discount for low
emissions vehicles, thereby promoting the
use of cleanest vehicles.
The Silvertown Tunnel proposes a
dedicated lane for HGV's and buses; there
are no proposals to ban HGVs from other
lanes.
The air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant
legislation and guidance. It concludes that
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the Scheme will not result in a significant
effect on air quality. With regards to
changes in nitrogen dioxide (NO2), the
assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area
experience a change that is classified as
imperceptible by the guidance. Where
changes are classified as perceptible,
more receptors will experience an
improvement than will experience a
perceptible deterioration. Should there
ever be a requirement to change the user
charge in the future, an air quality and
traffic monitoring strategy monitoring
strategy has been devised and is
described in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference 7.6).
Comments noting that
increased road traffic
congestion equates to more
pollution

Westcombe Society
Sustrans
St George's Square
Management Company
Planning and Transport
Committee London Forum of
Amenity and Civic Societies
Member of Parliament for
Eltham and Plumstead
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By addressing the congestion issues at
N
the Blackwall Tunnel, the scheme is
expected to have an overall positive
impact on congestion, and is not expected
to lead to a significant material increase in
delay on any part of the road network. A
user charge at both the existing Blackwall
Tunnel as well as for the new Silvertown
Tunnel would manage demand to the
extent that any additional users attracted
by the improved crossing will be countered
by a corresponding decrease in demand
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London Cycling Campaign
London Assembly Green
Party Group
Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham
Lewisham Green Party
Institution of Civil Engineers
Greenwich Friends of The
Earth
Friends of the Earth
Friends of Mountsfield Park
Evelyn Road residents
association
East Greenwich Residents
Association
Confederation of Passenger
Transport
City of London
Charlton Rail Users' Group
Campaign for Better
Transport

arising from the introduction of the charge.
The combination of providing additional
capacity alongside the user charge will, in
turn, manage the effects on the wider road
network including secondary
environmental effects.
The air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant
legislation and guidance. It concludes that
the Scheme will not result in a significant
effect on air quality. With regards to
changes in nitrogen dioxide (NO2), the
assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area
experience a change that is classified as
imperceptible by the guidance. Where
changes are classified as perceptible,
more receptors will experience an
improvement than will experience a
perceptible deterioration.
Please see Volume 1, Chapter 6 - Air
Quality of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1) and the
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5).

BHLF-33SX-SNJJ-6
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BHLF-33SX-SNJE-1
BHLF-33SX-SNGS-C
BHLF-33SX-SNDV-C
BHLF-33SX-SNDU-B
BHLF-33SX-SNDT-A
BHLF-33SX-SNDQ-7
BHLF-33SX-SNDP-6
BHLF-33SX-SNDJ-Z
BHLF-33SX-SNDG-W
BHLF-33SX-SNDB-R
BHLF-33SX-SNDA-Q
BHLF-33SX-SND7-D
BHLF-33SX-SND4-A
BHLF-33SX-SND3-9
BHLF-33SX-SN9X-3
BHLF-33SX-SN9U-Z
BHLF-33SX-SN9A-C
BHLF-33SX-SN96-1
BHLF-33SX-SN5Y-Z
BHLF-33SX-SN5U-V
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BHLF-33SX-SN5Q-R
BHLF-33SX-SN5P-Q
BHLF-33SX-SN5K-J
BHLF-33SX-SN5G-E
BHLF-33SX-SN5D-B
BHLF-33SX-SN53-T
BHLF-33SX-SN4Z-Z
BHLF-33SX-SN47-W
BHLF-33SX-SN44-T
BHLF-33SX-SN42-R
BHLF-33SX-S7VT-5
BHLF-33SX-S7V9-A
BHLF-33SX-S7U4-4
BHLF-33SX-S7FY-T
BHLF-33SX-S7FE-6
BHLF-33SX-S75E-N
ANON-33SX-STYV-7
ANON-33SX-STYT-5
ANON-33SX-STYD-N
ANON-33SX-STYB-K
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ANON-33SX-STW6-5
ANON-33SX-STVM-U
ANON-33SX-STTM-S
ANON-33SX-STRT-X
ANON-33SX-STPK-K
ANON-33SX-STPH-G
ANON-33SX-STP6-X
ANON-33SX-STP2-T
ANON-33SX-STN3-S
ANON-33SX-STMB-7
ANON-33SX-STM5-T
ANON-33SX-STJJ-C
ANON-33SX-STJ3-N
ANON-33SX-STHA-1
ANON-33SX-STG4-K
ANON-33SX-STFW-N
ANON-33SX-STF2-G
ANON-33SX-STES-G
ANON-33SX-STC8-K
ANON-33SX-STA4-D
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ANON-33SX-STA1-A
ANON-33SX-ST95-6
ANON-33SX-ST8A-H
ANON-33SX-ST83-3
ANON-33SX-ST7S-2
ANON-33SX-ST7G-P
ANON-33SX-ST79-8
ANON-33SX-ST5R-Y
ANON-33SX-ST5M-T
ANON-33SX-ST54-1
ANON-33SX-ST2K-N
ANON-33SX-SNZZ-6
ANON-33SX-SNZW-3
ANON-33SX-SNZS-Y
ANON-33SX-SNZQ-W
ANON-33SX-SNZA-D
ANON-33SX-SNZ9-5
ANON-33SX-SNZ7-3
ANON-33SX-SNZ6-2
ANON-33SX-SNZ4-Z
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ANON-33SX-SNWQ-T
ANON-33SX-SNWK-M
ANON-33SX-SNWG-G
ANON-33SX-SNWB-B
ANON-33SX-SNW8-1
ANON-33SX-SNW5-X
ANON-33SX-SNVU-W
ANON-33SX-SNV3-U
ANON-33SX-SNV1-S
ANON-33SX-SNUW-X
ANON-33SX-SNUV-W
ANON-33SX-SNUQ-R
ANON-33SX-SNUH-F
ANON-33SX-SNUG-E
ANON-33SX-SNUB-9
ANON-33SX-SNU9-Z
ANON-33SX-SNSY-X
ANON-33SX-SNSS-R
ANON-33SX-SNSR-Q
ANON-33SX-SNSQ-P
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ANON-33SX-SNSM-J
ANON-33SX-SNSG-C
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNSE-A
ANON-33SX-SNRY-W
ANON-33SX-SNRH-C
ANON-33SX-SNRG-B
ANON-33SX-SNRD-8
ANON-33SX-SNRB-6
ANON-33SX-SNR9-W
ANON-33SX-SNR6-T
ANON-33SX-SNR5-S
ANON-33SX-SNR3-Q
ANON-33SX-SNR2-P
ANON-33SX-SNQX-U
ANON-33SX-SNQV-S
ANON-33SX-SNQS-P
ANON-33SX-SNQQ-M
ANON-33SX-SNQJ-D
ANON-33SX-SNQE-8
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ANON-33SX-SNQC-6
ANON-33SX-SNQB-5
ANON-33SX-SNQA-4
ANON-33SX-SNMX-Q
ANON-33SX-SNMW-P
ANON-33SX-SNMR-H
ANON-33SX-SNMJ-9
ANON-33SX-SNMG-6
ANON-33SX-SNMD-3
ANON-33SX-SNMC-2
ANON-33SX-SNMB-1
ANON-33SX-SNMA-Z
ANON-33SX-SNM5-M
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNM1-G
ANON-33SX-SNKM-A
ANON-33SX-SNKE-2
ANON-33SX-SNK7-M
ANON-33SX-SNHV-G
ANON-33SX-SNHU-F
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ANON-33SX-SNHQ-B
ANON-33SX-SNHJ-4
ANON-33SX-SNHF-Z
ANON-33SX-SNH1-B
ANON-33SX-SNFZ-J
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNFG-Y
ANON-33SX-SNFB-T
ANON-33SX-SNF7-F
ANON-33SX-SNEN-5
ANON-33SX-SNC5-A
ANON-33SX-SNBW-B
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SN8X-2
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SN8K-N
ANON-33SX-SN8J-M
ANON-33SX-SN8D-E
ANON-33SX-SN82-V
ANON-33SX-SN7S-V
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ANON-33SX-SN7R-U
ANON-33SX-SN7Q-T
ANON-33SX-SN7P-S
ANON-33SX-SN7N-Q
ANON-33SX-SN7J-K
ANON-33SX-SN7H-H
ANON-33SX-SN7F-F
ANON-33SX-SN7C-C
ANON-33SX-SN79-2
ANON-33SX-SN78-1
ANON-33SX-SN76-Y
ANON-33SX-SN74-W
ANON-33SX-SN73-V
ANON-33SX-SN6Z-2
ANON-33SX-SN6R-T
ANON-33SX-SN6J-J
ANON-33SX-SN6F-E
ANON-33SX-SN64-V
ANON-33SX-SN63-U
ANON-33SX-SN3Y-X
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ANON-33SX-SN3W-V
ANON-33SX-SN3V-U
ANON-33SX-SN3H-D
ANON-33SX-SN3G-C
ANON-33SX-SN39-X
ANON-33SX-SN31-P
ANON-33SX-SN1Q-M
ANON-33SX-SN1H-B
ANON-33SX-SN1E-8
ANON-33SX-SN1B-5
ANON-33SX-SN1A-4
ANON-33SX-SN14-Q
ANON-33SX-SN11-M
ANON-33SX-SFZW-U
ANON-33SX-SFZS-Q
ANON-33SX-SFZP-M
ANON-33SX-SFZF-A
ANON-33SX-SFZE-9
ANON-33SX-SFZ5-S
ANON-33SX-SFZ3-Q
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ANON-33SX-SFZ1-N
ANON-33SX-SFWZ-U
ANON-33SX-SFWR-K
ANON-33SX-SFWH-9
ANON-33SX-SFW9-T
ANON-33SX-SFVV-P
ANON-33SX-SFVT-M
ANON-33SX-SFVD-4
ANON-33SX-SFU3-J
ANON-33SX-SFSQ-E
ANON-33SX-SFS9-P
ANON-33SX-SFS8-N
ANON-33SX-SFRZ-P
ANON-33SX-SFRU-H
ANON-33SX-SFQY-M
ANON-33SX-SFQJ-5
ANON-33SX-SFQ4-F
ANON-33SX-SFN4-C
ANON-33SX-SFMU-C
ANON-33SX-SFMD-U
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ANON-33SX-SFK3-8
ANON-33SX-SFJM-1
ANON-33SX-SFH4-6
ANON-33SX-SFGR-3
ANON-33SX-SFGN-Y
ANON-33SX-SFGD-N
ANON-33SX-SFFQ-1
ANON-33SX-SFFP-Z
ANON-33SX-SFFK-U
ANON-33SX-SFFG-Q
ANON-33SX-SFFE-N
ANON-33SX-SFF8-8
ANON-33SX-SFEG-P
ANON-33SX-SFE8-7
ANON-33SX-SFCF-K
ANON-33SX-SFC3-Z
ANON-33SX-SFBV-2
ANON-33SX-SFBF-J
ANON-33SX-SFB3-Y
ANON-33SX-SF9Q-M
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ANON-33SX-SF91-M
ANON-33SX-SF8N-G
ANON-33SX-SF7Q-J
ANON-33SX-SF7M-E
ANON-33SX-SF7E-6
ANON-33SX-SF6M-D
ANON-33SX-SF6K-B
ANON-33SX-SF6G-7
ANON-33SX-SF6C-3
ANON-33SX-SF62-J
ANON-33SX-SF5P-F
ANON-33SX-SF5D-3
ANON-33SX-SF4Q-F
ANON-33SX-SF4E-3
ANON-33SX-SF3V-K
ANON-33SX-SF3R-F
ANON-33SX-SF3K-8
ANON-33SX-SF3J-7
ANON-33SX-SF39-P
ANON-33SX-SF36-K
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ANON-33SX-SF1W-J
ANON-33SX-SF1H-3
ANON-33SX-SF1G-2
ANON-33SX-SF1A-V
ANON-33SX-SF13-E
ANON-33SX-S7ZY-E
ANON-33SX-S7ZU-A
ANON-33SX-S7ZP-5
ANON-33SX-S7Z4-9
ANON-33SX-S7YZ-E
ANON-33SX-S7YY-D
ANON-33SX-S7YR-6
ANON-33SX-S7YN-2
ANON-33SX-S7YK-Y
ANON-33SX-S7Y8-C
ANON-33SX-S7Y1-5
ANON-33SX-S7XV-9
ANON-33SX-S7XT-7
ANON-33SX-S7XP-3
ANON-33SX-S7XN-1
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ANON-33SX-S7X8-B
ANON-33SX-S7TS-2
ANON-33SX-S7TQ-Z
ANON-33SX-S7TP-Y
ANON-33SX-S7TN-W
ANON-33SX-S7TJ-S
ANON-33SX-S7TH-Q
ANON-33SX-S7TC-J
ANON-33SX-S7TB-H
ANON-33SX-S7SQ-Y
ANON-33SX-S7SK-S
ANON-33SX-S7SE-K
ANON-33SX-S7SC-H
ANON-33SX-S7S7-5
ANON-33SX-S7S6-4
ANON-33SX-S7S2-Z
ANON-33SX-S7RN-U
ANON-33SX-S7RF-K
ANON-33SX-S7QZ-6
ANON-33SX-S7PZ-5
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ANON-33SX-S7PV-1
ANON-33SX-S7PQ-V
ANON-33SX-S7PB-D
ANON-33SX-S7P9-4
ANON-33SX-S7P4-Y
ANON-33SX-S7P3-X
ANON-33SX-S7NW-Z
ANON-33SX-S7NR-U
ANON-33SX-S7NE-E
ANON-33SX-S7NA-A
ANON-33SX-S7N8-1
ANON-33SX-S7MM-N
ANON-33SX-S7JP-N
ANON-33SX-S7JD-9
ANON-33SX-S7J2-Q
ANON-33SX-S7GV-R
ANON-33SX-S7GQ-K
ANON-33SX-S7GM-F
ANON-33SX-S7GK-D
ANON-33SX-S7GH-A
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ANON-33SX-S7GC-5
ANON-33SX-S7G9-U
ANON-33SX-S7G7-S
ANON-33SX-S7G3-N
ANON-33SX-S7DX-Q
ANON-33SX-S7DT-K
ANON-33SX-S7DF-5
ANON-33SX-S7CA-Y
ANON-33SX-S7C9-Q
ANON-33SX-S7BU-J
ANON-33SX-S7BC-Z
ANON-33SX-S7AZ-P
ANON-33SX-S7AY-N
ANON-33SX-S7AU-H
ANON-33SX-S7AN-A
ANON-33SX-S7AK-7
ANON-33SX-S7AF-2
ANON-33SX-S7AE-1
ANON-33SX-S7AC-Y
ANON-33SX-S7AA-W
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ANON-33SX-S7A9-N
ANON-33SX-S7A8-M
ANON-33SX-S7A5-H
ANON-33SX-S7A1-D
ANON-33SX-S79P-4
ANON-33SX-S799-D
ANON-33SX-S794-8
ANON-33SX-S791-5
ANON-33SX-S78V-9
ANON-33SX-S78F-S
ANON-33SX-S786-9
ANON-33SX-S76U-6
ANON-33SX-S76G-R
ANON-33SX-S74Y-8
ANON-33SX-S74N-W
ANON-33SX-S74J-S
ANON-33SX-S74E-M
ANON-33SX-S73X-6
ANON-33SX-S73J-R
ANON-33SX-S72Q-X
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ANON-33SX-S72K-R
ANON-33SX-S72E-J
ANON-33SX-S72A-E
ANON-33SX-S729-6
ANON-33SX-S722-Y
ANON-33SX-S721-X
ANON-33SX-S2ZS-3
ANON-33SX-S2ZE-N
ANON-33SX-S2Z7-7
ANON-33SX-S2YX-7
ANON-33SX-S2YU-4
ANON-33SX-S2YH-Q
ANON-33SX-S2Y5-4
ANON-33SX-S2XG-N
ANON-33SX-S2WQ-X
ANON-33SX-S2WD-H
ANON-33SX-S2WC-G
ANON-33SX-S2UE-G
ANON-33SX-S2UD-F
ANON-33SX-S2U4-Y
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ANON-33SX-S2TR-V
ANON-33SX-S2T8-2
ANON-33SX-S2SJ-K
ANON-33SX-S2QD-B
ANON-33SX-S2PW-W
ANON-33SX-S2PE-B
ANON-33SX-S2P5-U
ANON-33SX-S2NF-A
ANON-33SX-S2N8-V
ANON-33SX-S2MU-R
ANON-33SX-S2MT-Q
ANON-33SX-S2MR-N
ANON-33SX-S2KR-K
ANON-33SX-S2K3-M
ANON-33SX-S2JS-K
ANON-33SX-S2J1-H
ANON-33SX-S2HS-H
ANON-33SX-S2HQ-F
ANON-33SX-S2HP-E
ANON-33SX-S2HF-4
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ANON-33SX-S2HD-2
ANON-33SX-S2H9-Q
ANON-33SX-S2GX-N
ANON-33SX-S2GH-5
ANON-33SX-S2G2-F
ANON-33SX-S2FJ-6
ANON-33SX-S2EE-Z
ANON-33SX-S2EA-V
ANON-33SX-S2DX-J
ANON-33SX-S2D5-F
ANON-33SX-S2BA-S
ANON-33SX-S2AP-7
ANON-33SX-S2AF-W
ANON-33SX-S2A7-E
ANON-33SX-S29Z-9
ANON-33SX-S29D-K
ANON-33SX-S298-7
ANON-33SX-S28A-F
ANON-33SX-S287-5
ANON-33SX-S27F-K
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ANON-33SX-S276-3
ANON-33SX-S275-2
ANON-33SX-S26X-4
ANON-33SX-S25W-2
ANON-33SX-S25R-W
ANON-33SX-S24X-2
ANON-33SX-S23X-1
ANON-33SX-S236-Y
ANON-33SX-S22Y-1
ANON-33SX-S22Q-S
ANON-33SX-S21R-S
ANON-33SX-S21K-J
Comments noting that
insufficient detail has been
provided in the Preliminary
Environmental Information
Report (PEIR)

Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham
Greenwich Conservatives
ANON-33SX-SNEN-5

The Planning Inspectorate Advice Note 7 Environmental Impact Assessment:
Preliminary Environmental Information,
Screening and Scoping (March 2015)
outlines that Preliminary Environmental
Information is not intended to be a draft
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1), but rather is 'preliminary'
environmental information to inform
consultees of the likely environmental
effects. The environmental assessments
undertaken for the Preliminary

N
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Environmental Information Report (PEIR)
have been developed further as more
detailed design information has become
available. These detailed assessments are
presented in Volume 1 of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1). TfL considers that the
PEIR provided sufficient environmental
information to enable consultees to
develop an informed view of the project
based on the data collected by TfL at the
time of the consultation.
Comments noting inadequate
level of assessment

Greenwich Friends of The
Earth

In line with PINS Advice note 7 'Screening, N
Scoping and Preliminary Information, the
Preliminary Environmental Information
Report (PEIR) provided sufficient
preliminary environmental information to
enable consultees to understand the
environmental effects and come to an
informed view of the development. A full
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1), taking into account
comments received during the
consultation has been prepared for the
DCO application.

Suggestion to lower approach
roads and cover roofs with
greenery to improve air quality

ANON-33SX-S2MF-9

TfL have investigated whether the
approach roads can be decked over,
however this is not possible as it could
cause traffic to queue within the tunnel
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which is against fire regulations. The only
way to prevent queuing traffic in this area
would be to move the junction further
away from the tunnel portal; however this
would prevent connections to the local
area being possible.
Concern over mitigation of
impacts on current and future
developments in the area

ANON-33SX-SFH2-4

Monitoring effects after
completion is too late

BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4

ANON-33SX-S7TN-W

ANON-33SX-STSB-D
ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U

Proposed operational noise mitigation is
N
included in the Environmental Statement,
Volume 1, Chapter 14 - Noise (Document
Reference 6.1) and includes 1.8m high
visual/acoustic barriers around the
northern and southern tunnel portals and a
low noise surfacing system to be laid on
roads constructed within the Order Limits.
The proposed noise barriers would offer
mitigation to potential future development
sites from road noise from the Scheme.
The consideration of additional noise
barriers has been discounted due to road
safety and visual considerations. Overall
the Scheme would result in negligible long
term road traffic noise at the majority of
receptors.
The Silvertown Tunnel Monitoring Strategy N
(Document Reference 7.6) describes the
approach to monitoring before and after
the implementation of the Scheme
accompanies the DCO application. This
outlines the type of monitoring, duration
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ANON-33SX-SNH8-J
ANON-33SX-SNH7-H
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNFR-A
ANON-33SX-SNC6-B
ANON-33SX-SN71-T
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3H-D
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A

and location of the sites. The strategy will
also ensure that actual Scheme impacts
are captured, and if necessary will dictate
whether local traffic or associated
mitigation measures are required and will
be used to inform the process for setting
and varying the user charges.
Specifically in relation to air quality, TfL will
install a network of diffusion tubes and
three automatic monitors to collect air
quality data for a period of at least twelve
months prior to Scheme opening to
establish an up to date baseline. Any air
quality monitoring undertaken by the local
authorities and Defra will also be utilised to
provide additional baseline information as
has been the case for the air quality
modelling in the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1). This will
provide a better picture of the actual
concentrations closer to the Scheme
opening and will be used to inform an
appropriate user charge to ensure the
impacts of the Scheme are no worse than
reported in the Environmental Statement
The air quality monitors will be in operation
for a period of at least three years after the
Scheme opens to ensure the user charge
is managing the traffic and effects on air
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quality and to determine whether any
further mitigation either through traffic
management measures or the user charge
is required.
Concern that air quality will be
the same with or without the
Scheme

ANON-33SX-S2TU-Y

The air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant
legislation and guidance. This assessment
considers air quality in a number of
scenarios, both with and without the
Scheme. It concludes that the Scheme will
not result in a significant effect on air
quality. With regards to changes in
nitrogen dioxide (NO2), the assessment
shows that the majority of receptors
across the study area experience a
change that is classified as imperceptible
by the guidance. Where changes are
classified as perceptible, more receptors
will experience an improvement than will
experience a perceptible deterioration.
Further information can be found in
Chapter 6 of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1).

N

Concern that the current
pollution monitoring sites do
not represent real-world
distribution of nitrogen dioxide
(NO2)

No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign

The air quality monitoring sites utilised in
N
the assessment are important as they
provide the information required to adjust
the modelled concentrations against actual
measured concentrations. The monitoring
data utilised in the assessment has been
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collected across the air quality study area,
both by local authorities and additional
Scheme specific data collection
commissioned by TfL. This data is used
within the air quality assessment to ensure
the modelling is predicting pollution
concentrations reasonably across the
study area. Concentrations of nitrogen
dioxide (NO2) are predicted at the
monitoring locations for the Baseline Year
(2012) and compared against the
concentrations measured in those
locations. Where the modelling under predicts pollutant concentrations, an
adjustment factor is derived which was
then applied to the future modelling
predictions to correct for any systematic
under-predictions. This approach is
intended to address any gap between realworld conditions, and assumptions
included in the modelling variables, for
example emission factors which would
adjust for vehicles emissions that are not
performing to their emission standard.
It is not clear how a model that
forecasts improved net air
quality can also forecast an
eventual economic cost due to
air quality issues.
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The air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant
legislation and guidance. It concludes that
the Scheme will not result in a significant
effect on air quality. With regards to
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changes in nitrogen dioxide (NO2), the
assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area
experience a change that is classified as
imperceptible by the guidance. Where
changes are classified as perceptible,
more receptors will experience an
improvement than will experience a
perceptible deterioration. Further
information is available within Chapter 6
Air Quality, of the Environmental
Statement (Document Reference 6.1).
The economic cost of air quality impacts is
reported in the Economic Assessment
Report (Document Reference 7.8). The
costs attributed to the air quality impacts
are based on the methodology in the
Transport Appraisal Guidance (TAG) unit
A3. The damage costs are based primarily
on the health impacts of air quality
pollutants.
The TAG assessment takes into
consideration all changes in
concentrations regardless of how small
they are to come up with the monetarised
value whilst the Environmental Statement
focuses on receptors which are in
exceedance of air quality objectives with
or without the scheme with a perceptible
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change in line with Highways England
advice note: IAN 174/13. The TAG
appraisal is not intended to be an
alternative to, or a replacement for the
environmental impact assessment. Rather,
it is intended to complement that work.
The health impacts associated with
changes in air quality as a result of the
Scheme are also reported in the Health
Impact Assessment.
Concern over noise and air
quality impacts on Silvertown

No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
London Cycling Campaign
London Assembly Liberal
Democrat Group
Greenwich Pensioners
Forum
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4
BHLF-33SX-SN5P-Q
BHLF-33SX-SN59-Z
BHLF-33SX-SN47-W
ANON-33SX-STYD-N
ANON-33SX-STXY-9
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As a result of the Scheme, receptors
N
located in the Silvertown area, south of the
A13 and around the Royal Docks are
predicted to experience a deterioration in
air quality. The receptors in this location
are near to the northern portals and feeder
roads of the proposed Silvertown Tunnel.
The Tunnel itself is predicted to carry
approximately 10,000-11,000 vehicles per
day in each direction and therefore
increases in traffic on nearby roads around
Silvertown and the Royal Docks contribute
to a localised worsening in air quality.
The air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant
legislation and guidance. It concludes that
the Scheme will not result in a significant
effect on air quality. With regards to
changes in nitrogen dioxide (NO2), the
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ANON-33SX-STUP-W
ANON-33SX-STJ3-N
ANON-33SX-STFT-J
ANON-33SX-STBP-A
ANON-33SX-ST79-8
ANON-33SX-ST2Y-3
ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-SNZB-E
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SNZ5-1
ANON-33SX-SNWY-2
ANON-33SX-SNWW-Z
ANON-33SX-SNWS-V
ANON-33SX-SNWQ-T
ANON-33SX-SNWG-G
ANON-33SX-SNW8-1
ANON-33SX-SNVQ-S
ANON-33SX-SNVM-N
ANON-33SX-SNVE-D
ANON-33SX-SNV9-1

assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area
experience a change that is classified as
imperceptible by the guidance. Where
changes are classified as perceptible,
more receptors will experience an
improvement than will experience a
perceptible deterioration.
There would be a perceptible increase in
noise in Silvertown, particularly around the
Tidal Basin Rd due to increases in
vehicles and HGV's, the increased noise
would travel eastwards towards the Royal
Docks area as part of Tidal Basin Rd is
elevated and the wind is predominantly
from a south westerly direction. There
would be a perceptible decrease in noise
around the A12/A13 junction and the
A13/A1020 junction due to a reduction in
traffic along these links.
Mitigation measures have been
incorporated in the design to avoid noise
pollution. These measures include noise
barriers along the top of the cuts at the
tunnel portals and low noise surfacing on
roads within the Order Limits.
A user charge would be introduced to the
existing Blackwall Tunnel and the new
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ANON-33SX-SNUY-Z
ANON-33SX-SNUA-8
ANON-33SX-SNU9-Z
ANON-33SX-SNSY-X
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNSS-R
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRQ-N
ANON-33SX-SNQV-S
ANON-33SX-SNQD-7
ANON-33SX-SNQB-5
ANON-33SX-SNQA-4
ANON-33SX-SNQ6-S
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMG-6
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNHV-G
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Silvertown Tunnel to manage traffic
related impacts. The charge will be set at
a level that ensures traffic is managed
appropriately and therefore significant
adverse impacts on health and quality of
life will be avoided.
The full results of the noise and air quality
assessments are set out in the
Environmental Statement (Document
reference 6.1)
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ANON-33SX-SNHP-A
ANON-33SX-SNHM-7
ANON-33SX-SNHJ-4
ANON-33SX-SNHE-Y
ANON-33SX-SNH9-K
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNFZ-J
ANON-33SX-SNFQ-9
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNFD-V
ANON-33SX-SNF7-F
ANON-33SX-SNEN-5
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y
ANON-33SX-SNCX-D
ANON-33SX-SNCQ-6
ANON-33SX-SNC2-7
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNBS-7
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
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ANON-33SX-SNBC-Q
ANON-33SX-SNB2-6
ANON-33SX-SN8W-1
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SN8M-Q
ANON-33SX-SN8K-N
ANON-33SX-SN8J-M
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN82-V
ANON-33SX-SN7S-V
ANON-33SX-SN79-2
ANON-33SX-SN74-W
ANON-33SX-SN71-T
ANON-33SX-SN6R-T
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN6G-F
ANON-33SX-SN6D-C
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3Z-Y
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ANON-33SX-SN3H-D
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A
ANON-33SX-SN3A-6
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
ANON-33SX-SN1G-A
ANON-33SX-SN18-U
ANON-33SX-SN17-T
ANON-33SX-SFZ1-N
ANON-33SX-SFYA-4
ANON-33SX-SFVT-M
ANON-33SX-SFU3-J
ANON-33SX-SFEG-P
ANON-33SX-SFCK-R
ANON-33SX-SFC3-Z
ANON-33SX-SFAV-1
ANON-33SX-SF68-R
ANON-33SX-SF62-J
ANON-33SX-SF4Q-F
ANON-33SX-SF4E-3
ANON-33SX-SF1A-V
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ANON-33SX-S7YZ-E
ANON-33SX-S7YN-2
ANON-33SX-S7XV-9
ANON-33SX-S7X2-5
ANON-33SX-S7U2-2
ANON-33SX-S7TB-H
ANON-33SX-S7S6-4
ANON-33SX-S7QK-Q
ANON-33SX-S7J2-Q
ANON-33SX-S7G9-U
ANON-33SX-S7EB-2
ANON-33SX-S7CJ-8
ANON-33SX-S7B9-P
ANON-33SX-S7AK-7
ANON-33SX-S7A7-K
ANON-33SX-S794-8
ANON-33SX-S72A-E
ANON-33SX-S2ZE-N
ANON-33SX-S2UQ-V
ANON-33SX-S2UJ-N
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ANON-33SX-S2UD-F
ANON-33SX-S2TR-V
ANON-33SX-S2RT-V
ANON-33SX-S2NW-U
ANON-33SX-S2NF-A
ANON-33SX-S2J5-N
ANON-33SX-S2HD-2
ANON-33SX-S2G5-J
ANON-33SX-S2EG-2
ANON-33SX-S2CB-U
ANON-33SX-S2BJ-2
ANON-33SX-S2AT-B
ANON-33SX-S2AE-V
ANON-33SX-S298-7
ANON-33SX-S27J-Q
ANON-33SX-S27F-K
ANON-33SX-S25A-C
ANON-33SX-S251-V
Noise mitigation along A102
and Siebert road

Greenwich Conservatives
Greenwich Borough Liberal
Democrats

TfL is providing measures to reduce traffic
noise at Siebert Road and Westcombe Hill
adjacent to the existing A102 as a
complimentary measure to the Silvertown

N
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Tunnel project. The Noise chapter of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) demonstrates a negligible
decrease in noise of between -0.1 to -3.0
dB LA10 for the area around the A102
immediately to the north of Siebert Road
and Westcombe Hill as a result of the
Silvertown Scheme. A similar outcome can
therefore reasonably be expected to apply
for the Siebert Road and Westcombe Hill
area once the tunnel is operational and
therefore, mitigation is not required as a
direct result of the Scheme.
Notwithstanding this fact, TfL is working
with the Royal Borough of Greenwich to
develop measures to attenuate the
existing traffic noise impacts arising from
the A102.
TfL installed low noise surfacing on the
A102 in the vicinity of Siebert Road and
Westcombe Hill, which will has helped
reduce traffic noise levels. A study has
also recently been completed which
reviews existing noise levels and the
feasibility of implementing further noise
mitigation measures in the form of an
Environmental Barrier (EB). The study
concludes that, in most locations, a 3m
high barrier could attenuate the noise from
Page 192 of 251
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the A102 so that the noise levels at the
façade of the properties on Siebert Road
and Westcombe Hill would not exceed 68
dB LA10.
Subject to TfL obtaining a DCO
authorising the Silvertown Tunnel, TfL has
committed to contributing towards the
installation of an EB to provide noise
attenuation to the properties on Siebert
Road and Westcombe Hill. The installation
of the barriers would be dependent on TfL
obtaining any planning or other necessary
consents, as well as practical
considerations concerning the existing
retaining wall and land availability.
Consideration should be given
to the availability of the Wharf
on the Greenwich side for the
movement of spoil and
materials

ANON-33SX-SNVM-N
ANON-33SX-SNFG-Y
ANON-33SX-SN37-V

The Scheme proposal includes provision
for a temporary jetty (for spoil removal)
and berthing area (for delivery of
materials) to enable river transport to and
from the northern Silvertown site. A review
of all jetties, wharves and rail heads within
a two mile radius of the southern
Greenwich site has been completed. The
review aimed to understand the feasibility
of utilising existing river Thames wharf
infrastructure and identify whether these
facilities can import and export material in
support of the suggested construction
methodologies. Overall, the review found

N
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that it is considered feasible to export
material by river from the Greenwich site
with five existing operators with the
infrastructure, capability, licences and
experience to cope with the Scheme’s
construction, demolition and excavated
waste. The outcomes of the review will
feed into the detailed design and
construction planning stages, with a final
decision to be made on which wharf will be
utilised on the Greenwich side by the
contractor.
Consider the inclusion of
pedestrian facilities and green
space around the O2
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ANON-33SX-S72R-Y

Volume 1, Chapter 11 - All Travellers - and N
Chapter 15 - Townscape and Visual - of
the Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) identify the mitigation
measures to minimise the potential
impacts to walking paths and green space
in the vicinity of the Scheme. During
construction, existing vegetation will be
retained where possible and access to
existing footpaths will be maintained via
temporary diversions (if necessary).
During operation, landscaping proposals
for the Scheme include tree planting and
understorey vegetation. Ongoing detailed
design will ensure that all walking and
cycling routes in the vicinity of the tunnel
portals are re-instated or are replaced with

Silvertown Tunnel
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direct, safe and comfortable alternative
routes.

Positive comments about the
potential environmental effects
of the Scheme

Road Haulage Association
Plantforce Interior
Landscaping Ltd

Noted. The full assessment and final
results are presented within the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1).

N

London Assembly, Lambeth
& Southwark
Greenwich Conservatives
C.W.E Dairies Ltd
BHLF-33SX-S7MP-R
ANON-33SX-STYN-Y
ANON-33SX-STYB-K
ANON-33SX-STUP-W
ANON-33SX-STUK-R
ANON-33SX-STTR-X
ANON-33SX-STR5-Y
ANON-33SX-STNX-X
ANON-33SX-STJ7-S
ANON-33SX-STHW-Q
ANON-33SX-STFK-9
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ANON-33SX-STAK-4
ANON-33SX-ST8U-5
ANON-33SX-ST6H-P
ANON-33SX-ST69-7
ANON-33SX-ST42-X
ANON-33SX-SNV4-V
ANON-33SX-SNUK-J
ANON-33SX-SNS4-S
ANON-33SX-SNE9-G
ANON-33SX-SN66-X
ANON-33SX-SFXE-7
ANON-33SX-SFTD-2
ANON-33SX-SFRY-N
ANON-33SX-SFJV-A
ANON-33SX-SFHB-M
ANON-33SX-SFFJ-T
ANON-33SX-SFBK-Q
ANON-33SX-SFB6-2
ANON-33SX-SF8Z-V
ANON-33SX-SF7G-8
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ANON-33SX-SF1U-G
ANON-33SX-S7ZH-W
ANON-33SX-S7YY-D
ANON-33SX-S7Y6-A
ANON-33SX-S7XF-S
ANON-33SX-S7W9-B
ANON-33SX-S7SQ-Y
ANON-33SX-S7Q5-1
ANON-33SX-S7NJ-K
ANON-33SX-S7HZ-W
ANON-33SX-S7HQ-M
ANON-33SX-S7GE-7
ANON-33SX-S7E9-S
ANON-33SX-S7CJ-8
ANON-33SX-S7CF-4
ANON-33SX-S7BK-8
ANON-33SX-S78U-8
ANON-33SX-S76S-4
ANON-33SX-S72S-Z
ANON-33SX-S72G-M
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ANON-33SX-S2Y7-6
ANON-33SX-S2V7-3
ANON-33SX-S2UZ-5
ANON-33SX-S2TG-H
ANON-33SX-S2SH-H
ANON-33SX-S2S7-Z
ANON-33SX-S2PJ-G
ANON-33SX-S2MH-B
ANON-33SX-S2KK-C
ANON-33SX-S2KJ-B
ANON-33SX-S2JY-S
ANON-33SX-S2JB-2
ANON-33SX-S2H4-J
ANON-33SX-S2EJ-5
ANON-33SX-S2CE-X
ANON-33SX-S29A-G
ANON-33SX-S28R-Z
ANON-33SX-S26E-H
ANON-33SX-S25R-W
ANON-33SX-S24S-W
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ANON-33SX-S245-Y
ANON-33SX-S22F-E
Concern over the potential
impact of above ground
structures on the landscape
character of the area and in
relation to statutory clearance
distances for overhead power
lines

ANON-33SX-SFGQ-2

Concern over the potential
London Cycling Campaign
impact of air quality on general London Assembly Liberal
health
Democrat Group
Lewisham Green Party

The future baseline has been taken into
account in Volume 1, Chapter 15 Townscape and Visual assessment in the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) by considering other
developments which are in the process of
being implemented and have the potential
to alter the existing townscape character,
visual receptors and/or visual amenity.
The above ground structures and
landscaping comprised within the Scheme
will be designed and implemented in
accordance with the Design Principles
(Document Reference 7.4), With regards
to statutory safety clearances of overhead
power lines a design principle for the
Scheme states that trees should be
located to consider underground and
overhead utilities.

N

The Health and Equality Impact
Assessment (Document Reference 6.8)
assesses the potential effects of the
Scheme on health. In response to
stakeholder comments, a quantitative
assessment of how changes in air quality

N
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Greenwich Green Party
Greenwich Conservatives
Friends of the Earth
Friends of Mountsfield Park
BHLF-33SX-SNJE-1
BHLF-33SX-SN97-2
BHLF-33SX-SN95-Z
BHLF-33SX-SN56-W
BHLF-33SX-SN47-W
BHLF-33SX-S7WX-A
BHLF-33SX-S7UU-5
BHLF-33SX-S7KM-K
BHLF-33SX-S7KH-E
BHLF-33SX-S7BG-4
ANON-33SX-STY9-A
ANON-33SX-STXJ-T
ANON-33SX-STVM-U
ANON-33SX-STTM-S
ANON-33SX-STQD-D
ANON-33SX-STG4-K
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may affect the health of local populations
has been carried out, including the
potential effects of the Scheme on general
health.
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ANON-33SX-ST9S-4
ANON-33SX-ST8T-4
ANON-33SX-ST8A-H
ANON-33SX-ST6V-4
ANON-33SX-ST3T-Y
ANON-33SX-SNZY-5
ANON-33SX-SNZU-1
ANON-33SX-SNZE-H
ANON-33SX-SNZ7-3
ANON-33SX-SNZ6-2
ANON-33SX-SNWQ-T
ANON-33SX-SNUU-V
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRY-W
ANON-33SX-SNRQ-N
ANON-33SX-SNR9-W
ANON-33SX-SNR2-P
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ANON-33SX-SNQB-5
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNMA-Z
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNK9-P
ANON-33SX-SNK8-N
ANON-33SX-SNHV-G
ANON-33SX-SNHP-A
ANON-33SX-SNHM-7
ANON-33SX-SNHB-V
ANON-33SX-SNH9-K
ANON-33SX-SNFR-A
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SNF2-A
ANON-33SX-SNEN-5
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y
ANON-33SX-SNEB-S
ANON-33SX-SNCT-9
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ANON-33SX-SNCE-T
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNB9-D
ANON-33SX-SN8S-W
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SN8E-F
ANON-33SX-SN82-V
ANON-33SX-SN71-T
ANON-33SX-SN65-W
ANON-33SX-SN3G-C
ANON-33SX-SN37-V
ANON-33SX-SN32-Q
ANON-33SX-SN1Q-M
ANON-33SX-SN1H-B
ANON-33SX-SN11-M
ANON-33SX-SFX2-M
ANON-33SX-SFRG-3
ANON-33SX-SFPE-Y
ANON-33SX-SFNC-U
ANON-33SX-SFK3-8
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ANON-33SX-SFFE-N
ANON-33SX-SFE8-7
ANON-33SX-SF8P-J
ANON-33SX-SF7S-M
ANON-33SX-SF3J-7
ANON-33SX-SF34-H
ANON-33SX-S7YX-C
ANON-33SX-S7YQ-5
ANON-33SX-S7Y6-A
ANON-33SX-S7XW-A
ANON-33SX-S7X8-B
ANON-33SX-S7TE-M
ANON-33SX-S7PQ-V
ANON-33SX-S7P4-Y
ANON-33SX-S7NE-E
ANON-33SX-S7JZ-Y
ANON-33SX-S7JE-A
ANON-33SX-S7JD-9
ANON-33SX-S7J2-Q
ANON-33SX-S7HY-V
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ANON-33SX-S7GY-U
ANON-33SX-S7GC-5
ANON-33SX-S7G7-S
ANON-33SX-S7G6-R
ANON-33SX-S7ER-J
ANON-33SX-S7B4-H
ANON-33SX-S7AA-W
ANON-33SX-S786-9
ANON-33SX-S76C-M
ANON-33SX-S74X-7
ANON-33SX-S72J-Q
ANON-33SX-S72E-J
ANON-33SX-S721-X
ANON-33SX-S2ZS-3
ANON-33SX-S2Y3-2
ANON-33SX-S2XY-7
ANON-33SX-S2N8-V
ANON-33SX-S2MT-Q
ANON-33SX-S2HS-H
ANON-33SX-S2GX-N
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ANON-33SX-S2G2-F
ANON-33SX-S2A7-E
ANON-33SX-S27C-G
ANON-33SX-S276-3
ANON-33SX-S251-V
ANON-33SX-S21N-N
ANON-33SX-S21K-J
Concern of the potential
BHLF-33SX-SNJE-1
Impact of air quality on specific BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
medical conditions
BHLF-33SX-SNGT-D
BHLF-33SX-SN5T-U
BHLF-33SX-SN5M-M
ANON-33SX-STA1-A
ANON-33SX-ST8T-4
ANON-33SX-ST6V-4
ANON-33SX-SNZW-3
ANON-33SX-SNZE-H
ANON-33SX-SNK8-N
ANON-33SX-SNH5-F
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
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The Health and Equality Impact
Assessment (Document Reference 6.8)
assesses the potential effects of the
Scheme on health. In response to
stakeholder comments, a quantitative
assessment of how changes in air quality
may affect health of local populations has
been carried out. The findings of this
assessment is summarised in Chapter 10
of the Health and Equality Impact
Assessment.

N
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ANON-33SX-SNFD-V
ANON-33SX-SNBH-V
ANON-33SX-SN3H-D
ANON-33SX-SN1E-8
ANON-33SX-SFUW-P
ANON-33SX-SFS8-N
ANON-33SX-SFRZ-P
ANON-33SX-SFRG-3
ANON-33SX-SFK3-8
ANON-33SX-SFE7-6
ANON-33SX-SF3J-7
ANON-33SX-S7HY-V
ANON-33SX-S7DF-5
ANON-33SX-S7B4-H
ANON-33SX-S2N8-V
ANON-33SX-S2MT-Q
ANON-33SX-S26D-G
Concern over the potential
impact of both noise and air
quality on health

London Cycling Campaign
BHLF-33SX-SNG4-D
ANON-33SX-STJ3-N

The Health and Equality Impact
Assessment (Document Reference 6.8)
assesses the potential effects of the
Scheme on health. In response to
stakeholder comments quantitative

N
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ANON-33SX-STG4-K
ANON-33SX-ST3T-Y
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SNE1-8
ANON-33SX-SNBP-4

assessments of both changes in air quality
and noise levels and the potential effect on
the health of local populations has been
carried out. The findings of these
assessments are summarised in Chapters
10 and 11 of the Health and Equality
Impact Assessment.

ANON-33SX-SN82-V
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SFZE-9
ANON-33SX-SFFE-N
ANON-33SX-SF4Q-F
ANON-33SX-SF3W-M
ANON-33SX-S73J-R
ANON-33SX-S2NW-U
Concern over potential impact
on health and wellbeing during
construction
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ANON-33SX-SNQN-H
ANON-33SX-S74Y-8

The Health and Equality Impact
Assessment (Document Reference 6.8)
considers the potential effects of the
Scheme on health and wellbeing during
construction. Chapter 5 summarises local
community networks and identifies
vulnerable populations in the local study
areas around the northern and southern
tunnel portals. Chapters 6 – 13 of the
Assessment consider various health
determinants, including active travel, road

N
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safety, as well as changes in noise levels
and air quality during construction.
Chapter 12 of the Assessment considers
the effect of the Scheme in relation to
‘social capital’, summarising how the
Scheme may affect local communities
including in relation to severance, safety
and security and amenity (including
changes in noise and air quality).
Concern over potential impact
on health and wellbeing during
operation

ANON-33SX-STYD-N
ANON-33SX-ST8T-4
ANON-33SX-SNV9-1
ANON-33SX-SNHB-V
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SN8S-W
ANON-33SX-SN1Q-M
ANON-33SX-SFQ4-F
ANON-33SX-SF34-H
ANON-33SX-S7ZP-5
ANON-33SX-S7CA-Y
ANON-33SX-S7B4-H
ANON-33SX-S2RA-9

The Health and Equality Impact
Assessment (Document Reference 6.8)
looks at the potential effects of the
Scheme on health and wellbeing during
Scheme operation. Chapter 5 of the
Assessment summarises local community
networks and identifies vulnerable
populations in local study areas around
the northern and southern tunnel portals.
Chapters 6 – 13 of the Assessment
consider the impact of the Scheme in
relation to various determinants
considered to have an effect on the health
and wellbeing of the local population
(including for example effects relating to
active travel (walking and cycling), road
safety, as well as changes in noise levels
and air quality). Chapter 12 of the
Assessment considers the effect of the
Scheme in relation to ‘social capital’,

N
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summarising how the Scheme may affect
local communities including severance,
safety and security, amenity (for example
how satisfied local residents are with
where they live including changes that
may result from changes in noise levels,
air quality and visual amenity) and
affordability.
Concern over potential impact
on local schools

ANON-33SX-SNUW-X
ANON-33SX-SNUU-V
ANON-33SX-SNCG-V
ANON-33SX-SN1E-8
ANON-33SX-SN1D-7
ANON-33SX-SFVM-D
ANON-33SX-SF1W-J
ANON-33SX-S276-3

Questioning whether the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme
would worsen air quality and
therefore negatively affect
Page 210 of 251

BHLF-33SX-S7SR-Z
BHLF-33SX-S7KM-K

Local schools are identified as sensitive
N
receptors in the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1). The potential
impact on these receptors is assessed in
Air Quality (Chapter 6) and Noise (Chapter
14) of the Environmental Statement. The
Health and Equalities Impact Assessment
(Document Reference 6.8) also identifies
the location of schools in local study areas
around the northern and southern tunnel
portals. The assessment considers how
the Scheme may affect local schools for
example in relation to changes in active
travel (walking and cycling) during
Scheme construction and operation and
how accessibility (by car and bus) may be
affected.
Local schools are identified as sensitive
receptors in the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1). The potential
impact on these receptors is assessed in

N
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children’s health

BHLF-33SX-S7KJ-G
BHLF-33SX-S7DV-N
ANON-33SX-STF2-G
ANON-33SX-ST9S-4
ANON-33SX-SNZW-3
ANON-33SX-SNZA-D
ANON-33SX-SNHY-K
ANON-33SX-SNHB-V
ANON-33SX-SN1H-B
ANON-33SX-SN1E-8
ANON-33SX-SFNC-U

Air Quality (Chapter 6) and Noise (Chapter
14). The Health and Equalities Impact
Assessment (Document Reference 6.8)
considers the potential health effects of
the Scheme on all vulnerable populations,
of which children are one such group. The
location of schools has been identified in
the Health and Equalities Impact
Assessment, which, in addition to the
effect on health as a result of changes in
noise and air quality, considers changes to
active travel (walking and cycling) as a
result of the Scheme, issues relating to
severance, and also to accessibility (by
car and bus).

ANON-33SX-SFK3-8
ANON-33SX-SFE7-6
ANON-33SX-SF7M-E
ANON-33SX-SF6Y-S
ANON-33SX-SF6U-N
ANON-33SX-SF34-H
ANON-33SX-S7GY-U
ANON-33SX-S7G7-S
ANON-33SX-S7G6-R
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ANON-33SX-S2ZS-3
ANON-33SX-S2XY-7
ANON-33SX-S2H9-Q
ANON-33SX-S21N-N
Consider the re-use of
excavated materials to provide
landscaping

Greenwich Conservatives

The reuse of excavated materials for
infilling and landscaping will be optimised
where practicable and a Materials
Management Plan will be produced to
support the optimal reuse of spoil (such as
excavated material) on the Scheme. This
is discussed further in Volume 1, Chapter
13 - Materials and Waste of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) and the Construction
Method Statement (Volume 3, appendix
4A of the Environmental Statement –
Document Reference 6.3).

N

Commitment is required from
TfL regarding the use of the
river to transport spoil

ANON-33SX-SNVM-N

TfL has committed to transport at least
50% by weight of all materials associated
with the Scheme by River, as further
described in the Code of Construction
Practice (Document Reference: 6.10).

Y

These commitments are based on key
assumptions about degree of
contamination, jetty/wharf loading facilities,
use of water and polymers during
tunnelling, the availability of suitable
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receptor sites, lessons learned from
Crossrail and availability of Greenwich
wharves.
The commitments are set out in the Code
of Construction Practice (Document
Reference 6.10) which is secured by a
DCO Requirement.
Residents will be paying for
Charlton Rail Users' Group
the user charge through health ANON-33SX-SNVM-N
impacts
ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRQ-N
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNFT-C
ANON-33SX-SN8T-X
ANON-33SX-SN79-2

The user charges presented throughout
the technical documents that were part of
the statutory consultation were based on a
set of assumed indicative charging levels
and assumptions around future traffic
conditions. The charge levels presented in
this Assessed Case were used to assess
the likely significant effects of the Scheme
for the purposes of the statutory
consultation on the proposed DCO
application. TfL proposes to set the initial
level of the user charge and the structure
of the charging regime closer to the date
that the Silvertown Tunnel opens to traffic.
These will be set out in a Statement of
Charges. This would ensure that the user
charge reflects the traffic, environmental
and socio economic conditions that exist
at the time and the charges are set at a
level that would manage demand for the
tunnel most effectively.

N
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Some respondents
commented that air quality
levels in the area surrounding
the proposed Scheme is poor

Studio Ben Allen
St George's Square
Management Company
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham
Lewisham Green Party
Lewisham Cyclists
Greenwich Cyclists
Charlton Central Residents'
Association
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SNGT-D
BHLF-33SX-SNGS-C
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4
BHLF-33SX-SNG8-H
BHLF-33SX-SN9U-Z
BHLF-33SX-SN93-X
BHLF-33SX-SN5M-M
BHLF-33SX-SN57-X
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TfL has built a baseline of current air
quality levels to characterise the current
environment. Data has been gathered on
existing air quality levels through
organisations such as Defra, local
authorities and London Air Quality
Network. Gaps were identified in the data
available and a monitoring campaign was
commissioned in January 2014. Nitrogen
dioxide (NO2) diffusion tubes were
installed at 75 sites across several eastern
London Boroughs which continued over a
12 month period to gather a robust set of
measurements. Full details of existing air
quality and future baseline is presented
within Volume 1, Chapter 6 of the
Environmental Statement.
The impact of the proposed Silvertown
Tunnel on future levels of nitrogen dioxide
(NO2), and particulate matters (PM10 and
PM2.5) for the opening year has been
assessed using an air quality model. The
air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant
legislation and guidance. It concludes that
the Scheme will not result in a significant
effect on air quality. With regards to
changes in nitrogen dioxide (NO2), the
assessment shows that the majority of
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BHLF-33SX-SN54-U
BHLF-33SX-SN47-W
BHLF-33SX-S7VT-5
BHLF-33SX-S7VQ-2
BHLF-33SX-S7UU-5
BHLF-33SX-S7U4-4
BHLF-33SX-S7SR-Z
BHLF-33SX-S7RU-2
BHLF-33SX-S7QB-E
BHLF-33SX-S7Q6-2
BHLF-33SX-S7Q2-X
BHLF-33SX-S7MP-R
BHLF-33SX-S7KM-K
BHLF-33SX-S7FY-T
BHLF-33SX-S7BG-4
BHLF-33SX-S75W-7
BHLF-33SX-S73G-N
ANON-33SX-STZY-B
ANON-33SX-STYT-5

receptors across the study area
experience a change that is classified as
imperceptible by the guidance. Where
changes are classified as perceptible,
more receptors will experience an
improvement than will experience a
perceptible deterioration.
It is correct that pollutant concentrations
are not solely due to traffic emissions,
although at roadside locations in areas of
high concentrations it is likely to be a
substantial part of the overall pollutant
concentration. The total concentration of a
pollutant comprises of explicit local
emission sources (such as roads and
chimney-stacks) and those that are
transported into an area by the wind from
further away. The background
concentration can often be a large
proportion of the overall concentration
monitored. The air quality modelling
carried out for the Silvertown Tunnel Air
Quality assessment specifically models
the road component and then adds the
background (which include other source
contributions) to the modelled component
to predict the total concentrations.

ANON-33SX-STY9-A
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ANON-33SX-STXJ-T
ANON-33SX-STW7-6
ANON-33SX-STVE-K
ANON-33SX-STV4-2
ANON-33SX-STQD-D
ANON-33SX-STPH-G
ANON-33SX-STM5-T
ANON-33SX-STG4-K
ANON-33SX-STBX-J
ANON-33SX-STB7-H
ANON-33SX-STB3-D
ANON-33SX-ST8A-H
ANON-33SX-ST7Y-8
ANON-33SX-ST7S-2
ANON-33SX-ST4K-Q
ANON-33SX-SNZZ-6
ANON-33SX-SNZS-Y
ANON-33SX-SNZP-V
ANON-33SX-SNZH-M
ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
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ANON-33SX-SNZB-E
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SNZ7-3
ANON-33SX-SNZ4-Z
ANON-33SX-SNWQ-T
ANON-33SX-SNWB-B
ANON-33SX-SNW8-1
ANON-33SX-SNVS-U
ANON-33SX-SNVM-N
ANON-33SX-SNVE-D
ANON-33SX-SNV6-X
ANON-33SX-SNUU-V
ANON-33SX-SNUQ-R
ANON-33SX-SNSY-X
ANON-33SX-SNRY-W
ANON-33SX-SNRH-C
ANON-33SX-SNR9-W
ANON-33SX-SNQV-S
ANON-33SX-SNQA-4
ANON-33SX-SNMP-F
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ANON-33SX-SNMA-Z
ANON-33SX-SNM7-P
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNKM-A
ANON-33SX-SNKG-4
ANON-33SX-SNK9-P
ANON-33SX-SNK8-N
ANON-33SX-SNK2-F
ANON-33SX-SNHY-K
ANON-33SX-SNHV-G
ANON-33SX-SNHU-F
ANON-33SX-SNHP-A
ANON-33SX-SNHF-Z
ANON-33SX-SNHE-Y
ANON-33SX-SNH9-K
ANON-33SX-SNH7-H
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNFZ-J
ANON-33SX-SNFU-D
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
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ANON-33SX-SNFG-Y
ANON-33SX-SNFB-T
ANON-33SX-SNF4-C
ANON-33SX-SNF2-A
ANON-33SX-SNEG-X
ANON-33SX-SNEF-W
ANON-33SX-SNEB-S
ANON-33SX-SNE3-A
ANON-33SX-SNCZ-F
ANON-33SX-SNCE-T
ANON-33SX-SNC6-B
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNBH-V
ANON-33SX-SNBD-R
ANON-33SX-SNBC-Q
ANON-33SX-SN8V-Z
ANON-33SX-SN8U-Y
ANON-33SX-SN8T-X
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SN8P-T
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ANON-33SX-SN8N-R
ANON-33SX-SN8M-Q
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN7R-U
ANON-33SX-SN77-Z
ANON-33SX-SN73-V
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN6G-F
ANON-33SX-SN6F-E
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SN65-W
ANON-33SX-SN3Z-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3T-S
ANON-33SX-SN3P-N
ANON-33SX-SN3J-F
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
ANON-33SX-SN1Q-M
ANON-33SX-SN1G-A
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ANON-33SX-SN1B-5
ANON-33SX-SN18-U
ANON-33SX-SN17-T
ANON-33SX-SN14-Q
ANON-33SX-SFZS-Q
ANON-33SX-SFZ5-S
ANON-33SX-SFWR-K
ANON-33SX-SFVT-M
ANON-33SX-SFVD-4
ANON-33SX-SFS8-N
ANON-33SX-SFRZ-P
ANON-33SX-SFQJ-5
ANON-33SX-SFQ5-G
ANON-33SX-SFQ4-F
ANON-33SX-SFPF-Z
ANON-33SX-SFNC-U
ANON-33SX-SFMD-U
ANON-33SX-SFJC-Q
ANON-33SX-SFHF-R
ANON-33SX-SFGR-3
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ANON-33SX-SFGN-Y
ANON-33SX-SFE8-7
ANON-33SX-SFE7-6
ANON-33SX-SFDN-V
ANON-33SX-SFD9-7
ANON-33SX-SFC3-Z
ANON-33SX-SF8R-M
ANON-33SX-SF6R-J
ANON-33SX-SF6K-B
ANON-33SX-SF5Y-R
ANON-33SX-SF53-J
ANON-33SX-SF3R-F
ANON-33SX-SF3M-A
ANON-33SX-SF2P-C
ANON-33SX-SF1H-3
ANON-33SX-S7ZP-5
ANON-33SX-S7Y8-C
ANON-33SX-S7XP-3
ANON-33SX-S7XN-1
ANON-33SX-S7X8-B
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ANON-33SX-S7U6-6
ANON-33SX-S7TU-4
ANON-33SX-S7TJ-S
ANON-33SX-S7TE-M
ANON-33SX-S7TB-H
ANON-33SX-S7SK-S
ANON-33SX-S7S7-5
ANON-33SX-S7RN-U
ANON-33SX-S7QT-Z
ANON-33SX-S7QM-S
ANON-33SX-S7PZ-5
ANON-33SX-S7PW-2
ANON-33SX-S7PQ-V
ANON-33SX-S7P4-Y
ANON-33SX-S7NR-U
ANON-33SX-S7N8-1
ANON-33SX-S7MN-P
ANON-33SX-S7JZ-Y
ANON-33SX-S7JA-6
ANON-33SX-S7GC-5
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ANON-33SX-S7G9-U
ANON-33SX-S7G6-R
ANON-33SX-S7G1-K
ANON-33SX-S7EV-P
ANON-33SX-S7EB-2
ANON-33SX-S7DT-K
ANON-33SX-S7DF-5
ANON-33SX-S7DA-Z
ANON-33SX-S7CA-Y
ANON-33SX-S7C6-M
ANON-33SX-S7BC-Z
ANON-33SX-S7B4-H
ANON-33SX-S7AY-N
ANON-33SX-S7AF-2
ANON-33SX-S7A1-D
ANON-33SX-S79A-N
ANON-33SX-S789-C
ANON-33SX-S76S-4
ANON-33SX-S76G-R
ANON-33SX-S76C-M
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ANON-33SX-S74N-W
ANON-33SX-S74E-M
ANON-33SX-S748-7
ANON-33SX-S73W-5
ANON-33SX-S72E-J
ANON-33SX-S721-X
ANON-33SX-S2ZV-6
ANON-33SX-S2ZJ-T
ANON-33SX-S2Z7-7
ANON-33SX-S2YU-4
ANON-33SX-S2Y5-4
ANON-33SX-S2XA-F
ANON-33SX-S2WD-H
ANON-33SX-S2UQ-V
ANON-33SX-S2U4-Y
ANON-33SX-S2TR-V
ANON-33SX-S2T6-Z
ANON-33SX-S2RT-V
ANON-33SX-S2NV-T
ANON-33SX-S2NF-A
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ANON-33SX-S2MU-R
ANON-33SX-S2KR-K
ANON-33SX-S2KG-8
ANON-33SX-S2JP-G
ANON-33SX-S2JN-E
ANON-33SX-S2HS-H
ANON-33SX-S2HP-E
ANON-33SX-S2H9-Q
ANON-33SX-S2EW-J
ANON-33SX-S2DT-E
ANON-33SX-S2D5-F
ANON-33SX-S2BX-G
ANON-33SX-S2AF-W
ANON-33SX-S2A7-E
ANON-33SX-S28K-S
ANON-33SX-S28A-F
ANON-33SX-S286-4
ANON-33SX-S27J-Q
ANON-33SX-S26M-S
ANON-33SX-S251-V
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ANON-33SX-S22S-U
ANON-33SX-S22Q-S
ANON-33SX-S22M-N
ANON-33SX-S223-U
ANON-33SX-S21N-N
Living Streets
Living Streets, Hackney
Branch
Some respondents
commented that they felt that
the Preliminary Environmental
Information Report (PEIR) was
insufficient

No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
London Assembly Green
Party Group
ANON-33SX-S26Z-6

The level of detail presented in the
N
Preliminary Environmental Information
Report (PEIR) corresponds to the design
stage of the Scheme and the complexity of
the project. TfL considers that the PEIR
provided sufficient environmental
information to enable consultees to
develop an informed view of the project
based on the data collected by TfL at the
time of the consultation. The PEIR clearly
states that the information is ‘preliminary’
and that TfL is actively seeking comments
on this information, with the opportunity for
both the Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) and project design to
take into consideration any comments
received through consultation. This
approach and the level of information
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presented is in line with The Planning
Inspectorate's Advice note seven:
Environmental Impact Assessment:
Screening, Scoping and Preliminary
Environmental Information which outlines
pre-consultation requirements that apply to
applications for Development Consent
Orders (DCOs).
Some respondents
encouraged TfL to provide
new planted areas nearby the
new tunnel to mitigate any
adverse environmental effects

Institution of Civil Engineers
BHLF-33SX-SNJE-1
ANON-33SX-STWU-4
ANON-33SX-STTX-4
ANON-33SX-STSK-P
ANON-33SX-STP2-T
ANON-33SX-STGR-H
ANON-33SX-STBX-J
ANON-33SX-ST6A-F
ANON-33SX-SNKJ-7
ANON-33SX-SNF1-9
ANON-33SX-SN37-V
ANON-33SX-SFXJ-C
ANON-33SX-SFVX-R
ANON-33SX-SFV7-Q
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Since the statutory consultation TfL has
identified additional opportunities to
provide planting around the portals and
associated buildings on both the north and
south of the river. This will provide
additional visual screening as well as
benefits to ecology. TfL has also included
a design principle to investigate the
inclusion of brown roofs on the portal
buildings at the detailed design stage.
These will provide further habitat for
wildlife. For more information please see
the Design and Access Statement
(Document Reference 7.3) and Chapter 9
- Terrestrial Ecology - of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1).
Some comments related to landscaping as
mitigation for air quality; whilst green walls
can provide some benefits with regard to
biodiversity and visual amenity, there is

Y
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ANON-33SX-SFS6-K
ANON-33SX-SFHA-K
ANON-33SX-SFGZ-B
ANON-33SX-SF3M-A
ANON-33SX-SF15-G
ANON-33SX-S76X-9
ANON-33SX-S748-7
ANON-33SX-S2H7-N
ANON-33SX-S2B8-G

limited evidence that these can be used as
mitigation for air pollution/noise. There is
emerging evidence that vegetation may
reduce levels of ambient particulate
matter, although there is not considered to
be robust evidence that vegetation
materially reduces nitrogen dioxide
concentrations. In relation to the
Silvertown Tunnel, the impact of the
Scheme is mostly related to changes in
nitrogen dioxide (NO2), hence it is
considered that vegetation will have little
benefit as a mitigation measure.

ANON-33SX-S23M-P
ANON-33SX-S222-T
Some respondents expressed
a concern that the Scheme
should not negatively affect
Oxleas Wood

ANON-33SX-SNVU-W
ANON-33SX-SNU7-X
ANON-33SX-SN3J-F

The Silvertown Tunnel would have no
impact on Oxleas Wood, which is located
approximately six km away from the
proposed site of the new crossing.

N

ANON-33SX-SFN9-H
ANON-33SX-S2MH-B
ANON-33SX-S26N-T
Some respondents questioned
whether the environmental
benefits of reducing traffic
congestion would be realised
through the Scheme

No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign

TfL’s assessment of the effects of the
N
Scheme on traffic and congestion are set
out in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference 6.5).
The proposed user charge would act as an
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effective tool for managing demand, and
could be adjusted if necessary if the
Scheme was having adverse impacts on
parts of the road network.
The current levels of demand to use the
Blackwall Tunnel greatly exceed the
capacity of the tunnel, and there is
regularly very significant congestion in and
around the area. This congestion is
exacerbated when over height vehicles
attempt to use the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL’s assessment is that with the user
charge, the Scheme would effectively
eliminate the severe congestion which is
currently experienced at the Blackwall
Tunnel.
The air quality assessment is undertaken
in accordance with the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges and the associated
interim Advice Notes. Emission factors
issued by Defra are utilised in the
assessment which provide emissions at
various speeds, including when traffic is
moving slowly during congested
conditions. The traffic model provides the
impacts of the traffic changes as a result
of the Scheme which includes the changes
in speeds on roads both with and without
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the Scheme in the future. The impact of
additional vehicles and changes in
congestion as a result of the Scheme are
therefore considered in the air quality
assessment.
Consider making the
Silvertown Tunnel area an
ultra Low Emission Zone
(uLEZ), or to take more
general steps to encourage
the use of low emission
vehicles. Other respondents
commented about what
assessments TfL had
undertaken of the effect of the
existing uLEZ

ANON-33SX-STPY-1
ANON-33SX-SNBC-Q
ANON-33SX-S2EX-K
ANON-33SX-S22M-N

The user charging power provides scope
N
for a number of exemptions and discounts
and this will be used to encourage the use
of cleaner vehicles. For the purpose of the
assessments, it has been assumed that
electric vehicles will travel for free through
both the Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels
to encourage the uptake of cleaner
vehicles in line with London Plan policy.
TfL will be required to set and vary user
charges, including any discounts and
exemptions, in accordance with the
Charging Policy (Document Reference
7.11) and the environmental objectives set
out in that document. The Silvertown
Tunnel is located within the existing
London Low Emission Zone (LEZ) and
therefore vehicles that do not meet the
London wide LEZ emission standards
would be charged in line with this Scheme.
TfL’s air quality assessment uses the most
up to date tools for emissions calculations
as provided by Defra which currently do
not reflect the introduction of ultra Low
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Emission Zone (uLEZ). The impact
assessment for uLEZ undertaken by TfL
shows that uLEZ would reduce emissions
of road transport-related NOx in the
Boroughs of Greenwich, Newham and
Tower Hamlets by around 10-17 per cent
due to changes in the overall fleet
compositions of vehicles in outer London.
The impacts of the Silvertown Tunnel
would not be significantly affected by
inclusion of the uLEZ fleet compositions as
the main impacts are related to changes in
traffic flows and patterns across the area.
The Silvertown Tunnel has a dedicated
bus lane to better serve East London with
public transport links and encourage bus
use. The bus fleet on these routes will be
at least Euro XI equivalent to ensure
emissions are minimised.
Some respondents suggested
that TfL’s assessment of the
air quality impacts of the
Scheme may be flawed, citing
press stories regarding
emissions testing of
Volkswagen vehicles

Friends of the Earth
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4
BHLF-33SX-SN9F-H
ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SNV3-U
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It has long been acknowledged that
N
emissions from vehicles do not perform to
their Euro standards in the real world
versus the prescribed European Emission
Standards, particularly in relation to NOx
emissions from diesel vehicles. In
undertaking the air quality assessment for
the Scheme, allowances are made for this
in the guidance followed in undertaking the
assessment (the Design Manual for Roads
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ANON-33SX-SNUB-9
ANON-33SX-SNQB-5
ANON-33SX-SNHE-Y
ANON-33SX-SNH8-J
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNFR-A
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y
ANON-33SX-SNC6-B
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNBH-V
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN8B-C
ANON-33SX-SN82-V
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN6G-F
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3U-T

and Bridges (DMRB) and associated
interim advice notes (IANs)).
There are two technical approaches used
within the assessment methodology which
address these discrepancies. Firstly,
measurement data have been collected
across the air quality study area, both by
local authorities and additional Scheme
specific data collection commissioned by
TfL. This data is used within the air quality
assessment to ensure the modelling is
predicting pollution concentrations
reasonably across the study area.
Concentrations of nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
are predicted at the monitoring locations
for the Baseline Year (2012) and
compared against the concentrations
measured in those locations. Where the
modelling under-predicts pollutant
concentrations, an adjustment factor is
derived which was then applied to the
future modelling predictions to correct for
any systematic under-predictions. This
approach is intended to address any gap
between real-world conditions, and
assumptions included in the modelling
variables, for example emission factors
which would include relevant Volkswagen
and other vehicles emissions that are not
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ANON-33SX-SN3E-A

performing to their emission standard.

ANON-33SX-SN1W-T

Secondly, the projection of modelled
concentrations of nitrogen dioxide
(NO2)into the future is based upon the
advice in Interim Advice Note 170/12 v3
(‘Updated air quality advice on the
assessment of future NOx and nitrogen
dioxide (NO2) projections for users of
Design Manual for Roads and Bridges
(DMRB) Volume 11, Section 3, Part 1 ‘Air
Quality’). This makes allowance for
vehicles performing differently between
the laboratory testing and the real world,
for vehicles with the Euro 5 engines,
affected by the Volkswagen scandal.
Whilst there is an expectation that there
will be a substantial improvement in real
world emissions from Euro 6/VI vehicles
compared to previous Euro Standards, the
Interim Advice Note does makes
allowance for potential under-estimates in
emissions from the latest Euro 6/VI
vehicles currently entering the UK fleet.

ANON-33SX-SN17-T
ANON-33SX-SFZ5-S
ANON-33SX-SFRZ-P
ANON-33SX-SFM4-B
ANON-33SX-SFKJ-Y
ANON-33SX-S27R-Y

In addition, the user charge will manage
demand for the crossings and will be used
to ensure that any additional users
attracted by the improved crossing will be
countered by a decrease in demand
arising from the introduction of the charge.
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The combination of providing additional
capacity alongside the user charge will, in
turn, manage traffic impacts on the wider
road network including secondary
environmental effects.
Some respondents were
concerned with the impact that
the Scheme might have on the
World Heritage site in
Greenwich

No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
BHLF-33SX-S7BG-4
BHLF-33SX-S733-1

The demand for adjacent river crossings is N
not expected to change significantly as a
result of the Scheme, and there is not
expected to be significant diversion
through the Greenwich World Heritage site
toward the Rotherhithe Tunnel. Further
information can be found in Appendix E of
the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference 6.5).
TfL is proposing to monitor the impacts of
the Scheme. Should the monitoring find an
adverse impact on routes in Greenwich as
a result of the Scheme there would be a
process in place for addressing this using
suitable mitigation measures. This is set
out in the Monitoring Strategy (Document
Reference 7.6) and Traffic Impacts
Mitigation Strategy (Document Reference
7.7).

Suggestions for integration of
sustainable practices in the
Scheme

Day Aggregates
BHLF-33SX-SN95-Z
BHLF-33SX-S7MV-X

TfL recognises that in order to deliver
sustainable schemes it is necessary to
embed an integrated approach to
sustainability through planning, target

N
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BHLF-33SX-S71Y-5
ANON-33SX-STQX-1
ANON-33SX-SNV7-Y
ANON-33SX-SNEB-S
ANON-33SX-SN8U-Y
ANON-33SX-SN6Z-2
ANON-33SX-SFVJ-A
ANON-33SX-SFS3-G
ANON-33SX-SFM7-E
ANON-33SX-SFKE-T
ANON-33SX-SFJH-V
ANON-33SX-SFGQ-2
ANON-33SX-SFB3-Y
ANON-33SX-SF3K-8
ANON-33SX-SF2Z-P
ANON-33SX-S7WQ-3
ANON-33SX-S7TK-T
ANON-33SX-S79X-C
ANON-33SX-S78P-3
ANON-33SX-S78G-T
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setting, monitoring and reporting
throughout the design, construction and
operational phases of the Scheme.
The Sustainability Statement (Document
Reference 6.9) demonstrates that the
Scheme achieves a balanced level of
sustainability framework categories; social,
environmental and economic progress,
tackling climate change, safety and
security, quality of life and transport for all.
The Scheme design will optimise energy
performance and Co2 emissions during
the construction stage through minimising
of the use of diesel or petrol powered
generators, powering down of
equipment/plant when not in use, ensuring
all vehicles and machinery are serviced at
recommended intervals, using fuelefficient plant, machinery and vehicles and
deploying correctly sized generators for
electrical provision onsite.
Opportunities for renewable energy have
been considered in the Energy Statement.
There is potential for a small amount of
solar photovoltaics (PV) at the portal
entrances. However, it is unlikely that
sufficient space would be made available
to make a significant contribution to CO2
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ANON-33SX-S73W-5

emissions reductions.

ANON-33SX-S24H-J

Tidal Power Energy Generation has not
been considered as part of the Scheme
and it would not be considered technically
feasible or beneficial to filter exhaust
fumes using water in the River Thames.

ANON-33SX-S222-T

The Scheme design would optimise
energy performance and CO2 emissions
during the operational stage through the
optimisation of daylighting, orientation, site
layout and energy efficient lighting. The
proposed Light Emitting Diode (LED)
lighting could result in a CO2 saving of up
to 29% over the baseline Scheme.
Since the statutory consultation TfL has
carried out additional and more detailed air
quality modelling which has been
independently verified. The modelling
shows that TfL does not require ventilation
buildings and they have therefore been
removed from the Scheme which also
vastly reduces the amount of energy use
that would have been required to power
them.
TfL’s Preliminary
Environmental Information
Report (PEIR) does not meet
national planning guidance

Charlton Rail Users' Group
ANON-33SX-SNUU-V

The preliminary environmental
assessment set out the information
relating to the Scheme known at the time
of the statutory consultation. The full

N
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with regard to noise impact

assessment has been completed in
accordance with the most up to date
guidance and advice notes. Full
methodology including the assumptions
used within the scenarios modelled and
results are reported in Volume 1, Chapter
14 - Noise and Vibration - of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1).
Both The Pumphouse Tower development
and Siemens Crystal have been included
as receptors within the noise assessment

Concern over air quality and
other environmental impacts
that might be caused by
constructing the tunnel unless
properly mitigated

No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
Greenwich Borough Liberal
Democrats
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4
BHLF-33SX-SN57-X
Ballymore Group
ANON-33SX-STYD-N
ANON-33SX-STXS-3
ANON-33SX-STFW-N
ANON-33SX-ST6V-4
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
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The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) N
(Document Reference 6.10) outlines
mitigation that will be applied during
construction to keep impacts to a
minimum. This includes measures in
relation to air quality, noise, traffic and
other impacts that may occur during
construction. Since the statutory
consultation, a commitment has been
made that at least 50% by weight of all
materials associated with the construction
of the Scheme would be transported by
river to and from the main construction site
at Silvertown. A number of wharves are
also located on the Greenwich Peninsula
which could be used for removal and
delivery of materials. This would greatly
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ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F
ANON-33SX-SNSG-C
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRQ-N
ANON-33SX-SNR2-P
ANON-33SX-SNQX-U

reduce the numbers of lorries on the road
and therefore minimise the impacts of
construction vehicles.
Any road closures would be subject to
clearly signed diversion routes. Dust
mitigation measures will be employed
such as wheel washing, covering lorries
would ensure dust pollution is avoided. For
more information about mitigation
measures during construction please see
the CoCP.

ANON-33SX-SNQM-G
ANON-33SX-SNQ6-S
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNM9-R
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNM1-G
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNHP-A
ANON-33SX-SNH8-J
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNFW-F
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ANON-33SX-SNFR-A
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNFG-Y
ANON-33SX-SNCR-7
ANON-33SX-SNBH-V
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SN8M-Q
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN7N-Q
ANON-33SX-SN79-2
ANON-33SX-SN71-T
ANON-33SX-SN6Z-2
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN6G-F
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A
ANON-33SX-SN37-V
ANON-33SX-SFVT-M
ANON-33SX-SFUP-F
ANON-33SX-SFUF-5
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ANON-33SX-SFU3-J
ANON-33SX-SFK3-8
ANON-33SX-SFCK-R
ANON-33SX-SFBK-Q
ANON-33SX-SF1A-V
ANON-33SX-S79A-N
ANON-33SX-S78P-3
ANON-33SX-S75H-R
ANON-33SX-S2X5-3
ANON-33SX-S2W7-4
ANON-33SX-S2UJ-N
ANON-33SX-S2RA-9
ANON-33SX-S2NT-R
ANON-33SX-S2MT-Q
ANON-33SX-S2GH-5
ANON-33SX-S251-V
Concern over air quality
impacts in Greenwich

BHLF-33SX-SNJM-9
BHLF-33SX-SNGN-7
ANON-33SX-STZY-B
ANON-33SX-STYV-7

TfL have built a baseline of current air
quality levels to characterise the current
environment. Data has been gathered on
existing air quality levels through
organisations such as Defra, local
authorities and London Air Quality

N
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ANON-33SX-STYD-N
ANON-33SX-STYB-K
ANON-33SX-STX8-8
ANON-33SX-STW6-5
ANON-33SX-STQD-D
ANON-33SX-STQA-A
ANON-33SX-STFT-J
ANON-33SX-ST6B-G
ANON-33SX-ST5M-T
ANON-33SX-ST54-1
ANON-33SX-ST3T-Y
ANON-33SX-SNZF-J
ANON-33SX-SNZ6-2
ANON-33SX-SNV6-X
ANON-33SX-SNV5-W
ANON-33SX-SNUU-V
ANON-33SX-SNR9-W
ANON-33SX-SNH9-K
ANON-33SX-SNFU-D
ANON-33SX-SN6U-W
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Network. Gaps were identified in the data
available and a monitoring campaign was
commissioned in January 2014. Nitrogen
dioxide (NO2) diffusion tubes were
installed at 75 sites across several eastern
London Boroughs which continued over a
12 month period to gather a robust set of
measurements.
The monitoring data gathered as part of
the assessment provides information on
the existing baseline nitrogen dioxide
(NO2) concentrations and is also used to
validate the air quality modelling
undertaken as part of the Silvertown
Tunnel air quality assessment. The data
collected shows that there were
widespread exceedances of the annual
mean nitrogen dioxide (NO2) Air Quality
Standard (AQS) Objective (40ug/m3)
across the study area, and in some cases,
exceedances of the 1 hour mean AQS
objective. The conditions are typical of a
heavily urbanised environment in inner
London.
Air quality modelling has been carried out
on the likely effects of the Scheme and the
results show that the majority of changes
in nitrogen dioxide (NO2) as a result of the
Scheme would be negligible (I.e. changes
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ANON-33SX-SN3Z-Y
ANON-33SX-SN1E-8
ANON-33SX-SFZA-5
ANON-33SX-SFZ3-Q
ANON-33SX-SFXN-G
ANON-33SX-SFVD-4
ANON-33SX-SFTP-E
ANON-33SX-SFRR-E
ANON-33SX-SFQ5-G
ANON-33SX-SFMX-F
ANON-33SX-SFK3-8
ANON-33SX-SFGR-3
ANON-33SX-SFFN-X
ANON-33SX-SFE8-7
ANON-33SX-SFBV-2
ANON-33SX-SF88-T
ANON-33SX-SF6G-7
ANON-33SX-SF5Y-R
ANON-33SX-SF34-H
ANON-33SX-SF16-H

at receptors would be below 0.4ug/m3.)
Some receptors around the tunnel portal
on the Greenwich Peninsula would receive
a small improvement in nitrogen dioxide
(NO2) as a result of the Scheme which
would see increases in peak period
speeds around the approach to the
Blackwall Tunnel. In the Assessed Case
there would be a small area of worsening
beside the Pilot Busway and Trafalgar
Road near the junction with the A102 on
the Greenwich Peninsula due to the
increase in buses assumed along this
route in the Assessed Case,. TfL has
committed to ensuring Euro 6 equivalent
buses would operate along new bus
routes introduced by the Scheme. The air
quality assessment considered changes to
traffic on all links including in and around
the Greenwich Maritime World Heritage
site, no changes in air quality are
predicted at this location as a result of the
Scheme.
Chapter 6 - Air Quality of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference 6.1) outlines that a judgement
on operational significance of effects for
air quality (Highways England Interim
Advice Note 174/13) concludes that the
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ANON-33SX-S7Y1-5
ANON-33SX-S7HY-V
ANON-33SX-S7GQ-K
ANON-33SX-S7G9-U
ANON-33SX-S7CA-Y
ANON-33SX-S7A5-H
ANON-33SX-S794-8

Scheme does not have a significant
impact on air quality.
The assessment results have been
evaluated in the context of Highways
England Interim Advice Note 175/13 which
demonstrates that the risk that the
Scheme will delay compliance with EU
Directive on Ambient Air Quality
(2008/50/EC) is low.

ANON-33SX-S76X-9
ANON-33SX-S2ZS-3
ANON-33SX-S2Z7-7
ANON-33SX-S2UE-G
ANON-33SX-S2N8-V
ANON-33SX-S2JX-R
ANON-33SX-S2CA-T
ANON-33SX-S26D-G
ANON-33SX-S251-V
Concern over air quality
impacts in Newham

Newham Friends of the
Earth
ANON-33SX-ST6V-4
ANON-33SX-SNRB-6
ANON-33SX-SFET-3
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TfL have built a baseline of current air
quality levels to characterise the current
environment. Data has been gathered on
existing air quality levels through
organisations such as Defra, local
authorities and London Air Quality
Network. Gaps were identified in the data

N
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ANON-33SX-S7SU-3
ANON-33SX-S2A4-B

available and a monitoring campaign was
commissioned in January 2014. Nitrogen
dioxide (NO2) diffusion tubes were
installed at 75 sites across several eastern
London Boroughs which continued over a
12 month period to gather a robust set of
measurements.
The monitoring data gathered as part of
the assessment provides information on
the existing baseline nitrogen dioxide
(NO2)concentrations and is also used to
validate the air quality modelling
undertaken as part of the Silvertown
Tunnel Air Quality assessment. The data
collected shows that there were
widespread exceedances of the annual
mean nitrogen dioxide (NO2) Air Quality
Standard (AQS) Objective (40ug/m3)
across the study area, and in some cases,
exceedances of the 1 hour mean AQS
objective. The conditions are typical of a
heavily urbanised environment in inner
London.
The Scheme would result in a perceptible
improvement in air quality along the
Blackwall Tunnel Approach Roads, A12
and A13 in Poplar. The improvements at
these receptors are as a result of the
reduction in traffic flows along the A12
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Blackwall Tunnel Northern Approach and
the A13 East India Dock Road. As a result
of the Scheme, receptors located in the
Silvertown area, south of the A13 and
around the Royal Docks are predicted to
experience deterioration in air quality. The
receptors in this location are near to the
northern portals and feeder roads of the
proposed Silvertown Tunnel. The Tunnel
itself is predicted to carry approximately
10,000-11,000 vehicles per day in each
direction and therefore increases in traffic
on nearby roads around Silvertown and
the Royal Docks contribute to a localised
worsening in air quality.
Chapter 6 - Air Quality of the ES outlines
that a judgement on operational
significance of effects for air quality, in
accordance with Highways England IAN
174/13, concludes that the Scheme does
not have a significant impact on air quality.
The assessment results have been
evaluated in the context of Highways
England IAN 175/13 which demonstrates
that the risk that the Scheme will delay
compliance with Chapter 6 - Air Quality of
the Environmental Statement (Document
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Reference 6.1) outlines that a judgement
on operational significance of effects for
air quality, in accordance with Highways
England Interim Advice Note 174/13,
concludes that the Scheme does not have
a significant impact on air quality.
The assessment results have been
evaluated in the context of Highways
England Interim Advice Note 175/13 which
demonstrates that the risk that the
Scheme will delay compliance with EU
Directive on Ambient Air Quality
(2008/50/EC) is low.
The Scheme should work
towards improving air quality

ANON-33SX-SN8U-Y
ANON-33SX-SFZF-A

The air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant
legislation and guidance. It concludes that
the Scheme will not result in a significant
effect on air quality. With regards to
changes in Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2), the
assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area
experience a change that is classified as
imperceptible by the guidance. Where
changes are classified as perceptible,
more receptors will experience an
improvement than will experience a
perceptible deterioration.

N

A user charge will be applied to the
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Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels to
manage traffic, thereby managing air
quality impacts. The assessed case
includes a discount for low emission
vehicles to encourage the uptake of a
cleaner fleet.
The Scheme provides the opportunity for a
number of new bus links through the
Tunnel; these will be of Euro 6 equivalent
emission standard to reduce the impact on
air quality.
Consider the transport of
waste through sustainable
means

ANON-33SX-SNVM-N

TfL has reviewed the feasibility of using
the river for construction logistics
movements and used this to recommend
the following commitments with regard to
maximising the use of the river where
possible:
• 100% of suitable excavated material to
be transported by river; and
• 50% by weight of all material associated
with the construction of the Scheme to be
transported to or from the sites by river.
These commitments are based on key
assumptions about degree of
contamination, jetty/wharf loading facilities,
use of water and polymers during
tunnelling, the availability of suitable
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receptor sites, lessons learned from
Crossrail and availability of Greenwich
wharves.
The commitments are set out in the Code
of Construction Practice (Document
Reference 6.10) which is secured by a
DCO Requirement.
Request for an independent
review of the environmental
impacts of the Scheme

London Assembly Green
Party Group
BHLF-33SX-SNGS-C
BHLF-33SX-SNG1-A
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SNUU-V
ANON-33SX-SN89-3
ANON-33SX-SFVD-4
ANON-33SX-SF5P-F
ANON-33SX-SF3R-F

All environmental assessments have been
carried out in accordance with the relevant
legislation and guidance.

N

The air quality and noise assessments
have been subject to independent expert
peer reviews and the traffic model has
undergone an independent model audit
process.
The results of the assessment are
presented in the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1) which will be
considered through the examination
process.

ANON-33SX-S2D5-F
ANON-33SX-S25N-S
Concern over the
management of waste
materials

ANON-33SX-SNEN-5
ANON-33SX-SN8K-N

The predicted quantities of waste which
can be reduced, reused and recycled are
recorded and tracked in the Preliminary
Site Waste Management Plan (SWMP).
On award of the contract, the appointed

N
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Contractor would be responsible for
developing this plan further and updating it
every six months. Under the existing
Preliminary Site Waste Management Plan
(SWMP) the contractors, design teams
and suppliers are encouraged to minimise
the amount of waste via reuse on site,
reuse off site and recycling off-site.
Concern over wider air quality
impacts (i.e. in areas covered
by Lewisham and Southwark
Councils)

No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
ANON-33SX-STPK-K
ANON-33SX-SNZU-1
ANON-33SX-SN32-Q
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Chapter 6 of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.1) (and
associated drawings) outlines the air
quality impacts of the Scheme. The
majority of the impacts are very localised
to the Scheme. The results of the air
quality assessment and maps showing the
impacts were shared with the London
Borough of Lewisham, London Borough of
Southwark and other 'non-host Boroughs'
in March 2016. The current results differ
from what was presented in 2014 as a
different user charge has been applied to
the Assessed Case to ensure air quality
impacts are managed.

N
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SUMMARY
S.1

Overview

S.1.1

This appendix provides a summary of responses received during statutory
consultation on the Scheme under section 42, section 47 and section 48 of
the Act which contained comments which TfL coded according to the
'Consultation' theme. This appendix set outs the consultees who
commented on each of these issues, and provides TfL's response to each of
the issues raised on this theme. Where the consultee has not provided a
name or organisation, an anonymous response ID has been included.

S.1.2

The summary of responses has been grouped under the relevant
consultation strands.
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Appendix M1 Consultation
M1.1

Section 42 (1) (a)

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

Comments confirming that
the respondent had no
comments to make

The Coal Authority
Office for Nuclear Regulation
Highways England
Canal & River Trust London

Noted.

N

Positive comments about
the consultation or
consultation materials

Public Health England
London Fire Brigade

Noted.

N
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Requests for further
information or ongoing
liaison, including in
regards to the construction
of the tunnel

Trinity House
Health and Safety Executive
(HSE)

TfL has kept respondents to the statutory
consultation informed at key stages, and it
will continue to do so, including by
publishing this Consultation Report. TfL
has met a large number of stakeholders
regarding its proposals for the Scheme.
These discussions have continued since
the close of statutory consultation and will
continue for as long as necessary
throughout the examination period. Further
details are in chapters 3 and 22 of this
Consultation Report.

N

TfL publishes a range of travel advice and
will continue to do so, including in regard to
the construction of the Silvertown Tunnel.
The Coal Authority
explained that it had no
requirement to be
consulted further on the
Silvertown Tunnel scheme

The Coal Authority

TfL has noted the Coal Authority’s
response.

The consultation materials
contained inaccuracies

Port of London Authority

The consultation materials overall contained N
no material inaccuracies that TfL considers
would have impacted on a respondent's
ability to provide their views on the scheme
as proposed.
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TfL is aware that its printed consultation
booklet contained a photograph purporting
to show congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel.
However, the photograph was mislabelled
and the booklet should have stated that it
was of congestion in east London more
generally. TfL ensured that the online
version of the Consultation Booklet included
a correctly-labelled photograph. TfL
received no comments about this issue
from respondents to the statutory
consultation under s42, s47 or s48 and
does not consider that it would have had a
misleading effect on potential respondents.

M1.2

Section 42 (1) (b)

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Comments about TfL’s
historic non-statutory
consultations

London Borough of Newham

TfL determined that there was a strategic
case for the Silvertown Tunnel scheme in
the context of its role as London’s strategic
traffic authority. This took into account,
among other factors, engagement with the
public and other stakeholders. Prior to the
launch of statutory consultation under s42,
s47 and s48, TfL had held four separate
non-statutory consultations over the period

Change to the
scheme?
N
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October 2009 – October 2014 which
included proposals for the Silvertown
Tunnel scheme, the responses from which
were taken into account in developing the
Silvertown Tunnel scheme. Further detail
is provided in Chapter 3 to this Consultation
Report. TfL published reports responding
to the issues raised in each of these nonstatutory consultations. These are available
from TfL’s website.
Requests for further
information or ongoing
liaison, including in
regards to the construction
of the tunnel

The consultation materials
were missing certain
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London Borough of Newham
London Borough of Lewisham
London Borough of Bexley
London Borough of Barking
and Dagenham

London Borough of Newham

TfL has kept respondents to the statutory
consultation informed at key stages, and it
will continue to do so, including by
publishing this Consultation Report. TfL
has met a large number of stakeholders
regarding its proposals for the Scheme.
These discussions have continued since
the close of statutory consultation and will
continue for as long as necessary
throughout the examination period. Further
details are in chapters 3 and 22 of this
Consultation Report.
TfL publishes a range of travel advice and
will continue to do so, including in regard to
the construction of the Silvertown Tunnel.
The consultation materials were prepared
by TfL in accordance with the DCLG Pre-

N

N
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information

London Borough of Bexley

Application Guidance1 and established best
practice within TfL, in order to ensure the
materials were engaging, accessible and
gave consultees a clear view of what is
proposed. TfL considers that sufficient
material was provided to enable consultees
to respond meaningfully to the consultation.
For example the materials made clear the
case for the Scheme, regarding the specific
issues that it would address of congestion,
closures and poor resilience at the
Blackwall Tunnel, and explained how the
Scheme would support the growth that is
expected to take place in London. The
materials also explained the advantages of
the Scheme and made clear how TfL would
mitigate any disadvantages, including at
other crossings such as the Rotherhithe
Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry.
TfL prepared a draft Statement of
Community Consultation (SoCC) which
defined what materials would be published
during the statutory consultation. These

1

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/418009/150326_Pre-Application_Guidance.pdf
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materials were referred to as the
‘consultation materials’ in the finalised
SoCC. As set out in chapter 6 of this
Consultation Report, TfL consulted the
‘Host’ local authorities of Greenwich,
Newham and Tower Hamlets on multiple
occasions on draft versions of the SoCC
and finalised the documents based on
comments it received during these
consultations.
TfL considered that there would be a variety
of requirements for understanding the
scheme or its impacts amongst potential
respondents. Some potential respondents
would need very detailed or specific
information and would be more likely to
have the appetite and expertise to
understand such information, while others
would require more easily accessible
information aimed at a general audience.
For this reason TfL defined the ‘consultation
materials’ in the finalised SoCC as
comprising of a series of detailed technical
reports which focussed on key elements of
the scheme, as well as a Consultation
Booklet and non-technical summary of the
Preliminary Environmental Information
Report (PEIR), both of which were intended
to be easy to read, summarised versions of
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these technical reports.
TfL exceeded the commitments set out in
the finalised SoCC by publishing additional
information that it felt would assist
respondents in coming to an informed view
of the proposal. These included a
Frequently Asked Questions document, a
glossary of terms and a factsheet outlining
TfL’s consideration of alternative schemes
to the Silvertown Tunnel. TfL considers that
there was a high level of response to the
statutory consultation under s42, s47 and
s48, and that this indicates that
respondents felt they understood the
proposals sufficiently to express a point of
view.
Further information is provided in Chapter 4
of this Consultation Report in relation to the
approach taken to compiling the
consultation materials.
The London Borough of
Bexley was not included in
TfL’s Preliminary
Regeneration and
Development Impact

London Borough of Bexley

The London Borough of Bexley was not
included in the original document because
TfL did not consider there was a significant
concentration of the most deprived areas of
London in the Borough. However, the
London Borough of Bexley has now been

N
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included.

Assessment

M1.3

Section 42 (1) (d)
Change to the
Scheme?

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Comments about TfL’s
roadshow events

ANON-33SX-SNMV-N

TfL selected venues for its roadshow events N
that it considered to be the most suitable in
that they would be accessible and easy to
reach and located in areas nearby the
proposed scheme, so that the venues
themselves had relevance to the scheme
and were appropriate. TfL listed these
venues in its draft SoCC, which was subject
to consultation with the ‘Host’ Boroughs of
Greenwich, Newham and Tower Hamlets
on two separate occasions. Further details
are in chapter 7. There were 12 separate
roadshow events in total, including six
events scheduled to take place on a
Saturday, to maximise the possibility that
the community could attend. TfL considers
that this was a sufficient number.
TfL produced a series of information boards
that were displayed at each roadshow event
which summarised information contained
within the consultation materials. These
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boards were supplemented with copies of
all of the consultation materials specified in
chapter 3 of this Consultation Report. The
boards provided an introduction to the
Silvertown Tunnel scheme to attendees to
the roadshow events, and were intended to
facilitate discussions between attendees
and those TfL staff who were present. The
boards included maps of the area
surrounding the proposed site of the
Silvertown Tunnel, however given space
constraints and to ensure the maps were
legible it was not possible to include every
local landmark on them (for example, local
schools).
Each roadshow was staffed by no fewer
than three members of the Silvertown
project team, covering a variety of
disciplines. These staff endeavoured to
answer all queries comprehensively and in
person, however, if they were unable to
provide an answer in-person, the contact
details of the enquirer were taken and an
answer provided in writing as soon as
possible.
TfL received some comments of complaint
that the roadshow event held at Charlton
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House on Saturday 31 October 2015 had
not started at the advertised time. Traffic
delays meant that the consultation materials
TfL had intended to display at this
roadshow did not arrive on time, however
TfL staff was present from the advertised
start time in order to answer questions from
the public.
Comments about the
ANON-33SX-ST7M-V
methods TfL chose for
ANON-33SX-SFQ2-D
publicising the consultation
and distributing the
consultation materials

TfL used a variety of methods and
techniques in order to raise awareness and
maximise stakeholder participation, and to
ensure the consultation materials were
widely available to potential respondents.
The key channel was through TfL’s online
consultation portal, as previous experience
has shown that this is the preferred channel
for the community and other stakeholders to
engage in TfL’s consultations. TfL also
promoted a number of other, ‘nonelectronic’ channels through which
respondents could view the consultation
materials and provide a response to the
statutory consultation under s42, s47 and
s48, as follows:
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point’ locations specified in its Statement
of Community Consultation (SoCC).
Further information is set out in chapter
6 of this Consultation Report.
Providing paper or electronic copies of
the consultation documents available
free of charge on reasonable request
Making the consultation booklet
available in hard copy at over 112
‘collection points’ as specified in its
SoCC. Further information is set out in
chapter 6 of this Consultation Report
Holding a series of ‘roadshow’ events at
the times, dates and venues specified in
the SoCC and providing copies of the
consultation materials at these events.
Further information is set out in chapter
7 of this Consultation Report
Making clear in the consultation booklet
that TfL would accept responses to the
statutory consultation which were
concerned with any aspect of the
scheme, rather than solely those which
followed the protocol of its online
consultation questionnaire
Promoting in its consultation booklet a
Freepost address through which
responses to the statutory consultation
could be submitted. Further information
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is set out in chapter 4 of this
Consultation Report.
The Section 48 notice, which was published
and distributed as set out in Chapter 8,
advised people where they could inspect
the consultation materials.
TfL selected a range of tools for publicising
the statutory consultation under s42, s47
and s48. These tools included, in addition
to the statutory notices required under s48
of the Act, the distribution of a letter to
almost 500,000 properties across east and
south-east London and posting
advertisements in a range of local and
London-wide news media. TfL described
these tools in its draft SoCC, which was
subject to consultation with the ‘host’
Boroughs of Greenwich, Newham and
Tower Hamlets. TfL received 4,135
responses to the statutory consultation
which it considers to be a good level of
response, and it is therefore satisfied that
the tools chosen to publicise the
consultation were appropriate.
TfL's application for development consent
includes powers of compulsory acquisition.
As a result it is necessary for TfL to
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undertake diligent enquiries to identify the
land interests that would be affected by the
application for development consent, to
include the powers of compulsory
acquisition. As part of the diligent enquiry
process TfL, by its agent Mouchel, sent out
questionnaires seeking information about
land interests which would be affected by
the Scheme. This step is necessary for TfL
to meet its duties under the compulsory
purchase code. TfL regrets if this letter
caused any unnecessary alarm amongst
potential respondents.
Comments confirming that
the respondent had no
comments to make

London City Airport
Lidoka Estates Ltd

Noted.

N

Comments on the decision
making process including
that the consultation had
been pre-determined and
therefore responses would
not be taken into account

ANON-33SX-STBG-1
ANON-33SX-SNBK-Y
ANON-33SX-S26K-Q

TfL is required under section 49 of the
Planning Act to have regard to consultation
responses received. TfL has very carefully
considered all of the issues raised by
respondents to statutory consultation under
s42, s47 and s48. This Consultation Report
outlines how it has had regard to each of
these issues, including what changes TfL
has made to its proposals in light of this
feedback. TfL notes that, having received
such a wide variety of comments both for

N
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and against the scheme overall or aspects
of it, whilst it has considered every issue
raised, it is not able to accede to every
suggestion or request, nor is it able to solve
every issue.
Comments suggesting that ANON-33SX-SNBK-Y
the consultation
questionnaire was biased,
poorly designed or that it
should have included
hyperlinks to TfL’s
consultation materials

TfL disagrees that the consultation
questionnaire was biased, or designed to
influence responses. The consultation
materials published during the statutory
consultation under s42, s47 and s48 made
clear that although TfL had provided a
questionnaire for respondents to consider
on its online consultation portal, it would
also accept written responses to its
Freepost or email address, including if
these were not concerned with the specific
issues identified in the consultation
questionnaire.
TfL designed the consultation questionnaire
in order to help potential respondents to
structure their response according to the
issues on which TfL was seeking feedback.
The questions themselves were drafted so
as to explain each of these issues and
included additional context where TfL felt it
would assist a respondent to understand
the issue. For example, in the context of a
question which sought comments on TfL’s
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intention to submit an application for powers
to build the Silvertown Tunnel scheme, TfL
included an explanation for why it considers
there is a strong case for the scheme. TfL
considered that this context was helpful to
respondents to understand TfL's position
rather than biased.
TfL considered that potential respondents
would have the greatest freedom to express
their thoughts if the questions themselves
were ‘open’ in nature, although TfL also
included one ‘closed’ question to enable
respondents to clearly assert either their
support for, or opposition to, the Silvertown
Tunnel scheme. While TfL noted that some
respondents felt that there should be
additional ‘closed’ questions, or that the
design of the questionnaire might be offputting, there were over 4,100 responses to
the statutory consultation under s42, s47
and s48, indicating that in overall terms
respondents did not feel disinclined to
respond.
TfL included hyperlinks to the consultation
materials throughout its online consultation
portal and included relevant references in
its printed Consultation Booklet. Although
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hyperlinks were not included in the
consultation questionnaire TfL does not
consider that the absence of such links
limited the public in engaging in the
consultation given the very high level of
response to statutory consultation under
s42, s47 and s48. TfL will however
consider including such links within
consultation questionnaires in future, when
it would be appropriate to do so.
Comments that TfL had
published too much
information or that it was
too detailed

ANON-33SX-S72P-W
ANON-33SX-STVB-G

The consultation materials were prepared
by TfL in accordance with the DCLG
Guidance and established best practice
within TfL, with the aim of ensuring the
materials were engaging, accessible and
gave consultees a clear view of what is
proposed.
TfL’s consultation materials included a
consultation booklet, which summarised the
proposals in an easy to read form. TfL also
published a number of factsheets which
were intended to be equally easy to read,
and which expanded on key aspects of the
scheme or acted to assist respondents in
understanding the proposals more
generally. These factsheets comprised a
summary of frequently asked questions, a
guide to the consultation materials, a
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glossary of key terms and abbreviations, a
summary of alternatives to the Silvertown
Tunnel scheme TfL had considered and an
explanation of the potential impacts of the
scheme on the River Thames. TfL also
made available a ‘drive-through’ video to
help potential respondents to visualise the
finished tunnel and understand how traffic
might use it, as well as a short film which
provided a summary explanation of the
reasons TfL felt that the scheme was
necessary.

Demands for further
consultation as some
people considered
consultation had been
carried out on ‘preliminary’
materials

ASD Limited (Klöckner & Co)

TfL organised a series of ‘roadshow’ events
at venues specified in the SoCC to provide
potential respondents with the means to
discuss the proposals with members of the
Silvertown Tunnel project team, to resolve
any queries they might have and improve
their understanding of the proposals.
TfL considers that it has undertaken
sufficient consultation, particularly having
regard to the feedback to statutory
consultation under s42, s47 and s48, and
that it was undertaken at an appropriate
stage in order to ensure consultees had an
opportunity to influence the proposals. The
overall approach to the pre-application
consultation is explained in Chapter 2 of

N
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this Consultation Report. It is explained that
the overall approach included an iterative
phased approach to pre-application
consultation which included a number of
rounds of non-statutory consultation
followed by a single round of statutory
consultation. This approach was informed
by the advice included in paragraphs 20
and 68 - 72 of the DCLG Guidance which
includes guidance on when consultation
should be undertaken and TfL's own
experience in undertaking consultation.
TfL also notes that if the application for
development consent is accepted by the
Secretary of State and it proceeds to
examination the public will be able to
engage in that examination process.
TfL published a range of ‘consultation
materials’ to assist potential respondents to
the statutory consultation in coming to an
informed view. Amongst these materials
were a number of detailed technical reports
which were described as ‘Preliminary’.
This was because TfL intended to finalise
these ‘Preliminary’ reports and submit them
to the Planning Inspectorate as part of its
application for DCO powers. TfL intended
to finalise these documents based on
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comments received from the statutory
consultation. The proposals and the
materials were deliberately not finalised
before the consultation was undertaken, in
order that TfL could have regard to
consultee responses in finalising the
materials.
TfL prepared a draft Statement of
Community Consultation (SoCC) which
defined what materials would be published
during the statutory consultation. These
materials were referred to as the
‘consultation materials’ in the finalised
SoCC. As set out in chapter 6 of this
Consultation Report, TfL consulted the
‘host’ local authorities of Greenwich,
Newham and Tower Hamlets on multiple
occasions on draft versions of the SoCC
and finalised the document based on
comments it received during these
consultations.
As set out in chapter 3 of this Consultation
Report, prior to undertaking statutory
consultation under s42, s47 and s48, TfL
had undertaken four non-statutory
consultations on the scheme over the
period October 2009 – October 2014.
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General negative
comments about the
consultation
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BHLF-33SX-S7V2-3

These included a consultation undertaken
from Oct 12 – Feb 13 which sought views
on the Silvertown Tunnel scheme in the
context of TfL’s then other proposals for
river crossings in east London. There was
additionally consultation on the Mayor’s
Transport Strategy and London Plan, both
of which sought comments on the strategic
case for the Silvertown Tunnel scheme.
The statutory consultation was undertaken
according to s42, s47 and s48 of the Act,
and was developed according to DCLG
Guidance and relevant PINS Advice Notes.
TfL consulted the ‘Host’ Boroughs of
Greenwich, Newham and Tower Hamlets
on a draft SoCC, and undertook statutory
consultation under s47 of the Act at least in
line with the finalised, published document.
TfL undertook additional activities, not
specified in the SoCC, to raise awareness
of the statutory consultation and assist
respondents to understand the proposals.
There were over 4,100 responses to the
statutory consultation under s42, s47 and
s48, representing a good response to the
consultation and indicating that overall,
respondents felt able to be involved in the
consultation exercise. Further details are in
chapter 7 of this Consultation Report.

N
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Positive comments about
the consultation or
consultation materials

ANON-33SX-STAM-6
ANON-33SX-SNU8-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3M-J
ANON-33SX-SFYR-N
ANON-33SX-SFU1-G
ANON-33SX-SFJ8-C
ANON-33SX-SF67-Q
ANON-33SX-S7YP-4
ANON-33SX-S7SD-J
ANON-33SX-S7P2-W
ANON-33SX-S7MC-B
ANON-33SX-S763-4
ANON-33SX-S72U-2
ANON-33SX-S72P-W
ANON-33SX-S2ZA-H
ANON-33SX-S28B-G
ANON-33SX-STZ5-7
ANON-33SX-STU9-6

Noted.

N

Requests for further
information or ongoing
liaison, including in
regards to the construction

U&I Group
Quintain
Knight Dragon Developments
Limited

TfL has kept respondents to the statutory
consultation informed at key stages, and it
will continue to do so, including by
publishing this Consultation Report. TfL
has met a large number of stakeholders
regarding its proposals for the Scheme.

N
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These discussions have continued since
the close of statutory consultation and will
continue for as long as necessary
throughout the examination period. Further
details are in chapters 3 and 22 of this
Consultation Report.

of the tunnel

TfL publishes a range of travel advice and
will continue to do so, including in regard to
the construction of the Silvertown Tunnel.
Suggestions that TfL
should have provided a
longer consultation period

ANON-33SX-SNMV-N
ANON-33SX-S784-7

The eight week period of statutory
consultation was in excess of the
requirements of section 45 of the Planning
Act, which provides a statutory minimum of
28 days. Prior to the launch of statutory
consultation under s42, s47 and s48, TfL
had held four separate non-statutory
consultations over the period October 2009
– October 2014 which included proposals
for the Silvertown Tunnel scheme. In light
of this TfL considered that an eight week
consultation period was sufficient.

The consultation materials
contained inaccuracies

ANON-33SX-SNUZ-1
ANON-33SX-SNMV-N

The consultation materials overall contained N
no material inaccuracies that TfL considers
would have impacted on a respondent's
ability to provide their views on the scheme
as proposed.
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TfL is aware that its printed consultation
booklet contained a photograph purporting
to show congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel.
However, the photograph was mislabelled
and the booklet should have stated that it
was of congestion in east London more
generally. TfL ensured that the online
version of the Consultation Booklet included
a correctly-labelled photograph. TfL
received no comments about this issue
from respondents to the statutory
consultation under s42, s47 or s48 and
does not consider that it would have had a
misleading effect on potential respondents.
The consultation materials
were biased

ANON-33SX-SNWF-F
ANON-33SX-SNWD-D
ANON-33SX-SNBK-Y
ANON-33SX-SN1N-H
ANON-33SX-SN19-V
ANON-33SX-SF1T-F
BHLF-33SX-S7V2-3
ANON-33SX-STZ5-7

TfL considers that there is a strong case for
the Silvertown Tunnel scheme, not least
because TfL’s analysis has shown that the
scheme would provide significant traffic,
environmental and economic benefits. TfL
considers nevertheless that the consultation
materials presented a balanced view, for
example by making clear both the benefits
of the scheme, alongside proposals for
mitigating disadvantages it might cause.

N

The consultation materials

ANON-33SX-SNEC-T

The consultation materials were prepared
by TfL in accordance with the DCLG Pre-

N
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were missing certain
information

ANON-33SX-S2DH-2
ANON-33SX-STZ5-7
ANON-33SX-STTE-H

Application Guidance2 and established best
practice within TfL, in order to ensure the
materials were engaging, accessible and
gave consultees a clear view of what is
proposed. TfL considers that sufficient
material was provided to enable consultees
to respond meaningfully to the consultation.
For example the materials made clear the
case for the Scheme regarding the specific
issues that it would address of congestion,
closures and poor resilience at the
Blackwall Tunnel, and explained how the
Scheme would support the growth that is
expected to take place in London. The
materials also explained the advantages of
the Scheme and made clear how TfL would
mitigate any disadvantages, including at
other crossings such as the Rotherhithe
Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry.
TfL prepared a draft Statement of
Community Consultation (SoCC) which
defined what materials would be published
during the statutory consultation. These

2

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/418009/150326_Pre-Application_Guidance.pdf
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materials were referred to as the
‘consultation materials’ in the finalised
SoCC. As set out in chapter 6 of this
Consultation Report, TfL consulted the
‘Host’ local authorities of Greenwich,
Newham and Tower Hamlets on multiple
occasions on draft versions of the SoCC
and finalised the documents based on
comments it received during these
consultations.
TfL considered that there would be a variety
of requirements for understanding the
scheme or its impacts amongst potential
respondents. Some potential respondents
would need very detailed or specific
information and would be more likely to
have the appetite and expertise to
understand such information, while others
would require more easily accessible
information aimed at a general audience.
For this reason TfL defined the ‘consultation
materials’ in the finalised SoCC as
comprising of a series of detailed technical
reports which focussed on key elements of
the scheme, as well as a Consultation
Booklet and non-technical summary of the
Preliminary Environmental Information
Report (PEIR), both of which were intended
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to be easy to read, summarised versions of
these technical reports.
TfL exceeded the commitments set out in
the finalised SoCC by publishing additional
information that it felt would assist
respondents in coming to an informed view
of the proposal. These included a
Frequently Asked Questions document, a
glossary of terms and a factsheet outlining
TfL’s consideration of alternative schemes
to the Silvertown Tunnel. TfL considers that
there was a high level of response to the
statutory consultation under s42, s47 and
s48, and that this indicates that
respondents felt they understood the
proposals sufficiently to express a point of
view.
Further information is provided in Chapter 4
of this Consultation Report in relation to the
approach taken to compiling the
consultation materials.
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M1.4

Section 47 and 48
Change to the
Scheme?

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

A comment of complaint
that TfL required
respondents to provide
their personal details with
their response to the
consultation

ANON-33SX-S7YR-6

Comments about TfL’s
historic non-statutory
consultations

BHLF-33SX-SN9U-Z
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-S7SS-1

TfL requested that respondents to statutory N
consultation provide their name and contact
details, in order that TfL could keep them up
to date regarding the outcomes of the
consultation or with other key project
updates. There was no requirement for
respondents to provide this information
however. TfL also promoted a Freepost or
email address as alternative means for
respondents to provide their comments.
TfL determined that there was a strategic
N
case for the Silvertown Tunnel scheme in
the context of its role as London’s strategic
traffic authority. This took into account,
among other factors, engagement with the
public and other stakeholders. Prior to the
launch of statutory consultation under s42,
s47 and s48, TfL had held four separate
non-statutory consultations over the period
October 2009 – October 2014 which
included proposals for the Silvertown
Tunnel scheme, the responses from which
were taken into account in developing the
Silvertown Tunnel scheme. Further detail
is provided in Chapter 3 to this Consultation
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Report. TfL published reports responding
to the issues raised in each of these nonstatutory consultations. These are available
from TfL’s website.
Comments about TfL’s
roadshow events

BHLF-33SX-S7Q6-2
ANON-33SX-SNV6-X
ANON-33SX-SNV3-U
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SN3P-N
ANON-33SX-SN39-X
ANON-33SX-SN1E-8
ANON-33SX-S72X-5
ANON-33SX-S2P5-U

TfL selected venues for its roadshow events N
that it considered to be the most suitable in
that they would be accessible and easy to
reach and located in areas nearby the
proposed scheme, so that the venues
themselves had relevance to the scheme
and were appropriate. TfL listed these
venues in its draft SoCC, which was subject
to consultation with the ‘Host’ Boroughs of
Greenwich, Newham and Tower Hamlets
on two separate occasions. Further details
are in chapter 7. There were 12 separate
roadshow events in total, including six
events scheduled to take place on a
Saturday, to maximise the possibility that
the community could attend. TfL considers
that this was a sufficient number.
TfL produced a series of information boards
that were displayed at each roadshow event
which summarised information contained
within the consultation materials. These
boards were supplemented with copies of
all of the consultation materials specified in
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chapter 3 of this Consultation Report. The
boards provided an introduction to the
Silvertown Tunnel scheme to attendees to
the roadshow events, and were intended to
facilitate discussions between attendees
and those TfL staff who were present. The
boards included maps of the area
surrounding the proposed site of the
Silvertown Tunnel, however given space
constraints and to ensure the maps were
legible it was not possible to include every
local landmark on them (for example, local
schools).
Each roadshow was staffed by no fewer
than three members of the Silvertown
project team, covering a variety of
disciplines. These staff endeavoured to
answer all queries comprehensively and in
person, however, if they were unable to
provide an answer in-person, the contact
details of the enquirer were taken and an
answer provided in writing as soon as
possible.
TfL received some comments of complaint
that the roadshow event held at Charlton
House on Saturday 31 October 2015 had
not started at the advertised time. Traffic
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Comments about the
methods TfL chose for
publicising the consultation
and distributing the
consultation materials
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Napier Jones Ltd
ANON-33SX-STYF-Q
ANON-33SX-STTB-E
ANON-33SX-STS2-W
ANON-33SX-STPK-K
ANON-33SX-STJW-S
ANON-33SX-STGC-2
ANON-33SX-STC8-K
ANON-33SX-ST9V-7
ANON-33SX-ST8U-5
ANON-33SX-ST42-X
ANON-33SX-ST26-Z
ANON-33SX-ST18-1
ANON-33SX-SNWQ-T
ANON-33SX-SNW5-X
ANON-33SX-SNVS-U
ANON-33SX-SNV3-U
ANON-33SX-SNUU-V
ANON-33SX-SNUH-F

delays meant that the consultation materials
TfL had intended to display at this
roadshow did not arrive on time, however
TfL staff was present from the advertised
start time in order to answer questions from
the public.
TfL used a variety of methods and
N
techniques in order to raise awareness and
maximise stakeholder participation, and to
ensure the consultation materials were
widely available to potential respondents.
The key channel was through TfL’s online
consultation portal, as previous experience
has shown that this is the preferred channel
for the community and other stakeholders to
engage in TfL’s consultations. TfL also
promoted a number of other, ‘nonelectronic’ channels through which
respondents could view the consultation
materials and provide a response to the
statutory consultation under s42, s47 and
s48, as follows:


Providing hard copies of all of the
consultation materials at the ‘deposit
point’ locations specified in its Statement
of Community Consultation (SoCC).
Further information is set out in chapter
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ANON-33SX-SNST-S
ANON-33SX-SNSG-C
ANON-33SX-SNRX-V
ANON-33SX-SNRW-U
ANON-33SX-SNQN-H
ANON-33SX-SNMP-F
ANON-33SX-SNKZ-Q
ANON-33SX-SNEN-5
ANON-33SX-SNCJ-Y
ANON-33SX-SNC5-A
ANON-33SX-SNBP-4
ANON-33SX-SNBH-V
ANON-33SX-SN8X-2
ANON-33SX-SN7J-K
ANON-33SX-SN7G-G
ANON-33SX-SN7E-E
ANON-33SX-SN6R-T
ANON-33SX-SN6D-C
ANON-33SX-SN6C-B
ANON-33SX-SN3P-N
ANON-33SX-SN32-Q
ANON-33SX-SN31-P
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
ANON-33SX-SN17-T










6 of this Consultation Report.
Providing paper or electronic copies of
the consultation documents available
free of charge on reasonable request
Making the consultation booklet
available in hard copy at over 112
‘collection points’ as specified in its
SoCC. Further information is set out in
chapter 6 of this Consultation Report
Holding a series of ‘roadshow’ events at
the times, dates and venues specified in
the SoCC and providing copies of the
consultation materials at these events.
Further information is set out in chapter
7 of this Consultation Report
Making clear in the consultation booklet
that TfL would accept responses to the
statutory consultation which were
concerned with any aspect of the
scheme, rather than solely those which
followed the protocol of its online
consultation questionnaire
Promoting in its consultation booklet a
Freepost address through which
responses to the statutory consultation
could be submitted. Further information
is set out in chapter 4 of this
Consultation Report.
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ANON-33SX-SN11-M
ANON-33SX-SFV5-N
ANON-33SX-SFUW-P
ANON-33SX-SFUM-C
ANON-33SX-SFUB-1
ANON-33SX-SFSN-B
ANON-33SX-SFHF-R
ANON-33SX-SFGU-6
ANON-33SX-SFFS-3
ANON-33SX-SFFP-Z
ANON-33SX-SFB7-3
ANON-33SX-SFA9-4
ANON-33SX-SF89-U
ANON-33SX-SF83-N
ANON-33SX-SF71-J
ANON-33SX-SF6R-J
ANON-33SX-SF5Q-G
ANON-33SX-SF3U-J
ANON-33SX-SF1P-B
ANON-33SX-SF1H-3
ANON-33SX-S7YV-A
ANON-33SX-S7Y8-C
ANON-33SX-S7Y1-5
ANON-33SX-S7XZ-D
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The Section 48 notice, which was published
and distributed as set out in Chapter 8,
advised people where they could inspect
the consultation materials.
TfL selected a range of tools for publicising
the statutory consultation under s42, s47
and s48. These tools included, in addition
to the statutory notices required under s48
of the Act, the distribution of a letter to
almost 500,000 properties across east and
south-east London and posting
advertisements in a range of local and
London-wide news media. TfL described
these tools in its draft SoCC, which was
subject to consultation with the ‘host’
Boroughs of Greenwich, Newham and
Tower Hamlets. TfL received 4,135
responses to the statutory consultation
which it considers to be a good level of
response, and it is therefore satisfied that
the tools chosen to publicise the
consultation were appropriate.
TfL's application for development consent
includes powers of compulsory acquisition.
As a result it is necessary for TfL to
undertake diligent enquiries to identify the
land interests that would be affected by the
application for development consent, to
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ANON-33SX-S7X8-B
ANON-33SX-S7UN-X
ANON-33SX-S7UD-M
ANON-33SX-S7TJ-S
ANON-33SX-S7TA-G
ANON-33SX-S7SU-3
ANON-33SX-S7RD-H
ANON-33SX-S7QE-H
ANON-33SX-S7PN-S
ANON-33SX-S7MX-Z
ANON-33SX-S7K5-U
ANON-33SX-S7HV-S
ANON-33SX-S7HU-R
ANON-33SX-S7HS-P
ANON-33SX-S7GF-8
ANON-33SX-S7EY-S
ANON-33SX-S7EQ-H
ANON-33SX-S7DN-D
ANON-33SX-S7CW-N
ANON-33SX-S7C3-H
ANON-33SX-S7BU-J
ANON-33SX-S786-9
ANON-33SX-S76G-R
ANON-33SX-S76E-P

include the powers of compulsory
acquisition. As part of the diligent enquiry
process TfL, by its agent Mouchel, sent out
questionnaires seeking information about
land interests which would be affected by
the Scheme. This step is necessary for TfL
to meet its duties under the compulsory
purchase code. TfL regrets if this letter
caused any unnecessary alarm amongst
potential respondents.
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ANON-33SX-S74F-N
ANON-33SX-S73J-R
ANON-33SX-S72N-U
ANON-33SX-S2ZS-3
ANON-33SX-S2ZP-Z
ANON-33SX-S2YU-4
ANON-33SX-S2YJ-S
ANON-33SX-S2WQ-X
ANON-33SX-S2WM-T
ANON-33SX-S2WJ-Q
ANON-33SX-S2WC-G
ANON-33SX-S2SH-H
ANON-33SX-S2S7-Z
ANON-33SX-S2KV-Q
ANON-33SX-S2JY-S
ANON-33SX-S2JX-R
ANON-33SX-S2H6-M
ANON-33SX-S2G5-J
ANON-33SX-S2FX-M
ANON-33SX-S2EG-2
ANON-33SX-S2DS-D
ANON-33SX-S2D5-F
ANON-33SX-S2CE-X
ANON-33SX-S2B1-9
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ANON-33SX-S2AS-A
ANON-33SX-S29T-3
ANON-33SX-S295-4
ANON-33SX-S293-2
ANON-33SX-S27J-Q
ANON-33SX-S25W-2
ANON-33SX-S253-X
ANON-33SX-S24S-W
ANON-33SX-S22X-Z
ANON-33SX-S22Q-S
ANON-33SX-S224-V
ANON-33SX-S222-T
ANON-33SX-S21W-X
Comments confirming that
the respondent had no
comments to make

NATS
GTC
British Telecom
ANON-33SX-SN1T-Q

Comments on the decision
making process including
that the consultation had
been pre-determined and
therefore responses would
not be taken into account

GREEN WASTE CARE
LIMITED
BHLF-33SX-SNJK-7
BHLF-33SX-SNJJ-6
BHLF-33SX-SNJ6-J
BHLF-33SX-SNJ4-G
BHLF-33SX-SNGG-Z

Noted.

N
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BHLF-33SX-SNDD-T
BHLF-33SX-SNDC-S
BHLF-33SX-SN9X-3
BHLF-33SX-SN9U-Z
BHLF-33SX-SN42-R
BHLF-33SX-S7WW-9
BHLF-33SX-S7VY-A
BHLF-33SX-S7VT-5
BHLF-33SX-S7KZ-Z
BHLF-33SX-S7HD-7
BHLF-33SX-S7CM-B
BHLF-33SX-S77M-Y
BHLF-33SX-S75E-N
BHLF-33SX-S73Y-7
ANON-33SX-STY3-4
ANON-33SX-STXF-P
ANON-33SX-STWG-P
ANON-33SX-STVY-7
ANON-33SX-STVC-H
ANON-33SX-STRQ-U
ANON-33SX-STPU-W
ANON-33SX-STPA-9
ANON-33SX-STP4-V
ANON-33SX-STN3-S
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ANON-33SX-STJJ-C
ANON-33SX-STJB-4
ANON-33SX-STHX-R
ANON-33SX-STHS-K
ANON-33SX-STGV-N
ANON-33SX-STG4-K
ANON-33SX-STF2-G
ANON-33SX-STE7-M
ANON-33SX-STE3-G
ANON-33SX-STDG-3
ANON-33SX-STBR-C
ANON-33SX-STBP-A
ANON-33SX-STB9-K
ANON-33SX-STB3-D
ANON-33SX-ST8X-8
ANON-33SX-ST8K-U
ANON-33SX-ST8C-K
ANON-33SX-ST75-4
ANON-33SX-ST6V-4
ANON-33SX-ST55-2
ANON-33SX-ST4S-Y
ANON-33SX-ST38-3
ANON-33SX-ST2S-W
ANON-33SX-SNZS-Y
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ANON-33SX-SNZK-Q
ANON-33SX-SNZA-D
ANON-33SX-SNWX-1
ANON-33SX-SNV9-1
ANON-33SX-SNUQ-R
ANON-33SX-SNRQ-N
ANON-33SX-SNR7-U
ANON-33SX-SNR2-P
ANON-33SX-SNQS-P
ANON-33SX-SNFX-G
ANON-33SX-SNF4-C
ANON-33SX-SNF3-B
ANON-33SX-SNEF-W
ANON-33SX-SN3W-V
ANON-33SX-SN3G-C
ANON-33SX-SN1Y-V
ANON-33SX-SFZZ-X
ANON-33SX-SFZS-Q
ANON-33SX-SFZG-B
ANON-33SX-SFY4-Q
ANON-33SX-SFXN-G
ANON-33SX-SFXA-3
ANON-33SX-SFWU-P
ANON-33SX-SFWN-F
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ANON-33SX-SFW8-S
ANON-33SX-SFW7-R
ANON-33SX-SFVW-Q
ANON-33SX-SFS4-H
ANON-33SX-SFRY-N
ANON-33SX-SFRW-K
ANON-33SX-SFRV-J
ANON-33SX-SFRG-3
ANON-33SX-SFRF-2
ANON-33SX-SFR9-N
ANON-33SX-SFQT-F
ANON-33SX-SFQJ-5
ANON-33SX-SFQ5-G
ANON-33SX-SFQ1-C
ANON-33SX-SFNW-F
ANON-33SX-SFMX-F
ANON-33SX-SFMK-2
ANON-33SX-SFKW-C
ANON-33SX-SFJC-Q
ANON-33SX-SFGR-3
ANON-33SX-SFFY-9
ANON-33SX-SFFK-U
ANON-33SX-SFEG-P
ANON-33SX-SFE8-7
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ANON-33SX-SFDR-Z
ANON-33SX-SFD9-7
ANON-33SX-SFBZ-6
ANON-33SX-SFBU-1
ANON-33SX-SFBB-E
ANON-33SX-SFAV-1
ANON-33SX-SF9X-U
ANON-33SX-SF98-U
ANON-33SX-SF91-M
ANON-33SX-SF8R-M
ANON-33SX-SF8N-G
ANON-33SX-SF7J-B
ANON-33SX-SF6S-K
ANON-33SX-SF6M-D
ANON-33SX-SF6C-3
ANON-33SX-SF4Q-F
ANON-33SX-SF3R-F
ANON-33SX-SF3J-7
ANON-33SX-SF38-N
ANON-33SX-SF36-K
ANON-33SX-SF34-H
ANON-33SX-SF2P-C
ANON-33SX-SF1Z-N
ANON-33SX-SF1K-6
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ANON-33SX-SF1G-2
ANON-33SX-SF1A-V
ANON-33SX-SF16-H
ANON-33SX-S7Z1-6
ANON-33SX-S7U6-6
ANON-33SX-S7TZ-9
ANON-33SX-S7RX-5
ANON-33SX-S7RN-U
ANON-33SX-S7QZ-6
ANON-33SX-S7Q4-Z
ANON-33SX-S7PF-H
ANON-33SX-S7NM-P
ANON-33SX-S7MB-A
ANON-33SX-S7M9-1
ANON-33SX-S7M3-U
ANON-33SX-S7JX-W
ANON-33SX-S7JS-R
ANON-33SX-S7JM-J
ANON-33SX-S7JD-9
ANON-33SX-S7JB-7
ANON-33SX-S7GE-7
ANON-33SX-S7G9-U
ANON-33SX-S7G3-N
ANON-33SX-S7EY-S
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ANON-33SX-S7EQ-H
ANON-33SX-S7D5-M
ANON-33SX-S7CJ-8
ANON-33SX-S7C9-Q
ANON-33SX-S7BW-M
ANON-33SX-S7BA-X
ANON-33SX-S7AM-9
ANON-33SX-S799-D
ANON-33SX-S795-9
ANON-33SX-S76X-9
ANON-33SX-S76Q-2
ANON-33SX-S75P-Z
ANON-33SX-S74N-W
ANON-33SX-S743-2
ANON-33SX-S736-4
ANON-33SX-S72Q-X
ANON-33SX-S72A-E
ANON-33SX-S71J-P
ANON-33SX-S2ZJ-T
ANON-33SX-S2Z4-4
ANON-33SX-S2YV-5
ANON-33SX-S2YA-G
ANON-33SX-S2X6-4
ANON-33SX-S2WP-W
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ANON-33SX-S2WH-N
ANON-33SX-S2W5-2
ANON-33SX-S2VC-F
ANON-33SX-S2V8-4
ANON-33SX-S2UQ-V
ANON-33SX-S2UF-H
ANON-33SX-S2UD-F
ANON-33SX-S2TU-Y
ANON-33SX-S2TF-G
ANON-33SX-S2SS-V
ANON-33SX-S2S6-Y
ANON-33SX-S2RP-R
ANON-33SX-S2RA-9
ANON-33SX-S2QM-M
ANON-33SX-S2NZ-X
ANON-33SX-S2NC-7
ANON-33SX-S2MS-P
ANON-33SX-S2KV-Q
ANON-33SX-S2JP-G
ANON-33SX-S2J3-K
ANON-33SX-S2HC-1
ANON-33SX-S2H9-Q
ANON-33SX-S2GX-N
ANON-33SX-S2G5-J
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ANON-33SX-S2FX-M
ANON-33SX-S2FT-G
ANON-33SX-S2FJ-6
ANON-33SX-S2FD-Z
ANON-33SX-S2CY-J
ANON-33SX-S2CV-F
ANON-33SX-S2CB-U
ANON-33SX-S2BX-G
ANON-33SX-S2B8-G
ANON-33SX-S2AB-S
ANON-33SX-S2A5-C
ANON-33SX-S2A2-9
ANON-33SX-S29W-6
ANON-33SX-S28P-X
ANON-33SX-S28F-M
ANON-33SX-S27V-3
ANON-33SX-S27S-Z
ANON-33SX-S27R-Y
ANON-33SX-S27B-F
ANON-33SX-S263-Y
ANON-33SX-S25W-2
ANON-33SX-S25U-Z
ANON-33SX-S25J-N
ANON-33SX-S25D-F
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ANON-33SX-S25B-D
ANON-33SX-S24P-T
ANON-33SX-S221-S
ANON-33SX-S21Z-1
ANON-33SX-S21R-S
Allbike Engineering Ltd
Comments suggesting that
complex technical matters,
such as the design of new
junctions, should be
reviewed by technical
experts and that the
technical nature meant
some people felt unable to
comment

ANON-33SX-STKP-K
ANON-33SX-SNQ7-T
ANON-33SX-SFSG-4
ANON-33SX-S7YW-B
ANON-33SX-S7TJ-S
ANON-33SX-S7Q5-1
ANON-33SX-S7P7-2
ANON-33SX-S2UR-W
ANON-33SX-S2T4-X
ANON-33SX-S26H-M

The consultation materials were prepared
by TfL in accordance with the DCLG
Guidance and established best practice
within TfL, in order to ensure the materials
were engaging, accessible and gave
consultees a clear view of what is
proposed.

N

TfL consulted widely on its proposals for the
scheme. The consultation documents it
produced were tailored for the range of
consultees included in the consultation
process, recommended by the DCLG
Guidance (paragraphs 54 and 55).
Consultation documents were prepared
both for the local community as well as
statutory consultees able to understand
technical information and matters of detail.
These included for instance the ‘host’
Boroughs of Newham, Greenwich and
Tower Hamlets, but also the Highways
Agency, Port of London Authority and
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Environment Agency, amongst others. TfL
published a range of consultation materials
to assist potential respondents to come to
an informed view about the proposals,
including a Consultation Booklet which
contained an easy to read summary of the
scheme proposals. TfL noted that some
respondents did not feel able to comment
on some aspects of the scheme, but since it
received 4,135 responses to the statutory
consultation overall, it is confident that the
statutory consultation was effective in
communicating the scheme proposals and
providing the means to comment on them.
Comments suggesting that
the consultation
questionnaire was biased,
poorly designed or that it
should have included
hyperlinks to TfL’s
consultation materials
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London Assembly Green
Party Group
Greenwich Green Party
Greenwich Borough Liberal
Democrats
BHLF-33SX-SNDX-E
BHLF-33SX-SN5X-Y
ANON-33SX-STVX-6
ANON-33SX-STUN-U
ANON-33SX-STRY-3
ANON-33SX-STRJ-M
ANON-33SX-STRC-D

TfL disagrees that the consultation
questionnaire was biased, or designed to
influence responses. The consultation
materials published during the statutory
consultation under s42, s47 and s48 made
clear that although TfL had provided a
questionnaire for respondents to consider
on its online consultation portal, it would
also accept written responses to its
Freepost or email address, including if
these were not concerned with the specific
issues identified in the consultation
questionnaire.

N
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ANON-33SX-STQD-D
ANON-33SX-STN9-Y
ANON-33SX-STJB-4
ANON-33SX-STHG-7
ANON-33SX-STGQ-G
ANON-33SX-STG6-N
ANON-33SX-STFD-2
ANON-33SX-STE1-E
ANON-33SX-STCZ-N
ANON-33SX-STCH-3
ANON-33SX-STAR-B
ANON-33SX-ST6H-P
ANON-33SX-ST53-Z
ANON-33SX-ST51-X
ANON-33SX-SNVS-U
ANON-33SX-SNRJ-E
ANON-33SX-SNR2-P
ANON-33SX-SNR1-N
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNK9-P
ANON-33SX-SNFX-G
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNCT-9
ANON-33SX-SNC6-B

TfL designed the consultation questionnaire
in order to help potential respondents to
structure their response according to the
issues on which TfL was seeking feedback.
The questions themselves were drafted so
as to explain each of these issues and
included additional context where TfL felt it
would assist a respondent to understand
the issue. For example, in the context of a
question which sought comments on TfL’s
intention to submit an application for powers
to build the Silvertown Tunnel scheme, TfL
included an explanation for why it considers
there is a strong case for the scheme. TfL
considered that this context was helpful to
respondents to understand TfL's position
rather than biased.
TfL considered that potential respondents
would have the greatest freedom to express
their thoughts if the questions themselves
were ‘open’ in nature, although TfL also
included one ‘closed’ question to enable
respondents to clearly assert either their
support for, or opposition to, the Silvertown
Tunnel scheme. While TfL noted that some
respondents felt that there should be
additional ‘closed’ questions, or that the
design of the questionnaire might be off-
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ANON-33SX-SNBD-R
ANON-33SX-SN7M-P
ANON-33SX-SN77-Z
ANON-33SX-SFZ6-T
ANON-33SX-SFWF-7
ANON-33SX-SFV1-H
ANON-33SX-SFS7-M
ANON-33SX-SFRW-K
ANON-33SX-SFPZ-M
ANON-33SX-SFNR-A
ANON-33SX-SFN3-B
ANON-33SX-SFMW-E
ANON-33SX-SFKZ-F
ANON-33SX-SFKA-P
ANON-33SX-SFHX-A
ANON-33SX-SFGR-3
ANON-33SX-SFGN-Y
ANON-33SX-SFGD-N
ANON-33SX-SFET-3
ANON-33SX-SFEG-P
ANON-33SX-SFBR-X
ANON-33SX-SFBJ-P
ANON-33SX-SFBA-D
ANON-33SX-SF8T-P
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putting, there were over 4,100 responses to
the statutory consultation under s42, s47
and s48, indicating that in overall terms
respondents did not feel disinclined to
respond.
TfL included hyperlinks to the consultation
materials throughout its online consultation
portal and included relevant references in
its printed Consultation Booklet. Although
hyperlinks were not included in the
consultation questionnaire TfL does not
consider that the absence of such links
limited the public in engaging in the
consultation given the very high level of
response to statutory consultation under
s42, s47 and s48. TfL will however
consider including such links within
consultation questionnaires in future, when
it would be appropriate to do so.
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ANON-33SX-SF8Q-K
ANON-33SX-SF6C-3
ANON-33SX-SF5F-5
ANON-33SX-SF1C-X
ANON-33SX-S7TE-M
ANON-33SX-S7T3-2
ANON-33SX-S7S6-4
ANON-33SX-S7RY-6
ANON-33SX-S7RN-U
ANON-33SX-S7RC-G
ANON-33SX-S7R1-X
ANON-33SX-S7PR-W
ANON-33SX-S7PG-J
ANON-33SX-S7PB-D
ANON-33SX-S7GU-Q
ANON-33SX-S7EG-7
ANON-33SX-S7DC-2
ANON-33SX-S7AM-9
ANON-33SX-S764-5
ANON-33SX-S73W-5
ANON-33SX-S73K-S
ANON-33SX-S72E-J
ANON-33SX-S72D-H
ANON-33SX-S2Z3-3
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ANON-33SX-S2YQ-Z
ANON-33SX-S2Y2-1
ANON-33SX-S2SY-2
ANON-33SX-S2Q5-V
ANON-33SX-S2PK-H
ANON-33SX-S2P6-V
ANON-33SX-S2NA-5
ANON-33SX-S2KY-T
ANON-33SX-S2JQ-H
ANON-33SX-S2EA-V
ANON-33SX-S2DX-J
ANON-33SX-S2CZ-K
ANON-33SX-S2CB-U
ANON-33SX-S2B6-E
ANON-33SX-S2AQ-8
ANON-33SX-S298-7
ANON-33SX-S27K-R
ANON-33SX-S26Z-6
ANON-33SX-S25Y-4
ANON-33SX-S25T-Y
ANON-33SX-S25K-P
ANON-33SX-S251-V
ANON-33SX-S23M-P
ANON-33SX-S22S-U
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Comments that TfL had
published too much
information or that it was
too detailed

ANON-33SX-STYN-Y
ANON-33SX-STVS-1
ANON-33SX-STT4-Z
ANON-33SX-STSB-D
ANON-33SX-STQD-D
ANON-33SX-ST9V-7
ANON-33SX-ST8P-Z
ANON-33SX-ST3Q-V
ANON-33SX-SNWY-2
ANON-33SX-SNUF-D
ANON-33SX-SNQY-V
ANON-33SX-SNQV-S
ANON-33SX-SNQQ-M
ANON-33SX-SNQ7-T
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNEE-V
ANON-33SX-SNEB-S
ANON-33SX-SNCR-7
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNBP-4
ANON-33SX-SN8M-Q
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN61-S
ANON-33SX-SN3K-G

The consultation materials were prepared
by TfL in accordance with the DCLG
Guidance and established best practice
within TfL, with the aim of ensuring the
materials were engaging, accessible and
gave consultees a clear view of what is
proposed.

N

TfL’s consultation materials included a
consultation booklet, which summarised the
proposals in an easy to read form. TfL also
published a number of factsheets which
were intended to be equally easy to read,
and which expanded on key aspects of the
scheme or acted to assist respondents in
understanding the proposals more
generally. These factsheets comprised a
summary of frequently asked questions, a
guide to the consultation materials, a
glossary of key terms and abbreviations, a
summary of alternatives to the Silvertown
Tunnel scheme TfL had considered and an
explanation of the potential impacts of the
scheme on the River Thames. TfL also
made available a ‘drive-through’ video to
help potential respondents to visualise the
finished tunnel and understand how traffic
might use it, as well as a short film which
provided a summary explanation of the
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ANON-33SX-SFVJ-A
ANON-33SX-SFV4-M
ANON-33SX-SFSR-F
ANON-33SX-SFSH-5
ANON-33SX-SFS6-K
ANON-33SX-SFQZ-N
ANON-33SX-SFP7-H
ANON-33SX-SFGN-Y
ANON-33SX-SFFE-N
ANON-33SX-SFEF-N
ANON-33SX-SFE1-Z
ANON-33SX-SF6P-G
ANON-33SX-SF4S-H
ANON-33SX-SF4P-E
ANON-33SX-SF2N-A
ANON-33SX-SF1P-B
ANON-33SX-S7YZ-E
ANON-33SX-S7YY-D
ANON-33SX-S7YV-A
ANON-33SX-S7WK-W
ANON-33SX-S7SU-3
ANON-33SX-S7SS-1
ANON-33SX-S7QM-S
ANON-33SX-S7Q5-1
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reasons TfL felt that the scheme was
necessary.
TfL organised a series of ‘roadshow’ events
at venues specified in the SoCC to provide
potential respondents with the means to
discuss the proposals with members of the
Silvertown Tunnel project team, to resolve
any queries they might have and improve
their understanding of the proposals.
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ANON-33SX-S7PX-3
ANON-33SX-S7MG-F
ANON-33SX-S2YJ-S
ANON-33SX-S2VE-H
ANON-33SX-S2SH-H
ANON-33SX-S2EZ-N
ANON-33SX-S2DC-W
ANON-33SX-S25N-S
ANON-33SX-S25K-P
ANON-33SX-S24W-1
ANON-33SX-S24S-W
Comments that TfL should
not hold any further
consultations on the
Silvertown Tunnel scheme

BHLF-33SX-SNJ1-D
BHLF-33SX-S7W3-5
BHLF-33SX-S7KP-P
ANON-33SX-STQX-1
ANON-33SX-STPD-C
ANON-33SX-STKJ-D
ANON-33SX-SNE8-F
ANON-33SX-SFRG-3
ANON-33SX-SFQZ-N
ANON-33SX-SFBC-F
ANON-33SX-SF7F-7
ANON-33SX-SF33-G
ANON-33SX-SF1Y-M

TfL noted these comments and currently
has no plans to undertake any further
statutory or non-statutory consultations on
the Silvertown Tunnel scheme. The overall
approach to pre-application consultation
and in particular the scheduling of the nonstatutory and statutory consultations
periods was informed by the advice in
paragraphs 68 – 72 of the DCLG Guidance
and TfL's own experience in undertaking
consultation.

N
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ANON-33SX-S7ZZ-F
ANON-33SX-S7ZH-W
ANON-33SX-S7YX-C
ANON-33SX-S7TD-K
ANON-33SX-S7NR-U
ANON-33SX-S71G-K
ANON-33SX-S2XD-J
ANON-33SX-S2UF-H
ANON-33SX-S2RT-V
ANON-33SX-S2GD-1
ANON-33SX-S26E-H
Comments that TfL should
seek cross-party support
for the Scheme

Freight Transport Association
ANON-33SX-SN8T-X
ANON-33SX-SFK1-6
ANON-33SX-S28R-Z

Comments that TfL’s
consultation portal is not
‘mobile friendly’

ANON-33SX-STBB-V
ANON-33SX-SFK6-B
ANON-33SX-SFA6-1
ANON-33SX-S7RX-5
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Chapter 3 of this Consultation Report
provides an overview of the stakeholder
engagement activities TfL had undertaken
in the months leading up to the launch of
statutory consultation. This activity had a
variety of purposes, including to enable TfL
to discuss, and where possible agree,
issues of concern with a range of
stakeholders.
TfL’s consultation portal is optimised to be
accessible by mobile devices, and TfL’s
records show that approximately 25 per
cent of the responses to the statutory
consultation that had been made through
the consultation portal originated from a
mobile device. TfL plans further

N

N
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improvements to its consultation portal, due
to come into effect in early 2017, which will
further improve the accessibility of the
portal to mobile devices.
Comments that the preapplication consultation
process was unduly
lengthy

ANON-33SX-S7UY-9
ANON-33SX-S2V9-5

As set out in chapter 2 of this Consultation
Report, TfL considered that there should be
an iterative, phased approach to
consultation on the Silvertown Tunnel
scheme. Several rounds of non-statutory
consultation were held prior to a single
round of statutory consultation. TfL
considered that this approach would
provide the community and other
stakeholders with ‘a real opportunity to
influence the proposals’, as recommended
in paragraph 68 of the DCLG Guidance.

N

Comments which were
unrelated to the Scheme.

St George's Square
Management Company
ExCel London Limited
BHLF-33SX-SN5Y-Z
BHLF-33SX-SN5K-J
BHLF-33SX-S7VA-J
BHLF-33SX-S7U9-9
BHLF-33SX-S7DU-M
ANON-33SX-STX1-1

Whilst the statutory consultation process
has concluded, there is still opportunity for
all those with an interest in the Silvertown
Tunnel scheme to participate in the
examination of TfL’s application. Upon
submission of the application, the Planning
Inspectorate will have a maximum 28 days
to consider whether or not the application
meets the required standards. If the
application meets these standards and is
accepted for examination, TfL will provide

N
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ANON-33SX-STSM-R
ANON-33SX-STRX-2
ANON-33SX-STPH-G
ANON-33SX-STJC-5
ANON-33SX-STDB-X
ANON-33SX-ST8T-4
ANON-33SX-ST8E-N
ANON-33SX-ST4R-X
ANON-33SX-ST23-W
ANON-33SX-SNZQ-W
ANON-33SX-SNSB-7
ANON-33SX-SNK8-N
ANON-33SX-SNHC-W
ANON-33SX-SNF8-G
ANON-33SX-SNEF-W
ANON-33SX-SNC2-7
ANON-33SX-SNB2-6
ANON-33SX-SN89-3
ANON-33SX-SN6Z-2
ANON-33SX-SN1A-4
ANON-33SX-SFZ3-Q
ANON-33SX-SFTC-1
ANON-33SX-SFNS-B
ANON-33SX-SFN3-B
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the relevant notifications and there will then
follow a ‘pre-examination’ period during
which there will be opportunity to register
with the Planning Inspectorate to participate
in the examination process.
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ANON-33SX-SFKR-7
ANON-33SX-SFGN-Y
ANON-33SX-SFF6-6
ANON-33SX-SFCK-R
ANON-33SX-SFB3-Y
ANON-33SX-SF4S-H
ANON-33SX-S7YN-2
ANON-33SX-S7PB-D
ANON-33SX-S7MW-Y
ANON-33SX-S7GM-F
ANON-33SX-S7ES-K
ANON-33SX-S7B4-H
ANON-33SX-S79N-2
ANON-33SX-S74M-V
ANON-33SX-S2T8-2
ANON-33SX-S2KG-8
ANON-33SX-S2HS-H
ANON-33SX-S2E8-K
ANON-33SX-S2CB-U
ANON-33SX-S2A4-B
ANON-33SX-S296-5
ANON-33SX-S24W-1
ANON-33SX-S236-Y
ANON-33SX-S22S-U
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ANON-33SX-S22N-P

Criticisms that TfL is not
competent in managing
the road network (or in
general terms) or that TfL
is concerned only with
raising revenue
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BHLF-33SX-S7U1-1
BHLF-33SX-S7K6-V
BHLF-33SX-S77C-N
BHLF-33SX-S756-6
ANON-33SX-STVE-K
ANON-33SX-STJJ-C
ANON-33SX-STJ7-S
ANON-33SX-STHU-N
ANON-33SX-STD7-K
ANON-33SX-STBP-A
ANON-33SX-ST6V-4
ANON-33SX-ST4R-X
ANON-33SX-ST1F-F
ANON-33SX-SNUJ-H
ANON-33SX-SNU4-U
ANON-33SX-SNSS-R
ANON-33SX-SNQX-U
ANON-33SX-SNQF-9
ANON-33SX-SNFD-V
ANON-33SX-SNEF-W
ANON-33SX-SN8V-Z
ANON-33SX-SN8T-X

TfL is pursuing a ‘Road Modernisation Plan’
to keep London moving. The Plan
consolidates a number of highway
improvement programmes, including road
safety, cycling and enhanced maintenance
schemes, which inevitably involve some
physical works. As London’s economy and
population grows, there has been an
increasing demand for London’s roadspace.
TfL plans all works to its network to cause
the least disruption possible to the travelling
public, and provides travel advice to the
public via a number of channels. Further
information about TfL’s management of the
road network and the steps it takes to assist
the travelling public in planning their
journeys is available on TfL’s website at
www.tfl.gov.uk/roads.
TfL proposed user charging at the Blackwall
and Silvertown Tunnels as a means to
manage demand for the crossings and to
fund construction of the new tunnel. The
charge is not proposed as a means of
raising revenue more generally. TfL
addresses comments about the user charge
in chapter 12.

N
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ANON-33SX-SN8K-N
ANON-33SX-SN6F-E
ANON-33SX-SFZ4-R
ANON-33SX-SFSB-Y
ANON-33SX-SFR9-N
ANON-33SX-SFQ1-C
ANON-33SX-SFPD-X
ANON-33SX-SFKZ-F
ANON-33SX-SFJY-D
ANON-33SX-SFHF-R
ANON-33SX-SFBB-E
ANON-33SX-S7UY-9
ANON-33SX-S7SS-1
ANON-33SX-S7RX-5
ANON-33SX-S7RD-H
ANON-33SX-S7NR-U
ANON-33SX-S7HN-H
ANON-33SX-S7CA-Y
ANON-33SX-S7AF-2
ANON-33SX-S72A-E
ANON-33SX-S71J-P
ANON-33SX-S716-2
ANON-33SX-S2X7-5
ANON-33SX-S2WQ-X

TfL noted the more general criticisms raised
by some respondents to the statutory
consultation.
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ANON-33SX-S2K2-K
ANON-33SX-S2FX-M
ANON-33SX-S2DG-1
ANON-33SX-S296-5
ANON-33SX-S28P-X
ANON-33SX-S27V-3
ANON-33SX-S22N-P
Demands for further
consultation as some
people considered
consultation had been
carried out on ‘preliminary’
materials
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Westcombe Society
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
London Assembly Green
Party Group
Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham
Greenwich Friends of The
Earth
Greenwich Conservatives
Greenwich Borough Liberal
Democrats
Friends of the Earth
East Greenwich Residents
Association
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SN5J-H

TfL considers that it has undertaken
sufficient consultation, particularly having
regard to the feedback to statutory
consultation under s42, s47 and s48, and
that it was undertaken at an appropriate
stage in order to ensure consultees had an
opportunity to influence the proposals. The
overall approach to the pre-application
consultation is explained in Chapter 2 of
this Consultation Report. It is explained that
the overall approach included an iterative
phased approach to pre-application
consultation which included a number of
rounds of non-statutory consultation
followed by a single round of statutory
consultation. This approach was informed
by the advice included in paragraphs 20
and 68 - 72 of the DCLG Guidance which
includes guidance on when consultation
should be undertaken and TfL's own
experience in undertaking consultation.

N
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BHLF-33SX-S7Q1-W
ANON-33SX-SNZH-M
ANON-33SX-SNVM-N
ANON-33SX-SNUU-V
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNHV-G
ANON-33SX-SNHU-F
ANON-33SX-SNHE-Y
ANON-33SX-SNFW-F
ANON-33SX-SNFR-A
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNEN-5
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SN8B-C
ANON-33SX-SN82-V
ANON-33SX-SN6Z-2
ANON-33SX-SN3U-T
ANON-33SX-SN37-V
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
ANON-33SX-SN1B-5
ANON-33SX-S2V8-4

TfL also notes that if the application for
development consent is accepted by the
Secretary of State and it proceeds to
examination the public will be able to
engage in that examination process.
TfL published a range of ‘consultation
materials’ to assist potential respondents to
the statutory consultation in coming to an
informed view. Amongst these materials
were a number of detailed technical reports
which were described as ‘Preliminary’.
This was because TfL intended to finalise
these ‘Preliminary’ reports and submit them
to the Planning Inspectorate as part of its
application for DCO powers. TfL intended
to finalise these documents based on
comments received from the statutory
consultation. The proposals and the
materials were deliberately not finalised
before the consultation was undertaken, in
order that TfL could have regard to
consultee responses in finalising the
materials.
TfL prepared a draft Statement of
Community Consultation (SoCC) which
defined what materials would be published
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ANON-33SX-S2D5-F

during the statutory consultation. These
materials were referred to as the
‘consultation materials’ in the finalised
SoCC. As set out in chapter 6 of this
Consultation Report, TfL consulted the
‘host’ local authorities of Greenwich,
Newham and Tower Hamlets on multiple
occasions on draft versions of the SoCC
and finalised the document based on
comments it received during these
consultations.
As set out in chapter 3 of this Consultation
Report, prior to undertaking statutory
consultation under s42, s47 and s48, TfL
had undertaken four non-statutory
consultations on the scheme over the
period October 2009 – October 2014.
These included a consultation undertaken
from Oct 12 – Feb 13 which sought views
on the Silvertown Tunnel scheme in the
context of TfL’s then other proposals for
river crossings in east London. There was
additionally consultation on the Mayor’s
Transport Strategy and London Plan, both
of which sought comments on the strategic
case for the Silvertown Tunnel scheme.
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General negative
comments about the
consultation

ANON-33SX-STZ8-A
ANON-33SX-STTC-F
ANON-33SX-STJ5-Q
ANON-33SX-ST8D-M
ANON-33SX-SNZH-M
ANON-33SX-SNZ6-2
ANON-33SX-SNVA-9
ANON-33SX-SNV5-W
ANON-33SX-SNUQ-R
ANON-33SX-SNSZ-Y
ANON-33SX-SNR9-W
ANON-33SX-SNKZ-Q
ANON-33SX-SNHN-8
ANON-33SX-SNFD-V
ANON-33SX-SNC6-B
ANON-33SX-SN8B-C
ANON-33SX-SN84-X
ANON-33SX-SN3V-U
ANON-33SX-SN1R-N
ANON-33SX-SN1F-9
ANON-33SX-SN11-M
ANON-33SX-SFZW-U
ANON-33SX-SFZG-B
ANON-33SX-SFZ4-R

The statutory consultation was undertaken
according to s42, s47 and s48 of the Act,
and was developed according to DCLG
Guidance and relevant PINS Advice Notes.
TfL consulted the ‘Host’ Boroughs of
Greenwich, Newham and Tower Hamlets
on a draft SoCC, and undertook statutory
consultation under s47 of the Act at least in
line with the finalised, published document.
TfL undertook additional activities, not
specified in the SoCC, to raise awareness
of the statutory consultation and assist
respondents to understand the proposals.
There were over 4,100 responses to the
statutory consultation under s42, s47 and
s48, representing a good response to the
consultation and indicating that overall,
respondents felt able to be involved in the
consultation exercise. Further details are in
chapter 7 of this Consultation Report.

N
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ANON-33SX-SFS7-M
ANON-33SX-SFBV-2
ANON-33SX-SF62-J
ANON-33SX-SF4K-9
ANON-33SX-SF4A-Y
ANON-33SX-S7UN-X
ANON-33SX-S7TF-N
ANON-33SX-S7SG-N
ANON-33SX-S7SE-K
ANON-33SX-S7S2-Z
ANON-33SX-S7R9-6
ANON-33SX-S7NZ-3
ANON-33SX-S7HV-S
ANON-33SX-S7CA-Y
ANON-33SX-S79H-V
ANON-33SX-S78N-1
ANON-33SX-S2YA-G
ANON-33SX-S2XR-Z
ANON-33SX-S2TS-W
ANON-33SX-S2QW-X
ANON-33SX-S2PK-H
ANON-33SX-S2JU-N
ANON-33SX-S2HM-B
ANON-33SX-S2E8-K
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ANON-33SX-S2AE-V
ANON-33SX-S29Z-9
ANON-33SX-S23R-U
Positive comments about
the consultation or
consultation materials

W MacCarthy & Sons Ltd
The Charlton Society
St George's Square
Management Company
SEGRO
Plantforce Interior
Landscaping Ltd
Orion Support Services
London TravelWatch
London First
LA21(Bexley)
Traffic/Transport Forum
IMMS Nutrition
Hawk group
Greenwich Society Planning
Committee
Empress Litho
Day Aggregates
Davido Ltd
DAVDEB LTD
corecog
Citizens UK

Noted.

N
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Campaign for Better
Transport London group
C.W.E Dairies Ltd
BHLF-33SX-SNJC-Y
ANON-33SX-STZY-B
ANON-33SX-STZK-W
ANON-33SX-STZH-T
ANON-33SX-STZF-R
ANON-33SX-STZC-N
ANON-33SX-STZA-K
ANON-33SX-STYU-6
ANON-33SX-STYS-4
ANON-33SX-STYJ-U
ANON-33SX-STYG-R
ANON-33SX-STYE-P
ANON-33SX-STYD-N
ANON-33SX-STYC-M
ANON-33SX-STYB-K
ANON-33SX-STYA-J
ANON-33SX-STY8-9
ANON-33SX-STY3-4
ANON-33SX-STY1-2
ANON-33SX-STXZ-A
ANON-33SX-STXY-9
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ANON-33SX-STXV-6
ANON-33SX-STXT-4
ANON-33SX-STXS-3
ANON-33SX-STXQ-1
ANON-33SX-STXP-Z
ANON-33SX-STXJ-T
ANON-33SX-STXB-J
ANON-33SX-STX8-8
ANON-33SX-STX1-1
ANON-33SX-STWT-3
ANON-33SX-STWM-V
ANON-33SX-STWF-N
ANON-33SX-STW9-8
ANON-33SX-STW6-5
ANON-33SX-STW1-Z
ANON-33SX-STVY-7
ANON-33SX-STVW-5
ANON-33SX-STVV-4
ANON-33SX-STV7-5
ANON-33SX-STUX-5
ANON-33SX-STUW-4
ANON-33SX-STUP-W
ANON-33SX-STUK-R
ANON-33SX-STUJ-Q
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ANON-33SX-STU2-Y
ANON-33SX-STTZ-6
ANON-33SX-STTR-X
ANON-33SX-STTF-J
ANON-33SX-STTD-G
ANON-33SX-STT9-5
ANON-33SX-STT3-Y
ANON-33SX-STSU-Z
ANON-33SX-STSQ-V
ANON-33SX-STSN-S
ANON-33SX-STSG-J
ANON-33SX-STSD-F
ANON-33SX-STSB-D
ANON-33SX-STS8-3
ANON-33SX-STS6-1
ANON-33SX-STRX-2
ANON-33SX-STRW-1
ANON-33SX-STRS-W
ANON-33SX-STRF-G
ANON-33SX-STRA-B
ANON-33SX-STR7-1
ANON-33SX-STQV-Y
ANON-33SX-STQP-S
ANON-33SX-STQN-Q
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ANON-33SX-STQH-H
ANON-33SX-STQE-E
ANON-33SX-STQA-A
ANON-33SX-STQ8-1
ANON-33SX-STQ1-T
ANON-33SX-STPY-1
ANON-33SX-STPS-U
ANON-33SX-STPM-N
ANON-33SX-STPH-G
ANON-33SX-STPE-D
ANON-33SX-STPD-C
ANON-33SX-STPB-A
ANON-33SX-STP8-Z
ANON-33SX-STP1-S
ANON-33SX-STNX-X
ANON-33SX-STNW-W
ANON-33SX-STNV-V
ANON-33SX-STNR-R
ANON-33SX-STNQ-Q
ANON-33SX-STN5-U
ANON-33SX-STN4-T
ANON-33SX-STMX-W
ANON-33SX-STMV-U
ANON-33SX-STMS-R
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ANON-33SX-STMR-Q
ANON-33SX-STMQ-P
ANON-33SX-STMP-N
ANON-33SX-STMC-8
ANON-33SX-STMB-7
ANON-33SX-STM1-P
ANON-33SX-STKZ-W
ANON-33SX-STKY-V
ANON-33SX-STKR-N
ANON-33SX-STKP-K
ANON-33SX-STKK-E
ANON-33SX-STKJ-D
ANON-33SX-STK8-U
ANON-33SX-STK7-T
ANON-33SX-STK2-N
ANON-33SX-STJY-U
ANON-33SX-STJT-P
ANON-33SX-STJS-N
ANON-33SX-STJP-J
ANON-33SX-STJG-9
ANON-33SX-STJB-4
ANON-33SX-STHR-J
ANON-33SX-STHQ-H
ANON-33SX-STHP-G
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ANON-33SX-STHM-D
ANON-33SX-STHD-4
ANON-33SX-STHC-3
ANON-33SX-STHB-2
ANON-33SX-STH3-K
ANON-33SX-STH1-H
ANON-33SX-STGW-P
ANON-33SX-STG9-R
ANON-33SX-STG5-M
ANON-33SX-STG4-K
ANON-33SX-STFY-Q
ANON-33SX-STFU-K
ANON-33SX-STFS-H
ANON-33SX-STFQ-F
ANON-33SX-STFF-4
ANON-33SX-STFD-2
ANON-33SX-STF7-N
ANON-33SX-STF4-J
ANON-33SX-STEW-M
ANON-33SX-STET-H
ANON-33SX-STEQ-E
ANON-33SX-STEP-D
ANON-33SX-STEN-B
ANON-33SX-STEH-5
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ANON-33SX-STEE-2
ANON-33SX-STED-1
ANON-33SX-STE7-M
ANON-33SX-STE3-G
ANON-33SX-STDY-N
ANON-33SX-STDX-M
ANON-33SX-STDU-H
ANON-33SX-STDS-F
ANON-33SX-STDH-4
ANON-33SX-STDE-1
ANON-33SX-STDD-Z
ANON-33SX-STD9-N
ANON-33SX-STD2-E
ANON-33SX-STCZ-N
ANON-33SX-STCT-F
ANON-33SX-STCJ-5
ANON-33SX-STBZ-M
ANON-33SX-STBT-E
ANON-33SX-STBS-D
ANON-33SX-STBR-C
ANON-33SX-STBK-5
ANON-33SX-STBJ-4
ANON-33SX-STBH-2
ANON-33SX-STBD-X
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ANON-33SX-STB7-H
ANON-33SX-STB2-C
ANON-33SX-STAU-E
ANON-33SX-STAK-4
ANON-33SX-STAJ-3
ANON-33SX-STAG-Z
ANON-33SX-STAD-W
ANON-33SX-STA4-D
ANON-33SX-ST9W-8
ANON-33SX-ST9S-4
ANON-33SX-ST9R-3
ANON-33SX-ST9J-U
ANON-33SX-ST9D-N
ANON-33SX-ST9A-J
ANON-33SX-ST99-A
ANON-33SX-ST97-8
ANON-33SX-ST8W-7
ANON-33SX-ST8S-3
ANON-33SX-ST8P-Z
ANON-33SX-ST8N-X
ANON-33SX-ST87-7
ANON-33SX-ST7Q-Z
ANON-33SX-ST7P-Y
ANON-33SX-ST7N-W
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ANON-33SX-ST7G-P
ANON-33SX-ST79-8
ANON-33SX-ST6Z-8
ANON-33SX-ST6V-4
ANON-33SX-ST6U-3
ANON-33SX-ST6S-1
ANON-33SX-ST6M-U
ANON-33SX-ST6E-K
ANON-33SX-ST6D-J
ANON-33SX-ST69-7
ANON-33SX-ST5N-U
ANON-33SX-ST5M-T
ANON-33SX-ST59-6
ANON-33SX-ST56-3
ANON-33SX-ST4J-P
ANON-33SX-ST4G-K
ANON-33SX-ST45-1
ANON-33SX-ST41-W
ANON-33SX-ST3V-1
ANON-33SX-ST3T-Y
ANON-33SX-ST3Q-V
ANON-33SX-ST3K-P
ANON-33SX-ST3D-F
ANON-33SX-ST39-4
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ANON-33SX-ST33-X
ANON-33SX-ST2S-W
ANON-33SX-ST2N-R
ANON-33SX-ST2J-M
ANON-33SX-ST2G-H
ANON-33SX-ST25-Y
ANON-33SX-ST24-X
ANON-33SX-ST1R-U
ANON-33SX-ST1Q-T
ANON-33SX-ST1P-S
ANON-33SX-ST1N-Q
ANON-33SX-ST1M-P
ANON-33SX-ST19-2
ANON-33SX-ST12-U
ANON-33SX-ST11-T
ANON-33SX-SNZY-5
ANON-33SX-SNZU-1
ANON-33SX-SNZN-T
ANON-33SX-SNWY-2
ANON-33SX-SNWW-Z
ANON-33SX-SNWN-Q
ANON-33SX-SNW6-Y
ANON-33SX-SNW5-X
ANON-33SX-SNVF-E
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ANON-33SX-SNV9-1
ANON-33SX-SNV4-V
ANON-33SX-SNV1-S
ANON-33SX-SNUP-Q
ANON-33SX-SNUD-B
ANON-33SX-SNU7-X
ANON-33SX-SNU4-U
ANON-33SX-SNSD-9
ANON-33SX-SNS4-S
ANON-33SX-SNRS-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRB-6
ANON-33SX-SNRA-5
ANON-33SX-SNR8-V
ANON-33SX-SNR7-U
ANON-33SX-SNR6-T
ANON-33SX-SNR5-S
ANON-33SX-SNQT-Q
ANON-33SX-SNQS-P
ANON-33SX-SNQF-9
ANON-33SX-SNQE-8
ANON-33SX-SNQC-6
ANON-33SX-SNQ6-S
ANON-33SX-SNQ1-M
ANON-33SX-SNMG-6
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ANON-33SX-SNMA-Z
ANON-33SX-SNM7-P
ANON-33SX-SNM5-M
ANON-33SX-SNKW-M
ANON-33SX-SNKT-H
ANON-33SX-SNKJ-7
ANON-33SX-SNK9-P
ANON-33SX-SNK8-N
ANON-33SX-SNK5-J
ANON-33SX-SNHR-C
ANON-33SX-SNHJ-4
ANON-33SX-SNHC-W
ANON-33SX-SNHA-U
ANON-33SX-SNFA-S
ANON-33SX-SNF7-F
ANON-33SX-SNF4-C
ANON-33SX-SNF3-B
ANON-33SX-SNES-A
ANON-33SX-SNEB-S
ANON-33SX-SNE9-G
ANON-33SX-SNE8-F
ANON-33SX-SNCU-A
ANON-33SX-SNCR-7
ANON-33SX-SNCJ-Y
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ANON-33SX-SNCE-T
ANON-33SX-SNC8-D
ANON-33SX-SNC2-7
ANON-33SX-SNBW-B
ANON-33SX-SNBP-4
ANON-33SX-SNBF-T
ANON-33SX-SNB7-B
ANON-33SX-SNB6-A
ANON-33SX-SN8N-R
ANON-33SX-SN8K-N
ANON-33SX-SN81-U
ANON-33SX-SN7W-Z
ANON-33SX-SN7K-M
ANON-33SX-SN7A-A
ANON-33SX-SN78-1
ANON-33SX-SN77-Z
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SN66-X
ANON-33SX-SN3H-D
ANON-33SX-SN3D-9
ANON-33SX-SN39-X
ANON-33SX-SN35-T
ANON-33SX-SN1Q-M
ANON-33SX-SN15-R
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ANON-33SX-SFZS-Q
ANON-33SX-SFZN-J
ANON-33SX-SFZH-C
ANON-33SX-SFZF-A
ANON-33SX-SFZE-9
ANON-33SX-SFZC-7
ANON-33SX-SFZA-5
ANON-33SX-SFYU-R
ANON-33SX-SFYQ-M
ANON-33SX-SFYN-H
ANON-33SX-SFYM-G
ANON-33SX-SFYJ-D
ANON-33SX-SFY9-V
ANON-33SX-SFY5-R
ANON-33SX-SFY4-Q
ANON-33SX-SFY1-M
ANON-33SX-SFXZ-V
ANON-33SX-SFXS-N
ANON-33SX-SFXQ-K
ANON-33SX-SFXP-J
ANON-33SX-SFXJ-C
ANON-33SX-SFXE-7
ANON-33SX-SFX6-R
ANON-33SX-SFWV-Q
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ANON-33SX-SFWU-P
ANON-33SX-SFWS-M
ANON-33SX-SFWQ-J
ANON-33SX-SFWH-9
ANON-33SX-SFW6-Q
ANON-33SX-SFW5-P
ANON-33SX-SFW4-N
ANON-33SX-SFW3-M
ANON-33SX-SFW1-J
ANON-33SX-SFVU-N
ANON-33SX-SFVT-M
ANON-33SX-SFVN-E
ANON-33SX-SFVH-8
ANON-33SX-SFVG-7
ANON-33SX-SFVF-6
ANON-33SX-SFV7-Q
ANON-33SX-SFV5-N
ANON-33SX-SFUX-Q
ANON-33SX-SFUN-D
ANON-33SX-SFUM-C
ANON-33SX-SFUJ-9
ANON-33SX-SFUF-5
ANON-33SX-SFU3-J
ANON-33SX-SFU2-H
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ANON-33SX-SFTZ-R
ANON-33SX-SFTY-Q
ANON-33SX-SFTU-K
ANON-33SX-SFTF-4
ANON-33SX-SFTE-3
ANON-33SX-SFTD-2
ANON-33SX-SFTC-1
ANON-33SX-SFTB-Z
ANON-33SX-SFT6-M
ANON-33SX-SFT5-K
ANON-33SX-SFT1-F
ANON-33SX-SFSZ-Q
ANON-33SX-SFSR-F
ANON-33SX-SFSM-A
ANON-33SX-SFSJ-7
ANON-33SX-SFS9-P
ANON-33SX-SFS6-K
ANON-33SX-SFS5-J
ANON-33SX-SFS3-G
ANON-33SX-SFRP-C
ANON-33SX-SFRK-7
ANON-33SX-SFRG-3
ANON-33SX-SFRE-1
ANON-33SX-SFRD-Z
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ANON-33SX-SFRA-W
ANON-33SX-SFR8-M
ANON-33SX-SFQW-J
ANON-33SX-SFQN-9
ANON-33SX-SFQK-6
ANON-33SX-SFQE-Z
ANON-33SX-SFQD-Y
ANON-33SX-SFQ9-M
ANON-33SX-SFQ6-H
ANON-33SX-SFQ4-F
ANON-33SX-SFQ3-E
ANON-33SX-SFPT-E
ANON-33SX-SFPN-8
ANON-33SX-SFPG-1
ANON-33SX-SFPD-X
ANON-33SX-SFNM-5
ANON-33SX-SFNH-Z
ANON-33SX-SFN9-H
ANON-33SX-SFN4-C
ANON-33SX-SFMU-C
ANON-33SX-SFMF-W
ANON-33SX-SFM9-G
ANON-33SX-SFM8-F
ANON-33SX-SFM5-C
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ANON-33SX-SFKR-7
ANON-33SX-SFKQ-6
ANON-33SX-SFKP-5
ANON-33SX-SFKN-3
ANON-33SX-SFKF-U
ANON-33SX-SFKD-S
ANON-33SX-SFK2-7
ANON-33SX-SFK1-6
ANON-33SX-SFJZ-E
ANON-33SX-SFJV-A
ANON-33SX-SFJT-8
ANON-33SX-SFJP-4
ANON-33SX-SFJH-V
ANON-33SX-SFJG-U
ANON-33SX-SFJF-T
ANON-33SX-SFJ1-5
ANON-33SX-SFHW-9
ANON-33SX-SFHU-7
ANON-33SX-SFHP-2
ANON-33SX-SFHN-Z
ANON-33SX-SFHK-W
ANON-33SX-SFHH-T
ANON-33SX-SFHG-S
ANON-33SX-SFHE-Q
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ANON-33SX-SFHB-M
ANON-33SX-SFH6-8
ANON-33SX-SFH2-4
ANON-33SX-SFGZ-B
ANON-33SX-SFGX-9
ANON-33SX-SFGU-6
ANON-33SX-SFGT-5
ANON-33SX-SFGQ-2
ANON-33SX-SFGK-V
ANON-33SX-SFG4-5
ANON-33SX-SFG2-3
ANON-33SX-SFFV-6
ANON-33SX-SFFT-4
ANON-33SX-SFFR-2
ANON-33SX-SFFP-Z
ANON-33SX-SFFJ-T
ANON-33SX-SFF9-9
ANON-33SX-SFF6-6
ANON-33SX-SFF1-1
ANON-33SX-SFEV-5
ANON-33SX-SFES-2
ANON-33SX-SFEQ-Z
ANON-33SX-SFEM-V
ANON-33SX-SFEK-T
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ANON-33SX-SFEJ-S
ANON-33SX-SFEE-M
ANON-33SX-SFEA-G
ANON-33SX-SFE6-5
ANON-33SX-SFE5-4
ANON-33SX-SFE4-3
ANON-33SX-SFE3-2
ANON-33SX-SFDX-6
ANON-33SX-SFDR-Z
ANON-33SX-SFDA-F
ANON-33SX-SFD9-7
ANON-33SX-SFD7-5
ANON-33SX-SFD5-3
ANON-33SX-SFCY-6
ANON-33SX-SFCX-5
ANON-33SX-SFCW-4
ANON-33SX-SFCV-3
ANON-33SX-SFCS-Z
ANON-33SX-SFCP-W
ANON-33SX-SFCF-K
ANON-33SX-SFC9-6
ANON-33SX-SFC2-Y
ANON-33SX-SFBX-4
ANON-33SX-SFBW-3
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ANON-33SX-SFBS-Y
ANON-33SX-SFBN-T
ANON-33SX-SFBK-Q
ANON-33SX-SFBG-K
ANON-33SX-SFBC-F
ANON-33SX-SFB6-2
ANON-33SX-SFB3-Y
ANON-33SX-SFAT-Y
ANON-33SX-SFAN-S
ANON-33SX-SFAH-K
ANON-33SX-SFA9-4
ANON-33SX-SFA6-1
ANON-33SX-SF9W-T
ANON-33SX-SF9R-N
ANON-33SX-SF9D-7
ANON-33SX-SF9B-5
ANON-33SX-SF94-Q
ANON-33SX-SF8U-Q
ANON-33SX-SF8T-P
ANON-33SX-SF8Q-K
ANON-33SX-SF8P-J
ANON-33SX-SF8M-F
ANON-33SX-SF8H-A
ANON-33SX-SF8D-6
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ANON-33SX-SF88-T
ANON-33SX-SF84-P
ANON-33SX-SF7Y-T
ANON-33SX-SF7X-S
ANON-33SX-SF7J-B
ANON-33SX-SF7D-5
ANON-33SX-SF78-S
ANON-33SX-SF77-R
ANON-33SX-SF76-Q
ANON-33SX-SF6Y-S
ANON-33SX-SF6X-R
ANON-33SX-SF6Q-H
ANON-33SX-SF6M-D
ANON-33SX-SF6F-6
ANON-33SX-SF6A-1
ANON-33SX-SF69-S
ANON-33SX-SF66-P
ANON-33SX-SF65-N
ANON-33SX-SF5V-N
ANON-33SX-SF5T-K
ANON-33SX-SF5F-5
ANON-33SX-SF5E-4
ANON-33SX-SF5A-Z
ANON-33SX-SF58-Q
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ANON-33SX-SF56-N
ANON-33SX-SF4W-N
ANON-33SX-SF4P-E
ANON-33SX-SF4G-5
ANON-33SX-SF44-J
ANON-33SX-SF41-F
ANON-33SX-SF3Z-Q
ANON-33SX-SF3X-N
ANON-33SX-SF3S-G
ANON-33SX-SF3P-D
ANON-33SX-SF3J-7
ANON-33SX-SF39-P
ANON-33SX-SF33-G
ANON-33SX-SF2X-M
ANON-33SX-SF2T-G
ANON-33SX-SF2Q-D
ANON-33SX-SF2N-A
ANON-33SX-SF2M-9
ANON-33SX-SF2J-6
ANON-33SX-SF2H-4
ANON-33SX-SF2G-3
ANON-33SX-SF2F-2
ANON-33SX-SF2C-Y
ANON-33SX-SF24-G
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ANON-33SX-SF21-D
ANON-33SX-SF1U-G
ANON-33SX-SF1Q-C
ANON-33SX-SF1F-1
ANON-33SX-SF1C-X
ANON-33SX-SF1B-W
ANON-33SX-SF1A-V
ANON-33SX-SF15-G
ANON-33SX-SF13-E
ANON-33SX-S7ZX-D
ANON-33SX-S7ZH-W
ANON-33SX-S7Z9-E
ANON-33SX-S7Z7-C
ANON-33SX-S7Z6-B
ANON-33SX-S7Z4-9
ANON-33SX-S7YW-B
ANON-33SX-S7YN-2
ANON-33SX-S7YM-1
ANON-33SX-S7Y1-5
ANON-33SX-S7XW-A
ANON-33SX-S7XV-9
ANON-33SX-S7XU-8
ANON-33SX-S7XF-S
ANON-33SX-S7X7-A
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ANON-33SX-S7X4-7
ANON-33SX-S7X2-5
ANON-33SX-S7WQ-3
ANON-33SX-S7WK-W
ANON-33SX-S7WJ-V
ANON-33SX-S7W9-B
ANON-33SX-S7W8-A
ANON-33SX-S7VV-7
ANON-33SX-S7VB-K
ANON-33SX-S7V7-8
ANON-33SX-S7V6-7
ANON-33SX-S7UK-U
ANON-33SX-S7TY-8
ANON-33SX-S7TU-4
ANON-33SX-S7TN-W
ANON-33SX-S7TH-Q
ANON-33SX-S7T9-8
ANON-33SX-S7T6-5
ANON-33SX-S7T3-2
ANON-33SX-S7SS-1
ANON-33SX-S7SQ-Y
ANON-33SX-S7SJ-R
ANON-33SX-S7RR-Y
ANON-33SX-S7RE-J
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ANON-33SX-S7RA-E
ANON-33SX-S7R3-Z
ANON-33SX-S7QZ-6
ANON-33SX-S7QM-S
ANON-33SX-S7QH-M
ANON-33SX-S7PP-U
ANON-33SX-S7PH-K
ANON-33SX-S7PF-H
ANON-33SX-S7P3-X
ANON-33SX-S7NR-U
ANON-33SX-S7NP-S
ANON-33SX-S7NH-H
ANON-33SX-S7NC-C
ANON-33SX-S7NA-A
ANON-33SX-S7MX-Z
ANON-33SX-S7MW-Y
ANON-33SX-S7MR-T
ANON-33SX-S7MN-P
ANON-33SX-S7MF-E
ANON-33SX-S7MB-A
ANON-33SX-S7M3-U
ANON-33SX-S7KT-T
ANON-33SX-S7K7-W
ANON-33SX-S7JZ-Y
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ANON-33SX-S7JX-W
ANON-33SX-S7JV-U
ANON-33SX-S7JR-Q
ANON-33SX-S7JQ-P
ANON-33SX-S7JM-J
ANON-33SX-S7JB-7
ANON-33SX-S7J9-X
ANON-33SX-S7J8-W
ANON-33SX-S7J7-V
ANON-33SX-S7HZ-W
ANON-33SX-S7HY-V
ANON-33SX-S7HV-S
ANON-33SX-S7HN-H
ANON-33SX-S7H3-P
ANON-33SX-S7GU-Q
ANON-33SX-S7GR-M
ANON-33SX-S7GP-J
ANON-33SX-S7GM-F
ANON-33SX-S7GG-9
ANON-33SX-S7GB-4
ANON-33SX-S7G3-N
ANON-33SX-S7FS-M
ANON-33SX-S7FR-K
ANON-33SX-S7EY-S
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ANON-33SX-S7EX-R
ANON-33SX-S7EV-P
ANON-33SX-S7ER-J
ANON-33SX-S7EH-8
ANON-33SX-S7EC-3
ANON-33SX-S7E9-S
ANON-33SX-S7E8-R
ANON-33SX-S7DC-2
ANON-33SX-S7D3-J
ANON-33SX-S7CY-Q
ANON-33SX-S7CT-J
ANON-33SX-S7CK-9
ANON-33SX-S7CJ-8
ANON-33SX-S7CG-5
ANON-33SX-S7CE-3
ANON-33SX-S7C5-K
ANON-33SX-S7BX-N
ANON-33SX-S7BU-J
ANON-33SX-S7BQ-E
ANON-33SX-S7BP-D
ANON-33SX-S7BK-8
ANON-33SX-S7BE-2
ANON-33SX-S7BA-X
ANON-33SX-S7B1-E
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ANON-33SX-S7AZ-P
ANON-33SX-S7AT-G
ANON-33SX-S7AJ-6
ANON-33SX-S79S-7
ANON-33SX-S79M-1
ANON-33SX-S798-C
ANON-33SX-S797-B
ANON-33SX-S793-7
ANON-33SX-S78Z-D
ANON-33SX-S78S-6
ANON-33SX-S78G-T
ANON-33SX-S78E-R
ANON-33SX-S78B-N
ANON-33SX-S789-C
ANON-33SX-S76S-4
ANON-33SX-S76H-S
ANON-33SX-S76G-R
ANON-33SX-S76D-N
ANON-33SX-S76B-K
ANON-33SX-S765-6
ANON-33SX-S762-3
ANON-33SX-S75T-4
ANON-33SX-S74N-W
ANON-33SX-S74J-S
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ANON-33SX-S74E-M
ANON-33SX-S74B-H
ANON-33SX-S748-7
ANON-33SX-S743-2
ANON-33SX-S742-1
ANON-33SX-S73J-R
ANON-33SX-S72S-Z
ANON-33SX-S72Q-X
ANON-33SX-S72J-Q
ANON-33SX-S72F-K
ANON-33SX-S729-6
ANON-33SX-S726-3
ANON-33SX-S723-Z
ANON-33SX-S2ZR-2
ANON-33SX-S2ZP-Z
ANON-33SX-S2ZM-W
ANON-33SX-S2ZH-R
ANON-33SX-S2ZF-P
ANON-33SX-S2ZC-K
ANON-33SX-S2Z7-7
ANON-33SX-S2Z1-1
ANON-33SX-S2YX-7
ANON-33SX-S2YS-2
ANON-33SX-S2YN-W
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ANON-33SX-S2YH-Q
ANON-33SX-S2YA-G
ANON-33SX-S2Y7-6
ANON-33SX-S2XY-7
ANON-33SX-S2XV-4
ANON-33SX-S2XP-X
ANON-33SX-S2XC-H
ANON-33SX-S2XB-G
ANON-33SX-S2X5-3
ANON-33SX-S2X1-Y
ANON-33SX-S2WV-3
ANON-33SX-S2WU-2
ANON-33SX-S2W8-5
ANON-33SX-S2W5-2
ANON-33SX-S2W3-Z
ANON-33SX-S2W2-Y
ANON-33SX-S2VX-4
ANON-33SX-S2VS-Y
ANON-33SX-S2VG-K
ANON-33SX-S2V9-5
ANON-33SX-S2UZ-5
ANON-33SX-S2UT-Y
ANON-33SX-S2UR-W
ANON-33SX-S2UJ-N
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ANON-33SX-S2UH-K
ANON-33SX-S2UC-E
ANON-33SX-S2UA-C
ANON-33SX-S2U7-2
ANON-33SX-S2U3-X
ANON-33SX-S2TW-1
ANON-33SX-S2TV-Z
ANON-33SX-S2TU-Y
ANON-33SX-S2TS-W
ANON-33SX-S2TR-V
ANON-33SX-S2TP-T
ANON-33SX-S2TG-H
ANON-33SX-S2TF-G
ANON-33SX-S2TD-E
ANON-33SX-S2TB-C
ANON-33SX-S2T8-2
ANON-33SX-S2T7-1
ANON-33SX-S2T6-Z
ANON-33SX-S2T1-U
ANON-33SX-S2SZ-3
ANON-33SX-S2SV-Y
ANON-33SX-S2SS-V
ANON-33SX-S2SN-Q
ANON-33SX-S2SK-M
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ANON-33SX-S2SH-H
ANON-33SX-S2SB-B
ANON-33SX-S2S3-V
ANON-33SX-S2RT-V
ANON-33SX-S2RP-R
ANON-33SX-S2RC-B
ANON-33SX-S2R8-Z
ANON-33SX-S2QY-Z
ANON-33SX-S2QD-B
ANON-33SX-S2Q6-W
ANON-33SX-S2PY-Y
ANON-33SX-S2PN-M
ANON-33SX-S2PH-E
ANON-33SX-S2PG-D
ANON-33SX-S2PF-C
ANON-33SX-S2PC-9
ANON-33SX-S2PB-8
ANON-33SX-S2PA-7
ANON-33SX-S2NR-P
ANON-33SX-S2NQ-N
ANON-33SX-S2NP-M
ANON-33SX-S2NK-F
ANON-33SX-S2NJ-E
ANON-33SX-S2ND-8
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ANON-33SX-S2NC-7
ANON-33SX-S2N8-V
ANON-33SX-S2N7-U
ANON-33SX-S2N5-S
ANON-33SX-S2N1-N
ANON-33SX-S2MY-V
ANON-33SX-S2MX-U
ANON-33SX-S2MS-P
ANON-33SX-S2MH-B
ANON-33SX-S2MG-A
ANON-33SX-S2MF-9
ANON-33SX-S2ME-8
ANON-33SX-S2M2-N
ANON-33SX-S2KU-P
ANON-33SX-S2KT-N
ANON-33SX-S2KS-M
ANON-33SX-S2KR-K
ANON-33SX-S2KK-C
ANON-33SX-S2KJ-B
ANON-33SX-S2KG-8
ANON-33SX-S2KE-6
ANON-33SX-S2KD-5
ANON-33SX-S2K8-S
ANON-33SX-S2K6-Q
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ANON-33SX-S2K5-P
ANON-33SX-S2K3-M
ANON-33SX-S2K2-K
ANON-33SX-S2JT-M
ANON-33SX-S2JR-J
ANON-33SX-S2JK-B
ANON-33SX-S2JB-2
ANON-33SX-S2JA-1
ANON-33SX-S2HV-M
ANON-33SX-S2HJ-8
ANON-33SX-S2H7-N
ANON-33SX-S2H4-J
ANON-33SX-S2GW-M
ANON-33SX-S2GS-G
ANON-33SX-S2GR-F
ANON-33SX-S2GQ-E
ANON-33SX-S2GN-B
ANON-33SX-S2G3-G
ANON-33SX-S2FV-J
ANON-33SX-S2FR-E
ANON-33SX-S2FM-9
ANON-33SX-S2FA-W
ANON-33SX-S2F3-F
ANON-33SX-S2EX-K
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ANON-33SX-S2ES-E
ANON-33SX-S2EQ-C
ANON-33SX-S2EN-9
ANON-33SX-S2EG-2
ANON-33SX-S2EC-X
ANON-33SX-S2DW-H
ANON-33SX-S2DQ-B
ANON-33SX-S2CV-F
ANON-33SX-S2CU-E
ANON-33SX-S2CQ-A
ANON-33SX-S2CM-6
ANON-33SX-S2CJ-3
ANON-33SX-S2CH-1
ANON-33SX-S2CB-U
ANON-33SX-S2CA-T
ANON-33SX-S2C8-H
ANON-33SX-S2C1-A
ANON-33SX-S2BX-G
ANON-33SX-S2BS-B
ANON-33SX-S2BJ-2
ANON-33SX-S2BG-Y
ANON-33SX-S2BF-X
ANON-33SX-S2B8-G
ANON-33SX-S2B5-D
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ANON-33SX-S2B3-B
ANON-33SX-S2AT-B
ANON-33SX-S2AS-A
ANON-33SX-S2AR-9
ANON-33SX-S2AP-7
ANON-33SX-S2AH-Y
ANON-33SX-S2AG-X
ANON-33SX-S2AB-S
ANON-33SX-S2A6-D
ANON-33SX-S2A5-C
ANON-33SX-S29Y-8
ANON-33SX-S29V-5
ANON-33SX-S29S-2
ANON-33SX-S29J-S
ANON-33SX-S29F-N
ANON-33SX-S297-6
ANON-33SX-S292-1
ANON-33SX-S28W-5
ANON-33SX-S28T-2
ANON-33SX-S28R-Z
ANON-33SX-S28N-V
ANON-33SX-S28M-U
ANON-33SX-S28E-K
ANON-33SX-S289-7
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ANON-33SX-S282-Z
ANON-33SX-S27W-4
ANON-33SX-S27S-Z
ANON-33SX-S27Q-X
ANON-33SX-S27N-U
ANON-33SX-S27K-R
ANON-33SX-S27G-M
ANON-33SX-S27B-F
ANON-33SX-S279-6
ANON-33SX-S274-1
ANON-33SX-S26H-M
ANON-33SX-S25Z-5
ANON-33SX-S25X-3
ANON-33SX-S25R-W
ANON-33SX-S25M-R
ANON-33SX-S25B-D
ANON-33SX-S257-2
ANON-33SX-S254-Y
ANON-33SX-S24S-W
ANON-33SX-S24Q-U
ANON-33SX-S24D-E
ANON-33SX-S246-Z
ANON-33SX-S244-X
ANON-33SX-S23T-W
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ANON-33SX-S23N-Q
ANON-33SX-S23E-E
ANON-33SX-S23B-B
ANON-33SX-S235-X
ANON-33SX-S22U-W
ANON-33SX-S22S-U
ANON-33SX-S22R-T
ANON-33SX-S22K-K
ANON-33SX-S22J-J
ANON-33SX-S22E-D
ANON-33SX-S22B-A
ANON-33SX-S21Z-1
ANON-33SX-S21Y-Z
ANON-33SX-S21V-W
ANON-33SX-S21P-Q
ANON-33SX-S21K-J
ANON-33SX-S21J-H
ANON-33SX-S21F-D
ANON-33SX-S21B-9
ANON-33SX-S21A-8
ANON-33SX-S216-W
ANON-33SX-S214-U
ANON-33SX-S212-S
Ambient Computer Services
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Limited
Alliance of British Drivers
Dilara Begum
London Borough of Havering
Charlton Central Residents'
Association
BHLF-33SX-SN9F-H
ANON-33SX-STXX-8
ANON-33SX-STXF-P
ANON-33SX-STQE-E
ANON-33SX-SFVX-R
ANON-33SX-SFHN-Z
ANON-33SX-SFGU-6
ANON-33SX-S71J-P
ANON-33SX-S2SH-H
ANON-33SX-S2RG-F
ANON-33SX-S25W-2

TfL has kept respondents to the statutory
consultation informed at key stages, and it
will continue to do so, including by
publishing this Consultation Report. TfL
has met a large number of stakeholders
regarding its proposals for the Scheme.
These discussions have continued since
the close of statutory consultation and will
continue for as long as necessary
throughout the examination period. Further
details are in chapters 3 and 22 of this
Consultation Report.

Suggestion to re-name the
scheme

ANON-33SX-S2CM-6

TfL was grateful for this suggestion and
considers that the scheme is already
appropriately named.

N

Suggestions that TfL
should have provided a
longer consultation period

Greenwich Conservatives
ANON-33SX-STA4-D
ANON-33SX-SNHB-V

The eight week period of statutory
consultation was in excess of the
requirements of section 45 of the Planning
Act, which provides a statutory minimum of

N

Requests for further
information or ongoing
liaison, including in
regards to the construction
of the tunnel

N

TfL publishes a range of travel advice and
will continue to do so, including in regard to
the construction of the Silvertown Tunnel.
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The consultation materials
contained inaccuracies
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ANON-33SX-SN8K-N
ANON-33SX-SN6C-B
ANON-33SX-S7C3-H

28 days. Prior to the launch of statutory
consultation under s42, s47 and s48, TfL
had held four separate non-statutory
consultations over the period October 2009
– October 2014 which included proposals
for the Silvertown Tunnel scheme. In light
of this TfL considered that an eight week
consultation period was sufficient.

Friends of the Earth
BHLF-33SX-SNJV-J
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SNG1-A
BHLF-33SX-SN9X-3
BHLF-33SX-SN53-T
ANON-33SX-STM5-T
ANON-33SX-STJJ-C
ANON-33SX-SNQB-5
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN1E-8
ANON-33SX-SFB3-Y
ANON-33SX-SF8P-J
ANON-33SX-S7ZV-B
ANON-33SX-S7Z4-9
ANON-33SX-S2UJ-N

The consultation materials overall contained N
no material inaccuracies that TfL considers
would have impacted on a respondent's
ability to provide their views on the scheme
as proposed.
TfL is aware that its printed consultation
booklet contained a photograph purporting
to show congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel.
However, the photograph was mislabelled
and the booklet should have stated that it
was of congestion in east London more
generally. TfL ensured that the online
version of the Consultation Booklet included
a correctly-labelled photograph. TfL
received no comments about this issue
from respondents to the statutory
consultation under s42, s47 or s48 and
does not consider that it would have had a
misleading effect on potential respondents.
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ANON-33SX-S2TR-V
ANON-33SX-S2NW-U
ANON-33SX-S236-Y
The consultation materials
were biased

St George's Square
Management Company
Lewisham Green Party
Greenwich Green Party
Charlton Rail Users' Group
BHLF-33SX-SNJK-7
BHLF-33SX-SNJ8-M
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4
BHLF-33SX-S7V9-A
ANON-33SX-STZY-B
ANON-33SX-STXF-P
ANON-33SX-STPA-9
ANON-33SX-STN3-S
ANON-33SX-STM5-T
ANON-33SX-STJH-A
ANON-33SX-STJB-4
ANON-33SX-STEZ-Q
ANON-33SX-STES-G
ANON-33SX-STD7-K
ANON-33SX-STCG-2
ANON-33SX-STB3-D

TfL considers that there is a strong case for
the Silvertown Tunnel scheme, not least
because TfL’s analysis has shown that the
scheme would provide significant traffic,
environmental and economic benefits. TfL
considers nevertheless that the consultation
materials presented a balanced view, for
example by making clear both the benefits
of the scheme, alongside proposals for
mitigating disadvantages it might cause.

N
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ANON-33SX-ST95-6
ANON-33SX-ST91-2
ANON-33SX-ST4W-3
ANON-33SX-ST4R-X
ANON-33SX-SNZZ-6
ANON-33SX-SNZW-3
ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-SNZ9-5
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SNWB-B
ANON-33SX-SNV9-1
ANON-33SX-SNV8-Z
ANON-33SX-SNV7-Y
ANON-33SX-SNV1-S
ANON-33SX-SNUQ-R
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNSQ-P
ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRR-P
ANON-33SX-SNRQ-N
ANON-33SX-SNR2-P
ANON-33SX-SNQB-5
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ANON-33SX-SNQ5-R
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNKQ-E
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNHN-8
ANON-33SX-SNHM-7
ANON-33SX-SNHK-5
ANON-33SX-SNHF-Z
ANON-33SX-SNHE-Y
ANON-33SX-SNH8-J
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNFR-A
ANON-33SX-SNFQ-9
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNF8-G
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y
ANON-33SX-SNE1-8
ANON-33SX-SNCX-D
ANON-33SX-SNCE-T
ANON-33SX-SNCB-Q
ANON-33SX-SNC6-B
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
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ANON-33SX-SNBH-V
ANON-33SX-SN8V-Z
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN8B-C
ANON-33SX-SN86-Z
ANON-33SX-SN82-V
ANON-33SX-SN7X-1
ANON-33SX-SN7W-Z
ANON-33SX-SN79-2
ANON-33SX-SN71-T
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN6G-F
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3U-T
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A
ANON-33SX-SN37-V
ANON-33SX-SN17-T
ANON-33SX-SN13-P
ANON-33SX-SFZY-W
ANON-33SX-SFWC-4
ANON-33SX-SFUM-C
ANON-33SX-SFTJ-8
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ANON-33SX-SFRZ-P
ANON-33SX-SFR9-N
ANON-33SX-SFQY-M
ANON-33SX-SFQ5-G
ANON-33SX-SFPE-Y
ANON-33SX-SFNC-U
ANON-33SX-SFM4-B
ANON-33SX-SFK3-8
ANON-33SX-SFGN-Y
ANON-33SX-SFCK-R
ANON-33SX-SFC5-2
ANON-33SX-SFB3-Y
ANON-33SX-SF8S-N
ANON-33SX-SF8R-M
ANON-33SX-SF7S-M
ANON-33SX-SF7P-H
ANON-33SX-SF6U-N
ANON-33SX-SF6S-K
ANON-33SX-SF5D-3
ANON-33SX-SF49-Q
ANON-33SX-SF3W-M
ANON-33SX-SF3V-K
ANON-33SX-SF3K-8
ANON-33SX-SF3A-X
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ANON-33SX-SF36-K
ANON-33SX-SF2P-C
ANON-33SX-S7ZR-7
ANON-33SX-S7Z4-9
ANON-33SX-S7U6-6
ANON-33SX-S7TB-H
ANON-33SX-S7S2-Z
ANON-33SX-S7PZ-5
ANON-33SX-S7N6-Y
ANON-33SX-S7HH-B
ANON-33SX-S7GX-T
ANON-33SX-S7G7-S
ANON-33SX-S7EQ-H
ANON-33SX-S7EP-G
ANON-33SX-S7EC-3
ANON-33SX-S7DF-5
ANON-33SX-S7D3-J
ANON-33SX-S7CR-G
ANON-33SX-S7C9-Q
ANON-33SX-S7C3-H
ANON-33SX-S7BM-A
ANON-33SX-S7AW-K
ANON-33SX-S7AG-3
ANON-33SX-S7AE-1
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ANON-33SX-S79K-Y
ANON-33SX-S794-8
ANON-33SX-S78V-9
ANON-33SX-S78U-8
ANON-33SX-S76U-6
ANON-33SX-S76C-M
ANON-33SX-S72E-J
ANON-33SX-S72A-E
ANON-33SX-S2Y5-4
ANON-33SX-S2XW-5
ANON-33SX-S2XA-F
ANON-33SX-S2W7-4
ANON-33SX-S2W6-3
ANON-33SX-S2VA-D
ANON-33SX-S2UF-H
ANON-33SX-S2U4-Y
ANON-33SX-S2SJ-K
ANON-33SX-S2RY-1
ANON-33SX-S2Q3-T
ANON-33SX-S2MU-R
ANON-33SX-S2MT-Q
ANON-33SX-S2MP-K
ANON-33SX-S2H9-Q
ANON-33SX-S2GX-N
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ANON-33SX-S2G2-F
ANON-33SX-S2FY-N
ANON-33SX-S2F7-K
ANON-33SX-S2B7-F
ANON-33SX-S296-5
ANON-33SX-S293-2
ANON-33SX-S286-4
ANON-33SX-S267-3
ANON-33SX-S261-W
ANON-33SX-S25W-2
ANON-33SX-S25V-1
ANON-33SX-S25K-P
ANON-33SX-S25H-K
ANON-33SX-S245-Y
ANON-33SX-S236-Y
ANON-33SX-S22S-U
ANON-33SX-S22M-N
The consultation materials
were missing certain

3

The Charlton Society
Planning and Transport
Committee London Forum of

The consultation materials were prepared
by TfL in accordance with the DCLG PreApplication Guidance3 and established best

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/418009/150326_Pre-Application_Guidance.pdf
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information

Amenity and Civic Societies
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham
Jewish Care
Greenwich Cyclists
Friends of the Earth
Cleaner products
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4
BHLF-33SX-S7VT-5
ANON-33SX-STZM-Y
ANON-33SX-STZ4-6
ANON-33SX-STXX-8
ANON-33SX-STXP-Z
ANON-33SX-STXK-U
ANON-33SX-STWK-T
ANON-33SX-STP2-T
ANON-33SX-STMK-G
ANON-33SX-STMG-C
ANON-33SX-STJK-D
ANON-33SX-STJB-4
ANON-33SX-STJ8-T

practice within TfL, in order to ensure the
materials were engaging, accessible and
gave consultees a clear view of what is
proposed. TfL considers that sufficient
material was provided to enable consultees
to respond meaningfully to the consultation.
For example the materials made clear the
case for the Scheme regarding the specific
issues that it would address of congestion,
closures and poor resilience at the
Blackwall Tunnel, and explained how the
Scheme would support the growth that is
expected to take place in London. The
materials also explained the advantages of
the Scheme and made clear how TfL would
mitigate any disadvantages, including at
other crossings such as the Rotherhithe
Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry.
TfL prepared a draft Statement of
Community Consultation (SoCC) which
defined what materials would be published
during the statutory consultation. These
materials were referred to as the
‘consultation materials’ in the finalised
SoCC. As set out in chapter 6 of this
Consultation Report, TfL consulted the
‘Host’ local authorities of Greenwich,
Newham and Tower Hamlets on multiple
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ANON-33SX-STGP-F
ANON-33SX-STAS-C
ANON-33SX-ST8X-8
ANON-33SX-ST8P-Z
ANON-33SX-ST3Q-V
ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SNWB-B
ANON-33SX-SNVM-N
ANON-33SX-SNVE-D
ANON-33SX-SNV6-X
ANON-33SX-SNUW-X
ANON-33SX-SNUU-V
ANON-33SX-SNUH-F
ANON-33SX-SNSZ-Y
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRU-S
ANON-33SX-SNRR-P
ANON-33SX-SNQY-V
ANON-33SX-SNMP-F
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
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occasions on draft versions of the SoCC
and finalised the documents based on
comments it received during these
consultations.
TfL considered that there would be a variety
of requirements for understanding the
scheme or its impacts amongst potential
respondents. Some potential respondents
would need very detailed or specific
information and would be more likely to
have the appetite and expertise to
understand such information, while others
would require more easily accessible
information aimed at a general audience.
For this reason TfL defined the ‘consultation
materials’ in the finalised SoCC as
comprising of a series of detailed technical
reports which focussed on key elements of
the scheme, as well as a Consultation
Booklet and non-technical summary of the
Preliminary Environmental Information
Report (PEIR), both of which were intended
to be easy to read, summarised versions of
these technical reports.
TfL exceeded the commitments set out in
the finalised SoCC by publishing additional
information that it felt would assist
respondents in coming to an informed view
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ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNKZ-Q
ANON-33SX-SNKG-4
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNHZ-M
ANON-33SX-SNHV-G
ANON-33SX-SNHR-C
ANON-33SX-SNH9-K
ANON-33SX-SNH8-J
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNFR-A
ANON-33SX-SNFQ-9
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNFD-V
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y
ANON-33SX-SNEF-W
ANON-33SX-SNCR-7
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNBJ-X
ANON-33SX-SNBH-V
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SNBD-R
ANON-33SX-SNB6-A

of the proposal. These included a
Frequently Asked Questions document, a
glossary of terms and a factsheet outlining
TfL’s consideration of alternative schemes
to the Silvertown Tunnel. TfL considers that
there was a high level of response to the
statutory consultation under s42, s47 and
s48, and that this indicates that
respondents felt they understood the
proposals sufficiently to express a point of
view.
Further information is provided in Chapter 4
of this Consultation Report in relation to the
approach taken to compiling the
consultation materials.
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ANON-33SX-SNB1-5
ANON-33SX-SN8V-Z
ANON-33SX-SN8T-X
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN8B-C
ANON-33SX-SN82-V
ANON-33SX-SN79-2
ANON-33SX-SN71-T
ANON-33SX-SN6Z-2
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN6G-F
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3V-U
ANON-33SX-SN3U-T
ANON-33SX-SN3P-N
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
ANON-33SX-SN1E-8
ANON-33SX-SN17-T
ANON-33SX-SFY2-N
ANON-33SX-SFUX-Q
ANON-33SX-SFRA-W
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ANON-33SX-SFQU-G
ANON-33SX-SFPF-Z
ANON-33SX-SFP8-J
ANON-33SX-SFP5-F
ANON-33SX-SFNP-8
ANON-33SX-SFM7-E
ANON-33SX-SFKY-E
ANON-33SX-SFJZ-E
ANON-33SX-SFG9-A
ANON-33SX-SFFN-X
ANON-33SX-SFBS-Y
ANON-33SX-SF7R-K
ANON-33SX-SF75-P
ANON-33SX-SF6K-B
ANON-33SX-SF5Y-R
ANON-33SX-SF4E-3
ANON-33SX-SF49-Q
ANON-33SX-SF3V-K
ANON-33SX-SF3U-J
ANON-33SX-SF2Z-P
ANON-33SX-S7ZJ-Y
ANON-33SX-S7ZH-W
ANON-33SX-S7YV-A
ANON-33SX-S7Y1-5
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ANON-33SX-S7X2-5
ANON-33SX-S7UT-4
ANON-33SX-S7PQ-V
ANON-33SX-S7NU-X
ANON-33SX-S7J2-Q
ANON-33SX-S7GA-3
ANON-33SX-S7G7-S
ANON-33SX-S7EQ-H
ANON-33SX-S7EG-7
ANON-33SX-S7AM-9
ANON-33SX-S79K-Y
ANON-33SX-S79A-N
ANON-33SX-S77S-5
ANON-33SX-S73W-5
ANON-33SX-S73K-S
ANON-33SX-S727-4
ANON-33SX-S722-Y
ANON-33SX-S2YT-3
ANON-33SX-S2YQ-Z
ANON-33SX-S2YJ-S
ANON-33SX-S2Y3-2
ANON-33SX-S2WQ-X
ANON-33SX-S2W7-4
ANON-33SX-S2T1-U
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ANON-33SX-S2SQ-T
ANON-33SX-S2P5-U
ANON-33SX-S2NS-Q
ANON-33SX-S2NC-7
ANON-33SX-S2N7-U
ANON-33SX-S2MH-B
ANON-33SX-S2JG-7
ANON-33SX-S2DX-J
ANON-33SX-S2D8-J
ANON-33SX-S2D1-B
ANON-33SX-S2CX-H
ANON-33SX-S2CR-B
ANON-33SX-S2BJ-2
ANON-33SX-S294-3
ANON-33SX-S23A-A
ANON-33SX-S238-1
ANON-33SX-S21K-J
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SUMMARY
S.1

Overview

S.1.1

This appendix provides a summary of responses received during statutory
consultation on the Scheme under section 42, section 47 and section 48 of
the Act which contained comments which TfL coded according to the
'Optioneering' theme. This appendix set outs the consultees who
commented on each of these issues, and provides TfL's response to each of
the issues raised on this theme. Where the consultee has not provided a
name or organisation, an anonymous response ID has been included.

S.1.2

The summary of responses has been grouped under the relevant
consultation strands.
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Appendix N1 Optioneering
N1.1

Section 42 (1) (a)

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

The crossing should be
built further east.

National Grid and SGN

TfL is progressing plans for further new
crossings to the east of Silvertown,
including locations at Gallions Reach and
between Belvedere and Rainham in
addition to Silvertown. However while these
locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and
from local communities, these sites are too
far removed to make the Blackwall Tunnel a
reliable and resilient crossing point, and
therefore they do not meet the objectives of
the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme. TfL has
carried out further assessments which
support this point. These are set out in the
Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
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N1.2

Section 42 (1) (b)
Change to the
Scheme?

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

A package of new river
crossings is needed.

London Borough of Tower
Hamlets

TfL acknowledge that the Silvertown Tunnel N
will not on its own solve all of east London's
transport problems. It is one part of TfL’s
investment in transport infrastructure. As
well as other major public transport schemes
such as Crossrail, which will provide a new
rail link between Greenwich and Newham.
TfL are also working on plans for better
cross-river road connections further east, at
Gallions Reach and Belvedere. These plans
however are not as far advanced as those
for the Silvertown Tunnel, and this
application is focussed on the Silvertown
Tunnel alone to address as a first priority the
problems of congestion, closures and
resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel. TfL’s
plans for east London river crossings,
including those for pedestrians, cyclists,
public transport and private vehicles, are
outlined in Connecting the Capital which can
be accessed via TfL’s website:
http://content.tfl.gov.uk/connectingthecapitalnewrivercrossingsforlondon-dec-2015.pdf

Consider an extension of
the DLR to Kidbrooke /

Royal Borough of Greenwich

TfL has considered the potential for railbased public transport connections to

N
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Issue
Eltham / Falconwood.

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)
address the problems of the Blackwall
Tunnel. This includes different forms of rail
crossings including heavy rail, light rail e.g.
DLR, Overground, underground, trams etc.
A key issue for public transport-based
options is that they would offer almost no
benefit for highway network resilience. In the
event of closures of the Blackwall Tunnel,
large numbers of vehicles already part-way
through their journeys would still need to find
alternative road-based routes across the
river as there would be no practical prospect
of switching to alternative modes of
transport instead. This would leave a critical
objective of the Scheme and the river
crossings programme unmet.
TfL highlighted during the consultation that
based on the recent history of the Jubilee
Line extension, the amount of traffic using
the Blackwall Tunnel is unlikely to reduce
significantly as a result of an additional rail
crossing in this area. The problem of
congestion therefore is also likely to remain.
TfL has carried out additional transport
modelling to test this point. The tests
included a comprehensive package of public
transport enhancement, including the
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Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

introduction of new schemes such as a DLR
extension from Canning Town to
Falconwood and an Overground extension
from Barking to Barking Riverside and to
Abbey Wood. The tests indicate that while
public transport enhancements may be
beneficial in their own right, they are unlikely
to materially impact congestion and delay at
the Blackwall Tunnel as they would not
discernibly reduce traffic flow at the
Blackwall Tunnel or adjacent crossings.
When adding a user charge at the Blackwall
Tunnel the model indicates that a modest
reduction in traffic flow would be
experienced in the off-peak and counter
peak periods but not at times of highest
demand, and a delay of around 10 minutes
would remain at these times. Comparing
these results to tests where the Blackwall
Tunnel is charged and no new public
transport infrastructure is introduced
suggests that the vast majority of any
reduction in flow or delay is the result of the
user charge at the Blackwall Tunnel rather
than the introduction of new cross-river
public transport infrastructure. A more
detailed assessment of these tests is
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Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)
included in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1).
TfL did assess the feasibility of extending
the DLR network via the Silvertown Tunnel
to serve the Kidbrooke, Eltham and
Falconwood areas of south Greenwich. This
would involve running new services to and
from Stratford International, on the basis that
spare capacity is available on this branch
but not for additional services to Bank/Tower
Gateway.
While such an extension could in principle
go some way towards improving public
transport connectivity in the area around the
Silvertown Tunnel, several major
engineering challenges exist which mean
that TfL does not consider it to be a viable
option. These are set out in the Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
The same principles would apply to a DLR
extension to Welling.
Although a DLR extension through the
Silvertown Tunnel is not being progressed,
as set out above the possibility of extending
the network from the Gallions Reach area to
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Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

Thamesmead is being explored as part of
the proposed Gallions Reach crossing which
forms part of the wider river crossings
programme to the east of Silvertown. An
opportunity also exists for constructing a
new DLR station at Thames Wharf on the
existing network between Canning Town
and West Silvertown stations, close to the
north portal of the Silvertown Tunnel, should
this be justified by demand from new
development in the area.
Consider building a
Royal Borough of Greenwich
pedestrian / cycle crossing
instead of or in addition to
Silvertown Tunnel.

Initial work led by Sustrans has confirmed
N
the feasibility of developing a new crossing
in this location. TfL is therefore planning to
undertake further engineering work and
market engagement to seek industry
experts’ advice and input to this project and
test what can be delivered using the most
cost effective solutions. In recognition of the
time it could take to bring forward plans for a
new crossing, secure the funding and
construct, TfL is also examining options for
introducing a new ferry service in this
location in the short term. This would help
meet an immediate need and establish a link
that could be replaced by a fixed crossing in
due course. This scheme would not address
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Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

the problems of the Blackwall Tunnel.
Consider improvements /
extensions to the DLR.

London Borough of Newham

TfL has considered the potential for railN
based public transport connections to
address the problems of the Blackwall
Tunnel. This includes different forms of rail
crossings including heavy rail, light rail e.g.
DLR, Overground, underground, trams etc.
A key issue for public transport-based
options is that they would offer almost no
benefit for highway network resilience. In the
event of closures of the Blackwall Tunnel,
large numbers of vehicles already part-way
through their journeys would still need to find
alternative road-based routes across the
river as there would be no practical prospect
of switching to alternative modes of
transport instead. This would leave a critical
objective of the Scheme and the river
crossings programme unmet.
TfL highlighted during the consultation that
based on the recent history of the Jubilee
Line extension, the amount of traffic using
the Blackwall Tunnel is unlikely to reduce
significantly as a result of an additional rail
crossing in this area. The problem of
congestion therefore is also likely to remain.
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Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

TfL has carried out additional transport
modelling to test this point. The tests
included a comprehensive package of public
transport enhancement, including the
introduction of new schemes such as a DLR
extension from Canning Town to
Falconwood and an Overground extension
from Barking to Barking Riverside and to
Abbey Wood. The tests indicate that while
public transport enhancements may be
beneficial in their own right, they are unlikely
to materially impact congestion and delay at
the Blackwall Tunnel as they would not
discernibly reduce traffic flow at the
Blackwall Tunnel or adjacent crossings.
When adding a user charge at the Blackwall
Tunnel the model indicates that a modest
reduction in traffic flow would be
experienced in the off-peak and counter
peak periods but not at times of highest
demand, and a delay of around 10 minutes
would remain at these times. Comparing
these results to tests where the Blackwall
Tunnel is charged and no new public
transport infrastructure is introduced
suggests that the vast majority of any
reduction in flow or delay is the result of the
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Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

user charge at the Blackwall Tunnel rather
than the introduction of new cross-river
public transport infrastructure. A more
detailed assessment of these tests is
included in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1).
Encourage modal shift to
more sustainable forms of
transport and/or reduce
car dependency.
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London Borough of Lewisham

More than three-quarters of peak hour travel N
across the river in east London is by public
transport, and most trips do not cross the
river at all. Nevertheless, the location of
jobs, homes and businesses means that
there will always be a need to travel by road,
including across the river. The London Plan
envisages very high levels of population and
economic growth in east and south-east
London, which will stimulate a demand for
trips across the River Thames in order for
people to access these opportunities. For
example, Canary Wharf, the Royal Docks
and Stratford are major centres of growing
employment and are all north of the
Thames, and it is important that people in
south-east London can access those
growing employment markets, which will in
turn support jobs in supplier industries in
south-east London.
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Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

The Mayor's Transport Strategy (MTS) sets
out the current mayor's transport vision for
London and details how TfL will deliver the
plan between now and 2031. The MTS
prepares for the Capital's predicted growth
of 1.25 million more people and 0.75 million
more jobs by 2031 and supports sustainable
growth across London. The MTS proposals
are spread across all modes and include
proposals for new river crossings. It is TfL’s
role to implement the proposals set out in
the MTS including a new fixed link at
Silvertown, to provide congestion relief to
the Blackwall Tunnel and provide local links
for vehicle traffic (Proposal 39). Greater
detail on the development of the MTS and
Proposal 39 specifically are included in the
Case for the Scheme (Document Reference:
7.1).
TfL has a Behaviour Change team that
delivers initiatives to encourage Londoners
to travel using active, sustainable modes
and to reduce congestion on the transport
network. While behaviour change
programmes play an important role in
managing demand for roads, the problems
of congestion, incidents and lack of
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Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)
resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel would
remain.
TfL recognises that in order to deliver
sustainable schemes it is necessary to
embed an integrated approach to
sustainability through planning, target
setting, monitoring and reporting throughout
the design, construction and operational
phases of the Scheme. TfL’s sustainability
framework takes into consideration factors
such as tackling climate change, enhance
quality of life and transport for all by
improving transport opportunities. This
framework adheres to the most up to date
requirements if the GLA and the London
Plan 2015.
As part of TfL’s sustainability statement, the
Scheme would integrate existing cycle
routes and accommodate new cycle routes,
encouraging the shared space principle and
creating uncluttered clearly defined cycle
and pedestrian paths. Proposed
improvements in public transport
accessibility as part of the Scheme would
provide a considerable benefit for equalities
groups that typically use public transport
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Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

more frequently, with improvements not only
to journey routes but also to journey times
and reliability as a result of bus-only lanes
through the tunnel.
While the proposed Scheme would make
significant improvements to local pedestrian
and cycling connectivity, no provision was
made to allow pedestrians and cyclists
through the tunnel. This was because such
cross river connectivity at this point was
provided by the Emirates Air Line cable car.
There would however be potential to switch
from car use to public transport as the
Scheme would present a significant
opportunity for introducing fast and reliable
cross-river bus services to a range of
destinations both south and north of the
River Thames providing low cost options,
and could also make coach trips more
attractive.
With a user charge, the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme has the potential to increase the
throughput of traffic in this area without
causing overall increases in demand,
through a combination of new capacity and
demand management.
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Change to the
Scheme?

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

The crossing should be
built at Belvedere.

London Borough of Barking
and Dagenham

TfL is progressing plans for further new
N
crossings to the east of Silvertown, including
locations at Gallions Reach and between
Belvedere and Rainham in addition to
Silvertown. However while these locations
provide benefits in their own right, in
particular improving accessibility to and from
local communities, these sites are too far
removed from the Blackwall Tunnel to
provide a realistic alternative crossing for
when incidents cause a closure of the
Blackwall Tunnel. Accordingly, these
crossings alone would not improve the
resilience of the Blackwall Tunnel and do not
meet the objectives of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. TfL has carried out further
assessments which support this point.
These are set out in the Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).

The crossing should be
built at Gallions reach in
addition to Silvertown
Tunnel.

London Borough of Newham

TfL is progressing plans for further new
crossings to the east of Silvertown, including
locations at Gallions Reach and between
Belvedere and Rainham in addition to
Silvertown. However while these locations
provide benefits in their own right, in
particular improving accessibility to and from
local communities, these sites are too far
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removed from the Blackwall Tunnel to
provide a realistic alternative crossing for
when incidents cause a closure of the
Blackwall Tunnel. Accordingly, these
crossings alone would not improve the
resilience of the Blackwall Tunnel and do not
meet the objectives of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. TfL has carried out further
assessments which support this point.
These are set out in the Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
The crossing should be
built at Gallions Reach.

London Borough of Newham
London Borough of Lewisham
London Borough of Barking
and Dagenham

TfL is progressing plans for further new
N
crossings to the east of Silvertown, including
locations at Gallions Reach and between
Belvedere and Rainham in addition to
Silvertown. However while these locations
provide benefits in their own right, in
particular improving accessibility to and from
local communities, these sites are too far
removed from the Blackwall Tunnel to
provide a realistic alternative crossing for
when incidents cause a closure of the
Blackwall Tunnel. Accordingly, these
crossings alone would not improve the
resilience of the Blackwall Tunnel and do not
meet the objectives of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. TfL has carried out further
Page 17 of 287
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assessments which support this point.
These are set out in the Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
The crossing should be
built further east.

London Borough of Lewisham

The rationale for excluding London Borough of Lewisham
cyclists from the
Silvertown Tunnel requires
further investigation.
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TfL is progressing plans for further new
N
crossings to the east of Silvertown, including
locations at Gallions Reach and between
Belvedere and Rainham in addition to
Silvertown. However while these locations
provide benefits in their own right, in
particular improving accessibility to and from
local communities, these sites are too far
removed to make the Blackwall Tunnel a
reliable and resilient crossing point, and
therefore they do not meet the objectives of
the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme. TfL has
carried out further assessments which
support this point. These are set out in the
Case for the Scheme (Document Reference:
7.1).
TfL has investigated options for pedestrian
and cycling access within the main
Silvertown Tunnel bores or in a separate
tunnel. TfL noted from an early stage that
although it might be feasible to incorporate
provision for pedestrians and cyclists within
a tunnel crossing, it would be of

N
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Change to the
Scheme?

questionable benefit because of the poor
and potentially intimidating ambience of a
1.4km tunnel. The length of the Tunnel
means that a poor and potentially
intimidating ambience is inevitable, and
there is concern over safety and security
implications. Thus demand is likely to be
low. Additionally, cost impacts would likely
be very significant, in the region of some
£70m additional cost.
TfL considers that there are more costeffective ways of improving connections for
pedestrians and cyclists in this area.
Alongside the Scheme, TfL is proposing to
produce a future Emirates Air Line (EAL)
fares strategy document in consultation with
local Boroughs, which would be published
ahead of the opening of the Silvertown
Tunnel. The objective of this strategy will be
to set out fare options for the EAL. There are
a number of possible options including
discounts on existing fares or annual passes
for regular users. This will be supported by
further analysis of the needs of EAL users
and potential EAL users, with a view to
bringing forward additional measures where
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appropriate to ensure the EAL is fulfilling its
role as a local crossing. As the setting of
fares for the EAL is a Mayoral decision, the
final decision will be made by the future
Mayor. However, the EAL fares strategy will
be used to inform that decision.
This is in addition to TfL’s proposals for the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme, which include
improvements to pedestrian and cycle
access across Tidal Basin roundabout at the
northern portal, designed to improve access
to the EAL from the west, and enhance the
role of the EAL as a local crossing.
In addition to the existing North Greenwich
pier, additional piers are currently proposed
at Canary Wharf East which is due to be
delivered by Spring 2017, and at North
Greenwich West which is due to be
delivered as part of the Greenwich
Peninsula Masterplan. It is expected that
that these piers will accommodate River Bus
services, with an added potential to provide
a dedicated cross-river ferry service for
pedestrians and cyclists between Greenwich
Peninsula (west) and Canary Wharf (east).
TfL expects initial feasibility work on such a
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service to commence in mid-2016.
Plans exist for new ferry service between
Rotherhithe and Canary Wharf in the short
term and for a dedicated pedestrian and
cycle crossing in the long term. Initial work
led by Sustrans has confirmed the feasibility
of developing a new crossing in this location.
TfL is therefore planning to undertake further
engineering work and market engagement
to seek industry experts’ advice and input to
this project and test what can be delivered
using the most cost effective solutions. In
recognition of the time it could take to bring
forward plans for a new crossing, secure the
funding and construct, TfL is also examining
options for introducing a new ferry service in
this location in the short term. This would
help meet an immediate need and establish
a link that could be replaced by a fixed
crossing in due course.
In addition, pedestrians and cyclists can
make use of the existing foot tunnels at
Greenwich and Woolwich free of charge.
The Royal Borough of Greenwich is
currently progressing a trial of shared use of
the Greenwich and Woolwich foot tunnels.
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The aim of this is through the use of
technology to enable to shared use of the
tunnel. It will monitor cycle and pedestrian
flows (and cycle speeds) at all times, and
use this to regulate the cycling ban; at times
of low pedestrian flow, considerate cycle use
will be permitted, and conversely during high
pedestrian flow periods cyclists will be
required to dismount and push their bicycles
through the space.
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A bridge should be built
instead.

ANON-33SX-SF1T-F

TfL has considered bridge options at
Silvertown. While technically feasible, these
would bring several disadvantages
compared with a tunnel option. The river is
navigable to shipping in this area so bridges
need to be very high or capable of opening
for shipping; both options would have major
impacts on the community on the
Greenwich Peninsula, and an opening
structure would be regularly closed to traffic
and would therefore not provide a reliable
and resilient crossing. Details of these
assessments are reported in the Case for
the (Document Reference: 7.1). TfL is still
considering bridge (and tunnel) options at
Gallions Reach to improve road network
connectivity in that area, but that would not
negate the need for a crossing at
Silvertown.

N

Blackwall Tunnel should
be improved.

ANON-33SX-SFQ2-D

The aim of the Silvertown Tunnel is to
address the problems of congestion,
closures and resilience at the Blackwall
Tunnel and to provide local links for vehicle
traffic. To achieve this, additional crossing
capacity as well as a nearby alternative in

N

ANON-33SX-S7SN-V
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case closures are required. This can be
achieved by building the Silvertown Tunnel
in addition to the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL has recently refurbished the Blackwall
Tunnel to modernise the equipment inside
the Tunnel, including camera coverage and
lighting. TfL has made changes on the
Tunnel approach to reduce the likelihood
and impact of overheight vehicles seeking
to enter the tunnel. However the
northbound tunnel is still fundamentally a
Victorian structure, which is not large
enough for all vehicle types. Therefore no
further modernisation of the existing tunnels
could solve the problems of reliability or
resilience at this crossing.
Charge for Blackwall
Tunnel now and reevaluate the need for the
new Silvertown Tunnel
later.
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Millennium Primary School
BHLF-33SX-SNDZ-G
BHLF-33SX-SNDY-F

TfL has considered a wide range of
alternative options before arriving at the
proposed Silvertown Tunnel Scheme. The
alternatives TfL has considered include:

BHLF-33SX-SNDN-4

• Road-based alternatives such as bridge
and different tunnel options

BHLF-33SX-SNDM-3

• Public transport options

BHLF-33SX-SNDK-1

• Walking and cycling options

BHLF-33SX-SNDS-9

N
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BHLF-33SX-SNDH-X
BHLF-33SX-SNDF-V

• User charging and demand management
options

BHLF-33SX-SNDE-U

• Options at different locations

BHLF-33SX-SND9-F
BHLF-33SX-SND8-E
BHLF-33SX-SND6-C
BHLF-33SX-SND2-8
BHLF-33SX-SND1-7
BHLF-33SX-SN5W-X
BHLF-33SX-SN5R-S
BHLF-33SX-SN5C-A
BHLF-33SX-SN55-V
ANON-33SX-SNWF-F
ANON-33SX-S7SN-V

Change to the
Scheme?

TfL found that the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme was the only solution to fully
address the problems of congestion,
closures and resilience at the Blackwall
Tunnel. A narrative of this assessment and
a recent back-check of the full range of
alternatives is included in the Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
Following the statutory consultation TfL
carried out addition traffic model runs to test
the potential of public transport alternatives.
The results of these tests confirmed TfL’s
previous conclusions and are summarised
in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1). While a charge at the
Blackwall Tunnel would reduce some
demand, a charge alone could not prevent
incidents at the tunnel. The resilience of
the surrounding road network to closures of
the Blackwall Tunnel would remain poor
since there would be no nearby alternative
crossing for traffic to use in the event of a
temporary closure.
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Further detail on the assessments of user
charging is presented in the Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
Concern that alternatives
have not been fully
considered and that all
river crossings should be
consulted on together

ANON-33SX-SN7D-D

The other river crossing proposals (at
N
Gallions Reach and between Belvedere and
Rainham) do not negate the need for the
Silvertown Tunnel. They could not address
the issues that the Scheme is designed to
address. These are three transport
problems which exist at the Blackwall
Tunnel: congestion, frequent closures and a
lack of resilience (owing to the lack of
proximate alternative crossings).
They are at an earlier stage of development
and those proposals are not part of the
Silvertown DCO application. This
consultation therefore focussed specifically
on the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme for which
powers are being sought.

Concern that alternatives
have not been fully
considered.

ANON-33SX-SNUZ-1

TfL has considered a wide range of
alternative options before arriving at the
proposed Silvertown Tunnel Scheme. The
alternatives TfL has considered include:
• Road-based alternatives such as bridge
and different tunnel options
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• Public transport options
• Walking and cycling options
• User charging and demand management
options
• Options at different locations
TfL found that the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme was the only solution to fully
address the problems of congestion,
closures and resilience at the Blackwall
Tunnel. The Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1) contains a full
account of the options assessment process
undertaken by TfL. This sets out the full
range of options considered and the factors
that TfL took into account to select between
the options. Following the statutory
consultation TfL carried out additional
transport modelling to test the potential of
public transport alternatives. The test
included an extensive package of crossriver public transport improvements
including a DLR extension from Canning
Town to Falconwood, an Overground
extension from Barking to Barking Riverside
and Abbey Wood, which were among the
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most frequently cited alternatives in the
consultation. The results of these tests
confirmed TfL’s previous conclusions and
are summarised in the Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
Consider additional (light)
rail crossings.

BHLF-33SX-S7V2-3

TfL has considered the potential for railbased public transport connections to
address the problems of the Blackwall
Tunnel. This includes different forms of rail
crossings including heavy rail, light rail e.g.
DLR, Overground, underground, trams etc.
A key issue for public transport-based
options is that they would offer almost no
benefit for highway network resilience. In
the event of closures of the Blackwall
Tunnel, large numbers of vehicles already
part-way through their journeys would still
need to find alternative road-based routes
across the river as there would be no
practical prospect of switching to alternative
modes of transport instead. This would
leave a critical objective of the Scheme and
the river crossings programme unmet.
TfL highlighted during the consultation that
based on the recent history of the Jubilee
Line extension, the amount of traffic using
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the Blackwall Tunnel is unlikely to reduce
significantly as a result of an additional rail
crossing in this area. The problem of
congestion therefore is also likely to remain.
TfL has carried out additional transport
modelling to test this point. The tests
included a comprehensive package of
public transport enhancement, including the
introduction of new schemes such as a DLR
extension from Canning Town to
Falconwood and an Overground extension
from Barking to Barking Riverside and to
Abbey Wood. The tests indicate that while
public transport enhancements may be
beneficial in their own right, they are
unlikely to materially impact congestion and
delay at the Blackwall Tunnel as they would
not discernibly reduce traffic flow at the
Blackwall Tunnel or adjacent crossings.
When adding a user charge at the Blackwall
Tunnel the model indicates that a modest
reduction in traffic flow would be
experienced in the off-peak and counter
peak periods but not at times of highest
demand, and a delay of around 10 minutes
would remain at these times. Comparing
these results to tests where the Blackwall
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Tunnel is charged and no new public
transport infrastructure is introduced
suggests that the vast majority of any
reduction in flow or delay is the result of the
user charge at the Blackwall Tunnel rather
than the introduction of new cross-river
public transport infrastructure. A more
detailed assessment of these tests is
included in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1).
Consider building a
pedestrian / cycle crossing
instead of or in addition to
Silvertown Tunnel.
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ANON-33SX-SNWF-F
ANON-33SX-SNUZ-1
ANON-33SX-SNBK-Y

TfL is looking at how best to enhance
N
crossing options between east and southeast London for pedestrians and cyclists,
including consideration of new bridge or
passenger ferry links and bringing forward a
local fare strategy for the EAL. While these
schemes may be beneficial in addressing
other problems or creating other new
opportunities for walking and cycling trips,
and may well be taken forward separately in
due course, they do not solve the problem
of congestion and road network reliability
and resilience which the Silvertown Tunnel
is seeking to address and would not provide
east and south-east London with the long
term security of a reliable road crossing
point. This is set out in more detail in the
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Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1). A summary of the options
TfL has considered including pedestrian
and cycle bridges, ferries and cable car
options are also set out in the Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
Consider improvements /
extensions to the DLR.

ANON-33SX-SFQ2-D
ANON-33SX-S72U-2

TfL has considered the potential for railbased public transport connections to
address the problems of the Blackwall
Tunnel. This includes different forms of rail
crossings including heavy rail, light rail e.g.
DLR, Overground, underground, trams etc.
A key issue for public transport-based
options is that they would offer almost no
benefit for highway network resilience. In
the event of closures of the Blackwall
Tunnel, large numbers of vehicles already
part-way through their journeys would still
need to find alternative road-based routes
across the river as there would be no
practical prospect of switching to alternative
modes of transport instead. This would
leave a critical objective of the Scheme and
the river crossings programme unmet.

N

TfL highlighted during the consultation that
based on the recent history of the Jubilee
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Line extension, the amount of traffic using
the Blackwall Tunnel is unlikely to reduce
significantly as a result of an additional rail
crossing in this area. The problem of
congestion therefore is also likely to remain.
TfL has carried out additional transport
modelling to test this point. The tests
included a comprehensive package of
public transport enhancement, including the
introduction of new schemes such as a DLR
extension from Canning Town to
Falconwood and an Overground extension
from Barking to Barking Riverside and to
Abbey Wood. The tests indicate that while
public transport enhancements may be
beneficial in their own right, they are
unlikely to materially impact congestion and
delay at the Blackwall Tunnel as they would
not discernibly reduce traffic flow at the
Blackwall Tunnel or adjacent crossings.
When adding a user charge at the Blackwall
Tunnel the model indicates that a modest
reduction in traffic flow would be
experienced in the off-peak and counter
peak periods but not at times of highest
demand, and a delay of around 10 minutes
would remain at these times. Comparing
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these results to tests where the Blackwall
Tunnel is charged and no new public
transport infrastructure is introduced
suggests that the vast majority of any
reduction in flow or delay is the result of the
user charge at the Blackwall Tunnel rather
than the introduction of new cross-river
public transport infrastructure. A more
detailed assessment of these tests is
included in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1).
Do not agree with the
location of the proposed
Silvertown Tunnel.

BHLF-33SX-SN5S-T
BHLF-33SX-S7V2-3
ANON-33SX-STVB-G
ANON-33SX-SNWD-D
ANON-33SX-SNMV-N
ANON-33SX-SNBK-Y
ANON-33SX-SFU1-G

TfL has carried out an extensive
assessment of different crossing options,
including different locations. TfL found that
the proposed location of the Silvertown
Tunnel performed best in terms of
addressing the problems of congestion,
closures and resilience at the Blackwall
Tunnel. This is summarised in the Case for
the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).

N

ANON-33SX-SFQ2-D
ANON-33SX-SFJ8-C
ANON-33SX-S7YP-4
ANON-33SX-S7SN-V
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ANON-33SX-S72P-W
Encourage modal shift to
more sustainable forms of
transport and/or reduce
car dependency.

U&I Group
Quintain
BHLF-33SX-SNDZ-G
BHLF-33SX-SNDY-F
BHLF-33SX-SNDS-9
BHLF-33SX-SNDN-4
BHLF-33SX-SNDM-3
BHLF-33SX-SNDK-1
BHLF-33SX-SNDH-X
BHLF-33SX-SNDF-V
BHLF-33SX-SNDE-U
BHLF-33SX-SND9-F
BHLF-33SX-SND8-E
BHLF-33SX-SND6-C
BHLF-33SX-SND2-8
BHLF-33SX-SND1-7
BHLF-33SX-SN5W-X
BHLF-33SX-SN5R-S
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More than three-quarters of peak hour
N
travel across the river in east London is by
public transport, and most trips do not cross
the river at all. Nevertheless, the location of
jobs, homes and businesses means that
there will always be a need to travel by
road, including across the river. The London
Plan envisages very high levels of
population and economic growth in east
and south-east London, which will stimulate
a demand for trips across the River Thames
in order for people to access these
opportunities. For example, Canary Wharf,
the Royal Docks and Stratford are major
centres of growing employment and are all
north of the Thames, and it is important that
people in south-east London can access
those growing employment markets, which
will in turn support jobs in supplier
industries in south-east London.
The Mayor's Transport Strategy (MTS) sets
out the current mayor's transport vision for
London and details how TfL will deliver the
plan between now and 2031. The MTS
prepares for the Capital's predicted growth
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BHLF-33SX-SN5C-A

of 1.25 million more people and 0.75 million
more jobs by 2031 and supports
sustainable growth across London. The
MTS proposals are spread across all
modes and include proposals for new river
crossings. It is TfL’s role to implement the
proposals set out in the MTS including a
new fixed link at Silvertown, to provide
congestion relief to the Blackwall Tunnel
and provide local links for vehicle traffic
(Proposal 39). Greater detail on the
development of the MTS and Proposal 39
specifically are included in the Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).

BHLF-33SX-SN55-V
ANON-33SX-SNBK-Y
ANON-33SX-S72U-2

Change to the
Scheme?

TfL has a Behaviour Change team who
deliver TfL’s Surface Outcomes and the
Mayor’s Transport Strategy. The Behaviour
Change team deliver initiatives to
encourage Londoners to travel using active,
sustainable modes and to reduce
congestion on the transport network. While
behaviour change programmes play an
important role in managing demand for
roads, the problems of congestion,
incidents and lack of resilience at the
Blackwall Tunnel would remain.
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TfL recognises that in order to deliver
sustainable schemes it is necessary to
embed an integrated approach to
sustainability through planning, target
setting, monitoring and reporting throughout
the design, construction and operational
phases of the Scheme. TfL’s sustainability
framework takes into consideration factors
such as tackling climate change, enhance
quality of life and transport for all by
improving transport opportunities. This
framework adheres to the most up to date
requirements if the GLA and the London
Plan 2015.
As part of TfL’s sustainability statement, the
Scheme would integrate existing cycle
routes and accommodate new cycle routes,
encouraging the shared space principle and
creating uncluttered clearly defined cycle
and pedestrian paths. Proposed
improvements in public transport
accessibility as part of the Scheme would
provide a considerable benefit for equalities
groups that typically use public transport
more frequently, with improvements not
only to journey routes but also to journey
times and reliability as a result of bus-only
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lanes through the tunnel.
While the proposed Scheme would make
significant improvements to local pedestrian
and cycling connectivity, no provision was
made to allow pedestrians and cyclists
through the tunnel. This was because such
cross river connectivity at this point was
provided by the Emirates Air Line cable car.
There would however be potential to switch
from car use to public transport as the
Scheme would present a significant
opportunity for introducing fast and reliable
cross-river bus services to a range of
destinations both south and north of the
River Thames providing low cost options,
and could also make coach trips more
attractive.
With a user charge, the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme has the potential to increase the
throughput of traffic in this area without
causing overall increases in demand,
through a combination of new capacity and
demand management.
Ensure the Blackwall
Tunnel is accessible to
sustainable modes of

ANON-33SX-SN3M-J

The Blackwall Tunnel is currently served by
bus route 108. The small diameter of the
Tunnel inhibits access to the Tunnel by

N
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double-deck buses, and the reliability of the
Tunnel is such that extending other bus
routes through the Tunnel would impact on
the reliability of the route for other users. By
comparison, the Silvertown Tunnel will be
full gauge, allowing double-deck bus route
to access it, and the provision of a
dedicated bus lane and of a more reliable
and resilient crossing means that a reliable
service could be provided.
For safety reasons it is not possible to allow
pedestrians or cyclists to use the Blackwall
Tunnel.

Increase and invest in
passenger ferries /
riverboat services.
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ANON-33SX-SNBK-Y

TfL is working with operators and other
stakeholders to expand the scope and
quality of riverbus services as far as
practical. A 24 hour service may not be
justified by passenger demand, but TfL is
looking into the potential for new piers at
various locations along the Thames. These
will be brought forward as soon as possible,
subject to the demand and viability of
services. Specific locations TfL is
investigating include a ferry service
between Rotherhithe and Canary Wharf
and a service between North Greenwich

N
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and Canary Wharf. At this stage it is
assumed that these services would be
integrated into the existing ticketing system
for river transport in London. Nevertheless,
these improvements are not a substitute for
a new road crossing, as alone they would
not meet the Scheme objectives. An
assessment of this is included in the Case
for the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
Money should be spent on
maintaining the current
routes.

ANON-33SX-SFQ2-D

TfL is investing in the existing road network;
TfL recently refurbished the current
Blackwall Tunnel, and are considering
purchasing new vessels to improve the
reliability of the Woolwich Ferry. TfL is
investing £4 billion in theRoads
Modernisation Plan, the biggest investment
in the Capital's roads for a generation.
However none of these investments solve
the problems of poor reliability and
resilience at the Blackwall tunnel, which will
continue and worsen without investment in
an alternative full size tunnel in this area.

N

The crossing should be
built at Belvedere.

ANON-33SX-SNB5-9

TfL’s assessments have shown that the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme will have an
overall positive impact on congestion. The
introduction of a user charge at both the

N
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existing Blackwall Tunnel and the new
Silvertown Tunnel is critical in this respect.
The user charge will manage demand for
the crossings and will be used to ensure
that overall demand does not increase as a
result of the improved crossing. The
combination of providing additional capacity
alongside the user charge will, in turn,
manage traffic impacts on the wider road
network.
TfL is progressing plans for further new
crossings to the east of Silvertown,
including locations at Gallions Reach and
between Belvedere and Rainham in
addition to Silvertown. However while these
locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and
from local communities, these sites are too
far removed to make the Blackwall Tunnel a
reliable and resilient crossing point, and
therefore they do not meet the objectives of
the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme. TfL has
carried out further assessments which
support this point. These are set out in the
Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
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The crossing should be
built at Gallions Reach for
improved traffic flow.

ANON-33SX-S7Z2-7

TfL is progressing plans for further new
crossings to the east of Silvertown,
including locations at Gallions Reach and
between Belvedere and Rainham in
addition to Silvertown. However while these
locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and
from local communities, these sites are too
far removed to make the Blackwall Tunnel a
reliable and resilient crossing point, and
therefore they do not meet the objectives of
the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme. TfL has
carried out further assessments which
support this point. These are set out in the
Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).

Change to the
Scheme?
N

TfL’s assessments have shown that the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme will have an
overall positive impact on congestion. The
introduction of a user charge at both the
existing Blackwall Tunnel and the new
Silvertown Tunnel is critical in this respect.
The user charge will manage demand for
the crossings and will be used to ensure
that overall demand does not increase as a
result of the improved crossing. The
combination of providing additional capacity
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Change to the
Scheme?

alongside the user charge will, in turn,
manage traffic impacts on the wider road
network.
The air quality assessment concludes that
the Scheme will not result in a significant
effect on air quality.
The crossing should be
built at Gallions Reach.

ANON-33SX-SNWD-D
ANON-33SX-SNB5-9
ANON-33SX-SN3M-J
ANON-33SX-S7Z2-7
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TfL is progressing plans for further new
crossings to the east of Silvertown,
including locations at Gallions Reach and
between Belvedere and Rainham in
addition to Silvertown. However while these
locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and
from local communities, these sites are too
far removed from the Blackwall Tunnel to
provide a realistic alternative crossing for
when incidents cause a closure of the
Blackwall Tunnel. Accordingly, these
crossings alone would not improve the
resilience of the Blackwall Tunnel and do
not meet the objectives of the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme. TfL has carried out further
assessments which support this point.
These are set out in the Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).

N
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The crossing should be
built at Woolwich.

ANON-33SX-STRR-V

TfL is progressing plans for further new
crossings to the east of Silvertown,
including locations at Gallions Reach and
between Belvedere and Rainham in
addition to Silvertown. However while these
locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and
from local communities, these sites are too
far removed to make the Blackwall Tunnel a
reliable and resilient crossing point, and
therefore they do not meet the objectives of
the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme. TfL has
carried out further assessments which
support this point. These are set out in the
Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).

ANON-33SX-SFQ2-D

Change to the
Scheme?
N

TfL’s assessments have shown that the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme will have an
overall positive impact on congestion. The
introduction of a user charge at both the
existing Blackwall Tunnel and the new
Silvertown Tunnel is critical in this respect.
The user charge will manage demand for
the crossings and will be used to ensure
that overall demand does not increase as a
result of the improved crossing. The
combination of providing additional capacity
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alongside the user charge will, in turn,
manage traffic impacts on the wider road
network.
The crossing should be
built further east for
improved traffic flow.

ANON-33SX-S7SD-J

TfL’s assessments have shown that the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme will have an
overall positive impact on congestion. The
introduction of a user charge at both the
existing Blackwall Tunnel and the new
Silvertown Tunnel is critical in this respect.
The user charge will manage demand for
the crossings and will be used to ensure
that overall demand does not increase as a
result of the improved crossing. The
combination of providing additional capacity
alongside the user charge will, in turn,
manage traffic impacts on the wider road
network.
TfL is progressing plans for further new
crossings to the east of Silvertown,
including locations at Gallions Reach and
between Belvedere and Rainham in
addition to Silvertown. However while these
locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and
from local communities, these sites are too
far removed to make the Blackwall Tunnel a
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reliable and resilient crossing point, and
therefore they do not meet the objectives of
the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme. TfL has
carried out further assessments which
support this point. These are set out in the
Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
The crossing should be
built further east.

ANON-33SX-SNUZ-1

There is a need for
improvements to the
Woolwich Ferry.

BHLF-33SX-S7V2-3

ANON-33SX-SN1N-H

ANON-33SX-STTE-H

TfL is progressing plans for further new
crossings to the east of Silvertown,
including locations at Gallions Reach and
between Belvedere and Rainham in
addition to Silvertown. However while these
locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and
from local communities, these sites are too
far removed to make the Blackwall Tunnel a
reliable and resilient crossing point, and
therefore they do not meet the objectives of
the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme. TfL has
carried out further assessments which
support this point. These are set out in the
Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).

N

The present day Woolwich Ferry
infrastructure (including the ferry vessels)
has been in operation since 1963 and as

N
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such was recognised to be near the end of
its operational life. As a result, major
refurbishment works were considered
necessary to ensure the continued safe
operation of the service in the foreseeable
future.
Independently of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme, TfL completed works in December
2015 including the refurbishment of the inriver piers and fully overhauling the
moveable platforms which allow vehicles to
board and alight the vessels. In addition TfL
are undertaking further phases of work,
including an evaluation of options for
replacing the existing ferry vessels which,
subject to funding approval, could be in
place by 2018. These are considered
essential works to ensure the continued
operation of the service to at least the year
2025 and potentially beyond. In addition,
TfL also expect the works to allow for a
small increase in vehicle capacity of the
service due mainly to efficiencies gained in
the loading/unloading of vessels.
In addition to these life extension works, TfL
is also investigating various potential
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improvement options to the vehicle waiting
areas at both the northern and southern
terminals.
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A bridge should be built
instead in order to
integrate safe and
sustainable modes of
transport.

ANON-33SX-SF6R-J

TfL has considered bridge options at Silvertown.
While technically feasible, these would bring
several disadvantages compared with a tunnel
option. The river is navigable to shipping in this
area so bridges need to be very high or capable
of opening for shipping; both options would have
major impacts on the community on the
Greenwich Peninsula, and an opening structure
would be regularly closed to traffic and would
therefore not provide a reliable and resilient
crossing. Details of these assessments are
reported in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1). TfL has therefore concluded that
a tunnel provides the overall best solution to
address the problems of congestion, closures
and resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel.

Change to
the
Scheme?
N

TfL has looking at how best to enhance crossing
options between east and south-east London for
pedestrians and cyclists, including consideration
of new bridge or passenger ferry links and
considering how the Emirates Air Line can be
utilised for local residents.
A bridge should be built
instead in order to
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ANON-33SX-ST5Q-X

TfL has considered bridge options at Silvertown.
While technically feasible, these would bring

N
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integrate sustainable
modes of travel.

ANON-33SX-ST2U-Y

several disadvantages compared with a tunnel
option. The river is navigable to shipping in this
area so bridges need to be very high or capable
of opening for shipping; both options would have
major impacts on the community on the
Greenwich Peninsula, and an opening structure
would be regularly closed to traffic and would
therefore not provide a reliable and resilient
crossing. Details of these assessments are
reported in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1). TfL has therefore concluded that
a tunnel provides the overall best solution to
address the problems of congestion, closures
and resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel.

ANON-33SX-SNRA-5
ANON-33SX-SNKU-J
ANON-33SX-SFJW-B
ANON-33SX-SF7S-M
ANON-33SX-SF6R-J
ANON-33SX-SF3K-8
ANON-33SX-S7TZ-9
ANON-33SX-S7HK-E
ANON-33SX-S74M-V
ANON-33SX-S2NC-7
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SN4Z-Z
BHLF-33SX-S7VT-5
ANON-33SX-STNR-R

Change to
the
Scheme?

TfL is looking at how best to enhance crossing
options between east and south-east London for
pedestrians and cyclists, including consideration
of new bridge or passenger ferry links and
considering how the Emirates Air Line can be
utilised for local residents.

ANON-33SX-STGC-2
A bridge should be built
instead in order to
provide greater capacity.

ANON-33SX-SFWC-4

TfL has considered bridge options at Silvertown.
While technically feasible, these would bring
several disadvantages compared with a tunnel

N
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option. The river is navigable to shipping in this
area so bridges need to be very high or capable
of opening for shipping; both options would have
major impacts on the community on the
Greenwich Peninsula, and an opening structure
would be regularly closed to traffic and would
therefore not provide a reliable and resilient
crossing. Details of these assessments are
reported in the Case for the (Document
Reference: 7.1). TfL is still considering bridge
(and tunnel) options at Gallions Reach to improve
road network connectivity in that area, but that
would not negate the need for a crossing at
Silvertown.
A bridge should be built
instead in order to
provide greater safety
and resilience.
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ANON-33SX-S7QA-D

TfL has considered bridge options at Silvertown.
While technically feasible, these would bring
several disadvantages compared with a tunnel
option. The river is navigable to shipping in this
area so bridges need to be very high or capable
of opening for shipping; both options would have
major impacts on the community on the
Greenwich Peninsula, and an opening structure
would be regularly closed to traffic and would
therefore not provide a reliable and resilient
crossing. Details of these assessments are
reported in the Case for the Scheme (Document

N
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Reference: 7.1). TfL is still considering bridge
(and tunnel) options at Gallions Reach to improve
road network connectivity in that area, but that
would not negate the need for a crossing at
Silvertown.
A bridge should be built
instead in order to
reduce construction
impacts.

ANON-33SX-S294-3

TfL has considered bridge options at Silvertown.
While technically feasible, these would bring
several disadvantages compared with a tunnel
option. The river is navigable to shipping in this
area so bridges need to be very high or capable
of opening for shipping; both options would have
major impacts on the community on the
Greenwich Peninsula, and an opening structure
would be regularly closed to traffic and would
therefore not provide a reliable and resilient
crossing.

N

Construction of a bridge in the same location as
the proposed tunnel would potentially take at
least as long as the tunnel to construct, due to
the additional land and demolition required, and
the significant increase in complexity of the
highways layout at the surface level on the
approaches to the main crossing on either side of
the Thames. During construction access to the
O2 car parks would be severely disrupted.
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Change to
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Details of these assessments are reported in the
Case for the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
A bridge should be built
instead in order to
reduce construction
timescales.

BHLF-33SX-S7UP-Z

TfL has considered bridge options at Silvertown.
While technically feasible, these would bring
several disadvantages compared with a tunnel
option. The river is navigable to shipping in this
area so bridges need to be very high or capable
of opening for shipping; both options would have
major impacts on the community on the
Greenwich Peninsula, and an opening structure
would be regularly closed to traffic and would
therefore not provide a reliable and resilient
crossing. Details of these assessments are
reported in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1). TfL has therefore concluded that
a tunnel provides the overall best solution and
best value for money.
Construction of a bridge in the same location as
the proposed tunnel would potentially take at
least as long as the tunnel to construct, due to
the additional land and demolition required, and
the significant increase in complexity of the
highways layout at the surface level on the
approaches to the main crossing on either side of
the Thames. During construction access to the
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O2 car parks would be severely disrupted.
A bridge should be built
instead of a tunnel for
cost reasons.

ANON-33SX-SNRA-5
ANON-33SX-SFV1-H
ANON-33SX-SFMK-2
ANON-33SX-SFCM-T
ANON-33SX-SFBC-F
ANON-33SX-S7JT-S
ANON-33SX-S2ES-E
BHLF-33SX-S7DH-7
BHLF-33SX-S71H-M
ANON-33SX-STDE-1
ANON-33SX-STCZ-N

TfL has considered bridge options at Silvertown.
While technically feasible, these would bring
several disadvantages compared with a tunnel
option. The river is navigable to shipping in this
area so bridges need to be very high or capable
of opening for shipping; both options would have
major impacts on the community on the
Greenwich Peninsula, and an opening structure
would be regularly closed to traffic and would
therefore not provide a reliable and resilient
crossing. Details of these assessments are
reported in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1). TfL has therefore concluded that
a tunnel provides the overall best solution and
best value for money.

N

Construction of a bridge in the same location as
the proposed tunnel would potentially take at
least as long as the tunnel to construct, due to
the additional land and demolition required, and
the significant increase in complexity of the
highways layout at the surface level on the
approaches to the main crossing on either side of
the Thames. During construction access to the
O2 car parks would be severely disrupted.
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A bridge should be built
instead.

ANON-33SX-STBK-5

TfL has considered bridge options at Silvertown.
N
While technically feasible, these would bring
several disadvantages compared with a tunnel
option. The river is navigable to shipping in this
area so bridges need to be very high or capable
of opening for shipping; both options would have
major impacts on the community on the
Greenwich Peninsula, and an opening structure
would be regularly closed to traffic and would
therefore not provide a reliable and resilient
crossing. Details of these assessments are
reported in the Case for the (Document
Reference: 7.1). TfL is still considering bridge
(and tunnel) options at Gallions Reach to improve
road network connectivity in that area, but that
would not negate the need for a crossing at
Silvertown.

ANON-33SX-ST7F-N
ANON-33SX-ST73-2
ANON-33SX-ST6D-J
ANON-33SX-ST5Q-X
ANON-33SX-ST58-5
ANON-33SX-SNZ7-3
ANON-33SX-SNBB-P
ANON-33SX-SN7C-C
ANON-33SX-SN3W-V
ANON-33SX-SN3J-F
ANON-33SX-SFZR-P
ANON-33SX-SFWR-K
ANON-33SX-SFT8-P
ANON-33SX-SFQY-M
ANON-33SX-SFM7-E
ANON-33SX-SFJW-B
ANON-33SX-SFHB-M
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ANON-33SX-SFF2-2
ANON-33SX-SFBH-M
ANON-33SX-SFA6-1
ANON-33SX-SF6R-J
ANON-33SX-SF3K-8
ANON-33SX-S7X8-B
ANON-33SX-S7U6-6
ANON-33SX-S7SS-1
ANON-33SX-S7MR-T
ANON-33SX-S2YQ-Z
ANON-33SX-S2W5-2
ANON-33SX-S2SG-G
ANON-33SX-S2PK-H
ANON-33SX-S2NC-7
ANON-33SX-S2K3-M
ANON-33SX-S2HJ-8
ANON-33SX-S267-3
ANON-33SX-S217-X
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ANON-33SX-S216-W
Studio Ben Allen
ANON-33SX-STW9-8
ANON-33SX-STSM-R
ANON-33SX-STNN-M
ANON-33SX-STH6-P
ANON-33SX-STGC-2
ANON-33SX-STEZ-Q
A crossing should be
built at Gallions Reach
before building at
Silvertown.
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ANON-33SX-SFEA-G

The development of London has led to a situation
where the Blackwall Tunnel operates as the
single strategic river crossing in London for
vehicular traffic east of Tower Bridge, and
(together with problems inherent in its design)
this situation leads to significant transport
problems. Furthermore, there are secondary
effects of these transport problems which have
existed for some time and that they are already
having a negative effect on London. In the
context of significant growth these effects are
forecast to deteriorate with an increasing impact
on the London and UK economy. This means
that there is a pressing need to take action now.

N
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TfL is progressing plans for further new crossings
to the east of Silvertown, including locations at
Gallions Reach and between Belvedere and
Rainham in addition to Silvertown. However while
these locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and from
local communities, these sites are too far
removed to make the Blackwall Tunnel a reliable
and resilient crossing point, and therefore they do
not meet the objectives of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. TfL has carried out further assessments
which support this point. These are set out in the
Case for the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
A ferry should be built at
Silvertown.

ANON-33SX-S2V8-4
ANON-33SX-S25X-3
BHLF-33SX-SNGS-C
BHLF-33SX-SN97-2

Vehicle ferries cannot offer an effective solution
N
to the problems at the Blackwall Tunnel. Their
limited capacity and slow journey times mean
they would not attract enough traffic to
meaningfully address the congestion problems
(even in conjunction with demand management
measures). The same characteristics render
them incapable of providing effective resilience,
because they could not accommodate the
significant demand resulting from incidents or
closures of the Blackwall Tunnel (and so would
not address resilience). The Blackwall Tunnel has
a capacity for around 3,000 vehicles per hour in
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the peak direction, with a ferry (in a two-ferry
configuration) only being able to accommodate
around 200 vehicles per hour in normal
conditions. Further details of this assessment are
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
A package of new river
crossings is needed.

ANON-33SX-SNWK-M
ANON-33SX-SNEF-W
ANON-33SX-SNCR-7
ANON-33SX-S7C1-F
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TfL acknowledge that the Silvertown Tunnel will
not on its own solve all of east London's transport
problems. It is one part of TfL’s investment in
transport infrastructure. As well as other major
public transport schemes such as Crossrail,
which will provide a new rail link between
Greenwich and Newham. TfL are also working
on plans for better cross-river road connections
further east, at Gallions Reach and Belvedere.
These plans however are not as far advanced as
those for the Silvertown Tunnel, and this
application is focussed on the Silvertown Tunnel
alone to address as a first priority the problems of
congestion, closures and resilience at the
Blackwall Tunnel. TfL’s plans for east London
river crossings, including those for pedestrians,
cyclists, public transport and private vehicles, are
outlined in Connecting the Capital which can be
accessed via TfL’s website:
http://content.tfl.gov.uk/connectingthecapital-

N
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newrivercrossingsforlondon-dec-2015.pdf
A tunnel should be built
from Kent to East
London.

ANON-33SX-STPK-K

TfL investigated a range of crossing options
further east of the proposed Silvertown location
within the Greater London boundary. TfL found
that these options could only offer slight to
moderate benefits for the problems at the
Blackwall Tunnel. The proposed location for the
Silvertown Tunnel therefore presents the best
solution to address the problems of congestion,
closures and resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel.
The Case for the Scheme (Document Reference:
7.1) sets out this assessment. Highways England
is also progressing plans for a further new
crossing to the east of London, the Lower
Thames Crossing, between Kent and Essex.

N

A tunnel should be built
from North Greenwich to
the Isle of Dogs.

ANON-33SX-STA4-D

The aim of the Silvertown Tunnel is to provide
N
congestion relief to the Blackwall Tunnel and
provide local links for vehicle traffic including from
North Greenwich to the Isle of Dogs. While not
directly connecting to the Isle of Dogs itself, the
proposed location of the Silvertown Tunnel
provides for improved access to Canary Wharf
via the Lower Lea Crossing, avoiding the need to
travel via the A12 and A13.
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Add an additional third
bore at Blackwall
Tunnel.

ANON-33SX-SFMK-2

The aim of the Silvertown Tunnel is to address
the problems of congestion, closures and
resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel and to provide
local links for vehicle traffic. To achieve this,
additional crossing capacity as well as a nearby
alternative in case of closures are required. This
can be achieved by building the Silvertown
Tunnel in addition to the Blackwall Tunnel.

ANON-33SX-S7HN-H
ANON-33SX-S2WH-N
ANON-33SX-S22M-N
BHLF-33SX-S7HW-T
BHLF-33SX-S7HR-N

Change to
the
Scheme?
N

Feasibility studies concluded that there would be
significant technical challenges in constructing a
new bore of the Blackwall Tunnel as there is
insufficient space to allow tie-in to the road
network while meeting current standards for
tunnel gradient and visibility. This is summarised
in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
Alternative/ additional
(light) rail crossing Tram.

ANON-33SX-SNV9-1
ANON-33SX-SNHP-A
ANON-33SX-SN76-Y
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
ANON-33SX-SFKZ-F
ANON-33SX-S7DG-6
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TFL has considered the potential for rail-based
public transport connections to address the
problems of the Blackwall Tunnel. This includes
different forms of rail crossings including heavy
rail, light rail e.g. DLR, Overground, underground,
trams etc. A key issue for public transport-based
options is that they would offer almost no benefit
for highway network resilience. In the event of
closures of the Blackwall Tunnel, large numbers

N
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ANON-33SX-S2H2-G

of vehicles already part-way through their
journeys would still need to find alternative roadbased routes across the river as there would be
no practical prospect of switching to alternative
modes of transport instead. This would leave a
critical objective of the Scheme and the river
crossings programme unmet.

ANON-33SX-S23A-A
Friends of Mountsfield Park
BHLF-33SX-SN47-W
ANON-33SX-STG5-M

Change to
the
Scheme?

TfL highlighted during the consultation that based
on the recent history of the Jubilee Line
extension, the amount of traffic using the
Blackwall Tunnel is unlikely to reduce significantly
as a result of an additional rail crossing in this
area. The problem of congestion therefore is also
likely to remain. TfL has carried out additional
transport modelling to test this point. The tests
included a comprehensive package of public
transport enhancement, including the introduction
of new schemes such as a DLR extension from
Canning Town to Falconwood and an
Overground extension from Barking to Barking
Riverside and to Abbey Wood. The tests indicate
that while public transport enhancements may be
beneficial in their own right, they are unlikely to
materially impact congestion and delay at the
Blackwall Tunnel as they would not discernibly
reduce traffic flow at the Blackwall Tunnel or
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adjacent crossings. When adding a user charge
at the Blackwall Tunnel the model indicates that a
modest reduction in traffic flow would be
experienced in the off-peak and counter peak
periods but not at times of highest demand, and a
delay of around 10 minutes would remain at
these times. Comparing these results to tests
where the Blackwall Tunnel is charged and no
new public transport infrastructure is introduced
suggests that the vast majority of any reduction in
flow or delay is the result of the user charge at
the Blackwall Tunnel rather than the introduction
of new cross-river public transport infrastructure.
A more detailed assessment of these tests is
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
These principles apply to a range of locations
including a crossing from Canary Wharf to North
Greenwich.
Blackwall Tunnel should
be closed to motor
traffic.

ANON-33SX-SN7M-P
ANON-33SX-S2H2-G
ANON-33SX-S275-2
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The Blackwall Tunnel is a vital link for cross-river
traffic in east London. It carries more traffic than
any other road crossing in the Capital. The
Blackwall Tunnel is carrying a disproportionate
share of traffic: over 30 per cent of all private
highway trips across the eastern Thames in the
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morning peak hour, the inter peak average hour,
and the afternoon peak hour. If the Dartford
Crossing is excluded, the proportion increases to
60 per cent or more in each period; and this high
figure persists despite significant congestion and
closures at the Blackwall Tunnel. Further
information on this is included in the Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
The Rotherhithe Tunnel provides an important
local cross-river connection between south east
and east London. TfL is considering
improvements to the Rotherhithe Tunnel in the
context of TfL’s wider river crossings strategy,
independently of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme
and would need to fully understand benefits/disbenefits to all road users of these improvement.
Closing the Blackwall or Rotherhithe tunnels to
motor traffic would therefore have significant
impacts on the strategic and local road network
as well as the adjacent river crossings.
Blackwall Tunnel should ANON-33SX-ST8R-2
be improved by widening ANON-33SX-S72W-4
it.

To make any significant alterations to the
alignment of the existing Blackwall Tunnel would
be impractical from an engineering standpoint
and, because the Tunnel would need to be
closed for the duration of the works, cause major

N
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disruption to the travelling public. The aim of the
Silvertown Tunnel is to address the problems of
congestion, closures and resilience at the
Blackwall Tunnel and to provide local links for
vehicle traffic. To achieve this, additional crossing
capacity as well as a nearby alternative in case of
closures are required. This can be achieved by
building the Silvertown Tunnel in addition to the
Blackwall Tunnel.
The Blackwall Tunnel was first opened in 1897
and was designed for horse & coaches. While the
Blackwall Tunnel is accessible to most vehicles, it
was not designed for modern freight vehicles, or
double-deck buses. Furthermore, the current
levels of demand to use the Blackwall Tunnel
greatly exceed the capacity of the Tunnel, and
there is regularly very significant congestion in
and around the area. As a result, it is highly
susceptible to disruptive incidents which can
require that it be closed at very short notice.
Constructing the new Silvertown Tunnel
alongside the Blackwall Tunnel would mean that
larger vehicles such as double deck buses can
use the tunnel and thereby additional
opportunities for new and/or expanded bus
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routes would be created, while the Blackwall
Tunnel would remain open for use by other
vehicles. The four tunnel bores at Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels would be operated in a
collective fashion in order to achieve resilience.
Furthermore, the proposed phasing of work
maximises offline construction, remote from
existing infrastructure, thus minimising the impact
on the running of the current road network,
including the Blackwall Tunnel.
Once open, the Silvertown Tunnel would address
the transport problems of congestion, incidents
and a lack of resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel.
The Scheme would improve the performance of
the road network and enable vehicles to travel far
more efficiently.
Blackwall Tunnel should
be improved.

ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SNQS-P
ANON-33SX-SNBH-V
ANON-33SX-SN8T-X
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SN8N-R

The aim of the Silvertown Tunnel is to address
the problems of congestion, closures and
resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel and to provide
local links for vehicle traffic. To achieve this,
additional crossing capacity as well as a nearby
alternative in case closures are required. This
can be achieved by building the Silvertown
Tunnel in addition to the Blackwall Tunnel.

N

TfL has recently refurbished the Blackwall Tunnel
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ANON-33SX-SN39-X

to modernise the equipment inside the Tunnel,
including camera coverage and lighting. TfL has
made changes on the Tunnel approach to reduce
the likelihood and impact of overheight vehicles
seeking to enter the tunnel. However the
northbound tunnel is still fundamentally a
Victorian structure, which is not large enough for
all vehicle types. Therefore no further
modernisation of the existing tunnels could solve
the problems of reliability or resilience at this
crossing.

ANON-33SX-S71B-E
ANON-33SX-S2RY-1
ANON-33SX-S25E-G
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4
BHLF-33SX-SN9F-H
BHLF-33SX-S7FV-Q
ANON-33SX-STQK-M
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ANON-33SX-STNV-V
Blackwall Tunnel should
be replaced.

ANON-33SX-STXX-8

Build a sustainable
ANON-33SX-S2P5-U
bridge (using sustainable
modes of transport) in
addition to Silvertown
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The aim of the Silvertown Tunnel is to address
the problems of congestion, closures and
resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel and to provide
local links for vehicle traffic. To achieve this,
additional crossing capacity as well as a nearby
alternative in case closures are required. This
can be achieved by building the Silvertown
Tunnel in addition to the Blackwall Tunnel.

N

TfL is looking at how best to enhance crossing
options between east and south-east London for
pedestrians and cyclists, including consideration
of new bridge or passenger ferry links and
bringing forward a local fare strategy for the EAL.

N
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Build other crossings
before building at
Silvertown.
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While these schemes may be beneficial in
addressing other problems or creating other new
opportunities for walking and cycling trips, and
may well be taken forward separately in due
course, they do not solve the problem of
congestion and road network reliability and
resilience which the Silvertown Tunnel is seeking
to address and would not provide east and southeast London with the long term security of a
reliable road crossing point. This is set out in
more detail in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1). A summary of the
options TfL has considered including pedestrian
and cycle bridges, ferries and cable car options
are also set out in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1).
ANON-33SX-SFEA-G

The development of London has led to a situation
where the Blackwall Tunnel operates as the
single strategic river crossing in London for
vehicular traffic east of Tower Bridge, and
(together with problems inherent in its design)
this situation leads to significant transport
problems. Furthermore, there are secondary
effects of these transport problems which have
existed for some time and that they are already
having a negative effect on London. In the

N
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context of significant growth these effects are
forecast to deteriorate with an increasing impact
on the London and UK economy. This means
that there is a pressing need to take action now.
TfL has carried out an extensive assessment of
different crossing options, including different
locations. TfL found that the proposed location of
the Silvertown Tunnel performed best in terms of
addressing the problems of congestion, closures
and resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel. This is
summarised in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1). For the reasons set
out in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1), TfL is progressing the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme as a priority. TfL is developing
proposals for a package of new river crossings in
East London. These plans are described in the
‘Connecting the Capital’ document, which is
available on TfL’s website at
https://tfl.gov.uk/corporate/publications-andreports/new-river-crossings-for-london
Charge for Blackwall
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Tunnel now and reANON-33SX-STA4-D
evaluate the need for the ANON-33SX-ST9C-M
new Silvertown Tunnel
ANON-33SX-ST95-6
later.
ANON-33SX-ST2K-N

Regard had to response (Section 49)
options before arriving at the proposed
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme. The alternatives TfL
has considered include:
• Road-based alternatives such as bridge and
different tunnel options

ANON-33SX-SNZQ-W

• Public transport options

ANON-33SX-SNZH-M

• Walking and cycling options

ANON-33SX-SNZF-J
ANON-33SX-SNZA-D

• User charging and demand management
options

ANON-33SX-SNZ9-5

• Options at different locations

ANON-33SX-SNWB-B
ANON-33SX-SNUU-V
ANON-33SX-SNUQ-R
ANON-33SX-SNUG-E
ANON-33SX-SNRH-C
ANON-33SX-SNQ9-V
ANON-33SX-SNMP-F
ANON-33SX-SNHZ-M
ANON-33SX-SNHV-G
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TfL found that the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme
was the only solution to fully address the
problems of congestion, closures and resilience
at the Blackwall Tunnel. A narrative of this
assessment and a recent back-check of the full
range of alternatives is included in the Case for
the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1). While a
charge at the Blackwall Tunnel would reduce
some demand, a charge alone could not prevent
incidents at the tunnel. The resilience of the
surrounding road network to closures of the
Blackwall Tunnel would remain poor since there
would be no nearby alternative crossing for traffic
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ANON-33SX-SNHJ-4

to use in the event of a temporary closure.

ANON-33SX-SNHE-Y
ANON-33SX-SNH2-C
ANON-33SX-SNH1-B
ANON-33SX-SNFQ-9
ANON-33SX-SNEN-5
ANON-33SX-SNCT-9
ANON-33SX-SN84-X
ANON-33SX-SN7M-P
ANON-33SX-SN78-1
ANON-33SX-SN4W-W
ANON-33SX-SN1A-4
ANON-33SX-SFZE-9
ANON-33SX-SFW9-T
ANON-33SX-SFVT-M
ANON-33SX-SFVB-2
ANON-33SX-SFUP-F
ANON-33SX-SFUM-C
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Further detail on the assessments of user
charging is presented in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1).
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ANON-33SX-SFTD-2
ANON-33SX-SFQ5-G
ANON-33SX-SFGU-6
ANON-33SX-SF8N-G
ANON-33SX-SF6U-N
ANON-33SX-SF4C-1
ANON-33SX-S7YZ-E
ANON-33SX-S7YV-A
ANON-33SX-S7Y8-C
ANON-33SX-S7XW-A
ANON-33SX-S7SK-S
ANON-33SX-S7M9-1
ANON-33SX-S7BC-Z
ANON-33SX-S7AF-2
ANON-33SX-S79H-V
ANON-33SX-S72E-J
ANON-33SX-S721-X
ANON-33SX-S2XA-F
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ANON-33SX-S2SJ-K
ANON-33SX-S2PW-W
ANON-33SX-S2NR-P
ANON-33SX-S2MH-B
ANON-33SX-S2KQ-J
ANON-33SX-S2JG-7
ANON-33SX-S2HD-2
ANON-33SX-S2GX-N
ANON-33SX-S2CZ-K
ANON-33SX-S2B6-E
ANON-33SX-S2A4-B
ANON-33SX-S296-5
ANON-33SX-S286-4
ANON-33SX-S275-2
ANON-33SX-S26D-G
ANON-33SX-S236-Y
ANON-33SX-S22M-N
ANON-33SX-S22D-C
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Greenwich Green Party
Friends of Mountsfield Park
Campaign for Better
Transport
BHLF-33SX-SNG4-D
BHLF-33SX-SNDV-C
BHLF-33SX-SNDU-B
BHLF-33SX-SNDT-A
BHLF-33SX-SNDQ-7
BHLF-33SX-SNDP-6
BHLF-33SX-SNDJ-Z
BHLF-33SX-SNDG-W
BHLF-33SX-SNDA-Q
BHLF-33SX-SND7-D
BHLF-33SX-SND4-A
BHLF-33SX-SND3-9
BHLF-33SX-SN9R-W
BHLF-33SX-SN9A-C
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BHLF-33SX-SN5Q-R
BHLF-33SX-SN5D-B
BHLF-33SX-S7VQ-2
BHLF-33SX-S7QF-J
BHLF-33SX-S7Q6-2
ANON-33SX-STKR-N
ANON-33SX-STFK-9
Living Streets
Living Streets, Hackney
Branch
Concern that alternatives
have not been fully
considered and that all
river crossings should be
consulted on together.

ANON-33SX-SNHM-7
ANON-33SX-SFYB-5
ANON-33SX-SFS3-G
ANON-33SX-S7XH-U
ANON-33SX-S7EW-Q
SEGRO

TfL acknowledges that the Silvertown Tunnel will
not on its own solve all of east London's transport
problems. It is one part of TfL’s investment in
transport infrastructure. As well as other major
public transport schemes such as Crossrail,
which will provide a new rail link between
Greenwich and Newham, TfL is also working on
plans for better cross-river road connections
further east, at Gallions Reach and Belvedere.
They are at an earlier stage of development and
those proposals are not part of the Silvertown
DCO application. This consultation therefore
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focussed specifically on the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme for which powers are being sought.
Concern that alternatives ANON-33SX-SNEB-S
have not been fully
considered in relation to
charging options.

TfL has considered a wide range of alternative
options before arriving at the proposed
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme. The alternatives TfL
has considered include:

N

• Road-based alternatives such as bridge and
different tunnel options
• Public transport options
• Walking and cycling options
• User charging and demand management
options
• Options at different locations
TfL found that the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme
was the only solution to fully address the
problems of congestion, closures and resilience
at the Blackwall Tunnel. The Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1) contains a
full account of the options assessment process
undertaken by TfL. This sets out the full range of
options considered and the factors that TfL took
into account to select between the options.
Following the statutory consultation TfL carried
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out additional transport modelling to test the
potential of public transport alternatives. The test
included an extensive package of cross-river
public transport improvements including a DLR
extension from Canning Town to Falconwood, an
Overground extension from Barking to Barking
Riverside and Abbey Wood, which were among
the most frequently cited alternatives in the
consultation. The results of these tests confirmed
TfL’s previous conclusions and are summarised
in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
Concern that alternatives ANON-33SX-STAE-X
have not been fully
considered in relation to
different tunnel or
engineering options.
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TfL has considered other engineering solutions,
including bridge and different tunnel options. The
river is navigable to shipping in this area so
bridges need to be very high or capable of
opening for shipping; both options would have
major impacts on the community on the
Greenwich Peninsula, and an opening structure
would be regularly closed to traffic and would
therefore not provide a reliable and resilient
crossing. Details of these assessments are
reported in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1). TfL investigated both bored and
immersed tube tunnel options and found that a
bored tunnel would minimise adverse impacts on
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the environment and local land uses. TfL
summarised the assessment process of different
bored and immersed tube tunnel options in the
Case for the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
Concern that alternatives ANON-33SX-S71B-E
have not been fully
considered in relation to
improving the existing
river crossings.

TfL is already improving existing crossings where
feasible; for example TfL is exploring the
purchase of new vessels to improve the reliability
of the Woolwich Ferry, TfL’s Roads
Modernisation Plan is improving other crossings
through, for example, the introduction of
segregated cycle facilities such as at Blackfriars
Bridge, and Highways England has introduced
free-flow charging at the Dartford Crossing to
improve traffic flow. While these are all
worthwhile improvements in themselves, they do
not negate the need to reduce congestion at the
Blackwall Tunnel and to ensure the long term
resilience of the road network in this area. The
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme is the best solution to
this problem.

N

Concern that alternatives ANON-33SX-SFWG-8
have not been fully
ANON-33SX-S2V8-4
considered in relation to
non-road options.

TfL has considered a wide range of alternative
options before arriving at the proposed
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme. The alternatives TfL
has considered include:

N

• Road-based alternatives such as bridge and
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different tunnel options
• Public transport options
• Walking and cycling options
• User charging and demand management
options
• Options at different locations
TfL found that the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme
was the only solution to fully address the
problems of congestion, closures and resilience
at the Blackwall Tunnel. The Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1) contains a
full account of the options assessment process
undertaken by TfL. This sets out the full range of
options considered and the factors that TfL took
into account to select between the options.
Following the statutory consultation TfL carried
out additional transport modelling to test the
potential of public transport alternatives. The test
included an extensive package of cross-river
public transport improvements including a DLR
extension from Canning Town to Falconwood, an
Overground extension from Barking to Barking
Riverside and Abbey Wood, which were among
the most frequently cited alternatives in the
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consultation. The results of these tests confirmed
TfL’s previous conclusions and are summarised
in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
Concern that alternatives ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
have not been fully
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
considered in relation to
presenting more options. ANON-33SX-SN7W-Z
ANON-33SX-S7SH-P

Concern that alternatives
have not been fully
considered in relation to
public transport, walking
and cycling options.

TfL has considered a wide range of alternative
options before arriving at the proposed
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme. The alternatives TfL
has considered include:

ANON-33SX-S7JA-6

• Road-based alternatives such as bridge and
different tunnel options

ANON-33SX-S78U-8

• Public transport options

ANON-33SX-S2NC-7

• Walking and cycling options

ANON-33SX-STAZ-K

• User charging and demand management
options

ANON-33SX-SFWG-8
ANON-33SX-SF85-Q
ANON-33SX-SF6G-7
ANON-33SX-S7TJ-S
ANON-33SX-S7CA-Y
ANON-33SX-S2V8-4
Planning and Transport

N

N

• Options at different locations
TfL found that the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme
was the only solution to fully address the
problems of congestion, closures and resilience
at the Blackwall Tunnel. The Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1) contains a
full account of the options assessment process
undertaken by TfL. This sets out the full range of
options considered and the factors that TfL took
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Committee London Forum
of Amenity and Civic
Societies

into account to select between the options.
Following the statutory consultation TfL carried
out additional transport modelling to test the
potential of public transport alternatives. The test
included an extensive package of cross-river
public transport improvements including a DLR
extension from Canning Town to Falconwood, an
Overground extension from Barking to Barking
Riverside and Abbey Wood, which were among
the most frequently cited alternatives in the
consultation. The results of these tests confirmed
TfL’s previous conclusions and are summarised
in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).

London Cycling Campaign

Concern that alternatives ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
have not been fully
ANON-33SX-SN8M-Q
considered in relation to
the removal of charges
at the Dartford crossing.
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TfL has not specifically modelled the removal of
user charging at the Dartford crossings because
doing so would be expected to have little benefit
to the crossings within London. Given the high
volumes of traffic and congestion at the Dartford
crossings, if charges were to be lifted, it is likely
that demand, and congestion, would rise, which
could increase, rather than decrease, traffic
levels at the Blackwall Tunnel. The Dartford
crossings are managed by Highways England
and TfL would have no powers to remove user
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charging at these crossings.
Concern that alternatives
have not been fully
considered, in particular
the bridge options at
Silvertown and Gallions
Reach.

ANON-33SX-SFJW-B
ANON-33SX-S7SS-1
ANON-33SX-S7CR-G
ANON-33SX-S72R-Y

Concern that alternatives ANON-33SX-ST91-2
have not been fully
ANON-33SX-SNWK-M
considered.
ANON-33SX-SNWB-B
ANON-33SX-SNUQ-R

TfL has considered bridge options at Silvertown.
N
While technically feasible, these would bring
several disadvantages compared with a tunnel
option. The river is navigable to shipping in this
area so bridges need to be very high or capable
of opening for shipping; both options would have
major impacts on the community on the
Greenwich Peninsula, and an opening structure
would be regularly closed to traffic and would
therefore not provide a reliable and resilient
crossing. Details of these assessments are
reported in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1). TfL is still considering bridge
(and tunnel) options at Gallions Reach to improve
road network connectivity in that area, but that
would not negate the need for a crossing at
Silvertown.
TfL has considered a wide range of alternative
options before arriving at the proposed
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme. The alternatives TfL
has considered include:

N

• Road-based alternatives such as bridge and
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ANON-33SX-SNQX-U

different tunnel options;

ANON-33SX-SNMF-5

• Public transport options;

ANON-33SX-SNHK-5

• Walking and cycling options; and

ANON-33SX-SN7W-Z
ANON-33SX-SN72-U

• User charging and demand management
options.

ANON-33SX-SFZW-U

• Options at different locations

ANON-33SX-SFT8-P
ANON-33SX-SFNW-F
ANON-33SX-SFFW-7
ANON-33SX-SFF2-2
ANON-33SX-SF6R-J
ANON-33SX-SF4S-H
ANON-33SX-S7SG-N
ANON-33SX-S2ZR-2
ANON-33SX-S2D5-F
ANON-33SX-S2A2-9
Westcombe Society
SEGRO
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TfL found that the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme
was the only solution to fully address the
problems of congestion, closures and resilience
at the Blackwall Tunnel. The Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1) contains a
full account of the options assessment process
undertaken by TfL. This sets out the full range of
options considered and the factors that TfL took
into account to select between the options.
Following the statutory consultation TfL carried
out additional transport modelling to test the
potential of public transport alternatives. The test
included an extensive package of cross-river
public transport improvements including a DLR
extension from Canning Town to Falconwood, an
Overground extension from Barking to Barking
Riverside and Abbey Wood, which were among
the most frequently cited alternatives in the
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Planning and Transport
Committee London Forum
of Amenity and Civic
Societies

consultation. The results of these tests confirmed
TfL’s previous conclusions and are summarised
in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
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Lewisham Green Party
Friends of the Earth
Campaign for Better
Transport
BHLF-33SX-SN5U-V
BHLF-33SX-S7BG-4
BHLF-33SX-S71S-Y
ANON-33SX-STRX-2
Living Streets
Living Streets, Hackney
Branch
Consider a pedestrian /
cycle crossing between
North Greenwich and
Canary Wharf.

ANON-33SX-STA4-D
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SN8M-Q
ANON-33SX-SN37-V

TfL is looking at how best to enhance crossing
options between east and south-east London for
pedestrians and cyclists, including consideration
of new bridge or passenger ferry links and
bringing forward a local fare strategy for the EAL.
While these schemes may be beneficial in
addressing other problems or creating other new

N
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ANON-33SX-SFXJ-C

opportunities for walking and cycling trips, and
may well be taken forward separately in due
course, they do not solve the problem of
congestion and road network reliability and
resilience which the Silvertown Tunnel is seeking
to address and would not provide east and southeast London with the long term security of a
reliable road crossing point. This is set out in
more detail in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1). A summary of the
options TfL has considered including pedestrian
and cycle bridges, ferries and cable car options
are also set out in the Case for the (Document
Reference: 7.1).

ANON-33SX-SFFG-Q
ANON-33SX-SFAK-P
ANON-33SX-S7XV-9
ANON-33SX-S7TJ-S
ANON-33SX-S7JA-6
ANON-33SX-S2TR-V
ANON-33SX-S2NK-F
Westcombe Society
BHLF-33SX-SNJR-E

Change to
the
Scheme?

BHLF-33SX-S7RU-2
ANON-33SX-STZY-B
ANON-33SX-STMS-R
Consider a rail-based
alternative to the
Scheme in the context of
the current use made of
existing crossings and
how this might change in
future.
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BHLF-33SX-S7VT-5

TfL has considered the potential for rail-based
public transport connections to address the
problems of the Blackwall Tunnel. This includes
different forms of rail crossings including heavy
rail, light rail e.g. DLR, Overground, underground,
trams etc. A key issue for public transport-based
options is that they would offer almost no benefit
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for highway network resilience. In the event of
closures of the Blackwall Tunnel, large numbers
of vehicles already part-way through their
journeys would still need to find alternative roadbased routes across the river as there would be
no practical prospect of switching to alternative
modes of transport instead. This would leave a
critical objective of the Scheme and the river
crossings programme unmet.
TfL highlighted during the consultation that based
on the recent history of the Jubilee Line
extension, the amount of traffic using the
Blackwall Tunnel is unlikely to reduce significantly
as a result of an additional rail crossing in this
area. The problem of congestion therefore is also
likely to remain. TfL has carried out additional
transport modelling to test this point. The tests
included a comprehensive package of public
transport enhancement, including the introduction
of new schemes such as a DLR extension from
Canning Town to Falconwood and an
Overground extension from Barking to Barking
Riverside and to Abbey Wood. The tests indicate
that while public transport enhancements may be
beneficial in their own right, they are unlikely to
materially impact congestion and delay at the
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Blackwall Tunnel as they would not discernibly
reduce traffic flow at the Blackwall Tunnel or
adjacent crossings. When adding a user charge
at the Blackwall Tunnel the model indicates that a
modest reduction in traffic flow would be
experienced in the off-peak and counter peak
periods but not at times of highest demand, and a
delay of around 10 minutes would remain at
these times. Comparing these results to tests
where the Blackwall Tunnel is charged and no
new public transport infrastructure is introduced
suggests that the vast majority of any reduction in
flow or delay is the result of the user charge at
the Blackwall Tunnel rather than the introduction
of new cross-river public transport infrastructure.
A more detailed assessment of these tests is
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
The Transport Assessment (Document
Reference: 6.5) reports information on future
capacity and demand of the public transport
(including rail) network.
TfL has a Behaviour Change team that delivers
initiatives to encourage Londoners to travel using
active, sustainable modes and to reduce
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congestion on the transport network. While
behaviour change programmes play an important
role in managing demand for roads, the problems
of congestion, incidents and lack of resilience at
the Blackwall Tunnel would remain.
With a user charge, the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme has the potential to increase the
throughput of traffic in this area without causing
overall increases in demand, through a
combination of new capacity and demand
management.
Consider additional
(light) rail crossings.

ANON-33SX-STAN-7
ANON-33SX-ST8K-U
ANON-33SX-ST6J-R
ANON-33SX-ST5B-F
ANON-33SX-SNZY-5
ANON-33SX-SNUB-9
ANON-33SX-SNU7-X
ANON-33SX-SNQT-Q
ANON-33SX-SNFG-Y
ANON-33SX-SNFD-V

TfL has considered the potential for rail-based
public transport connections to address the
problems of the Blackwall Tunnel. This includes
different forms of rail crossings including heavy
rail, light rail e.g. DLR, Overground, underground,
trams etc. A key issue for public transport-based
options is that they would offer almost no benefit
for highway network resilience. In the event of
closures of the Blackwall Tunnel, large numbers
of vehicles already part-way through their
journeys would still need to find alternative roadbased routes across the river as there would be
no practical prospect of switching to alternative
modes of transport instead. This would leave a

N
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ANON-33SX-SN84-X

critical objective of the Scheme and the river
crossings programme unmet.

ANON-33SX-SN3Y-X
ANON-33SX-SN3N-K
ANON-33SX-SFUW-P
ANON-33SX-SFSW-M
ANON-33SX-SFKZ-F
ANON-33SX-SFCS-Z
ANON-33SX-SF8X-T
ANON-33SX-SF4S-H
ANON-33SX-SF39-P
ANON-33SX-S7U2-2
ANON-33SX-S7TU-4
ANON-33SX-S7S6-4
ANON-33SX-S7RF-K
ANON-33SX-S7MK-K
ANON-33SX-S7MA-9
ANON-33SX-S7CA-Y
ANON-33SX-S7AX-M
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TfL highlighted during the consultation that based
on the recent history of the Jubilee Line
extension, the amount of traffic using the
Blackwall Tunnel is unlikely to reduce significantly
as a result of an additional rail crossing in this
area. The problem of congestion therefore is also
likely to remain. TfL has carried out additional
transport modelling to test this point. The tests
included a comprehensive package of public
transport enhancement, including the introduction
of new schemes such as a DLR extension from
Canning Town to Falconwood and an
Overground extension from Barking to Barking
Riverside and to Abbey Wood. The tests indicate
that while public transport enhancements may be
beneficial in their own right, they are unlikely to
materially impact congestion and delay at the
Blackwall Tunnel as they would not discernibly
reduce traffic flow at the Blackwall Tunnel or
adjacent crossings. When adding a user charge
at the Blackwall Tunnel the model indicates that a
modest reduction in traffic flow would be
experienced in the off-peak and counter peak
periods but not at times of highest demand, and a
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ANON-33SX-S78F-S

delay of around 10 minutes would remain at
these times. Comparing these results to tests
where the Blackwall Tunnel is charged and no
new public transport infrastructure is introduced
suggests that the vast majority of any reduction in
flow or delay is the result of the user charge at
the Blackwall Tunnel rather than the introduction
of new cross-river public transport infrastructure.
A more detailed assessment of these tests is
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).

ANON-33SX-S2UD-F
ANON-33SX-S2TF-G
ANON-33SX-S2RP-R
ANON-33SX-S2N8-V
ANON-33SX-S2KS-M
ANON-33SX-S2DX-J
ANON-33SX-S2BR-A

Change to
the
Scheme?

ANON-33SX-S2AV-D
ANON-33SX-S28Z-8
ANON-33SX-S286-4
ANON-33SX-S267-3
ANON-33SX-S24G-H
ANON-33SX-S22D-C
Planning and Transport
Committee London Forum
of Amenity and Civic
Societies
London Cycling Campaign
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ANON-33SX-STYT-5
ANON-33SX-STSD-F
ANON-33SX-STPK-K
Consider alternative or
additional London
Overground crossing
from Barking.

ANON-33SX-SNZ7-3
ANON-33SX-SFK5-A
ANON-33SX-SFFG-Q
ANON-33SX-SFBV-2
ANON-33SX-SF7Q-J
ANON-33SX-SF2P-C
ANON-33SX-S7CT-J
ANON-33SX-S2PW-W
ANON-33SX-S2F7-K
ANON-33SX-S2BR-A
ANON-33SX-S24G-H
Living Streets
Living Streets, Hackney
Branch
Bermondsey and
Rotherhithe Community
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TfL is proposing an extension of the London
Overground service from Barking to Barking
Riverside. In addition TfL has identified a further
extension across the Thames to Thamesmead
and Abbey Wood as an opportunity worthy of
future consideration. This project is being
progressed independently of the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme rather than as an alternative, as
it would not address the issues of congestion and
road network resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel
which the Silvertown Tunnel is seeking to
address.
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Council
Consider an extension f
the DLR to East
Greenwich.

ANON-33SX-SNQY-V

TfL has considered the potential for rail-based
public transport connections to address the
problems of the Blackwall Tunnel. This includes
different forms of rail crossings including heavy
rail, light rail e.g. DLR, Overground, underground,
trams etc. A key issue for public transport-based
options is that they would offer almost no benefit
for highway network resilience. In the event of
closures of the Blackwall Tunnel, large numbers
of vehicles already part-way through their
journeys would still need to find alternative roadbased routes across the river as there would be
no practical prospect of switching to alternative
modes of transport instead. This would leave a
critical objective of the Scheme and the river
crossings programme unmet.

N

TfL highlighted during the consultation that based
on the recent history of the Jubilee Line
extension, the amount of traffic using the
Blackwall Tunnel is unlikely to reduce significantly
as a result of an additional rail crossing in this
area. The problem of congestion therefore is also
likely to remain. TfL has carried out additional
transport modelling to test this point. The tests
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included a comprehensive package of public
transport enhancement, including the introduction
of new schemes such as a DLR extension from
Canning Town to Falconwood and an
Overground extension from Barking to Barking
Riverside and to Abbey Wood. The tests indicate
that while public transport enhancements may be
beneficial in their own right, they are unlikely to
materially impact congestion and delay at the
Blackwall Tunnel as they would not discernibly
reduce traffic flow at the Blackwall Tunnel or
adjacent crossings. When adding a user charge
at the Blackwall Tunnel the model indicates that a
modest reduction in traffic flow would be
experienced in the off-peak and counter peak
periods but not at times of highest demand, and a
delay of around 10 minutes would remain at
these times. Comparing these results to tests
where the Blackwall Tunnel is charged and no
new public transport infrastructure is introduced
suggests that the vast majority of any reduction in
flow or delay is the result of the user charge at
the Blackwall Tunnel rather than the introduction
of new cross-river public transport infrastructure.
A more detailed assessment of these tests is
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
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Reference: 7.1).
TfL did assess the feasibility of extending the
DLR network via the Silvertown Tunnel to serve
the Kidbrooke, Eltham and Falconwood areas of
south Greenwich. This would involve running new
services to and from Stratford International, on
the basis that spare capacity is available on this
branch but not for additional services to
Bank/Tower Gateway.
While such an extension could in principle go
some way towards improving public transport
connectivity in the area around the Silvertown
Tunnel, several major engineering challenges
exist which mean that TfL does not consider it to
be a viable option. These are set out in the Case
for the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
The same principles would apply to a DLR
extension to Welling.
Although a DLR extension through the Silvertown
Tunnel is not being progressed, as set out above
the possibility of extending the network from the
Gallions Reach area to Thamesmead is being
explored as part of the proposed Gallions Reach
crossing which forms part of the wider river
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crossings programme to the east of Silvertown.
An opportunity also exists for constructing a new
DLR station at Thames Wharf on the existing
network between Canning Town and West
Silvertown stations, close to the north portal of
the Silvertown Tunnel, should this be justified by
demand from new development in the area.
Consider an extension of ANON-33SX-S7BK-8
the DLR from Woolwich
to Eltham.

TfL has considered the potential for rail-based
public transport connections to address the
problems of the Blackwall Tunnel. This includes
different forms of rail crossings including heavy
rail, light rail e.g. DLR, Overground, underground,
trams etc. A key issue for public transport-based
options is that they would offer almost no benefit
for highway network resilience. In the event of
closures of the Blackwall Tunnel, large numbers
of vehicles already part-way through their
journeys would still need to find alternative roadbased routes across the river as there would be
no practical prospect of switching to alternative
modes of transport instead. This would leave a
critical objective of the Scheme and the river
crossings programme unmet.
TfL highlighted during the consultation that based
on the recent history of the Jubilee Line
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extension, the amount of traffic using the
Blackwall Tunnel is unlikely to reduce significantly
as a result of an additional rail crossing in this
area. The problem of congestion therefore is also
likely to remain. TfL has carried out additional
transport modelling to test this point. The tests
included a comprehensive package of public
transport enhancement, including the introduction
of new schemes such as a DLR extension from
Canning Town to Falconwood and an
Overground extension from Barking to Barking
Riverside and to Abbey Wood. The tests indicate
that while public transport enhancements may be
beneficial in their own right, they are unlikely to
materially impact congestion and delay at the
Blackwall Tunnel as they would not discernibly
reduce traffic flow at the Blackwall Tunnel or
adjacent crossings. When adding a user charge
at the Blackwall Tunnel the model indicates that a
modest reduction in traffic flow would be
experienced in the off-peak and counter peak
periods but not at times of highest demand, and a
delay of around 10 minutes would remain at
these times. Comparing these results to tests
where the Blackwall Tunnel is charged and no
new public transport infrastructure is introduced
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suggests that the vast majority of any reduction in
flow or delay is the result of the user charge at
the Blackwall Tunnel rather than the introduction
of new cross-river public transport infrastructure.
A more detailed assessment of these tests is
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
TfL therefore consider the Silvertown Tunnel to
be a better solution to the problems of congestion
and resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel than a
DLR extension from Woolwich to Eltham.
Consider an extension of ANON-33SX-S7U2-2
the DLR from Woolwich
to Mottingham
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TfL has considered the potential for rail-based
public transport connections to address the
problems of the Blackwall Tunnel. This includes
different forms of rail crossings including heavy
rail, light rail e.g. DLR, Overground, underground,
trams etc. A key issue for public transport-based
options is that they would offer almost no benefit
for highway network resilience. In the event of
closures of the Blackwall Tunnel, large numbers
of vehicles already part-way through their
journeys would still need to find alternative roadbased routes across the river as there would be
no practical prospect of switching to alternative
modes of transport instead. This would leave a
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critical objective of the Scheme and the river
crossings programme unmet.
TfL highlighted during the consultation that based
on the recent history of the Jubilee Line
extension, the amount of traffic using the
Blackwall Tunnel is unlikely to reduce significantly
as a result of an additional rail crossing in this
area. The problem of congestion therefore is also
likely to remain. TfL has carried out additional
transport modelling to test this point. The tests
included a comprehensive package of public
transport enhancement, including the introduction
of new schemes such as a DLR extension from
Canning Town to Falconwood and an
Overground extension from Barking to Barking
Riverside and to Abbey Wood. The tests indicate
that while public transport enhancements may be
beneficial in their own right, they are unlikely to
materially impact congestion and delay at the
Blackwall Tunnel as they would not discernibly
reduce traffic flow at the Blackwall Tunnel or
adjacent crossings. When adding a user charge
at the Blackwall Tunnel the model indicates that a
modest reduction in traffic flow would be
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experienced in the off-peak and counter peak
periods but not at times of highest demand, and a
delay of around 10 minutes would remain at
these times. Comparing these results to tests
where the Blackwall Tunnel is charged and no
new public transport infrastructure is introduced
suggests that the vast majority of any reduction in
flow or delay is the result of the user charge at
the Blackwall Tunnel rather than the introduction
of new cross-river public transport infrastructure.
A more detailed assessment of these tests is
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
TfL therefore consider the Silvertown Tunnel to
be a better solution to the problems of congestion
and resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel than a
DLR extension from Woolwich to Mottingham.
Consider an extension of London Assembly, Labour
the DLR to Barking
Group
Riverside and
Thamesmead.
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TfL is proposing an extension of the London
Overground service from Barking to Barking
Riverside and applied to the Secretary of State
for Transport for a Transport and Works Act
Order (TWAO) on 31 March 2016, asking for
powers to construct and operate the rail
extension. In addition TfL has identified a further
extension across the Thames to Thamesmead
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and Abbey Wood as an opportunity worthy of
future consideration. This project is being
progressed independently of the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme rather than as an alternative, as
it would not address the issues of congestion and
road network resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel
which the Silvertown Tunnel is seeking to
address.
Consider an extension of Greenwich Conservatives
the DLR to Eltham.
ANON-33SX-STPK-K
Consider an extension of ANON-33SX-SNU9-Z
the DLR to Kidbrooke /
ANON-33SX-SFWA-2
Eltham / Falconwood.
ANON-33SX-SFJQ-5
ANON-33SX-S7TC-J
ANON-33SX-S2CF-Y
Consider an extension of ANON-33SX-STX8-8
the DLR to Kidbrooke /
Eltham.
Consider an extension of ANON-33SX-SNQY-V
the DLR to North
ANON-33SX-S21H-F
Greenwich.
Member of Parliament for

TfL has considered the potential for rail-based
public transport connections to address the
problems of the Blackwall Tunnel. This includes
different forms of rail crossings including heavy
rail, light rail e.g. DLR, Overground, underground,
trams etc. A key issue for public transport-based
options is that they would offer almost no benefit
for highway network resilience. In the event of
closures of the Blackwall Tunnel, large numbers
of vehicles already part-way through their
journeys would still need to find alternative roadbased routes across the river as there would be
no practical prospect of switching to alternative
modes of transport instead. This would leave a
critical objective of the Scheme and the river
crossings programme unmet.

N
N

N
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TfL highlighted during the consultation that based
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Eltham and Plumstead

on the recent history of the Jubilee Line
extension, the amount of traffic using the
Blackwall Tunnel is unlikely to reduce significantly
N
as a result of an additional rail crossing in this
area. The problem of congestion therefore is also
likely to remain. TfL has carried out additional
transport modelling to test this point. The tests
included a comprehensive package of public
transport enhancement, including the introduction
of new schemes such as a DLR extension from
Canning Town to Falconwood and an
Overground extension from Barking to Barking
Riverside and to Abbey Wood. The tests indicate
that while public transport enhancements may be
beneficial in their own right, they are unlikely to
materially impact congestion and delay at the
Blackwall Tunnel as they would not discernibly
reduce traffic flow at the Blackwall Tunnel or
adjacent crossings. When adding a user charge
at the Blackwall Tunnel the model indicates that a
modest reduction in traffic flow would be
experienced in the off-peak and counter peak
periods but not at times of highest demand, and a
delay of around 10 minutes would remain at
these times. Comparing these results to tests
where the Blackwall Tunnel is charged and no

ANON-33SX-STJP-J
Consider an extension of ANON-33SX-SNV9-1
the DLR to Welling.
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new public transport infrastructure is introduced
suggests that the vast majority of any reduction in
flow or delay is the result of the user charge at
the Blackwall Tunnel rather than the introduction
of new cross-river public transport infrastructure.
A more detailed assessment of these tests is
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
TfL did assess the feasibility of extending the
DLR network via the Silvertown Tunnel to serve
the Kidbrooke, Eltham and Falconwood areas of
south Greenwich. This would involve running new
services to and from Stratford International, on
the basis that spare capacity is available on this
branch but not for additional services to
Bank/Tower Gateway.
While such an extension could in principle go
some way towards improving public transport
connectivity in the area around the Silvertown
Tunnel, several major engineering challenges
exist which mean that TfL does not consider it to
be a viable option as part of this Scheme. These
are set out in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1).
The same principles would apply to a DLR
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extension to Welling.
Although a DLR extension through the Silvertown
Tunnel is not being progressed, as set out above
the possibility of extending the network from the
Gallions Reach area to Thamesmead is being
explored as part of the proposed Gallions Reach
crossing which forms part of the wider river
crossings programme to the east of Silvertown.
An opportunity also exists for constructing a new
DLR station at Thames Wharf on the existing
network between Canning Town and West
Silvertown stations, close to the north portal of
the Silvertown Tunnel, should this be justified by
demand from new development in the area.
Consider an extension of ANON-33SX-STX8-8
the DLR to west of
Bexley.
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TfL has considered the potential for rail-based
public transport connections to address the
problems of the Blackwall Tunnel. This includes
different forms of rail crossings including heavy
rail, light rail e.g. DLR, Overground, underground,
trams etc. A key issue for public transport-based
options is that they would offer almost no benefit
for highway network resilience. In the event of
closures of the Blackwall Tunnel, large numbers
of vehicles already part-way through their
journeys would still need to find alternative road-
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based routes across the river as there would be
no practical prospect of switching to alternative
modes of transport instead. This would leave a
critical objective of the Scheme and the river
crossings programme unmet.
TfL highlighted during the consultation that based
on the recent history of the Jubilee Line
extension, the amount of traffic using the
Blackwall Tunnel is unlikely to reduce significantly
as a result of an additional rail crossing in this
area. The problem of congestion therefore is also
likely to remain. TfL has carried out additional
transport modelling to test this point. The tests
included a comprehensive package of public
transport enhancement, including the introduction
of new schemes such as a DLR extension from
Canning Town to Falconwood and an
Overground extension from Barking to Barking
Riverside and to Abbey Wood. The tests indicate
that while public transport enhancements may be
beneficial in their own right, they are unlikely to
materially impact congestion and delay at the
Blackwall Tunnel as they would not discernibly
reduce traffic flow at the Blackwall Tunnel or
adjacent crossings. When adding a user charge
at the Blackwall Tunnel the model indicates that a
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modest reduction in traffic flow would be
experienced in the off-peak and counter peak
periods but not at times of highest demand, and a
delay of around 10 minutes would remain at
these times. Comparing these results to tests
where the Blackwall Tunnel is charged and no
new public transport infrastructure is introduced
suggests that the vast majority of any reduction in
flow or delay is the result of the user charge at
the Blackwall Tunnel rather than the introduction
of new cross-river public transport infrastructure.
A more detailed assessment of these tests is
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
TfL did assess the feasibility of extending the
DLR network via the Silvertown Tunnel to serve
the Kidbrooke, Eltham and Falconwood areas of
south Greenwich. This would involve running new
services to and from Stratford International, on
the basis that spare capacity is available on this
branch but not for additional services to
Bank/Tower Gateway.
While such an extension could go some way
towards improving public transport connectivity in
the area around the Silvertown Tunnel, several
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major engineering challenges exist which mean
that TfL do not consider it to be a viable option.
These are set out in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1).
Although a DLR extension through the Silvertown
Tunnel is not being progressed, as set out above
the possibility of extending the network from the
Gallions Reach area to Thamesmead is being
explored as part of the proposed Gallions Reach
crossing which forms part of the wider river
crossings programme to the east of Silvertown.
An opportunity also exists for constructing a new
DLR station at Thames Wharf on the existing
network between Canning Town and West
Silvertown stations, close to the north portal of
the Silvertown Tunnel, should this be justified by
demand from new development in the area.
The same principles would apply to a DLR
extension towards Bexley.
Consider an extension to ANON-33SX-SF8X-T
the Bakerloo Line.

Independently of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme
TfL is working on proposals for an extension of
the Bakerloo Line from Elephant & Castle to
improve transport connections in south east
London and to enable growth in homes and jobs.
TfL is at the early stage of developing this new

N
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extension and has been considering options for
the route and where it should end. This work has
concluded that an extension to Lewisham via the
Old Kent Road is the preferred option for an
extension. TfL consulted on the Scheme in
autumn 2014 which showed that 95% of 15,000
responses supported the principle of an
extension. Further consultations will take place
once TfL has progressed plans further. If a
decision is made to progress the Scheme, and
the necessary funding secured, construction
could start in 2023 with services running by
around 2030.
Consider building a
crossing from south to
north London, bypassing
east London.

ANON-33SX-SFVJ-A

The aim of the Silvertown Tunnel is to provide
congestion relief to the Blackwall Tunnel and
provide local links for vehicle traffic. The
Blackwall Tunnel will continue to serve as the
strategic link providing access between southeast and north-east London. Entry and exit points
would continue to exist along the strategic routes
to allow for vehicles to access relevant
destinations off the strategic route network.

N

Consider building a
pedestrian / cycle
crossing between

ANON-33SX-S2P5-U

Initial work led by Sustrans has confirmed the
feasibility of developing a new crossing in this
location. TfL is therefore planning to undertake

N
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Consider building a
pedestrian / cycle
crossing between North
Greenwich and East
India.
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further engineering work and market engagement
to seek industry experts’ advice and input to this
project and test what can be delivered using the
most cost effective solutions. In recognition of the
time it could take to bring forward plans for a new
crossing, secure the funding and construct, TfL is
also examining options for introducing a new ferry
service in this location in the short term. This
would help meet an immediate need and
establish a link that could be replaced by a fixed
crossing in due course. This scheme would not
address the problems of the Blackwall Tunnel.
ANON-33SX-SFP8-J

TfL is looking at how best to enhance crossing
N
options between east and south-east London for
pedestrians and cyclists, including consideration
of new bridge or passenger ferry links and
bringing forward a local fare strategy for the EAL.
While these schemes may be beneficial in
addressing other problems or creating other new
opportunities for walking and cycling trips, and
may well be taken forward separately in due
course, they do not solve the problem of
congestion and road network reliability and
resilience which the Silvertown Tunnel is seeking
to address and would not provide east and southeast London with the long term security of a
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reliable road crossing point. This is set out in
more detail in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1). A summary of the
options TfL has considered including pedestrian
and cycle bridges, ferries and cable car options
are also set out in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1).
TfL has assessed a passenger ferry option
between North Greenwich and East India. The
option was discounted as a solution to the
problems at the Blackwall Tunnel for the reasons
set out above. This assessment is summarised in
the Case for the Scheme (Document Reference:
7.1).
Consider building a
pedestrian / cycle
crossing between Tower
Bridge and Silvertown.
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N
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beneficial in addressing other problems or
creating other new opportunities for walking and
cycling trips, and may well be taken forward
separately in due course, they do not solve the
problem of congestion and road network reliability
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and resilience which the Silvertown Tunnel is
seeking to address and would not provide east
and south-east London with the long term
security of a reliable road crossing point. This is
set out in more detail in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1).
TfL has looked at several locations between
Tower Bridge and Silvertown as part of this
assessment. The main options considered
include: Rotherhithe to Canary Wharf, North
Greenwich to Canary Wharf and North
Greenwich to Silvertown.
Consider building a
pedestrian / cycle
crossing instead of or in
addition to Silvertown
Tunnel.

ANON-33SX-STCM-8
ANON-33SX-STA4-D
ANON-33SX-ST6A-F
ANON-33SX-ST5R-Y
ANON-33SX-ST5G-M
ANON-33SX-SNV8-Z
ANON-33SX-SNV1-S
ANON-33SX-SNUQ-R
ANON-33SX-SNUN-N

TfL is looking at how best to enhance crossing
N
options between east and south-east London for
pedestrians and cyclists, including consideration
of new bridge or passenger ferry links and
bringing forward a local fare strategy for the EAL.
While these schemes may be beneficial in
addressing other problems or creating other new
opportunities for walking and cycling trips, and
may well be taken forward separately in due
course, they do not solve the problem of
congestion and road network reliability and
resilience which the Silvertown Tunnel is seeking
to address and would not provide east and south-
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ANON-33SX-SNUM-M

east London with the long term security of a
reliable road crossing point. This is set out in
more detail in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1). A summary of the
options TfL has considered including pedestrian
and cycle bridges, ferries and cable car options
are also set out in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1).

ANON-33SX-SNUA-8
ANON-33SX-SNSY-X
ANON-33SX-SNHV-G
ANON-33SX-SNHG-1
ANON-33SX-SNHE-Y
ANON-33SX-SNH9-K
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SNB6-A
ANON-33SX-SN8A-B
ANON-33SX-SN89-3
ANON-33SX-SN7S-V
ANON-33SX-SN3T-S
ANON-33SX-SN37-V
ANON-33SX-SN1E-8
ANON-33SX-SFZE-9
ANON-33SX-SFZ3-Q
ANON-33SX-SFZ1-N
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ANON-33SX-SFY9-V
ANON-33SX-SFW9-T
ANON-33SX-SFVT-M
ANON-33SX-SFUV-N
ANON-33SX-SFT2-G
ANON-33SX-SFSV-K
ANON-33SX-SFSQ-E
ANON-33SX-SFR5-H
ANON-33SX-SFQY-M
ANON-33SX-SFPZ-M
ANON-33SX-SFM4-B
ANON-33SX-SFJW-B
ANON-33SX-SFJ9-D
ANON-33SX-SFGR-3
ANON-33SX-SFFP-Z
ANON-33SX-SFFN-X
ANON-33SX-SFFM-W
ANON-33SX-SFF8-8
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ANON-33SX-SFCR-Y
ANON-33SX-SFC3-Z
ANON-33SX-SFBV-2
ANON-33SX-SFBF-J
ANON-33SX-SFAK-P
ANON-33SX-SF91-M
ANON-33SX-SF8P-J
ANON-33SX-SF7Q-J
ANON-33SX-SF7M-E
ANON-33SX-SF6M-D
ANON-33SX-SF6G-7
ANON-33SX-SF3M-A
ANON-33SX-SF1D-Y
ANON-33SX-S7WV-8
ANON-33SX-S7TU-4
ANON-33SX-S7SK-S
ANON-33SX-S7MM-N
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ANON-33SX-S7DX-Q
ANON-33SX-S7CA-Y
ANON-33SX-S7AK-7
ANON-33SX-S7AA-W
ANON-33SX-S75H-R
ANON-33SX-S72X-5
ANON-33SX-S2XB-G
ANON-33SX-S2VJ-P
ANON-33SX-S2V8-4
ANON-33SX-S2TS-W
ANON-33SX-S2SG-G
ANON-33SX-S2S7-Z
ANON-33SX-S2QM-M
ANON-33SX-S2PW-W
ANON-33SX-S2MF-9
ANON-33SX-S2J5-N
ANON-33SX-S2HQ-F
ANON-33SX-S2GX-N
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ANON-33SX-S2GH-5
ANON-33SX-S2FV-J
ANON-33SX-S2F7-K
ANON-33SX-S2EG-2
ANON-33SX-S2EE-Z
ANON-33SX-S2EA-V
ANON-33SX-S2D8-J
ANON-33SX-S2B6-E
ANON-33SX-S2A7-E
ANON-33SX-S291-Z
ANON-33SX-S28A-F
ANON-33SX-S286-4
ANON-33SX-S27F-K
ANON-33SX-S25X-3
ANON-33SX-S236-Y
ANON-33SX-S22D-C
ANON-33SX-S217-X
Newham Friends of the
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Earth
Newham Cyclists – London
Borough of Newham
London Cycling Campaign
(LCC) local group
London Cycling Campaign
Lewisham Green Party
Greenwich Green Party
East Greenwich Residents
Association
BHLF-33SX-SNJR-E
BHLF-33SX-S7VQ-2
BHLF-33SX-S7BF-3
ANON-33SX-STYT-5
ANON-33SX-STY9-A
ANON-33SX-STWK-T
ANON-33SX-STW6-5
ANON-33SX-STVV-4
ANON-33SX-STSC-E
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ANON-33SX-STN8-X
ANON-33SX-STMS-R
ANON-33SX-STHU-N
ANON-33SX-STFT-J
ANON-33SX-STEZ-Q
ANON-33SX-STEH-5
Consider building a road BHLF-33SX-S7WY-B
bridge between Canada
Water and Canary Wharf
that accommodates
pedestrians and cyclists.

The construction of a road bridge between
Canada Water and Canary Wharf would be likely
to have significant impacts on land and existing
properties in order to build the approaches and
connect it to the local road network. Other
challenges associated with such an option are
significant environmental impacts and traffic
impacts on the local road network surrounding
these locations. Finally, the river is navigable to
shipping in this area so bridges need to be very
high or capable of opening for shipping; both
options would have major impacts on the
community in Canada Water and Canary Wharf,
and an opening structure would be regularly
closed to traffic and would therefore not provide a
reliable and resilient crossing.
Initial work led by Sustrans and undertaken by
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reForm architects has tested the feasibility of
developing a new crossing for pedestrians and
cyclists in this location. This work has concluded
that an opening bridge would be feasible and has
identified a series of parameters and constraints
within which a bridge would have to be
developed.
The key objective for the next stage of work is to
develop a design for the bridge that is compatible
with the constraints and is capable of securing
the necessary funding. This will include
substantial funding from third parties.
TfL is therefore planning to undertake market
engagement to seek industry experts’ advice and
input to this project and test what can be
delivered using the most cost effective solutions.
A Prior Information Notice (PIN) has been issued.
Subject to the outcome of the market
engagement and Mayoral support, a design
competition could then be held later this year to
help determine the final proposals for the
Scheme. TfL are in the process of developing a
programme for this competition.
In recognition of the time it could take to bring
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forward plans for a bridge, secure the funding
and construct, TfL is also examining options for
introducing a new ferry service in this location in
the short term. This would help meet an
immediate need and establish a link that could be
replaced by a bridge in due course.
This scheme would not address the problems of
the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL is considering improvements to the
Rotherhithe Tunnel in the context of TfL’s wider
river crossings strategy, independently of the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme and TfL would need
to fully understand benefits/dis-benefits to all
road users of these improvement.
Further information on TfL’s assessment of
different crossing options is presented in the
Case for the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
Consider combining a
river crossing at
Woolwich with a flood
defence / energy
harnessing system.
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N
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for highway network resilience. In the event of
closures of the Blackwall Tunnel, large numbers
of vehicles already part-way through their
journeys would still need to find alternative roadbased routes across the river as there would be
no practical prospect of switching to alternative
modes of transport instead. This would leave a
critical objective of the Scheme and the river
crossings programme unmet.
TfL highlighted during the consultation that based
on the recent history of the Jubilee Line
extension, the amount of traffic using the
Blackwall Tunnel is unlikely to reduce significantly
as a result of an additional rail crossing in this
area. The problem of congestion therefore is also
likely to remain. TfL has carried out additional
transport modelling to test this point. The tests
included a comprehensive package of public
transport enhancement, including the introduction
of new schemes such as a DLR extension from
Canning Town to Falconwood and an
Overground extension from Barking to Barking
Riverside and to Abbey Wood. The tests indicate
that while public transport enhancements may be
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beneficial in their own right, they are unlikely to
materially impact congestion and delay at the
Blackwall Tunnel as they would not discernibly
reduce traffic flow at the Blackwall Tunnel or
adjacent crossings. When adding a user charge
at the Blackwall Tunnel the model indicates that a
modest reduction in traffic flow would be
experienced in the off-peak and counter peak
periods but not at times of highest demand, and a
delay of around 10 minutes would remain at
these times. Comparing these results to tests
where the Blackwall Tunnel is charged and no
new public transport infrastructure is introduced
suggests that the vast majority of any reduction in
flow or delay is the result of the user charge at
the Blackwall Tunnel rather than the introduction
of new cross-river public transport infrastructure.
A more detailed assessment of these tests is
included in chapter 3 of the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference 7.1).
The Scheme will enable TfL to run new and
improved cross river bus services through the
Silvertown and Blackwall Tunnels. Safety
requirements prevent cyclists and pedestrians
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using the Blackwall Tunnel and in terms of the
new tunnel, TfL investigated options for
pedestrian and cycling access within the main
bores or in a separate tunnel. However, given the
length of the crossing and modern safety
requirements, such an approach would not be
appropriate. Nor would it be or cost effective
given the existence of the Emirates Air Line
crossing.
Consider combining a
river crossing with a
flood defence.

ANON-33SX-S7QT-Z
ANON-33SX-S7EV-P
ANON-33SX-S2TD-E

Combining a river crossing with a flood defence
N
would require the crossing to be a bridge. TfL has
considered bridge options at Silvertown. While
technically feasible, these would bring several
disadvantages compared with a tunnel option.
The river is navigable to shipping in this area so
bridges need to be very high or capable of
opening for shipping; both options would have
major impacts on the community on the
Greenwich Peninsula, and an opening structure
would be regularly closed to traffic and would
therefore not provide a reliable and resilient
crossing. Details of these assessments are
reported in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
A tunnel option thus presents the best solution to
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addressing the problems at the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL is therefore not progressing plans of
integrating a flood defence into a bridge option at
this location.
Consider Crossrail 3.

ANON-33SX-SFWG-8

TfL has considered the potential for rail-based
N
public transport connections to address the
problems of the Blackwall Tunnel. This includes
different forms of rail crossings including heavy
rail, light rail e.g. DLR, Overground, underground,
trams etc. A key issue for public transport-based
options is that they would offer almost no benefit
for highway network resilience. In the event of
closures of the Blackwall Tunnel, large numbers
of vehicles already part-way through their
journeys would still need to find alternative roadbased routes across the river as there would be
no practical prospect of switching to alternative
modes of transport instead. This would leave a
critical objective of the Scheme and the river
crossings programme unmet.
TfL highlighted during the consultation that based
on the recent history of the Jubilee Line
extension, the amount of traffic using the
Blackwall Tunnel is unlikely to reduce significantly
as a result of an additional rail crossing in this
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area. The problem of congestion therefore is also
likely to remain. TfL has carried out additional
transport modelling to test this point. The tests
included a comprehensive package of public
transport enhancement, including the introduction
of new schemes such as a DLR extension from
Canning Town to Falconwood and an
Overground extension from Barking to Barking
Riverside and to Abbey Wood. The tests indicate
that while public transport enhancements may be
beneficial in their own right, they are unlikely to
materially impact congestion and delay at the
Blackwall Tunnel as they would not discernibly
reduce traffic flow at the Blackwall Tunnel or
adjacent crossings. When adding a user charge
at the Blackwall Tunnel the model indicates that a
modest reduction in traffic flow would be
experienced in the off-peak and counter peak
periods but not at times of highest demand, and a
delay of around 10 minutes would remain at
these times. Comparing these results to tests
where the Blackwall Tunnel is charged and no
new public transport infrastructure is introduced
suggests that the vast majority of any reduction in
flow or delay is the result of the user charge at
the Blackwall Tunnel rather than the introduction
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of new cross-river public transport infrastructure.
A more detailed assessment of these tests is
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
Significant development and regeneration
potential exists in the Bexley and North Kent rail
corridor beyond Abbey Wood, located at the core
of the wider Thames Gateway growth area.
Together with local partners TfL is examining the
case for an extension of Crossrail as part of a
package of transport interventions to unlock the
identified growth potential.
Consider extension of
DLR from Woolwich to
North Greenwich.
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N
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trams etc. A key issue for public transport-based
options is that they would offer almost no benefit
for highway network resilience. In the event of
closures of the Blackwall Tunnel, large numbers
of vehicles already part-way through their
journeys would still need to find alternative roadbased routes across the river as there would be
no practical prospect of switching to alternative
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modes of transport instead. This would leave a
critical objective of the Scheme and the river
crossings programme unmet.
TfL highlighted during the consultation that based
on the recent history of the Jubilee Line
extension, the amount of traffic using the
Blackwall Tunnel is unlikely to reduce significantly
as a result of an additional rail crossing in this
area. The problem of congestion therefore is also
likely to remain. TfL has carried out additional
transport modelling to test this point. The tests
included a comprehensive package of public
transport enhancement, including the introduction
of new schemes such as a DLR extension from
Canning Town to Falconwood and an
Overground extension from Barking to Barking
Riverside and to Abbey Wood. The tests indicate
that while public transport enhancements may be
beneficial in their own right, they are unlikely to
materially impact congestion and delay at the
Blackwall Tunnel as they would not discernibly
reduce traffic flow at the Blackwall Tunnel or
adjacent crossings. When adding a user charge
at the Blackwall Tunnel the model indicates that a
modest reduction in traffic flow would be
experienced in the off-peak and counter peak
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periods but not at times of highest demand, and a
delay of around 10 minutes would remain at
these times. Comparing these results to tests
where the Blackwall Tunnel is charged and no
new public transport infrastructure is introduced
suggests that the vast majority of any reduction in
flow or delay is the result of the user charge at
the Blackwall Tunnel rather than the introduction
of new cross-river public transport infrastructure.
A more detailed assessment of these tests is
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
Consider extension of
DLR from Isle of Dogs to
Surrey Quays /
Greenwich Peninsula.
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TfL has considered the potential for rail-based
public transport connections to address the
problems of the Blackwall Tunnel. This includes
different forms of rail crossings including heavy
rail, light rail e.g. DLR, Overground, underground,
trams etc. A key issue for public transport-based
options is that they would offer almost no benefit
for highway network resilience. In the event of
closures of the Blackwall Tunnel, large numbers
of vehicles already part-way through their
journeys would still need to find alternative roadbased routes across the river as there would be
no practical prospect of switching to alternative
modes of transport instead. This would leave a
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critical objective of the Scheme and the river
crossings programme unmet.
TfL highlighted during the consultation that based
on the recent history of the Jubilee Line
extension, the amount of traffic using the
Blackwall Tunnel is unlikely to reduce significantly
as a result of an additional rail crossing in this
area. The problem of congestion therefore is also
likely to remain. TfL has carried out additional
transport modelling to test this point. The tests
included a comprehensive package of public
transport enhancement, including the introduction
of new schemes such as a DLR extension from
Canning Town to Falconwood and an
Overground extension from Barking to Barking
Riverside and to Abbey Wood. The tests indicate
that while public transport enhancements may be
beneficial in their own right, they are unlikely to
materially impact congestion and delay at the
Blackwall Tunnel as they would not discernibly
reduce traffic flow at the Blackwall Tunnel or
adjacent crossings. When adding a user charge
at the Blackwall Tunnel the model indicates that a
modest reduction in traffic flow would be
experienced in the off-peak and counter peak
periods but not at times of highest demand, and a
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delay of around 10 minutes would remain at
these times. Comparing these results to tests
where the Blackwall Tunnel is charged and no
new public transport infrastructure is introduced
suggests that the vast majority of any reduction in
flow or delay is the result of the user charge at
the Blackwall Tunnel rather than the introduction
of new cross-river public transport infrastructure.
A more detailed assessment of these tests is
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
These principles apply to a range of locations
including a crossing from the Isle of Dogs to
Surrey Quays or Greenwich.
Consider extension of
DLR to Canary Wharf
and Crossrail.
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trams etc. A key issue for public transport-based
options is that they would offer almost no benefit
for highway network resilience. In the event of
closures of the Blackwall Tunnel, large numbers
of vehicles already part-way through their
journeys would still need to find alternative road-
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based routes across the river as there would be
no practical prospect of switching to alternative
modes of transport instead. This would leave a
critical objective of the Scheme and the river
crossings programme unmet.
TfL highlighted during the consultation that based
on the recent history of the Jubilee Line
extension, the amount of traffic using the
Blackwall Tunnel is unlikely to reduce significantly
as a result of an additional rail crossing in this
area. The problem of congestion therefore is also
likely to remain. TfL has carried out additional
transport modelling to test this point. The tests
included a comprehensive package of public
transport enhancement, including the introduction
of new schemes such as a DLR extension from
Canning Town to Falconwood and an
Overground extension from Barking to Barking
Riverside and to Abbey Wood. The tests indicate
that while public transport enhancements may be
beneficial in their own right, they are unlikely to
materially impact congestion and delay at the
Blackwall Tunnel as they would not discernibly
reduce traffic flow at the Blackwall Tunnel or
adjacent crossings. When adding a user charge
at the Blackwall Tunnel the model indicates that a
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modest reduction in traffic flow would be
experienced in the off-peak and counter peak
periods but not at times of highest demand, and a
delay of around 10 minutes would remain at
these times. Comparing these results to tests
where the Blackwall Tunnel is charged and no
new public transport infrastructure is introduced
suggests that the vast majority of any reduction in
flow or delay is the result of the user charge at
the Blackwall Tunnel rather than the introduction
of new cross-river public transport infrastructure.
A more detailed assessment of these tests is
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
These principles apply to a range of locations
including a crossing from Canary Wharf to North
Greenwich
Consider extension of
rail from Welling /
Dartford to Thurrock /
Barking.
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TfL has considered the potential for rail-based
public transport connections to address the
problems of the Blackwall Tunnel. This includes
different forms of rail crossings including heavy
rail, light rail e.g. DLR, Overground, underground,
trams etc. A key issue for public transport-based
options is that they would offer almost no benefit
for highway network resilience. In the event of
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closures of the Blackwall Tunnel, large numbers
of vehicles already part-way through their
journeys would still need to find alternative roadbased routes across the river as there would be
no practical prospect of switching to alternative
modes of transport instead. This would leave a
critical objective of the Scheme and the river
crossings programme unmet.
TfL highlighted during the consultation that based
on the recent history of the Jubilee Line
extension, the amount of traffic using the
Blackwall Tunnel is unlikely to reduce significantly
as a result of an additional rail crossing in this
area. The problem of congestion therefore is also
likely to remain. TfL has carried out additional
transport modelling to test this point. The tests
included a comprehensive package of public
transport enhancement, including the introduction
of new schemes such as a DLR extension from
Canning Town to Falconwood and an
Overground extension from Barking to Barking
Riverside and to Abbey Wood. The tests indicate
that while public transport enhancements may be
beneficial in their own right, they are unlikely to
materially impact congestion and delay at the
Blackwall Tunnel as they would not discernibly
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reduce traffic flow at the Blackwall Tunnel or
adjacent crossings. When adding a user charge
at the Blackwall Tunnel the model indicates that a
modest reduction in traffic flow would be
experienced in the off-peak and counter peak
periods but not at times of highest demand, and a
delay of around 10 minutes would remain at
these times. Comparing these results to tests
where the Blackwall Tunnel is charged and no
new public transport infrastructure is introduced
suggests that the vast majority of any reduction in
flow or delay is the result of the user charge at
the Blackwall Tunnel rather than the introduction
of new cross-river public transport infrastructure.
A more detailed assessment of these tests is
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
TfL therefore considers the Silvertown Tunnel to
be a better solution to the problems of congestion
and resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel than a rail
link from Welling/Dartford to Thurrock/Barking.
Consider extension of
the DLR at the Thames
Barrier.
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TfL has considered the potential for rail-based
public transport connections to address the
problems of the Blackwall Tunnel. This includes
different forms of rail crossings including heavy
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rail, light rail e.g. DLR, Overground, underground,
trams etc. A key issue for public transport-based
options is that they would offer almost no benefit
for highway network resilience. In the event of
closures of the Blackwall Tunnel, large numbers
of vehicles already part-way through their
journeys would still need to find alternative roadbased routes across the river as there would be
no practical prospect of switching to alternative
modes of transport instead. This would leave a
critical objective of the Scheme and the river
crossings programme unmet.
TfL highlighted during the consultation that based
on the recent history of the Jubilee Line
extension, the amount of traffic using the
Blackwall Tunnel is unlikely to reduce significantly
as a result of an additional rail crossing in this
area. The problem of congestion therefore is also
likely to remain. TfL has carried out additional
transport modelling to test this point. The tests
included a comprehensive package of public
transport enhancement, including the introduction
of new schemes such as a DLR extension from
Canning Town to Falconwood and an
Overground extension from Barking to Barking
Riverside and to Abbey Wood. The tests indicate
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that while public transport enhancements may be
beneficial in their own right, they are unlikely to
materially impact congestion and delay at the
Blackwall Tunnel as they would not discernibly
reduce traffic flow at the Blackwall Tunnel or
adjacent crossings. When adding a user charge
at the Blackwall Tunnel the model indicates that a
modest reduction in traffic flow would be
experienced in the off-peak and counter peak
periods but not at times of highest demand, and a
delay of around 10 minutes would remain at
these times. Comparing these results to tests
where the Blackwall Tunnel is charged and no
new public transport infrastructure is introduced
suggests that the vast majority of any reduction in
flow or delay is the result of the user charge at
the Blackwall Tunnel rather than the introduction
of new cross-river public transport infrastructure.
A more detailed assessment of these tests is
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
These principles apply to a range of locations
including a crossing at the Thames Barrier.
Consider extension of
the DLR from Woolwich
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TfL has considered the potential for rail-based
public transport connections to address the
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problems of the Blackwall Tunnel. This includes
different forms of rail crossings including heavy
rail, light rail e.g. DLR, Overground, underground,
trams etc. A key issue for public transport-based
options is that they would offer almost no benefit
for highway network resilience. In the event of
closures of the Blackwall Tunnel, large numbers
of vehicles already part-way through their
journeys would still need to find alternative roadbased routes across the river as there would be
no practical prospect of switching to alternative
modes of transport instead. This would leave a
critical objective of the Scheme and the river
crossings programme unmet.
TfL highlighted during the consultation that based
on the recent history of the Jubilee Line
extension, the amount of traffic using the
Blackwall Tunnel is unlikely to reduce significantly
as a result of an additional rail crossing in this
area. The problem of congestion therefore is also
likely to remain. TfL has carried out additional
transport modelling to test this point. The tests
included a comprehensive package of public
transport enhancement, including the introduction
of new schemes such as a DLR extension from
Canning Town to Falconwood and an
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Overground extension from Barking to Barking
Riverside and to Abbey Wood. The tests indicate
that while public transport enhancements may be
beneficial in their own right, they are unlikely to
materially impact congestion and delay at the
Blackwall Tunnel as they would not discernibly
reduce traffic flow at the Blackwall Tunnel or
adjacent crossings. When adding a user charge
at the Blackwall Tunnel the model indicates that a
modest reduction in traffic flow would be
experienced in the off-peak and counter peak
periods but not at times of highest demand, and a
delay of around 10 minutes would remain at
these times. Comparing these results to tests
where the Blackwall Tunnel is charged and no
new public transport infrastructure is introduced
suggests that the vast majority of any reduction in
flow or delay is the result of the user charge at
the Blackwall Tunnel rather than the introduction
of new cross-river public transport infrastructure.
A more detailed assessment of these tests is
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
These principles apply to a range of locations
including further DLR extensions from Lewisham
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and Woolwich.
Consider improvements / ANON-33SX-ST2Y-3
extensions to the DLR.
ANON-33SX-SNWQ-T
ANON-33SX-SNQ7-T
ANON-33SX-SN6J-J
ANON-33SX-SFNW-F
ANON-33SX-SFJH-V
ANON-33SX-SFCS-Z
ANON-33SX-SF92-N
ANON-33SX-S7YN-2
ANON-33SX-S7TB-H
ANON-33SX-S78X-B
ANON-33SX-S2DX-J
ANON-33SX-S287-5
BHLF-33SX-S7KF-C
ANON-33SX-STW5-4
ANON-33SX-STPX-Z
ANON-33SX-STNG-D

TfL has considered the potential for rail-based
public transport connections to address the
problems of the Blackwall Tunnel. This includes
different forms of rail crossings including heavy
rail, light rail e.g. DLR, Overground, underground,
trams etc. A key issue for public transport-based
options is that they would offer almost no benefit
for highway network resilience. In the event of
closures of the Blackwall Tunnel, large numbers
of vehicles already part-way through their
journeys would still need to find alternative roadbased routes across the river as there would be
no practical prospect of switching to alternative
modes of transport instead. This would leave a
critical objective of the Scheme and the river
crossings programme unmet.

N

TfL highlighted during the consultation that based
on the recent history of the Jubilee Line
extension, the amount of traffic using the
Blackwall Tunnel is unlikely to reduce significantly
as a result of an additional rail crossing in this
area. The problem of congestion therefore is also
likely to remain. TfL has carried out additional
transport modelling to test this point. The tests
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ANON-33SX-STJB-4

included a comprehensive package of public
transport enhancement, including the introduction
of new schemes such as a DLR extension from
Canning Town to Falconwood and an
Overground extension from Barking to Barking
Riverside and to Abbey Wood. The tests indicate
that while public transport enhancements may be
beneficial in their own right, they are unlikely to
materially impact congestion and delay at the
Blackwall Tunnel as they would not discernibly
reduce traffic flow at the Blackwall Tunnel or
adjacent crossings. When adding a user charge
at the Blackwall Tunnel the model indicates that a
modest reduction in traffic flow would be
experienced in the off-peak and counter peak
periods but not at times of highest demand, and a
delay of around 10 minutes would remain at
these times. Comparing these results to tests
where the Blackwall Tunnel is charged and no
new public transport infrastructure is introduced
suggests that the vast majority of any reduction in
flow or delay is the result of the user charge at
the Blackwall Tunnel rather than the introduction
of new cross-river public transport infrastructure.
A more detailed assessment of these tests is
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document

Change to
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Reference: 7.1).
Consider improving
Rotherhithe Tunnel,
including
accommodation for
pedestrians and cyclists
only.

ANON-33SX-SNEY-G
ANON-33SX-SF24-G
London Cycling Campaign
ANON-33SX-STV8-6

The aim of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme is to
address the problems of congestion, closures
and resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel. The
Scheme has been designed to address these
objectives and improvements to the Rotherhithe
Tunnel alone, while potentially beneficial in their
own right, are not sufficient in addressing these
problems.

N

TfL is considering improvements to the
Rotherhithe Tunnel in the context of TfL’s wider
river crossings strategy, independently of the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme. TfL would need to
fully understand benefits/dis-benefits to all road
users of these improvements.
Further information on TfL’s assessment of
different crossing options is presented in the
Case for the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
Consider reintroducing
the tidal-flow system at
the Blackwall Tunnel.

ANON-33SX-SNQY-V
ANON-33SX-SNF8-G
ANON-33SX-SFGE-P
ANON-33SX-S7E8-R

A tidal-flow system was previously in place at the
Blackwall Tunnel until 2007, which enabled
northbound traffic to use one of the two
southbound traffic lanes in the morning peak
period to reduce congestion. The system was
discontinued on safety grounds due to high risks

N
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ANON-33SX-S71B-E

of head-on accidents within the southbound
tunnel. Furthermore the increase in flows in the
southbound direction in the morning peaks in the
years since the tidal-flow system was first
introduced is such that the tunnels are now
carrying more traffic in the counter-peaks than
when the system was in place. Therefore the
reintroduction of the system, as well as being
considered unsafe, would be likely to result in an
increase in congestion at the crossing overall and
would not provide the same benefits as the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme.

ANON-33SX-S26A-D
Carousel Web Ltd
BHLF-33SX-SN9F-H
BHLF-33SX-S77X-A

Change to
the
Scheme?

The aim of the Silvertown Tunnel is to address
the problems of congestion, closures and
resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel and to provide
local links for vehicle traffic. To achieve this,
additional crossing capacity as well as a nearby
alternative in case of closures are required. This
can be achieved by building the Silvertown
Tunnel in addition to the Blackwall Tunnel.
Consider using
Woolwich Ferry to
improve connections to
existing infrastructure
(including for
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The present day Woolwich Ferry infrastructure
(including the ferry vessels) has been in
operation since 1963 and as such was
recognised to be near the end of its operational
life. As a result, major refurbishment works were
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considered necessary to ensure the continued
safe operation of the service in the foreseeable
future.
Independently of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme,
TfL completed works in December 2015 including
the refurbishment of the in-river piers and fully
overhauling the moveable platforms which allow
vehicles to board and alight the vessels. In
addition TfL is undertaking further phases of
work, including an evaluation of options for
replacing the existing ferry vessels which, subject
to funding approval, could be in place by 2018.
These are considered essential works to ensure
the continued operation of the service
In addition to these life extension works, TfL is
also investigating various potential improvement
options to the vehicle waiting areas at both the
northern and southern terminals.
TfL has developed a suite of potential
improvement options at a conceptual level for
further consideration by TfL and discussion with
London Borough of Newham and the Royal
Borough of Greenwich, with final options (and
funding) to be agreed. In addition, TfL are also
progressing plans for improvements to pedestrian
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and cycling infrastructure adjacent to the
southern terminal, as part of the Quietways
programme. However, these do not negate the
need for the Silvertown Tunnel to address the
current issues at Blackwall and support future
growth.
Develop a scheme that
satisfies all potential
users.

ANON-33SX-SNZY-5

TfL has undertaken work on the feasibility of
additional river crossings in the vicinity of the
Blackwall Tunnel since the early 1990s. TfL has
carried out more detailed work on tunnel
engineering in design from about 2009 onwards.
This process is summarised in the Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1). During this
process TfL considered numerous alternatives to
the proposed Scheme. In addition TfL has carried
out a recent review of these alternatives to
confirm that the previous conclusions are still
valid. This is also set out in the Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
The Consultation Report (Document Reference:
5.1) summarises any further changes TfL has
made to the Scheme as a result of this
consultation.
TfL’s assessments have shown that the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme will have an overall
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positive impact on severe congestion, and is not
expected to lead to a significant material increase
in delay on any part of the road network. The
introduction of a user charge at both the existing
Blackwall Tunnel and the new Silvertown Tunnel
is critical in this respect. The user charge will
manage demand for the crossings. The
combination of providing additional capacity
alongside the user charge will, in turn, manage
traffic impacts on the wider road network
including secondary environmental effects.
Differentiating between
long and short journeys
in planning may lead to
different planning
strategies (such as
building a crossing at
Gallions Reach).

BHLF-33SX-SN9A-C

TfL is progressing plans for further new crossings
to the east of Silvertown, including locations at
Gallions Reach and between Belvedere and
Rainham in addition to Silvertown. However while
these locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and from
local communities, these sites are too far
removed from the Blackwall Tunnel to provide a
realistic alternative crossing for when incidents
cause a closure of the Blackwall Tunnel.
Accordingly, these crossings alone would not
improve the resilience of the Blackwall Tunnel
and do not meet the objectives of the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme. TfL has carried out further
assessments which support this point. These are

N
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set out in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
Discourage car use
through the charging of
existing infrastructure.

ANON-33SX-S7AF-2

TfL assessed the potential of charging the
N
Blackwall Tunnel as an alternative to the
Scheme. TfL found that charging could potentially
reduce congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel,
though not to the same degree as achieved in
combination with the Silvertown Tunnel but it
would not address the problems of closures and
resilience. Further information on these
assessments is included in the Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1) and the
Traffic Forecasting Report – Sensitivity Testing
(Document Reference: 7.9).
With a user charge, the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme has the potential to increase the
throughput of traffic in this area without causing
overall increases in demand, through a
combination of new capacity and demand
management. Further details on the need for
user charges are presented in the Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).

Do not agree with the
location of the proposed
Silvertown Tunnel due to
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The delivery of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme
will enable land currently safeguarded for the
crossing and therefore not available for
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residential development to be released. The land
in the immediate area around the portals and
covered by this safeguarding is currently
designated for specific land uses by local
authorities. For example in the London Borough
of Newham’s Local Plan the area known as
Thames Wharf is designated as industrial land
and can therefore not be used for residential
development. However during the life of the
Scheme TfL believes that this designation may
change and TfL has therefore been working
closely with surrounding land owners and the
local authority to ensure that TfL designs a
scheme that maximises the potential for the
surrounding areas to be developed for a range of
different uses, including residential
developments.
These discussions have led to a number of
changes to the design of the Scheme throughout
the process including changes since the statutory
consultation to improve the potential for
development. This has involved:


working with architects and urban
designers to ensure that adjacent sites are
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of an appropriate dimension and shape for
development,


that the public realm is appropriate for
pedestrians and cyclists



and the landscape creates a character that
enhances the development potential.

As such TfL believe that the Silvertown Tunnel is
helping to unlock land which could be used for
housing in the future.
Do not agree with the
location of the proposed
Silvertown Tunnel due to
concerns over traffic
flow.

ANON-33SX-SNQ3-P
ANON-33SX-SFCM-T
ANON-33SX-S7QT-Z
ANON-33SX-S7JM-J
ANON-33SX-S7HH-B
ANON-33SX-S7EV-P
ANON-33SX-S2YV-5
BHLF-33SX-S7RP-W
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TfL has carried out an extensive assessment of
different crossing options, including different
locations. TfL found that the proposed location of
the Silvertown Tunnel performed best in terms of
addressing the problems of congestion, closures
and resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel. This is
summarised in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1).
TfL’s assessments have shown that the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme will have an overall
positive impact on congestion. The introduction of
a user charge at both the existing Blackwall
Tunnel and the new Silvertown Tunnel is critical
in this respect. The user charge will be used to
manage demand for the crossings. The
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combination of providing additional capacity
alongside the user charge will, in turn, manage
traffic impacts on the wider road network.
Do not agree with the
location of the proposed
Silvertown Tunnel.

ANON-33SX-STB3-D
ANON-33SX-STAT-D
ANON-33SX-ST91-2
ANON-33SX-ST8R-2
ANON-33SX-ST7Y-8
ANON-33SX-ST77-6

TfL has carried out an extensive assessment of
different crossing options, including different
locations. TfL found that the proposed location of
the Silvertown Tunnel performed best in terms of
addressing the problems of congestion, closures
and resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel. This is
summarised in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1).

N

ANON-33SX-ST5Y-6
ANON-33SX-ST4H-M
ANON-33SX-ST2U-Y
ANON-33SX-ST1R-U
ANON-33SX-SNWY-2
ANON-33SX-SNWH-H
ANON-33SX-SNVE-D
ANON-33SX-SNVA-9
ANON-33SX-SNV5-W
ANON-33SX-SNV1-S
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ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRX-V
ANON-33SX-SNQY-V
ANON-33SX-SNQV-S
ANON-33SX-SNQM-G
ANON-33SX-SNQ3-P
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNMA-Z
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNHY-K
ANON-33SX-SNHK-5
ANON-33SX-SNHJ-4
ANON-33SX-SNHB-V
ANON-33SX-SNH1-B
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ANON-33SX-SNET-B
ANON-33SX-SNEN-5
ANON-33SX-SNCR-7
ANON-33SX-SNC5-A
ANON-33SX-SNB9-D
ANON-33SX-SN8N-R
ANON-33SX-SN8K-N
ANON-33SX-SN8D-E
ANON-33SX-SN74-W
ANON-33SX-SN71-T
ANON-33SX-SN64-V
ANON-33SX-SN63-U
ANON-33SX-SN61-S
ANON-33SX-SN3W-V
ANON-33SX-SN1R-N
ANON-33SX-SN13-P
ANON-33SX-SFZV-T
ANON-33SX-SFZP-M
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ANON-33SX-SFWR-K
ANON-33SX-SFW7-R
ANON-33SX-SFW1-J
ANON-33SX-SFUX-Q
ANON-33SX-SFUP-F
ANON-33SX-SFUH-7
ANON-33SX-SFT8-P
ANON-33SX-SFSD-1
ANON-33SX-SFRU-H
ANON-33SX-SFRG-3
ANON-33SX-SFPF-Z
ANON-33SX-SFPE-Y
ANON-33SX-SFNW-F
ANON-33SX-SFNC-U
ANON-33SX-SFMV-D
ANON-33SX-SFMD-U
ANON-33SX-SFK5-A
ANON-33SX-SFK1-6
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ANON-33SX-SFJC-Q
ANON-33SX-SFJ9-D
ANON-33SX-SFHF-R
ANON-33SX-SFGN-Y
ANON-33SX-SFFQ-1
ANON-33SX-SFFJ-T
ANON-33SX-SFCK-R
ANON-33SX-SF8S-N
ANON-33SX-SF7U-P
ANON-33SX-SF7Q-J
ANON-33SX-SF7P-H
ANON-33SX-SF7F-7
ANON-33SX-SF6K-B
ANON-33SX-SF5E-4
ANON-33SX-SF5D-3
ANON-33SX-SF4Q-F
ANON-33SX-SF3V-K
ANON-33SX-SF3A-X
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ANON-33SX-SF1G-2
ANON-33SX-S7ZH-W
ANON-33SX-S7Y8-C
ANON-33SX-S7XZ-D
ANON-33SX-S7U6-6
ANON-33SX-S7TA-G
ANON-33SX-S7SG-N
ANON-33SX-S7S6-4
ANON-33SX-S7RN-U
ANON-33SX-S7RD-H
ANON-33SX-S7QT-Z
ANON-33SX-S7HU-R
ANON-33SX-S7HH-B
ANON-33SX-S7G1-K
ANON-33SX-S7EV-P
ANON-33SX-S7EM-D
ANON-33SX-S7E8-R
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ANON-33SX-S7DT-K
ANON-33SX-S7DC-2
ANON-33SX-S7DB-1
ANON-33SX-S7CR-G
ANON-33SX-S7BM-A
ANON-33SX-S7AM-9
ANON-33SX-S7AE-1
ANON-33SX-S7A5-H
ANON-33SX-S79N-2
ANON-33SX-S794-8
ANON-33SX-S78T-7
ANON-33SX-S76C-M
ANON-33SX-S74Y-8
ANON-33SX-S74W-6
ANON-33SX-S2YS-2
ANON-33SX-S2YN-W
ANON-33SX-S2Y9-8
ANON-33SX-S2WU-2
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ANON-33SX-S2VU-1
ANON-33SX-S2VA-D
ANON-33SX-S2TV-Z
ANON-33SX-S2TF-G
ANON-33SX-S2T6-Z
ANON-33SX-S2MS-P
ANON-33SX-S2MA-4
ANON-33SX-S2KR-K
ANON-33SX-S2K2-K
ANON-33SX-S2HP-E
ANON-33SX-S2H9-Q
ANON-33SX-S2FJ-6
ANON-33SX-S2CE-X
ANON-33SX-S2C8-H
ANON-33SX-S29S-2
ANON-33SX-S286-4
ANON-33SX-S27V-3
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ANON-33SX-S26D-G
ANON-33SX-S251-V
ANON-33SX-S22N-P
BHLF-33SX-SNJV-J
BHLF-33SX-SN9X-3
BHLF-33SX-SN9U-Z
BHLF-33SX-SN5Q-R
BHLF-33SX-SN5P-Q
BHLF-33SX-SN5M-M
BHLF-33SX-SN5K-J
BHLF-33SX-S7WY-B
BHLF-33SX-S7WW-9
BHLF-33SX-S7WC-N
BHLF-33SX-S7QD-G
BHLF-33SX-S7M4-V
BHLF-33SX-S7HG-A
BHLF-33SX-S77U-7
BHLF-33SX-S73Y-7
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BHLF-33SX-S71M-S
BHLF-33SX-S71C-F
ANON-33SX-STZC-N
ANON-33SX-STWZ-9
ANON-33SX-STW6-5
ANON-33SX-STW5-4
ANON-33SX-STVM-U
ANON-33SX-STV1-Y
ANON-33SX-STT3-Y
ANON-33SX-STRX-2
ANON-33SX-STQY-2
ANON-33SX-STQA-A
ANON-33SX-STN3-S
ANON-33SX-STJ8-T
ANON-33SX-STHA-1
ANON-33SX-STDG-3
Do not agree with the
location of the proposed
tunnel as Blackwall and
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ANON-33SX-S7DC-2
ANON-33SX-S2Y6-5

TfL has carried out an extensive assessment of
different crossing options, including different
locations. TfL found that the proposed location of

N
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Silvertown would be too
close together.

ANON-33SX-S2RP-R

the Silvertown Tunnel performed best in terms of
addressing the problems of congestion, closures
and resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel. This is
summarised in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1).

ANON-33SX-S2FW-K
ANON-33SX-S29J-S
ANON-33SX-STQA-A

Change to
the
Scheme?

TfL found that alternative locations located further
away from the existing Blackwall Tunnel could
only offer slight to moderate benefits for the
problems at the Blackwall Tunnel.
Do not agree with the
ANON-33SX-SN3S-R
location of the proposed
tunnel as both tunnels
connecting southside will
cause congestion.

The southern approach to the proposed
Silvertown Tunnel would connect with the A102,
meaning that both the Blackwall and Silvertown
Tunnels would share the same approach on the
south side. Currently in the northbound direction
the A102 narrows to two lanes prior to reaching
the Blackwall Tunnel portal; as part of the
Scheme TfL is proposing that the A102 would be
widened at this point to create new slip road links
to the Silvertown Tunnel, thereby easing an
existing ‘pinch point’.

N

The northbound bore of the Blackwall Tunnel is
particularly prone to incidents and closures due
to its restricted geometry. A major benefit of the
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Change to
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two tunnels sharing a southern approach is that
users travelling northbound would be able to
easily divert to the other tunnel in the event of an
incident or closure affecting one of the tunnels. In
such a scenario users would be directed to use
the nearby alternative tunnel, which compares
favourably with the current situation of a lengthy
diversion to adjacent crossings further afield. A
crossing located some distance from the
proposed Silvertown Tunnel, accessed by a
different approach road, would not provide the
same resilience benefits.
TfL do not expect the Scheme to lead to a
significant increase in congestion on the southern
approach to the tunnels; in fact the number of
vehicles using the crossings is expected to
remain broadly the same despite the additional
cross-river capacity provided by the Silvertown
Tunnel and traffic is expected to flow more freely
and result in fewer emissions. This is because
the proposed user charge would act as an
effective tool for managing demand, and could be
adjusted if necessary if the Scheme was having
adverse impacts on parts of the road network.
Do not agree with the
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ANON-33SX-SN61-S

TfL has carried out an extensive assessment of

N
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location of the proposed
tunnel as it will not
improve air quality.

ANON-33SX-SN1E-8

different crossing options, including different
locations. TfL found that the proposed location of
the Silvertown Tunnel performed best in terms of
addressing the problems of congestion, closures
and resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel. This is
summarised in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1).

Change to
the
Scheme?

The air quality assessment concludes that the
Scheme will not result in a significant effect on air
quality.
Do not agree with the
location of the proposed
tunnel due to concern
over incidents on the
southern approach.

ANON-33SX-SNZP-V
ANON-33SX-SNEQ-8

Do not agree with the
ANON-33SX-SF3V-K
location of the proposed ANON-33SX-S7HH-B
tunnel due to concern
over the shared southern
approach.

Several respondents raised concerns about
incidents occurring on the shared approach
blocking access to or from both tunnels, or the
shared approach representing a ‘single point of
failure’. TfL has examined the location of
incidents that result in an unplanned closure of
the Blackwall Tunnel, and this shows that the
vast majority of all incidents occur north of the
point the new slip road links would be created to
the Silvertown Tunnel. Only very few incidents
which result in a closure occur south of this point,
therefore TfL does not expect this would be a
particular issue for the Scheme. Further
information can be found in the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference: 6.5).

N

N
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Do not increase road
capacity / build more
roads as this will impact
on the environment.

ANON-33SX-S7JM-J

TfL has carried out an extensive assessment of
different crossing options, including different
locations. TfL found that the proposed location of
the Silvertown Tunnel performed best in terms of
addressing the problems of congestion, closures
and resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel. This is
summarised in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1).

Change to
the
Scheme?
N

TfL’s assessments have shown that the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme will have an overall
positive impact on congestion. The introduction of
a user charge at both the existing Blackwall
Tunnel and the new Silvertown Tunnel is critical
in this respect. The user charge will be used to
manage demand for the crossings. The
combination of providing additional capacity
alongside the user charge will, in turn, manage
traffic impacts on the wider road network.
The air quality assessment concludes that the
Scheme will not result in a significant effect on air
quality.
Encourage a shift in
transport modes to more
sustainable forms of
transport and reduce car
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ANON-33SX-S7Z4-9

More than three-quarters of peak hour travel
across the river in east London is by public
transport, and most trips do not cross the river at
all. Nevertheless, the location of jobs, homes and

N
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dependency by building
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London.
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Change to
the
Scheme?

businesses means that there will always be a
need to travel by road, including across the river.
The London Plan envisages very high levels of
population and economic growth in east and
south-east London, which will stimulate a
demand for trips across the River Thames in
order for people to access these opportunities.
For example, Canary Wharf, the Royal Docks
and Stratford are major centres of growing
employment and are all north of the Thames, and
it is important that people in south-east London
can access those growing employment markets,
which will in turn support jobs in supplier
industries in south-east London.
The Mayor's Transport Strategy (MTS) sets out
the current mayor's transport vision for London
and details how TfL will deliver the plan between
now and 2031. The MTS prepares for the
Capital's predicted growth of 1.25 million more
people and 0.75 million more jobs by 2031 and
supports sustainable growth across London. The
MTS proposals are spread across all modes and
include proposals for new river crossings. It is
TfL’s role to implement the proposals set out in
the MTS including a new fixed link at Silvertown,
to provide congestion relief to the Blackwall
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Tunnel and provide local links for vehicle traffic
(Proposal 39). Greater detail on the development
of the MTS and Proposal 39 specifically are
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
TfL has a Behaviour Change team that delivers
initiatives to encourage Londoners to travel using
active, sustainable modes and to reduce
congestion on the transport network. While
behaviour change programmes play an important
role in managing demand for roads, the problems
of congestion, incidents and lack of resilience at
the Blackwall Tunnel would remain.
TfL recognises that in order to deliver sustainable
schemes it is necessary to embed an integrated
approach to sustainability through planning,
target setting, monitoring and reporting
throughout the design, construction and
operational phases of the Scheme. TfL’s
sustainability framework takes into consideration
factors such as tackling climate change, enhance
quality of life and transport for all by improving
transport opportunities. This framework adheres
to the most up to date requirements if the GLA
and the London Plan 2015.
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Change to
the
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The Scheme would integrate existing cycle routes
and accommodate new cycle routes,
encouraging the shared space principle and
creating uncluttered clearly defined cycle and
pedestrian paths. Proposed improvements in
public transport accessibility as part of the
Scheme would provide a considerable benefit for
equalities groups that typically use public
transport more frequently, with improvements not
only to journey routes but also to journey times
and reliability as a result of bus-only lanes
through the tunnel.
While the proposed Scheme would make
significant improvements to local pedestrian and
cycling connectivity, no provision was made to
allow pedestrians and cyclists through the tunnel.
This was because such cross river connectivity at
this point was provided by the Emirates Air Line
cable car. There would however be potential to
switch from car use to public transport as the
Scheme would present a significant opportunity
for introducing fast and reliable cross-river bus
services to a range of destinations both south
and north of the River Thames providing low cost
options, and could also make coach trips more
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attractive.
With a user charge, the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme has the potential to increase the
throughput of traffic in this area without causing
overall increases in demand, through a
combination of new capacity and demand
management.
TfL expects commuters from Kent to benefit from
an improvement in rail services into London in the
near future. Independently of the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme TfL has published a prospectus
with the Department for Transport (DfT) that sets
out TfL’s commitment to improving capacity and
service levels across the region’s rail network.
This can be accessed via TfL’s website:
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/railpassenger-services-in-london-and-the-southeast-a-new-approach
Encourage a shift in
transport modes to more
sustainable forms of
transport and reduce car
dependency by
improving bus provision
through Blackwall
Page 164 of 287

ANON-33SX-SNB2-6

The problems of the Blackwall Tunnel do not only
affect private cars and commercial traffic; public
transport users (and potential users) are also
adversely affected by delays, congestion and
journey time unreliability, yet the Tunnel is
currently the only opportunity to provide crossriver bus services in east London. The
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Change to
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experience of traffic constraints affecting the
existing and only route to cross the river in east
London (108) together with the Blackwall
Tunnel's low headroom that prevents the
operation of double-deck vehicles, undermines
TfL's ability to provide further bus services across
the river at this location.

Encourage a shift in
transport modes to more
sustainable forms of
transport and reduce car
dependency in order to
improve health.

ANON-33SX-S73J-R

Encourage a shift in
transport modes to more
sustainable forms of
transport and reduce car
dependency in order to
reduce environmental
impacts.

ANON-33SX-SNZB-E
ANON-33SX-SNHA-U
ANON-33SX-SNEW-E
ANON-33SX-SNEJ-1
ANON-33SX-SN7P-S
ANON-33SX-SN6Y-1
ANON-33SX-SN4W-W
ANON-33SX-S7TN-W

More than three-quarters of peak hour travel
across the river in east London is by public
transport, and most trips do not cross the river at
all. Nevertheless, the location of jobs, homes and
businesses means that there will always be a
need to travel by road, including across the river.
The London Plan envisages very high levels of
population and economic growth in east and
south-east London, which will stimulate a
demand for trips across the River Thames in
order for people to access these opportunities.
For example, Canary Wharf, the Royal Docks
and Stratford are major centres of growing
employment and are all north of the Thames, and
it is important that people in south-east London
can access those growing employment markets,
which will in turn support jobs in supplier
industries in south-east London.

N

N
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ANON-33SX-S7MM-N

The Mayor's Transport Strategy (MTS) sets out
the current mayor's transport vision for London
and details how TfL will deliver the plan between
now and 2031. The MTS prepares for the
Capital's predicted growth of 1.25 million more
people and 0.75 million more jobs by 2031 and
supports sustainable growth across London. The
MTS proposals are spread across all modes and
include proposals for new river crossings. It is
TfL’s role to implement the proposals set out in
the MTS including a new fixed link at Silvertown,
to provide congestion relief to the Blackwall
Tunnel and provide local links for vehicle traffic
(Proposal 39). Greater detail on the development
of the MTS and Proposal 39 specifically are
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).

ANON-33SX-S7JZ-Y
ANON-33SX-S7ER-J
ANON-33SX-S7DJ-9
ANON-33SX-S7DA-Z
ANON-33SX-S7AA-W
ANON-33SX-S2XA-F
ANON-33SX-S2TR-V
Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham
BHLF-33SX-S7SR-Z
BHLF-33SX-S7KV-V

TfL has a Behaviour Change team that delivers
initiatives to encourage Londoners to travel using
active, sustainable modes and to reduce
congestion on the transport network. While
behaviour change programmes play an important
role in managing demand for roads, the problems
of congestion, incidents and lack of resilience at
the Blackwall Tunnel would remain.
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TfL recognises that in order to deliver sustainable
schemes it is necessary to embed an integrated
approach to sustainability through planning,
target setting, monitoring and reporting
throughout the design, construction and
operational phases of the Scheme. TfL’s
sustainability framework takes into consideration
factors such as tackling climate change, enhance
quality of life and transport for all by improving
transport opportunities. This framework adheres
to the most up to date requirements if the GLA
and the London Plan 2015.
The Scheme would integrate existing cycle routes
and accommodate new cycle routes,
encouraging the shared space principle and
creating uncluttered clearly defined cycle and
pedestrian paths. Proposed improvements in
public transport accessibility as part of the
Scheme would provide a considerable benefit for
equalities groups that typically use public
transport more frequently, with improvements not
only to journey routes but also to journey times
and reliability as a result of bus-only lanes
through the tunnel.
While the proposed Scheme would make
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significant improvements to local pedestrian and
cycling connectivity, no provision was made to
allow pedestrians and cyclists through the tunnel.
This was because such cross river connectivity at
this point was provided by the Emirates Air Line
cable car. There would however be potential to
switch from car use to public transport as the
Scheme would present a significant opportunity
for introducing fast and reliable cross-river bus
services to a range of destinations both south
and north of the River Thames providing low cost
options, and could also make coach trips more
attractive.
With a user charge, the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme has the potential to increase the
throughput of traffic in this area without causing
overall increases in demand, through a
combination of new capacity and demand
management.
Encourage a shift in
transport modes to more
sustainable forms of
transport and reduce car
dependency. Need to
improve public transport
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ANON-33SX-SN1W-T

More than three-quarters of peak hour travel
across the river in east London is by public
transport, and most trips do not cross the river at
all. Nevertheless, the location of jobs, homes and
businesses means that there will always be a
need to travel by road, including across the river.
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The London Plan envisages very high levels of
population and economic growth in east and
south-east London, which will stimulate a
demand for trips across the River Thames in
order for people to access these opportunities.
For example, Canary Wharf, the Royal Docks
and Stratford are major centres of growing
employment and are all north of the Thames, and
it is important that people in south-east London
can access those growing employment markets,
which will in turn support jobs in supplier
industries in south-east London.
The Mayor's Transport Strategy (MTS) sets out
the current mayor's transport vision for London
and details how TfL will deliver the plan between
now and 2031. The MTS prepares for the
Capital's predicted growth of 1.25 million more
people and 0.75 million more jobs by 2031 and
supports sustainable growth across London. The
MTS proposals are spread across all modes and
include proposals for new river crossings. It is
TfL’s role to implement the proposals set out in
the MTS including a new fixed link at Silvertown,
to provide congestion relief to the Blackwall
Tunnel and provide local links for vehicle traffic
(Proposal 39). Greater detail on the development
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of the MTS and Proposal 39 specifically are
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
Since 2000, public transport modes have all seen
increases in passenger numbers to varying
degrees, with the number of trips on London
Underground up by 20 per cent, trips by National
Rail in London up over 50 per cent, and bus trips
increasing by 70 per cent. While programmes to
encourage the use of public transport play an
important role in managing demand for roads, the
problems of congestion, incidents and lack of
resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel would remain.
TfL recognises that in order to deliver sustainable
schemes it is necessary to embed an integrated
approach to sustainability through planning,
target setting, monitoring and reporting
throughout the design, construction and
operational phases of the Scheme. TfL’s
sustainability framework takes into consideration
factors such as tackling climate change, enhance
quality of life and transport for all by improving
transport opportunities. This framework adheres
to the most up to date requirements if the GLA
and the London Plan 2015.
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The Scheme would integrate existing cycle routes
and accommodate new cycle routes,
encouraging the shared space principle and
creating uncluttered clearly defined cycle and
pedestrian paths. Proposed improvements in
public transport accessibility as part of the
Scheme would provide a considerable benefit for
equalities groups that typically use public
transport more frequently, with improvements not
only to journey routes but also to journey times
and reliability as a result of bus-only lanes
through the tunnel.
While the proposed Scheme would make
significant improvements to local pedestrian and
cycling connectivity, no provision was made to
allow pedestrians and cyclists through the tunnel.
This was because such cross river connectivity at
this point was provided by the Emirates Air Line
cable car. There would however be potential to
switch from car use to public transport as the
Scheme would present a significant opportunity
for introducing fast and reliable cross-river bus
services to a range of destinations both south
and north of the River Thames providing low cost
options, and could also make coach trips more
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attractive.
With a user charge, the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme has the potential to increase the
throughput of traffic in this area without causing
overall increases in demand, through a
combination of new capacity and demand
management
Independently of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme
TfL has published a prospectus with the
Department for Transport (DfT) that sets out TfL’s
commitment to improving capacity and service
levels across the region’s rail network. This can
be accessed via TfL’s website:
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/railpassenger-services-in-london-and-the-southeast-a-new-approach
Encourage modal shift to ANON-33SX-STBP-A
more sustainable forms
ANON-33SX-ST9C-M
of transport and/or
reduce car dependency. ANON-33SX-ST8T-4
ANON-33SX-ST7Y-8
ANON-33SX-ST7G-P
ANON-33SX-ST5M-T
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More than three-quarters of peak hour travel
across the river in east London is by public
transport, and most trips do not cross the river at
all. Nevertheless, the location of jobs, homes and
businesses means that there will always be a
need to travel by road, including across the river.
The London Plan envisages very high levels of
population and economic growth in east and
south-east London, which will stimulate a
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ANON-33SX-ST4G-K

demand for trips across the River Thames in
order for people to access these opportunities.
For example, Canary Wharf, the Royal Docks
and Stratford are major centres of growing
employment and are all north of the Thames, and
it is important that people in south-east London
can access those growing employment markets,
which will in turn support jobs in supplier
industries in south-east London.

ANON-33SX-SNZZ-6
ANON-33SX-SNZU-1
ANON-33SX-SNZS-Y
ANON-33SX-SNZQ-W
ANON-33SX-SNZH-M
ANON-33SX-SNZF-J
ANON-33SX-SNZB-E
ANON-33SX-SNZA-D
ANON-33SX-SNZ5-1
ANON-33SX-SNZ4-Z
ANON-33SX-SNZ1-W
ANON-33SX-SNWK-M
ANON-33SX-SNWB-B
ANON-33SX-SNW8-1
ANON-33SX-SNVS-U
ANON-33SX-SNVR-T
ANON-33SX-SNVQ-S

Change to
the
Scheme?

The Mayor's Transport Strategy (MTS) sets out
the current mayor's transport vision for London
and details how TfL will deliver the plan between
now and 2031. The MTS prepares for the
Capital's predicted growth of 1.25 million more
people and 0.75 million more jobs by 2031 and
supports sustainable growth across London. The
MTS proposals are spread across all modes and
include proposals for new river crossings. It is
TfL’s role to implement the proposals set out in
the MTS including a new fixed link at Silvertown,
to provide congestion relief to the Blackwall
Tunnel and provide local links for vehicle traffic
(Proposal 39). Greater detail on the development
of the MTS and Proposal 39 specifically are
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
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ANON-33SX-SNVM-N

Reference: 7.1).

ANON-33SX-SNV1-S
ANON-33SX-SNUY-Z
ANON-33SX-SNUW-X
ANON-33SX-SNUU-V
ANON-33SX-SNUQ-R
ANON-33SX-SNUP-Q
ANON-33SX-SNUG-E
ANON-33SX-SNUB-9

TfL has a Behaviour Change team who deliver
TfL’s Surface Outcomes and the Mayor’s
Transport Strategy. The Behaviour Change team
deliver initiatives to encourage Londoners to
travel using active, sustainable modes and to
reduce congestion on the transport network.
While behaviour change programmes play an
important role in managing demand for roads, the
problems of congestion, incidents and lack of
resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel would remain.

ANON-33SX-SNU9-Z
ANON-33SX-SNU6-W
ANON-33SX-SNU4-U
ANON-33SX-SNSY-X
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNSS-R
ANON-33SX-SNS3-R
ANON-33SX-SNRW-U
ANON-33SX-SNRH-C
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TfL recognises that in order to deliver sustainable
schemes it is necessary to embed an integrated
approach to sustainability through planning,
target setting, monitoring and reporting
throughout the design, construction and
operational phases of the Scheme. TfL’s
sustainability framework takes into consideration
factors such as tackling climate change, enhance
quality of life and transport for all by improving
transport opportunities. This framework adheres
to the most up to date requirements if the GLA
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and the London Plan 2015.
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ANON-33SX-SNR2-P
ANON-33SX-SNR1-N
ANON-33SX-SNQV-S
ANON-33SX-SNQN-H
ANON-33SX-SNQM-G
ANON-33SX-SNQJ-D
ANON-33SX-SNQD-7
ANON-33SX-SNQB-5
ANON-33SX-SNQA-4
ANON-33SX-SNQ9-V
ANON-33SX-SNMP-F
ANON-33SX-SNM9-R
ANON-33SX-SNM7-P
ANON-33SX-SNHX-J
ANON-33SX-SNHV-G
ANON-33SX-SNHU-F
ANON-33SX-SNHQ-B

As part of TfL’s sustainability statement, the
Scheme would integrate existing cycle routes and
accommodate new cycle routes, encouraging the
shared space principle and creating uncluttered
clearly defined cycle and pedestrian paths.
Proposed improvements in public transport
accessibility as part of the Scheme would provide
a considerable benefit for equalities groups that
typically use public transport more frequently,
with improvements not only to journey routes but
also to journey times and reliability as a result of
bus-only lanes through the tunnel.
While the proposed Scheme would make
significant improvements to local pedestrian and
cycling connectivity, no provision was made to
allow pedestrians and cyclists through the tunnel.
This was because such cross river connectivity at
this point was provided by the Emirates Air Line
cable car. There would however be potential to
switch from car use to public transport as the
Scheme would present a significant opportunity
for introducing fast and reliable cross-river bus
services to a range of destinations both south
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ANON-33SX-SNHP-A

and north of the River Thames providing low cost
options, and could also make coach trips more
attractive.

ANON-33SX-SNHM-7
ANON-33SX-SNHJ-4
ANON-33SX-SNHF-Z
ANON-33SX-SNH8-J
ANON-33SX-SNH7-H
ANON-33SX-SNH6-G
ANON-33SX-SNFZ-J
ANON-33SX-SNFG-Y
ANON-33SX-SNFA-S
ANON-33SX-SNCX-D
ANON-33SX-SNCE-T
ANON-33SX-SNC6-B
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNBT-8
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SNBC-Q
ANON-33SX-SNB9-D
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With a user charge, the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme has the potential to increase the
throughput of traffic in this area without causing
overall increases in demand, through a
combination of new capacity and demand
management.
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ANON-33SX-SNB6-A
ANON-33SX-SNB3-7
ANON-33SX-SNB1-5
ANON-33SX-SN8W-1
ANON-33SX-SN8V-Z
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SN89-3
ANON-33SX-SN82-V
ANON-33SX-SN7W-Z
ANON-33SX-SN7M-P
ANON-33SX-SN78-1
ANON-33SX-SN77-Z
ANON-33SX-SN76-Y
ANON-33SX-SN72-U
ANON-33SX-SN6R-T
ANON-33SX-SN6Q-S
ANON-33SX-SN6J-J
ANON-33SX-SN6D-C
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ANON-33SX-SN65-W
ANON-33SX-SN61-S
ANON-33SX-SN4W-W
ANON-33SX-SN3Y-X
ANON-33SX-SN3X-W
ANON-33SX-SN3T-S
ANON-33SX-SN3G-C
ANON-33SX-SN37-V
ANON-33SX-SN1Y-V
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
ANON-33SX-SN1T-Q
ANON-33SX-SN1H-B
ANON-33SX-SN1E-8
ANON-33SX-SN1B-5
ANON-33SX-SN1A-4
ANON-33SX-SN18-U
ANON-33SX-SN11-M
ANON-33SX-SFZE-9
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ANON-33SX-SFZ1-N
ANON-33SX-SFY9-V
ANON-33SX-SFX2-M
ANON-33SX-SFWH-9
ANON-33SX-SFW9-T
ANON-33SX-SFUW-P
ANON-33SX-SFUV-N
ANON-33SX-SFU3-J
ANON-33SX-SFSV-K
ANON-33SX-SFSQ-E
ANON-33SX-SFR5-H
ANON-33SX-SFQR-D
ANON-33SX-SFQ5-G
ANON-33SX-SFM2-9
ANON-33SX-SFJ6-A
ANON-33SX-SFFP-Z
ANON-33SX-SFFE-N
ANON-33SX-SFE8-7
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ANON-33SX-SFE7-6
ANON-33SX-SFE3-2
ANON-33SX-SFCK-R
ANON-33SX-SFCF-K
ANON-33SX-SFC3-Z
ANON-33SX-SFAK-P
ANON-33SX-SF91-M
ANON-33SX-SF8P-J
ANON-33SX-SF89-U
ANON-33SX-SF6K-B
ANON-33SX-SF68-R
ANON-33SX-SF3K-8
ANON-33SX-SF34-H
ANON-33SX-SF1D-Y
ANON-33SX-SF1A-V
ANON-33SX-S7YN-2
ANON-33SX-S7YF-T
ANON-33SX-S7XZ-D
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ANON-33SX-S7XW-A
ANON-33SX-S7XP-3
ANON-33SX-S7U5-5
ANON-33SX-S7U2-2
ANON-33SX-S7TU-4
ANON-33SX-S7TJ-S
ANON-33SX-S7TC-J
ANON-33SX-S7TB-H
ANON-33SX-S7SK-S
ANON-33SX-S7R9-6
ANON-33SX-S7PF-H
ANON-33SX-S7MN-P
ANON-33SX-S7MM-N
ANON-33SX-S7JZ-Y
ANON-33SX-S7J2-Q
ANON-33SX-S7GR-M
ANON-33SX-S7GM-F
ANON-33SX-S7ER-J
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ANON-33SX-S7DY-R
ANON-33SX-S7DX-Q
ANON-33SX-S7D3-J
ANON-33SX-S7CA-Y
ANON-33SX-S7C9-Q
ANON-33SX-S7BU-J
ANON-33SX-S7BC-Z
ANON-33SX-S7B4-H
ANON-33SX-S7AY-N
ANON-33SX-S7AV-J
ANON-33SX-S7AG-3
ANON-33SX-S7AA-W
ANON-33SX-S7A8-M
ANON-33SX-S79P-4
ANON-33SX-S79D-R
ANON-33SX-S786-9
ANON-33SX-S785-8
ANON-33SX-S76U-6
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ANON-33SX-S74W-6
ANON-33SX-S74E-M
ANON-33SX-S72Q-X
ANON-33SX-S721-X
ANON-33SX-S2XY-7
ANON-33SX-S2XG-N
ANON-33SX-S2XE-K
ANON-33SX-S2XB-G
ANON-33SX-S2VJ-P
ANON-33SX-S2VH-M
ANON-33SX-S2UJ-N
ANON-33SX-S2TS-W
ANON-33SX-S2TR-V
ANON-33SX-S2T8-2
ANON-33SX-S2T4-X
ANON-33SX-S2NF-A
ANON-33SX-S2MT-Q
ANON-33SX-S2MH-B
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ANON-33SX-S2J9-S
ANON-33SX-S2J5-N
ANON-33SX-S2HM-B
ANON-33SX-S2GH-5
ANON-33SX-S2FY-N
ANON-33SX-S2FV-J
ANON-33SX-S2F7-K
ANON-33SX-S2EG-2
ANON-33SX-S2DX-J
ANON-33SX-S2D5-F
ANON-33SX-S2B6-E
ANON-33SX-S2A7-E
ANON-33SX-S29W-6
ANON-33SX-S29N-W
ANON-33SX-S28Z-8
ANON-33SX-S28D-J
ANON-33SX-S287-5
ANON-33SX-S27R-Y
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ANON-33SX-S27K-R
ANON-33SX-S27J-Q
ANON-33SX-S27F-K
ANON-33SX-S27C-G
ANON-33SX-S25X-3
ANON-33SX-S23X-1
ANON-33SX-S22M-N
ANON-33SX-S223-U
Sustrans
Member of Parliament for
Eltham and Plumstead
London Cycling Campaign
London Assembly Liberal
Democrat Group
Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham
Greenwich Green Party
Greenwich Cyclists
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Friends of Mountsfield Park
East Greenwich Residents
Association
Ealing Friends of the Earth
Confederation of Passenger
Transport
Charlton Rail Users' Group
BHLF-33SX-SN9A-C
BHLF-33SX-SN5T-U
BHLF-33SX-SN59-Z
BHLF-33SX-S7KF-C
BHLF-33SX-S7FG-8
BHLF-33SX-S7F3-M
BHLF-33SX-S75A-H
ANON-33SX-STZY-B
ANON-33SX-STY9-A
ANON-33SX-STX8-8
ANON-33SX-STRJ-M
ANON-33SX-STPH-G
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ANON-33SX-STP6-X
ANON-33SX-STNR-R
ANON-33SX-STKW-T
ANON-33SX-STKP-K
ANON-33SX-STJB-4
ANON-33SX-STJ5-Q
Encourage the use of
public transport.

ANON-33SX-STCM-8
ANON-33SX-ST8U-5
ANON-33SX-ST5M-T
ANON-33SX-ST4G-K
ANON-33SX-SNW1-T
ANON-33SX-SNHQ-B
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNCJ-Y
ANON-33SX-SFWH-9
ANON-33SX-SFUW-P
ANON-33SX-SFRZ-P
ANON-33SX-SF7S-M

More than three-quarters of peak hour travel
across the river in east London is by public
transport, and most trips do not cross the river at
all. Nevertheless, the location of jobs, homes and
businesses means that there will always be a
need to travel by road, including across the river.
The London Plan envisages very high levels of
population and economic growth in east and
south-east London, which will stimulate a
demand for trips across the River Thames in
order for people to access these opportunities.
For example, Canary Wharf, the Royal Docks
and Stratford are major centres of growing
employment and are all north of the Thames. It is
important that people in south-east London can
access those growing employment markets,
which will in turn support jobs in supplier

N
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ANON-33SX-S2BR-A

industries in south-east London.

ANON-33SX-S27K-R

The Mayor's Transport Strategy (MTS) sets out
the current mayor's transport vision for London
and details how TfL will deliver the plan between
now and 2031. The MTS prepares for the
Capital's predicted growth of 1.25 million more
people and 0.75 million more jobs by 2031 and
supports sustainable growth across London. The
MTS proposals are spread across all modes and
include proposals for new river crossings. It is
TfL’s role to implement the proposals set out in
the MTS including a new fixed link at Silvertown,
to provide congestion relief to the Blackwall
Tunnel and provide local links for vehicle traffic
(Proposal 39). Greater detail on the development
of the MTS and Proposal 39 specifically are
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).

ANON-33SX-S27F-K
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
BHLF-33SX-SNDV-C
BHLF-33SX-SNDU-B
BHLF-33SX-SNDT-A
BHLF-33SX-SNDQ-7
BHLF-33SX-SNDP-6
BHLF-33SX-SNDJ-Z
BHLF-33SX-SNDG-W
BHLF-33SX-SNDA-Q
BHLF-33SX-SND7-D
BHLF-33SX-SND4-A
BHLF-33SX-SND3-9
BHLF-33SX-SN5D-B
BHLF-33SX-SN59-Z
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Since 2000, public transport modes have all seen
increases in passenger numbers to varying
degrees, with the number of trips on London
Underground up by 20 per cent, trips by National
Rail in London up over 50 per cent, and bus trips
increasing by 70 per cent. While programmes to
encourage the use of public transport play an
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BHLF-33SX-S7U4-4

important role in managing demand for roads, the
problems of congestion, incidents and lack of
resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel would remain.

ANON-33SX-STPK-K
ANON-33SX-STP6-X

Change to
the
Scheme?

TfL recognises that in order to deliver sustainable
schemes it is necessary to embed an integrated
approach to sustainability through planning,
target setting, monitoring and reporting
throughout the design, construction and
operational phases of the Scheme. TfL’s
sustainability framework takes into consideration
factors such as tackling climate change, enhance
quality of life and transport for all by improving
transport opportunities. This framework adheres
to the most up to date requirements of the
Greater London Authority and the London Plan
2015.
As part of TfL’s sustainability statement, the
Scheme would integrate existing cycle routes and
accommodate new cycle routes, encouraging the
shared space principle and creating uncluttered
clearly defined cycle and pedestrian paths.
Proposed improvements in public transport
accessibility as part of the Scheme would provide
a considerable benefit for equalities groups that
typically use public transport more frequently,
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with improvements not only to journey routes but
also to journey times and reliability as a result of
bus-only lanes through the tunnel.
While the proposed Scheme would make
significant improvements to local pedestrian and
cycling connectivity, no provision was made to
allow pedestrians and cyclists through the tunnel.
This was because such cross river connectivity at
this point was provided by the Emirates Air Line
cable car. There would however be potential to
switch from car use to public transport as the
Scheme would present a significant opportunity
for introducing fast and reliable cross-river bus
services to a range of destinations both south
and north of the River Thames providing low cost
options, and could also make coach trips more
attractive.
With a user charge, the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme has the potential to increase the
throughput of traffic in this area without causing
overall increases in demand, through a
combination of new capacity and demand
management.
Ensure the Blackwall
Tunnel is accessible to
Page 190 of 287

ANON-33SX-SNZD-G

The Blackwall Tunnel is currently served by bus
route 108. The small diameter of the Tunnel
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sustainable modes of
ANON-33SX-SNQM-G
transport, in particular for ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
buses.
ANON-33SX-SNFR-A
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNE1-8
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNBH-V
ANON-33SX-SN82-V
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN6G-F
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inhibits access to the Tunnel by double-deck
buses, and the reliability of the Tunnel is such
that extending other bus routes through the
Tunnel would impact on the reliability of the route
for other users. By comparison, the Silvertown
Tunnel will be full gauge, allowing double-deck
bus route to access it, and the provision of a
dedicated bus lane and of a more reliable and
resilient crossing means that a reliable service
could be provided.
For safety reasons it is not possible to allow
pedestrians or cyclists to use the Blackwall
Tunnel.

ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham
Institution of Civil Engineers
Greenwich Cyclists
Greenwich Borough Liberal
Democrats
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BHLF-33SX-SN53-T
Ensure the Blackwall
ANON-33SX-S2Z2-2
Tunnel is accessible to
sustainable modes of
transport, in particular for
pedestrian access.
Focus on cross-river
provisions for
pedestrians and cyclists.
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ANON-33SX-SF8P-J
ANON-33SX-S7CA-Y

N

TfL is looking at how best to enhance crossing
N
options between east and south-east London for
pedestrians and cyclists, including consideration
of new bridge or passenger ferry links and
bringing forward a local fare strategy for the EAL.
While these schemes may be beneficial in
addressing other problems or creating other new
opportunities for walking and cycling trips, and
may well be taken forward separately in due
course, they do not solve the problem of
congestion and road network reliability and
resilience which the Silvertown Tunnel is seeking
to address and would not provide east and southeast London with the long term security of a
reliable road crossing point. This is set out in
more detail in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1). A summary of the
options TfL has considered including pedestrian
and cycle bridges, ferries and cable car options
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are also set out in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1).
Focus on public
transport instead.

ANON-33SX-STCM-8
ANON-33SX-ST54-1
ANON-33SX-SN7S-V
ANON-33SX-SFR5-H
ANON-33SX-SFM4-B
ANON-33SX-SF7Q-J
ANON-33SX-SF6U-N
ANON-33SX-SF4Q-F
ANON-33SX-SF16-H
ANON-33SX-S2M5-R
ANON-33SX-S2K9-T
ANON-33SX-S21K-J

TfL has considered the potential for rail-based
public transport connections to address the
problems of the Blackwall Tunnel. This includes
different forms of rail crossings including heavy
rail, light rail e.g. DLR, Overground, underground,
trams etc. A key issue for public transport-based
options is that they would offer almost no benefit
for highway network resilience. In the event of
closures of the Blackwall Tunnel, large numbers
of vehicles already part-way through their
journeys would still need to find alternative roadbased routes across the river as there would be
no practical prospect of switching to alternative
modes of transport instead. This would leave a
critical objective of the Scheme and the river
crossings programme unmet.

N

TfL highlighted during the consultation that based
on the recent history of the Jubilee Line
extension, the amount of traffic using the
Blackwall Tunnel is unlikely to reduce significantly
as a result of an additional rail crossing in this
area. The problem of congestion therefore is also
likely to remain. TfL has carried out additional
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transport modelling to test this point. The tests
included a comprehensive package of public
transport enhancement, including the introduction
of new schemes such as a DLR extension from
Canning Town to Falconwood and an
Overground extension from Barking to Barking
Riverside and to Abbey Wood. The tests indicate
that while public transport enhancements may be
beneficial in their own right, they are unlikely to
materially impact congestion and delay at the
Blackwall Tunnel as they would not discernibly
reduce traffic flow at the Blackwall Tunnel or
adjacent crossings. When adding a user charge
at the Blackwall Tunnel the model indicates that a
modest reduction in traffic flow would be
experienced in the off-peak and counter peak
periods but not at times of highest demand, and a
delay of around 10 minutes would remain at
these times. Comparing these results to tests
where the Blackwall Tunnel is charged and no
new public transport infrastructure is introduced
suggests that the vast majority of any reduction in
flow or delay is the result of the user charge at
the Blackwall Tunnel rather than the introduction
of new cross-river public transport infrastructure.
A more detailed assessment of these tests is
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included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
Focus should be on
improving existing public
transport.

ANON-33SX-ST95-6
ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SNQQ-M
ANON-33SX-SNQB-5
ANON-33SX-SNHE-Y
ANON-33SX-SNH8-J
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y
ANON-33SX-SNC6-B
ANON-33SX-SNBH-V
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN6J-J
ANON-33SX-SN6G-F

TfL is working hard to encourage a shift of trips
N
from private cars to more sustainable modes, and
has achieved a notable switch from car to other
uses in recent years. More improvements are on
the way including Crossrail, a new rail tunnel
connecting Greenwich and Newham, opening in
2018. Against a background of significant growth
in population and employment, it is anticipated
that the Blackwall Tunnel will retain a critical
function in east London's road network, including
for the movement of goods and freight. Therefore
investment in the Silvertown Tunnel, to ensure
that the road network remains fit for purpose for
the long term, is a key part of TfL’s proposals to
solve the problems of congestion, closures and
resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL highlighted during the consultation that based
on the recent history of the Jubilee Line
extension, the amount of traffic using the
Blackwall Tunnel is unlikely to reduce significantly
as a result of an additional rail crossing in this
area. The problem of congestion therefore is also
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ANON-33SX-SN6A-9

likely to remain. TfL has carried out additional
transport modelling to test this point. The tests
included a comprehensive package of public
transport enhancement, including the introduction
of new schemes such as a DLR extension from
Canning Town to Falconwood and an
Overground extension from Barking to Barking
Riverside and to Abbey Wood. The tests indicate
that while public transport enhancements may be
beneficial in their own right, they are unlikely to
materially impact congestion and delay at the
Blackwall Tunnel as they would not discernibly
reduce traffic flow at the Blackwall Tunnel or
adjacent crossings. When adding a user charge
at the Blackwall Tunnel the model indicates that a
modest reduction in traffic flow would be
experienced in the off-peak and counter peak
periods but not at times of highest demand, and a
delay of around 10 minutes would remain at
these times. Comparing these results to tests
where the Blackwall Tunnel is charged and no
new public transport infrastructure is introduced
suggests that the vast majority of any reduction in
flow or delay is the result of the user charge at
the Blackwall Tunnel rather than the introduction
of new cross-river public transport infrastructure.

ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3U-T
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A
ANON-33SX-SN1Y-V
ANON-33SX-SN17-T
ANON-33SX-SFWG-8
ANON-33SX-SFW8-S
ANON-33SX-SFUW-P
ANON-33SX-S7D6-N
ANON-33SX-S2HM-B
Charlton Rail Users' Group
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4
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A more detailed assessment of these tests is
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
As it is a committed scheme, Crossrail is included
within these tests and the changes in demand
due to Crossrail are accounted for.
The Silvertown Tunnel will include a dedicated
lane for HGVs, buses and coaches in each bore
and create a new vital link for improving crossriver bus services. Further details on this are
included in the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference: 6.5).
The air quality assessment concludes that the
Scheme will not result in a significant effect on air
quality.
Independently of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme
TfL has published a prospectus with the
Department for Transport (DfT) that sets out TfL’s
commitment to improving capacity and service
levels across the region’s rail network. This can
be accessed via TfL’s website:
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/railpassenger-services-in-london-and-the-southeast-a-new-approach
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Focus should be on
reducing the need to
cross the river in the first
place.

ANON-33SX-S7MG-F

More than three-quarters of peak hour travel
across the river in east London is by public
transport, and most trips do not cross the river at
all. Nevertheless, the location of jobs, homes and
businesses means that there will always be a
need to travel by both private and public
transport, including across the river. The London
Plan envisages very high levels of population and
economic growth in east and south-east London,
which will stimulate a demand for trips across the
River Thames in order for people to access these
opportunities. For example, Canary Wharf, the
Royal Docks and Stratford are major centres of
growing employment and are all north of the
Thames, and it is important that people in southeast London can access those growing
employment markets, which will in turn support
jobs in supplier industries in south-east London.

N

The London Plan supports the growth of
population and employment in the Opportunity
Areas along the Thames in east and south-east
London, which will stimulate new trips and more
pressure on the local transport infrastructure. It is
not anticipated that this policy of supporting a
growing London economy will change.

N

Focus should be on
ANON-33SX-S22Y-1
reducing traffic within
London by providing
business incentive to
relocate outside of South
East London.
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Focus should be on
reducing traffic within
London.

ANON-33SX-SNMG-6

TfL is working hard to encourage a shift of trips
N
from private cars to more sustainable modes, and
London has achieved a notable switch from car
to other uses in recent years. More improvements
are on the way including Crossrail, a new rail
tunnel connecting Greenwich and Newham,
opening in 2018. Against a background of
significant growth in population and employment,
investment in the Silvertown Tunnel is essential,
to ensure that the road network remains fit for
purpose for the long term and helps to solve the
problems of congestion, closures and resilience
at the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL has proposed that a user charge would apply
to the Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels. There
are two main reasons for this: to manage demand
for the Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels and
keep traffic levels within appropriate limits; and to
help to pay for the new tunnel. Without a user
charge, the additional capacity and improved
journey times brought about by the Scheme
would attract substantial levels of traffic demand
to the Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels,
including highway trips not currently on the
network.
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moving traffic to strategic
routes outside of
London.
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There is a high volume of people, goods and
freight moving between east and south-east
London, for whom a reliable and resilient road
network is important, including those impacted by
unplanned closures.

Change to
the
Scheme?
N

TfL is proposing to introduce user charges on the
Blackwall and Silvertown tunnels to encourage
trips to be made wherever possible by public
transport, and for non-London strategic trips to
remain on the national road network.
Freight travel by water or ANON-33SX-SN11-M
rail should be promoted. ANON-33SX-SF3K-8
BHLF-33SX-SN5T-U

Greenwich Foot Tunnel
should be upgraded to a
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ANON-33SX-SFPA-U

TfL has developed a new Construction Logistics
programme. One element of this programme is to
ensure more construction materials and waste is
moved by water. TfL is working closely with the
GLA, Port of London Authority, Canal & River
Trust, London Waterways Commission and other
stakeholders to achieve this. The programme
builds on the existing requirement for
Construction Logistics Plans to reduce the impact
of construction freight movements and will
include a water freight planning tool.

N

TfL has carried out an extensive assessment of
different crossing options, including different

N
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locations. TfL found that the proposed location of
the Silvertown Tunnel performed best in terms of
addressing the problems of congestion, closures
and resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel. A
summary of this assessment is presented in the
Case for the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
The construction of a vehicle crossing at the
location of the Greenwich Foot Tunnel would
have significant impacts on land and existing
properties in order to build the approaches and
connecting it to the local road network. Other
challenges associated with such an option are
significant environmental impacts and traffic
impacts on the local road network surrounding
these locations. This would have major impacts
on the community in and around Greenwich
Town Centre and the Isle of Dogs.

Growth in south east
London should be
supported through good
quality housing.

ANON-33SX-S7A7-K

TfL has worked with the host Boroughs of
Greenwich, Newham and Tower Hamlets to
design the Scheme so that as well as supporting
growth by providing a new link, the design of the
Scheme integrates well with the area around it
and anticipates future residential users. East
London will see the largest share of the
substantial increase in population, housing and

N
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employment anticipated in the Capital in the
coming years. TfL is planning for the impacts of
this growth and to overcome poor cross-river
connectivity, with a clear focus on east London.
For this reason there is a programme of river
crossings, which would improve connections for
pedestrians, cyclists, public transport and road
users. Details of this are set out in the Case for
the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1)and in a
document called Connecting the Capital which
can be accessed on TfL’s website via
http://content.tfl.gov.uk/connectingthecapitalnewrivercrossingsforlondon-dec-2015.pdf
The delivery of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme
will enable land currently designated as
safeguarded and the therefore not available for
residential development (without the prior
agreement of TfL) to be released. The land in
the immediate area around the portals and
covered by this safeguarding is currently
designated for specific land uses by local
authorities. For example in the London Borough
of Newham Local Plan, the area known as
Thames Wharf is designated as industrial land
and is therefore not currently supported for
residential development. However during the life
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of the Scheme TfL believs that this designation
may change and TfL has therefore been working
closely with surrounding land owners and the
local authority to ensure that TfL designs a
scheme that maximises the potential for the
surrounding areas to be developed for a range of
different uses including residential. These
discussions have led to a number of changes to
the design of the Scheme throughout the process
including changes since the statutory
consultation to improve the potential for
development. This has involved working with
architects and urban designers to ensure that
adjacent sites are of an appropriate dimension
and shape for development that the public realm
is appropriate for pedestrians and cyclists and the
landscape creates a character that enhances the
development potential. As such TfL believes that
the Silvertown Tunnel is helping to unlock land
which could be used for housing in the future.
Improve Blackwall
Tunnel by straightening
the corners within it.

ANON-33SX-S25B-D

To make any significant alterations to the
alignment of the existing Blackwall Tunnel would
be impractical from an engineering standpoint
and, because the Tunnel would need to be
closed for the duration of the works, cause major
disruption to the travelling public. The aim of the

N
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Silvertown Tunnel is to address the problems of
congestion, closures and resilience at the
Blackwall Tunnel and to provide local links for
vehicle traffic. To achieve this, additional crossing
capacity as well as a nearby alternative in case of
closures are required. This can be achieved by
building the Silvertown Tunnel in addition to the
Blackwall Tunnel.
The Blackwall Tunnel was first opened in 1897
and was designed for horse & coaches. While the
Blackwall Tunnel is accessible to most vehicles, it
was not designed for modern freight vehicles, or
double-deck buses. Furthermore, the current
levels of demand to use the Blackwall Tunnel
greatly exceed the capacity of the Tunnel, and
there is regularly very significant congestion in
and around the area. As a result, it is highly
susceptible to disruptive incidents which can
require that it be closed at very short notice.
Constructing the new Silvertown Tunnel
alongside the Blackwall Tunnel would mean that
larger vehicles such as double deck buses can
use the tunnel and thereby additional
opportunities for new and/or expanded bus
routes would be created, while the Blackwall
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Tunnel would remain open for use by other
vehicles. The four tunnel bores at Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels would be operated in a
collective fashion in order to achieve resilience.
Furthermore, the proposed phasing of work
maximises offline construction, remote from
existing infrastructure, thus minimising the impact
on the running of the current road network,
including the Blackwall Tunnel.
Once open, the Silvertown Tunnel would address
the transport problems of congestion, incidents
and a lack of resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel.
The Scheme would improve the performance of
the road network and enable vehicles to travel far
more efficiently.
Include a rail element to
the tunnel.

ANON-33SX-SNEU-C
BHLF-33SX-SNDX-E

TfL has considered the potential for rail-based
public transport connections to address the
problems of the Blackwall Tunnel. This includes
different forms of rail crossings including heavy
rail, light rail e.g. DLR, Overground, underground,
trams etc. A key issue for public transport-based
options is that they would offer almost no benefit
for highway network resilience. In the event of
closures of the Blackwall Tunnel, large numbers
of vehicles already part-way through their

N
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journeys would still need to find alternative roadbased routes across the river as there would be
no practical prospect of switching to alternative
modes of transport instead. This would leave a
critical objective of the Scheme and the river
crossings programme unmet.
TfL highlighted during the consultation that based
on the recent history of the Jubilee Line
extension, the amount of traffic using the
Blackwall Tunnel is unlikely to reduce significantly
as a result of an additional rail crossing in this
area. The problem of congestion therefore is also
likely to remain. TfL has carried out additional
transport modelling to test this point. The tests
included a comprehensive package of public
transport enhancement, including the introduction
of new schemes such as a DLR extension from
Canning Town to Falconwood and an
Overground extension from Barking to Barking
Riverside and to Abbey Wood. The tests indicate
that while public transport enhancements may be
beneficial in their own right, they are unlikely to
materially impact congestion and delay at the
Blackwall Tunnel as they would not discernibly
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reduce traffic flow at the Blackwall Tunnel or
adjacent crossings. When adding a user charge
at the Blackwall Tunnel the model indicates that a
modest reduction in traffic flow would be
experienced in the off-peak and counter peak
periods but not at times of highest demand, and a
delay of around 10 minutes would remain at
these times. Comparing these results to tests
where the Blackwall Tunnel is charged and no
new public transport infrastructure is introduced
suggests that the vast majority of any reduction in
flow or delay is the result of the user charge at
the Blackwall Tunnel rather than the introduction
of new cross-river public transport infrastructure.
A more detailed assessment of these tests is
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
Increase and invest in
passenger ferries /
riverboat services.

ANON-33SX-ST1Q-T
ANON-33SX-S7P4-Y
ANON-33SX-S2Y5-4
ANON-33SX-S2B8-G
ANON-33SX-S27J-Q
ANON-33SX-S216-W

TfL is working with operators and other
stakeholders to expand the scope and quality of
riverbus services as far as practical. A 24 hour
service may not be justified by passenger
demand, but TfL is looking into the potential for
new piers at various locations along the Thames.
These will be brought forward as soon as
possible, subject to the demand and viability of
services. Specific locations TfL is investigating

N
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include a ferry service between Rotherhithe and
Canary Wharf and a service between North
Greenwich and Canary Wharf. At this stage it is
assumed that these services would be integrated
into the existing ticketing system for river
transport in London. Nevertheless, these
improvements are not a substitute for a new road
crossing, as alone they would not meet the
Scheme objectives. An assessment of this is
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
Increase capacity /
frequency of the
Woolwich Ferry.

ANON-33SX-SFVX-R
ANON-33SX-SFGQ-2
ANON-33SX-S764-5
ANON-33SX-S735-3
Greenwich Borough Liberal
Democrats

The present day Woolwich Ferry infrastructure
(including the ferry vessels) has been in
operation since 1963 and as such was
recognised to be near the end of its operational
life. As a result, major refurbishment works were
considered necessary to ensure the continued
safe operation of the service in the foreseeable
future.
Independently of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme,
TfL completed works in December 2015 including
the refurbishment of the in-river piers and fully
overhauling the moveable platforms which allow
vehicles to board and alight the vessels. In
addition TfL is undertaking further phases of
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work, including an evaluation of options for
replacing the existing ferry vessels which, subject
to funding approval, could be in place by 2018.
These are considered essential works to ensure
the continued operation of the service to at least
the year 2025 and potentially beyond.
In addition to these life extension works, TfL is
also investigating various potential improvement
options to the vehicle waiting areas at both the
northern and southern terminals.
Maintain current river
crossings.

ANON-33SX-S7BK-8

Thames crossings are managed and maintained
by a range of authorities, including Transport for
London, London Boroughs, Highways England
and the Bridge House Estates. All these assets,
be they bridges or tunnels, are inspected,
assessed, maintained and refurbished in
accordance with well defined UK and
international standards on asset management
and engineering.

N

TfL, as the operator of the most road tunnels in
the UK, has extensive experience of managing
major tunnels and have cutting edge technology
for monitoring the assets and the day-to-day
movement of traffic through them. Importantly,
TfL manages these major river crossings as part
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of an integrated transport network, ensuring
activities across the network are coordinated and
minimise disruption to road users, businesses
and residents.
Maintain the current
service of the Woolwich
Ferry as a minimum.

ANON-33SX-SNMA-Z
ANON-33SX-SN7Z-3
ANON-33SX-S7VU-6
ANON-33SX-S7V7-8
ANON-33SX-S7UG-Q
ANON-33SX-S726-3
ANON-33SX-S2JY-S
ANON-33SX-S2J9-S
ANON-33SX-S26E-H
ANON-33SX-S22N-P
BHLF-33SX-S7F3-M
BHLF-33SX-S77Q-3
ANON-33SX-STJT-P

The present day Woolwich Ferry infrastructure
(including the ferry vessels) has been in
operation since 1963 and as such was
recognised to be near the end of its operational
life. As a result, major refurbishment works were
considered necessary to ensure the continued
safe operation of the service in the foreseeable
future.
Independently of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme,
TfL completed works in December 2015 including
the refurbishment of the in-river piers and fully
overhauling the moveable platforms which allow
vehicles to board and alight the vessels. In
addition TfL is undertaking further phases of
work, including an evaluation of options for
replacing the existing ferry vessels which, subject
to funding approval, could be in place by 2018.
These are considered essential works to ensure
the continued operation of the service to at least
the year 2025 and potentially beyond.
In addition to these life extension works, TfL is
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also investigating various potential improvement
options to the vehicle waiting areas at both the
northern and southern terminals.
Money could be better
spent on other schemes
/ projects.

ANON-33SX-SNWQ-T
ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F
ANON-33SX-SNR3-Q
ANON-33SX-SNR1-N
ANON-33SX-SN7P-S
ANON-33SX-SN77-Z
ANON-33SX-S7JP-N
Friends of Mountsfield Park
BHLF-33SX-SNDX-E

The development of London has led to a situation
where the Blackwall Tunnel operates as the
single strategic river crossing in London for
vehicular traffic east of Tower Bridge, and
(together with problems inherent in its design)
this situation leads to significant transport
problems. Furthermore, there are secondary
effects of these transport problems which have
existed for some time and that they are already
having a negative effect on London. In the
context of significant growth these effects are
forecast to deteriorate with an increasing impact
on the London and UK economy. This means
that there is a pressing need to take action now.

N

TfL has considered a wide range of alternative
options before arriving at the proposed
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme. The alternatives TfL
has considered include:
• Road-based alternatives such as bridge and
different tunnel options
• Public transport alternatives
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• Walking and cycling alternatives
• User charging and demand management
alternatives
• Alternatives at different locations
While many of the alternatives assessed,
including walking, cycling and public transport
alternatives, had merits in their own right, TfL
found that the Silvertown Tunnel was the only
solution to fully address the problems of
congestion, closures and resilience at the
Blackwall Tunnel. It hence offers the best value
for money. The Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference 7.1) explains these problems and the
need for them to be addressed in greater detail.
A narrative of this assessment and a recent backcheck of the full range of alternatives is included
in the Case for the Scheme.
Following the statutory consultation TfL carried
out addition traffic model runs to test the potential
of public transport alternatives. The results of
these tests confirmed TfL’s previous conclusions
and are summarised in the Case for the Scheme.
Money should be spent
on maintaining the
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TfL is investing in the existing road network; by
recently refurbishing the current Blackwall
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Tunnel, and considering purchasing new vessels
to improve the reliability of the Woolwich Ferry.
TfL is investing £4 billion in the Roads
Modernisation Plan, the biggest investment in the
Capital's roads for a generation. However none of
these investments solve the problems of poor
reliability and resilience at the Blackwall tunnel,
which will continue and worsen without
investment in an alternative full size tunnel in this
area.
ANON-33SX-STBP-A
ANON-33SX-STPH-G

The Mayor's Transport Strategy (MTS) sets out
the Mayor’s transport vision for London and
details how TfL will deliver the plan between now
and 2031. The MTS prepares for the Capital's
predicted growth of 1.25 million more people and
0.75 million more jobs by 2031 and supports
sustainable growth across London. The MTS
proposals are spread across all modes and
include proposals for new river crossings. It is
TfL’s role to implement the proposals set out in
the MTS including a new fixed link at Silvertown,
to provide congestion relief to the Blackwall
Tunnel and provide local links for vehicle traffic
(Proposal 39). Greater detail on the development
of the MTS and Proposal 39 specifically are
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document

N
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Reference: 7.1).
Other crossings should
be built further east
before building at
Silvertown.

ANON-33SX-SF3V-K

The development of London has led to a situation
where the Blackwall Tunnel operates as the
single strategic river crossing in London for
vehicular traffic east of Tower Bridge, and
(together with problems inherent in its design)
this situation leads to significant transport
problems. Furthermore, there are secondary
effects of these transport problems which have
existed for some time and that they are already
having a negative effect on London. In the
context of significant growth these effects are
forecast to deteriorate with an increasing impact
on the London and UK economy. This means
that there is a pressing need to take action now.
TfL is progressing plans for further new crossings
to the east of Silvertown, including locations at
Gallions Reach and between Belvedere and
Rainham in addition to Silvertown. However while
these locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and from
local communities, these sites are too far
removed to make the Blackwall Tunnel a reliable
and resilient crossing point, and therefore they do
not meet the objectives of the Silvertown Tunnel
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Scheme. TfL has carried out further assessments
which support this point. These are set out in the
Case for the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
Provide 24hr river boats
at an affordable cost to
cross the river.

GREEN WASTE CARE
LIMITED

TfL is working with operators and other
stakeholders to expand the scope and quality of
riverbus services as far as practical. A 24 hour
service may not be justified by passenger
demand, but TfL is looking into the potential for
new piers at various locations along the Thames.
These will be brought forward as soon as
possible, subject to the demand and viability of
services. Specific locations TfL is investigating
include a ferry service between Rotherhithe and
Canary Wharf and a service between North
Greenwich and Canary Wharf. At this stage it is
assumed that these services would be integrated
into the existing ticketing system for river
transport in London. Nevertheless, these
improvements are not a substitute for a new road
crossing, as alone they would not meet the
Scheme objectives. An assessment of this is
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).

N
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Provide a free ferry
service from the Queen
Elizabeth II pier to
London City Airport.

ANON-33SX-S7NA-A

TfL is working with operators and other
stakeholders to expand the scope and quality of
riverbus services as far as practical. TfL is
looking into the potential for new piers at various
locations along the Thames. These will be
brought forward as soon as possible, subject to
the demand and viability of services. Specific
locations TfL is investigating include a ferry
service between North Greenwich and Canary
Wharf. At this stage it is assumed that these
services would be integrated into the existing
ticketing system for river transport in London. TfL
is also progressing plans for a new passenger
pier to be located at New Providence Wharf, on
the north bank close to Blackwall, which will be
linked to North Greenwich by riverbus services;
this is expected to open to passengers in late
2016. Nevertheless, these improvements are not
a substitute for a new road crossing, as alone
they would not meet the Scheme objectives. An
assessment of this is included in the Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
The Scheme will enable TfL to run new and
improved cross river bus services through the
Silvertown and Blackwall Tunnels which could
operate between the Greenwich Peninsula and
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London City Airport.

Provide an additional
cable car.

ANON-33SX-S23A-A

TfL has assessed a number of cable car options
N
as part of the wiser East London River Crossings
Programme including a cable car between North
Greenwich and Canary Wharf and a cable car at
Gallions Reach. These assessments are set out
in more detail in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1). These options do not
address the problems of congestion, closures
and the lack of resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel
and are hence not taken further forward.
TfL is however looking at how best to enhance
crossing options between east and south-east
London for pedestrians and cyclists, including
consideration of new bridge or passenger ferry
links and bringing forward a new local fare
strategy for the Emirates Air Line. While these
schemes may be beneficial in addressing other
problems or creating other new opportunities for
walking and cycling trips, and may well be taken
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forward separately in due course, they do not
solve the problem of congestion and road
network reliability and resilience which the
Silvertown Tunnel is seeking to address and
would not provide east and south-east London
with the long term security of a reliable road
crossing point.
Provide connection to
Crossrail.

ANON-33SX-SFJZ-E

TfL is progressing work on Crossrail 2
independently of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme.

N

The new cross-river bus routes which the
Silvertown Tunnel would enable, can serve as a
feeder services to Crossrail stations such as
Canary Wharf and Custom House.
Provide more east-west
boat crossings and
connections.
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ANON-33SX-S7ES-K

TfL is working with operators and other
stakeholders to expand the scope and quality of
riverbus services as far as practical. A 24 hour
service may not be justified by passenger
demand, but TfL is looking into the potential for
new piers at various locations along the Thames.
These will be brought forward as soon as
possible, subject to the demand and viability of
services. Specific locations TfL is investigating
include a ferry service between Rotherhithe and
Canary Wharf and a service between North
Greenwich and Canary Wharf. At this stage it is
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assumed that these services would be integrated
into the existing ticketing system for river
transport in London. Nevertheless, these
improvements are not a substitute for a new road
crossing, as alone they would not meet the
Scheme objectives. An assessment of this is
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
Provide new piers at
Rotherhithe and
Convoy’s Wharf to
enable opportunities for
cross-river travel.

London Assembly Liberal
Democrat Group
Greenwich Borough Liberal
Democrats

In addition to the existing North Greenwich pier,
N
additional piers are currently proposed at Canary
Wharf East which is due to be delivered by
Spring 2017, and at North Greenwich West which
is due to be delivered as part of the Greenwich
Peninsula Masterplan. It is expected that that
these piers will accommodate River Bus services,
with an added potential to provide a dedicated
cross-river ferry service for pedestrians and
cyclists between Greenwich Peninsula (west) and
Canary Wharf (east). TfL expect initial feasibility
work on such a service to commence in mid2016.
There are plans for a new ferry service between
Rotherhithe and Canary Wharf in the short term
and for a dedicated pedestrian and cycle bridge
in the long term. TfL is in the process of planning
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to undertake market engagement to seek
industry experts’ advice and input to this project
and test what can be delivered using the most
cost effective solutions.
Query over the purpose
of the DLR crossing to
Woolwich.

ANON-33SX-S2JN-E

The aim of the DLR extension to Woolwich was
to create a new link to improve access for the
communities of Woolwich, Silvertown and North
Woolwich by providing an alternative crossing of
the River Thames and assisting a sustainable
shift from car to public transport travel. The
extension provides a new direct rail connection
from Woolwich to the City, Canary Wharf and
London City Airport, enhancing access to jobs
and amenities. It also provides a catalyst for
regeneration of Woolwich town centre and the
southern Royal Docks.

N

Woolwich Arsenal has been one of DLR’s fastest
growing stations ever since it opened in January
2009. In its first full year, demand averaged
around 92,000 journeys per week; by November
2015 this had risen to 247,000 journeys per week
– an average annual growth rate of around 25%.
Reduce the need for
local residents to drive.
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More than three-quarters of peak hour travel
across the river in east London is by public
transport, and most trips do not cross the river at

N
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all. Nevertheless, the location of jobs, homes and
businesses means that there will always be a
need to travel by road, including across the river.
The London Plan envisages very high levels of
population and economic growth in east and
south-east London, which will stimulate a
demand for trips across the River Thames in
order for people to access these opportunities.
For example, Canary Wharf, the Royal Docks
and Stratford are major centres of growing
employment and are all north of the Thames. It is
important that people in south-east London can
access those growing employment markets,
which will in turn support jobs in supplier
industries in south-east London.
The Mayor's Transport Strategy (MTS) sets out
the current mayor's transport vision for London
and details how TfL will deliver the plan between
now and 2031. The MTS prepares for the
Capital's predicted growth of 1.25 million more
people and 0.75 million more jobs by 2031 and
supports sustainable growth across London. The
MTS proposals are spread across all modes and
include proposals for new river crossings. It is
TfL’s role to implement the proposals set out in
the MTS including a new fixed link at Silvertown,
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to provide congestion relief to the Blackwall
Tunnel and provide local links for vehicle traffic
(Proposal 39). Greater detail on the development
of the MTS and Proposal 39 specifically are
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
Since 2000, public transport modes have all seen
increases in passenger numbers to varying
degrees, with the number of trips on London
Underground up by 20 per cent, trips by National
Rail in London up over 50 per cent, and bus trips
increasing by 70 per cent. While programmes to
encourage the use of public transport play an
important role in managing demand for roads, the
problems of congestion, incidents and lack of
resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel would remain.
TfL recognises that in order to deliver sustainable
schemes it is necessary to embed an integrated
approach to sustainability through planning,
target setting, monitoring and reporting
throughout the design, construction and
operational phases of the Scheme. TfL’s
sustainability framework takes into consideration
factors such as tackling climate change, enhance
quality of life and transport for all by improving
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transport opportunities. This framework adheres
to the most up to date requirements of the
Greater London Authority and the London Plan
2015.
As part of TfL’s sustainability statement, the
Scheme would integrate existing cycle routes and
accommodate new cycle routes, encouraging the
shared space principle and creating uncluttered
clearly defined cycle and pedestrian paths.
Proposed improvements in public transport
accessibility as part of the Scheme would provide
a considerable benefit for equalities groups that
typically use public transport more frequently,
with improvements not only to journey routes but
also to journey times and reliability as a result of
bus-only lanes through the Tunnel.
While the proposed Scheme would make
significant improvements to local pedestrian and
cycling connectivity, no provision was made to
allow pedestrians and cyclists through the
Tunnel. This was because such cross river
connectivity at this point was provided by the
Emirates Air Line cable car. There would
however be potential to switch from car use to
public transport as the Scheme would present a
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significant opportunity for introducing fast and
reliable cross-river bus services to a range of
destinations both south and north of the River
Thames providing low cost options, and could
also make coach trips more attractive.
With a user charge, the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme has the potential to increase the
throughput of traffic in this area without causing
overall increases in demand, through a
combination of new capacity and demand
management.
Restrict the Woolwich
Ferry to be used by
HGVs only and the
Blackwall Tunnel by cars
only.

ANON-33SX-SFM7-E

The Woolwich Ferry provides an important
connection in the east London highway network,
linking the North Circular (A406) with the South
Circular (A206) on the Transport for London
Road Network (TLRN). It is currently one of only
four vehicle crossings of the River Thames to the
east of Tower Bridge, and the only vehicle
crossing point between the Blackwall Tunnel and
Dartford Crossing. In 2013/14, 1.04 million
vehicle crossings and 1.95 million passenger
journeys were made on the service. It therefore
provides an essential service to many users.
Furthermore TfL would expect that the additional
number of HGVs attracted to the Woolwich Ferry,
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if an HGV ban was placed on the Blackwall
Tunnel, would cause significant problems on the
local road network around Woolwich Town
Centre as well as other diversion routes for HGVs
to re-join the strategic route network.
Incidents caused by HGVs which are too tall to
use the northbound tunnel at Blackwall are only
one part of the problem the Silvertown Tunnel is
aiming to solve. Even if HGVs were banned from
using the Blackwall Tunnel, the problems of
congestion and a lack of (long term) resilience
would remain.
The Silvertown Tunnel will provide a solution to
address the problems of congestion, closures
and the lack of resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel.
Rotherhithe Tunnel
should be closed to
motor traffic.

ANON-33SX-SF3R-F

The Blackwall Tunnel is a vital link for cross-river
traffic in east London. It carries more traffic than
any other road crossing in the Capital. The
Blackwall Tunnel is carrying a disproportionate
share of traffic: over 30 per cent of all private
highway trips across the eastern Thames in the
morning peak hour, the inter peak average hour,
and the afternoon peak hour. If the Dartford
Crossing is excluded, the proportion increases to
60 per cent or more in each period; and this high

N
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figure persists despite significant congestion and
closures at the Blackwall Tunnel. Further
information on this is included in the Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
The Rotherhithe Tunnel provides an important
local cross-river connection between south east
and east London. TfL is considering
improvements to the Rotherhithe Tunnel in the
context of TfL’s wider river crossings strategy,
independently of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme
and TfL would need to fully understand
benefits/dis-benefits to all road users of these
improvement.
Closing the Blackwall or Rotherhithe tunnels to
motor traffic would therefore have significant
impacts on the strategic and local road network
as well as the adjacent river crossings.
Several new bridges
should be built instead.

ANON-33SX-SFT8-P
ANON-33SX-S7BM-A
ANON-33SX-STSW-2
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TfL has considered bridge options at Silvertown.
While technically feasible, these would bring
several disadvantages compared with a tunnel
option. The river is navigable to shipping in this
area so bridges need to be very high or capable
of opening for shipping; both options would have
major impacts on the community on the
Greenwich Peninsula, and an opening structure
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would be regularly closed to traffic and would
therefore not provide a reliable and resilient
crossing. Details of these assessments are
reported in the Case for the (Document
Reference: 7.1). TfL is still considering bridge
(and tunnel) options at Gallions Reach to improve
road network connectivity in that area, but that
would not negate the need for a crossing at
Silvertown.
Silvertown Tunnel
should allow for cyclists
within the tunnel.

ANON-33SX-SNEW-E

TfL has investigated options for pedestrian and
cycling access within the main Silvertown Tunnel
bores or in a separate tunnel. TfL noted from an
early stage that although it might be feasible to
incorporate provision for pedestrians and cyclists
within a tunnel crossing, it would be of
questionable benefit because of the poor and
potentially intimidating ambience of a 1.4km
tunnel. The length of the Tunnel means that a
poor and potentially intimidating ambience is
inevitable, and there is concern over safety and
security implications. Thus demand is likely to be
low. Additionally, cost impacts would likely be
very significant, in the region of some £70m
additional cost.

N

TfL considers that there are more cost-effective
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ways of improving connections for pedestrians
and cyclists in this area.
Alongside the Scheme, TfL is proposing to
produce a future Emirates Air Line (EAL) fares
strategy document in consultation with local
Boroughs, which would be published ahead of
the opening of the Silvertown Tunnel. The
objective of this strategy will be to set out fare
options for the EAL. There are a number of
possible options including discounts on existing
fares or annual passes for regular users. This will
be supported by further analysis of the needs of
EAL users and potential EAL users, with a view
to bringing forward additional measures where
appropriate to ensure the EAL is fulfilling its role
as a local crossing. As the setting of fares for the
EAL is a Mayoral decision, the final decision will
be made by the future Mayor. However, the EAL
fares strategy will be used to inform that decision.
This is in addition to TfL’s proposals for the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme, which include
improvements to pedestrian and cycle access
across Tidal Basin roundabout at the northern
portal, designed to improve access to the EAL
from the west, and enhance the role of the EAL
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as a local crossing.
In addition to the existing North Greenwich pier,
additional piers are currently proposed at Canary
Wharf East which is due to be delivered by
Spring 2017, and at North Greenwich West which
is due to be delivered as part of the Greenwich
Peninsula Masterplan. It is expected that that
these piers will accommodate River Bus services,
with an added potential to provide a dedicated
cross-river ferry service for pedestrians and
cyclists between Greenwich Peninsula (west) and
Canary Wharf (east). TfL expects initial feasibility
work on such a service to commence in mid2016.
Plans exist for new ferry service between
Rotherhithe and Canary Wharf in the short term
and for a dedicated pedestrian and cycle
crossing in the long term. Initial work led by
Sustrans has confirmed the feasibility of
developing a new crossing in this location. TfL is
therefore planning to undertake further
engineering work and market engagement to
seek industry experts’ advice and input to this
project and test what can be delivered using the
most cost effective solutions. In recognition of the
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time it could take to bring forward plans for a new
crossing, secure the funding and construct, TfL is
also examining options for introducing a new ferry
service in this location in the short term. This
would help meet an immediate need and
establish a link that could be replaced by a fixed
crossing in due course.
In addition, pedestrians and cyclists can make
use of the existing foot tunnels at Greenwich and
Woolwich free of charge. The Royal Borough of
Greenwich is currently progressing a trial of
shared use of the Greenwich and Woolwich foot
tunnels. The aim of this is through the use of
technology to enable to shared use of the tunnel.
It will monitor cycle and pedestrian flows (and
cycle speeds) at all times, and use this to
regulate the cycling ban; at times of low
pedestrian flow, considerate cycle use will be
permitted, and conversely during high pedestrian
flow periods cyclists will be required to dismount
and push their bicycles through the space.
Silvertown Tunnel
should allow for
pedestrians, cyclists and
buses within the tunnel.
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ANON-33SX-SNCT-9
ANON-33SX-SN3T-S
ANON-33SX-SFU3-J

The Silvertown Tunnel would make provision for
buses with the inclusion of a dedicated bus,
coach and HGV lane to allow for quick and
reliable journeys. Details of the Silvertown Tunnel
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Studio Ben Allen

bus proposition can be found in the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference: 6.5).
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TfL investigated options for pedestrian and
cycling access within the main Silvertown Tunnel
bores or in a separate tunnel. TfL noted from an
early stage that although it might be feasible to
incorporate provision for pedestrians and cyclists
within a tunnel crossing, it would be of
questionable benefit because of the poor and
potentially intimidating ambience of a 1.4km
tunnel. The length of the Tunnel means that a
poor and potentially intimidating ambience is
inevitable, and there is concern over safety and
security implications. Thus demand is likely to be
low. Additionally, cost impacts would likely be
very significant, in the region of some £70m
additional cost.
Suggestion to
BHLF-33SX-SN9A-C
‘overground’ the south
east region rail service in
order to improve existing
public transport.

Independently of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme
N
TfL has published a prospectus with the
Department for Transport (DfT) that sets out TfL’s
commitment to improving capacity and service
levels across the region’s rail network. This can
be accessed via TfL’s website:
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/railpassenger-services-in-london-and-the-south-
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east-a-new-approach.
TfL should concentrate
on housing
developments and
potential.
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ANON-33SX-STXF-P

The delivery of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme
will enable land currently designated as
safeguarded and the therefore not available for
residential development (without the prior
agreement of TfL) to be released. The land in
the immediate area around the portals and
covered by this safeguarding is currently
designated for specific land uses by local
authorities. For example the London Borough of
Newham Local Plan highlights the area known as
Thames Wharf is designated as industrial land
and is therefore not currently supported for
residential development. However during the life
of the Scheme TfL believes that this designation
may change and TfL has therefore been working
closely with surrounding land owners and the
local authority to ensure that TfL designs a
scheme that maximises the potential for the
surrounding areas to be developed for a range of
different uses including residential. These
discussions have led to a number of changes to
the design of the Scheme throughout the process
including changes since the statutory
consultation to improve the potential for
development. This has involved working with

N
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architects and urban designers to ensure that
adjacent sites are of an appropriate dimension
and shape for development, that the public realm
is appropriate for pedestrians and cyclists and the
landscape creates a character that enhances the
development potential. As such TfL believes that
the Silvertown Tunnel is helping to unlock land
which could be used for housing in the future.
TfL should pledge
funding to opportunities
which benefit the local
community.

ANON-33SX-STTH-M

The Mayor's Transport Strategy (MTS) sets out
the Mayor’s transport vision for London and
details how TfL will deliver the plan between now
and 2031. The MTS prepares for the Capital's
predicted growth of 1.25 million more people and
0.75 million more jobs by 2031 and supports
sustainable growth across London. The MTS
proposals are spread across all modes and
include proposals for new river crossings. It is
TfL’s role to implement the proposals set out in
the MTS including a new fixed link at Silvertown,
to provide congestion relief to the Blackwall
Tunnel and provide local links for vehicle traffic
(Proposal 39). Greater detail on the development
of the MTS and Proposal 39 specifically are
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).

N
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The Blackwall Tunnel
should be replaced.

ANON-33SX-SFCW-4

The aim of the Silvertown Tunnel is to address
the problems of congestion, closures and
resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel and to provide
local links for vehicle traffic. To achieve this,
additional crossing capacity as well as a nearby
alternative in case of closures are required. This
can be achieved by building the Silvertown
Tunnel in addition to the Blackwall Tunnel.

The crossing should be
built at Barking for
improved air quality.

ANON-33SX-SN74-W

TfL is progressing plans for further new crossings N
to the east of Silvertown, including locations at
Gallions Reach and between Belvedere and
Rainham in addition to Silvertown. However while
these locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and from
local communities, these sites are too far
removed to make the Blackwall Tunnel a reliable
and resilient crossing point, and therefore they do
not meet the objectives of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. The air quality assessment for the
Silvertown Tunnel concludes that the Scheme will
not result in a significant effect on air quality.
TfL has carried out further assessments which
support this point. These are set out in the Case
for the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
The same principles apply to an alternative
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location at Barking.
The crossing should be
built at Barking.

ANON-33SX-SN74-W

TfL is progressing plans for further new crossings N
to the east of Silvertown, including locations at
Gallions Reach and between Belvedere and
Rainham in addition to Silvertown. However while
these locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and from
local communities, these sites are too far
removed to make the Blackwall Tunnel a reliable
and resilient crossing point, and therefore they do
not meet the objectives of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. TfL has carried out further assessments
which support this point. These are set out in the
Case for the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
The same principles apply to an alternative
location at Barking.

The crossing should be
built at Belvedere /
Rainham in order to
reduce risk of terrorist
attack / increase security
compared to having two
tunnels in close
proximity to each other.

ANON-33SX-SNQ3-P

TfL is progressing plans for further new crossings
to the east of Silvertown, including locations at
Gallions Reach and between Belvedere and
Rainham in addition to Silvertown. However while
these locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and from
local communities, these sites are too far
removed from the Blackwall Tunnel to provide a
realistic alternative crossing for when incidents

N
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cause a closure of the Blackwall Tunnel.
Accordingly, these crossings alone would not
improve the resilience of the Blackwall Tunnel
and do not meet the objectives of the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme. TfL has carried out further
assessments which support this point. These are
set out in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
TfL take all possible and appropriate steps to
protect TfL’s infrastructure from terrorist attack,
including key assets on the highway network.
The crossing should be
built at Belvedere for
improved traffic flow.

ANON-33SX-S7WE-Q

TfL’s assessments have shown that the
N
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme will have an overall
positive impact on congestion. The introduction of
a user charge at both the existing Blackwall
Tunnel and the new Silvertown Tunnel is critical
in this respect. The user charge will be used to
manage demand for the crossings. The
combination of providing additional capacity
alongside the user charge will, in turn, manage
traffic impacts on the wider road network.
TfL is progressing plans for further new crossings
to the east of Silvertown, including locations at
Gallions Reach and between Belvedere and
Rainham in addition to Silvertown. However while
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these locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and from
local communities, these sites are too far
removed to make the Blackwall Tunnel a reliable
and resilient crossing point, and therefore they do
not meet the objectives of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. TfL has carried out further assessments
which support this point. These are set out in the
Case for the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
The crossing should be
built at Belvedere.

ANON-33SX-ST91-2
ANON-33SX-ST8K-U
ANON-33SX-SNBF-T
ANON-33SX-SN6U-W
ANON-33SX-SFW1-J
ANON-33SX-SFUC-2
ANON-33SX-SFJC-Q
ANON-33SX-SF7U-P
ANON-33SX-SF7P-H
ANON-33SX-SF7D-5
ANON-33SX-SF1H-3

TfL is progressing plans for further new crossings
to the east of Silvertown, including locations at
Gallions Reach and between Belvedere and
Rainham in addition to Silvertown. However while
these locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and from
local communities, these sites are too far
removed from the Blackwall Tunnel to provide a
realistic alternative crossing for when incidents
cause a closure of the Blackwall Tunnel.
Accordingly, these crossings alone would not
improve the resilience of the Blackwall Tunnel
and do not meet the objectives of the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme. TfL has carried out further
assessments which support this point. These are
set out in the Case for the Scheme (Document

N
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Reference: 7.1).
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ANON-33SX-S7P3-X
ANON-33SX-S78B-N
ANON-33SX-S2V7-3
ANON-33SX-S2T8-2
ANON-33SX-S2HD-2
ANON-33SX-S2H3-H
ANON-33SX-S2DT-E
ANON-33SX-S26M-S
ANON-33SX-S24H-J
ANON-33SX-S23R-U
BHLF-33SX-SN5Q-R
BHLF-33SX-S77C-N
BHLF-33SX-S719-5
ANON-33SX-STQF-F
ANON-33SX-STQA-A
The crossing should be
built at Charlton.
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TfL is progressing plans for further new crossings
to the east of Silvertown, including locations at
Gallions Reach and between Belvedere and
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Rainham in addition to Silvertown. However while
these locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and from
local communities, these sites are too far
removed from the Blackwall Tunnel to provide a
realistic alternative crossing for when incidents
cause a closure of the Blackwall Tunnel.
Accordingly, these crossings alone would not
improve the resilience of the Blackwall Tunnel
and do not meet the objectives of the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme. TfL has carried out further
assessments which support this point. These are
set out in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
The same principles apply to a new road link at
Charlton. In addition, there are a number of
significant challenges associated with this
alternative:
• There would be substantial impact on property
in areas already, or becoming residential
• There would be poor road access/connectivity
to the road network, especially on the southern
side; it would entail high traffic flows from the
A102 using the single-carriageway (and
residential) A206 Woolwich Road to access the
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crossing point
• The proximity of the tunnel to the Thames
Barrier would present a major risk
The crossing should be
built at Erith.

ANON-33SX-SF1H-3
ANON-33SX-S7HN-H
ANON-33SX-S2YA-G

The crossing should be
built at Gallions Reach
for improved traffic flow.
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ANON-33SX-SFU2-H
ANON-33SX-SFEA-G

TfL is progressing plans for further new crossings
to the east of Silvertown, including locations at
Gallions Reach and between Belvedere and
Rainham in addition to Silvertown. However while
these locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and from
local communities, these sites are too far
removed from the Blackwall Tunnel to provide a
realistic alternative crossing for when incidents
cause a closure of the Blackwall Tunnel.
Accordingly, these crossings alone would not
improve the resilience of the Blackwall Tunnel
and do not meet the objectives of the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme. TfL has carried out further
assessments which support this point. These are
set out in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).The same principles apply to an
alternative location at Erith.

N

TfL’s assessments have shown that the
N
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme will have an overall
positive impact on congestion. The introduction of
a user charge at both the existing Blackwall
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ANON-33SX-S7SG-N

Tunnel and the new Silvertown Tunnel is critical
in this respect. The user charge will be used to
manage demand for the crossings. The
combination of providing additional capacity
alongside the user charge will, in turn, manage
traffic impacts on the wider road network.

ANON-33SX-S7GF-8
ANON-33SX-S78U-8
BHLF-33SX-SNGN-7
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TfL is progressing plans for further new crossings
to the east of Silvertown, including locations at
Gallions Reach and between Belvedere and
Rainham in addition to Silvertown. However while
these locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and from
local communities, these sites are too far
removed to make the Blackwall Tunnel a reliable
and resilient crossing point, and therefore they do
not meet the objectives of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. TfL has carried out further assessments
which support this point. These are set out in the
Case for the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
The crossing should be
built at Gallions reach in
addition to Silvertown
Tunnel.

ANON-33SX-SF21-D
ANON-33SX-S7VW-8
ANON-33SX-S2AU-C

TfL is progressing plans for further new crossings
to the east of Silvertown, including locations at
Gallions Reach and between Belvedere and
Rainham in addition to Silvertown. However while

N
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ANON-33SX-S2AT-B

these locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and from
local communities, these sites are too far
removed from the Blackwall Tunnel to provide a
realistic alternative crossing for when incidents
cause a closure of the Blackwall Tunnel.
Accordingly, these crossings alone would not
improve the resilience of the Blackwall Tunnel
and do not meet the objectives of the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme. TfL has carried out further
assessments which support this point. These are
set out in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).

ANON-33SX-S22K-K
The crossing should be
built at Gallions Reach.

ANON-33SX-STCM-8
ANON-33SX-ST91-2
ANON-33SX-ST8K-U
ANON-33SX-ST79-8
ANON-33SX-ST56-3
ANON-33SX-ST4S-Y
ANON-33SX-ST33-X
ANON-33SX-ST2Y-3
ANON-33SX-SNZY-5
ANON-33SX-SNWW-Z
ANON-33SX-SNWH-H
ANON-33SX-SNV5-W
ANON-33SX-SNUJ-H
ANON-33SX-SNU5-V
ANON-33SX-SNM1-G
ANON-33SX-SNC8-D
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ANON-33SX-SN8K-N
ANON-33SX-SN1R-N
ANON-33SX-SFW1-J
ANON-33SX-SFV3-K
ANON-33SX-SFSD-1
ANON-33SX-SFRR-E
ANON-33SX-SFPG-1
ANON-33SX-SFPF-Z
ANON-33SX-SFPE-Y
ANON-33SX-SFNP-8
ANON-33SX-SFN3-B
ANON-33SX-SFK5-A
ANON-33SX-SFK1-6
ANON-33SX-SFJC-Q
ANON-33SX-SFEA-G
ANON-33SX-SFAH-K
ANON-33SX-SF7F-7
ANON-33SX-SF62-J
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ANON-33SX-S7YR-6
ANON-33SX-S7XV-9
ANON-33SX-S7SS-1
ANON-33SX-S7SG-N
ANON-33SX-S7SA-F
ANON-33SX-S7QZ-6
ANON-33SX-S7NA-A
ANON-33SX-S7GF-8
ANON-33SX-S7EM-D
ANON-33SX-S7EJ-A
ANON-33SX-S7DF-5
ANON-33SX-S7CR-G
ANON-33SX-S7BK-8
ANON-33SX-S7AM-9
ANON-33SX-S79N-2
ANON-33SX-S79H-V
ANON-33SX-S78V-9
ANON-33SX-S78U-8
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ANON-33SX-S78T-7
ANON-33SX-S76K-V
ANON-33SX-S72W-4
ANON-33SX-S2YU-4
ANON-33SX-S2YN-W
ANON-33SX-S2Y9-8
ANON-33SX-S2Y7-6
ANON-33SX-S2VU-1
ANON-33SX-S2VA-D
ANON-33SX-S2RP-R
ANON-33SX-S2RA-9
ANON-33SX-S2QC-A
ANON-33SX-S2NV-T
ANON-33SX-S2MS-P
ANON-33SX-S2HD-2
ANON-33SX-S2FJ-6
ANON-33SX-S2EV-H
ANON-33SX-S2E3-E
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ANON-33SX-S29S-2
ANON-33SX-S29D-K
ANON-33SX-S294-3
ANON-33SX-S27Q-X
ANON-33SX-S25V-1
ANON-33SX-S24H-J
ANON-33SX-S23K-M
ANON-33SX-S222-T
London Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
BHLF-33SX-SNJJ-6
BHLF-33SX-SNCY-E
BHLF-33SX-SN5F-D
BHLF-33SX-SN42-R
BHLF-33SX-S7WW-9
BHLF-33SX-S7V1-2
BHLF-33SX-S7UQ-1
BHLF-33SX-S7UJ-T
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BHLF-33SX-S7RQ-X
BHLF-33SX-S7RP-W
BHLF-33SX-S7KZ-Z
BHLF-33SX-S7DH-7
BHLF-33SX-S77Z-C
BHLF-33SX-S77B-M
BHLF-33SX-S75R-2
BHLF-33SX-S732-Z
BHLF-33SX-S719-5
ANON-33SX-STYV-7
ANON-33SX-STW7-6
ANON-33SX-STVY-7
ANON-33SX-STV1-Y
ANON-33SX-STQA-A
ANON-33SX-STK8-U
ANON-33SX-STHU-N
The crossing should be
built at Gravesend.

ANON-33SX-S2WQ-X

TfL does not have responsibility for the highway
outside of greater London. This is the
responsibility of the relevant Local Authority or

N
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Highways England. Highways England has
recently consulted on their preferred option for
the Lower Thames Crossing east of Gravesend
and Tilbury.
The crossing should be
built at Woolwich for
improved traffic flow.

ANON-33SX-SNR6-T
BHLF-33SX-S7CM-B

TfL is progressing plans for further new crossings N
to the east of Silvertown, including locations at
Gallions Reach and between Belvedere and
Rainham in addition to Silvertown. However while
these locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and from
local communities, these sites are too far
removed to make the Blackwall Tunnel a reliable
and resilient crossing point, and therefore they do
not meet the objectives of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. TfL has carried out further assessments
which support this point. These are set out in the
Case for the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
TfL’s assessments have shown that the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme will have an overall
positive impact on congestion. The introduction of
a user charge at both the existing Blackwall
Tunnel and the new Silvertown Tunnel is critical
in this respect. The user charge will be used to
manage demand for the crossings. The
combination of providing additional capacity
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alongside the user charge will, in turn, manage
traffic impacts on the wider road network.
The crossing should be
built at Woolwich.

ANON-33SX-STCM-8
ANON-33SX-STBK-5
ANON-33SX-ST9M-X
ANON-33SX-ST91-2
ANON-33SX-ST8K-U
ANON-33SX-ST6B-G
ANON-33SX-ST1R-U
ANON-33SX-SNVA-9
ANON-33SX-SNR6-T
ANON-33SX-SNFD-V
ANON-33SX-SNET-B
ANON-33SX-SN32-Q
ANON-33SX-SFXP-J
ANON-33SX-SFWF-7
ANON-33SX-SFW1-J
ANON-33SX-SFVU-N

TfL is progressing plans for further new crossings N
to the east of Silvertown, including locations at
Gallions Reach and between Belvedere and
Rainham in addition to Silvertown. However while
these locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and from
local communities, these sites are too far
removed to make the Blackwall Tunnel a reliable
and resilient crossing point, and therefore they do
not meet the objectives of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. TfL has carried out further assessments
which support this point. These are set out in the
Case for the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
Similarly, a crossing at Woolwich would not fully
address the problems at the Blackwall Tunnel.
When TfL previously considered fixed crossing
options at Woolwich, they did not recommend
these for further work on basis of severe local
impacts (for the bridge) and very significant costs
(for the tunnel). A summary of this assessment is
included in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
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ANON-33SX-SFQU-G
ANON-33SX-SFPF-Z
ANON-33SX-SFP7-H
ANON-33SX-SFNW-F
ANON-33SX-SFJM-1
ANON-33SX-SFFW-7
ANON-33SX-SFFS-3
ANON-33SX-SFAN-S
ANON-33SX-SF7U-P
ANON-33SX-SF7P-H
ANON-33SX-SF56-N
ANON-33SX-S7Z5-A
ANON-33SX-S7QZ-6
ANON-33SX-S7NU-X
ANON-33SX-S7CD-2
ANON-33SX-S7C1-F
ANON-33SX-S788-B
ANON-33SX-S74F-N
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ANON-33SX-S2ZE-N
ANON-33SX-S2YT-3
ANON-33SX-S2XY-7
ANON-33SX-S2U9-4
ANON-33SX-S2TF-G
ANON-33SX-S2T6-Z
ANON-33SX-S2Q6-W
ANON-33SX-S2PP-P
ANON-33SX-S2PE-B
ANON-33SX-S2NC-7
ANON-33SX-S2MF-9
ANON-33SX-S2JT-M
ANON-33SX-S2GW-M
ANON-33SX-S2B7-F
ANON-33SX-S29S-2
ANON-33SX-S28G-N
BHLF-33SX-SNJV-J
BHLF-33SX-SNJA-W
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BHLF-33SX-SN5F-D
BHLF-33SX-S7KQ-Q
BHLF-33SX-S7HG-A
BHLF-33SX-S7CM-B
BHLF-33SX-S75G-Q
ANON-33SX-STVY-7
ANON-33SX-STVM-U
ANON-33SX-STT4-Z
ANON-33SX-STRX-2
ANON-33SX-STRQ-U
ANON-33SX-STQY-2
ANON-33SX-STQX-1
ANON-33SX-STHA-1
ANON-33SX-STFK-9
ANON-33SX-STEW-M
The crossing should be
built between Blackwall
and Rotherhithe.
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and resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel. A
summary of this assessment is presented in the
Case for the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
The construction of a crossing located between
the Blackwall and Rotherhithe tunnels would be
likely to have significant impacts on land and
existing properties in order to build the
approaches and connecting it to the local road
network. Other challenges TfL expects to be
associated with such an option would be
significant environmental impacts and traffic
impacts on the local road network surrounding
these locations. Finally, the river is navigable to
shipping in this area so bridges would need to be
very high or capable of opening for shipping; both
options would have major impacts on the
community in and around Greenwich Town
Centre and Canary Wharf, and an opening
structure would be regularly closed to traffic and
would therefore not provide a reliable and
resilient crossing.
The crossing should be
built between North
Greenwich and Canary
Wharf.

ANON-33SX-S2Z2-2
ANON-33SX-S21T-U
ANON-33SX-STWZ-9

TfL has carried out an extensive assessment of
different crossing options, including different
locations. TfL found that the proposed location of
the Silvertown Tunnel performed best in terms of

N
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ANON-33SX-STMS-R

addressing the problems of congestion, closures
and resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel. A
summary of this assessment is presented in the
Case for the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).

ANON-33SX-STKX-U

Change to
the
Scheme?

The aim of the Silvertown Tunnel is to provide
congestion relief to the Blackwall Tunnel and
provide local links for vehicle traffic including from
North Greenwich to Canary Wharf on the Isle of
Dogs. While not directly connecting to the Isle of
Dogs itself, the proposed location of the
Silvertown Tunnel provides for improved access
to Canary Wharf via the Lower Lea Crossing,
thereby avoiding the need to travel via the A12
and A13.
The crossing should be
built between
Rotherhithe and Canary
Wharf.

ANON-33SX-SFF2-2

TfL has carried out an extensive assessment of
N
different crossing options, including different
locations. TfL found that the proposed location of
the Silvertown Tunnel performed best in terms of
addressing the problems of congestion, closures
and resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel. A
summary of this assessment is presented in the
Case for the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
The construction of a crossing between
Rotherhithe and Canary Wharf would be likely to
have significant impacts on land and existing
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properties in order to build the approaches and
connecting it to the local road network. Other
challenges associated with such an option are
significant environmental impacts and traffic
impacts on the local road network surrounding
these locations. Finally, the river is navigable to
shipping in this area so bridges need to be very
high or capable of opening for shipping; both
options would have major impacts on the
community in Rotherhithe and Canary Wharf, and
an opening structure would be regularly closed to
traffic and would therefore not provide a reliable
and resilient crossing.
The crossing should be
ANON-33SX-SF8R-M
built further east as there ANON-33SX-S2VY-5
will be less impact during
construction.

TfL is progressing plans for further new crossings
to the east of Silvertown, including locations at
Gallions Reach and between Belvedere and
Rainham in addition to Silvertown. However while
these locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and from
local communities, these sites are too far
removed to make the Blackwall Tunnel a reliable
and resilient crossing point, and therefore they do
not meet the objectives of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. TfL has carried out further assessments
which support this point. These are set out in the

N
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Case for the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
TfL has fully assessed the likely construction
impacts (see the Environment Statement
(Document Reference: 6.1)) and will put in place
appropriate mitigation measures during the
construction phase to avoid and reduce these
impacts.
The crossing should be
BHLF-33SX-SN5Q-R
built further east as there
will be less impact on
land.

TfL is progressing plans for further new crossings
to the east of Silvertown, including locations at
Gallions Reach and between Belvedere and
Rainham in addition to Silvertown. However while
these locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and from
local communities, these sites are too far
removed to make the Blackwall Tunnel a reliable
and resilient crossing point, and therefore they do
not meet the objectives of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. TfL has carried out further assessments
which support this point. These are set out in the
Case for the (Document Reference: 7.1).
Throughout the development of the proposals TfL
has looked to minimise the amount of land
required. One of the reasons that a tunnel
emerged as a preferred option over a bridge was
that the latter would conflict with the Greenwich
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Peninsula Masterplan and would have a greater
impact generally on the land on either side of the
river. In order for TfL to test their proposals, they
have been the subject of three public
consultations in 2012, 2013 & 2014 (with a
statutory consultation undertaken additionally in
2015, as reported through this Consultation
Report) and the comments and views from these
consultations have been taken into account in
developing the Scheme. As a result the current
proposals have been taken forward as being the
optimum solution.
TfL has demonstrated good use of land with its
proposals for the modified Tidal Basin
Roundabout which has been carefully modelled
using standard industry software to ensure an
acceptable level of service and at the same time
ensuring that land take is kept to a minimum.
The crossing should be
built further east for
improved air quality.

ANON-33SX-SNMA-Z
ANON-33SX-SN63-U
ANON-33SX-S7G1-K
ANON-33SX-S2YA-G
ANON-33SX-S2JT-M

TfL is progressing plans for further new crossings
to the east of Silvertown, including locations at
Gallions Reach and between Belvedere and
Rainham in addition to Silvertown. However while
these locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and from
local communities, these sites are too far

N
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removed to make the Blackwall Tunnel a reliable
and resilient crossing point, and therefore they do
not meet the objectives of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. TfL has carried out further assessments
which support this point. These are set out in the
Case for the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
TfL’s assessments have shown that the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme will have an overall
positive impact on congestion. The introduction of
a user charge at both the existing Blackwall
Tunnel and the new Silvertown Tunnel is critical
in this respect. The user charge will be used to
manage demand for the crossings. The
combination of providing additional capacity
alongside the user charge will, in turn, manage
traffic impacts on the wider road network.
The air quality assessment concludes that the
Scheme will not result in a significant effect on air
quality.
The crossing should be
built further east for
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Rainham in addition to Silvertown. However while
these locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and from
local communities, these sites are too far
removed to make the Blackwall Tunnel a reliable
and resilient crossing point, and therefore they do
not meet the objectives of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. TfL has carried out further assessments
which support this point. These are set out in the
Case for the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
As part of the package of improvements, the
Silvertown Tunnel will allow the implementation of
fast and reliable bus routes, providing new public
transport cross-river connections in this location.
Buses using crossings further east would serve a
different set of locations. TfL is assessing the
opportunities for bus and other public transport
connections as part of the crossings at Gallions
Reach and Belvedere.

The crossing should be
built further east for
improved environmental
benefits.

ANON-33SX-S7WE-Q
ANON-33SX-S25J-N

TfL is progressing plans for further new crossings
to the east of Silvertown, including locations at
Gallions Reach and between Belvedere and
Rainham in addition to Silvertown. However while
these locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and from

N
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local communities, these sites are too far
removed to make the Blackwall Tunnel a reliable
and resilient crossing point, and therefore they do
not meet the objectives of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. TfL has carried out further assessments
which support this point. These are set out in the
Case for the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
TfL’s assessments have shown that the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme will have an overall
positive impact on congestion. The introduction of
a user charge at both the existing Blackwall
Tunnel and the new Silvertown Tunnel is critical
in this respect. The user charge will be used to
manage demand for the crossings. The
combination of providing additional capacity
alongside the user charge will, in turn, manage
traffic impacts on the wider road network
including secondary environmental effects.
Issues raised in the consultation in relation to the
Environmental effects of the Scheme are
addressed in chapter 14.
The crossing should be
built further east for
improved resilience.
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these locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and from
local communities, these sites are too far
removed to make the Blackwall Tunnel a reliable
and resilient crossing point, and therefore they do
not meet the objectives of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. TfL has carried out further assessments
which support this point. These are set out in the
Case for the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
Appendix D of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference: 6.5) outlines the
improvement the Silvertown Tunnel would make
to reliability and resilience. TfL also explains in
the Case for the Scheme (Document Reference:
7.1), why locations further east do not effectively
address the problem of resilience at the Blackwall
Tunnel.
The crossing should be
built further east for
improved traffic flow.

ANON-33SX-ST5F-K
ANON-33SX-SNZ7-3
ANON-33SX-SNWY-2
ANON-33SX-SNW5-X
ANON-33SX-SNVA-9

TfL’s assessments have shown that the
N
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme will have an overall
positive impact on congestion. The introduction of
a user charge at both the existing Blackwall
Tunnel and the new Silvertown Tunnel is critical
in this respect. The user charge will be used to
manage demand for the crossings. The
combination of providing additional capacity
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ANON-33SX-SNUP-Q

alongside the user charge will, in turn, manage
traffic impacts on the wider road network.

ANON-33SX-SNQY-V
ANON-33SX-SNHM-7
ANON-33SX-SNHK-5
ANON-33SX-SN8K-N
ANON-33SX-SN6R-T
ANON-33SX-SN63-U
ANON-33SX-SFNS-B
ANON-33SX-SF8R-M
ANON-33SX-S7TA-G
ANON-33SX-S7QT-Z
ANON-33SX-S7EV-P
ANON-33SX-S7E8-R
ANON-33SX-S7CR-G
ANON-33SX-S7AE-1
ANON-33SX-S78U-8
ANON-33SX-S76C-M
ANON-33SX-S2NV-T
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Gallions Reach and between Belvedere and
Rainham in addition to Silvertown. However while
these locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and from
local communities, these sites are too far
removed to make the Blackwall Tunnel a reliable
and resilient crossing point, and therefore they do
not meet the objectives of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. TfL has carried out further assessments
which support this point. These are set out in the
Case for the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
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ANON-33SX-S2JP-G
ANON-33SX-S2EG-2
ANON-33SX-S2A7-E
ANON-33SX-S2A2-9
ANON-33SX-S298-7
ANON-33SX-S263-Y
ANON-33SX-S25U-Z
BHLF-33SX-S71M-S
The crossing should be
built further east in
addition to the
Silvertown Tunnel.

ANON-33SX-SNRC-7
ANON-33SX-S7NG-G
ANON-33SX-S2ND-8
ANON-33SX-STYB-K

TfL is progressing plans for further new crossings
to the east of Silvertown, including locations at
Gallions Reach and between Belvedere and
Rainham in addition to Silvertown. However while
these locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and from
local communities, these sites are too far
removed from the Blackwall Tunnel to provide a
realistic alternative crossing for when incidents
cause a closure of the Blackwall Tunnel.
Accordingly, these crossings alone would not
improve the resilience of the Blackwall Tunnel
and do not meet the objectives of the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme. TfL has carried out further

N
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assessments which support this point. These are
set out in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
The crossing should be
built further east.

ANON-33SX-STCC-X
ANON-33SX-ST9X-9
ANON-33SX-ST91-2
ANON-33SX-ST7Y-8
ANON-33SX-ST23-W
ANON-33SX-ST1R-U
ANON-33SX-SNWY-2
ANON-33SX-SNVE-D
ANON-33SX-SNV1-S
ANON-33SX-SNSG-C
ANON-33SX-SNQY-V
ANON-33SX-SNQS-P
ANON-33SX-SNH1-B
ANON-33SX-SNCR-7
ANON-33SX-SNB2-6
ANON-33SX-SN8E-F
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TfL is progressing plans for further new crossings N
to the east of Silvertown, including locations at
Gallions Reach and between Belvedere and
Rainham in addition to Silvertown. However while
these locations provide benefits in their own right,
in particular improving accessibility to and from
local communities, these sites are too far
removed to make the Blackwall Tunnel a reliable
and resilient crossing point, and therefore they do
not meet the objectives of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. TfL has carried out further assessments
which support this point. These are set out in the
Case for the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
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ANON-33SX-SN3W-V
ANON-33SX-SN3H-D
ANON-33SX-SN31-P
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
ANON-33SX-SFZV-T
ANON-33SX-SFZS-Q
ANON-33SX-SFZE-9
ANON-33SX-SFYB-5
ANON-33SX-SFWR-K
ANON-33SX-SFUX-Q
ANON-33SX-SFSD-1
ANON-33SX-SFRW-K
ANON-33SX-SFRG-3
ANON-33SX-SFRA-W
ANON-33SX-SFQU-G
ANON-33SX-SFNP-8
ANON-33SX-SFNC-U
ANON-33SX-SFMX-F
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ANON-33SX-SFMH-Y
ANON-33SX-SFKZ-F
ANON-33SX-SFK1-6
ANON-33SX-SFJZ-E
ANON-33SX-SFFJ-T
ANON-33SX-SFDD-J
ANON-33SX-SFCY-6
ANON-33SX-SFA8-3
ANON-33SX-SF98-U
ANON-33SX-SF8R-M
ANON-33SX-SF88-T
ANON-33SX-SF7Q-J
ANON-33SX-SF5E-4
ANON-33SX-SF3J-7
ANON-33SX-S7WE-Q
ANON-33SX-S7UN-X
ANON-33SX-S7SH-P
ANON-33SX-S7NJ-K
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ANON-33SX-S7HN-H
ANON-33SX-S7GK-D
ANON-33SX-S7G6-R
ANON-33SX-S7DK-A
ANON-33SX-S7DB-1
ANON-33SX-S7AM-9
ANON-33SX-S79N-2
ANON-33SX-S78V-9
ANON-33SX-S2ZJ-T
ANON-33SX-S2ZE-N
ANON-33SX-S2YS-2
ANON-33SX-S2WS-Z
ANON-33SX-S2W7-4
ANON-33SX-S2UE-G
ANON-33SX-S2T8-2
ANON-33SX-S2QE-C
ANON-33SX-S2JT-M
ANON-33SX-S2JG-7
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ANON-33SX-S2J3-K
ANON-33SX-S2H9-Q
ANON-33SX-S2FW-K
ANON-33SX-S26D-G
ANON-33SX-S25W-2
ANON-33SX-S251-V
ANON-33SX-S248-2
BHLF-33SX-SN9U-Z
BHLF-33SX-S7FF-7
BHLF-33SX-S7BG-4
BHLF-33SX-S75R-2
BHLF-33SX-S719-5
ANON-33SX-STYF-Q
ANON-33SX-STXT-4
ANON-33SX-STVV-4
ANON-33SX-STVM-U
ANON-33SX-STUM-T
ANON-33SX-STTU-1
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ANON-33SX-STSW-2
ANON-33SX-STSK-P
ANON-33SX-STSC-E
ANON-33SX-STRQ-U
ANON-33SX-STQB-B
ANON-33SX-STQA-A
ANON-33SX-STPK-K
ANON-33SX-STJ8-T
ANON-33SX-STJ3-N
ANON-33SX-STHA-1
The crossing should be
built in Kent.

ANON-33SX-SF1H-3
ANON-33SX-S2NH-C

TfL investigated a range of crossing options
N
further east of the proposed Silvertown location
within the Greater London boundary. TfL does
not have responsibility for the highway outside of
Greater London. This is the responsibility of the
relevant Local Authority or Highways England.
TfL found that these options could only offer
slight to moderate benefits for the problems at the
Blackwall Tunnel. The proposed location for the
Silvertown Tunnel therefore presents the best
solution to address the problems of congestion,
closures and resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel.
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The Case for the Scheme (Document Reference:
7.1) sets out this assessment. Highways England
is also progressing plans for a further new
crossing to the east of London, the Lower
Thames Crossing, between Kent and Essex.
The crossing should
connect closer to
Hackney Marshes.

ANON-33SX-S2D8-J

The aim of the Silvertown Tunnel is to provide
congestion relief to the Blackwall Tunnel and
provide local links for vehicle traffic. The
Blackwall Tunnel will continue to serve as the
strategic link providing access to the A12 and
A13 and to the M11 and A406 via those routes.
Extending the tunnel north as far as Hackney
Marshes would be a significant engineering
challenge and would not be expected to provide
value for money.

N

The crossing should
provide for sustainable
modes of transport only,
including buses, cyclists
and taxis.

ANON-33SX-S7AW-K

The Blackwall Tunnel is a vital link for cross-river
traffic in east London. It carries more traffic than
any other road crossing in the Capital. The
Blackwall Tunnel is carrying a disproportionate
share of traffic: over 30 per cent of all private
highway trips across the eastern Thames in the
morning peak hour, the inter peak average hour,
and the afternoon peak hour. If the Dartford
Crossing is excluded, the proportion increases to
60 per cent or more in each period; and this high

N
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figure persists despite significant congestion and
closures at the Blackwall Tunnel. Further
information on this is included in the Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
The Rotherhithe Tunnel provides an important
local cross-river connection between south east
and east London. TfL is considering
improvements to the Rotherhithe Tunnel in the
context of TfL’s wider river crossings strategy,
independently of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme
and TfL would need to fully understand
benefits/dis-benefits to all road users of these
improvement.
Closing the Blackwall or Rotherhithe tunnels to
motor traffic would therefore have significant
impacts on the strategic and local road network
as well as the adjacent river crossings.
The crossing should
provide for sustainable
modes of transport.

ANON-33SX-ST6X-6
ANON-33SX-SNZK-Q
ANON-33SX-SNZ1-W
ANON-33SX-SNWM-P
ANON-33SX-SNWK-M

TfL has considered the potential for rail-based
public transport connections to address the
problems of the Blackwall Tunnel. This includes
different forms of rail crossings including heavy
rail, light rail e.g. DLR, Overground, underground,
trams etc. A key issue for public transport-based
options is that they would offer almost no benefit
for highway network resilience. In the event of

N
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ANON-33SX-SNVR-T

closures of the Blackwall Tunnel, large numbers
of vehicles already part-way through their
journeys would still need to find alternative roadbased routes across the river as there would be
no practical prospect of switching to alternative
modes of transport instead. This would leave a
critical objective of the Scheme and the river
crossings programme unmet.

ANON-33SX-SNVQ-S
ANON-33SX-SNUY-Z
ANON-33SX-SNU6-W
ANON-33SX-SNSR-Q
ANON-33SX-SNSM-J
ANON-33SX-SNRY-W
ANON-33SX-SNRP-M
ANON-33SX-SNRG-B
ANON-33SX-SNRD-8
ANON-33SX-SNQN-H
ANON-33SX-SNMX-Q
ANON-33SX-SNMW-P
ANON-33SX-SNMR-H
ANON-33SX-SNMJ-9
ANON-33SX-SNMG-6
ANON-33SX-SNMD-3
ANON-33SX-SNKE-2
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TfL highlighted during the consultation that based
on the recent history of the Jubilee Line
extension, the amount of traffic using the
Blackwall Tunnel is unlikely to reduce significantly
as a result of an additional rail crossing in this
area. The problem of congestion therefore is also
likely to remain. TfL has carried out additional
transport modelling to test this point. The tests
included a comprehensive package of public
transport enhancement, including the introduction
of new schemes such as a DLR extension from
Canning Town to Falconwood and an
Overground extension from Barking to Barking
Riverside and to Abbey Wood. The tests indicate
that while public transport enhancements may be
beneficial in their own right, they are unlikely to
materially impact congestion and delay at the
Blackwall Tunnel as they would not discernibly
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ANON-33SX-SNK9-P

reduce traffic flow at the Blackwall Tunnel or
adjacent crossings. When adding a user charge
at the Blackwall Tunnel the model indicates that a
modest reduction in traffic flow would be
experienced in the off-peak and counter peak
periods but not at times of highest demand, and a
delay of around 10 minutes would remain at
these times. Comparing these results to tests
where the Blackwall Tunnel is charged and no
new public transport infrastructure is introduced
suggests that the vast majority of any reduction in
flow or delay is the result of the user charge at
the Blackwall Tunnel rather than the introduction
of new cross-river public transport infrastructure.
A more detailed assessment of these tests is
included in chapter 3 of the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1).

ANON-33SX-SNK8-N
ANON-33SX-SNK7-M
ANON-33SX-SNFZ-J
ANON-33SX-SNFX-G
ANON-33SX-SNF2-A
ANON-33SX-SNEW-E
ANON-33SX-SNE6-D
ANON-33SX-SNC3-8
ANON-33SX-SNBR-6
ANON-33SX-SN8X-2
ANON-33SX-SN8F-G
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ANON-33SX-SN7S-V
ANON-33SX-SN7Q-T
ANON-33SX-SN7N-Q
ANON-33SX-SN7F-F
ANON-33SX-SN76-Y
ANON-33SX-SN1T-Q

The Scheme will enable TfL to run new and
improved cross river bus services through the
Silvertown and Blackwall Tunnels. Safety
requirements prevent cyclists and pedestrians
using the Blackwall Tunnel and in terms of the
new tunnel, TfL investigated options for
pedestrian and cycling access within the main
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ANON-33SX-SN1M-G

bores or in a separate tunnel. However, given the
length of the crossing and modern safety
requirements, such an approach would not be
appropriate. Nor would it be or cost effective
given the existence of the Emirates Air Line
crossing.

ANON-33SX-SN16-S
ANON-33SX-SFZE-9
ANON-33SX-SFWZ-U
ANON-33SX-SFK3-8
ANON-33SX-SFFP-Z
ANON-33SX-SFBV-2
ANON-33SX-SFBF-J
ANON-33SX-SF7M-E
ANON-33SX-SF6U-N
ANON-33SX-SF3K-8
ANON-33SX-SF1D-Y
ANON-33SX-S7TS-2
ANON-33SX-S7TQ-Z
ANON-33SX-S7TP-Y
ANON-33SX-S7TH-Q
ANON-33SX-S7T8-7
ANON-33SX-S7JE-A
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ANON-33SX-S7BU-J
ANON-33SX-S7AZ-P
ANON-33SX-S7AU-H
ANON-33SX-S7AN-A
ANON-33SX-S7AK-7
ANON-33SX-S7AE-1
ANON-33SX-S7AC-Y
ANON-33SX-S7A9-N
ANON-33SX-S7A1-D
ANON-33SX-S72E-J
ANON-33SX-S2ZS-3
ANON-33SX-S2XA-F
ANON-33SX-S2TR-V
ANON-33SX-S2SS-V
ANON-33SX-S2MU-R
ANON-33SX-S2FY-N
ANON-33SX-S2EA-V
Sustrans
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London Cycling Campaign
London Borough of
Hackney
Lewisham Cyclists
Greenwich Cyclists
Charlton Central Residents'
Association
Campaign for Better
Transport London group
BHLF-33SX-SNJM-9
BHLF-33SX-SN9U-Z
ANON-33SX-STY9-A
ANON-33SX-STMS-R
ANON-33SX-STMB-7
ANON-33SX-STJP-J
ANON-33SX-STFT-J
The northbound
Blackwall Tunnel should
be replaced.
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ANON-33SX-SFBN-T
ANON-33SX-S7H3-P

The aim of the Silvertown Tunnel is to address
the problems of congestion, closures and
resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel and to provide
local links for vehicle traffic. To achieve this,

N
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additional crossing capacity as well as a nearby
alternative in case of closures are required. This
can be achieved by building the Silvertown
Tunnel in addition to the Blackwall Tunnel.
Feasibility studies concluded that there would be
significant technical challenges in constructing a
new bore of the Blackwall Tunnel as there is
insufficient space to allow tie-in to the road
network while meeting current standards for
tunnel gradient and visibility. This is summarised
in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
The Silvertown Tunnel
proposals are not
sufficient alone.

ANON-33SX-SNZY-5
ANON-33SX-SFUP-F
ANON-33SX-SFS3-G
ANON-33SX-SFRW-K
ANON-33SX-SF3Z-Q
ANON-33SX-S71B-E
ANON-33SX-S2WJ-Q
ANON-33SX-S2AY-G
BHLF-33SX-SN47-W

TfL acknowledges that the Silvertown Tunnel will
not on its own solve all of east London's transport
problems. It is one part of TfL’s investment in
transport infrastructure. As well as other major
public transport schemes such as Crossrail,
which will provide a new rail link between
Greenwich and Newham. TfL is also working on
plans for better cross-river road connections
further east, at Gallions Reach and Belvedere.
These plans however are not as far advanced as
those for the Silvertown Tunnel, and this
application is focussed on the Silvertown Tunnel

N
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BHLF-33SX-S71Y-5

alone to address as a first priority the problems of
congestion, closures and resilience at the
Blackwall Tunnel. TfL’s plans for east London
river crossings, including those for pedestrians,
cyclists, public transport and private vehicles, are
outlined in Connecting the Capital which can be
accessed via TfL’s website:
http://content.tfl.gov.uk/connectingthecapitalnewrivercrossingsforlondon-dec-2015.pdf

N

ANON-33SX-STXE-N
ANON-33SX-STQX-1
The Silvertown Tunnel
proposals are not
sufficient alone. The
proposals should be
considered alongside a
wider river crossings
package.

ANON-33SX-SNSB-7

The Silvertown Tunnel
proposals are not
sufficient alone. The
proposals should be
considered alongside
solutions at Gallions
Reach and Belvedere.

ANON-33SX-SFS3-G

N

The Silvertown Tunnel
proposals are not
sufficient alone. The
proposals should be
considered alongside
solutions at Gallions

ANON-33SX-SNSH-D

N
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BHLF-33SX-SNDC-S
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Reach.
The Silvertown Tunnel
proposals are not
sufficient alone. The
proposals should be
considered alongside
solutions at
Thamesmead.

BHLF-33SX-S776-8

N

The Silvertown Tunnel
proposals are not
sufficient alone. The
proposals should
consider an additional
crossing further west.

ANON-33SX-S79X-C

East London will see the largest share of the
substantial increase in population, housing and
employment in the Capital in the coming years.
TfL is planning for the impacts of this growth and
to overcome poor cross-river connectivity, with a
clear focus on east London. For this reason there
is a programme of river crossings, which would
improve connections for pedestrians, cyclists,
public transport and road users. Details of this
are set out in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1) and in a document
called Connecting the Capital which can be
accessed on TfL’s website via
http://content.tfl.gov.uk/connectingthecapitalnewrivercrossingsforlondon-dec-2015.pdf

N

The Woolwich Ferry

ANON-33SX-SFNW-F

TfL has no plans to withdraw the Woolwich Ferry
service as a result of the Silvertown Tunnel, and

N
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should be replaced.

ANON-33SX-S7M9-1

are exploring the purchase of new vessels to
improve the reliability of the Woolwich Ferry for
the next few years. Recently, work was
completed to the jetties and loading bridges on
both sides of the river and TfL has now begun the
bidding process to purchase two new boats to
keep the service running The crossing should be
built further east for improved resilience. In
addition to these life extension works, TfL is also
investigating various potential improvement
options to the vehicle waiting areas at both the
northern and southern terminals, which would
reduce the adverse effects of queuing on the
local roads.

ANON-33SX-S2NU-S
ANON-33SX-S2J4-M
ANON-33SX-S2CR-B
ANON-33SX-STN3-S

There is a need for
improvements to the
Woolwich Ferry.

ANON-33SX-ST7A-G
ANON-33SX-ST56-3
ANON-33SX-ST4R-X
ANON-33SX-SNCS-8
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SN8K-N
ANON-33SX-SFFW-7
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The present day Woolwich Ferry infrastructure
(including the ferry vessels) has been in
operation since 1963 and as such was
recognised to be near the end of its operational
life. As a result, major refurbishment works were
considered necessary to ensure the continued
safe operation of the service in the foreseeable
future.
Independently of the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme,
TfL completed works in December 2015 including
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ANON-33SX-SFAV-1

the refurbishment of the in-river piers and fully
overhauling the moveable platforms which allow
vehicles to board and alight the vessels. In
addition TfL is undertaking further phases of
work, including an evaluation of options for
replacing the existing ferry vessels which, subject
to funding approval, could be in place by 2018.
These are considered essential works to ensure
the continued operation of the service to at least
the year 2025 and potentially beyond.

ANON-33SX-SF71-J
ANON-33SX-SF32-F
ANON-33SX-SF1R-D
ANON-33SX-S7XX-B
ANON-33SX-S7NJ-K
ANON-33SX-S2PP-P
ANON-33SX-S2MT-Q
ANON-33SX-S2EJ-5
ANON-33SX-S2CR-B
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In addition to these life extension works, TfL is
also investigating various potential improvement
options to the vehicle waiting areas at both the
northern and southern terminals.

ANON-33SX-S2A6-D
ANON-33SX-S24H-J
ANON-33SX-S21N-N
W MacCarthy & Sons Ltd
London Assembly Liberal
Democrat Group
Jewish Care
Greenwich Borough Liberal
Democrats
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BHLF-33SX-S71S-Y
ANON-33SX-STYF-Q
ANON-33SX-STTX-4
ANON-33SX-STPY-1
ANON-33SX-STP8-Z
ANON-33SX-STJT-P
There is a need to
address the increasing
demand for health
services arising from
increases in population
and pollution.

ANON-33SX-S276-3

TfL has examined the effects of charging at
adjacent crossings and this would result in
significant traffic diversion and consequent
adverse environmental impacts as drivers reroute to uncharged crossings such as Tower
Bridge. The Scheme would avoid this effect by
providing additional capacity as well as a user
charge at the Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels.

N

There should be a focus
on pedestrian / cycle
crossings – consider
building a crossing
between Rotherhithe
and Canary Wharf.

ANON-33SX-SNVR-T

The potential for a new connection to link two
major growth areas has been identified between
Rotherhithe and Canary Wharf, and this has
been outlined in a document called Connecting
the Capital, along with a number of other
proposed pedestrian and cycle crossings for
London. Initial work led by Sustrans has
confirmed the feasibility of developing a new
crossing in this location. TfL is therefore planning

N

London Assembly Liberal
Democrat Group
Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham
Greenwich Borough Liberal
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Democrats

to undertake further engineering work and market
engagement to seek industry experts’ advice and
input to this project and test what can be
delivered using the most cost effective solutions.

Change to
the
Scheme?

In recognition of the time it could take to bring
forward plans for a new crossing, secure the
funding and construct, TfL is also examining
options for introducing a new ferry service in this
location in the short term. This would help meet
an immediate need and establish a link that could
be replaced by a fixed crossing in due course.
This scheme would not address the problems of
the Blackwall Tunnel.
There should be a focus
on pedestrian / cycle
crossings – consider
building several
crossings between
Tower Bridge and
Woolwich.

ANON-33SX-SNHT-E
Charlotte Sexton
Living Streets
Living Streets, Hackney
Branch

TfL is looking at how best to enhance crossing
options between east and south-east London for
pedestrians and cyclists, including consideration
of new bridge or passenger ferry links and
bringing forward a local fare strategy for the EAL.
While these schemes may be beneficial in
addressing other problems or creating other new
opportunities for walking and cycling trips, and
may well be taken forward separately in due
course, they do not solve the problem of
congestion and road network reliability and
resilience which the Silvertown Tunnel is seeking

N
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to address and would not provide east and southeast London with the long term security of a
reliable road crossing point. This is set out in
more detail in the Case for the (Document
Reference: 7.1). A summary of the options TfL
has considered including pedestrian and cycle
bridges, ferries and cable car options are also set
out in the Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1).
TfL has looked at several locations between
Tower Bridge and Woolwich as part of this
assessment. The main options considered
include: Rotherhithe to Canary Wharf, North
Greenwich to Canary Wharf and North
Greenwich to Silvertown.
There should be a focus
on pedestrian / cycle
crossings – consider
improvements to
Greenwich and
Woolwich foot tunnels.
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Newham Cyclists – London
Borough of Newham
London Cycling Campaign
(LCC) local group

TfL is looking at how best to enhance crossing
options between east and south-east London for
pedestrians and cyclists, including consideration
of new bridge or passenger ferry links and
bringing forward a local fare strategy for the EAL.
While these schemes may be beneficial in
addressing other problems or creating other new
opportunities for walking and cycling trips, and
may well be taken forward separately in due
course, they do not solve the problem of

N
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congestion and road network reliability and
resilience which the Silvertown Tunnel is seeking
to address and would not provide east and southeast London with the long term security of a
reliable road crossing point. This is set out in
more detail in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1). A summary of the
options TfL has considered including pedestrian
and cycle bridges, ferries and cable car options
are also set out in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1).
The Royal Borough of Greenwich is currently
progressing a trial of shared use of the
Greenwich and Woolwich foot tunnels. The aim of
this is through the use of technology to enable to
shared use of the tunnel. It will monitor cycle and
pedestrian flows (and cycle speeds) at all times,
and use this to regulate the cycling ban; at times
of low pedestrian flow, considerate cycle use will
be permitted, and conversely during high
pedestrian flow periods cyclists will be required to
dismount and push their bicycles through the
space.
There should not be a
river bus.

ANON-33SX-STV7-5

TfL’s proposals for cross river bus services which
is set out in greater detail in the Transport

N
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Assessment (Document Reference: 6.5) relates
to road-based buses, using the Silvertown Tunnel
to cross the river, not river buses in form of
passenger ferries. The cross-river bus proposal
serves as a complementary measure to the
Silvertown Tunnel.
Transport infrastructure
should keep up with
growth and development
in the area.

ANON-33SX-SFB3-Y
ANON-33SX-S2PP-P
ANON-33SX-S22E-D
Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham
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East London will see the largest share of the
substantial increase in population, housing and
employment anticipated in the Capital in the
coming years. TfL is planning for the impacts of
this growth and to overcome poor cross-river
connectivity, with a clear focus on east London.
For this reason there is a programme of river
crossings, which would improve connections for
pedestrians, cyclists, public transport and road
users. Details of this are set out in the Case for
the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1) and in a
document called Connecting the Capital which
can be accessed on TfL’s website via
http://content.tfl.gov.uk/connectingthecapitalnewrivercrossingsforlondon-dec-2015.pdf
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SUMMARY
S.1

Overview

S.1.1

This appendix provides a summary of responses received during statutory
consultation on the Scheme under section 42, section 47 and section 48 of
the Act which contained comments which TfL coded according to the 'Public
Transport Offer' theme. This appendix set outs the consultees who
commented on each of these issues, and provides TfL's response to each of
the issues raised on this theme. Where the consultee has not provided a
name or organisation, an anonymous response ID has been included.

S.1.2

The summary of responses has been grouped under the relevant
consultation strands.
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Appendix O1 Public Transport Offer
O1.1

Section 42 (1) (a)

Issue

Consultee

Introduce new cross river
National Grid and SGN
bus services in east
London without introducing
the new tunnel

Regard had to response (Section 49)
Cross-river bus services at this location
have long been constrained by the paucity
of road crossings and the nature of these
crossings. The Rotherhithe Tunnel is too
narrow to accommodate buses and the
Blackwall Tunnel can accommodate only
single-deckers, limiting capacity.
Additionally, the problems of the Blackwall
Tunnel adversely affect bus journeys and
make it difficult for TfL to run more services
(this also affects coach operators).
By adding a new tunnel which can
accommodate double-deckers and by
improving journey times and journey time
reliability, the Scheme will enable more and
better cross-river bus routes. The routes
shown as part of the consultation are
indicative only and decisions will be taken
closer to Scheme opening and with up-todate information about current demand and
services.
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O1.2

Section 42 (1) (b)

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Allow cyclists or
pedestrians to use the
Silvertown Tunnel

London Borough of
Southwark

TfL is strongly committed to enhancing the
quality and number of cycling and
pedestrian journeys in the capital. Since
2000, there has been a 99% increase in
cycle journeys in the Capital. The opening
of the Emirates Air Line cable car (EAL) in
2012 was in recognition of the need for a
pedestrian and cycling crossing in the area
of the Silvertown Tunnel.

Change to the
Scheme?
N

Safety requirements prevent cyclists and
pedestrians using the Blackwall Tunnel and
in terms of the new tunnel, TfL investigated
options for pedestrian and cycling access
within the main bores or in a separate
tunnel. However, given the length of the
crossing and modern safety requirements,
such an approach would not be appropriate.
Nor would it be or cost effective given the
existence of the Emirates Air Line crossing.
Bus proposition may not
be enough to sufficiently
reduce private vehicle
journeys

London Borough of Tower
Hamlets
London Borough of Newham

The primary purpose of the bus services is
N
not to reduce demand: that is the role of the
user charge. The ability to run more and
more reliable bus services is an important
benefit of the Scheme. TfL’s assessment is
that, regardless of whether the Scheme is in
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Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

place, public transport mode share in the
east and south east sub-region will rise
from its current level of around 56 per cent
to around 60 per cent in 2021 (over a 24
hour period). With the Scheme, the number
of trips by private vehicle in 2021 actually
decreases compared to a scenario without
the Silvertown Tunnel, including cross-river
trips made by vehicle.
Clean engine technology
buses must be used on
proposed new
routes/services

Royal Borough of Greenwich

Design Silvertown tunnel
to provide for pedestrians
and cyclists or build an

Royal Borough of Greenwich
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London Borough of Barking
and Dagenham

From September 2020, all buses in central
London must meet new emissions
standards (Euro VI) owing to the
introduction of the Ultra Low Emission Zone
(ULEZ). TfL continues to implement a policy
of reducing its fleet emissions. There are
1,500 hybrid buses, 22 electric buses, and
8 hydrogen buses currently operating in
London, out of a total bus fleet of 8,600.
Any bus passing through the Silvertown
tunnel would be of Euro VI standard or
equivalents, aligning with the ULEZ
standard which takes effect in central
London from September 2020.

N

TfL is strongly committed to enhancing the
quality and number of cycling and
pedestrian journeys in the capital. Since

N
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alternative crossing which
does

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

2000, there has been a 99% increase in
cycle journeys in the Capital. The opening
of the Emirates Air Line cable car (EAL) in
2012 was in recognition of the need for a
pedestrian and cycling crossing in the area
of the Silvertown Tunnel.
Safety requirements prevent cyclists and
pedestrians using the Blackwall Tunnel and
in terms of the new tunnel, TfL investigated
options for pedestrian and cycling access
within the main bores or in a separate
tunnel. However, given the length of the
crossing and modern safety requirements,
such a split approach would not be
appropriate. Nor would it be or cost
effective given the existence of the EAL
crossing.
A pedestrian and cycle bridge between
Rotherhithe and Canary Wharf has been
promoted by Sustrans and TfL is now
procuring market advice on how this could
be taken forward. In the meantime options
for a ferry services at this location are being
investigated.

EAL pricing reductions either standard Oyster

London Borough of Tower

TfL is proposing to produce a future EAL
fares strategy document in consultation with

N
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Regard had to response (Section 49)

fares or free for local
residents

Hamlets

local Boroughs, which would be published
ahead of the opening of the Silvertown
Tunnel. The objective of this strategy will be
to set out fare options for the EAL. There
are a number of possible options including
discounts on existing fares or annual
passes for regular users. This will be
supported by further analysis of the needs
of EAL users and potential EAL users, with
a view to bringing forward additional
measures where appropriate to ensure the
EAL is fulfilling its role as a local crossing.
As the setting of fares for the Emirates Air
Line is a Mayoral decision, the final decision
will be made by the next Mayor. However,
the EAL fares strategy will be used to
inform that decision.

Economic assessment of
proposed public transport
links is required

London Borough of Newham

London Borough of Newham

The Outline Business Case (Document
N
Reference: 7.8) includes an assessment of
the value of the potential new bus services
which are enabled by the Scheme; £590.5m
of user benefits.
The potential bus routes shown in the
consultation materials and the application
documents are indicative. The Scheme will
not be open until 2022/23 and it is not
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Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

appropriate to commit to specific bus routes
or service levels some six years in advance.
East and south east London will undergo
significant population and employment
growth in this period and TfL's service
planning must respond to these changes
appropriately. Bus services will be
confirmed on the normal service planning
cycle and subject to public consultation.
Emirates Air Line is not a
viable alternative for
pedestrians or cyclists

London Borough of Tower
Hamlets

Alongside the Scheme, TfL is proposing to
N
produce a future EAL fares strategy
document in consultation with local
Boroughs, which would be published ahead
of the opening of the Silvertown Tunnel.
The objective of this strategy will be to set
out fare options for the EAL. There are a
number of possible options including
discounts on existing fares or annual
passes for regular users. This will be
supported by further analysis of the needs
of EAL users and potential EAL users, with
a view to bringing forward additional
measures where appropriate to ensure the
EAL is fulfilling its role as a local crossing.
As the setting of fares for the Emirates Air
Line is a Mayoral decision, the final decision
will be made by the next Mayor. However,
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Change to the
Scheme?

the EAL fares strategy will be used to
inform that decision.
This is in addition to TfL’s proposals for the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme, which include
improvements to pedestrian and cycle
access across Tidal Basin roundabout at
the northern portal, designed to improve
access to the EAL from the west, and
enhance the role of the EAL as a local
crossing. The Scheme is proposed as a
solution to the three transport problems of
the Blackwall Tunnel: congestion, closures
and a lack of resilience. TfL has assessed
the potential for other options to address
these problems – see Chapter 3 of the
Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1). Pedestrian and cycle
crossings are not considered a viable option
in terms of solving these three problems
although they have other merits as part of
TfL’s overall strategy for transport.
Further work is required on London Borough of Newham
connecting routes for
pedestrians and cyclists to
the potential new DLR
station
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The Scheme design allows for the future
provision of a link over Dock Road to a
potential Thames Wharf DLR station.
However since this is not part of the
Scheme it is not appropriate to provide a
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Change to the
Scheme?

detailed proposal here. As set out in the
Design and Access Statement (Document
Reference: 7.3), TfL has sought to integrate
the Scheme with the existing surroundings
while at the same time anticipating the
future development of the area (which is
more or less certain in different areas) so
that further changes to road layout or
infrastructure can be undertaken by
boroughs or developers as appropriate.
Improve public transport
services in general terms

Royal Borough of Greenwich
London Borough of Waltham
Forest
London Borough of
Southwark

Considerable investment in public transport
in east and southeast London has been
made over the last 20 years including
extensions of the Jubilee line, London
Overground and the DLR. Crossrail will also
serve the local area in 2018 with
connections to Abbey Wood. In contrast,
there has been no investment in road
capacity in this area since the 1960's and
this has had a detrimental effect on
congestion and resilience of the road
network. This is an issue particularly
because not all journeys can be easily
switched to public transport, (most freight is
carried by road). For the purposes of the
assessments accompanying this DCO
application, TfL has identified indicative

N
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route extensions and additions which could
be unlocked by the Scheme. These
illustrate that an additional 37.5 buses per
hour in each direction could use the tunnel.
However, in line with normal TfL bus
planning procedures, the detailed bus route
planning process would begin around two
years before the opening of the Silvertown
Tunnel.
Improve river based public Royal Borough of Greenwich
transport services at
Silvertown or more broadly

Connecting the Capital (2015) sets out TfL's N
plans for river crossings and ferry services.
It includes several potential ferries in east
London: Rotherhithe to Canary Wharf;
North Greenwich to Isle of Dogs; Charlton
to Royal Docks. These are now being taken
forward with developers and local
authorities separate to the Scheme.

Improve the Emirates Air
Line

Alongside the Scheme, TfL is proposing to
produce a future EAL fares strategy
document in consultation with local
Boroughs, which would be published ahead
of the opening of the Silvertown Tunnel.
The objective of this strategy will be to set
out fare options for the EAL. There are a
number of possible options including
discounts on existing fares or annual
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Change to the
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passes for regular users. This will be
supported by further analysis of the needs
of EAL users and potential EAL users, with
a view to bringing forward additional
measures where appropriate to ensure the
EAL is fulfilling its role as a local crossing.
As the setting of fares for the Emirates Air
Line is a Mayoral decision, the final decision
will be made by the next Mayor. However,
the EAL fares strategy will be used to
inform that decision.
This is in addition to TfL’s proposals for the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme, which include
improvements to pedestrian and cycle
access across Tidal Basin roundabout at
the northern portal, designed to improve
access to the EAL from the west, and
enhance the role of the EAL as a local
crossing. The Scheme is proposed as a
solution to the three transport problems of
the Blackwall Tunnel: congestion, closures
and a lack of resilience. TfL has assessed
the potential for other options to address
these problems – see Chapter 3 of the
Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1). Pedestrian and cycle
crossings are not considered a viable option
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in terms of solving these three problems
although they have other merits as part of
TfL’s overall strategy for transport.
Improvement of Lower Lea London Borough of Newham
Crossing cycle track
required

In response to concerns raised by LB
Newham during consultation regarding
existing pedestrian and cycle provision on
the Lower Lea Crossing, TfL will explore
such improvements as part of a
Development Infrastructure Funding (DIF)
Study for the Royal Docks OAPF. This will
consider options including environmental
improvements, increasing the width of the
cycle way and adjusting levels of
segregation. The Silvertown Tunnel Project
will also consider providing a financial
contribution to the implementation of an
appropriate scheme.

N

Need to reflect changes to
pedestrian and cycle
connections to tidal basin
roundabout in drawings

TfL has ensured that all plans
accompanying the DCO application are
accurate.

N

TfL has a bus planning process which will
be used to decide the services put in place
with the Silvertown Tunnel. The potential
new routes and route extensions so far
shown for the Scheme are indicative only

N

London Borough of Newham

Planning / decision making London Borough of Bexley
process for bus routes
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and will be confirmed closer to the Scheme
opening, and the Silvertown Tunnel
Implementation Group (which comprises
representatives from local boroughs) will
have a role in making recommendations for
the cross-river bus network. Changes to
bus services will also be subject to public
consultation.
Poor cycling routes in
surrounding area

London Borough of Tower
Hamlets
London Borough of Lewisham

Progress work on a
Royal Borough of Greenwich
waterfront bus transit route

The Scheme provides the opportunity for
improving conditions for pedestrians and
cyclists in the vicinity of the Silvertown
Tunnel by, for example, enhancing access
to the Emirates Air Line. One of the
requirements for the project is to ensure
that all walking and cycling routes in the
vicinity of the tunnel portals are re-instated
or are replaced with direct, safe and
comfortable alternative routes. Beyond this,
the Mayor's Cycling Vision discusses how
cycling will be improved across the Capital.

N

A waterfront bus transit route is being
considered as part of the river crossing
proposals east of Silvertown, namely at
Gallions Reach and Belvedere. However
such a route would not fulfil the objectives
of this scheme, which are to provide

N
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resilience to Blackwall Tunnel and reduce
congestion on the road network. TfL has
identified new and extended cross-river bus
routes which could be enabled by the
Scheme, and the benefits of the Scheme in
terms of reduced congestion and greater
journey time reliability would be experience
by bus users in the local area more
generally.
Rotherhithe is not a viable
alternative for pedestrians
or cyclists due to poor air
quality

London Borough of Waltham
Forest

The Rotherhithe Tunnel may be used by
cyclists and pedestrians, although numbers
are relatively low. It is not considered the
main river crossing at this point for these
modes: this is the Emirates Air Line cable
car.
Alongside the Scheme, TfL is proposing to
produce a future EAL fares strategy
document in consultation with local
Boroughs, which would be published ahead
of the opening of the Silvertown Tunnel.
The objective of this strategy will be to set
out fare options for the EAL. There are a
number of possible options including
discounts on existing fares or annual
passes for regular users. This will be
supported by further analysis of the needs
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of EAL users and potential EAL users, with
a view to bringing forward additional
measures where appropriate to ensure the
EAL is fulfilling its role as a local crossing.
As the setting of fares for the Emirates Air
Line is a Mayoral decision, the final decision
will be made by the next Mayor. However,
the EAL fares strategy will be used to
inform that decision.
This is in addition to TfL’s proposals for the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme, which include
improvements to pedestrian and cycle
access across Tidal Basin roundabout at
the northern portal, designed to improve
access to the EAL from the west, and
enhance the role of the EAL as a local
crossing. The Scheme is proposed as a
solution to the three transport problems of
the Blackwall Tunnel: congestion, closures
and a lack of resilience. TfL has assessed
the potential for other options to address
these problems – see Chapter 3 of the
Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1). Pedestrian and cycle
crossings are not considered a viable option
in terms of solving these three problems
although they have other merits as part of
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TfL’s overall strategy for transport.
In Connecting the Capital (2015), TfL set
out its plans for thirteen further crossings in
London, including three pedestrian and
cycle crossings in east London: Rotherhithe
to Canary Wharf (which TfL is progressing
with Sustrans), North Greenwich to the Isle
of Dogs and Charlton to Royal Docks.
Suggestions for changes
to the proposed bus
services

Royal Borough of Greenwich

Suggestions for how the
Royal Borough of Greenwich
routes taken by new crossriver bus services might be
planned
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The potential new routes and route
N
extensions so far shown for the Scheme are
indicative only and will be confirmed closer
to the Scheme opening, and the Silvertown
Tunnel Implementation Group (which
comprises representatives from local
boroughs) will have a role in making
recommendations for the cross-river bus
network. Changes to bus services will also
be subject to public consultation.
TfL has a bus planning process which will
be used to decide the services put in place
with the Silvertown Tunnel. The potential
new routes and route extensions so far
shown for the Scheme are indicative only
and will be confirmed closer to the Scheme
opening, and the Silvertown Tunnel
Implementation Group (which comprises

N
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representatives from local boroughs) will
have a role in making recommendations for
the cross-river bus network. Changes to
bus services will also be subject to public
consultation
Suggestions for improved
bus links to Tube and Rail
stations

London Borough of Barking
and Dagenham

Bus links are continuously under review and N
bus routes are planned to serve key
attractors, destinations and transport
interchanges. As part of the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme TfL is proposing
considerable bus improvements through the
tunnel and whilst the exact alignment of bus
routes will be determined closer to opening
of the tunnel, connections to tube and DLR
stations will form a key component of this
planning. The Silvertown Tunnel
Implementation Group (which comprises
representatives from local boroughs) will
have a role in making recommendations for
the cross-river bus network
There has been much investment in public
transport in south and east London
including the Overground extension, DLR
extension to Woolwich, the Jubilee line
extension as well as Crossrail to serve
Woolwich Arsenal and Abbey Wood in
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2018. The implementation of the Scheme
provides the opportunity to provide over
37.5 buses per hour each way, offering new
connections that are not currently possible.
Suggestions for
Royal Borough of Greenwich
improvements or changes London Borough of Tower
to the bus route proposals Hamlets
including a comment that
the proposed routes do not
serve Tower Hamlets

As part of the package of improvements,
Silvertown tunnel will allow the
implementation of an additional 37.5 buses
per hour, each direction across the river at
this location. In line with normal TfL bus
planning procedures, the detailed bus route
planning process would begin around two
years before the opening of the Silvertown
Tunnel.
The Silvertown Tunnel Implementation
Group (which comprises representatives
from local boroughs) will have a role in
making recommendations for the cross-river
bus network for a specific period. Changes
to bus services will also be subject to public
consultation.
The consultation materials published for the
statutory consultation show potential
improvements to bus services including
changes to existing routes and potential
new routes. Three of these – the 309, the
108 and a potential new routes serving
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Canary Wharf to Grove Park pass through
Tower Hamlets. The potential new routes
and route extensions so far shown for the
Scheme are indicative only and will be
confirmed closer to the Scheme opening,
and the Silvertown Tunnel Implementation
Group (which comprises representatives
from local boroughs) will have a role in
making recommendations for the cross-river
bus network. Changes to bus services will
also be subject to public consultation.
Support for new crossriver bus routes

London Borough of Barking
and Dagenham

The support is noted. As part of the
N
package of improvements, Silvertown
tunnel will allow the implementation of an
additional 37.5 buses per hour, each
direction across the river at this location.
The potential new routes and route
extensions so far shown for the Scheme are
indicative only and will be confirmed closer
to the Scheme opening, and the Silvertown
Tunnel Implementation Group (which
comprises representatives from local
boroughs) will have a role in making
recommendations for the cross-river bus
network. Changes to bus services will also
be subject to public consultation.
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Regard had to response (Section 49)

Support for new crossriver bus services in east
London

London Borough of Tower
Hamlets

The support for cross-river bus services is
N
noted. As part of the package of
improvements, Silvertown tunnel will allow
the implementation of 37.5 buses per hour
in each direction across the river at this
location. The routes as shown in the
consultation document are indicative and
exact bus routes, and the locations they
serve will be determined and consulted
upon much closer to the opening date of the
tunnel.

London Borough of Lewisham
London Borough of Barking
and Dagenham

TfL must make a definitive
commitment to minimum
bus service levels that
would be introduced
through the Scheme as
part of its DCO application

Royal Borough of Greenwich
London Borough of Tower
Hamlets
London Borough of Newham
London Borough of Lewisham
London Borough of Bexley

As part of the package of improvements,
N
Silvertown tunnel would facilitate the
implementation of an additional 37.5 buses
per hour in each direction across the river at
this location The potential new routes and
route extensions so far shown for the
Scheme are indicative only and will be
confirmed closer to the Scheme opening,
and the Silvertown Tunnel Implementation
Group (which comprises representatives
from local boroughs) will have a role in
making recommendations for the cross-river
bus network. Changes to bus services will
also be subject to public consultation.
There are some six years between the DCO
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application and the Scheme opening.
Therefore TfL does do not consider it
appropriate to commit to routes at this time,
especially given the rate of growth and
change in the east and south east sub
region of London.
TfL’s proposals for
improvements to public
transport are not sufficient

London Borough of Waltham
Forest

The Scheme is intended to address the
transport problems of the Blackwall Tunnel:
congestion, closures and incidents and a
lack of resilience. TfL has assessed the
different options for addressing these
problems and a new road crossing with a
user charge is the best approach. This is
referred to in Chapter 3 of the Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1). The
Scheme is not primarily a public transport
scheme, although it will enable significant
improvements to public transport.

N

Over the past 20 years there has been
significant expansion in the public transport
network in east and south east London
including cross-river services such as the
Jubilee Line and its extensions. This will be
continued with the start of local Crossrail
services from 2018.
For the purposes of the assessments
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accompanying this DCO application, TfL
has identified indicative route extensions
and additions which could be facilitated by
the Scheme. These illustrate that an
additional 37.5 buses per hour in each
direction could use the tunnel. However, in
line with normal TfL bus planning
procedures, the detailed bus route planning
process would begin around two years
before the opening of the Silvertown
Tunnel.
The Emirates Air Line
(EAL) cable car is not a
viable alternative route for
cyclists and pedestrians
for an unspecified reason
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London Borough of Waltham
Forest

Alongside the Scheme, TfL is proposing to
produce a future EAL fares strategy
document in consultation with local
Boroughs, which would be published ahead
of the opening of the Silvertown Tunnel.
The objective of this strategy will be to set
out fare options for the EAL. There are a
number of possible options including
discounts on existing fares or annual
passes for regular users. This will be
supported by further analysis of the needs
of EAL users and potential EAL users, with
a view to bringing forward additional
measures where appropriate to ensure the
EAL is fulfilling its role as a local crossing.
As the setting of fares for the Emirates Air

N
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Change to the
Scheme?

Line is a Mayoral decision, the final decision
will be made by the next Mayor. However,
the EAL fares strategy will be used to
inform that decision.
This is in addition to TfL’s proposals for the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme, which include
improvements to pedestrian and cycle
access across Tidal Basin roundabout at
the northern portal, designed to improve
access to the EAL from the west, and
enhance the role of the EAL as a local
crossing. The Scheme is proposed as a
solution to the three transport problems of
the Blackwall Tunnel: congestion, closures
and a lack of resilience. TfL has assessed
the potential for other options to address
these problems (see Chapter 3 of the Case
for the Scheme), and pedestrian and cycle
crossings are not considered a viable option
in terms of solving these three problems
although they have other merits as part of
TfL’s overall strategy for transport.
The Greenwich foot tunnel is also available
as a crossing for pedestrians and
pedestrians can also use the Woolwich foot
tunnel. The Woolwich Ferry is also a free
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service for both pedestrians and cyclists.
In Connecting the Capital (2015), TfL set
out its plans for thirteen further crossings in
London, including three pedestrian and
cycle crossings in east London: Rotherhithe
to Canary Wharf (which TfL is progressing
with Sustrans), North Greenwich to the Isle
of Dogs and Charlton to Royal Docks.
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Comments noting support
for the replacement of
pedestrian and cycle route
as part of initial works

Knight Dragon Developments
Limited

TfL notes the support.

N

Concern over the design
standards of the footway
on Tunnel Avenue

U&I Group

The Scheme would provide enhancements
to the existing pedestrian and cycle routes
along Tunnel Avenue linking Olympian Way
to Morden Wharf Road and, via the new
Pedestrian and Cycle Bridge, to Boord
Street. Shared off-carriageway surfaces
would be provided which would comply with
TfL minimum width requirements for shared
surfaces.

N

Design Silvertown tunnel
to provide for pedestrians
and cyclists or build an
alternative crossing which
does

The Trustees of Morden
College

TfL is strongly committed to enhancing the
quality and number of cycling and
pedestrian journeys in the capital. Since
2000, there has been a 99% increase in
cycle journeys in the Capital. The opening
of the Emirates Air Line cable car (EAL) in
2012 was in recognition of the need for a
pedestrian and cycling crossing in the area
of the Silvertown Tunnel.

N

ANON-33SX-STZ5-7
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Safety requirements prevent cyclists and
pedestrians using the Blackwall Tunnel and
in terms of the new tunnel, TfL investigated
options for pedestrian and cycling access
within the main bores or in a separate
tunnel. However, given the length of the
crossing and modern safety requirements,
such a split approach would not be
appropriate. Nor would it be or cost
effective given the existence of the EAL
crossing.
A pedestrian and cycle bridge between
Rotherhithe and Canary Wharf has been
promoted by Sustrans and TfL is now
procuring market advice on how this could
be taken forward. In the meantime options
for a ferry services at this location are being
investigated.
Improve public transport
services in general terms

Millennium Primary School
BHLF-33SX-S7V2-3
ANON-33SX-SFQ2-D
ANON-33SX-S7SN-V
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Considerable investment in public transport
in east and southeast London has been
made over the last 20 years including
extensions of the Jubilee line, London
Overground and the DLR. Crossrail will also
serve the local area in 2018 with
connections to Abbey Wood. In contrast,
there has been no investment in road
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capacity in this area since the 1960's and
this has had a detrimental effect on
congestion and resilience of the road
network. This is an issue particularly
because not all journeys can be easily
switched to public transport, (most freight is
carried by road). For the purposes of the
assessments accompanying this DCO
application, TfL has identified indicative
route extensions and additions which could
be unlocked by the Scheme. These
illustrate that an additional 37.5 buses per
hour in each direction could use the tunnel.
However, in line with normal TfL bus
planning procedures, the detailed bus route
planning process would begin around two
years before the opening of the Silvertown
Tunnel.
Improve river based public BHLF-33SX-S7V2-3
transport services at
Silvertown or more broadly

Connecting the Capital (2015) sets out TfL's
plans for river crossings and ferry services.
It includes several potential ferries in east
London: Rotherhithe to Canary Wharf;
North Greenwich to Isle of Dogs; Charlton
to Royal Docks. These are now being taken
forward with developers and local
authorities separate to the Scheme.

N
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Improve the Emirates Air
Line (EAL)

ANON-33SX-SNWF-F

Alongside the Scheme, TfL is proposing to
N
produce a future EAL fares strategy
document in consultation with local
Boroughs, which would be published ahead
of the opening of the Silvertown Tunnel.
The objective of this strategy will be to set
out fare options for the EAL. There are a
number of possible options including
discounts on existing fares or annual
passes for regular users. This will be
supported by further analysis of the needs
of EAL users and potential EAL users, with
a view to bringing forward additional
measures where appropriate to ensure the
EAL is fulfilling its role as a local crossing.
As the setting of fares for the Emirates Air
Line is a Mayoral decision, the final decision
will be made by the next Mayor. However,
the EAL fares strategy will be used to
inform that decision.
This is in addition to TfL’s proposals for the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme, which include
improvements to pedestrian and cycle
access across Tidal Basin roundabout at
the northern portal, designed to improve
access to the EAL from the west, and
enhance the role of the EAL as a local
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crossing. The Scheme is proposed as a
solution to the three transport problems of
the Blackwall Tunnel: congestion, closures
and a lack of resilience. TfL has assessed
the potential for other options to address
these problems – see Chapter 3 of the
Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1). Pedestrian and cycle
crossings are not considered a viable option
in terms of solving these three problems
although they have other merits as part of
TfL’s overall strategy for transport.
Introduce an east-west
cycle and pedestrian route
across the Greenwich
Peninsula

Knight Dragon Developments
Limited

Introduce new cross river
BHLF-33SX-S7V2-3
bus services in east
ANON-33SX-SNUZ-1
London without introducing
ANON-33SX-SN7D-D
the new tunnel
ANON-33SX-SN3M-J

This route is not part of the current Scheme
because it would not help to address the
problems of the Blackwall Tunnel.

N

As part of the Scheme TfL is making
improvements to pedestrian and cycle
facilities around the tunnel approaches but
an east-west route would not be within this
remit.
Cross-river bus services at this location
have long been constrained by the paucity
of road crossings and the nature of these
crossings. The Rotherhithe Tunnel is too
narrow to accommodate buses and the
Blackwall Tunnel can accommodate only

N
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ANON-33SX-SN1N-H

single-deckers, limiting capacity.
Additionally, the problems of the Blackwall
Tunnel adversely affect bus journeys and
make it difficult for TfL to run more services
(this also affects coach operators).

Change to the
Scheme?

By adding a new tunnel which can
accommodate double-deckers and by
improving journey times and journey time
reliability, the Scheme will enable more and
better cross-river bus routes. The routes
shown as part of the consultation are
indicative only and decisions will be taken
closer to Scheme opening and with up-todate information about current demand and
services.
New cross-river bus
services would provide
quicker access to the O2
venue
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ANON-33SX-SFU1-G

Bus passengers would benefit from the
provision of more services, as well as
shorter journey times on existing routes as
a result of the Scheme. Buses would also
likely play an important role in demand
management by attracting modal shift from
private vehicles and would reduce the
impact of the road user charge on users of
the tunnel by providing a low-cost means of
crossing the river.
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No demand for new cross
river bus services in east
London

ANON-33SX-S7MC-B

In 2015 TfL commissioned a survey of local
residents to ascertain their views about the
current river crossings and the Silvertown
Tunnel. Over half (53%) stated that they
would benefit from new bus services
provided by the new tunnel. In all of the
consultations on the Scheme, public and
stakeholder support for bus services
enabled by the Scheme has been strong.
The east sub-region will accommodate
much of the significant population and
employment growth which will happen in
London over the coming years and it is to
be expected that demand for travel, and for
trips not currently made, will increase.

Change to the
Scheme?
N

The implementation of the Scheme
provides the opportunity to provide over
37.5 buses per hour each way, offering new
connections that are not currently possible.
Indicative routes are shown in the
consultation and application documents and
in line with normal TfL bus planning
procedures, the detailed bus route planning
process would begin around two years
before the opening of the Silvertown
Tunnel.
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The Silvertown Tunnel Implementation
Group (comprising representatives from
local boroughs) will have a role in reviewing
and making recommendations with regard
to the cross-river bus network.
Opposition to TfL’s
proposals for new bus
services in general, nonspecific terms

ANON-33SX-S7MC-B

Buses are the most heavily-used mode in
London and can be deployed flexibly. In
addition they are affordable for users and
bring regeneration benefits by enhancing
the accessibility of jobs and services. The
Silvertown Tunnel will accommodate buses
alongside other vehicle types, thereby
bringing about regeneration benefits.
The ability to accommodate and
significantly improve bus services has been
a consideration in the development of the
Scheme, but it is not the only or main
objective.
As part of the package of improvements,
Silvertown tunnel will allow the
implementation of over 35 buses per hour,
each direction across the river at this
location. The routes as shown in the
consultation document are indicative and
exact bus routes, and the locations they
serve will be determined and consulted
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Change to the
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upon much closer to the opening date of the
tunnel.
Journey time and journey time reliability for
bus users in the area (not just on cross-river
services) will be improved as a result of the
Silvertown Tunnel.
Pollution from buses
means that proposed new
services will not benefit
east London

ANON-33SX-SNMV-N
ANON-33SX-SFJ8-C
ANON-33SX-S7SD-J
ANON-33SX-S72U-2

There are regeneration benefits to
additional bus services in east London
owing to the enhanced access to jobs,
education and services facilitated by
enhanced bus services. This is referred to
in the Outline Business Case (Document
Reference: 7.8).

N

With regard to air pollutant emissions from
buses. London has one of the youngest bus
fleets in Europe and under the latest phase
of the Low Emission Zone, all buses in
London must be Euro IV compliant from
2020. From September 2020, all buses in
central London must meet new emissions
standards (Euro VI) owing to the
introduction of the Ultra Low Emission Zone
(ULEZ). From 2016 TfL will start to change
its fleet so that all double deck buses
operating in central London are hybrid and
all single deck buses are zero emission
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(e.g. electric or hydrogen). TfL would use
Euro VI equivalent buses on routes using
the Silvertown Tunnel.
Poor cycling routes in
surrounding area

U&I Group

The Scheme provides the opportunity for
improving conditions for pedestrians and
cyclists in the vicinity of the Silvertown
Tunnel by, for example, enhancing access
to the Emirates Air Line. One of the
requirements for the project is to ensure
that all walking and cycling routes in the
vicinity of the tunnel portals are re-instated
or are replaced with direct, safe and
comfortable alternative routes. Beyond this,
the Mayor's Cycling Vision discusses how
cycling will be improved across the Capital.

N

Provide new and/or
improved bus stops at
Tunnel Avenue

U&I Group

There are over 19,000 bus stops in London
of which 82% are fully accessible. This
figure will rise to 95% by 2016.

N

In accordance with policies set out both in
the London Plan and MTS, TfL seeks to
encourage sustainable modes of travel and
the public transport and cycling mode share
continues to increase. Currently there are
bus stops at Morden Wharf Road and
Blackwall Lane so it is not considered
necessary to have a further bus stop at
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Tunnel Avenue at this time.
Public transport in east
London is already
extensive

ANON-33SX-SNWF-F

Suggestions for how the

ANON-33SX-SNB5-9

ANON-33SX-S72U-2

While there has been significant investment
in public transport in east and south east
London over the past 20 years, which by
the opening of Crossrail in 2018, will have
led to an almost tenfold increase in the
capacity of the cross-river rail network east
of Tower Bridge, London, especially this
sub-region of London, will continue to grow
rapidly in the coming years, increasing
demand for public transport, the road
network and buses. In order to maintain the
mode share of public transport, and the
consequent social and environmental
benefits of access to public transport, it is
necessary to continue to respond to this
growth with an enhanced transport offer.
Buses in particular are an affordable and
flexible mode and the new crossing will
enable more and better services both
across the river and in the surrounding
area. In all of the consultations on the
Scheme, respondents have shown strong
support for the increased bus services that
could be enabled by the Scheme.

N

TfL has a bus planning process which will

N
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routes taken by new crossriver bus services might be
planned

Suggestions for
improvements or changes
to the bus route proposals
including a comment that
the proposed routes do not
serve Tower Hamlets

Regard had to response (Section 49)
be used to decide the services put in place
with the Silvertown Tunnel. The potential
new routes and route extensions so far
shown for the Scheme are indicative only
and will be confirmed closer to the Scheme
opening, and the Silvertown Tunnel
Implementation Group (which comprises
representatives from local boroughs) will
have a role in making recommendations for
the cross-river bus network. Changes to
bus services will also be subject to public
consultation

The Trustees of Morden
College
Millennium Primary School
ANON-33SX-SFQ2-D
ANON-33SX-S233-V

As part of the package of improvements,
Silvertown tunnel will allow the
implementation of an additional 37.5 buses
per hour, each direction across the river at
this location. In line with normal TfL bus
planning procedures, the detailed bus route
planning process would begin around two
years before the opening of the Silvertown
Tunnel.
The Silvertown Tunnel Implementation
Group (which comprises representatives
from local boroughs) will have a role in
making recommendations for the cross-river
bus network for a specific period. Changes
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Change to the
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to bus services will also be subject to public
consultation.
The consultation materials published for the
statutory consultation show potential
improvements to bus services including
changes to existing routes and potential
new routes. Three of these – the 309, the
108 and a potential new routes serving
Canary Wharf to Grove Park pass through
Tower Hamlets. The potential new routes
and route extensions so far shown for the
Scheme are indicative only and will be
confirmed closer to the Scheme opening,
and the Silvertown Tunnel Implementation
Group (which comprises representatives
from local boroughs) will have a role in
making recommendations for the cross-river
bus network. Changes to bus services will
also be subject to public consultation.
Support for new crossriver bus routes

The Trustees of Morden
College
ANON-33SX-STBG-1
ANON-33SX-SNB5-9
Dilara Begum

The support is noted. As part of the
N
package of improvements, Silvertown
tunnel will allow the implementation of an
additional 37.5 buses per hour, each
direction across the river at this location.
The potential new routes and route
extensions so far shown for the Scheme are
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indicative only and will be confirmed closer
to the Scheme opening, and the Silvertown
Tunnel Implementation Group (which
comprises representatives from local
boroughs) will have a role in making
recommendations for the cross-river bus
network. Changes to bus services will also
be subject to public consultation.
Support for new crossriver bus services in east
London

Trinity Buoy Wharf
The Trustees of Morden
College
London City Airport
ANON-33SX-SNB5-9
ANON-33SX-SFU6-N
ANON-33SX-SFU1-G
ANON-33SX-SF1E-Z

TfL must make a definitive
commitment to minimum
bus service levels that
would be introduced
through the Scheme as
part of its DCO application
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U&I Group

The support for cross-river bus services is
N
noted. As part of the package of
improvements, Silvertown tunnel will allow
the implementation of 37.5 buses per hour
in each direction across the river at this
location. The routes as shown in the
consultation document are indicative and
exact bus routes, and the locations they
serve will be determined and consulted
upon much closer to the opening date of the
tunnel.
As part of the package of improvements,
N
Silvertown tunnel would facilitate the
implementation of an additional 37.5 buses
per hour in each direction across the river at
this location The potential new routes and
route extensions so far shown for the
Scheme are indicative only and will be
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confirmed closer to the Scheme opening,
and the Silvertown Tunnel Implementation
Group (which comprises representatives
from local boroughs) will have a role in
making recommendations for the cross-river
bus network. Changes to bus services will
also be subject to public consultation.
There are some six years between the DCO
application and the Scheme opening.
Therefore TfL does do not consider it
appropriate to commit to routes at this time,
especially given the rate of growth and
change in the east and south east sub
region of London.
TfL should invest more in
supporting public
transport, walking and
cycling trips

U&I Group
Trinity Buoy Wharf
The Trustees of Morden
College
ANON-33SX-SNU8-Y

Across London, TfL is making significant
investment in public transport, walking and
cycling. For example, TfL’s budget for
routes, junctions and suburban cycling
improvements has increased from just
under £120m to between £550 and £600m.
There has also been significant investment
in public transport in the area, including the
Overground extension, DLR extension to
Woolwich, the Jubilee line extension as well
as Crossrail to serve Woolwich Arsenal and
Abbey Wood in 2018. The implementation

N
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of Silvertown tunnel provides the
opportunity to provide 37.5 buses per hour
each way, offering new connections that are
not currently possible.
TfL’s proposals for
improvements to public
transport are not sufficient

Millennium Primary School

The Scheme is intended to address the
transport problems of the Blackwall Tunnel:
congestion, closures and incidents and a
lack of resilience. TfL has assessed the
different options for addressing these
problems and a new road crossing with a
user charge is the best approach. This is
referred to in Chapter 3 of the Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1). The
Scheme is not primarily a public transport
scheme, although it will enable significant
improvements to public transport.
Over the past 20 years there has been
significant expansion in the public transport
network in east and south east London
including cross-river services such as the
Jubilee Line and its extensions. This will be
continued with the start of local Crossrail
services from 2018.
For the purposes of the assessments
accompanying this DCO application, TfL
has identified indicative route extensions
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and additions which could be facilitated by
the Scheme. These illustrate that an
additional 37.5 buses per hour in each
direction could use the tunnel. However, in
line with normal TfL bus planning
procedures, the detailed bus route planning
process would begin around two years
before the opening of the Silvertown
Tunnel.
The Emirates Air Line
cable car is not a viable
alternative route for
cyclists and pedestrians
due to the cost of using
the service

ANON-33SX-STZ5-7

Alongside the Scheme, TfL is proposing to
N
produce a future EAL fares strategy
document in consultation with local
Boroughs, which would be published ahead
of the opening of the Silvertown Tunnel.
The objective of this strategy will be to set
out fare options for the EAL. There are a
number of possible options including
discounts on existing fares or annual
passes for regular users. This will be
supported by further analysis of the needs
of EAL users and potential EAL users, with
a view to bringing forward additional
measures where appropriate to ensure the
EAL is fulfilling its role as a local crossing.
As the setting of fares for the Emirates Air
Line is a Mayoral decision, the final decision
will be made by the next Mayor. However,
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the EAL fares strategy will be used to
inform that decision.
This is in addition to TfL’s proposals for the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme, which include
improvements to pedestrian and cycle
access across Tidal Basin roundabout at
the northern portal, designed to improve
access to the EAL from the west, and
enhance the role of the EAL as a local
crossing. The Scheme is proposed as a
solution to the three transport problems of
the Blackwall Tunnel: congestion, closures
and a lack of resilience. TfL has assessed
the potential for other options to address
these problems (see Chapter 3 of the Case
for the Scheme), and pedestrian and cycle
crossings are not considered a viable option
in terms of solving these three problems
although they have other merits as part of
TfL’s overall strategy for transport.
The Greenwich foot tunnel is also available
as a crossing for pedestrians and
pedestrians can also use the Woolwich foot
tunnel. The Woolwich Ferry is also a free
service for both pedestrians and cyclists.
In Connecting the Capital (2015), TfL set
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out its plans for thirteen further crossings in
London, including three pedestrian and
cycle crossings in east London: Rotherhithe
to Canary Wharf (which TfL is progressing
with Sustrans), North Greenwich to the Isle
of Dogs and Charlton to Royal Docks.
The Emirates Air Line
cable car is not a viable
alternative route for
cyclists and pedestrians to
location

ANON-33SX-S7MC-B

Alongside the Scheme, TfL is proposing to
N
produce a future EAL fares strategy
document in consultation with local
Boroughs, which would be published ahead
of the opening of the Silvertown Tunnel.
The objective of this strategy will be to set
out fare options for the EAL. There are a
number of possible options including
discounts on existing fares or annual
passes for regular users. This will be
supported by further analysis of the needs
of EAL users and potential EAL users, with
a view to bringing forward additional
measures where appropriate to ensure the
EAL is fulfilling its role as a local crossing.
As the setting of fares for the Emirates Air
Line is a Mayoral decision, the final decision
will be made by the next Mayor. However,
the EAL fares strategy will be used to
inform that decision.
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This is in addition to TfL’s proposals for the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme, which include
improvements to pedestrian and cycle
access across Tidal Basin roundabout at
the northern portal, designed to improve
access to the EAL from the west, and
enhance the role of the EAL as a local
crossing. The Scheme is proposed as a
solution to the three transport problems of
the Blackwall Tunnel: congestion, closures
and a lack of resilience. TfL has assessed
the potential for other options to address
these problems (see Chapter 3 of the Case
for the Scheme), and pedestrian and cycle
crossings are not considered a viable option
in terms of solving these three problems
although they have other merits as part of
TfL’s overall strategy for transport.
The Greenwich foot tunnel is also available
as a crossing for pedestrians and
pedestrians can also use the Woolwich foot
tunnel. The Woolwich Ferry is also a free
service for both pedestrians and cyclists.
In Connecting the Capital (2015), TfL set
out its plans for thirteen further crossings in
London, including three pedestrian and
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cycle crossings in east London: Rotherhithe
to Canary Wharf (which TfL is progressing
with Sustrans), North Greenwich to the Isle
of Dogs and Charlton to Royal Docks.
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Allow cyclists or
pedestrians to use the
Silvertown Tunnel

London Cycling Campaign

TfL is strongly committed to enhancing the
quality and number of cycling and
pedestrian journeys in the capital. Since
2000, there has been a 99% increase in
cycle journeys in the Capital. The opening
of the Emirates Air Line cable car (EAL) in
2012 was in recognition of the need for a
pedestrian and cycling crossing in the area
of the Silvertown Tunnel.

Jo Townshend Architects
BHLF-33SX-S7KV-V
BHLF-33SX-S7F7-R
BHLF-33SX-S7DH-7
ANON-33SX-STRA-B
ANON-33SX-STJX-T
ANON-33SX-ST5R-Y
ANON-33SX-SNWG-G
ANON-33SX-SNUY-Z
ANON-33SX-SNSS-R
ANON-33SX-SNR3-Q
ANON-33SX-SNR2-P
ANON-33SX-SNQE-8
ANON-33SX-SNM4-K
ANON-33SX-SNKG-4
ANON-33SX-SNK2-F
ANON-33SX-SNHT-E
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Safety requirements prevent cyclists and
pedestrians using the Blackwall Tunnel and
in terms of the new tunnel, TfL investigated
options for pedestrian and cycling access
within the main bores or in a separate
tunnel. However, given the length of the
crossing and modern safety requirements,
such an approach would not be appropriate.
Nor would it be or cost effective given the
existence of the Emirates Air Line crossing.
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ANON-33SX-SNH9-K
ANON-33SX-SN7M-P
ANON-33SX-SN7H-H
ANON-33SX-SN7A-A
ANON-33SX-SN78-1
ANON-33SX-SN73-V
ANON-33SX-SFZ1-N
ANON-33SX-SFY9-V
ANON-33SX-SFMA-R
ANON-33SX-SFGR-3
ANON-33SX-SFG4-5
ANON-33SX-SFBF-J
ANON-33SX-SF8D-6
ANON-33SX-SF3W-M
ANON-33SX-SF3R-F
ANON-33SX-SF3K-8
ANON-33SX-SF39-P
ANON-33SX-S7SK-S
ANON-33SX-S7SJ-R
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ANON-33SX-S7HK-E
ANON-33SX-S7GV-R
ANON-33SX-S79W-B
ANON-33SX-S78F-S
ANON-33SX-S74F-N
ANON-33SX-S72F-K
ANON-33SX-S2ZR-2
ANON-33SX-S2Y3-2
ANON-33SX-S2TS-W
ANON-33SX-S2P5-U
ANON-33SX-S2NF-A
ANON-33SX-S2GX-N
ANON-33SX-S2G4-H
ANON-33SX-S2D5-F
ANON-33SX-S2A4-B
ANON-33SX-S292-1
ANON-33SX-S25X-3
ANON-33SX-S23M-P
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ANON-33SX-S236-Y
ANON-33SX-S22D-C
ANON-33SX-S223-U
Charlotte Sexton
Allow motorcycles and
scooters in bus lanes

ANON-33SX-S7GB-4

Bicycles to be accepted on BHLF-33SX-SN9X-3
proposed cross-river bus
ANON-33SX-STT4-Z
services
ANON-33SX-STM8-W

The Silvertown Tunnel will have a dedicated N
lane for heavy vehicles (buses, coaches
and HGVs), in recognition of the important
role these play in sustainable transport and
freight/servicing. The use of this lane by
other vehicles will be in line with TfL’s policy
for the TLRN at the time the Scheme
opens.
Folded bicycles are accepted on buses,
however, due to the size of unfoldable
bikes, they cannot be accepted on buses.
This is a London-wide policy.

N

ANON-33SX-STM2-Q
ANON-33SX-STJJ-C
ANON-33SX-ST7S-2
ANON-33SX-SNWW-Z
ANON-33SX-SNV7-Y
ANON-33SX-SNM1-G
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ANON-33SX-SNKW-M
ANON-33SX-SF3Z-Q
ANON-33SX-S2Y3-2
ANON-33SX-S2UW-2
ANON-33SX-S2MU-R
ANON-33SX-S2FQ-D
Bus proposals are
indicative and cannot
predict future travel needs

BHLF-33SX-SN5J-H

Bus proposals would be a
waste of TfL’s resources

ANON-33SX-STHX-R
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ANON-33SX-SNBC-Q

The routes as shown in the consultation
N
document are indicative, and the locations
they serve will be determined and consulted
upon much closer to the opening date of the
tunnel in order to reflect the demand and
services available at the time, in
accordance with TfL’s bus planning
procedures.
Buses are the most heavily-used mode in
London and can be deployed flexibly. In
addition they are affordable for users and
bring regeneration benefits by enhancing
the accessibility of jobs and services., The
Silvertown Tunnel will accommodate buses
alongside other vehicle types, thereby
bringing about regeneration benefits

N
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Bus proposition may not
be enough to sufficiently
reduce private vehicle
journeys

BHLF-33SX-S7V9-A

The primary purpose of the bus services is
N
not to reduce demand: that is the role of the
user charge. The ability to run more and
more reliable bus services is an important
benefit of the Scheme. TfL’s assessment is
that, regardless of whether the Scheme is in
place, public transport mode share in the
east and south east sub-region will rise
from its current level of around 56 per cent
to around 60 per cent in 2021 (over a 24
hour period). With the Scheme, the number
of trips by private vehicle in 2021 actually
decreases compared to a scenario without
the Silvertown Tunnel, including cross-river
trips made by vehicle.

ANON-33SX-SNQN-H
ANON-33SX-SN39-X
ANON-33SX-S2GF-3
ANON-33SX-S29T-3

Bus travel is not suitable
for those carrying heavy or
bulky equipment

BHLF-33SX-S75W-7
BHLF-33SX-S759-9
ANON-33SX-ST55-2

TfL recognises that public transport is not
suitable for all journeys (deliveries and
servicing will in the main continue to be
carried out in private vehicles). The
Scheme will provide improvements in the
form of reduced congestion and delay and
shorter and more reliable journey times for
those using private or commercial vehicles
as well as opening up new connections by
bus.

N
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Buses are not suitable for
some journeys or not
accessible to all

ANON-33SX-ST83-3

TfL recognises that public transport is not
suitable for all journeys (deliveries and
servicing will in the main continue to be
carried out in private vehicles) and that not
everyone is comfortable using public
transport owing to individual disability or
experience. TfL has a wide range of
initiatives to improve disabled people's
access to transport including an entirely
wheelchair-accessible bus fleet and a travel
mentoring service.
The Scheme would enable TfL to provide
more and better bus services across the
river at this location, For the purposes of the
assessments accompanying this DCO
application, TfL has identified indicative
route extensions and additions which could
be facilitated by the Scheme. These
illustrate that an additional 37.5 buses per
hour in each direction could use the tunnel.
However, in line with normal TfL bus
planning procedures, the detailed bus route
planning process would begin around two
years before the opening of the Silvertown
Tunnel.
This is likely to mean that some journeys
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which currently could not easily be made by
public transport are now feasible. Buses
using the Silvertown Tunnel will also be
wheelchair accessible.
Buses emit greater levels
of pollutants than other
vehicles

Lewisham Green Party

Because they are large vehicles, buses
generally have higher pollutant emissions
than smaller vehicles such as cars, but this
is offset by the numbers of passengers that
they can carry and by TfL’s continued policy
of reducing its fleet emissions. There are
1,500 hybrid buses, 22 electric buses, and
8 hydrogen buses currently operating in
London, out of a total bus fleet of 8,600. For
the Silvertown Tunnel, TfL would use only
Euro VI-equivalent buses, aligning with the
ULEZ standard which takes effect in central
London from September 2020.

N

Buses will not offer
competitive journey times
compared to private
vehicles

BHLF-33SX-S7V9-A

With the Scheme in place, bus capacity,
journey times and bus reliability will be
greatly enhanced and within the Silvertown
Tunnel, buses will also benefit from using a
dedicated heavy vehicles lane. These
benefits will mean that for some, buses are
a more attractive option than private car
use, especially when the user charge is
applied. TfL has assessed the likely

N
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situation in 2021 with and without the
Scheme. With the Scheme, the number of
private vehicle trips in 2021 actually
decreases compared to a scenario without
the Silvertown Tunnel, including cross-river
trips made by vehicle.
Clean engine technology
buses must be used on
proposed new
routes/services

Westcombe Society
Planning and Transport
Committee London Forum of
Amenity and Civic Societies
Charlton Rail Users' Group
BHLF-33SX-S75E-N
ANON-33SX-STUH-N
ANON-33SX-STPY-1
ANON-33SX-STJX-T
ANON-33SX-SNQ6-S
ANON-33SX-SN37-V
ANON-33SX-SFV9-S
ANON-33SX-SFB3-Y
ANON-33SX-SF8P-J
ANON-33SX-SF76-Q
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From September 2020, all buses in central
London must meet new emissions
standards (Euro VI) owing to the
introduction of the Ultra Low Emission Zone
(ULEZ). TfL continues to implement a policy
of reducing its fleet emissions. There are
1,500 hybrid buses, 22 electric buses, and
8 hydrogen buses currently operating in
London, out of a total bus fleet of 8,600.
Any bus passing through the Silvertown
tunnel would be of Euro VI standard or
equivalents, aligning with the ULEZ
standard which takes effect in central
London from September 2020.
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ANON-33SX-SF6M-D
ANON-33SX-SF39-P
ANON-33SX-S7EY-S
ANON-33SX-S7DT-K
ANON-33SX-S2UJ-N
ANON-33SX-S2MS-P
Comment stating that
public transport
improvements have not
led to a decrease in
Blackwall tunnel usage

No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign

Chapter 4 of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference: 6.5) describes how
demand for the Blackwall Tunnel has
increased and that the majority of growth is
being accommodated at off-peak times. It
notes that this does not appear to have
been affected by increased public transport
provision, such as the opening of the
Jubilee Line. This assertion is based on
TfL’s monitored data. There is a
background trend of increased population
and employment growth, meaning that
although an increasing proportion of trips
are made by public transport, the number of
highway trips (including trips using the
Blackwall Tunnel) is likely to continue to
increase.

N
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Comments about cost of
using public transport in
London

BHLF-33SX-SNXW-1

TfL does not make a profit from fares every penny is invested in delivering and
improving transport. As well as meeting the
needs of the modern London workforce the
current fares package will ensure that the
unprecedented investment in London's
transport network will continue. 2016 is the
third year in a row that the Mayor and TfL
have been able to provide a real terms
fares freeze while balancing the need to
modernise the network. In addition there
are a number of discounts and concessions
offered to young people, adults and older
people.

ANON-33SX-STJR-M
ANON-33SX-ST58-5
ANON-33SX-SNBS-7
ANON-33SX-SN8T-X
ANON-33SX-SN8K-N
ANON-33SX-SN7S-V
ANON-33SX-SF4P-E
ANON-33SX-SF2J-6
ANON-33SX-S7YX-C
ANON-33SX-S7YQ-5
ANON-33SX-S7TB-H
ANON-33SX-S7S6-4
ANON-33SX-S7GF-8
ANON-33SX-S78X-B
ANON-33SX-S76U-6
ANON-33SX-S764-5
ANON-33SX-S2TS-W
ANON-33SX-S2NE-9
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ANON-33SX-S295-4
Cost of using river bus
transport

ANON-33SX-S2P4-T

Criticism that route 309 is
included in TfL’s crossriver bus proposals

ANON-33SX-SN1W-T

ANON-33SX-S26Z-6

River bus services are licensed by TfL and
operated by MBNA Thames Clipper and are
not within the TfL fare structure. However,
passengers can pay using Oyster pay as
you go and get a third off the cost of MBNA
Thames Clippers River Bus and most
sightseeing River Tours if they have a
Travelcard. Passenger numbers on river
services continue to increase (10 million in
2014/15) and TfL is looking at a range of
ways to improve the service, including
meeting the forecast growth in demand for
services in east and south east London.

N

TfL keeps its bus network under review and
at any time there are a number of
consultations in progress about changes to
services. The routes shown as part of the
consultation and application are indicative
only and decisions will be taken closer to
Scheme opening and with up-to-date
information about current demand and
services. This would also include decisions
about whether to use double or single deck
buses on a given route.

N
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Cross river bus routes
already exist in east
London

ANON-33SX-STY9-A

Cross-river bus services at this location
have long been constrained by the paucity
of road crossings and the nature of these
crossings. The Rotherhithe Tunnel is too
narrow to accommodate buses and the
Blackwall Tunnel can accommodate only
single-deckers, limiting capacity.
Additionally, the problems of the Blackwall
Tunnel adversely affect bus journeys and
make it difficult for TfL to run more services
(this also affects coach operators). Only the
route 108 crosses the river using the
Blackwall tunnel due to considerable
congestion and the limited size (and height)
of the northern Blackwall tunnel

ANON-33SX-SNCU-A
ANON-33SX-SNB9-D
ANON-33SX-SFZ5-S
ANON-33SX-SFNC-U
ANON-33SX-SFGN-Y

By adding a new tunnel which can
accommodate double-deckers and by
improving journey times and journey time
reliability, the Scheme will enable more and
better cross-river bus routes. The routes
shown as part of the consultation are
indicative only and decisions will be taken
closer to Scheme opening and with up-todate information about current demand and
services. The implementation of Silvertown
tunnel provides the opportunity to
implement 37.5 buses per hour in each
Page 60 of 203
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direction.
Considerable investment in public transport
in east and southeast London has been
made over the last 20 years including
extensions of the Jubilee line, London
Overground and the DLR, all of which mean
that there are other ways to cross the river
using public transport. Crossrail will also
serve the local area in 2018 with
connections to Abbey Wood, a further
cross-river link. However while there has
been extensive investment in rail, road
crossings (and consequently bus services
using them) have not increased over the
same period.
Design Silvertown tunnel
to provide for pedestrians
and cyclists or build an
alternative crossing which
does

Studio Ben Allen
London Borough of Hackney
Jo Townshend Architects
BHLF-33SX-S7KS-S
ANON-33SX-STY9-A
ANON-33SX-STY8-9
ANON-33SX-STX2-2
ANON-33SX-STV6-4

TfL is strongly committed to enhancing the
quality and number of cycling and
pedestrian journeys in the capital. Since
2000, there has been a 99% increase in
cycle journeys in the Capital. The opening
of the Emirates Air Line cable car (EAL) in
2012 was in recognition of the need for a
pedestrian and cycling crossing in the area
of the Silvertown Tunnel.

N

Safety requirements prevent cyclists and
pedestrians using the Blackwall Tunnel and
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ANON-33SX-STUH-N

in terms of the new tunnel, TfL investigated
options for pedestrian and cycling access
within the main bores or in a separate
tunnel. However, given the length of the
crossing and modern safety requirements,
such a split approach would not be
appropriate. Nor would it be or cost
effective given the existence of the EAL
crossing.

ANON-33SX-STQX-1
ANON-33SX-STNR-R
ANON-33SX-STM1-P
ANON-33SX-STKC-6
ANON-33SX-STJJ-C
ANON-33SX-STAZ-K
ANON-33SX-ST7N-W
ANON-33SX-ST5Q-X
ANON-33SX-ST5E-J
ANON-33SX-SNWW-Z
ANON-33SX-SNV7-Y
ANON-33SX-SNUT-U
ANON-33SX-SNSW-V
ANON-33SX-SNRR-P
ANON-33SX-SNKX-N
ANON-33SX-SNKW-M
ANON-33SX-SNKT-H
ANON-33SX-SNKM-A
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A pedestrian and cycle bridge between
Rotherhithe and Canary Wharf has been
promoted by Sustrans and TfL is now
procuring market advice on how this could
be taken forward. In the meantime options
for a ferry services at this location are being
investigated.
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ANON-33SX-SNKJ-7
ANON-33SX-SNKF-3
ANON-33SX-SNH2-C
ANON-33SX-SNCT-9
ANON-33SX-SNCE-T
ANON-33SX-SN7N-Q
ANON-33SX-SFYS-P
ANON-33SX-SFXT-P
ANON-33SX-SFW9-T
ANON-33SX-SFQY-M
ANON-33SX-SFNR-A
ANON-33SX-SFFG-Q
ANON-33SX-SFF8-8
ANON-33SX-SF78-S
ANON-33SX-SF4P-E
ANON-33SX-S7X4-7
ANON-33SX-S7WK-W
ANON-33SX-S7W1-3
ANON-33SX-S7TZ-9
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ANON-33SX-S7SJ-R
ANON-33SX-S7RM-T
ANON-33SX-S7Q5-1
ANON-33SX-S7CF-4
ANON-33SX-S7BK-8
ANON-33SX-S76U-6
ANON-33SX-S74F-N
ANON-33SX-S2UJ-N
ANON-33SX-S2SK-M
ANON-33SX-S2N1-N
ANON-33SX-S2ET-F
ANON-33SX-S2AA-R
ANON-33SX-S23P-S
EAL pricing reductions either standard Oyster
fares or free for local
residents
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Planning and Transport
Committee London Forum of
Amenity and Civic Societies
ANON-33SX-SNEB-S

TfL is proposing to produce a future EAL
fares strategy document in consultation with
local Boroughs, which would be published
ahead of the opening of the Silvertown
Tunnel. The objective of this strategy will be
to set out fare options for the EAL. There
are a number of possible options including
discounts on existing fares or annual
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passes for regular users. This will be
supported by further analysis of the needs
of EAL users and potential EAL users, with
a view to bringing forward additional
measures where appropriate to ensure the
EAL is fulfilling its role as a local crossing.
As the setting of fares for the Emirates Air
Line is a Mayoral decision, the final decision
will be made by the next Mayor. However,
the EAL fares strategy will be used to
inform that decision.
Emirates Air Line is not a
viable alternative for
pedestrians or cyclists

Newham Cyclists – London
Borough of Newham London
Cycling Campaign (LCC) local
group
ANON-33SX-SNQX-U
ANON-33SX-SN37-V
ANON-33SX-S2GN-B
Living Streets
Living Streets, Hackney
Branch

Alongside the Scheme, TfL is proposing to
produce a future EAL fares strategy
document in consultation with local
Boroughs, which would be published ahead
of the opening of the Silvertown Tunnel.
The objective of this strategy will be to set
out fare options for the EAL. There are a
number of possible options including
discounts on existing fares or annual
passes for regular users. This will be
supported by further analysis of the needs
of EAL users and potential EAL users, with
a view to bringing forward additional
measures where appropriate to ensure the
EAL is fulfilling its role as a local crossing.
As the setting of fares for the Emirates Air

N
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Line is a Mayoral decision, the final decision
will be made by the next Mayor. However,
the EAL fares strategy will be used to
inform that decision.
This is in addition to TfL’s proposals for the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme, which include
improvements to pedestrian and cycle
access across Tidal Basin roundabout at
the northern portal, designed to improve
access to the EAL from the west, and
enhance the role of the EAL as a local
crossing. The Scheme is proposed as a
solution to the three transport problems of
the Blackwall Tunnel: congestion, closures
and a lack of resilience. TfL has assessed
the potential for other options to address
these problems – see Chapter 3 of the
Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1). Pedestrian and cycle
crossings are not considered a viable option
in terms of solving these three problems
although they have other merits as part of
TfL’s overall strategy for transport.
Enable smart ticketing on
new public transport
services
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ANON-33SX-SNBT-8
ANON-33SX-SN37-V

TfL has made significant improvements to
ticketing recently including the introduction
of contactless payments and Apple Pay on

N
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the network. These would be available on
buses using the Silvertown Tunnel.
Encourage commuters to
use public transport by
establishing more Park
and Ride schemes

ANON-33SX-SFJH-V

Park and Ride schemes can be effective in
reducing traffic in town centres and in some
cities where the destination of travellers is a
defined location. In general, this approach
is not suitable in London given the size of
the city and the potential range of
destinations. Another factor here is the
significant constraints on land available for
parking. It is considered more useful to
encourage the use of sustainable modes by
improving opportunities to use buses and
other forms of public transport.

N

At some transport hubs (for example
Underground stations in outer London) it is
appropriate to have car parking so that
people are enabled to make at least part of
their journey by public transport. This
parking means that passengers from
dispersed origins can access the network
and continue their journeys to various
destinations in the Capital. By contrast,
Park and Ride schemes provide a shuttle
service from the car park to a few (or even
just one) destination, rather than provide
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access to the wider public transport
network. .. Park and ride schemes can be
effective in reducing traffic in town centres
and in some cities where the destination of
travellers is a single defined location. In
general, this approach is not suitable in
London given the size of the city and the
potential range of destinations. Another
factor here is the significant constraints on
land available for parking. It is considered
more useful to encourage the use of
sustainable modes by improving
opportunities to use buses and other forms
of public transport.
Encourage commuters to
use public transport to
alleviate poor air quality
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ANON-33SX-ST7Y-8

For the purposes of the assessments
accompanying this DCO application, TfL
has identified indicative route extensions
and additions which could be unlocked by
the Scheme. These illustrate that an
additional 37.5 buses per hour in each
direction could use the tunnel. However, in
line with normal TfL bus planning
procedures, the detailed bus route planning
process would begin around two years
before the opening of the Silvertown
Tunnel. Furthermore, considerable
investment in public transport in east and

N
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southeast London has been made over the
last 20 years including extensions of the
Jubilee line, London Overground and the
DLR. Crossrail will also serve the local area
from 2018 with connections to Abbey
Wood.
Encourage more trips to
be made by bike

ANON-33SX-STJJ-C
ANON-33SX-SN8U-Y
ANON-33SX-SN84-X
ANON-33SX-SN3V-U
ANON-33SX-S7BU-J
ANON-33SX-S79W-B
ANON-33SX-S72F-K

The Mayor has made cycling a transport
N
priority, and the number of cycle journey
stages has increased by almost a third
(31.9%) since 2008. This rise in demand for
cycling has been supported by segregated
cycleways, cycle hire, training and
campaigns. Whilst cycling will not be
permitted in the new Silvertown tunnel itself,
cyclists are encouraged to use the Emirates
Air Line cable car nearby. The Scheme
would provide appropriate cycle provision
on all new routes and a number of
enhancements to routes that are being
replaced including the Boord Street
pedestrian and cycle bridge and Dock
Road. There are also improvements such
as cycle 'Quietways' in the area and cycle
improvements at junctions are examples of
TfL's continuous investment in cycling in
London.
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Make improvements to the
Emirates Air Line (EAL)

ANON-33SX-SN6Z-2

London has an excellent track record in
increasing public transport mode share.
Since 2000, the public transport mode
share for London has increased by 11
percentage points, and overtook private
mode share in 2013. TfL’s assessment of
the impacts of the Scheme is that mode
share in the east sub region will continue to
increase to around 59 per cent regardless
of the Scheme.
However, while public transport provision
remains critical to London’s success, it will
not solve the three problems of the
Blackwall Tunnel, which requires a highway
crossing in the form of the Silvertown
Tunnel.
Alongside the Scheme, TfL is proposing to
produce a future EAL fares strategy
document in consultation with local
Boroughs, which would be published ahead
of the opening of the Silvertown Tunnel.
The objective of this strategy will be to set
out fare options for the EAL. There are a
number of possible options including
discounts on existing fares or annual
passes for regular users. This will be
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supported by further analysis of the needs
of EAL users and potential EAL users, with
a view to bringing forward additional
measures where appropriate to ensure the
EAL is fulfilling its role as a local crossing.
As the setting of fares for the Emirates Air
Line is a Mayoral decision, the final decision
will be made by the next Mayor. However,
the EAL fares strategy will be used to
inform that decision.
This is in addition to TfL’s proposals for the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme, which include
improvements to pedestrian and cycle
access across Tidal Basin roundabout at
the northern portal, designed to improve
access to the EAL from the west, and
enhance the role of the EAL as a local
crossing. The Scheme is proposed as a
solution to the three transport problems of
the Blackwall Tunnel: congestion, closures
and a lack of resilience. TfL has assessed
the potential for other options to address
these problems – see Chapter 3 of the
Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1). Pedestrian and cycle
crossings are not considered a viable option
in terms of solving these three problems
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although they have other merits as part of
TfL’s overall strategy for transport.
Comments noting that run
bus routes should be used
to encourage longdistance users to switch
to public transport

ANON-33SX-SN6Z-2

Ensure the new cross-river ANON-33SX-STV9-7
bus routes are affordable
ANON-33SX-STSK-P
to use
ANON-33SX-ST8K-U
ANON-33SX-ST3V-1
ANON-33SX-ST26-Z
ANON-33SX-SFUF-5
ANON-33SX-SF7X-S
ANON-33SX-S7YX-C
ANON-33SX-S7Y1-5
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Origins and destinations for Blackwall
Tunnel users are widely-dispersed, which
makes it difficult to envisage interventions
that would lead to significant mode shift in
all cases. That said, it is expected that
some users would switch from private
transport to buses or coaches as a result of
the Scheme. This could include longdistance users, especially as the Scheme
connects with the transport hub at North
Greenwich.

N

Fares on cross-river bus services will be the N
same as the rest of the network. While it is
not possible to make a commitment with
regard to bus fares some six years in
advance of the Scheme opening, buses
have long been the most affordable mode in
London, and bus users would not be
subject to the user charge.
The pay as you go bus fare with a pay as
you go Oyster card was frozen at the end of
2015 at £1.50 while the daily cap increased
by 10p to £4.50, the same as the cost of
three single fares. This is the third year in a
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ANON-33SX-S2TS-W

row of a real terms fare freeze.

Change to the
Scheme?

ANON-33SX-S2EG-2
Existing river bus or ferry
services in London are
poor

ANON-33SX-SNFT-C
ANON-33SX-SN3S-R

Under the River Action Plan, TfL has made
significant investment in river services in
London, including the installation of Oyster
card readers at all 20 piers served by
MBNA Thames Clippers and two new 150seater vessels went into service in 2015.
TfL has set out its plans for future river
crossings and services in Connecting the
Capital and has identified a number of
future piers and services in east and south
east London.

N

Additional piers are currently proposed at
Canary Wharf East which is due to be
delivered by Spring 2017, and at North
Greenwich West which is due to be
delivered as part of the Greenwich
Peninsula Masterplan. It is expected that
that these piers will accommodate River
Bus services, with an added potential to
provide a dedicated cross-river ferry service
for pedestrians and cyclists between
Greenwich Peninsula (west) and Canary
Wharf (east).
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Fare concessions on new
cross-river bus services.

ANON-33SX-S2ND-8

All buses operating through the Silvertown
tunnel will be subject to the same fare
regime as all buses in London, so that
concessionary passes available at the time
will be accepted.

N

Ferry/river bus instead

ANON-33SX-SNMB-1

For the purposes of the assessments
accompanying this DCO application, TfL
has identified indicative route extensions
and additions which could be unlocked by
the Scheme. These illustrate that an
additional 37.5 buses per hour in each
direction could use the tunnel. However, in
line with normal TfL bus planning
procedures, the detailed bus route planning
process would begin around two years
before the opening of the Silvertown
Tunnel. A boat-based bus service at this
location would not bring benefits to other
users at this location, however MBNA
Thames Clippers river bus services operate
a number of commuter boat services
including in this area, and recently plans for
a North Greenwich to Canary Wharf ferry
have emerged as part of a developer
scheme.

N
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improving existing public
transport.

ANON-33SX-SF91-M
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ANON-33SX-S7SE-K
Bermondsey and Rotherhithe
Community Council

Identifying bus stops
would be served by new
cross-river bus routes

ANON-33SX-SFH2-4

TfL has a bus planning process which will
be used to decide the services put in place
with the Silvertown Tunnel. The potential
new routes and route extensions so far
shown for the Scheme are indicative only
and will be confirmed closer to the Scheme
opening, and the Silvertown Tunnel
Implementation Group (which comprises
representatives from local boroughs) will
have a role in making recommendations for
the cross-river bus network. Changes to
bus services will also be subject to public
consultation. The locations of the bus stops
will be determined and consulted upon
much closer to the opening date of the
tunnel.

N

Impact of the Scheme on
the DLR

ANON-33SX-S2M2-N

TfL’s modelling indicates that the Silvertown
Tunnel proposals are expected to have a
neutral impact on Underground and DLR
services, although with the bus service
improvements delivered by the Scheme

N

ANON-33SX-S24Z-4
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there is a potential reduction in crowding at
peak times.
Encourage commuters to
use public transport by
establishing more Park
and Ride schemes, for
example at transport hubs

BHLF-33SX-S7KF-C
ANON-33SX-STXT-4
ANON-33SX-SNB6-A

Park and Ride schemes can be effective in
reducing traffic in town centres and in some
cities where the destination of travellers is a
defined location. In general, this approach
is not suitable in London given the size of
the city and the potential range of
destinations. Another factor here is the
significant constraints on land available for
parking. It is considered more useful to
encourage the use of sustainable modes by
improving opportunities to use buses and
other forms of public transport.
At some transport hubs (for example
Underground stations in outer London) it is
appropriate to have car parking so that
people are enabled to make at least part of
their journey by public transport. This
parking means that passengers from
dispersed origins can access the network
and continue their journeys to various
destinations in the Capital. By contrast,
Park and Ride schemes provide a shuttle
service from the car park to a few (or even
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just one) destination, rather than provide
access to the wider public transport
network. .. Park and ride schemes can be
effective in reducing traffic in town centres
and in some cities where the destination of
travellers is a single defined location. In
general, this approach is not suitable in
London given the size of the city and the
potential range of destinations. Another
factor here is the significant constraints on
land available for parking. It is considered
more useful to encourage the use of
sustainable modes by improving
opportunities to use buses and other forms
of public transport.
Improve Emirates Air Line
first

ANON-33SX-SFHE-Q

Alongside the Scheme, TfL is proposing to
produce a future EAL fares strategy
document in consultation with local
Boroughs, which would be published ahead
of the opening of the Silvertown Tunnel.
The objective of this strategy will be to set
out fare options for the EAL. There are a
number of possible options including
discounts on existing fares or annual
passes for regular users. This will be
supported by further analysis of the needs
of EAL users and potential EAL users, with

N
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a view to bringing forward additional
measures where appropriate to ensure the
EAL is fulfilling its role as a local crossing.
As the setting of fares for the Emirates Air
Line is a Mayoral decision, the final decision
will be made by the next Mayor. However,
the EAL fares strategy will be used to
inform that decision.
This is in addition to TfL’s proposals for the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme, which include
improvements to pedestrian and cycle
access across Tidal Basin roundabout at
the northern portal, designed to improve
access to the EAL from the west, and
enhance the role of the EAL as a local
crossing. The Scheme is proposed as a
solution to the three transport problems of
the Blackwall Tunnel: congestion, closures
and a lack of resilience. TfL has assessed
the potential for other options to address
these problems – see Chapter 3 of the
Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1). Pedestrian and cycle
crossings are not considered a viable option
in terms of solving these three problems
although they have other merits as part of
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TfL’s overall strategy for transport.
Improve public transport in
poorly served areas to
avoid the potential for
‘induced demand’ for
travel by private vehicle

Sustrans

The user charge will help manage demand
N
to avoid an increase in traffic (‘induced
demand’) as a result of the reduced
congestion, improved resilience and more
reliable journey times brought about by the
Scheme. The Scheme is not forecast to
lead to an increase in traffic or a change in
mode share (in fact a small shift towards
public transport is expected).TfL will monitor
the effects on traffic following
implementation and has the power to vary
the user charge in order to manage the
effects of the Scheme.
For the purposes of the assessments
accompanying this DCO application, TfL
has identified indicative route extensions
and additions which could be facilitated by
the Scheme. These illustrate that an
additional 37.5 buses per hour in each
direction could use the tunnel. However, in
line with normal TfL bus planning
procedures, the detailed bus route planning
process would begin around two years
before the opening of the Silvertown
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Tunnel.
Improve public transport
services in general terms

The Eltham Society
Studio Ben Allen
Member of Parliament for
Eltham and Plumstead
London Cycling Campaign
London Borough of Havering
London Assembly, Labour
Group
London Assembly Liberal
Democrat Group
Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham
Greenwich Pensioners Forum
Greenwich Green Party
Friends of the Earth
Charlton Rail Users' Group
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SNGB-U
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Considerable investment in public transport
in east and southeast London has been
made over the last 20 years including
extensions of the Jubilee line, London
Overground and the DLR. Crossrail will also
serve the local area in 2018 with
connections to Abbey Wood. In contrast,
there has been no investment in road
capacity in this area since the 1960's and
this has had a detrimental effect on
congestion and resilience of the road
network. This is an issue particularly
because not all journeys can be easily
switched to public transport, (most freight is
carried by road). For the purposes of the
assessments accompanying this DCO
application, TfL has identified indicative
route extensions and additions which could
be unlocked by the Scheme. These
illustrate that an additional 37.5 buses per
hour in each direction could use the tunnel.
However, in line with normal TfL bus
planning procedures, the detailed bus route
planning process would begin around two
years before the opening of the Silvertown

N
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BHLF-33SX-SNG5-E
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BHLF-33SX-SN96-1
BHLF-33SX-SN56-W
BHLF-33SX-SN47-W
BHLF-33SX-S7UU-5
BHLF-33SX-S7SR-Z
BHLF-33SX-S7KV-V
BHLF-33SX-S7FG-8
BHLF-33SX-S77M-Y
Ballymore Group
ANON-33SX-STYT-5
ANON-33SX-STY9-A
ANON-33SX-STXS-3
ANON-33SX-STXF-P
ANON-33SX-STX8-8
ANON-33SX-STX1-1
ANON-33SX-STPX-Z
ANON-33SX-STJR-M
ANON-33SX-STHU-N
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ANON-33SX-STB1-B
ANON-33SX-ST9R-3
ANON-33SX-SNZY-5
ANON-33SX-SNZH-M
ANON-33SX-SNZ4-Z
ANON-33SX-SNWB-B
ANON-33SX-SNW1-T
ANON-33SX-SNVM-N
ANON-33SX-SNV7-Y
ANON-33SX-SNV5-W
ANON-33SX-SNUW-X
ANON-33SX-SNSW-V
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRQ-N
ANON-33SX-SNR8-V
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ANON-33SX-SNQN-H
ANON-33SX-SNQM-G
ANON-33SX-SNQ9-V
ANON-33SX-SNQ6-S
ANON-33SX-SNMP-F
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNME-4
ANON-33SX-SNM9-R
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNKG-4
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNK2-F
ANON-33SX-SNHV-G
ANON-33SX-SNHU-F
ANON-33SX-SNHP-A
ANON-33SX-SNFW-F
ANON-33SX-SNFN-6
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
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ANON-33SX-SNFG-Y
ANON-33SX-SNFD-V
ANON-33SX-SNFB-T
ANON-33SX-SNFA-S
ANON-33SX-SNF8-G
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNBS-7
ANON-33SX-SN8S-W
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SN8M-Q
ANON-33SX-SN8K-N
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN8A-B
ANON-33SX-SN82-V
ANON-33SX-SN7M-P
ANON-33SX-SN6P-R
ANON-33SX-SN6F-E
ANON-33SX-SN6C-B
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
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ANON-33SX-SN65-W
ANON-33SX-SN3S-R
ANON-33SX-SN1B-5
ANON-33SX-SFWA-2
ANON-33SX-SFUW-P
ANON-33SX-SFUH-7
ANON-33SX-SFU3-J
ANON-33SX-SFR5-H
ANON-33SX-SFQR-D
ANON-33SX-SFQ5-G
ANON-33SX-SFN3-B
ANON-33SX-SFMA-R
ANON-33SX-SFM2-9
ANON-33SX-SFJV-A
ANON-33SX-SFJQ-5
ANON-33SX-SFHP-2
ANON-33SX-SFF8-8
ANON-33SX-SFDP-X
ANON-33SX-SF91-M
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ANON-33SX-SF6M-D
ANON-33SX-SF56-N
ANON-33SX-SF3S-G
ANON-33SX-SF3A-X
ANON-33SX-SF1A-V
ANON-33SX-S7ZY-E
ANON-33SX-S7YZ-E
ANON-33SX-S7YR-6
ANON-33SX-S7YQ-5
ANON-33SX-S7WV-8
ANON-33SX-S7S6-4
ANON-33SX-S7J6-U
ANON-33SX-S7H3-P
ANON-33SX-S7GY-U
ANON-33SX-S7GV-R
ANON-33SX-S7GH-A
ANON-33SX-S7ER-J
ANON-33SX-S7E2-J
ANON-33SX-S7CB-Z
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ANON-33SX-S7CA-Y
ANON-33SX-S7BU-J
ANON-33SX-S7A7-K
ANON-33SX-S78X-B
ANON-33SX-S786-9
ANON-33SX-S76U-6
ANON-33SX-S2Y3-2
ANON-33SX-S2XE-K
ANON-33SX-S2XA-F
ANON-33SX-S2MT-Q
ANON-33SX-S2MF-9
ANON-33SX-S2JK-B
ANON-33SX-S2FS-F
ANON-33SX-S2EW-J
ANON-33SX-S2EA-V
ANON-33SX-S2DX-J
ANON-33SX-S2D5-F
ANON-33SX-S2AW-E
ANON-33SX-S28Z-8
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ANON-33SX-S287-5
ANON-33SX-S286-4
ANON-33SX-S27E-J
ANON-33SX-S25R-W
ANON-33SX-S25N-S
ANON-33SX-S23X-1
ANON-33SX-S23M-P
ANON-33SX-S23A-A
Improve the Emirates Air
Line
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ANON-33SX-SFHE-Q
ANON-33SX-S7AX-M

Alongside the Scheme, TfL is proposing to
produce a future EAL fares strategy
document in consultation with local
Boroughs, which would be published ahead
of the opening of the Silvertown Tunnel.
The objective of this strategy will be to set
out fare options for the EAL. There are a
number of possible options including
discounts on existing fares or annual
passes for regular users. This will be
supported by further analysis of the needs
of EAL users and potential EAL users, with
a view to bringing forward additional
measures where appropriate to ensure the
EAL is fulfilling its role as a local crossing.
As the setting of fares for the Emirates Air

N
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Line is a Mayoral decision, the final decision
will be made by the next Mayor. However,
the EAL fares strategy will be used to
inform that decision.
This is in addition to TfL’s proposals for the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme, which include
improvements to pedestrian and cycle
access across Tidal Basin roundabout at
the northern portal, designed to improve
access to the EAL from the west, and
enhance the role of the EAL as a local
crossing. The Scheme is proposed as a
solution to the three transport problems of
the Blackwall Tunnel: congestion, closures
and a lack of resilience. TfL has assessed
the potential for other options to address
these problems – see Chapter 3 of the
Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1). Pedestrian and cycle
crossings are not considered a viable option
in terms of solving these three problems
although they have other merits as part of
TfL’s overall strategy for transport.
Improve the Emirates Air
Line - reduce additional
charges for cyclists

ANON-33SX-SNEY-G

Alongside the Scheme, TfL is proposing to
produce a future Emirates Air Line (EAL)
fares strategy document in consultation with

N
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local Boroughs, which would be published
ahead of the opening of the Silvertown
Tunnel. The objective of this strategy will be
to set out fare options for the EAL. There
are a number of possible options including
discounts on existing fares or annual
passes for regular users. This will be
supported by further analysis of the needs
of EAL users and potential EAL users, with
a view to bringing forward additional
measures where appropriate to ensure the
EAL is fulfilling its role as a local crossing.
As the setting of fares for the Emirates Air
Line is a Mayoral decision, the final decision
will be made by the next Mayor. However,
the EAL fares strategy will be used to
inform that decision.
Improve the Emirates Air
Line - Reduce cost of EAL
/ integrate into Oyster

Westcombe Society
ANON-33SX-S7AJ-6
ANON-33SX-S21K-J
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produce a future EAL fares strategy
document in consultation with local
Boroughs, which would be published ahead
of the opening of the Silvertown Tunnel.
The objective of this strategy will be to set
out fare options for the EAL. There are a
number of possible options including
discounts on existing fares or annual
passes for regular users. This will be
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supported by further analysis of the needs
of EAL users and potential EAL users, with
a view to bringing forward additional
measures where appropriate to ensure the
EAL is fulfilling its role as a local crossing.
As the setting of fares for the Emirates Air
Line is a Mayoral decision, the final decision
will be made by the next Mayor. However,
the EAL fares strategy will be used to
inform that decision.
Improve the foot tunnel at
Greenwich

BHLF-33SX-S71Y-5
ANON-33SX-SN4W-W
ANON-33SX-SFJZ-E
ANON-33SX-S2S7-Z
ANON-33SX-S2B8-G

No impacts on the Greenwich foot tunnel
are expected as a result of the Scheme.

N

The foot tunnel at Greenwich is the
responsibility of the Royal Borough of
Greenwich, which upgraded the crossing in
2011, including new customer-operated lifts
with surface level availability signs, CCTV
coverage, upgraded lighting and renewal or
replacement of vital structural components.
It is currently for pedestrian use only. The
Royal Borough of Greenwich is currently
progressing a trial of shared use of the
Greenwich and Woolwich foot tunnels using
technology. It will monitor cycle and
pedestrian flows (and cycle speeds) at all
times, and use this to regulate the cycling
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ban; at times of low pedestrian flow,
considerate cycle use will be permitted, and
conversely during high pedestrian flow
periods cyclists will be required to dismount
and push their bikes through the space.
Improving cycle,
pedestrian crossings in an
over polluted area is
irresponsible

ANON-33SX-S2B8-G

The biggest impact that transport can have
on people’s health is by enabling physical
activity through increased walking and
cycling (including travel to access public
transport). It is part of TfL’s responsibilities
to help London boroughs discharge their
public health duties and increasing active
travel is a key part of this.

N

The Scheme presents an opportunity to
improve provision locally for pedestrians
and cyclists, and it is appropriate for TfL to
act on this. The replacement of the Boord
St footbridge means that there will continue
to be a safe crossing for pedestrians and
cyclists. (both in the construction and
operational phases of the Silvertown
Tunnel).
Improving public transport
would make Scheme
unnecessary
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ANON-33SX-STZY-B

The Scheme is proposed as a solution to
the three transport problems of the
Blackwall Tunnel: congestion, closures and
a lack of resilience. TfL has assessed the

N
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ANON-33SX-SNZZ-6

potential for other options to address these
problems – see Chapter 3 of the Case for
the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
Improving public transport would not solve
these three problems, although this
continues to be a key part of TfL’s strategy.

ANON-33SX-SNZW-3
ANON-33SX-SNZU-1
ANON-33SX-SNSE-A
ANON-33SX-SNR5-S
ANON-33SX-SNFW-F
ANON-33SX-SN8V-Z
ANON-33SX-S7D3-J

Change to the
Scheme?

Over the past 20 years there has been
significant expansion in the public transport
network in east and south east London
including cross-river services such as the
Jubilee Line and its extensions. This will be
continued with the start of local Crossrail
services from 2018. By 2020, there will be
as many rail crossings to the east of Tower
Bridge as there are in west London, and
this capacity is reflected in the growing
number of public transport trips and mode
share. However, despite this public
transport increase, demand for the
Blackwall Tunnel in this period has not
decreased, and with a forecast of continued
population growth, there will still be demand
for a road crossing at this location. It should
be noted that the Scheme will enable
greater public transport provision in the
form of more and better bus and coach
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services.
Increase the proportion of
TfL’s budget that is spent
on cycling

ANON-33SX-S2Y3-2

In order to realise the ambition set out in the N
Mayor’s Cycling Vision, TfL has budgeted to
spend just over £900m on cycling over the
period 2011/12 to 2021/22. This is a
substantial increase on previous spending
and is reflected in significantly greater
levels of cycling in London.

Increase Woolwich Ferry
operating hours

ANON-33SX-S7ZH-W

The Woolwich ferry operates from 06.10am N
to 8pm Mondays to Saturdays and from
11.30 am to 7.30 pm on Sundays. Although
there are occasional extensions to its
operating hours (for example in response to
closures of the Blackwall Tunnel), TfL has
no plans to extend the long-standing
operating hours of this free service.
As noted in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference: 7.1), the ferry has
extremely low capacity (200 passenger car
units per hour) and is already at capacity in
the morning peak. Queuing for the ferry
already has adverse impacts on the road
network on the south side which could be
exacerbated if the ferry operated for longer
hours. There would also be additional cost
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(because the ferry must be staffed)
associated with longer hours and, given the
low extra capacity added and the potential
network impacts, this is not considered an
appropriate response at this time.
As an alternative to the Scheme, an
extension to the Woolwich Ferry operating
hours would not solve the three problems of
the Blackwall Tunnel because of its
constrained capacity However TfL has
identified a number of potential other
improvements to the ferry which could be
taken forward in the future (for example
changes to the layout of the waiting areas
to reduce queuing on the network), as well
as the life extension work (such as
procuring new boats) which is already
underway.
Integrate the Scheme with
additional proposals to
road/ferry/river bus
network

London Cycling Campaign
BHLF-33SX-S77Z-C
BHLF-33SX-S75E-N
ANON-33SX-SNMD-3

TfL intends that the Scheme should
integrate well with the existing surroundings
while at the same time anticipating the
future development of the area (which is
more or less certain in different areas) so
that further changes to road layout or
infrastructure can be undertaken by

N
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ANON-33SX-SF8X-T

boroughs or developers as appropriate.
Enhanced provision for cyclists will be
provided where possible, for example on
Tidal Basin Roundabout.

ANON-33SX-S7GY-U

Change to the
Scheme?

At Boord Street, the existing foot and cycle
bridge will be replaced with a wider and
more accessible bridge that meets modern
standard, and there will be improved
pedestrian and cycle access to the
Emirates Air Line. Chapter 7 of the
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference: 6.5) sets out the wider impacts
on the road and public transport network,
noting the positive effects of the Scheme on
all transport users.
Introduce a shuttle bus
service which could carry
bikes and pedestrians

ANON-33SX-ST7S-2
ANON-33SX-SNV7-Y
ANON-33SX-S76U-6

Shuttle buses would not be the most
efficient way of moving cyclists and the cost
to provide an all-day, frequent service
would be disproportionate (and a less
frequent service would be unattractive). The
principal link for pedestrians and cyclists in
this area is the EAL.
TfL is proposing to produce a future EAL
fares strategy document in consultation with
local Boroughs, which would be published
ahead of the opening of the Silvertown
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Tunnel. The objective of this strategy will be
to set out fare options for the EAL. There
are a number of possible options including
discounts on existing fares or annual
passes for regular users. This will be
supported by further analysis of the needs
of EAL users and potential EAL users, with
a view to bringing forward additional
measures where appropriate to ensure the
EAL is fulfilling its role as a local crossing.
As the setting of fares for the Emirates Air
Line is a Mayoral decision, the final decision
will be made by the next Mayor. However,
the EAL fares strategy will be used to
inform that decision.
This is in addition to TfL’s proposals for the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme, which include
improvements to pedestrian and cycle
access across Tidal Basin roundabout at
the northern portal, designed to improve
access to the EAL from the west, and
enhance the role of the EAL as a local
crossing. The Scheme is proposed as a
solution to the three transport problems of
the Blackwall Tunnel: congestion, closures
and a lack of resilience. TfL has assessed
the potential for other options to address
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these problems – see Chapter 3 of the
Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1). Pedestrian and cycle
crossings are not considered a viable option
in terms of solving these three problems
although they have other merits as part of
TfL’s overall strategy for transport.
Introduce bus priority
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
measures within the tunnel ANON-33SX-S7AM-9

The Silvertown Tunnel will reduce queuing
considerably at Blackwall tunnel and open
important local connections by bus. It is
currently proposed that one lane in each
direction would be reserved for buses and
HGVs, which would further enhance the
reliability and reduce bus journey times.
Routes will be consulted upon and
determined closer to the tunnel opening, as
will any required bus priority measures.

N

Introduce new cross river
No to Silvertown Tunnel
bus services in east
Campaign
London without introducing Liberal Democrat London
the new tunnel
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham

Cross-river bus services at this location
have long been constrained by the paucity
of road crossings and the nature of these
crossings. The Rotherhithe Tunnel is too
narrow to accommodate buses and the
Blackwall Tunnel can accommodate only
single-deckers, limiting capacity.
Additionally, the problems of the Blackwall

N

Greenwich Cyclists
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Campaign for Better
Transport

Tunnel adversely affect bus journeys and
make it difficult for TfL to run more services
(this also affects coach operators).

BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4
BHLF-33SX-SN5U-V
ANON-33SX-STQN-Q
ANON-33SX-STCM-8
ANON-33SX-ST3T-Y
ANON-33SX-SNZW-3
ANON-33SX-SNZH-M

Change to the
Scheme?

By adding a new tunnel which can
accommodate double-deckers and by
improving journey times and journey time
reliability, the Scheme will enable more and
better cross-river bus routes. The routes
shown as part of the consultation are
indicative only and decisions will be taken
closer to Scheme opening and with up-todate information about current demand and
services.

ANON-33SX-SNZA-D
ANON-33SX-SNZ9-5
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SNWW-Z
ANON-33SX-SNWB-B
ANON-33SX-SNVM-N
ANON-33SX-SNV6-X
ANON-33SX-SNV5-W
ANON-33SX-SNV3-U
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ANON-33SX-SNUU-V
ANON-33SX-SNUG-E
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNSS-R
ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRQ-N
ANON-33SX-SNRH-C
ANON-33SX-SNR2-P
ANON-33SX-SNQX-U
ANON-33SX-SNQS-P
ANON-33SX-SNQQ-M
ANON-33SX-SNQB-5
ANON-33SX-SNMP-F
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNM9-R
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ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNK9-P
ANON-33SX-SNHU-F
ANON-33SX-SNH8-J
ANON-33SX-SNH7-H
ANON-33SX-SNFQ-9
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y
ANON-33SX-SNCQ-6
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNBH-V
ANON-33SX-SN8E-F
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN8B-C
ANON-33SX-SN8A-B
ANON-33SX-SN82-V
ANON-33SX-SN7S-V
ANON-33SX-SN79-2
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ANON-33SX-SN71-T
ANON-33SX-SN6U-W
ANON-33SX-SN64-V
ANON-33SX-SN3P-N
ANON-33SX-SN3J-F
ANON-33SX-SN3G-C
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A
ANON-33SX-SN31-P
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
ANON-33SX-SN17-T
ANON-33SX-SFX2-M
ANON-33SX-SFVT-M
ANON-33SX-SFUP-F
ANON-33SX-SFQ5-G
ANON-33SX-SFMD-U
ANON-33SX-SFCM-T
ANON-33SX-SF91-M
ANON-33SX-SF7S-M
ANON-33SX-SF6K-B
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ANON-33SX-SF1H-3
ANON-33SX-S7YR-6
ANON-33SX-S7XW-A
ANON-33SX-S7TJ-S
ANON-33SX-S7TB-H
ANON-33SX-S7TA-G
ANON-33SX-S7SE-K
ANON-33SX-S7PW-2
ANON-33SX-S7P4-Y
ANON-33SX-S7JD-9
ANON-33SX-S7HY-V
ANON-33SX-S7HN-H
ANON-33SX-S7GK-D
ANON-33SX-S7G9-U
ANON-33SX-S7ER-J
ANON-33SX-S7E8-R
ANON-33SX-S7BM-A
ANON-33SX-S7AU-H
ANON-33SX-S7AE-1
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ANON-33SX-S7A5-H
ANON-33SX-S79N-2
ANON-33SX-S78V-9
ANON-33SX-S78U-8
ANON-33SX-S76H-S
ANON-33SX-S721-X
ANON-33SX-S2XY-7
ANON-33SX-S2U9-4
ANON-33SX-S2NW-U
ANON-33SX-S2HD-2
ANON-33SX-S2H5-K
ANON-33SX-S2AS-A
ANON-33SX-S2AE-V
ANON-33SX-S298-7
ANON-33SX-S28M-U
ANON-33SX-S25E-G
Introduce new Tram
services to use the
Scheme
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There is no existing tram network to
connect with in this area so establishing a
tram system, which would require a
separate crossing from the Scheme, would
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offer poor value for money, and given the
land-take likely to be necessary on the
northern side, probably unacceptable to
stakeholders. . Enlarging the diameter of
the Silvertown tunnel to include DLR tracks
in each direction would be very expensive.
DLR and tram options are, however, being
assessed for the proposed Gallions Reach
crossing further to the east. For the
Silvertown Tunnel, bus services are a better
way to provide public transport and can
connect with other transport hubs such as
North Greenwich station as well as future
DLR stations on the north side.
Make improvements to
River boat public transport
services

ANON-33SX-SN1E-8

The Scheme is proposed as a solution to
the three transport problems of the
Blackwall Tunnel: congestion, closures and
a lack of resilience. TfL has assessed the
potential for other options to address these
problems – see Chapter 3 of the Case for
the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
Boat services are not considered a viable
option in terms of solving these three
problems, although they may have other
merits as part of TfL’s overall strategy for
transport.

N
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In recent years, TfL and its partners have
invested in improving the standard of river
services through the River Action Plan.
Through this plan, river services have
become more integrated with walking,
cycling and public transport networks, and
the river bus has become part of TfL's
transport portfolio. TfL has set out its plans
for future river crossings and services in
Connecting the Capital and has identified a
number of future piers and services in east
and south east London.
Additional piers are currently proposed at
Canary Wharf East which is due to be
delivered by Spring 2017, and at North
Greenwich West which is due to be
delivered as part of the Greenwich
Peninsula Masterplan. It is expected that
that these piers will accommodate River
Bus services, with an added potential to
provide a dedicated cross-river ferry service
for pedestrians and cyclists between
Greenwich Peninsula (west) and Canary
Wharf (east).
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Make improvements to the
Woolwich Ferry in addition
to the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme

London Assembly Liberal
Democrat Group

TfL is implementing enhancements to the
Woolwich Ferry as part of the life extension
project to replace old infrastructure at the
crossing. TfL has identified a number of
potential other improvements to the ferry
which could be taken forward in the future
(for example changes to the layout of the
waiting areas to reduce queuing on the
network). This is referred to in the Case for
the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).

N

Make provision for
pedestrians and/or cyclists
through Silvertown Provide information on
likely cost and demand

London Assembly, Labour
Group

TfL investigated options for pedestrian and
cycling access within the main bores of the
Silvertown Tunnel or in a separate tunnel.
However, given the length of the crossing
and modern safety requirements, such a
split approach would not be appropriate.
Nor would it be or cost effective given the
existence of the Emirates Air Line (EAL)
crossing - it is estimated that the cost
impacts of providing pedestrian and cycling
access within the main bores would be in
the region of £70m in one bore and £150m
in both bores, with a separate tunnel being
substantially more than that.

N

Demand to cross the river at this point by
walking and cycling modes can be met by
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the EAL.
Make public transport in
London free to all users

ANON-33SX-S78Z-D

Make Silvertown Tunnel
for public Transport only

ANON-33SX-S2MU-R
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ANON-33SX-S2K2-K

Public transport in London is subsidised but N
it is necessary to have fares in order to
operate existing services and invest in
future provision. All TfL’s revenue is
invested in delivering and improving
transport. The current fares package will
ensure that the unprecedented investment
in London's transport network will continue.
2016 is the third year in a row that the
Mayor and TfL have been able to provide a
real terms fares freeze while balancing the
need to modernise the network. In addition
there are a number of discounts and
concessions offered to young people, adults
and older people.
The Silvertown Tunnel will enable the
provision of more and better bus and coach
services across the river in east London,
with passengers benefiting from shorter and
more reliable journey time, and this is an
important part of the Scheme. Heavy
vehicles will have a dedicated lane in each
direction, and buses and coaches will not
pay the user charge. However it is not

N
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Change to the
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appropriate to limit the tunnel to only public
transport services. The objectives of the
Scheme are to provide resilience to the
Blackwall Tunnel and reduce congestion on
the local network as well as support growth.
Limiting the tunnel’s use to only public
transport services would not achieve these
objectives to the same extent as the
proposed Scheme.
New cross-river bus
services would provide an
alternative to paying the
user charge.

ANON-33SX-ST2F-G

People who choose to use the bus to get
across the river rather than their car will not
have to pay the user charge.

N

New cross-river bus
services would
provide quicker access to
the O2 venue

ANON-33SX-STRA-B

By virtue of their greater capacity, buses
can provide a way to reduce the number of
cars on the road and thereby help to reduce
congestion. The opportunity to improve bus
service provision brought about by the
Scheme will bring benefits in terms of
access to public transport, regeneration and
enable more sustainable mode choice.

N

ANON-33SX-STR8-2

The Scheme will enable the provision of
more bus services, as well as shorter
journey times on existing routes as a result
of the Scheme.
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New cross-river bus
services would reduce
traffic congestion

ANON-33SX-ST39-4

By virtue of their greater capacity, buses
can provide a way to reduce the number of
cars on the road and thereby help to reduce
congestion. The opportunity to improve bus
service provision brought about by the
Scheme will bring benefits in terms of
access to public transport, regeneration and
enable more sustainable mode choice.

ANON-33SX-ST2F-G
ANON-33SX-SFZC-7
ANON-33SX-SFFT-4
ANON-33SX-SFEE-M
ANON-33SX-S2JX-R
ANON-33SX-S2H4-J
ANON-33SX-S2EG-2
ANON-33SX-S25C-E

New tunnel must be
accessible by coaches
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ANON-33SX-S29A-G

Change to the
Scheme?
N

The Scheme will enable the provision of
more bus services, as well as shorter
journey times on existing routes as a result
of the Scheme.
The Silvertown Tunnel is an excellent
opportunity to improve existing coach
services and enable more to be put in
place. Coaches, like buses and HGVs, will
have a dedicated lane in both direction in
the new tunnel and will not be subject to the
user charge. Coaches will also benefit from
improved interchange facilities at North
Greenwich station, which will be completed
by Scheme opening. As a result the
proportion of bus and coach person trips
through the tunnels will increase
significantly.

N
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New tunnel must include
bus priority measures

London TravelWatch

It is proposed that one lane in each
direction of the Silvertown Tunnel would be
reserved for buses, coaches and HGVs,
which would enhance the reliability and
reduce bus journey times delivered by the
Scheme. TfL is also proposing a number of
amendments to the road network serving
the southern portal that would facilitate bus
movements between both tunnels and
North Greenwich bus station. These
enhancements could also be supported by
other schemes being developed
independently of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme through TfL's Bus Priority Delivery
Portfolio.

Confederation of Passenger
Transport
Campaign for Better
Transport London group
ANON-33SX-ST5R-Y
ANON-33SX-SNEJ-1
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SFQY-M
ANON-33SX-SFHE-Q
ANON-33SX-SF7Q-J

Change to the
Scheme?
N

ANON-33SX-SF77-R
ANON-33SX-S72F-K
ANON-33SX-S2XG-N
ANON-33SX-S2WD-H
ANON-33SX-S2UJ-N
ANON-33SX-S2TS-W
ANON-33SX-S2FD-Z
ANON-33SX-S23P-S
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ANON-33SX-S23M-P
ANON-33SX-S222-T
New tunnel should be for
private transport only

ANON-33SX-SFYN-H

A significant benefit of the Scheme is its
N
ability to enable more and better bus and
coach services. TfL is responsible for
implementing the Mayor’s Transport
Strategy which encompasses both private
and public transport, and commits TfL to the
promotion of sustainable transport.
It is therefore appropriate that buses and
coaches should not only be allowed to use
the Silvertown tunnel–but that they will
benefit from a dedicated lane in both
directions and not be liable for a user
charge.
Even with this dedicated lane (which will
also be available for use by HGVs), the
Scheme will effectively eliminate the severe
congestion which currently routinely affects
the Blackwall Tunnel and which is forecast
to worsen in future.

No demand for new cross
river bus services in east
London

BHLF-33SX-SNDB-R
BHLF-33SX-SN5P-Q
ANON-33SX-STZY-B
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In 2015 TfL commissioned a survey of local
residents to ascertain their views about the
current river crossings and the Silvertown
Tunnel. Over half (53%) stated that they
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ANON-33SX-SNW5-X

would benefit from new bus services
provided by the new tunnel. In all of the
consultations on the Scheme, public and
stakeholder support for bus services
enabled by the Scheme has been strong.
The east sub-region will accommodate
much of the significant population and
employment growth which will happen in
London over the coming years and it is to
be expected that demand for travel, and for
trips not currently made, will increase.

ANON-33SX-SNV1-S
ANON-33SX-SN74-W
ANON-33SX-SFN2-A
ANON-33SX-SFFJ-T
ANON-33SX-S7ZH-W
ANON-33SX-S7UY-9
ANON-33SX-S7SU-3
ANON-33SX-S7MW-Y
ANON-33SX-S73W-5
ANON-33SX-S29S-2
ANON-33SX-S25K-P

Change to the
Scheme?

The implementation of the Scheme
provides the opportunity to provide over
37.5 buses per hour each way, offering new
connections that are not currently possible.
Indicative routes are shown in the
consultation and application documents and
in line with normal TfL bus planning
procedures, the detailed bus route planning
process would begin around two years
before the opening of the Silvertown
Tunnel.
The Silvertown Tunnel Implementation
Group (comprising representatives from
local boroughs) will have a role in reviewing
and making recommendations with regard
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to the cross-river bus network.
Opposition to TfL’s
proposals for new bus
services in general, nonspecific terms

ANON-33SX-STWD-K
ANON-33SX-STN9-Y
ANON-33SX-STJP-J
ANON-33SX-STCA-V
ANON-33SX-STAS-C
ANON-33SX-ST2Y-3
ANON-33SX-SNZQ-W
ANON-33SX-SNVE-D
ANON-33SX-SNV9-1
ANON-33SX-SNC5-A
ANON-33SX-SN37-V
ANON-33SX-SN1F-9
ANON-33SX-SFZ4-R
ANON-33SX-SFKR-7
ANON-33SX-SFHB-M
ANON-33SX-SFGR-3
ANON-33SX-SFC9-6
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Buses are the most heavily-used mode in
London and can be deployed flexibly. In
addition they are affordable for users and
bring regeneration benefits by enhancing
the accessibility of jobs and services. The
Silvertown Tunnel will accommodate buses
alongside other vehicle types, thereby
bringing about regeneration benefits.
The ability to accommodate and
significantly improve bus services has been
a consideration in the development of the
Scheme, but it is not the only or main
objective.
As part of the package of improvements,
Silvertown tunnel will allow the
implementation of over 35 buses per hour,
each direction across the river at this
location. The routes as shown in the
consultation document are indicative and
exact bus routes, and the locations they
serve will be determined and consulted
upon much closer to the opening date of the
tunnel.
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ANON-33SX-SF1P-B

Journey time and journey time reliability for
bus users in the area (not just on cross-river
services) will be improved as a result of the
Silvertown Tunnel.

ANON-33SX-S7ZR-7
ANON-33SX-S7YW-B

Change to the
Scheme?

ANON-33SX-S7YA-N
ANON-33SX-S7W4-6
ANON-33SX-S7SU-3
ANON-33SX-S7S6-4
ANON-33SX-S71G-K
ANON-33SX-S2Y7-6
ANON-33SX-S2UF-H
ANON-33SX-S2U3-X
ANON-33SX-S2U1-V
ANON-33SX-S2PK-H
ANON-33SX-S2D5-F
ANON-33SX-S27T-1
ANON-33SX-S24S-W
ANON-33SX-S23R-U
ANON-33SX-S21R-S
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Pedestrians and cyclists
need a free crossing in
east London

ANON-33SX-S26G-K

The Greenwich foot tunnel is available as a
crossing for pedestrians and pedestrians
can also use the Woolwich foot tunnel. The
Woolwich Ferry is also a free service for
both pedestrians and cyclists.
The Scheme is proposed as a solution to
the three transport problems of the
Blackwall Tunnel: congestion, closures and
a lack of resilience. TfL has assessed the
potential for other options to address these
problems – see Chapter 3 of the Case for
the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
Pedestrian and cycle crossings are not
considered a viable option in terms of
solving these three problems although they
have other merits as part of TfL’s overall
strategy for transport.
In Connecting the Capital (2015), TfL set
out its plans for thirteen further crossings in
London, including three pedestrian and
cycle crossings in east London: Rotherhithe
to Canary Wharf (which TfL is progressing
with Sustrans), North Greenwich to the Isle
of Dogs and Charlton to Royal Docks.
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Planning / decision making ANON-33SX-S7T1-Z
process for bus routes
ANON-33SX-S7R9-6
ANON-33SX-S2WN-U

Pollution from buses
means that proposed new
services will not benefit
east London

No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
BHLF-33SX-S75W-7
ANON-33SX-STYV-7
ANON-33SX-STX8-8
ANON-33SX-STWD-K
ANON-33SX-STW7-6
ANON-33SX-STSM-R
ANON-33SX-STM5-T
ANON-33SX-STK8-U

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

TfL has a bus planning process which will
be used to decide the services put in place
with the Silvertown Tunnel. The potential
new routes and route extensions so far
shown for the Scheme are indicative only
and will be confirmed closer to the Scheme
opening, and the Silvertown Tunnel
Implementation Group (which comprises
representatives from local boroughs) will
have a role in making recommendations for
the cross-river bus network. Changes to
bus services will also be subject to public
consultation.

N

There are regeneration benefits to
additional bus services in east London
owing to the enhanced access to jobs,
education and services facilitated by
enhanced bus services. This is referred to
in the Outline Business Case (Document
Reference: 7.8).

N

With regard to air pollutant emissions from
buses. London has one of the youngest bus
fleets in Europe and under the latest phase
of the Low Emission Zone, all buses in
London must be Euro IV compliant from
2020. From September 2020, all buses in
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ANON-33SX-STJK-D

central London must meet new emissions
standards (Euro VI) owing to the
introduction of the Ultra Low Emission Zone
(ULEZ). From 2016 TfL will start to change
its fleet so that all double deck buses
operating in central London are hybrid and
all single deck buses are zero emission
(e.g. electric or hydrogen). TfL would use
Euro VI equivalent buses on routes using
the Silvertown Tunnel.

ANON-33SX-STHP-G
ANON-33SX-STG4-K
ANON-33SX-STFT-J
ANON-33SX-STF2-G
ANON-33SX-STCA-V
ANON-33SX-ST58-5
ANON-33SX-SNQY-V
ANON-33SX-SNQV-S
ANON-33SX-SNHJ-4
ANON-33SX-SNFD-V
ANON-33SX-SNCX-D
ANON-33SX-SN74-W
ANON-33SX-SN37-V
ANON-33SX-SN32-Q
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
ANON-33SX-SFX3-N
ANON-33SX-SFWR-K
ANON-33SX-SFWG-8
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ANON-33SX-SFWA-2
ANON-33SX-SFVS-K
ANON-33SX-SFU3-J
ANON-33SX-SFRZ-P
ANON-33SX-SFRG-3
ANON-33SX-SFQ5-G
ANON-33SX-SFQ4-F
ANON-33SX-SFPE-Y
ANON-33SX-SFKZ-F
ANON-33SX-SFJC-Q
ANON-33SX-SFHB-M
ANON-33SX-SFFS-3
ANON-33SX-SFEA-G
ANON-33SX-SFE8-7
ANON-33SX-SFE4-3
ANON-33SX-SFD9-7
ANON-33SX-SFCK-R
ANON-33SX-SFBG-K
ANON-33SX-SFAV-1
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ANON-33SX-SF34-H
ANON-33SX-SF2P-C
ANON-33SX-SF2N-A
ANON-33SX-SF14-F
ANON-33SX-S7ZH-W
ANON-33SX-S7YV-A
ANON-33SX-S7X8-B
ANON-33SX-S7WE-Q
ANON-33SX-S7RC-G
ANON-33SX-S7PB-D
ANON-33SX-S7GQ-K
ANON-33SX-S7GE-7
ANON-33SX-S794-8
ANON-33SX-S78F-S
ANON-33SX-S74Y-8
ANON-33SX-S74N-W
ANON-33SX-S748-7
ANON-33SX-S72E-J
ANON-33SX-S2YQ-Z
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ANON-33SX-S2YJ-S
ANON-33SX-S2VA-D
ANON-33SX-S2U3-X
ANON-33SX-S2U1-V
ANON-33SX-S2RP-R
ANON-33SX-S2QD-B
ANON-33SX-S2PE-B
ANON-33SX-S2N3-Q
ANON-33SX-S2MF-9
ANON-33SX-S2KS-M
ANON-33SX-S2JY-S
ANON-33SX-S2H8-P
ANON-33SX-S2D5-F
ANON-33SX-S2CB-U
ANON-33SX-S29T-3
ANON-33SX-S28X-6
ANON-33SX-S28P-X
ANON-33SX-S26X-4
ANON-33SX-S26D-G
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Change to the
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ANON-33SX-S25B-D
ANON-33SX-S236-Y
ANON-33SX-S22S-U
Poor cycling routes in
surrounding area

Studio Ben Allen

The Scheme provides the opportunity for
improving conditions for pedestrians and
Newham Cyclists – London
cyclists in the vicinity of the Silvertown
Borough of Newham London
Cycling Campaign (LCC) local Tunnel by, for example, enhancing access
to the Emirates Air Line. One of the
group
requirements for the project is to ensure
London Cycling Campaign
that all walking and cycling routes in the
vicinity of the tunnel portals are re-instated
London Assembly, Labour
or are replaced with direct, safe and
Group
comfortable alternative routes. Beyond this,
Evelyn Road residents
the Mayor's Cycling Vision discusses how
association
cycling will be improved across the Capital.
BHLF-33SX-SNDX-E
Ballymore Group
ANON-33SX-STY9-A
ANON-33SX-STX2-2
ANON-33SX-STUH-N
ANON-33SX-STU5-2
ANON-33SX-STRA-B
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ANON-33SX-STR6-Z
ANON-33SX-STQ9-2
ANON-33SX-STP1-S
ANON-33SX-STN8-X
ANON-33SX-STN5-U
ANON-33SX-STKC-6
ANON-33SX-STJX-T
ANON-33SX-STHU-N
ANON-33SX-STAZ-K
ANON-33SX-STAR-B
ANON-33SX-ST5R-Y
ANON-33SX-ST5E-J
ANON-33SX-ST2N-R
ANON-33SX-SNZK-Q
ANON-33SX-SNSY-X
ANON-33SX-SNKX-N
ANON-33SX-SNKM-A
ANON-33SX-SNHP-A
ANON-33SX-SNEW-E
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ANON-33SX-SNCT-9
ANON-33SX-SNC3-8
ANON-33SX-SN8K-N
ANON-33SX-SN8F-G
ANON-33SX-SN7S-V
ANON-33SX-SN7N-Q
ANON-33SX-SN1T-Q
ANON-33SX-SN1Q-M
ANON-33SX-SN16-S
ANON-33SX-SFZY-W
ANON-33SX-SFZC-7
ANON-33SX-SFYS-P
ANON-33SX-SFY9-V
ANON-33SX-SFXT-P
ANON-33SX-SFW9-T
ANON-33SX-SFV9-S
ANON-33SX-SFV7-Q
ANON-33SX-SFUM-C
ANON-33SX-SFT2-G
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ANON-33SX-SFQY-M
ANON-33SX-SFKA-P
ANON-33SX-SFJG-U
ANON-33SX-SFG4-5
ANON-33SX-SFFE-N
ANON-33SX-SFF8-8
ANON-33SX-SFEU-4
ANON-33SX-SFET-3
ANON-33SX-SFCK-R
ANON-33SX-SFBF-J
ANON-33SX-SF88-T
ANON-33SX-SF7Q-J
ANON-33SX-SF78-S
ANON-33SX-SF76-Q
ANON-33SX-SF3R-F
ANON-33SX-SF39-P
ANON-33SX-S7ZY-E
ANON-33SX-S7XW-A
ANON-33SX-S7X4-7
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ANON-33SX-S7TH-Q
ANON-33SX-S7PV-1
ANON-33SX-S7MF-E
ANON-33SX-S7AY-N
ANON-33SX-S7AK-7
ANON-33SX-S2ZC-K
ANON-33SX-S2VJ-P
ANON-33SX-S2SK-M
ANON-33SX-S2GN-B
ANON-33SX-S2GH-5
ANON-33SX-S2ET-F
ANON-33SX-S2CM-6
ANON-33SX-S26E-H
ANON-33SX-S236-Y
ANON-33SX-S22K-K
Positive comment about
new cross-river bus routes
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ANON-33SX-SFA8-3
Dilara Begum

While buses do not offer the same levels of
capacity or speed as rail services, they
nevertheless fulfil a vital role in London's
transport system and are used by over 2.4
billion passengers per year. Bus services
are an affordable mode; they are flexible

N
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Change to the
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and can be adapted to changing demand
and conditions relatively easy. Six new rail
crossings of the Thames in east London
have been implemented, with a further
crossing to come in the form of Crossrail
from 2018. This means that by 2020, there
will be almost as many rail crossings to the
east of Tower Bridge as to the west of
Vauxhall Bridge. By comparison, the quality
and scale of bus services that could be
provided at river crossings in the east has
always been constrained by the paucity of
highway crossings, and the problems of the
Blackwall Tunnel. By adding new capacity
and a more resilient link, the Scheme will
help to address this disparity.
Proposed bus services are
less favourable than new
rail links

ANON-33SX-S7YZ-E

While buses do not offer the same levels of
capacity or speed as rail services, they
nevertheless fulfil a vital role in London's
transport system and are used by over 2.4
billion passengers per year. Bus services
are an affordable mode; they are flexible
and can be adapted to changing demand
and conditions relatively easy. Six new rail
crossings of the Thames in east London
have been implemented, with a further
crossing to come in the form of Crossrail

N
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Change to the
Scheme?

from 2018. This means that by 2020, there
will be almost as many rail crossings to the
east of Tower Bridge as to the west of
Vauxhall Bridge. By comparison, the quality
and scale of bus services that could be
provided at river crossings in the east has
always been constrained by the paucity of
highway crossings, and the problems of the
Blackwall Tunnel. By adding new capacity
and a more resilient link, the Scheme will
help to address this disparity.
Proposed bus services do
not serve areas where
demand exists for new
services
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ANON-33SX-STXK-U

The potential new routes and route
N
extensions so far shown for the Scheme are
indicative only and will be confirmed closer
to the Scheme opening, and the Silvertown
Tunnel Implementation Group (which
comprises representatives from local
boroughs) will have a role in making
recommendations for the cross-river bus
network. Buses are a very flexible mode
and can be more easily deployed than fixed
infrastructure and given the rapid pace of
change in east London, it is not possible to
say with certainty now which routes should
be in place.
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Proposed bus services will
be delayed by congestion

ANON-33SX-STYT-5

The Scheme will reduce cross river journey
times in the location of Blackwall tunnel by
up to 20 minutes. The current severe
congestion which routinely affects the
Blackwall Tunnel will be effectively
eliminated as a result of this tunnel and
associated user charge. Bus passengers
as well as private transport users will
benefit from these improvements and they
will give TfL and coach operators the
opportunity to run more services. Bus
routes will be consulted upon and
determined closer to the tunnel opening, as
will any required bus priority measures.

ANON-33SX-STX8-8
ANON-33SX-STWD-K
ANON-33SX-STJP-J
ANON-33SX-STB3-D
ANON-33SX-ST77-6
ANON-33SX-ST5B-F
ANON-33SX-SNZY-5
ANON-33SX-SNV1-S
ANON-33SX-SNRC-7

Change to the
Scheme?
N

ANON-33SX-SNQV-S
ANON-33SX-SNHP-A
ANON-33SX-SN8Z-4
ANON-33SX-SN6R-T
ANON-33SX-SN6J-J
ANON-33SX-SFZF-A
ANON-33SX-SFRZ-P
ANON-33SX-SFRV-J
ANON-33SX-SFN2-A
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ANON-33SX-SFM2-9
ANON-33SX-SFK3-8
ANON-33SX-SFK1-6
ANON-33SX-SFGN-Y
ANON-33SX-SFCK-R
ANON-33SX-SFAK-P
ANON-33SX-SF8X-T
ANON-33SX-SF8R-M
ANON-33SX-SF3A-X
ANON-33SX-SF16-H
ANON-33SX-S7ZJ-Y
ANON-33SX-S7YQ-5
ANON-33SX-S7Y6-A
ANON-33SX-S7SU-3
ANON-33SX-S7RF-K
ANON-33SX-S7JE-A
ANON-33SX-S7JA-6
ANON-33SX-S7EC-3
ANON-33SX-S7E9-S
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ANON-33SX-S7CA-Y
ANON-33SX-S7BK-8
ANON-33SX-S2XG-N
ANON-33SX-S2KS-M
ANON-33SX-S2HQ-F
ANON-33SX-S2HE-3
ANON-33SX-S2DX-J
ANON-33SX-S28Y-7
ANON-33SX-S286-4
ANON-33SX-S26A-D
ANON-33SX-S267-3
ANON-33SX-S25B-D
ANON-33SX-S24G-H
ANON-33SX-S23P-S
ANON-33SX-S23A-A
ANON-33SX-S21K-J
Proposed bus services will
contribute to congestion

ANON-33SX-STX8-8
ANON-33SX-STJB-4
ANON-33SX-SNSC-8

The potential new routes and route
N
extensions so far shown for the Scheme are
indicative only and will be confirmed closer
to the Scheme opening, and the Silvertown
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ANON-33SX-SNR9-W

Tunnel Implementation Group (which
comprises representatives from local
boroughs) will have a role in making
recommendations for the cross-river bus
network. It may also be appropriate to
implement bus priority measures. Buses
provide a vital transport service and given
their higher capacity are a very efficient way
for people to travel compared to individual
car use, and may bring decongestion
benefits in this respect.

ANON-33SX-SN3V-U
ANON-33SX-SN1R-N
ANON-33SX-SFKZ-F
ANON-33SX-SFKR-7
ANON-33SX-SFGD-N
ANON-33SX-SFEA-G
ANON-33SX-SFE8-7

Change to the
Scheme?

ANON-33SX-SF1P-B
ANON-33SX-S7JE-A
ANON-33SX-S2U3-X
ANON-33SX-S2JY-S
ANON-33SX-S26D-G
Proposed new bus
services is only to
generate income for TfL
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ANON-33SX-SFHA-K

Fares for bus services using the Silvertown
Tunnel will be the same as for the rest of
the TfL network, and buses will not be liable
for the user charge. Bus services are
subsidised in London and TfL reinvests its
income back into the transport system.

N
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Scheme?

Provide bus priority
Confederation of Passenger
measures on the approach Transport
to the Silvertown Tunnel

The Scheme design does not include bus
priority measures on the approach roads to
the new tunnel: the road layout, with
multiple roads leading to the approach
would make this impractical. However, one
lane in each direction of the Silvertown
Tunnel would be reserved for buses and
HGVs, which would enhance the reliability
and reduce bus journey times delivered by
the Scheme. TfL is also proposing a
number of amendments to the road network
serving the southern portal that would
facilitate bus movements between both
tunnels and North Greenwich bus station.
These enhancements could also be
supported by other schemes being
developed independently of the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme through TfL's Bus Priority
Delivery Portfolio. New routes and changes
to existing routes will be consulted upon
and determined closer to the tunnel
opening, as will any required bus priority
measures.

N

Provide free bus travel for
pedestrians and cyclists

It is not TfL’s policy to provide free bus
travel for pedestrian and cyclists. TfL does
not make a profit from fares - every penny
is invested in delivering and improving

N

ANON-33SX-S7SJ-R
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Scheme?

transport. The current fares package will
ensure that the unprecedented investment
in London's transport network will continue.
2016 is the third year in a row that the
Mayor and TfL has been able to provide a
real terms fares freeze while balancing the
need to modernise the network. In addition
there are a number of concessions offered
to young people, older people through the
freedom pass as well as those in receipt of
certain benefits.
Provide more bus priority

ANON-33SX-SFJU-9
ANON-33SX-S2SQ-T
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It is currently proposed that one lane in
each direction of the Silvertown Tunnel
would be reserved for buses and HGVs,
which would enhance the reliability and
reduce bus journey times delivered by the
Scheme. TfL is also proposing a number of
amendments to the road network serving
the southern portal that would facilitate bus
movements between both tunnels and
North Greenwich bus station. These
enhancements could also be supported by
other schemes being developed
independently of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme through TfL's Bus Priority Delivery
Portfolio.

N
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Provide new and/or
improved bus stops at
Tunnel Avenue

ANON-33SX-SF4E-3

There are over 19,000 bus stops in London
of which 82% are fully accessible. This
figure will rise to 95% by 2016.

Change to the
Scheme?
N

In accordance with policies set out both in
the London Plan and MTS, TfL seeks to
encourage sustainable modes of travel and
the public transport and cycling mode share
continues to increase. Currently there are
bus stops at Morden Wharf Road and
Blackwall Lane so it is not considered
necessary to have a further bus stop at
Tunnel Avenue at this time.
Public transport in east
London is already
extensive

ANON-33SX-STJ3-N
ANON-33SX-SNW5-X
ANON-33SX-SNVA-9
ANON-33SX-SNR5-S
ANON-33SX-SNHK-5
ANON-33SX-SNC2-7
ANON-33SX-SFE8-7

While there has been significant investment
in public transport in east and south east
London over the past 20 years, which by
the opening of Crossrail in 2018, will have
led to an almost tenfold increase in the
capacity of the cross-river rail network east
of Tower Bridge, London, especially this
sub-region of London, will continue to grow
rapidly in the coming years, increasing
demand for public transport, the road
network and buses. In order to maintain the
mode share of public transport, and the
consequent social and environmental
benefits of access to public transport, it is

N
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necessary to continue to respond to this
growth with an enhanced transport offer.
Buses in particular are an affordable and
flexible mode and the new crossing will
enable more and better services both
across the river and in the surrounding
area. In all of the consultations on the
Scheme, respondents have shown strong
support for the increased bus services that
could be enabled by the Scheme.
Reduce emissions from
public transport services

ANON-33SX-SNZU-1

TfL and the Mayor are committed to
continuous improvement in London's air
quality and have made good progress:
between 2008 and 2013 NOx emissions
have been reduced by 25%, and for PM10
they have been reduced by 20%.
This has been done by measures such as
tightening the standards for the Low
Emission Zone, retiring over 3,000 of the
oldest and most polluting taxis, cleaning up
the bus fleets and creating a new Air
Quality Fund to help boroughs tackle local
hotspots. The Transport Emissions Road
Map (2014) sets out the future steps that
can be taken by TfL, the boroughs and
national government to further reduce
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emissions from transport. An important part
of this approach – the Ultra Low Emission
Zone (ULEZ) was confirmed by the Mayor
in 2015 and will take effect from September
2020, requiring all vehicles in central
London to meet emissions standards in
order to drive in the zone without paying a
daily charge. It will also require all newlylicensed taxis from 2018 to be zero
emission capable. TfL will be implementing
Euro VI or equivalent buses in order to
meet the requirements This is in addition to
the continued ‘greening’ of the TfL bus fleet:
by the end of 2016 more than one in five of
the fleet will be electric hybrids, with the
world’s first electric double-decker
beginning work in London in the summer.
TfL has committed to using Euro VI or
equivalent buses through the Silvertown
Tunnel.
Reinstate previously
withdrawn cross-river bus
services in east London

ANON-33SX-S25R-W

Cross-river bus services at this location
have long been constrained by the paucity
of road crossings and the nature of these
crossings. The Rotherhithe Tunnel is too
narrow to accommodate buses and the
Blackwall Tunnel can accommodate only
single-deckers, limiting capacity. Currently

N
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only one route (the 108) runs through the
Blackwall Tunnel, and this is only a singledeck service. Additionally, the problems of
the Blackwall Tunnel adversely affect bus
journeys and make it difficult for TfL to run
more services (this also affects coach
operators). Any such additional services
would be subject to severe congestion,
delay and journey time unreliability, making
them difficult to operate and unattractive to
users.
By adding a new tunnel which can
accommodate double-deckers and by
improving journey times and journey time
reliability, the Scheme will enable more and
better cross-river bus routes. The routes
shown as part of the consultation and within
the DCO submission documents are
indicative only and decisions will be taken
closer to Scheme opening and with up-todate information about current demand and
services.
Run new cross-river bus
routes 24 hours a day

ANON-33SX-STF7-N
ANON-33SX-SFUC-2
ANON-33SX-SF6D-4
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As part of the package of improvements,
Silvertown tunnel will allow the
implementation of over 35 buses per hour,
each direction across the river at this

N
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ANON-33SX-SF4E-3

location. This could include night buses and
24-hour services. The potential new routes
and route extensions so far shown for the
Scheme are indicative only and will be
confirmed closer to the Scheme opening,
and the Silvertown Tunnel Implementation
Group (which comprises representatives
from local boroughs) will have a role in
making recommendations for the cross-river
bus network. Changes to bus services will
also be subject to public consultation.

ANON-33SX-S7MR-T
ANON-33SX-S7EQ-H
ANON-33SX-S2YV-5
ANON-33SX-S2CV-F
ANON-33SX-S21P-Q

Safety concerns using
public transport at night

ANON-33SX-SF6M-D

The opportunities for additional bus
services opened up by the Scheme include
the potential for 24 hour and night bus
services. Crime on London’s transport
network is at an all-time low and in 2015,
crime on the bus network fell for the ninth
year in a row.

Change to the
Scheme?

N

However, where people choose to use a
private vehicle for night-time journeys
through the tunnels, it is assumed in the
Assessed Case that no user charge will
apply.
Scheme provides no
benefits for pedestrians

ANON-33SX-S7J2-Q

Whilst walking in the tunnel itself will not be
permitted, the Emirates Air Line cable car
nearby provides a regular service for those

N
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wishing to cross the Thames by foot at this
location. As part of the Scheme, there will
be changes to landscape and road layout to
facilitate pedestrian and cycle movements
locally, for example at Silvertown Way.
At Boord Street, the existing footbridge will
be replaced with a wider and more
accessible bridge
Some destinations will
remain unserved by bus

BHLF-33SX-S7QG-K

For the purposes of the assessments
accompanying this DCO application, TfL
has identified indicative bus route
extensions and additions which could be
unlocked by the Scheme and that will offer
opportunities to people who are currently
unable to make these journeys. The
Scheme will also help to improve existing
bus services on both sides of the river by
removing some of the congestion and delay
on the network.
The potential new routes and route
extensions so far shown for the Scheme are
indicative only and will be confirmed closer
to the Scheme opening, and the Silvertown
Tunnel Implementation Group (which
comprises representatives from local
boroughs) will have a role in making
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recommendations for the cross-river bus
network. Buses are a very flexible mode
and can be more easily deployed than fixed
infrastructure. In line with normal TfL bus
planning procedures, the detailed bus route
planning process would begin around two
years before the opening of the Silvertown
Tunnel.
Suggestions for changes
to the proposed bus
services

ANON-33SX-STSB-D
ANON-33SX-SFSX-N

Suggestions for how the
BHLF-33SX-S7VT-5
routes taken by new cross- BHLF-33SX-S75W-7
river bus services might be
ANON-33SX-S2TS-W
planned

The potential new routes and route
N
extensions so far shown for the Scheme are
indicative only and will be confirmed closer
to the Scheme opening, and the Silvertown
Tunnel Implementation Group (which
comprises representatives from local
boroughs) will have a role in making
recommendations for the cross-river bus
network. Changes to bus services will also
be subject to public consultation.
TfL has a bus planning process which will
be used to decide the services put in place
with the Silvertown Tunnel. The potential
new routes and route extensions so far
shown for the Scheme are indicative only
and will be confirmed closer to the Scheme
opening, and the Silvertown Tunnel
Implementation Group (which comprises

N
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representatives from local boroughs) will
have a role in making recommendations for
the cross-river bus network. Changes to
bus services will also be subject to public
consultation
Suggestions for improved
bus links to Tube and Rail
stations

ANON-33SX-STS6-1
ANON-33SX-STQ8-1
ANON-33SX-STJB-4
ANON-33SX-SFZ7-U
ANON-33SX-SFUC-2
ANON-33SX-SFRV-J
ANON-33SX-SFD7-5
ANON-33SX-S2UX-3
ANON-33SX-S2QE-C
ANON-33SX-S2P6-V
ANON-33SX-S2HS-H
ANON-33SX-S2GN-B
ANON-33SX-S271-X
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Bus links are continuously under review and N
bus routes are planned to serve key
attractors, destinations and transport
interchanges. As part of the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme TfL is proposing
considerable bus improvements through the
tunnel and whilst the exact alignment of bus
routes will be determined closer to opening
of the tunnel, connections to tube and DLR
stations will form a key component of this
planning. The Silvertown Tunnel
Implementation Group (which comprises
representatives from local boroughs) will
have a role in making recommendations for
the cross-river bus network
There has been much investment in public
transport in south and east London
including the Overground extension, DLR
extension to Woolwich, the Jubilee line
extension as well as Crossrail to serve
Woolwich Arsenal and Abbey Wood in
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2018. The implementation of the Scheme
provides the opportunity to provide over
37.5 buses per hour each way, offering new
connections that are not currently possible.
Suggestions for
improvements or changes
to the bus route proposals
including a comment that
the proposed routes do not
serve Tower Hamlets

No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
London Cycling Campaign
London Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham
Greenwich Conservatives
Campaign for Better
Transport London group
Campaign for Better
Transport
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4
ANON-33SX-STZE-Q
ANON-33SX-STVA-F
ANON-33SX-STSB-D

As part of the package of improvements,
Silvertown tunnel will allow the
implementation of an additional 37.5 buses
per hour, each direction across the river at
this location. In line with normal TfL bus
planning procedures, the detailed bus route
planning process would begin around two
years before the opening of the Silvertown
Tunnel.

N

The Silvertown Tunnel Implementation
Group (which comprises representatives
from local boroughs) will have a role in
making recommendations for the cross-river
bus network for a specific period. Changes
to bus services will also be subject to public
consultation.
The consultation materials published for the
statutory consultation show potential
improvements to bus services including
changes to existing routes and potential
new routes. Three of these – the 309, the
108 and a potential new routes serving
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ANON-33SX-STP4-V

Canary Wharf to Grove Park pass through
Tower Hamlets. The potential new routes
and route extensions so far shown for the
Scheme are indicative only and will be
confirmed closer to the Scheme opening,
and the Silvertown Tunnel Implementation
Group (which comprises representatives
from local boroughs) will have a role in
making recommendations for the cross-river
bus network. Changes to bus services will
also be subject to public consultation.

ANON-33SX-STMD-9
ANON-33SX-STKX-U
ANON-33SX-STHB-2
ANON-33SX-STGS-J
ANON-33SX-STF7-N
ANON-33SX-ST9T-5
ANON-33SX-ST8N-X
ANON-33SX-ST8C-K
ANON-33SX-ST48-4
ANON-33SX-ST3D-F
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SNWW-Z
ANON-33SX-SNVM-N
ANON-33SX-SNUP-Q
ANON-33SX-SNUK-J
ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F
ANON-33SX-SNS1-P
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
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ANON-33SX-SNME-4
ANON-33SX-SNM9-R
ANON-33SX-SNHE-Y
ANON-33SX-SNH9-K
ANON-33SX-SNEN-5
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNBP-4
ANON-33SX-SNB3-7
ANON-33SX-SN8V-Z
ANON-33SX-SN7M-P
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
ANON-33SX-SN1G-A
ANON-33SX-SN1B-5
ANON-33SX-SFZN-J
ANON-33SX-SFZF-A
ANON-33SX-SFUX-Q
ANON-33SX-SFUP-F
ANON-33SX-SFU2-H
ANON-33SX-SFSJ-7
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ANON-33SX-SFRQ-D
ANON-33SX-SFPG-1
ANON-33SX-SFPA-U
ANON-33SX-SFK2-7
ANON-33SX-SFHW-9
ANON-33SX-SFH2-4
ANON-33SX-SFFW-7
ANON-33SX-SF6X-R
ANON-33SX-SF6D-4
ANON-33SX-SF5Y-R
ANON-33SX-SF3W-M
ANON-33SX-S7ZE-T
ANON-33SX-S7XF-S
ANON-33SX-S7T2-1
ANON-33SX-S7RE-J
ANON-33SX-S7PX-3
ANON-33SX-S7P3-X
ANON-33SX-S7BX-N
ANON-33SX-S7BT-H
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ANON-33SX-S7BP-D
ANON-33SX-S79P-4
ANON-33SX-S78T-7
ANON-33SX-S746-5
ANON-33SX-S72G-M
ANON-33SX-S72F-K
ANON-33SX-S2Y6-5
ANON-33SX-S2WN-U
ANON-33SX-S2T6-Z
ANON-33SX-S2S7-Z
ANON-33SX-S2PC-9
ANON-33SX-S2P4-T
ANON-33SX-S2NW-U
ANON-33SX-S2NK-F
ANON-33SX-S2MH-B
ANON-33SX-S2KS-M
ANON-33SX-S2GN-B
ANON-33SX-S2C4-D
ANON-33SX-S2AY-G
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ANON-33SX-S2AG-X
ANON-33SX-S28E-K
ANON-33SX-S287-5
ANON-33SX-S25K-P
ANON-33SX-S24S-W
Support for new crossriver bus routes

London Borough of Havering
London Assembly, Lambeth &
Southwark
Greenwich Pensioners Forum
Greenwich Conservatives
BHLF-33SX-SNJC-Y
ANON-33SX-STYQ-2
ANON-33SX-STYJ-U
ANON-33SX-STXQ-1
ANON-33SX-STVX-6
ANON-33SX-STV4-2
ANON-33SX-STUP-W
ANON-33SX-STUM-T
ANON-33SX-STTY-5
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The support is noted. As part of the
N
package of improvements, Silvertown
tunnel will allow the implementation of an
additional 37.5 buses per hour, each
direction across the river at this location.
The potential new routes and route
extensions so far shown for the Scheme are
indicative only and will be confirmed closer
to the Scheme opening, and the Silvertown
Tunnel Implementation Group (which
comprises representatives from local
boroughs) will have a role in making
recommendations for the cross-river bus
network. Changes to bus services will also
be subject to public consultation.
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ANON-33SX-STTB-E
ANON-33SX-STRT-X
ANON-33SX-STR7-1
ANON-33SX-STQX-1
ANON-33SX-STQ8-1
ANON-33SX-STPM-N
ANON-33SX-STMD-9
ANON-33SX-STJW-S
ANON-33SX-STGR-H
ANON-33SX-STF7-N
ANON-33SX-STET-H
ANON-33SX-STC6-H
ANON-33SX-STBM-7
ANON-33SX-ST9J-U
ANON-33SX-ST99-A
ANON-33SX-ST8A-H
ANON-33SX-ST6A-F
ANON-33SX-ST48-4
ANON-33SX-ST3V-1
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ANON-33SX-ST39-4
ANON-33SX-ST2F-G
ANON-33SX-SNVF-E
ANON-33SX-SNQ6-S
ANON-33SX-SNF2-A
ANON-33SX-SNEF-W
ANON-33SX-SNCZ-F
ANON-33SX-SN6J-J
ANON-33SX-SN37-V
ANON-33SX-SN11-M
ANON-33SX-SFZS-Q
ANON-33SX-SFVM-D
ANON-33SX-SFUQ-G
ANON-33SX-SFUH-7
ANON-33SX-SFUC-2
ANON-33SX-SFT5-K
ANON-33SX-SFSZ-Q
ANON-33SX-SFNR-A
ANON-33SX-SFN3-B
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ANON-33SX-SFMD-U
ANON-33SX-SFKH-W
ANON-33SX-SFK7-C
ANON-33SX-SFJU-9
ANON-33SX-SFJQ-5
ANON-33SX-SFJ9-D
ANON-33SX-SFHW-9
ANON-33SX-SFGZ-B
ANON-33SX-SFEU-4
ANON-33SX-SFEQ-Z
ANON-33SX-SFBB-E
ANON-33SX-SFB6-2
ANON-33SX-SFAQ-V
ANON-33SX-SF7X-S
ANON-33SX-SF7M-E
ANON-33SX-SF6X-R
ANON-33SX-SF6R-J
ANON-33SX-SF6K-B
ANON-33SX-SF4P-E
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ANON-33SX-SF3W-M
ANON-33SX-SF3J-7
ANON-33SX-SF33-G
ANON-33SX-S7R9-6
ANON-33SX-S77S-5
ANON-33SX-S72G-M
ANON-33SX-S2ZQ-1
ANON-33SX-S2XA-F
ANON-33SX-S2UA-C
ANON-33SX-S2SG-G
ANON-33SX-S2SB-B
ANON-33SX-S2S7-Z
ANON-33SX-S2RE-D
ANON-33SX-S2MS-P
ANON-33SX-S2MG-A
ANON-33SX-S2KD-5
ANON-33SX-S2JX-R
ANON-33SX-S2FD-Z
ANON-33SX-S2F9-N
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ANON-33SX-S2B5-D
ANON-33SX-S21X-Y
Support for new crossriver bus routes and
requests for additional
services further east

ANON-33SX-S27D-H

As part of the package of improvements,
Silvertown tunnel will allow the
implementation of an additional 37.5 buses
per hour, each direction across the river at
this location.

N

Separate to this Scheme, TfL has recently
consulted on further crossings to the east of
Silvertown, which could enhance bus
services in this area. The construction of
two new multi-modal crossings at Gallions
Reach and between Belvedere and
Rainham would provide the opportunity to
transform cross-river bus services in this
part of east London.
Support for new crossriver bus routes but in the
context that the Silvertown
Tunnel should be
restricted to public
transport services only

ANON-33SX-SFPF-Z
ANON-33SX-SFM7-E
ANON-33SX-S2MU-R

As part of the package of improvements,
Silvertown tunnel will allow the
implementation of an additional 37.5 buses
per hour, each direction across the river at
this location. The routes as shown in the
consultation and application documents are
indicative and exact bus routes will be
consulted upon and determined closer to

N
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the tunnel opening. However, a tunnel that
only provided public transport services
would not meet the objectives set out for
the Scheme as it would not address the
congestion and reliability issues at the
Blackwall Tunnel. Enabling both public and
private transport to use the Silvertown
Tunnel improves bus services both through
the tunnel and in the local network and also
reduces congestion and enhances journey
time reliability.
Support for new crossriver bus services in east
London

Studio Ben Allen
SEGRO
Planning and Transport
Committee London Forum of
Amenity and Civic Societies
London TravelWatch
London First
London Cycling Campaign
London Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
London Assembly, Lambeth &
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The support for cross-river bus services is
N
noted. As part of the package of
improvements, Silvertown tunnel will allow
the implementation of 37.5 buses per hour
in each direction across the river at this
location. The routes as shown in the
consultation document are indicative and
exact bus routes, and the locations they
serve will be determined and consulted
upon much closer to the opening date of the
tunnel.
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Southwark
Jewish Care
Institution of Civil Engineers
IMMS Nutrition
Greenwich Conservatives
Empress Litho
Confederation of Passenger
Transport
Campaign for Better
Transport
C.W.E Dairies Ltd
BHLF-33SX-SN5Q-R
BHLF-33SX-SN5M-M
BHLF-33SX-SN57-X
ANON-33SX-STZX-A
ANON-33SX-STZW-9
ANON-33SX-STZ8-A
ANON-33SX-STYE-P
ANON-33SX-STYD-N
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ANON-33SX-STYA-J
ANON-33SX-STY3-4
ANON-33SX-STXP-Z
ANON-33SX-STXE-N
ANON-33SX-STWE-M
ANON-33SX-STW5-4
ANON-33SX-STVW-5
ANON-33SX-STVM-U
ANON-33SX-STVC-H
ANON-33SX-STV2-Z
ANON-33SX-STUK-R
ANON-33SX-STUC-G
ANON-33SX-STUA-E
ANON-33SX-STTT-Z
ANON-33SX-STTP-V
ANON-33SX-STTD-G
ANON-33SX-STT4-Z
ANON-33SX-STSZ-5
ANON-33SX-STSA-C
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ANON-33SX-STS5-Z
ANON-33SX-STRX-2
ANON-33SX-STRT-X
ANON-33SX-STRG-H
ANON-33SX-STRA-B
ANON-33SX-STQE-E
ANON-33SX-STQA-A
ANON-33SX-STQ8-1
ANON-33SX-STPH-G
ANON-33SX-STPB-A
ANON-33SX-STP5-W
ANON-33SX-STP1-S
ANON-33SX-STNU-U
ANON-33SX-STNJ-G
ANON-33SX-STN4-T
ANON-33SX-STMX-W
ANON-33SX-STMP-N
ANON-33SX-STM9-X
ANON-33SX-STKZ-W
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ANON-33SX-STK7-T
ANON-33SX-STJU-Q
ANON-33SX-STJT-P
ANON-33SX-STJS-N
ANON-33SX-STHW-Q
ANON-33SX-STHQ-H
ANON-33SX-STHP-G
ANON-33SX-STHH-8
ANON-33SX-STHD-4
ANON-33SX-STHB-2
ANON-33SX-STG6-N
ANON-33SX-STFD-2
ANON-33SX-STEW-M
ANON-33SX-STET-H
ANON-33SX-STEN-B
ANON-33SX-STCT-F
ANON-33SX-STCK-6
ANON-33SX-STC8-K
ANON-33SX-STBP-A
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ANON-33SX-STBM-7
ANON-33SX-STBA-U
ANON-33SX-STB5-F
ANON-33SX-STB1-B
ANON-33SX-STAZ-K
ANON-33SX-STAX-H
ANON-33SX-STAQ-A
ANON-33SX-STAJ-3
ANON-33SX-STAG-Z
ANON-33SX-STA4-D
ANON-33SX-ST9V-7
ANON-33SX-ST9J-U
ANON-33SX-ST9A-J
ANON-33SX-ST97-8
ANON-33SX-ST8S-3
ANON-33SX-ST8N-X
ANON-33SX-ST8K-U
ANON-33SX-ST8A-H
ANON-33SX-ST7N-W
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ANON-33SX-ST6Z-8
ANON-33SX-ST6V-4
ANON-33SX-ST61-Y
ANON-33SX-ST5V-3
ANON-33SX-ST5P-W
ANON-33SX-ST56-3
ANON-33SX-ST2J-M
ANON-33SX-ST26-Z
ANON-33SX-ST1K-M
ANON-33SX-ST11-T
ANON-33SX-SNZW-3
ANON-33SX-SNWX-1
ANON-33SX-SNWN-Q
ANON-33SX-SNV4-V
ANON-33SX-SNV1-S
ANON-33SX-SNUT-U
ANON-33SX-SNUD-B
ANON-33SX-SNSZ-Y
ANON-33SX-SNSD-9
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ANON-33SX-SNS9-X
ANON-33SX-SNS1-P
ANON-33SX-SNRR-P
ANON-33SX-SNRQ-N
ANON-33SX-SNRB-6
ANON-33SX-SNR8-V
ANON-33SX-SNR6-T
ANON-33SX-SNQT-Q
ANON-33SX-SNQG-A
ANON-33SX-SNQF-9
ANON-33SX-SNMT-K
ANON-33SX-SNKT-H
ANON-33SX-SNHR-C
ANON-33SX-SNHQ-B
ANON-33SX-SNFW-F
ANON-33SX-SNEY-G
ANON-33SX-SNEU-C
ANON-33SX-SNCU-A
ANON-33SX-SNCR-7
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ANON-33SX-SNC6-B
ANON-33SX-SNBF-T
ANON-33SX-SNB1-5
ANON-33SX-SN8U-Y
ANON-33SX-SN8S-W
ANON-33SX-SN81-U
ANON-33SX-SN78-1
ANON-33SX-SN77-Z
ANON-33SX-SN63-U
ANON-33SX-SN1Q-M
ANON-33SX-SN18-U
ANON-33SX-SN13-P
ANON-33SX-SFZH-C
ANON-33SX-SFZE-9
ANON-33SX-SFZ8-V
ANON-33SX-SFYT-Q
ANON-33SX-SFYM-G
ANON-33SX-SFY4-Q
ANON-33SX-SFY1-M
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ANON-33SX-SFXN-G
ANON-33SX-SFWU-P
ANON-33SX-SFW6-Q
ANON-33SX-SFW5-P
ANON-33SX-SFVN-E
ANON-33SX-SFVM-D
ANON-33SX-SFVC-3
ANON-33SX-SFV9-S
ANON-33SX-SFV4-M
ANON-33SX-SFUF-5
ANON-33SX-SFTD-2
ANON-33SX-SFTC-1
ANON-33SX-SFT3-H
ANON-33SX-SFT2-G
ANON-33SX-SFSZ-Q
ANON-33SX-SFSX-N
ANON-33SX-SFSD-1
ANON-33SX-SFS9-P
ANON-33SX-SFS5-J
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ANON-33SX-SFS3-G
ANON-33SX-SFS1-E
ANON-33SX-SFRS-F
ANON-33SX-SFR5-H
ANON-33SX-SFQZ-N
ANON-33SX-SFQW-J
ANON-33SX-SFQQ-C
ANON-33SX-SFP5-F
ANON-33SX-SFNH-Z
ANON-33SX-SFNB-T
ANON-33SX-SFN3-B
ANON-33SX-SFMG-X
ANON-33SX-SFM9-G
ANON-33SX-SFM5-C
ANON-33SX-SFKQ-6
ANON-33SX-SFKF-U
ANON-33SX-SFK7-C
ANON-33SX-SFK5-A
ANON-33SX-SFJV-A
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ANON-33SX-SFJQ-5
ANON-33SX-SFJD-R
ANON-33SX-SFHX-A
ANON-33SX-SFHS-5
ANON-33SX-SFHG-S
ANON-33SX-SFGZ-B
ANON-33SX-SFGU-6
ANON-33SX-SFGD-N
ANON-33SX-SFGA-J
ANON-33SX-SFG2-3
ANON-33SX-SFFG-Q
ANON-33SX-SFF6-6
ANON-33SX-SFF2-2
ANON-33SX-SFEJ-S
ANON-33SX-SFEE-M
ANON-33SX-SFE3-2
ANON-33SX-SFDP-X
ANON-33SX-SFCW-4
ANON-33SX-SFCQ-X
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ANON-33SX-SFCF-K
ANON-33SX-SFBW-3
ANON-33SX-SFBT-Z
ANON-33SX-SFBH-M
ANON-33SX-SFBA-D
ANON-33SX-SFB8-4
ANON-33SX-SFB6-2
ANON-33SX-SFAJ-N
ANON-33SX-SFAF-H
ANON-33SX-SF94-Q
ANON-33SX-SF8P-J
ANON-33SX-SF8M-F
ANON-33SX-SF89-U
ANON-33SX-SF7Y-T
ANON-33SX-SF7U-P
ANON-33SX-SF7Q-J
ANON-33SX-SF7P-H
ANON-33SX-SF76-Q
ANON-33SX-SF72-K
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ANON-33SX-SF6N-E
ANON-33SX-SF5M-C
ANON-33SX-SF5E-4
ANON-33SX-SF5A-Z
ANON-33SX-SF56-N
ANON-33SX-SF4V-M
ANON-33SX-SF3S-G
ANON-33SX-SF39-P
ANON-33SX-SF2G-3
ANON-33SX-SF2C-Y
ANON-33SX-SF28-M
ANON-33SX-SF24-G
ANON-33SX-SF1Y-M
ANON-33SX-SF1W-J
ANON-33SX-SF1B-W
ANON-33SX-SF15-G
ANON-33SX-S7ZS-8
ANON-33SX-S7YY-D
ANON-33SX-S7XX-B
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ANON-33SX-S7XU-8
ANON-33SX-S7XF-S
ANON-33SX-S7X4-7
ANON-33SX-S7X2-5
ANON-33SX-S7WE-Q
ANON-33SX-S7W9-B
ANON-33SX-S7V6-7
ANON-33SX-S7U6-6
ANON-33SX-S7SS-1
ANON-33SX-S7SQ-Y
ANON-33SX-S7RM-T
ANON-33SX-S7RE-J
ANON-33SX-S7RD-H
ANON-33SX-S7PQ-V
ANON-33SX-S7PP-U
ANON-33SX-S7PJ-N
ANON-33SX-S7P3-X
ANON-33SX-S7NR-U
ANON-33SX-S7NP-S
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ANON-33SX-S7NM-P
ANON-33SX-S7NG-G
ANON-33SX-S7NC-C
ANON-33SX-S7N8-1
ANON-33SX-S7N7-Z
ANON-33SX-S7MR-T
ANON-33SX-S7MA-9
ANON-33SX-S7M9-1
ANON-33SX-S7K7-W
ANON-33SX-S7JV-U
ANON-33SX-S7JS-R
ANON-33SX-S7JQ-P
ANON-33SX-S7HZ-W
ANON-33SX-S7HV-S
ANON-33SX-S7H3-P
ANON-33SX-S7GG-9
ANON-33SX-S7EY-S
ANON-33SX-S7ER-J
ANON-33SX-S7EC-3
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ANON-33SX-S7DN-D
ANON-33SX-S7CW-N
ANON-33SX-S7CF-4
ANON-33SX-S7CD-2
ANON-33SX-S7B1-E
ANON-33SX-S7A4-G
ANON-33SX-S79S-7
ANON-33SX-S793-7
ANON-33SX-S78P-3
ANON-33SX-S78G-T
ANON-33SX-S78B-N
ANON-33SX-S786-9
ANON-33SX-S76X-9
ANON-33SX-S764-5
ANON-33SX-S75T-4
ANON-33SX-S74E-M
ANON-33SX-S73M-U
ANON-33SX-S73K-S
ANON-33SX-S73E-K
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ANON-33SX-S73A-F
ANON-33SX-S72S-Z
ANON-33SX-S72G-M
ANON-33SX-S71J-P
ANON-33SX-S2ZQ-1
ANON-33SX-S2ZH-R
ANON-33SX-S2YY-8
ANON-33SX-S2YS-2
ANON-33SX-S2Y9-8
ANON-33SX-S2XY-7
ANON-33SX-S2XH-P
ANON-33SX-S2XD-J
ANON-33SX-S2X5-3
ANON-33SX-S2WQ-X
ANON-33SX-S2WD-H
ANON-33SX-S2W8-5
ANON-33SX-S2W3-Z
ANON-33SX-S2VU-1
ANON-33SX-S2V7-3
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ANON-33SX-S2UZ-5
ANON-33SX-S2TZ-4
ANON-33SX-S2TV-Z
ANON-33SX-S2TP-T
ANON-33SX-S2TG-H
ANON-33SX-S2TE-F
ANON-33SX-S2T3-W
ANON-33SX-S2SV-Y
ANON-33SX-S2SS-V
ANON-33SX-S2SH-H
ANON-33SX-S2SG-G
ANON-33SX-S2S9-2
ANON-33SX-S2RU-W
ANON-33SX-S2RT-V
ANON-33SX-S2RE-D
ANON-33SX-S2RA-9
ANON-33SX-S2R8-Z
ANON-33SX-S2R4-V
ANON-33SX-S2PY-Y
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ANON-33SX-S2PG-D
ANON-33SX-S2P5-U
ANON-33SX-S2NG-B
ANON-33SX-S2N9-W
ANON-33SX-S2N8-V
ANON-33SX-S2N1-N
ANON-33SX-S2MY-V
ANON-33SX-S2MS-P
ANON-33SX-S2MP-K
ANON-33SX-S2MJ-D
ANON-33SX-S2MF-9
ANON-33SX-S2M2-N
ANON-33SX-S2KW-R
ANON-33SX-S2KQ-J
ANON-33SX-S2KJ-B
ANON-33SX-S2KH-9
ANON-33SX-S2KG-8
ANON-33SX-S2KE-6
ANON-33SX-S2JS-K
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ANON-33SX-S2JK-B
ANON-33SX-S2JC-3
ANON-33SX-S2J9-S
ANON-33SX-S2J3-K
ANON-33SX-S2HR-G
ANON-33SX-S2HQ-F
ANON-33SX-S2HJ-8
ANON-33SX-S2HG-5
ANON-33SX-S2HC-1
ANON-33SX-S2H4-J
ANON-33SX-S2GX-N
ANON-33SX-S2GM-A
ANON-33SX-S2GF-3
ANON-33SX-S2GD-1
ANON-33SX-S2FV-J
ANON-33SX-S2FA-W
ANON-33SX-S2F8-M
ANON-33SX-S2F6-J
ANON-33SX-S2F2-E
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ANON-33SX-S2EZ-N
ANON-33SX-S2ES-E
ANON-33SX-S2EN-9
ANON-33SX-S2EJ-5
ANON-33SX-S2EG-2
ANON-33SX-S2E2-D
ANON-33SX-S2DW-H
ANON-33SX-S2DQ-B
ANON-33SX-S2CV-F
ANON-33SX-S2CM-6
ANON-33SX-S2CE-X
ANON-33SX-S2C8-H
ANON-33SX-S2C1-A
ANON-33SX-S2BZ-J
ANON-33SX-S2BP-8
ANON-33SX-S2BJ-2
ANON-33SX-S2B3-B
ANON-33SX-S2AW-E
ANON-33SX-S2AT-B
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ANON-33SX-S2AP-7
ANON-33SX-S2A6-D
ANON-33SX-S2A2-9
ANON-33SX-S296-5
ANON-33SX-S28R-Z
ANON-33SX-S28P-X
ANON-33SX-S27K-R
ANON-33SX-S27B-F
ANON-33SX-S271-X
ANON-33SX-S25Z-5
ANON-33SX-S25R-W
ANON-33SX-S25N-S
ANON-33SX-S25J-N
ANON-33SX-S24Z-4
ANON-33SX-S24P-T
ANON-33SX-S24H-J
ANON-33SX-S245-Y
ANON-33SX-S23T-W
ANON-33SX-S23N-Q
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ANON-33SX-S23D-D
ANON-33SX-S23B-B
ANON-33SX-S231-T
ANON-33SX-S22S-U
ANON-33SX-S22P-R
ANON-33SX-S22K-K
ANON-33SX-S22J-J
ANON-33SX-S22E-D
ANON-33SX-S22A-9
ANON-33SX-S21H-F
ANON-33SX-S212-S
TfL must make a definitive
commitment to minimum
bus service levels that
would be introduced
through the Scheme as
part of its DCO application

London TravelWatch
London Assembly Green
Party Group
ANON-33SX-SNFX-G
ANON-33SX-SNCR-7
ANON-33SX-SN3Q-P
ANON-33SX-S25R-W
ANON-33SX-S21K-J

As part of the package of improvements,
N
Silvertown tunnel would facilitate the
implementation of an additional 37.5 buses
per hour in each direction across the river at
this location The potential new routes and
route extensions so far shown for the
Scheme are indicative only and will be
confirmed closer to the Scheme opening,
and the Silvertown Tunnel Implementation
Group (which comprises representatives
from local boroughs) will have a role in
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making recommendations for the cross-river
bus network. Changes to bus services will
also be subject to public consultation.
There are some six years between the DCO
application and the Scheme opening.
Therefore TfL does do not consider it
appropriate to commit to routes at this time,
especially given the rate of growth and
change in the east and south east sub
region of London.
TfL should invest more in
supporting public
transport, walking and
cycling trips

Page 178 of 203

Sustrans

Across London, TfL is making significant
N
investment in public transport, walking and
Planning and Transport
cycling. For example, TfL’s budget for
Committee London Forum of
routes, junctions and suburban cycling
Amenity and Civic Societies
improvements has increased from just
Newham Cyclists – London
under £120m to between £550 and £600m.
Borough of Newham London
There has also been significant investment
Cycling Campaign (LCC) local in public transport in the area, including the
group
Overground extension, DLR extension to
Woolwich, the Jubilee line extension as well
London Cycling Campaign
as Crossrail to serve Woolwich Arsenal and
London Borough of Havering
Abbey Wood in 2018. The implementation
of Silvertown tunnel provides the
London Assembly Green
opportunity to provide 37.5 buses per hour
Party Group
each way, offering new connections that are
Greenwich Cyclists
not currently possible.
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Greenwich Borough Liberal
Democrats
Evelyn Road residents
association
Charlton Rail Users' Group
BHLF-33SX-SN9U-Z
BHLF-33SX-SN5J-H
BHLF-33SX-S7U4-4
BHLF-33SX-S7MV-X
BHLF-33SX-S7K4-T
BHLF-33SX-S7DV-N
BHLF-33SX-S71Y-5
BHLF-33SX-S71A-D
ANON-33SX-STZY-B
ANON-33SX-STYT-5
ANON-33SX-STYB-K
ANON-33SX-STXP-Z
ANON-33SX-STTT-Z
ANON-33SX-STRT-X
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ANON-33SX-STQ9-2
ANON-33SX-STKJ-D
ANON-33SX-STK7-T
ANON-33SX-STJS-N
ANON-33SX-STJH-A
ANON-33SX-STEH-5
ANON-33SX-ST2S-W
ANON-33SX-ST2N-R
ANON-33SX-SNZU-1
ANON-33SX-SNZB-E
ANON-33SX-SNWS-V
ANON-33SX-SNWN-Q
ANON-33SX-SNWK-M
ANON-33SX-SNVR-T
ANON-33SX-SNUY-Z
ANON-33SX-SNSW-V
ANON-33SX-SNSH-D
ANON-33SX-SNSE-A
ANON-33SX-SNRG-B
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ANON-33SX-SNRA-5
ANON-33SX-SNQX-U
ANON-33SX-SNQM-G
ANON-33SX-SNQG-A
ANON-33SX-SNQE-8
ANON-33SX-SNQ5-R
ANON-33SX-SNMB-1
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNKT-H
ANON-33SX-SNKG-4
ANON-33SX-SNKF-3
ANON-33SX-SNHU-F
ANON-33SX-SNHN-8
ANON-33SX-SNHJ-4
ANON-33SX-SNFB-T
ANON-33SX-SNEW-E
ANON-33SX-SNEG-X
ANON-33SX-SNE6-D
ANON-33SX-SNCZ-F
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ANON-33SX-SNC6-B
ANON-33SX-SNBT-8
ANON-33SX-SNB6-A
ANON-33SX-SNB3-7
ANON-33SX-SN8V-Z
ANON-33SX-SN8K-N
ANON-33SX-SN89-3
ANON-33SX-SN7A-A
ANON-33SX-SN72-U
ANON-33SX-SN6V-X
ANON-33SX-SN6C-B
ANON-33SX-SN4W-W
ANON-33SX-SN1Q-M
ANON-33SX-SN1H-B
ANON-33SX-SN1E-8
ANON-33SX-SFZR-P
ANON-33SX-SFZ1-N
ANON-33SX-SFXJ-C
ANON-33SX-SFVY-S
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ANON-33SX-SFSE-2
ANON-33SX-SFQU-G
ANON-33SX-SFK3-8
ANON-33SX-SFJH-V
ANON-33SX-SFGR-3
ANON-33SX-SFEV-5
ANON-33SX-SFET-3
ANON-33SX-SFDX-6
ANON-33SX-SFC9-6
ANON-33SX-SFAT-Y
ANON-33SX-SF8P-J
ANON-33SX-S7ZY-E
ANON-33SX-S7ZU-A
ANON-33SX-S7YZ-E
ANON-33SX-S7XW-A
ANON-33SX-S7W9-B
ANON-33SX-S7U5-5
ANON-33SX-S7TB-H
ANON-33SX-S7RM-T
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ANON-33SX-S7PK-P
ANON-33SX-S7P9-4
ANON-33SX-S7MF-E
ANON-33SX-S7J2-Q
ANON-33SX-S7ER-J
ANON-33SX-S7DR-H
ANON-33SX-S7CA-Y
ANON-33SX-S7C9-Q
ANON-33SX-S7BU-J
ANON-33SX-S7BC-Z
ANON-33SX-S7AM-9
ANON-33SX-S7AF-2
ANON-33SX-S7A1-D
ANON-33SX-S74F-N
ANON-33SX-S74E-M
ANON-33SX-S72X-5
ANON-33SX-S722-Y
ANON-33SX-S2ZZ-A
ANON-33SX-S2WM-T
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ANON-33SX-S2QY-Z
ANON-33SX-S2P5-U
ANON-33SX-S2FT-G
ANON-33SX-S2FG-3
ANON-33SX-S2EN-9
ANON-33SX-S2D5-F
ANON-33SX-S2BX-G
ANON-33SX-S2BA-S
ANON-33SX-S29Z-9
ANON-33SX-S26Z-6
ANON-33SX-S26D-G
ANON-33SX-S25X-3
ANON-33SX-S24G-H
ANON-33SX-S23M-P
ANON-33SX-S236-Y
ANON-33SX-S22K-K
TfL spends too much on
making provisions for
cyclists in London

BHLF-33SX-S7BN-B
ANON-33SX-STTC-F
ANON-33SX-SNQF-9

TfL is responsible for delivering the Mayor's
Transport Strategy, which encompasses a
very wide range of transport modes and
users in London. Promoting cycling has

N
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ANON-33SX-SFAF-H

been a Mayoral priority and there has been
significant growth in the number of trips
made by bike as well as the number of
people cycling. Cycling nonetheless
represents a relatively small share of TfL's
spend on transport.

Member of Parliament for
Eltham and Plumstead

The Scheme is intended to address the
transport problems of the Blackwall Tunnel:
congestion, closures and incidents and a
lack of resilience. TfL has assessed the
different options for addressing these
problems and a new road crossing with a
user charge is the best approach. This is
referred to in Chapter 3 of the Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1). The
Scheme is not primarily a public transport
scheme, although it will enable significant
improvements to public transport.

Greenwich Conservatives
Ealing Friends of the Earth
BHLF-33SX-S7CM-B
ANON-33SX-SNFA-S
ANON-33SX-SN76-Y
ANON-33SX-SN71-T
ANON-33SX-SN37-V
ANON-33SX-S7A8-M
ANON-33SX-S786-9
ANON-33SX-S2NS-Q

Over the past 20 years there has been
significant expansion in the public transport
network in east and south east London
including cross-river services such as the
Jubilee Line and its extensions. This will be
continued with the start of local Crossrail
services from 2018.
For the purposes of the assessments
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accompanying this DCO application, TfL
has identified indicative route extensions
and additions which could be facilitated by
the Scheme. These illustrate that an
additional 37.5 buses per hour in each
direction could use the tunnel. However, in
line with normal TfL bus planning
procedures, the detailed bus route planning
process would begin around two years
before the opening of the Silvertown
Tunnel.
The Emirates Air Line
cable car is not a viable
alternative route for
cyclists and pedestrians
due to cost & location

Newham Cyclists – London
Borough of Newham London
Cycling Campaign (LCC) local
group
London Cycling Campaign
ANON-33SX-SNB6-A

Alongside the Scheme, TfL is proposing to
produce a future EAL fares strategy
document in consultation with local
Boroughs, which would be published ahead
of the opening of the Silvertown Tunnel.
The objective of this strategy will be to set
out fare options for the EAL. There are a
number of possible options including
discounts on existing fares or annual
passes for regular users. This will be
supported by further analysis of the needs
of EAL users and potential EAL users, with
a view to bringing forward additional
measures where appropriate to ensure the
EAL is fulfilling its role as a local crossing.
As the setting of fares for the Emirates Air

N
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Line is a Mayoral decision, the final decision
will be made by the next Mayor. However,
the EAL fares strategy will be used to
inform that decision.
This is in addition to TfL’s proposals for the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme, which include
improvements to pedestrian and cycle
access across Tidal Basin roundabout at
the northern portal, designed to improve
access to the EAL from the west, and
enhance the role of the EAL as a local
crossing. The Scheme is proposed as a
solution to the three transport problems of
the Blackwall Tunnel: congestion, closures
and a lack of resilience. TfL has assessed
the potential for other options to address
these problems (see Chapter 3 of the Case
for the Scheme), and pedestrian and cycle
crossings are not considered a viable option
in terms of solving these three problems
although they have other merits as part of
TfL’s overall strategy for transport.
The Greenwich foot tunnel is also available
as a crossing for pedestrians and
pedestrians can also use the Woolwich foot
tunnel. The Woolwich Ferry is also a free
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Change to the
Scheme?

service for both pedestrians and cyclists.
In Connecting the Capital (2015), TfL set
out its plans for thirteen further crossings in
London, including three pedestrian and
cycle crossings in east London: Rotherhithe
to Canary Wharf (which TfL is progressing
with Sustrans), North Greenwich to the Isle
of Dogs and Charlton to Royal Docks.
The Emirates Air Line
cable car is not a viable
alternative route for
cyclists and pedestrians
due to the cost of using
the service

BHLF-33SX-S7K1-Q
ANON-33SX-SNWQ-T
ANON-33SX-SNMW-P
ANON-33SX-SNHV-G
ANON-33SX-SNEG-X
ANON-33SX-SN73-V
ANON-33SX-SFXT-P
ANON-33SX-S7H3-P
ANON-33SX-S7AV-J
ANON-33SX-S2S9-2
ANON-33SX-S26G-K

Alongside the Scheme, TfL is proposing to
N
produce a future EAL fares strategy
document in consultation with local
Boroughs, which would be published ahead
of the opening of the Silvertown Tunnel.
The objective of this strategy will be to set
out fare options for the EAL. There are a
number of possible options including
discounts on existing fares or annual
passes for regular users. This will be
supported by further analysis of the needs
of EAL users and potential EAL users, with
a view to bringing forward additional
measures where appropriate to ensure the
EAL is fulfilling its role as a local crossing.
As the setting of fares for the Emirates Air
Line is a Mayoral decision, the final decision
will be made by the next Mayor. However,
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the EAL fares strategy will be used to
inform that decision.
This is in addition to TfL’s proposals for the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme, which include
improvements to pedestrian and cycle
access across Tidal Basin roundabout at
the northern portal, designed to improve
access to the EAL from the west, and
enhance the role of the EAL as a local
crossing. The Scheme is proposed as a
solution to the three transport problems of
the Blackwall Tunnel: congestion, closures
and a lack of resilience. TfL has assessed
the potential for other options to address
these problems (see Chapter 3 of the Case
for the Scheme), and pedestrian and cycle
crossings are not considered a viable option
in terms of solving these three problems
although they have other merits as part of
TfL’s overall strategy for transport.
The Greenwich foot tunnel is also available
as a crossing for pedestrians and
pedestrians can also use the Woolwich foot
tunnel. The Woolwich Ferry is also a free
service for both pedestrians and cyclists.
In Connecting the Capital (2015), TfL set
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out its plans for thirteen further crossings in
London, including three pedestrian and
cycle crossings in east London: Rotherhithe
to Canary Wharf (which TfL is progressing
with Sustrans), North Greenwich to the Isle
of Dogs and Charlton to Royal Docks.
The Emirates Air Line
cable car is not a viable
alternative route for
cyclists and pedestrians
for an unspecified reason

London Cycling Campaign
ANON-33SX-STGS-J
ANON-33SX-STES-G
ANON-33SX-STB5-F
ANON-33SX-SNM4-K
ANON-33SX-SNEW-E
ANON-33SX-SNBS-7
ANON-33SX-SFUV-N
ANON-33SX-SFSV-K
ANON-33SX-SFGZ-B
ANON-33SX-SF88-T
ANON-33SX-SF3A-X
ANON-33SX-S7YN-2
ANON-33SX-S7AM-9

Alongside the Scheme, TfL is proposing to
N
produce a future EAL fares strategy
document in consultation with local
Boroughs, which would be published ahead
of the opening of the Silvertown Tunnel.
The objective of this strategy will be to set
out fare options for the EAL. There are a
number of possible options including
discounts on existing fares or annual
passes for regular users. This will be
supported by further analysis of the needs
of EAL users and potential EAL users, with
a view to bringing forward additional
measures where appropriate to ensure the
EAL is fulfilling its role as a local crossing.
As the setting of fares for the Emirates Air
Line is a Mayoral decision, the final decision
will be made by the next Mayor. However,
the EAL fares strategy will be used to
inform that decision.
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ANON-33SX-S2U1-V

This is in addition to TfL’s proposals for the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme, which include
improvements to pedestrian and cycle
access across Tidal Basin roundabout at
the northern portal, designed to improve
access to the EAL from the west, and
enhance the role of the EAL as a local
crossing. The Scheme is proposed as a
solution to the three transport problems of
the Blackwall Tunnel: congestion, closures
and a lack of resilience. TfL has assessed
the potential for other options to address
these problems (see Chapter 3 of the Case
for the Scheme), and pedestrian and cycle
crossings are not considered a viable option
in terms of solving these three problems
although they have other merits as part of
TfL’s overall strategy for transport.

ANON-33SX-S2P5-U
ANON-33SX-S2AY-G
ANON-33SX-S21N-N

The Greenwich foot tunnel is also available
as a crossing for pedestrians and
pedestrians can also use the Woolwich foot
tunnel. The Woolwich Ferry is also a free
service for both pedestrians and cyclists.
In Connecting the Capital (2015), TfL set
out its plans for thirteen further crossings in
London, including three pedestrian and
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cycle crossings in east London: Rotherhithe
to Canary Wharf (which TfL is progressing
with Sustrans), North Greenwich to the Isle
of Dogs and Charlton to Royal Docks.
The Emirates Air Line
cable car is not a viable
alternative route for
cyclists and pedestrians to
cost, opening hours and
unreliable service

BHLF-33SX-S7VQ-2
BHLF-33SX-S7Q2-X
BHLF-33SX-S71Y-5
ANON-33SX-STYT-5
ANON-33SX-SNVR-T
ANON-33SX-SNK2-F
ANON-33SX-SN7M-P
ANON-33SX-SFQY-M
ANON-33SX-SF3A-X
ANON-33SX-S7RM-T
ANON-33SX-S2AY-G

Alongside the Scheme, TfL is proposing to
N
produce a future EAL fares strategy
document in consultation with local
Boroughs, which would be published ahead
of the opening of the Silvertown Tunnel.
The objective of this strategy will be to set
out fare options for the EAL. There are a
number of possible options including
discounts on existing fares or annual
passes for regular users. This will be
supported by further analysis of the needs
of EAL users and potential EAL users, with
a view to bringing forward additional
measures where appropriate to ensure the
EAL is fulfilling its role as a local crossing.
As the setting of fares for the Emirates Air
Line is a Mayoral decision, the final decision
will be made by the next Mayor. However,
the EAL fares strategy will be used to
inform that decision.
This is in addition to TfL’s proposals for the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme, which include
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improvements to pedestrian and cycle
access across Tidal Basin roundabout at
the northern portal, designed to improve
access to the EAL from the west, and
enhance the role of the EAL as a local
crossing. The Scheme is proposed as a
solution to the three transport problems of
the Blackwall Tunnel: congestion, closures
and a lack of resilience. TfL has assessed
the potential for other options to address
these problems (see Chapter 3 of the Case
for the Scheme), and pedestrian and cycle
crossings are not considered a viable option
in terms of solving these three problems
although they have other merits as part of
TfL’s overall strategy for transport.
The Greenwich foot tunnel is also available
as a crossing for pedestrians and
pedestrians can also use the Woolwich foot
tunnel. The Woolwich Ferry is also a free
service for both pedestrians and cyclists.
In Connecting the Capital (2015), TfL set
out its plans for thirteen further crossings in
London, including three pedestrian and
cycle crossings in east London: Rotherhithe
to Canary Wharf (which TfL is progressing
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with Sustrans), North Greenwich to the Isle
of Dogs and Charlton to Royal Docks.
The Emirates Air Line
cable car is not a viable
alternative route for
cyclists and pedestrians to
location

ANON-33SX-SFDP-X
ANON-33SX-S2P6-V
ANON-33SX-S2B8-G

Alongside the Scheme, TfL is proposing to
N
produce a future EAL fares strategy
document in consultation with local
Boroughs, which would be published ahead
of the opening of the Silvertown Tunnel.
The objective of this strategy will be to set
out fare options for the EAL. There are a
number of possible options including
discounts on existing fares or annual
passes for regular users. This will be
supported by further analysis of the needs
of EAL users and potential EAL users, with
a view to bringing forward additional
measures where appropriate to ensure the
EAL is fulfilling its role as a local crossing.
As the setting of fares for the Emirates Air
Line is a Mayoral decision, the final decision
will be made by the next Mayor. However,
the EAL fares strategy will be used to
inform that decision.
This is in addition to TfL’s proposals for the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme, which include
improvements to pedestrian and cycle
access across Tidal Basin roundabout at
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the northern portal, designed to improve
access to the EAL from the west, and
enhance the role of the EAL as a local
crossing. The Scheme is proposed as a
solution to the three transport problems of
the Blackwall Tunnel: congestion, closures
and a lack of resilience. TfL has assessed
the potential for other options to address
these problems (see Chapter 3 of the Case
for the Scheme), and pedestrian and cycle
crossings are not considered a viable option
in terms of solving these three problems
although they have other merits as part of
TfL’s overall strategy for transport.
The Greenwich foot tunnel is also available
as a crossing for pedestrians and
pedestrians can also use the Woolwich foot
tunnel. The Woolwich Ferry is also a free
service for both pedestrians and cyclists.
In Connecting the Capital (2015), TfL set
out its plans for thirteen further crossings in
London, including three pedestrian and
cycle crossings in east London: Rotherhithe
to Canary Wharf (which TfL is progressing
with Sustrans), North Greenwich to the Isle
of Dogs and Charlton to Royal Docks.
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The Emirates Air Line
cable car is not a viable
alternative route for
cyclists and pedestrians to
slow speed

ANON-33SX-SFJZ-E

Alongside the Scheme, TfL is proposing to
N
produce a future EAL fares strategy
document in consultation with local
Boroughs, which would be published ahead
of the opening of the Silvertown Tunnel.
The objective of this strategy will be to set
out fare options for the EAL. There are a
number of possible options including
discounts on existing fares or annual
passes for regular users. This will be
supported by further analysis of the needs
of EAL users and potential EAL users, with
a view to bringing forward additional
measures where appropriate to ensure the
EAL is fulfilling its role as a local crossing.
As the setting of fares for the Emirates Air
Line is a Mayoral decision, the final decision
will be made by the next Mayor. However,
the EAL fares strategy will be used to
inform that decision.
This is in addition to TfL’s proposals for the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme, which include
improvements to pedestrian and cycle
access across Tidal Basin roundabout at
the northern portal, designed to improve
access to the EAL from the west, and
enhance the role of the EAL as a local
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crossing. The Scheme is proposed as a
solution to the three transport problems of
the Blackwall Tunnel: congestion, closures
and a lack of resilience. TfL has assessed
the potential for other options to address
these problems (see Chapter 3 of the Case
for the Scheme), and pedestrian and cycle
crossings are not considered a viable option
in terms of solving these three problems
although they have other merits as part of
TfL’s overall strategy for transport.
The Greenwich foot tunnel is also available
as a crossing for pedestrians and
pedestrians can also use the Woolwich foot
tunnel. The Woolwich Ferry is also a free
service for both pedestrians and cyclists.
In Connecting the Capital (2015), TfL set
out its plans for thirteen further crossings in
London, including three pedestrian and
cycle crossings in east London: Rotherhithe
to Canary Wharf (which TfL is progressing
with Sustrans), North Greenwich to the Isle
of Dogs and Charlton to Royal Docks.
The Emirates Air Line
cable car is not a viable
piece of infrastructure for
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motorized vehicles.
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Change to the
Scheme?

a lack of resilience. TfL has assessed the
potential for other options to address these
problems – see Chapter 3 of the Case for
the Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
Pedestrian and cycle crossings are not
considered a viable option in terms of
solving these three problems although they
have other merits as part of TfL’s overall
strategy for transport.
In Connecting the Capital (2015), TfL set
out its plans for thirteen further crossings in
London, including three pedestrian and
cycle crossings in east London: Rotherhithe
to Canary Wharf (which TfL is progressing
with Sustrans), North Greenwich to the Isle
of Dogs and Charlton to Royal Docks.

There are already
extensive public transport
services in east London

ANON-33SX-SNZF-J
ANON-33SX-SNBJ-X

Considerable investment in public transport
in east and southeast London has been
made over the last 20 years including
extensions of the Jubilee line, London
Overground and the DLR. Crossrail will
also serve the local area in 2018 with
connections to Abbey Wood. However,
London is growing and the addition of new
bus routes through Silvertown tunnel will
help provide new connections not currently

N
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served and help support growth.
There is no case for new
cross-river bus services in
east London because the
origin and destination of
trips through the Blackwall
Tunnel are so diverse.
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BHLF-33SX-SNG1-A

While it is to some extent true that the
origins and destinations of current Blackwall
Tunnel users are dispersed, there remains
a substantial proportion of users making
local trips. In 2012 TfL carried out a
behavioural survey of Blackwall Tunnel
users which indicated that 73% had either
an origin or destination in local boroughs
For the purposes of the assessments
accompanying this DCO application, TfL
has identified indicative route extensions
and additions which could be unlocked by
the Scheme. These illustrate that an
additional 37.5 buses per hour in each
direction could use the tunnel. These buses
will serve a range of destinations and will
also enable connections to other public
transport services which are currently not
easy to make. However, in line with normal
TfL bus planning procedures, the detailed
bus route planning process would begin
around two years before the opening of the
Silvertown Tunnel.

N
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Tunnel location means
that proposed new bus
services will not benefit
east London

BHLF-33SX-SN5M-M

TfL has assessed a range of potential
options and locations for the Scheme and
these are summarised in Chapter 3 of the
Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1). It is not feasible to provide
cross-river bus services via the Rotherhithe
Tunnel owing to its size restrictions. TfL has
plans for further road crossings to the east
of Silvertown which could include bus
services (or other public transport modes).

N

Use the Emirates Air Line
to carry freight

ANON-33SX-S275-2

The Emirates Air Line is a walking and
cycling link across the Thames and could
not be used to transport freight. As a cable
car, the EAL has been designed to carry
passengers and does not have the capacity
or load-bearing characteristics needed to
carry freight.

N

User Charge to fund new
cross-river bus services in
east London

ANON-33SX-SNUQ-R

The purpose of the user charge is to
manage demand for the Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels and to help to pay for
the construction and operation of the new
tunnel. TfL expects that the revenues from
user charging at both the Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels will, over time, cover the
cost of the Scheme. As charging is
anticipated to be a long term measure

N
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which is required to manage traffic demand
at the tunnels for the foreseeable future, the
revenue from user charging may also play a
part in funding other future transport
investments in London once the Scheme
costs have been met. This could include the
provision of cross-river bus services, but it
should be emphasised that these are not
dependent on revenue from the Scheme,
and TfL has already set out indicative bus
routes that could be operational from the
start of the Scheme. .
Would buses be charged
for charged for using the
Blackwall or Silvertown
Tunnels

ANON-33SX-SFHD-P

Zones 1-3 should be
considered central London
and charged accordingly

ANON-33SX-SFJZ-E
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Buses will not be charged for use of
Silvertown tunnel.

N

This is not covered by TfL’s proposals for
the Scheme.

N
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SUMMARY
S.1

Overview

S.1.1

This appendix provides a summary of responses received during statutory
consultation on the Scheme under section 42, section 47 and section 48 of
the Act which contained comments which TfL coded according to the
'General Support' theme. This appendix set outs the consultees who
commented on each of these issues, and provides TfL's response to each of
the issues raised on this theme. Where the consultee has not provided a
name or organisation, an anonymous response ID has been included.

S.1.2

The summary of responses has been grouped under the relevant
consultation strands.
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P1.1

Section 42 (1) (a)

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Support for the tie-in
junction design

London Fire Brigade

Noted.
TfL believes that the proposed tie-in
arrangements to the local road network are
well designed. The detailed design of these
junctions will be confirmed nearer the time
based on real traffic flows.
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Section 42 (1) (b)
Change to the
Scheme?

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Comments noting that
congestion at Blackwall
are currently at
unacceptable levels.

London Borough of Lewisham
London Borough of Tower
Hamlets

Noted.
In addition to reducing incidents at the
Blackwall Tunnel the general performance
of the road network in the vicinity of the
Scheme is forecast to improve with the
Scheme in place.
This improved road network performance
would be seen in terms of reduced journey
time, enhanced journey time reliability and
reductions in delay and congestion.
Through reducing congestion, the Scheme
would significantly reduce day-to-day
journey time variability. People would have
much more certainty about how long a
journey is likely to take. The morning peak,
which is currently spread across a much
longer time than is typical of London, would
contract; the Scheme would therefore
enable people to travel at the time they
prefer to travel rather than leaving early to
avoid excessive queues.

N

Comments noting that the
Scheme will be good for
the economy of east

London Borough of Barking
and Dagenham

Comment is noted.

N
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London Borough of Lewisham
London Borough of Tower
Hamlets
Royal Borough of Greenwich

TfL considers that it is necessary to
introduce a package of new river crossings
in addition to the proposed Scheme. This
intention is enshrined in the Mayor's
Transport Strategy (MTS) as approved by
the Mayor in May 2010 and described in
Proposal 39.
In addition to the Silvertown Tunnel, we are
currently developing proposals for new
bridge or tunnel crossings at Gallions
Reach and Belvedere, for example. Public
consultation was held on these two
potential schemes in 2015-2016 and a team
is working to progress them.
TfL cannot fully commit to delivering a
crossing at Gallions Reach or Belvedere at
present, however, as further optioneering
and assessment is still required in order to
confirm the appropriate levels of viability
and need for these schemes.

Change to the
Scheme?

London
Comments requesting TfL
to commit to additional
crossings and not to stop
at just the Silvertown
Tunnel
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Comments suggesting that
east London requires a
package of new river
crossings

London Borough of Barking
and Dagenham
London Borough of
Southwark

TfL agrees. The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme N
is part of a package of new crossings TfL is
developing. TfL outlined its plans in the
‘Connecting the Capital’ document, which is
available on TfL’s website at
https://tfl.gov.uk/corporate/publications-andreports/new-river-crossings-for-london

Support for the principle of
the proposals

London Borough of Tower
Hamlets
London Borough of Waltham
Forest

Comment is noted.

N
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Section 42 (1) (d)

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
scheme?

Comment noting that the
scheme would reduce
congestion in the local
area.

ANON-33SX-STBG-1

Noted.

N

Comments of support for
the Scheme in the context
that it would reduce
congestion at the
Blackwall Tunnel

U&I Group

In addition to reducing incidents at the
Blackwall Tunnel the general performance
of the road network in the vicinity of the
Scheme is forecast to improve with the
Scheme in place.
This improved road network performance
would be seen in terms of reduced journey
time, enhanced journey time reliability and
reductions in delay and congestion.
Through reducing congestion, the Scheme
would significantly reduce day-to-day
journey time variability. People would have
much more certainty about how long a
journey is likely to take. The morning peak,
which is currently spread across a much
longer time than is typical of London, would
contract; the Scheme would therefore
enable people to travel at the time they
prefer to travel rather than leaving early to
avoid excessive queues.
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Comments noting that the
Scheme will be good for
the economy of east
London

ASD Limited (Klöckner & Co)

Comment is noted.

N

Comments requesting TfL
to commit to additional
crossings and not to stop
at just the Silvertown
Tunnel

London City Airport

TfL considers that it is necessary to
introduce a package of new river crossings
in addition to the proposed Scheme. This
intention is enshrined in the Mayor's
Transport Strategy (MTS) as approved by
the Mayor in May 2010 and described in
Proposal 39.

N

Tarmac

In addition to the Silvertown Tunnel, we are
currently developing proposals for new
bridge or tunnel crossings at Gallions
Reach and Belvedere, for example. Public
consultation was held on these two
potential schemes in 2015-2016 and a team
is working to progress them.
TfL cannot fully commit to delivering a
crossing at Gallions Reach or Belvedere at
present, however, as further optioneering
and assessment is still required in order to
confirm the appropriate levels of viability
and need for these schemes.
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Change to the
scheme?

Comments suggesting that ANON-33SX-STVB-G
east London requires a
European Metal Recycling
package of new river
Limited ("EMR")
crossings
Railway Pension Nominees
Ltd (‘Railway Pension
Nominees’)

TfL agrees. The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme N
is part of a package of new crossings TfL is
developing. TfL outlined its plans in the
‘Connecting the Capital’ document, which is
available on TfL’s website at
https://tfl.gov.uk/corporate/publications-andreports/new-river-crossings-for-london

Comments urging TfL to
implement the Scheme as
soon as possible

TfL noted these comments. Should TfL be
successful in its application for a DCO, it
plans to begin construction of the Scheme
in 2018. The earliest that the new tunnel
could be open is 2022/2023.

N

Comment is noted.

N

Noted.

N

ANON-33SX-S7MC-B
ANON-33SX-SFU6-N
ANON-33SX-SFYR-N
ANON-33SX-STU9-6
BHLF-33SX-SN5S-T
Knight Dragon Developments
Limited
London City Airport

Support for the principle of
the proposals

ANON-33SX-STBG-1
ASD Limited (Klöckner & Co)
Quintain
U&I Group

Support for the tie-in
junction design
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Change to the
scheme?

arrangements to the local road network are
well designed. The detailed design of these
junctions will be confirmed nearer the time
based on real traffic flows.
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Section 47 and 48

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Comment noting that the
scheme would reduce
congestion in the local
area.

ANON-33SX-S21F-D
ANON-33SX-S24Z-4
ANON-33SX-S25N-S
ANON-33SX-S293-2
ANON-33SX-S2AB-S
ANON-33SX-S2KT-N
ANON-33SX-S2N7-U
ANON-33SX-S2P5-U
ANON-33SX-S2PE-B
ANON-33SX-S2TG-H
ANON-33SX-S2V7-3
ANON-33SX-S79U-9
ANON-33SX-S7GW-S
ANON-33SX-S7HQ-M
ANON-33SX-S7MN-P
ANON-33SX-S7P3-X
ANON-33SX-S7Q5-1
ANON-33SX-SF24-G
ANON-33SX-SF3S-G
ANON-33SX-SF3Z-Q
ANON-33SX-SF6M-D

Noted.
In addition to reducing incidents at the
Blackwall Tunnel the general performance
of the road network in the vicinity of the
Scheme is forecast to improve with the
Scheme in place.
This improved road network performance
would be seen in terms of reduced journey
time, enhanced journey time reliability and
reductions in delay and congestion.
Through reducing congestion, the Scheme
would significantly reduce day-to-day
journey time variability. People would have
much more certainty about how long a
journey is likely to take. The morning peak,
which is currently spread across a much
longer time than is typical of London, would
contract; the Scheme would therefore
enable people to travel at the time they
prefer to travel rather than leaving early to
avoid excessive queues.
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ANON-33SX-SF8M-F
ANON-33SX-SF9W-T
ANON-33SX-SFBS-Y
ANON-33SX-SFE4-3
ANON-33SX-SFEQ-Z
ANON-33SX-SFHN-Z
ANON-33SX-SFSJ-7
ANON-33SX-SFT2-G
ANON-33SX-SFTD-2
ANON-33SX-SFVS-K
ANON-33SX-SFX3-N
ANON-33SX-SFY7-T
ANON-33SX-SNE2-9
ANON-33SX-SNS1-P
ANON-33SX-ST1P-S
ANON-33SX-ST3K-P
ANON-33SX-ST9J-U
ANON-33SX-STCD-Y
ANON-33SX-STDY-N
ANON-33SX-STEA-X
ANON-33SX-STEW-M
ANON-33SX-STGW-P
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ANON-33SX-STMZ-Y
ANON-33SX-STNQ-Q
ANON-33SX-STNX-X
ANON-33SX-STQ5-X
ANON-33SX-STSJ-N
ANON-33SX-STTH-M
BHLF-33SX-S755-5
BHLF-33SX-S77N-Z
BHLF-33SX-S7FQ-J
BHLF-33SX-S7MH-G
BHLF-33SX-S7W6-8
BHLF-33SX-S7WN-Z
BHLF-33SX-SNDC-S
Confederation of Passenger
Transport
Greenwich Conservatives
London Borough of Havering
London Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
London First
Starkey Financial Planning
Comments noting that
congestion at Blackwall
Page 14 of 90
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are currently at
unacceptable levels.

ANON-33SX-S245-Y
ANON-33SX-S24H-J
ANON-33SX-S24Z-4
ANON-33SX-S25M-R
ANON-33SX-S25Z-5
ANON-33SX-S26D-G
ANON-33SX-S26T-Z
ANON-33SX-S28R-Z
ANON-33SX-S294-3
ANON-33SX-S29S-2
ANON-33SX-S2CE-X
ANON-33SX-S2CH-1
ANON-33SX-S2FR-E
ANON-33SX-S2H5-K
ANON-33SX-S2HP-E
ANON-33SX-S2HS-H
ANON-33SX-S2KE-6
ANON-33SX-S2MF-9
ANON-33SX-S2MH-B
ANON-33SX-S2NZ-X
ANON-33SX-S2P6-V
ANON-33SX-S2R8-Z

Blackwall Tunnel the general performance
of the road network in the vicinity of the
Scheme is forecast to improve with the
Scheme in place.
This improved road network performance
would be seen in terms of reduced journey
time, enhanced journey time reliability and
reductions in delay and congestion.
Through reducing congestion, the Scheme
would significantly reduce day-to-day
journey time variability. People would have
much more certainty about how long a
journey is likely to take. The morning peak,
which is currently spread across a much
longer time than is typical of London, would
contract; the Scheme would therefore
enable people to travel at the time they
prefer to travel rather than leaving early to
avoid excessive queues.
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ANON-33SX-S2SH-H
ANON-33SX-S2TZ-4
ANON-33SX-S2UJ-N
ANON-33SX-S2V7-3
ANON-33SX-S2VC-F
ANON-33SX-S2W5-2
ANON-33SX-S2W8-5
ANON-33SX-S2YC-J
ANON-33SX-S2Z5-5
ANON-33SX-S2ZE-N
ANON-33SX-S76S-4
ANON-33SX-S783-6
ANON-33SX-S7A8-M
ANON-33SX-S7CJ-8
ANON-33SX-S7E2-J
ANON-33SX-S7JV-U
ANON-33SX-S7R1-X
ANON-33SX-S7U6-6
ANON-33SX-SF1P-B
ANON-33SX-SF2G-3
ANON-33SX-SF5A-Z
ANON-33SX-SF6R-J
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ANON-33SX-SFFS-3
ANON-33SX-SFHB-M
ANON-33SX-SFHG-S
ANON-33SX-SFJ1-5
ANON-33SX-SFJA-N
ANON-33SX-SFK7-C
ANON-33SX-SFPF-Z
ANON-33SX-SFQZ-N
ANON-33SX-SFRN-A
ANON-33SX-SFSN-B
ANON-33SX-SFTD-2
ANON-33SX-SFTM-B
ANON-33SX-SFUK-A
ANON-33SX-SFVC-3
ANON-33SX-SFW1-J
ANON-33SX-SFX7-S
ANON-33SX-SFXJ-C
ANON-33SX-SFXQ-K
ANON-33SX-SFZS-Q
ANON-33SX-SN17-T
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A
ANON-33SX-SN3P-N
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ANON-33SX-SN65-W
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN6G-F
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN8B-C
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SNBH-V
ANON-33SX-SNBT-8
ANON-33SX-SNCU-A
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNH8-J
ANON-33SX-SNHK-5
ANON-33SX-SNHU-F
ANON-33SX-SNK2-F
ANON-33SX-SNMD-3
ANON-33SX-SNMY-R
ANON-33SX-SNQB-5
ANON-33SX-SNUK-J
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ANON-33SX-SNUW-X
ANON-33SX-SNW5-X
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SNZA-D
ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-ST1N-Q
ANON-33SX-ST4M-S
ANON-33SX-ST5S-Z
ANON-33SX-ST8P-Z
ANON-33SX-ST9R-3
ANON-33SX-STB8-J
ANON-33SX-STCA-V
ANON-33SX-STE9-P
ANON-33SX-STFK-9
ANON-33SX-STG5-M
ANON-33SX-STHB-2
ANON-33SX-STHM-D
ANON-33SX-STHW-Q
ANON-33SX-STJS-N
ANON-33SX-STK7-T
ANON-33SX-STP9-1
ANON-33SX-STR5-Y
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ANON-33SX-STRM-Q
ANON-33SX-STSN-S
ANON-33SX-STUA-E
ANON-33SX-STXS-3
ANON-33SX-STYB-K
ANON-33SX-STYK-V
BHLF-33SX-S71S-Y
BHLF-33SX-S71V-2
BHLF-33SX-S73B-G
BHLF-33SX-S77G-S
BHLF-33SX-S7CS-H
BHLF-33SX-S7M7-Y
BHLF-33SX-S7MU-W
BHLF-33SX-S7Q2-X
BHLF-33SX-S7VQ-2
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4
Institution of Civil Engineers
London Cycling Campaign
Road Haulage Association
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Comments noting that the
Scheme will be good for
the economy of east
London

ANON-33SX-S22F-E
ANON-33SX-S28R-Z
ANON-33SX-S2H8-P
ANON-33SX-S76S-4
ANON-33SX-S7PP-U
ANON-33SX-SF3W-M
ANON-33SX-SNS4-S
ANON-33SX-STXT-4
C.W.E Dairies Ltd
Confederation of Passenger
Transport
Greenwich Conservatives
Institution of Civil Engineers
London Borough of Havering
London Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
London First
SEGRO
South East London Chamber
of Commerce

Comment is noted.

N
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Comments noting that the
scheme would provide
good integration between
housing, business and
amenities.

ANON-33SX-S297-6
ANON-33SX-S2RT-V
ANON-33SX-SF83-N
ANON-33SX-SFDW-5
ANON-33SX-SFJV-A
ANON-33SX-SFTS-H
ANON-33SX-SNUK-J
ANON-33SX-ST2F-G
ANON-33SX-STBA-U
ANON-33SX-STYN-Y
ANON-33SX-STZW-9
Ballymore Group
C.W.E Dairies Ltd
Citizens UK
Citizens UK Greenwich
Freight Transport Association
London First
Plantforce Interior
Landscaping Ltd

Comment is noted.

N

Comments of support for
the Scheme in the context
that it would reduce

ANON-33SX-S22F-E
ANON-33SX-S26H-M

Noted.
In addition to reducing incidents at the
Blackwall Tunnel the general performance

N
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congestion at the
Blackwall Tunnel

ANON-33SX-S274-1
ANON-33SX-S2CV-F
ANON-33SX-S2KQ-J
ANON-33SX-S2SW-Z
ANON-33SX-S2TD-E
ANON-33SX-S744-3
ANON-33SX-S748-7
ANON-33SX-S75S-3
ANON-33SX-S798-C
ANON-33SX-S7AT-G
ANON-33SX-S7JR-Q
ANON-33SX-S7SP-X
ANON-33SX-S7T2-1
ANON-33SX-S7XF-S
ANON-33SX-SF2M-9
ANON-33SX-SFDX-6
ANON-33SX-SFE4-3
ANON-33SX-SFE5-4
ANON-33SX-SFGH-S
ANON-33SX-SFHH-T
ANON-33SX-SFHV-8
ANON-33SX-SFKH-W

of the road network in the vicinity of the
Scheme is forecast to improve with the
Scheme in place.
This improved road network performance
would be seen in terms of reduced journey
time, enhanced journey time reliability and
reductions in delay and congestion.
Through reducing congestion, the Scheme
would significantly reduce day-to-day
journey time variability. People would have
much more certainty about how long a
journey is likely to take. The morning peak,
which is currently spread across a much
longer time than is typical of London, would
contract; the Scheme would therefore
enable people to travel at the time they
prefer to travel rather than leaving early to
avoid excessive queues.

Change to the
scheme?
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ANON-33SX-SFP3-D
ANON-33SX-SFSZ-Q
ANON-33SX-SFTM-B
ANON-33SX-SFX6-R
ANON-33SX-SFXQ-K
ANON-33SX-SN7X-1
ANON-33SX-SNR8-V
ANON-33SX-SNS4-S
ANON-33SX-SNVS-U
ANON-33SX-SNWU-X
ANON-33SX-ST26-Z
ANON-33SX-ST3V-1
ANON-33SX-ST4M-S
ANON-33SX-ST5S-Z
ANON-33SX-ST6H-P
ANON-33SX-ST9J-U
ANON-33SX-STAS-C
ANON-33SX-STGR-H
ANON-33SX-STPM-N
ANON-33SX-STS5-Z
ANON-33SX-STXZ-A
BHLF-33SX-S7F1-J
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BHLF-33SX-SN47-W
C.W.E Dairies Ltd
Essex County Council
London Assembly, Labour
Group
Plantforce Interior
Landscaping Ltd
Comments of support for
the Scheme in the context
that it would reduce
congestion on the A2

ANON-33SX-S231-T
ANON-33SX-S2K5-P
ANON-33SX-SFD5-3
ANON-33SX-SFJN-2
ANON-33SX-SFU5-M
ANON-33SX-SFVH-8
ANON-33SX-ST9J-U
ANON-33SX-STB8-J
ANON-33SX-STE9-P
ANON-33SX-STM4-S

Noted.
The A2 is one of a number of strategically
important radial roads which converge at
the Blackwall Tunnel. This makes the
Tunnel one of the busiest links on London’s
road network, and currently carries an
average of around 45,000 daily northbound
trips.
By reducing congestion and congestioncausing incidents in the vicinity of the
Blackwall Tunnel journey times on the A2
are expected to reduce.

N
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Comments requesting TfL
to commit to additional
crossings and not to stop
at just the Silvertown
Tunnel

ANON-33SX-STVC-H
ANON-33SX-STX6-6
ANON-33SX-STXP-Z
ANON-33SX-STYH-S
ANON-33SX-S7QZ-6
ANON-33SX-SFJQ-5
ANON-33SX-SN3Z-Y
ANON-33SX-SN8M-Q
ANON-33SX-SNQ6-S
BHLF-33SX-SNJA-W
London Assembly, Labour
Group
London Chamber of
Commerce and Industry

TfL considers that it is necessary to
introduce a package of new river crossings
in addition to the proposed Scheme. This
intention is enshrined in the Mayor's
Transport Strategy (MTS) as approved by
the Mayor in May 2010 and described in
Proposal 39.
In addition to the Silvertown Tunnel, we are
currently developing proposals for new
bridge or tunnel crossings at Gallions
Reach and Belvedere, for example. Public
consultation was held on these two
potential schemes in 2015-2016 and a team
is working to progress them.
TfL cannot fully commit to delivering a
crossing at Gallions Reach or Belvedere at
present, however, as further optioneering
and assessment is still required in order to
confirm the appropriate levels of viability
and need for these schemes.

Comments suggesting that ANON-33SX-S216-W
east London requires a
ANON-33SX-S217-X
package of new river
ANON-33SX-S22E-D
crossings
ANON-33SX-S22P-R
ANON-33SX-S24X-2
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TfL agrees. The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme N
is part of a package of new crossings TfL is
developing. TfL outlined its plans in the
‘Connecting the Capital’ document, which is
available on TfL’s website at
https://tfl.gov.uk/corporate/publications-and-
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ANON-33SX-S25E-G
ANON-33SX-S25J-N
ANON-33SX-S25Q-V
ANON-33SX-S25X-3
ANON-33SX-S25Z-5
ANON-33SX-S26Q-W
ANON-33SX-S26V-2
ANON-33SX-S294-3
ANON-33SX-S297-6
ANON-33SX-S2A6-D
ANON-33SX-S2AT-B
ANON-33SX-S2AU-C
ANON-33SX-S2C2-B
ANON-33SX-S2CV-F
ANON-33SX-S2D8-J
ANON-33SX-S2DU-F
ANON-33SX-S2EC-X
ANON-33SX-S2F9-N
ANON-33SX-S2FD-Z
ANON-33SX-S2FJ-6
ANON-33SX-S2GN-B
ANON-33SX-S2H5-K

reports/new-river-crossings-for-london
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scheme?
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ANON-33SX-S2HR-G
ANON-33SX-S2JN-E
ANON-33SX-S2JP-G
ANON-33SX-S2JT-M
ANON-33SX-S2KJ-B
ANON-33SX-S2KS-M
ANON-33SX-S2KW-R
ANON-33SX-S2MG-A
ANON-33SX-S2MS-P
ANON-33SX-S2ND-8
ANON-33SX-S2NV-T
ANON-33SX-S2PE-B
ANON-33SX-S2PJ-G
ANON-33SX-S2PK-H
ANON-33SX-S2PP-P
ANON-33SX-S2RA-9
ANON-33SX-S2RP-R
ANON-33SX-S2RT-V
ANON-33SX-S2SG-G
ANON-33SX-S2SH-H
ANON-33SX-S2SS-V
ANON-33SX-S2TF-G
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ANON-33SX-S2U1-V
ANON-33SX-S2U9-4
ANON-33SX-S2VC-F
ANON-33SX-S2WJ-Q
ANON-33SX-S2X6-4
ANON-33SX-S2XY-7
ANON-33SX-S2Y6-5
ANON-33SX-S2Y7-6
ANON-33SX-S2YC-J
ANON-33SX-S2YP-Y
ANON-33SX-S2ZF-P
ANON-33SX-S71G-K
ANON-33SX-S72T-1
ANON-33SX-S73A-F
ANON-33SX-S73W-5
ANON-33SX-S74F-N
ANON-33SX-S76K-V
ANON-33SX-S76S-4
ANON-33SX-S78B-N
ANON-33SX-S79C-Q
ANON-33SX-S7B1-E
ANON-33SX-S7BK-8
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ANON-33SX-S7BM-A
ANON-33SX-S7C1-F
ANON-33SX-S7CG-5
ANON-33SX-S7CT-J
ANON-33SX-S7DC-2
ANON-33SX-S7EM-D
ANON-33SX-S7G1-K
ANON-33SX-S7H4-Q
ANON-33SX-S7HN-H
ANON-33SX-S7M2-T
ANON-33SX-S7NG-G
ANON-33SX-S7NJ-K
ANON-33SX-S7NP-S
ANON-33SX-S7NR-U
ANON-33SX-S7Q5-1
ANON-33SX-S7QN-T
ANON-33SX-S7R3-Z
ANON-33SX-S7RN-U
ANON-33SX-S7SH-P
ANON-33SX-S7W9-B
ANON-33SX-S7WV-8
ANON-33SX-S7XX-B
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ANON-33SX-S7XZ-D
ANON-33SX-S7YU-9
ANON-33SX-S7ZH-W
ANON-33SX-S7ZY-E
ANON-33SX-SF1B-W
ANON-33SX-SF1R-D
ANON-33SX-SF2G-3
ANON-33SX-SF2M-9
ANON-33SX-SF33-G
ANON-33SX-SF49-Q
ANON-33SX-SF55-M
ANON-33SX-SF5A-Z
ANON-33SX-SF65-N
ANON-33SX-SF6R-J
ANON-33SX-SF7M-E
ANON-33SX-SF84-P
ANON-33SX-SF8M-F
ANON-33SX-SF8T-P
ANON-33SX-SF8X-T
ANON-33SX-SF9P-K
ANON-33SX-SF9X-U
ANON-33SX-SFBR-X
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ANON-33SX-SFBX-4
ANON-33SX-SFCR-Y
ANON-33SX-SFD7-5
ANON-33SX-SFD9-7
ANON-33SX-SFDP-X
ANON-33SX-SFDX-6
ANON-33SX-SFE5-4
ANON-33SX-SFE8-7
ANON-33SX-SFFS-3
ANON-33SX-SFGD-N
ANON-33SX-SFGN-Y
ANON-33SX-SFGZ-B
ANON-33SX-SFHB-M
ANON-33SX-SFJQ-5
ANON-33SX-SFK5-A
ANON-33SX-SFKN-3
ANON-33SX-SFM9-G
ANON-33SX-SFMD-U
ANON-33SX-SFME-V
ANON-33SX-SFNP-8
ANON-33SX-SFPE-Y
ANON-33SX-SFPF-Z
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ANON-33SX-SFPH-2
ANON-33SX-SFPZ-M
ANON-33SX-SFQU-G
ANON-33SX-SFR2-E
ANON-33SX-SFRM-9
ANON-33SX-SFS3-G
ANON-33SX-SFSD-1
ANON-33SX-SFSZ-Q
ANON-33SX-SFT2-G
ANON-33SX-SFUX-Q
ANON-33SX-SFUY-R
ANON-33SX-SFWC-4
ANON-33SX-SFZU-S
ANON-33SX-SN1M-G
ANON-33SX-SN63-U
ANON-33SX-SN6R-T
ANON-33SX-SN8K-N
ANON-33SX-SN8U-Y
ANON-33SX-SNC8-D
ANON-33SX-SNEF-W
ANON-33SX-SNEG-X
ANON-33SX-SNF2-A
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ANON-33SX-SNFN-6
ANON-33SX-SNH1-B
ANON-33SX-SNHM-7
ANON-33SX-SNKT-H
ANON-33SX-SNQ3-P
ANON-33SX-SNQF-9
ANON-33SX-SNQG-A
ANON-33SX-SNQP-K
ANON-33SX-SNQQ-M
ANON-33SX-SNQV-S
ANON-33SX-SNQY-V
ANON-33SX-SNSZ-Y
ANON-33SX-SNUB-9
ANON-33SX-SNUT-U
ANON-33SX-SNWW-Z
ANON-33SX-SNZC-F
ANON-33SX-ST11-T
ANON-33SX-ST13-V
ANON-33SX-ST1Q-T
ANON-33SX-ST2F-G
ANON-33SX-ST2W-1
ANON-33SX-ST42-X
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ANON-33SX-ST47-3
ANON-33SX-ST4H-M
ANON-33SX-ST4J-P
ANON-33SX-ST59-6
ANON-33SX-ST5P-W
ANON-33SX-ST5V-3
ANON-33SX-ST7Y-8
ANON-33SX-ST8R-2
ANON-33SX-ST8U-5
ANON-33SX-ST91-2
ANON-33SX-STAX-H
ANON-33SX-STCQ-C
ANON-33SX-STDS-F
ANON-33SX-STDX-M
ANON-33SX-STE1-E
ANON-33SX-STEK-8
ANON-33SX-STEW-M
ANON-33SX-STJ7-S
ANON-33SX-STJZ-V
ANON-33SX-STMD-9
ANON-33SX-STMU-T
ANON-33SX-STMW-V
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ANON-33SX-STNR-R
ANON-33SX-STPG-F
ANON-33SX-STQA-A
ANON-33SX-STQX-1
ANON-33SX-STSC-E
ANON-33SX-STSK-P
ANON-33SX-STSN-S
ANON-33SX-STSR-W
ANON-33SX-STSW-2
ANON-33SX-STSZ-5
ANON-33SX-STT4-Z
ANON-33SX-STTP-V
ANON-33SX-STTS-Y
ANON-33SX-STUC-G
ANON-33SX-STUR-Y
ANON-33SX-STUX-5
ANON-33SX-STVM-U
ANON-33SX-STWE-M
ANON-33SX-STXP-Z
ANON-33SX-STXZ-A
ANON-33SX-STYB-K
ANON-33SX-STYG-R
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ANON-33SX-STYK-V
ANON-33SX-STYN-Y
ANON-33SX-STYQ-2
ANON-33SX-STZ8-A
ANON-33SX-STZC-N
ANON-33SX-STZW-9
BHLF-33SX-S2P8-X
BHLF-33SX-S71H-M
BHLF-33SX-S71M-S
BHLF-33SX-S71S-Y
BHLF-33SX-S75G-Q
BHLF-33SX-S75W-7
BHLF-33SX-S775-7
BHLF-33SX-S776-8
BHLF-33SX-S77G-S
BHLF-33SX-S77H-T
BHLF-33SX-S77Z-C
BHLF-33SX-S7BR-F
BHLF-33SX-S7D4-K
BHLF-33SX-S7DH-7
BHLF-33SX-S7FF-7
BHLF-33SX-S7K3-S
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BHLF-33SX-S7K8-X
BHLF-33SX-S7KP-P
BHLF-33SX-S7MP-R
BHLF-33SX-S7Q2-X
BHLF-33SX-S7QD-G
BHLF-33SX-S7UU-5
BHLF-33SX-S7WC-N
BHLF-33SX-S7WW-9
BHLF-33SX-S7WY-B
BHLF-33SX-SN42-R
BHLF-33SX-SN44-T
BHLF-33SX-SND5-B
BHLF-33SX-SNDR-8
BHLF-33SX-SNJJ-6
British Land
C.W.E Dairies Ltd
City of London
Confederation of Passenger
Transport
Essex County Council
Federation of Small
Businesses
Freight Transport Association
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GREEN WASTE CARE
LIMITED
Institution of Civil Engineers
Lewisham Cyclists
London Assembly, Labour
Group
London Borough of Havering
London Cycling Campaign
London TravelWatch
Spitalfields Market
St George's Square
Management Company
Studio Ben Allen
Comments urging TfL to
ignore various groups who
may be opposed to the
Scheme, so that it can be
progressed

ANON-33SX-SFEA-G
ANON-33SX-SFM9-G
ANON-33SX-SFSW-M

TfL is required under section 49 of the
Planning Act to have regard to consultation
responses received –both in support of, or
opposition to, the proposed Scheme.
TfL has very carefully considered all of the
issues raised by all respondents to statutory
consultation under s42, s47 and s48. This
Consultation Report outlines how it has had
regard to each of these issues, including
what changes TfL has made to its
proposals in light of this feedback. TfL

N
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notes that, having received such a wide
variety of comments both for and against
the Scheme overall or aspects of it, whilst it
has considered every issue raised, it is not
able to accede to every suggestion or
request, nor is it able to solve every issue.
Comments urging TfL to
implement the Scheme as
soon as possible

Page 40 of 90

Allbike Engineering Ltd
ANON-33SX-S212-S
ANON-33SX-S21A-8
ANON-33SX-S21B-9
ANON-33SX-S21E-C
ANON-33SX-S21F-D
ANON-33SX-S21J-H
ANON-33SX-S21W-X
ANON-33SX-S21X-Y
ANON-33SX-S222-T
ANON-33SX-S22B-A
ANON-33SX-S22E-D
ANON-33SX-S22F-E
ANON-33SX-S22J-J
ANON-33SX-S22P-R
ANON-33SX-S22R-T
ANON-33SX-S231-T

TfL noted these comments. Should TfL be
successful in its application for a DCO, it
plans to begin construction of the Scheme
in 2018. The earliest that the new tunnel
could be open is 2022/2023.

N
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ANON-33SX-S23N-Q
ANON-33SX-S23Z-3
ANON-33SX-S244-X
ANON-33SX-S245-Y
ANON-33SX-S24H-J
ANON-33SX-S24Q-U
ANON-33SX-S24S-W
ANON-33SX-S24Z-4
ANON-33SX-S255-Z
ANON-33SX-S257-2
ANON-33SX-S25C-E
ANON-33SX-S25K-P
ANON-33SX-S25M-R
ANON-33SX-S25N-S
ANON-33SX-S25Q-V
ANON-33SX-S25W-2
ANON-33SX-S25Z-5
ANON-33SX-S26E-H
ANON-33SX-S26H-M
ANON-33SX-S26T-Z
ANON-33SX-S279-6
ANON-33SX-S27N-U
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ANON-33SX-S27W-4
ANON-33SX-S27X-5
ANON-33SX-S289-7
ANON-33SX-S28E-K
ANON-33SX-S28R-Z
ANON-33SX-S28T-2
ANON-33SX-S297-6
ANON-33SX-S2A6-D
ANON-33SX-S2AB-S
ANON-33SX-S2AU-C
ANON-33SX-S2AW-E
ANON-33SX-S2B3-B
ANON-33SX-S2B5-D
ANON-33SX-S2B8-G
ANON-33SX-S2BJ-2
ANON-33SX-S2C1-A
ANON-33SX-S2C8-H
ANON-33SX-S2CA-T
ANON-33SX-S2CC-V
ANON-33SX-S2CE-X
ANON-33SX-S2CH-1
ANON-33SX-S2CJ-3
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ANON-33SX-S2CM-6
ANON-33SX-S2CW-G
ANON-33SX-S2CX-H
ANON-33SX-S2D8-J
ANON-33SX-S2DX-J
ANON-33SX-S2E2-D
ANON-33SX-S2E9-M
ANON-33SX-S2EC-X
ANON-33SX-S2EN-9
ANON-33SX-S2EP-B
ANON-33SX-S2ES-E
ANON-33SX-S2F6-J
ANON-33SX-S2FA-W
ANON-33SX-S2G9-P
ANON-33SX-S2GZ-Q
ANON-33SX-S2H4-J
ANON-33SX-S2H5-K
ANON-33SX-S2H8-P
ANON-33SX-S2HC-1
ANON-33SX-S2HG-5
ANON-33SX-S2JF-6
ANON-33SX-S2JX-R
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ANON-33SX-S2K5-P
ANON-33SX-S2KE-6
ANON-33SX-S2KG-8
ANON-33SX-S2KJ-B
ANON-33SX-S2KQ-J
ANON-33SX-S2KS-M
ANON-33SX-S2KV-Q
ANON-33SX-S2KW-R
ANON-33SX-S2ME-8
ANON-33SX-S2MF-9
ANON-33SX-S2MG-A
ANON-33SX-S2MH-B
ANON-33SX-S2MJ-D
ANON-33SX-S2MX-U
ANON-33SX-S2MY-V
ANON-33SX-S2N1-N
ANON-33SX-S2N7-U
ANON-33SX-S2N8-V
ANON-33SX-S2NC-7
ANON-33SX-S2NE-9
ANON-33SX-S2NJ-E
ANON-33SX-S2NP-M
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ANON-33SX-S2NR-P
ANON-33SX-S2NZ-X
ANON-33SX-S2P5-U
ANON-33SX-S2PJ-G
ANON-33SX-S2PY-Y
ANON-33SX-S2Q9-Z
ANON-33SX-S2QF-D
ANON-33SX-S2RE-D
ANON-33SX-S2RR-T
ANON-33SX-S2RT-V
ANON-33SX-S2S4-W
ANON-33SX-S2SB-B
ANON-33SX-S2SH-H
ANON-33SX-S2SN-Q
ANON-33SX-S2SS-V
ANON-33SX-S2ST-W
ANON-33SX-S2SU-X
ANON-33SX-S2SY-2
ANON-33SX-S2T6-Z
ANON-33SX-S2TD-E
ANON-33SX-S2TG-H
ANON-33SX-S2TP-T
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ANON-33SX-S2TU-Y
ANON-33SX-S2TV-Z
ANON-33SX-S2TZ-4
ANON-33SX-S2U7-2
ANON-33SX-S2UA-C
ANON-33SX-S2UJ-N
ANON-33SX-S2UP-U
ANON-33SX-S2UQ-V
ANON-33SX-S2UZ-5
ANON-33SX-S2V7-3
ANON-33SX-S2VS-Y
ANON-33SX-S2VZ-6
ANON-33SX-S2W3-Z
ANON-33SX-S2W5-2
ANON-33SX-S2WF-K
ANON-33SX-S2WJ-Q
ANON-33SX-S2X4-2
ANON-33SX-S2X5-3
ANON-33SX-S2XC-H
ANON-33SX-S2XD-J
ANON-33SX-S2XE-K
ANON-33SX-S2Y7-6
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ANON-33SX-S2YC-J
ANON-33SX-S2Z4-4
ANON-33SX-S2Z5-5
ANON-33SX-S2Z7-7
ANON-33SX-S2ZH-R
ANON-33SX-S2ZM-W
ANON-33SX-S2ZQ-1
ANON-33SX-S71B-E
ANON-33SX-S71G-K
ANON-33SX-S724-1
ANON-33SX-S726-3
ANON-33SX-S72A-E
ANON-33SX-S72F-K
ANON-33SX-S72G-M
ANON-33SX-S72R-Y
ANON-33SX-S72S-Z
ANON-33SX-S72T-1
ANON-33SX-S735-3
ANON-33SX-S73M-U
ANON-33SX-S73P-X
ANON-33SX-S73X-6
ANON-33SX-S742-1
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ANON-33SX-S743-2
ANON-33SX-S748-7
ANON-33SX-S765-6
ANON-33SX-S76D-N
ANON-33SX-S76R-3
ANON-33SX-S76Y-A
ANON-33SX-S783-6
ANON-33SX-S789-C
ANON-33SX-S78E-R
ANON-33SX-S78T-7
ANON-33SX-S78W-A
ANON-33SX-S79X-C
ANON-33SX-S7AM-9
ANON-33SX-S7B1-E
ANON-33SX-S7BK-8
ANON-33SX-S7BP-D
ANON-33SX-S7BX-N
ANON-33SX-S7C6-M
ANON-33SX-S7CF-4
ANON-33SX-S7CG-5
ANON-33SX-S7CJ-8
ANON-33SX-S7CT-J
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ANON-33SX-S7CW-N
ANON-33SX-S7E2-J
ANON-33SX-S7E6-P
ANON-33SX-S7E9-S
ANON-33SX-S7EH-8
ANON-33SX-S7EQ-H
ANON-33SX-S7ES-K
ANON-33SX-S7EU-N
ANON-33SX-S7FW-R
ANON-33SX-S7G1-K
ANON-33SX-S7GG-9
ANON-33SX-S7GU-Q
ANON-33SX-S7H3-P
ANON-33SX-S7H4-Q
ANON-33SX-S7HQ-M
ANON-33SX-S7HV-S
ANON-33SX-S7HX-U
ANON-33SX-S7HZ-W
ANON-33SX-S7J6-U
ANON-33SX-S7J9-X
ANON-33SX-S7JQ-P
ANON-33SX-S7JR-Q
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ANON-33SX-S7JV-U
ANON-33SX-S7K7-W
ANON-33SX-S7MW-Y
ANON-33SX-S7MX-Z
ANON-33SX-S7N5-X
ANON-33SX-S7N6-Y
ANON-33SX-S7N7-Z
ANON-33SX-S7NC-C
ANON-33SX-S7NG-G
ANON-33SX-S7NH-H
ANON-33SX-S7NJ-K
ANON-33SX-S7NP-S
ANON-33SX-S7NR-U
ANON-33SX-S7P3-X
ANON-33SX-S7P7-2
ANON-33SX-S7PJ-N
ANON-33SX-S7PP-U
ANON-33SX-S7PX-3
ANON-33SX-S7PY-4
ANON-33SX-S7Q8-4
ANON-33SX-S7QA-D
ANON-33SX-S7RC-G
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ANON-33SX-S7RD-H
ANON-33SX-S7RE-J
ANON-33SX-S7RM-T
ANON-33SX-S7RX-5
ANON-33SX-S7SH-P
ANON-33SX-S7SP-X
ANON-33SX-S7T2-1
ANON-33SX-S7T6-5
ANON-33SX-S7TD-K
ANON-33SX-S7U6-6
ANON-33SX-S7UE-N
ANON-33SX-S7UK-U
ANON-33SX-S7UY-9
ANON-33SX-S7VN-Y
ANON-33SX-S7VV-7
ANON-33SX-S7VW-8
ANON-33SX-S7VZ-B
ANON-33SX-S7W9-B
ANON-33SX-S7WK-W
ANON-33SX-S7X2-5
ANON-33SX-S7X4-7
ANON-33SX-S7XF-S
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ANON-33SX-S7XX-B
ANON-33SX-S7XZ-D
ANON-33SX-S7YN-2
ANON-33SX-S7YW-B
ANON-33SX-S7YX-C
ANON-33SX-S7YY-D
ANON-33SX-S7ZH-W
ANON-33SX-S7ZJ-Y
ANON-33SX-S7ZX-D
ANON-33SX-S7ZZ-F
ANON-33SX-SF13-E
ANON-33SX-SF15-G
ANON-33SX-SF1B-W
ANON-33SX-SF1P-B
ANON-33SX-SF1R-D
ANON-33SX-SF1U-G
ANON-33SX-SF1Y-M
ANON-33SX-SF24-G
ANON-33SX-SF2E-1
ANON-33SX-SF2M-9
ANON-33SX-SF2T-G
ANON-33SX-SF33-G
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ANON-33SX-SF3S-G
ANON-33SX-SF3Z-Q
ANON-33SX-SF4C-1
ANON-33SX-SF4V-M
ANON-33SX-SF5A-Z
ANON-33SX-SF5Y-R
ANON-33SX-SF65-N
ANON-33SX-SF66-P
ANON-33SX-SF6A-1
ANON-33SX-SF6B-2
ANON-33SX-SF6M-D
ANON-33SX-SF6N-E
ANON-33SX-SF6Q-H
ANON-33SX-SF74-N
ANON-33SX-SF76-Q
ANON-33SX-SF7D-5
ANON-33SX-SF7X-S
ANON-33SX-SF7Y-T
ANON-33SX-SF83-N
ANON-33SX-SF84-P
ANON-33SX-SF8M-F
ANON-33SX-SF8T-P
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ANON-33SX-SF8V-R
ANON-33SX-SF8X-T
ANON-33SX-SF8Z-V
ANON-33SX-SF94-Q
ANON-33SX-SF98-U
ANON-33SX-SF9P-K
ANON-33SX-SF9S-P
ANON-33SX-SFA3-X
ANON-33SX-SFA4-Y
ANON-33SX-SFA6-1
ANON-33SX-SFAH-K
ANON-33SX-SFAQ-V
ANON-33SX-SFAT-Y
ANON-33SX-SFAW-2
ANON-33SX-SFB3-Y
ANON-33SX-SFB6-2
ANON-33SX-SFB7-3
ANON-33SX-SFBB-E
ANON-33SX-SFBC-F
ANON-33SX-SFBG-K
ANON-33SX-SFBH-M
ANON-33SX-SFBK-Q
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ANON-33SX-SFBR-X
ANON-33SX-SFBS-Y
ANON-33SX-SFC2-Y
ANON-33SX-SFC7-4
ANON-33SX-SFCE-J
ANON-33SX-SFCR-Y
ANON-33SX-SFCS-Z
ANON-33SX-SFD5-3
ANON-33SX-SFD7-5
ANON-33SX-SFDC-H
ANON-33SX-SFDP-X
ANON-33SX-SFDW-5
ANON-33SX-SFDX-6
ANON-33SX-SFE4-3
ANON-33SX-SFEJ-S
ANON-33SX-SFEQ-Z
ANON-33SX-SFG2-3
ANON-33SX-SFG6-7
ANON-33SX-SFGA-J
ANON-33SX-SFGD-N
ANON-33SX-SFGQ-2
ANON-33SX-SFGZ-B
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ANON-33SX-SFH1-3
ANON-33SX-SFHB-M
ANON-33SX-SFHH-T
ANON-33SX-SFHN-Z
ANON-33SX-SFHX-A
ANON-33SX-SFJ3-7
ANON-33SX-SFJF-T
ANON-33SX-SFJH-V
ANON-33SX-SFJN-2
ANON-33SX-SFJV-A
ANON-33SX-SFJZ-E
ANON-33SX-SFK1-6
ANON-33SX-SFK2-7
ANON-33SX-SFK7-C
ANON-33SX-SFKF-U
ANON-33SX-SFKH-W
ANON-33SX-SFKQ-6
ANON-33SX-SFKW-C
ANON-33SX-SFKZ-F
ANON-33SX-SFM5-C
ANON-33SX-SFM7-E
ANON-33SX-SFM8-F
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ANON-33SX-SFM9-G
ANON-33SX-SFME-V
ANON-33SX-SFMU-C
ANON-33SX-SFN2-A
ANON-33SX-SFN6-E
ANON-33SX-SFNY-H
ANON-33SX-SFPG-1
ANON-33SX-SFPN-8
ANON-33SX-SFQ6-H
ANON-33SX-SFQ9-M
ANON-33SX-SFQE-Z
ANON-33SX-SFQK-6
ANON-33SX-SFQN-9
ANON-33SX-SFQT-F
ANON-33SX-SFQU-G
ANON-33SX-SFQZ-N
ANON-33SX-SFRG-3
ANON-33SX-SFRK-7
ANON-33SX-SFRM-9
ANON-33SX-SFRP-C
ANON-33SX-SFRQ-D
ANON-33SX-SFRV-J
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ANON-33SX-SFRY-N
ANON-33SX-SFS1-E
ANON-33SX-SFS5-J
ANON-33SX-SFS6-K
ANON-33SX-SFSG-4
ANON-33SX-SFSH-5
ANON-33SX-SFSN-B
ANON-33SX-SFSZ-Q
ANON-33SX-SFT2-G
ANON-33SX-SFT3-H
ANON-33SX-SFT5-K
ANON-33SX-SFTC-1
ANON-33SX-SFTD-2
ANON-33SX-SFTS-H
ANON-33SX-SFU5-M
ANON-33SX-SFUF-5
ANON-33SX-SFUK-A
ANON-33SX-SFUQ-G
ANON-33SX-SFUY-R
ANON-33SX-SFV3-K
ANON-33SX-SFV4-M
ANON-33SX-SFV5-N
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ANON-33SX-SFV6-P
ANON-33SX-SFV7-Q
ANON-33SX-SFVA-1
ANON-33SX-SFVC-3
ANON-33SX-SFVH-8
ANON-33SX-SFVS-K
ANON-33SX-SFVX-R
ANON-33SX-SFVY-S
ANON-33SX-SFVZ-T
ANON-33SX-SFWA-2
ANON-33SX-SFWC-4
ANON-33SX-SFX6-R
ANON-33SX-SFX7-S
ANON-33SX-SFXE-7
ANON-33SX-SFXN-G
ANON-33SX-SFXQ-K
ANON-33SX-SFXY-U
ANON-33SX-SFY1-M
ANON-33SX-SFY4-Q
ANON-33SX-SFY6-S
ANON-33SX-SFY7-T
ANON-33SX-SFY8-U
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ANON-33SX-SFYJ-D
ANON-33SX-SFYM-G
ANON-33SX-SFYT-Q
ANON-33SX-SFYU-R
ANON-33SX-SFYW-T
ANON-33SX-SFZ7-U
ANON-33SX-SFZ8-V
ANON-33SX-SFZG-B
ANON-33SX-SFZH-C
ANON-33SX-SFZR-P
ANON-33SX-SN14-Q
ANON-33SX-SN36-U
ANON-33SX-SN3B-7
ANON-33SX-SN3K-G
ANON-33SX-SN81-U
ANON-33SX-SNB7-B
ANON-33SX-SNBF-T
ANON-33SX-SNCB-Q
ANON-33SX-SNE2-9
ANON-33SX-SNE8-F
ANON-33SX-SNEU-C
ANON-33SX-SNFN-6
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ANON-33SX-SNKV-K
ANON-33SX-SNMY-R
ANON-33SX-SNQ5-R
ANON-33SX-SNQ6-S
ANON-33SX-SNQ7-T
ANON-33SX-SNQP-K
ANON-33SX-SNR4-R
ANON-33SX-SNRC-7
ANON-33SX-SNS4-S
ANON-33SX-SNSB-7
ANON-33SX-SNUK-J
ANON-33SX-SNV4-V
ANON-33SX-SNWX-1
ANON-33SX-SNZJ-P
ANON-33SX-ST17-Z
ANON-33SX-ST1M-P
ANON-33SX-ST1N-Q
ANON-33SX-ST26-Z
ANON-33SX-ST2D-E
ANON-33SX-ST2F-G
ANON-33SX-ST2J-M
ANON-33SX-ST33-X
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ANON-33SX-ST35-Z
ANON-33SX-ST3D-F
ANON-33SX-ST3K-P
ANON-33SX-ST3P-U
ANON-33SX-ST3Q-V
ANON-33SX-ST3V-1
ANON-33SX-ST41-W
ANON-33SX-ST4J-P
ANON-33SX-ST53-Z
ANON-33SX-ST56-3
ANON-33SX-ST59-6
ANON-33SX-ST5B-F
ANON-33SX-ST5P-W
ANON-33SX-ST5S-Z
ANON-33SX-ST5V-3
ANON-33SX-ST69-7
ANON-33SX-ST6J-R
ANON-33SX-ST6M-U
ANON-33SX-ST6U-3
ANON-33SX-ST6Z-8
ANON-33SX-ST7D-K
ANON-33SX-ST7N-W
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ANON-33SX-ST7R-1
ANON-33SX-ST8C-K
ANON-33SX-ST94-5
ANON-33SX-ST9J-U
ANON-33SX-ST9R-3
ANON-33SX-ST9S-4
ANON-33SX-ST9U-6
ANON-33SX-ST9V-7
ANON-33SX-ST9Z-B
ANON-33SX-STA2-B
ANON-33SX-STA4-D
ANON-33SX-STAD-W
ANON-33SX-STAJ-3
ANON-33SX-STAR-B
ANON-33SX-STAS-C
ANON-33SX-STB1-B
ANON-33SX-STB7-H
ANON-33SX-STBA-U
ANON-33SX-STBB-V
ANON-33SX-STBH-2
ANON-33SX-STCA-V
ANON-33SX-STCD-Y
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ANON-33SX-STCJ-5
ANON-33SX-STCQ-C
ANON-33SX-STCT-F
ANON-33SX-STDB-X
ANON-33SX-STDE-1
ANON-33SX-STDS-F
ANON-33SX-STDU-H
ANON-33SX-STEA-X
ANON-33SX-STEH-5
ANON-33SX-STEN-B
ANON-33SX-STEQ-E
ANON-33SX-STET-H
ANON-33SX-STEW-M
ANON-33SX-STFB-Z
ANON-33SX-STFF-4
ANON-33SX-STFK-9
ANON-33SX-STFS-H
ANON-33SX-STFY-Q
ANON-33SX-STG5-M
ANON-33SX-STGR-H
ANON-33SX-STGS-J
ANON-33SX-STHD-4
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ANON-33SX-STHM-D
ANON-33SX-STHP-G
ANON-33SX-STHQ-H
ANON-33SX-STHR-J
ANON-33SX-STHW-Q
ANON-33SX-STJ7-S
ANON-33SX-STJR-M
ANON-33SX-STJS-N
ANON-33SX-STJW-S
ANON-33SX-STK7-T
ANON-33SX-STKJ-D
ANON-33SX-STKR-N
ANON-33SX-STM4-S
ANON-33SX-STMC-8
ANON-33SX-STMD-9
ANON-33SX-STMK-G
ANON-33SX-STMM-J
ANON-33SX-STMU-T
ANON-33SX-STMX-W
ANON-33SX-STMZ-Y
ANON-33SX-STN4-T
ANON-33SX-STNE-B
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ANON-33SX-STNQ-Q
ANON-33SX-STNX-X
ANON-33SX-STP2-T
ANON-33SX-STP4-V
ANON-33SX-STPB-A
ANON-33SX-STPD-C
ANON-33SX-STPG-F
ANON-33SX-STPY-1
ANON-33SX-STQ5-X
ANON-33SX-STQ6-Y
ANON-33SX-STQ7-Z
ANON-33SX-STQB-B
ANON-33SX-STQF-F
ANON-33SX-STQX-1
ANON-33SX-STR3-W
ANON-33SX-STR5-Y
ANON-33SX-STR7-1
ANON-33SX-STR8-2
ANON-33SX-STR9-3
ANON-33SX-STRA-B
ANON-33SX-STRC-D
ANON-33SX-STRF-G
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ANON-33SX-STRM-Q
ANON-33SX-STRT-X
ANON-33SX-STRW-1
ANON-33SX-STS5-Z
ANON-33SX-STSB-D
ANON-33SX-STSJ-N
ANON-33SX-STSK-P
ANON-33SX-STSN-S
ANON-33SX-STSR-W
ANON-33SX-STTD-G
ANON-33SX-STTR-X
ANON-33SX-STTT-Z
ANON-33SX-STTZ-6
ANON-33SX-STUA-E
ANON-33SX-STUC-G
ANON-33SX-STUE-J
ANON-33SX-STUP-W
ANON-33SX-STUR-Y
ANON-33SX-STUX-5
ANON-33SX-STV6-4
ANON-33SX-STV7-5
ANON-33SX-STVC-H
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ANON-33SX-STVM-U
ANON-33SX-STVW-5
ANON-33SX-STW1-Z
ANON-33SX-STW4-3
ANON-33SX-STWA-G
ANON-33SX-STWC-J
ANON-33SX-STWE-M
ANON-33SX-STWT-3
ANON-33SX-STX6-6
ANON-33SX-STXP-Z
ANON-33SX-STXS-3
ANON-33SX-STXV-6
ANON-33SX-STXX-8
ANON-33SX-STXZ-A
ANON-33SX-STYB-K
ANON-33SX-STYE-P
ANON-33SX-STYG-R
ANON-33SX-STYH-S
ANON-33SX-STYJ-U
ANON-33SX-STYN-Y
ANON-33SX-STYP-1
ANON-33SX-STYQ-2
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Ballymore Group
BHLF-33SX-S2P8-X
BHLF-33SX-S712-X
BHLF-33SX-S715-1
BHLF-33SX-S717-3
BHLF-33SX-S718-4
BHLF-33SX-S719-5
BHLF-33SX-S71E-H
BHLF-33SX-S71F-J
BHLF-33SX-S71Q-W
BHLF-33SX-S71S-Y
BHLF-33SX-S71T-Z
BHLF-33SX-S71X-4
BHLF-33SX-S73N-V
BHLF-33SX-S755-5
BHLF-33SX-S759-9
BHLF-33SX-S75D-M
BHLF-33SX-S75M-W
BHLF-33SX-S75X-8
BHLF-33SX-S772-4
BHLF-33SX-S774-6
BHLF-33SX-S777-9
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BHLF-33SX-S778-A
BHLF-33SX-S77E-Q
BHLF-33SX-S77G-S
BHLF-33SX-S77J-V
BHLF-33SX-S77N-Z
BHLF-33SX-S77T-6
BHLF-33SX-S77U-7
BHLF-33SX-S77V-8
BHLF-33SX-S77Z-C
BHLF-33SX-S7B3-G
BHLF-33SX-S7B6-K
BHLF-33SX-S7C7-N
BHLF-33SX-S7C8-P
BHLF-33SX-S7CQ-F
BHLF-33SX-S7CS-H
BHLF-33SX-S7D4-K
BHLF-33SX-S7DP-F
BHLF-33SX-S7F5-P
BHLF-33SX-S7F6-Q
BHLF-33SX-S7FB-3
BHLF-33SX-S7FC-4
BHLF-33SX-S7FD-5
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BHLF-33SX-S7FN-F
BHLF-33SX-S7FQ-J
BHLF-33SX-S7HR-N
BHLF-33SX-S7K3-S
BHLF-33SX-S7K9-Y
BHLF-33SX-S7KJ-G
BHLF-33SX-S7KK-H
BHLF-33SX-S7KN-M
BHLF-33SX-S7KP-P
BHLF-33SX-S7KQ-Q
BHLF-33SX-S7M7-Y
BHLF-33SX-S7MH-G
BHLF-33SX-S7MP-R
BHLF-33SX-S7MU-W
BHLF-33SX-S7QD-G
BHLF-33SX-S7S9-7
BHLF-33SX-S7U1-1
BHLF-33SX-S7UP-Z
BHLF-33SX-S7US-3
BHLF-33SX-S7UV-6
BHLF-33SX-S7V1-2
BHLF-33SX-S7V8-9
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BHLF-33SX-S7W3-5
BHLF-33SX-S7W6-8
BHLF-33SX-S7WB-M
BHLF-33SX-S7WG-S
BHLF-33SX-S7WN-Z
BHLF-33SX-S7WY-B
BHLF-33SX-SN44-T
BHLF-33SX-SN4P-P
BHLF-33SX-SN51-R
BHLF-33SX-SN52-S
BHLF-33SX-SN5K-J
BHLF-33SX-SN5M-M
BHLF-33SX-SN5X-Y
BHLF-33SX-SN94-Y
BHLF-33SX-SN9E-G
BHLF-33SX-SNCY-E
BHLF-33SX-SND5-B
BHLF-33SX-SNDC-S
BHLF-33SX-SNDR-8
BHLF-33SX-SNGB-U
BHLF-33SX-SNGM-6
BHLF-33SX-SNGP-9
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BHLF-33SX-SNJ1-D
BHLF-33SX-SNJC-Y
BHLF-33SX-SNJD-Z
BHLF-33SX-SNJZ-P
C.W.E Dairies Ltd
Citizens UK
Citizens UK Greenwich
corecog
DAVDEB LTD
Davido Ltd
ExCel London Limited
Freight Transport Association
Greenwich Conservatives
Institution of Civil Engineers
Jewish Care
Lewisham & Greenwich NHS
Trust, Deputy Head of
Dietetics
London Borough of Havering
London Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
London First
London Suburban Taxi
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Drivers Coalition
MP for Bexleyheath and
Crayford Conservatives
Plantforce Interior
Landscaping Ltd
Road Haulage Association
South East London Chamber
of Commerce
Spitalfields Market
St George's Square
Management Company
The Eltham Society
Some respondents
support the Scheme as it
will help limit congestion
and disruption caused by
an incident at Blackwall
Tunnel

ANON-33SX-SFUX-Q

Noted.
The Silvertown Tunnel has been designed
to meet seven objectives, including Project
Objective 1: to improve the resilience of the
river crossings in the highway network in
east and southeast London to cope with
planned and unplanned events and
incidents, including at the Blackwall Tunnel.

N

Support for the principle of
the proposals

ANON-33SX-S21M-M
ANON-33SX-S7RC-G
ANON-33SX-SF65-N
ANON-33SX-SF76-Q

Comment is noted.

N
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ANON-33SX-SFH6-8
ANON-33SX-SFK4-9
ANON-33SX-SFSD-1
ANON-33SX-SFTD-2
ANON-33SX-ST1N-Q
ANON-33SX-ST56-3
ANON-33SX-STA4-D
BHLF-33SX-S75E-N
SEGRO
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Support for the Scheme as ANON-33SX-S25N-S
long as the impact on local ANON-33SX-S2C1-A
roads is minimal
ANON-33SX-SF2M-9
ANON-33SX-SFS6-K
ANON-33SX-ST9A-J
ANON-33SX-STAY-J
ANON-33SX-STJB-4
ANON-33SX-STVS-1
Greenwich Society Planning
Committee
SEGRO

Noted. TfL always seeks to minimise any
inconvenience and disruption as it performs
works to maintain and improve London’s
transport network, and has extensive
experience of managing and mitigating the
effects of construction from large-scale
schemes such as Crossrail and Victoria
Station upgrade.
Every effort will be made to minimise
construction impacts from the Scheme on
local roads, and to maximise the congestion
benefits in the local vicinity once the
Scheme is in operation. TfL’s Code of
Construction Practice sets out the
management measures which TfL will
require its contractors to adopt and
implement for the construction of the
proposed development in order to avoid,
mitigate and manage construction effects
on the environment, and any existing
surrounding communities.

N

Support for the Scheme,
although disruption is an
inevitable part of providing
the scheme

Noted.
TfL always seeks to minimise any
inconvenience and disruption as it performs
works to maintain and improve London’s
transport network.

N
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ANON-33SX-S295-4
ANON-33SX-S2E2-D
ANON-33SX-S2EE-Z
ANON-33SX-S2EZ-N
ANON-33SX-S2H5-K
ANON-33SX-S2KE-6
ANON-33SX-S2KS-M
ANON-33SX-S2MS-P
ANON-33SX-S2PJ-G
ANON-33SX-S2RT-V
ANON-33SX-S2RY-1
ANON-33SX-S2TV-Z
ANON-33SX-S2TZ-4
ANON-33SX-S2U9-4
ANON-33SX-S2UJ-N
ANON-33SX-S2X5-3
ANON-33SX-S7BK-8
ANON-33SX-S7CF-4
ANON-33SX-S7E9-S
ANON-33SX-S7ER-J
ANON-33SX-S7H3-P
ANON-33SX-S7HZ-W

To help ensure this will occur during the
construction of the Silvertown Tunnel a
Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) has
been included in our DCO submission. The
CoCP sets out the management measures
which TfL will require its contractors to
adopt and implement for the construction of
the proposed development to avoid,
mitigate and manage construction effects
on the environment, any existing
surrounding communities and new
residents of Newham and Greenwich.

Change to the
scheme?
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ANON-33SX-S7PP-U
ANON-33SX-S7RX-5
ANON-33SX-SF1P-B
ANON-33SX-SF2Q-D
ANON-33SX-SF33-G
ANON-33SX-SF6R-J
ANON-33SX-SF7X-S
ANON-33SX-SF7Y-T
ANON-33SX-SF8M-F
ANON-33SX-SFB6-2
ANON-33SX-SFC2-Y
ANON-33SX-SFE4-3
ANON-33SX-SFEQ-Z
ANON-33SX-SFGZ-B
ANON-33SX-SFHN-Z
ANON-33SX-SFM5-C
ANON-33SX-SFN2-A
ANON-33SX-SFQK-6
ANON-33SX-SFT3-H
ANON-33SX-SFY7-T
ANON-33SX-SFYU-R
ANON-33SX-SFZP-M
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ANON-33SX-SNEY-G
ANON-33SX-SNUK-J
ANON-33SX-ST5P-W
ANON-33SX-ST69-7
ANON-33SX-ST6M-U
ANON-33SX-ST9V-7
ANON-33SX-STBH-2
ANON-33SX-STCD-Y
ANON-33SX-STD7-K
ANON-33SX-STFK-9
ANON-33SX-STGR-H
ANON-33SX-STHQ-H
ANON-33SX-STK7-T
ANON-33SX-STMC-8
ANON-33SX-STMK-G
ANON-33SX-STMU-T
ANON-33SX-STN4-T
ANON-33SX-STSZ-5
ANON-33SX-STUC-G
ANON-33SX-STVS-1
ANON-33SX-STVW-5
ANON-33SX-STW1-Z
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ANON-33SX-STWT-3
ANON-33SX-STXS-3
ANON-33SX-STYB-K
ANON-33SX-STZW-9
Jewish Care
Support for the tie-in
junction design
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ANON-33SX-S21M-M
ANON-33SX-S21X-Y
ANON-33SX-S22B-A
ANON-33SX-S22E-D
ANON-33SX-S22J-J
ANON-33SX-S23N-Q
ANON-33SX-S23T-W
ANON-33SX-S245-Y
ANON-33SX-S24H-J
ANON-33SX-S24Q-U
ANON-33SX-S24S-W
ANON-33SX-S25M-R
ANON-33SX-S25N-S
ANON-33SX-S285-3
ANON-33SX-S289-7
ANON-33SX-S28X-6
ANON-33SX-S295-4

Noted.
TfL believes that the proposed tie-in
arrangements to the local road network are
well designed. The detailed design of these
junctions will be confirmed nearer the time
based on real traffic flows.

N
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ANON-33SX-S2AU-C
ANON-33SX-S2B1-9
ANON-33SX-S2C1-A
ANON-33SX-S2CH-1
ANON-33SX-S2CJ-3
ANON-33SX-S2DQ-B
ANON-33SX-S2EF-1
ANON-33SX-S2FA-W
ANON-33SX-S2GR-F
ANON-33SX-S2HH-6
ANON-33SX-S2J9-S
ANON-33SX-S2JF-6
ANON-33SX-S2KE-6
ANON-33SX-S2KG-8
ANON-33SX-S2KH-9
ANON-33SX-S2MF-9
ANON-33SX-S2MS-P
ANON-33SX-S2ND-8
ANON-33SX-S2NK-F
ANON-33SX-S2NZ-X
ANON-33SX-S2PJ-G
ANON-33SX-S2PY-Y
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ANON-33SX-S2SB-B
ANON-33SX-S2SS-V
ANON-33SX-S2SU-X
ANON-33SX-S2UH-K
ANON-33SX-S2UZ-5
ANON-33SX-S2W3-Z
ANON-33SX-S2W5-2
ANON-33SX-S2W8-5
ANON-33SX-S72S-Z
ANON-33SX-S73M-U
ANON-33SX-S74E-M
ANON-33SX-S762-3
ANON-33SX-S7C6-M
ANON-33SX-S7E6-P
ANON-33SX-S7E9-S
ANON-33SX-S7ER-J
ANON-33SX-S7HQ-M
ANON-33SX-S7HZ-W
ANON-33SX-S7JQ-P
ANON-33SX-S7JV-U
ANON-33SX-S7NC-C
ANON-33SX-S7NH-H
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Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
scheme?

ANON-33SX-S7NR-U
ANON-33SX-S7PP-U
ANON-33SX-S7PX-3
ANON-33SX-S7UE-N
ANON-33SX-S7UK-U
ANON-33SX-S7W9-B
ANON-33SX-S7XF-S
ANON-33SX-S7XU-8
ANON-33SX-S7XZ-D
ANON-33SX-SF13-E
ANON-33SX-SF1C-X
ANON-33SX-SF2M-9
ANON-33SX-SF2Q-D
ANON-33SX-SF33-G
ANON-33SX-SF37-M
ANON-33SX-SF3Z-Q
ANON-33SX-SF41-F
ANON-33SX-SF4V-M
ANON-33SX-SF5T-K
ANON-33SX-SF65-N
ANON-33SX-SF76-Q
ANON-33SX-SF7G-8
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ANON-33SX-SF7Y-T
ANON-33SX-SF92-N
ANON-33SX-SFAQ-V
ANON-33SX-SFAT-Y
ANON-33SX-SFBH-M
ANON-33SX-SFBK-Q
ANON-33SX-SFBT-Z
ANON-33SX-SFC2-Y
ANON-33SX-SFD7-5
ANON-33SX-SFDW-5
ANON-33SX-SFE4-3
ANON-33SX-SFEQ-Z
ANON-33SX-SFFJ-T
ANON-33SX-SFG2-3
ANON-33SX-SFH6-8
ANON-33SX-SFHR-4
ANON-33SX-SFHV-8
ANON-33SX-SFHX-A
ANON-33SX-SFJP-4
ANON-33SX-SFKD-S
ANON-33SX-SFKF-U
ANON-33SX-SFKY-E
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Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
scheme?

ANON-33SX-SFN2-A
ANON-33SX-SFPG-1
ANON-33SX-SFPH-2
ANON-33SX-SFQE-Z
ANON-33SX-SFQK-6
ANON-33SX-SFQN-9
ANON-33SX-SFQQ-C
ANON-33SX-SFRP-C
ANON-33SX-SFS1-E
ANON-33SX-SFTC-1
ANON-33SX-SFUN-D
ANON-33SX-SFV4-M
ANON-33SX-SFVY-S
ANON-33SX-SFX7-S
ANON-33SX-SFXJ-C
ANON-33SX-SFXQ-K
ANON-33SX-SFZ8-V
ANON-33SX-SN36-U
ANON-33SX-SN78-1
ANON-33SX-SNBF-T
ANON-33SX-SNE9-G
ANON-33SX-SNEU-C
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ANON-33SX-SNEY-G
ANON-33SX-SNK2-F
ANON-33SX-SNR4-R
ANON-33SX-SNRS-Q
ANON-33SX-SNS5-T
ANON-33SX-SNUK-J
ANON-33SX-SNW6-Y
ANON-33SX-ST1N-Q
ANON-33SX-ST26-Z
ANON-33SX-ST2J-M
ANON-33SX-ST3K-P
ANON-33SX-ST41-W
ANON-33SX-ST56-3
ANON-33SX-ST5P-W
ANON-33SX-ST5S-Z
ANON-33SX-ST6J-R
ANON-33SX-ST6Z-8
ANON-33SX-ST8E-N
ANON-33SX-ST8W-7
ANON-33SX-ST9V-7
ANON-33SX-ST9W-8
ANON-33SX-STA4-D
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ANON-33SX-STAD-W
ANON-33SX-STAE-X
ANON-33SX-STAJ-3
ANON-33SX-STBH-2
ANON-33SX-STBJ-4
ANON-33SX-STCT-F
ANON-33SX-STDU-H
ANON-33SX-STDX-M
ANON-33SX-STFK-9
ANON-33SX-STGR-H
ANON-33SX-STHD-4
ANON-33SX-STHQ-H
ANON-33SX-STJS-N
ANON-33SX-STJX-T
ANON-33SX-STK7-T
ANON-33SX-STMC-8
ANON-33SX-STMM-J
ANON-33SX-STMR-Q
ANON-33SX-STN4-T
ANON-33SX-STNW-W
ANON-33SX-STPB-A
ANON-33SX-STPH-G
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TfL noted these comments.

N

ANON-33SX-STR8-2
ANON-33SX-STSQ-V
ANON-33SX-STUC-G
ANON-33SX-STUK-R
ANON-33SX-STVW-5
ANON-33SX-STW1-Z
ANON-33SX-STXK-U
ANON-33SX-STY3-4
ANON-33SX-STYB-K
ANON-33SX-STYP-1
ANON-33SX-STZF-R
London Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
Supporting comments
which provided no
additional context or
explanation
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SUMMARY
S.1

Overview

S.1.1

This appendix provides a summary of responses received during statutory
consultation on the Scheme under section 42, section 47 and section 48 of
the Act which contained comments which TfL coded according to the
'General Opposition’ theme. This appendix set outs the consultees who
commented on each of these issues, and provides TfL's response to each of
the issues raised on this theme. Where the consultee has not provided a
name or organisation, an anonymous response ID has been included.

S.1.2

The summary of responses has been grouped under the relevant
consultation strands.
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Appendix Q1 General Opposition
Q1.1

Section 42 (1) (a)

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Comments disagreeing
with the principle of
enabling travel by private
transport

National Grid and SGN

TfL has assessed a wide range of
alternatives and found that the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme was the only solution to
fully address the problems of congestion,
closures and lack of resilience at the
Blackwall Tunnel. A fuller explanation of
how this conclusion was reached and an
explanation of the alternatives that were
considered by TfL is included in the Case
for the Scheme (Chapter 3, Document
Reference 7.1). Chapter 3 of the
Environment Statement (Document
Reference: 6.1) also includes an
assessment of the alternatives considered.
TfL’s plan to address the problems of
congestion, closures and resilience at the
Blackwall Tunnel as well as accommodating
population and economic growth is wideranging and is guided by the objectives of
the MTS. Proposal 39 of the MTS sets out
that the Mayor will take forward a package
of river crossings which will include:
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Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)
“a new fixed link at Silvertown to provide
congestion relief to the Blackwall Tunnel
and provide local links for vehicle traffic”.
It is critical that the consequent rise in
demand for transport is met in a timely and
sustainable way, taking full advantage of
opportunities to increase public transport,
walking and cycling and maintain London’s
excellent track record in increasing the
share of these modes. Over the last 25
years there has been significant investment
in new public transport services to link
communities in east London. The river has
been crossed five times between
Rotherhithe and Woolwich by new railway
lines.
However, it is vital to recognise that some
types of journey – the construction,
servicing and delivery trips – must be made
by road, and that optimising the use of our
roads is therefore critical. TfL will be
imposing a user charge for the Blackwall
and Silvertown Tunnels as a means of
managing demand for the crossings and
ensuring that the new capacity provided by
the tunnel does not induce additional
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Issue

Concerns about the
potential for compulsory
purchase

Consultee

National Grid and SGN

Regard had to response (Section 49)
demand for trips by private vehicles.
TfL is in discussions with all affected
landowners and is seeking to come to
agreement with them to obviate the need
for TfL to exercise its powers of compulsory
acquisition, should they be included in the
made DCO. If agreement is not reached
then affected persons1 will have the ability
to seek compensation under the
compensation code.
During the course of discussions with
affected persons TfL has received
suggested changes to the Scheme which
would make the compulsory acquisition of
land more acceptable to those landowners.
These changes are described in more
detailed in chapter 22 of this Consultation
Report.
In any event, TfL has designed the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme and the
associated highway connections to

1

Persons falling within Categories 1, 2 or 3 as defined in Section 44 of the Act
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There are no guarantees
the scheme is capable of
delivery

Consultee

National Grid and SGN

Regard had to response (Section 49)
minimise the amount of land required in
order to deliver a new river crossing in east
London. Further, the Scheme has been
designed to minimise the effect on the local
community. For example, the tunnel
entrances (portals) will be located on land
which is currently used for industrial
purposes.
TfL is confident that the Scheme is
deliverable.
The Preliminary Outline Business Case
document, which was made available as
part of the consultation undertaken
pursuant to section 42, 47 and 48 of the
Act, assessed the case for the Scheme and
its compliance with public policy, its value
for money, whether it is commercially viable
and can be financed, and whether TfL has
the capacity and ability to deliver the
Scheme. Finalised versions of the Outline
Business Case (Document Reference: 7.8)
is included within TfL’s application for
development consent.
To deliver the Scheme, TfL will need to
acquire relevant interests in land. It is
seeking to reach voluntary agreement with
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Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)
as many landowners as possible. Where
this is not possible it has included powers of
compulsory acquisition within its application
for Development Consent. TfL is confident
that it can justify these powers of
compulsory acquisition and its case is set
out in the Statement of Reasons (Document
Reference: 4.1).
TfL is also confident that there is an
environmentally sound and safe
engineering solution to deliver the proposed
Scheme. This is further explained in the ES
(Document Reference:6.1) and the
Construction Method Statement (Document
Reference:6.3)
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Q1.2
Issue

Section 42 (1) (b)
Consultee

Comments objecting to the London Borough of Barking
Scheme
and Dagenham
London Borough of Lewisham
London Borough of
Southwark

Regard had to response (Section 49)
The MTS sets out the Mayor’s transport
vision for London. It was published in May
2010 and is part of the strategic policy
framework to support and shape the
economic and social development of
London over the next 20 years. It also
includes details on how TfL and partners
will deliver the plan. The MTS identified a
need for new river crossings in east
London, including the Silvertown Tunnel
scheme.
The Silvertown Tunnel has been designed
to address the issues of congestion,
incidents and closures and lack of network
resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel. It has
also been designed To address the
consequential effects these have on travel,
air quality and the economy across the
wider east and south east London area.
The Scheme will also support future growth
in London’s economy and population.
TfL believes that the proposed Scheme is
the best solution to address the issues
highlighted above.
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Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)
TfL remains committed to meeting the
increasing rise in demand for transport
across the city in a timely and sustainable
way, taking full advantage of opportunities
to increase public transport, walking and
cycling and maintain London’s excellent
track record in increasing the share of these
modes.
However, it is vital to recognise that some
types of journey – the construction,
servicing and delivery trips – must be made
by road, and that optimising the use of our
roads is therefore critical. TfL has
considered a wide range of alternative
options before arriving at the proposed
Silvertown Tunnel scheme. The alternatives
TfL has considered include:
• Road-based alternatives such as bridge
and different tunnel options;
• Public transport options;
• Walking and cycling options;
• User charging and demand management
options; and
• Options at different locations
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Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

TfL found that the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme was the only solution to fully
address the problems of congestion,
closures and resilience at the Blackwall
Tunnel.
TfL has proposed a new user charge for the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels as a
means of managing demand for the
crossings. TfL will also continue to invest in
measures to support trips on foot, by bike
and by public transport.
The cumulative impact of
the Scheme and existing
or planned developments

London Borough of Lewisham
London Borough of Newham Little Ilford Ward
London Borough of
Southwark

TfL has undertaken an EIA (Document
Reference: 6.1) which has assessed the
impact of the Scheme on the environment,
including local residents and includes a
cumulative impact assessment which
considers the effects of the Scheme in the
context of other planned developments.
The EIA identifies what impacts the
Scheme might have and how these would
be mitigated against. The DCO would
secure these measures, including
measures such as the Code of Construction
Practice which would ensure the effects of
construction on residents are minimised as
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Regard had to response (Section 49)
much as possible. TfL considers that the
Scheme would have an overall positive
effect on local residents.
The area surrounding the Blackwall Tunnel
is subject to enormous change with major
employment and population growth taking
place across the Isle of Dogs, Royal Docks,
Greenwich Peninsula and Lea Valley. At
present the Blackwall Tunnel provides the
only crossing of the river by road that
serves these development areas.
As London grows in future, the pressure on
London’s road network will also grow. TfL’s
traffic modelling shows that, without the
Scheme, the issues of congestion,
resilience and closures at the Blackwall
Tunnel will grow in severity. The Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme has been designed to
address these issues. It is vital to
recognise that some types of journey – the
construction, servicing and delivery trips–
must be made by road, and that optimising
the use of our roads is therefore critical.
TfL is proposing a user charge for the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels as a
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Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)
means of managing demand for the
crossings. The charge would be kept under
review and may be revised as necessary to
ensure it remains effective.
TfL has developed proposals for a
‘Silvertown Tunnel Implementation Group’,
which, in partnership with relevant Local
Authorities, would make recommendations
for variations to the proposed user charge
or other traffic mitigations to offset any
negative impacts caused by the Scheme.
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Q1.3

Section 42 (1) (d)

Issue

Consultee

Comments objecting to the ANON-33SX-S2C5-E
Scheme
ANON-33SX-S2DH-2
ANON-33SX-S72U-2
ANON-33SX-S7MC-B
ANON-33SX-S7SN-V
ANON-33SX-S7YP-4
ANON-33SX-SF1T-F
ANON-33SX-SN1N-H
ANON-33SX-SN7D-D
ANON-33SX-SNEC-T
ANON-33SX-SNMV-N
ANON-33SX-SNWD-D
ANON-33SX-SNWF-F
BHLF-33SX-SN55-V
BHLF-33SX-SN5C-A
BHLF-33SX-SN5R-S
BHLF-33SX-SN5W-X
BHLF-33SX-SND1-7

Regard had to response (Section 49)
The MTS sets out the Mayor’s transport
vision for London. It was published in May
2010 and is part of the strategic policy
framework to support and shape the
economic and social development of
London over the next 20 years. It also
includes details on how TfL and partners
will deliver the plan. The MTS identified a
need for new river crossings in east
London, including the Silvertown Tunnel
scheme.
The Silvertown Tunnel has been designed
to address the issues of congestion,
incidents and closures and lack of network
resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel. It has
also been designed To address the
consequential effects these have on travel,
air quality and the economy across the
wider east and south east London area.
The Scheme will also support future growth
in London’s economy and population.
TfL believes that the proposed Scheme is
the best solution to address the issues
highlighted above.
TfL remains committed to meeting the
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BHLF-33SX-SND2-8

increasing rise in demand for transport
across the city in a timely and sustainable
way, taking full advantage of opportunities
to increase public transport, walking and
cycling and maintain London’s excellent
track record in increasing the share of these
modes.

BHLF-33SX-SND6-C
BHLF-33SX-SND8-E
BHLF-33SX-SND9-F
BHLF-33SX-SNDE-U
BHLF-33SX-SNDF-V
BHLF-33SX-SNDH-X
BHLF-33SX-SNDK-1
BHLF-33SX-SNDM-3
BHLF-33SX-SNDN-4
BHLF-33SX-SNDS-9
BHLF-33SX-SNDY-F
BHLF-33SX-SNDZ-G

However, it is vital to recognise that some
types of journey – the construction,
servicing and delivery trips – must be made
by road, and that optimising the use of our
roads is therefore critical. TfL has
considered a wide range of alternative
options before arriving at the proposed
Silvertown Tunnel scheme. The alternatives
TfL has considered include:
• Road-based alternatives such as bridge
and different tunnel options
• Public transport options
• Walking and cycling options
• User charging and demand management
options
• Options at different locations
TfL found that the Silvertown Tunnel
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Change to the
Scheme?

Scheme was the only solution to fully
address the problems of congestion,
closures and resilience at the Blackwall
Tunnel.
TfL has proposed a new user charge for the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels as a
means of managing demand for the
crossings. TfL will also continue to invest in
measures to support trips on foot, by bike
and by public transport.
Concern over potential
loss of homes in future

ANON-33SX-SNUZ-1

TfL's Scheme has been designed to avoid
displacing local householders or requiring
the acquisition of any residential dwellings.
The Scheme will act as a catalyst to bring
forward future residential and commercial
opportunities in the area from which local
communities will benefit.

N

TfL do not anticipate the loss of any
additional residential homes in the future
and the application for development
consent does not provide any powers to
enable TfL to acquire additional residential
properties in the future.
Concern over the negative
impact of the Scheme on
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local residents in terms of
disruption and
inconvenience

ANON-33SX-S7YP-4

impact of the Scheme on the environment,
including local residents and includes a
cumulative impact assessment which
considers the effects of the Scheme in the
context of other planned developments.
The EIA identifies what impacts the
Scheme might have and how these would
be mitigated against. The DCO would
secure these measures, including
measures such as the Code of Construction
Practice which would ensure the effects of
construction on residents are minimised as
much as possible. TfL considers that the
Scheme would have an overall positive
effect on local residents.

ANON-33SX-SNWD-D
ANON-33SX-SNWF-F

The area surrounding the Blackwall Tunnel
is subject to enormous change with major
employment and population growth taking
place across the Isle of Dogs, Royal Docks,
Greenwich Peninsula and Lea Valley. At
present the Blackwall Tunnel provides the
only crossing of the river by road that
serves these development areas.
As London grows in future, the pressure on
London’s road network will also grow. TfL’s
traffic modelling shows that, without the
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Regard had to response (Section 49)
Scheme, the issues of congestion,
resilience and closures at the Blackwall
Tunnel will grow in severity. The Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme has been designed to
address these issues. It is vital to
recognise that some types of journey – the
construction, servicing and delivery trips–
must be made by road, and that optimising
the use of our roads is therefore critical.
TfL is proposing a user charge for the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels as a
means of managing demand for the
crossings. The charge would be kept under
review and may be revised as necessary to
ensure it remains effective.
TfL has developed proposals for a
‘Silvertown Tunnel Implementation Group’,
which, in partnership with relevant Local
Authorities, would make recommendations
for variations to the proposed user charge
or other traffic mitigations to offset any
negative impacts caused by the Scheme.
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Concerns about the cost to ANON-33SX-SNMV-N
build the Scheme
Dilara Begum
ANON-33SX-SNWF-F

Regard had to response (Section 49)
A charge is being proposed for use of the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels as this is
necessary to manage the traffic demands to
use these specific crossings and to ensure
that the local road network can
accommodate the associated traffic flows
effectively. The user charge will also pay
for the new tunnel to be built.
TfL is proposing to deliver the Silvertown
Scheme through Public Private Partnership
(PPP), often referred as PFI method of
funding. Under these arrangements, TfL
will appoint a Project Company following a
procurement process to design, finance,
construct and maintain the Silvertown
Tunnel for a period of 25 to 30 years and, in
return, receive payments from TfL linked to
the availability of the tunnel for safe use by
the traffic. TfL will fund these payments
from its general income base, but the
majority of the payments will be offset
through revenue received from the user
charge which will apply for both the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnel. TfL will be
responsible for setting and collecting the
user charge at both Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels.
The PPP arrangement will provide
significant confidence
of achieving on-time
Page 19 of 73
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Request that the tunnel
safeguarding be revised to
allow for future
development of the
Carlsberg-Tetley building

Quintain

In view of the comments and observations
received during the consultation,
refinements and amendments have been
made to the Order Limits boundary to
reduce the impact on the affected
landowners. This includes revising the
temporary order limits to exclude the
Carlsberg-Tetley Building from the Scheme
order limits.

Change to the
Scheme?
Y

A safeguarding direction was made by the
Secretary of State to safeguard the land
required for a river crossing in Silvertown.
Once the application for development
consent is made the Secretary of State
would be able to remove the safeguarding
direction in respect of land which is not
required for the Scheme.
Concerns about the
potential for compulsory
purchase

ANON-33SX-S7P2-W
Brenntag
European Metal Recycling
Limited ("EMR")
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Hanson Quarry Products
Europe Limited, trading as
Hanson Concrete

made DCO. If agreement is not reached
then affected persons2 will have the ability
to seek compensation under the
compensation code.

Quintain
The Trustees of Morden
College
U&I Group

During the course of discussions with
affected persons TfL has received
suggested changes to the Scheme which
would make the compulsory acquisition of
land more acceptable to those landowners.
These changes are described in more
detailed in chapter 22 of this Consultation
Report.
In any event, TfL has designed the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme and the
associated highway connections to
minimise the amount of land required in
order to deliver a new river crossing in east
London. Further, the Scheme has been
designed to minimise the effect on the local
community. For example, the tunnel
entrances (portals) will be located on land
which is currently used for industrial

2

Persons falling within Categories 1, 2 or 3 as defined in Section 44 of the Act
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purposes.
Concerns that the Scheme
could negatively affect
property prices

ANON-33SX-S72U-2
ANON-33SX-S7SN-V

TfL's Scheme has been designed to avoid
N
displacing local householders or requiring
the acquisition of any residential dwellings.
TfL does not expect the Silvertown Tunnel
to impact on property prices over and above
the general market trends.
TfL is in discussions with all affected
landowners and is seeking to come to
agreement with them to obviate the need
for TfL to exercise its powers of compulsory
acquisition, should they be included in the
made DCO. If agreement is not reached
then affected persons3 will have the ability
to seek compensation under the
compensation code.

The area will not look
attractive

3

ANON-33SX-SFQ2-D
ANON-33SX-SNEC-T

The architectural design of the portals and
associated building is not set at the DCO
submission stage and will be developed
once a decision on whether to approve the
application is reached. However since the

Persons falling within Categories 1, 2 or 3 as defined in Section 44 of the Act
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statutory public consultation TfL has
developed an illustrative design that shows
one way in which the form of the buildings
could take this can be found in the Design
and Access Statement along with a
rationale for the design approach. The
Design and Access Statement also explains
the design assurance processes that have
been developed: a set of design principles
that will guide the detailed design and an
independent design review panel who will
review the design of all above ground
elements as they develop. Both of these
measures are secured by a requirement in
the DCO.
The cumulative impact of
the Scheme and existing
or planned developments

ANON-33SX-S72P-W
ANON-33SX-S7YP-4
ANON-33SX-SN3M-J

The level of development
in the area is affecting the
quality of life for residents

ANON-33SX-SNWF-F
ANON-33SX-STVB-G

TfL has undertaken an EIA (Document
Reference: 6.1) which has assessed the
impact of the Scheme on the environment,
including local residents and includes a
cumulative impact assessment which
considers the effects of the Scheme in the
context of other planned developments.
The EIA identifies what impacts the
Scheme might have and how these would
be mitigated against. The DCO would
secure these measures, including
measures such as the Code of Construction
Page 23 of 73
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Practice which would ensure the effects of
construction on residents are minimised as
much as possible. TfL considers that the
Scheme would have an overall positive
effect on local residents.
The area surrounding the Blackwall Tunnel
is subject to enormous change with major
employment and population growth taking
place across the Isle of Dogs, Royal Docks,
Greenwich Peninsula and Lea Valley. At
present the Blackwall Tunnel provides the
only crossing of the river by road that
serves these development areas.
As London grows in future, the pressure on
London’s road network will also grow. TfL’s
traffic modelling shows that, without the
Scheme, the issues of congestion,
resilience and closures at the Blackwall
Tunnel will grow in severity. The Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme has been designed to
address these issues. It is vital to
recognise that some types of journey – the
construction, servicing and delivery trips–
must be made by road, and that optimising
the use of our roads is therefore critical.
TfL is proposing a user charge for the
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Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels as a
means of managing demand for the
crossings. The charge would be kept under
review and may be revised as necessary to
ensure it remains effective.
TfL has developed proposals for a
‘Silvertown Tunnel Implementation Group’,
which, in partnership with relevant Local
Authorities, would make recommendations
for variations to the proposed user charge
or other traffic mitigations to offset any
negative impacts caused by the Scheme.
The Scheme is out of date, Chris Hodge commercial Ltd
not a long term or
appropriate solution and
TfL should be more
visionary in proposing
improvements to London’s
road network

TfL has considered a wide range of
alternative options before arriving at the
proposed Silvertown Tunnel scheme. The
alternatives TfL has considered include:
• Road-based alternatives such as bridge
and different tunnel options
• Public transport options
• Walking and cycling options
• User charging and demand management
options
• Options at different locations
TfL found that the Silvertown Tunnel
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Scheme was the only solution to fully
address significant issues of traffic
congestion, susceptibility to closures and
lack of resilience in the road network at the
Blackwall Tunnel and the consequential
effects these have on travel, air quality and
the economy across the wider east and
south east London area. The Scheme will
also support future growth in London’s
population. Each of these issues have been
identified in the Schemes objectives which
are described in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference:7.1).
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The Blackwall Tunnel is one of the most
severely congested roads in London. In the
peak periods, queues on the approach
roads either side of the river routinely
stretch back up to two miles, adding around
20 minutes to journey times (it is estimated
that some 1,000,000 hours are wasted each
year in queuing for the Blackwall Tunnel,
equating to an equivalent cost of c.£10m of
people’s time).



Journey times for trips through the tunnel
are more unpredictable than anywhere else
on the Transport for London Road Network
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(TLRN), and despite ongoing efforts, each
year there are around 1,000 closures (far
more than on comparable tunnels, even
accounting for its heavy usage). Many of
these closures have significant ramifications
for the performance of the wider road
network across east and south east
London. In the event of prolonged closures,
rerouted drivers are forced to distant
crossing points, which are themselves
lacking in capacity, often along unsuitable
routes, causing widespread disruption;
The current restricted height clearances in
the northbound bore of Blackwall Tunnel
and the unreliable journey times mean that
only one single decker bus service, the 108,
is available for cross river bus connections
between east and south east London.
The area surrounding the Blackwall Tunnel
is subject to enormous change with major
employment and population growth taking
place across the Isle of Dogs, Royal Docks,
Greenwich Peninsula and Lea Valley. At
present the Blackwall Tunnel provides the
only crossing of the river by road that
serves these development areas. With the
scale of growth taking place, there will be
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increasing pressure placed on the Blackwall
Tunnel, which will exacerbate the issues
identified above.
TfL has proposed that a user charge would
apply to the Blackwall and Silvertown
Tunnels. There are two main reasons for
this: to manage demand for the Blackwall
and Silvertown Tunnels and keep traffic
levels within appropriate limits; and to help
to pay for the new tunnel. Without a user
charge, the additional capacity and
improved journey times brought about by
the Scheme would attract substantial levels
of traffic demand to the Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels, including highway trips
not currently on the network. Given the role
that the user charge would play in
managing demand for the crossings, TfL
does not consider the Scheme to be out of
date or ‘not a long term solution’.
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The Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme is not needed

ANON-33SX-SN3M-J

The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme has been
N
developed to address the significant issues
of traffic congestion, unreliability and lack of
network resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel
and the consequential effects these have
on travel, air quality and the economy
across the wider east and south east
London area. The Scheme will also support
future growth in London’s economy and
population. Each of these issues have
been identified in the Schemes objectives
which are described in the Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference:7.1).

ANON-33SX-SNWF-F






The Blackwall Tunnel is one of the most
severely congested roads in London. In the
peak periods, queues on the approach
roads either side of the river routinely
stretch back up to two miles, adding around
20 minutes to journey times (it is estimated
that some 1,000,000 hours are wasted each
year in queuing for the Blackwall Tunnel,
equating to an equivalent cost of c.£10m of
people’s time).
Journey times for trips through the tunnel
are more unpredictable than anywhere else
on the Transport for London Road Network
(TLRN), and despite ongoing efforts, each
year there are around 1,000 closures (far
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Comments disagreeing
with the principle of
enabling travel by private
transport

ANON-33SX-S239-2
ANON-33SX-S74E-M
ANON-33SX-S74F-N
ANON-33SX-S786-9
ANON-33SX-S794-8
ANON-33SX-S7BU-J
ANON-33SX-S7DJ-9
ANON-33SX-S7GR-M
ANON-33SX-S7TA-G
ANON-33SX-S7TE-M
ANON-33SX-S7YV-A
ANON-33SX-S7YZ-E
ANON-33SX-SF6K-B
ANON-33SX-SF6M-D
ANON-33SX-SN1A-4
ANON-33SX-SN1D-7
ANON-33SX-SN3Z-Y
ANON-33SX-SN6Y-1
ANON-33SX-SNBR-6
ANON-33SX-SNF2-A

TfL has assessed a wide range of
alternatives and found that the Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme was the only solution to
fully address the problems of congestion,
closures and lack of resilience at the
Blackwall Tunnel. A fuller explanation of
how this conclusion was reached and an
explanation of the alternatives that were
considered by TfL is included in the Case
for the Scheme (Chapter 3, Document
Reference:7.1). Chapter 3 of the
Environment Statement (Document
Reference: 6.1) also includes an
assessment of the alternatives considered.
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Blackwall Tunnel as well as accommodating
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that the Mayor will take forward a package
of river crossings which will include:
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ANON-33SX-SNM7-P
ANON-33SX-SNSG-C
ANON-33SX-SNSY-X
ANON-33SX-SNUY-Z
ANON-33SX-SNVM-N
ANON-33SX-SNZ9-5
ANON-33SX-SNZA-D
ANON-33SX-SNZY-5
ANON-33SX-STZY-B
BHLF-33SX-SN5T-U
BHLF-33SX-SNJR-E
Charlton Rail Users' Group

congestion relief to the Blackwall Tunnel
and provide local links for vehicle traffic”.
It is critical that the consequent rise in
demand for transport is met in a timely and
sustainable way, taking full advantage of
opportunities to increase public transport,
walking and cycling and maintain London’s
excellent track record in increasing the
share of these modes. Over the last 25
years there has been significant investment
in new public transport services to link
communities in east London. The river has
been crossed five times between
Rotherhithe and Woolwich by new railway
lines.
However, it is vital to recognise that some
types of journey – the construction,
servicing and delivery trips – must be made
by road, and that optimising the use of our
roads is therefore critical. TfL will be
imposing a user charge for the Blackwall
and Silvertown Tunnels as a means of
managing demand for the crossings and
ensuring that the new capacity provided by
the tunnel does not induce additional
demand for trips by private vehicles.
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Comments objecting to the ANON-33SX-S7MG-F
Scheme in the context of
opposition to the new
junction tie ins

Comments objecting to the ANON-33SX-SF91-M
Scheme in the context of
ANON-33SX-SFQ4-F
opposition to the proposed ANON-33SX-STMB-7
user charge
Ealing Friends of the Earth
Bermondsey and Rotherhithe
Community Council
Late Reply 1
Late Reply 2

Regard had to response (Section 49)

TfL believe that the proposed tie-in
arrangements to the local road network are
well designed. The detailed design of these
junctions will be confirmed after
development consent is granted, and will be
in accordance with the design principles
submitted with the application.
Failing to provide more river-crossings in
N
east London, or providing new crossings
without an accompanying charge to use
them, would rapidly lead to even greater
levels of congestion than are experienced in
the vicinity of the Blackwall Tunnel at
present because the new capacity provided
by these crossings would induce demand
from users. The proposed user charge
would manage demand for the new
crossings.
A charge is being proposed for use of the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels as this is
necessary to manage the traffic demands to
use these specific crossings and to ensure
that the local road network can
accommodate the associated traffic flows
effectively.
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Comments objecting to the ANON-33SX-S22D-C
Scheme
ANON-33SX-S22M-N
ANON-33SX-S22N-P
ANON-33SX-S245-Y
ANON-33SX-S24D-E
ANON-33SX-S24Q-U
ANON-33SX-S25V-1
Comments opposing the
ANON-33SX-S2VJ-P
ANON-33SX-S25W-2
building of new roads in
ANON-33SX-SN17-T
ANON-33SX-S26D-G
the context that doing so
might impact negatively on ANON-33SX-S26N-T
air quality and health
ANON-33SX-S27B-F
ANON-33SX-S27C-G
ANON-33SX-S27F-K
ANON-33SX-S27J-Q
ANON-33SX-S27T-1
ANON-33SX-S28D-J
ANON-33SX-S293-2
ANON-33SX-S298-7
ANON-33SX-S29J-S
ANON-33SX-S29W-6
ANON-33SX-S29Z-9
ANON-33SX-S2A1-8
ANON-33SX-S2A2-9

Regard had to response (Section 49)
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Without the user charge TfL would have no
effective means of managing traffic demand
and would also not be able to fund the
Scheme.
The MTS sets out the Mayor’s transport
N
vision for London. It was published in May
2010 and is part of the strategic policy
framework to support and shape the
economic and social development of
London over the next 20 years. It also
includes details on how TfL and partners
will deliver the plan. The MTS identified a
needMTS
for new
crossings
in transport
east
The
setsriver
out the
Mayor’s
N
London,
Silvertown
Tunnel
vision
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This means
takingisfull
TfL believes
thatway.
the proposed
Scheme
the best solution to address the issues
highlighted above.
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advantage of opportunities to increase
public transport, walking and cycling and
maintain London’s excellent track record in
increasing the share of these modes. At the
same time it is vital to recognise that some
types of journey – bus trips and
construction, servicing and delivery trips–
must be made by road, and that optimising
the use of our roads is therefore critical.

Comments opposing the
method of funding the
tunnel

ANON-33SX-SN82-V
BHLF-33SX-SNDX-E

An air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant legislation
and guidance. It concludes that the Scheme
will not result in a significant effect on air
quality.
TfL is proposing to deliver the Silvertown
Scheme through Public Private Partnership
(PPP), often referred as PFI method of
funding.
Under these arrangements, TfL will appoint
a Project Company following a procurement
process to design, finance, construct and
maintain the Silvertown Tunnel for a period
of 25 to 30 years and, in return, receive
payments from TfL linked to the availability
of the tunnel for safe use by the traffic. TfL
will fund these payments from its general
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income base, but the majority of the
payments will be offset through revenue
received from the user charge which will
apply for both the Blackwall and Silvertown
Tunnel. TfL will be responsible for setting
and collecting the user charge at both
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels.
The PPP arrangement will provide
significant confidence of achieving on-time
and on-budget delivery as the Project Co
will bear the cost of construction risks,
including financial penalties if the Tunnel is
not delivered on time. It will also incentivise
a more holistic approach to design,
construction, asset management and
maintenance strategy by transferring risk
around all of these areas to the Project Co
through the availability and performance
basis of payment and stringent asset handback criteria. This may, for example,
promote higher upfront construction
standards or a more robust design solution
and specification which facilitates more
efficient ongoing maintenance without the
need for significant closures.
It will also help TfL to spread the cost of
Page 35 of 73
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Comments questioning
who might address any
unforeseen difficulties
arising from the Scheme

Concern over potential
loss of homes in future
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ANON-33SX-S7EB-2

ANON-33SX-SN17-T
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T

Regard had to response (Section 49)
design and construction over a long period
of 25 to 30 years in line with the user
charge revenue and therefore help to
minimise the impacts on TfL’s budgets.
TfL will establish a ‘Silvertown Tunnel
Implementation Group’, which will include
representatives from the relevant Local
Authorities. The group will be able to make
recommendations for variations to the user
charge and for any localised mitigation
measures that are considered necessary in
response to traffic impacts caused by the
Scheme.
TfL will also implement a Monitoring
Strategy which will enable the impacts of
the opening of the Silvertown Tunnel to be
properly understood. This will provide a
means to identify any impacts which have
not been foreseen at this stage. The results
of the monitoring will be provided to the
Silvertown Tunnel Implementation Group
who will be able to make recommendations
in response.
TfL's Scheme has been designed to avoid
displacing local householders or requiring
the acquisition of any residential dwellings.
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ANON-33SX-SN3E-A
ANON-33SX-SN3U-T
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN6G-F
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN71-T
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN8N-R
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNE1-8
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SNFR-A
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNH9-K
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5

The Scheme will act as a catalyst to bring
forward future residential and commercial
opportunities in the area from which local
communities will benefit.
TfL do not anticipate the loss of any
additional residential homes in the future
and the application for development
consent does not provide any powers to
enable TfL to acquire additional residential
properties in the future.
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ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNRQ-N
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
Concern over the negative
impact of the Scheme on
local residents in terms of
disruption and
inconvenience
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ANON-33SX-S21N-N
ANON-33SX-S222-T
ANON-33SX-S22S-U
ANON-33SX-S26D-G
ANON-33SX-S26X-4
ANON-33SX-S27J-Q
ANON-33SX-S28Y-7
ANON-33SX-S2BX-G
ANON-33SX-S2G5-J
ANON-33SX-S2J3-K
ANON-33SX-S2MT-Q

TfL has undertaken an EIA (Document
Reference: 6.1) which has assessed the
impact of the Scheme on the environment,
including local residents and includes a
cumulative impact assessment which
considers the effects of the Scheme in the
context of other planned developments.
The EIA identifies what impacts the
Scheme might have and how these would
be mitigated against. The DCO would
secure these measures, including
measures such as the Code of Construction
Practice which would ensure the effects of
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ANON-33SX-S2UQ-V
ANON-33SX-S2WX-5
ANON-33SX-S76X-9
ANON-33SX-S786-9
ANON-33SX-S7A5-H
ANON-33SX-S7CA-Y
ANON-33SX-S7EB-2
ANON-33SX-S7ER-J
ANON-33SX-S7G7-S
ANON-33SX-S7G9-U
ANON-33SX-S7JE-A
ANON-33SX-S7P4-Y
ANON-33SX-S7X8-B
ANON-33SX-S7YV-A
ANON-33SX-SF34-H
ANON-33SX-SF4Q-F
ANON-33SX-SF4S-H
ANON-33SX-SF98-U
ANON-33SX-SFJU-9
ANON-33SX-SFK3-8
ANON-33SX-SFN7-F
ANON-33SX-SFSD-1

construction on residents are minimised as
much as possible. TfL considers that the
Scheme would have an overall positive
effect on local residents.
The area surrounding the Blackwall Tunnel
is subject to enormous change with major
employment and population growth taking
place across the Isle of Dogs, Royal Docks,
Greenwich Peninsula and Lea Valley. At
present the Blackwall Tunnel provides the
only crossing of the river by road that
serves these development areas.
As London grows in future, the pressure on
London’s road network will also grow. TfL’s
traffic modelling shows that, without the
Scheme, the issues of congestion,
resilience and closures at the Blackwall
Tunnel will grow in severity. The Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme has been designed to
address these issues. It is vital to
recognise that some types of journey – the
construction, servicing and delivery trips–
must be made by road, and that optimising
the use of our roads is therefore critical.
TfL is proposing a user charge for the
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ANON-33SX-SFTP-E
ANON-33SX-SFUX-Q
ANON-33SX-SFVW-Q
ANON-33SX-SFZE-9
ANON-33SX-SN1E-8
ANON-33SX-SN32-Q
ANON-33SX-SN3T-S
ANON-33SX-SN77-Z
ANON-33SX-SN89-3
ANON-33SX-SN8E-F
ANON-33SX-SN8S-W
ANON-33SX-SN8Z-4
ANON-33SX-SNBC-Q
ANON-33SX-SNCG-V
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SNM9-R
ANON-33SX-SNQN-H
ANON-33SX-SNR9-W
ANON-33SX-SNRB-6
ANON-33SX-SNRH-C
ANON-33SX-SNRQ-N
ANON-33SX-SNSC-8

Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels as a
means of managing demand for the
crossings. The charge would be kept under
review and may be revised as necessary to
ensure it remains effective.
TfL has developed proposals for a
‘Silvertown Tunnel Implementation Group’,
which, in partnership with relevant Local
Authorities, would make recommendations
for variations to the proposed user charge
or other traffic mitigations to offset any
negative impacts caused by the Scheme.
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ANON-33SX-SNSY-X
ANON-33SX-SNWW-Z
ANON-33SX-SNZ9-5
ANON-33SX-SNZY-5
ANON-33SX-ST4R-X
ANON-33SX-ST58-5
ANON-33SX-STF2-G
ANON-33SX-STHS-K
ANON-33SX-STM5-T
ANON-33SX-STMB-7
ANON-33SX-STQQ-T
BHLF-33SX-S75N-X
BHLF-33SX-S7KS-S
BHLF-33SX-SN47-W
BHLF-33SX-SN5J-H
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
Friends of the Earth
Concern that the
economics analysis does
not present negative
externalities

No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign

The economic benefits identified in the
Economic Assessment Report (Document
Reference: 7.8) and the Outline Business
Case (Document Reference: 7.8) are based
on the Assessed Case model outputs.
These represent the impacts most likely to
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occur based upon growth assumptions
agreed with the host Boroughs of
Greenwich, Newham and Tower Hamlets.
Consistent with WebTAG guidance, the
economic impacts assessed include those
from changes in air quality and accidents,
as well as Wider Economic Impacts
including agglomeration effects, and does
therefore include externalities, both positive
and negative.
Since the statutory consultation, TfL has
undertaken sensitivity testing to understand
how the economic benefits of the Scheme
might differ based upon growth
assumptions that are higher or lower than
those used in the Assessed Case. These
tests are reported in the Economic
Assessment Report (Document Reference:
7.8). These tests show that the Scheme has
a strong economic case even under
conditions where growth is lower than
forecast under the Assessed Case.
TfL has concluded in its Environmental
Statement (Document Reference: 6.1) that
the Scheme will not result in a significant
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effect on air quality.
Concerns about the cost of ANON-33SX-S21N-N
the Scheme
ANON-33SX-S22Y-1
ANON-33SX-S275-2
ANON-33SX-S27E-J
ANON-33SX-S29Z-9
ANON-33SX-S2AE-V
ANON-33SX-S2UJ-N
ANON-33SX-S2Y3-2
ANON-33SX-S2Y5-4
ANON-33SX-S7T8-7
ANON-33SX-S7TB-H
ANON-33SX-S7XV-9
ANON-33SX-S7XW-A
ANON-33SX-S7Y1-5
ANON-33SX-SFFW-7
ANON-33SX-SFQ4-F
ANON-33SX-SFR5-H
ANON-33SX-SFVT-M
ANON-33SX-SN1B-5
ANON-33SX-SN1H-B

A charge is being proposed for use of the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels as this is
necessary to manage the traffic demands to
use these specific crossings and to ensure
that the local road network can
accommodate the associated traffic flows
effectively. The user charge will also pay
for the new tunnel to be built.
TfL is proposing to deliver the Silvertown
Scheme through Public Private Partnership
(PPP), often referred as PFI method of
funding. Under these arrangements, TfL
will appoint a Project Company following a
procurement process to design, finance,
construct and maintain the Silvertown
Tunnel for a period of 25 to 30 years and, in
return, receive payments from TfL linked to
the availability of the tunnel for safe use by
the traffic. TfL will fund these payments
from its general income base, but the
majority of the payments will be offset
through revenue received from the user
charge which will apply for both the
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnel. TfL will be
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ANON-33SX-SN3V-U
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SNB6-A
ANON-33SX-SNB9-D
ANON-33SX-SNCQ-6
ANON-33SX-SNCR-7
ANON-33SX-SNCT-9
ANON-33SX-SNEN-5
ANON-33SX-SNFR-A
ANON-33SX-SNQX-U
ANON-33SX-SNRD-8
ANON-33SX-SNRY-W
ANON-33SX-SNU7-X
ANON-33SX-SNUQ-R
ANON-33SX-SNV9-1
ANON-33SX-SNVM-N
ANON-33SX-SNWQ-T
ANON-33SX-SNZQ-W
ANON-33SX-STBP-A
ANON-33SX-STE3-G
ANON-33SX-STQN-Q
ANON-33SX-STVY-7

responsible for setting and collecting the
user charge at both Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels.
The PPP arrangement will provide
significant confidence of achieving on-time
and on-budget delivery as the Project Co
will bear the cost of construction risks,
including financial penalties if the Tunnel is
not delivered on time. It will also incentivise
a more holistic approach to design,
construction, asset management and
maintenance strategy by transferring risk
around all of these areas to the Project Co
through the availability and performance
basis of payment and stringent asset handback criteria. This may, for example,
promote higher upfront construction
standards or a more robust design solution
and specification which facilitates more
efficient ongoing maintenance without the
need for significant closures.
It will also help TfL to spread the cost of
design and construction over a long period
of 25 to 30 years in line with the user
charge revenue and therefore help to
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BHLF-33SX-SN5G-E
BHLF-33SX-SNG4-D
BHLF-33SX-SNGG-Z
Charlton Central Residents'
Association
Friends of Mountsfield Park
London Assembly Liberal
Democrat Group
Sustrans

minimise the impacts on TfL’s budgets.

ANON-33SX-S746-5
ANON-33SX-S76G-R
ANON-33SX-SFQU-G
ANON-33SX-SN32-Q
ANON-33SX-SN3P-N
ANON-33SX-SN6C-B
ANON-33SX-SNB2-6
ANON-33SX-SNFR-A
ANON-33SX-ST26-Z

TfL is in discussions with all affected
landowners and is seeking to come to
agreement with them to obviate the need
for TfL to exercise its powers of compulsory
acquisition, should they be included in the
made DCO. If agreement is not reached
then affected persons4 will have the ability
to seek compensation under the
compensation code.

Change to the
Scheme?

As charging is anticipated to be a long term
measure which is required to manage traffic
demand at the tunnels for the foreseeable
future, the revenue from user charging may
also play a part in funding other future
transport investments in London once the
Scheme costs have been met.

During the course of discussions with
affected persons TfL has received

Persons falling within Categories 1, 2 or 3 as defined in Section 44 of the Act
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BHLF-33SX-S71K-Q
Essex County Council

suggested changes to the Scheme which
would make the compulsory acquisition of
land more acceptable to those landowners.
These changes are described in more
detailed in chapter 22 of this Consultation
Report.

ANON-33SX-S74X-7
ANON-33SX-SFCK-R
ANON-33SX-SFHF-R
ANON-33SX-SFW9-T
ANON-33SX-SNV9-1
BHLF-33SX-SN52-S
BHLF-33SX-SN54-U

Change to the
Scheme?

In any event, TfL has designed the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme and the
associated highway connections to
minimise the amount of land required in
order to deliver a new river crossing in east
London. Further, the Scheme has been
designed to minimise the effect on the local
community. For example, the tunnel
entrances (portals) will be located on land
which is currently used for industrial
purposes.
TfL's Scheme has been designed to avoid
N
displacing local householders or requiring
the acquisition of any residential dwellings.
TfL does not expect the Silvertown Tunnel
to impact on property prices over and above
the general market trends.
TfL is in discussions with all affected
landowners and is seeking to come to
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Concerns that the Scheme
puts profit for private
companies who stand to
benefit as a result of the
implementation of the
Scheme ahead of the
interests of local residents

5
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BHLF-33SX-SNJM-9

agreement with them to obviate the need
for TfL to exercise its powers of compulsory
acquisition, should they be included in the
made DCO. If agreement is not reached
then affected persons5 will have the ability
to seek compensation under the
compensation code.
TfL do not consider that the Scheme does
put profits of private companies ahead of
the interests of local residents.

ANON-33SX-S2YA-G
ANON-33SX-S7YV-A
ANON-33SX-SFHF-R
ANON-33SX-ST92-3

TfL's Scheme has been designed to avoid
displacing local householders or requiring
the acquisition of any residential dwellings.
TfL does not expect the Silvertown Tunnel
to impact on property prices over and above
the general market trends. The new
transport links made possible by the
Scheme will also benefit the local and wider
community. The Scheme is likely to bring
forward future residential and commercial
opportunities in the vicinity of the Silvertown

Persons falling within Categories 1, 2 or 3 as defined in Section 44 of the Act
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Tunnel from which local communities will
benefit. TfL has no control over other
company’s commercial activities beyond the
Order Limits which defines the extent of the
Scheme.
The assessment of Wider Economic
N
Impacts was carried out consistent with
Government Guidance (WebTAG A2.1).
This includes an assessment of the
economic impacts from agglomeration,
output change in imperfectly competitive
markets, and tax revenues arising from
labour market impacts resulting from the
Scheme. The assessment estimates that
there will be a positive impact on the local
economy totalling £92m in 2010 prices over
the appraisal period.
The Regeneration and Development Impact
Assessment (Document Reference: 7.8)
identifies that there is a strong relationship
between transport connectivity,
development and economic growth. The
growth of East London is dependent on
connectivity by a range of transport modes,
including rail, with some developments not
entirely reliant on new road capacity.
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However, the barrier effect of the River
Thames results in severe highway
congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel, poor
reliability and resilience of the highway
network, and the inability to run cross river
buses. This results in increased costs for
local businesses and reduces the
attractiveness of East London for inward
investment and development. The Scheme
is one element of a wider strategy that aims
to address this barrier effect and its adverse
economic and social consequences and
thereby facilitate the regeneration of east
London. The Scheme would provide the
additional capacity and connectivity to
reduce business costs, increase the size of
the labour market, increase the potential
customer base, improve the attractiveness
of the area, and thereby support national
and local economic activity, job creation
and regeneration, in one of the UK’s most
disadvantaged sub-regions.
New road capacity is not
needed to support
London's growth

ANON-33SX-S2CB-U
ANON-33SX-SN1G-A
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E

A growing population will bring with it
increased demand for transport. It is critical
that this rise in demand is met in a timely
and sustainable way. This means taking full
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BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
Sustrans

advantage of opportunities to increase
public transport, walking and cycling and
maintain London’s excellent track record in
increasing the share of these modes. At the
same time it is vital to recognise that some
types of journey – bus trips and the
construction, servicing and delivery must be
made by road, and it is for this reason that
TfL has a programme to improve London’s
roads which is set out fully in the MTS.
The MTS sets out the Mayor’s transport
vision for London. It was published in May
2010 and is part of the strategic policy
framework to support and shape the
economic and social development of
London over the next 20 years. It also
includes details on how TfL and partners
will deliver the plan. The MTS identified a
need for new river crossings in east
London, including the Silvertown Tunnel
scheme to address the issues of congestion
and closures at the Blackwall Tunnel.
Only the Silvertown Tunnel scheme can
address the ongoing and severe problems
of congestion, closures and poor resilience
at the Blackwall Tunnel.
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TfL has proposed that a user charge would
apply to the Blackwall and Silvertown
Tunnels. There are two main reasons for
this: to manage demand for the Blackwall
and Silvertown Tunnels and keep traffic
levels within appropriate limits; and to help
to pay for the new tunnel. Without a user
charge, the additional capacity and
improved journey times brought about by
the Scheme would attract substantial levels
of traffic demand to the Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels, including highway trips
not currently on the network.

Requests for information
about proposals for other
river crossing schemes in
east London

ANON-33SX-S7ZY-E

The Scheme would also support economic
and population growth in London.
The consultation to which this Consultation
Report relates is concerned only with the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme. However, the
Scheme is part of a programme of
proposed river crossings designed to
improve cross-river highway connectivity in
east London, which includes possible
enhancements to the Woolwich Ferry (in
addition to current life extension works) as
well as potential new crossings at Gallions
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Reach and Belvedere (the ‘East of
Silvertown’ programme). These schemes
form part of Proposal 39 in the MTS. TfL
has undertaken steps to consider the effect
of these additional schemes together with
the Scheme. The Environmental Statement
(Document Reference:6.1) and Transport
Assessment (Document Reference:6.5)
produced as part of TfL’s DCO application
include sensitivity tests which take into
account the effects of these additional
schemes.
However, the other schemes included
within Proposal 39 could not address the
issues that the Scheme is designed to
address. These are three transport
problems which exist at the Blackwall
Tunnel: congestion, frequent closures and a
lack of resilience (owing to the lack of
proximate alternative crossings). TfL found
that the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme was the
only solution to fully address these
problems. Chapter 3 of the Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1)
contains a full account of the options
assessment process undertaken by TfL.
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Chapter 3 of the Environment Statement
(Document Reference: 6.1) also includes an
account of the alternatives considered.

Concerns that the tunnel
would not be safe

ANON-33SX-SNUW-X

Future consultation and assessment with
regard to further crossings would include
detail on the Silvertown Tunnel, but as
undeveloped, uncommitted crossings early
information on them was not appropriate to
be included in this consultation on the
Silvertown Tunnel Scheme.
Improving road safety is vital to making life
in London better. In 2013 the Mayor of
London and TfL published Safe Streets for
London6, a comprehensive plan for making
the Capital's roads safe, which aims to
reduce the number of people killed and
seriously injured on London's roads by 40%
by 2020.
The Silvertown Tunnel – as with all TfL
schemes, is designed to meet these
stringent safety objectives, as well as all

6

For details, please see https://tfl.gov.uk/corporate/safety-and-security/road-safety/safe-streets-for-london
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consultation on the
Silvertown Tunnel
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ANON-33SX-SNC2-7
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legal requirements. The Silvertown Tunnel
will be designed to modern standards in
contrast to the Blackwall Tunnel which was
first opened in the 1890s and does not meet
modern tunnel design standards for size,
safety or curvature. Information on the
various safety mechanisms which will be
built into the tunnel ‘s physical design are
contained in the Construction Method
Statement (Document Reference: 6.3)
The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme is part of a
N
package of river packages which are
included in proposal 39 of the MTS, which
additionally includes proposals for other
river crossings which include a new ferry
crossing at Gallions Reach.
TfL’s Consultation Booklet and online
consultation portal made clear that TfL was
also developing proposals for new
crossings at Gallions Reach and Belvedere,
and that TfL would consult the public and
other stakeholders separately as its plans
developed. TfL is seeking development
consent for the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme
only, and so it would have been
inappropriate to seek comments on its
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proposals for these other crossings within
the statutory consultation.
The area will not look
attractive

ANON-33SX-S21K-J
ANON-33SX-S799-D
ANON-33SX-SFBY-5
ANON-33SX-SN3N-K

The cumulative impact of
the Scheme and existing
or planned developments

ANON-33SX-S26A-D
ANON-33SX-S2HP-E
ANON-33SX-S2HS-H

The architectural design of the portals and
associated building is not set at the DCO
submission stage and will be developed
once a decision on whether to approve the
application is reached. However since the
statutory public consultation TfL has
developed an illustrative design that shows
one way in which the form of the buildings
could take this can be found in the Design
and Access Statement along with a
rationale for the design approach. The
Design and Access Statement also explains
the design assurance processes that have
been developed: a set of design principles
that will guide the detailed design and an
independent design review panel who will
review the design of all above ground
elements as they develop. Both of these
measures are secured by a requirement in
the DCO.
TfL has undertaken an EIA (Document
Reference: 6.1) which has assessed the
impact of the Scheme on the environment,
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ANON-33SX-S2TQ-U
ANON-33SX-S2YH-Q
ANON-33SX-S2YU-4
ANON-33SX-S74N-W
ANON-33SX-S79P-4
ANON-33SX-S7CJ-8
ANON-33SX-S7MK-K
ANON-33SX-SF5A-Z
ANON-33SX-SFJ9-D
ANON-33SX-SFMX-F
ANON-33SX-SFUD-3
ANON-33SX-SN1D-7
ANON-33SX-SN3Z-Y
ANON-33SX-SNCR-7
ANON-33SX-SNHB-V
ANON-33SX-SNQA-4
ANON-33SX-SNQN-H
ANON-33SX-SNQS-P
ANON-33SX-SNUP-Q
ANON-33SX-ST4S-Y
ANON-33SX-STJB-4
ANON-33SX-STRQ-U

including local residents and includes a
cumulative impact assessment which
considers the effects of the Scheme in the
context of other planned and committed
developments. The EIA identifies the
significance of effect the Scheme is
expected to have and how any significant
adverse effects can be mitigated against. It
then considers what the residual effects are
following the implementation of the
mitigation measures. The DCO will secure
any required mitigation measures, including
measures such as the Code of Construction
Practice which would ensure the effects of
construction on residents are minimised as
much as possible. The cumulative effects
of the Scheme are described in chapter 3 of
the Environmental Statement (Document
Reference: 6.1).
The area surrounding the Blackwall Tunnel
is subject to enormous change with major
employment and population growth taking
place across the Isle of Dogs, Royal Docks,
Greenwich Peninsula and Lea Valley. At
present the Blackwall Tunnel provides the
only crossing of the river by road that
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ANON-33SX-STW6-5
ANON-33SX-STZY-B
BHLF-33SX-S75E-N
BHLF-33SX-S7K4-T
BHLF-33SX-SN47-W
BHLF-33SX-SN9R-W
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H

serves these development areas.

ANON-33SX-S276-3
ANON-33SX-S27J-Q
ANON-33SX-S28K-S
ANON-33SX-S294-3
ANON-33SX-S2H9-Q
ANON-33SX-S2J3-K
ANON-33SX-S2RT-V
ANON-33SX-S2Z4-4
ANON-33SX-S74J-S
ANON-33SX-S799-D
ANON-33SX-S7GC-5
ANON-33SX-S7HY-V
ANON-33SX-S7YV-A
ANON-33SX-SF3J-7
ANON-33SX-SF3R-F

As London grows in future, the pressure on
London’s road network will also grow. TfL’s
traffic modelling shows that, without the
Scheme, the issues of congestion,
resilience and closures at the Blackwall
Tunnel will grow in severity. The Silvertown
Tunnel Scheme has been designed to
address these issues. It is vital to
recognise that some types of journey – the
construction, servicing and delivery trips–
must be made by road, and that optimising
the use of our roads is therefore critical.
The Mayor's Transport Strategy (MTS) sets
out the current mayor's transport vision for
London and details how TfL will deliver the
plan between now and 2031. The MTS
prepares for the Capital's predicted growth
of 1.25 million more people and 0.75 million
more jobs by 2031 and supports
sustainable growth across London. The
MTS proposals are spread across all
modes and include proposals for new river
crossings. It is TfL’s role to implement the
proposals set out in the MTS including a
new fixed link at Silvertown, to provide
congestion relief to the Blackwall Tunnel
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ANON-33SX-SF4Q-F
ANON-33SX-SF62-J
ANON-33SX-SFFN-X
ANON-33SX-SFGR-3
ANON-33SX-SFK3-8
ANON-33SX-SFKZ-F
ANON-33SX-SFMX-F
ANON-33SX-SFUK-A
ANON-33SX-SFUP-F
ANON-33SX-SFWZ-U
ANON-33SX-SFZA-5
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A
ANON-33SX-SN3P-N
ANON-33SX-SN3Z-Y
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SN6G-F
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN7S-V
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN8S-W
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SNBH-V

and provide local links for vehicle traffic
(Proposal 39). TfL is proposing a user
charge for the Blackwall and Silvertown
Tunnels as a means of managing demand
for the crossings. The charge would be
kept under review and may be revised as
necessary to ensure it remains effective.
TfL has developed proposals for a
‘Silvertown Tunnel Implementation Group’,
which, in partnership with relevant Local
Authorities, would make recommendations
for variations to the proposed user charge
or other traffic mitigations to offset any
negative impacts caused by the Scheme.
This group has been developed following
receipt of consultation responses.
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ANON-33SX-SNBP-4
ANON-33SX-SNCR-7
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNFR-A
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNH8-J
ANON-33SX-SNHE-Y
ANON-33SX-SNHK-5
ANON-33SX-SNV9-1
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-ST6V-4
ANON-33SX-ST7Y-8
ANON-33SX-STC8-K
ANON-33SX-STN3-S
ANON-33SX-STYD-N
BHLF-33SX-SN42-R
BHLF-33SX-SN5M-M
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4
BHLF-33SX-SNJJ-6
London Assembly Green
Party Group
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The Scheme is not a
solution to problems in the
local area

ANON-33SX-S22M-N
ANON-33SX-S22N-P
ANON-33SX-S25J-N
ANON-33SX-S2TF-G
ANON-33SX-S2UF-H
ANON-33SX-S7BU-J
ANON-33SX-S7GY-U
ANON-33SX-S7QH-M
ANON-33SX-S7Y1-5
ANON-33SX-S7YV-A
ANON-33SX-SF1D-Y
ANON-33SX-SF6R-J
ANON-33SX-SFFS-3
ANON-33SX-SFU3-J
ANON-33SX-SN13-P
ANON-33SX-SN1H-B
ANON-33SX-SN8K-N
ANON-33SX-SNF2-A
ANON-33SX-SNK2-F
ANON-33SX-SNM1-G
ANON-33SX-SNUJ-H
ANON-33SX-SNVM-N

The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme has been
N
developed to address the significant issues
of traffic congestion, susceptibility to
incidents and closures and lack of resilience
in the network at the Blackwall Tunnel and
the consequential effects these have on
travel, air quality and the economy across
the wider east and south east London area.
The Scheme will also support future growth
in London’s economy and population.
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The Transport Assessment (Document
Reference: 6.5) shows that overall the
Scheme would alleviate the daily
congestion and traffic delay at Blackwall
Tunnel which blights the surrounding area
(causing severance and pollution) and
reinforces the river’s barrier effect.
The Scheme brings a number of benefits in
line with the Project Objectives, by
addressing the severe and ongoing lack of
resilience in the cross-river network in east
London and improving the performance of
the road network in terms of reduced
journey time, enhanced journey time
reliability and reductions in delay and
congestion. Additionally the benefits would

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

The Scheme is out of date,
not a long term or
appropriate solution and
TfL should be more
visionary in proposing
improvements to London’s
road network

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

ANON-33SX-SNZ6-2
ANON-33SX-STZY-B
Bates Alarms Ltd
BHLF-33SX-SN42-R
BHLF-33SX-SN47-W
BHLF-33SX-SN5M-M
BHLF-33SX-SNJJ-6
Newham Cyclists – London
Borough of Newham London
Cycling Campaign (LCC) local
group
Westcombe Society

be spread to public transport users because
the Scheme would enable significantly
enhanced cross-river bus services, a
potential five-fold increase in trips.

ANON-33SX-S21K-J
ANON-33SX-S25P-U
ANON-33SX-S25X-3
ANON-33SX-S275-2
ANON-33SX-S28D-J
ANON-33SX-S2AE-V
ANON-33SX-S2B6-E
ANON-33SX-S2GW-M
ANON-33SX-S2GX-N
ANON-33SX-S2JS-K

TfL has considered a wide range of
alternative options before arriving at the
proposed Silvertown Tunnel scheme. The
alternatives TfL has considered include:
• Road-based alternatives such as bridge
and different tunnel options
• Public transport options
• Walking and cycling options
• User charging and demand management
options
• Options at different locations
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Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

ANON-33SX-S2SJ-K
ANON-33SX-S2YN-W
ANON-33SX-S739-7
ANON-33SX-S764-5
ANON-33SX-S79A-N
ANON-33SX-S7AV-J
ANON-33SX-S7C9-Q
ANON-33SX-S7J2-Q
ANON-33SX-S7P7-2
ANON-33SX-S7PF-H
ANON-33SX-S7PZ-5
ANON-33SX-S7XW-A
ANON-33SX-S7Z1-6
ANON-33SX-S7ZU-A
ANON-33SX-S7ZY-E
ANON-33SX-SF8P-J
ANON-33SX-SFBF-J
ANON-33SX-SFCK-R
ANON-33SX-SFE3-2
ANON-33SX-SFFE-N
ANON-33SX-SFK3-8
ANON-33SX-SFM4-B

TfL found that the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme was the only solution to fully
address significant issues of traffic
congestion, susceptibility to closures and
lack of resilience in the road network at the
Blackwall Tunnel and the consequential
effects these have on travel, air quality and
the economy across the wider east and
south east London area. The Scheme will
also support future growth in London’s
population. Each of these issues have been
identified in the Schemes objectives which
are described in the Case for the Scheme
(Document Reference:7.1).





The Blackwall Tunnel is one of the most
severely congested roads in London. In the
peak periods, queues on the approach
roads either side of the river routinely
stretch back up to two miles, adding around
20 minutes to journey times (it is estimated
that some 1,000,000 hours are wasted each
year in queuing for the Blackwall Tunnel,
equating to an equivalent cost of c.£10m of
people’s time);
Journey times for trips through the tunnel

Change to the
Scheme?
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Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

ANON-33SX-SFQ5-G
ANON-33SX-SFRZ-P
ANON-33SX-SFU3-J
ANON-33SX-SFWZ-U
ANON-33SX-SFX2-M
ANON-33SX-SFZE-9
ANON-33SX-SFZF-A
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
ANON-33SX-SN6K-K
ANON-33SX-SN74-W
ANON-33SX-SN8B-C
ANON-33SX-SNCE-T
ANON-33SX-SNCR-7
ANON-33SX-SNCS-8
ANON-33SX-SNEJ-1
ANON-33SX-SNSW-V
ANON-33SX-SNZW-3
ANON-33SX-SNZY-5
ANON-33SX-ST4R-X
ANON-33SX-ST55-2
ANON-33SX-STA1-A
ANON-33SX-STJ8-T

are more unpredictable than anywhere else
on the Transport for London Road Network
(TLRN), and despite ongoing efforts, each
year there are around 1,000 closures (far
more than on comparable tunnels, even
accounting for its heavy usage). Many of
these closures have significant ramifications
for the performance of the wider road
network across east and south east
London. In the event of prolonged closures,
rerouted drivers are forced to distant
crossing points, which are themselves
lacking in capacity, often along unsuitable
routes, causing widespread disruption;






The current restricted height clearances in
the northbound bore of Blackwall Tunnel
and the unreliable journey times mean that
only one single decker bus service, the 108,
is available for cross river bus connections
between east and south east London.
The area surrounding the Blackwall Tunnel
is subject to enormous change with major
employment and population growth taking
place across the Isle of Dogs, Royal Docks,
Greenwich Peninsula and Lea Valley. At
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ANON-33SX-STJB-4
ANON-33SX-STJP-J
ANON-33SX-STP6-X
ANON-33SX-STRJ-M
ANON-33SX-STSQ-V
ANON-33SX-STUH-N
BHLF-33SX-S7FG-8
BHLF-33SX-S7KS-S
BHLF-33SX-SN47-W
BHLF-33SX-SN9F-H
BHLF-33SX-SNGS-C
Greenwich Green Party
Living Streets
Living Streets, Hackney
Branch

present the Blackwall Tunnel provides the
only crossing of the river by road that
serves these development areas. With the
scale of growth taking place, there will be
increasing pressure placed on the Blackwall
Tunnel, which will exacerbate the issues
identified above.
TfL has proposed that a user charge would
apply to the Blackwall and Silvertown
Tunnels. There are two main reasons for
this: to manage demand for the Blackwall
and Silvertown Tunnels and keep traffic
levels within appropriate limits; and to help
to pay for the new tunnel. Without a user
charge, the additional capacity and
improved journey times brought about by
the Scheme would attract substantial levels
of traffic demand to the Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels, including highway trips
not currently on the network. Given the role
that the user charge would play in
managing demand for the crossings, TfL
does not consider the Scheme to be out of
date or ‘not a long term solution’.
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Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

The Scheme should be
funded through the
European Union

ANON-33SX-SFEA-G

It would in theory be possible to use other
sources of funding, including from the
European Union, however none of these
would manage demand for the crossings
and since this is the most important function
of the user charge, these alternatives would
still require a user charge to apply in
addition to any other funding.

The Scheme will divide
communities across the
river

ANON-33SX-SFCK-R
BHLF-33SX-S77X-A
BHLF-33SX-S7F9-T

The work undertaken to assess the impact
N
of the Scheme does not support the
comments of consultees that the Scheme
will divide communities across the river
Thames. The Regeneration and
Development Impact Assessment
(Document Reference: 7.8) identifies that
the Scheme will result in an increase in
cross river movement from all Boroughs,
both from in work and out of work trips,
which will result in greater interaction
between residents and businesses on either
side of the River. This is partly a result of
the introduction of new frequent bus
services, which the Scheme will facilitate,
and which will provide the opportunity to
access a much wider range of jobs and
services, particularly for the significant
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Change to the
Scheme?

proportion of residents that do not have
access to car.
The Scheme would not be
good for London’s
economy

7

ANON-33SX-S2CB-U
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNFD-V
ANON-33SX-SNR2-P
ANON-33SX-SNVM-N
London Assembly Green
Party Group

TfL’s Outline Business Case identifies that
the Scheme has a Net Present Value7 of
over £1.3bn. In addition, TfL believes that
the improvements in economic performance
supported by the Scheme are likely to make
the area more attractive to inward
investment, raising land values and
facilitating job creation. The Regeneration
and Development Impact Study (Document
Reference:7.8) identifies that the Scheme
could support the creation of several
thousand additional jobs in East London by
reducing congestion, improving the
resilience and reliability of the road network,
and improving access to suppliers,
customers and the labour market.
Furthermore, the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference: 6.1) also identifies

N

This is the sum of the present value of all benefits and costs of the Scheme. This includes a discounting factor to
allow for the fact that the value of money now is worth more than the same amount of money at a later date.
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The Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme is not needed

Consultee

ANON-33SX-S23X-1
ANON-33SX-S26Z-6
ANON-33SX-S2GX-N
ANON-33SX-S2NW-U
ANON-33SX-S724-1
ANON-33SX-S729-6
ANON-33SX-S7N7-Z
ANON-33SX-S7P3-X
ANON-33SX-S7S2-Z
ANON-33SX-S7U2-2
ANON-33SX-S7XP-3
ANON-33SX-SF36-K
ANON-33SX-SF6K-B
ANON-33SX-SN35-T
ANON-33SX-SNFA-S
ANON-33SX-SNQQ-M
ANON-33SX-SNRH-C
ANON-33SX-SNSC-8
ANON-33SX-SNU7-X

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

that there will also be additional job creation
associated with the construction of the
project.
The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme has been
N
developed to address the significant issues
of traffic congestion, unreliability and lack of
network resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel
and the consequential effects these have
on travel, air quality and the economy
across the wider east and south east
London area. The Scheme will also support
future growth in London’s economy and
population. Each of these issues have
been identified in the Schemes objectives
which are described in the Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).


The Blackwall Tunnel is one of the most
severely congested roads in London. In the
peak periods, queues on the approach
roads either side of the river routinely
stretch back up to two miles, adding around
20 minutes to journey times (it is estimated
that some 1,000,000 hours are wasted each
year in queuing for the Blackwall Tunnel,
equating to an equivalent cost of c.£10m of
people’s time).
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ANON-33SX-SNZ7-3
ANON-33SX-SNZF-J
BHLF-33SX-S7FV-Q
BHLF-33SX-S7RT-1
East Greenwich Residents
Association

Regard had to response (Section 49)





Journey times for trips through the tunnel
are more unpredictable than anywhere else
on the Transport for London Road Network
(TLRN), and despite ongoing efforts, each
year there are around 1,000 closures (far
more than on comparable tunnels, even
accounting for its heavy usage). Many of
these closures have significant ramifications
for the performance of the wider road
network across east and south east
London. In the event of prolonged closures,
rerouted drivers are forced to distant
crossing points, which are themselves
lacking in capacity, often along unsuitable
routes, causing widespread disruption.
The current restricted height clearances in
the northbound bore of Blackwall Tunnel
and the unreliable journey times mean that
only one single decker bus service, the 108,
is available for cross river bus connections
between east and south east London.


The area surrounding the Blackwall Tunnel
is subject to enormous change with major
employment and population growth taking
place across the Isle of Dogs, Royal Docks,
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Issue

The Silvertown Tunnel will
not provide the same
connections as the
Blackwall Tunnel

There is not enough traffic
demand to warrant the

Consultee

ANON-33SX-SFEP-Y

ANON-33SX-S2TS-W
ANON-33SX-SFWZ-U

Regard had to response (Section 49)
Greenwich Peninsula and Lea Valley. At
present the Blackwall Tunnel provides the
only crossing of the river by road that
serves these development areas. With the
scale of growth taking place, there will be
increasing pressure placed on the Blackwall
Tunnel, which will exacerbate the issues
identified above.
The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme was the
only solution to fully address the problems
of congestion, closures and resilience at the
Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL considered providing a third bore at the
Blackwall Tunnel as part of the Scheme
development process – but was discounted.
Further details are in the Case for the
Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1).
Whilst overall such a project would address
some of the Scheme objectives, it is
unlikely to be feasible owing to the
development of tall buildings on piled
foundations in the vicinity of where the third
bore would be located.
The issues of congestion, poor resilience
and very frequent closures of the Blackwall
Tunnel are documented in the Transport
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scheme

ANON-33SX-ST3J-N
ANON-33SX-STGF-5
BHLF-33SX-S7Q1-W
Sustrans

Assessment (Document Reference: 6.5)
and Case for the Scheme (Document
Reference: 7.1). As London grows in the
future, the pressure on London’s road
network will also grow. TfL’s traffic
modelling shows that, without the Scheme,
the issues of congestion, resilience and
closures at the Blackwall Tunnel will grow in
severity. The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme
has been designed to address these issues.
The strategic importance of the Blackwall
Tunnel on the road network means it
currently attracts far more traffic than it can
accommodate. This is particularly the case
for northbound travel in the AM peak and
southbound travel in the PM peak, reflecting
the fact that it connects predominantly
residential areas to the south and southeast of the river with employment and
commercial centres to the north, which
gives rise to commuting, servicing and
deliveries and other business trips. Further
details are in chapter 2 of the Case for the
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Scheme (Document Reference: 7.1)
Data from surveys of travel behaviour
suggests8 that 63 per cent of local residents
who cross the river said that they changed
the time of their journey to avoid
congestion, and over half (52 per cent) said
they sometimes used public transport to
avoid driving across the river. Just under
half (49 per cent) said they sometimes
travelled by a longer route to avoid using
the Blackwall Tunnel. This congestion
clearly has a highly detrimental effect on
users.
If the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme were not
introduced, the problems of poor reliability
and resilience at the Blackwall Tunnel
would continue and very likely worsen.
Future growth in London’s population and
economy will put even more pressure on
roads and river crossings in east London
and will require new infrastructure and

8

For details see the Case for the Scheme (Document Reference:7.1)
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services to support it.
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SUMMARY
S.1

Overview

S.1.1

This appendix provides a summary of responses received during statutory
consultation on the Scheme under section 42, section 47 and section 48 of
the Act which contained comments which TfL coded according to the
'Construction' theme. This appendix set outs the consultees who commented
on each of these issues, and provides TfL's response to each of the issues
raised on this theme. Where the consultee has not provided a name or
organisation, an anonymous response ID has been included.

S.1.2

The summary of responses has been grouped under the relevant
consultation strands.
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R1.1

Section 42 (1) (a)
Change to
the Scheme?

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Concern about the impacts
of the Scheme during
construction.

National Grid

In developing the Scheme proposals TfL has
N
given particular consideration to minimising the
impacts during construction. Each of the topic
areas in the Environmental Statement deals
with construction effects, and these are
summarised in the Non-Technical Summary.
Controls on the contractor to ensure that
construction mitigates against identified
impacts are set out in the Code of Construction
Practice (Document Reference: 6.10).
It is recognised that there will be some
disruption during construction with planned
traffic diversions being required to
accommodate construction phases. In order to
understand and reduce the disruption on the
existing road network during construction TfL
has developed an envisaged construction
programme based on the phasing of works to
minimise disruption, described in the
Construction Method Statement (Document
Reference: 6.3). This phasing of work
maximises offline construction, remote from
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Change to
the Scheme?

existing infrastructure, thus minimising the
impact on the running of the current road
network, including the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL would establish work sites in areas nearby
the proposed tunnel alignment, on each side of
the river. These would be used for facilitating
the necessary construction works. TfL has
committed, as a response to consultation, to
transport 50% by weight of all materials
associated with the Scheme by river, as further
described in the Code of Construction
Practice.
Adverse effects resulting from the construction
of the Scheme would be kept to a reasonable
minimum through the specification of
construction control principles within a Code of
Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP
establishes a framework to control possible
environmental, public health and safety
impacts arising from the construction of the
Scheme that may affect the interests of local
residents, businesses, the general public and
the surroundings in the vicinity of the Scheme.
The Port of London
Authority (PLA) provided a
range of suggestions and

Port of London Authority

TfL has taken on board all comments made by
the PLA and has revised the risk assessment
accordingly. All updates are reflected in the

N
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Issue

Consultee

comments regarding the
Navigational Risk
Assessment

Change to
the Scheme?

Navigational Issues and Preliminary Risk
Assessment (Document Reference: 6.3) report
submitted with the DCO application.

Consider relocating river
related
landowners/operations
during construction.

Port of London Authority

Consider alternatives to
avoid the EMR I Keltbray
temporary land use.

Port of London Authority
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Regard had to response (Section 49)

Due to the nature of the proposal and to
N
reduce environmental impacts associated with
construction, land adjacent to the river has
been identified as being the most suitable for
temporary construction activities.
Compensation will be paid to affected
businesses to relocate where they have a
qualifying interest in land. TfL will continue to
engage all affected landowners in this area
throughout the development of the Scheme.
TfL has committed, as a result of consultation, N
to transport 50% by weight of all materials
associated with the Scheme by river, as further
described in the Code of Construction Practice
(Document Reference: 6.10). In order to
enable this, we would need to establish work
sites in areas nearby the proposed tunnel
alignment, on each side of the river. This may
require a new temporary jetty in the Silvertown
area. The temporary land is therefore required
in order to be able to achieve the Scheme
commitments and to enable the safe
construction of the Scheme.
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Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to
the Scheme?

Areas of temporary land occupation will be
returned to their previous state and owner
following completion of construction.
Consider defining further the Port of London Authority
land to be acquired or used.

Consider identifying river
bed and foreshore as
environmental assets.

Port of London Authority

The Land Plans, Book of Reference and
N
Statement of Reasons submitted with the DCO
application fully set out what land is proposed
to be acquired or used for the purposes of the
Scheme, and for what reasons.
The Code of Construction Practice (Document N
Reference: 6.10) (CoCP) outlines mitigation
that will be applied during construction to keep
impacts to a minimum. TfL has committed to
transport 50% by weight of all materials
associated with the Scheme by river, as further
described in the CoCP. This would greatly
reduce the numbers of lorries on the road and
therefore minimise the impacts of construction
vehicles.
The CoCP sets out, amongst a number of
other controls, that any road closures would be
subject to clearly signed diversion routes, dust
mitigation measures will be employed such as
wheel washing, covering lorries would ensure
dust pollution is avoided..
The scheme proposes to, if necessary,
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Regard had to response (Section 49)
reinstate Thames Wharf and construct a
temporary jetty to facilitate transportation of
construction materials and waste. Dredging
would be required to operate ship/barge
movements out of Thames Wharf and the
proposed jetty. Sediment sampling was
undertaken in January 2016 to analyse particle
size and contamination levels to inform the
environmental baseline of these areas.
A full underwater noise assessment has been
undertaken and has considered potential
impacts during dredging, pilling and vessel
movements. References suggested by the
Marine Management Organisation (MMO)
have been used through this process. The
assessment concludes that with mitigation, for
example slow start pilling, there would be
negligible impact on marine receptors.
Further information on the environmental
effects and management of the proposed
marine works can be found in Volume 1,
Chapter 10 - Marine Ecology and Chapter 16 Water Environment of the Environmental
Statement (Document Reference: 6.1).
A draft Deemed Marine Licence, to control the
marine environmental effects of the
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Change to
the Scheme?

construction, has also been submitted as part
of the DCO.
Consider identifying specific
river users that have not
been identified in the
published materials.

Port of London Authority

Consider maximising the
use of river transport of
workers.

Port of London Authority

Consider that there is

National Grid and SGN

Noted. Chapter 7 of the Environmental
N
Statement (Document Reference: 6.1)
identifies industrial and commercial operators
located on both sides of the river in the vicinity
of the Scheme, including the nature of
individual businesses.
During construction it is proposed to
N
discourage the workforce from accessing the
site by road and site travel plans will be
produced, as required by the Code of
Construction Practice (Document Reference:
6.10), including making provision for the use of
the river to transport construction workers.
As part of the Staff Travel Plans that will form
part of the Construction Management Plan,
staff will be encouraged to arrive by public
transport to one of the local DLR or LUL
stations or by bus. There will be some car
parking provision at the sites but this will
generally be usable by staff arriving at site or
leaving site out of normal public transport
operating hours.
There are significant constraints regarding the
proposed tunnel alignment, most notably the

Y
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Issue
significant cost to acquire
National Grid and SGN
Land. Suggest that Tunnel
buildings should be located
on the north side of the
Tunnel as opposed to the
south as this would be
acceptable reason for
acquiring that northern land,
rather than the current
proposal for coach parking.

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)
Emirates Air Line and the tie in to the A102
Blackwall Tunnel Southern Approach Road.
TfL has undertaken engineering assessments
to minimise the land required to install tunnel
control buildings since statutory consultation.
TfL is proposing to enter into legal agreements
with SGN in order to maintain the structural
integrity of the gas holder. Market value for
the land affected by the Scheme will be
assessed in accordance with the
Compensation Code.
Further to the statutory consultation and
through engagement between TfL and
National Grid, the Scheme design has been
adjusted so that the tunnel service buildings
are now proposed to be located on the land
directly above the tunnel and to the north of
the tunnel portal, on part of the land originally
proposed for the coach park. The amount of
land to be permanently acquired for the
purposes of the Scheme has thus been
minimised. Replacement land is also proposed
to be provided for the Scheme’s Pressure
Reduction Station. In this area, TfL has also
made changes to the Scheme Order Limits in
order to improve access to SGN's land and
substation, further to consultation responses.
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Change to
the Scheme?

The land to the south of the tunnel (where it
was originally proposed that the tunnel
buildings would be located) would be
temporarily possessed for the worksite, and
then returned to the landowner afterwards.
Consider the construction
effects of the Scheme on
land and facilities.

National Grid and SGN

Further to the statutory consultation and
through engagement between TfL and
National Grid, the Scheme design has been
adjusted so that the tunnel service buildings
are now proposed to be located on the land
directly above the tunnel and to the north of
the tunnel portal, on part of the land originally
proposed for the coach park. The amount of
land to be permanently acquired for the
purposes of the Scheme has thus been
minimised. Replacement land is also proposed
to be provided for the Scheme’s Pressure
Reduction Station.
In this area, TfL has also made changes to the
Scheme Order Limits in order to improve
access to SGN's land and substation, further
to consultation responses. The land to the
south of the tunnel (where it was originally
proposed that the tunnel buildings would be
located) would be temporarily possessed for
the worksite, and then returned to the

Y
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Change to
the Scheme?

landowner afterwards.
Concern over the design in
relation to cill / cill depths

Port of London Authority

Consider the impact of the
Scheme on land (including
land under the ownership of
National Grid)

National Grid
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The Reference Design has been prepared to
N
support the DCO application in demonstrating
that the Scheme is technically feasible, costed
and can be built with assessed impacts
reported in the Environmental Statement. The
design and construction proposals are of
commensurate detail with the Scheme’s
planning status. The Reference Design has,
however, used relatively recent Port of London
Authority (PLA) bathymetric survey of the River
Thames river bed levels, and site specific
intrusive overwater ground investigation, to
confirm the prevailing geology, ground
characteristics and stratigraphy of ground
providing cover to the tunnels. The Reverence
Design will be developed to a Detailed Design
level of definition, whereby the alignment will
be confirmed within the Limits of Deviation
sought by the DCO application. The addition of
artificially placed cover is not assumed in the
Reference Design.
TfL has designed the tunnel and the
N
associated highway connections to minimise
the amount of land required in order to deliver
a new river crossing in east London

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to
the Scheme?

For example, TfL has been in consultation with
National Grid throughout the statutory
consultation process in order to meet their
requirements and minimise the amount of land
required; both temporary and permanent.
For example, in the permanent design the
tunnel service buildings would now be located
on the land directly above the Silvertown
Tunnel and to the north of the tunnel, onto part
of the land originally proposed for the coach
park. The amount of land to be permanently
acquired for the purposes of the Scheme has
been minimised. The National Grid land to the
south of the tunnel (where it was originally
proposed that the tunnel buildings would be
located) would be temporarily acquired for the
worksite, and then returned to the landowner
afterwards. These proposals have been
defined following engagement with National
Grid.
TfL will engage with National Grid (and all
statutory utilities that are affected by the
scheme), to ensure that vital utility
infrastructure is protected through the
construction and operation of the tunnel. All
works for protection, temporary or permanent
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Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consider the legacy options
for the jetty.

Consider using protection
piles.

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to
the Scheme?

Port of London Authority

will require approval from National Grid. Every
effort has been made to avoid service
crossings however, where unavoidable,
clearances will comply with National Grid
requirements.
The Construction Method Statement
(Document Reference: 6.3), produced as part
of the Development Consent Order, sets out in
detail the proposals for the jetty and berthing
area, including the construction, operation and
removal phases.

N

Port of London Authority

It is envisaged that all the temporary structures
are removed, where possible, once the works
are completed.
The proposed Silvertown Tunnel Alignment
N
follows the same alignment as the Emirates Air
Line (EAL) but it is positioned further
downstream. The alignment of the tunnel is
such that it avoids the EAL impact protection
piles. The closest EAL protection pile/tower is
16m from the tunnel.
The Jubilee tube line runs under river close to
the alignment of Silvertown Tunnel. Following
communication with London Underground the
minimum distance from the Jubilee Line for
piling works is 15m. If a jetty is used, its
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Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consider using the rail
and/or river for construction
traffic / removal of waste
products.

Consider utilising a
temporary jetty for
construction.

Consultee

Port of London Authority

Port of London Authority

Regard had to response (Section 49)
envisaged location is at least 15m from the
Jubilee Line, meaning that protection piles will
not be necessary.
Following comments received during
consultation, as part of its River Transport
Commitments, TfL has committed to transport
50% by weight of all materials associated with
the Scheme by river, as further described in
the Code of Construction Practice (Document
Reference: 6.10).
The Construction Method Statement
(Document Reference: 6.3), produced as part
of the Development Consent Order, sets out in
detail the envisaged quantities of material to
be moved onto and away from site, and the
proposed method by which to achieve this
movement of material. Whilst it is the aim to
maximise the movement of materials by river,
it would be necessary to move some
construction and other materials by road. TfL
will agree how this might work in practice with
the relevant local authorities as part of a
Construction Traffic Management Plan.
The envisaged Construction Method
Statement (Document Reference: 6.3) sets out
that river transportation facilities utilised by the

Change to
the Scheme?

Y

N
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Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to
the Scheme?

Scheme may include the reinstatement of an
existing Not Always Afloat but Safe Aground
(NAABSA) facility and the construction of a
temporary jetty.
The DCO and Land Plans, submitted as part of
the DCO application, also give TfL the legal
ability to use the land for this purpose if
required.
Ensure that the operation of
Thames Wharf is not
compromised.

It is a requirement of the DCO that all land
used temporarily for the purposes of the
Scheme must be returned to the landowner in
the condition in which it was taken, unless the
landowner otherwise agrees. This will be the
case for Thames Wharf, which would not be
operational during the period in which the land
is being used temporarily in order to aid the
construction of the Scheme.

N

Health and Safety Executive Health and Safety
(HSE) provided information Executive (HSE)
in relation to the
requirements of Hazardous
Substances Consent.

Comment is noted.

N

Hutchinson Property Group
UK Limited seek assurance
that there will no adverse

TfL has carefully modelled the traffic impacts
of the scheme and expect that the scheme will
have an overall positive impact on the

N
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Port of London Authority

Hutchinson Property
Group UK Limited

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

transport impacts on
development as set out in
Section 106 agreement.

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to
the Scheme?

performance of the road network in south-east
and east London.
TfL do not believe that changes in traffic
volumes in the vicinity of the Convoys Wharf
site would lead to significant capacity
problems. TfL is also committing to bring
forward measures where these are needed to
ensure that any potential negative impacts
from the scheme on surrounding roads are
mitigated.
Further information on our proposed approach
to monitoring and mitigation can be found in
the Monitoring Strategy (Document Reference:
7.6) and the Traffic Impact Mitigation Strategy
(Document Reference: 7.7). TfL will continue
to engage with developers and other
stakeholders as the project progresses, and
are happy to engage further on this matter.

If the jetty was to be
proposed as permanent,
this would need to be
covered in the
environmental statement.

Environment Agency

As part of the Scheme TfL has applied for
powers to, if necessary, construct a temporary
jetty at Silvertown to support TfL’s commitment
to maximising the import and export of material
into and away from the Site by river. If utilised,
the jetty would be removed on completion of
construction.

N
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Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Is the exclusion zone
Port of London Authority
proposed in the immediate
vicinity of the temporary
jetty facilities, justifiable as a
safety measure.

Regard had to response (Section 49)
The Port of London Authority (PLA) already
have a comprehensive and robust risk control
system in place to mitigate risk from vessels
navigating along river. These controls ensure
that the risks associated with the hazards
identified in the Scheme are currently within or
below the As Low As Reasonably Practicable
(ALARP) band.
The intention is to define and operate an
exclusion zone to any vessels during the high
risk activities associated during the
construction and dismantlement activities
associated with building the temporary jetty (if
it is proved necessary) and associated
structures. Likely high risk activities would be
associated with piling- when the piles are lifted
into place, as well as lifting operations
associated with the jetty deck and placement
of the jetty infrastructure- lighting columns etc.
The exclusion zone would encompass the
collapsed radius of any cranes as well as the
anchor wires used in mooring of construction
support vessel, barges etc.
It is not proposed that the exclusion zones are
enforced during the operation of the jetty, only
during high risk temporary structures
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Change to
the Scheme?
N

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to
the Scheme?

construction related activities. However, other
risk reduction measures will be implemented to
reduce the risk to any river users during the
operation of the jetty. It will equally be
recommended that mariners give a wide berth
when vessels are manoeuvring on the jetty.
As agreed with the PLA, the contractor will
consult with the PLA on construction within the
river at detailed design stage to agree
appropriate navigational safety measures.
National Grid noted an
existing Deed of Grant of
Easement regarding
pipelines.

National Grid

All works for protection, temporary or
permanent will require approval from National
Grid. Every effort has been made to avoid
service crossings however, where
unavoidable, clearances will comply with
National Grid requirements.

N

National Grid noted that
drilling or excavation works
should not be undertaken if
they have the potential to
disturb or adversely affect
the foundations or “pillars of
support” of any existing
tower.

National Grid

The nearest works to existing towers in the
current design is in excess of 27m so it is not
envisaged that they will be affected by the
Scheme.

N

National Grid noted that the

National Grid and SGN

Further to the statutory consultation and

Y
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Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

relocation of the coach park
is an obligation of the
Greater London Authority
(GLA).

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to
the Scheme?

through engagement, between TfL and
National Grid, the tunnel service buildings
would now be located on the land directly
above the tunnel and to the north of the tunnel,
onto part of the land originally proposed for the
coach park. The amount of land to be
permanently acquired for the purposes of the
Scheme has therefore been minimised.
The land to the south of the tunnel (where it
was originally proposed that the tunnel
buildings would be located) would be
temporarily acquired for the worksite, and then
returned to the landowner afterwards.

National Grid noted that
they could provide
appropriate protective
provisions to assist in
ensuring that the
appropriate protection is
afforded to National Grid
Electricity Transmission plc
and National Grid Gas plc.

National Grid

Comment is noted. TfL will continue to liaise
with National Grid.

N

National Grid noted that
they would not be able to
provide information on
diversion of apparatus until

National Grid

The TfL utilities team is in regular contact with
National Grid regarding all their assets in the
DCO area and will continue to engage with
them at all stages of design.

N
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Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to
the Scheme?

conceptual design studies
have been undertaken.
National Grid provided
National Grid
information on gas
distribution pipelines located
within and in close proximity
to the order limits.

All works for protection, temporary or
permanent will require approval from National
Grid. Every effort has been made to avoid
service crossings however, where
unavoidable, clearances will comply with
National Grid requirements. The TfL utility
team is in regular contact with National Grid
regarding all their assets in the DCO area and
will continue to engage with National Grid (and
all statutory utilities that are affected by the
scheme), to ensure that vital utility
infrastructure is protected through the
construction and operation of the tunnel.

N

National Grid provided
information on pipeline
safety.

All works for protection, temporary or
permanent will require approval from National
Grid. Every effort has been made to avoid
service crossings however, where
unavoidable, clearances will comply with
National Grid requirements. The TfL utility
team is in regular contact with National Grid
regarding all their assets in the DCO area and
will continue to engage with National Grid (and
all statutory utilities that are affected by the
scheme), to ensure that vital utility

N

National Grid
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Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to
the Scheme?

infrastructure is protected through the
construction and operation of the tunnel.
National Grid provided
information on plant,
machinery and equipment
specifications.

National Grid

The existing overhead lines pass across the
A1011 Silvertown Way and Tidal Basin
Roundabout, there are currently no proposals
to do works on the flyover. The particular
requirements associated with working near
overhead power lines have been noted and all
necessary precautions shall be taken to
safeguard the towers and cable routes from
tunnel construction activities including
assessment of cable drawings with respect to
vehicle crossings and construction activities
and provision of goal posts.

N

National Grid provided
information on safety
clearances.

National Grid

There is no proposal to encroach into the 5.3m
clearance zone required by National Grid to
any existing overhead apparatus and as
stated in the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges, or to reduce clearances beneath the
existing overhead transmission cables.

N

National Grid provided
National Grid
information on the relocation
of high voltage overhead
lines.

There is no proposal to move existing
overhead transmission cables.

N

Removing piles in their

The Construction Method Statement

N
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Port of London Authority

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

entirety if the temporary jetty
is removed.

Request for further
Port of London Authority
information on the closure of
Dock Road and whether this
would have an impact on
access to Peruvian Wharf.

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to
the Scheme?

(Document Reference: 6.3), produced as part
of the Development Consent Order, sets out in
detail the envisaged methodology for the jetty
and berthing area, including the construction,
operation and removal phases.
It is envisaged that all the temporary structures
are removed, once the works are completed. It
is the intention that the piles are fully removed
from the river bed. However, should this not be
possible, the necessary discussions with the
Port of London Authority (PLA) would need to
agree on any residual pile embedment depths,
as set out in the Navigation Preliminary Risk
Assessment.
Access to Peruvian Wharf will be possible
throughout the construction works via the
access from the A1020 North Woolwich Road
adjacent to West Silvertown DLR Station.

N

The Construction Method Statement
(Document Reference: 6.3) details the
proposed phasing for the surface works at
Silvertown and shows that full access around
Tidal Basin Roundabout will be provided
throughout the works. Therefore, vehicles
approaching from the Lower Lea Crossing will
be able to join the A1020 North Woolwich
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Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to
the Scheme?

Road and access at West Silvertown DLR
Station.
In summary, access to Peruvian Wharf will not
be severed during the construction period for
vehicles approaching from any direction.
Request for further
information on the
temporary Navigational
Rules.

Port of London Authority

Suggestion to extend
navigational risk
assessment to cover the
currently operational
safeguarded Thames wharf
and the adjoining river fed
operations (Euromix and

Port of London Authority
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The Construction Method Statement
(Document Reference: 6.3), produced as part
of the Development Consent Order, sets out in
detail the proposals for the jetty and berthing
area, including the construction, operation and
removal phases. The Navigational Issues and
Preliminary Risk Assessment (NIPRA)
(Document Reference: 6.3) deals with
navigational issues and includes a drawing, in
Appendix C, showing the proposed DCO
boundary in the river (Drg STWTN-ATK_AGNXXXX-DR-W-0002). The note on the drawing
details the proposed Navigational Rules to be
applied during the construction of the Scheme.
The temporary works and associated
mitigation measures to reduce construction
navigational risks to an acceptable level will
have an impact on river users including freight,
commercial operators and recreational river
users.
A Navigational Issues and Preliminary Risk

N

N

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

General Marine).

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to
the Scheme?

Assessment (NIPRA) (Document Reference:
6.3) has been submitted as part of the
Scheme, however the risks associated with
marine transportation of bulk materials using
the river for the Scheme will be developed
further during the detailed design and
construction phase of the project, where full
consultation with Port of London Authority
(PLA) will continue. No anticipated long term
residual risks are envisaged to navigational
interests on river.

The Port of London
Authority (PLA) considers
planning policy relating to
safeguarded wharves to be
a relevant material
consideration that must be
addressed in any DCO
application.

Port of London Authority

Chapter 7 of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference: 6.1) deals with the
interaction of the Scheme with safeguarded
wharves.

N

The Port of London
Authority (PLA) noted that it
is important that the
assumptions and findings of
the Navigational Issues and
Preliminary Risk
Assessment are fully

Port of London Authority

Noted. The suite of Development Consent
Order application documents has been
developed to ensure consistent assumptions
are applied throughout.

N
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Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to
the Scheme?

reflected throughout the
entire suite of DCO
application documents.
The Port of London
Port of London Authority
Authority (PLA) noted that it
is not appropriate to include
documents, drawings and
references to residential led
mixed use development on
Thames Wharf or on the
amended boundary of the
safeguarded Tunnel Wharf
in Greenwich in the DCO
application

In order to comply with PINS’ Advice note 17,
N
Thames Wharf has been included as a ‘Tier 3’
development for the purposes of the
Cumulative Impact Assessment of the Scheme
(Chapter 17 of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference: 6.1)), as it’s proposed
release as a strategic site forms part of a
development plan. This means that it has only
been considered qualitatively (i.e. not as a
receptor point) due the high level of uncertainty
about the deliverability and low level of detail
of the design/layout of the development at
present.

The Port of London
Authority (PLA) noted that
the construction of a
temporary jetty would
require a marine licence
from the Marine
Management Organisation
(MMO)

Port of London Authority

Time scales for the Silvertown Tunnel
N
construction programme remain as discussed,
and the proposed Impact Study is the subject
of on-going discussions with Brenntag. The
works to Tunnel Avenue are set out in
Schedule 1 to the draft DCO and are shown on
the Works and Land Plans.

The Port of London
Authority (PLA) noted the

Port of London Authority

The Navigational Issues and Preliminary Risk
Assessment (Document Reference: 6.3)
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N

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

need to understand the
navigational safety
implications that arise from
the proposed Limits of
Deviation

submitted with the DCO application sets out
the impact of the Scheme on navigational
safety. The Statement of Reasons explains the
Limits of Deviation for the Scheme in the
context of the tunnel.

The proposed design and
Health and Safety
future operations must
Executive (HSE)
comply with the Electricity at
Work Regulations 1989 and
the Electricity, Safety,
Continuity and Quality
Regulations 2002 as
amended.

Health and Safety Executive’s comment is
noted. The Contractor will comply with all
relevant legislation, policy and guidance as set
out in the Code of Construction Practice
(Document Reference: 6.10).

Change to
the Scheme?

N
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Document Reference: 5.2

R1.2

Section 42 (1) (b)

Issue

Consultee

Concern about the impacts London Borough of Tower
of the Scheme during
Hamlets
construction.
London Borough of Newham

Regard had to response (Section 49)
In developing the Scheme proposals TfL
has given particular consideration to
minimising the impacts during construction.
Each of the topic areas in the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference: 6.1) deals with construction
effects, and these are summarised in the
Non-Technical Summary. Controls on the
contractor to ensure that construction
mitigates against identified impacts are set
out in the Code of Construction Practice
(Document Reference: 6.10).
It is recognised that there will be some
disruption during construction with planned
traffic diversions being required to
accommodate construction phases. In order
to understand and reduce the disruption on
the existing road network during
construction TfL has developed an
envisaged construction programme based
on the phasing of works to minimise
disruption, described in the Construction
Method Statement (Document Reference:
6.3). This phasing of work maximises offline
construction, remote from existing
infrastructure, thus minimising the impact
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Change to the
Scheme?
N

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

on the running of the current road network,
including the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL would establish work sites in areas
nearby the proposed tunnel alignment, on
each side of the river. These would be used
for facilitating the necessary construction
works. TfL has committed, as a response to
consultation, to transport 50% by weight of
all materials associated with the Scheme by
river, as further described in the Code of
Construction Practice.
Adverse effects resulting from the
construction of the Scheme would be kept
to a reasonable minimum through the
specification of construction control
principles within a Code of Construction
Practice (CoCP). The CoCP establishes a
framework to control possible
environmental, public health and safety
impacts arising from the construction of the
Scheme that may affect the interests of
local residents, businesses, the general
public and the surroundings in the vicinity of
the Scheme.
Confirmation is required
that Borough refuse /

London Borough of Tower

TfL can confirm that Borough refuse / waste
vehicles would not be restricted from using

N
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Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

waste vehicles would not
be restricted from using
the Blackwall tunnel.

Hamlets

Consider alternatives for
the proposed car parking
for construction workers.

London Borough of Newham

the Blackwall Tunnel. TfL would ensure that
during construction there are regular liaison
meetings with the affected London
Boroughs when issues related to the
movement of Borough vehicles could be
discussed.
TfL is committed to minimising the
disruption to local communities throughout
the construction period of the scheme, and
acknowledges that restricting the availability
of car parking spaces for construction
workers is a primary method by which to
achieve this objective. Car parking for
construction workers will therefore be
strictly limited, and the vast majority of the
workforce will be required to commute to
the site using public transport. Shuttle
buses may be used to collect workers from
nearby public transport terminals, such as
North Greenwich underground station. It is
considered that this proposal will help to
minimise the amount of traffic on the roads
surrounding the Scheme which is related to
the project.
It will, however, be necessary to provide
access to site for those arriving with
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N
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Issue

Consider keeping the local
residents informed.

Consultee

London Borough of Newham

Regard had to response (Section 49)
equipment and minor materials in vans and
similar vehicles, for those shift workers
travelling to / from the site at times when
public transport is not running, and for
heavier construction vehicles. A parking
area will be provided for these vehicles at
both Silvertown and Greenwich, and this
will ensure that the vehicles are restricted
from parking on local residential roads. This
provision will also allow for mobilityimpaired travel and for VIP visits. Exact
numbers will be subject to approval but it is
anticipated that approximately 100 spaces
at Silvertown and 50 spaces at Greenwich
(total vehicles) will be required.
The Code of Construction Practice
(Document Reference: 6.10) for the
Scheme details the proposals for
engagement with the public throughout the
course of the construction works.

Change to the
Scheme?

N

Communication with the local community,
the local authorities and other relevant
stakeholders will be undertaken throughout
the construction period. The Contractor will
implement a Community Engagement Plan
(CEP) following further consultation with the
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Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

boroughs and representatives of local
residents and local businesses. TfL will, in
consultation with the boroughs, establish
and maintain a Community Liaison Group
and this group will meet regularly before
and during the construction period.

Consider mitigating the rat
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London Borough of Tower

The Community Liaison Group will be
committed to providing community relations
personnel who will be focussed on
engaging with the community to provide
appropriate information and to be the first
line of response to resolve issues of
concern. The Community Liaison Group will
take reasonable steps to engage with
residents including those who may be
differentially affected by construction
impacts. The Community Liaison Group will
ensure that occupiers of nearby properties
will be informed in advance of works taking
place, including the duration and nature of
the works. In the case of work required in
response to an emergency, the local
authorities and local residents shall be
advised as soon as reasonably practicable
that emergency work is taking place.
In developing the Silvertown construction

N

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

running/weaving on the
local roads during
construction.

Hamlets
London Borough of Lewisham

programme proposals, careful consideration
was given to the existing road network. At a
local level, during construction, at the points
that the new approach roads for the
Silvertown Tunnel tie-in with the existing
road network, the Scheme is not expected
to have a significant adverse impact on
local junctions and highway links.

Change to the
Scheme?

TfL can confirm that appropriate standards
to control weaving have been utilised and
that the appropriate standards will be taken
forward as part of the construction traffic
management proposals.
Consider modelling the
impact of additional A12
HGV flows on adjacent
residents.

London Borough of Tower
Hamlets

Consider planning ahead
when closing roads, when
O2 concerts or Crossrail

London Borough of Lewisham

The traffic modelling that has been
N
completed for the Scheme indicates that
there will not be an increase in HGV flow on
the A12 as a result of the Scheme. The
impact of HGVs on local residents has been
taken into account in the Scheme
assessments including the Environment
Statement (in particular Chapter 11) and the
Transport Assessment (Document
Reference: 6.5).
TfL would plan the construction of the
N
Silvertown Tunnel to cause the least
disruption possible. The Construction
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Consultee

works are taking place.

Consider providing a more
precise estimate of lorry
movements.

Regard had to response (Section 49)
Method Statement (Document Reference:
6.3) sets out in detail the quantities of
material to be moved onto and away from
site, and the proposed method by which to
achieve this movement of material. Whilst it
is the aim to maximise the movement of
materials by river, it would be necessary to
move some construction and other
materials by road. TfL will agree how this
might work in practice with the relevant
local authorities.

London Borough of Newham

As indicated in the CoCP, throughout the
construction of the tunnel coordination will
be undertaken with other major construction
projects (including the proposed IKEA store,
developments on Greenwich peninsula and
the surrounding area, Crossrail and HS2)
and the O2 to coordinate the works. Any
temporary road closures and diversions
would be fully coordinated with the
proposals of other construction projects in
the area and the O2.
The Transport Assessment sets out the
Y
details of the effect of the construction of
the Scheme on lorry movements.
TfL has committed, in response to
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Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

consultation, to transport 50% by weight of
all materials associated with the Scheme by
river, as further described in the Code of
Construction Practice (Document
Reference: 6.10).

Consider re-routing and/or
banning HGV traffic.

London Borough of Newham

It would be necessary, however, to move
some construction and other materials by
road. Indicative routes for site traffic have
been identified and TfL acknowledge would
be subject to approval by London Borough
of Newham as well each borough through a
Construction Traffic Management Plan. The
routes take into account the presence and
access of key community facilities such as
schools and healthcare facilities.
The proposed Silvertown Tunnel would
have two separate tunnels, each carrying
two traffic lanes. It is planned that one lane
in each direction would be reserved for
buses, coaches and Heavy Goods Vehicles
(HGVs), and the connections to the existing
highways are being designed to ensure
they can safely accommodate all vehicles.
The principal routes to and from the
Silvertown Tunnel are also capable of
accommodating all standard vehicles.

N
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Consider that travel plan
for the construction
workers is required. This
should include
consideration of shuttle
bus to and from Canning
Town and/or river
transport for construction
workers.
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Consultee

Royal Borough of Greenwich
London Borough of Newham

Regard had to response (Section 49)
The Mayor’s Roads Task Force estimated
that around 90% of freight trips in London
are made by road, and as London grows
the overall proportion of trips made by
goods vehicles is expected to increase in
future. The Blackwall Tunnel is an important
route for goods vehicles, and the Silvertown
Tunnel represents a means of ensuring that
it remains capable of fulfilling its function
effectively. Requiring that all HGVs use a
particular crossing or banning HGV traffic is
not considered to be necessary or
appropriate at this time, although this is
something that could be reviewed in future
should circumstances change.
TfL is committed to minimising the
disruption to local communities throughout
the construction period of the scheme, and
acknowledges that restricting the availability
of car parking spaces for construction
workers is a primary method by which to
achieve this objective. Car parking for
construction workers will therefore be
strictly limited, and the vast majority of the
workforce will be required to commute to
the site using public transport. Shuttle
buses may be used to collect workers from

Change to the
Scheme?

N

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

nearby public transport terminals, such as
North Greenwich underground station.
Details of staff travel will be agreed with
local authorities as part of a Staff Travel
Plan for each authority that forms part of the
wider Construction Traffic Management
Plan.

Consider the working
hours for maximum
efficiency.

London Borough of Tower
Hamlets

It will, however, be necessary to provide
access to site for those arriving with
equipment and minor materials in vans and
similar vehicles, and for those shift workers
travelling to / from the site at times when
public transport is not running. To
accommodate these vehicles it is proposed
to provide some parking at both Silvertown
and Greenwich. This provision will also
allow for mobility-impaired travel and for
VIP visits. Exact numbers will be subject to
approval but it is anticipated that
approximately 100 spaces at Silvertown
and 50 spaces at Greenwich (total vehicles)
will be required.
In developing the Scheme proposals a
Construction Method Statement (Document
Reference: 6.3) has been developed, and
careful consideration has been given to

N
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Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)
ensure that the construction of the
Silvertown Tunnel is undertaken quickly, but
with the least disruption possible. Whilst
working 24/7 would potentially allow work to
be completed quicker than if standard
working hours were followed, the addition
disruption to local residents, businesses
and commuters would be unjustifiable.
Achieving a balance between the speed of
construction and level of disruption will
therefore be key to the success of the
project. However, due to the underground
nature of the works, tunnel boring works
and associated excavated material
stockpiling and river transportation will be
undertaken on a 24 hour, 7 days a week
basis on commencement of the tunnel
boring machine launch for both tunnel
drives.
The contractor would seek to undertake the
construction works as quickly as possible,
whilst working within the Code of
Construction Practice (Document
Reference: 6.10), which will provide a
framework for minimising the negative
effects of construction noise, vibration and
dust on residents and businesses. There
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Change to the
Scheme?

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

would be communication with local
businesses and residents during
construction in order to understand and
mitigate their concerns as part of a
Construction Engagement Plan.
Regulations to protect nearby residents
from noise pollution during the night time
dictate that work will not be undertaken
regularly on a 24/7 basis.
In order to reduce disruption, certain works
where road closures are absolutely
necessary will be undertaken at night time.
For example, as set out in the Construction
Method Statement (Document Reference:
6.3), as part of the project proposals the
existing Boord Street footbridge would be
replaced with a wider, shared use structure
to accommodate both pedestrians and
cyclists. The deck of the replacement bridge
will be installed during night time working
under a short term road closure of the
A102, with the bridge finishing works taking
place over a live carriageway.
Whilst working 24/7 to speed up the
construction time would not be possible,
there are many measures that would be
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Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)
implemented in order to reduce the amount
of disruption to the public.
Traffic management measures (such as
traffic cones and signs) are likely to be left
in place outside of the construction
contractor’s normal working hours as part of
a Construction Traffic Management Plan,
and this will ultimately assist the contractor
in being able to complete the construction in
the quickest possible duration. Setting out
and then removing the traffic management
measures at the start and end of every work
day would be an inefficient use of the
contractor’s resources, and would increase
the project duration and costs significantly.
Safety is also a key factor in this decision.
The workforce would be exposed to a much
greater risk in having to work alongside the
live traffic when installing and removing the
traffic management on a daily basis.
Furthermore, the safety risk to motorists
would also be increased because they
would approach the works each time not
knowing which highways layout to expect,
and in this situation traffic incidents are
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Change to the
Scheme?

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consider using river
transport to aid
construction and
stockpiling of spoil.

Consultee

Royal Borough of Greenwich
London Borough of Newham

Regard had to response (Section 49)
much more likely to occur.
TfL would plan the construction of the
Silvertown Tunnel to cause the least
disruption possible, and it is envisaged that
work sites will be located in areas nearby
the proposed tunnel alignment, on each
side of the River Thames. These would be
used for facilitating the necessary
construction works. Following comments
received during consultation, Following
comments received during consultation, TfL
has committed to transport 50% by weight
of all materials associated with the Scheme
by river, as further described in the Code of
Construction Practice (Document
Reference: 6.10).

Change to the
Scheme?
Y

The Construction Method Statement
(Document Reference: 6.3), produced as
part of the Development Consent Order,
sets out in detail the envisaged quantities of
material to be moved onto and away from
site, and the proposed method by which to
achieve this movement of material. It would
be necessary, however, to move some
construction and other materials by road.
TfL will agree how this might work in
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Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Consider using the rail
Royal Borough of Greenwich
and/or river for
London Borough of Bexley
construction traffic /
removal of waste products.

London Borough of
Lewisham noted concern
with construction impacts
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London Borough of Lewisham

Regard had to response (Section 49)
practice with the relevant local authorities.
Following comments received during
consultation, as part of its River Transport
Commitments, TfL has committed to
transport 50% by weight of all materials
associated with the Scheme by river, as
further described in the Code of
Construction Practice (Document
Reference: 6.10).
The Construction Method Statement
(Document Reference: 6.3), produced as
part of the Development Consent Order,
sets out in detail the envisaged quantities of
material to be moved onto and away from
site, and the proposed method by which to
achieve this movement of material. Whilst it
is the aim to maximise the movement of
materials by river, it would be necessary to
move some construction and other
materials by road. TfL will agree how this
might work in practice with the relevant
local authorities as part of a Construction
Traffic Management Plan.
TfL would plan the construction of the
Silvertown Tunnel to cause the least
disruption possible. The Construction

Change to the
Scheme?
Y

N

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue
and noted that assumed
haulage and spoil routes
may alter to reflect the
availability of material and
capacity for accepting
spoil.

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

Method Statement (Document Reference:
6.3) sets out in detail the quantities of
material to be moved onto and away from
site, and the proposed method by which to
achieve this movement of material.
As much as possible, we would move
materials to and from our worksites using
the river and this may require a new
temporary jetty in the Silvertown area.
TfL has committed to transport at least 50%
by weight of all materials associated with
the Scheme by river, as further described in
the Code of Construction Practice (PINS
Document Reference 6.10). It is estimated
that this commitment would reduce the road
transport by 99,600 lorry movements. The
commitments above aim to reduce impacts
on traffic, and will help to mitigate impacts
to Blackwall and the tunnel.
It would be necessary, however, to move
some construction and other materials by
road. Envisaged routes for site traffic have
been identified and we acknowledge would
be subject to approval as part of a
Construction Traffic Management Plan by
each authority.. The routes take into
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Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

account the presence and access of key
community facilities such as schools and
healthcare facilities.

Protect pedestrian and
cyclists during works.

London Borough of Newham

Throughout the construction of the tunnel,
as part of the Construction Traffic
Management Plan, coordination will be
undertaken with other major construction
projects (including the proposed IKEA store,
developments on Greenwich peninsula and
the surrounding area, Crossrail and HS2)
and the O2 to coordinate the works.
The traffic management required for the
Y
construction of the scheme will be carried
out in accordance with the applicable
design standard, the Traffic Signs Manual.
This details the requirements to protect
cyclists and pedestrians through the
construction works.
To reduce disruption and protect
pedestrians and cyclists, certain works are
being carefully planned. For example, as
part of the project proposals, the existing
Boord Street footbridge would be replaced
with a wider, shared use structure to
accommodate both pedestrians and
cyclists. The deck of the replacement bridge
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Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

will be installed during night time working
under a short term road closure of the
A102, with the bridge finishing works taking
place over a live carriageway. TfL has
agreed that the existing Boord Street
footbridge would be demolished but not
until a new adjacent replacement foot and
cycleway bridge is constructed and
completed with a step access. Access
ramps would be added later to the structure
following demolition of the existing bridge.
This would ensure a bridge is maintained at
all times to provide a safe crossing of the
A102 during construction and operation.
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Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

R1.3

Section 42 (1) (d)
Change to the
Scheme?

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Alternative procurement
method to reduce duration
until construction is
completed

Knight Dragon Developments
Limited

The construction works would require the
temporary occupation of car parking
facilities currently used by the O2.
Approximately 636 spaces are proposed to
be lost during construction. Car Parking
facilities, including for these spaces, are
included within the Greenwich Masterplan
approved in 2014 and TfL is in discussions
with the developer to agree a joint
approach to re-providing these spaces.
Separate provision has been made within
the Order Limits for replacement car
parking if agreement cannot be reached
prior to the start of construction.

N

Alternative suggestion for
location of the construction
compounds.

Knight Dragon Developments
Limited

TfL continue to engage with the developers
of the Greenwich consented Masterplan to
deliver construction solutions which seek to
minimise the cumulative impacts of the
development and Silvertown Tunnel
schemes. This engagement includes
establishing appropriate construction
working areas which seek to deliver the
works to a feasible schedule whilst seeking
also to minimise impacts of the Scheme on
existing infrastructure and planned

N
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Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Any increase in traffic is
inconvenient / unbearable
to local residents.

Consultee

BHLF-33SX-SN55-V
ANON-33SX-S7SN-V
ANON-33SX-S2DH-2

Regard had to response (Section 49)
development.
In developing the Scheme proposals TfL
has given particular consideration to
construction, maintenance and operation of
the crossing. It is recognised that there will
be some disruption during construction with
planned traffic diversions being required to
accommodate construction phases. In
order to understand and reduce the
disruption on the existing road network and
local residents during construction TfL has
developed an envisaged construction
programme based on the phasing of works
to minimise disruption as set out in the
Construction Method Statement (Document
Reference: 6.3). This phasing of work
maximises offline construction, remote from
existing infrastructure, thus minimising the
impact on the running of the current road
network, including the Blackwall Tunnel.
Finalisation of these routes will be agreed
with local authorities as part of a
Construction Traffic Management Plan.

Change to the
Scheme?
N

Furthermore, as part of the Scheme's
commitment to minimising traffic impacts
from congestion, TfL has committed to
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Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)
transport 50% by weight of all materials
associated with the Scheme by river, as
further described in the Code of
Construction Practice (Document
Reference: 6.10).
TfL is committed to minimising the
disruption to local communities throughout
the construction period of the scheme, and
acknowledges that restricting the
availability of car parking spaces for
construction workers is a primary method
by which to achieve this objective. Car
parking for construction workers will
therefore be strictly limited, and the vast
majority of the workforce will be required to
commute to the site using public transport
and a Staff Travel Plan will be agreed with
local authorities to facilitate this. It will,
however, be necessary to provide access
to site for mobility-impaired travel, VIP
visits, those arriving with equipment and
minor materials in vans and similar
vehicles, and for those shift workers
travelling to /from the site at times when
public transport is not running. Limited
parking for these vehicles will be provided
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Change to the
Scheme?

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

ASD Limited noted
objection to the
construction works area for
the tunnel which includes
ASD’s site.

Consultee
ASD Limited (Klöckner & Co)

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

at both Silvertown and Greenwich.
As part of the development the proposals
Y
have been the subject of four public
consultations in 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015
and the comments and views from these
consultations have been taken into account
in developing the scheme. The Silvertown
Crossing Assessment of Needs and
Options report sets out in detail the needs
for the new river crossing, examines and
assesses eight possible crossing options
and identifies the preferred option, the
tunnel crossing at Silvertown along the
proposed alignment.
Throughout the statutory process there has
been continued liaison with the all parties
affected by the proposals including
Greenwich Peninsula land owners and
developers, including ASD. TfL has taken
measures, where practicable, to minimise
the amount of land permanently required
for the Scheme and to minimise the land
required for the construction and the period
of time for which it is required. The aim is
to facilitate a collaborative approach to the
construction logistics of both developments
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Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

ASD Limited requested that
alternative proposals are
considered, which would
allow ASD to continue
operating from its site.

ASD Limited (Klöckner & Co)

Brenntag made reference
to a meeting held with TfL
and the requirement for an
operational study/summary
of the likely impact of

Brenntag
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Regard had to response (Section 49)
and measures will be taken to ensure that
disruption to surrounding areas and
highways would be minimised. As part of
these negotiations, TfL has made provision
within the Scheme for the re-provision of
any storage areas or access lost by ASD
during construction.
As part of negotiations with ASD Limited,
TfL has made provision within the Scheme
for the re-provision of any storage areas or
access lost by ASD during construction.

Change to the
Scheme?

Y

TfL continue to engage with landowners to
deliver construction solutions which seek to
minimise impact of the Scheme. This
engagement includes establishing
appropriate construction working areas
which seek to deliver the works to a
feasible schedule whilst seeking also to
minimise impacts of the Scheme on
existing infrastructure and planned
development.
Time scales for the Silvertown Tunnel
construction programme remain as
discussed, and the proposed Impact Study
is the subject of on-going discussions with
Brenntag. The works to Tunnel Avenue are

N

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Tunnel Avenue.

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

set out in Schedule 1 to the draft DCO and
are shown on the Works and Land Plans.

Concern about access to
the Lower Lea crossing.

ANON-33SX-STTE-H
ANON-33SX-SF67-Q

Concern about the impacts
of the Scheme during
construction.

The Trustees of Morden
College
Railway Pension Nominees
Ltd (‘Railway Pension
Nominees’)
Quintain
Chris Hodge commercial Ltd
ANON-33SX-STRR-V
ANON-33SX-SNWD-D
ANON-33SX-SNMV-N
ANON-33SX-SN7D-D

During construction of the Silvertown
Tunnel scheme access from Lower Lea
Crossing to and from Silvertown Way will
be maintained, with local diversions in
place around the Tidal Basin Roundabout
to enable the proposed changes to the
roundabout to be made. Further details of
the construction impacts on local access in
the Silvertown area can be found in
Chapter 6 of the Transport Assessment
(Document Reference: 6.5).
In developing the Scheme proposals TfL
has given particular consideration to
minimising the impacts during construction.
Each of the topic areas in the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference: 6.1) deals with construction
effects, and these are summarised in the
Non-Technical Summary. Controls on the
contractor to ensure that construction
mitigates against identified impacts are set
out in the Code of Construction Practice
(Document Reference: 6.10).

N

N

It is recognised that there will be some
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Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

ANON-33SX-SN3C-8
ANON-33SX-S26K-Q

disruption during construction with planned
traffic diversions being required to
accommodate construction phases. In
order to understand and reduce the
disruption on the existing road network
during construction TfL has developed an
envisaged construction programme based
on the phasing of works to minimise
disruption, described in the Construction
Method Statement (Document Reference:
6.3). This phasing of work maximises offline
construction, remote from existing
infrastructure, thus minimising the impact
on the running of the current road network,
including the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL would establish work sites in areas
nearby the proposed tunnel alignment, on
each side of the river. These would be used
for facilitating the necessary construction
works. TfL has committed, as a response to
consultation, to transport 50% by weight of
all materials associated with the Scheme by
river, as further described in the Code of
Construction Practice.
Adverse effects resulting from the
construction of the Scheme would be kept
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Change to the
Scheme?

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Concern about the level of
mitigation for the impacts
during the construction
phase.

Consultee

Knight Dragon Developments
Limited

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

to a reasonable minimum through the
specification of construction control
principles within a Code of Construction
Practice (CoCP). The CoCP establishes a
framework to control possible
environmental, public health and safety
impacts arising from the construction of the
Scheme that may affect the interests of
local residents, businesses, the general
public and the surroundings in the vicinity of
the Scheme.
In developing the scheme proposals we
N
have given particular consideration to
construction, maintenance and operation of
the crossing. Each of the topic areas in the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference: 6.1) deals with construction
effects, and these are summarised in the
Non-Technical Summary. Controls on the
contractor to ensure that construction
mitigates against identified impacts are set
out in the Code of Construction Practice
(Document Reference: 6.10).
It is also recognised that there will be some
disruption during construction with planned
traffic diversions being required to
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Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)
accommodate construction phases. In
order to understand and reduce the
disruption on the existing road network
during construction we have developed an
envisaged construction programme based
on the phasing of works to minimise
disruption, set out in the Construction
Method Statement (Document Reference:
6.3). This phasing of work maximises offline
construction, remote from existing
infrastructure, thus minimising the impact
on the running of the current road network,
including the Blackwall Tunnel. The
finalisation of these routes will be agreed
with local authorities as part of the
Construction Management Plan, as
required by the Code of Construction
Practice. To help reduce construction traffic
on roads, TfL has committed to transport
50% by weight of all materials associated
with the Scheme by river, as further
described in the Code of Construction
Practice.
It is recognised that the free running of the
A102, and Blackwall Tunnel, is
fundamental, in order for the road network
and public transport services to operate
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Change to the
Scheme?

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

satisfactorily allowing access to sites such
as City Airport and Canary Wharf.
Therefore, during construction the A102 will
operate as a minimum of 2 lanes through
the site traffic management system. It is not
anticipated that any closures of the
Blackwall Tunnel will be required for the
construction of the scheme.
Communication of proposed impacts will be
undertaken in line with a Community
Engagement Plan, completed in
consultation with local authorities, as
required by the Code of Construction
Practice.
Concern over the impact of
construction area on
business.

ASD Limited (Klöckner & Co)

Knight Dragon Developments
Consider a detailed
programme for replacement Limited

TfL is continuing liaison with the all parties
affected by the proposals including
Greenwich Peninsula land owners and
developers, including ASD. The aim is to
facilitate a collaborative approach to the
construction logistics of both developments
and measures will be taken to ensure that
disruption to surrounding businesses would
be minimised.

N

The Construction Method Statement
(Document Reference: 6.3) sets out an
envisaged detailed programme for dealing

N
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Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

of essential facilities.

with nearby essential facilities in the local
area affected by construction. However
this will be refined during detailed design by
the Contractor, further to on-going liaison
with landowners.

Battersea Investments
Consider alternative
locations for storage near to Limited
Boord Street bridge.

The area identified to be occupied and
N
used temporarily during the construction of
the scheme at this location is proposed for
more than just for storage. It is specifically
required to construct the replacement
Boord Street footbridge and the usage will
be a combination of space to manoeuvre
construction plant, equipment and materials
as well as access for the workforce. The
precise layout of the space usage cannot
be ascertained at this stage as it will
depend on the exact method of
construction chosen by the contractor.

ASD requested
confirmation of structures
impacting on owned sites
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ASD Limited (Klöckner & Co)

The area identified to be occupied and
N
used temporarily during the construction of
the scheme at this location is proposed for
more than just for storage. It is specifically
required to construct the replacement
Boord Street footbridge and the usage will
be a combination of space to manoeuvre
construction plant, equipment and materials

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Consider keeping disruption ANON-33SX-SNMV-N
to a minimum level.
ANON-33SX-SFYR-N
ANON-33SX-S7SD-J

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

as well as access for the workforce. The
precise layout of the space usage cannot
be ascertained at this stage as it will
depend on the exact method of
construction chosen by the contractor.
It is recognised that there will be some
N
disruption during construction with planned
traffic diversions being required to
accommodate construction phases. In
order to understand and reduce the
disruption on the existing road network
during construction TfL has developed an
envisaged construction programme based
on the phasing of works to minimise
disruption set out in the Construction
Method Statement (Document Reference:
6.3), as part of a Construction Traffic
Management Plan to be agreed with local
authorities. This phasing of work maximises
offline construction, remote from existing
infrastructure, thus minimising the impact
on the running of the current road network,
including the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL has committed, in response to
consultation, to transport 50% by weight of
all materials associated with the Scheme by
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Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

river, as further described in the Code of
Construction Practice (Document
Reference: 6.10).
The Construction Method Statement,
produced as part of the Development
Consent Order, sets out in detail the
envisaged quantities of material to be
moved onto and away from site, and the
proposed method by which to achieve this
movement of material. Our aim is to keep
disruption to a minimum and a void traffic
standing still.

Consider keeping the
project to schedule and not
Page 58 of 202

The Trustees of Morden
College

It is recognised that the free running of the
A102, and Blackwall Tunnel, is
fundamental, in order for the road network
and public transport services to operate
satisfactorily allowing access to sites such
as City Airport and Canary Wharf.
Therefore, during construction the A102 will
operate as a minimum of 2 lanes through
the site traffic management system. It is not
anticipated that any closures of the
Blackwall Tunnel will be required for the
construction of the scheme.
The Silvertown Tunnel was designated a
'Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project'

N

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

take any longer than
originally planned.

BHLF-33SX-SN5S-T

by the Secretary of State for Transport in
2012. This means that TfL must apply for a
Development Consent Order (DCO) to build
and operate the scheme. Throughout this
process extensive consultation with the
public must be undertaken and the project
must be planned carefully. The design of
the project must be progressed to such an
extent that the exact amount of land
required to construct the project is defined,
and in order to do this a construction
methodology and programme are
necessary. These requirements all assist in
ensuring that a lot of the risk is minimised
prior to construction being commenced. As
such, TfL is confident that the construction
of the tunnel can be achieved within the
timeframe stated in the Construction
Method Statement (Document Reference:
6.3).

Change to the
Scheme?

Furthermore, following the DCO process
TfL would then procure the Design, Build,
Finance and Maintenance (DBFM) under a
Public-Private Partnership (PPP),
contracting the services to a Project
company. With the Project company having
a long term DBFM contract where
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Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

payments to them will only start at the end
of construction period there is a powerful
incentive to complete the works to
programme, if not better.
Consider maintaining
access and minimise
disruption to Blackwall
tunnel.

ANON-33SX-S26K-Q

It is recognised that the free running of the
A102, and Blackwall Tunnel, is
fundamental, in order for the road network
and public transport services to operate
satisfactorily allowing access to sites such
as City Airport and Canary Wharf.
Therefore, during construction the A102 will
operate as a minimum of 2 lanes other than
for very brief periods of time associated
with specific construction tasks. It is not
anticipated that any closures of the
Blackwall Tunnel will be required for the
construction of the scheme.

N

Consider maintaining the
pedestrian facilities and
keep uncongested the
access to Britannia Village.

ANON-33SX-SNU8-Y

During construction the planned works are
likely to have impact on pedestrian routes
immediately around the worksites planned
for the scheme. These will be local to the
Scheme sites, and will not have an effect
on the direct access to the Britannia Village
from the A1020 North Woolwich Road.
Alternative diversion routes for routes that
are affected will be established for all

N
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Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Concern that the gantries
and traffic signs will be
visibly intrusive to the
detriment of the Greenwich
Peninsula

Chris Hodge commercial Ltd

Consider
providing/maintaining
access for local traffic (via
Tunnel Avenue/Seagull
Lane).

Railway Pension Nominees
Ltd (‘Railway Pension
Nominees’)
Knight Dragon Developments
Limited

Regard had to response (Section 49)
phases of the construction works. The
diversion routes will be kept to a minimum
length practicable and will be agreed with
local authorities as part of a Construction
Traffic Management Plan.
As a result of the consultation TfL has
made revisions to the Scheme to remove
the signage gantry previously proposed
outside this affected property.

Change to the
Scheme?

Y

Gantries are otherwise required as part of
the Scheme to ensure traffic management
and safety measures can be implemented
and adequately signposted.

Consider that the amount of The Trustees of Morden
disruption is not worth it.
College
ANON-33SX-SFJ8-C

Access to Seagull Lane will be maintained
throughout the construction period. The
current access arrangements along Tunnel
Avenue will be maintained throughout the
construction period.

N

TfL would plan the construction of the
Silvertown Tunnel to cause the least
disruption possible and it is envisaged that
worksites would be located in areas nearby
the proposed tunnel alignment, on each
side of the river. These would be used for
facilitating the necessary construction

N
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works.
TfL has committed to transport 50% by
weight of all materials associated with the
Scheme by river, as further described in the
Code of Construction Practice (Document
Reference: 6.10).
The Construction Method Statement
(Document Reference: 6.3), produced as
part of the Development Consent Order,
sets out in detail the envisaged quantities
of material to be moved onto and away
from site, and the proposed method by
which to achieve this movement of material.
It would be necessary, however, to move
some construction and other materials by
road. Indicative routes for site traffic have
been identified and would be subject to
approval by each borough as part of a
Construction Traffic Management Plan. The
routes take into account the presence and
access of key community facilities such as
schools and healthcare facilities. The hours
of working for different site operations will
also be agreed with the London Boroughs,
as set out in the Code of Construction
Practice (Document Reference: 6.10)
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Change to the
Scheme?

(CoCP).

Consider that there is not
enough space for nonmotorists

U&I Group

Adverse effects resulting from the
construction of the Scheme would be kept
to a reasonable minimum through the
specification of construction control
principles within a CoCP. The CoCP
establishes a framework to control possible
environmental, public health and safety
impacts arising from the construction of the
Scheme that may affect the interests of
local residents, businesses, the general
public and the surroundings in the vicinity of
the Scheme.
Generally during construction, existing
N
cyclist and pedestrian routes will be
maintained where possible, but any
necessary diversions will be agreed with
local authorities. Envisaged examples are
shown in the Construction Method
Statement (Document Reference: 6.3) and
will be finalised and agreed with local
authorities as part of a Construction Traffic
Management Plan.
As a result of consultation responses, TfL
has also ensured that a bridge over the
A102 at Boord Street will be open
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Consider the construction
impacts on the local road
network.
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ANON-33SX-SN19-V

Regard had to response (Section 49)
throughout the construction of the Scheme.
It would be necessary to introduce some
temporary road closures and diversions
while the tunnel is being built, although
these would be kept to an absolute
minimum. The Contractor would work
closely with the relevant local authorities in
planning and implementing any temporary
network alterations and would ensure that
any closures are publicised well in advance
as part of a Construction Traffic
Management Plan. It is likely that sections
of Edmund Halley Way would be closed for
significant periods of the works; however
access will be maintained to the car parks
which are accessed via Edmund Halley
Way. It is also likely that while Millennium
Way would remain open throughout the
works, we may need to manage traffic with
temporary traffic signals and local
diversions for some periods during the
works. Access to North Greenwich station
and the 02 would be maintained at all times
and no bus routes would be affected by the
construction of the scheme although some
localised diversions may apply from time to

Change to the
Scheme?
N
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Change to the
Scheme?

time.
TfL has committed to transport 50% by
weight of all materials associated with the
Scheme by river, as further described in the
Code of Construction Practice (Document
Reference: 6.10). Whilst TfL has made this
commitment it would, however, still be
necessary to move some construction and
other materials by road. Indicative routes
for site traffic have been identified and
would be subject to approval each borough
through a Construction Traffic Management
Plan. The routes take into account the
presence and access of key community
facilities such as schools and healthcare
facilities. The hours of working for different
site operations will also be agreed with the
London Boroughs. There would be
communication with local businesses and
residents during construction as part of a
Community Engagement Plan. The CoCP,
through requiring these plans, and its other
environmental measures, would ensure
disruption would be kept to a minimum and
any adverse effects are mitigated.
TfL is committed to minimising the
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Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

disruption to local communities throughout
the construction period of the scheme, and
a further way by which objective can be
achieved is to restrict the availability of car
parking spaces for construction workers.
Car parking for construction workers will
therefore be strictly limited, and the vast
majority of the workforce will be required to
commute to the site using public transport.
Shuttle buses may be used to collect
workers from nearby public transport
terminals, such as North Greenwich
underground station. Details of staff travel
will be agreed with the local authorities
through a Staff Travel Plan as part of the
Construction Traffic Management Plan. It is
considered that this proposal will help to
minimise the amount of traffic on the roads
surrounding the scheme which is related to
the project.
Further to the statutory consultation and
Y
through engagement between TfL and
National Grid, the Scheme design has been
adjusted so that the tunnel service buildings
are now proposed to be located on the land
directly above the tunnel and to the north of
the tunnel portal, on part of the land
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Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

originally proposed for the coach park. The
amount of land to be permanently acquired
for the purposes of the Scheme has thus
been minimised. Replacement land is also
proposed to be provided for the Scheme’s
Pressure Reduction Station.
In this area, TfL has also made changes to
the Scheme Order Limits in order to
improve access to SGN's land and
substation, further to consultation
responses. The land to the south of the
tunnel (where it was originally proposed
that the tunnel buildings would be located)
would be temporarily possessed for the
worksite, and then returned to the
landowner afterwards.
Consider the period of use
of the Boord street site.

Lidoka Estates Ltd

The requirement to temporarily occupy the
N
site at Boord Street is for the purpose of
accommodating works to replace the Boord
Street footbridge, as oppose to storage.
TfL is proposing to occupy the site for a
maximum period of 15 months and are in
discussions with all parties impacted by the
proposal in order to minimise the disruption
it will cause and to provide to compensation
in the event that the requirement results in
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Change to the
Scheme?

financial loss. TfL do not envisage that the
temporary requirement will affect the status
of the site in respect of planning policy.
Consider the use of the
Boord street site.

Lidoka Estates Ltd

Consider using local people
businesses for construction
materials/ jobs.

Tarmac

The requirement to temporarily occupy the
N
site at Boord Street is for the purpose of
accommodating works to replace the Boord
Street footbridge, as oppose to storage.
TfL is proposing to occupy the site for a
maximum period of 15 months and are in
discussions with all parties impacted by the
proposal in order to minimise the disruption
it will cause and to provide to compensation
in the event that the requirement results in
financial loss. TfL do not envisage that the
temporary requirement will affect the status
of the site in respect of planning policy.
These are the current 3 commitments that N
have been agreed for the project in regards
to local labour
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Consider using warning of
closures, noise and air
pollution to keep disruption
to minimum.

London City Airport

Change to the
Scheme?

Strategic Labour Needs &
Training Policy each £3
million of contract value will
equal 1 apprenticeship
position.
Contractor will be expected to
use reasonable endeavours to
maximise opportunities for
local firms to win contracts.
Contractors will work with the
host boroughs and any other
organisation it may choose to
nominate in order to ensure
local businesses are made
aware of opportunities.

It would be necessary to introduce some
temporary road closures and diversions
while the tunnel is being built, although TfL
would keep these to an absolute minimum.
TfL would work closely with the relevant
local authorities in planning and
implementing any temporary network
alterations and would ensure that any
closures are publicised well in advance,

N
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Change to the
Scheme?

further to the Code of Construction Practice
(Document Reference: 6.10) and an agreed
Construction Traffic Management Plan. As
set out in the Code of Construction
Practice, the Contractor will produce
separate noise and air quality management
plans to be approved with local authorities.
Consideration that Dock
Road site should be
considered for retention as
a source of locally
produced sustainable
concrete.

Tarmac

Construction of the Scheme London City Airport
would result in more
ANON-33SX-STVB-G
congestion.
ANON-33SX-STBG-1
ANON-33SX-SFQ2-D
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TfL will seek to acquire the necessary land N
and rights for the scheme by negotiation.
Businesses displaced by the scheme that
have a qualifying interest in land will be
compensated in accordance with the
Compensation Code.
TfL recognises that there will be some
N
disruption during construction with planned
traffic diversions being required to
accommodate construction phases. In
order to understand and reduce the
disruption on the existing road network
during construction TfL has developed an
envisaged construction programme based
on the phasing of works to minimise
disruption set out in the Construction
Method Statement (Document Reference:
6.3). This phasing of work maximises offline
construction, remote from existing
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Change to the
Scheme?

infrastructure, thus minimising the impact
on the running of the current road network,
including the Blackwall Tunnel. Whilst it is
the aim to maximise the movement of
materials by river, it would be necessary to
move some construction and other
materials by road. TfL will agree how the
management of this traffic to avoid
congestion might work in practice with the
relevant local authorities as part of a
Construction Traffic Management Plan.
TfL has committed to transport 50% by
weight of all materials associated with the
Scheme by river, as further described in the
Code of Construction Practice (Document
Reference: 6.10).
Impact on operations at
City Cross Business Park
(south of the Scheme and
west of the A102).

Railway Pension Nominees
Ltd (‘Railway Pension
Nominees’)

It is recognised that the free running of the
N
A102, and Blackwall Tunnel, is
fundamental, in order for the road network
and public transport services to operate
satisfactorily. Therefore, during construction
the A102 will operate as a minimum of 2
lanes through the site traffic management
system. It is not anticipated that any
closures of the Blackwall Tunnel itself will
be required for the construction of the
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Change to the
Scheme?

scheme, and thus there will be little impact
to travel to/from City Cross Business Park
by the Scheme.
U&I Group provided
information on adjacent
developments

U&I Group

Knight Dragon
Developments Limited
noted that any diversions
should be kept to an
absolute minimum given
the importance of
Millennium Way.

Knight Dragon Developments
Limited
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In order to comply with PINS’ Advice note
N
17, Thames Wharf has been included as a
‘Tier 3’ development for the purposes of the
Cumulative Impact Assessment of the
Scheme (Chapter 17 of the Environmental
Statement (Document Reference: 6.1)), as
it’s proposed release as a strategic site
forms part of a development plan. This
means that it has only been considered
qualitatively (i.e. not as a receptor point)
due the high level of uncertainty about the
deliverability and low level of detail of the
design/layout of the development at
present.
In order to understand and reduce the
N
disruption on the existing road network
during construction TfL has developed an
envisaged construction programme based
on the phasing of works to minimise
disruption. This construction methodology
is detailed in the Construction Method
Statement (Document Reference: 6.3). This
phasing of work maximises offline
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Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

construction, remote from existing
infrastructure, thus minimising the impact
on the running of the current road network,
including the Blackwall Tunnel and
Millennium Way.
Public transport using the roads, such as
buses and taxis, will be subject to the traffic
management arrangements which would be
put in place throughout the construction
period in order to facilitate the works. It is
recognised that there will be some
disruption during construction with planned
traffic diversions being required to
accommodate construction phases. The
importance of Millennium Way is
recognised, and during the works
continuous vehicular access will be
provided along Millennium Way at all times
- either in its original location or an adjacent
diverted location.
It is however, likely that sections of Edmund
Halley Way would be closed for significant
periods of the works and it would be
necessary to close a section of two of the
existing car parks which serve the O2 and
North Greenwich multi-modal transport hub.
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Temporary car parks would be constructed
close to the existing and road access to
them will be provided and maintained,
ensuring that the parking area remains
accessible and is not reduced in size
throughout the construction period.
Existing pedestrian access routes are likely
to be subject to diversions at various stages
throughout the construction period. Where
this is necessary, however, alternative
access routes would be provided. Any
diversions, either for motorists or
pedestrians, will be kept to an absolute
minimum whilst also enabling the
construction works to proceed, and will be
agreed with local authorities through a
Construction Traffic Management Plan.
Furthermore, the Jubilee Line underground
line, Emirates Air Line cable car and
Docklands Light Railway will remain
unaffected by the Silvertown Tunnel
construction works throughout the duration
of the project. It is considered that the
implementation of these measures would
all contribute to ensure that the existing
transport systems are not affected by the
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Change to the
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construction of Silvertown Tunnel.
Knight Dragon
Developments Limited
requested to be party to
any legal agreement
regarding the DCO.

Knight Dragon Developments
Limited

TfL continue to engage with the developers
of the Greenwich consented Masterplan to
deliver construction solutions which seek to
minimise the cumulative impacts of the
development and Silvertown Tunnel
schemes. This engagement covers
establishing an appropriate allocation of
costs for construction mitigation elements
and an appropriate mechanism for delivery
of the infrastructure including protection
measures in the event of default; all of
which will be set out in an agreement.

Lidoka Estates Ltd
suggested the need to
identify alternative storage
locations.

Lidoka Estates Ltd

The area identified to be occupied and
N
used temporarily during the construction of
the scheme at this location is proposed for
more than just for storage. It is specifically
required to construct the replacement
Boord Street footbridge and the usage will
be a combination of space to manoeuvre
construction plant, equipment and materials
as well as access for the workforce. The
precise layout of the space usage cannot
be ascertained at this stage as it will
depend on the exact method of
construction chosen by the contractor. TfL

N
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Lidoka Estates Ltd noted
suggestions for access to
Studio 338 to avoid
encroaching on land leased
to The London Evening
Standard.

Lidoka Estates Ltd

Lidoka Estates Ltd noted
that TfL should consider a
much more detailed
assessment of storage
requirements.

Lidoka Estates Ltd
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Regard had to response (Section 49)
continue to hold ongoing discussions with
landowners impacted by the works on the
east side of A102 around Boord St
footbridge. TfL aims to develop a
construction solution and land acquisition
which is acceptable to all parties and the
Application Scheme shown on the plans
reflects the current position on this matter.
These discussions are ongoing.
TfL has made changes to the Scheme in
order to re-provide access and egress for
Studio 338, and made further changes
following detailed discussions with Lidoka
Estates Ltd and Studio 338.

Change to the
Scheme?

Y

The Scheme proposals include the
construction of a ‘hammerhead’ in front of
Studio 338. The solution proposes that a
small area of land currently owned by
Lidoka is permanently acquired. The
proposed land acquisition is detailed in the
Land Plans submitted with this DCO.
The area identified to be occupied and
used temporarily during the construction of
the scheme is more than just for storage. It
is specifically required to construct the
replacement Boord Street footbridge and

N
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Change to the
Scheme?

the usage will be a combination of space to
manoeuvre construction plant, equipment
and materials as well as access for the
workforce. The precise layout of the space
usage cannot be ascertained at this stage
as it will depend on the exact method of
construction chosen by the contractor.
Lidoka Estates Ltd noted
that TfL should provide
adequate justification for
storage site locations.

Lidoka Estates Ltd

Make sure that public
transport is not affected
during the construction of
the Scheme

Railway Pension Nominees
Ltd (‘Railway Pension
Nominees’)

The requirement to temporarily occupy the
N
site at Boord Street is for the purpose of
accommodating works to replace the Boord
Street footbridge, as oppose to storage.
TfL is proposing to occupy the site for a
maximum period of 15 months and are in
discussions with all parties impacted by the
proposal in order to minimise the disruption
it will cause and to provide to compensation
in the event that the requirement results in
financial loss. TfL do not envisage that the
temporary requirement will affect the status
of the site in respect of planning policy.
The Jubilee Line underground line,
N
Emirates Air Line cable car and Docklands
Light Railway will remain unaffected by the
Silvertown Tunnel construction works
throughout the duration of the project.
Public transport using the roads, such as
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buses and taxis, will be subject to the traffic
management arrangements which would be
put in place throughout the construction
period in order to facilitate the works. It is
recognised that there will be some
disruption during construction with planned
traffic diversions being required to
accommodate construction phases. In
order to understand and reduce the
disruption on the existing road network
during construction TfL has developed an
envisaged construction programme based
on the phasing of works to minimise
disruption. This phasing of work maximises
offline construction, remote from existing
infrastructure, thus minimising the impact
on the running of the current road network,
including the Blackwall Tunnel.
It would be necessary to introduce some
temporary road closures and diversions
while the tunnel is being built that may
affect bus services, although TfL would
keep these to an absolute minimum. TfL
would work closely with the relevant local
authorities in planning and implementing
any temporary network alterations and
would ensure that any closures are
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Change to the
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publicised well in advance.

Query over protective
provisions with gas
infrastructure companies.

BHLF-33SX-S7FH-9

During the construction of the Silvertown
Tunnel itself it would be necessary to close
a section of two of the existing car parks
which serve the O2 and North Greenwich
multi-modal transport hub. Temporary car
parks would be constructed close to the
existing and road access to them will be
provided and maintained, ensuring that the
overall parking area would remain
unchanged throughout the construction
period.
Enquiries have been made with all utility
N
companies resulting in many services being
identified in the area affected by the
scheme proposals. Contact has
subsequently been made with the various
utility companies and as a result some of
the utility records have been updated.
Discussions with utility providers are
ongoing in regard to utilities apparatus
impacted by the Scheme.

Quintain noted concern
over an unnecessary
element of the proposed

Quintain

Refinements and amendments have been
made to the Order Limits boundary to
reduce the impact on the affected

Y
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tunnel compound.
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Change to the
Scheme?

landowners. The location of the Tunnel
Services Compound has been amended,
and consequently the fencing previously
shown at the entrance to the access road
on the architectural concept drawing is no
longer warranted. Engagement with
affected landowners will continue
throughout the DCO process to ensure that
all land take is kept to a minimum.

Quintain requested the
ability to comment on the
design of the proposed Site
Compound boundary
treatment and the right to
upgrade the boundary
fence in the future if
necessary.

Quintain

Engagement with affected landowners will
continue throughout the DCO process to
ensure that all land take is kept to a
minimum and to reach agreement on how
detailed design issues will be dealt with

N

Requests for compensation
to local property owners.

Chris Hodge commercial Ltd
BHLF-33SX-SN9S-X
ANON-33SX-SN3C-8

Owners and occupiers of properties which
are located outside of the Order Limits
boundary as illustrated on the Land Plans
will not be entitled to compensation for
relocation.

N

The majority of neighbouring property
owners whose accesses are affected by the
Scheme will be provided with replacement
accesses as part of the Scheme, save for
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Change to the
Scheme?

those on short term leases on the
Greenwich Peninsula whose land is
affected by redevelopment proposals.
Owners and occupiers within the Order
Limits boundary will however, be able to
claim for compensation in accordance with
the Compensation Code. The
Compensation Code sets out the basis
under which a claim for compensation can
be made. Affected parties with a qualifying
interest are advised to seek advice from
suitably qualified chartered surveyor and /
or solicitor who will be able to provide
assistance with the process. Reasonable
fees and costs in assessing a claim for
compensation should be agreed with TfL
prior to any costs being incurred.
Compensation is not payable for
construction noise.
If the environmental impact of the Scheme
adversely affects local residential values,
whether inside or outside the Order Limits
boundary, property owners will have the
opportunity to apply for compensation in
accordance with Part 1 of the Land
Compensation Act 1973.
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Any increase in traffic is
inconvenient / unbearable
to local residents.

ANON-33SX-ST3T-Y
ANON-33SX-SNUB-9
ANON-33SX-SNQM-G
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SN1G-A
ANON-33SX-SN1D-7
ANON-33SX-SFPE-Y
ANON-33SX-S7Z5-A
ANON-33SX-S7RK-R
ANON-33SX-S7MR-T
ANON-33SX-S76C-M
ANON-33SX-S2Y5-4
ANON-33SX-S2U1-V
ANON-33SX-S2J3-K
ANON-33SX-S2CA-T
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
London Cycling Campaign
London Assembly Green
Party Group
BHLF-33SX-SNDV-C
BHLF-33SX-SNDU-B

In developing the Scheme proposals TfL
has given particular consideration to
construction, maintenance and operation of
the crossing. It is recognised that there will
be some disruption during construction with
planned traffic diversions being required to
accommodate construction phases. In
order to understand and reduce the
disruption on the existing road network and
local residents during construction TfL has
developed an envisaged construction
programme based on the phasing of works
to minimise disruption as set out in the
Construction Method Statement (Document
Reference: 6.3). This phasing of work
maximises offline construction, remote from
existing infrastructure, thus minimising the
impact on the running of the current road
network, including the Blackwall Tunnel.
Finalisation of these routes will be agreed
with local authorities as part of a
Construction Traffic Management Plan.

Change to the
Scheme?
N

Furthermore, as part of the Scheme's
commitment to minimising traffic impacts
from congestion, TfL has committed to
transport 50% by weight of all materials
associated with the Scheme by river, as
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BHLF-33SX-SNDT-A
BHLF-33SX-SNDQ-7
BHLF-33SX-SNDP-6
BHLF-33SX-SNDJ-Z
BHLF-33SX-SNDG-W
BHLF-33SX-SNDA-Q
BHLF-33SX-SND7-D
BHLF-33SX-SND4-A
BHLF-33SX-SND3-9
BHLF-33SX-SN5D-B

further described in the Code of
Construction Practice (Document
Reference: 6.10).

ANON-33SX-SF49-Q

TfL is committed to minimising the
disruption to local communities throughout
the construction period of the scheme, and
acknowledges that restricting the
availability of car parking spaces for
construction workers is a primary method
by which to achieve this objective. Car
parking for construction workers will
therefore be strictly limited, and the vast
majority of the workforce will be required to
commute to the site using public transport
and a Staff Travel Plan will be agreed with
local authorities to facilitate this. It will,
however, be necessary to provide access
to site for mobility-impaired travel, VIP
visits, those arriving with equipment and
minor materials in vans and similar
vehicles, and for those shift workers
travelling to / from the site at times when
public transport is not running. Limited
parking for these vehicles will be provided
at both Silvertown and Greenwich.
The construction works for the Silvertown

Change to the
Scheme?

N
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or A13.

ANON-33SX-S73A-F

Tunnel Project do not require the A12 or
A13 to be closed at any time.

Change to the
Scheme?

It is recognised that the free running of the
A102, and Blackwall Tunnel, is
fundamental, in order for the road network
and public transport services to operate
satisfactorily. Therefore, during construction
the A102 will operate as a minimum of 2
lanes through the site traffic management
system. It is not anticipated that any
closures of the Blackwall Tunnel will be
required for the construction of the scheme.
Comment that road
closures would not affect
the respondent.

ANON-33SX-S2C8-H

Noted.

N

Concern about access to
the Lower Lea crossing.

ANON-33SX-SFP8-J
ANON-33SX-S2MK-E

During construction of the Silvertown
Tunnel scheme access from Lower Lea
Crossing to and from Silvertown Way will
be maintained, with local diversions in
place around the Tidal Basin Roundabout
to enable the proposed changes to the
roundabout to be made. Further details of
the construction impacts on local access in
the Silvertown area can be found in
Chapter 6 of the Transport Assessment

N
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ANON-33SX-STDH-4
ANON-33SX-ST8K-U

Regard had to response (Section 49)
(Document Reference: 6.5).
In developing the Scheme proposals TfL
has given particular consideration to
construction methodology in order to
minimise the disruption to public transport
services.
The Jubilee Line underground line,
Emirates Air Line cable car and Docklands
Light Railway will remain unaffected by the
Silvertown Tunnel construction works
throughout the duration of the project.
Public transport using the roads, such as
buses and taxis, will be subject to the traffic
management arrangements which would
be put in place throughout the construction
period in order to facilitate the works in line
with a Construction Traffic Management
Plan agreed with local authorities.
The Construction Method Statement
(Document Reference: 6.3), produced as
part of the Development Consent Order,
provides a description of the envisaged way
the Silvertown Tunnel may be constructed,
including an indicative construction
programme and details of potential road
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Change to the
Scheme?
N

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Concern about access to
the tube and/or DLR
stations for buses during
construction.

Consultee

ANON-33SX-STZY-B
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SN8K-N
ANON-33SX-SFZY-W
ANON-33SX-S249-3

Regard had to response (Section 49)
closures and access arrangements.
In developing the Scheme proposals TfL
has given particular consideration to
construction methodology in order to
minimise the disruption to public transport
services.

Change to the
Scheme?
N

The Jubilee Line underground line,
Emirates Air Line cable car and Docklands
Light Railway will remain unaffected by the
Silvertown Tunnel construction works
throughout the duration of the project.
Public transport using the roads, such as
buses and taxis, will be subject to the traffic
management arrangements which would
be put in place throughout the construction
period in order to facilitate the works in line
with a Construction Traffic Management
Plan agreed with local authorities.
The Construction Method Statement
(Document Reference: 6.3), produced as
part of the Development Consent Order,
provides a description of the envisaged way
the Silvertown Tunnel may be constructed,
including an indicative construction
programme and details of potential road
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Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Concern about access to
the tube and/or DLR
stations for pedestrians
during construction.

Consultee

ANON-33SX-S7EU-N

Regard had to response (Section 49)
closures and access arrangements.
In developing the Scheme proposals TfL
has given particular consideration to
construction methodology in order to
minimise the disruption to public transport
services.
The Jubilee Line underground line,
Emirates Air Line cable car and Docklands
Light Railway will remain unaffected by the
Silvertown Tunnel construction works
throughout the duration of the project.
Public transport using the roads, such as
buses and taxis, will be subject to the traffic
management arrangements which would
be put in place throughout the construction
period in order to facilitate the works in line
with a Construction Traffic Management
Plan agreed with local authorities.
The Construction Method Statement
(Document Reference: 6.3), produced as
part of the Development Consent Order,
provides a description of the envisaged way
the Silvertown Tunnel may be constructed,
including an indicative construction
programme and details of potential road
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Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Concern about the access
to the tube and/or DLR
stations during
construction.

Consultee

BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4
ANON-33SX-STDH-4
ANON-33SX-ST6U-3
ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-SNUW-X
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNRQ-N
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNHE-Y
ANON-33SX-SNH8-J
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E

Regard had to response (Section 49)
closures and access arrangements.
In developing the Scheme proposals TfL
has given particular consideration to
construction methodology in order to
minimise the disruption to public transport
services.

Change to the
Scheme?
N

The Jubilee Line underground line,
Emirates Air Line cable car and Docklands
Light Railway will remain unaffected by the
Silvertown Tunnel construction works
throughout the duration of the project.
Public transport using the roads, such as
buses and taxis, will be subject to the traffic
management arrangements which would
be put in place throughout the construction
period in order to facilitate the works in line
with a Construction Traffic Management
Plan agreed with local authorities.
The Construction Method Statement
(Document Reference: 6.3), produced as
part of the Development Consent Order,
provides a description of the envisaged way
the Silvertown Tunnel may be constructed,
including an indicative construction
programme and details of potential road
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Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

ANON-33SX-SNBH-V
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN79-2
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN6G-F
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A
ANON-33SX-SN17-T
ANON-33SX-S2HS-H
ANON-33SX-S2HE-3

closures and access arrangements.

Concern about the impact
City of London
of traffic disruption and road
closures, in particular with
regards to the London
Permit Scheme.
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Indicative routes for site traffic and potential
road closures / phasing have been
identified. As part of the Code of
Construction Practice, all of these routes
would be subject to approval by each
borough as part of a Construction Traffic
Management Plan. The routes would take
into account the presence and access of
key community facilities such as schools,
healthcare facilities and the Excel. The
hours of working for different site
operations will also be agreed with the

Change to the
Scheme?

N

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

London Boroughs, as set out in the Code of
Construction Practice (Document
Reference: 6.10).

Concern about the impacts
of the Scheme during
construction.

Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham
Greenwich Conservatives
ExCel London Limited
East Greenwich Residents
Association
City of London
Charlton Central Residents'
Association
BHLF-33SX-SNDC-S
ANON-33SX-STQN-Q
ANON-33SX-STJC-5
ANON-33SX-STHB-2
ANON-33SX-STEW-M
ANON-33SX-ST2Y-3

The London Permit Scheme would apply
and TfL would be liaising with the London
Boroughs in the usual way under that
Scheme.
In developing the Scheme proposals TfL
has given particular consideration to
minimising the impacts during construction.
Each of the topic areas in the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference: 6.1) deals with construction
effects, and these are summarised in the
Non-Technical Summary. Controls on the
contractor to ensure that construction
mitigates against identified impacts are set
out in the Code of Construction Practice
(Document Reference: 6.10).

N

It is recognised that there will be some
disruption during construction with planned
traffic diversions being required to
accommodate construction phases. In
order to understand and reduce the
disruption on the existing road network
during construction TfL has developed an
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Issue
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Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

ANON-33SX-SNZU-1
ANON-33SX-SNZQ-W
ANON-33SX-SNZH-M
ANON-33SX-SNZF-J
ANON-33SX-SNWW-Z
ANON-33SX-SNW5-X
ANON-33SX-SNVA-9
ANON-33SX-SNUU-V
ANON-33SX-SNSV-U
ANON-33SX-SNST-S
ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F
ANON-33SX-SNSF-B
ANON-33SX-SNS2-Q
ANON-33SX-SNQS-P
ANON-33SX-SNQQ-M
ANON-33SX-SNMP-F
ANON-33SX-SNMH-7
ANON-33SX-SNMF-5
ANON-33SX-SNME-4
ANON-33SX-SNM2-H
ANON-33SX-SNKC-Z
ANON-33SX-SNHK-5

envisaged construction programme based
on the phasing of works to minimise
disruption, described in the Construction
Method Statement (Document Reference:
6.3). This phasing of work maximises offline
construction, remote from existing
infrastructure, thus minimising the impact
on the running of the current road network,
including the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL would establish work sites in areas
nearby the proposed tunnel alignment, on
each side of the river. These would be used
for facilitating the necessary construction
works. TfL has committed, as a response to
consultation, to transport 50% by weight of
all materials associated with the Scheme by
river, as further described in the Code of
Construction Practice.
Adverse effects resulting from the
construction of the Scheme would be kept
to a reasonable minimum through the
specification of construction control
principles within a Code of Construction
Practice (CoCP). The CoCP establishes a
framework to control possible
environmental, public health and safety

Change to the
Scheme?

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

ANON-33SX-SNHB-V
ANON-33SX-SNFT-C
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y
ANON-33SX-SNEE-V
ANON-33SX-SNCQ-6
ANON-33SX-SNBP-4
ANON-33SX-SN8V-Z
ANON-33SX-SN7S-V
ANON-33SX-SN6R-T
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A
ANON-33SX-SN11-M
ANON-33SX-SFZ4-R
ANON-33SX-SFQ5-G
ANON-33SX-SFQ4-F
ANON-33SX-SFPE-Y
ANON-33SX-SFNS-B
ANON-33SX-SFFN-X
ANON-33SX-SFFG-Q
ANON-33SX-SFBB-E
ANON-33SX-SF92-N
ANON-33SX-SF8R-M

impacts arising from the construction of the
Scheme that may affect the interests of
local residents, businesses, the general
public and the surroundings in the vicinity of
the Scheme.

Change to the
Scheme?
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Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee
ANON-33SX-SF7X-S
ANON-33SX-SF4Q-F
ANON-33SX-SF1G-2
ANON-33SX-SF1C-X
ANON-33SX-SF16-H
ANON-33SX-S7YZ-E
ANON-33SX-S7YV-A
ANON-33SX-S7YN-2
ANON-33SX-S7XT-7
ANON-33SX-S7X8-B
ANON-33SX-S7TA-G
ANON-33SX-S7SU-3
ANON-33SX-S7P7-2
ANON-33SX-S7HU-R
ANON-33SX-S7GY-U
ANON-33SX-S7GQ-K
ANON-33SX-S7G9-U
ANON-33SX-S7DB-1
ANON-33SX-S7BU-J
ANON-33SX-S7AF-2
ANON-33SX-S797-B
ANON-33SX-S78X-B
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Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

ANON-33SX-S77S-5
ANON-33SX-S76Y-A
ANON-33SX-S76G-R
ANON-33SX-S75P-Z
ANON-33SX-S2X6-4
ANON-33SX-S2UM-R
ANON-33SX-S2UJ-N
ANON-33SX-S2T8-2
ANON-33SX-S2SQ-T
ANON-33SX-S2SH-H
ANON-33SX-S2QC-A
ANON-33SX-S2PE-B
ANON-33SX-S2PA-7
ANON-33SX-S2N3-Q
ANON-33SX-S2J3-K
ANON-33SX-S2H9-Q
ANON-33SX-S2AT-B
ANON-33SX-S2AS-A
ANON-33SX-S294-3
ANON-33SX-S28Y-7
ANON-33SX-S27J-Q
ANON-33SX-S27C-G
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Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

ANON-33SX-S25E-G
ANON-33SX-S22N-P
Concern about the level of
mitigation for the impacts
during the construction
phase.

City of London
ANON-33SX-STRF-G
ANON-33SX-SNRB-6
ANON-33SX-SFUN-D
ANON-33SX-SFS9-P
ANON-33SX-SFGS-4

In developing the scheme proposals we
have given particular consideration to
construction, maintenance and operation of
the crossing. Each of the topic areas in the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference: 6.1) deals with construction
effects, and these are summarised in the
Non-Technical Summary. Controls on the
contractor to ensure that construction
mitigates against identified impacts are set
out in the Code of Construction Practice
(Document Reference: 6.10).
It is also recognised that there will be some
disruption during construction with planned
traffic diversions being required to
accommodate construction phases. In
order to understand and reduce the
disruption on the existing road network
during construction we have developed an
envisaged construction programme based
on the phasing of works to minimise
disruption, set out in the Construction
Method Statement (Document Reference:
6.3). This phasing of work maximises offline
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Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

construction, remote from existing
infrastructure, thus minimising the impact
on the running of the current road network,
including the Blackwall Tunnel. The
finalisation of these routes will be agreed
with local authorities as part of the
Construction Management Plan, as
required by the Code of Construction
Practice. To help reduce construction traffic
on roads, TfL has committed to transport
50% by weight of all materials associated
with the Scheme by river, as further
described in the Code of Construction
Practice.
It is recognised that the free running of the
A102, and Blackwall Tunnel, is
fundamental, in order for the road network
and public transport services to operate
satisfactorily allowing access to sites such
as City Airport and Canary Wharf.
Therefore, during construction the A102 will
operate as a minimum of 2 lanes through
the site traffic management system. It is not
anticipated that any closures of the
Blackwall Tunnel will be required for the
construction of the scheme.
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Issue

Concern about the traffic
disruption and/or the road
closures, and the provision
of information to the public.

Consultee

London TravelWatch
London Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
ANON-33SX-STPM-N
ANON-33SX-SNEB-S
ANON-33SX-SFJQ-5
ANON-33SX-SFHA-K
ANON-33SX-SF6M-D
ANON-33SX-S74B-H
ANON-33SX-S2C4-D
ANON-33SX-S216-W

Regard had to response (Section 49)
Communication of proposed impacts will be
undertaken in line with a Community
Engagement Plan, completed in
consultation with local authorities, as
required by the Code of Construction
Practice.
Adverse effects resulting from the
construction of the Scheme would be kept
to a reasonable minimum through the
specification of construction control
principles within a Code of Construction
Practice (CoCP) (Document Reference:
6.10). The CoCP establishes a framework
to control possible environmental, traffic,
public health and safety impacts arising
from the construction of the Scheme that
may affect the interests of local residents,
businesses, the general public and the
surroundings in the vicinity of the Scheme.
The CoCP makes provision for the
dissemination of information to the public,
and requires the Contractor to produce a
Community Engagement Plan.
Envisaged routes for site traffic and
potential road closures / phasing have been
identified in the Construction Method
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Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Concern over loss of
funding for the Scheme.

Consultee

BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

Statement (Document Reference: 6.3) and
would be discussed in detail and be subject
to approval by each borough as part of a
Construction Traffic Management Plan. The
routes would take into account the
presence and access of key community
facilities such as schools, healthcare
facilities and the Excel. The hours of
working for different site operations will also
be agreed with the London Boroughs.
TfL is proposing to deliver the Silvertown
N
Scheme through a Public Private
Partnership (PPP). Under these
arrangements, the Project Co (private
sector) will be required to design, finance,
construct maintain and operate the
Silvertown Tunnel for a period of 25 to 30
years and, in return, receive payments from
TfL linked to the availability of the tunnel for
safe use by the traffic. TfL will retain the
revenue risk and be responsible for setting
and collecting the user charge at both
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels. The
payments to the Project Co will be made
from TfL’s general income base, with the
revenue from user charging offsetting the
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Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

majority of these payments.
This will enable TfL to spread the costs of
design and construction over a long period
of 25 to 30 years in line with the receipt of
the user charge revenue and therefore
minimise the net impact on the budgets.
TfL has already committed significant
financial resources to the development of
the Scheme. TfL Board has approved a
budget provision of c. £107 million for the
Scheme’s direct development costs
including all costs associated with the
acquisition of the necessary land and rights
required for its construction, operation and
maintenance, and the costs of obtaining all
necessary consents.
Thus the funding required for the Scheme
is largely committed and available and for
this reason, the recent cut in TfL’s grant
from national government is not expected
to have an material impact on the Scheme.
Concern over the impact of
construction area on
business.
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ANON-33SX-S7H3-P

TfL is continuing liaison with the all parties
affected by the proposals including
Greenwich Peninsula land owners and
developers, including ASD. The aim is to

N

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Concern over the Private
Finance Initiative as a
method of funding.

Consultee

No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4
ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SNV6-X
ANON-33SX-SNV3-U
ANON-33SX-SNQB-5
ANON-33SX-SNHE-Y
ANON-33SX-SNH8-J
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNFU-D
ANON-33SX-SNFK-3
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNBH-V

Regard had to response (Section 49)
facilitate a collaborative approach to the
construction logistics of both developments
and measures will be taken to ensure that
disruption to surrounding businesses would
be minimised.
TfL is proposing to deliver the Silvertown
Scheme through Public Private Partnership
(PPP), often referred also as PFI method of
funding.

Change to the
Scheme?

N

Under these arrangements , the Project Co
(private sector) will be required to design,
finance, construct maintain, and partly
operate the Silvertown Tunnel for a period
of 25 to 30 years and, in return, receive
payments from TfL linked to the availability
of the tunnel for safe use by the traffic. TfL
will be responsible for setting and collecting
the user charge at both, Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels. The charge will set to
manage demand and the environmental
effects of traffic. The payments to the
Project Co will be made from TfL’s general
income base, with the revenue from user
charging offsetting the majority of these
payments.
The PPP arrangement will provide
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Issue

Concern that Blackwall
Tunnel will be closed as
part of Scheme.
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Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

ANON-33SX-SN8T-X
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN6G-F
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3U-T
ANON-33SX-SN3T-S
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A
ANON-33SX-SN17-T
ANON-33SX-S7NW-Z
ANON-33SX-S7JA-6
ANON-33SX-S76K-V
ANON-33SX-S72E-J
ANON-33SX-S721-X
ANON-33SX-S2W7-4

significant confidence of achieving on-time
and on-budget delivery as the Project Co
will bear the cost of construction over runs
and suffer severe penalties for late
opening. This will provide strong incentive
to deliver the tunnel on time. It will also
incentivise a more holistic approach to
design, construction, asset management
and maintenance strategy by transferring
risk around all of these areas to Project Co
through the availability and performance
basis of payment and stringent asset handback criteria. This may, for example,
promote higher upfront construction
standards or a more robust design solution
and specification which facilitates more
efficient ongoing maintenance without the
need for significant closures.

ANON-33SX-STZC-N
ANON-33SX-STWE-M
ANON-33SX-STQF-F

It will also help TfL to spread the cost of
design and construction over a long period
of 25 to 30 years in line with the user
charge revenue and therefore help to
minimise the impacts on TfL’s budgets.
Blackwall Tunnel would not be closed
during the construction or operation phases
of the scheme.

Change to the
Scheme?

N

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

ANON-33SX-STMY-X
ANON-33SX-ST51-X
ANON-33SX-SFH2-4
ANON-33SX-SFGX-9
ANON-33SX-SF9X-U

It is recognised that the free running of the
A102, and Blackwall Tunnel, is
fundamental, in order for the road network
and public transport services to operate
satisfactorily allowing access to sites such
as City Airport and Canary Wharf.
Therefore, during construction the A102 will
operate as a minimum of 2 lanes other than
for very brief periods of time associated
with specific construction tasks. It is not
anticipated that any closures of the
Blackwall Tunnel will be required for the
construction of the scheme.
TfL is proposing to deliver the Silvertown
Scheme through a Public Private
Partnership (PPP). Under these
arrangements, the Project Co (private
sector) will be required to design, finance,
construct maintain and operate the
Silvertown Tunnel for a period of 25 to 30
years and, in return, receive payments from
TfL linked to the availability of the tunnel for
safe use by the traffic. TfL will retain the
revenue risk and be responsible for setting
and collecting the user charge at both
Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels. The
payments to the Project Co will be made

N

Concern that the cost would ANON-33SX-SNWA-A
go over the budget.
ANON-33SX-SN8K-N
ANON-33SX-SFB3-Y
ANON-33SX-SFAP-U
ANON-33SX-S7HU-R
ANON-33SX-S2HH-6
ANON-33SX-S2H8-P
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Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

from TfL’s general income base, with the
revenue from user charging offsetting the
majority of these payments.
The PPP arrangement will provide
significant confidence of achieving on-time
and on-budget delivery as the Project Co
will bear the cost of construction over runs
and suffer severe penalties for late
opening.
The contract arrangements will enable TfL
to spread the costs of design and
construction over a long period of 25 to 30
years in line with the receipt of the user
charge revenue and therefore minimise the
net impact on our budget.
Concern that the traffic
disruption and/or road
closures would affect the
operation of the buses.

ANON-33SX-S2HS-H

Concern that the traffic
disruption and/or road

ANON-33SX-STJB-4
ANON-33SX-S2UA-C
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It would be necessary to introduce some
temporary road closures and diversions
while the tunnel is being built, although TfL
would keep these to an absolute minimum.
However, no bus routes would be affected
by the construction of the Scheme although
some localised diversions may apply from
time to time.
It would be necessary to introduce some
temporary road closures and diversions
while the tunnel is being built, although TfL

N

N

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue
closures would have an
impact on Blackwall Tunnel.

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

would keep these to an absolute minimum.
TfL would work closely with the relevant
local authorities in planning and
implementing any temporary network
alterations and would ensure that any
closures are publicised well in advance as
part of a Construction Traffic Management
Plan.
It is likely that sections of Edmund Halley
Way would be closed for significant periods
of the works; however access will be
maintained to the car parks which are
accessed via Edmund Halley Way. It is also
likely that while Millennium Way would
remain open throughout the works, TfL may
need to manage traffic with temporary
traffic signals and local diversions for some
periods during the works. Envisaged routes
for these are set out in the Construction
Method Statement (Document Reference:
6.3) and would be finalised in consultation
with local authorities as part of the
Construction Traffic Management Plan.
It is recognised that the free running of the
A102, and Blackwall Tunnel, is
fundamental, in order for the road network
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Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

and public transport services to operate
satisfactorily allowing access to sites such
as City Airport and Canary Wharf.
Therefore, during construction the A102 will
operate as a minimum of 2 lanes through
the site traffic management system. It is not
anticipated that any closures of the
Blackwall Tunnel will be required for the
construction of the scheme.
Concern that the traffic
disruption and/or road
closures would have an
impact on ExCel.
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ExCel London Limited

The Construction Method Statement
N
(Document Reference: 6.3) details the
proposed phasing for the surface works at
Silvertown. These initial plans show that the
work is likely to be completed in five
phases. During each phase full access and
egress will be provided to and from the
ExCel Exhibitions Centre and surrounding
roads (including the Western Gateway and
Seagull Lane). Temporary road closures
may however, be required in order to
complete the road surfacing at the tie-ins
with the existing road. In order to minimise
disruption this work is likely to be
undertaken during night-time and with full
diversions in place to enable
access/egress. Further details on logistics
generally can be found in the Code of

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Concern that the traffic
disruption and/or road
closures would have an
impact on Millennium Way
and O2 arena.

Consultee

ANON-33SX-S25N-S

Regard had to response (Section 49)
Construction Practice (Document
Reference: 6.10) and will be finally agreed
with local authorities in the Construction
Traffic Management Plan.
It would be necessary to introduce some
temporary road closures and diversions
while the tunnel is being built, although TfL
would keep these to an absolute minimum.
TfL would work closely with the relevant
local authorities in planning and
implementing any temporary network
alterations and would ensure that any
closures are publicised well in advance as
part of a Construction Traffic Management
Plan.

Change to the
Scheme?

N

It is likely that sections of Edmund Halley
Way would be closed for significant periods
of the works; however access will be
maintained to the car parks which are
accessed via Edmund Halley Way. It is also
likely that while Millennium Way would
remain open throughout the works, TfL may
need to manage traffic with temporary
traffic signals and local diversions for some
periods during the works. Envisaged routes
for these are set out in the Construction
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Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

Method Statement (Document Reference:
6.3) and would be finalised in consultation
with local authorities as part of the
Construction Traffic Management Plan.

Concern that the traffic
disruption and/or road
closures would have an
impact on the O2.
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ANON-33SX-S2XC-H

It is recognised that the free running of the
A102, and Blackwall Tunnel, is
fundamental, in order for the road network
and public transport services to operate
satisfactorily allowing access to sites such
as City Airport and Canary Wharf.
Therefore, during construction the A102 will
operate as a minimum of 2 lanes through
the site traffic management system. It is not
anticipated that any closures of the
Blackwall Tunnel will be required for the
construction of the scheme.
In order to understand and reduce the
disruption on the existing road network
during construction TfL has developed an
envisaged construction programme based
on the phasing of works to minimise
disruption. This phasing of work maximises
offline construction, remote from existing
infrastructure, thus minimising the impact
on the running of the current road network.
Vehicular access to the O2 will remain

N

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

open throughout the construction period.
It is likely however, that sections of Edmund
Halley Way would be closed for significant
periods of the works and it would be
necessary to close a section of two of the
existing car parks which serve the O2 and
North Greenwich multi-modal transport hub.
Temporary car parks would be constructed
close to the existing and road access to
them will be provided and maintained,
ensuring that the parking area remains
accessible and is not reduced in size
throughout the construction period.
It is also likely that while Millennium Way
would remain open throughout the works,
we may need to manage traffic with
temporary traffic signals and local
diversions for some periods during the
works. It would be necessary to introduce
some temporary road closures and
diversions while the tunnel is being built,
although we would keep these to an
absolute minimum. TfL would work closely
with the relevant local authorities in
planning and implementing any temporary
network alterations as part of the
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Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

Construction Traffic Management Plan
agreed pursuant to the Code of
Construction Practice (Document
Reference: 6.10) and would ensure that
any closures are publicised well in
advance.
Existing pedestrian access routes are likely
to be subject to diversions at various stages
throughout the construction period. Where
this is necessary, however, alternative
access routes would be provided. It is
considered that the implementation of these
measures would all contribute to ensure
that public transport services are not
affected by the construction of Silvertown
Tunnel.
The Jubilee Line underground line,
Emirates Air Line cable car and Docklands
Light Railway will remain unaffected by the
Silvertown Tunnel construction works
throughout the duration of the project.
Concerns about the access
to Canary Wharf.
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ANON-33SX-STWF-N

In developing the Scheme proposals TfL
has given particular consideration to the
operation of the Lower Lea Crossing, which
provides access to Canary Wharf from the
east. It is recognised that there will be

N

Silvertown Tunnel
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Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

some disruption to this route during
construction with planned traffic diversions
being required to accommodate
construction phases. In order to understand
and reduce the disruption on the existing
road network during construction TfL has
developed an envisaged construction
programme based on the phasing of works
to minimise disruption as shown in the
Construction Method Statement (Document
Reference: 6.3). This phasing of work
maximises offline construction, remote from
existing infrastructure, thus minimising the
impact on the running of the current road
network.
Confirm whether the
construction project will be
Fleet Operator Recognition
Scheme (FORS) and
Construction Logistics and
Cyclist Safety (CLOCS)
compliant.

Newham Cyclists – London
Borough of Newham London
Cycling Campaign (LCC)
local group

Gamma
Confirmation from Gamma
that there is no owned
apparatus within the search
area of the proposed works.

The Code of Construction Practice
(Document Reference: 6.10) sets out that
as part of the Construction Traffic
Management Plan, the Contractor will be
required to be FORS and CLOS compliant.

N

Comment is noted.

N
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Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Consider alternatives for
the proposed car parking
for construction workers.

No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign

TfL is committed to minimising the
disruption to local communities throughout
the construction period of the scheme, and
acknowledges that restricting the
availability of car parking spaces for
construction workers is a primary method
by which to achieve this objective. Car
parking for construction workers will
therefore be strictly limited, and the vast
majority of the workforce will be required to
commute to the site using public transport.
Shuttle buses may be used to collect
workers from nearby public transport
terminals, such as North Greenwich
underground station. It is considered that
this proposal will help to minimise the
amount of traffic on the roads surrounding
the Scheme which is related to the project.
It will, however, be necessary to provide
access to site for those arriving with
equipment and minor materials in vans and
similar vehicles, for those shift workers
travelling to / from the site at times when
public transport is not running, and for
heavier construction vehicles. A parking
area will be provided for these vehicles at
both Silvertown and Greenwich, and this
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Change to the
Scheme?
N
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Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consider alternatives for
the proposed car parking
for the construction workers
as it causes disruption and
pollution to Silvertown and
Greenwich peninsula.

Consultee

Liberal Democrat London
Assembly Candidate for
Greenwich and Lewisham

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

will ensure that the vehicles are restricted
from parking on local residential roads. This
provision will also allow for mobilityimpaired travel and for VIP visits. Exact
numbers will be subject to approval but it is
anticipated that approximately 100 spaces
at Silvertown and 50 spaces at Greenwich
(total vehicles) will be required.
TfL is committed to minimising the
N
disruption to local communities throughout
the construction period of the scheme, and
acknowledges that restricting the
availability of car parking spaces for
construction workers is a primary method
by which to achieve this objective. Car
parking for construction workers will
therefore be strictly limited, and the vast
majority of the workforce will be required to
commute to the site using public transport.
Shuttle buses may be used to collect
workers from nearby public transport
terminals, such as North Greenwich
underground station. It is considered that
this proposal will help to minimise the
amount of traffic on the roads surrounding
the Scheme which is related to the project.
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Consider applying penalties
if contractors over run the
given deadlines.
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Consultee

ANON-33SX-SFFJ-T
ANON-33SX-SF89-U

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

It will, however, be necessary to provide
access to site for those arriving with
equipment and minor materials in vans and
similar vehicles, for those shift workers
travelling to / from the site at times when
public transport is not running, and for
heavier construction vehicles. A parking
area will be provided for these vehicles at
both Silvertown and Greenwich, and this
will ensure that the vehicles are restricted
from parking on local residential roads. This
provision will also allow for mobilityimpaired travel and for VIP visits. Exact
numbers will be subject to approval but it is
anticipated that approximately 100 spaces
at Silvertown and 50 spaces at Greenwich
(total vehicles) will be required.
Following the Development Consent Order N
(DCO) process TfL intend to procure the
Design, Build, Finance and Maintenance
(DBFM) under a Public-Private Partnership
(PPP), contracting the services to a Project
company. The contract would be for 25 to
30 years, whereby the Project company is
financially incentivised to maximise the
tunnels time of available use.

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consider closing the
Blackwall tunnel during
construction at specific
times of the day.

Consultee

ANON-33SX-STAZ-K
ANON-33SX-SFV5-N

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

During the construction phase, the
concession company takes responsibility
for the construction of the project, including
any cost and programme overruns.
Payments to the concession company will
only start at the end of construction period.
This provides a powerful incentive to
complete the works to programme, if not
better
It is recognised that the free running of the
A102, and Blackwall Tunnel, is
fundamental, in order for the road network
in the area to operate satisfactorily.
Therefore, during construction the A102 will
operate as a minimum of 2 lanes through
the site traffic management system. It is not
anticipated that any closures of the
Blackwall Tunnel will be required for the
construction of the scheme.

N

Indicative routes for site traffic have been
identified and would be subject to approval
by each borough through a Construction
Traffic Management Plan. The routes will
take into account the operational needs of
the Blackwall Tunnel. As set out in the
Code of Construction Practice (Document
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Issue

Consider directing all large
vehicles to Silvertown
Tunnel.

Consultee

ANON-33SX-S7EW-Q
ANON-33SX-S279-6
Ballymore Group

Regard had to response (Section 49)
Reference: 6.10), the hours of working for
different site operations will also be agreed
with the London Boroughs.
As set out in the Construction Method
Statement (Document Reference: 6.3) it is
expected that two worksites would be
established; one on each side of the River
Thames. The larger worksite would be
located at Silvertown, and all tunnelling
operations would all be undertaken from
this side of the river, commencing with the
cut and cover tunnel approach which will
allow the Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) to
proceed with the main tunnel excavation.
As a result of this, for a large part of the
construction process, construction vehicles
will be off-line in the location of the
Silvertown Tunnel, rather than utilising the
Blackwall Tunnel.
Envisaged routes for site traffic and
potential road closures / phasing have been
identified in the Construction Method
Statement (Document Reference: 6.3) and
would be discussed in detail and be subject
to approval by each borough as part of a
Construction Traffic Management Plan.
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N
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Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Consider directing all large
vehicles to Silvertown
tunnel and exclude HGV's
from Blackwall Tunnel to
enable free flow traffic at
peak times.

ANON-33SX-S72X-5

As set out in the Construction Method
Statement (Document Reference: 6.3) it is
expected that two worksites would be
established; one on each side of the River
Thames. The larger worksite would be
located at Silvertown, and all tunnelling
operations would all be undertaken from
this side of the river, commencing with the
cut and cover tunnel approach which will
allow the Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) to
proceed with the main tunnel excavation.
As a result of this, for a large part of the
construction process, construction vehicles
will be off-line in the location of the
Silvertown Tunnel, rather than utilising the
Blackwall Tunnel.

Consider directing all large
vehicles to Silvertown
Tunnel and the phasing of

ANON-33SX-SFN4-C
ANON-33SX-SF23-F

Change to the
Scheme?
N

Envisaged routes for site traffic and
potential road closures / phasing have been
identified in the Construction Method
Statement (Document Reference: 6.3) and
would be discussed in detail and be subject
to approval by each borough as part of a
Construction Traffic Management Plan.
As set out in the Construction Method
N
Statement (Document Reference: 6.3) it is
expected that two worksites would be
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Consultee

construction works for the
Scheme.

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

established; one on each side of the River
Thames. The larger worksite would be
located at Silvertown, and all tunnelling
operations would all be undertaken from
this side of the river, commencing with the
cut and cover tunnel approach which will
allow the Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) to
proceed with the main tunnel excavation.
As a result of this, for a large part of the
construction process, construction vehicles
will be off-line in the location of the
Silvertown Tunnel, rather than utilising the
Blackwall Tunnel.
Envisaged routes for site traffic and
potential road closures / phasing have been
identified in the Construction Method
Statement (Document Reference: 6.3) and
would be discussed in detail and be subject
to approval by each borough as part of a
Construction Traffic Management Plan.

Consider encouraging more ANON-33SX-S7XX-B
polluting lorries to use
Dartford Crossing during
the construction phase of
the Scheme.
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TfL has recently implemented several
policies and regulations in order to reduce
the adverse effects of heavy good vehicles
on London’s roads. These include a daily
charge for vehicles failing to meet
emissions standards in the Low Emission

N

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consider improving public
transport services during
the construction of the
Scheme.

Consultee

ANON-33SX-ST99-A
ANON-33SX-SNH5-F
ANON-33SX-SF6B-2
ANON-33SX-S25S-X
ANON-33SX-S22S-U
ANON-33SX-STRF-G

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

Zone (LEZ), the implementation of a Safer
Lorry scheme to ensure that all lorries on
London’s roads are fitted with basic safety
equipment. Furthermore, the London Lorry
Control Scheme (LLCS) has been in
operation since the 1990’s, which restricts
the night and weekend movement of HGVs
weighing more than 18 tonnes. As such
polluting vehicles are already encouraged
to avoid central London. As our transport
modelling sets out that there will no
worsening of traffic on the Blackwall
Tunnel, additional measures of control are
not necessary. All of the measures referred
to above will apply to the construction
vehicles utilised for the Scheme through the
Code of Construction Practice (Document
Reference: 6.10).
The Jubilee Line underground line,
N
Emirates Air Line cable car and Docklands
Light Railway will remain unaffected by the
Silvertown Tunnel construction works
throughout the duration of the project and it
is therefore considered that no changes are
required to these services during
construction.
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Consider keeping disruption ANON-33SX-STBB-V
to a minimum level.
ANON-33SX-STAR-B
ANON-33SX-STA8-H
ANON-33SX-ST8X-8
ANON-33SX-ST7N-W
ANON-33SX-ST55-2
ANON-33SX-ST3T-Y
ANON-33SX-ST3Q-V
ANON-33SX-ST39-4
ANON-33SX-SNZW-3
ANON-33SX-SNZG-K
ANON-33SX-SNZ7-3
ANON-33SX-SNWW-Z
ANON-33SX-SNVM-N
ANON-33SX-SNVA-9
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Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

It would be necessary to introduce some
temporary road closures and diversions
while the tunnel is being built, although TfL
would keep these to an absolute minimum.
However, no bus routes would be affected
by the construction of the Scheme although
some localised diversions may apply from
time to time.
It is recognised that there will be some
N
disruption during construction with planned
traffic diversions being required to
accommodate construction phases. In
order to understand and reduce the
disruption on the existing road network
during construction TfL has developed an
envisaged construction programme based
on the phasing of works to minimise
disruption set out in the Construction
Method Statement (Document Reference:
6.3), as part of a Construction Traffic
Management Plan to be agreed with local
authorities. This phasing of work maximises
offline construction, remote from existing
infrastructure, thus minimising the impact
on the running of the current road network,
including the Blackwall Tunnel.

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

ANON-33SX-SNV3-U
ANON-33SX-SNUU-V
ANON-33SX-SNUP-Q
ANON-33SX-SNUK-J
ANON-33SX-SNQV-S
ANON-33SX-SNQS-P
ANON-33SX-SNKW-M
ANON-33SX-SNHF-Z
ANON-33SX-SNH5-F
ANON-33SX-SNEQ-8
ANON-33SX-SNC5-A
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNBP-4
ANON-33SX-SNB2-6
ANON-33SX-SN8V-Z
ANON-33SX-SN8N-R
ANON-33SX-SN8K-N
ANON-33SX-SN8B-C
ANON-33SX-SN7S-V
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SFY4-Q
ANON-33SX-SFY1-M

TfL has committed, in response to
consultation, to transport 50% by weight of
all materials associated with the Scheme by
river, as further described in the Code of
Construction Practice (Document
Reference: 6.10).

Change to the
Scheme?

The Construction Method Statement,
produced as part of the Development
Consent Order, sets out in detail the
envisaged quantities of material to be
moved onto and away from site, and the
proposed method by which to achieve this
movement of material. Our aim is to keep
disruption to a minimum and a void traffic
standing still.
It is recognised that the free running of the
A102, and Blackwall Tunnel, is
fundamental, in order for the road network
and public transport services to operate
satisfactorily allowing access to sites such
as City Airport and Canary Wharf.
Therefore, during construction the A102 will
operate as a minimum of 2 lanes through
the site traffic management system. It is not
anticipated that any closures of the
Blackwall Tunnel will be required for the
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Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

ANON-33SX-SFVC-3
ANON-33SX-SFUN-D
ANON-33SX-SFT5-K
ANON-33SX-SFT2-G
ANON-33SX-SFSZ-Q
ANON-33SX-SFSM-A
ANON-33SX-SFS8-N
ANON-33SX-SFS3-G
ANON-33SX-SFK3-8
ANON-33SX-SFJQ-5
ANON-33SX-SFH4-6
ANON-33SX-SFFQ-1
ANON-33SX-SFFJ-T
ANON-33SX-SFDX-6
ANON-33SX-SFCM-T
ANON-33SX-SFBT-Z
ANON-33SX-SFBR-X
ANON-33SX-SFBK-Q
ANON-33SX-SFBC-F
ANON-33SX-SFB4-Z
ANON-33SX-SFAV-1
ANON-33SX-SF94-Q

construction of the scheme.

Change to the
Scheme?
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Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

ANON-33SX-SF7P-H
ANON-33SX-SF7G-8
ANON-33SX-SF7D-5
ANON-33SX-SF3Q-E
ANON-33SX-SF3J-7
ANON-33SX-SF1K-6
ANON-33SX-SF1G-2
ANON-33SX-S7ZH-W
ANON-33SX-S7TH-Q
ANON-33SX-S7RD-H
ANON-33SX-S7QZ-6
ANON-33SX-S7Q8-4
ANON-33SX-S7NE-E
ANON-33SX-S7MG-F
ANON-33SX-S7HV-S
ANON-33SX-S7GX-T
ANON-33SX-S7BW-M
ANON-33SX-S7A5-H
ANON-33SX-S79P-4
ANON-33SX-S78V-9
ANON-33SX-S76R-3
ANON-33SX-S76K-V
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Consultee
ANON-33SX-S74Y-8
ANON-33SX-S748-7
ANON-33SX-S73A-F
ANON-33SX-S735-3
ANON-33SX-S72G-M
ANON-33SX-S2ZP-Z
ANON-33SX-S2Z4-4
ANON-33SX-S2X6-4
ANON-33SX-S2S7-Z
ANON-33SX-S2RP-R
ANON-33SX-S2PA-7
ANON-33SX-S2J9-S
ANON-33SX-S2J5-N
ANON-33SX-S2H8-P
ANON-33SX-S2H7-N
ANON-33SX-S2EJ-5
ANON-33SX-S2CX-H
ANON-33SX-S2CE-X
ANON-33SX-S2C1-A
ANON-33SX-S2A7-E
ANON-33SX-S28T-2
ANON-33SX-S28M-U
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Change to the
Scheme?
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Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

ANON-33SX-S24W-1
ANON-33SX-S22N-P
ANON-33SX-S21W-X
ANON-33SX-S216-W
Ambient Computer Services
Limited
London Suburban Taxi
Drivers Coalition
Confederation of Passenger
Transport
British Land
BHLF-33SX-SN5Q-R
ANON-33SX-STYA-J
ANON-33SX-STX6-6
ANON-33SX-STW4-3
ANON-33SX-STRM-Q
ANON-33SX-STQX-1
ANON-33SX-STQN-Q
ANON-33SX-STQC-C
ANON-33SX-STQA-A
ANON-33SX-STQ1-T
ANON-33SX-STPQ-S
ANON-33SX-STN9-Y
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Change to the
Scheme?

ANON-33SX-STMQ-P
ANON-33SX-STJJ-C
ANON-33SX-STHP-G
ANON-33SX-STHB-2
ANON-33SX-STGW-P
ANON-33SX-STET-H
ANON-33SX-STDU-H
ANON-33SX-STDS-F
ANON-33SX-STDB-X
Consider keeping disruption ANON-33SX-SFPF-Z
to a minimum level or
ANON-33SX-SF5E-4
constructing the Silvertown
tunnel elsewhere.

The Mayor’s Transport Strategy includes
N
proposals for a package of new river
crossings. The Silvertown Tunnel is one
element of this package. TfL is also
developing plans for new multi-modal
crossings at Gallions Reach and Belvedere.
TfL has considered a wide range of
potential solutions to the challenges at the
Blackwall Tunnel, including those
suggested by respondents to our previous
consultations. These have included new rail
crossings, new links for pedestrians and
cyclists and new road crossings elsewhere.
Our conclusion is that a combination of a
new road tunnel between Silvertown and
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Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

the Greenwich Peninsula, with user
charging of the new tunnel and the
Blackwall Tunnel, is the most effective
solution, delivered as part of a package of
new crossings for east London.
It is recognised that the free running of the
A102, and Blackwall Tunnel, is
fundamental, in order for the road network
and public transport services to operate
satisfactorily allowing access to sites such
as City Airport and Canary Wharf.
Therefore, during construction the A102 will
operate as a minimum of 2 lanes through
the site traffic management system. It is not
anticipated that any closures of the
Blackwall Tunnel will be required for the
construction of the scheme.
The Construction Method Statement
(Document Reference: 6.3) sets out the
envisaged routes that construction traffic
will take during construction, and these will
be finalised and agreed with local
authorities as part of a Construction Traffic
Management Plan.
Consider keeping disruption ANON-33SX-S2HS-H
to buses and access to the

Access to North Greenwich station and the
02 would be maintained at all times and no

N
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tube to a minimum level.

Consider keeping disruption ANON-33SX-SFET-3
to cyclists and pedestrians
ANON-33SX-SFCK-R
to a minimum level.

Regard had to response (Section 49)
bus routes would be affected by the
construction of the Scheme although some
localised diversions may apply from time to
time.
Adverse effects resulting from the
construction of the Scheme would be kept
to a reasonable minimum through the
specification of construction control
principles within a Code of Construction
Practice (Document Reference: 6.10)
(CoCP). The CoCP establishes a
framework to control possible
environmental, public health and safety
impacts arising from the construction of the
Scheme that may affect the interests of
local residents, businesses, the general
public and the surroundings in the vicinity
of the Scheme. This includes safety
aspects related to pedestrians and cyclists.
Generally cyclist and pedestrian routes will
be maintained where possible, but
diversions will be agreed with local
authorities. Envisaged examples are
shown in the Construction Method
Statement (Document Reference: 6.3) and
will be finalised and agreed with local
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Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

authorities as part of a Construction Traffic
Management Plan.

Consider keeping the local
residents informed.

ANON-33SX-ST26-Z
ANON-33SX-SNRS-Q
ANON-33SX-SFV5-N
ANON-33SX-SFN4-C
ANON-33SX-SFFJ-T
ANON-33SX-SFB6-2
ANON-33SX-SF8Z-V
ANON-33SX-SF89-U
ANON-33SX-S7SU-3
ANON-33SX-S7MK-K
ANON-33SX-S7JV-U
ANON-33SX-S767-8
ANON-33SX-S2SP-S
ANON-33SX-S2H7-N
ANON-33SX-S2BZ-J
ANON-33SX-S285-3

As a result of consultation responses, TfL
has also ensured that a bridge over the
A102 at Boord Street will be open
throughout the construction of the Scheme
The Code of Construction Practice
(Document Reference: 6.10) for the
Scheme details the proposals for
engagement with the public throughout the
course of the construction works.

N

Communication with the local community,
the local authorities and other relevant
stakeholders will be undertaken throughout
the construction period. The Contractor will
implement a Community Engagement Plan
(CEP) following further consultation with the
boroughs and representatives of local
residents and local businesses. TfL will, in
consultation with the boroughs, establish
and maintain a Community Liaison Group
and this group will meet regularly before
and during the construction period.
The Community Liaison Group will be
committed to providing community relations
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Consider keeping the
project to schedule and not
take any longer than
originally planned.
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ANON-33SX-S245-Y
ANON-33SX-S21F-D
Greenwich Conservatives
ANON-33SX-STXP-Z
ANON-33SX-STQE-E
ANON-33SX-STJW-S

personnel who will be focussed on
engaging with the community to provide
appropriate information and to be the first
line of response to resolve issues of
concern. The Community Liaison Group will
take reasonable steps to engage with
residents including those who may be
differentially affected by construction
impacts. The Community Liaison Group will
ensure that occupiers of nearby properties
will be informed in advance of works taking
place, including the duration and nature of
the works. In the case of work required in
response to an emergency, the local
authorities and local residents shall be
advised as soon as reasonably practicable
that emergency work is taking place.
The Silvertown Tunnel was designated a
N
'Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project'
by the Secretary of State for Transport in
2012. This means that TfL must apply for a
Development Consent Order (DCO) to build
and operate the scheme. Throughout this
process extensive consultation with the
public must be undertaken and the project
must be planned carefully. The design of
the project must be progressed to such an

ANON-33SX-SFZP-M
ANON-33SX-SFTD-2
ANON-33SX-S7SH-P
ANON-33SX-S78V-9
ANON-33SX-S788-B
ANON-33SX-S2KG-8
London Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
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BHLF-33SX-SNGB-U
BHLF-33SX-SNDB-R
BHLF-33SX-SN5P-Q
ANON-33SX-STS5-Z
ANON-33SX-STQ8-1
ANON-33SX-STFK-9

extent that the exact amount of land
required to construct the project is defined,
and in order to do this a construction
methodology and programme are
necessary. These requirements all assist in
ensuring that a lot of the risk is minimised
prior to construction being commenced. As
such, TfL is confident that the construction
of the tunnel can be achieved within the
timeframe stated in the Construction
Method Statement (Document Reference:
6.3).

Change to the
Scheme?

Furthermore, following the DCO process
TfL would then procure the Design, Build,
Finance and Maintenance (DBFM) under a
Public-Private Partnership (PPP),
contracting the services to a Project
company. With the Project company having
a long term DBFM contract where
payments to them will only start at the end
of construction period there is a powerful
incentive to complete the works to
programme, if not better.
Consider maintaining
access and minimise
disruption to Blackwall

ANON-33SX-SNWY-2
ANON-33SX-SNVE-D

It is recognised that the free running of the
A102, and Blackwall Tunnel, is
fundamental, in order for the road network

N
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tunnel.

ANON-33SX-SNRA-5
ANON-33SX-SNEE-V
ANON-33SX-SN64-V
ANON-33SX-SFYN-H
ANON-33SX-SFKD-S
ANON-33SX-SFEA-G
ANON-33SX-SFD7-5
ANON-33SX-SFCX-5
ANON-33SX-SF3X-N
ANON-33SX-S7ZJ-Y
ANON-33SX-S7YW-B
ANON-33SX-S7HQ-M
ANON-33SX-S2W5-2
ANON-33SX-S2T6-Z
ANON-33SX-S2AH-Y
ANON-33SX-S21P-Q
ANON-33SX-STXK-U
ANON-33SX-STSB-D
ANON-33SX-STP4-V

and public transport services to operate
satisfactorily allowing access to sites such
as City Airport and Canary Wharf.
Therefore, during construction the A102 will
operate as a minimum of 2 lanes other than
for very brief periods of time associated
with specific construction tasks. It is not
anticipated that any closures of the
Blackwall Tunnel will be required for the
construction of the scheme.

Consider maintaining
cycling superhighway 3
during construction of the
Scheme.

ANON-33SX-S236-Y

TfL can confirm cycling superhighway 3
would not be impacted by the construction
and would be maintained during
construction.
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Consider making Dartford
free during the construction
of the Scheme.

ANON-33SX-S7XX-B
ANON-33SX-S7SJ-R
ANON-33SX-S2TU-Y
ANON-33SX-S2K3-M
ANON-33SX-S29S-2
ANON-33SX-S285-3

The Blackwall Tunnel will remain open (and N
without a user charge) during the
construction of the Silvertown Tunnel. It is
envisaged that at least 2 lanes of Blackwall
Tunnel Approach, northbound and
southbound carriageways would remain
open and operational throughout the
construction phase. Closures of the
approach roads for specific construction
activities would be very limited in frequency
and duration and would generally take
place at night. Further information on the
envisaged phasing of the construction
works and on temporary traffic diversions
on A102 and other local roads is included in
the Construction Method Statement
(Document Reference: 6.3).
It is therefore not necessary to reduce or
remove the user charges at the Dartford
Crossing, which in any case is operated by
Highways England meaning that TfL does
not have the power to make changes to it. It
is considered that there would be no
substantive benefit for traffic to divert to
Dartford Crossing during the construction
phase and hence a reduction in user
charges at that crossing are not included as
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part of this Scheme.

Consider mitigating the rat
running/weaving on the
local roads during
construction.

ANON-33SX-SN3W-V
ANON-33SX-SFVJ-A
ANON-33SX-S7YA-N
ANON-33SX-S7SE-K
ANON-33SX-S7H3-P
BHLF-33SX-SNG8-H
ANON-33SX-STYD-N

TfL has assessed the potential
displacement effects of the Scheme on
adjacent crossings. The Dartford Crossing
is 25km to the east of the Blackwall Tunnel
and therefore any diversions would incur
cost in terms of journey time. Chapter 7 of
the TA assesses the likely impacts of the
Scheme on other crossings and for Dartford
finds only a small increase (less than half of
one per cent) in the number of vehicles
using the Dartford Crossing.
In developing the Silvertown construction
N
programme proposals, careful
consideration was given to the existing road
network. At a local level, during
construction, at the points that the new
approach roads for the Silvertown Tunnel
tie-in with the existing road network, the
Scheme is not expected to have a
significant adverse impact on local
junctions and highway links.
TfL can confirm that appropriate standards
to control weaving have been utilised and
that the appropriate standards will be taken
forward as part of the construction traffic
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ANON-33SX-SFUN-D
ANON-33SX-SFBR-X
ANON-33SX-SF7F-7

Regard had to response (Section 49)
management proposals.
The project will adopt the normal working
hours for construction sites in London,
which are in place in order to avoid causing
disturbance or disruption to local
communities during peak hours. Normal
working hours for non-tunnel construction
works will be from 0800-1800 MondayFriday and 08:00 to 14:00 on Saturdays
with no work taking place on Sundays or
bank/public holidays.

Change to the
Scheme?
N

In addition, start up and shut down activities
will take place for up to one hour before
and after these times, and these activities
may include maintenance, site briefings,
meetings and training. Start up and shut
down activities will not include operation of
plant or machinery giving rise to noise likely
to exceed threshold levels for normal
working hours. The start up and shut down
periods shall not be regarded as extensions
to normal working hours and particular care
will be taken to limit and control disturbance
to local residents during such periods.
Occasionally during the construction period,
it may be necessary to undertake work
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not disrupting the
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ANON-33SX-STS6-1

Regard had to response (Section 49)
outside of the normal working hours stated
above. This may include works which
involve periods of road or rail closure, such
as bridge span removal or placement over
existing transport corridors. Works outside
the normal working hours would be subject
to agreement with the local Environmental
Health Officers (EHO) as set out in the
Code of Construction Practice (Document
Reference: 6.10).
It would be necessary to introduce some
temporary road closures and diversions
while the tunnel is being built, although TfL
would keep these to an absolute minimum.
TfL would work closely with the relevant
local authorities in planning and
implementing any temporary network
alterations and would ensure that any
closures are publicised well in advance.
It is likely that while Millennium Way would
remain open throughout the works, TfL may
need to manage traffic with temporary
traffic signals and local diversions for some
periods during the works.
Access to North Greenwich station and the
02 would be maintained at all times and no
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ANON-33SX-S2V2-X
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bus routes would be affected by the
construction of the Scheme although some
localised diversions may apply from time to
time.
Prior to the start of construction it is
N
proposed that the routes to be used by
construction lorries would be agreed in
consultation with the relevant boroughs as
part of a Construction Traffic Management
Plan, and taking into account the location of
sensitive sites such as schools and
hospitals. As a general rule, routes to the
works sites will be on the major road
network as these roads are best suited to
accommodating high volumes of traffic, with
vehicles only using local roads to directly
access the works sites. Further information
can be found in Chapter 6 of the Transport
Assessment (Document Reference: 6.5)
and the Construction Method Statement
(Document Reference: 6.3).
As part of the scheme it is planned that sign
gantries would be installed to provide clear
directional signing for strategic and local
destinations. It is not planned that traffic
would be signed to use Banning Street,
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ANON-33SX-SF3W-M
ANON-33SX-S78Z-D
ANON-33SX-S74J-S
ANON-33SX-STF8-P

Regard had to response (Section 49)
Christchurch Way, Azof Street or Mauritius
Road as a means of accessing either the
Blackwall or Silvertown Tunnel.
In developing the Scheme proposals TfL
has given particular consideration to
construction methodology in order to
minimise the disruption. It is recognised
that there will be some disruption during
construction; however traffic diversions are
required in order to accommodate
construction phases. This is detailed in the
Construction Method Statement (Document
Reference: 6.3).
In order to understand and reduce the
disruption on the existing road network
during construction, TfL has developed an
envisaged construction programme based
on the phasing of works to minimise
disruption. This phasing of work maximises
offline construction, remote from existing
infrastructure, thus minimising the impact
on the running of the current road network,
including the Blackwall Tunnel.
It is recognised that the free running of the
A102, and Blackwall Tunnel, is
fundamental, in order for the road network
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and public transport services to operate
satisfactorily. Therefore, during construction
the A102 will operate as a minimum of 2
lanes through the site traffic management
system. It is not anticipated that any
closures of the Blackwall Tunnel will be
required for the construction of the scheme.
It is likely that sections of Edmund Halley
Way would be closed for significant periods
of the works and it would be necessary to
close a section of two of the existing car
parks which serve the O2 and North
Greenwich multi-modal transport hub.
Temporary car parks would be constructed
close to the existing and road access to
them will be provided and maintained,
ensuring that the parking area remains
accessible and is not reduced in size
throughout the construction period.
It is also likely that while Millennium Way
would remain open throughout the works,
TfL may need to manage traffic with
temporary traffic signals and local
diversions for some periods during the
works.
It would be necessary to introduce some
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ANON-33SX-SFXQ-K

Regard had to response (Section 49)
temporary road closures and diversions
while the tunnel is being built, although TfL
would keep these to an absolute minimum.
TfL would work closely with the relevant
local authorities in planning and
implementing any temporary network
alterations and would ensure that any
closures are publicised well in advance, as
part of a Construction Traffic Management
Plan.
The project will adopt the normal working
hours for construction sites in London,
which are in place in order to avoid causing
disturbance or disruption to local
communities during peak hours. Normal
working hours for non-tunnel construction
works will be from 0800-1800 MondayFriday and 08:00 to 14:00 on Saturdays
with no work taking place on Sundays or
bank/public holidays.
Occasionally during the construction period,
it may be necessary to undertake work
outside of the normal working hours. This
may include works which involve periods of
road or rail closure, such as bridge span
removal or placement over existing
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transport corridors. Works outside the
normal working hours would be subject to
agreement with the local Environmental
Health Officers (EHO) as set out in the
Code of Construction Practice Document
Reference: 6.10)

Consider operating
construction traffic within
limited hours.

ANON-33SX-SNVM-N
ANON-33SX-SNEB-S
ANON-33SX-SN1B-5
ANON-33SX-SF8P-J
Planning and Transport
Committee London Forum of
Amenity and Civic Societies

Where works will cause no disturbance, for
example in the construction of the tunnel
itself, then the works will be undertaken on
a 24 hour, seven days per week basis.
The Construction Method Statement
N
(Document Reference: 6.3), produced as
part of the Development Consent Order,
sets out in detail the envisaged quantities of
material to be moved onto and away from
site, and the proposed method by which to
achieve this movement of material. Whilst it
is the aim to maximise the movement of
materials by river, it would be necessary to
move some construction and other
materials by road. TfL will agree how the
management of this traffic might work in
practice with the relevant local authorities
as part of a Construction Traffic
Management Plan. This will include
requirements for control the number of
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vehicle movements per day.
Adverse effects resulting from the
construction of the scheme would be kept
to a reasonable minimum through the
specification of construction control
principles within a Code of Construction
Practice (Document Reference: 6.10)
(CoCP). The CoCP establishes a
framework to control possible
environmental, public health and safety
impacts arising from the construction of the
Scheme that may affect the interests of
local residents, businesses, the general
public and the surroundings in the vicinity of
the Scheme.
Indicative routes for construction traffic
have been identified and would be subject
to approval by the relevant boroughs as
part of a Construction Traffic Management
Plan. The routes take into account the
presence and access of key community
facilities such as schools and healthcare
facilities. As set out in the CoCP, the hours
of working for different site operations will
also be agreed with the local boroughs, and
our current assumption is that working
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ANON-33SX-SNF2-A
ANON-33SX-SNEN-5
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
ANON-33SX-SFUP-F
ANON-33SX-SFNB-T
ANON-33SX-SF4E-3
ANON-33SX-S7RK-R
ANON-33SX-S2Q9-Z
ANON-33SX-S2P6-V
Greenwich Conservatives
City of London
BHLF-33SX-SN5U-V
BHLF-33SX-SN5J-H
ANON-33SX-STTK-Q

Regard had to response (Section 49)
hours for non tunnelling activities will be
0800 to 1800hrs Monday to Friday and
0800 to 1400hrs on a Saturday unless
agreed in advance with the relevant
boroughs. There would be communication
with local businesses and residents during
construction. The CoCP would ensure
disruption would be kept to a minimum and
any adverse effects are mitigated.
TfL would plan the construction of the
Silvertown Tunnel to cause the least
disruption possible. The Construction
Method Statement (Document Reference:
6.3) sets out in detail the quantities of
material to be moved onto and away from
site, and the proposed method by which to
achieve this movement of material. Whilst it
is the aim to maximise the movement of
materials by river, it would be necessary to
move some construction and other
materials by road. TfL will agree how this
might work in practice with the relevant
local authorities.

Change to the
Scheme?

N

As indicated in the CoCP, throughout the
construction of the tunnel coordination will
be undertaken with other major
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ANON-33SX-STTB-E
ANON-33SX-STRQ-U

construction projects (including the
proposed IKEA store, developments on
Greenwich peninsula and the surrounding
area, Crossrail and HS2) and the O2 to
coordinate the works. Any temporary road
closures and diversions would be fully
coordinated with the proposals of other
construction projects in the area and the
O2.

Consider providing free Sat
Nav updates to help
minimise disruption during
the construction of the
Scheme.

ANON-33SX-SFGU-6

Consider providing
information about the
construction timeline.

ANON-33SX-S294-3
BHLF-33SX-S7CZ-R

TfL recognise the importance of keeping
road users advised of any changes to the
traffic arrangements around the
construction works area throughout the
construction period. The public will be
advised of all proposed temporary
diversions through local radio, advance
warning signs, adverts in the press and
online as part of the Community
Engagement Plan required by the Code of
Construction Practice (Document
Reference: 6.10)..
Details of the envisaged construction
timeline can be found in the Construction
Method Statement (Document Reference:
6.3).
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Consider providing
information about the
duration of the construction
of the Scheme.

ANON-33SX-SNHR-C

Details of the envisaged construction
timeline can be found in the Construction
Method Statement (Document Reference:
6.3).

N

Consider
providing/maintaining
access for local traffic (via
Tunnel Avenue/Seagull
Lane).

ANON-33SX-SNWW-Z
ANON-33SX-SNQY-V

Access to Seagull Lane will be maintained
throughout the construction period. The
current access arrangements along Tunnel
Avenue will be maintained throughout the
construction period.

N

Consider reassuring that
residential accommodation
will not be lost.

ANON-33SX-SNBC-Q

N

Consider re-routing and/or
banning HGV traffic.

ANON-33SX-SNVM-N
ANON-33SX-SNSB-7
ANON-33SX-SN8U-Y
ANON-33SX-SN1B-5
ANON-33SX-SFZ5-S
ANON-33SX-SFM9-G
ANON-33SX-SFM7-E
ANON-33SX-SF7F-7

TfL can confirm that under the application
proposals, no residential accommodation
would be lost.
The proposed Silvertown Tunnel would
have two separate tunnels, each carrying
two traffic lanes. It is planned that one lane
in each direction would be reserved for
buses, coaches and Heavy Goods Vehicles
(HGVs), and the connections to the existing
highways are being designed to ensure
they can safely accommodate all vehicles.
The principal routes to and from the
Silvertown Tunnel are also capable of

N
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routes.
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ExCel London Limited
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
ANON-33SX-STJK-D

accommodating all standard vehicles.

ANON-33SX-SN8U-Y
ANON-33SX-SN8Q-U
Planning and Transport
Committee London Forum of
Amenity and Civic Societies

Change to the
Scheme?

The Mayor’s Roads Task Force estimated
that around 90% of freight trips in London
are made by road, and as London grows
the overall proportion of trips made by
goods vehicles is expected to increase in
future. The Blackwall Tunnel is an
important route for goods vehicles, and the
Silvertown Tunnel represents a means of
ensuring that it remains capable of fulfilling
its function effectively. Requiring that all
HGVs use a particular crossing or banning
HGV traffic is not considered to be
necessary or appropriate at this time,
although this is something that could be
reviewed in future should circumstances
change.
TfL would plan the construction of the
N
Silvertown Tunnel to cause the least
disruption possible, and it is envisaged that
work sites would be established in areas
nearby the proposed tunnel alignment, on
each side of the river. These would be used
for facilitating the necessary construction
works. As part of the Scheme's
commitment to minimising traffic impacts
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Issue
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from congestion, TfL has committed to
transport 50% by weight of all materials
associated with the Scheme by river, as
further described in the Code of
Construction Practice (Document
Reference: 6.10).
The Construction Method Statement
(Document Reference: 6.3), produced as
part of the Development Consent Order,
sets out in detail the envisaged quantities of
material to be moved onto and away from
site, and the proposed method by which to
achieve this movement of material.

Consider that he amount of
disruption is not worth it

ANON-33SX-ST7G-P
ANON-33SX-ST3J-N
ANON-33SX-SNV6-X

It would be necessary, however, to move
some construction and other materials by
road. Envisaged routes for site traffic have
been identified in the Construction Method
Statement and would be subject to
approval by each borough through a
Construction Traffic Management Plan. The
routes take into account the operational
needs of the Blackwall Tunnel.
TfL would plan the construction of the
N
Silvertown Tunnel to cause the least
disruption possible and it is envisaged that
worksites would be located in areas nearby
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ANON-33SX-SNV5-W
ANON-33SX-SNUU-V
ANON-33SX-SNRE-9
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y
ANON-33SX-SN17-T
ANON-33SX-S7DT-K
ANON-33SX-S2G5-J
ANON-33SX-S21N-N

the proposed tunnel alignment, on each
side of the river. These would be used for
facilitating the necessary construction
works.
TfL has committed to transport 50% by
weight of all materials associated with the
Scheme by river, as further described in the
Code of Construction Practice (Document
Reference: 6.10).
The Construction Method Statement
(Document Reference: 6.3), produced as
part of the Development Consent Order,
sets out in detail the envisaged quantities
of material to be moved onto and away
from site, and the proposed method by
which to achieve this movement of material.
It would be necessary, however, to move
some construction and other materials by
road. Indicative routes for site traffic have
been identified and would be subject to
approval by each borough as part of a
Construction Traffic Management Plan. The
routes take into account the presence and
access of key community facilities such as
schools and healthcare facilities. The hours
of working for different site operations will
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also be agreed with the London Boroughs,
as set out in the Code of Construction
Practice (Document Reference: 6.10)
(CoCP).
Adverse effects resulting from the
construction of the Scheme would be kept
to a reasonable minimum through the
specification of construction control
principles within a CoCP. The CoCP
establishes a framework to control possible
environmental, public health and safety
impacts arising from the construction of the
Scheme that may affect the interests of
local residents, businesses, the general
public and the surroundings in the vicinity of
the Scheme.
Consider that Silvertown
tunnel will not enable job
creation.

London Assembly Green
Party Group

TfL believes that the improvements in
economic performance supported by the
Scheme are likely to make the area more
attractive to inward investment, raising land
values and facilitating job creation. The
Regeneration and Development Impact
Assessment (Document Reference: 7.8)
identifies that the Scheme could support
the creation of several thousand additional
jobs in East London by reducing

N
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congestion, improving the resilience and
reliability of the road network, and
improving access to suppliers, customers
and the labour market. Furthermore,
Chapter 7 of the Environmental
Assessment (Document Reference: 6.1)
also identifies that there will also be
additional job creation (in the region of 20
jobs) associated with the construction of the
project.
Consider that the Scheme
uses too much land.

ANON-33SX-SNKF-3

Consider that the Scheme
will not finish on time.

ANON-33SX-STJY-U
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seeking compulsory purchase powers
whilst allowing the Silvertown Tunnel to be
operated effectively.
The Silvertown Tunnel was designated a
N
'Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project'
by the Secretary of State for Transport in
2012. This means that TfL must apply for a
Development Consent Order (DCO) to build
and operate the scheme. Throughout this
process extensive consultation with the
public must be undertaken and the project
must be planned carefully. The design of

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

the project must be progressed to such an
extent that the exact amount of land
required to construct the project is defined,
and in order to do this a construction
methodology and programme are
necessary. These requirements all assist in
ensuring that a lot of the risk is minimised
prior to construction being commenced. As
such, TfL is confident that the construction
of the tunnel can be achieved within the
timeframe stated in the Construction
Method Statement (Document Reference:
6.3).

Consider that the
timescales for completion

ANON-33SX-SFB3-Y

Furthermore, following the DCO process
TfL would then procure the Design, Build,
Finance and Maintenance (DBFM) contract
under a Public-Private Partnership (PPP),
contracting the services to a Project
company. With the Project company having
a long term DBFM contract where
payments to them will only start at the end
of construction period there is a powerful
incentive to complete the works to
programme, if not better.
The Silvertown Tunnel was designated a
'Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project'

N
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by the Secretary of State for Transport in
2012. This means that TfL must apply for a
Development Consent Order (DCO) to build
and operate the scheme. Throughout this
process extensive consultation with the
public must be undertaken and the project
must be planned carefully. The design of
the project must be progressed to such an
extent that the exact amount of land
required to construct the project is defined,
and in order to do this a construction
methodology and programme are
necessary. Cost estimates have also been
produced and refined throughout the
Schemes initial stages of procurement.
These requirements all assist in ensuring
that the risk of cost and programme overruns are minimised prior to construction
being commenced. As such, TfL is
confident that the construction of the tunnel
can be achieved within the timeframe
stated in the Construction Method
Statement (Document Reference: 6.3).
Furthermore, following the DCO process
TfL would appoint a Project Company to
implement the Scheme through a PFI-type
contract to Design, Build, Finance Maintain,
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Consultee

ANON-33SX-SNV8-Z
Consider that there is
inadequate provision for the
cyclists.

Consider that travel plan for
the construction workers is
required. This should
include consideration of
shuttle bus to and from
Canning Town and/or river

ANON-33SX-SNFG-Y
ANON-33SX-SN37-V

Regard had to response (Section 49)
and part operate the Scheme. With the
Project company having a long term DBFM
contract where payments to them will only
start at the end of construction period there
is a powerful incentive to complete the
works to programme, if not better.
Generally during construction, existing
cyclist and pedestrian routes will be
maintained where possible, but any
necessary diversions will be agreed with
local authorities. Envisaged examples are
shown in the Construction Method
Statement (Document Reference: 6.3) and
will be finalised and agreed with local
authorities as part of a Construction Traffic
Management Plan.
As a result of consultation responses, TfL
has also ensured that a bridge over the
A102 at Boord Street will be open
throughout the construction of the Scheme.
TfL is committed to minimising the
disruption to local communities throughout
the construction period of the scheme, and
acknowledges that restricting the
availability of car parking spaces for
construction workers is a primary method

Change to the
Scheme?

N

N
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by which to achieve this objective. Car
parking for construction workers will
therefore be strictly limited, and the vast
majority of the workforce will be required to
commute to the site using public transport.
Shuttle buses may be used to collect
workers from nearby public transport
terminals, such as North Greenwich
underground station. Details of staff travel
will be agreed with local authorities as part
of a Staff Travel Plan for each authority that
forms part of the wider Construction Traffic
Management Plan.
It will, however, be necessary to provide
access to site for those arriving with
equipment and minor materials in vans and
similar vehicles, and for those shift workers
travelling to / from the site at times when
public transport is not running. To
accommodate these vehicles it is proposed
to provide some parking at both Silvertown
and Greenwich. This provision will also
allow for mobility-impaired travel and for
VIP visits. Exact numbers will be subject to
approval but it is anticipated that
approximately 100 spaces at Silvertown
and 50 spaces at Greenwich (total vehicles)
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Change to the
Scheme?

will be required.
Consider that travel plan is
required during works and
revision of the plan when
necessary.

Newham Cyclists – London
Borough of Newham London
Cycling Campaign (LCC)
local group

A Travel Plan for staff travel will be agreed
for each site with the relevant local
authority. This will create a process for any
changes to that plan.

N

Consider the construction
impacts on the local road
network.

London TravelWatch

It would be necessary to introduce some
temporary road closures and diversions
while the tunnel is being built, although
these would be kept to an absolute
minimum. The Contractor would work
closely with the relevant local authorities in
planning and implementing any temporary
network alterations and would ensure that
any closures are publicised well in advance
as part of a Construction Traffic
Management Plan. It is likely that sections
of Edmund Halley Way would be closed for
significant periods of the works; however
access will be maintained to the car parks
which are accessed via Edmund Halley
Way. It is also likely that while Millennium
Way would remain open throughout the
works, we may need to manage traffic with
temporary traffic signals and local
diversions for some periods during the

N
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works. Access to North Greenwich station
and the 02 would be maintained at all times
and no bus routes would be affected by the
construction of the scheme although some
localised diversions may apply from time to
time.
TfL has committed to transport 50% by
weight of all materials associated with the
Scheme by river, as further described in the
Code of Construction Practice (Document
Reference: 6.10). Whilst TfL has made this
commitment it would, however, still be
necessary to move some construction and
other materials by road. Indicative routes
for site traffic have been identified and
would be subject to approval each borough
through a Construction Traffic Management
Plan. The routes take into account the
presence and access of key community
facilities such as schools and healthcare
facilities. The hours of working for different
site operations will also be agreed with the
London Boroughs. There would be
communication with local businesses and
residents during construction as part of a
Community Engagement Plan. The CoCP,
through requiring these plans, and its other
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environmental measures, would ensure
disruption would be kept to a minimum and
any adverse effects are mitigated.

Consider the impact of the
Scheme on land.

BHLF-33SX-S71A-D
ANON-33SX-STYT-5

TfL is committed to minimising the
disruption to local communities throughout
the construction period of the scheme, and
a further way by which objective can be
achieved is to restrict the availability of car
parking spaces for construction workers.
Car parking for construction workers will
therefore be strictly limited, and the vast
majority of the workforce will be required to
commute to the site using public transport.
Shuttle buses may be used to collect
workers from nearby public transport
terminals, such as North Greenwich
underground station. Details of staff travel
will be agreed with the local authorities
through a Staff Travel Plan as part of the
Construction Traffic Management Plan. It is
considered that this proposal will help to
minimise the amount of traffic on the roads
surrounding the scheme which is related to
the project.
TfL has designed the tunnel and the
associated highway connections to

N
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minimise the amount of land required in
order to deliver a new river crossing in east
London
For example, TfL has been in consultation
with National Grid throughout the statutory
consultation process in order to meet their
requirements and minimise the amount of
land required; both temporary and
permanent.
For example, in the permanent design the
tunnel service buildings would now be
located on the land directly above the
Silvertown Tunnel and to the north of the
tunnel, onto part of the land originally
proposed for the coach park. The amount
of land to be permanently acquired for the
purposes of the Scheme has been
minimised. The National Grid land to the
south of the tunnel (where it was originally
proposed that the tunnel buildings would be
located) would be temporarily acquired for
the worksite, and then returned to the
landowner afterwards. These proposals
have been defined following engagement
with National Grid.
TfL will engage with National Grid (and all
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Consider the location of the ANON-33SX-SFWT-N
off road parking area for the
construction vehicles.

Regard had to response (Section 49)
statutory utilities that are affected by the
scheme), to ensure that vital utility
infrastructure is protected through the
construction and operation of the tunnel. All
works for protection, temporary or
permanent will require approval from
National Grid. Every effort has been made
to avoid service crossings however, where
unavoidable, clearances will comply with
National Grid requirements.
TfL is committed to minimising the
disruption to local communities throughout
the construction period of the scheme, and
acknowledges that restricting the
availability of car parking spaces for
construction workers is a primary method
by which to achieve this objective. Car
parking for construction workers will
therefore be strictly limited, and the vast
majority of the workforce will be required to
commute to the site using public transport.
Shuttle buses may be used to collect
workers from nearby public transport
terminals, such as North Greenwich
underground station. It is considered that
this proposal will help to minimise the
amount of traffic on the roads surrounding

Change to the
Scheme?

N
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the Scheme which is related to the project.

Consider the training and
skills legacy.

ANON-33SX-S2H8-P
Institution of Civil Engineers
Citizens UK Greenwich
Citizens UK

It will, however, be necessary to provide
access to site for those arriving with
equipment and minor materials in vans and
similar vehicles, for those shift workers
travelling to / from the site at times when
public transport is not running, and for
heavier construction vehicles. A parking
area will be provided for these vehicles at
both Silvertown and Greenwich, and this
will ensure that the vehicles are restricted
from parking on local residential roads. This
provision will also allow for mobilityimpaired travel and for VIP visits. Exact
numbers will be subject to approval but it is
anticipated that approximately 100 spaces
at Silvertown and 50 spaces at Greenwich
(total vehicles) will be required.
Commitments regarding apprenticeships
N
and local labour have been agreed in
principle with Host Boroughs and include
the following:
- At least 25% of the non-specialist
elements of the workforce are to be local
(recruited from within the 3 host boroughs).
- In alignment with TfL’s Strategic Labour
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Needs & Training Policy each £3 million of
contract value will equal one apprenticeship
position. Contractors on the project will be
expected to use reasonable endeavours to
maximise opportunities for local firms to win
contracts.

Consider the working hours
for maximum efficiency.

ANON-33SX-ST8P-Z
ANON-33SX-SNWX-1
ANON-33SX-SNQ7-T
ANON-33SX-SNB7-B
ANON-33SX-SFPG-1
ANON-33SX-SFM7-E
ANON-33SX-S2U9-4

- Contractors will also work with the host
boroughs and any other organisation it may
choose to nominate in order to ensure local
businesses are made aware of
opportunities. Payment arrangements for
apprentices and other staff are, however,
considered to be outside the scope of the
Environmental Statement (Document
Reference: 6.1) and will be the
responsibility of individual contractors
during Scheme construction.
In developing the Scheme proposals a
N
Construction Method Statement (Document
Reference: 6.3) has been developed, and
careful consideration has been given to
ensure that the construction of the
Silvertown Tunnel is undertaken quickly,
but with the least disruption possible. Whilst
working 24/7 would potentially allow work to
be completed quicker than if standard
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ANON-33SX-S2CX-H
ANON-33SX-S29A-G
ANON-33SX-S24W-1
Planning and Transport
Committee London Forum of
Amenity and Civic Societies
Day Aggregates

working hours were followed, the addition
disruption to local residents, businesses
and commuters would be unjustifiable.
Achieving a balance between the speed of
construction and level of disruption will
therefore be key to the success of the
project. However, due to the underground
nature of the works, tunnel boring works
and associated excavated material
stockpiling and river transportation will be
undertaken on a 24 hour, 7 days a week
basis on commencement of the tunnel
boring machine launch for both tunnel
drives.
The contractor would seek to undertake the
construction works as quickly as possible,
whilst working within the Code of
Construction Practice (Document
Reference: 6.10), which will provide a
framework for minimising the negative
effects of construction noise, vibration and
dust on residents and businesses. There
would be communication with local
businesses and residents during
construction in order to understand and
mitigate their concerns as part of a
Construction Engagement Plan.
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Change to the
Scheme?

Regulations to protect nearby residents
from noise pollution during the night time
dictate that work will not be undertaken
regularly on a 24/7 basis.
In order to reduce disruption, certain works
where road closures are absolutely
necessary will be undertaken at night time.
For example, as set out in the Construction
Method Statement (Document Reference:
6.3), as part of the project proposals the
existing Boord Street footbridge would be
replaced with a wider, shared use structure
to accommodate both pedestrians and
cyclists. The deck of the replacement
bridge will be installed during night time
working under a short term road closure of
the A102, with the bridge finishing works
taking place over a live carriageway.
Whilst working 24/7 to speed up the
construction time would not be possible,
there are many measures that would be
implemented in order to reduce the amount
of disruption to the public.
Traffic management measures (such as
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Consider using clear
signage during the
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ANON-33SX-STAD-W
ANON-33SX-ST99-A

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

traffic cones and signs) are likely to be left
in place outside of the construction
contractor’s normal working hours as part
of a Construction Traffic Management Plan,
and this will ultimately assist the contractor
in being able to complete the construction
in the quickest possible duration. Setting
out and then removing the traffic
management measures at the start and end
of every work day would be an inefficient
use of the contractor’s resources, and
would increase the project duration and
costs significantly. Safety is also a key
factor in this decision. The workforce would
be exposed to a much greater risk in having
to work alongside the live traffic when
installing and removing the traffic
management on a daily basis. Furthermore,
the safety risk to motorists would also be
increased because they would approach
the works each time not knowing which
highways layout to expect, and in this
situation traffic incidents are much more
likely to occur.
During the period of construction, signs will N
be displayed on the road network in order
to provide notification to the public prior to

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Consultee

construction of the Scheme. ANON-33SX-SNW6-Y
ANON-33SX-SNSB-7
ANON-33SX-SFUM-C
ANON-33SX-SF1C-X
ANON-33SX-S7ES-K
ANON-33SX-S21F-D

Consider using effective
signage to keep disruption
to a minimum level.

ANON-33SX-SFUM-C

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

any road closures and temporary
diversions, and will clearly display the dates
and times of any measures to be
implemented. Clear signage will also be
provided for all traffic management
proposals. Signage will be agreed with local
authorities as part of the Construction
Traffic Management Plan.
The CoCP also requires that a website
should be set up to notify the public of
construction news and progress, and would
also contain information regarding the
traffic management proposals. Further
means of communication could include
project newsletters and advertisements in
local newspapers.
In developing the Scheme proposals TfL
N
has given particular consideration to
construction, maintenance and operation of
the crossing. It is recognised that there will
be some disruption during construction with
planned traffic diversions being required to
accommodate construction phases.
It is recognised that the free running of the
A102, and Blackwall Tunnel, is
fundamental, in order for the road network
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and public transport services to operate
satisfactorily. Therefore, during construction
the A102 will operate as a minimum of 2
lanes through the site traffic management
system. It is not anticipated that any
closures of the Blackwall Tunnel will be
required for the construction of the scheme.
In order to keep traffic free running
message signs on the road network on the
approaches to the site will be used to keep
the travelling public informed on such
matters as traffic conditions and diversions.
All of these measures will be agreed with
local authorities through a Construction
Traffic Management Plan.
As part of an agreed Community
Engagement Plan with local authorities, a
website for the project would be set up and
would be used to notify the public of
construction news and progress, and would
also contain information regarding the
traffic management proposals. Further
means of communication could include
project newsletters and advertisements in
local newspapers. Signs will be displayed
on the road network in order to provide
notification to the public prior to any road
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ANON-33SX-SN7G-G
ANON-33SX-SN11-M
ANON-33SX-SFVX-R
ANON-33SX-SFVS-K
ANON-33SX-SFAV-1
ANON-33SX-STXS-3

Regard had to response (Section 49)
closures and temporary diversions, and will
clearly display the dates and times of any
measures to be implemented.
These are the current 3 commitments that
have been agreed for the project in regards
to local labour

Change to the
Scheme?

N

At least 25% of the non-specialist
elements of the workforce are to be
local (recruited from within the 3 host
boroughs).



Consider using river

Greenwich Conservatives

In alignment with TfL’s Strategic
Labour Needs & Training Policy
each £3 million of contract value will
equal 1 apprenticeship position.
 Contractor will be expected to use
reasonable endeavours to maximise
opportunities for local firms to win
contracts. Contractors will work with
the host boroughs and any other
organisation it may choose to
nominate in order to ensure local
businesses are made aware of
opportunities.
TfL would plan the construction of the
Silvertown Tunnel to cause the least

Y
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transport to aid construction
and stockpiling of spoil.

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

disruption possible, and it is envisaged that
work sites will be located in areas nearby
the proposed tunnel alignment, on each
side of the River Thames. These would be
used for facilitating the necessary
construction works. Following comments
received during consultation, TfL has
committed to transport at least 50% by
weight of all materials associated with the
Scheme by river, as further described in the
Code of Construction Practice (PINS
Document Reference 6.10).
The Construction Method Statement
(Document Reference: 6.3), produced as
part of the Development Consent Order,
sets out in detail the envisaged quantities of
material to be moved onto and away from
site, and the proposed method by which to
achieve this movement of material. It would
be necessary, however, to move some
construction and other materials by road.
TfL will agree how this might work in
practice with the relevant local authorities.

Consider using the rail
and/or river for construction
traffic / removal of waste
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ANON-33SX-SNV1-S
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Following comments received during
consultation, as part of its River Transport
Commitments, TfL has committed to
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products.

ANON-33SX-SNHU-F
ANON-33SX-SN8M-Q
ANON-33SX-SN7N-Q
ANON-33SX-SFZ7-U
ANON-33SX-SFXV-R
ANON-33SX-SFXN-G
ANON-33SX-SFVA-1
ANON-33SX-SFSX-N
ANON-33SX-SFFS-3
ANON-33SX-SF5A-Z
ANON-33SX-SF3Z-Q
ANON-33SX-SF3K-8
ANON-33SX-S7T1-Z
ANON-33SX-S7K7-W
ANON-33SX-S7JQ-P
ANON-33SX-S7H3-P
ANON-33SX-S78U-8
ANON-33SX-S72S-Z
ANON-33SX-S2TS-W
ANON-33SX-S2AE-V
Sustrans
Essex County Council

transport at least 50% by weight of all
materials associated with the Scheme by
river, as further described in the Code of
Construction Practice (PINS Document
Reference 6.10).
The Construction Method Statement
(Document Reference: 6.3), produced as
part of the Development Consent Order,
sets out in detail the envisaged quantities of
material to be moved onto and away from
site, and the proposed method by which to
achieve this movement of material. Whilst it
is the aim to maximise the movement of
materials by river, it would be necessary to
move some construction and other
materials by road. TfL will agree how this
might work in practice with the relevant
local authorities as part of a Construction
Traffic Management Plan.

Change to the
Scheme?
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BHLF-33SX-S7DV-N
Consider using the rail
and/or river for construction
traffic / removal of waste
products, and introduce
tolls to reduce traffic.

ANON-33SX-S2TS-W

Following comments received during
consultation, TfL has committed to
transport 50% by weight of all materials
associated with the Scheme by river, as
further described in the Code of
Construction Practice (Document
Reference: 6.10).
The Construction Method Statement
(Document Reference: 6.3), produced as
part of the Development Consent Order,
sets out in detail the envisaged quantities of
material to be moved onto and away from
site, and the proposed method by which to
achieve this movement of material. TfL has
sought to maximise the amount of material
taken to and from the site by river
specifically in response to the issues raised
during the statutory consultation. Whilst it
is the aim to maximise the movement of
materials by river, it would be necessary to
move some construction and other
materials by road. TfL will agree how this
might work in practice with the relevant
local authorities as part of a Construction
Traffic Management Plan.
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Consider only working at
night and/or weekends.

ANON-33SX-ST8C-K
ANON-33SX-ST83-3
ANON-33SX-SFX7-S
ANON-33SX-SFUN-D
ANON-33SX-SFSZ-Q
ANON-33SX-SFKY-E
ANON-33SX-SFBT-Z
ANON-33SX-SF6M-D
ANON-33SX-SF39-P
ANON-33SX-S2YU-4
ANON-33SX-S2CE-X
ANON-33SX-S28T-2
ANON-33SX-STSK-P
ANON-33SX-STS2-W
ANON-33SX-STJS-N
ANON-33SX-STET-H

The Scheme will adopt the normal working
hours for construction sites in London,
which are in place in order to avoid causing
disturbance or disruption to local
communities. Normal working hours for
non-tunnel construction works will be from
0800-1800 Monday-Friday and 08:00 to
14:00 on Saturdays with no work taking
place on Sundays or bank/public holidays.

Change to the
Scheme?
N

Working at nights and weekends only
would create disruption to local residents,
businesses and commuters that would be
unjustifiable. Achieving a balance between
the speed of construction and level of
disruption will therefore be key to the
success of the project. Occasionally during
the construction period, it may be
necessary to undertake work outside of the
normal working hours stated above. This
may include works which involve periods of
road or rail closure, such as bridge span
removal or placement over existing
transport corridors. Works outside the
normal working hours would be subject to
agreement with the local Environmental
Health Officers (EHO) as set out in the
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Code of Construction Practice.

Construction of the Scheme ANON-33SX-ST77-6
would result in more
ANON-33SX-ST4W-3
congestion.
ANON-33SX-ST1R-U
ANON-33SX-SNZZ-6
ANON-33SX-SNZY-5
ANON-33SX-SNZF-J
ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-SNZA-D
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SNUU-V
ANON-33SX-SNUP-Q
ANON-33SX-SNU9-Z
ANON-33SX-SNU7-X
ANON-33SX-SNSJ-F
ANON-33SX-SNRX-V
ANON-33SX-SNQS-P
ANON-33SX-SNQ6-S
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Furthermore, Where works will cause no
disturbance, for example in the construction
of the tunnel itself, then the works will be
undertaken on a 24 hour, seven days per
week basis.
TfL recognises that there will be some
N
disruption during construction with planned
traffic diversions being required to
accommodate construction phases. In
order to understand and reduce the
disruption on the existing road network
during construction TfL has developed an
envisaged construction programme based
on the phasing of works to minimise
disruption set out in the Construction
Method Statement (Document Reference:
6.3). This phasing of work maximises offline
construction, remote from existing
infrastructure, thus minimising the impact
on the running of the current road network,
including the Blackwall Tunnel. Whilst it is
the aim to maximise the movement of
materials by river, it would be necessary to
move some construction and other
materials by road. TfL will agree how the
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Regard had to response (Section 49)

ANON-33SX-SNM9-R
ANON-33SX-SNHU-F
ANON-33SX-SNHP-A
ANON-33SX-SNHF-Z
ANON-33SX-SNHE-Y
ANON-33SX-SNHB-V
ANON-33SX-SNH9-K
ANON-33SX-SNH7-H
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNFZ-J
ANON-33SX-SNFQ-9
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNF7-F
ANON-33SX-SNEN-5
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y
ANON-33SX-SNC6-B
ANON-33SX-SNC5-A
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNBS-7
ANON-33SX-SNBH-V
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SNB2-6

management of this traffic to avoid
congestion might work in practice with the
relevant local authorities as part of a
Construction Traffic Management Plan.

Change to the
Scheme?

TfL has committed to transport 50% by
weight of all materials associated with the
Scheme by river, as further described in the
Code of Construction Practice (Document
Reference: 6.10).
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ANON-33SX-SN8V-Z
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN6G-F
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3Z-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3H-D
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A
ANON-33SX-SN39-X
ANON-33SX-SN31-P
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
ANON-33SX-SN1Q-M
ANON-33SX-SN1H-B
ANON-33SX-SN1G-A
ANON-33SX-SN17-T
ANON-33SX-SN11-M
ANON-33SX-SFVM-D
ANON-33SX-SFUW-P
ANON-33SX-SFUH-7
ANON-33SX-SFSD-1
ANON-33SX-SFS8-N
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Change to the
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ANON-33SX-SFPE-Y
ANON-33SX-SFHE-Q
ANON-33SX-SFEA-G
ANON-33SX-SF7Q-J
ANON-33SX-SF1H-3
ANON-33SX-S7X8-B
ANON-33SX-S7RD-H
ANON-33SX-S7QZ-6
ANON-33SX-S7MK-K
ANON-33SX-S7HY-V
ANON-33SX-S7E8-R
ANON-33SX-S7DF-5
ANON-33SX-S7BW-M
ANON-33SX-S76K-V
ANON-33SX-S74X-7
ANON-33SX-S72E-J
ANON-33SX-S2ZV-6
ANON-33SX-S2ZS-3
ANON-33SX-S2ZE-N
ANON-33SX-S2YU-4
ANON-33SX-S2Y6-5
ANON-33SX-S2WW-4
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ANON-33SX-S2WC-G
ANON-33SX-S2W6-3
ANON-33SX-S2S7-Z
ANON-33SX-S2RA-9
ANON-33SX-S2Q5-V
ANON-33SX-S2H8-P
ANON-33SX-S28M-U
ANON-33SX-S26N-T
ANON-33SX-S239-2
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
London Assembly Liberal
Democrat Group
Greenwich Borough Liberal
Democrats
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4
BHLF-33SX-SN5Q-R
ANON-33SX-STYD-N
ANON-33SX-STRX-2
ANON-33SX-STQD-D
ANON-33SX-STPK-K
ANON-33SX-STMB-7
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Change to the
Scheme?

ANON-33SX-STHB-2
ANON-33SX-STFW-N
Construction of the Scheme ANON-33SX-SNHV-G
would result in more
congestion and would
increase the risks to
pedestrians and cyclists.

Construction of the tunnel
should be completed on

ANON-33SX-SFY1-M
ANON-33SX-SFFJ-T

Adverse traffic effects resulting from the
N
construction of the Scheme would be kept
to a reasonable minimum through the
specification of construction control
principles within a Code of Construction
Practice (Document Reference: 6.10)
(CoCP). The CoCP establishes a
framework to control possible
environmental, traffic, public health and
safety impacts arising from the construction
of the Scheme that may affect the interests
of local residents, businesses, the general
public and the surroundings in the vicinity of
the Scheme. This includes safety aspects
related to pedestrians and cyclists.
As part of the Scheme's commitment to
minimising traffic impacts from congestion,
TfL has committed to transport 50% by
weight of all materials associated with the
Scheme by river, as further described in the
CoCP.
The Silvertown Tunnel was designated a
N
'Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project'
by the Secretary of State for Transport in
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time.

ANON-33SX-STQP-S

2012. This means that we must apply for a
Development Consent Order (DCO) to build
and operate the scheme. Throughout this
process extensive consultation with the
public must be undertaken and the project
must be planned carefully. The design of
the project must be progressed to such an
extent that the exact amount of land
required to construct the project is defined,
and in order to do this a construction
methodology and programme are
necessary. These requirements all assist in
ensuring that a lot of the risk is minimised
prior to construction being commenced. As
such, TfL is confident that the construction
of the tunnel can be achieved within the
timeframe stated in the Construction
Method Statement (Document Reference:
6.3).
Furthermore, following the DCO process
TfL would then procure the Design, Build,
Finance and Maintenance (DBFM) contract
under a Public-Private Partnership (PPP),
contracting the services to a Project
company. With the Project company having
a long term DBFM contract where
payments to them will only start at the end
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of construction period there is a powerful
incentive to complete the works to
programme, if not better.
The PPP arrangement will provide
significant confidence of achieving on-time
and on-budget delivery as the Project Co
will bear the cost of construction over runs
and suffer severe penalties for late
opening. This will provide strong incentive
to deliver the tunnel on time.
Difference in cost of
Scheme quoted in different
documents.

No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign

The difference between the £1bn and the
N
£792m in the consultation materials is
because the lower figure was calculated
excluding inflation and was calculated using
2010 prices..

Do not foresee any
problems assuming the
Crossrail sites are used.

ANON-33SX-SFJH-V

The Scheme construction would be
N
managed from a series of scheme-specific
sites in Silvertown and Greenwich. Use of
the Crossrail sites for the construction is not
feasible as these are remote from the
location of the proposed tunnel. The
envisaged site locations and construction
methods that would be adopted are
included in the Construction Method
Statement (Document Reference: 6.3).
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It is important that the
Private Finance Initiative
(PFI) is structured properly.

ANON-33SX-S2AP-7

TfL is proposing to deliver the Silvertown
Scheme through Public Private Partnership
(PPP), often referred also as PFI method of
funding.
Under these arrangements, the Project Co
(private sector) will be required to design,
finance, construct, maintain and operate
the Silvertown Tunnel for a period of 25 to
30 years and, in return, receive payments
from TfL linked to the availability of the
tunnel for safe use by the traffic. TfL will be
responsible for setting and collecting the
user charge at both, Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels. The charge will set to
manage demand and the environmental
effects of traffic. The payments to the
Project Co will be made from TfL’s general
income base, with the revenue from user
charging offsetting the majority of these
payments.
The PPP arrangement will provide
significant confidence of achieving on-time
and on-budget delivery as the Project Co
will bear the cost of construction over runs
and suffer severe penalties for late
opening. This will provide strong incentive
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to deliver the tunnel on time. It will also
incentivise a more holistic approach to
design, construction, asset management
and maintenance strategy by transferring
risk around all of these areas to Project Co
through the availability and performance
basis of payment and stringent asset handback criteria. . This may, for example,
promote higher upfront construction
standards or a more robust design solution
and specification which facilitates more
efficient ongoing maintenance without the
need for significant closures.

Keep disruption to a
minimum, and use river to
transport construction
materials/waste.

ANON-33SX-SN6Z-2

It will also help TfL to spread the cost of
design and construction over a long period
of 25 to 30 years in line with the user
charge revenue and therefore help to
minimise the impacts on TfL’s budgets.
TfL would plan the construction of the
Silvertown Tunnel to cause the least
disruption possible and it is envisaged that
worksites would be located in areas nearby
the proposed tunnel alignment, on each
side of the river. These would be used for
facilitating the necessary construction
works.

N
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TfL has committed to transport 50% by
weight of all materials associated with the
Scheme by river, as further described in the
Code of Construction Practice (Document
Reference: 6.10).
The Construction Method Statement
(Document Reference: 6.3), produced as
part of the Development Consent Order,
sets out in detail the envisaged quantities
of material to be moved onto and away
from site, and the proposed method by
which to achieve this movement of material.
It would be necessary, however, to move
some construction and other materials by
road. Indicative routes for site traffic have
been identified and would be subject to
approval by each borough as part of a
Construction Traffic Management Plan. The
routes take into account the presence and
access of key community facilities such as
schools and healthcare facilities. The hours
of working for different site operations will
also be agreed with the London Boroughs,
as set out in the Code of Construction
Practice (Document Reference: 6.10)
(CoCP).
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ANON-33SX-SNZS-Y
ANON-33SX-SNZD-G
ANON-33SX-SNZA-D
ANON-33SX-SNZ8-4
ANON-33SX-SNUW-X
ANON-33SX-SNHE-Y
ANON-33SX-SNH8-J
ANON-33SX-SNH7-H
ANON-33SX-SNH3-D
ANON-33SX-SNFJ-2
ANON-33SX-SNEN-5
ANON-33SX-SNEH-Y

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Change to the
Scheme?

Adverse effects resulting from the
construction of the Scheme would be kept
to a reasonable minimum through the
specification of construction control
principles within a CoCP. The CoCP
establishes a framework to control possible
environmental, public health and safety
impacts arising from the construction of the
Scheme that may affect the interests of
local residents, businesses, the general
public and the surroundings in the vicinity of
the Scheme.
The Jubilee Line underground line,
N
Emirates Air Line cable car and Docklands
Light Railway will remain unaffected by the
Silvertown Tunnel construction works
throughout the duration of the project.
Public transport using the roads, such as
buses and taxis, will be subject to the traffic
management arrangements which would be
put in place throughout the construction
period in order to facilitate the works. It is
recognised that there will be some
disruption during construction with planned
traffic diversions being required to
accommodate construction phases. In
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ANON-33SX-SNC6-B
ANON-33SX-SNBZ-E
ANON-33SX-SNBH-V
ANON-33SX-SNBE-S
ANON-33SX-SNB2-6
ANON-33SX-SN8V-Z
ANON-33SX-SN8T-X
ANON-33SX-SN8K-N
ANON-33SX-SN8C-D
ANON-33SX-SN6N-P
ANON-33SX-SN6G-F
ANON-33SX-SN6A-9
ANON-33SX-SN67-Y
ANON-33SX-SN3E-A
ANON-33SX-SN1W-T
ANON-33SX-SN17-T
ANON-33SX-SFZ7-U
ANON-33SX-S7TB-H
ANON-33SX-S2ZP-Z
BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SNGK-4

order to understand and reduce the
disruption on the existing road network
during construction TfL has developed an
envisaged construction programme based
on the phasing of works to minimise
disruption. This phasing of work maximises
offline construction, remote from existing
infrastructure, thus minimising the impact
on the running of the current road network,
including the Blackwall Tunnel.
It would be necessary to introduce some
temporary road closures and diversions
while the tunnel is being built that may
affect bus services, although TfL would
keep these to an absolute minimum. TfL
would work closely with the relevant local
authorities in planning and implementing
any temporary network alterations and
would ensure that any closures are
publicised well in advance.
During the construction of the Silvertown
Tunnel itself it would be necessary to close
a section of two of the existing car parks
which serve the O2 and North Greenwich
multi-modal transport hub. Temporary car
parks would be constructed close to the
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Change to the
Scheme?

existing and road access to them will be
provided and maintained, ensuring that the
overall parking area would remain
unchanged throughout the construction
period.
Positive comments on the
construction proposal and
the impacts of the Scheme.

ANON-33SX-ST8W-7
ANON-33SX-ST8U-5
ANON-33SX-SFVY-S
ANON-33SX-SFDW-5
ANON-33SX-SFA6-1
ANON-33SX-SF13-E
ANON-33SX-S7W4-6
ANON-33SX-S7UE-N
ANON-33SX-S7BP-D
ANON-33SX-S2JF-6
ANON-33SX-S29J-S
ANON-33SX-S28R-Z
ANON-33SX-S26E-H
ANON-33SX-S23N-Q
ANON-33SX-S22E-D
ANON-33SX-S21X-Y
ANON-33SX-STCT-F

Comment is noted.

N
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Protect pedestrian and
cyclists during works.

ANON-33SX-SNV8-Z
ANON-33SX-SNSY-X
ANON-33SX-SNMR-H
ANON-33SX-SNHV-G
ANON-33SX-SNFW-F
ANON-33SX-SN7A-A
ANON-33SX-SN1Q-M
ANON-33SX-SN18-U
ANON-33SX-SFZF-A
ANON-33SX-SFJW-B
ANON-33SX-SFET-3
ANON-33SX-SFBF-J
ANON-33SX-SF8P-J
ANON-33SX-S7DX-Q
ANON-33SX-S74E-M
ANON-33SX-S2W5-2
ANON-33SX-S26Z-6
No to Silvertown Tunnel
Campaign
London TravelWatch
BHLF-33SX-SNGB-U
BHLF-33SX-SN95-Z

The traffic management required for the
construction of the scheme will be carried
out in accordance with the applicable
design standard, the Traffic Signs Manual.
This details the requirements to protect
cyclists and pedestrians through the
construction works.
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In order to reduce disruption and also
protect pedestrians and cyclists, certain
works are being carefully planned. For
example, as part of the project proposals
the existing Boord Street footbridge would
be replaced with a wider, shared use
structure to accommodate both pedestrians
and cyclists. The deck of the replacement
bridge will be installed during night time
working under a short term road closure of
the A102, with the bridge finishing works
taking place over a live carriageway.
Following consultation, TfL has agreed that
the existing Boord Street footbridge would
be demolished but not until a new adjacent
replacement foot and cycleway bridge is
constructed and completed with a step
access. Access ramps would then be
added later to the structure following
demolition of the existing bridge. This would

Change to the
Scheme?
Y

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Issue

Provide adequate warning
of any road closures
occurring as a result of
construction.

Query over how ongoing
maintenance fees will be

Consultee

ANON-33SX-SN8M-Q

ANON-33SX-SFSG-4

Regard had to response (Section 49)
ensure a bridge is maintained at all times to
provide a safe crossing of the A102 during
construction and operation.
As part of a Construction Traffic
Management Plan message signs on the
road network on the approaches to the site
will be used to keep the travelling public
informed on such matters as traffic
conditions and diversions.
As part of a Community Engagement Plan
agreed with local authorities, a website for
the project would be set up and would be
used to notify the public of construction
news and progress, and would also contain
information regarding the traffic
management proposals. Further means of
communication could include project
newsletters and advertisements in local
newspapers. Signs will be displayed on the
road network in order to provide notification
to the public prior to any road closures and
temporary diversions, and will clearly
display the dates and times of any
measures to be implemented.
The construction of the new tunnel is
proposed to be delivered through a Public

Change to the
Scheme?

N

N
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managed.

ANON-33SX-S26A-D

Private Partnership (PPP) mechanism.

Change to the
Scheme?

Under these arrangements:
(a)The PPP Project Company (the private
sector) will be responsible for raising the
finance for the design, construction ongoing
maintenance and operation of the
Silvertown Tunnel and once the Scheme is
open will, in return receive payments from
TfL for a period of 25 years;
(b)The payments from TfL to the PPP
Project Company will be linked to the
availability of the tunnel for safe use by
traffic; and
(c)TfL will be responsible for setting and
collecting the user charge at both the
Blackwall and Silvertown tunnels and will
use the revenue generated by the user
charge to offset the payments made to the
PPP Project Co.
Thus the cost of design and construction
would be spread over a long period of 25
years in line with the user charge revenue.
Query over the process for
cost management.
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as set out in TfL’s mandatory guidance on
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Requests for compensation
to local property owners.

Consultee

ANON-33SX-SNV9-1
ANON-33SX-S2QN-N
ANON-33SX-S2Q3-T
ANON-33SX-S27K-R
ANON-33SX-S222-T
SEGRO
London Chamber of
Commerce and Industry

Regard had to response (Section 49)
delivery methodology for project,
programme and portfolio delivery at TfL.
Cost management activities undertaken will
ensure that cost is accurately captured and
reported throughout the project lifecycle.
The risk figure represents risks which are
foreseen in delivering this project hence it
covers cost increase as a result of these
risks being realised. If risks realised exceed
the budgeted risk figure, the project will be
reviewed with considerations to the
targeted benefits and it is unlikely to be
cancelled by the project sponsors. TfL has
a risk register which captured risk
assessment and impacts identified for the
project.
Owners and occupiers of properties which
are located outside of the Order Limits
boundary as illustrated on the Land Plans
will not be entitled to compensation for
relocation.

Change to the
Scheme?

N

The majority of neighbouring property
owners whose accesses are affected by the
Scheme will be provided with replacement
accesses as part of the Scheme, save for
those on short term leases on the
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Change to the
Scheme?

Greenwich Peninsula whose land is
affected by redevelopment proposals.
Owners and occupiers within the Order
Limits boundary will however, be able to
claim for compensation in accordance with
the Compensation Code. The
Compensation Code sets out the basis
under which a claim for compensation can
be made. Affected parties with a qualifying
interest are advised to seek advice from
suitably qualified chartered surveyor and /
or solicitor who will be able to provide
assistance with the process. Reasonable
fees and costs in assessing a claim for
compensation should be agreed with TfL
prior to any costs being incurred.
Compensation is not payable for
construction noise.

Road closures should be
Page 190 of 202

ANON-33SX-SN8M-Q

If the environmental impact of the Scheme
adversely affects local residential values,
whether inside or outside the Order Limits
boundary, property owners will have the
opportunity to apply for compensation in
accordance with Part 1 of the Land
Compensation Act 1973.
In developing the scheme proposals TfL
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appropriately diverted with
sufficient warning.

ANON-33SX-STY3-4

has given particular consideration to
construction methodology in order to
minimise the disruption.

Change to the
Scheme?

It is recognised that there will be some
disruption during construction with planned
traffic diversions being required to
accommodate construction phases. In
order to understand and reduce the
disruption on the existing road network
during construction TfL has developed an
envisaged construction programme based
on the phasing of works to minimise
disruption, set out in the Construction
Method Statement (Document Reference:
6.3). This phasing of work maximises offline
construction, remote from existing
infrastructure, thus minimising the impact
on the running of the current road network,
including the Blackwall Tunnel.
It is recognised that the free running of the
A102, and Blackwall Tunnel, is
fundamental, in order for the road network
and public transport services to operate
satisfactorily. Therefore, during construction
the A102 will operate as a minimum of 2
lanes through the site traffic management
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system. It is not anticipated that any
closures of the Blackwall Tunnel will be
required for the construction of the scheme.
It is likely that sections of Edmund Halley
Way would be closed for significant periods
of the works and it would be necessary to
close a section of two of the existing car
parks which serve the O2 and North
Greenwich multi-modal transport hub.
Temporary car parks would be constructed
close to the existing and road access to
them will be provided and maintained,
ensuring that the parking area remains
accessible and is not reduced in size
throughout the construction period.
It is also likely that while Millennium Way
would remain open throughout the works,
we may need to manage traffic with
temporary traffic signals and local
diversions for some periods during the
works.
These and all other temporary road
closures and diversions will be kept to an
absolute minimum. The Contractor would
work closely with the relevant local
authorities in planning and implementing
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any temporary network alterations and
would ensure that any closures are
publicised well in advance as part of a
Construction Traffic Management Plan (as
secured by the Code of Construction
Practice (Document Reference: 6.10)).
Similarly, existing pedestrian access routes
are likely to be subject to diversions at
various stages throughout the construction
period. Where this is necessary, however,
alternative access routes would be
provided.

Road network in Tower
Hamlets borough will be
impacted as the HGV’s
would cause congestion,
pollution and put the
cyclists in risk.

ANON-33SX-SN1H-B

It is considered that the implementation of
these measures would all contribute to
ensure that public transport services are
not affected by the construction of
Silvertown Tunnel.
We have carefully modelled the traffic
impacts of the scheme and do not
anticipate that implementing the Silvertown
Tunnel scheme would lead to any
significant overall increase in traffic levels,
including HGVs. Our scheme would
improve the performance of the road
network and enable vehicles to travel more

N
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efficiently. In common with many other
charged schemes, we are proposing that
larger vehicles would pay more to use the
tunnels, reflecting the greater impact they
have on maintenance costs, traffic and the
environment. The Assessed Case assumes
charges for HGVs around twice that of the
charge for a car. The level of the charge
would be kept under review, so the charges
for HGVs could be adjusted in future to
manage HGV demand if a significant
adverse impact were observed.
During construction of the scheme TfL will
ensure that all HGVs utilised by the
contractor meet certain safety standards.
TfL has mandated in all new and existing
contracts that the suppliers and their subcontractors who deliver to, collect from or
service a TfL project, premise or site must
comply with certain safety requirements
known as ‘Work Related Road Risk’
(WRRR). These requirements include:
 accreditation to the Fleet Operator
Recognition Scheme (FORS);
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Suggestion to use the river
to aid construction and
ensure safety of spoil
removal vehicle routes.

ANON-33SX-SNFG-Y
ANON-33SX-SN37-V
Charlton Rail Users' Group



enhanced vehicle safety equipment;
Safe Urban Driving training and
regular DVLA licence checking; and



Collision and incident reporting

TfL has committed to transport 50% by
weight of all materials associated with the
Scheme by river, as further described in
the Code of Construction Practice
(Document Reference: 6.10).

Change to the
Scheme?

Y

The Construction, Demolition and
Excavation (CD&E) Materials Commitments
document defines TfL’s overall vision, aims
and commitments for the management of
CD&E materials on the Scheme. The Site
Waste Management Plan will record and
track progress in achieving these
commitments.
Tunnel should be fully
accessible by disabled
drivers.

ANON-33SX-S7YV-A

The Silvertown Tunnel is being designed to
provide accessible access to emergency
points (including telephones) and walkways
that are wide enough for wheelchair use.
The tunnel will also be equipped with
incident detection systems that will alert the
operator to any broken down vehicle in the
tunnel so that help can be quickly

N
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ANON-33SX-S7TB-H
ANON-33SX-S7JD-9
ANON-33SX-S79K-Y

dispatched to assist any user. It is not
practical to provide signage in many
languages however the use of pictograms
will be used wherever possible. All
emergency signage will use internationally
recognised symbols.
TfL is proposing to deliver the Silvertown
Scheme through Public Private Partnership
(PPP), often referred also as PFI method of
funding.
Under these arrangements, the Project Co
(private sector) will be required to design,
finance, construct, maintain and operate
the Silvertown Tunnel for a period of 25 to
30 years and, in return, receive payments
from TfL linked to the availability of the
tunnel for safe use by the traffic. TfL will be
responsible for setting and collecting the
user charge at both, Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels. The charge will set to
manage demand and the environmental
effects of traffic. The payments to the
Project Co will be made from TfL’s general
income base, with the revenue from user
charging offsetting the majority of these
payments.
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The PPP arrangement will provide
significant confidence of achieving on-time
and on-budget delivery as the Project Co
will bear the cost of construction over runs
and suffer severe penalties for late
opening. This will provide strong incentive
to deliver the tunnel on time. It will also
incentivise a more holistic approach to
design, construction, asset management
and maintenance strategy by transferring
risk around all of these areas to Project Co
through the availability and performance
basis of payment and stringent asset handback criteria. . This may, for example,
promote higher upfront construction
standards or a more robust design solution
and specification which facilitates more
efficient ongoing maintenance without the
need for significant closures.
It will also help TfL to spread the cost of
design and construction over a long period
of 25 to 30 years in line with the user
charge revenue and therefore help to
minimise the impacts on TfL’s budgets.
Work on the Scheme
should be 24hrs a day.

ANON-33SX-S2RY-1
ANON-33SX-STET-H

In developing the Scheme proposals a
Construction Method Statement (Document

N
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Reference: 6.3) has been developed, and
careful consideration has been given to
ensure that the construction of the
Silvertown Tunnel is undertaken quickly,
but with the least disruption possible. Whilst
working 24/7 would potentially allow work to
be completed quicker than if standard
working hours were followed, the addition
disruption to local residents, businesses
and commuters would be unjustifiable.
Achieving a balance between the speed of
construction and level of disruption will
therefore be key to the success of the
project. However, due to the underground
nature of the works, tunnel boring works
and associated excavated material
stockpiling and river transportation will be
undertaken on a 24 hour, 7 days a week
basis on commencement of the TBM
launch for both tunnel drives.
The contractor would seek to undertake the
construction works as quickly as possible,
whilst working within the Code of
Construction Practice (Document
Reference: 6.10) (CoCP), which will provide
a framework for minimising the negative
effects of construction noise, vibration and
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dust on residents and businesses. There
would be communication with local
businesses and residents during
construction in order to understand and
mitigate their concerns as part of a
Construction Engagement Plan.
Regulations to protect nearby residents
from noise pollution during the night time
dictate that work will not be undertaken
regularly on a 24/7 basis.
In order to reduce disruption, certain works
where road closures are absolutely
necessary will be undertaken at night time.
For example, as set out in the Construction
Method Statement, as part of the project
proposals the existing Boord Street
footbridge would be replaced with a wider,
shared use structure to accommodate both
pedestrians and cyclists. The deck of the
replacement bridge will be installed during
night time working under a short term road
closure of the A102, with the bridge
finishing works taking place over a live
carriageway.
Whilst working 24/7 to speed up the
construction time would not be possible,
there are many measures that would be
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implemented in order to reduce the amount
of disruption to the public.
Traffic management measures (such as
traffic cones and signs) are likely to be left
in place outside of the construction
contractor’s normal working hours as part
of a Construction Traffic Management Plan,
and this will ultimately assist the contractor
in being able to complete the construction
in the quickest possible duration. Setting
out and then removing the traffic
management measures at the start and end
of every work day would be an inefficient
use of the contractor’s resources, and
would increase the project duration and
costs significantly. Safety is also a key
factor in this decision. The workforce would
be exposed to a much greater risk in having
to work alongside the live traffic when
installing and removing the traffic
management on a daily basis. Furthermore,
the safety risk to motorists would also be
increased because they would approach
the works each time not knowing which
highways layout to expect, and in this
situation traffic incidents are much more
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likely to occur.
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SUMMARY
S.1
S.1.1

S.1.2

Overview
This appendix provides a summary of responses received during statutory
consultation on the Scheme under section 42, section 47 and section 48
of the Act which contained comments which TfL coded according to the
'Tunnel Design and Operations' theme. This appendix set outs the
consultees who commented on each of these issues, and provides TfL's
response to each of the issues raised on this theme. Where the consultee
has not provided a name or organisation, an anonymous response ID has
been included.
The summary of responses has been grouped under the relevant
consultation strands.
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Document Reference: 5.2

Appendix S1 Tunnel Design and Operations
S1.1

Section 42 (1) (a)

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Concerns that the Scheme
would not prevent the
HGV from using the
Blackwall tunnel

National Grid and SGN

The current levels of demand to use the
Blackwall Tunnel greatly exceed the capacity of
the tunnel, and there is regularly very significant
congestion in and around the area. This
congestion is exacerbated when overheight
vehicles attempt to enter the Blackwall Tunnel.
However, improvements have been made over
the years and these have reduced the number
and frequency of these instances.
The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme would allow
traffic to be better managed, directing HGVs that
are too tall for the Blackwall Tunnel to use the
Silvertown Tunnel through clear signing, signals
and a dedicated HGV/Bus lane. The Silvertown
Tunnel would meet all current highway standards
thus facilitating full height vehicles via its
dedicated lane.
Current overheight vehicle detection for Blackwall
Tunnel uses a network of detectors on the tunnel
approaches which identify and intercept
overheight vehicles. A similar system would be
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Regard had to response (Section 49)
implemented on the combined approach on
A102, linked to the variable message signs on
the overhead gantries. Overheight vehicles
detected would be alerted to move into the
correct lanes for Silvertown Tunnel. Once past
the Silvertown Tunnel ramps, further overheight
vehicles detectors would intercept vehicles
attempting to use the Blackwall Tunnel using
arrangements similar to those currently deployed
on Blackwall Tunnel Approach. This would also
assist in the further reduction of overheight
incidents and hence the improvement in the flow
through the Blackwall Tunnel.
Banning all HGVs from Blackwall Tunnel would
not be an efficient use of London’s road network,
because it would lead to longer journeys for those
heading west to central London or north London
with consequential effects in terms of journey
times, congestion, fuel, and emissions.
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Section 42 (1) (b)

Issue

Consultee

Regard had to response (Section 49)

Consider improving the
existing Boord street
footbridge

Royal Borough of Greenwich

TfL has proposed the replacement of the existing N
Boord Street footbridge with a new foot and cycle
bridge that accords with desire lines in this area.
Detailed design of this structure will be required
by the DCO to conform with the Design Principles
document (Document Reference: 7.4) which sets
a number of high quality parameters specific to
this bridge. An illustrative example of one way the
bridge could look is also contained in the Design
and Access Statement (Document Reference:
7.3).

Consider releasing a more
detailed analysis of the
local employment and the
growth benefits

Royal Borough of Greenwich

Information on the employment and growth
benefits of the Scheme at a Borough level is now
contained with the Regeneration and
Development Impact Appraisal (Document
Reference: 7.8) submitted with this Application

N

Lidoka Estates Ltd and
Waltham Forest noted
suggestion for land use to
minimise the impact to the
north and west of the gas
holder (close to Millenium
Way)

London Borough of Waltham
Forest

The Silvertown Tunnel proposal has been
developed on the basis of minimising the amount
of land required and for which TfL is seeking
compulsory acquisition powers, and has involved
on-going discussions with landowners, including
those to the north and west of the gas holder..
Whilst the gas holder site is currently used for
industrial purposes this may change in the future

N
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as the Greenwich Peninsula undergoes
substantial redevelopment.
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Section 42 (1) (d)
Consultee

Battersea Investments
Limited noted that the
positioning of the
proposed road sign gantry
on the hoarding land
seems inappropriate and
unnecessarily spanning
Tunnel Avenue

Battersea Investments Limited TfL is in discussions with all affected
Y
landowners and is seeking to come to
agreement with them to obviate the need for TfL
to exercise its powers of compulsory acquisition,
should they be included in the made DCO. If
agreement is not reached then affected persons
will have the ability to seek compensation under
the compensation code.
During the course of discussions with affected
persons TfL has received suggested changes to
the Scheme which would make the compulsory
acquisition of land more acceptable to those
landowners. These include removing the
signage gantry on Tunnel Avenue.
ANON-33SX-ST7M-V
In developing the Silvertown proposals careful
Y
consideration was given to the integration into
the existing road network. At a local level, at the
points that the new approach roads for the
Silvertown Tunnel tie-in with the existing road
network, the Scheme is not expected to have a
significant adverse impact on local junctions and
highway links. The tie-ins have been designed
to current design standards taking into account
the expected level of demand. This includes the

Concerns about the
access to the tunnel from
the north of the DLR line
or Silvertown Way
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Regard had to response (Section 49)
tie-in to the Tidal Basin Roundabout and
Silvertown Way. In order to facilitate satisfactory
operation and to meet standards the Tidal Basin
Roundabout would be significantly modified to
create a new signal-controlled roundabout
which is able to accommodate flows from all
connecting links (Silvertown Way, Dock Road
and Lower Lea Crossing).
Southbound traffic approaching the Silvertown
Tunnel would use the modified Tidal Basin
Roundabout, which would be elongated to
facilitate a ‘hamburger’ link for traffic
approaching from A1020 Lower Lea Crossing to
pass directly across the roundabout. There
would also be a direct link from Silvertown Way
to the southbound carriageway of the tunnel,
effectively bypassing the Tidal Basin
Roundabout. This would improve capacity and
journey times.
Following consultation, the Scheme proposals
now include the signalisation of the modified
Tidal Basin Roundabout. The traffic signals
would be designed to enable safe use of the
junction for all road users and to maximise
capacity at the junction. Signalisation would
enable the roundabout to operate as a
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‘hamburger’ arrangement by which traffic
travelling southbound towards the tunnel could
pass directly through the roundabout, increasing
operational capacity. The key features of the
signalisation provision would include the
provision of Toucan crossings at all signalised
arms to provide shared facilities for both
pedestrian and cyclists. With the Dock Road
arm not being signalised, a separate Toucan
crossing would be located further south along
Dock Road.
Concerns about the impact The Trustees of Morden
of the Scheme on Morden College
College
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Throughout the development of the
development of the Scheme TfL has looked to
minimise the amount of land required. However,
TfL needs to ensure that its proposals achieve
its aims and therefore a balance has to be
achieved. In order for TfL to test its proposals
they have been the subject of three public
consultations in 2012, 2013 & 2014 and a
statutory consultation in 2015. The comments
and views from these consultations have been
taken into account in developing the scheme.
As a result the current proposals have been
taken forward as being the optimum design
solution.
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Regard had to response (Section 49)
The Scheme includes permanent land take for
the final Scheme along with land for temporary
occupation to facilitate construction. The design
of the Scheme has been rationalised following
consultation and ongoing engagement with
landowners to:
• keep land take to a justifiable level both during
construction and in its final form;
• make best use of the land; and
• dovetail into development plans for areas to
the north and south of the Thames.
The plans submitted with the DCO application
set out the land take proposals adjacent to the
Morden College site on the Greenwich side of
the River Thames. TfL is in on-going
discussions with Morden College to ensure that,
where possible, impacts of the Scheme upon
their land can be minimised.

Concerns about the
location of the gantry

Chris Hodge commercial Ltd
Following further design development with
Battersea Investments Limited regards to the operational requirements and
signage strategy, the sign gantry in question is
now no longer required at this location on
Tunnel Avenue and has been removed.

Y
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the traffic signals at Tidal
Basin roundabout, the
capacity of Canning Roads
and the congestion caused
by the ExCel exhibitions
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Regard had to response (Section 49)
Southbound traffic approaching the Silvertown
Tunnel would use the modified Tidal Basin
Roundabout, which would be elongated to
facilitate a ‘hamburger’ link for traffic
approaching from A1020 Lower Lea Crossing to
pass directly across the roundabout. This would
improve capacity and journey time.
Following consultation, TfL has agreed that the
modified Tidal Basin Roundabout would be
signalised. The traffic signals would be
designed to enable safe use of the junction for
all road users and to maximise capacity at the
junction. Signalisation would enable the
roundabout to operate as a ‘hamburger’
arrangement by which traffic travelling
southbound towards the tunnel could pass
directly through the roundabout, increasing
operational capacity of the junction, and
consequently maximising the green time for
traffic from the northbound tunnel portal. The
key features of the signalisation provision would
include the provision of Toucan crossings at all
signalised arms to provide shared facilities for
both pedestrian and cyclists. With the Dock
Road arm not being signalised, a separate
Toucan crossing would be located further south
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Regard had to response (Section 49)
along Dock Road
Traffic modelling of Tidal Basin Roundabout has
shown that it would operate within capacity (all
approaches at or below the TfL target Degree of
Saturation figure of 85% in the design year,
which is the demand in relation to the total
capacity). We expect that the roundabout will
operate adequately based on forecast traffic
flows.

Concerns that the Scheme
would not prevent the
HGV from using the
Blackwall tunnel

ANON-33SX-S7SD-J
Millennium Primary School

The current levels of demand to use the
Blackwall Tunnel greatly exceed the capacity of
the tunnel, and there is regularly very significant
congestion in and around the area. This
congestion is exacerbated when overheight
vehicles attempt to enter the Blackwall Tunnel.
However, improvements have been made over
the years and these have reduced the number
and frequency of these instances.
The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme would allow
traffic to be better managed, directing HGVs
that are too tall for the Blackwall Tunnel to use
the Silvertown Tunnel through clear signing,
signals and a dedicated HGV/Bus lane. The
Silvertown Tunnel would meet all current
highway standards thus facilitating full height

N
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vehicles via its dedicated lane.
Current overheight vehicle detection for
Blackwall Tunnel uses a network of detectors on
the tunnel approaches which identify and
intercept overheight vehicles. A similar system
would be implemented on the combined
approach on A102, linked to the variable
message signs on the overhead gantries.
Overheight vehicles detected would be alerted
to move into the correct lanes for Silvertown
Tunnel. Once past the Silvertown Tunnel ramps,
further overheight vehicles detectors would
intercept vehicles attempting to use the
Blackwall Tunnel using arrangements similar to
those currently deployed on Blackwall Tunnel
Approach. This would also assist in the further
reduction of overheight incidents and hence the
improvement in the flow through the Blackwall
Tunnel.
Banning all HGVs from Blackwall Tunnel would
not be an efficient use of London’s road
network, because it would lead to longer
journeys for those heading west to central
London or north London with consequential
effects in terms of journey times, congestion,
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Regard had to response (Section 49)
fuel, and emissions.

Consider improving the
existing Boord street
footbridge

U&I Group

TfL has proposed the replacement of the
existing Boord Street footbridge with a new foot
and cycle bridge that accords with desire lines
in this area. Detailed design of this structure will
be required by the DCO to conform with the
Design Principles document (Document
Reference: 7.4) which sets a number of high
quality parameters specific to this bridge. An
illustrative example of one way the bridge could
look is also contained in the Design and Access
Statement (Document Reference: 7.3).

N

Consider introducing
speed limits

Knight Dragon Developments
Limited

The speed limit in and around the Blackwall
Tunnel is 30mph, rising to 50mph south of
Blackwall Lane junction. The draft DCO would
make provision for the introduction of a 30mph
speed limit in the Silvertown Tunnel, to provide
continuity on the highway network and improve
driver safety in the urban environment.

N

Consider paying for a
replacement car parking
and infrastructure

Knight Dragon Developments
Limited

TfL continues to engage with the developers of
Y
the Greenwich consented Masterplan to deliver
construction solutions which seek to minimise
the cumulative impacts of the development and
Silvertown Tunnel schemes, including to car
parking and associated infrastructure for the O2.
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As a result of this consultation, provision has
been made within the Land Plans (Document
Reference: 2.3) submitted with the DCO
application for the temporary use of land for
replacement car parking for the O2 if it is
required. This ongoing engagement includes
establishing an appropriate allocation of costs
for construction mitigation elements such as
replacement car parking if it is not to be
provided directly by the Scheme.
Consider the risk of
increased accidents

ANON-33SX-ST7M-V

Consideration should be
Quintain
given to designing
buildings of more than one
storey to minimise footprint
and to locating the
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An assessment of current accident rates in the
vicinity of the Blackwall Tunnel and an
assessment of the potential impact of the
scheme on accident levels have been
completed, and further information on these
assessments can be found in Chapters 3 and 7
of the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference: 6.5) respectively. Overall the
scheme is expected to have a negligible impact
on accident levels across the study area.

N

TfL has designed the tunnel and the associated Y
highway connections to minimise the amount of
land required in order to deliver a new river
crossing in east London. Engagement with
affected landowners will continue throughout the
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General concerns about
the quality of the design,
including the overbridge,
the junctions and the
service buildings
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Regard had to response (Section 49)
process to ensure that all land take is kept to a
minimum, whilst taking into account the safe
operation of the Tunnel.
TfL has amended the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme to include land under Silvertown way
as part of the tunnel services compound.

U&I Group
Quintain

As detailed in the Design and Access Statement Y
(Document Reference: 7.3), the Scheme
proposals and the Reference Design have been
developed as a direct response to the Scheme
objectives, relevant policy, consultation and
engagement and the context to which they
would be integrated and have taken into
account the National Networks National Policy
Statement’s focus on ‘good design’. Following
consultation, TfL has made modifications to its
proposals for the new Boord Street footbridge
and has re-sited the tunnel service buildings at
the northern portal in response to the feedback
received during the statutory consultation.
As set out in the Design and Access Statement,
the detailed design of the Scheme will be built in
accordance with the Design Principles
(Document Reference: 7.4), secured by the
DCO, and will be reviewed by an independent
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Design Review Panel.
TfL has proposed the replacement of the
existing Boord Street footbridge with a new foot
and cycle bridge that accords with desire lines
in this area. Detailed design of this structure and
the portal buildings will be required by the DCO
to conform to the Design Principles document
which sets a number of high quality parameters
specific to this bridge and to the portals on both
sides of the river. Illustrative examples of one
way the bridge and the portal building could look
are also contained in the Design and Access
Statement.
General concerns about
the size of the tunnel
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The tunnels have been sized to accommodate
N
5m high vehicles in accordance with current
national standards for highway tunnels. This
determines the height of the tunnels. This is a
positive impact as this will significantly reduce
the number of overheight vehicle incidents in
Blackwall Tunnel. The width of the tunnel has
been determined using standard width highways
lanes and an appropriate width of emergency
walkway on either side of the carriageways
which would allow evacuation of pedestrian and
wheelchair users.
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Lidoka Estates Ltd and
Waltham Forest noted
suggestion for land use to
minimise the impact to the
north and west of the gas
holder (close to Millenium
Way)

Lidoka Estates Ltd

The Silvertown Tunnel proposal has been
developed on the basis of minimising the
amount of land required and for which TfL is
seeking compulsory acquisition powers, and
has involved on-going discussions with
landowners, including those to the north and
west of the gas holder. Whilst the gas holder
site is currently used for industrial purposes this
may change in the future as the Greenwich
Peninsula undergoes substantial
redevelopment.

N

Quintain noted concern
over the size and location
of drainage tanks

Quintain

Following further design development in
response to the issues raised in the
consultation, the Scheme proposals have been
revised and now envisage that the drainage
attenuation tanks would be relocated to directly
behind the proposed western retaining walls for
the Silvertown Tunnel approach roads. The
tanks would take the form of oversized pipes, in
order to maximise the land available for
potential development along Dock Road. TfL
would still require an easement for access and
to maintain the pipes. It is envisaged that this
easement would be over the area behind the
retaining wall which has less development

Y
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potential.
Quintain noted preference
for the use of temporary
buildings (to allow for
relocation and
replacement in future)

Quintain

In this instance, given the complexity of the
N
tunnel service buildings, it is not considered
feasible (both operationally and economically) to
provide for a relocation of them in the future.
Relocating the buildings and associated
equipment would be likely to require a
prolonged closure of the tunnel in order to move
the equipment which would be undesirable.

Quintain requested that
consideration should be
given to excluding land
alongside roadways to
minimise the extent of
permanent land take

Quintain

Land is required for this project both on a
Y
permanent basis as well as for temporary
occupation to facilitate construction.
All parties with a land interest in the Scheme
have been consulted and measures taken,
where practicable, to minimise the amount of
land permanently required for the Scheme,
including that immediately adjacent to roadways
and to minimise the land required for the
construction and the period of time for which it is
required. Details of changes made to the Order
Limits of the Scheme in response to feedback
from the consultations and engagements with
land interests are included in Chapter 22 of this
Consultation Report (Document Reference:
5.1).
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Quintain requested that
the need for a tunnel
ventilation building and
stack on the northern side
of the river is fully
assessed

Quintain

In view of the comments and observations
received following consultation, refinements
have been made to the tunnel proposals and
the ventilation stacks have been removed from
the scheme design.

Y

Request for information on
the assumptions that have
been made regarding the
climate change in the
design life of the Scheme

ANON-33SX-SNWF-F

The Scheme design would optimise energy
performance and CO2 emissions during the
operational stage through the optimisation of
daylighting, through orientation, site layout.
Energy efficient LED lighting could result in a
CO2 saving of up to 29% over the baseline
Scheme.
The Scheme's drainage design will avoid run-off
and localised flooding through the provision of
attenuation facilities provided to accommodate
the 1 in 100 year plus 30% allowance for
climate change storm event. Cut-off drainage
would be provided at tunnel portals to prevent
ingress of rainfall runoff and a drainage sump
would be located at the tunnel portals to provide
an intercept and storage facility for collected
surface water run-off. The Sustainability
Statement (Document Reference: 6.9),
submitted as part of the DCO application, sets

N
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out how the Scheme design has taken into
account climate change
The design of the control
and operational buildings
of the Scheme should be
agreed with the
businesses located in
proximity with these
buildings

Knight Dragon Developments
Limited

TfL would engage with those landowners
directly affected by the proposed Scheme. The
tunnel and the supporting infrastructure,
including the tunnel portal buildings, would be
appropriately designed to ensure the tunnel can
be safely used and maintained. As such, it
would not be appropriate for any third party to
have approval rights over the aesthetic or
architectural design of any part of the scheme.

N

The design of the scheme
should take account of its
impact on potential future
development sites and
opportunities

Quintain

In view of the comments and observations
received refinements and amendments have
been made to the Order Limits boundary to
reduce the impact on the affected landowners.
The new transport links will benefit the local and
wider community including both social and
economic users. The proposal has taken
account of and is likely to bring forward future
residential and commercial opportunities in this
area from which local communities will benefit.
Continued engagement with affected
landowners will ensure that any impact on land
is mitigated at the earliest opportunity.

Y
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Bus/HGV lanes are
supported

Road Haulage Association
Freight Transport Association
DP World
ANON-33SX-S7GA-3
ANON-33SX-S72D-H
ANON-33SX-S2NP-M

A major benefit of the Scheme is the opportunity N
it provides to significantly enhance the bus
network and to provide opportunities for further
transport improvements. Through reducing
delay and providing a full-height tunnel with
designated lanes for buses and HGVs, new and
extended cross-river bus routes, amounting to
around 37.5 buses per hour per direction, could
be provided which would considerably improve
public transport accessibility in the areas
served. In 2021 it is forecast that almost 30% of
trips made through the Blackwall and Silvertown
Tunnels could be made via bus or coach,
compared to just over 10% today.

Clear signage/marking is
essential

Road Haulage Association
BHLF-33SX-SNDC-S
ANON-33SX-STW4-3
ANON-33SX-STEW-M
ANON-33SX-STET-H
ANON-33SX-SNR8-V
ANON-33SX-SNQ7-T
ANON-33SX-SF89-U

As part of the DCO for the Scheme, a road
signing strategy will be required to be
developed during the detailed design stage by
the Contractor. This will offer clear guidance to
the road users enabling early decisions on
direction to be made thus promoting good lane
discipline. The signing strategy would take into
consideration five main elements: Directional
Signing (including diversion signing);
Dimensional and other restrictions; Dangerous

N
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ANON-33SX-SF6X-R
ANON-33SX-S7DT-K
ANON-33SX-S75P-Z
ANON-33SX-S73Z-8
ANON-33SX-S72G-M
ANON-33SX-S2YJ-S
ANON-33SX-S21A-8

goods; Restricted lane access (HGVs and
buses); and Road User Charging (RUC).
Six sign gantries would be installed within the
Order Limits at the southern end of the Scheme
and one gantry would be installed at the
northern end to provide clear directional signing
for strategic and local destinations. The signage
would also clearly direct overheight vehicles to
the Silvertown Tunnel rather than the Blackwall
Tunnel. The gantry signs would be lit and
elevated above the carriageways.
Where possible, existing sign gantries would be
used to support the new signing subject to
confirmation of their design capacity. A number
of new gantries are required however, and
certain existing gantries would need
modification to support additional signing.
Local signing north of the river would be revised
to direct local southbound traffic through
Silvertown Tunnel. Strategic traffic would be
directed through Blackwall Tunnel as per the
existing situation.
Variable Message Signs (VMS) would support
the directional signs to indicate lane closures
using a red cross over lanes closed for
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incidents.

Comment noting that the
ANON-33SX-STHC-3
tunnels should be one-way ANON-33SX-S7YM-1

While there could potentially be some benefit
during times of disruption to operating one or
more of the tunnels in a 'contraflow'
arrangement, TfL does not consider that
operating each tunnel in only one direction
would be likely to be as effective or efficient as
operating both with one bore in each direction.
The Blackwall Tunnel provides a direct
connection between the A12 and the A2, and
also provides ready access to the A13 - this
facilitates travel between the area south of the
Thames and a very wide variety of locations
north of the river. The Silvertown Tunnel would
enhance connections to a more localised set of
destinations - the Isle of Dogs and the Royal
Docks in particular. Because of its direct
strategic highway connections, following the
implementation of the Silvertown Tunnel TfL
anticipates that the greater proportion of
journeys would continue to find the Blackwall
Tunnel the optimal route - and hence requiring
all those travelling north (or south) to use a
particular tunnel would be likely to lead to less
direct routes for journeys on average.

N
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As part of the Scheme proposals, crossover
points will be provided at each end of the tunnel
in order to allow vehicles to be diverted onto the
opposing carriageway, and a crossover route
between the A102 Blackwall Tunnel Southern
approach northbound and southbound
carriageways will also be constructed. These
features will assist in the event of any tunnel
bore closure.
Concern that accidents in
tunnels cause disruption

BHLF-33SX-SNDX-E
ANON-33SX-SNBP-4
ANON-33SX-SFNC-U
ANON-33SX-S2BA-S
ANON-33SX-S25A-C

The Silvertown Tunnel would significantly
improve the reliability and resilience of the
cross-river road network in east London by
providing a new highway crossing adjacent to
the Blackwall Tunnel. The location of the
Silvertown Tunnel means that in the event of an
incident or closure at the Blackwall Tunnel,
traffic can quickly be diverted to use the nearby
Silvertown Tunnel (and vice versa) which would
help to minimise disruption.

N

Concern about the
proposal of the new
junctions as they are not
fully understood

BHLF-33SX-SN5U-V
ANON-33SX-SN8K-N

The design of the junctions has been
undertaken in accordance with current
standards and to accommodate the expected
levels of traffic in the future. The junctions have
been carefully modelled using standard industry
software to ensure an acceptable level of

N
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service for road users. An illustrative design of
the proposed junctions is shown on the General
Arrangement Plans (Document Reference: 2.2)
submitted with the DCO application.

Concern that severe
weather will impact on the
operation of the Silvertown
Tunnel

ANON-33SX-SNEQ-8
ANON-33SX-SFRG-3

The operation of the tunnel is extremely unlikely
to be affected by severe weather. The tunnel
drainage has been designed in accordance with
best practice, to include a 30% capacity
allowance for climate change. Additional paved
areas deemed to be new development should
not cause flooding in the critical 1 in 5 year
event, and attenuation would be provided for
the critical duration 1 in 100 year storm event.
The DCO and Code of Construction Practice
(Document Reference: 6.10) provide for the fact
that there will be a Flood Warning and
Evacuation Plan for the Tunnel approved by the
Environment Agency for both the construction
and operational phases of the Scheme.

N

Concern that the
separation of traffic
streams due to the
bus/HGV lane would
restrict the flow and could
lead to accidents

ANON-33SX-S2HS-H
ANON-33SX-S266-2
ANON-33SX-S24S-W

The Silvertown Tunnel scheme would facilitate
N
better management of cross-river traffic,
including HGVs that are too tall for the Blackwall
Tunnel, by clear signing, signals and a
dedicated HGV/Bus lane in each bore of the
Silvertown Tunnel. The Silvertown Tunnel would
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meet all current highway standards as set out in
the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges.
The road signing strategy for the Scheme,
required by the DCO, would form an integral
part of the strategy for the new crossing and
would be developed to offer clear guidance to
the road users enabling early decisions on
direction to be made thus promoting good lane
discipline. The signing strategy would take into
consideration five main elements: Directional
Signing (including diversion signing);
Dimensional and other restrictions; Dangerous
goods; Restricted lane access (HGVs and
buses); and Road User Charging (RUC).
A range of modelling tools have been used to
assess the demand for the Scheme and the
forecast traffic impacts, as outlined in Chapter 1
of the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference: 6.5). The assessment is that a twinbore two lane Silvertown Tunnel is sufficient to
accommodate future levels of traffic. An
analysis of future road accident levels with the
Scheme in operation has been undertaken
which shows that the Scheme would have a
marginally positive impact on accident levels.
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Concerns about the bus
and HGV lane when
approaching the Scheme

Freight Transport Association
ANON-33SX-ST7X-7
ANON-33SX-SFYS-P
ANON-33SX-SFKA-P
ANON-33SX-S2VC-F
ANON-33SX-S25J-N

A major benefit of the Scheme is the opportunity N
it provides to significantly enhance the bus
network. Under the current proposals the
HGV/Bus lane would operate on a full time
basis. This dedicated lane is intrinsic to the
Scheme proposals not only in terms of meeting
the traffic demands but also to provide
opportunities for further public transport
improvements.
Through reducing delay and providing a fullheight tunnel with designated lanes for buses
and HGVs, new and extended cross-river bus
routes, amounting to around forty buses per
hour per direction, could be provided which
would considerably improve public transport
accessibility in the areas served. In 2021 it is
forecast that almost 30% of trips made through
the Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels could be
made via bus or coach, compared to just over
10% today.
The spatial constraints on the northbound
approach to the Silvertown Tunnel are a key
factor in dictating the location for the start of the
bus lane. It is not feasible to start a demarcated
bus lane on the main A102 four lane wide
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approach to the tunnels, because three lanes
are required upstream of the tunnels in order to
provide for the expected capacity requirements.
Similarly the spatial constraints mean it is not
physically possible to fit in a solution which has
traffic for Silvertown Tunnel exiting on the
nearside of the A102 and then using either a
flyover or flyunder solution to access the tunnel.
The proposed design is therefore considered to
be the optimal solution which achieves the best
balance of many constraints, including primarily
meeting the design standards for the road
alignment whilst minimising quantities of land
take. It is to be noted that the proposed design
meets the standard for the required weaving
length on a 30mph road for cars / buses on the
A102 to move into the correct lane in advance
of the Silvertown diverge.
Once on the Silvertown Tunnel approach, the
bus lane would start shortly in advance of the
merge of the dedicated bus lane from
Millennium Way. This will make it easier for
buses from this road to join the Silvertown
Tunnel, whilst also allowing motorists in cars the
chance to move to the offside of the northbound
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carriageway and out of the bus/HGV lane.
Concerns about the
connection of the Scheme
to the existing network,
such as A2, A12 and A13

ANON-33SX-SN8M-Q

The Silvertown Tunnel would reduce congestion N
at the Blackwall Tunnel, improve the resilience
of the surrounding road network and support
economic and population growth. TfL has
carefully modelled the traffic impacts of the
Scheme and does not anticipate that
implementing the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme
would lead to any significant overall increase in
traffic levels to the wider network. The Scheme
would improve the performance of the road
network and enable vehicles to travel far more
efficiently.
A detailed assessment of traffic impacts has
identified a small number of locations where the
Scheme could result in a need for localised
mitigation (for example signal timing changes).
Schemes are already in development for many
of these. In the context of these and the
dynamic nature of London’s road network, TfL
proposes to commit to future monitoring and
implementation of mitigation under existing
powers where appropriate by assessing the
traffic impacts closer to Scheme opening, and
monitoring actual impacts thereafter to
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accurately identify the scale and location of
adverse impacts to enable implementation of
effective mitigation where required. This
approach is explained in detail in the Monitoring
Strategy (Document Reference: 7.6) and the
Traffic Impacts Mitigation Strategy (Document
Reference: 7.7).
Concerns about the
location of the gantry

BHLF-33SX-SN5J-H

Following further design development with
regards to the operational requirements and
signage strategy, the sign gantry in question is
now no longer required at this location on
Tunnel Avenue and has been removed.

Concerns about the
Scheme being an integral
part of the road network
and maintenance of
flyovers

ANON-33SX-SNEN-5

The Silvertown Tunnel would reduce congestion N
at the Blackwall Tunnel, improve the resilience
of the surrounding road network and support
economic and population growth. We have
carefully modelled the traffic impacts of the
Scheme and do not anticipate that
implementing the Silvertown Tunnel scheme
would lead to any significant overall increase in
traffic levels. The Scheme would improve the
performance of the road network as a whole
and enable vehicles to travel more efficiently.
Furthermore, in developing the Silvertown
proposals careful consideration was given to the
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integration into the existing road network. At a
local level, at the points that the new approach
roads for the Silvertown Tunnel tie-in with the
existing road network, the Scheme is not
expected to have a significant adverse impact
on local junctions and highway links. The tie-ins
have been designed to current design
standards taking into account the expected level
of demand.
The design life of the new structures, including
the new A102 Blackwall Tunnel Southern
Approach Southbound carriage flyover in the
Scheme would be consistent with the estimated
traffic loadings and therefore the maintenance
of such structures is highly predictable, and will
be maintained by TfL as a part of the Transport
for London Road Network (TLRN). Structures
remote from the Scheme that form part of the
TLRN are maintained by TfL in accordance with
their maintenance standards. Once the Scheme
is complete and the Silvertown Tunnel is open,
there is expected to be no forecast increase in
traffic on the A102 or Silvertown Way and
therefore there will be no adverse impact on
existing structures in the vicinity of the Scheme.
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Concerns that the parking
and the bus stops on the
roads that approach the
Scheme would affect the
traffic flow

ANON-33SX-SNFX-G

The Scheme will be retaining the existing
N
clearway (red route) along the A102, Tidal
Basin Roundabout and A1020 Lower Lea
Crossing, and implementing a clearway through
the Silvertown Tunnel. The existing waiting
restrictions are proposed to be retained along
Tunnel Avenue. For Dock Road the existing
waiting restrictions are proposed to be amended
and applied on both sides of the road (no
waiting at any time) from the junction with Tidal
Basin roundabout along the entire section of
realigned Dock Road.
Exact bus stop locations and highways layout
details will be confirmed during the detailed
design stage. The bus stop locations will be
assessed taking into consideration safety of all
road users (motorised and non-motorised),
traffic, physical constraints and available space.
Furthermore, the Scheme would not offer any
authorised parking spaces within the restricted
area opposite or within 10 metres (32 feet) of a
junction, in order to aid visibility and safety at
junctions.

Concerns that the creation
of new junctions is poor

ANON-33SX-SNUQ-R

Junctions are necessary as part of the Scheme
in order to allow traffic to switch from one road
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to another. The development of the Scheme
has sought to minimise the amount of land
required whilst delivering an operationally
feasible Scheme.
As an example, the modified Tidal Basin
Roundabout has been carefully modelled using
standard industry software to ensure an
acceptable level of service and at the same time
ensuring that land take is kept to a minimum.

BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
BHLF-33SX-SN9X-3
ANON-33SX-SNFD-V
ANON-33SX-SNFA-S
ANON-33SX-SNCU-A
ANON-33SX-SNCT-9
ANON-33SX-SFRA-W
ANON-33SX-S79D-R
ANON-33SX-S2CB-U

The current levels of demand to use the
Blackwall Tunnel greatly exceed the capacity of
the tunnel, and there is regularly very significant
congestion in and around the area. This
congestion is exacerbated when overheight
vehicles attempt to enter the Blackwall Tunnel.
However, improvements have been made over
the years and these have reduced the number
and frequency of these instances.
The Silvertown Tunnel Scheme would allow
traffic to be better managed, directing HGVs
that are too tall for the Blackwall Tunnel to use
the Silvertown Tunnel through clear signing,
signals and a dedicated HGV/Bus lane. The
Silvertown Tunnel would meet all current
highway standards thus facilitating full height

N
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vehicles via its dedicated lane.
Current overheight vehicle detection for
Blackwall Tunnel uses a network of detectors
on the tunnel approaches which identify and
intercept overheight vehicles. A similar system
would be implemented on the combined
approach on A102, linked to the variable
message signs on the overhead gantries.
Overheight vehicles detected would be alerted
to move into the correct lanes for Silvertown
Tunnel. Once past the Silvertown Tunnel
ramps, further overheight vehicles detectors
would intercept vehicles attempting to use the
Blackwall Tunnel using arrangements similar to
those currently deployed on Blackwall Tunnel
Approach. This would also assist in the further
reduction of overheight incidents and hence the
improvement in the flow through the Blackwall
Tunnel.
Banning all HGVs from Blackwall Tunnel would
not be an efficient use of London’s road
network, because it would lead to longer
journeys for those heading west to central
London or north London with consequential
effects in terms of journey times, congestion,
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fuel, and emissions.

Consider adding more
escape routes

ANON-33SX-SN3V-U
ANON-33SX-SF4S-H
ANON-33SX-S2WH-N
ANON-33SX-S2PF-C
ANON-33SX-S2CM-6

Two of the principal objectives of the Scheme
are to reduce congestion at Blackwall tunnel
and to provide resilience in case an incident or
closures occurs at either of the Blackwall or
Silvertown tunnels. By locating the tunnel as
proposed TfL would provide a solution to both
these challenges –the number of vehicles
needing to cross the river would have a choice
of two crossings, meaning traffic would flow
more freely, and if there should be a problem at
the Blackwall Tunnel, vehicles could readily use
Silvertown Tunnel instead. Likewise, if there is
an incident which occurs in Silvertown Tunnel,
Blackwall Tunnel will be available as an
alternative.
The preliminary design of the layout of the new
tunnel and the safety systems has been
undertaken in accordance with international
best practice and this has informed the number
of escape routes provided. As part of this a riskbased approach has been taken to inform
design decisions. A Tunnel Design and Safety
Consultation Group has been formed in order to
ensure effective and co-ordinated design,

N
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construction and operation within the context of
safety, and consultations with the Emergency
Services have been ongoing through this forum.
In the event of an incident, motorists will be able
to evacuate in the direction they came in using
the footways in the tunnel. Cross passages are
provided at regular intervals so that the
Emergency Services can gain access to an
incident from the adjacent tunnel without
impeding those motorists evacuating the
incident bore.
The Environment Statement (Document
Reference: 6.1) provides a description of the
envisaged tunnel safety systems which would
be adopted, such as emergency ventilation,
Variable Message Signs, firefighting facilities,
full CCTV coverage and a Public Address Voice
Alarm (PAVA) system.
Consider allowing
motorcycles to use the
HGV lane

ANON-33SX-S7ZS-8

The rules regarding use of the bus and HGV
lane by other vehicles will be as per those for
the Transport for London Road Network, which
following a recent trial now permit use by
motorcycles.

N

Consider allowing slow
cars to use the lorry lane

ANON-33SX-ST3D-F

Many factors have been considered in
developing the Silvertown proposals including

N
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the existing road network, Blackwall Tunnel,
future traffic demands, environmental impact,
future planned developments and financial
benefits and costs. In the factors for future
traffic demands on the Silvertown Tunnel TfL
has allowed for maintenance closures of both
tunnels, special events and diversions.
Under the current proposals the HGV/Bus lane
would operate on a full time basis. This
dedicated lane is intrinsic to the scheme
proposals not only in terms of meeting the traffic
demands but also to provide opportunities for
further transport improvements.
Permitting slow cars to use the bus/HGV lane
could only be achieved by allowing all vehicles
to use the lane, and in doing so a primary
objective of the scheme, to improve public
transport in the east of London, would be
jeopardised
The draft DCO would make provision for the
introduction of speed limit in and around the
tunnel of 30mph. It is envisaged that vehicles in
both lanes would move at similar speeds.

Consider banning diesel
vehicles from the

BHLF-33SX-S7KM-K

Based on TfL’s scheme assessments it is not
considered necessary or appropriate to ban

N
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Silvertown Tunnel

BHLF-33SX-S75E-N
ANON-33SX-STV6-4
ANON-33SX-STQ9-2
ANON-33SX-ST5R-Y
ANON-33SX-SNSZ-Y
ANON-33SX-SNKF-3
ANON-33SX-SNCT-9
ANON-33SX-SNCB-Q
ANON-33SX-SFQY-M
ANON-33SX-S7CW-N
ANON-33SX-S2TS-W
ANON-33SX-S28E-K

diesel engine vehicles from the Blackwall or
Silvertown Tunnels at this stage, however future
use of the tunnels by different vehicle types is
something that would be kept under review.

Consider enforcing the
rules for accessing the
Silvertown Tunnel
regarding speed limits,
overheight lorries and fuel
shortages

London Assembly, Labour
Group
British Land
BHLF-33SX-SNG4-D
BHLF-33SX-SNDX-E
BHLF-33SX-S7VT-5
BHLF-33SX-S7FV-Q
BHLF-33SX-S77X-A
ANON-33SX-STP2-T

It is proposed that the tunnel bye-laws will be
agreed as part of the DCO. This will provide TfL
with the ability to enforce various aspects
relating to the use of the tunnels.
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ANON-33SX-SNST-S
ANON-33SX-SFUD-3
ANON-33SX-S7YK-Y
ANON-33SX-S7J6-U
ANON-33SX-S2TV-Z
ANON-33SX-S2SQ-T
ANON-33SX-S2N5-S
ANON-33SX-S2MU-R
ANON-33SX-S2JG-7
ANON-33SX-S2CB-U
Consider improving the
existing Boord street
footbridge

BHLF-33SX-S71A-D
ANON-33SX-SF6M-D

TfL has proposed the replacement of the
existing Boord Street footbridge with a new foot
and cycle bridge that accords with desire lines
in this area. Detailed design of this structure will
be required by the DCO to conform with the
Design Principles document (Document
Reference: 7.4) which sets a number of high
quality parameters specific to this bridge. An
illustrative example of one way the bridge could
look is also contained in the Design and Access
Statement (Document Reference: 7.3).

N

Consider increasing the
speed limit in the

Corecog
ANON-33SX-STQ8-1

The preliminary design of the layout of the
Silvertown Tunnel has been undertaken in

N
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Silvertown Tunnel

ANON-33SX-SFKZ-F
ANON-33SX-SFE6-5

accordance with appropriate design standards.
As part of this a risk-based approach has been
taken to inform design decisions. The physical
alignment of the tunnel is a primary
consideration in the selection of the speed limit
through the tunnel, and as such a 30mph limit
would be imposed as part of the DCO. This
speed limit is the same as that of the Blackwall
Tunnel. This overall approach would provide
continuity on the highway network and improve
driver safety in the urban environment.

Consider increasing the
speed limit in the
Silvertown Tunnel

BHLF-33SX-SNJ5-H
ANON-33SX-STEJ-7
ANON-33SX-SNVV-X
ANON-33SX-SNFX-G
ANON-33SX-SNCZ-F
ANON-33SX-SFM9-G
ANON-33SX-SF39-P
ANON-33SX-S2RY-1

The preliminary design of the layout of the
Silvertown Tunnel has been undertaken in
accordance with appropriate design standards.
As part of this a risk-based approach has been
taken to inform design decisions. The physical
alignment of the tunnel is a primary
consideration in the selection of the speed limit
through the tunnel, and as such a 30mph limit
would be imposed as part of the DCO. This
speed limit is the same as that of the Blackwall
Tunnel. This overall approach would provide
continuity on the highway network and improve
driver safety in the urban environment.

N

Consider keeping the

BHLF-33SX-SN9U-Z

TfL has designed the tunnel and the associated

N
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highway connections to minimise the amount of
land required in order to deliver a new river
crossing in east London and has taken
representations made by landowners in
consultation and on-going discussions into
account. The Scheme has also been designed
to ensure that future residential and commercial
opportunities in this area from which local
communities will benefit can be brought
forward.

Road Haulage Association

ANON-33SX-SFWN-F
Consider redirecting the
tankers that require police
escort over one lane of the
bridge to access the tunnel

The dedicated Bus/HGV lanes (one in each
direction) in the Silvertown Tunnel would be
available for use by buses, HGVs and taxis.
HGVs that are eligible to use these lanes are
those with a gross combination mass of over
7.5 tonnes. Motorists would be informed of this
designation through signage on the overhead
gantries on the approach to the tunnel.

N

This comment refers to the operation of the
N
Dartford Crossing. Bi-directional flow in a tunnel
is not safe practice and would not form part of
the tunnel operating strategy. Neither Silvertown
Tunnel nor Blackwall Tunnel allow passage for
dangerous goods, hence this scenario would
not arise in this location.
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Consider releasing a more
detailed analysis of the
local employment and the
growth benefits

BHLF-33SX-S7Q1-W
ANON-33SX-SNBC-Q

Information on the employment and growth
benefits of the Scheme at a Borough level is
now contained with the Regeneration and
Development Impact Appraisal (Document
Reference: 7.8) submitted with this Application

N

Consider setting up one of
the tunnels (Blackwall or
Silvertown) as an ‘express
way’

BHLF-33SX-S71N-T
ANON-33SX-STM2-Q

A range of modelling tools have been used to
assess the demand for the Scheme and the
forecast traffic impacts, as outlined in Chapter 1
of the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference: 6.5). TfL’s assessment is that a
twin-bore two lane Silvertown Tunnel is
sufficient to accommodate future levels of traffic
and we do not believe that designating either of
the tunnels as ‘expressway’ and restricting their
use to certain types of vehicles would result in
any overall benefit to users. Both tunnels would
have a 30mph speed limit and the two tunnels
would serve different catchments; most users
travelling to or from the A12 or the A13 the
Blackwall Tunnel would continue to represent
the most direct route, whereas the Silvertown
Tunnel would provide a more direct route for
users travelling to or from the Royal Docks and
the Isle of Dogs.

N
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Consider suspending the
bus/HGV lane at night

ANON-33SX-S72G-M

TfL is proposing that one lane in each direction
N
within the Silvertown Tunnel would be
designated for use by buses, coaches, taxis and
HGVs only, with the remaining lanes being
available to all vehicles. These lanes are
proposed for the purposes of increasing safety
for all users and journey time reliability for
certain vehicles, and would support the
provision of a number of new cross-river bus
routes.
Based on the work TfL has completed to date,
TfL anticipates that the provision of one lane for
general traffic in each direction within the
Silvertown Tunnel would be sufficient for
accommodating demand, and TfL does not
expect that providing a designated lane for
buses and HGVs, including at night, would lead
to disruption or delay to other road users.
In the event of an incident within the Blackwall
or Silvertown Tunnel or on its approaches it
would be possible to deactivate the bus/HGV
lane so that it could be used by general traffic,
to rapidly clear any delays.

Consider that the bus/HGV ANON-33SX-SF6K-B
lane in Blackwall and

By addressing the congestion issues at the
Blackwall Tunnel, the scheme is expected to

N
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have an overall positive impact on congestion,
and is not expected to lead to a significant
material increase in delay on any part of the
road network. A user charge at both the existing
Blackwall Tunnel as well as for the new
Silvertown Tunnel would manage demand to
the extent that any additional users attracted by
the improved crossing will be countered by a
corresponding decrease in demand arising from
the introduction of the charge. The combination
of providing additional capacity alongside the
user charge will, in turn, manage the effects on
the wider road network including secondary
environmental effects.
The air quality assessment has been
undertaken following the relevant legislation and
guidance. It concludes that the Scheme will not
result in a significant effect on air quality. With
regards to changes in Nitrogen dioxide (NO2),
the assessment shows that the majority of
receptors across the study area experience a
change that is classified as imperceptible by the
guidance. Where changes are classified as
perceptible, more receptors will experience an
improvement than will experience a perceptible
deterioration. Initial results were presented at
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the consultation within Chapter 6 of the PEIR
and full results are presented within Chapter 6
of the Environmental Statement (Document
Reference: 6.1).
As outlined within the Code of Construction
Practice (Document Reference: 6.10), during
construction of the Silvertown Tunnel the
Scheme has committed to utilising the river for
transportation of construction materials and
waste. This has reduced the number of lorries
to be used in the construction period. The Code
of Construction Practice also outlines a number
of other measures to ensure air quality impacts
from dust and vehicle emissions are reduced
during construction. These measures will be
incorporated and implemented within the
Construction Environment Management Plan
(CEMP) by the contractor at the detailed design
stage.
Mitigation measures to reduce the operational
impact of the Scheme on air quality are
embedded in the Scheme design. A user
charge will be introduced to the existing
Blackwall Tunnel and the Silvertown Tunnel to
manage traffic and in turn the impacts on air
quality. The user charge in the assessed case
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sees the most expensive charge allocated to
HGVs to ensure HGVs take the most
appropriate river crossing relevant to their
journey. Additionally the charging regime within
the assessed case includes a discount for low
emissions vehicles, thereby promoting the use
of cleanest vehicles.
The Scheme proposes a dedicated lane for
HGVs and buses; there are no proposals to ban
HGVs from other lanes or Blackwall Tunnel.
Consider the number and
the size of the evacuation
tunnels

ANON-33SX-SNQX-U

The preliminary design of the layout of the new
tunnel and the safety systems has been
undertaken in accordance with international
best practice and specifically the standards in
the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges
(DMRB), including the number and size of the
evacuation tunnels. As part of this a risk
approach has been taken to inform design
decisions.

N

Consider the risk of
increased accidents

London Cycling Campaign
BHLF-33SX-S75E-N
ANON-33SX-SF39-P

An assessment of current accident rates in the
vicinity of the Blackwall Tunnel and an
assessment of the potential impact of the
scheme on accident levels have been
completed, and further information on these
assessments can be found in Chapters 3 and 7

N
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of the Transport Assessment (Document
Reference: 6.5) respectively. Overall the
scheme is expected to have a negligible impact
on accident levels across the study area.

Consider the size of the
lanes

ANON-33SX-SNQX-U

The preliminary design of the layout of the new
tunnel and the safety systems has been
undertaken in accordance with international
best practice. The standards in the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) have
been used to determine the geometry of the
highways layout, including the widths of lanes.

Consider the size of the
walkways

ANON-33SX-SNQX-U

The preliminary design of the layout of the new
N
tunnel and the safety systems has been
undertaken in accordance with international
best practice. As part of this a risk approach has
been taken to inform design decisions.
Furthermore, the standards in the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) have
been used to determine cross-sectional details
such as the size of the walkways.

Consider using clear
signage/marking to notify
commuters if access to
Greenwich Peninsula from
the Blackwall Tunnel is

ANON-33SX-S7VW-8

In developing the Silvertown proposals careful
consideration was given to the integration into
the existing road network. At a local level, at the
points that the new approach roads for the
Silvertown Tunnel tie-in with the existing road

N

N
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network, the Scheme is not expected to have a
significant adverse impact on local junctions
and highway links, such that it is considered
unlikely that access to the Greenwich Peninsula
from the Blackwall Tunnel will be restricted,
save for when incidents occur. The tie-ins have
been designed to current design standards
taking into account the expected level of
demand. This includes the tie-in to the A102
southbound and the exit slip road at Blackwall
Lane.
Regarding the concern related to the traffic
weaving on the southbound carriageway
between the tie in with the A102 and the exit
slip road at Blackwall Lane, TfL can confirm that
this has been checked and that the appropriate
standards are met. This is mainly due to the low
amount of traffic that would wish to weave over
this section.
As part of the DCO for the Scheme a road
signing strategy will be required to be
developed during the detailed design stage by
the Contractor. This strategy will offer clear
guidance to the road users enabling early
decisions on direction to be made thus
promoting good lane discipline. The signing
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strategy would take into consideration
Directional Signing (including diversion signing).
Local signing north of the river would be revised
to direct local southbound traffic through
Silvertown Tunnel. Strategic traffic would be
directed through Blackwall Tunnel as per the
existing situation. As a result of this local traffic
travelling from north of the river to the
Greenwich Peninsula facilities would be signed
through the Silvertown Tunnel to run parallel
with the A102 before using the exit slip road at
Blackwall Lane and in doing so reducing the
interference through traffic by weaving.

Consider using clear
signage/marking from the
M25 to the A13, such as
information panels to
indicate the status of
tunnels

BHLF-33SX-S7MP-R
ANON-33SX-SFRP-C
ANON-33SX-S72X-5
ANON-33SX-S2N5-S

As part of the DCO for the Scheme, a road
signing strategy will be required to be
developed during the detailed design stage by
the Contractor to offer clear guidance to the
road users enabling early decisions on direction
to be made thus promoting good lane discipline.
The signing strategy would take into
consideration five main elements: Directional
Signing (including diversion signing);
Dimensional and other restrictions; Dangerous
goods; Restricted lane access (HGVs and
buses); and Road User Charging (RUC).

N
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Six sign gantries would be installed within the
Order Limits at the southern end of the Scheme
and one gantry would be installed at the
northern end to provide clear directional signing
for strategic and local destinations. Variable
Message Signs (VMS) would support the
directional signs to indicate lane closures using
a red cross over lanes closed for incidents.
As part of the Scheme signing strategy, a public
information service using the existing signs on
the approach to the Blackwall Tunnel would
provide advance warning on closures well in
advance of reaching the area of the Scheme.
It is considered that the existing signs on the
approach to the tunnels are currently located in
suitable positions, and are sufficient to
adequately inform the travelling public about
potential delays or closures at the tunnels so
that an alternative route can be chosen. The TfL
website provides up-to-date status information
on all transport systems in London
(https://tfl.gov.uk/tube-dlr-overground/status/).
This information includes updates on road
closures including the Blackwall Tunnel and
would be extended to the Silvertown Tunnel
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when operational.

Consider using the latest
technology equipment
(such as. DAB, 4G, etc.)
in the tunnels

Institution of Civil Engineers
ANON-33SX-STEJ-7

The design of the Scheme includes a degree of
passive provision to allow for emerging
technologies such as plant room space, power
supplies and cable duct space.
For example the Scheme would allow the
rebroadcast of domestic car radio signals into
the Silvertown Tunnel however the provision of
mobile phone rebroadcast can only be carried
out if the mobile phone operators wish to do so.
TfL would provide passive provision for the
mobile phone operators to connect their
rebroadcast equipment to.

N

Consideration should be
given to a dedicated bus
lane in the tunnel

Greenwich Conservatives

Under the current proposals the left hand lane
N
in the Silvertown Tunnel would be a HGV/Bus
lane which would operate on a full time basis.
Given that around 37.5 buses per hour are
expected in each direction, dedicating a lane
solely for buses would mean that the lane would
be under capacity. Sharing the lane with HGVs
will not restrict the flow of buses through the
tunnel and will improve the overall safety and
flow of traffic because larger vehicles will be
separated from smaller vehicles.
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Indeed, a major benefit of the Scheme is the
opportunity it provides to significantly enhance
the bus network. Through reducing delay and
providing a full-height tunnel with designated
lanes for buses and HGVs, new and extended
cross-river bus routes could be provided which
would considerably improve public transport
accessibility in the areas served. In 2021 it is
forecast that almost 30% of trips made through
the Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels could be
made via bus or coach, compared to just over
10% today. This dedicated lane is intrinsic to
the scheme proposals not only in terms of
meeting the traffic demands but also to provide
opportunities for these further transport
improvements.
General concerns about
the design of the Scheme
proposals
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ANON-33SX-STSM-R
ANON-33SX-ST7N-W
ANON-33SX-SNVE-D
ANON-33SX-SNRC-7
ANON-33SX-SFAP-U
ANON-33SX-S76X-9
ANON-33SX-S2S9-2
ANON-33SX-S2P5-U

As detailed in the Design and Access Statement N
(Document Reference: 7.3), the Scheme
proposals and the Reference Design have been
developed as a direct response to the Scheme
objectives, relevant policy, consultation and
engagement and the context to which they
would be integrated, and have taken into
account the National Networks National Policy
Statement’s focus on ‘good design’.
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As set out in the Design and Access Statement,
the detailed design of the Scheme will be built in
accordance with the Design Principles
(Document Reference: 7.4), secured by the
DCO, and will be independently reviewed by an
independent Design Review Panel.
The design of the highways and junctions has
also been influenced by current highways
standards and to accommodate the expected
levels of traffic in the future. .

General concerns about
the quality of the design,
including the overbridge,
the junctions and the
service buildings

ANON-33SX-SNQ7-T

As detailed in the Design and Access Statement Y
(Document Reference: 7.3), the Scheme
proposals and the Reference Design have been
developed as a direct response to the Scheme
objectives, relevant policy, consultation and
engagement and the context to which they
would be integrated and have taken into
account the National Networks National Policy
Statement’s focus on ‘good design’. Following
consultation, TfL has made modifications to its
proposals for the new Boord Street footbridge
and has re-sited the tunnel service buildings at
the northern portal in response to the feedback
received during the statutory consultation.
As set out in the Design and Access Statement,
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the detailed design of the Scheme will be built in
accordance with the Design Principles
(Document Reference: 7.4), secured by the
DCO, and will be reviewed by an independent
Design Review Panel.
TfL has proposed the replacement of the
existing Boord Street footbridge with a new foot
and cycle bridge that accords with desire lines
in this area. Detailed design of this structure
and the portal buildings will be required by the
DCO to conform to the Design Principles
document which sets a number of high quality
parameters specific to this bridge and to the
portals on both sides of the river. Illustrative
examples of one way the bridge and the portal
building could look are also contained in the
Design and Access Statement.
General concerns about
the size of the tunnel
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ANON-33SX-S7YV-A

The tunnels have been sized to accommodate
5m high vehicles in accordance with current
national standards for highway tunnels. This
determines the height of the tunnels. This is a
positive impact as this will significantly reduce
the number of overheight vehicle incidents in
Blackwall Tunnel. The width of the tunnel has
been determined using standard width

N
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highways lanes and an appropriate width of
emergency walkway on either side of the
carriageways which would allow evacuation of
pedestrian and wheelchair users.

It should be confirmed that BHLF-33SX-SN9F-H
the Scheme could
ANON-33SX-SFUQ-G
accommodate double deck ANON-33SX-S7W9-B
buses
ANON-33SX-S7RE-J
ANON-33SX-S7H3-P
ANON-33SX-S7BE-2

The issues with Blackwall Tunnel are widely
N
acknowledged, and this is the principle reason
for the implementation of the Silvertown Tunnel
Scheme. The current levels of demand to use
the Blackwall Tunnel greatly exceed the
capacity of the tunnel, and there is regularly
very significant congestion in and around the
area. The tunnel itself was first opened in 1897
and was designed for horse and coaches. While
the Blackwall Tunnel is accessible to most
vehicles, it was not designed for modern freight
vehicles, or double deck buses. As a result, it is
highly susceptible to disruptive incidents which
can require that it be closed at very short notice.
The Silvertown Tunnel has been designed to
accommodate large vehicles including double
deck buses. One lane in each direction would
be reserved for buses, coaches and HGVs.
Through reducing delay and providing a fullheight tunnel with designated lanes for buses
and HGVs, new and extended cross-river bus
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routes, amounting to around forty buses per
hour per direction, could be provided which
would considerably improve public transport
accessibility in the areas served. In 2021 it is
forecast that almost 30% of trips made through
the Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels could be
made via bus or coach, compared to just over
10% today.
Query over whether the
Scheme involves the
widening of the A2 or
demolishing of the forest
of Oxalis

ANON-33SX-SN3J-F

The proposed Scheme does not include any
plans for works on the A2 or at Oxalis Wood.

Request for information on
the shape of the
Silvertown Tunnel (i.e.
straight line or curved)

ANON-33SX-SNVW-Y

The proposed route of the Scheme is as shown N
on the full suite of plans submitted with the
application (see Document Reference: 2.2 for
General Arrangement Plans). This shows the
Silvertown Tunnel would not be in a straight
line. The alignment of the road through the
Silvertown Tunnel has been designed to take
account of physical obstructions, development
proposals in the area and to comply with the
standards of the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges for a 30mph/50kph highway. The turns
on the road in the tunnel and on the approaches
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meet the requirements of this standard.
Review the proposals for a
bus/HGV lane Silvertown
tunnels and consider
banning HGVs from using
Blackwall Tunnel

Institution of Civil Engineers
ANON-33SX-STYH-S
ANON-33SX-STM5-T
ANON-33SX-STEJ-7
ANON-33SX-STBW-H
ANON-33SX-ST4B-E
ANON-33SX-SNBC-Q
ANON-33SX-SFY5-R
ANON-33SX-SFKA-P
ANON-33SX-SF3T-H
ANON-33SX-S7CV-M
ANON-33SX-S797-B
ANON-33SX-S72V-3
ANON-33SX-S2YC-J
ANON-33SX-S2WD-H
ANON-33SX-S2ND-8
ANON-33SX-S2H2-G

TfL has carefully modelled the traffic impacts of N
the Scheme and does not anticipate that
implementing the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme
would lead to any significant overall increase in
traffic levels. The Scheme would improve the
performance of the road network and enable
vehicles to travel more efficiently. Included in
this traffic modelling is the proposed inclusion of
a dedicated full time Bus/HGV lane in the
Silvertown Tunnel.
Banning all HGVs from Blackwall Tunnel would
not be an efficient use of London’s road
network, because it would lead to longer
journeys for those heading west to central
London or north London with consequential
effects in terms of journey times, congestion,
fuel, and emissions.
A major benefit of the Scheme is the opportunity
it provides to significantly enhance the bus
network. Through reducing delay and providing
a full-height tunnel with designated lanes for
buses and HGVs, new and extended cross-river
bus routes, amounting to around 37.5 buses per
hour per direction, could be provided which
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would considerably improve public transport
accessibility in the areas served. In 2021 it is
forecast that almost 30% of trips made through
the Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels could be
made via bus or coach, compared to just over
10% today.
Review the need for a
HGV lane as it would
attract more traffic to
Greenwich Peninsula

BHLF-33SX-SN47-W

TfL does not expect the scheme to lead to a
N
significant increase in the overall volume of
traffic in Greenwich Peninsula including HGVs.
In fact the number of vehicles using the A102
and A2 and the surrounding road network is
expected to remain broadly the same despite
the additional cross-river capacity provided by
the Silvertown Tunnel and traffic is expected to
flow more freely and result in fewer emissions.
This is because the proposed user charge
would act as an effective tool for managing
demand, and could be adjusted if necessary if
the scheme was having adverse impacts on
parts of the road network. TfL does not expect
that providing a designated lane for buses,
coaches, taxis and HGVs within the Silvertown
Tunnel would lead to disruption or delay to other
road users.

Suggestions for

ANON-33SX-ST7Y-8

TfL has recently implemented several policies
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restrictions to HGVs on the ANON-33SX-SNSZ-Y
road network, through
ANON-33SX-SFKR-7
Blackwall Tunnel or
ANON-33SX-SF4P-E
Silvertown Tunnel
ANON-33SX-S7CT-J
ANON-33SX-S72X-5
ANON-33SX-S2RT-V

and regulations in order to reduce the adverse
effects of heavy good vehicles on London’s
roads. These include a daily charge for vehicles
failing to meet emissions standards in the Low
Emission Zone (LEZ), the implementation of a
Safer Lorry Scheme to ensure that all lorries on
London’s roads are fitted with basic safety
equipment. Furthermore, the London Lorry
Control Scheme (LLCS) has been in operation
since the 1990’s, which restricts the night and
weekend movement of HGVs weighing more
than 18 tonnes. TfL remains committed to
implementing these types of policies which will
improve safety and reduce pollution in London.

The tunnel needs to be
well lit

All highway lighting, including within the tunnel
N
would be in accordance with the appropriate
design standards and guidance and use energy
efficient illumination throughout.
The tunnel lighting system would be designed to
give a level of illumination that would provide
tunnel users with adequate visibility throughout
and would be designed in three zones to take
account of the light level changes experienced
by the driver travelling along the tunnel.
In the main body of the tunnel, is the interior

ANON-33SX-STW4-3
ANON-33SX-S2U7-2
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zone where a standard level of illumination
would be provided. At the entry and exit portals
are the entry and exit transition zones
respectively, where additional lights would be
installed to allow the tunnel control system to
‘match’ the outside illumination levels.
Traffic lights should
facilitate traffic flow by
operating according to the
time of the day and being
sequenced
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BHLF-33SX-SNGB-U
ANON-33SX-STHP-G
ANON-33SX-SF6M-D
ANON-33SX-S7BP-D
ANON-33SX-S22R-T

Following consultation, TfL has agreed that the
modified Tidal Basin Roundabout would be
signalised. The traffic signals would be
designed to enable safe use of the junction for
all road users and to maximise capacity at the
junction. Signalisation would enable the
roundabout to operate as a ‘hamburger’
arrangement by which traffic travelling
southbound towards the tunnel could pass
directly through the roundabout, increasing
operational capacity. The key features of the
signalisation provision would include the
provision of Toucan crossings at all signalised
arms to provide shared facilities for both
pedestrian and cyclists. With the Dock Road
arm not being signalised, a separate Toucan
crossing would be located further south along
Dock Road
Junction and traffic lights across the whole
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Scheme would be controlled via TfL’s Urban
Traffic Control (UTC) system which will include
a synchronised traffic signal system. In the
event of a tunnel incident the UTC system could
utilise the signals at the roundabout to
implement the ‘Greenwave’ to rapidly clear
vehicles from the tunnel.

Tunnel should be fully
accessible by disabled
drivers

ANON-33SX-S7YV-A

The Silvertown Tunnel is being designed to
N
provide accessible access to emergency points
(including telephones) and would include
walkways that are wide enough for wheelchair
use in the unlikely event that drivers are
required to abandon their vehicles and evacuate
the tunnel. The tunnel would also be equipped
with incident detection systems that would alert
the operator to any broken down vehicle in the
tunnel so that help can be quickly dispatched to
assist any user. It is not practical to provide
signage in many languages however the use of
pictograms would be used wherever possible.
These details would be defined in the road
signing strategy for the Scheme which would be
developed during the detailed design stage by
the Contractor.
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